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Part 6 

Some important authors and works 





Chapter I 

Bower Manuscript 

The Bower Manuscript is named after H. Bower who, being then a lieutenant, obtained 
it, early in the year 1890, in Kuca from a local inhabitant during a confidential mission 
from the Government of India. Kuca I is the name of one of the principal oases and 
settlements of Eastern Turkestan (part of China}, on the ancient great caravan route 
to China. The MS was found by native treasure-seekers in a stiipa close to the Ming
Di (the "Thousand Houses", a system of rock-cut grottos with Buddhist shrines} 2 of 
Qum Turli, about 13 (or 16} miles from Kuca, in February 1890. en his return to In
dia, Lieutenant Bower took the MS to Simla, whence it was forwarded to Colonel J. 
Waterhouse, who was then the President of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Colonel Wa
terhouse exhibited the MS at the monthly meeting of the Society on November 5, 1890, 
when also a note from Lieutenant Bower was read, explaining the circumstances of the 
discovery. After the meeting some attempts were made to decipher the MS, but they 
proved unsuccessful. 3 However, a German Indologist, G. Buhler, succeeded in reading 
and translating two leaves of the MS, 4 reproduced in the form of heliogravures in the 
Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 5 Immediately after his return to India in 
February 1891, A.F.R. Hoernle began to study the MS. 6 At the meeting of the Society 
in April 1891, he was able to communicate the first decipherment. 7 The Government 
of India sanctioned, in 1892, Hoernle's proposal to prepare a complete edition of the 
text, illustrated with facsimile plates, and accompanied by an annotated English trans
lation. The first part of the edition appeared in 1893, the second part (in two fasciculi} 
in 1894-95, and the remaining parts in 1897. After an interruption of several years, the 
Sanskrit Index was published in 1908, and a revised translation of the medical portions 
(I, II, and III} in 1909; the Introduction appeared in 1912. 8 

The Manuscript9 

The term 'Bower Manuscript' is not strictly correct, since it is, as to size, a combination 
of two manuscripts, a larger and a smaller. The larger manuscript is a complex of six 
smaller manuscripts which are separately paginated. The Bower Manuscript is there
fore, in reality, a collection of seven distinct manuscripts, indicated as parts I to VII in 
Hoernle's edition. 

The manuscript is written on fifty-one birch bark leaves of an oblong shape, in the 
form of those ofan Indian pothI. The birch bark of the large portion of the manuscript is 
of a \liality much inferior to that of the smaller portion. The hole for the passage of the 
binding string is placed about the middle of the left half of the leaves. This placement 
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of the string hole and the oblong form of the leaves point to an imitation of palm leaf 
pothis from Southern India by the scribes of Kuca. 10 

The s~ven pa_rts of the _ma~uscript are written in an essentially identical script, the 
Gupta script, which prevailed m Northern India from the fourth to the sixth centuries 
A.D. S~me graphic peculiarities of the Bower MS indicate, according to Hoernle, that it 
was written at some time within the fourth century A.D. 11 Distinctive characters of the 
script used enabled Hoernle to distinguish four different scribes, 12 who wrote parts I
Ill, part IV.parts V and VII, and part VI respectively. He also arrived at the conclusion 
that _the ~riters of parts I-Ill and V-VII were natives of India who had migrated to 
Kuca. To Judge from the style of writing, the scribe of parts 1-111 originally came from 
the northern, the two scribes of parts V-VII from the southern part of the northern area 
of the Indian Gupta script. The writer of part IV may have been a native of Eastern 
Turkestan. All four writers must have been Buddhist monks, residing in a monastery 
near Kucii. 

The ultimate ownerof the whole series of manuscripts, whose name appears to have 
been Yasomitr~, 13 must have held a prominent position in that monastery, for the bun
dle of manuscripts was contained in the relic chamber of the memorial stiipa built in 
his honour. 14 

Language 

The language in which the treatises of the Bower MS are written is a kind of mixed 
Sanskrit, i.e., a mixture of current literary Sanskrit and a Sanskrit with a varying pro
portion of prakritisms. The influence of Prakrit is far more pronounced in the more 
popular treatises on divination and incantation in parts IV-VII than in the more scien
tific medical treatises of parts I-Ill. 15 

Contents 

Parts I to III, the three medical treatises of the collection, comprise a total of 1,323 
verses and some prose; 16 almost all the stanzas are written in three metres, the sloka, tri
~~ubh, and iiryii; the iiloka predominates, taking up about seventy percent of the whole. 
The total number of different metres is twenty-three; 17 part I, in proportion to its ex
tent, contains an extraordinarily large number, not less than nineteen, distributed over 
132 verses; in part II there are nine metres to 1,119 verses, and in part III four metres to 
seventy-two verses. It is evident from this familiarity with metrical writing that the au
thor of the three medical treatises was well versed in Sanskrit composition. Although 
the substance of part II, which is a compilation, is not his own original composition, 
certain portions of it may well be his own contribution, not only the ten introductory 
verses, but also a number of scattered stanzas. 18 In contrast with the treatise in part II, 
the treatises in parts I and III do not not consist of compilations from earlier sources, 
but are rather original compositions. 

The author of parts IV-VII was not conversant with scholarly Sanskrit; these trea
tises are written. in a mixed type of language. A considerable portion is in prose, and 
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whatever is in metrical form, is entirely in the easy sloka metre. The surviving frag
ment of part VII is entirely in prose; the only portion of part VI that is metrical is the 
charm in seventeen verses. Part V, on the other hand, is entirely in verse, and so is part 
IV, with the exception of its five introductory lines, which are in prose. 

Part I opens with a flowery description of the Himalayas, where a group of mu
nis reside, interested in the names and properties of medicinal plants. 19 Mentioned by 
name are the following sages: Atreya, Hiirita, 20 Pariisara, Shela, Garga, Siimbavya, 21 

Susruta, Vasi~\ha, Kara.la, and Kiipya (7-8). Susruta, whose curiosity is aroused by a 
particular plant, approaches muni Kiisiriija, 22 enquiring about the nature of this plant. 
Kiisiriija, granting his request, tells him about the origin of the plant, which proves to 
be garlic (lasuna), its properties and uses (9-43). Kiisiriija's exposition on the subject 
is called the lasunakalpa, as taught by the ancient sages. 

A small tract on miscellaneous subjects follows. It contains verses on the diges
tive fire (agni; 44-51), 23 some rasiiyana formulae (52-54), technical rules about the 
proportions of the ingredients of compound medicines (55-59), a viijikara~a formula 
(60), and a rasiiyana recipe attributed to Agasti (61-68). 

Next come sections devoted to eye lotions (iiscyotana; 68-86), face plasters 
(mukhalepa or vadanapralepa; 87-105), collyria and pastes for the eyelids (anjana, 
vi9iilaka; 24 I 06-111 ), remedies against baldness and grey hair (khiili tya and palita; 
112-120), and recipes against cough, especially cough caused by deranged vii.ta 
(121-132). 

Part II, which opens with a salutation addressed to the Tathiigatas, contains, 
as stated by the author, the Niivanitaka, 25 a standard manual (siddhasarpkar~a), 
containing the foremost formulae of the great sages, made up by them of old (1-2). 
It was originally divided into sixteen chapters (adhyiiya), the headings of which 
are enumerated in the introductory verses (4--9). The introduction ends with the 
recommendation not to transmit the Niivanitaka to anyone without a son, a brother or 
a disciple. 

Chapter one ( 11-107; on ciir~ayogas according· to the introduction and the 
colophon) contains recipes for powders (ciir~a), linctuses (leha) and pills (gufikii); 
chapter two (108-260) deals with medicated ghees (ghf(a), and chapter three 
(261-403) with medicated oils (taila). 

The contents of chapter four (misraka; 404-617) are of a miscellaneous nature: 
two recipes against viitarakta (404-405), four recipes against iimiitisiira (406-412), 
four recipes for mahiisa111griihika preparations 26 ( 413-417), a formula for a styptic 
(sthiipana) to be employed in haemorrhagic conditions (raktapitta) and abortions 
(pracyutagarbha) (418-425), four formulae against praviihikii (426-430), twenty 
formulae against cough (kiisa) (431-468), five formulae against hiccup (hikkii) 
(469-473), eight formulae against cough (474-483), two formulae against a wide 
range of diseases (484-494), six formulae against fevers (494-505), two formulae 
against various disorders (505-508), five formulae 27 against diseases of the head 
(sir~aroga) (508-521), three formulae against coryza (pratisyiiya) (522-524), four 
formulae against toothache (dantasiila) (525-531), six formulae against diseases of 
the ears (kar~asiila) (532-542), formulae against some skin diseases (542-569), four 
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formulae against sidhma (569-574), seven formulae against strangury (miitralqcchra) 
(575-584), a formula against epistaxis (584), four formulae against inflammatory 
swelling (sotha) (585-592), five formulae against vomiting (chardi) (593-597), 
three formulae against morbid thirst (tmra) (598-602), six formulae against urinary 
disorders (prameha) (603-608), four formulae against erysipelas (visarpa) (608-613), 
and three f•rmulae against morbid pallor and jaundice (pii1_19u and kiimiilii) (614-617). 

Chapter five (618-648) contains formulae for enemas (basti), 28 and chapter six 
(715-784) rasiiyana formulae. Chapter seven (785-813) is about gruels (yaviigii). 
Chapter eight (814-817) is concerned with aphrodisiacs (vr~ya), chapternine (848-
890) with collyria (aiijana), and chapter ten (891-916) with hair dyes (kesariiga). 29 

Chapters eleven (917-949), ten (950-967), and eleven (968-976)30 describe the 
kalpas of haritaki, silii jatu, and citraka. 

Chapter fourteen (I 010-1119), which is incomplete, is about the treatment of chil
dren's diseases (kumiirabh!'lya). Chapters fifteen and sixteen, missing in the MS, were, 
according to the table of contents at the beginning of part II, about the treatment of 
barrenness (vandhyiicikitsita) and disorders in pregnant and nursing women (subhagii
cikitsita). 

Part III is a fragment of a formulary, the contents of which correspond to chapters 
one to three of part II. It contains formulae arranged according to the type of prepara
tion; but this arrangement is inconsistent in the preserved portion. The preparations are 
mixed up: oils (1-4; 5-9; I 0-14; 36-53), a powder ( 15-19), linctuses (20-24; 61-62), 
a ghee (25-36), liniments (lepa; 54; 55-56; 65), boluses (modaka; 57-60), and pills 
(63-64; 66-72). 

Parts IV and V contain two short manuals of Piisakakevali, or cubomancy, i.e., the 
art of foretelling a person's future by means of the cast of dice. Part IV is a practically 
complete treatise on this art, while the manual in part V. quite independent of that in 
part IV, is very fragmentary. 

Parts VI and VII contain two different portions of the same text, the Mahiimiiyiirf 
Vidyiiriijiif, a Buddhist dh1ira1,1I that protects against snake-bite and other evils. 31 

Medical authorities mentioned in parts I-III are: Agasti, 32 Agastya, 33 the Asvins, 34 

Atreya,35 Bhela,36 Brahma,37 Brhaspati,38 Cyavana,39 Dhanvantari,40 Garga,41 Hii
rita,42 Janakesvara,43 Jivaka,44 Kiirikiiyana,45 Kiipya,46 Karala,47 Kasiriija,48 Kiisya
pa,49 Kesava, 50 

Miil)ibhadra, 51 Miirka1,19eya,52 Niiriiyat~a.53 Nimi,54 Pariisara,55 Saivesvara,56 Sa
kra, 57 Siimbavya, 58 Suprabha, 59 Susruta, 60 Svayarpbhii,61 Usanas, 62 Vii9vali, 63 Viisa
va, 64 Vasi~!ha, 65 and Visviimitra. 66 

Hoernle's edition of the Bower MS is extensively annotated. A large part of the 
notes to parts I-III is devoted to parallels of the formulae in other treatises and the 
search for possible sources. P. Cordier contributed to these investigations and some im
portant additions to Heernle's discoveries are owed to his intimate knowledge of the 
medical literature. 6 7 J. Jolly 68 also added parallels to Hoernle's early annotated trans
lation. 
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Twelve passages are found in the Bhelasal!lhitii, 69 three of which only are explic
itly attributed to Bhela. These twelve passages, containing recipes, are: 70 (I) Il.43-
55 (ayoriijiyaciin;ia) = Bhela Ci.17.33-45 (ayoriijTya); (2) 165-169a (rasiiyanikaghrta) 
= Ci.4.34cd-38ab (rasiiyantyasarpis); (3) 202-203 (dasiingaghrta) = Ci.S.17-19 (da
siingaghrta); (4) 329-330a (sahacarataila) = Ci.24.32a-33 (sahacarataila); 71 (5) 337-
343 (madhuya~!ikataila) is closely related to Ci.4. 79-90 (satapiikamadhukataila); (6) 
407-408 (a formula against iimiitisiira) == Ci.10.12-13; (7) 409-410 (idem)= Ci.10. 
6-7; (8) 411-412 (idem)= Ci.10.8-9; (9) 474-479 ( a recipe against cough)= Ci.20. 
26cd-32 (475 is more distantly related to Ci.20.27cd-28); (10) 534b-S37a (a recipe 
against kan;iasiila) = Ci.21.53-55; (11) 642-644 (tailiidyabasti) is related to Si.8.60-
62; ( 12) 803-804, a mantra to be recited after taking the bhelT yaviigii (802), is found 
at Bhela Sii.7.16-17, where it is not connected with any gruel, but with general rules 
for the preservation of health. 72 

It may well be that more recipes of the Bower MS would prove to derive from 
Bhela, if it were possible to consult a complete MS of the Bhelasal!lhitii. Three recipes 
of the Bower MS, absent from the Tanjore MS of the Bhelasairihitii, are attributed to 
Bhela in Candra!a's Yogaratnasamuccaya: 73 11.280-286 (baliitaila), 399-401 (gai;i<;la
miiliiyoga), and 1059-1060 (liik~iidisarpis). 

A considerable number of formulae from parts I-III of the Bower MS form part 
of the Carakasairihitii, although Caraka is never mentioned, nor Agnivesa. These 
formulae are: 74 (I) II.11-13 (tii!Tsakaciin;ia) = Ca.Ci.8.145-14 7 (tii!Tsiidyaciirl)a); (2) 
14-17 (~ii<;favaciirl)a) = Ci.8.141-144 (yaviinT~iic;lava); (3) 24a = Ci.5.92cd; (4) 25-26 
(vardhamiinakaciirl)a) = Ci.8.103-104; (5) 29-34 (miitulungagu!ikii) = Ci.5.79-84 
(hingviidiciin;ial!l gu!ikii ea); (6) 133-136 (tiktakaghrta) = Ci.7.140-143 (tikta
~!palakaghrta); (7) 137-143 (mahiitiktakagh1ta) = Ci.7.144-150 (mahiitikakaghrta); 
(8) 150-151 (~aipalaghrta) = Ci.S.147-148 (k~Tra~aipalakaghrta); (9) 152 (tryii
~al)aghrta) = about the same as Ci.5.6Scd-66ab (tryii~al)iidighrta); (10) 153-154 
(viisiighrta) is related to Ci.5.126-127 (viisaghrta); ( 11) 155-157 (ciiiigerTghrta) 
= Ci.14.110-112; (12) 169-176 (saramii!Iyaghfta) = Ci.21.24cd-33ab (br11lhaQT
gu!ikii); (13) 188-200 (cyavanapriisaghrta) = Ci.11.62-74 (cyavanapriisa); (14) 
383-385 Uvarahariinuviisanataila) = Ci.3.250-251; (IS) 386-389 (anuviisanataila) 
= Ci.14.131-134; (16) 460-462 = Ci.5.123-125 (driik~iidyagh1ta); (17) 484-490 
(prasthavireka) is related to Ci.5.154-160 (dantTharrtaki); (18) 491-493 (madhvii
savayoga) = Ci.6.41-44 (madhviisava); (19) 494-495a = Ci.3.206-207ab; (20) 
496b-499a = Ci.3.200cd-203ab; (21) 603 (pramehaprasamanayoga) = Ci.6.26; (22) 
645-649 (picchiibasti), a recipe found in Ci.10, according to Hoernle, but absent 
there; 75 (23) 742-743 = Ci.13.30-31 (medhyarasiiyana); (24) 745-748 (pippalT
prayoga) = Ci.]3.32-35 (pippa!Trasiiyana); (25) 749-752 (dvitTyapippalTprayoga) 
= Ci.13.36-40; (26) 819 = Ci.23.J8 (vr~ya satiivarTghrta); (27 and 28) 844b-846a 
= Ci.21.46-47 (vr~yamiif!1sa and vr~yamii~ayoga); (29) 957-967a (silli.jatukalpa) = 
Ci. ! 3.48-65 (siliijaturasiiyana). 

Hoernle claimed l; that parallels of six formulae from the Niivanftaka occur in the 
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Susrutasar11hitii.11 Niivanfcaka 407-412, a series of prescriptions against iimiitisiira, 
also found in the Bhelasaqihitii, is, in his view, based on Su.U.40.34cd-46, a long 
prescription on the treatment of iimiitisiira, consisting of twenty options and a single di
rective statement at the end. He argued that both the Bhelasarphitii and the Niivanfcaka 
have drawn upon the Uttaratantra of the Susrutasarphitii in their verses on the therapy 
of the disor'lier. His assertion on this point seems arbitrary; the textual disagreements 
plead against it, as well as the chronological position of the Uttaratantra.78 

Hoernle was also convinced79 that three aphrodisiac formulae (829-830a; 833-
835a) corresponded to some verses from the Cikitsiisthiina of the Susrutasarphilii 
(from Ci.26.27cd-34), but, in this case too, the resemblances are superficial and not 
convincing. 80 

P. Cordier" advanced that Niivanftaka 188-200 (the formula of cyavanapriisaghr
ta) goes back to Agnivesa, 277-279 (the second formula of baliitaila) to Hiirita, 251-
257 (the formula of bindughrta, attributed to the Asvins) to Kmiiitreya,82 and 111.37-
52 (the formula of sidtlhiirthakataila, attributed to Niiriiyar:ia) to Siilihotra. The formula 
of siik~meliivardhamiinaka (Niivanftaka 64-65) is, according to P. Cordier, found in 
chapter two of the Brhadvaidyaprasiiraka, and twenty-eight verses are said to occur in 
the Kalyii(iasaqigraha 

In spite of Hoernle'sefforts in tracing the formulae of the Niivanitaka in other med
ical works,83 many of them remain unidentified. 84 

Some recipes from the Niivanita(ka) form part of Cakrapiipidatta's Cikitsiisarp
graha, as indicated by Niscala. 85 

One formula is found in Niscala's Ratnaprabhii. 86 

A Niivanftaka is quoted by Anantakumiira,87 Candra\a,88 Niscalakara,89 and 
Sivadiisasena.90 A NiivanJtakasar11hitii is one of the sources of the Rasayogasiigara. 

Parts IV and V of the Bower MS have no relevance to medicine, being works on 
fortune-telling, a subject belonging to the province of jyoti~a.91 Hoernle believed it to 
be probable that part V is one of the numerous recensions of the work on PiisakakevalI, 
the divination by dice, ascribed to the ancient sage Garga, 92 who is known as an au
thority on jyoti~a. 

Parts VI and VII contain two portions of the Mahiimiiyiirf Vidyiiriijiii, 93 a well
known Buddhist charm (dhiirar:ii). Part VI opens with a story about the Buddha who 
gives the Mahiimiiyiiri spell to Ananda in order to save the life of the young bhik~u 
Sviiti who was bitten by a snake. 94 The Mahiimiiyiiri forms part of the Paiicarak$ii, a 
collection of five dhiirai)is.95 The version in the Paiicarak~ii is much longer than the 
earlier one, represented by the portions preserved in parts VI and VII of the Bower 
MS. The expanded version appears to have developed in the course of the fifth or sixth 
centuries A.D. Three of the six translations in the Chinese Tripi[aka96 are based on 
the expanded recension, while the three others show a more primitive form. The lat
ter three belong to the fourth century A.D. Originally, the Mahiimiiyiirf seems to have 
been a separate work, independent of the Paiicarak~. 97 

The Mahiimiiyiirf is mentioned in Viigbha!a's A~{iirigai;aq1graha98 and Soghala's 
Gadamgraha. 99 It is also referred to in Biii)a 's HM$aci1rita, where the author says that 
it was recited when Prabhiikaravardhana, Har~a·s father, was dying. 100 
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Special features 

The description in part I of the assembly of sages in the Himalayas shows resemblances 
with the way in which the Carakasarphitii begins, but the composition of the group is 
different and the divine origin of iiyurveda is not mentioned. Remarkable is the role 
played by Susruta and his teacher Kiisirii ja in the verses introducing the lasunakalpa. 101 

A noteworthy feature of part I is this lasunakalpa, 102 which occurs separately from 
the three kalpas in part II. Kalpas of the type found in the Bower MS constitute an 
essential part of Sanskrit medical lore. They usually describe the mythical origin of 
a particular medicinal plant, its names, properties, actions, and a variety of recipes in 
which the plant is an important ingredient. The lasunakalpa of the Bower MS has paral
lels in other medical treatises, for example the A${ii1igahrdayasarphitii (U.39.111-129), 
A$.tii1igasamgraha (U.49.161-213), Kiisyapasarphitii (Kalpasthiina, lasunakalpiidhyii
ya), and Hiirftasa1phitii (Kalpa 4 ). 103 The stories about the origin of garlic vary in these 
texts, but all the versions connect it with the rape of the amrta at the churning of the 
ocean. 104 The account of the Bower MS on the properties and uses of garlic shows 
some peculiarities which are absent from or disagreeing with other medical texts. 105 

A garlic-festival (lasunotsava) is described (I.17-18), and a procedure which circum
vents the interdiction for briihmar:ias to make use of garlic, by making it pass through 
a COW (I.34 ). I06 

The haritakTkalpa of the Bower MS has parallels in the haritakTkalpas of the Hii
rftasaqihitii (Kai pa I) and Asvinfsaq1hitii. 107 The story about the mythical origin of 
haritakT is told in a number of medical texts. 108 In the same vein as many medical 
treatises, the Bower MS enumerates seven kinds ofharitakr. 109 A close parallel to the 
siliijatukalpa occurs in the Carakasa1phita (Ci. J 3.48-65). 110 Other versions of a silii
jatukalpa form part of a number of medical treatises. 111 The third kalpa of the Bower 
MS, the citrakakalpa, has almost no parallels elsewhere in medical literature. 112 

The well-known rasiiyana procedure, called pippalivardhamiina, differs in the 
Bower MS (II.716-737) from the related prescription found in a large number of 
Sanskrit treatises, 113 in being more complicated and taking a much longer time for 
its completion. The patient is advised to take one long pepper (pippa!T) on the first 
day, and to increase the dose for ninety-nine consecutive days by one pepper daily, 
resulting in an intake of one hundred long peppers on the hundredth day. Thereupon, 
the dose is to be reduced by one pepper each day. At the end of this course a particular 
diet is to be observed for twenty-one days. An alternative shortened version of the 
procedure is also described in the Bower MS (II.749-752: pippa!Tsahasra). 114 

An important peculiarity of the Bower MS consists of its varying attitude towards 
the number of the do~as. In many instances it accepts the traditional number of three, 
viita, pitta, and kapha, 115 but in asmallernumberof passages it appears to accept blood 
(rakta) as a do~a. A series of drugs are enumerated which cure in the rainy season dis
orders caused by viita, in the autumn diseases caused by pitta, in the summer diseases 
brought about by blood, and in the spring diseases caused by kapha. 116 Four compound 
medicines are described which respectively relieve disorders originating from kapha, 
blood (asra), pitta, and viita (I.106-108 ). 117 Viita, rakta, pitta, and kapha are mentioned 
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as the causes of diseases that may be cured by use of the amrtataila (11.308-309). Dis
orders brought about by pitta, blood (asra), and viita are also referred to (1.84-85). 

Noteworthy technical terms, occurring in the Bower MS, are: anuprayoga (11.55), 
after-diet, i.e., the type of food to be taken after the ingestion of a particular drug; 118 a
vabhedaka (11.512), a discharging application, for example an errhine; avak~iiri(ll.91), 
a difficult term, taken by Hoernle to mean a lixivium, but possibly a corrupt reading; 
iivalika, a term specifying a particular rasiiyana that consists of finely powdered nli
gabalii roots, stirred up in milk (11.753-758); iisu (1.55), regarded as identical with ii
sava; liivarasa (11.1116); 119 pi~ima (11.578), apaste;sasyikii (11.400), a faultless female 
animal; unmardana (11.1053), a liniment. 120 

Nosological terms worthy of attention are: abhilu (1.88, 100, 102); 121 akiikolina 
(111.62); 122 aliisaka (11.334 and 748); 123 iiliina (11.849, 874, 876); 124 apatantraka 
(11.316); 125 bhiitagraha (11.101); 126 ir~yiisai:igha (11.350 and 360); 127 kacchaparoga 
(11.254 ); 128 kiikavandhyii (111.4 7); 129 kai:i\havi~lalikii (11.42); 130 katrimiilii (111.4 ); 131 

khaga (11.359); 132 khalliviita (11.392); 133 ko\ha (11.568); 134 k~aya (11.86); 135 ku~\ha 
(11.86); 136 nirviihikii (11.427); 137 paillya (11.854 and 857); 138 parisravii (111.49); 139 pilla 
(11.863 and 882); 140 pilpa (I.JOO); 141 pratiinaka (11.340 and 941); 142 praviihikii (11.84, 
157, 388, 429,430, 943, I 090, I 094 ); 143 upagulma (11.254 ); 144 urodghiita (II. I 099); 145 

urovibhandha (11.33); 146 iirdhvaviita (11.250); 147 iiniskambha or iiriiskambha (11.316, 
334; 349,357, 392); 148 vardhma (11.208, 230, 272, 317, 334, 644). 149 

Noteworthy items of the materia medica are: 150 abhirupari:ii (11.129); 151 abhita
pari:ii (11.187); 152 agaja (1.25); 153 amaraja (11.81); 154 ambliitaka (II.106); 155 canda
nasiiriva (11.241); 156 cigii (11.856); 157 gembuka (11.837); 158 garmugi (11.887); 159 

griiha (11.1100); 160 gugikii (11.1035); 161 harita (I.I I I); 162 i~\akiipiithaka (IIl.65); 163 

japii (11.959); 164 jhamaka (1.90); 165 jingai:ii (11.1073); 166 kala (11.1103 and 1115); 167 

keyiira (11.536); 168 kusiilapan:ii (11.796); 169 miiruta (1.125); ma~i (II.I 072); 170 mecika 
(11.415); 171 naga (l.72); 172 na~ikii (11.292); 173 priicinikii (11.879); 174 priyakasiila 
(11.397); 175 riimatarui:ii (11.901); 176 saurii~!ra (11.57). 177 

In spite of its being used in a Buddhist community, theNavanitaka does contain for
mulae in which the flesh of various animals is prescribed as an ingredient. 178 Moreover, 
persons making a habit of the use of alcoholic drinks are not looked down upon. 179 

The MahiimiiyLiriis said to protect against a long series of grahas and diseases. The 
grahas mentioned are called Deva, Niiga, Asura, Maruta, GarurJa, Gandharva, Kinnara, 
Mahoraga, Yak~a, Riik~asa, Preta, Pisiica, Bhuta, Kumbhii1:i9a, 180 Piitana, Ka\apiitana, 
and Skanda. 181 

Among the evils and diseases enumerated are unmiida, chiiyiigraha, 182 apasmiira, 
Ostiiraka, l!l Kankhorda, 184 Okirai:ia, 185 Vetiilas, a long series of fevers, 186 a number 
of other diseases, and a series of siilas. 

The author(s) 

The authors of the texts comprising the Bower MS are unknown. The lasunakalpa of 
part I is unhesitatingly ascribed to Kiisiriija by G. Hiildiir, 187 who also expressed as his 
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opinion _th_at the Niivanitaka of the Bower MS represents an altered, Buddhist version 
of an ongmal Niivanitakasarphitii by Susruta. 188 

Date 

Hoernle concluded that characteristics of the script of the Bower MS point to the third 
quarter of the fourth century A.D. as the period in which the various portions must have 
been written. 189 Hoernle's dating is accepted by later authors, with the exception of J. 
Filliozat, in whose view it is preferable to adhere to a more approximate date, namely 
the fourth to sixth centuries. 190 

The period in which the texts composing the Bower MS may originally have been 
written is more difficult to determine. A number of details of the Bower MS estab
lish beyond any doubt that its texts were copied from an already defective, not always 
easily legible, and therefore probably old MS. 191 Consequently, there must have been 
an interval between the writing of the autograph and the copying by the scribes of the 
Bower MS. 

Some peculiarities of the MS may go back to the original author;part II, the NiivanI
taka, and part Ill contain glosses, indicated as such, which the author may have added to 
the extracts from earlier authoritative works of which his work is mainly composed. 192 

Hoernle adduced arguments pointing to a succession of copies between the auto
graph of the Niivanitaka and its copy in the Bower MS. He was convinced to have dis
covered indications testifying to a rather considerable interval, perhaps two or three 
centuries, between the composition of the Niivanitaka and the copy known to us. Al
though his reasoning in this matter is not cogent, his conclusions may well be valid. 

Hoernle tried to prove that the original author of the Niivanitaka was acquainted 
with the Bhelasaqihitii, the Carakasaqihitii before its revision and completion by Dr
~habala, and the Susrutasaqihitii., its Uttaratantra included. 193 His reasoning was based 
on formulae in the Niivanitaka that also form part of these treatises, and the references 
to Bhela and Susruta in parts I and II of the Bower MS. 194 

However, as already clearly pointed out by J. Jolly, 195 Hoernle's arguments are not 
conclusive. The way in which Susruta is introduced in part I, and his relationship with 
the muni Kiisiraja, disagree with the beginning of the Susrutasaqihitii, which, more
over, does not contain a lasunakalpa, the subject of the conversation between Susruta 
and Kasiriija. The formulae, said to be derived from the Susrutasaqihitii, I% are only 
tlistantly related to the parallels. 197 To be true, Bhela is credited with some formulae, 
which proves that he was already a well-known medical authority, but the majority of 
the passages of the Niivanitaka that foon part of the Bhe/asaqih1W are not attributed to 
him and may be drawn from the ftoating medical tradition or early treatises, now lost. 
Caraka and his predecessor, Agnivesa, are not referred to at all, which pleads against 
borrowing from the Carakasa111hitii; 198 Atreya, Agnivesa's teacher in the Carakasarp
hitii, is mentioned, but the formulae ascribed to him are absent from the Carakasam-
~ ~ . 

Consequently, it is preferable to suppose, as Jolly did, that the author of the Nii
vanrtaka drew upon the ftoating medical tradition and early treatises that have not been 
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preserved. However that may be, the medical parts of the Bower MS (I-Ill) constitute 
the earliest collections of recipes known. They give evidence of a Jong medical tradi
tion, connected with numerous ancient authorities, and may be based on similar col
lections or other types of medical writings antedating the composition of the Sa[!lhitas 
ofCaraka, Susruta and others. 



Chapter 2 

Bhelasa,:phita 

The Bhe/asarµhitii 1 is a comprehensive medical treatise chiefly concerned with internal 
medicine (kiiyacikitsii). It is in many respects of the same type as the Camkasaiphitii 
and may be said to belong, as the latter, to the school of Atreya, although it also contains 
elements found in the Susrntasaqihitii, which gives it an unusual character. 

The text of the Bhelas11qihitii has been preserved in a single MS, incomplete and 
abounding with scribal errors, kept at the Mahiiriija Serfoji's Sarasvati Mahal Library 
in Tanjore. 2 Several copies of this MS have been made in the course of time, 3 and three 
editions have appeared, based on the MS itself or its copies. 4 

A fragment of the Bhelasaiphitii was discovered by H. Liiders5 among the MSS 
brought from Central Asia by A. von Le Coq. This fragment consists of one page from 
a paper MS, found in Tuyoq, 6 that dates from about the ninth century; it contains the 
text of Nidiinasthiina 8.5cd to Vimiinasthiina I. 22ab. The readings of this fragment are 
at places to be prefen-ed to those of the Tanjore MS. 

Contents 

The contents of the Bhelasaiphitii are summarily listed in the middle of the Siitrnsthiina 
(17.7cd-9ab), and said to consist of a Sutrasthiina in thirty chapters, a Nidiina-, Vimii
na- and Siinrasthiina in eight chapters, 7 an lndriyasthiina in twelve chapters, a Cikitsa
sthiina in thirty,a Kalpasthiina in twelve, and, finally, a Siddhisthiina in twelve chapters. 
This table shows that the arrangement in sections (sthiina) and the number of chapters 
in each section are exactly the same as in the Carakasa,phitii. 

The order of the chapters, however, seems rather arbitrary at places, due to the dis
orderly condition of the MS. 8 

Preserved, completely or partly, are the following chapters: Siitrasthiina 4-23 and 
25-28; Nidiinasthiina 2-8; Vimiinasthiina I and 3-6; Sarrrasthiina 2-8; Indriyasthiina 
1-12; Cikitsasthiina 1-28; Kalpasthiina I and 3-9; Siddhisthiina 1-2 and 4-8. Com
pletely or almost completely extant are Siitrasthiina 5-19, 22-23 and 25-27; Nidii
nasthiina 3-5 and 8; Vimiinasthiina 4; Siirirasthiina 3-7; lndriyasthiina 4-12; Cikitsii
sthiina 1-2, 8, 17, 25-26 and 28; Kalpasthiina 3-6 and 8; Siddhisthiina 4-7. 

The Bhelasa,phitii is more concise than the Carakas11qihitii and uses simpler lan
guage. The verses are in sloka and anu~iubh metre and rather monotonous by present
ing many repetitions of the same pattern. 9 Prose passages are found only in Siirirasthii
na 4-8. IO The Sanskrit text is rather often grammatically incorrect. 11 

The chapters of the Bhelasaf!]hitii usually begin in the same way as in the 
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Carakasarphitii, but they end differently, with the words ity aha bhagaviin AtreyaJ:i. 
Unlike the Caraka- and Susrntasarphitii, the work has not been revised by some later 
author. The preserved version, however, differs from an earlier text that once must 
have been current. 

The treatise is called after Bhela or Bhe~a. 12 one of the six pupils of Atreya 
Punarvasu. 13 Each of these pupils composed, according to the story related in the 
Carakasamhitii 14 a medical treatise, based on the words of their teacher. 15 

The Bhe/as'ari1hitii is basically in the form of a dialogue between Atreya as a teacher 
and Bhela as a student. The former is also designat 
vasu Atreya (Sii.4.2), 16 Candrabhiiga (Sii.25.1), Candrabhaga Punarvasu (Sii.18.1), 17 

and K~l)iitreya (Sii.16.1; Sli.3.9; 1.1.14). 18 However, Bhela is not the only person re
ceiving instruction from Atreya. In the chapter on the detection of poison in food (Su. 
18) it is the royal sage (riijar~i) Nagnajit 19 who asks Atreya questions during the latter's 
stay in the country of Giindhlira. Gurdiilu Bhekin20 is desirous of information on med
ical topography (Su.13), while Susrotar Medhavin, 21 who puts forward his own opin
ions on the treatment of disorders of the do~as, is instructed by Atreya in this subject 
(Sii.25). 

In a way similar to what is found in the Caraka- and SusrutaSal]lhitii, the 
Bhelasaq1hitii presents accounts of discussions among sages on important topics. 
Subjects of these discussions, which are Jess elaborate and smaller in number than 
in the Carakasaqihitii, are the number of the tastes (Su.12) and embryology (Sii.4). 
The persons taking part in the deliberations on the tastes are Atreya, Kha!)<;lakiipya, 
Maitreya, and a number of other sages. 22 In both Bhe/a- and Carakasal]lhitii the 
meeting takes place in the Caitraratha forest. In contrast with the Carakasal]lhitii, 
the Bhelasaq1hitii does not attribute the views expounded to particular individuals. 
Nevertheless, as in the Carakasaq1hitii, seven different opinions are referred to, which 
are finally rejected by Atreya, who proclaims the correct doctrine on the tastes. 

The theories refuted by Atreya claim that the tastes are one, two, three, four, five, 
six, or seven in number. The report in the Bhe/asaq1hitii differs in some details from 
the one found in the Carakasamhi tii. 23 

The discussion on the questlon which part of the embryo develops first is also found 
in the Caraka- and Susrutasaq1hitii. 24 The account of the Susmtasar)l/Jitii disagrees with 
the versions of Bhela- and Carakasamhitii, which are rather similar in the composition 
of the assembiy 25 and the views exp~essed. 26 

(Sii.9.7), 27 Bhara 
The Siitrasthlina of the Bhelasaq1hitii is in its general outlines of the same char

acter as the corresponding section of the Carakasarphitii, though distinctive features 
are present and the order of the chapters does not fully agree. Some chapters bear 
the same names as in the Carakasaq1hitii: Sii.6 (naveglindharai:iiya; = Ca.Sii.7),31 

7 (indriyopakrama,:iiya; = 8), 8 (miitriisitiya; = 5), 14 (cikitsiiprlibhrtiya; = 16), 15 
(tisrai~ai:iiya; = 11) 16 (viitakaliikaliya; = 12), 17 (dasaprlil)iiyataniya; = 29), 19 (vidhi
SOl)itiya; = 24), 20 (arthedasamiiliya; = 30: arthedasamahlimiiliya), 22 (sveda; = 14), 
26 (a~\odariya; = 19), 27 (annapiinavidhiya; = 27: annaplinavidhi).32 Other chapters 
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correspond more or less to chapters of the Carakasarphitii with different names: 
Sii.5 (atyiisitiya) and Ca.Sii.5 (miitriisitrya), Sii.9 (catu~piidabhi~agjitiya) and Ca.Sii.9 
(khu99iikacatu~piida), 11 (samasayanaparidhaniya) and Ca.Sii.28 (vividhiisitapitiya), 
12 (iitreyakhaQ<;lakiipyiya) and Ca.Sii.26 (iitreyabhadrakiipyiya), 25 (rtuvibhiigiya) and 
Ca.Sii.6 (tasyasitiya). Chapters resembling S ii .I O (iimaprado~Iya), 13 (janapadavibha
ktiya), 18 (annarak~Iya), and 23 (giiqhapurI~Iya) are absent from the Siitrasthlina of 
the Carakasal!]hitii. 33 

The Nidlinasthiina describes nearly the same eight major diseases as the Nidlina 
section of the Carakasarphitii, in a slightly different order. However, one exception 
should be noticed: kiisa has taken the place of raktapitta, though the latter disorder be
longs to the eight diseases dealt with first in the Cikitslisthiina, while chapter twenty of 
that section is concerned with the treatment of kiisa. In this regard it is very remarkable 
that the Tuyoq fragment of Bhela, already referred to, reads raktapitta instead of kiisa 
in the last lines of chapter eight of the Nidiinasthlina, where the diseases described in 
that section are listed. This made Uiders34 infer that the Tuyoq fragment represents a 
more original state of the text than the Tanjore MS. 

The Vimiinasthlina of the Bhe/asarphitii differs considerably from the same 
section of the Carakasa1phitii. Two of its chapters bear titles which are identical: Vi. I 
(rasavimiina; = Ca.Vi.I) and 5 (vyiidhitariipiya; = Ca.Vi.7). The subject matter of 
chapter three, the title of which has not been preserved, and of chapter four (rogapralq
tiviniscaya) is related to that of chapter six (rogiinika) of Caraka's Vimiinasthiina. 
Chapter six (ftuvimiina) is concerned with seasonal regimen (rtucaryii), described in 
chapter six (tasyiisitiya) of the Siitrasthiina of the Carakasarphitii. 35 

Six of the eight chapters of the Siirirasthiina bear names which are identical 
with or closely similar to those of corresponding chapters of the Carakasamhitii: 3 
(asamiinagotriya; = Ca.Sii.2: atulyagotriya), 4 (puru~anicaya: = 5: puru~avi~aya), 5 
(sariranicaya; = 6: sariravicaya), 6 (khu99ikii garbhiivakriintil); = 3), 7 (sarirasaq1khyii; 
= 7), and 8 (jiitisiitriya; = 8). 

Some chapters of the lndriyasthiina finlll their counterparts in Caraka's lndriyasthii
na: 4 (sadyomaraQiya; =Ca.I.JO), 5 (yasyasyiiviya; = 9: yasyasyiivanimittiya), 6 (pii
rvariipiya; = 5), 7 (indriyiinika;=4),36 9 (gomayaciirQa;= 12: gomayaciiq1Iya), II (pu
~piya; = 2: pu~pitaka), and 12 (aviikcitrya; = 8: aviiksirasiya). 

The Kalpasthlina is comparable to the same section of the Carakasaq1hitii, the order 
of the chapters excepted. 

The Siddhisthlina has only one chapter with a title that is also found in the 
Carakaswphitii: 7 (phalamlitriisiddhi; =Ca.Si.II). Autho1ities mentione 

The section that differs most from the Carakasarphitii is the Cikitsiisthiina. C~(/ 
chapters on rasiiyana and viijikaraQa (Ci.1-2) are absent. Chapters one to nine corre
spond to chapters three to ten of Caraka's Cikitslisthlina, although their order is not 
completely identical; moreover, the Bhelasa1phitii devotes two chapters to the treat
ment of fevers. 

Chapters of the Cikitsiisthlina of the Bhelasarphitii that are similar to chapters of 
the Carakasaq1hita are: 10 (atisiira; Ca.Ci.19), II (grahaQI; Ca.Ci.15), 13 (udara; Ca. 
Ci.13), 14 (iirustambha; Ca.Ci.27), 16 (arsas; Ca.Ci.14), 17 (svayathu; Ca.Ci.12), 20 
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(kii.sa; Ca.Ci.18), 24 (viitavyiidhi; Ca.Ci.28), TT (vral)a; Ca.Ci.25), and 28 (piiniityaya; 
Ca.Ci.24). 

A separate chapter on k~atak~II)a (Ca.Ci.11) does not form part of the Bhe/asa.rp
hitii, where this disorder is merely mentioned in passing (Ci.4.73; 24.29; Si.7.50; 8.23). 
A separate chapter on miitrakrcchra (Ci.12) is absent from the Carakasa.rphitii, which 
deals with this disorder in the trimarmiya chapter (Ci.26). The treatment of visarpa 
and viitasol)ita is described in one chapter in the BhelaSllf/lhiW Ci.15 ), in two chapters 
(Ci.21 and 29) in the Carakasal]lhitii. The Carakasaqlhitii does not present a separate 
chapter on udiivarta, as the Bhelasa.rphitii does (Ci.18); Caraka describes it in the tri
marmiya chapter (Ci.26). The same applies to hrdroga (Bhela Ci.19; Ca.ci.26). The 
chapter of the Bhe/asa,phitii on siroroga, karl)aroga, kal)\haroga and arocaka (Ci.21) 
has no parallel in the Carakasal]lhitii, which deals with these diseases in a number of 
chapters (Sii.17 and Si.9: siroroga; Ci.26: karl)aroga; Sii.18.34-36: rohil)I, the only ka-
1)\haroga mentioned; Ci.26: arocaka). The Bhelasaq1hitii has a separate chapter on ajI
rl)a (Ci.22), described in the chapter on grahal)I (Ci.15) of the Carakasaiphitii. Nidrii 
(sleep) and miirchii (fainting) are the subjects of one chapter (Ci.23); the Carakasa.rp
hitii deals with sleep and its disorders, as well as with miirchii, in the Siitrasthiina (Sii.21 
and 24). The subjects of the chapter on plihan and halimaka (Ci.25) are distributed over 
two ch!lpters of the Carakasa111hitii (Ci.13, the chapter on udara, and 16, the chapter on 
piil)9uroga). YI Apatantraka, the subject of a separate chapter in the Bhelasaiphitii (Ci. 
26), 38 is discussed in the Siddhisthiina (9.14) of the Carakasarrihitii. 

Diseases discussed in the Cikitsiisthiina of the Carakasaiphitii which are not 
dealt with in the corresponding section of the Bhelasarrihitii are piil)9uroga (Ca.Ci. 
16), 39 hikkii and sviisa (Ca.Ci.17), 40 chardi (Ca.Ci.20), 41 tr~I)ii (Ca.Ci.22), 42 vi~a 
(Ca.Ci.23), 43 and yonivyiipad (Ci.30). 44 

One of the chapters •f the Siitrasthiina (Sii.26: a~!odariya) gives an idea of the con
tents of the Bhelasaiphita in its original, complete form. It enumerates, exactly like the 
corresponding chapter of the Carakasaiphitii (Sii.19: a~\odariya), the nuinber of vari
eties of a long series of diseases. 45 Some diseases occurring in this list and not de
scribed in the preserved parts of the Bhe/asaiphitii are arbuda, bhagandara, slipada, 
upadaqisa, and vidradhi. 

The Bhelasaiphitii is, as already mentioned, much more concise than the Caraka
sa,ph · -
teristic of the Carakasa.rphitii, are absent from it. In spite of the large number of dif
ferences between the two works, the agreements between the treatises of Bhela and 
Caraka are close enough to warrant the conclusion that both belong to the Atreya school 
of medicine. 

Authors and works quoting from or referring to Bhela46 are: Anantakumiira, 47 

the Arogyiim[tabindu, Arul)adatta, 48 the A$fiirigahrdayasa.rphitii, 49 the A~tiirigasa,p
graha, so Bhiivamisra, 51 the Bhesajjamafijiisiisannaya, the Bower MS, 52 the Brhadra
sariijasu11dara, 53 the Brhannigha1,1turatniikara, Cakrapiil)idatta, 54 Candranandana, 55 

Candrata, 56 the Carakasamhitii, 57 Caube Kyiikhiibadiisa's Ajfr1,1atimirabhiiskara, 
J?alhai:i~. 58 Dipacandra's L~righanapathyanir1,1aya, Gailgiidhara, 59 Gayadiisa, 60 Go
piiladiisa's CikiLSamrta, Gulriijsarmamisra, 61 Har~akirti, Hemiidri, 62 Jayaratna's Jvara-
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pariijaya, Jeiiaia, 63 the Jvaracikitsita, the Jvarasamuccaya, 64 the Kaira/f commentary 
on the A~iitigahrdayasaqihitii, 65 Kalyiil)a's Biilatantn4 66 Karandikar's Niliiinadl
pikii, 67 Kiisiriima, 68 the Kiisyapasaqihitii, the Lak$maIJolsava, Lolimbariija, 69 the 
Miidhavacikitsii, 70 Miinakavi, 71 the Niiljfcak.ra,72 NTiamegha, 73 Niscalakara, 74 Nr
sirp.hakavi, 75 the Rasayogasiigara, the Rasendrasambhava, Riipanayana, 76 the 
Sahasrayoga, 77 Sivadiisasena, 78 So~hala, 79 the Tantrasiira, 80 Tisafa, 8 1 Togara, 82 

Trimalla, 83 Viicaspati, 84 Vligbha!a, 85 Vijayarak~ita, 86 the VfraSiJ/lhiivaloka, 87 the 
Yogaratniikara, 88 Yogendraniitha, 89 and Yogindraniithasena. 90 Bhela is also quoted by 
the unknown author of the interpolated portions of Niscalakara's Ratnaprabhii. 91 

The Bhelasarphitiiwasoneofthe sources oftheM a'din al-S!Jilli'. 92 Some scholars 
claim that Bhela's treatise was known to Ibn Sinii. 93 

The Tibetan tradition is acquainted with Bhela as a medical authority under the 
name of Gzins-can. 94 

Special features 

Suppression (dhiiral)a) of the urges (vega) of pitta and kapha is described (Sii.6.5); 95 

the urges of hunger, thirst and heavy breathing due to exercise are left unmentioned. 96 

The drinking of water before or during a meal is advised against (Sii.6.43-44). The 
rule concerning the use oftriphalii with every meal differs from the prescription in the 
Carakasarphitii (Sii. 8.19). 97 The main properties of the mahiibhiitas are slightly differ
ent (Sii.9.15cd-l 6). 98 The three types of digestion are characterized by three types of 
eructation (udgiira; Sii.l0.13-14ab). The list of disorders arising from corruption of 
the element rasa disagrees with Caraka's list. 99 The same applies, to a varying degree, 
to the lists of disorders arising from corruption of blood, fatty tissue, bone marrow, 
and semen. 100 The Bhe/asamhitii adds a series of disorders due to abnormalities dur
ing pregnancy. IOI The disorders brought about by corruption ofother constituents of 
the body, described by Caraka, 102 are omitted by Bhela. 

Bhela permits the combination of milk and fish, with the exception of the fish 
called cilicima (Sii.12.7-8). !03 The janapadavibhaktiya chapter (Sii.13), concerned 
with feeding habits and diseases prevalent in particular regions, has no counterpart in 
a separate chapter of the Carakasaqihitii. 104 Rainy periods are described as dangerous 
and having a high incidence of disease Uanamiira; Sii.13. 8-9). The names of fever in 
various animals are enumerated (Sii.13.11-13). The disease called batiilikata.iilAnP\tJgn 
from other sources, is described as a risky ailment, requiring urgent treatment; its 
main symptom is the appearance of boils (pi!akii) in the armpits, groins, and elsewhere 
(Sii.13.14cd-18). ID5 Bhela's ten abodes of priil)a (priil)iiyatana; Sii.17.1-2) disagree 
with Caraka's list (Sii.29.3). 106 The preparation called yaviigii is said to be of eight 
types, while wholesome articles of food are twelve in number (Sii.17.6). The descrip
tion of the heart (Sii.20.5-6) resembles that found in the Susrutasaqihitii (Sii.4.32). 
Eight types of sudation (sveda) are described (Sii.22), ID7 whereas Caraka has a larger 
number (Sii.14). Disorders brought about by obstipation (giic;lhapuri~a) are described 
(Sii.23.1-5), as well as disorders which occur when bile affects one of the seven 
bodily elements (Sii.25.25cd-29ab). Two varieties of pmharoga 108 are mentioned 
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(Sii.26.6); their names are upak~in and k~iirin (Sii.26.27ab). m9 Six varieties of kiica, 
liriganiisa and timira are mentioned, distinguished by their colours (Sii.26.1 and 9). 11 • 

Five causes of baldness (khiilitya) and turning grey (palita) are distinguished (Sii.26. 
10-11 ). 111 Bhela acknowledges five varieties of arbuda (Sii.26.12), 112 mukharoga 
(Sii.26.13), 113 bhagandara (Sii.26.14), 114 and granthi (Sii.26.17), 115 four varieties 
of abhi~yanda and adhimantha (Sii.26.18), 116 klaibya (Sii.26.19), 117 eye diseases 
(Sii.26.20), 118 upada1)1sa (Sii.26.21 ), 119 iisriiva (Sii.26.22), 120 pipiisii (Sii.26.23), 121 

rohii:iikii (Sii.26.24), 122 and arman (Sii.26.25). 123 Three types of alajI are mentioned 
(Sii.26.28ab) 124 and also three types of vidradhi (Sii.26.28ab). 125 

Seven forms of siitmya areacknowledged(Sii.26.30cd-3 lab), connected with one 
of the six tastes or all of them. 126 Seven types of s!Ipada are referred to (Sii.26.7). 127 

Twenty kinds of parasites (krmi) are enumerated (Sii.26.3lcd-33). 128 

Two main categories of prameha are described: prak~tiprabhava or sahaja, and sakr
ta or janmottaraja (Ni.6.1-6). 129 A variety of unmiida caused by poison is absent, as 
it is from the Carakasa,phitii. 130 The iigantuja type of unmiida does not include men
tal disorders caused by intense emotions, which are classified as mada, distinct from 
unmiida. 131 The Nidiina chapter on unmiida denies that insanity may be the result of 
possession by supernatural beings (7.10). The Nidiinachapteron epilepsy (apasmiira) 
relates that an attack comes about when one or more of the dosas seize the ten ves
sels located above the heart, and obstruct the pathway of the mind (Ni.8.3 and 8). 132 A 
supernatural aetiology ofapasmiira is rejected (Ni.8.13). 133 

An intensely burning digestive fire (tik~i:iiigni) is attributed to the combined action 
of viita and pitta (Vi.3.5). 134 Three types of vipiika are mentioned: madhura and amla 
during the digestive process, ka\u at the end of it (Vi.3.12). 135 Ten dehanibandhanas 
are enumerated (Vi.3.17). 136 The chapter on the constitutions (prakrti) mentions seven 
cosmic constituents, also called pralqti, consisting of avyakta, mahat and the five mahii
bhiitas, to which svabhiiva 137 and kiila, the five senses, the five kinds of objects of the 
senses, and five kinds of buddhi are added (Vi.4.10-11 ). 138 

The mental state of the parents during intercourse determines whether the child will 
be of a siittvika, riijasa or tiimasa nature (Sii.3.17-20). 139 

The five types of pitta are described (Sii.4.3-9). 140 Two kinds of iilocakapitta are 
distinguished: cak~urvaise~ika, engaged in gross visual perception, and buddhivaise
~ika, located between the eyebrows and engaged in subtle visual perception (Sii.4.4-
S). 141 

The description of the digestive fire (kiiyiigni; jii\hariigni) mentions a somamai:i<alala 
(lunar disc) in the centre of the navel, having a siiryamai:i?ala (solar disc) within it, 
while in the centre of the latter the digestive fire is located (Sii.4.1 !cd-12). 142 The size 
of the abdominal fire in various animals is said to depend on their body size (Sii.4. l 6-
l 7ab). 143 The main task of a physician (kiiyacikitsaka) consists of the treatment of dis
orders of the digestive fire (Sii.4. l 7cd-18ab). 144 The view thatthe heart is the first part 
of an embryo to develop is attributed to Pariisara (Sii.4.30). 145 

The view that epilepsy (apasmiira) is caused by supernatural beings is categorically 
rejected (Sii.4.29). 146 Rasa is considered to be the most important bodily constituent 
(Sii.4.33). Twelve seats of ojas and tejas (i.e., the fiery element) are enumerated (Sii.5. 
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I). Four classes (yoni) of living beings are distinguished: jariiyuja (placentals), aQ,aja 
(oviparous), udbhiija (germinating), and svellaja (engendered by moisture) (Sii.5.2). 147 

The embryo is thought to develop out of six elements (kiiya), 148 namely the five mahii
bhiitas and rasa (Sii.5.10). The puru~a is described as ~a,dhiitu, i.e., composed of the 
five bhiitas, together with brahman, which is avyakta (Sii.5.11). 149 Seven varieties of 
divine ( di vya) and seven of human (miinu~a) character types (kiiya) are described (Sii.5. 
15-25). 150 

The six layers of the skin (Sii. 7.1) are identical with those of the Carakasamhitii. 151 

The osteological system shows some peculiarities (Sii.7.2). 152 · 
The list of viscera (ko~!hiinga; Sa. 7.4) omits the pakviisaya. 153 The list of 

pratyangas (Sii.7.5) differs from Caraka's enumeration; 154 the items listed are: two 
gulphas (ankles), 155 two nitambas, 156 two janghiis (legs), 157 two ph~<;likiis (calves), 
two iirupiQ,ikiis, 158 two parts called sphic, 159 two vr~aQas (testicles), the sepha(s) 
(penis), two sankhas (temples), 160 two vank~aQas (groins), two kukundaras, 161 the 
basti (bladder), 162 the sir~a (head), 163 the udara (abdomen), two stanas (breasts), two 
bahus (arms), 164 two arpsakas, 165 the cubuka (chin), two o~µias (lips), two dantave~ias 
(gums), twosrkkaQis (comers of the mouth), the tiilu (palate), the galasuQ<;iika (uvula), 
two ka11JaS (ears), two karQasa~kulikas, 166 two gaQ,as (cheeks), two ak~ikii!as, 167 four 
parts called ak~ivartman (eyelids), and two ak~is (eyes). The transmigration of the 
iitmanisdiscussed (Sa.7.7), asitisin the Carakasaq1hirii. 168 Thehuman body is said to 
contain one aiijali of mastiska and sukla. 16 9The list of sixteen adhyiitmadevatiis, who 
preside over bodily and m~ntal functions (Sa.7 .8), disagrees with the corresponding 
list of the Carakasaq1hitii; 170 Bhela's list consists of: agni, pf!hivi, iipalJ, iikiisa, 
viiyu, 171 vidyut, 172 Parjanya, 173 Indra, gandharva, Mrtyu, 174 Aditya, Candramas, 175 

Tva~!ar, 176 Vi~1:1u, 177 Prajiipati, and Brahma. 
Religious elements in the treatment of fevers are mentioned (Ci.l .46-51; 2.39-41 ): 

paying homage to V~abhadhvaja, i.e., Siva ( 1.46; l78 2.40) and Bhiitiidhipati (2.40), 
as well as the recitation of Vedic mantras ( 1.49); the exorcist (bhutavaidya) 179 should 
employ the caQ<;iakarman 180 characteristic of bhiitavidya ( 1.50). A series of opinions 
on the aetiology ofilTegular fevers (vi~amajvara) is referred to, rejected by Bhela, who 
asserts that they are caused by sarpnipiita (2.1-5). These fevers are thought to corrupt 
bone marrow, osseous tissue and fatty tissue on the first day, muscular tissue and blood 
on the second day, kapha and viita on the third day, pitta on the fourth day (Ci.2.6-7). 
Religious elements are mentioned again in the treatment of irregular fevers: paying 
homage to Acyuta, i.e., Vi~QU (2.40), and V~abhadhvaja, i.e., Siva (2.40), as well as 
measures belonging to the realm ofbhiitavidyii (2.41). 

The Bhe/asaqihitii records that yak~man or so~a presents either six or eleven 
symptoms (Ci.4.7ab). 181 Nine incurable ty.:;ies of ku~!ha, caustd by one's karman, are 
descri!led: pu~1<;1an1ca, svitra, r~yajihva, kiikai:ia, audumbara, sataru~ka, carmaku~µia, 
ekaku~!ha, and vaipadika, as well as nine curable types, caused by the do~as: sidhma, 
vicarcikii, piimii, dadru, ki!ika or ki!iba, kapiilaku~tha, sthiiliiru, maQ,ala, and vi~aja 
(Ci.6.18cd-38). 182 The chapter on the treatment of prameha (Ci.7) refers to the 
following varieties: ik~umeha, 183 udakameha (also called ambu- and viirimeha), 184 

siindrameha, 185 bhasmameha, 186 IavatJameha, 187 sikatiimeha, suklameha, k~iirameha, 
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sitameha, raktameha, nilameha, 188 and hastimeha (also called gajameha). 189 

The description of the pathogenesis of insanity (unmiida) is remarkable; the 
Bhelasarphitii regards it as a process in which the do~as, seated in the space between 
palate and skull, first affect the manas, then the citta, 190 and finally the buddhi (Ci. 
8.I0-12ab). Possession (bhiitonmiida) is mentioned, 191 but not given much attention 
to. The Bhelasaqihitii seems to accept a division of labour between physicians and 
exorcists; the chapter on the treatment of insanity explicitly states that it is the 
task of physicians to prescribe drugs to patients with mental disorders, whereas the 
bhiitacikitsaka, the exorcist, should occupy himself with the religious treatment (Ci. 
8.33). 192 Less serious mental disorders, which may eventually develop into insanity, 
are designated by the term mada (Ci.8.12cd-18). 193 

The chapter on the treatment of epilepsy (apasmiira) contains a second version, 
different from that in the Nidiinasthiina, of the pathogenesis (saqipriipti) of this dis
order, described in the following way: when the mind (citta), due to various causes, is 
disturbed, the heart becomes desiccated; subsequently, viita obstructs the bodily heat 
(ii~man) and reaches the channel (n~i) which transports water; the person, suffering 
from this ailment, is oppressed by thirst, becomes confused, and develops epilepsy (Ci. 
9 .2-4 ). The involvement of bhiitas in the causation of epilepsy is not mentioned, which 
is no matter of surprise, because such an involvement has been rejected categorically 
on previous occasions. 194 

The iima variety of diarrhoea (afisiira) is considered to belong to the kapha type 
of this disease (Ci.10.11 ). 195 Varieties of diarrhoea caused by fear (bhaya) and grief 
(soka) are described (Ci.10.42-43). l96 The chapter on diarrhoea deals with vi~iici, vil
ambikii and alasa (Q.10.50-59). 197 It is also concerned with annavibhrama (Ci.10. 
60), 198 and, curiously, with ardita (facial paresis), which is a viita disease. A variety of 
ardita, caused by viita obstructed by kapha (sle~mopastabdhiirdita), is separately dis
cussed (Ci.J02.J0-12ab).199 

The chapter on grahai:i,i refers to the digestive fire as the basis of a person's life 
span (iiyus) and the seat of the priir_ias (Ci.11.1); it enumerates the diseases to which 
grahar_lido~ may give rise (Ci.11.9-11 ); the disorders of the digestive fire are also men
tioned (Ci.11.12-1). The chapter on miitrakrcchra (Ci.12) probably also dealt with mii
triighiita and asmarr. Special types of udara described, apart from the do~ic varieties, 200 

aredii~yodara (Ci. I 3. I0-15ab), 201 udakodara (Ci.13. I 5cd-l 8ab), 202 k~atodara (Ci.13. 
I 8cd-2 I ab ), 203 baddhodara (Ci.13.2 lcd-25ab ), 2 't5 

The Bhelasarphitii fails to make mention of the special types of visarpa, caused by a 
combination of two do~as (Ci.15). 206 

The chapter on sopha (Ci.17) does not describe the numerous varieties mentioned 
in the Carakasaqihitii (Sii.18), but restricts itself to four do~ic types and one iigantu 
type. 207 The pitta type of cough (pittakiisa; Ci.20.8-10) resembles the variety of pii
q~uroga usually called kiimalii. 2os 

The chapter on diseases of the head and ears (Ci.21) mentions the following 
diseases of the head: sankhaka, siiryiivarta, anantaviita, ardhiivabheda, sira!Jkampa, 
and miirdhasvayathu (Ci.21.1-34); 209 diseases of the ears referred to are: badhirya, 
karr_1asriiva, kan)asiila, kanJasvayathu, karr_iaviita, kanJavedanii, krimija kanJaroga, 
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and raktaja kar1,1aroga (Ci.21.51-77).210 The same chapter is concerned with the 
treatment of arocaka (Ci.21.38cd-48) and with the origin, symptoms and treatment 
of galasu1,1<;1I, a disease of the throat (Ci.21.49-50). 211 A separate chapter, preserved 
fragmentarily, is devoted to sleep and fainting. This chapter describes the physiology 
of sleep and fainting (Ci.23.1-8), excessive sleep, and insomnia (Ci.23.9-13); 212 it 
ends with some verses on miircha (Ci.23.14-16). 213 

The chapter on vlita diseases (Ci.24) is incomplete. It describes the treatment of 
cerrupted viita, located in various constituents of the body, refers to the eighty viita 
diseases, and mentions specific varieties. 214 The chapter on p!Ihan and ha!Imaka (Ci. 
25) distinguishes four do~ic types of p!Ihan, a disease already described as p!Ihodara 
in a previous chapter (Ci.13). 2l5 

A separate chapter (Ci.26) is devoted to apatantraka and its treatment. 216 The same 
chapter is concerned with the aetiology, symptoms and therapy of ardita, facial paresis 
(Ci.26.26cd-32), a viita disease already dealt with in a preceding chapter (Ci.10). 

The chapter on the treatment ofvra1,1a(Ci.27) mentions twelve vra1,1ado~as (Ci.27. 
15) 217 and thirty-six ways oftreatment(upakrama; Ci.27.16);218 specialists in internal 
medicine (kiiyacikitsaka) and surgery (salyakrt) are referred to (Ci.27.14, 16, 20).219 

The chapter on piiniityaya (Ci.28) describes four do~ic varieties 220 and one specific dis
order, called piiniijir1,1a (Ci.28.91cd-93ab). 22 1 

In contrast with the Carakasaq1hitii, the Kalpasthiina of the Bhelasal]lhi tii does not 
enumerate the synonyms of the medicinal plants dealt with in this section. 

The Siddhisthiina is differently arranged, when compared with the corresponding 
section of the Carakasa1phitii. The first chapter is concerned with emetic and purgative 
treatments. Chapter two deals with drugs administered by way of the nostrils (nasya); 
four varieties are distinguished: avapI<;la, anuviisa, dhiima, and pradhamana (Si.2.1 ). 

Chapter four describes the symptoms and treatment of ten disorders (vyiipad) 
brought about by the improper administration of emetics and purgatives; these ten 
tlisorllers are: parisriiva, iidhmiina, vibandha, gudani~srava, hrdroga, siila, parikartikii, 
jivii.diina, siroroga, and pravlihikii.222 Chapter five, concerned with clysters, refers to 
divergent opinions on this subject and Bhela's own view. Chapters six and seven are 
on the same subject. Chapter seven mentions disagreeing views on the best drug for 
use in an enema; Bhela himself maintains an eclectic position (7.2-3). 223 Chapter 
eight is about the ten disorders caused by the injudicious use of enemas 224 and on 
specific enemas. 

Some interesting names of disorders, mentioned incidentally, are: ii•hyaviita 
(Ci.14.19), 225 amlapitta (Ka.6.11 ),226 kacchii (Sii.11.8),227 khu<;laviita (Ci.14.19), 228 

nirviihikii (Ci.16.12; Si. 7.45, 48, SO), 229 piirsvaroga (Sii.21.4 and 6), tapa~spho\a 
(Sii.4.19),230 and vipii!ikii (Sii.11.8). 231 

Many formulae and therapeutic rules find their counterparts in the Carakasaiphitii; 
some recipes, absent there, recur, usually in more or less altered versions, in later 
treatises. 232 

Names of medicinal plants, mentioned in the Bhelasal]lhitii, but absent from the 
Carakasarphitii, are: iida1,1,a (Ci.16.69), 233 iira1,1yapippa!I (Ci.21.30), 234 bhadrodu
mbarika (Sii.4.12 and 15),235 brahmabhiitikii (Su.27.23), candriikasiika (Sii.28.41), 236 
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candravalII (Ci.26.21), 237 caiaka (Sii.27.11),238 gaviidanI (Sii.4.5),239 hemavidiirikii 
(Ci.14.12), kadambapu~pI (Ci.26.21), 240 kiilamiinaka (Sii.27.10), 241 kapila (Ci.24. 
23), 242 kar1_1amoia (Ci.27 .2), 243 ketu (Sii.27.12), 244 kesamiiriifi (Ci.9.6), 245 kesavati 
(Ci.26.21), kiilaka (Sii.27.12), 246 kulisa (Sii.4.13), 247 kumiirI (Ci.24.25), kuriitikii 
(Sii.28.32), 248 ku!ifijaka (Sii.28.42), mii.cipattra (Ci.2.31), mahanimba (Q.16.70): 249 

mahavallI (Ci.26.17), 2so modakI (Ci.24.27), 251 nikuficikii (Si.7. 7), 252 n'irakadambaka 
(Ci.24.25),253 piiribhadraka (Ci.8.24; 28.86), 254 pu~karavartaka (Sii.28.31), 255 pii
tanii (Ci.2.35; 9.6), 256 rajat~Qa (Si.7.14),257 rubiika (Ci.21.68; Si.4.32), 258 riipasthii 
(Ci.9.6), samudriintii (Ci.15.22; 27.5 and 8), 259 sitikii (Sii.28.32), sukananii (C1.6.68; 
Si.1.16), 261 sukaniisii (Ci.26.l 7; 27.3), 261 siikarf (Ci.2.35), 262 suvar1_1apu~pI (Sii.4. 
4), 263 sviidukal_l!aka (Vi.5.6), 264 takkola (Ci.24.8), 265 turailgI (Si.7.14), 266 vadhii!ikii 
(Si.8.41), 267 and vei)ucchattriika 268 (Sii.28.26). 269 

Some plant names which are characteristic of the Carakasamhi tii are also found in 
the Bhelasarpl;iitii: aviikpu~pI (Ci.l 6.40), bha1:iq1 (Si.4.22), ciira!i (Ci.2.35), jayii (Ci.2. 
34), kiiyasthii (Ci.2.34; 24.26), kuficikii (Ci.13.27), nalikii (Ci.24.8), paq1iisa (Sii.27. 
10), piluparl)i (Ci.14.13), po!agala (Ka.3.7), rohi~a (Ci.24.24; Ka.4.2; 5.2; 9.1; Si.7. 
14); silodbheda (Ci.10.31), ~u~kasiika (Sii.10.1), svarQayiithikii (Ci.16.79; 27.8), and 
virii (Ci.2.34; 24.25). 

The author 

No particulars are known about Bhela. 
A number of peculiarities of the vegetable materia medica prompted R.S. Singh 

to assert that Bhela was a resident of Western India. 270 Others are of the opinion that 
Bhela belonged to the region of Gandhiira, 271 because that country is mentioned in his 
treatise. 272 

Date 

Bhela is often quoted by later authors, but, as only a minority among the quotations 
can be traced in the preserved text of the Bhelasarphitii, 273 the majority are unsuitable 
for the purpose of elucidating its chronological position. 

Ananta's Yogaratnasamuccaya, a treatise that is probably posterior to the fifteenth 
century, contains a rather large number of 11uotations from Bhela; some of these, or 
related verses, are found in the Tanjore MS. 274 

Narahari gives, in his Viigbhafamawana, a quotation found in Bhela's Vimanasthii
na. 215 

Niscalakara 's Ratnaprnbha ascribes a number of prescriptions of the Cakradatta to 
Bhela. 276 Two of these form part of the text of the Bhe/asalJlhitii. 277 Eight quotations 
from Bhela in the Ratnaprabha are found in the Bhelasaf!1hitii. 278 

Sol/,hala's Gadanigraha ascribes the formula of dhiinvantaraghfta279 to Bhela; this 
recipe itself is not found in the Tanjore MS of the Bhe/asarphitii, but is referred to twice 
(Ci.6.51 and 15.39), which proves that it formed part of the complete text, still known 
to Sol/,hala about A.D. 1200. 280 
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One of Aru1,1adatta's quotations281 establishes that the Bhelasaq1hitii was known 
in the twelfth century. Two or three citations from Bhela's work in a monograph on 
fevers by an unknown author, the Jvarasamuccaya, are said to agree with the text of 
the Tanjore MS, while the majority are not found in the latter. 282 The oldest MS of this 
Jvarasamuccaya dates from A.D. 924,283 which establishes that the verses ascribed to 
Bhela are taken from a version of his work that antedates the tenth century. 

Tisa\a's Cikitsiika/ikii contains a recipe ascribed to Bhela (248: hiti.gupaiicaka) 
that, although differently worded, is very close to the formula of the same name in the 
Bhelasaq1hitii (Ci .19. I 0), which indicates that the text consulted by Tisa\a in the tenth 
century was not altogether different from the one known to us. 

To,ara's Ayurvedasaukhya contains a quotation that is partly found in the 
Bhe/asaq1hitii. 284 

Vijayarak~ita's quotation is very close to a verse actually found in the Bhelasaqi
hitii.285 

The Bower MS describes three gruels (yavagii) attributed to Bhela. 286 Eleven more 
prescriptions found in it287 form also part of the text of the Bhe/asaq1hitii, without being 
associated with his name in the Bower MS. These recipes need not be taken from the 
Bhelasaq1hitii, as A.F.R. Hoernle claimed,288 who was convinced that the Niivanitaka 
of the Bower MS is posterior to the Bhelasaq1hitii. They may well be from the floating 
medical tradition or from early treaties now lost. 289 

The attribution of some gruels to Bhela in the Bower MS indicates that he was re
garded as a medical authority in early times, as is also apparent from the references 
to him as one of the six pupils of Punarvasu Atreya who wrote their own textbooks 
on internal medicine (kayacikitsa). 290 The Bhe/asaq1hitii itself shows unequivocally 
that Bhela belongs to the tradition connected with Atreya and his special branch of 
medicine. A close study of the text of Bhela's treatise, as known to us, betrays, how
ever, that it repeatedly departs from the tradition embodied in the Carakasaq1hita291 and 
even presents a not inconsiderable number of affinities with the teachings of the school 
ofDhanvantari, illustrated by the Susrutasaqihitii. 292 A smaller number of details show 
similarities with the Kiisyapasaq1hitii. 293 

Data proving that a Bhe/asaq1hitii related to the treatise in the Tanjore MS was 
known in the period of Vagbha\a are found in the A${ii1igahrdayasaq1hitii and A${ii-
1igasaI)1graha. The ~tiingahrdayasaq1hitiirefers to Bhela's formula of sahacarataila, 294 

the A${iingasaq1graha to Bhela 's k~aragada 295 and sahacarataila. 296 

A collection of formulae called Jlvakapustaka contains a formula (Nr. 8), also 
found in the Bhe/asaq1hitii (Ci.5.17-19). Bhela may be mentioned in an old Khotanese 
fragment of a Buddhist text. 297 

References to Bhela in other works that conflict with what is found in the text of 
the Bhelasal)lhitii are also known. Bhela's opinion on the application of clysters (basti) 
in children, as recorded in the Kiisyapasaqihitii, disagrees with the view on this subject 
laid down in the Bhe/asal)lhitii. 298 

The evidence collected from the references to and quotations from Bhela makes 
clear that the treatise fragmentarily preserved in the Tanjore MS is not completely iden
tical with the work quoted. 299 The chronological position of the preserved Bhelasaq1-
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hitii can for that reason be determined only by means of internal evidence and the date 
of completion of its MS, about A.O. 1650. 

The structure of the Bhe/asa1phitii, in particular the similarity of this structure to 
that of the Carakasa[Jlhitii, the partial identity of the titles of the chapters and their 
contents, the contents of the Kalpasthana, etc., make it seem plausible to assume that 
the work is later than the Carakasaq1hitii after its redaction by Dr9habala or of about 
the same date. The affinities with the Susrntasa!Jlhitii make it improbable that Bhela's 
treatise is much earlier. Influences from the sitie •f ViigbhaJa's works er Matihava's 
Rugviniscaya are absent. The perioti between A.•. 400 anti 750 may therefore have 
witnessed the development of an earlier text into the treatise known from the Tanjore 
MS. 

Clues to the period in which the work acquired its present shape were collected 
by P.V. Sharma.30° Changes in matters pertaining to religion are perceptible when 
the Caraka- and Bhelasa[Jlhitii are compared. Both Saivism and Vai~rJavism are 
represented in the latter, 301 whereas the former shows an emphasis on Vai~rJavism. 
Practices that became current in the Gupta age are alluded to; examples are Siva 
worship on a cremation ground (Ci.2.40) and the practice of ca1J9akarman (Ci.150). 
Several types of ascetics are mentioned: ka~ayavastra, mu1J~a, jaJila, and nagnaka 
(1.8.14) and mlecchas are referred to (Su.5.25). Tantric influences are also detectable: 
the heart is compared with a wheel (cakra) on which the pnirJas are fixed (Sii.20.4), 
a solar anti lunar disc are thought to be located in the umbilical region (Sa.4.11-12), 
etc. 

The evidence taken together points to a period after VagbhaJa, about the seventh 
century or somewhat later, as the age that saw the completion of the text of the 
Bhelasaq1hitii represented by the Tanjore MS. 302 



Chapter 3 

Kas yapasarphitii 

The Kiisyapasaq1hitii 1 is the only specialized textbook on kaumarabhrtya that has been 
preserved. Two MSS of this work are known. The first of these was discovered by Hara
prasiid Sastri in Ka!hma1_1•ii in 1898; 2 the MS consists of only thirty-eight palm leaves 
and contains a very small portion of the text. 3 The second MS, much more extensive, 
although incomplete and damaged as well, was acquired by Pa1_1~it Hemraj Sarmii. 4 

The editions of the Kiisyapasaq1hitii are based on this second MS. 5 

Contents 

The Kiisyapasaq1hitii is composed in the form of a dialogue between Kasyapa as the 
teacher and Vrddhajivaka as his pupil. Some of the colophons refer to the treatise as 
Vrddhajfvakfya Kaumiirabhrtya(92 and 146), Vrddhajfvakfya Tartra (227), Vrddhakii
syapfya Saq1hitii (324), and Bhiirgavfya Sal]1hitii (331).6 

A story about the transmission of the teachings embodied in the Kiisyapasaq1hitii 
is told in the last chapter of the Kalpasthana (226-227): "The great sage Kasyapa com
posed, for the benefit of mankind and by order of Brahma, by the force of his austerities 
and seeing it with the eye of knowledge, a treatise, which was bestowed on the sages. 
Jivaka, the son om.cika, 7 free from ignorance and pure, the first to understand this great 
treatise, made a condensed version of it. The sages, however, disapproved of the words 
of this child (i.e., Jivaka). Thereupon the pureJivaka, only five years old, plunged into 
the Ganga at Kanakhala, 8 to emerge again in a moment, full of wrinkles and with grey 
hair. Astonished on witnessing this miracle, the sages gave him the name of Vrddhaji
vaka, accepted his treatise, and regarded him as the foremost among the physicians. 
When this treatise got lost during the Kali age, the yak~a Anayasa9 preserved it, intent 
on the welfare of mankind. Afterwards, the learned Vatsya, who was ofVrddhajivaka's 
lineage, obtained this great treatise, after propitiating Anayasa. After a complete study 
of the three Vedas, the ~g-, } ajur- and Siimaveda, together with their auxiliary works 
(vedailga), andafterappeasing Siva, Kasyapaand the yak~as withausteritiesanddevo
tions, he revised the treatise composed by Vrddha jivakafor the prosperity of mankind, 
in order to acquire merit, fame, and happiness." 

This story indicates that the text of the Kiisyapasaq1hitii is actually the revision by 
Vatsya of an earlier treatise. The attribution of the Kiisyapasa1phitii to Kasyapa does 
not explain its name, since Kasyapasaq1hitii would have been more in conformity with 
usage. 10 The Kasyapa of the Kiisyapas11q1hitii is sometimes designated as Marica (183 
and 202) 11 and Prajapati (39; 79; 93; 123; 174; 185; 286); 12 he is once referred to as 
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KMiraja (363). Vrddhajivaka is referred to as Bhargava (74; 75; 117; 214; 227; 240; 
331) and, ratheroften, as Vrddha, Sthavira or Sthavirajivaka. The name Vrddhaj"ivaka 
and the story about him refer to kaumarabhrtya as the special subject of the treatise, 
because the first one to grasp this branch of ayurveda is depicted as a wise child. The 
name recalls that of the paediatrician Jivaka, quoted in the Bower MS, and the Jivaka 
of Buddhist literature. 

The Kasyapasaqihita mentions, apart from the persons already referred to, a num
ber of ancient sages and authorities who for the greater part are met with in other med
ical treatises. Theirnames are: Atreya Punarvasu (14 7), Bhargava Pramati (39), Bhela 
(147), Daruvaha (33 and 39), Gargya (147), HiraQyiik~a (39), Kailkayana (39), Kautsa 
(152), K~Q3 Bharadvaja(39), Mii!hara(l47), Parasarya(l47 and 152), VaidehaJanaka 
(153), Vaideha Nimi (39), Varyovida (39, 153,324), and Vrddhakasyapa (153). 

Most of these authorities appear on the scene on the occasion of discussions 
touching on controversial subjects. These discussions, resembling those recorded 
in the Bhela-, Caraka- and Susrutasaq1hita, are three in number. The first one (39; 
Sii.27.3) is about the numbers of diseases to be distinguished. The following views 
are enunciated: all diseases, being associated with pain, are one (Bhiirgava Pramati); 13 

diseases are twofold; nija and agantu (Varyovida); 14 diseases are threefold: curable, 
amenable to palliative treatment, and incurable (Kai1kayana); 15 diseases are fourfold: 
agantu, and caused by one of the three do~as (Km1a Bharadvaja); 16 diseases are 
fivefold: agantu, caused by one of the three do~as, or caused by all three do~as 
together (the royal sage Daruvaha); 17 diseases are sixfold, because foods and drinks 
have six tastes; 18 diseases are of seven kinds: caused by one of the three do~as, by 
a combination of two do~as, or by all three together (Hirai;iyak~a); 19 diseases are of 
eight types: caused by one, two, or three do~as, and of agantu origin (Vaideha Nimi); 20 

diseases are of innumerable varieties, because the do~as involved may be balanced, 
present in excess, or deficient (Vrddhajivaka). 21 Kasyapa declares, as. Varyovida did, 
that diseases are either nija or agantu, but adding that both categories consist of many 
varieties. 

The second discussion, fragmentarily preserved, is concerned with thetreatmentof 
children by means of enemas (146-14 7; Si.!). Gargya 22 advances that an enema (basti) 
may be applied in all children, even immediately after bilth; Mii!hara, 23 disagreeing, 
holds that an enema should not be administered in the first month after birth; Atreya 
Punarvasu declares that the first three months of life are unsuitable; the view that one 
year should have elapsed is expressed by an authority whose name has not been pre
served; Parasarya24 is convinced that a child may profit from a basti when it is three 
years old; Bhela moves this limit to six years. Kasyapa decides that enemas are appli
cable when a child is no longer breastfed and has become used to solid food 

The third discussion has the treatment with emetics for its subject (152-153; Si.3). 
Kautsa 25 distinguishes three grades in this treatment; Parasarya, apparently agreeing 
with him, adds that these three grades ought to be related to a patient's strength. The 
diet after the administration of an emetic is also dealt with; Vrddhakasyapa,26 Vaideha 
Janaka,27 and others, whose names are not extant, give their opinion. Some related sub
jects are touched upon by Varyovida and Vatsya.28 Kasyapa, appearing again at the 
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end, expounds his thoughts, which should be regarded as final. 
Diiruviiha (33;Sii.25.3-4) is mentioned once as the one who urges Vrddhajfvakaon 

to put questions to Kasyapa on the diagnosis of young children who are not yet able to 
speak. 

Someone, several times addressed as king in the Kasyapasar11hitii, 29 and apparently 
desirous of instruction by Kasyapa, may be Viiryovida, 30 who is called a king in some 
verses dealing with drug treatment in children. 31 

The structure of the Kiisyapasaq1hitli resembles that of the Caraka- and Bhelasarp
hitii. The chapters begin with an announcement of Kasyapa, who mentions the title of 
the chapter that he is going to expound. In many cases, it is Vrddhajfvaka who puts 
questions to Kasyapa, who, surrounded by other sages, 32 gives his answers. 

The internal mrangement of the Kiisyapl1Saq1hitii was originally the same as that 
of the Caraka- and Bhelasaq1hitii in containing a total of 120 chapters, distributed 
over eight sections with respectively thirty (Siitrasthiina), eight (Nidiinasthiina), eight 
(Vimiinasthiina), eight (Siirfrasthiina), twelve (lndriyasthiina), thirty (Cikitsitasthiina), 
twelve (Siddhisthiina), and twelve (Kalpasthiina) chapters. The order of the last two 
sections is peculiar to the Kiisyapasaq1hita, for the Kalpasthiina precedes the Sid
dhisthiina in both Caraka- and Bhe/asaq1hitii. The verses providing this information 
on the sections and number of chapters of each section, found in the last chapter 
of the Kalpasthiina, 33 add that the supplementary section, the Khilasthiina, which 
distinguishes the Kasyapasaq1hitii from the Caraka- and Bhelasaq1hitii, originally 
consisted of eighty chapters. 

Out of the total number of 200 chapters, the Khilasthiina included, seventy-eight 
have been preserved, partially (fo1ty-seven chapters) or completely (thirty-one chap
ters): eleven from the Siitrasthiina, two from the Vimiinasthiina, five from the Siirf
rasthiina, one from the lndriyasthiina, eighteen from the Cikitsitasthiina, eight from the 
Siddhisthiina, nine from the Kalpasthiina, and twenty-four from the Khilasthiina. The 
Nidiinasthiina is completely absent from the MS. 34 

The Kiisyapasarphitii is written in a mixture of verse and prose. Verse prevails over 
prose in general; the Vimiina- and Siirfrasthiina are, as in the Carakasaq1hitii, mainly 
in prose, as are some stray chapters, such a,; the Revatfkalpa and chapter fifteen of the 
Khilasthiina; the single extant chapter from the Indriyasthiina is in verse. 

The work has many elements in common with the sari1hitiis of Caraka and Bhela, 
but differs in several respects, being chiefly concerned with kaumiirabhrtya, which is, 
accordingly, said to be the foremost among the eight divisions of iiyurveda ( 61). 35 

The extant chapters of the Sfitrasthiina desclibe the treatment with linctuses (lehii
dhyiiya; 1-6);36 disorders associated with breast-feeding (Sii.19: k~Irotpatti; 6-10);37 

dentition (Sii.20: dantajanmikiidhyiiya; 10-14);38 piercing of the earlobes (Sii.21: 
cii<;liikara!]fyiidhyiiya; 14-16);39 treatment with oils (Sii.22: sneha; 16-24);40 sudation 
(Sii.23: sveda; 24-29);41 arrangements concerning equipment (Sii.24: upakalpanfya; 
29-33);42 diagnosis in young children not yet able to speak (Sii.25: vedanadhyiiya; 
33-37);43 the four pillars of treatment (Sii.26: cikitsiisaf!lpadiya; 37-39);44 the 
classification of diseases and the enumeration of the disorders caused by viita, pitta, 
kapha, and blood (Sii.27: rogiidhyiiya; 39--47);45 auspicious and inauspicious bodily 
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marks,46 and the sattva typology (Sii.28: lak~a~tiidhyliya; 47-54).47 

The extant chapters of the Vimlinasthiina are about an imperfectly known sub ject48 

and about the initiation of students (si~yopakrama1,1Iya; 57-65).49 

The extant chapters of the Sarirasthiina are concerned with anatomy, elements of 
Siiqikhya philosophy, and other subjects (65-69); 50 pregnancy (asamlinagotriya; 69-
72);51 embryology (garbhiivakriinti; 72-74);52 anatomy (sariravicaya; 75-79);53 pro
creation (jiitisiitriya; 79-88).54 

The subjects dealt with in the single extant chapter of the Indriyasthlina (o~a
dhabhe~ajiya; 89-92) are partly the same as those found in some chapters of Caraka's 
Indriyasthiina, 55 partly absent from the latter. 56 

The extant chapters of the Cikitsitasthlina deal with fevers Uvara; 93--95);57 dis
eases of pregnant women (garbhiQicikitsita; 95-97); 58 puerperal diseases (du~prajlitli
cikitsita; 97-98); disorders caused by blilagrahas (98-105); plrhan and halrmaka (105-
106); 59 udiivarta (106--108);60 rajayak~man (109-111); 61 gulma (111-115); 62 ku~tha 
( 115-119); 63 miitrakrcchra (120--122); 64 wounds and ulcers (dvivraQTya; 123--130); 65 

pratisyliya (130-132);66 uroghata (132-133); sopha (133-134); 67 krmi (134-135);68 

madiityaya (135-139); 69 phakka (139-142); disorders in wet-nurses (dhiitricikitsita; 
142-146).70 

The extant chapters of the Siddhisthiina 71 are called: (I) rlijaputriyli ( 146--149; on 
the application of enemas in children); (2) trilak~a1,a ( 149-152; on therightand wrong 
ways of administering paiicakarman);72 (3) vamanavirecaniyli (152-159; on emesis 
and purgation); 73 (4) nastaJ:tkarmiyli (159-161; on nasal therapy); 74 (5) kriyasiddhi 
(162-163; rules for patients during treatment); 75 (6) bastikarmiyli (164-165; on wrong 
ways of administering enemas); 76 (7) paiicakarmiyli (165-168; on indications and 
contra-indications); 77 (8) mangalasiddhi (168-169; recipes for efficient enemas). 

The Kalpasthiina differs considerably from the corresponding section of the 
Caraka- and Bhelasa111hitii. The nine chapters which are extant are concerned with: ( 1) 
fumigations (dhiipa; 170-174); (2) lasunakalpa (174-181); (3) katutailakalpa (181-
183); (4) ~tkalpa (183-185); (5) satapu~pasatavarikalpa (185-187); (6) revatikalpa 
(187-202); (7) bhojanakalpa (202-213); (8) vise~akalpa (213--225); (9) saqihitiikalpa 
(225-227). 

The Khilasthiina 78 is of a mixed character; it contains chapters on the aetiology, 
symptomatology and treatment, or treatment only, of particular diseases, some of 
which have already been dealt with in previous chapters; chapters on subjects with a 
more general bearing are also found in it. 

The Khilasthiina may be due to Viitsya, who added it as a supplement to the Vr
ddhajfvakfyatantra after revising the latter. 79 It has been given the same structure as 
the preceding sections. The supplementary character appears undisguisedly in the first 
verses of its first chapter, where Vrddhajivaka approaches Kasyapa and asks him to 
elucidate the causes of irregular fevers, reminding him that he failed to discuss this 
subject in the chapter on the treatment of fevers. 80 

The subjects of the extant chapters of the Khilasthiina are: (I) irregular fevers 
(vi~amajvaranirdesiya; 227-234); (2) the treatment of fevers in general (vise~anirde
srya; 234-240); (3) principles of treatment (bhai~ajyopakramaQiya; 240-249); (4) 
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soups (yii~anirdesiya; 249-255); (5) diet and related subjects (bhojyopakramar_:iTya; 
255-260); (6) the do~as, the tastes, and their combinations (rasado~vibhiigTya; 
261-268); (7) purificatory treatments (sar!lsuddhivise~ar_:irya; 268-277); (8) the treat
ment with enemas (bastivise~QTya; 277-286); (9) the aetiology, symptomatology 
and treatment of raktagulma (raktagulmaviniscaya; 286-292); ( 10) the treatment 
of diseases in pregnant women (antarvatnTcikitsita; 293-304); (II) the treatment 
of puerperal diseases (siitikopakramaQTya; (304-316); (12) the treatment of infants 
(jiitakarmottara; 316-319); (13) the aetiology, symptomatology and treatment of 
kukkW:lllka (kukku1Jakacikitsita; 319-324); (14) the aetiology, symptomatology and 
treatment of visarpa (visarpacikitsita; 324-331 ); (15) the aetiology, symptomatol
ogy and treatment of carmadala (carmadalacikitsita; 331-335); (16) the aetiology, 
symptomatology and treatment of amlapitta (amlapittacikitsita; 335-339); (17) the 
aetiology, symptomatology and treatment of swellings (sothacikitsita; 339-345); 
(18) the aetiology, symptomatology and treatment of siila (siilacikitsita; 345-349); 
( 19) supplementary prescriptions concerning the treatment of the eight types of fever 
(~!ajavaracikitsitottara; 349-353); (21) treatments with honey (madhuvise~aiJTya; 
353-354); (22) the medicinal properties of milk (~TraguQavise~Tya; 354-356); (23) 
the medicinal properties of water (piinTyagur_:iavise~Tya; 356-359); (24) the medicinal 
properties of meat (miir!lsagur_:iavise~Tya; 359-363); (25) the feeding habits of the 
inhabitants of various countries ( desasiitmya; 363-364 ). 

The text of the Kiisyapasa1µhitii repeatedly refers to its various sections and sub
jects dealt with there; 81 the name of a particular chapter is rarely mentioned. 82 

The author of the treatise or its revisor, Viitsya, was well acquainted with differ
ences of opinion among medical authorities, as shown, apart from the discussions al
ready described, by a rather large number of passages wheredissentient points of view 
are taken into consideration or merely registered. 83 On some occasions Kasyapa's own 
opinion, always regarded as decisive, is clearly stated. 84 On one of these, he appears 
to reject a view expressed in the Carakasa,µhitii. 85 

Medical schools specializing in other branches of medicine than kaumiirabhflya are 
referred to. 86 

Quotations87 

An anonymous monograph on fevers, called Jvarasamuccaya, contains a considerable 
numberof verses, attributed to Kiisyapa, which form part of the Kas yapasa1phita. 88 The 
corresponding verses are not only found in those sections of the Kasyapasaq1hita which 
are old or at least based on an older version, but also in the Khilasthiina. The stanzas 
that cannot be traced can without much hesitation be supposed to belong to Viitsya's 
revised version of the Klis yapasaq1hitii. 

Some verses, quoted from the Bhalukitantra in the Madhukosa ad Miidhavanida
na 2.18-23 are found in the vise~akalpiidhyaya of the Kiisyapasaqihita.89 The verses 
describing the two saqmipiitafevers called vidhu and phalgu (vise~akalpa 28cd-3lab) 
recur, without mention of a source, in Vailgasena's Ciltitsiisiirasa,µgraha (jvara 354-
356) and ~hiivamisra's Bhiivaprakiisa (cikitsii 1.459-461). Another stanza, said to be 
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from Bhiiluki in the Ata1ikadarpa(la ad Miidhavanidiina 2.24, forms part of the vise
~akalpa chapter as well (218). 90 

The recipes of the pills against children's diseases, attributed to Kasyapa in the 
Bower MS (ll.1010-1040), are supposed to have been taken from Khilasthiina 17 and 
18 of the Kiisyapasa,phitii by V.N. Pandey and A Pandey, 91 but cannot be traced in 
these chapters. 

The Kiisyapasa,phitii is quoted in Dharmadatta's Trido~asarpgraha 
R.C. Majundar's claim92 that the Ka§yapasa,phitii is quoted in the Bower MS and 

contains many quotations, not found elsewhere, from the most ancient works of the 
Atreya school, is entirely unfounded. 

Special features 93 

The rasa derived from the food is, in a pregnant woman, divided into three portions, 
which nourish the unborn child, the mother's body and the mother's breasts (2; 287: 
Khila 9.20). 94 A child whose own mother has died and who is being cared for by a 
stepmother is called kalyar:iamatrka ( 4 ). Disorders of the breastmilk are attributed to 
de.monic influences, in conjunction with the do~as (6; Sii.19). 95 The group of drugs 
which putify the breastmilk (krrravisodhana; 7) is closely related to the same group of 
the Carakasarphitii (Sii.8.56). Foreign bodies in the food or drink of the mother or wet
nurse are called v ajra 96 and give rise to a disease called stanakflaka (9-10). 97 Mothers 
whose fine breasts are injured by the jealous glances of other women are advised to 
take recourse to Tantric practices (10: tantriivaciirar:ia). 

Chapter twenty of the Sutrasthiina (10-14) 98 describes the human set of teeth, both 
milk teeth and second teeth; the central incisors (riijadanta), lateral incisors (basta), ca
nine teeth (da!Jl~(rii), and (pre)molars (hiinavya) are separately mentioned. 99 The same 
chapter describes normal and abnormal teething. Particular rituals should be performed 
when abnormalities are observed. 10° Four characteristics of the set of teeth are said to 
have an auspicious or inauspicious meaning. IOI Piercing of the ears (karQavedha) is 
described (IS; Sii.21). 102 

The eftects of the four fatty substances on the do~a~ (16-17; Sii.22) differ to acer
tain extent from the views expre.~ in the Caraka- and Susrutasarphitii; 103 the anupii
nas to be used after the ingestion of a fatty substance are the same as those mentioned 
in the Carakasarphitii. 104 

Eight types of sudation (sveda) are described (26-29; Sii. 23 ): hastasveda, pradeha, 
na,rsveda, prastarasveda, sarpkarasveda, upaniiha, avagiiha, and pari~eka. 105 The term 
trika\horaka, 106 employed in the verses on sarpkarasveda (28), may refer to the sand 
(sikatii), dust (piirpsu) and pebbles (pii~ar:ia) of Caraka's pir:i,asveda (Sii.14.26), though 
the term itself does not occur in its description. 

Four varieties of ajir~1a are distinguished: iima, vidagdha, sasle~man and rasase~ 
(32; Sii.24 ). 107 Visiicikii and alasaka are described as related disorders (35; Sii.25.27-
28), in the same way as in the Carakasa1phitii (Vi.2.10-12). Separate disorders, charac
terized in the same chapter (35; Sii.25.30-33), are su~kakar:i•ii 108 and ama 109 Madii
tyaya as a disease occurring in children (36; Sii.25.36) is different from the madatyaya 
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or piiniityaya in adults, which comprises disorders resulting from the abuse of alcoholic 
drinks. 

The Kiisyapasaq1hitii recommends treating mental disorders in the same way 
as bodily diseases (39; Sii.27 .5). A term used to designate the do~as is dhiitusthui:iii 
(40; Sii.27.6). The two main categories of disease, nija and iigantu (40; Sii.27.8-9), 
are defined as in the Carakasaq1hitii (Sii.20.4), but the Kiisyapasa//lhitii mentions, as 
belonging to the category iigantu, afflictions which are adhidevata, a term akin to the 
iidhidaivika category of the Susrutasa1µhitii (Sii.24). 

The eighty vii.ta, forty pitta and twenty kapha disorders ( 41-44; Sii.27 .19-43) are 
largely identical with those enumerated in the Carakasaq1hitii (Sii.20.10-17). 110 The 
Kiisyapa- (45; Sii.27.49-56) and Carakasaq1hitii (Sii.19.3) also agree on the number of 
varieties of each disease to be distinguished. 

Blood and pitta are said to be related to each other, but a separate list of diseases 
caused by corrupted blood is presented (46; Sii.27.63-64). 111 The list of auspicious 
and inauspicious bodily signs in children (47-48; Sii.28.6) is more detailed than in the 
Carakasa,µhitii (Sii.8.51). 112 

Thesattva typology of the Kiisyapasa,µhitii (51-54) differs to some extent from this 
typology as described in the Carakasaq1hitii (Sii.4.37-39). 113 It adds a priijiipatya type 
to the suddha group and replaces the praita sattva by two types, called bhiita and yiik~a. 
Nine siira types are mentioned; the ninth type, added to the eight of the Carakasa//lhitii 
(Vi.8.102-114), is called oja~siira (54). 

The Vimiinasthiina mentions a group of afflictions called avek~itajagada (57). 114 

The si~yopakramai:iiya chapter of the same section gives an elaborate account of the 
initiation of students (57-65). Kaumiirabhrtya is said to be the foremost of the eight 
divisions of iiyurvedaand to be based on the Atharvaveda (61). 115 

The Kiisyapasa,µhitii permits the study of iiyurveda to students from all fourvaqias 
( 61 ). 116 The same chapter contains its own version of the divine origin ofiiyurveda and 
its descent to earth (61): Brahma, after creating the universe, bestowed the science of 
!if e on the Asvins who transmitted it to lndra, who, in his turn, gave itto the four sages 
Kasyapa, Vasi~\ha, Atri and Bhrgu, who endowed their sons and students with it. 117 

The thesis is defended that iiyurveda is not dependent on the Alharvaveda or all four 
Vedas, but that it is the fifth Veda, as important in relation to the other four as the thumb 
in relation to the fourother fingers (61-62). 

The Siirirasthiina refers to a series of five and a series of six seasons (65). A number 
of terms reminiscent of Jainism occur in particular in this section of the Kiis yapasaq1-
hitii (65-66). 118 The cycle of time is, in conformity with Jain doctrine, divided into 
two halves, called utsarpii:ii and avasarpii:ii. Each half is subdivided into three yugas, 
the utsarpii:ii into Adi-, Deva- and ~tayuga, the avasarpii:iT into Tretii-, Dviipara- and 
Kaliyuga. The characteristics of human beings in these eras are elaborately described. 
The names for an aspect of the bodily structure, called saq1hanana, 119 in the four last 
yugas evoke, partly at least, Jain terms: niiriiyai:ia in the Krtayuga, ardhaniiriiyai:ia in 
theTretiiyuga, 120 kausika in the Dviiparayuga, and prajiiaptipisita in the Kaliyuga. The 
life span of a human being in these four eras is declared to be one palitopama, 121 a 
quarter, an eighth of an palitopama, and one hundred years. The same chapter contains 
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an outline of human anatomy (66) and a brief sketch of Saqikhya philosophy (67). 122 

The numbers of bones, vessels, etc., mentioned in the outline of anatomy, agree 
for the greater part with those of the Carakasa.rphitii. An exception forms the number 
of joints (sandhi), which is 381 in the Kiisyapasaiphitii, but 200 in the Carakasaiphitii 
(Sa.7.14). Some othernumbers disagree with those of the Susrutasa1phitii. 123 

The description of the development of the child in the womb (70-72) 124 largely 
agrees with the Carakasa,phitii (Sa.4). The lists of bodily constituents thought to be 
connected with each of the five mahlibhiitas (72) resemble the lists of the Carakasam
hitii (Sa.4.12) without being identical. 125 The same applies to the constituents deriv~d 
from the father and the mother (72), l26 the litman,and sii.tmya (73). 127Thelistof seven 
receptacles (iisaya; 74) disagrees with what is found in other sources. 128 

The number of bones in the human body amounts to 363 (75), which odd number 
implies that the text of the sliriravicaya chapter cannot be correct. 129 The ten abodes of 
the prai:ias (prai:iayatana; 76) are in conformity with one of the two series found in the 
Carakasaiphitii (Sii.29.3). 130 The number of viscera is thirteen in the Kiisyapasa.rphitii 
(76), fifteen in the Carakasa1phitii (Sli.7.10). The number of minor parts of the body is 
eighty-seven in the Kiisyapasa1phitii (76-77), fifty-six in the Carakasa1phitii (Sli.7.11). 
The total number of the vessels called sirli is 700 (66), ten of which, called ma.tar, are 
the most important ones (77). Peculiar to the Kiisyapasaq1hitii is the mention of one 
hundred vessels (dhamanI), originating from each ear, which transport air (anila = vii.
ta) and are declared to be the supports of agni and soma (78); a preceding chapter of the 
Sarirasthlina (66) considers them to be two hundred in number and to have their origin 
in the palate (talu). The pores of the skin (romakiipa), which belong to the category 
of minute vessels (77; siiksmasrotas), are said to number 200,000 in males, 150,000 
in females (79). 131 The qu~ntities of bodily constituents (78) agree with those of the 
Carakasamhitii. 132 

The j&tisiitriya chapter of the Slirirasthii.na employs Vaise~ika terminology (79). 
The female procreational fluid (soi:iita) and the male semen are said to be fully formed 
from the age of sixteen onwards (79). 133 This chapter declares that the partofthe men
strual cycle fit forsexual intercourse covers twelve days(the fourth to the fifteenth) for 
a brlihmai:ia cou;:le, eleven for k~atriyas, ten for vaisyas, and nine formembers of other 
groups (80); 134 this rule is not found in othermedical works. The putriyli i~!i, aiming at 
male offspring, described in this chapter (81 ), differs in details from the kamya i~!i of 
the Carakasaiphitii. 135 The diet and recommended mode of life of a pregnant woman 
are described in detail (84). 13 6 The management of labour is discussed (84-86). 137 The 
labour pains, called livi in the Ca.r·aka- and Susrutasaq1hitii (Ca.Sa.8.37-38; Su.Ni.8. 
12), are designated by the term grlihi in the Kiisyapasaq1hitii (85). 138 

The Indriyasthii.na (89; I.l.3-4) divides remedial measures into two broad cate
gories: au~adha (treatment with drugs) and bhe~aja (religious treatment). 139 Grahas 
mentioned are: Skanda, Skandlipasmlira,Skandapitar, Paui:icJarika, Revati, Su~karevatI, 
SakunI, Mukhamai:i(Jika, Piitanli, and Naigame~in (90). 140 The same seven types of 
dreams (91; I.l .23cd-24ab) as those found in the Carakasaq1hitii (I.5.43) are listed. 

The chapter of the Cikitsitasthlina concerned with diseases of pregnant women 
mentions parikartikli, pravlihikli, 141 sotha, klimalli, hrdroga, vlitaroga, iirdhvanila, 142 
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hikka, and svlisa (95-96). 143 The chapter on puerperal diseases (du~prajlitlicikitsita) 
has a long list of these disorders (97). 144 

The chapter on children's diseases caused by demonic beings (biilagraha) enu
merates the twenty names of Revati (99) which, when twice daily recited, protect a 
child from attacks by grahas (I 00). Guha, i.e., Klirttikeya, exposes that he regards 
Revati, along with her five brothers and her sister ~a~thi, as deserving of the same 
homage which is paid to himself; the sixth tithi, called ~a~thi, will be the day on 
which she should be worshipped. Two forms of ~ai:imukhi ~a~!hi are distinguished, 
Siitikli~a~!hi 145 and Pak~a~a~!hi. 146 A long list of disorders is said to be caused by 
Revati (I 00).147 The chapter goes on with a description of their treatment. The next 
subject is a myth relating how Piitanli was born, another female demon, who bears five 
names. 148 The treatment of the disorders she may bring about is dealt with (101-102). 
Subsequently, disorders caused by Andhapiitanli and by Sitapiitanli, also known as 
Ka!apiitanli, 149 are described, together with their treatment ( 102-103). The next verses 
contain the mythical origin of Mukhamai:i9ikli or Mukhlircikli, a female attendant of 
Skanda ( = Kiirttikeya) ( I 03). The preserved part of the chapter ends with descriptions 
of the treatment of ailments caused by Mukhamai:i9ikli and Sitapiitanli (I 03-105). 

The chapter on udlivarta lists six varieties. brought about by the suppression of the 
urges to break wind, defecate, urinate,ejaculate, vomit and sneeze ( I 06); 150 the same 
chapter describes linliha (I 06). l51 

Rlijayak~man is said to present six or eleven symptoms (110). 152 The Kiisyapa
saq1hitii (116) mentions the same nine curable and incurable types of ku~!ha as the 
Bhelasaq1hitii. The do~as involved in some of the varieties of ku~!ha are the same as 
those mentioned in the Carakasaqihitii (Ni.5.5), with the exception of the two do~as 
giving rise to sidhma. 153 The eight types of miitralqcchra (120) 154 differ from those 
mentioned in the Cara/ea- and Susrutasa,phitii; 155 asmari (vesical calculi) and sarkarli 
(vesical gravel) are referred to in the chapter on miitralq"cchra, but not characterized. 
The two main categories of ulcers (vrai:ia; 123) are the same as in the Carakasal)lhitii 
(Ci.25.5): nija and ligantu. Kasyapa declares in the chapter on this subject (dvivrai:iI
yacikitsita) 156 that he will deal with it succinctly, because it belongs to the domain of 
another medical specialism. A series of therapeutic procedures (upakrama) is listed 
(124), without indicating their number. 157 The same chapter (126) enumerates types of 
boils (pi9akli), occurring in children: three with an excess of kapha (sarlivikli, kaccha
pikli, jlilini), three with an excess of pitta (sar~apikli, alaji, vidradhi), one with an ex
cess of vlita (vinatli), and one with an excess of all three do~as (arur!t~ikli). 158 The vrai:ia 
chapter also describes the aetiology, symptoms and treatment of arakTiikli ( 128), a dis
ease unknown from other sources under this name. 159 Another, otherwise unknown, 
disorder, found in this chapter, is limaccheda ( 129). l60 

The dvivrai:iiya chapter contains an interesting myth on the origin of a particular 
type of boils (gai:i9a) in children ( 129). This disorder is attributed to an elephant, called 
Dul]saha, appearing in dreams of children and frightening them. This animal, resem
bling Airavata, was created b_y Indra in order to satisfy Mahlisena. DuJ:isaha created, in 
his turn, two grahas, called Slikha and Vislikha, who, out of gratitude, made him ob
tain the overlordship of all upagrahas. 161 The treatment of the boils caused by Dul;isaha 
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consists of both drugs and homage paid to him on the paiicamI (fifth tithi) of each lunar 
month. 

The chapter on pratisyaya refers to blood on the same footing as the three do~as 
(130). A separate chapter is devoted to uroghiita (132-133), a disease related to prati
syiiya. 162 Four do~ic types of uroghiita are referred to. Sopha (inflammatory swelling) 
is said to be of fourtypes (133 ). 163 The chapter on the treatment of parasitic disorders 
(lqmiroga) refers to vi~ailgaghrta (134 ). 164 Three disorders due to the abuse of alco
holic drinks are distinguished: piiniityaya, panavibhrama and paniipakrama (135). 165 

Fourdo~ic types of piiniityaya are described (137). 166 

A disease not described in any other treatise is phakka (139-142). A child affected 
by it does not learn to walk at the normal age. 167 Three varieties of phakka are distin
guished, caused by a disorder of the breastmilk (~Iraja), a disorder of the mother dur
ing pregnancy (garbhaja), and some other disease (vyiidhija). Preparations employed 
in the treatment of phakka are kalyii.Qakaghrta, ~a\palaghrta and a~aghrta (141); 168 

briihmighrta 169 was probably also prescribed, because it is referred to. Sudras were ex
cluded from the use of this briihmighrta. Particularly recommended is a recipe called 
rajataila, which proved to be salutary to the sons of lk~viiku, Subiihu, Sagara, Nahu~a. 
Di1Ipa, Bharata and Gaya. 170 Finally, a tricycle (tricakra phakkarathaka) is described 
as a tool that is helpful to children suffering from phakka. The same chapter describes 
deafness (biidhirya) and dumbness (miikatva), originating from a defect in either the 
one or the other half of the organ of speech. 

The last chapter of the Cikitsitasthiina is concerned with the treatment of disorders 
in wet-nurses (142-146). 

The Kalpasthiina of the Kiisyapasaqihitii is not devoted, as the corresponding sec
tions of the Caraka- and Bhelasaqihitii are, to drugs which have a sodhana ( emetic or 
purgative) action, but deals with diverse subjects. 

Chapterone (170-174) is concerned with fumigations (dhiipa), 171 especially to be 
employed with the aim of warding off demons afflicting children. Substances of animal 
origin are important ingredients of these dhiipas, many of which have names. Three 
types of dhiipa are mentioned: dhiipa, anudhiipa and pratidhiipa. A story is told about 
Agni who bestowed the formulae of the dhiipas to the sages in order to protect children. 
A long mantra should be recited to make the treatment more successful (173). 172 An 
iigneya dhiipa (170) is regarded as particularly suitable to briihma,;ias, whereas another 
dhiipa, called briihma (171), may be prescribed to briihma,;ias, k~atriyas and vaisyas. 173 

Chapter two ( 17 4--181) is on the mythical origin of garlic (lasuna) and its uses in 
medicine. 174 Garlic is said to originate from drops of the amrta which fell on the earth 
when IndriiI)I belched the am~la forth that Indra had made her drink in order to cure 
her infertility. The properties of lasuna, as described in the Kasyapasaqihitii (175), do 
not completely agree with those mentioned in other treatises. 175 The medicinal effects 
are mostly those found in a rasiiyana. Many rules are given which pertain to the diet, 
etc., to be observed after the consumption of garlic. Rituals connected with lasuna are 
also described, in particular a garlic festival (gandhamaha; 180); 176 this festival owes 
its origin to Rudra, who expounded its beneficial effects to BhadrakiilI Umii 177 on an 
occasion when he, incognito, begged for alms in the Devadiiru forest; 178 the garlic fes-
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tival was instituted on this occasion as a means to deliver the wives of the sages from 
their childlessness (180-181). 179 

Chapter three (ka\utailakalpa; 181-183) 181 opens with the claim that ka~utaila 
(mustard oil) is the mest excellent medicine in the treatment of plihan (splenomegalia). 
Recipes are given against plihan, rules abouttheir dosage, etc. Chapter four (~a\kalpa; 
183-185) is aboutthetreatmentofeyediseases in children. 181 Chapter five (185-187) 
is concerned with the properties of satapu~pii and satiivarf and their uses in medicine. 

Chapter six, the Revatfkalpa ( 187-202), fonns one of the most interesting pa11S of 
the Kiisyapasaqihita. Partly in prose of an archaic type, partly in verse, this long chap
ter deals with female demons, called JiitahiiriI}i, who are manifestations of Revatf. 182 

After a long mythological excursus, beginning with Prajiipati's creative acts, a story 
is told about an evil being (asurakanyii) called Dirghajihvi, 183 who was destroyed by 
Revati. This introduces Revati as the chief character of the chapter. She is transformed 
into Jiitahiirii:ii, a being killing children in their mothers' womb. Her names are Revati, 
Pilipicchikii, Raudri, and Viiruqi. 

The Revatikalpa proceeds with describing which types of bad behaviour in women 
provokeRevatI's wrath and lead to misfortune for the unborn child. Behavioural rules 
and rituals serving to ward off the attacks of Revati are described, as well as many pat
terns of behaviour resulting in such an attack. The disorders in women caused by Re
vatf are many and manifold. The symptoms of these disorders are listed, together with 
the names designating both the women suffering from them and the Jiitahiirii;iis. 184 Su
~karevati, Ka\ambharii, Revati, Viku\ii, Parisrutii, Ai:ic,iaghni, Durdharii, Kalariitri, Mo
hini, Stambhani, Krosanii, and Nakini are characterized by menstrual disorders or the 
death of the unborn child. The names of the fifteen Jiitahiirii:iis causing the death of the 
child on the first up to the fifteenth day of its life arePisiici, Yak~i, Asuri, Kali, Varui:ii, 
~~\hi, Bhirukii, Yamyii, Miitailgi, Bhadrakiili, Raudri, Vardhikii, Cai:iljikii, Kapiilama
linf, and Pilipicchikii. Jiitahiirii:iis leading to the child's death in a later period are Va
syii, Kulak~ayakari, Pui:iyajanf, Pauru~adini, Sarpda1!1Si, Karko\aki, Indravac,tavii, and 
Va4aviimukhi. Some verses on the origin of twins and their characteristics follow. 

The discourse on Revati continues with an exposition by Kasyapa on the three 
fonns she assumes, daivi, miinu~i and tirascini, which enable her to pervade the 
worlds of the gods, human beings and animals. The homage paid to RevatI by the 
gods and the sages (Kasyapa included) made her endow them with numerous and 
prosperous offspring. This tale introduces the Revatikalpa sensu stricto, as expounded 
by Kasyapa to his pupils. 

Kasyapa tells Vrddhajivaka that women who do not observe the rules of dharma 
may be harassed by Revati and therefore require expert medical care. Women belong
ing to one of the four vari:ias or a mixed class (vari:iantara), as well as women called 
liilgini and kiirukf, are liable to Revati's attacks. The Revatfkalpa describes in which 
way these attacks manifest themselves in each of the classes of women enuqierated 
and gives details on the expiation (prayascitti) that is required. This part of the llevati
kalpa contains long lists of mixed castes, offemale ascetics (liilgini), 185 and of women 
belonging to various castes of artisans (kiiruk1l ( 195). 

This section on the miinu~i form ofRevati is followed by one on her tirascini form, 
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its five varieties (sakuni, catu~padi, sarpii, matsyi, vanaspati) and numerous subvari
eties (196-197); this section argues strongly in favour of ahirpsii, because the inten
tional killing of animals incenses particular forms of Revati. The Revatikal pa ends with 
a list of symptoms presented by children afflicted by Revati (198-199) and an elabo
rate description of the ritual (varai:iabandha) to be performed by the physician in order 
to save these children. 186 Successful performance of the rite demands that the physi
cian be conversant with the miitailgi vidyii, 187 obtained by the greatsageMatailga, Ka
syapa's youngest son, 188 from Brahma. The effects of this powerful vidyii are extolled. 
Next to it, the rudramiitartgi and its beneficial effects are described. 189 

Chapter seven (bhojanakalpa; 202-213) is about feeding habits and foods; numer
ous countries are mentioned, together with the foods most suitable to their inhabitants 
(206-207); details are given on the uses of mai:i~a,i90 yaviigil (gruel), milk, and sugar
canejuice. 

Chapter eight (vise~akalpa; 213-225)has saqmipiita fevers as its subject, their va
rieties, and their treatment. Thirteen types of sarpnipiitajvara are mentioned; due to the 
lacunary state of the text, the descriptions have only partially been preserved (214-
217). 191 Some interesting verses (217) show that the aetiology of the sarpnipiita fever 
called kil!apiikala was a hotly debated issue. 192 A previously healthy person, suddenly 
presenting signs pointing to excitement of all three do~as, will. be covered with boils 
(pi~akii) called vi~asarpjiiaka(217).193 

Chapter nine (saq1hitiikalpa; 225-227) is, as already mentioned, about the origin 
and contents of the Kiisyapasarphitii. 

The Khilasthiina begins with a chapter on irregular fevers (vi~amajvaranirdesiya; 
227-234). Vrddhajivaka puts questions to Kasyapa on the aetiology of these fevers, 
because this subject is absent from the chapter on the treatment of fevers in general. 
Four irregular fevers are described, satataka, anyedyu~ka, tftiyaka and caturthaka, to 
which pretajvara and grahajvara are added. Satataka has the nature of Agni, dvitiyaka 
(= anyedyu~ka) that ofViiyu, while tf(iyaka and caturthaka are associated with the Vi
svedeviiQ andlsiina. Chapter two (vise~nirdesiya; 234-240) proceeds with describing 
fevers and their treatment; groups of drugs are enumerated which are sodhana, samana 
and samanasodhana (238-239; 2.57-62ab). 

Chapter three (bhai~ajyopakramai:iiya; 240-249) deals with the classification of 
diseases; a bodily disease is called vyiidhi, a mental disorder iidhi 194 (241; 3.19); 
pharmaceutical preparations of vegetable origin are divided into seven types: ci1n;1a, 
sitaka~iiya, svarasa, abhi~ava, phii~t!a, kalka, and kviitha (242-243; 3.35-43ab); 195 the 
periods of time at which a medicine should be taken (au~adhaklila) are ten in number 
(243-244; 3.43-52); l96 the stages of the human life cycle are discussed (245-246; 
3.71 ab-76); much attention is given to the dosages of medicines to be administered to 
children (246-248; 3.77-102ab)_ 197 

Chapter four(yil~anirdesiya; 249-255) is about medicinal soups (yil~a) and related 
preparations (peyii, yaviigu); twenty-five different soups are described (250-251; 4. 
19cd-24ab), divided into two (251; 4.24cd-25ab) 198 or three (251; 4.25cd-26ab)1'9 

groups. 
Chapter five (bhojyopakramai:iiya; 255-260) is concerned with diet, siitmya, the 
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tastes, articles of food that may or may not be combined, 200 etc.; the combination of 
milk and fish is, as in the Carakasarphitii, 201 advised against. 

Chapter six (rasado~avibhiigiya; 261-268) distinguishes sixty-two disturbed states 
of the do~ic equilibrium (261-262; 6.5-11 ); 202 the tastes and their combinations (their 
total number is sixty-three) are also listed (262-263;6.12-19); 203 further subdivisions 
of the conditions which may prevail among the do~as and the tastes make their total 
numbers into 4,160 and 3,073 respectively (265-266; 6.48-70ab). 

Chapter seven (saipsuddhivese~ai:iiya; 268-277) is mainly devoted to treatment 
with emetics and clysters. 

Chapter nine (raktagulmaviniscaya; 286-292) 204 is entirely devoted to raktagulma, 
a disease restricted to women, characterized by symptoms simulating pregnancy. The 
Kiisyapasa1phitii is the only treatise known with a separate chapter on this disorder. 205 

The chapter is of importance because it contains much material on female physiol
ogy and some related topics. The human body is described as possessing seven re
ceptacles (iisaya), for faeces, urine, parasites (krimi), undigested (iima) and digested 
(pakva) food, kapha, and viita; an eighth receptacle, the uterus (garbhiisaya), is present 
in women (9.16). 

Chapter ten (antarvatnicikitsita; 293-304)206 is about diseases of pregnant women 
and their treatment; diseases mentioned are: jvara (293-297; 10.4-65), atisiira, 
(pra)viihikii, parikartikii (10.102cd-106ab), 207 piirsvopagraha, mukhapiika, iik~epa, 
apatiinaka, chardi (10.118-127ab), 208 kiimalii, hrcchiila (I0.!28cd-131ab),2°9 kiisa, 
sviisa, iirdhviinila (10.141), 2io hikkii, miitragraha, gulma, viitaroga, granthi, pi9akii, 
sotha, rohii:ii, bhagna, and sarpada(!isa (snake-bite); the remaining part of the chapter 
is filled with signs pointing to some disorder of pregnancy, and with ar~fas. 

Chapter eleven (siitikopakramai:iiya; 304-316)211 defines the termsiitikii ( 11.6); 212 

a list of sixty-four puerperal diseases is presented (11.7-13); 213 the three types of 
country (desa) are mentioned, together with the treatment appropriate to women 
living in these regions ( 11.28-33); due consideration should be given to mleccha (i.e., 
non-Aryan) women and their habits (11.34-36); 214 six types of puerperal fevers are 
referred to, caused by viita, pitta, kapha, sarJJnipiita, lactation, and grahas (11.39-69); 
a large part of the chapter is devoted to the treatment of puerperal fevers. 215 

Chapter twelve Uiitakarmottara; 316-319) is concerned with rituals to be per
formed in the first year of life and the treatment of infants;216 at the end of the first 
month the child is shown the sun and the moon; in the fourth month the child is 
taken to a temple where several deities are worshipped (ni~kramai:iasarpskiira); in an 
interesting ritual to be performed in the sixth month of life, Prthivi is invoked, while 
the child is surrounded by auspicious objects and all kinds of toys; the annapriisana, 
the ceremony of giving cooked food to the child for the first time, should take place 
not in the sixth, but in the tenth month, after the eruption of the teeth; fruit juices may 
already be administered in the sixth month. 217 

Chapter thirteen (kukkui:iakacikitsita; 319-324) 218 deals with an eye disease in 
children, called kukkui:iaka, 219 ascribed to unhealthy dietary habits of the person 
nursing the child, and said to be caused by kapha and blood; the symptoms described 
resemble those of a conjunctivitis. 22o 
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with matter found in the chapters of the same name of the Caraka- and Bhe/asarphitii. 
The prescriptions of the Stricikitsiisiitra are more elaborate that those of Caraka and 
Bhela. Particular to it are prescriptions for the tenth, eleventh and twelfth months of 
pregnancy. 

The Ka§yapasaqi_hitiiis the only medical treatise that presents Kasyapa as a special
ist in kaumiirabhrtya, whereas many medical authors and works quote from or refer to 
a specialist in this branch of ayurveda who was called Kasyapa. 313 As we have seen, 
the Strfcikitsiisiitra conforms to this tradition. An authority on kaumiirabhrtya called 
Vrddhakiisyapa is also known from quotations.314 

The confusion of Kasyapa and Kiisyapa has a long history, as attested by an anony
mous monograph on fevers, the Jvarasamuccaya, a work dating from before A.D. 924. 
This work contains a number of verses, attributed to Kiisyapa, which closely agree with 
lines found in the text of the Kiisyapasa,phita..3 15 

The other quotations from the specialist in kaumiirabh1tya called Kasyapa cannot 
be traced in the preserved parts of the Ka.syapasa,phitii, which, if the possibility that 
they are in toto from lost parts of the treatise is discarded, proves that a different ver
sion, no longer extant, has been current. 

The Kasyapa of the Kiisyapasaqihitii is by a number of, chiefly Indian, authors re
garded as a very ancient authority, contemporary of Atreya Punarvasu. 316 In my opin
ion, it is not open to doubt that this great Kasyapa, the Prajapati, figures in the work to 
give it the weight of antiquity and has no implications for its chronological position. 317 

Kasyapa's chief pupil, Vrddhajivaka, although by some considered to be identical 
with the Jivaka of Buddhist literature, 318 is clearly a different person. 319 The Jivaka 
of Buddhist literature was a surgeon, whereas Vrddhajivaka was trained in kaumii
rabhrtya 321 A complication that may have contributed to this confusion is the fact 
that Vrddhajivaka is refen-ed to as Jivaka in Anantakumiira's Yogaratnasamuccaya, the 
Bower MS, J;)alhai:ia's Nibandhasrupgraha, the Strfcikitsiisiitra, and Vaiigasena's Cik
itsiisiirasal)lgraha.321 

The names of Jivaka and Vfddhajivaka are connected with each other by P. V. 
Sharma, 322 who supposes Vrddhajivaka, ii conformity with his name, to be somewhat 
earlier than Jivaka 

The date of the version of the Kiis yapasa1phitii from which the untraced quotations 
derive cannot be established. The same applies to the treatise before its revision by Va
tsya 323 The work rewritten by Viitsya may have had Vrddhajfvakfyatantra as its title, 
as borne out by some colophons,324 which are of the same type as those found in the 
Carakasaqihitii, revised by D~9habala. 325 

Vatsya, who introduces himself in the last chapter of the Kalpasthiina, which was 
probably the final chapter of the work before he began revising and completing it, is, 
on account of his association with the yak~a Aniiyiisa, who protected the city of Kau
sambi, the capital of Vatsadesa, 326 supposed to have resided there. 327 Others interpret 
the name as an indication of his having been a briihma~ of Vatsagotra, in the same 
way as Viitsyiiyana, the author of the Kiimastitra.328 

Due to Vatsya's activity, the sections of the Kasyapasaqihitii from the Siilrasthiina 
up to the Kalpasthiina consist of two layers which can, unfortunately, not be distin-
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guished from each other. The Khilasthiina, an appendix that resembles the Uttaratantra 
of the Susrutasalllhitii, was probably in its entirety added by Viitsya,329 as indicated 
by its contents and by the colophons which no longer refer to a pratisa1pskartar. Many 
chapters of the Khilasthiina mention that a particular subject, not dealt with in the pre
ceding sections, will be expounded. 330 Moreover, some subjects already dealt with in 
the Cikitsitasthiina, are discussed again in the Khilasthiina. 331 

The date of Viitsya's revised version of the KiisyapasarJ1hitii is elucidated by the 
quotations in the Jvarasamuccaya, the MS of which was completed in A.D. 924.332 A 
version of the Kiisyapasar!]hitii related to the text known to us was apparently available 
to the authorof this Jvaras11muccaya, who apparently lived some time before A.D. 900. 
The Kiisyapar$iproktastrlcikitsiisiitra may point to a version being known in the tenth 
century. Some statements on the qualities of breastmilk, attributed to Hvaka by Va
ilgasena (striroga 341-344 ), suggest that this author was acquainted with the VrcJdhaJT
vakiyatantra, because the relevant verses may have formed part of chapter nineteen of 
the Siitrasthiina of the Kiisyapasaq1hitii. Vailgasena's work contains some more verses, 
not ascribed to any authority, which are found in the Kiisyapasalllhita. 333 

More evidence concerning the date of Viitsya's revised version of the Kiisyapa
saq1hit.1 can be collected only from its contents. The references to Jainism334 and 
Buddhism335 are not of much avail for chronological purposes. Hinduism prevails 
in the work. The type of Hinduism of which the Kiisyapasaqihitii gives evidence is 
in favour of dating it to the Gupta period. 336 In support of this are the Tantric ele
ments present: Bhadrakalr is mentioned (180; lasunakalpa 108); Tantric mantras are 
employed; 337 the miitailgr vidyii is referred to (199-200; Revatrkalpa 80);338 the Si
ddhas should be honoured by a physician (37; Sii.26.4 ); siddhamantras are mentioned 
(230). Indicative of the same age are the social structure, reflected, for example, in 
the numerous references to van.ias, castes and professions, 339 the increased influence 
of popular religion 340 in comparison with the Carakasalllhitii, Susrutasalllhitii, and the 
works of Viigbha!a, the geographical terms, 341 and the names of peoples such as the 
Hii,;ias.342 

Nosological features with a bearing on the chronological position of the Kii
syapasaq1hitii are the separate chapters of the Khilasthiina on siila and amlapitta, 
diseases not yet described as distinct nosological entities by Caraka, Bhela, Susruta, 
and Viigbhaia, but appearing as such in the Miidhavanid11na, where, however, the 
descriptions are so much different that the Kiisyapasalllhitii and Miidhavanidiina may 
be regarded as completely independent in this respect. The absence of any influence 
from the side of the Miidhavanidiina strengthens the view that the Kiisyapasaq1hitii is 
earlier and may tentatively be placed in about the seventh century. 343 

P. V. Tewari344 assumes that someone made changes in the text rather late, in the 
eleventh to thirteenth century. This unknown reviser made Viitsya take part in a dis
cussion; he also added three lines to the end of chapter nineteen of the Siitrasthiina. 



Chapter4 

Hantasarphitii 

The Hiir!t~saip.hitii 1 ' 2 is one of the complete textbooks that deal principally with inter
nal _med1cme (kiiyacikitsii); it differs considerably from the Cara/ea- and Bhelasamhitii 
which focus on the same division of iiyurveda. · 

Contents 

The Hiirltasazµhitii is written in the form of a dialogue between Atreya 3 and Hiirita. 4 

The treatise is designated as Atreyabhii$ita Hiirltottara in nearly all the chapter 
colophons, with only one exception (1.2), where it is referred to as Vaidyasarvasva. 
Hiirlta, sometimes addressed as Putra(ka) (1.1.8; III.5.22; III.8.11), 5 receives the 
teachings of Atreya, also referred to as Atri (V.1.1; parisi~!iidhyiiya) and pitar (1.8.5), 
who is surrounded by students, on the northern slopes of the Himalayas (I.1.2-5; 
V.1.1). 

The work is almost entirely in verse, apart from a portion of the SiirTrasthiina, the 
ritual prescriptions, 6 and the mantras. 

The internal arrangement diverges considerably from that of the other sa111hitiis. 
The number of chapters is 102; one additional chapter, the parisi~!iidhyiiya, is found 
at the end. The chapters are distributed over six sections (sthiina), the names of which 
are given in the text (l.2.3-4) and in part of the colophons of sections IV, V and VI. 
The name of each chapter is found in the colophon only, in contrast with the Cara/ea-, 
Susruta-, Bhela-, and Kii§ yapasazµhitii, where the title of a chapter figures at the begin
ning. A detailed table of contents is absent. 7 

The Hiiritasazphitii is composed of the following sections: I, annapiina, twenty
three chapters; 8 II, ari~!a, nine chapters; III, cikitsita, fifty-eight chapters; IV, siitra, 
six chapters; V, kalpa, five chapters; VI, siirlra, one chapter. 9 

The subjects of the chapters of the Annapiinasthiina are: (I: vaidyagu1,1ado~asii
strapii!hanavidhi): after the ma1'1gala (to Siva) and the introductory dialogue between 
Atreya and Hiirlta, an exposition is given by Atreya on the extent of the medical sci
ence, followed by the announcement that he is going to teach a very concise version 
of it; 10 the next subjects are the qualities a vaidya should possess, the way iiyurveda 
should be studied, and the circumstances prohibiting its study; 11 (2: cikitsiisa1pgraha): 
the eight sections of the work, the ai1gas of iiyurveda, and the supplementary ariga 
(upiiilga); (3: vaidyasik~iividhiina): generalities on the physician and his activities; 
( 4: ftucaryii): the types of country, the three divisions of time, the regimen during the 
seasons; (5: do~aprakopa): the stages of life (vayas), the constitutions (pralqti), the 
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different kinds of viiyu (= vii.ta), the causes of excitement of viiyu, pitta and kapha; (6: 
~ac;!rasavarr;iana): the six tastes. 

Chapters seven to twenty-three are devoted to the medicinal properties of foods 
and drinks: 12 water (7: jala), milk and dairy produce (8: ~Ira), urine (9: miitra), prod
ucts of the sugarcane (10: ik~u), kiiiijika (11 ), ma!).c;la (12), yii~a (13 ), fatty substances 
(14: tailavasii), grain (15: dhiinya), vegetables (16: siika), fruits (17: phala), honey (18: 
madhu), alcoholic drinks (19: madya), flesh of quadrupeds (20: catu~padiiniilp miiq1-
savarga~1), flesh of terrestial animals, mainly birds (21: sthalacarii!).iilp miiq1savargal1), 
flesh of aquatic animals (22: jalacarii!).iiq1 miiq1savargal1), and prepared foods, supple
mented with rules concerning diet (23: annapiina). 

The Ari~1asthiina 13 deals with diseases resulting from bad kannan (I: piipado
~apratikiira), 14 dreams and their prognostic meaning (2: svapna), 15 signs foreboding 
death (3: sviisthyiiri~!a), 16 unfavourable prognostic signs in a long series of diseases 
(4: vyiidhyari~!a), 17 alterations of the sensorial faculties (5: paiicendriyavikiira), 18 

atllictions caused by the nak~atras (6: nak~atrajiiiina), oblations into the sacrificial fire 
(7: homavidhi), prognostic signs connected with the messenger (8: diitaparik~iilak~a-
11a), 19 prognostic signs connected with birds (9.1-12: sakuna) 20 and with objects seen 
by the physician on his way to a patient (9.13-18: darsaniiri~~a). 21 

Chapter one of the Cikitsitasthiina is concerned with generalities about 
fevers and their treatment with drugs and diet (1: bhe~ajaparijiiiinavidhi); the re

maining chapters are devoted to diseases and their treatment (2-58). 22 

The Siitrasthiina is devoted to weights and measures (1: tuliimiina), the preparation 
of medicated oils (2: tailapiika), clysters (3: niriihabastikannan), sudation ( 4: svedana), 
bloodletting (5: raktiivasecana), and the application of leeches (6: jalaukiiciira). 

The chapters of the Kalpasthiinaareabout: (I) haritakikalpa, (2) triphaliikviitha, (3) 
various preparations with haritakI as the main ingredient (haritakikalpavar!).anabheda), 
(4) rasonakalpa, (5) guggulukalpa. 

The Siirirasthiina describes the nature of the human body (dehapralqti), the origin 
of twins (apatyayugma) and individuals who are neither male nor female (napurpsaka), 
and the formation of human beings (sattvasaq1bhava). 

The parisi~!iidhyiiya describes the termination of Hiirita's instruction by Atreya and 
extols a number of medical authorities. 

As already mentioned, the structure of the Hiirftasarphitii and the distribution of the 
subject-matter disagree with the saiphitiis of Caraka, Bhela, Susruta and Viigbha1a. The 
differences are so considerable that Hiirita's treatise can hardly be regarded as belong
ing to the school of Atreya, in spite of the latter's position as Hiirita's teacher. 23 

The first section, the Annapiinasthiina,contains the larger part of the material com
monly found in a Siitrasthiina, while the remaining general subjects are treated in sec
tion four, the Siitrasthiina. 24 The Ari~1asthiina corresponds to the Indriyasthiina of the 
Cara/ea- and Bhelasarnhitii. A Nidiinasthiina is absent; the nidiina of the diseases is de
scribed in the Cikitsitasthiina. 25 

The order of the diseases in the Cikitsitasthiina does not follow one of the earlier 
patterns and is peculiar to the Hiiritasazphitii. The ailgas of iiyurveda are represented 
in this section as follows: kiiyacikitsii, 1-39; siiliikya, 40-42 and 44-46; rasiiyana, 43; 
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viijrkarai:ia, 47; kaumiirabhrtya, 48-54; bhiitavidyii, 55; 26 vi~atantra, 56; upaitga, 57-
58; 27 the material on salya is scattered over the kiiyacikitsii chapters and is found in 
particular in chapters 35 and 38. 

An unusual feature is the presence of separate chapters on sii!a (7), diiha ( 17), a
maviita (21), amlapiua (24), upasarga (34), slipada (36), arbuda (37), ga99amiilii and 
liita (38), bhriido~a (41), indralupta (43), and agnidagdha (58). 

The Hiirftasaq1hita describes a number of diseases which are otherwise unknown. 28 

Diseases not dealt with are iiniiha, arocaka, bhagandara, hikkii, hrdroga, k~udraroga, 
medoroga, stikado~a, svarabheda, sviisa, and upadaq1sa. 29 

Verses about what is wholesome (pathya) and unwholesome (apathya) in a partic
ular disease are, as is usual in later iiyurvedic works, found at the end of each chapter 
of the Cikitsitasthiina. 

The Siitra- and Sarirasthiina of the Hiilftasaqihitii follow upon the Cikitsitasthiina 
instead of, as usual, preceding it. 

Authorities mentioned in the Hantasaqihitii, apart form those named in the pari
si~!iidhyiiya, are: Agasti, 30 Agastya, 31 Atri, 32 Karikiiyana, 33 Kr~i:iatreya, 34 and Parii
sara. 35 

Quotations and references 36 

The following authors and works quote Hiirita or refer to him: A9hamal!a, 37 the Amr
tasiigara, 38 Ananta's Pratiipakalpadruma, 39 Anantakumiira, 40 Arm)adatta, 41 A.ryadiisa 
Kumiirasiq1ha's Kviithamal_limiilii, the Ayurvediibdhisiira 42 and its commentary, 43 

Srivii9esvara Bhagaciirya 's Rasaratnadf pikii,44 Bhavamisra, 45 Bhe$ajakalpasiirasaq1-
graha, 46 Bhesaj;amaiijiisiisannaya, Bower MS, 47 Brhannighal_lturatniikara,48 Cakra
pii9idatta, 49 Ciimu99a,5° Candra!a, 51 Carakasaqihitii, 52 Qalha9a, 53 Dhanvantari, 54 

Dhanvantari's Cikitsiikalikii, Viicaka Dfpacandra's Langhanapathyanirl_laya, Visva
niitha Dvivedf's Rasendrasambhava,55 Garigiidhara's Bhe$ajakalpa, Garigiidhara's 
commentary on ihe Carakasa1phitii, 56 Garugapuriil_la,57 Gopaladasa's Cikitsamrta, 
Gopiiladiisa Vadindra's Cikitsiisiira, Govindadiisa's Bhai$ajyaratniiva/f, 58 Gulriij
sarmamisra's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa,59 Haq1sariija, 60 Har~akirti, 61 

Hemiidri, 62 Hemiidri 's Lak$a,;iaprakiisa, 63 Jayaratna, 64 Jejja!a, 65 Jiviinandavidyiisiiga
ra's commentary on the Rasendrasiirasaqigraha,66 Jvaracikitsita, Jvarasamuccaya,67 
the Kaira/f commentary on the Uttarasthiina of the A$!iirigahrdayasaq1hitii, 68 Kalyii-
9adiisa, 69 Karandikar's Nidiinadfpikii, 7° Kr~i:iadatta, 71 K~emasarman, 72 Lak~ma9apa-
99ita's Yogacandrikii, the M iidhavadravyagul_la, 73 Miigacandradeva, Mii9ikyacandra's 
Rasiivaliira,74 Meghamuni's Meghavinoda,75 Niiganiitha's Nidiinapradfpa, Nara
hari's Viigbhatamal_lgana,76 Narasi1p.ha's commentary on the Miidhavanidiina, Nii
riiya9abhiipati's Niiriiyal_lavi/iisa,77 Nilakai:i!ha's Basavariijfya,78 Niscalakara, 79 Ni
tyaniitha's Rasaratniikara, 80 Paramesvara, 81 Parasuriima's RasariijasiromaIJi, 82 Ra
maprasada' s Rasendrapuriil_la,83 the Rasayogasiigara, Riipanayana's commentary 
on the Yogasataka, the Siiligriimanighal_l_tubhii$al_la of the Brhannighal_lturatniika
ra, 84 Sarpkara's Vaidyavinoda, 85 the Satkarmadfpikii, Asubodha and Nityabodha 
Senagupta's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya,86 Sivadiisasena, 87 S09hala, 88 
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Srikar;i\hadatta, 89 Sukhananda, 90 Tisaia, 91 TO<;lara, 92 Trimalla, 93 Tulasidlisa's Yogasii
rasaq1graha, Vacaspati, 94 Vagbhaia, 95 Vallabhabhana's commentary on Sanigadhara's 
Jvaratrisati, 96 Vijayarak~ita, <,1 Vinodalalasena, 98 Virasil!lhiivaloka, 99 Vi~11udeva's 
Rasariijalak§mf, 100 Vopadeva, 101 Yogaratniikara, 102 and Yogadipikii. 

The hliritiyliJ:i are quoted by Niscalakara. I03 
A work called V[ddhahiirita 104 is quoted by Anantakumara, 105 To<;tara, 106 Trima

lla, 107 and in the Yoiaratniikara. 108 
A treatise called Brhaddhiirfta is quoted in the Yuktikalpataru, attributed to Bho

ja.109 
Quotations attributed to Atreya or said to be from the AtreyasalTJhitii may be from 

the Hiirltasaqlliitii, since the work is also referred to as Atreyasaq1l1itii. 110 
The following authors and works refer to Atreya 111 or quote him: Aghoranatha, 112 

the Amrtasiigarn, 113 Anantakumara's Yogaratnasamuccaya, 114 Asvagho~a·s Buddha
carita, 115 the Ayurvediigama, 116 Bhanuji Dik~ita, 117 Bharadvaja's Bhe§ajakalpa, l 18 
Bhavamisra, 119 Bindu's Rasapaddhati, 120 the Bower MS, 121 the BrhannighaQfura
tniikara, 122 Cakrapar;iidatta, 123 Candra\a, 124 the Carakasaq1hita, 125 Damodara, 126 
Dattarama, 127 Dhanvantari, 128 Gar;iesasannan, 129 Gopaladiisa Vadindra's Cikitsiisii
ra, 130 Govindadasa, 131 Gulrajsarmamisra's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa, 132 
Ha111saraja, 133 Harar;iacandra, 134 Har~kirti, 135 Hemadri's Lak§aQaprakiisa, 136 Jayara
tna, l37 the Kairali commentary on the Uttarasthana of the A§fiiligahrdayasaq1hita,l38 
Kalyar;iadasa, 139 Kasirama, 140 Malllhava Upadhyaya, 141 Manakavi, 142 Meghamuni, 143 
Moresvara, 144 Narahari, 145 Niscalakara, 146 Raghunatha Par;ic)ita, 147 Rajesvaradatta 
Misra, 148 Ramacandra, 149 Railgajyotirvid, 150 the Rasabhiipati, 151 the Rasaratnasamu
ccaya, 152 the Ratniikarau§adhayoga, 153 the Sahasrayoga, 154 the SiiligriimanighaQfu, 155 
Sivadasasena, 156 Sivadatta, 157 Soc)hala, 158 Sndasapar;ic)ita, 159 Srikar;i\hadatta, 160 Sva
mikumlira, 161 Toc)ara, 162 Trimalla, 163 Viigbha\a, 164 the VaidyacintiimaQi, 165 the Vai
dyasiistrapravartakiiciiryaniimasamuccaya, 166 Vaiigasena, 167 Vasudeva, 168 Vinodala
lasena, 169 the VirasilTJhiivaloka, 170 Vi~r;iudeva's Rasariijalak§mi, 171 Vrnda, 172 and the 
Yogaratnakara. 173 

Several versions of a medical work associated with the name of Atreya have been 
current, as appears from quotations from Brhadiitreya, Kani§fhiitreya, Madhyamiitreya, 
and V[ddhiitreya. 114 

The Brhadiitreya is quoted by Toc)ara 175 and Trimalla; 176 Kani§fhiitreya, 177 Ma
dhyamiitreya, 178 and Vrddhiitreya 179 are 111uoted by TO<;lara. 

These works must be regarded, at least partially, as versions of the HiiritaSlllTJhitii 
= Atreyasaq1hitii, since some of the quotations are traceable. 

An Atreyanidiina is mentioned in Lak~mikusala's Vaidyakasiiraratnaprakiisa. 
Quotations from Hlirita and Atreya that have been traced or that are related to verses 

occurring in the Hiiritasaq1hitii are found in the Amrtasiigara, the Bhiivaprakiisa and its 
glosses, Cakrapar;iidatta's commentary on the Carakasaqlhitii, Cakrapar;iidatta's Ciki
tsiisalTJgraha, Dattarama's Caryiicandrodaya, the SiiligriimanighaQfubhii§aQa of the Br
hannighaQfUratniikara, Srikar;i\hadatta's commentary on Vrnda's Siddhayoga, and To
c)ara's Ayurvedasaukbya.180 

Toc)ara's Ayurvedasaukbya contains a verse attributed to Atri that forms part of the 
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Ha.ritasamhi tii. 181 

Viisu~eva's Viisudeviinubhava mentions among its sources Atri, Brhadatri and La
ghvatri, which may be related to the works called Atreyasar11hitii, Brhadiitreya and Ka
ni$(hiitreya, unless they are versions of the Atrismrti. 182 

An A trisarphitii was among the sources of Baladeva Prasiida Misra 's Ayurvedaci
ntiimatJi, Jiviinandavidyiisiigara's commentary on the Rasendrasiirasa1pgraha, Ra11ga
jyotirvid's Viciirasudhiikara, and Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta's commentary 
on the Rasaratnasamuccaya. 183 

Some verses of the edited text of the Hiirftasamhitiiare also found 184 in the Bhiiva
prakiisa, 185 Cakradatta, 186 Carakasarphita, 181 Siddhasiira, 188 Siddhayoga, 189 and Su
srutasarphitii. 190 191 

Special features 192 

Although the medical science is said to be eightfold (a~iadhii), the divisions enumer
ated and defined are nine in number: salya or salyoddharaQaka, siiliikya, kiiyacikitsita, 
agada, biilacikitsita, vi~atantra, bhiitavidyii, viiJikarai:1a, and rasiiyana, while, moreover, 
a tenth division, called upiiilga, is added to the series; salya heads the list, in spite of the 
fact that the Hiiritasarphitii is mainly devoted to kiiyacikitsii; agada deals with diseases 
of rectum, anal' region and bladder (gudiimaya, bastiruj), to be treated with the three 
varieties of clysters (iihaka = niriiha, iisthiipana and anuviisana); this acceptation of the 
term agada is peculiar to the Hiincasarphitii; 193 biilacikitsita has the same range as the 
division usually called kaumiirabh1tya; the definition ofbhiitavidyii refers to possessio.n 
by demoniacal beings and does not mention unmiida, nor apasmiira; the supplemen
tary ailga (upiiilga) is characterized by the use of cautery (dagdha) in the treatment of 
bruises, wounds, fractures, etc. (I.2). The seasons are described in the following order: 
rainy season, autumn, winter, cool season, spring, and summer (I.4.19-66). 194 The life 
cycle of human beings in general is divided into four stages (I.5.1-14 ). 195 The charac
teristics of several types of wind are enumerated, according to the points of the compass 
from which they are blowing, and dependent on contrivances producing a flow of air 
(I.5.24-42). A disease thought to be caused by a strong wind and appearing in both 
human beings living together in a settlement and domestic animals, is called yak~man 
in humans, tilaka in cattle, plivaka in elephants, and vedya in horses (I.5.48). Pitta is 
the do~a to be protected in particular in elephants, kapha in horses, and viiyu in human 
beings (I.5.49). The chapter on the tastes (I.6) employs the terms lavaQa and k~iira as 
synonyms. Each of the three do~ is thought to be provoked or pacified by two tastes 
(I.5.2-4). 

The chapter on the various kinds of water and their properties (I. 7) deals with the 
subject more extensively than the Caraka- and Susrutasarphitii; 196 it describes the 
properties of rainwater falling in particular months (I. 7 .18-24 ); the classification of the 
kinds of water resembles the one found in the Su.frutasamhitii, but the Hiiritasamhitii 
adds an eighth type of dhiira water, viipyudbhava, 197 to the seven of Susruta (I.7.35); 
the verses on the water from rivers (I.7.45-65) mention a large number of names 
and end with the claim that the total number of rivers is 2,100. The rivers flowing to 
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the Northeast are Ganga, Sarasvati, 198 Sol)a,199 Yamuna, Sarayii,200 Saci, Vel)a,201 

Saravati, 202 and Nila; the rivers flowing to the eastern ocean are Carmanvati,203 
Vetravati, 204 Paravati, 205 K$ipra,206 Mahapadi, Pita, Mutsaka, Manasvini," Sevati, 
Saivalini, and Sindhu; flowing to the West are the rivers Tapi,207 Tapa, Golomi, 
Gomati,208 Salila, Mahi,209 Sarasvati, and Narmada;210 flowing to the western ocean 
are the rivers Gautami, 211 Piirl).a, 212 Payasvini, 213 Vetra, Pral).ita, 214 Varanana, DroQ.a, 
and Govardhani; the rivers flowing to the South are Kaveri, 215 Virakanta, Bhima, 216 

Payasvini, Vibhavati, Visala, Govindi, Madanasvasa, and Parvati. 217 

The chapter on milk and dairy produce (1.8) has some verses (1.8.2-12) on the 
physiology of lactation;218 the qualities of breastmilk depend on the colour of the 
skin of the mother or wet-nurse (I.8.14-15ab); 219 the qualities of the milk of cows 
of diverse colours are described (1.8.16); the properties of dadhi (thick sour milk), 
produced in each of the six seasons, are enumerated (1.8.39-44). 220 The chapter on 
urines has some verses on the properties of the urine of a bull and ox (I.9.13-14 ). 
The chapter on kiiiijika (I. I I) gives details on this fluid according to the kind of grain 
used for its preparation (yava, godhiima, yugandhara). 221 The chapter on grain lists 
eighteen varieties of rice, the names of which differ considerably from those met 
with in the Carakasarµhita, Susrutasarµhitii and ~tiingahrdayasarµhitii (I.15.1-2); the 
group called k~udradhanya consists of kal).9ii, kapikacchura,222 kodrava, marka!i,223 

and syamaka (I.15.14 ). 224 Four categories of vegetables are distinguished: pattra 
(leaves), pu~pa (flowers), phala (fruits), and kanda (roots, rhizomes, bulbs) (I.16.1). 
Three kinds of honey are distinguished: bhramara, siiragha and k~audra, produced by 
bees making theirnests in trees, shrubs and in the cavities of trees respectively (I.18). 
Alcoholic drinks are divided into four types: gau9i, produced from gu9a (treacle), ma
dhvi, produced from honey, pai~!i, produced from grain, and niryasii, produced from 
the juice of plants; twelve varieties are distinguished: three varieties of gau9i: sidhu, 
gau9I and matsya1,19i, three varieties of miidhvi: miidhvika, madhuka and madhva, 
three varieties of pai~!i: pai~!i, ari~!a and jata, three types of niryasa, produced from 
the juice of grapes and the plants called tii~a and ma,a (I.9.1-4). Animals are divided 
into the following categories: siilin (tusked animals), 225 spigin (animals with horns), 
nakhin (animals with claws), 226 svapada (animals of prey), pak~in (birds), matsya 
(fishes), and sarisrpa (creeping animals) (1.20.1); other categories are: jalecara (a 
group of aquatic animals), jaladhara (another group of aquatic animals), griimanivasin 
(domestic animals), and aral).yanivasin (wild animals) (I.20.2), and: aniipa, jailgala, 
and sadhara1,1a (1.20.2 ). 

A feature peculiar to the Hiiritasaq1hitii. is the attention given to the influence of the 
nak~atras on the course of a disease. Chapter six of the Ari~!asthiina is entirely (fifty
two verses) devoted to this subject, neglected in most of the ayurvedic treatises. 227 

Chapter seven describes an elaborate sacrificial ritual (homavidhi), to be pe1formed on 
behalf of a patient; bundles of firewood (samidh), derived from many different trees, 
are employed in it. 

The first chapter of the Cikitsitasthana describes the pathogenesis of fever in a way 
that differs from what is found in other treatises (III.1.1-3). 228 A series of verses (I. 
4-11 ab) describe chains of disorders, beginning with fever, resulting the one from the 
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other, and ending in death. 229 Eleven dreadful (mahiighora) diseases are enumerated ( I. 
l lcd-12). 230 The number of days required for each do~a and group of do~as to reach 
maturation (piika) is specified (l.14-17ab). The average duration of a fever is said to 
be seven days (1.18cd-19). The choice treatment of fevers, consisting of fasting and 
related procedures (langhana), is described in detail (1.21-33); six varieties are distin
guished (1.34 ); 231 larighana procedures should be employed for six days in vii.ta fevers, 
three days in pitta fevers, seven days in kapha fevers, while saqmipiita fevers require 
ten days and reach maturation on the fifteenth day (1.36-37). Blood is the foremost 
do~a in fevers occurring in children; in the sixteenth year of life the three do~as (vii.
ta, pitta, kapha) have become involved in fevers; from the twenty-fifth year onwards 
fevers are of a siiqmipiitika type (l.38cd-39). 232 

A kviitha is thoughtto possess six properties (1.41); these should be taken into con
sideration with regard to the time of its application (1.42-46). Seven types of kviitha 
are described, which have different actions related to their degree of dilution or con
centration (l.47-52ab). Several rules are given with regard to the administration of a 
kviitha (1.59-64 and 72-74). 

Chapter two begins with verses on the physician, classification of diseases, etc. 
(2.1-25). Diseases are divided into three broad categories: karmaja, do~aja and 
sahaja (2.23-25).233 The remaining part of the chapter is devoted to fevers and their 
treatment. The names of fever and its characteristics in various living beings are 
enumerated (2.26-35).234 The exterior of fever (2.36-38)235 and its mythical origin 
are described. Thirteen types of sudation are listed (2.142-145). 236 Four varielies 
of vi~amajvara are distinguished: ekiihika,237 dvyiihika,238 tryiihika or trtiyaka, and 
ciiturthaka (2.187-194); an irregular (vi~ama) fever is a fever that affects one of the 
elements of the body in particular: veliijvara239 affects the rasa, ekiihika the blood, 
tf!Iyaka the muscular tissue, ciiturthaka the bone tissue, while the fever called jin,1a 
affects all the elements (2.195). 240 Palients suffering from fever are advised to pay 
homage to Hanumant241 and to recite a mantra addressed to Sugriva242 (2.218-219). 

Fever, seen as an anthropomorphic figure, manifests itself fourfold and causes 
four types of fever: raudrajvara, when appearing like a briihmai:ia, mahiiraudra or 
miihendrajvara in its k~atriya form, jvaresvara in its vaisya, and kiilajvara in its 
siidra form; the symptoms of these fevers are described, together with their, mainly 
religious, treatment (2.220-234). 243 

Chapter three, devoted to diarrhoea, begins with the classification of remedial 
measures, divided into two triads: do~asal'!lsama, dhiitudii~ai:ia, and health-maintaining 
(used in svasthavrtti),244 daivapathiisraya, yuktipathiisraya, and sattviivajaya (3.2-
3). 245 Five varieties of diarrhoea (atisiira) are distinguished: caused by vii.ta, pitta, 
kapha, blood, and saqmipiita.246 Chapter three also deals with jvariitisiira (3.7-8, 
11-15, 20-22). 247 The same chapter describes the four types of grahai:iI and their 
treatment (3.79-108).248 A complication of graha~1I is a disorder called the third 
type of gulma; 249 six varieties of it are distinguished: plThan, yakft, ja!hara, kai:ii;lii, 
malabandha or ~f\1ilii, and krimi (3.84-85).250 

Chapter four describes five varieties of gulma, distinct according to their locali
zation: 251 yakft in the cardiac region, a~!hilii in the lateral parts of the abdomen, plThan 
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in the middle of the abdomen, caQc,lavivrddhaka in the region of the urinary bladder, 
and granthin in the umbilical region (4.2-4ab). 252 Gulma is said to be caused either by 
pitta and blood or by all three d~ (4.8-9).253 The same chapter is concerned with 
the treatment of vi~iicikii (4.27-38). 

Chapter five describes parasites (krimi) and disorders caused by them.254 Seven 
kinds of external and six kinds of internal parasites are distinguished; the latter are 
collectively called kiiicaka. The external worms are called kf~ii yiikii (black louse), 
svetii yiikii (white louse),255 carmayiikikii,256 bindukI,257 matkuQii,258 sironiviisinI 
(the head louse), and ya~!ikii. 259 The internal worms are called pfthumu1J9a, 260 

kiiicukasarpnibha,261 dhiinyiirikuranibha,262 siik~ma, al)u, and siicimukha.263 

Chapter six discusses the digestive fire (agni) and its three disorders. A slow fire 
(mandiigni) is attributed to an excess of vii ta and kapha or of kapha singly (6.3cd and 
7), an intensely active fire (tI~i:iagni) to a deficiency of vii ta and kapha (6.10). 264 The 
latter disorder gives rise to an even more intensely burning fire, called bhasmaka, 265 

and a long series of diseases in its wake (6. l lcd-13). 266 A few verses at the end of 
the chapter (6.32-36) are about the treatment of anorexia (arocaka), not discussed as a 
separate disease in the Hiin1asa,phitii. 

Chapter seven is about colicky pains (siila).267 Ten types are described: three 
caused by one do~a, three by a combination of two do~as, one type accompanied 
by ii.ma, one type devoid of ii.ma, one arising from undigested food (ajiri:iiinna), and 
one arising during the digestive process (parii:iiimaja). 268 Two types are added to this 
series: one arising after the intake of food (bhuktopari),269 regarded as a variety of the 
kapha type, and one, arising after the digestion of the food, called parii:iiimaja again 
(7.13-16). A siirpnipiitika type is referred to in the verses on treatment (4.56-57).270 

Chapter eight is concerned with piii:ic;luroga. Five types are distinguished: three 
caused by one do~a, one by all three do~as, and one called riik~al)a (8.1-2); the riik~al)a 
type is probably identical with the type arising from the eating of earth (8.11-14). 271 

Chapter nine deals with k~aya (91-102) and riijayak~man (9.103-133). K~aya (a 
deficiency of one or more of the bodily constituents) is said to be ultimately caused by 
evil actions committed in previous existences (9.1-4), although the immedicate causes 
of each type of k~aya are separately listed. Ten types are distinguished: a deficient state 
of one of the three do~as and of one of the seven bodily elements (9.5-7).272 Spe
cific prescriptions are given fer each of these, to which are added a series of com
pound formulae.273 The second part of the chapter describes the mythical origin of 
riijayak~man, its immediate causes, symptoms, and treatment. A particular number of 
symptoms is not mentioned, 774 nor the involvement of the do~as. Specific types of so
~a (= k~ya), comparable to those of the Susrutasa,phitii, 275 are not described, but the 
causes of these disorders are referred to as giving rise to riijayak~man (10.103-111 ). 

Chapter ten, about raktapitta, agrees remarkably well with the Carakasarpl1itii 
(Ci.4) in the description of the aetiology and symptomatology. Eighteen complications 
of this disease are listed (10.16-18).276 Specific treatments are given for nosebleeds 
(10.35-41), bleeding from the mouth (10.42-50), raktiitisiira (10.77-79), and bleeding 
from the female genitals (yonipraviiha; 10. 80-82). 

Chapter eleven deals with arsas (haemorrhoids) and distinguishes five types, 
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caused by each of the three do~as, all three do~as, and blood, to which a sixth, 
congenital (sahaja) type is added. 277 Polypous growths, or warts, subsumed under 
arsas, are mentioned as occurring in the nasal cavities, ears, oral cavity, and corners 
of the eyes ( 11.19). 278 

Chapter twelve is concerned with cough (kiisa; 12.1-45) and vomiting (chardi; 
12.46-76). Eight types of kiisa are described: three types caused by one do~a, one 
type each by viita and pitta, kapha and pitta, saqmipiita, blood, and k~aya; a traumatic 
(~ataja) type is added to this series (12.5-8). 279 Vomiting is characterized as either 
snigdha or riik~a (12.56); 280 five types are mentioned, caused by viita, pitta, kapha, 
sa1pnipiita, and parasites (krimi). 281 

Chapter thirteen is about tr~i:iii (thirst) and tiiluso~a (desiccation of the palate). Eight 
types of thirst are mentioned: brought about by vii ta, pitta, kapha, of traumatic origin 
(k~ataja), caused by k~aya, aJ"Tri:ia (indigestion), dry foods (riik~asevana), and fever ( 13. 
1-3); types added to this series are caused by sa1pnipiita (13.7), atisiira, and siila (13. 
11). 282 The therapy oftiiluso~a is described (13.26-36), while its aetiology and symp
toms are omitted. 283 

Chapter fourteen treats miirchii (fainting) and some related disorders. The patho
genesis of this disease is described as an occlusion of the apertures (dviira) of the five 
sets of twelve vessels (nii~ikii) of the five sense organs, resulting in a sudden loss of 
consciousness "(saq1jiiiiniisa). Six types of the disorder, also called moha, are distin
guished, caused by viita, pitta, kapha, blood, trauma (abhighiita), and alcoholic drinks 
(madya) or poison (14.1-6). 284 Two more varieties, brought about by sarpnipiita and 
k~aya, are referred to (14.13 and 15-16). Related disorders mentioned in this chapter 
are bhrama (giddiness), caused by pitta and viita, tandrii, caused by viita and kapha, and 
nidrii (sleepiness), caused by kapha, viita and tamas (14-17). 285 

Chapter fifteen deals with nidriiniisa (insomnia). 286 

Chapter six teen discusses disorders resulting from the abuse of alcohol (madii
tyaya; 16.1-12) and some related illnesses. Alcoholic drinks are considered to be 
beneficial in certain cases, whereas their abuse is scorned. Four varieties of madiityaya 
are acknowledged, associated with viita, pitta, kapha, and sa1pnipiita. 287 Disorders re
lated to madiityaya and called miirchii, moha or mada, caused by toxic plant products, 
are dealt with at the end of the chapter. 288 Plants yielding these toxic substances are 
halini, 289 karavira, 290 madayantika,291 mohini, 292 piiga, 293 and unspecified bulbous 
plants (16.13-18). Worthy of attention is the absence of opium. 

Chapter seventeen is aboutdiiha (a burning sensation). 294 A separate chapter on this 
disorder, absent from the Carakasa111hil'ii, Susrutasaqihitii and Viigbha!a's works, forms 
part of the Miidhavanidiina (19), where it also follows upon the chapter on madiityaya. 
The types of diiha, described in the Susrutasarphitii, are absent from the Hiirftasaip
hitii. 295 

Chapter eighteen describes apasmiira (epilepsy) and its treatment. The verses on 
its pathogenesis (sa1ppriipti), not very clear, ascribe it to the actions of a series of 
excited do~as, namely viita, pitta, kapha, udiina, and prii1:ia, (18.1-5). Types are not 
distinguished. 296 

Chapter nineteen is about unmiida (insanity). The types mentioned are those caused 
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by one do~a. a combination of two do~as, the three do~as, and poison ( 19.1-2); 297 de
scriptions of these types are absent. Intense emotions are recognized as factors con
tributing to the appearance of mental disorders ( 19.3-6 ). 298 Possession is not referred 
to at all in this short chapter, exclusively devoted to insanity brought about by natural 
causes. 299 The therapy of unmlida is said to be the same as that of apasmlira; the chapter 
on bhiitavidyli (Ill.55) is referred to for specific treatments (19.7). 

Chapter twenty is devoted to vlita diseases. The total number of these disea.'les is 
said to be eighty-four, in contrast with the usual number of eighty (20. l ). 300 The five 
kinds of vlita are mentioned, followed by lists of the disorders they give rise to. Six
teen disorders affecting the head, caused by excitement of prlir:ia, accompanied by pitta, 
are enumerated: sira~siila, kar1:iasiila, sa11khasiila, asrggada, ardhasir~aviklira, dinavr
ddhisamudbhava(roga), nlisikopadrava, manylistambha, hanugraha, jihvlistambha, tli
lusiila, tamaka, bhrama, tandrli, svlisa, and galaroga (20.4-6ab).30! Udlina, accompa
nied by kapha, gives rise to the following sixteen disorders: hikkli, svlisa, parisvlisa,302 

klisa, so~lirti, ghai:i!ika,303 hrllasa, hrcchiila, yakrt, vlitavami, 304 k~avathu, jp11bhai:ia, 
vaisvarya, 305 pinasa, aruci, and pratisyliya (20.7-9).306 Vyana causes disorders affect
ing the whole body (sarvlingaka), the symptoms of which vary according to the bodily 
element chiefly affected (20.10-14 ); the disorders caused by samlina are summarily 
described (20.15-17); these two groups are listed later on (20.31-34). 

The chapter proceeds with the description of lik~epaka, caused by vylina,307 
and apatantraka; 308 the latter disease, called apratlinaka by others, 309 presents a 
number of varieties, called da;1Qlipratlinaka, 310 snliyupratlinaka, 311 pratlinaka, 312 abhi
ghlitasamudbhava,313 and asthisandhisa1psu~kaka 314 (20.18-26ab). The verses that 
follow are about four diseases: eklingika, 315 pak~aghlita, 31 6 tiini, and pratitiini317 

(20.26cd-30). The description of the disorders caused by the five kinds of vlita is 
resumed with a reference to twice sixteen of them brought about by vylina, some of 
which are mentioned: hrtstambha, pr~thastambha, iirustambha, and grdhrasi (20.31-
32). The sixteen disorders caused by samlina are: siila, gulma, udlivarta, lidhmlina, 
udlivarta again, parii:iama, vi~amligni, ajin:ia, vlitagulmaka, parikledi, rasase~a. rasa, 
malavlilaka, bandhi, bhedi, and villisi (20.33-34).318 The sixteen disorders caused 
by aplina are: bhagandara, bastisiila, meha, arsas, atiko!haka, the two Iii1gado~as, 
gudabhra1psa, gudasiilaka, miitrarodha, and vi.rodha (20.35-36). 319 Some disorders 
arising from a combination of do~s are added: vlita and pitta together bring about 
dliha, sa111tlipa, so~a. and miirchli; vlita and kapha together produce saitya, sopha, 
aruci, andjliQya (20.37-38ab). 

The last vlita disease described is ardita (facial paresis); three types are distin
guished, brought about by vlita, vlita and pitta, vlita and kapha. 320 

Many vlita diseases which are described by Caraka, Susruta and Vligbha!a are not 
characterized in this chapter of the Hiiritasarphitii. 321 

Chapter twenty-one, devoted to limavlita, is noteworthy, since the early sai11-
hitlis do not deal with this disease. The Miidhavanidiina describes its aetiology and 
symptomatology in a separate chapter, 322 the Miidhavacikitsa323 and later treatises 
describe its treatment. The Hiiritasaq1hitii distinguishes four types of limavlita: vi
~!ambhin, gulmakrt or gulmlima, snehin limavlita, and pakvlima, to which a fifth type, 
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sarvlinglima, is added (21.5-21 ). 324 

Chapter twenty-two is about grdhrasi (sciatica), a disease usually described among 
the vlita diseases. 325 The Harftasarphita may be the only treatise devoting a separate 
chapter to it. The varieties described and their do~ic involvement are remarkable too. 
The variety called ko~\hasir~ikli, brought about by vlita and blood, presents a painful 
swelling of the knees; 326 the second variety is grdhrasi sensu stricto; the third variety, 
called plidahar~a. 327 is either connected with kapha and vlita or with pitta and vlita (22. 
l-6ab). 

Chapter twenty-three describes vlitarakta and its treatment. Special types and do~ic 
varieties are not distinguished. 328 

Chapter twenty-four, on amlapitta, is of importance in acknowledging this disease 
as a distinct entity. Caraka, Susruta and Vligbha\a do not regard amlapitta as a sep
arate disorder, but it is described as such in the Kasyapasarphita and Madhavanida
na, 329 while the Madhavacikitsa has a chapter on its treatment. Hantasarphita and Ma
dhavanidana distinguish an upwards and a downwards moving type; the do~ic varieties 
of the Madhavanidana are not mentioned in the Harftasaq1hita. 

Chapter twenty-five, on sopha (swelling, especially of inflammatory origin), does 
not present a clear classification. Types caused by one of more do~s and by blood are 
mentioned, as well as types caused by k~aya, k~ata (trauma), and other disorders; va
rieties affecting the upper, middle and lower part of the body, or the whole body, are 
referred to (25.1-10). 330 · 

Chapter twenty-six is the second chapter of the Cikitsitasthlina on gulma, a disease 
also discussed in chapter four. Five do~ic varieties are described, caused by vlita, pitta 
and kapha singly, pitta and kapha together, and sarp.niplita (26.1-8). 331 A type caused 
by blood and occurring exclusively in women, described by Caraka, Susruta and Vli
gbha\a, is referred to in a prescription (26.71-72) that does not make clear whether it 
was thought to be a gynaecological disorder. A type due to blood is moreover men
tioned, together with a gulma of traumatic origin (k~taja), in some stanzas on whole
some foods and drinks (pathya) in cases of gulma. Verses on the .-eatment of sopha are 
included in this chapter (26.62-70). 

Chapter twenty-seven describes jalodara (ascites). Varieties are not mentioned, nor 
the involvement of the do~as in this disease. The group of disorders called udara, to 
which jalodara belongs in liyurvedic literature, 332 is absent from the Haritasaq1hita. 
The surgical treatment of jalodara by means of a tube (jalanliqi), through which the Huid 
accumulated in the abdominal cavity can be removed, is known to the Ha1'ftasaq1hita 
and considered to be a dangerous procedure (27.4-9).333 

Chapter twenty-eight, on prameha (urinary disorders), agrees with the other major 
treatises in mentioning twenty types of this disease (28.1). 334 In contrast with the early 
sarp.hitlis, the Haritasaq1hita does not specify which types are associated with each of 
the three do~as; it refers to involvement of pitta and kapha, but omits vlita in the aetiol
ogy of prameha. Not all the twenty types of prameha are characterized or mentioned in 
prescriptions. Types discussed in the chapter are ghrta- or sarpir-, jala-, kha\ikli-, lava
l)a-, madhu-, piiya-, rakta- or rudhira-, rasa-, sarkarli-, sukra-, takra-, and vaslimeha. 
Names peculiar to the Harftasaq1hita are kha\iklimeha, 335 piiyameha, 336 rasameha, and 
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takrameha.337 Unusual too is the term miitraprameha (28.45). 338 The chapter also de
scribes the treatment of the pramehapi!ikiis (28.26-35ab), without dealing with their 
names and characteristics; 339 disorders mentioned in these verses are somapiika (28. 
33) and mehapiika (28.35ab). 340 

Chapter twenty-nine describes the treatment of miitrakrcchra without giving atten
tion to its aetiology and symptoms. Chapter thirty contains verses on the therapy of 
miitra(ni)rodha (retention of urine), the nidiina of miitrakrcchra, and the treatment of 
miitrakrcchra and miitra(ni)rodha. 341 

Chapter thirty-one describes asmarI (vesical calculi) and its treatment. Some vari
eties are described without clearly delineating their origins and symptoms. Abnormal 
behaviour during sexual intercourse appears to be an important aetiological factor. Viita 
and blood are involved too. 342 Sarkarii (urinary gravel) is referred to as a curable dis
order of childhood. 343 Surgical treatment is said to be described in the ghrtadhyiiya of 
the Siitrasthiina. 344 

Chapter thirty-two is about vr~a~avrddhi or a~~avrddhi (swelling of the scrotum). 
Four do~ic types are mentioned, caused by viita, pitta, kapha, and salj'mipiita. 345 

Chapter thirty-three on visarpa (erysipelas) distinguishes eight types, originating 
from one do~a, two do~as, blood, and salj'mipiita. 346 The types connected with two do
~as, called iijiieya, granthikaand kardama, are caused by viita and pitta, pitta and kapha, 
viita and kapha respectively. 347 

Chapter thirty-four is remarkable in describing a group of four diseases, collec
tively·called upasarga, which means that they are regarded as infectious. 348 Viita and 
blood are thought to be involved in the causation of these disorders. The group con
sists of k~udraka, antaka, ghora, and masiirikii. K~udraka, caused by pitta and blood, 
occurs in the season of spring and is characterized by pustules which resemble burns 
(agnidagdhavat). Masiirikii is a disease with pustules which are round (vartula), like 
masiirikii (lentils); the pustules become festering and disappear within a short time (34. 
1-6). The verses on the treatment of these diseases begin with the advice to employ se
cret protective rituals (guptiikiira rak~iiyogavidhiina) and to avoid contact with people 
belonging to the lower classes (34.7). Prescriptions against k~udraka and ghora follow 
(34.8-17). The chapter proceeds with the description of an infectious fever (upasarga
jvara) with haematuria (raktamiitra) and diarrhoea (34.18-21). The chapter ends with 
counsels suitable in all cases of upasarga, now called k~udrikii, and with rituals to be 
performed after recovery (34.22-26). 

Chapter thirty-five, on ulcers (vra~a),describes types associated with one do~a, two 
do~as, and salj'mipiita. 349 Niiqivra~as (fistules) are referred to (35.1-9). 350 The verses 
on treatment prescribe ointments and lotions; surgical treatment is a neglected topic 
(35.10-27). 

Chapter thirty-six describes slipada (elephantiasis) and its four types, connected 
with viita, pitta, kapha, and salj'mipiita. 351 A type affecting the fatty tissue (medas) in 
particular is called viilmika (36.l--4ab). 352 The treatment of s!Ipada is the same as that 
of vra~a. The presence of a separate chapter on slrpada in the Hiiritasaiphitii is a re
markable feature, in line with the Miidhavanidiina, which also deals with it separately. 

Chapter thirty-seven may be unique in iiyurvedic literature in being entirely de-
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voted to arbuda, a local swelling ofrelatively large size. 353 Four varieties are described, 
arising from vii.ta, pitta, kapha, and saqmipiita. 354 

Chapter thirty-eight describes two diseases, ga1:u;Iamiilii and liitii(vrai:ia). 355 Four 
varieties of gai:ic,amiilii are distinguished, brought about by vii.ta, pitta, kapha, and saI"ft
nipiita (38.1-3). This is a unique feature, since gai:ic;lamiilii is not divided into a number 
of varieties in any other medical treatise. 356 The disorder called liitii is described as 
a deep ulcer (vrai:ia) with a purulent discharge (piiyavisriiva) (38.14-16), while some 
small animal, the liitii, is supposed to live inside (38.17-20).357 Seven kinds ofliitiiare 
distinguished and characterized with regard to their form, colour and location: rohii:ii, 
visadii, vijayii, (vi)bhedini, kiintiiri, vajrapu~pii, and indriiyudhii (38.4-16). The treat
ment of liitii(vrai:ia) aims at curing the ulcer and killing the animal inside (38.17-23). 
The therapy of gai:ic;lamiilii is referred to in passing, together with an otherwise unknown 
disease called prakai:i!aka (38.18). 

Chapter thirty-nine is devoted to ku~iha. As usual in iiyurvedic treatises, eighteen 
types are referred to (39.3), but these are not divided into two large groups. 358 The 
list with the types of ku~iha comprises only fourteen items: kapiilaka,359 udumbara, 
dadrumai:i•ala(ka), visarpaka, hastibala, 360 kii:ia, gojihvaka, (lohita)mai:ic;lala, vaipii
dika,361 carmadala, vispho!aka, bahuvrai:ia, kanc;lii, and vicarci362 (39.5-6). Two more 
types are referred to in the verses on treatment: citraku~!ha (39.59) or citraka (39.54 ), 
and piimii (39.4 7 and 49); the two remaining types are not mentioned in the chapter. 
Hiirita's visarpaka, hastibala or gajacarman, kii:ia, gojihvaka and ka1:1•(i do not occur in 
the list~ found in other works; the nature of visarpaka remains unclear, but gajajarman 
is the equivalent of what is commonly called carmaku~!ha, 363 kii:ia of ki!ima,364 

gojihvaka of r~yajihvaka, 365 bahuvrai:ia of satiiru~ka, 366 kai:i•ii of alasaka. 367 Ku~!ha 
types mentioned in many iiyurvedic texts and absent from the Hiirftasaq1hitii are 
ekaku~!ha, kiika,~aka, pui:i•arika, rakasii, sidhma, sthiiliinllika, and svitra. 368 

Twelve among the fourteen types listed in the Harftasaq1hitii are characterized (39. 
7-12); the characteristics of kii:ia and carmadala are omitted. Signs brought about by 
the do~as are enumerated, as well as the symptoms when one of the seven bodily el
ements is chiefly affected (39.13-18). The remaining part of the chapter is concerned 
with treatment. 

Chapter forty. is the first of a series of chapters belonging to the division of iiyurveda 
called siiliikya and describes diseases of the head (siroroga). Types distinguished are 
those caused by vii.ta, pitta, kapha, blood (rakta), vii.ta and rakta, satpnipiita, and para
sites (krimi); 369 pitta is thought to be the chief causative agent. Additional diseases of 
the head are ardhasirsa370 and dinavrddhikara371 (40.1-3). Absent are anantaviita372 

and sailkhaka. 373 Up~sir~aka 374 is m~ntioned in the verses on treatment. 
Chapter forty-one describes a disease that is peculiar to the Hiirilasaq1hitii. This dis

ease, called bhriido~a, is caused by excessive reading and looking at minute or distant 
objects. Vii.ta, pitta and blood are involved in it. The disorder is characterized by pains 
in the region of the eyebrows (bhrii) and eye complaints (41.1-3). 

Chapter forty-two is about diseases of the nose (niisiiroga), caused by one of the 
do~as, blood, and parasites (krimi).375 

Chapter forty-three constitutes the only example known in iiyurvedic literature of 
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a chapter entirely devoted to indralupta (balaness), also called khallli\aka. 376 Five va
rieties are mentioned, caused by vlita, pitta, kapha, blood, and saipniplita 377 

Chapter forty-four is concerned with diseases of the ears (kar1,1aroga). Types dis
tinguished are those caused by one of the three do~as, a combination of two do~as, all 
three do~as, parasites (krimi), ulcers (vra1,1a), a trauma (abhighlita), a wound (k~ta), 
and IGtido~a. A type occurring in childhood is mentioned as well (44.1-6). Kaq1asiila 
is referred to in the verses on treatment (44.11 ). 378 

Chapter forty-five deals with eye diseases (netraroga),distinguishedinto types aris
ingfromvlita,pitta, kapha,blood, twodo~as, andallthreedo~as (45.1-5). 379 Fourtypes 
of inflammation (pu~pa) aredescribed,caused by vlita, pitta, kapha, and sarpniplita ( 45. 
14-18). Specific eye diseases mentioned in passing are timira, ka1,1~ii, paJala, arbuda, 
rlitryandhya ( 45.20), klica, and nilika ( 45. 21 ), 380 as well as disorders caused by wounds 
(k~ata), a trauma (abhighata), grief, and burns (45.21). Five varieties of cataract(pa\ala) 
are characterized, associated with vata, pitta, kapha, blood, and sa111niplita. 381 

Chapter forty-six, the last one on sallikya, describes the diseases of the oral cav
ity (mukharoga). Diseases of the lips (o~fharoga) are attributed to vlita, pitta and blood 
( 46.1-4 ),382 diseases of the teeth to vata, pit ta, kapha, blood and parasites ( 46.5-8), 383 

diseases of the tongue to vlita,pitta, kapha, blood, and sa11mipata ( 46.17-25), 384 a dis
ease of the uvula or larynx (gha1,1\ika) to kapha (46.26), a disease of the root of the 
tongue and pharynx (ka1,1\hasandhi) to kapha and blood (46.27-28ab); bleeding from 
a granthi in the throat is also refen'ed to (46.28cd-30ab). 385 The chapter ends with a 
description of galasu1,19ika and its treatment ( 46.33-39).386 

Chapter forty-seven is about vajTkara1,1a (aphrodisiacs). Several types of klaibya 
(impotence) are described without an adequate characterization. Types mentioned 
are those caused by suppression of the sexual urge (nirodha), excessive intercourse 
(ativyavliya), old age (vayas), mental disorders (the mlinasa type), deficiency of the 
semen (reta~k~aya), and a constitutional abnormality (sahaja). 387 

Chapter forty-eight, the first of a series on gynaecology and obstetrics, 388 deals 
with infertility (vandhylitva) in women. Six types are distinguished: one type caused 
by intercourse before puberty, four types called kakavandhyli, anapatyli, garbhasrlivI, 
and ffi!!.avatsli, and one type caused by weakness (balak~aya, dhlituk~aya) ( 48.1-8).389 

Characteristics of these types are not given.390 Do~ic types of infertility are also de
scribed (48.13-25).391 

Chapter forty-nine describes dietary rules during the ten months of pregnancy 
(garbhopaclira)392 and the handling of the longings of pregnant women ( dohada). 393 

Chapter fifty is about the treatment ofabortion, immature and premature birth (ca
litagarbha), which may occur during the first to eighth months of pregnancy. Chapter 
fifty-one describes the treatment of eight disorders occurring during pregnancy: hrlla
sa (nausea), chardi (vomiting), so~a (emaciation), jvara, sotha, aruci, vivar1,1atva (an 
abnormal colour of the skin), and atislira (51.1 ). 394 Additional disorders mentioned are 
vibandha, vidradhi, miitrarodha (51.10-11 ), and garbhaclila (abortion) (51.12). 

Chapter fifty-two is concerned with mii~hagarbha (mat position of the foetus) (51. 
5-8) 395 and mrtagarbha (death of the foetus) (51.9-10). 396 Varieties of miiqhagarbha 
associated with one, two and three do~as are described (52.1-8), as well as disorders 
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caused by blood and pitta (52.15). Mii<;lhagarba is treated with drugs and by means of 
surgical procedures (52.11-17). 397 The chapter contains some prescriptions assuring a 
safe delivery (52.18-21), 39$ and two mantras having the same end in view (52.22-23 
and 26-28); a yantra is also described (52.24-25). 399 One of the mantras refers to a Rii
k~si, called Surasii, living in the Himalayas, the sound of whose ankle bells (niipura) 
guarantees an uncomplicated parturition. 

Chapter fifty-three describes the regimen of a woman in childbed (siitikopacii
ra);400 some rituals to be performed on behalf of the child are also mentioned: jiitaka 
(= jiitakarman),401 niimakarman, 402 kal'l)avedhana,403 vastrabandha,404 and viviiha 
(the marriage ceremonies) (53.6-7). 405 

Chapter fifty-four deals with children's diseases (biilaroga). The child's health may 
be affected by five disorders of the breastmilk (k~irado~a): ghana-, u~l).a-, amla-, alpa-, 
and ~iira~ira (54.1-7). 406 One of these, ghana~ira, may give rise to the disease called 
utphullikiior utphullakuk~itii (54.3 and 9-13).407 The chapter proceeds with verses on 
a long series of ailments that may occur in children and their treatment (54.14-30). 
The last part of the chapter describes disorders caused by the attacks off emale demons 
(Piitanii) and the appropriate rituals to appease them (54.31-54 ).408 The verses on this 
subject, which may be quoted from a Kaumaratantra, mention two series of eight of 
these malignant beings, who seize a child on the first to eighth day of its life. Their 
names are Lohitii, Revati, Dhviirik~i or Viiyasi, Kumiiri, Siikuni, Si vii, Ordhvakesi, and 
Sena, or Rohil).i, Vijaya, Kali, Krttika, Qiikini, 409 Nisa, Bhiitakesi, and Krsarigi. 410 The 
second series of names is absent from the verses on treatment. 

Chapter fifty-five is concerned with bhiitavidyii (demonology) 411 and describes 
malignant beings (graha) able to cause possession syndromes (iivesa). Ten of these 
beings, 412 called grahaniiyaka, are mentioned, together with the symptoms, both 
physical and mental, they bring about (55.2-18): Aindra, Agneya, Yama, Nai~ta, 
Viirul).a, Miiruta, Kubera or Ya~ariij, Aisiinya, Grahaka, and Paisiicika. The treatment 
of the disorders caused by these grahas is of a mixed character and consists of drugs, 
rituals, and mantras (55.19-28). 

Poisons and the treatment of poisoning (vi~atantra) constitute the subject of chap
ter fifty-six. Eight kinds of poison of vegetable origin are described: srrigika, vatsanii
bha, siinigavera or siirrigavairika, diiraka, kiilakii!a, sarikha, satsukanduka, and hiilii
hala, which can be distinguished by their colour (56. !-5ab). 413 The treatment of poi
soning consists of the administration of drugs, accompanied by mantras (56.5cd-17). 
Eight types of poisonous animals are listed, together with the symptoms caused by their 
bites: darvikara, mal).<;lalin, riijimant, gul).9asa, vrscika, goraka, khal).<;labinduka, and a 
group consisting of alarka, mii~a and miirjiira (56.18-24). The treatment is of a com
posite character again (56.25-31). 414 

Chapter fifty-seven deals with surgical subjects and describes wounds and frac
tures, together with their treatment ( 57.1-13 ). Eight types of trauma are distinguished: 
chinna, bhinna, bhagna, ghma. pi~!a, iisphiilita, sa!Jlprahiira, and sa!Jlghiita. 415 The 
removal of foreign bodies (salyoddhiira) is the next subject (57.14-28). Two sets of 
twelve surgical instruments are enumerated. The twelve blunt instruments (yantra) 
are: prabandha (bandages), godhiimukha,416 vajramukha,417 sa1J1da1J1sa,418 cakrii-
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lqti, 419 karikapada,420 anaka,421 srngaka, 422 ku1_1~ala,423 srivatsa,424 sauvatsika,425 

and paiicavaktra;426 the twelve sharp instruments (sastra) are: ardhacandra,427 vrr
himukha, 428 karikapattra, 429 ku!hiirika,430 karavrrakapattra, 431 salakakarapattraka, 432 

bai;lisa,433 grdhrapada,434 siilin,435 and ghanamudgara436 (57.16-20). 437 The remain
ing part of the chapter (57.29-46) is about the treatment of fractures (bhagna) and 
wounds. 

Chapter fifty-eightdescribes burns caused by cauterization (agnidagdha) and their 
treatment. Four types are distinguished: r~addagdha, madhyadagdha, atidagdha, and 
samyagdagdha (58.1-5ab). 438 The chapter ends with a verse on the treatment of a com
plication (upaghata) resulting from the injudicious employment of smoking ( dhiimapa
na) for medicinal purposes. 

Chapter one of the Siitrasthana is on weights and measures (tulamana). Two sys
tems are described; the first system resembles the kaliriga, the second the magadhama
na. 439 The average quantities to be prescribed of a series of medicinal substances are 
men Ii on ed. 

Chapter two is about the different types of medicated oils and their indications 
(tailapakavidhi). Four types of preparation are distinguished: khara-, cikka1_1a-, 
madhya-, and viso~ipaka. 440 

Chapterthree is about the application of medicated clysters (niriihabastikarman). 441 

Chapter four, about sudation (svedana) and its indications, mentions seven types: 
lo~!a-, ba~pa-, 442 agnijvalii-, gha!i-,443 jala-, 444 phala-, and valukasveda. 445 This list 
differs from a previous one with thirteen items (IIl.2.142-145). 

Chapter five describes four methods of bloodletting (raktavasecana): venesection 
(siravirecana), drawing of blood by means of gourds (alabu), horns (srriga), and leeches 
(jalauka) (5.1-4). 446 The chapter ends with a verse on the characteristics of corrupted 
blood (5.5). 

Chapter six describes the drawing of blood by means of leeches. Four kinds of 
leeches are distinguished: indrayudha, rohi1_1r, kalikli, and dhiimra.447 The dhiimra 
leech is the only one that can safely be applied by physicians. 

Chapter one of the Kalpasthana describes the mythical origin, tastes, and other 
properties of harrtakr. Seven varieties are distinguished: vijaya, rohi~1r, piitana, amrta, 
cetakr, abhayli, and jrvantr. The appearance, colour, location, and uses of each variety 
are enumerated. 448 The subject is resumed in chapter three. 

Chapter two is about the uses of triphala. 449 

Chapter three (haritakrkalpavar1_1anabheda) continues the discussion of the vari
eties of haritakr and their uses. Two varieties of cetakr, a black and a white one, are 
distinguished. 450 

Chapter four (rasonakalpa) is concerned with the mythical origin, properties and 
uses of garlic (rasona, lasuna). 451 Garlic owes its origin to some drops of the amrta, 
fallen from the beak of Garui;ia, who stole a portion of it during the churning of the 
ocean. It is described as a rejuvenating substance, forbidden to brahma1_1as. 

Chapter five describes guggulu and its uses. 452 This substance is said to derive from 
trees growing in desert regions (marubhiimi) and in the Himalayas. It should be col
lected in deserts in summer and in the mountains in winter. 
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The only chapter of the Slirirasthana treats subjects usually discussed in a Sli
rirasthlina, but its main emphasis is on embryology. The human body is said to be 
composed of the five mahlibhiitas, five sense organs, seven elements (dhlitu), ten 
kinds of vlita453 (1), and three gui:ias (2); the three gui:ias are jiva, manas and liklisa.454 

The four stages of the human life cycle are called hlila, prau~ha, pragalbhaka, and 
sthavira (3).455 Verses on female physiology introduce the section on embryology. 
A series of factors are enumerated which result in the experience of sexual pleasure 
during intercourse: dhatubala gives rise to sattva, sattva to rajas, rajas to klima (the 
sexual urge), kama to surata (orgasm) (7). Menstruation (rtu) takes place during the 
first seven days of each cycle; 456 after this period a woman is called rtumatI (8-9). 
Conception is the result of the union of the male semen (bija) and female rajas; both 
fluids are a form of sukra or retas (16). The male and female roles in conception are 
compared to those of Siva and his Sakti (14--15).457 

The embryological development is sketched in some detail ( 17-23). The stages de
scribed differ considerably from those found in other works. 458 The birth of a boy or 
a girl is ascribed to a preponderance of either the male semen or the female rajas (26-
27). The child born will be of a slittvika, rlijasa or tlimasa character, depending on the 
emotional state of the mother during impregnation (28-30). A series of constitutional 
characteristics is enumerated which are partly the same as those of the constitutions de
scribed in a previous chapter (1.5); the series of constitutions (prakrti) of the Slirirasthli
na is remarkable, even unique, in including those brought about by the dominance of a 
combination of vlita and rakta, pitta and rakta, and kapha and rakta (31-36). 459 Some 
subsequent verses (37-40) are about the conditions leading to the birth of a non-male
non-f emale (napurpsaka) and the birth of twins (yamala). The remaining part of the 
chapter gives a second sketch of the development of the embryo, different from the 
preceding one, and a detailed account of the origin of the physical and mental compo
nents of the human organism, in which the various kinds of vlita, the mahlibhiitas and 
the three gui:ias (sattva, rajas, tamas) have a predominant role. The account disagrees 
in many respects with what is found in the other sarphitlis.461 

The parisi~Jlidhyaya, not present in all the MSS 461 and by some regarded as a later 
addition to the Hliritasa111hita,462 refers to the Slirirasthlina as embodying the teachings 
of Vylisa. After listening to it, Hlirita went to the river Ganges (Svari:iadi) in order to 
bathe and meditate. 

Those studying theslistra, i.e. liyurveda, are said to enjoy health and to be delivered 
from all sins. The liyurveda, as venerable as a Veda, has originally been expounded by 
Brahma, subsequently by Atri, as well as by Dhanvantari and the Asvins. Other ex
perts acquainted with it were Caraka, Susruta and ViigbhaJa. The sarphitli of Atri was 
authoritative in the Krtuguga, Susruta's work in the Dviipara, and VligbhaJa's treatise 
in the Kaliyuga. Medical saq1hitlis were also composed by Vi~QU, the Asvins, Garga, 
Mlidhylihnika, 463 and Mlirka1J<;Jeya. The six (medical) sages are Agnivesa, 13hec;la, Jatii
karQa, Parlisara, Hiirita, and K~irapiit)i. The foremost authority, however, is Atreya, 
whose position is equal to Ananta (i.e., Se~a) among the serpents and Sambhu among 
the gods. 

Names of medicinal plants mentioned in the Hantasaqihita that are absent from the 
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BrhattrayT are: iilii~aka (I.16.16), 464 arikii (IIl.2.61; 28.12), 465 a~!ahalr (III.2.96), 466 

baliidanr (I.16.14), 467 bhiru (III.47.16 and 52.19),468 bhiruka (IIl.18.14),469 bhirukii 
(III.48.28),470 bila (III.51.8), 471 ciipamardaka (I.16.16),472 ciirir.JI (IIl.28.19), 473 cavilii 
(III.12.43), diiraka (III.56.2 and 3), dhara (IIl.4.25), 474 gajabalii (III.2.126), gaviidanr 
(III.18.24),475 gaviistanr (III.12.32), 476 guruvrk~aka (H.7 .2), 4n hastikanda (I.16.34 
and 39),478 indrii (III.28.15), 479 kaithaka (III.18.26),430 kaiica!a (IIl.20.86), kary9ii 
(l.15.14),481 ka1_113ka (III.33.11), 482 kaphiidanr (1.16.13),483 karaha (I.17.5 and 8), 484 

ka!iihaka (1.17.12), 485 kokiliihvaya (111.7.56),486 kokiliikhyii (IIl.40.17), 487 ko!aja 
(III.2.116), 488 kuberiik~ (III.7.58),489 kumbhii (III.2.61), 490 kumedhikii (Ill.18.9),491 

kundalr (III.2.54; 3.92),492 miicikii (IIl.6.35),493 miilla (I.19.4),494 mahiiciivala (I.5. 
55), 495 mahatpicumanda (IIl.11.53), 496 mahiivibhrtak~ (IIl.45.28), mallI(IIl.11.95), 497 

methikii (1.16.8),498 mohinr (III.16.17),499 muriimii!J1si (IIl.9.98; 21.29),500 niigavallI 
(I.17.29), 501 nrttaka (IIl.31.9), 502 paliisabheda (IIl.54.17), 503 payadantI (III.11.31 ), 504 

rudraja!ii (III.10.66), SOS sakriihva (III.2.66; 28.20), 506 sa1Jagha1)!ikii (III.18.35), 5m 
siirilgavairika (III.56.1), 508 siirilgavera (III.56.3), 509 satsukanduka (IIl.56.2 and 
4 ), 510 si1]1hamukhi (III.15.5), 511 sitiisivii (III.43.5), 512 sitiivar~ii (II .7.3), 513 srtaka 
(III.18.14), 514 suparryii (IJl.5.30), supan)ikii (IIl.15.6),515 siiryakiinti (III.52.18), 516 

svetiidrikar1_1r (III.48.21), tiimbiilapan)a (1.16.33), 517 tantuka (III.2.103), 518 tulasr 
(III.2.136; 4.35; 12.36), tulasikii (III.12.33), tu1_19r (1.16.17), 51 9 tu1_19ira (1.16.23),520 

tundiraka (III.6.35; 11.108), viilmikii (1.17.2),521 vanakesara (III.9.97), 522 viistukarnr 
(III:52.14),523 vasudhii (III.10.52),524 viisumann (III.18.25), 525 vejikii (1.16.8),5i6 

vikacii (III.6.19), 527 vrddhadanti (III.18.25),528 and yugandhara (I.11.6; 23.3). 529 

Mercury may be mentioned once (III.55.21: piirada). 

Date 

The Hiiritasaiphitii that is known to us from MSS and some editions is sometimes re
garded as entirely different from a muchearliertreatiseof the same name. The later text 
is for that reason referred to as Pseudo-Hiiritasamhitii and its author is called Hiirita II 
to distinguish him from Hiirita I or Vrddhahiirit~. 530 The main reason for this distinc
tion was the small number of quotations from Hiirita (and Atreya) that can be traced in 
the printed versions of the Hiiritasaiphitii. The number of traceable citations is, to be 
sure, restricted, but proves to be larger than was formerly assumed. Consequently, the 
relationship between an old version and the one preserved is more complicated than 
presumed by those who consider Hiirrta I and II to be altogether distinct. 

The date of the old version of the Hiirltasaiphitii cannot be determined with any 
precision. Clues to the period to which the printed text belongs are, on the other hand, 
not scarce at all. 

The Hiiritasa,phitii contains one verse that is found in Ravigupta's Siddhasiira, a 
work that dates from about A.O. 650. 531 Ravigupta's verses are of his own making 
and not borrowed from predecessors, which establishes that the Siddhasiira is earlier 
than the Hiiritasaiphitii. This fact is in conformity with the appearance of Viigbhaia's 
name in the parisi~!iidhyiiya, although this chapter may be a later addition. Some more 
features that may be interpreted as pointing to influences from the side of Viigbha!a 
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consist of the description of mada in the chapter on madiityaya and the description of 
the disease called upasir~aka, recognized by Viigbha!a, but absent from the Caraka
and Susrutasaq1hitii. The presence of separate chapters on siila (IIl.7), nidrii (IIl.15), 
iimaviita (111.21), amlapitta (III.24) and vrddhi (IIl.32), in line with the arrangement 
found in the Miidhavanidiina, is in favour of placing the Hiifitasaq1hitii in about the 
same period, i.e., the .. eighth century. The question whether or not the Hiiritasaqihitii is 
posterior to Miidhava's work remains problematic, since both works may partially be 
based on the same sources. 532 In addition, there are considerable differences between 
the arrangement and the nosological system of Hiirftasaq1hitii and Miidhavanidiina. The 
absence of verses on the examination of the urine and the pulse indicates that the Hiirf
tasarphitii is anterior to Vailgasena's Cikitsiisiirasaq1grahaand the.Siinigadharasaq1hitii. 
The absence of prescriptions containing Cannabis corroborates this point. 533 

Plant names that may rather safely be taken as evidence pointing to a relatively 
late date of the Hiirftasarphitii are kaiicaia, 534 miic;la, 535 muriimiir!JSi, 536 rudraja!ii, 537 tu
lasi, 538 and yugandhara. 539 

Some more late words found in the Hiirftasaq1hitii are bhiijikii (111.2.238), mahiicii
vala (1.5.55), and pasiihi (1.15.1). 540 The references to Siva and his Sakti (Siirira 14-
15) and to meditation on Siva (sivadhyiina; IIl.55.15) confirm that the work cannot be 
assigned to an early period. 

The evidence taken together is in favour of placing the Hiirftasaq1hitii in the period 
A.D. 700-1000. 541 



Chapter 5 

Madhava 

Miidhava 1 was the author of the Rogaviniscaya and, possibly, of the Miidhavacikitsa. 
His authorship of some other medical works is problematic. 2 

Contents of the Rogaviniscaya or Madhavanidana 

The work called Rogaviniscaya 3 by the author himself ( 1.2), 4 but generally known as 
the Madhavanidana, is the earliest compendium on the group of five subjects collec
tively called nidiina, which consist ofnidiina in its restricted sense (aetiology), piirvarii
pa (prodromes), riipa (symptomatology), upasaya (therapeutic diagnosis), and salJlprii
pti (pathogenesis). The first chapter of the treatise is devoted to the characterization 
of these five concepts and a number of related issues, while the remaining sixty-eight 
chapters contain descriptions of the nidiina, piirvariipa, riipa and SalJlprlipti, and also 
in many cases the upadravas (complications) and signs indicating incurability (asii
dhyalak~ana), of all the diseases recognized by Miidhava. The work ends with an enu
meration of the diseases dealt with 5 and two concluding verses. 

The Madhavanidana, which contains about 1,530 verses, is primarily a work that 
draws upon earlier treatises,6 chiefly the Carakasazphita, Susrutasaq1hita, and A$[ii
ligahrdayasazphita. Sources of minor importance are the A$[iiligasarpgraha 7 and Ravi
gupta's Siddhasiira. 8 As not all the verses can be traced to these five works, Miidhava 
must have utilized some still unidentified or lost earlier texts, while, moreover, he may 
have composed parts of his treatise himself. The fact that Miidhava made use of uniden
tified treatises is attested by some verses which derive from texts vaguely ref erred to as 
'another book' by the commentators on the Caraka- and Susrutasarphita. 9 Moreover, 
the first verse of the chapter on bhagna ( 44.1 ), which looks like a quotation, consists of 
the answer by an unnamed authority, who may be Atreya, to a question put by Hutiisa 
(= Agnivesa); 44.2-7 may be from the same unknown source, which is not the Cara
kasazphita. 1• 

In spite of its compilatory character, the Madhavanidana is an important treatise. 
Verses on nidiina - scattered over several sections of the works ofCaraka, Susruta and 
Viigbha!a - have not only been collected in it, but also selected and arranged so as to 
form coherent descriptions of diseases. In some cases Miidhava failed in organizing his 
matter carefully, thus making the seams of his patchwork stand out clearly. 11 
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The majority of the chapters of the Rogaviniscaya are made up of verses from more 
than one source, but exceptions are not infrequent. 12 The stanzas chosen by Miidhava 
not only show variants, but are sometimes loosely related to the corresponding ac
cepted readings of Caraka, Susruta and Viigbha\a, or they even consist of alternative 
readings recorded as such by the commentators. 13 Descriptions of disorders occurring 
in the sarp.hitas in prose appear in a versified form in Miidhava's work. 14 Sometimes 
verses based on prose passages from the Susrutasarphit1i are preferred to stanzas on the 
same subject found in Viigbha!a's works. 15 

A few chapters may have been written, partly or completely, by Miidhava him
self, 16 unless they have been taken from an unknown text. Odd verses from an un
known source or by Miidhava are far from rare. 17 

A major contribution of Miidhava is the new order in which the diseases were ar
ranged by him. A similar attempt had already been made by Ravigupta, but it was Mli
dhava's scheme that became standard and was adopted by a large number of later au
thors. 

The Rogaviniscaya is concerned with six out of the eight divisions (ailga) of ii
yurveda;rasiiyana and viijikarai:ia, being subjects connected with treatment, are left out 
of consideration. The six divisions represented are kiiyacikitsii (chapters 2-19, 22-37, 
49-54), bhiitavidyii (chapters 20-21), salya (chapters 38-48 and 55), siiliikya (chapters 
56-60), kaumiirabhrtya (chapters 61-68), and agadatantra ( chapter 69). The reasons for 
this particular manner of arranging the material remain obscure. 

The creation of this new alignment was facilitated by dividing the book into a rather 
large number of chapters as compared with the corresponding parts of the saq1hitiis 
of Caraka, Susrutaand Viigbha\a, which often describe groups of diseases, sometimes 
rather distantly related, in one single chapter. Examples illustrating Miidhava's proce
dure are the separate chapters on diiha (a syndrome characterized by a burning sensa
tion; 19), 18 nii9ivrai:ia (fistulas; 45), 19 upada,µsa (affections of the male member; 47),20 
visarpa (erysipelas; 52), 21 asrgdara (menorrhagia and metrorrhagia, as well as fluor; 
61),22 and stanaroga (diseases of the mammary glands; 66).23 The reverse procedure 
is also adopted; the Miidhavanidiina contains a small number of new clusters: nidrii 
(excessive sleepiness) and tandrii (lassitude) occur in the same chapter (17) as miirchii 
(fainting) and saqmyiisa (prolonged loss of consciousness);24 iiniiha (obstructive ab
dominal swelling) is described along with udavarta (a group of disorders arising from 
restraint of the natural urges; 27). 25 

Miidhava's inventiveness in aITanging the disorders also appears from the changed 
order of the members of groups of disorders, in comparison with their order in the 
sources. Examples are found in the chapters on galagai:i9a (goitre), etc. (38),26 and 
netraroga (eye diseases; 59). The composition of these groups does not always tally 
with that found in the works of Caraka, Susruta and Viigbha\a, since the author of the 
Rogaviniscaya made his own decisions. An example is the group of disorders known as 
upada,psa, which has been enlarged by adding Iiilgavarti, also called Iiilgiirsas (warts 
on the penis; 47.6-7).27 In the chapter on Iqudrarogas (55)28 he adopts the order of 
the Susmtasarphitii, but dinrinishes the number of these diseases from forty-eight29 to 
forty-three by leaving out vispho\aka, piimii, vicarci, rakasii, 30 masiirika, 31 and carma-
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kila, 32 and adding a new item, siikaradarp~!raka. 33 The chapter on mukharoga (diseases 
of mouth and throat; 56), mainly based on Susruta, adds the disease karala (56.20), 
described by Vagbha!a. 34 The chapter on balaroga (children's diseases; 68) contains 
descriptions ofparigarbhika (68.10-11)35 and mahapadma (68.14-15ab), 36 borrowed 
from the A$tiingasa,pgraha. 

Special features of the Rogaviniscaya or Miidhavanidiina37 

A notable and substantial contribution of Madhavaconsists of his description of new 
diseases absent from earlier works, and the development of some disorders which are 
only sketchily characterized or not recognized as fully independent diseases by his pre
decessors into autonomous nosological entities. These innovations became highly in
fluential and were almost universally acknowledged by later writers. 

Two disorders recognized as independent entities for the first time by Madhava are 
siila (piercing, colic-like pain; 26)38 and vispho!a (diseases in which vesicles or blis
ters appear; 53). The Susrutasa1phitii deals with siila in its chapter on the treatment of 
gulma (visceral swelling), where it is in the first place regarded as a secondary affec
tion in cases of gulma (U.42.66cd-69ab), and secondly as an autonomous disease (U. 
42.73cd-88a). Madhava's chapter on siila, made up of twenty-two verses which may 
have been composed by himself, precedes that on gulma (28), 39 and does not contain a 
single statement on a relationship between the two. The disease called vispho!a is not 
absent from the classical sar:phitas, but is only cursorily referred to there as forming 
part of a group of disorders. The Carakasa,p.hitiimentions it in the chapter on svayathu 
(inflammatory swellings; Ci.l 2.90cd), together with kak~al) (herpes zoster) and other 
skin eruptions, while Susruta (Ni.13.18) and Vagbha!a (A.h.U.31.9ab = A.s.U.36.9) 
regard it as one of the k~udrarogas.40 Madhava gives the disorder an independent sta
tus, and devotes a separate chapter to it, consisting of eleven verses, which, with one 
exception, may be of his own making. 

The new diseases appearing for the first time in the Miidhavanidiina are: limava
ta (25), pari~1limasiila and annadravasiila (26.15cd-22), medoroga (34), sitapitta (50), 
amlapitta (51), masiirika (54), siikaradar:p~!raka (55.55), kuiicana (59.96), pak~masata 
(59.99), and yonikanda (63). 

The disease called limavata41 (often equated with rheumatoid arthritis)42 is 
described in a separate chapter of twelve verses which may have been composed by 
Madhava. The Hiirftasa1phitii(IIl.21) described it in its own manner, independently of 
Madhava. The disorders called pari~1amasiila (a type of siila manifesting itself during 
the digestion of food) and annadravasiila (which may appear during the digestive 
process or precede or follow it), which are unknown in earlier medical treatises, 43 are 
dealt with in the chapter on siila as varieties of this disease. Medoroga (obesity)44 is 
characterized in four verses, which may again be by Madhava; these verses are fol
lowed by five slokas from the Carakasa1phitii (Sii.21.5-9). Mlidhava made medoroga 
into a nosological entity, whereas it was Caraka's aim not to characterize a disease 
in its own right, but an undesirable condition leading to afflictions of various kinds. 
An illness called sitapitta (urticaria),45 not recorded in the classical sarµhitas, is 
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described by Miidhava in a short chapter of six verses, the first five of which may be 
his own, whereas the sixth has been borrowed from Viigbha!a (A.h.U.3I.32-33ab = 
A.s.U.36.30). 46 Three disorders closely related to sitapitta according to Miidhava's 
arrangement, namely udarda (a special form of urticaria), ko!ha (an exanthematous, 
itching erruption), and utko!ha (a disorder resembling ko!ha), are discussed in the 
same chapter, thus forming a new cluster of Miidhava's making. 47 The term amlapitta 
usually denotes a symptom in the classical satphitiis, not a separately described noso
logical entity. 48 Miidhava regards it as an independent disease (corresponding to a 
dyspepsia, accompanied by vomiting and diarrhoea or spitting of blood), characterized 
in a separate chapter of twelve verses, which may be his own. The chapter on amlapitta 
of the Hiirftasmphitii (III.24) has possibly been influenced by the Miidhavanidiina, 
whereas that of the Kiisyapasaq1hitii (Khila 16) appears to be original. The chapter on 
amlapitta of the Rogaviniscaya ends with a verse on a related disorder, sle~mapitta, 
but, since the commentators are silent on it, it can safely be assumed to be a later 
interpolation. 49 

Very important is the fact that Miidhava is the earliest author to give a detailed de
scription ofmasiirikii (smallpox, chicken pox, and other infectious, eruptive fevers). A 
disorder of this name is briefly mentioned in a single verse of the chapter on svayathu of 
the Carakasal)lhitii (Ci.12.93), together with romiintikii (Ci.12.92), related to masiirikii, 
whereas Susruta (Ni.13.38) and Viigbha!a (A.h.U.31.8 = A.s. U.36.8) regard masiirikii 
as one of the k~udrarogas. The Kiisyapasa1phitii deals with masiirikii in a verse at the 
end of the chapter on visarpa (Khila 14), while the Hiilftasaq1hitii (lll.24) considers it 
to be a variety of contagious pigakiis (pustules). SO The Miidhavanidiina has a chapter 
of thirty-one verses, probably by Miidhava, on masiirikii and its various types, among 
which romiintr figures. 5 1 

The disorder called siikarada1p~!raka52 was added by Miidhava to the group of 
k~udrarogas. The Miidhavanidiina describes seventy-eight eye diseases, as opposed 
to the seventy-six of the Susrutasal)lhitii, by adding two diseases of the eyelashes, 
called kuiicana53 and pak~masiita. 54 SrikaQ!hadatta claims in his comments that 
kuiicana was borrowed from some other treatise, while pak~masiita55 is equated by 
this commentator with krcchronmTia of Viigbha!a (A.h.U.8.3-4 = A.s.U.11.4-5)- 56 

The short chapter of four verses on yonikanda may have been composed by Miidhava. 
This disease, especially prevalent in elder women according to SrikaQ!hadatta in his 
comments, probably corresponds to a prolapse of the vagina or uterus. 57 

The group of puerperal disorders ( 65; siitikiiroga) is an innovation of Miidhava; it 
consists of atigamarda, jvara, kampa, pipiisii, gurugiitratii, sotha, siila, and atisiira. 58 

One of the diseases not described in the Miidhavanidiina is a disease of the head, 
called upasfr~aka; 59 tuQgi, a children's disease, is also absent, 60 as well as the term 
bradhna.61 

Several editions of the Miidhavanidiina contain additional verses, ignored in the 
Madhukosa. Some stanzas added to the end of the chapter on grahaQI describe the va
rieties called sa1pgrahagrahaQI62 and gha!IyantragrahaQI. 63 
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Quotations from and references to the Rogaviniscaya or Miidhavanidiina 

Miidhava, the author of the Madhavanidana, is quoted by A<:Ihamalla,64 Asubodha 
and Nityabodha Senagupta in their commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, Ga
i:ianathasena in the auto-commentary on his Siddhiintanidana,65 Gopiiladiisa in the 
Cikitsiimrta, !i6 Jayaratna in the Jvaraparajaya, JTvanandavidyiisagara in his commen
tary on the Rasendrasarasarµgraha, Naganatha in the Nidanapradfpa, Narayai:ia in the 
JvaranirIJaya,61 Niscalakara in the Ratnaprabhii, 68 Sukhananda in his commentary on 
Lolimbaraja's Vaidyajfvana,69 and in the Yogaratnakara.70 

Miidhava is mentioned in the Harpsarajanidiina, Herambasena's Gii<;lhabodhaka
sarpgraha, Trimalla's Vaidyacandrodaya, 71 Viicaspati's commentary on the Madhava
nidana,12 and Vijayarak~ita's part of the Madhukosa. 73 

The author of the Miidhavanidiina is called Miidhaviiciirya by A9hamalla 74 and in 
the commentary on the Ayurvedabdhisara.75 He is quoted or referred to as Madha
vakara or -kiira in Aghoraniitha's commentary on his Bhi§aksarvasva, 76 Asubodha
and Nityabodha Senagupta in their commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, Hemii
dri's commentary on the A$!iirigahrdayasaq1hita, 77 Niscalakara's Ratnaprabhii, 78 Si
vamisra's Vaidyasastrasivanubhava, Srikai:i!hadatta's part of the Madhukosa, 79 Sukha
nanda's commentary on the Vaidyajfvana,80 Vacaspati's commentary on the Madha
vanidana, 81 and Vijayarak~ita's part of the Madhukosa. 82 Asubodha and Nityabodha 
Senagupta quote him as the Rugviniscayalqt in their commentary on the Rasaratnasa
muccaya. He is called Satpgrahakara in Srikai:i!hadatta's part of the Madhukosa83 and 
Vacaspati's Atarikadarpai;ia. 84 

The Miidhavanidiina is quoted or referred to as Gadaviniscaya, Miidhavanidana, 
Miidhavasaq1graha, Nidiina, Nidiinasaq1graha, Rogaviniscaya and Rugviniscaya in 
A<:lhamalla's commentary on the Sanigadharasa1phita, 85 Aghoranatha's commentary 
on his Bhi,~aksarvasva, 86 the Arogyiimrtabindu, Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagu
pta's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya,87 the BasavariiJTya, 88 Bhiivaprakiisa, 8<) 

Bhesajjamaiijiisiisannaya, BrhannighaIJturatniikara, Caturbhuja's commentary on the 
Rasahrdaya,90 Gulriijsarmamisra's Visikhiinupravesavijliana, 91 Har~akirti's Yogaci
ntiimapi,92 Hemiidri's commentary on the A§tiirigahrdayasarphitii, 93 Jiiarasarama's 
version of the Amrtasiigara,94 Kasiriima's commentary on the Siirrigadharasarphitii,95 

Lak~micandra's Lak§mfprakiisa, 96 La~miriima's commentary on the Siddhabhe§a
jamaIJimiilii, '11 Meghamuni's Meghavinoda,98 Niscalakara's Ratnaprabha,99 Rama
candra's Rarnavinoda, Rajesvaradatta Misra's Svasthavrttasamuccaya, 100 Satyadeva 
Viisi~!ha's commentary on Riival)a's Nii<;/Iparfk§ii, Srika~1\hadatta's commentary on the 
Siddhayoga, 101 Trimalla's YogatararigiIJf102 and BrhadyogatarruigiIJf, 103 Viicaspati's 
commentary on the Madhavanidiina, I04 Vallabhag3Qi's commentary on Hemaca
ndra's AbhidhanacintamaIJi, 105 the Vfrasiq1havaloka, 106 Y!llda's Siddhayoga, 107 and 
Yogindraniitha's commentary on the Carakasarphita. 1~ 

The nidiina verses of a very large number of later works draw heavily on the Mii
dhavanidana without specifying this source. 

Verses said to be from the Miidhavanidiina, but dealing with treatment, are found 
in the Basavara1Tya and Vallabhendra's VaidyacinliimaIJi. 
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Works related to the Rogaviniscaya or Miidhavanidiina 

A supplement, called Nidiinaparisi1Ha. was written by Hiiriidhana, 109 while a Miidha
vanidiinaparisi$fa 110 is due to Brahmasarpkara SastrL 111 An Abhinavamiidhavanidiina 
by Riijaguru Kavicandra and a Miidhavanidiinasiira are known from Sri Lanka. 112 

Commentaries on the Rogaviniscaya or Miidhavanidana 

The large number of commentaries on the Rogaviniscaya testifies to the fame this work 
acquired. 

The following commentaries are known or mentioned: 
1 Vyiikhyiimadhukosa by Vijayarak~ita and Srikal)!IJadatta. 
2 ii.tarikadar pal)a by Viicaspati. 
3 RogaviniscayavivaraiiasiddhiintacintiimaQi 113 or simply SiddhiintacintiimaQi 114 

by Narasirpha Kaviriija, 115 assistant ofRiimalq~i~a Bha!!a and son ofNilaka~1~ha 
Bhana. 116 Narasirpha was the teacher ofVaidyacintiimal)i, who lived in the eigh
teenth century. 117 Narasirpha refers in the SiddhiintacintiimaQi to his commen
tary on the CarakasaI]lhitii, called Carakatattvaprakiisakaustubhafikii, and fre
quently adduces Caraka in illustration of Miidhava's verses, whilst quotations 
from Susruta are much rarer. 11s 

Narasirpha's Siddhiintacintiimal)i is undoubtedly the same as the Siddhiintaca
ndrikiiby Narasirpha Kaviriija, son of NI!aka~1fha Bha!!a and pupil ofRiima~l_la 
Bhana, mentioned by S. Dasgupta, 119 who claims that the work, though based 
on the Madhukosa, is an excellent commentary, containing much that is both 
instructive and new. Dasgupta was in error when supposing that probably the 
only MS available was the one belonging to the library of his family; an edi
tion, planned by him, never appeared. Th. Aufrechtrecorded a MS of an anony
mous Siddhiintacandrika on the Miidhavanidiina. 120 P. V. Sharma discovered an 
additional MS ofNarasirpha's commentary in the Central Library of the Benares 
Hindu University. This MS, the first two parts of which are missing, was written 
in 1770 by one Jayacandradiisa, who belonged to the tradition of Narasirpha. 121 

P. V. Sharma 122 informs us that Narasiqtha criticizes the authors of the Malihuko
sa at many places and quotes the following authorities and works: Bhanaraka 
(Hariscandra), Bhoja, Cakra, Caraka, Gayin, Hiirita, Jejja~a, K~iirapiil)i, Mahii
bhiirata, Nimi, Siityaki, Sridharasviimin, Susruta, Viigbha~a, Vapyacandra, Varii
hamihira, Videha, Vi$1Judharmottara, Vrddhakiisyapa, and Yasodhara. The data 
available point to the eighteenth or the last part of the seventeenth century as the 
age ofNarashpha. 

4 MiidhavanidiinafippaQiby Bhiivamisra. 123 An anonymous work of the same title 
is also known. 124 

5 Rugvinin;iayafikii by BhaviinI Sahiiya. 125 

6 N idiiniirthaprakiisikii by Candrakumiira Diisa. 126 

7 Sara/ii by Chiranji vi Lall Sharma. 127 

8 Arthaprakiisikiiby Ga~1efa Bhi~aj. 128 
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9 a commentary by Isiinadeva. 129 

I O MiidhavanidiinasubodhinT by Jiiiinameru, pupil of Mahimasundaraga1.1i of the 
Kharataragaccha, in his turn pupil of Siidhukirtyupiidhyiiya. 130 

11 a commentary by Kiilidasa. 131 

12 a commentary on chapter two (on fevers) by Karmacandra, a Jain monk of the 
Kharataragaccha, who lived in the second half of the seventeenth or first half of 
the eighteenth century. 132 

13 a commentary by Maitreyarak~ita. 133 

14 a commentary by Raisarman, 134 who may have been the elder brother of Va-
ca.,pati, the author of the Atailkadarpa,;ia on the Miidhavanidiina. 135 

15 Vaidyamanoramii by Ramakr~1.1a, son ofGauri and Nnakai:iJha. 136 

16 a commentary by Ramanatha Vaidya. 137 

17 Siirndii by Srisaradacarai:iasena, a relatively modern commentary. 138 

18 a commentary by Sudhira. 139 

19 a commentary by Sukira. 140 

20 SudhiilaharTby Umesananda Sarman, a modern commentary. 141 

21 SubodhinTby Vadeva (Vasudeva?) Mathura, consisting of short glosses on dif-
ficult verses of the Nidiina. 142 

22 an anonymous commentary called BiilabodhinT. 143 

23 an anonymous avaciiri. 144 

24 an anonymous stabaka. 145 

Gatigarama, a Jain monk, rendered the Miidhavanidiina into Hindi verse 
in 1821/22; this version, called Yatinidiina, contains additional material on 
diseases not described by Madhava. 146 

Madhavacikitsa 

The Miidhavacikitsii 147 is the earliest compendium on therapy of Sanskrit medical liter
ature, if one disregards a work like the Yogasataka, which consists only of a collection 
of recipes. 148 

The text of the edition is divided into eighty-one chapters. Chapters one to sixty
seven are connected with the treatment of the disorders described in the Miidhavanidii
na, essentially in the same order. The remaining chapters are devoted to rasayana (68), 
vajikara1.1a (69), paiicakarman (70), sneha (71), sveda (71), sveda (72), vamana (73), 
vireka (74 ), aniivasana and niriiha (75-76), dhiima (77), nasya (78), kavalaand ga1~c;lii
~a (79), prescriptions for various disorders (prakir1.1arogacikitsa), as well as weights and 
measures (80), and paribh~a (81 ). The same type of arrangement was adopted in many 
later works, such as Vp1da's Siddhayoga 149 and Cakrapai:iidatta's Cikitsiisaipgraha. 150 

The scheme of chapters one to sixty-seven does not fully agree with that of the 
Miidhavanidiina. The Miidhavacikitsii has separate chapters on pravahika (irrita
tion of the large intestine, including the bacillary dysenteries; 3), 151 bhiitonmada 
(insanity caused by supernatural beings; 19), 152 grdhrasi (sciatica; 22), 153 plihan 
(splenomegaly; 36),154 sophodara (37), 155 snayuka (dracontiasis, i.e., the Guinea 
worm disease; 53), 156 and somaroga or mtitratisara (a polyuria occurring in women; 
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63). 157 One chapter is concerned with the therapy of visarpa and vispho\a (52), 
whereas the Madhavanidiina devotes two chapters to these diseases. 158 One chapter 
deals with all kinds of vraQa (ulcers and wounds; 43). 159 The chapters on kaumii
rabhrtya are arranged differently from those in the Nidiina; their order is striroga (61), 
pradara (62), somaroga (63), striroga again (64), and garbharak~ii (65), l60 whereas 
the Nidiina has asrgdara (= pradara), yonivyiipad (a composite group, comprising 
menstrual disorders, diseases of the vagina, and functional disorders of psychogenic 
origin), yonikanda, mii9hagarbha (disturbances of pregnancy and malposition of 
the foetus), siitikiiroga (puerperal diseases), stanaroga (diseases of the breasts), and 
stanyadu~\i (disorders of the breastmilk). 161 

A striking feature of the Miidhavacikitsii is the presence of chapters on the treat
ment of sniiyuka and somaroga, diseases unknown to the author of the Miidhavanidii
na. 162 The disease called sniiyuka is described for the first time in Vrnda's Siddhayoga 
(55.15-19), somaroga in Vaitgasena's Cikitsiisarasaipgraha (striroga 80-88), two t~ea
tises written after the period in which Miidhava lived. The view that the Miidhavanidii
na and Miidhavacikitsii were written by one and the same author 163 can therefore be 
upheld only if the chapters on sniiyuka and somaroga are considered to be interpola
tions of later origin. 164 The possibility that these chapters are actually interpolations 
is strengthened by the absence of a chapter on sniiyuka in the manuscript kept at the 
Bhandarkar'Oriental Institute in Poona. 165 

The general impression one gains on reading the Miidhavacikitsii is that of a rather 
early work, prior to the Siddhayoga. It shares many verses with it, but is more concise. 
Part of its prescriptions do not occur in the Siddhayoga 166 or Cakradatta 

Details pointing to an early date of composition - prior to that of the Siddhayoga 
- are the following. The chapter on krmiroga (diseases caused by parasites; 7) does 
not yet prescribe the use of piirasiyayaviinI, 167 and the juice from the leaves of dhattii
ra. 168 Religion and astrology do not figure in the treatment of mas[irikii and vi~a. while 
they do so in the Siddhayoga 169 Many of the more complicated compound formulae 
of Siddhayoga and Cakradatta are absent from the Miidhavacikitsii. 170 

A noteworthy feature is the presence, in agreement with the Miidhavanidiina, of a 
separate chapter on the treatment of siila and pariQiimasiila. 171 Chapters on the treat
ment of iimaviita, 172 amlapitta, 173 and medoroga 174 are present as well. The section on 
the treatment of various disorders contains a prescription against sitapitta (prakin)aroga 
I). 175 

Some other noteworthy features of the treatise consist of a prescription with ka
fica\a 176 as one of its ingredients and the presence of prescriptions against carmakila 
in the chapter on k~udraroga (55.25 and 30).111178 

Sources are sometimes referred to in the Miidhavacikitsii. 179 A considerable num
ber of verses have been borrowed from Ravigupta's Siddhasiira. 180 

As in the Miidhavanidiina, the author does not mention his name, but the colophon 
of the edition states that the work is by Miidhava, son of lndukara. 181 

The Miidhavacikitsii is quoted as Madhavasaq1graha in Niscalakara's Ratna
prabhii182 and, without mention of the name of the work, by SrikaQ\hadatta in the 
VyiikhyiikusumiivaJi. 183 
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Other medical works 

69 

The question which of the other medical treatises attributed to an author called Mli
dhava can be assigned to the one who wrote the Miidhavanidiina and, possibly, the 
Miidhavacikitsii, still remains partially unanswered, though many of the problems con
cerning medical works by authors of the name of Madhava have been solved in recent 
years, first and foremost thanks to the scholarship of P.V. Sharma. 184 Some obscuri
ties are left, for it cannot be ascertained which Madhava wrote the works called Pra
snasahasravidhiina, Yogavyiikhyii, and Miidhavasaqigraha. 

The Prasnavidhiina is once, without the author being mentioned, referred to by 
Vijayarak~ita, 185 who calls it a susrutaslokavarttika, i.e., versified glosses on the 
Su§rutasaq1hitii. 186 A quotation, attributed to Madhavakara in Hemadri's commen
tary on the A$tiingahrdaya, 187 may be from the same work. Niscalakara quotes 
the Prasnasahasravidhiina, i.e., the exposition on a thousand questions, in his Ra
tnaprabhii; unlike Vijayarak~ita, he also gives the name of its author, Mlidhava or 
Mlidhavakara. 188 Niscala's first quotation consists of a question and the answer to it, 
both in verse, connected with a statement found in the Susrutasamhitii; 189 the second 
quotation, in verse too, is about the nature of vlita diseases. 190 T~ Susrutaviirttika of 
Mlidhava, once quoted in Niscala's Ratnaprabhii, 191 is obviously the same work as 
the Prasnasahasravidhiina, because it was also composed in the form of questions and 
answers in verse. 

A kind of commentary on the Su§rutasa,phitii by a Mlidhava(kara) has once existed, as 
is clear from a statement found in Vijayarak~ita's part of the Madhuko§a, 192 where- in 
a passage that refers to a stanza from the Sulfrutasaqihitii- Madhavakara's name occurs 
as one among a number of authors of explanatory works. 193The same series is found in 
Narahari's Viigbha;ama1J9ana. 194 Moreover, Vacaspati cites in his Atruikadarpa!Ja195 

an explanation by Midhava that also occurs in the Madhuko§a, where it is not explicitly 
attributed to Madhava. The remark derives from a commentary on the Su§rutasa,phitii, 
being clearly an elucidation of a technical term found in a passage from that treatise. 196 

Finally, the Ratnaprabhii claims that an author called Govardhana 197 preferred a com
ment by Jejja!a to that on the same subject by Mlidhava. 198 

An unsolved question is whether or not this commentary on the Susrutasa,phitii is 
identical with the Prasnasahasravidhiina. Conclusive evidence is not available, but it 
seems reasonable to assume that Mlidhava did not write two explanatory treatises on 
the same samhitli. 

The identity of this author has not yet been determined. S. Dasgupta 199 pointed to 
the Srimlidhava who, according to I;>alhai;ia in the introduction to his Nibandhasa,p
graha, composed a !ippa!)a on the Su§rutasa,phitii. This Snmlidhava may or may not 
be the same as the one who wrote the Pra§nasahasravidhiina. P.V. Sharma200 suggested 
that the author of the Prasnasahasravidhiina may be identical with Mlidhava, son of 
Indrakara, who composed the Paiyiiyaratnamiilii. Evidence confirming this identity is, 
however, completely lacking. 
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The Yogavyiikhyii is once quoted as a work by Madhavakara in SrJ:kar:i!hadatta's 
commentary on the Siddhayoga.201 Judging from Srikar:i!ha's quotation, this work 
appears to have been a treatise on medicinal compounds. Niscalakara also quotes Ma
dhava(kara)'s Yogavyiikhyii in his Ratnaprabhii on the Cakradatta. 202 The references to 
and the three citations in prose from this work suggest that it consisted of explanations 
regarding the preparation of compound drugs. Niscala is the only author mentioning 
a shorter version of Mi\dhava(kara)'s Yogavyiikhyii, called Svalpayogavyiikhyii. 203 

Conclusive evidence concerning the identity of this Madhava(kara) is not available, 
but he may well be the same Madhava(kara) who wrote the Prasnasahasrnvidhiina on 
the Susrutasa!)1hitii. 

The information that can be extracted from the Ratnaprabhii points to the Yogavyii
khyii and Svalpayogavyiikhyii as works concerned with the explanation of prescrip
tions found in the Carakasa!)1hitii. 2o4 

A number of Niscala's quotations from and references to Madhava(kara) that do 
not name a particular treatise215 impress as being from the Yogavyiikhyii, on account 
of their style and contents. The work they comment on is the CarakasaI!]hitii. 206 Ma
dhava(kara) is repeatedly said to follow Jejja!a's views; 207 Govardhana is an author 
who often agrees with him. 

A Miidhavasa!)lgraha is quoted, once only, by Niscalakara. 20s 

The author 

The Rogavinisca;,;a and Miidhavacikitsii are completely silent as to their author. He is 
called Madhava, Srimadhava, or Madhavakara in the colophons of manusc1ipts of the 
Nidiina and its commentaries 209 and in those of the Cikitsii. 2 10 His name appears as 
Madhava and Madhavakara in Vijayarak~ita's part of the Madhukosa. Srikanthadatta 
refers to him as Madhavakara in his commentary on the Siddhayoga. Hemfidri once 
quotes from the Nidana as the work of Mi\dhavakara. 

The name of Madhava's father is Indukara or Candrakara in the colophons of 
manuscripts of the Nidiina and Cikitsii. 211 

The foregoing does not suffice to decide whether the author's name was Madhava 
or Madhavakara. It has been supposed, since their names end in -kara, that Ma
dhavakara and his father belonged to the Kara family mentioned as one of the families 
of Bengal physicians in Bharatamallika's Candraprabhii. 212 The only evidence on this 
point is the ending -kara of the names of Madhava and his father, but, as we have seen, 
there is no certainty in this respect with regard to Madhava's name. 213 The name of 
Madhava's father need not imply a Bengal origin, for authors are known with a name 
ending in -kara who did not belong to Bengal. 214 

In the past there has been confusion as to the identity of Madhava,215 a confusion 
created by Hoernle in an article about the commentaries on the Susrutasa1phitii, 216 

in which he assumed on faulty grounds that Madhava and Vrnda might be one and 
the same person. The fact that Vrnda's Siddhayoga is also known as V/Jldamiidhava 
strengthened him in his belief that the Miidhavanidiina and Siddhayoga were the 
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two parts of one work by Vrnda. Hoernle was unaware of the existence of the 
Miidhavacikitsii, although R. Mitra's description of the Bikiiner MS was available at 
the time he wrote his article. The discovery of more MSS has made it quite clear that 
Hoernle's views on the subject do not reflect the actual state of affairs. 

Date 

Miidhava's terminus post quern can only be deduced from the sources of the Nidiina 
and Cikitsii. Since the greater part of the Rogaviniscaya consists of stanzas borrowed 
from the Carakasarphitii, Susrutasarphitii, A$tiiligahrdayasarphitii, A$tiingasrupgraha, 
and Siddhasii.ra, and since the Miidhavacikitsii contains many verses quoted from the 
Siddhasii.ra, their dates of composition cannot be earlier than about AD. 650. The ter
minus ante quern is the date of Vrnda, about AD. 900, because the Miidhavanidiina is 
referred to in the Siddhayoga.217 

Moreover, it has been common knowledge for a Jong time that a number of Arabic 
authors mention an Indian medical treatise that may be the Miidhavanidiina. 218 Among 
the Indian medical works recorded by Ibn AbI U~aybi 'a (who died in 1270) in the 
twelfth book of his 'classes of physicians', the 'Uyiin al-anbii' ff!abaqiit al-a!ibbii', 219 

one finds a treatise with the title bdiin or ydiin, 220 already corrected into ndiin, i.e., Nidii
na, by Dietz221 and H.H. Wilson.222 U~aybi 'a observes that the signs of 404 diseases 
are described in the work without indicating their treatment. 223 This characterization 
points rather to a work like the Miidhavanidiina than to the Nidiinasthiina of one of the 
classical sa1phitiis, because a restricted number of diseases is dealt with in the latter un
der that heading. The Nidiina is also mentioned by Arabic authors who were earlier than 
Ibn AbI U~aybi 'a, namely al-RiizI and Ibn Wiidi~ al-Ya'qiibI. 224 The latter describes it 
in the same way as U~aybi'a. Important new evidence came to light in 1928 with the 
edition of 'AII ibn Sahl al-TabarI's Firdaws al-hikma, i.e., Paradise of Wisdom. 225 In 
the so-called Indian books 0of this treatise226 s~veral Indian medical works are men
tioned: jrk, ssrd, ndiin, and a§!)tiinqhrdy, i.e., Caraka, Susruta, Niliii.na and A~!ii.ligahf
daya It is highly probable that ndiin is the Miidhavanidiina, as no other famous Indian 
book with a similar title could have spread to the Arab world at so early a date (about 
AD. 850). This reference to the Nidiina is the earliest one known in Arab literature. Be
cause of its importance it may be expedient to summarize the most salient facts about 
this work and its author. 221 

Abii'l l:{asan 'AII ibn Sahl al-Tabar1 completed his Firdaws al-~ikma fi'l !ibb in 
Siimarrii in the third year of the reign of the caliph al-Mutawakkil, i.e., in 849/850. 
It is a work of large scope, giving a survey of the Greek, Syrian and Indian systems 
of medicine as known to the Muslims. Its arrangement is less methodical than that of 
later medical works in Arabic, but it is often quoted by al-RiizI and others. Particu
larly important is the thirtieth and last section of the Paradise of Wisdom, which deals 
with Indian medicine. In thirty-six chapters, the majority of which are rather short, it 
succinctly describes the theory and general therapeutic principles of Indian medicine, 
while at the end a number of recipes are found. The translation of Sanskrit medical 
terms into Arabic is usually correct, 228 which indicates that 'AII ibn Sahl made use 
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of the translations of Sanskrit medical works executed by order of the first 'Abbiisid 
caliphs, in particular Hiiriin al-Ra~gid (768-809), and encouraged by the Barmakids. 229 

The Nidiina as a separate book is mentioned once in the Indian books of the Par
adise of Wisdom. The term Nidiina appears on two other occasions, where it is not the 
Miidhavanidiina that is referred to, but the Nidiina section of some other treatise. Nei
ther a direct translation of parts of the Miidhavanidiina is traceable nor of passages from 
the Caraka-, Susruta· and A$fiirigah(dayasarp.hitii, for 'Air ibn Sahl only gives sum
maries of Indian medical doctrines. 

Accepting the evidence supplied by 'Alf ibn Sahl and later Arabic authors and tak
ing into account the time needed for the work of an Indian writer to become so famous 
as to be translated into Arabic in Persia, and to be employed as one of his chief sources 
by an Arabic author in 849/850, it appears reasonable to suppose that Miidhava lived 
in the eighth century. 

The Vyiikhyiimadhukosa 

The Vyiikhyiimadhukosa, 230 often simply called Madhukosa,231 is an elaborate and 
valuable commentary which covers the whole of the Miidhavanidiina.232 It is the 
earliest commentary on Miidhava's treatise and gives the impression that it is not only 
based on works of predecessors. The first half, up to chapter thirty-two, was written 
by Vijayarak~ita, the second half is due to his pupil Srika1.1!hadatta. Both authors 
quote many authorities. Vijayarak~ita presents a list of those regarded as important in 
the introductory verses of the Madhukosa: Bhanara(haricandra), Jejja!a, Gadadhara, 
Viipyacandra, SricakrapiiQi(datta), Bakula, fsvarasena, Bhoja, Isiina, Kiirttika(ku1.1~a), 
Sukira, Sudhira, Maitreya, and Miidhava. 

Quoted or referred to in Vijayarak~ita's part of the Madhukosa are: Abhidhiina 
(2.10-11), 233 Agnivesa (2.66cd-74ab), Amara (1.1), A~ii~hadharma (l.14cd-15ab), 
Bakulakara (6.15; 22.1-4), Bhaluki (2.24, 31cd-32ab, 75), Bhii/uldtantra (2.18-23, 
twice), Bhattiiraharicandra (1.4; I.Sa-c, four times; 1.10, twice; 2.1 and 61cd-65; 
28.3),234 Bh~~a (2.37-38), Bhoja (3.21; 5.1; 17.14-15ab; 18.4-6), Cakra (2.18-23, 
twice; 2.30cd-3lab, 6lcd-65, 66cd-74ab; 5.31-32; 8.1 and 10; 12.27-34; 20.5; 
22.57cd-58ab), Candrikiikiira (2.61cd-65; 10.20; 22.1-4, 15, 27-28ab), Caraka 
(often), Dr~habala (2.18-23, three times; 8.2; 12.1-2; 16.8cd, twice; 17.15cd-16ab; 
22.14-15ab, 28cd-32ab, 44-47ef; 24.1-5; 29.6; 30.1-2; 32.1-3a), Gadiidhara (1.4 
and 11-13; 2.8-9, 40, 42-47; 3.4; 3.9-10, twice; 5.31-32; 6.5-6; 10.19c-f; 11.1-2; 
16.1-2; 22.38cd-39ab and 39cd-41), Gautama (5.33-34), Gayadiisa (2.18-23; 9.11 
and 12-14; 11.12-13; 12.8 and 11-14; 18.7; 22.57cd-58ab, 58cd-59ab, 59cd-60ab, 
68cd-70ab, 70cd-72; 28.2, 3, 14; 29.2 and 6), Gu1.1akara (5.31-32), Haricandra(l.5a
c and 15cd-18; 2.34-36ab and 39; 2.61cd-65, twice; 18.9; 28.3),235 Hiirita (1.5d-6; 
2.15cd-16, 37-38, 61cd-65; 2.66cd-74ab, twice; 3.21; 8.2; 16.5; 22.57cd-58ab, 
twice; 26.1; 29.6), Harivarpsa (2.1), Isiina(deva) (2.34-36ab; 22.22-26, 28-32ab, 
54-56; 23.1-3; 24.6-10), isvarasena ( 1.7), Jatiikar1.1a (2.55, twice; 2.6lcd-65; 12. 
11-14), Jejja!a (1.4, 5d-6, 11-13; 2.2, 3, 10-11, 18-23, 24, 26-30ab; 2.30cd-3lab, 
twice; 2.37-38, twice; 2.39, twice;2.40; 2.42-47, twice; 2.59.61ab; 2.61cd-65, twice; 
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2.66cd-74ab, three times; 3.4, 9-10, 14-19, 20; 5.3-4; 6.5-6 and 23; 8.1; 8.8-10 
(twice); 8.11, 12-15, 19cd-2lab; 9.6-7ab and 12-14; 10.2; 10.21-29ab, twice; 
11.12-13; 12.8, 11-14, 18-20, 27-34; 12.35-36, three times; 16.10; 17.6, 14-!Sab, 
16cd-18; 18. 9 and 22; 19.7-8; 20.4, 5, 6; 20.26, twice; 20.29-30, twice; 22.6-9, twice; 
22.37cd-38ab, 58cd-59ab, 70cd-72; 24.1-5; 28.2, 3, 15-16; 29.2 and 6), Karaviriicii
rya (3.14-19), Karttika(kui;i9a)( l.Sd-6; 2.3, 4-7, 8-9, 10-11, 15cd-16; 2.48-54, three 
times; 2.6lcd-65, twice; 2.66cd-74ab; 3.1-3 and 9-10; 5.43; 6.15; 9.11; 10.2 and 
14; 22.15, 64cd, 68cd-70ab, 70cd-72; 27.2-12), kiismirii~ (5.27cd-30; 10.5; 14.2), 
Kiismirapiifha (2.18-23), Kharanada (2.34-36ab and 6lcd-65), K~arapai;ii (3.11; 
28.3), Miidhava(kara) (l.Sd-6, twice; 2.66cd-74ab; 10.8-12; 11.12-13; 22.44-47ef; 
22.65ab, twice), Niigabhartrtantra (2.37-38), Nagarjuna's Arogyamaiijarf (6.5-6), 
Palakapya (2.1), Pariisara ( 1.Sd-6; 2.39; 3.21; 8.8-10), Prafoavidhiina ( l.14cd-15ab), 
siiliikya (22.65ab), Sa,pgraha (30.1-2), Sudiintasena (I.Sa-<: and 8-9), Susruta(often), 
Svamidasa (1.14cd-15ab), Tisaiaciirya (l.5a-c), Vagbhaia (often), Vapyacandra (1.4 
and5d-6; 1.8-9, twice; 1.11-13, twice; l.15cd-18; 2.39; 28.2 and 3), Variiha (22.80), 
Videha (2.1, 26-30ab,42-47; 8.11; 18.10-11; 20.18, twice; 20.24 and 26; 22.22-26), 
Vrddhabhoja (14.4), V[ddhasu.'fruta (2.4-7, 26-30ab, 37-38, 39, 42-47; 26.1), and 
Vrddhaviigbhafa ( 1.8-9; 2.66cd-74ab ). 

Authorities and works quoted or referred to by Srikai;i!hadatta in his part of the 
Madhuko§a are: Agnivesa (44.1), Alambiiyana (69.2lcd-25ab and 28), Bhiiluki ( 44.9-
10; 49.37-39), Bhoja (33.27-28, four times; 33.34cd-35, twice; 37.7cd-llab, twice; 
38.8cd-9ab, 15, 16-17, 25, 26; 40.!0cd-ll ab and 17cd-20;46.l and 6; 49.17cd-23ab, 
25cd-30, 37-39; 52.22cd-24 and 25; 53.3-8ab; 55.1; 55, 11, twice; 55.12, 22-24, 26, 
28-29, 32; 55.36, twice; 55.38, 40cd, 41-43, 44-45ab; 55.45cd-47, twice; 55.50-51; 
56.1, 9cd-10ab, 15, 27, 35cd-36ab; 56.38, four times; 56.47, 48, 54; 64.2 and 6), Cakra 
(55.12), Cak~u~ya (59.88 and 92; 60.6), Candrikiikara (59.95 and 97-98), Caraka (of
ten), Gadiidhara (33.13-!Sab, 22, 23-25, 34cd-35; 35.15d-17,21-22c,22d-24; 41.12; 
46.8; 48.1 and 16; 49.17cd-23ab; 56.10-11, 15, 47; 58.1; 59.17, 25, 33cd-35ab, 41ab, 
4Icd-46, 50cd-5lab, 59, 62cd-64, 65ab, 69cd, 71, 88; 60.1 and 6; 64.7; 69.30-31), 
Gayadiisa (55.36), Hiirrta (40.17ab; 61.6-7), Hirai;iyiik~a (61.6-7; 68.23), Isana (33. 
4), Jatukari;ia(55.12),Jejja!a (35.22d-24;40.llcd-16; 46.2-3ab; 49.17cd-23ab, 25cd-
30, 37-39), Kalyii!Javiniscaya (59.67cd and 97-98), kiimasiistra(41.I), Karlila (59.17), 
Kiirttika (33.34cd-35; 36.17-20; 38.18-20ab; 45.2cd; 55.28-29; 56.22, 23, 53; 57.5; 
58.1; 59.14, 22, 24, 33cd-35ab, 49; 59.50cd-5 lab, twice; 59.59, 62cd-64, 65cd, 73ab, 
74b-d, 75, 86, 89; 69.2lcd-25ab, twice; 69.30-31), Kharaniida (56.38), K~arapai;ii (36. 
17-20), Miidhava(kara) (45.6cd; 59.96; 60.9-10),236 Nimi (57.8; 59.29, 4lab, 65ab, 
80; 60.8), Ravigupta (59.67cd), siiliikya (60.1), Saf!!grahakiira (38.9cd-10; 56.27),237 

Siityaki (59.47-48ab, twice; 59.94 and 95; 66.11-13),238 Susruta(often), Vagbhaia (of
ten), Vapyacandra (33.7cd-12), Vatsyayana (48.1), Videha (55.28-29, twice; 55.30; 
56.55; 57.1, 2-3, 4, 6-7; 58.2, 15, 28; 59.15, 18; 59.22, twice; 59.26, three times; 59. 
28, 29, 33cd-35ab, 47-48ab; 59.60cd-6Iab, twice; 59.69cd, 70ab, 70cd, 73cd, 74b-d, 
75, 76, 79, 81, 85, 87, 88, 93, 97-98; 60.6 and 8; 60.11-13, twice; 60.14-15; 61.6-7), 
Visvamitra (49.37-39), and Vrddhakiisyapa (69.33-34). 

Vijayarak~ita is quoted by Niscalakara,239 Priyavrat Sarma,240 and Sivadiisase-
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na.241 He is referred to by Sailendrasiipha.242 The author of the Madhukosa (ma
dhukosalqt) is cited in Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta's commentary on the 
Rasaratnasamuccaya and in the commentary on the Ayurvedii.bdhisii.ra. 243 

Works and authors quoting the Madhukosaare: the commentary on the Ayurvedii.
bdhisii.ra,244 a gloss on Bhavamisra's Bhii.vaprakii.sa,245 the Brhannighai:i;uratnii.ka
ra, 246 Gulriijsarmami~ra's Visikhii.nupravesavijiiii.na, Kasirama,247 Priyavrat Sarma's 
auto-commentary on the Ayurvedadarsana, Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta's 
commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, and Satyadeva Viisi~!ha's commentary on 
Raval_la's Nii.~pari/cyii.. The Madhukosa is referred to in Viicaspati's Ataiikada1pa(la. 

It is a matter of uncertainty why Vijayarak~ita left his commentary unfinished, 
though serious consideration should be given to the possibility that death intervened. 
It is rather generally assumed that Vijayarak~ita was a native of Bengal, which appears 
to be reasonable, since Niscalakara, who belonged to that region, mentions him as an 
ayurvedaguru in the introductory verses of his Ratnaprabhii.. As Vijayarak~ita is called 
arogyasiiliyavaidyapati in the colophons of some old MSS of the Madhukosa,248 he 
is thought to have been in charge of a hospital (arogyasala). 249 The maitgaliicaral_la 
of the Madhukosa, addressed to Harihara, shows that the author professed Hinduism, 
which is confirmed by his rejection of a Buddhist theory of knowledge. 250 

Concerning Vijayarak~ita's date one should recall that he refers to Cakrapa.1~idatta 
as one of his sources, which permits us to fix the terminus post quern at about A.D. 
1060. A disputed piece of evidence is an old MS of the Nidii.na, completed in Nepal 
under the reign of king Jayaratnamalla on December 27, AD. 1210; 251 the name of the 
work is Sii.stramadhuko~a in the colophon, though it only contains the text oftheNidii.na 
with a line-by-line Newari translation; D.Ch. Bhattacharyya claimed that this MS tes
tifies to the reputation of the Madhukosa in Nepal shortly after 1200. 252 An important 
clue to the date of Vijayarak~ita is provided by Niscalakara, who states that he started 
writing his commentary on the Cakradatta after Vijayarak~ita's death. This makes the 
latter's terminus ante quern depend on that of Niscalakara, who wrote his commentary 
in the first half of the twelfth century according to D.Ch. Bhattacharyya,· which would 
make it possible to establish Vijayarak~ita's date at about AD. 1100. P.V. Sharma, who 
disagrees with D.Ch. Bhattacharyya's chronological scheme, which makes Ramapala 
the patron of Vijayarak~ita, 253 fixed his date at about A.D. 1200; 254 Jater, the same au
thor pref erred placing him during the reign ofVisvariipasena or Kesavasena, 255 the last 
notable kings of the Sena dynasty. 256 G. Hiildiir257 regards Vijayarak~ita as the son of 
a daughter of Kesavasena, which would make him live in the second half of the thir
teenth century. J. Jolly258 even supposed the Madhukosa to have been written in the 
fourteenth or fifteenth century. 

Vijayarak~ita's date ultimately depends on the period of time that elapsed between 
his death and the composition of Niscalakara's Ratnaprabhii.. Niscalakara declares that 
he decided to write his work because the interpretation of the Cakradatta had become 
obscured after the demise of the ayurvedaguru Vijayarak~ita. P.V. Sharma asserts that 
this remark proves that in Vijayarak~ita's times the Cakradatta was studied, next to Vr
nda's Siddhayoga, but had not yet become authoritative, as attested by the fact that Srr
kaf.l!hadatta, who is later than Vijayarak~ita, chose to comment on the Siddhayoga.259 
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Vijayarak~ita, however, quotes CakrapiiQidatta, whose treatises were available to him. 
Vijayarak~ita's intimate acquaintance with the Cakradatta is attested by some quo

tations in the Ratnaprabhii, ifRak~itapiidiil:J is identical with Vijayarak~ita. Niscala's re
marks on Rak~itapiidiil]'s opinion ad grahaQI 4260 and 13261 may refer to Vijayarak~ita. 
The same applies to the quotations ad arsas 100-103, 262 agnimiindya 5, 263 krimi 5,264 

and nii9Ivra1Ja 5. 265 A crucial passage is found in the Ratnaprabhii ad piiry9uroga 35-
40, where Niscala reproduces a variant of verse 40, read by Rak~itapiidiil:J. PiiQ;uroga 
40 consists of an addition ofCakra, called a !ippaQI, to 35-39 (the formula of tryii~aQii
dimaQ;ura), quoted from the CarakasaJ!lhita (Ci.16.73-77). Cal(ra's !ippaQI is absent 
from the Siddhayoga,266 which proves that Rak~itapiidiil:J disposed of the text of the 
Cakradatta. The identity ofNiscala's Rak~itapiidiil:J with Vijayarak~ita is supported by 
the remarkable similarity between his views and those of his pupil SrikapJhadatta as 
expresed in the latter's Kusumiivaff 

Some of Niscala's quotations are not from Rak~ita's interpretation of the Cakra
datta, but from a medical treatise that had chapters on pharmaceutical preparations, 
weights and measures, etc. 267 

D.Ch. Bhattacharyya set up the hypothesis that Niscalakara was one of Vijayara
k~ita's pupils. 268 His main argument is the mention ofVijayarak~ita as an iiyurvedaguru 
in the introductory verses of the Ratnaprabhii. P.V. Sharma rejects this view, advancing 
that the introductory verses mean to say that Niscala wrote his commentary after a con
siderable interval of time had passed since Vijayarak~ita's death, during which period 
the interpretation of the Cakradatta had suffered from bad explanations. 269 Niscala's 
own words, however, do not hint at Vijayarak~ita's death as an event that occurred a 
long time ago, but only express that his commentary will make the precious Cakradatta 
recover the splendour (tvi~) that got lost owing to bad inte1pretations (kubodha) since 
the guru Vijayarak~ita passed away. He adds that he plans to achieve this aim by con
sulting other treatises and by having recourse to the words of his guru (guriikti). He 
does not inform his readers who his guru was, although the latter is repeatedly quoted 
and ref erred to. 270 

Niscalakara belonged to the tradition established by Vijayarak~ita according to P.V. 
Sharma, who is of the opinion that this tradition is referred to as guruparamparii and 
gurusampradiiya in the Ratnaprabhii. 

Earlier, A.F.R. Hoernle271 had dated Vijayarak~ita to about A.D.1240, on insuffi
cient grounds, which were refuted by D.Ch. Bhattacharyya.272 Hoernle's opinion on 
Vijayarak~ita's date was based, amongst other things, on the rejection of a certain doc
trine concerning the structure of the eye in theMadhukosa 273 He was wrong in attribut
ing this rejection to Vijayarak~ita, because it is found in the latter part of the Madhuko
sa, due to SrikaQ!hadatta. Furthermore, he supposed that the doctrine in question, not 
ascribed to a named authority, derived from AruQadatta, whereas the latter, who may 
have lived in the same age as Vijayarak~ita and SrikaQ!hadatta, 274 is not quoted in the 
Madhukosa. Since Hoernle determined Arunadatta's date as about A.D. 1220, he fixed 
Vijayarak~ita's dateataboutA.D. 1240.275 Another point putto use by Hoernle in order 
to establish Vijayarak~ita's date was a quotation from GuQiikara in the Madhukosa,216 

wrongly regarded by him as the author of the Yogaratm,miilii, written in 1239. Actu-
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ally, the medical author Guc:iakara, quoted by Vijayara~ita, is entirely different from 
the Jaina scholar of the same name who wrote a commentary on the Yogaratnamiilii 
in 1239/40. These remarks may suffice to demonstrate that Hoemle's manner of deter
mining VJ.jayarak~ita's chronological position can now be disregarded. 

A precise determination of Vijayarak~ita's date remains fraught with problems, but 
no doubt exists regarding his relative chronological position between Cakrapac:iidatta 
and Srikal}!hadatta, which means that he lived in the twelfth century. 

SrikatJ!hadatta wrote, besides the latter half of the Madhukosa, a commentary on Vr
nda's Siddhayoga He was a pupil of Vijayarak~ita, as stated in the introductory verses 
to his part of the Madhukosa, and probably completed the task of his teacher after the 
latter's death, which implies that he lived in the twelfth century. m P.V. Sharma sug
gests that Srikat:t!ha was the grandfather of Niscalakara. 278 

A medical authority Srikai;t!ha, who was the author of the Amrtavallr, is quoted by 
Niscalakara. 279 Some regard him as identical with the commentator, 280 which is not 
defensible, because Niscala informs us thatthisSrikac:i!ha preferred a particular reading 
ot' a verse of the Siddhayoga on the strength of a !ippac:ii of Vrnda, which is in this case 
a remark found in Srikac:i~hadatta's Kusumiivali; 281 this proves that the author of the 
Amrtavalli is posterior to Srikac:i!hadatta. The Am1taval/iwas a therapeutic treatise in 
verse, as shown by Niscala's quotations. 282 

Vacaspati 

Vacaspati's commentary on the Miidhavanidiina, called Ara1ikadarpa(la,283 is not a 
very original work, as it frequently follows earlier writers 284 and leans heavily on the 
Madhukosa. 285 

Authorities and works quoted or referred to by Vacaspati are: Abhidhiina (55. 
38),286 abhidhaniintara (2.10-11; 287 17.1-5),288 Alamvayana (69.21cd-25ab and 28), 
Aru~1adatta (2.56-57), Bakula (6.15), Bhaluki (2.18-23; 2.24, twice; 2,74; 44.9-10), 
BhaHiirakahariscandra (28.3), 289 Bhe~a (2.37-38; 60.14-15), Bhoja(3.21; 5.1; 17.14-
15ab; 18.4-6; 37.7cd-llab; 38.1, 8cd-9ab, 15, 16-17, 25, 26; 40.!0cd-llab; 46.6; 
49.l 7cd-23ab and25cd-30; 56.1, 9cd-10ab, 15, 28-29, 35cd-36ab, 36cd-37, 38, 47, 
48, 54; 49.37-39; 52.22cd-24 and 25; 53.3-8ab; 55.3, 12, 22-24, 26; 55.36, twice; 
55.38, 40cd, 41-43, 44-45ab, 45cd-47, 50-51; 64.2 and 6), Bhrgu (introduction), 
Brnhmavidyiirahasya (introduction),29° Cakra (5.31-32; 8.8-10; 20.5), Cak~u~ya 
(59.88), Candranandana (2.56-57), Caraka (passim), I;)alha~1a (21.8-9; 43.3; 56.27; 
57.16; 69.4-8ab), Dr<:lhabala (2.18-23; 8.2; 12.1-2; 16.8cd, twice; 17.15cd-16ab; 22. 
12-13 and 44-47ab; 24.1-5; 29.6; 32. l-3a), Gadadhara (2.18.23 and 42-47.; 3.9-10; 
5.31-32; 10.19; 22.38cd-39ab and 39cd-41; 28.2; 33.23-26; 35.15d-17; 48.1 and 16; 
56.!0cd-11 and 15; 59.17),291 Gajavaidyaka (2.1),292 Gautama (5.33-34), Gayadasa 
(2.18-23 and 40; 9.11; 12.8 and 11-14; 16.1-2; 22.59cd-60ab, 68cd-70ab, 70cd-
72; 28.3; 29.2),293 Guc:iakara (2.31-32), Hariscandra (28.3), 294 Harita (2.15cd-16, 
26-30ab, 37-38; 3.21; 16.5; 26.1; 40.17ab; 61.6cd-7), Harivaipsa (2.1), Hirac:iyak~a 
(61.6cd-7; 68.23), Isana (22.22-26 and 54-55ab; 23.1-3), Jagadvaidyaka, 295 Jejja!a 
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(2.34-36ab, 37-38, 42-47; 8.8-10; 9.6-7ab; 10.21-29ab; 12.8, 11-14, 18-20, 27-34, 
35-36; 16.10; 17.6; !8.22cd; 19.7; 20.4, 5, 29; 22.6-8 and 70cd-72; 24.1-5; 28.2, 
3, 15-16; 29.2), jyoti};lsiistra (18. 10-11), Kiimasiitra (47.1), Ka~1iida (introduction), 
Kapila (introduction), Kariila (59.17), Karaviriiciirya (3.14-19), Kiirttika (22.64cd, 
68cd-70ab, 72; 55.28-29; 56.22; 58. I; 59.14 and 59; 69.30-3 !), kiismirii~ (10.5), 
Kiismirapiiµia (2.18-23), Kharaniida (2.34-36ab), ~Irapii~1i (28.3; 36.17-20), Mii
dhava(kara) (5.31-32; 6.23; 17.20; 23.14-18; 59.96; 69.39-4lab), Madhavasa111graha 
(introduction), Madhukosa (introduction; 2.61cd-65), Nimi (57.8; 59.29, 4Iab, 70ab, 
80, 85, 87), Pariisara (3.21), Sarpgrahakiira (56.20 and 28-29), Siityaki (59.47), 
Susruta (passim), Tiirkikavara (introduction), Viigbhata (often), Viipyacandra (2.39; 
28.2 and 3; 33.7cd-12), Y.c1riihamihira (22.80), Viirttika (2.32cd-33), 296 Vatsyiiyana 
(48. !), Videha (2.1, 26-30ab, 42-47; 8. I I; 14.2; 18.10-11; 20. 18, 24, 25; 55.28-29 
and 30; 56.55; 57.1, 2-3, 4, 6-7; 58.2, 7, 9cd, 10, 15, 20cd-2!ab; 59.15, 18, 22, 
26, 28, 29, 33cd-35ab, 60cd-6lab, 66, 69cd, 70cd, 73cd, 74, 75, 76, 88, 92,297 93; 
60.6 and 11-13; 6!.6cd-7), Vrddhabhoja (14.4), Vrddhakiisyapa (69.33-34), and 
Vrddhasufruta (2.34-36ab and 42-47; 26.1). 298 

A Viicaspati is quoted in T~ara's Ayurvedasaukhya299 and in the Virasimhii-
valoka. 300 · 

In the introduction to his commentary the author informs us that his father, 
Pramoda, was chief physician at the court of Hammira, and that his elder brother, 
Raisarman, was one of the pal)9its at the court of Muhammad. 301 

Viicaspati's father's patron, Hammira, was identified by Hoem!e302 as Amir 
Mu'izzuddin Mu~ammad, i.e., Mu~ammad Ghori, who reigned in Delhi from A.O. 
1193 to 1206.303 As pointed out by P.V. Sharma304 and J. Filliozat, 305 this identifica
tion cannot be maintained. P.V. Sharma holds that Hammira was the famous king of 
Ral)thambhor (Ral:_Jastambhapura) (AD. 1283-1301),306 the last of the Ciihamiinas, 
to whom the Hammiramahiikavya by the Jain author Nayacandrasiiri 307 is devoted, 
and who was attacked, defeated and killed by 'Alii-ud-Din KhaljL Raisarman is 
supposed to have resorted to the court of Mu~ammad b. Tughluq (1325-1351), 308 

i.e., the Muhammad mentioned by Viicaspati, after Hammira's defeat and death. P.V. 
Sharma dates Viicaspati therefore to about A.O. I 340. 309 J. Filliozat, rightly observing 
that several persons called Hammira are known in Indian history, is inclined to see 
Pramoda's patron Hammira as the Mahiiriil)ii of Mewiir, who recovered Chitor, several 
years after 'Alii-ud-Din had reduced it to submission in 1303.310 J. Filliozatidentified 
Raisarman's patron as Mu~ammad Shah I Bahmani, who reigned from A.O. 1358 to 
1377.311 He concluded that Viicaspati must have written his commentary around the 
middle of the fourteenth century. The quotations in this commentary are not of much 
avail in establishing his date, since the latest author quoted by him is I;)alha1:_Ja. 



Chapter 6 

Vrnda 

Vrnda is the authorof the Siddhayoga. 1 

Contents 

The Siddhayoga is a work on therapeutics in 3,728 verses and some prose, 2 arranged 
in eighty-two chapters. 

The first verse is in praise of Siva and Ca1,19I, Dhanvantari, Susruta and other sages, 
and Atreya. The author declares in the second verse that the order of the diseases 
in his work will agree with the scheme of (Miidhava's) Gadaviniscaya (i.e., the 
Miidhavanidiina), and that he is going to set fo1th therapeutic procedures from various 
sources, 3 accompanied by remarks suited to the occasion.4 After twenty-one verses 
on general principles of pathology and therapy, V{Jlda proceeds with the treatment 
of fevers, the main subject of chapter one, which is followed by sixty-seven more 
chapters, arranged for the greater part, in fact, along the lines of the Miidhavanidiina. 
The treatise ends with chapters on rasiiyana (69) and viijikara1,1a (70), a series of nine 
chapters on sneha, sveda, vamana, virecana, bastividhi, niriiha, dhiimavidhi, nasya, 
and kavala, and three chapters on ari~!a, svastha, and various topics (misraka). 5 

Usually, the chapters are almost exclusively on therapy, but some stray verses on 
symptomatology, etc., appear occasionally. 6 Diseases not dealt with in earlier works 
are, however, fully described as to their pathogenesis, symptoms, etc. 

Although Vrnda adopted Miidhava's scheme, the arrangement of the chapters of the 
Siddhayoga differs slightly from that of the Rogaviniscaya in having a separate chap
ter on jvariitisiira (2), separate chapters on siila (26) and pari1,1iimasiila (27), udiivarta 
(28) and iiniiha (29), udara (37) and sothodara (38), 7 biilaroga (66) and biilagraha (67). 
On the other hand, there are only two chapters on vra1fa, namely vra1,1asotha ( 44) and ii
gantuvra1,1a (45), 8 and three on women's diseases.namely pradara (63), yoniroga(64), 9 

and striroga (65). 10 The disease called yonikanda, introduced by Miidhava in a sepa
rate short chapter, is mentioned once under the name of bhagaphala. 11 12 Vrnda failed 
to deal with the treatment of a number of k~udrarogas, namely yavaprakhyii, kak~ii. 
niruddhaprakasa, agnirohi1,1 I, and saqrniruddhaguda. 13 

The contents ofVi;-nda's work appear to be taken largely from earlier works, in con
formity with his own statement on this matter, but he does not specify his sources, ex
cept fora few isolated occurrences, whereCaraka, 14 Jejja!a, is Viigbha!a, J6 and the vr-
ddhavaidyiiJ:i 17 are mentioned. · 

V{Jlda's sources have not yet been studied in detail, 18 but it is clear from a corn-
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parison with the Cakradatta and Niscala's commentary on that work that he borrowed 
extensively from Caraka, 19 Susruta, 20 Viigbha!a, 21 and Ravigupta's Siddhasiira. 22 

Some other sources are: Acyuta's Ayurvedasiira,23 Amitaprabha,24 Amrtamii/ii,25 

an Asvavaidyaka, 26 Bhadravarman, 27 Bhiiluki, 28 Bhela, 29 Bindusiira, 3° Cak~u~yeu,a, 31 
Carakottaratantra,32 Cikitsiitisaya,33 Hiirita,34 Kmiatreya,35 Madhyaviigbhata, 36 Nii
vanftaka, 37 Pu~kaliivata, 38 Ugrasena, 39 Videha,40 and Yog~ata(ka). 41 

One verse may derive from the Mahiibharata. 42 One stanza may be based on an 
explanation in prose by Udbha!a. 43 

The Miidhavacikitsii, however, was probably unknown to Vrnda.44 
Vrnda's activity was not restricted to the collection and selection of appropriate 

verses from predecessors. As he mentions himself at the beginning of his treatise, he 
intended to add suitable remarks to the prescriptions taken from various sources. A 
series of remarks in the commentary on the Siddhayoga am ply proves that this intention 
was carried into effect. A number of verses or parts of verses are explicitly attributed 
to Vrnda,45 and, as one of these is called a !ippa1_1ikii of Vrnda, 46 it may be be justified 
to assume that other verses, similarly called !ippa1_1a or !ippa1_1i,47 also derive from the 
author. 48 Niscalakara twice quotes a Vrndatippa(lfin his Ratnaprabhii.49 

Some verses composed by Vmda can be identified by help of the commentaries of 
Niscalakara and Sivadiisasena o; the Cakradatta. 50 Some more contributions of Vmda 
are easily recognized as such. 51 · 

Remarks of Vrnda, expressing his own opinion on particular subjects, conflicted 
occasionally with the views or explanations of other authorities, and were not always to 
the liking of the commentator on the Siddhayoga. 52 Niscala and Sivadiisasena indicate, 
in their commentaries on the Cakradatta, that Cakrapii1_1i incidentally modified Vrnda's 
verses. 53 Both commentators repeatedly criticize Vrnda's views. 54 

Sivadiisasena repeatedly employs the term vrnda!ippa1_1i or -!ippa1_1ikii when he 
refers to the Vyiikhyiikusumiiva/f. 55 This illustrates that the terms !ippa1_1a, etc., were 
used both to denote short remarks by a compilator like Vrnda, and comments by a 
later author on the work of a predecessor, like, for example, the Lak~maQatippal.Jllka 
on the Susrutasarphitii, quoted by Qalha1_1a. 56 

Authors and works quoting from or referring to Vrnda are: Aghamalla,57 Ananta in the 
Pratiipakalpadruma, Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta in their commentary on the 
Rasaratnasamuccaya, Bhiivamisra,58 Devasiipha Vi!!f:ial in his Brhadiisaviiri§tasarp
graha, 59 Gopiiladiisa in the Cikitsamrta, Gopiiladiisa Viidindra in the Cikitsiisiira, 60 
Har~irti in the Yogacintiima(li, Hemiidri, 61 Jaganniitha in the Yogasaqigraha, 
Jayaratna in the Jvarapariijaya, Jfiiirasariimasarman's version of the Amrtasiigara, 62 
Karandikar's Nidiinadipikii, 63 Kiisiriima, 64 Lak~iriima, 65 Meghamuni in the Me
ghavinoda, Niscalakara,66 the Piikamiiita(lga, 67 Riimacandra's Riimavinoda, the 
Ratnasiigara, Sivadiisasena in his commentary on the Cakradatta, 68 Sivamisra in the 
Vaidyasiistrasiviinubhava, Togara, 69 Trimalla, 7° K~emiiditya Pa1_19ita Viisudeva in 
the Viisudeviinubhava, Vi~1_1udeva in the Rasariijalak§mi, the Yogaratlllikara, 11 and 
Yogindraniithasena in his commentary on the Carakasaq1hitii. 72 

A Vrddhavrnda is quoted in ViicakaDipacandra's Larighanapathyanir(laya. The au-
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thor of the Siddhayoga is referred to as Vrndakur;t\ha by Srikar;t\hadatta in the introduc
tion to his commentary on the work. Niscalakara and Sivadiisasena 73 call him some
times Vrndakunda. 

Authors an·d· works quoting from or referring to the Siddhayoga are: Anan
takumiira,74 Afabodha and Nityabodha Senagupta in their commentary on_ the 
Rasaratnasamuccaya, lhe Bhesajjamaiijiisiisannaya, Hemiidri,75 Niscalakara,76 Siva
diisasena,77 and Yogindraniithasena in his commentary on the Carakasal!lhitii. 78 The 
Vrndamiidhava (i.e., the Siddhayoga) is quoted in Riijesvaradatta Misra's Svasthavr
tt~amuccaya; it was one of the sources of the Bhe$ajasa1phitii, Rasayogasiigara, and 
Rasoddhiiratantra. 

Vrnda's work is called V[11dasaq1graha in Niscalakara's Ratnaprabhii, 79 Rangajyo
tirvid's Viciirasudhiikara, Sivadiisasena's commentary on the Cakradatta, 80 and the Vf
rasi,phiivaloka. It is also recorded in manuscript catalogues as Vrndagrantha, 81 V/Tlda
vaidyaka, 82 V[lldavaidyakasiistra, 83 and VIrav!Jldabhana's Vrnda.84 Vrndamiidhavais 
a second title of the Siddhayoga. 85 Manuscript catalogues mention a Vaidyavrnda, 86 

Vrndaslllphitii, 87 and Vrndasindhu,88 works which may or may not be identical with 
the Siddhayoga. A Pathyiipathyavidhi by Vrnda is also known, 89 as well as a Siddha
yogasa,pgraha, said to be an abridgment of the Siddhayoga by the author himself. 90 

The quotations prove that Vrnda's work became well known and remained pop
ular, at least until the times of Cakraplir;tidatta. 91 Later, Hemiidri still quoted from it 
extensively. 

Special features 92 

The Siddhayoga contains the earliest descriptions of two new diseases, sniiyukaroga 
and vardhma. 

The pathogenesis, symptoms and treatment of sniiyukaroga, i.e., dracontiasis or the 
Guinea worm disease, 93 caused by the infestation of the human organism by a nema
tode, Dracuncu/us medinensis Linn., is lucidly described in the last part of the chapter 
on vispho\a (55.15-19). The commentary refers to the fact that this disorder is preva
lent among the inhabitants of western countries. 94 

The aetiology, etc., ofvardhma is dealt with in the chapter on vrddhi (40.20-23). 
This disorder, incidentally referred to earlier, 95 acquired an independent status after 
Vrnda characterized it as such. 96 The identity of this disease, showing distinctive 
swellings in the groins, has still to be determined. 97 

Vrnda employs the term nisciiraka for a type of diarrhoea.98 The viita disease 
called kubjatva (hump-backedness), absent from the Miidhavanidiina, but mentioned 
by Caraka99 and Viigbha!a, 100 is described by Vrnda (22.34). 

Noticeable features of the Siddhayoga with respect to treatment are: the prescrip
tion, probably the earliest one recorded, of piirasiyayaviinI 101 against worms inside the 
body (7.1) and of an ointment made of the juice of dhattiira 102 and mercury (rasendra) 
against lice (7.13); a decoction of asoka bark is prescribed against uterine bleeding (63. 
5); IOJ the medicine against eye diseases called niigiirjunavarti, the formula of which is 
said to have been written by Niigiirjuna on a pillar in Pii!aliputra (61.148-152), may be 
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found for the first time in the Siddhayoga 104 Many more recipes occurring in Vrnda's 
work are remarkable and deserving of further study. 105 

The Siddhayoga is one of the earliest therapeutic works to prescribe iibha. 106 Inter
esting is the use of the plant name kiimiicI instead ofkiikamiicI 107 and the description of 
the plant called viiriihikanda. 108 Opium and Cannabis are absent from Vrnda's materia 
medica and iatrochemistry is still of small importance. 109 

Religious elements are not uncommon in the treatments described in the Siddha
yoga no A yantra, called ubhayatrilpsaka, is also described. 111 Prai:iayiima is recom
mended in patients suffering from siila. 112 A single reference to siinyatii may point to 
Vrnda's acquaintance with Buddhist doctrines. 113 

A single piece of evidence is sometimes considered to indicate that an author called Vr
nda wrote some explanatory work. This evidence consists of a remark in the Kusumii
valf, relating to a group of verses from the Carakasa1phitii, 114 which says that Vrnda 
explained a particular compound as a dvandva. 115 

The author 

No particulars about Vrnda are known, except that he may have Jived in Eastern 
Bengal, 116 i.e., the country now called Bangla Desh. Niscalakara mentions that Vrnda 
belonged to Varendra, a region referred to in the Siddhayoga. 117 Confusion on the 
identity of the author of the Siddhayoga was formerly created by Hoernle, who held 
the opinion that the treatise had been written by Miidhavakara, and claimed that the 
Rogaviniscaya and the Siddhayoga were clearly the two parts of a single work by one 
author. 118 Hoemle was unaware of the existence of the Miidhavacikitsii. 

P.V. Sharma 119 is convinced that there were two medical authors of the name of 
Vrnda, namely the author of the Siddhayoga and a later one, called Vrndakup\la, who 
probably descended from K.'irttikakui:i9a. He regards the latter, quoted by Niscalakara 
and Sivadiisasena, as the author of a commentary on the Carakas1iJ!ll1itii, known as Vr
ndapkii or -tippaQa, referred to by A9hamalla. 120The evidence available is not strongly 
in favour of this hypothesis. Niscalakara and Sivadiisasena seem to refer indiscrimi
nately to Vrnda and Vrndakui:i9a, and A9hamalla mentions an author of glosses, who 
may well be the author of the Siddhayoga himself. A VrndlJ!ikii is quoted in the Bhii
vaprakiisa. 121 

G. Hiildiir claimed that Vrndakui:i9a, also called Vrndavana, was the author of 
the Vpxlasindhu (i.e., the Siddhayoga, accompanied by a Jippai:ia) and a work called 
Padaviniscaya. 122 

Date 

Regarding the date of the Siddhayoga J. Jolly 123 rightly remarked that it must have 
been composed at least a century before Cakrapiil)idatta, because it had become an 
authoritative work in the latter's time. The reference to Miidhava's Rogaviniscaya in 
the Siddhayoga implies that Vrnda is posterior to Madhava. D.Ch. Bhattacharyya 124 
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based his date ofVrnda (A.D. 975-1000) on the absence of borrowings from Miihuka's 
Haramekha/ii (dated by him in A.D. 965) and from Candra\a (dated by him in A.D. 
950), both quoted in Cakrapiii:iidatta's Cikitsiisaqigraha. 125 He concluded that Vrnda 
must have been a contemporary of Candra\a and Miihuka, though his arguments do 
not preclude an earlier date. P.V. Sharma 126 places Vrnda in the ninth century on ac
count of the mention Qf Jejja\a in the Siddhayoga. 127 Jejja\a's date, however, is earlier 
in my opinion. The allegation, emanating from M.Z. Siddiqi, 128 that the Siddhayoga 
is referred to by lbn Wiigil} al-Ya'qiibI, 129 who lived in the second half of the ninth 
century, can be dismissed, since the work mentioned by this Arab author proves to be 
Ravigupta's Siddhasiira. 130 

The conclusion to be drawn concerning Vrnda's date is that he lived later than Mii
dhava, the author of the Nidiina, and earlier than Cakrapa1}idatta, probably in the period 
800-950. 131 

A work related to the Siddhayoga is Balibhadra's 132 Vrndasaipgrahase$a, known 
in a single, old, incomplete MS. 133 

Commentaries 

The only commentary on the Siddhayoga that has been preserved is the Vyiikhyii
kusumiivalt 134 Stray evidence shows that this has not always been the case, for 
the Kusumiiva/f contains two references to an earlier commentary, 135 and Sivadii
sasena's commentary on the Cakradatta quotes Candra\a's Vrndafikii. 136 Furthermore, 
A<;lhamalla 137 cites the author of a \ippa~1a on Vrnda, whose opinions disagree with 
those found in the Kusumiivali. Hemiidri's quotations from Vrnda contain short 
remarks which impress as being from an unknown commentary. 138 

P.K. Gode 139 assumed that a commentary on the Siddhayoga had been written 
by Brahmadeva, an author often quoted in the Kusumiivan 14° Careful study of 
these quotations 141 revealed that the majority refer to verses taken from or inspired 
by Susruta, which shows that Brahmadeva's commentary on the Susrutasa,phitii 
is concerned. The idea, put forward by P.V. Sharma, 142 that Naradatta, Cakrapii
pidatta's teacher, wrote, besides a commentary on the Carakasarphitii, also one on 
the Siddhayoga, cannot be substantiated, being based on a single reference to a 
Nai·adantavyiikhyii. 143 

The Vyiikhyiikusumiiva/f, as it is called in the introductory verses, or, for short, 
Kusumiivali, is a highly valuable commentary, originally written by Srikai:i\hadatta, 144 

and, later on, enlarged by Niiriiyai:ia. D.Ch. Bhattacharyya 145 was one of the first to 
observe that it had not generally been noticed that the Kusumiiva/i, as it has come 
down, 146 is actually a revision by a later author, ~ is evident from its concluding 
verses where Niiriiyai:ia states to have completed Srikai:i\hadatta's commentary by 
addina notes from Dalhana, etc. This statement led J. Jolly 147 astray, who claimed 

"' " .• 148 
that the Kusumiivalicould not have been written before the fourteenth century. 

A study devoted to this Niiriiyai:ia was written by P.K. Gode. 149 At the end of the 
Kusumiivali, Niiriiyai:ia relates to be a briihmai:ia of niigarava'!lSa stock and a son of the 
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physician Bhiibhalla. 150 The niigaravarpsa descent of Niiriiyai:ia characterizes him as a 
resident of Gujarat. 151 The evidence collected by P. K. Gode points to Niiriiya1:ia as the 
grandfather of Anania, who wrote a work called Kiimasamiiha in AD. 1457/1458.152 

This Ananta gives the following information on himself: he belonged to the niigarajiiii
ti, descended from Bhiibhalla, was the son of the mantrin Mai:i<;!ana, a grandson ofNii
riiyai:ia, and lived in a town founded by Ahimmada. 153 Indications found in the Kii
masamiiha point to both Anania and Mai:igana being physicians. 154 The data available 
enable us to conclude that Niiriiyai:ia lived towards the end of the fourteenth century. 155 

The separation of the two layers present in the Kusumiivallis a difficult task that, 
nevertheles, can partly be carried out by careful study of the quotations by authors who 
are earlier than Niiriiya1:1a. Fortunately, Niscalakara 's references to the views of his guru 
are for a large part in agreement with opinions expressed in the Kusumiivali, which 
means that passages of the Kusumiiva/f that verbally or almost verbally recur in the 
Ratnaprabhii as interpretations ascribed to Niscala's guru are old and not due to Niirii
yai:ia. 156 The same applies to Niscala's quotations from Rak~ita(piidiit1). This state of 
affairs appears to suggest that Srikai:i!hadatta based himself on the interpretations of 
his teacher, Vijayarak~ita, in the composition of his commentary on the Siddhayoga, 
for Niscala's guru, by some supposed to be Vijayarak~ita himself, belonged to the line 
established by Vijayarak~ita and Srikai:i!hadatta. 157 

Another source of information is the Cikitsiimrta of Gopiiladiisa. This author, who 
lived between AD. 1350 and 1400, often refers to the Kusumiivalianfi many (twenty
three) times to Srikai:i!ha. He preferred Niscalakara's interpretations (on verses com
mon to Siddhayoga and Cakradatta) to those put forward by Srikamha in the many 
cases where the views of these scholars clashed. 158 Sivadiisasena's references may also 
prove to be helpful, since he repeatedly quotes Srikai:i!ha( datta) in his commentary on 
the Cakradatta. The numerous citations from Arui:iadatta, Qalhai:ia and Hemiidri in the 
Kusumiivall can be put to the credit of Niiriiyai:ia on the basis of chronological consid
erations. 

Many notes on the names and the identity of medicinal plants from the Kusumiiva/f 
were collected by Biipiiliil Vaidya. 159 

Authors and works quoted or referred to in the Kusuma·va/f are: Agastya (I0.43-
51; 80.3), Agnivesa (I. 132; 21.5-6; 76.3ab), A.Jambiiyana (68.5), Arui:iadatta ( 1.9; 
6.l 9cd; 69.6-7; 82.25), A.treya (80.1 and 3), Bakula ( 1.119; 20.24-27), Bii~pacandra 
(1.34-35 and 36-37; 6.20; 9.31; 36.17cd; 51.24-28; 72.8ef; 81.41, 42, 46, 48, 51, 
52, 56ab), Bhadrasaunaka (62.15-16; 75.2), 161 Bhagadatta (81.47), Bhiiluki (1.151-
152; 73.4; 74.33), Bhiirnta (1.244), 161 Bhiiskara (6.33-42), Bhattiiraka(hariscandra) 
(6.120cd-121; 80.1 and 3; 81.4?., 52, 59), 162 Bhimadat!R (81.4.i), 163 Bhoja (1.140 
and 254; 3.7-8; 41.49, three quotations; 71.10; 761.12; 766.14; 77.8-9; 78.3 and 5), 
Bindusiira (l.206ab), Brahmadeva (1.25, 32, 54, 91, 102; 3.23; 30.56; 37.26-27; 
47.6cd; 65.1-4; 69.lab; 70.1; intr. to 76; 761.24-27; 762.1-2; 782.12-19), Cakra(piii:ii) 
(1.36-37, 52, 55, 76, 95, 114, 128, 157, 252, 254; 3.49-51 and 60-61; 4.17-18; 
5.19-21, 50, 112ab, I Bed, 114, 120-121; 6.48-53; 8.23-27; 10.23-28 and 29-42; 
12.31-35; 15.3cd; 21.10-14; 22.7-9, 13, 72, 74-78; 30.50-52; 47.19-20; 57.28 and 
29; 58.29-31 and 65-66; 62.51-53; 70.22-30; 164 71.13; 80.3), 165 Candranandana 
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(6.19cd; 9.31; 73.2), Candra!a (74.16-17), 166 Caraka (passim), Cyavana (10.29-42), 
J?alhar:ia (more than ninety quotations), Drnvyiivalf (4.27cd-29; 15-17; 21.10-14), 
Dp;lhabala (1.140 and 266; 73.16; 74.20; 761.4 and 15; prose between 78.1 and 2; 
81.46 and 47), Gadadhara (1.53, 67, 75; 5.112; 6.20 and 24; 16.2; 30.38-39; intr. to 31; 
41.51; 46.4cd; 47.21; 57.29; 59.13-14; 61.7 and 193; 74.18 and 33), Gadaviniscaya 
(1.2), gandhasiistra (58.65-66), Gayadasa (23.62; 44.27; 74.33; 75.28; 761.11 and 12), 
Gayin (34.11-17; 41.49; 57.1; 61.13-14; 70.4; 71.2 and 9; 766.9-10; prose between 
78.1-2; 78.3; 81.72), Gomin (5.113ab), 167 Giiqhapadabhanga(fipplll)lika) ( 41.49), 
Haramekhala (35.21), Haramekhalii (57.84), Hariscandra (1.68; 6.9-10; 35.40-42; 
77.1), l68 Harita (l.53ab and 62; 6.20; 8.1; 11.14-17), Hemadri (1.51-52; 6.19cd; 
13.7-8; 82.25 and 27), Isana(deva) (1.21 and 233; 10.23-28; 19.1; 22.5cd; 36.17cd; 
81.17 and 18; 82.27), Isvarasena (81.52), Jaijja!a or Jejja!a (1.254; 4.25-26 and 
30-35; 6.19ab and 33-42; 10.11-13; 15.17; 20.24-27; 22.72; 34.11-17; 41.49; 44.5, 
27 and 32; 47.21; 49.1; 58.29-31; 61.60, 68,118; 62.42; 71.10; 73.21; 74.33; 762.1-2; 
80.1), Jatiikari:ia (1.63 and 121; 4.27cd-29; 10.23-28; 11.14-17; 37.26-27; 39.29-33; 
58.65-66; 59.16-22; 61.6; 77.1), Jinadasa (10.23-28; 44.32 and 55), kiimasastrn 
(70.42), Kai1kayana (5.41-44), Kapibala (81.46), Kara.la (59.13-14; 60.12-13), 
Karttika(kmJc:la) (1.40, 44ab, 67, 68, 23lcd, 238, 254; 12.22-24; 14.1 and 2; 16.4 and 
8; 17.9; 22.20; 30.16; 33.2 and 3ab; 37.42; 47.13; 48.5; 54.4; 57.29; 58.27 and 29-31; 
59.30; 61.193;·70.8-9; 74.32; 75.33; 761.16), kasmirat (74.16-17), Kasyapa (3.16-
17; 70.3; 75.27), Katantra (20.28-29), Kharar:iadi (1.134; 6.19), Kr~r:iatreya (4.15; 
10.23-28; 20.28-29; 77.l; 79.1, 3, 12), K~rapa9i or ~irapai:ii (6.20; 30.60; 37.8), 
Kusumavalikara (766.13), Lak$ma11afippa11a (70.48-49), Madhava ( 1.25: Srimadhava; 
2.1: Madhavakara's Nidiinasa,pgraha; 10.43-51: Madhavakara's Yogavyiikhyii; 27.1: 
Madhavakara's Rugviniscaya; 61.9: Madhava; 81.3: Madhava), maharii.~!rakat 
(61.175), mahar~ivacana (4.23; 6.120-121), Mahiivideha (77.8-9), Medhavin (5. 
120-121), 169 Munidasa (10.23-28), Nagarjuna (6.14; 15.15: Niigiirjunaviirttiimiilii; 
61.148-152),11° Naradanta (44.32; 57.71: naradantavyakhyasaiµpradaya), Nidii
nasa,pgralm (58.29--31 and 52cd), 171 Nigha(lfu (39.5-6), Nighar:i!ukara (1.201), Nimi 
(6l.13-14; 72.12; 75.27; 77.1 and 8-9), pakhar:ic:likalJ (81.59), 172 Paiijikakara (59.26), 
paramacarya (5.120cd-121), Parasara (1.40; 3.49-51 and 69), Priijiipatya (81.46), 
Punarvasu ( 4.15), rasarasiiyanaviida (3.69), ratnaparik$iisiistra (22.13), Punarvasu 
(4.15), Rak~ita (69.23-27), 173 Ravigupta (10.29-42), Rugvini~aya (1.2; 27.1; intr. 
to 54), salakinat1 (79.3), .Wiikya (79.10), salakyavidalJ (78.3), Sarpgraha (82.25 and 
27, several times), 174 Sar!lgrahakara(ka) (1.224-225; 30.32; 41.33; 44.46), Satyaki 
(61.9), Saunaka (82.27), 175 sausruto granthal,i (31.9-10), Soma (82.1-2 and 8-9), 
Somafippa(la (80.1, 4, 14, 26-27; 81.3 and 18), Somavyiikhyii (1.7), Srikar:i!hapa-
9c:lita (73.15), Sudantasena (8.6; 72.3), siidasiistra (18.18; 62.45), Susruta (passim), 
tantriintara (many times), tantrantariyat (l.214ab; 5.117-119; 10.84-85; 79.1 and 
3; 35.40-42; 81.43-44), µkakara.lJ (l.99cd; 10.29-42), !ikakrt (51.24-28), !ikfilcrtal:i 
(9.2lab and 25), fippa(lf (23.34-42; 37.31-34), Udbha!a (1.49), Upaskiira (47.13), 
Vagbha!a (1.25; 5.117-119; 6.19cd; 9.31; 41.54; 57.84; 58.65-66; 65.6cd; 70.1; 766.4 
and 9-10; 77.8-9; 81.79; 82.20-24, 25, 27), vaidyat (3.9 and 60-61; 23.28; 762. J-2; 
764.1-3), Vaidyaka (81.17), Vaidyakasiddhiinta (81.3), Vaidyaprasiiraka (1.128; 4.17-
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18; 9.49-56; 11.28-29; 30.27-28; 37.59-61; 40.24-26; 51.22 and 107-110; 58.65-66; 
61.170-171; 62.51-53), Vaikiiral)a (58.45cd), 176 Vai1gasena (9.19), Videha (l.244 
and 263; 4.17-18; 59.13-14 and 30; 61.5, 7, 26, 188; 76.11; 77.8-9; 78, 3, 4, prose 
between 10 and II, 12, 19; 79.7), Visviimitra (5.111 and 112; 30.40-43; 33.2; 66.1), 
vrddha (13.4), vrddhii~I (1.205; 81.46), Vrddhakiisyapa (12.22-24), Vrddhasusruta 
(1.55; 5.64-67), Vrddhavii.gbhata (71.3; 766.14; prose between 78.1 and 2; 78.4'and 
11 ), and vrddhavaidyat1 (1.49, 89, 90, 91, 158, 205; 3.9 and 22; 10.43-5 I; 22.74-78; 
25.30-33; 51.107-110; 71.19-20; 75.9). 

The authorofthe Kusumii.valf consulted many manuscripts 177 and mentions repeat
edly variant readings. !78 

Important are the references to Vrnda in the text of the commentary. Vrnda is 
mentioned ad Siddhayoga 1.49, 54, 205, 232; intr. to chapter 2; 2.20; 3.22, 49-51, 
60-61; 4.16; 5.19-21 and 113ab; 10.2-3; 11.14-17; 12.22-24 and 25-30; 4.16; 20.30; 
22.7-10 and 67-71; 25.30-33; 27.1; 34.10 and 11-17; 39.5-6 and 29-33; 41.53; 
51.24-28; 57.8cd-9; 58.29-31; 64.11-17; 65.18; 69.34. The majority of these remarks 
identify verses or parts of verses composed by Vrnda and often called !ippar:ia, !ippar:iI 
or \i ppar:iikii. Minor changes in the wording of verses borrowed from an earlier work 
are also indicated. The explanations of the commentator show that Vrnda often chose 
to follow old medical traditions (vrddhavaidyavyavahiira), not hesitated in deviating 
from Caraka, 179 accepted teachings from works not mentioned by name, 180 or agreed 
with the views of Kiirttika(km~~a). 181 Vrnda's views are sometimes criticized in the 
Kusumii.valfas based on confusion 182 or as being not attractive. 183 A few references 
to Vrnda 184 may imply that he added explanations to the text of his treatise, 185 unless 
they allude to an earlier, but lost, commentary. An unidentified Vrnda!ippa1~akiira, 
quoted by A~hamalla, 186 may also be a commentator on the Siddhayoga 

The Kusumii.valf is quoted in Gopiiladiisa's Cikitsii.mrta. 187 Niiriiya9a refers in 
his revised version to the Kusumiivalikiira. 188 Sivadiisasena repeatedly employs the 
term vrnda!ippar:ir or -!ippar:iikii when the Vyii.khyii.kusumii.valf is meant. 189 Jivii
nandavidyiisiigara's commentary on the Rasendrasii.rasarpgraha contains a quotation 
from Srik~r:i!ha 190 that cannot be but from the Kusumii.vali. The Vyiikhyakusumiiva!I
kiira and Srikar:i!ha are quoted in Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta's commentary 
on the Rasaratnasamuccaya. 

Niiriiyar:iadiisa and Niiriiyar:iantaranga are quoted in the comments on Govindase
na's Paribhii$iipradfpa. 



Chapter 7 

Cakrapar::iidatta 

Cakrapli1)i(datta) 1 w~s the author of the (I) Cikitslisarpgraha, (2) Dravyagul)asaq1-
~aha, (3) Vyagradandrasubharpkara, ( 4) a commentary on the Carakasamhitii called 
Ayurvedad4)ikii, 2 and (5) a commentary on the Susrutasaq1hitii, called Bhiin:1mati. J 

Other~orks, sometimes attributed to him, are the Gu4haviikyabodhaka,4 Muktiivalf, 5 

Sarvasarasa1pgraha, 6 and Vylikara11atattvacandrikii.1 

I The Cikitsiisarpgraha 

The _Cikitsa_saq1graha, 8 also called Cakradatta and Cakra( datta)sarpgraha, is a thera
peutic treatise of the same type as Vrnda's Siddhayoga.9 

Contents 
The work consists of about 4,800 verses and some prose, 10 arranged in seventy-nine 
chapters. The mailgallicarai:ia is in praise of the Trimiirti. In the second verse the au
thor, who calls himselfCakrapar:ii, declares to have made a collection of various famous 
formulae, accompanied by explanations of obscure meanings (gii<;lhavlikyabodhakavli
kya). After a verse on the basic attitude to be adopted by a therapist, Cakrapli1)i begins 
at once expounding the rules concerning the treatment of fevers. Verses on nidlina are 
absent. 11 

Chapters one to sixty-five are arranged in conformity with the scheme of the Mii
dhavanidiina, except for a number of minor deviations. These changes consist of sepa
rate chapters on jvarlitislira, siila and parii)limasiila, udlivarta and linliha, udara and pli
hayakrt (swelling of spleen and liver); 12 the Cakradatta has one chapter only on all 
kinds of vrai;ia, called vrai;iasotha; visarpa and visphoia are dealt with in one chap
ter; three chapters are devoted to women's diseases, namely asrgdara, yonivylipad and 
striroga. 13 The disease yonikanda, described for the first time in a separate chapter 
of the Miidhavanidiina, is mentioned in the chapter on yonivylipad under the name of 
bhagaphala.14 

Niscalakara, the author of a commentary on the Cakrada tta, does not acknowledge 
a separate chapter on diiha, as the Miidhavanidiina and Siddhayoga have. 15 

The order of some chapters of the Cakradatta differs from that found in Mii
dhavanidiina and Siddhayoga. The chapter on bhagna is placed between those on 
siikado~a and ku~\ha, whereas the Miidhavanidiina and Siddhayoga put it between 
those on vra1)a and nli<;lfvra~ia. 16 

The order of the k~udrarogas disagrees with their arrangement in the Miidh awinidii-
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na. 
The chapters on treatment of the various diseases are followed by eleven chap

ters, concerned respectively with rasliyana, vr~ya (= vlijikara~1a), sneha, sveda, vamana, 
vinecana, anuvlisana, niriiha, nasya, dhiima, and kavala. The Siddhayoga has a sim
ilar series of chapters. The last three chapters of CakrapliQi's treatise are devoted to 
preparations used in the treatment of eye diseases (liscyotana, aiijana, tarpaQa, pu!apli
ka), bloodletting, and the preservation of health (svastha). Unlike the Siddhayoga, the 
Cakradatta has no chapters on ari~tas and on miscellaneous subjects. The work ends 
with two verses containing information on the author and his treatise. 

The main source for the composition of the Cikicsasaqigraha was obviously Vr
nda's Siddhayoga, which strikes the eye when both works are compared. Indications 
in the text itself concerning its sources are small in number. Caraka and Susruta are 
referred to on a number of occasions. 17 The latter part of the chapter on children's dis
eases consists of a reproduction ofRlivaQa's Kumiiratancra; 18 a large part of the chapter 
on rasliyana (34-125) is a paraphrase ofNliglirjuna's Lohasiistra; 19 a nliglirjunayoga is 
found in the chapter on haemorrhoids (arsas 61-70); the sillijatuvidhlina, found in the 
same chapter (152-158), was borrowed from Caraka,20 as indicated in the text itself; 21 

the formula of sivagu!ikli (rasliyana 172-195), taught by Siva to GaQapati, is said to be 
from the Saivasiddhiinta.22 

Noteworthy among the authorities to whom recipes are ascribed are Agastya (kli
sa 61-66),23 the Asvins, 24 a Bodhisattva (arsas 105-106),25 Jivaka (slipada 24-30),26 

Kaea (miitrlighlita 10),27 and Kr~~1litreya (kanJaroga 18-22).28 
Numerous references to works and authors exploited by CakrapliQi in the compo

sition of his Saqigraha occur in the commentaries of Niscalakara and Sivadlisasena. 
The former 's Racnaprabhii is a very rich mine of information on the subject. 29 

It indicates as sources utilized by CakrapliQi: Agnivesa, Amitaprabha, Amrtamiilii, 
Asvavaidyaka, Asvinfkumiirasal)lhica, Atreya, ii.yurvedasiira, Bhadravarman, Bhalu
ki, Bhela, Bhi§agmu§.fi, Bhoja, Binduslira, Brhattantrapradfpa, Cak~u~ye1Ja, Candra!a, 
Caraka, Carakoccaracantra, Cikicsakalikii, Cikicsacisaya, Dr<;lhabala, Gandhasiiscra, 
Haramekhalii, Harita, Jatiikar~. Kiilaplida, Kharanlida, Kr~nlitreya, ~lirapliQi, Lo
hasiistra, Miidhavakara, Nliglirjuna, Nalanrpati's Sudasiiscra, Niivanftaka, Parlisara, 
Prthvisirpha, Pu~kallivata, Racnamiilii, Ravigupta, Salihotra, Saunaka, Siddhasiira, 
Siddhayoga, Sivasiddhiinca, St1dasiistra, Susruta,30 Svalpaviigbha.ca, cancriiI1ara, Ti
saia, Ugrasena, Vligbha!a, V[ddhasusruca, Vrddhaviigbhafa, V[ddhavideha, \yagra
daridra§ubhaqikara, Yogapaiiciisikii, Yogasaca, and Yogayukti. 

Some sources mentioned by Sivadlisasena are: Agnivesa (jvara 64), ii.yurvedas1i
ra (jvara 105), Bhela (jvara 182-183), Candrli!a (vra~1asotha 52; vr~ya 15-24), Caraka 
(often), Hlirita (jvara 71; gulma 43-44), KnQlitreya (chardi 17-18), Susruta (often), 
and Vagbha!a (often). 

Cakrapli1Ji 's relationship to Vrnda is to some extent clarified by Niscala, who re
peatedly records stanzas of Vrnda changed by CakraplirJi, 31 verses added to those by 
Vrnda, and formulae of the Cikitsii5al)Jgraha which are absent from the Siddhayoga. 32 

Many verses which Cakra simply took from the Siddhayoga are, however, not indicated 
by Niscala as deriving from this source. 33 
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Sivadiisasena records a number of cases where Cakra disagrees with Vrnda. 34 

Cakra's respect for Vrnda is revealed by the imprecation at theend of the Cikitsa
sal!]graha: "The curse uttered by those who know the Bhauatraya 35 and the three Vedas 
may at once come down on the head of him who includes formulae, which are not writ
ten down in the Siddhayoga, in this treatise, or who removes a single one from it". 

The success of C::::akrapiit;1i's Sarpgraha, which ousted Vrnda's Siddhayoga, may be 
due to its inclusion of a rather large numberof new formulae, containing inorganic sub
stances such as mercury, sulphur, metals, and compounds of these. The verses with the 
formula of one of these medicines were composed by Cakrapiit;1i himself, as indicated 
in the text. 36 Some prose passages from the Susrutasarphita, containing lists of plants 
and other medicinal substances belonging to a particular group (gai:ia), were versified 
by Cakrapiit;1i, as attested by Niscala. 37 The commentaries of Niscalakara and Sivadii
sasena on the Cakradatta contain additional information on verses composed by the 
author or deliberately changed. 38 

Special features 3, 
Among the special features of Cakra's srupgraha the medicines containing mercury or 
mercurial compounds should be noted first. These are chiefly found at: grahai:i I85-90 
(rasaparpa\ikii) 41 and 91-97 (tiimrayoga); arsas 177 (rasagu\ikii); agnimiindya 28-29 
(piiniyabhaktagu\ikii); krimi JO(= Siddhayoga 7.13); yak~man 30-34 (rasendraguti
kii); parit;1iimasiila 51-53 (rasamai:i9ura); pliliayalqt 41-47 (lokaniitharasa); amlapitta 
38-50 (k~udhiivatI gu!ikii); masiirikii 7. 41 

Medicines containing metals, especially iron, or their compounds, are found 
at:42 arsas 161-168 (agnimukhalauha) and 169-176 (bhalliitakalauha);43 piit;19uroga 
11-12 (naviiyasaloha),44 13-19 (yogariija), 34-35 (vi9atigiidyalauha), 36-41 (tryii
~at;1iidyamat;19iira), 45 42-44 (punamaviimai:i4iira),46 45-48 (mai:i9uravajrava!aka); 47 

raktapitta 82-97 (khat;19akiidyalauha);48 yak~man 28-29 (vindhyaviisiyoga); siila 
50-57 (dhiitrilauha); parit;1iimasiila 13 (triphalalauha and -mat;19iira),49 14 (pippalyii
dilauha),50 15 (pathyiidilauha), 51 16-19 (siimudriidyacuri:ia),52 21-22 (saptamrtalau
ha), 25 (koladimat;19iira),53 26-28 (bhimava\akamat;19iira),54 29 (k~Iramat;19iira), 55 

30-31 (cavikiidimat;19iira), 32 (mat;19iira- and lauhaprayoga), 33-35 (satiivarimat;19ii
ra),56 36-41 (tiiriimandiiragu9a),57 42--45 (riimamat;19iira), 46-50 (brhacchatiivarI
mat;19iira), 51-53 (rasamat;19iira), 54 (triphaliilauha), 58 55-56 (lauhagu\ikii), 57-62 
(dhiitrilauha),59 63-68 (lauhamrta); sthaulya 6-9 (vi9ar1giidyalauha) and 19-29 (lau
harasiiyana); ku~\ha 152 (sindiiriidyataila)60 and 153-156 (mahiisindiiriidyataila); 61 

amlapitta 38-50 (k~udhiivatI gu!ikii); netraroga 125-129 (niigiirjunavarti);62 yonivyii
pad 30; rasiiyana 129-135 (~a~ar1gatiimrayoga) and 136-151 (saptiitigatiimrayoga). 

Alchemical processes are described: amlapitta 27-29 (abhrasuddhi), 30-32 
(lauhasuddhi), 33-34 (mai:i<;Jurasuddhi), 35 (rasasuddhi), 36-37 (gandhakasuddhi); 
rasiiyana 34-50, 51-62 (lauhamiirai:iavidhi), 63-64 (bhiinupiika), 65-66 (sthiilipii
kavidhi), 67-75 (pu\apiikavidhi), 76-91 (piikavidhi), 92-97 (abhrakavidhi), 98-122 
(bhak~ai:iavidhi), 123-125. 

A noteworthy name of a disease is ahit;19ikii (biilaroga 7);63 some recipes are given 
for its treatment (biilaroga 8-10). 64 
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Cakrapai:ii added a fair number of single or compound medicines to those col
lected by Vrnda.65 Some of these are:66 the fresh juice from the leaves of sephali 
in fevers (jvara 214 ), ailko\hava\aka in diarrhoea (atisara 58-60), nagarjunayoga 
(arsas 61-70) and vijayaciin;ia (arsas 71-77) in haemorrhoids, powdered lotus seeds 
(padmabijaciiri:ia; klisa 16) in cough due to pitta, vyaghnnaritaki (kasa 67-70) in 
coughs, mayiirapucchlidileha (hikkasvlisa 17) in hiccup and shortness of breath, 
kalahaq1sa (arocaka 18-19) in anorexia, asvatthavalkalapaniya (chardi 25) in vom
iting, dhustiiramiilasiddhapayasa (unmlida 6) in insanity, sephalikvatha (vatavyadhi 
43) in grdhrasi, sirphanadaguggulu (amavata 39-47) and rasonasura (amavata 71-73) 
in amavata, rudraja\alepa (vrddhi 20), riipikalepa (vrddhi 21), hastikari:iapalasalepa 
(galagai:i<;la 2), karpasamiilapiipika in apacI (galagai:i<;la 27), bhiinagaciiri:ialepa (bha
gandara 10) in anal fistulas, etc. Some more new prescriptions are: irimedadyataila 
(mukhagataroga 19-24), bakuladyataila (mukhagataroga 28-29), and citrakaharitaki 
(nlisliroga 31-33).67 

Cakrapai:ii's chapter on striroga, Ionger than the chapter on the same subject in Vr
nda's Siddhayoga, adds recipes suitable to making flabby breasts firm (striroga 62-66), 
tightening the vagina (67), and promoting the husband's interest in his wife (68-69). 

To be noticed too is the increased use of substances of animal origin and of prescrip
tions with a Tantric flavour. 68 Mantras are repeatedly employed. Cakrapai:ii describes 
two yantras, the ubhayatriq1saka, already known to V!llda, and the ubhayapaficadasaka 
(striroga 25-27), both thought to assure a pregnant woman of an easy delivery. 

Noteworthy vegetable substances mentioned in the Cakradatta are: 69 aha (va
tavyadhi 72),70 ahindra (rajayak~man 7),71 aindri (galagai:i<;la 21),72 amlo\a (jvara 
223),73 arui:iatai:i<;luliyaka (masiirika 23 and 24),74 asanamallikli (nasaroga 28),75 

asitavetra (visarpa 21), 76 avakpu~pi (arsas 129),77 brhatpattra (amlapitta 31),78 

cakrahvaya (ku~\ha 32),79 cannakaraluka (vr~ya 25),80 celaka (vatavyadhi 300),81 

campeya (vatavyadhi 230), 82 cukrikli (tr~1:ia 22), 83 dai:i<;lotpala and dai:i<;lotpala (arsas 
169; galagai:i<;la 33; amlapitta 43), 84 devap~pi (vatavyadhi 268), 85 dvika (mukharoga, 
mukhagataroga 30), 86 ekai~ika (vrai:iasotha 8),87 elaka or elaka (slipada 31),88 

gajacirbhi\a (gulma 40), 89 gandhapattraka (vatavyadhi 300), 90 gangapfila1ika (arsas 
177),91 gaura (vrai:iasotha 78),92 godhavati (miitraghata 11; slipada 15),93 gu9apu~pa 
(agnimandya 89),94 hastikari:ia or hastikan;iapalasa (galagai:i<;la 2; rasayana 19), also 
called karikari:iacchada (rasayana 55), 95 indrasana (ku~!ha 64 ), 96 irima (mukharoga, 
mukhagataroga 25),97 jalakari:ia (rlijayak~man 31),98 jalakumbhika (galagai:i<;la 6),99 

ji1igika (prameha 8), 100 jirakhya (raktapitta 94), IOI jyotsnika (arsas 6 and 113), 1°2 kala 
(galagai:i<;la 43; vrai:iasotha 8 and IOI; na<;livrai:ia 5), !03 kalamari~a (amlapitta 39), !04 

klilavakaraka (amlapitta 43),!05 kalayavidali (vrai:iasotha 67),106 kafica\a (atisara 38; 
grahai:ii). 107 kai1gunika (na9ivrai:ia 9), 108 kantakrlimaka (vrai:iasotha 53), 1°9 kai:i!a
kumbha<;lu (masiirika 5), 110 kapotavaktraka (asmari 3 and 26), 111 karabhavarui:ii (vr~ya 
57), 112 kari:iakhya (jvara 209), 113 kari:iamo\a (vrai:iasotha 40), 11 4 kasika (parii:iamasiila 
63), 11 5 kesaraja (parii:iamasiila 51; amlapitta 39 and 43; balaroga 15; rasayana 55 and 
66), 116 ka\umbhara (vatavyadhi 230), 11 7 khadiri (miitraghata 12), 118 khai:ic/akari:ia 
(amlapitta 27 and 43), 119 kola (parii:iamasiila 25), 120 kr~i:iavetra (ku~\ha 61 and 
154),121 kii<;lakara1;ii (vi~a 25),122 kukkurameficuka (striroga 58), 123 kulika (vi~a 6), 124 
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ku!hiira(ka) (vrai:iasotha 49, 90, 91), 125 lavalika (mukharoga, imikhagataroga 30), 126 

lomasa (ku~!ha 9), 127 maghI (masiirika 5), 128 madhurI (vatavyadhi 254 and 268), I 79 

maharii~!ri (vrar~asotha 47), 130 na~I (vatavyadhi 269), 131 naravrk~a (k~udraroga 
123),132 nirdahanI (siila 45), 133 palasa (hrdroga 28), 134 pamara (vatavyadhi 269), 135 

pe!I (balaroga 32), 136 pratyailgira (vi~a 2), 137 rudraja!ii (miitraghata 12; vrddhi 20), 138 

salifica (amlapitta 78 and 30; rasayana 56), 139 sarada (prameha 2), 140 sika!I (masiirika 
5), 141 sitalI (asmarr 37),142 sphu!aka (balaroga 13), 143 sravi~1r (vatarakta 75), 144 

srgalakai:iiaka (masiirika 8), 145 srgalakoli (vrai:iasotha 58), 146 svetabala (yonivyapad 
32),147 svetajayantI (ku~!ha 74), 148 svetavaiyala (parii:iamasiila 42; amlapitta 33), 149 

taila (rajayak~man 88), 15• talamastaka (asrgdara 23; vr~ya 36 and 40), 151 tri:iaka 
(ku~iha 24 and 132),152 tvakpattra (vireka 3), 153 u~!rakai:i!aka (masiirika 7), 154 and 
vasira (asmari 2-4), 155 An unidentified animal is the kara!avi (vrddhi 20). 156 

Musk (kastiiri) is a substance that begins to appear more frequently in Sanskrit lit
erature since the Gupta age. 157 The Cakradatta prescribes kastiiri (vatavyadhi 230) and 
describes the characteristics of purified musk (mrgottama) 158 (vatavyadhi 293). 159 

Another fragrant substance of animal origin mentioned in the Cakradatta as piiti 
(vatavyadhi 289) and salija (vatavyadhi 297) is civet. 160 

2 The Dravyagul}asazpgrah11 

The Dravyagu1Jasa1pgraha 161 is concerned with the medicinal properties of solid and 
liquid articles of food. On this subject it represents the earliest special treatise that has 
been preserved. 

Contents 
This work, 162 based on treatises of predecessors, 163 consists of 592 verses, 164 divided 
into thirteen sections (varga): 165 (I) dhanyavarga; after verses on the tastes, virya and 
vipaka, Cakrapai:ii describes the properties of grain, pulse, sesamum, and related arti
cles of diet; (2) mai!Jsadivarga, on the flesh of a long series of animals and the eggs 
of some of these; (3) sakavarga, on vegetables; (4) lavai:iadivarga, on types of salt and 
related substances, spices and condiments; (5) phalavarga, on fruits; (6) paniyavarga, 
on various types of water and the watery juice from the coconut, young kramuka, and 
tala; rules for the use of cold or warm water in diverse disorders, rules for the use of 
boiled water; (7) k~iravarga, on milk and dairy produce; (8) tailavarga, on oils and some 
other fatty substances; (9) aik~avadivarga, on products of the sugarcane and types of 
honey; (10) madyadivarga, on alcoholic drinks and other fermented liquids, on types 
of urine; ( 11) lqtannavarga, on prepared foods of a liquid and semi-liquid nature; ( 12) 
bhak~yavarga, on prepared foods of a solid nature; (13) aharavidhi, rules fcr serving 
and taking food, description of the digestive processes; anupanavidhi, rules for the use 
of anupanas, i.e., drinks to be taken during or after meals; gui:iakarmai:ii, the effects of 
the qualities of foods and drinks on the human organism; svasthavrtti, rules about the 
maintenance of health. 

The chief sources of the Dravyagu(la are the Carakasazphitii and Susrutasazphitii. 166 

Cakrapai:ii probably used other works as well and may have composed some stanzas 



himself. 167 

Special features 118 
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Virya is said to be of two, viplika of three types (dhlinya 8-10). 169 The pulse, usually 
called li9haki, is described under the name of tuvari ( dhlinya 30c ). 170 CakrapliQi uses 
the term vlitaslidhlirai:ia (ma,pslidi 1.4) fer a substance that neither excites nor pacifies 
vlita. 171 Noteworthy is a long series of fishes in the ma111slidivarga, 172 which indicates 
that Cakraplil).i was a resident of Bengal, where much fish is consumed. 173 Vegeta
bles are said to be of six types (slika 1.2), namely leaves, flowers, fruits, stalks, tubers 
and mushrooms; this classification was later adopted by Bhlivamisra. Some vegetables, 
well known in Bengal and described in Cakrapai:ii's D1·avyagw;ia are bhiikanda (slika 
2.9), 174 gr~masundaraka (slika 1.28), 175 hilamoci (siika l.12), 176 kacci(slika 2.12), 177 

kaii.caia (slika 1.23), 178 mai:iaka (slika 2.10), 179 na9Ica (saka 1.29), 180 and the stalks of 
allibu (slika 1.48) and ku~mai:i9a (slika 1.43). Remarkable items among the fruits are 
anuplikin (phalavarga 31) 181 and madhukukku(i (phalavarga 25). 182 A type of sugar 
not mentioned in earlier texts is tamarlija (aik~avlidivarga 12).183 

3 The 'vyagradaridrasubhal/lkara 

The 'vyagradaridrasubha111kara 184 is mentioned several times in Niscalakara's Rat
naprabhii; Gopliladlisa quotes it as the Vyagradinasubh8J/lkara in his Cikitsii1Il[ta 185 

Niscala refers to the work as Subha, 185 Subharµkara, 181 and 'vyagradaridra
subha1!]kara. 188 Niscala's quotations and remarks show that it was a treatise in verse, 
arranged in chapters (prakarai:ia) dealing with a particular type of preparation. 189 The 
'vyagradaridrasubha,pkara was written before the CikitsiiS8J/lgraha, which contains 
verses borrowed from it. 190 Some other stanzas of the Cakradatta, composed by 
CakrapliQi, are adaptations of verses found in his earlier work 191 The 'vyagradaridra
subhaq1kara is probably refen-ed to, without mentioning its name, in Niscala's remarks 
ad sotha 6. 192 

Quotations from Cakrapi!1ida11a and his works 
Cakra is quoted by A9hamalla, in Ambiklidattasiistrin 's commentary on the Rasendra
siirnsaq1graha, Asubodha Senagupta's commentary on Govindasena's Paribhii§iipradi
pa, the Ayurvediibdhisiira (112), the comments on Govindasena's Paribhii§iipradipa, 
Gopliladlisa's Cikitsiimrta, Nliganlitha's Nidiinapradipa, Narasi111ha's commentary on 
the Miidhavanidiina, Niscalakara's Ratnaprabhii (very often), Nityanlitha's Rasaratnii
kara, 193 Sivadlisasena's commentaries (on the Siitrasthlina of the CarakasaJ/lhitii, Utta
rasthlina of the A$!iiligah[dayasai!]hitii, CakrapliQi's Cikitsiisaipgraha and Dravyagu
{la), 194 Sivadatta's auto-commentary on his Sivako§a, 195 SrikaQ(hadatta 's part of the 
Madhukosa 196 and his Kusumiiva/f, 197 Vlicaspati's Ata1ikada.rpaQa, 198 and Vijayara
k~ita's part of the Madhukosa. 199 

CakrapliQi is cited in Asubodha Senagupta's commentary on Govindasena's 
Paribhii§iipradfpa and Niscalakara's Ratnaprabhii. He is sometimes called Cakradatta 
by Niscala. Gulrlijsarmamisra's Visikhiinuprave.savijiiiina contains a quotation from 
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CakrapliQi that has been taken from the Ayurvedadfpikii (ad Ca.Si.9.50). Cakrapli
Qidatta is quoted in the comments on Govindasena's Paribhii$iipradfpa, Niscala's 
Ratnaprabhii and Sukhlinanda's commentary on the Vaidyajfvana of Lolimbarlija. 

Authors and works quoting from or referring to the Cakradatta are: A~hamalla, the 
Arort.iisiigara, Asubodha Senagupta's commentary on Govindasena's Paribhii$fipradf
pa, the Ayurvediibdhisiira (179) and its commentary (ad 183), the Ayurvedfya Khani
javijiiiina, Bhiivaprakiisa, 200 Bhe$ajasarphitii, Brhannighal){uratniikara, Devasi1J1ha Vi
nhal's Brhadiisaviiri$tasarpgraha, the comments on Govindasena's Paribhii$Apradipa, 
Gulrlijsarmamisra's Visikhiinupravesavijiiiina, Hariprapanna's Rasayogasiigara, Hvli
nandavidylisligara's commentary on the Rasendrasiirasarpgraha, the Kiimaratna, Ra
soddhiiratantra, Ratnasiigara, PriyavratSarmli's auto-commentary on the Ayurvedada
rsana, Sivadlisasena's commentary on the Uttarasthlina of the A${ii1igahrdaya, 201 Siva
misra's Vaidyasiistrasiviinubhava, Trimalla's Yogatarangil)f, 202 Vlisudeva's Viisudevii
nubhava, Vinodallila Sena's Ayurvedavijiiiina, and the Yogaratniikara. 203 It is one of 
the sources of Aryadlisa KumlirasiIJ1ha's Kviithamal)imiilii and the Rasendrasambha
va. 

The Cakradatta is quoted as Cakrasarpgraha in the commentaries of Niscalakara 
and Sivadlisasena on the work. Niscala calls it occasionally Cakra's Svasarpgraha and 
Yogasarpgraha. It is also quoted as S1lf/1graha by Niscala and Sivadlisasena, who call 
its author Sa1J1grahaklira or -!qt. HlirliIJacandra (ad Su.Sii.46.294,..:297) quotes from it 
as Cakrapiil)isarpgraha. 204 

Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya 
quotes Cakra, CakrapliQi, the Cakradatta, Cakrapiil)isa111graha and Cakrasllf/igraha. 
Somadevasarman's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa refers to CakrapliQi's Ciki
tsii51lf/1graha. 

The comments on Govindasena's Paribhii$iipradfpa quote it as Cakradatta's 
Svasarpgraha and the Cakrapiil)ikrtasa111graha. Asubodha Senagupta's commentary 
on Govindasena's treatise quotes it as Cakrasa111graha 

The Cakradatta was one of the sources of the Ma'din aHibifii'. 
The Dravyagul)asa111graha is quoted in Gopiila's Dravyagul)a and may have been 

one of the sources ofTo~ara's Ayurvedasaukhya. 

The author 

CakrapliQi has provided us with information concerning himself at the beginning and 
end of his commentary on the Carakasa111hitii and at the end of the Cikitsii51lf/1graha. 

Cakraplil)i was the son of Nlirliyal)a, who was the superintendent of the kitchen 
(rasavatyadhiklirin) and a minister (plitra) of a king of Bengal (GaU1ja); 2os his elder 
brother, called Bhlinu,206 was a court physician (antarailga). 207 CakrapliQi belonged to 
the Lodhravali branch 208 of the Datta lineage, 209 a branch that did not become extinct 
and is still represented among the inhabitants of Shillong in Meghlilaya.21• 

Cakraplil)i's teacher was Naradatta and his commentary on the Carakasa111hitii was 
written in agreement with Naradatta's interpretation of this text. 211 

Sivadlisasena212 adds to this information that CakrapliQi's father, NlirliyaIJa, was 
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a minister (mantrin) of king NayapiilaofBengal (A.D. 1038-1055). 213 Some authors 
claim that Cakrapiil:li was born in the Virabhiima (Birbhiim) district of Bengal, 214 in a 
place called Mayiiragriima. 215 

The introductory verses of the A.yurvedadfpikii and Cikitsiisarpgraha, which are 
identical and dedicated to the Trimiirti, as well as the first verse of the Dravyagm;ia, 
dedicated to Siva, show that the author of these works was a Hindu by faith. 216 

Date 

The factthat Cakrapiil).i's father, Niiriiyal).a, was in the service of king Nayapiila (I 038-
1055), establishes that Cakrapiil).i must have written his works in about the third quarter 
of the eleventh century. 2 17 

Commentaries 

An elaborate commentary on Cakrapii1}idatta's Cikitsiisarpgraha was written by Ni
scalakara. A later commentary by Sivadiisasena 218 is largely based on Niscalakara's 
work. 

Niscalakar• 
Niscalakara is the author of the very valuable Ratnaprabhii. 2 19 

The author declares in the introductory verses that he gave to his work the title Ra
tnaprabhii because of its objective, namely to restore the brilliance of the Cakrasaq1-
graha (i.e., the Cikitsiisarpgraha), a gem the glow of which had dimmed on account of 
misunderstandingsafterthe passing away of the iiyurvedaguru Vijayarak~ita. He adds 
that he intends to attain his object by consulting various treatises and reflecting (ghar~a-
1).a) on the sayings of his teacher. 

The Ratnaprabhii is a mine of information, abounding in critical considerations on 
the contents of the Cakradatfa and quotations from numerous works, many of which 
are lost now.220 Niscala does not limit himself to the clarification of Cakra's text, but 
expounds his own ideas too. This may be the reason that his commentary is called a 
tiitparya!ikii.221 He does not blindly adhere to the teachings of earlier authorities, not 
even to those of his guru, and records interpretations not accepted by the latter or is 
even slightly critical of him. 

Cakrapiil).idatta is an admired authority, profusely quoted; laudatory epithets are 
applied to him: carakacaturiinana, bahusrutaparisrutasusrutasahasranayana, saka
lavaidya(kula)maulimiiliimiil).ikya, mii1jitacaral).anakhamal).i; 222 he is referred to as 
priimiil).ikiigral).i,223 because of his refusal to acknowledge uncritically what is gener
ally accepted (na prasiddhim iidriyate) and his habit of carefully examining whether or 
not a particular opinion has a rational basis (yukta, yuktisiddha). 224 Niscala censures 
colleagues who blindly follow customary interpretations,225 Cakrapiil).idatta226 and 
Vrnda 227 not excepted. He assures us that he is not even convinced by opinions based 
on reasoning; practical results (vyavahiirasiddha) should be regarded as the ultimate 
test of a given practice. 228 
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Niscala's commentary gives evidence of the value he attached to establishing a cor
rect text of the Cakradatta. He compared its readings with those of the sources and of 
other treatises, 229 recording variants 230 and errors. 231 Criteria applied in determining 
the appropriateness of a reading are its conformity with the text of other treatises, 232 its 
acceptance by earlier authorities, 233 and its value for practice. 234 Reaching a decision 
was sometimes fraught with difficulties or impossible. Consequently, Niscala acknowl
edges in such cases the validity of two or more divergent readings 235 or refrains from 
judgment. 23' 

In general, Niscala tries to solve controversies he discovers when consulting a 
number of authorities, but, not always feeling able to achieve this aim, he tends to 
accept two or more conflicting views together with the arguments adduced in support 
of them. 237 

Niscala's experience as a practising physician emerges from remarks about formu
lations he prescribed to his patients and found to be effective. 238 Well-known and reg
ularly used recipes are indicated as such. 239 

A singular feature of the Ratnaprabhii is the occurrence of the names of some of Ni
scala's patients. Persons who turned to him for help when suffering from some disorder 
were the par:i<;lit Dhyiinakirti, 240 Lokesvara, who was in charge of the Tantric rituals 
(mahiitantriidhilqta), the bhik~u Siintarak~ita, 241 and Yatapiilita, who held an important 
position in the royal kitchen (bhojanaviryiidhikrta). 242 

The exact procedures in the preparation of compound medicines, the amounts of 
the ingredients, etc., are very often discussed in detail. The practices prevalent in Ni
scala's time and country are described as vyavahiira243 or praciira. 244 Actual practice 
did not always conform to the instructions of the authoritative textbooks. 245 Agreement 
with habitual practices is expressed in various ways,246 as is liisagreement. 247 

Traditional views are those attributed to the vrddha.~ 248 or vrddhavaidyiil~, 249 and 
their teachings, the vrddhavaidyopadesa250 or vrddhavaidyavyavahiira. 251 Niscala is 
prone to accept this tradition, although, occasionally, he rejects it. 252 

A number of subjects relevant to medical theory and practice are elaborately dis
cussed; examples are some types of pari~ii, 253 the general treatment of fever, 254 the 
treatment of irregular fevers, 255 weights and measures, 256 and technical terms. 257 

The identity of medicinal substances is a subject which is given much attention 
to. Niscala -not only deals with those occurring in the text of the Cakradatta, 258 but 
also with those found in the treatises he quotes. Some noteworthy plant names of these 
sources are: 259 alavai:ia, 260 amogha, 261 arka, 262 bar:ia,263 bhiinIII, 264 devatakusuma, 265 
guccha, 266 jalagai:i<;laja, 267 jiimiitar,268 kaficukI, 269 kandakar~1a, 270 kar:itI,271 k~!hapii
ga,272 kulI, 273 kulisa,274 laguru,275 modayantI, 276 miilakapan}I, 277 odanapiikI, 278 pii
sI, 279 pha]I, 280 rai:i~iikhyatiila, 281 ruhii, 282 va1ffra, 28~ vanya, 28' ve;1ai:ia, 2!5 \linayii, 28 f vi
siina 287 vrkI. 288 
· · Local ~ames of disorders, plants, dishes, etc., are repeatedly mentioned. 289 

Niscala's training was apparently not restricted to medicine. Several remarks in 
his commentary reveal his knowledge of other sciences, such as grammar290 and 
metrics.291 

The sources of numerous verses ofCakrapar:iidatta's Cikitsiismpgrahaare carefully 
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recorded by N iscala. 292 This does not imply that the stanzas that remain unidentified 
derive from Cakrapai:ii himself, as a considerable numberof them were borrowed from 
Vrnda's Siddhayoga without any reference to this fact in the Ratnaprabhii.293 A few 
verses taken from Susruta are neither indicated as such. 294 

Authors and works quoted or referred to in the Ratnaprabhii are: 295 iiciirya (sneha 
21-22: = Dr<;lhabala), iiciiryii~ (jvara 17 and 21), Acyuta296 (jvara 277-278; masiirikii 
32; k~udraroga 9), Agama (udara 51; rasiiyana 167-189; niriiha 14), Agnipuriil)a297 

(atisiira 72), Agnivesa (jvara 17, 41-42, 64; apasmiira 7-8; vamana 14; niriiha 8-
10),298 Ak$adevfya Karmamii/ii299 (riijayak~man 9-12),300 Ak$adevfya Yogasata(ka) 
(hikkiisviisa 9; plihayakrt 11; kanJaroga 7), Alpaviigbh3!a (mukharoga 58ab, 58cd, 
65; kari:iaroga 57), Amara301 (ku~\ha 37), Amitaprabha302 (jvara 65-68, 84, 90; krimi 
4; pai:i<;luroga 9; tr~i:ia 24; unmiida 50; udiivarta 14; udara 11; sotha 6; galagai:i<;la 6; 
vra~1asotha 75; upadarpsa 9; visarpa 32; mukharoga 87; vamana 16; vireka 16 and 28), 
Amitaprabha's Carakanyiisa (anuviisana 33), Amitaprabha's Cikitsiitisaya303 (arsas 
147-151), Amoghayogatantra304 (jvariitisiira 1-2; unmiida 21-28), Amrtaghata305 

Uvara 2), Amrtamii/a306 (krimi 12; tr~i:ia 22; viitarakta 6, 10, 12, 13, 20, 25; udara 23; 
ku~\ha 17 and 150), 307 Amrtavallf308 (arsas 18-22; hikkiisviisa I; parii:iamasiila 51-53 
and 63-69; miitriighiita 13 and 15; sotha52; vrai:iasotha 53 and 55; amlapitta I and 21; 
masiirikii3, 9, 11; k~udraroga 43, 50, 81-82; vr~ya 9), A~ii<;lhavarman309 (vamana 16; 
anuviisana 33), Asvavaidyaka (viitavyiidhi 117-126), 310 Asvinfsarphitii (k~udraroga 
66-71), Atisva/payogavyiikhyii of Miidhavakara311 (jvara 247-252), Atreya 312 (gra
ha1JI 16-19;313 anuviisana 33),314 Ayurvedaprakiisa315 (jvara 3), Ayurvedasiira316 
(jvara 82, 105, 127, 133, 142,317 161, 162-164, 170, 174, 175-177, 187, 277-278; 
atisiira 23-25, 67, 76, 83-84; graha~1I 9-11, 20-21, 39, 47-49; arsas 35-44, 83-92, 
100-103; piii:i<;luroga 25; raktapitta 22-24, 39-42, 43, 66-73; riijayak~man 3, 9-12, 
13-15, 24-25, 35-39, 40-46, 61-63, 75; kiisa 29; hikkii§viisa 2-5, 11-14, 24-29; 
chardi 21, 23, 24; apasmiira 11, 15, 23-28; viitavyiidhi 16-17, 26, 36, 39-40, 42-43, 
46, 47-49, 50, 52-55, 58, 59; iimaviita 15-18, 35-37, 72; siila 3, 6, 7, 12, 25, 37, 
44-45, 50-51; parii:iamasula I, 4, 16-19, 26-28; gulma 34-39, 40, 46, 47, 57-59, 
71-72; hrdroga 25; miitrakrcchra 11, 13, 26; miitriighiita 3 and 4; asmarI I, 13-16, 
32, 33, 47-49; prameha 11, 22-26, 47-49; udara 31-38; plihayakft 3, 30-32, 33-40; 
sotha 8, 12, 17, 35, 41-43, 44-47; vrddhi 4-5, 12, 17, 22, 23, 26; galagai:i<;la I, 6, 
14-15, 17, 18, 23, 28, 30, 40, 47, 51, 57; §Upada 11, 12, 20-22; vidradhi 12 and 14; 
vrai:iasotha 49, 60, 75; nii<;IIvrai:ia 2 and 3; bhagandara 22; ku~!ha 17, 46, 64, 67, 69, 
70, 104-110, 111-115, 120-121, 134-135, 150, 156, 159; udarda I, 2, 4, 5, 8, 13; 
amlapitta I, 5, 6, 14, 54; visarpa 11 and 14; masiirikii I, 39, 41, 42, 44; k~udraroga 
7, 10, 15, 18, 66-71, 81-82, 92, 96, 97, 122, 123, 124, 135-136; mukharoga 7, 9, 
11, 14, 15, 16, 40, 53, 58cd, 63, 75-76, 91, 99-103, 107-108; kari:iaroga 11-12, 
17, 23-24, 28, 57; niisiiroga 21; vr~ya 37; niriiha 22-25, 28-30, 31; nasya 11),318 

Bakula319 (jvara 5, 28-29, 69, 117, 253-254; jvariitisiira 26-27; atisiira 77; grahai:iI 
9-11, 16-19, 50-54; arsas 18-22, 33-34, 35-44, 51-62, 83-92, 100-103, 147-151, 
159-164; agnimiindya 2, 11-12, 14-15, 30-39, 73-75, 78-79, 82, 86; krimi 5; 
piii:i<;luroga 4-6, 10, 27, 35-40; raktapitta 7, 39-42, 66-73, 82-96; rajayak~man 
13-15, 27, 40-46, 47-60, 87-90, 92-93, 94-95; kiisa 20 and 40-41; svarabheda 
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10 and 13; chardi 4-5 and 14; tf~Qii. 4; madii.tyaya 17-19; unmii.da 9-12, 15-16, 
34-37; apasmii.ra 23-28; vii.tavyii.dhi I, 2, 8-9, 24-25, 32-35, 45, 81-85, 87, 88-92, 
140, 162-170, 189-198, 199-204; vii.tarakta 21-23, 33-34, 42-51, 52-58; ii.mavii.ta 
61-65; udii.varta 4-5, 12, 32-33; gulma 46; hrdroga 8, 10, 26-29; miitrakfcchra 27 
and 28; asmari 2-4 and 7-9; prameha 12, 27-28, 30-37, 47-49; sthaulya 6-11 and 
26-28; udara 31-38, 57, 59-62; plihayakft 15-18; galaga1;u;la 5; slipada 23 and 24-30; 
vidradhi 3; vra1;iasotha49, 75, 76-80, 91-92, 98, 99; ku~!ha 156; udarda 2; k~udraroga 
92; mukharoga 32-33, 63, 111-112), Bakulakara Gvara 64 and 65-68; raktapitta 
82-96; vii.tavyii.dhi 1), Bakulamisra (karQaroga 4), Bakulatantra320 (nii.c;livraQa 3), 
Bakulavyiikhyii Gvara 20; pii.Qc;luroga 35-40), Bii/asarasvatf321 (agnimandya 11-12), 
Bauddhiigama (unmii.da 21-28),322 Bhadrasaunaka (ku~!ha 74-82), Bhadravarman323 

Gvara 188;324 jvarii.tisii.ra 3-4; arsas 4-7; agnimii.ndya 86; raktapitta 12-13 and 20; 
hikkii.svii.sa 6-8; tf~Qii. 12; vii.tavyii.dhi 3-5; ii.mavii.ta 11-14; udii.varta 12; asmari 25; 
prameha 18 and 19;325 vidradhi 12; bhagandara 20-21 and 23; upadar!lsa 7 and 10; 
ku~!ha 32; visarpa 22, 27, 30; masiirikii. 33; k~udraroga 81-82 and 86; nii.silroga 
23; vamana 6), 326 Bhii.luki Gvara 18, 20, 149, 150, 153-156, 157-158, 237-238, 
292; asmari 47-49; netraroga 19), Bhiinumatf(agnimii.ndya 73-75; raktapitta 35-37; 
tr~Qii. 2, 3, 7, 8; vii.tavyii.dhi 3-5, 8-9, 58; udii.varta 34; hrdroga 5 and 10; asman 2-4 
and 7-9; galagaQc;la 33; vrai:iasotha 1-2; bhagna 2, 5, 16-27; ku~!ha 162; visarpa 6; 
k~udraroga 24-25, 32, 84-85; mukharoga 1, 20, 23, 24, 25-26, 28-31, 32-33, 56, 
99-103; sneha 11; vireka 28; anuvii.sana 5, 19-22, 23; niriiha 8-10, 26-27, 32-33), 
Bhii.numatikii.ra (bhagna 14-15), Bhii.numatilqt (arocaka 2; chardi 3; vii.tavyii.dhi 3-5; 
vraQasotha 99; mukharoga 68), Bhii$ya (arsas 76-82),3 27 Bha!!ii.ra(ka) 328 Gvara 3, 5, 
14-15, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 49, 65-68, 203-205, 219-225, 235, 291; arsas 159-164; 
agnimii.ndya 11-12; rii.jayak~man 24-25; gulma 63-67 and 91; udara 51; plihayakrt 
19-23; sveda I, 3, 16-17; anuvii.sana 38-39), Bha!!ii.raharicandra Gvara 3 and 10-11; 
vireka 2), bha!!ii.raharicandrii.nuyii.yinal} (agnimii.ndya 11-12), Bha!!ii.raharicandra's 
Sv asalphitii ( sneha 6 ), Bha vadeva 329 (vii.ta vyii.dhi 227-271), 330 Bhav adevf ya Gand ha
siistra (vii.tavyadhi 227-271),331 Bhavya 332 (arsas 35-44; kasa 20; hrdroga 10; udara 
57; ku~!l,la 156), Bhavya's Vaidyapradfpa (atisiira 30), Bhavyadatta Gvara 3 and 5; 
arsas 33-34; va:avyadhi 205-226; prameha 30-37; slipada 24-30; mukharoga I, 20, 
67; karQaroga 23-24), Bhavyadattasaq1graha Vaidyapradfpa (netraroga 19), Bhavya
datta's Vaidyakapradfpasa1pgraha Gvara 3), Bhavyadatta's Vaidyapradfpa Gvara 3, 
41-42, 165-166; kasa 1-3; mukharoga 32-33 and 65; karQaroga 16), Bhavyadatta's 
Yogaratniikara Gvara 31-32), Bhec;la Gvara 5, 55, 64, 79, 85, 117, 124, 128, 145-146, 
182-183, 196-197, 281; atisii.ra 39-45, 61-62, 69, 85-87, 100; arsas 4-7 and 35-44; 
agnimandya 84 and 89; krimi II and 12; rii.jayak~man 65-66; hikkii.svii.sa 1; arocaka 
5-7; chardi 6-11 and 21; madii.tyaya 3-6 and 20; unmada 5, 13-14, 34-37; apasmiira 
17-22; vii.tavyadhi 16-17, 31, 47-49, 95, 180-184; vii.tarakta 1-3; iirustambha 9; 
hrdroga I; miitrakrcchra II; prameha 18, 22-26, 30-37; udara 39; vraQasotha 75 
and 81-83; upadar!lsa 8; sneha I and 33; vamana 9, 10, II, 20-21; vireka 29-30; 
anuvasana 35; nasya 22-23), Bhi$a,imu$ti333 (arsas 4-7; 334 unmada 51; 335 sotha 36), 
Bhoja Gvara 188; atisii.ra 21-22; arsas 142-146 and 147-151; kiisa 46-47; chardi 
l; asmari 50-53; galagaQc;la 32; sneha 11; niriiha 20-21), Bindusiira 336 Gvara 141, 
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199-200, 231, 232-233; jvariitisiira 1-2, 337 3-4, 16-25; krimi 12; raktapitta 25 and 
35-37; kiisa 10-15 and 39; hikkiisviisa 6-8; arocaka5-7 and 13; chardi l; unmiida 51; 
apasmiira 29; viitavyiidhi 42-43 and 56-57; iirustambha 5; hrdroga 6-7; miitrakrcchra 
17 and 29-36; 338 asmari 30-31; udara 43; galagar.l<;la 2, 8, 25; vidradhi 2 and 7; 
vra~1asotha 52; bhagandara 10; ku~!ha 23 and 25; 339 mukharoga 72; kan;1aroga 2 and 
32; niisiiroga 9-10; netraroga 8 and 27; v~~ya 8, 50-51, 54), 340 Bodhicaiyiivatiira 
(unmiida 17), 341 Brhattantrapradipa342 (paril)iimasula 57-62 and 63-69; mukharoga 
1 and 9), Cakra Gvara 5, 6, 10-11, 14-15, 17, 19, 20, 28-29, 47, 49, 65-68, 84, 
100-102, 103, 117, 124, 133, 149, 150, 162-164, 165-166, 188, 213, 235, 253-254, 
255, 256-257, 277-278, 291; jvariitisiira 16-25; atisiira 1-3, 21-22, 30, 54-56, 60, 
73-75, 77; grahal)i 9-11, 16-19, 50-54; arsas 33-34, 100-103, 111-114, 133-141, 
142-146, 147-151, 159-164, 165-171; agnimiindya 14-15, 18-22, 73-75; krimi 
5; pii1_19uroga 4-6, 25, 27; raktapitta 7, 30-33, 39-42, 66-73, 82-96; riijayak~man 
13-15, 24-25, 40-46, 47-60, 83-86, 87-90; kiisa 16-19, 30-31, 37-38, 40-41, 
43, 59-64; hikkiisviisa intr., 17, 19-20, 24-29, 30-33; svarabheda 13; chardi 1 and 
28; tr~1_1ii 4; madiityaya 11-12; unmiida 1-2, 5, 9-12, 15-16, 21-28, 29-30, 31-33, 
34-37, 39-43; apasmiira 2, 7-8, 17-22, 23-28, 31-32; viitavyiidhi 3-5, 6, 13-15, 45, 
47-49, 65-68, 77, 81-85, 87, 88-92, 106-116, 136-137, 140, 150-154, 162-170, 
175-179, 189-198, 199-204, 205-226, 227-271; viitarakta 1-3, 13, 21-23, 40, 41, 
42-51, 52-58; iirustambha8 and 12; iimaviita 9, 35-37, 61-65; siila 50-51, 63, 65-67; 
udiivarta 25, 26-27, 29-30, 35; gulma 9-10, 57-59, 62, 71-72; hrdroga 8, 23-24, 
26-29; miitriighiita I; asmari 2-4, 7-9, 10; prameha 27-28 and 30-37; sthaulya I, 5, 
26-28; udara !, II, 16, 18, 31-38, 55-56, 57,58, 59-62, 64; plihayakrt 15-18 and 
19-23; sotha 6, 8, 14, 24-28, 44-47, 48-51; galagal)c;la 5, 25, 33, 49; slipada 24-30 
and 31; vral_lasotha 48, 65-66, 68, 75, 76-80, 91-92, 98, 99; niic;livra1_1a 3 and 17-18; 
upadaq1sa 4; bhagna I, 3, 4, 11, 16-27; ku~tha 2, 8-12, 24, 50-51, 71-72, 111-115, 
134-135, 150; amlapitta I and 23-24; visarpa 3-4, 15, 16, 18, 36-40; k~udr!}roga 1, 
3, 10, 21-22, 23, 31, 84-85, 92, 98, 126-133; mukharoga I, 25-26, 32-33, 37,41, 
44, 45, 52, 57, 60, 63, 67, 70, 73-74, 82, 84, 111-112, 113-117; kan}aroga 18-22, 
23-24, 30, 61; rasiiyana 190-195; vr~ya 15-25, 26-36, 37, 38-44; sneha !, 21-22, 
28; sveda 16-17; vamana 9 and 16; vireka 8-9, 17, 26; anuviisana 1-2, 7-10, 19-22, 
23, 24-25, 33, 38-39; niriiha 14 and 26-27; nasya 6), Cakra's Dipikii (kan;iaroga 
23-24), Cakra's Svasarpgraha (graha1_1i 77-85), Cakra's Vyagradaridrasubharikara 
(vra1_1asotha 46; upadarpsa 10), Cakra's Yogasmp.&raha343 (vrddhi 22), Cakradatta 
Gvara 20, 64, 65-68, 90; vral)asotha 48), Cakradattavyiikhyii Gvara 20), Cakrapii1_1i 
Gvara 199-200, 247-252, 277-278), Cakrapiil}idatta (introductory prose; prameha 
18), Cakrasarpgraha (introductory verses; vral_lasotha 48; visarpa 30), cakrasi~yiiJ:i 
(agnimiindya 2; 344 pii1_19uroga 35-40; viitavyiidhi 106-116), 345 Cakr3!ippmµ346 

(piil}c;iuroga 35-40),347 Cakravyiikhyii Gvara 20), 348 Cak~u~ye1_1a Gvara 135-136; 
svarabheda 13; viitavyiidhi 81-85; viitarakta 13; galaga1_19a 3-4, 31, 32, 35; visarpa 
9 and 33; mukharoga I, 9, 75-76, 88, 97-98, 111-112; niisiiroga 2-3; sneha 1 and 
6; sveda l, 10, 11), Candana (amlapitta 23-24; vireka 8-9), 349 Candanabhoc;la 350 
(vranasotha 75351 and 76-80),352 Cal)gikii353 (unmiida 21-28),354 CaJJ.drakalii 355 (a
gni~iindya 14-15),356 Candrakalii/ikii (atisiira 64; 357 vra1_1asotha 75),358 Candrata359 
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(jvara 2, 64, 71, 75, 103, 116, 117, 127, 178-179, 182-183, 211, 253-254, 282; 
jvariitisiira 1-2 and 16-25; atisiira 1-3; grahaQi 29-36, 55-59, 77-85; arsas 120-126; 
agnimiindya 90-91; raktapitta 17, 28-29, 35-37, 39-42, 79-81; kiisa 24-26, 30-31, 
37-38, 59-64; svarabheda 13; arocaka 2 and 3-4; chardi 14; tf~Qii 22; madiityaya 
20; 34-37; viitavyiidhi 16-17; iimaviita 15-18 and 39-43; siila 12, 50-51, 54, 59-60; 
udiivarta 7; hrdroga 25; prameha 18, 22-26, 30-37, 38-39; sotha 24-28; galagaQ9a 
31; vidradhi 8 and 19; vra~1asotha 49 and 76-80; nii9ivraQa 6; bhagandara 13-27; 
upada,psa4, 5, 10, 11, 15; bhagna 12-13; ku~!ha 17, 25, 29, 30, 32, 34, 35, 41, 74-82, 
131-133, 134-135, 150; visarpa 14, 30, 31; k~udraroga 66-71 and 72-75; mukharoga 
9 and 111-112; karQaroga I, 8-9, 11-12, 30, 35; niisiiroga 29-31; netraroga 20; rasii
yana 160; vr~ya 15-25 and 50-51; sneha 30; nirilha 22-25, 26-27, 28-30; nasya 18), 
Candra{asaqigraha (milrchii 1-2; unmiida 21-28; vrddhi 22; visarpa 22; anuviisana 
35; nasya 22-23), Candrikii (jvara 46, 247-252, 256-257; atisiira 1-3; arsas 142-146; 
agnimiindya 73-75; piiQ9uroga 2; riijayak~man 1-2 and 35-39; hikkiisviisa 2-5; tf~Qii 
2 and 7; viitavyiidhi 6, 8-9, 96-105; iimaviita 35-37; gulma 98; hrdroga 5; asmarr 2-4, 
7-9, 10, 13-16, 17-19, 34, 50-53; prameha 2-3 and 16; vrddhi 10; galaga119a 16, 26, 
32, 41, 42, 44, 53-56, 61; slrpada 10; vidradhi I and 17-18; vraQasotha 1-2 and 55; 
nii9ivra11a 2, 6, 16; silkado~a 3, 6, 7, 8, 9; bhagna2, 4, 5, 14-15, 16-27; ku~!ha 71-72, 
159, 162; visarpa 6, 8, 15; mukharoga I, 4, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25-26, 32-33, 34, 37, 41, 
43, 44, 46-'-47, 50, 56, 58ab, 58cd, 59, 60, 61, 63, 69, 77, 84; karQaroga I, 3, 4, 32, 
49; niisiiroga 12, 13, 15; netraroga 16, 20, 26; sveda 16-17; vamana 16; vireka 28), 
Candrikiikiira (jvara 3 and 150; asmarr 13-16; prameha 4; vrddhi 6; vra11asotha 99; 
visarpa 6; karQaroga 11-12), Candrikiilqt (jvara 65-68 and 253-254; viitavyiidhi 3-5 
and 81-85; vrddhi 6; galagaQ9a 40, 48, 51; vidradhi 8; k~udraroga 32; mukharoga 
45 and 68; kan1aroga 32 and 43), Candrikiimata (arsas 147-151; k~udraroga 32), 
candrikiimatiinuviidinal} (galaga119a 33), Candrikiislll!]graha (bhagna 2), Candrikiivyii
khyii (bhagna 16-27), Caraka (passim), 36° Carakaparisi~!akiira361 (jvara 150; sneha 
6; nirilha 3), Carakaparisi~!akrt (sveda 16-17), Carakaviikyapratisa1pskiira (udara 11), 
Carakottaratantra (jvara 57; nii9ivrat}S 2, 3, 16; bhagandara I and 4; silkado~a 2, 3, 
8, 9; bhagna I; k~udraroga I, 2, 4, 7, 9, 10, 11, 14, 16, 17, 18, 21-22, 24-25, 26, 32, 
33, 34, 35-37, 84-85, 96; mukharoga 9 and 32-33), 362 Caturadevfya Gandhasiistra 363 

(mukharoga 109-110), 364 Cikitsiika/ika365 (jvara 3; viitavyiidhi 147-149; udara 
59-62; vrddhi 2; netraroga I; sveda 16-17), Cikitsiisraya 366 (viitarakta 7), Cikitsiiti
saya (arsas 147-151; chardi 23), 367 diik~iQiityiil} (viitavyiidhi 96-105; 368 anuviisana 
33), 369 Da99in (jvara 1),370 Diiruviiha371 (jvara 63), Diisarasiiyanam (ku~!ha 17), 
Dattaka 373 (viitavyiidhi 227-271), 374 Desiitiga375 (miltrakrcchra 28), 376 DharaQidhara 
(riijayak~man 87-90; udara 26; k~udraroga 66-71), 377 Dharmakirti (unmiida 17), 378 

Dfpikii319 (jvara 244-246, 247-252, 270; pii~19uroga 9 and 35-40; unmiida 34-37; 
gulma 9-10; udara 19; ku~!ha 111-115; sneha 7, 11, 21-22; vireka 28), Dipikiikiira380 

(jvara 4; gulma 34-39), Drpikiilqt (jvara 3 and 47; raktapitta 51; riijayak~man 9-12; 
kiisa 10-15; hikkiisviisa I; chardi I; viitavyiidhi 2; asmarr 35-36; prameha 27-28; 
udara 31-38; sotha 24-28), DravyiivaJ138 1 (grahaQi 47-49; riijayak~man 87-90; chardi 
21; viitavyiidhi 185-188 and 227-271; pariQiimasiila 57-62; sotha 8; ku~!ha 159; 
k~udraroga 92; mukharoga 77 and 99-103 and 113-117), Dr<:lhabala (jvara 20, 31-32, 
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41-42, 65-68, 247-252; arsas 93-95; riijayak~man 65-66; mr:ia I, 9, 10-11; gulma 
20-23;miltriighiita I; udara 18; sneha 6, 21-22, 23, 30; vamana 9, 12, 13, 14, 20-21; 
vireka2, 8-9, 10-15, 17, 20-21, 26, 27, 28, 29-30; anuviisana 1-2, 11-12, 13, 14-18, 
19-22, 24-25, 32, 33, 35, 36-37, 40-41; nirilha I. 4-6, 8-10, II, 12, 13, 17, 20-21, 
26-27, 32-33, 35; nasya I, 2, 11, 12, 13-16), Drghabalasarpskiira (raktapitta 6; nirilha 
18-19), Dvadasasahasraviigbhata382 (mukharoga 24), Ekiin)avanigha1Jtu383 (jvara 
65-68), Gadiidhara(jvara 64, 178-179, 256-257; arsas 147-151; agnimandya 77 and 
82; pii~19uroga 27; hikkiisviisa 19-20; chartli 15-16; vatavyiidhi I, 10-12, 205-226; 
asmarI 11-12; vra1)asotha 99; k~udraroga 92; mukharoga 57; kart;taroga 16; niisiiroga 
7-8), Gadaviniscaya384 (vrat;tasotha 48), Gandhasiistra 385 (viitavyiidhi 227-271 and 
276-278; mukharoga 73-74 and 109-110),386 Gandhasiistranigha1Jtu 387 (viitavyiidhi 
199-204 and 227-271), Gandhatantra (viitavyiidhi 227-271), 388 Gandhatantrasiistra 
(viitavyiidhi 227-271), 389 giindhikii~ (viitavyiidhi 93-94), gau9~ (jvara 124; 390 

k~udraroga 43; kan:1aroga 18--22; 391 nirilha 26-27), 392 Gaui;lapii[ha (ku~!ha 8-12),393 

Gauc;lavyiikhyii (kar~iaroga 23-24), Gayadiisa (viitavyiidhi 87, 205-226, 276cd-278; 
viitarakta 40; gulma 40 and46), Gopati, 394 Gopurarak~ita 395 (jvara 64), Govardhana 396 

(jvara 20 and 64; arsas 111-114 and 142-146; agnimandya 73-75; riijayak~man 40-
46; kiisa 59-64; madiityaya 11-12; unmiida 21-28 and 29-30; gulma 9-10; udara 
57), 397 Govardhana's Arthamiilii (jvara 64),398 Govardhana's Brhattantrapradipapldi 
(jvara 232-233; jvariitisiira 16-25), Govardhana's Karmamiilii. 399 (arsas 133-141), 
Govardhana's Kaumudf (sotha 48-51), Govardhana's Nyiiyasiiriivali (arsas 147-151; 
riijayak~man 9-12 and 13-15), Govardhana's Paribhii.~iivali411 (raktapitta 14 ), Gu
t;tiikara ( atisiira 1-3; parit;tiimasilla 24), guru(piidiil)) (jvariitisiira 1-2; arsas 107-110; 
piit;t9uroga 2; raktapitta 6; riijayak~man 65-66; svarabheda 6; viitavyiidhi 24-25 and 
47-49; vrat;tasotha 46; upada111sa 3; ku~iha 116-119, 156, 159; visarpa 15; mukharoga 
32-33; kart;taroga 4; netraroga 36; anuviisana 24-25), Gurudattasa,pgraha (vrai:iasotha 
69),401 Gurugrantha402 (gulma 40; hrdroga 5; miltriighiita 4 and 5; asmarI 7-9),403 

guruparamparii (arsas 165-171), -04 Guruparampariivyiikhyii (grahat;tI 29-36), 405 

gurusampradiiya (suia 3 and 63; pariQiimasilla 36-41 and 75-76), 406 Haramekhala 
(jvara 282; agnimiindya 3 and 11-12; silla 56; k~udraroga 52, 76-79, 81-82, 88, 98, 
99, 121; mukharoga 96; vr~ya 54 and 56), 407 Haramekhalanigha1Jtu408 (vr~ya 54), 
Hiil'iivalf409 (apasmiira 23-28;4!0 vr~ya 26-36), 411 Haricandra412 (jvara 64; sneha 
6), Hiirita (jvara 4, 5, 8-9, 10-11, 33, 71, 75, 80, 86, 92-98, 117, 118, 123, 127, 
149, 150, 151, 160, 161, 178-179, 185-186, 187, 188, 206,210,217,218,261, 292; 
jvariitisiira 16--25; atisiira 17-18 and 57-59; grahat;tI 47-49; arsas 8-10; piit;t9uroga 
44-47 and 51; raktapitta 39-42 and 66-73; riijayak~man 9-12 and 47-60; hikkiisviisa 
2-5 and 21-23; chardi 22; trg1ii 2; unmiida 21-28 and 34-37; viitavyiidhi 127-131 
and 180-184; amaviita 35-37; silla 3, 10, 12, 20, 25, 27, 33; udiivarta 7, 26-27, 28; 
gulma 1-3, 15, 17, 18-19, 43-44; prameha 22-26 and 30-37; udara 46 and 55-56; 
sotha 6; ku~!ha 54, 55, 68; visarpa 18 and 33; masilrikii I, 4, 17, 18-20, 23, 27, 
35, 37; k~utlraroga 125; rasiiyana 160, 161-162, 166, 190-195; vr~ya I; anuviisana 
7-10; nirilha 26-27), harm~ (jvara 18), Jndumati413 (jvara 3; piit;t9uroga 19-20 
and 35-40; riijayak~man 40-46; kiisa 10-15; arocaka I; viitavyiidhi 136-137; sotha 
48-51; vrai)asotha 99; ku~!ha 116-119 and 120-12l;k~udraroga31, 32, 43), isana414 
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(jvara 19, 20, 65-68, 247-252; atisiira 104; rajaya~man 24-25 and 40-46; madiityaya 
11-12; unmiida 21-28, 29-30, 39-43; apasmiira 7-8; viitavyiidhi 87 and 199-204; 
viitarakta 40; udara 11 and 57; vral)asotha 99; k~udraroga 126-133; sneha 21-22; 
vamana 14; vireka 8-9 and 26; anuviisana 7-10, 24-25, 33; niriiha II, 13, 14, 35; 
nasya 6), Isanadeva415 Gvara 20; atisiira 1-3; vamana 16), Isanasena 416 (unmiida 
29-30), Isvarasena417 Gvara 5 and 64), Jiitiikarl)a Gvara 4, 5, 64, 124, 149, 178-179, 
196-197, 219-225, 244-246, 272-274; atisiira 60 and 104; grahal)I 47-49; arsas 
ll5-117, 118-119, 127-131; rajayak~man 9-12 and 40-46; kiisa 10-15; t~l)ii 10-11; 
unmiida 34-37; apasmiira 9-10, 17-22, 31-32; vatavyiidhi 140, 171-174, 175-179; 
viitarakta 40; iirustambha 13; iimaviita 35-37; udiivarta 29-30 and 35; gulma 9-10, 
20-23, 71-72; prameha 27-28; udara 14-15, 16, 21-22, 57, 58; sotha 8, 15-16, 24-28, 
33-34, 35, 48-51; vral)asotha 98 and 99; ku~!ha 104-110 and 111-115; visarpa 19 
and22; masiirikii 21-22; 36, 37, 38; k~udraroga 125; mukharoga 73-74 and 113-117; 
karl)aroga 23-24; netraroga 15 and 19; vireka 10-15; anuviisana 1-2 and 33), Jejja!3 
Gvara 4, 5, 14-15, 18, 19, 20, 47, 49, 64, 65-68, 124, 133, 149, 150, 188, 203-205, 
219-225, 235, 237-238, 247-252, 253-254, 255, 256-257, 284, 291; atisiira 1-3, 
93-94, 104; grahal)I 20-21, 22, 23-27, 47-49; arsas 111-114 and 133-141; agnimii
ndya 30-39, 73-75, 82, 90-91; piil)c,luroga 35-40; raktapitta 8-11, 17, 22-24, 30-33; 
riijayak~man 9-12, 13-15, 24-25, 35-39, 40-46, 47-60, 83-86; kiisa 1-3, 8, 16-19, 
50-53, 59..:64; hikkiisviisa, intr., 2-5, 17, 19-20; chardi I, 4-5, 6-11, 12, 15-16, 21; 
tr~f.lii 3 and 10-11; madiityaya 11-12 and 28; unmiida 15-16, 21-28, 29-30, 34-37, 
39-43; apasmiira 2, 7-8, 9-10, 17-22, 31-32; viitavyiidhi 2, 3-5, 10-12, 13-15, 
138-139, 140, 175-179; viitarakta 40; udiivarta 26-27, 29-30, 34, 35; gulma 9-10, 
17, 57-59, 62; hrdroga 5, 23-24, 25; asmarr 2-4, 13-16, 35-36; prameha 27-28; 
udara 3-4, 6-10, 11, 14-15, 16, 18, 19, 27-30, 31-38, 57, 64; p!Ihayakit 9 and 19-23; 
sotha 8, 14, 15-16, 24-28, 29, 33-34, 38-39, 48-51; galaga~1c,la 49; vral)asotha 99; 
niiqivral)a 2, 6, 16; ku~!~a 111-115 and 148; visarpa 2, 3-4, 17, 18; ~udraroga I and 
32; mukharoga 32-33, 59, 73-74; kafl)aroga 16, 18-22, 23-24, 30; niisiiroga 7-8; 
netraroga 16; vr~ya I; sneha 21-22; vamana 9 and 14; vireka 17 and 26; anuviisana 
7-10; niriiha 14 and 26-27; nasya 6),jejja!amatiinuyayin(a~) (grahal)I 47-49 and 50-
54; arsas 127-131; vireka 28), Jinadiisa 418 Gvara 5; riijayak~man 40-46; sotha 48-51; 
vral)asotha 99; mukharoga 11 ), Jinadiisa's Karmada~f Gvara 20 and 124 ), Jrvaniitha's 
Lauhasiistra419 (raktapitta 82-96), 420 Jfianasrl421 (siila 12; sotha 54; niisiiroga 9-10), 
Kalahadiisa422 Gvara 65-68),423 Kiilapiida424 (rasiiyana 167-189), 425 Kalidasa426 
(mukharoga 113-117), Kalyiil)asiddhi (grahal)I29-36; arsas 120-126; rli_jayak~man 
9-12, 24-25, 47-60; vireka 10-15),427 Kiimariipa428 (viitarakta 4), 429 kiimariipiya~ 
(k~udraroga 43), 43° Kiimasiistra (madatyaya 17-19),431 Kiir1kiiyana (iimaviita 35-37), 
Kapila (agnimandya 9-10), Kapilabala Gvara 64 and 77; sneha 6), Karavira (ku~!ha 
71-72), Karmamii/ii432 (agnimandya 14-15; raktapitta 66-73; svarabheda 6; chardi 
27; siila 50-51; gulma 40; prameha 17; ku~!ha 29 and 159; mukharoga 77),433 
Karmamiiliitfkii (afisiira 64), 434 Kii1ttika Gvara 54, 253-254, 256-257; udiivarta 34; 
gulma 40; asma1'i 13-16; galagal)c,la 40 and 51; niic,!Ivra1:ra 2 and 17-18; bhagandara 5; 
upada,psa 4; siikado~a 2, 3, 8, 9; bhagna 2, 5, 14-15, 16-27; visarpa 15; k~udraroga 
18 and 84-85; mukharoga 25-26, 32-33, 57; sveda 16-17; vamana 16; vireka 8-9 and 
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28; niriiha 4-6), KiirttikakuQ9a Gvara 20, 46, 54, 64; viitavyiidhi 81-85; p!Ihayakrt 
5 and 9), kiismiraJ:i Gvara 256-257; arsas 49-50; raktapitta 66-73; gulma 41-42; 
udara 14-15 and 57; ku$!ha 6-7 and 8-12; nasya 1), Kiisyapa (sneha 6), Kiitoka435 

(nii9IvraQa 6 and 16; visarpa 6; masiirikii 27; k$udraroga I; netraroga 16 ), 436 Kausika 
Gvara 292), Kharaniida Gvara 20 and 261; bhagandara 2), Kr$Qiilreya Gvara 64 and 
247-252; atisiira 80-82; arsas 49-50; riijayak$man 40-46; chardi 15-16; unmiida 
31-33; viitavyiidhi 64, 199-204, 227-271; udara59-62; p!Ihayakrt 33-40; vraQasotha 
76-80; k$udraroga 91; nasya 11), K$iirapii~li Gvara 20, 65-68, 193, 203-205; agni
miindya 77; rajayak$man 65-66; kiisa 10-15 and 27; hikkiisviisa 19-20 and 30-33; 
viitavyiidhi 3-5, 10-12, 199-204; gulma 45; udara 3-4,437 11, 23; p1Ihayak!t 30-32; 
sotha I and 6; vra1:iasotha 90 and 91-92; ku$!ha 25; sneha 13-14), Lauhapattrikii438 
(piiQ9uroga 11 ), Lauhasiistra (arsas 76-82; 439 masiirikii 9), 440 lauhasiistrajfiiiQ (pari
Qiimasiila 21-22), Lohasiistra441 (siila 57; 442 mukharoga 73-74),443 lohasiistravidaQ 
(siila 63), Lokaniitha (arsas 107-110),444 lokavyavahiira (Vf$Ya 56),445 Lokoka446 

(viitavyiidhi 272-276ab), 447 Miidhava (arsas 127-131; kiisa 59-64; unmiida 29-30; 
apasmara 7-8; vatavyiidhi I; gulma 9-10; udara 27-30 and 57; sotha 15-16 and 
48-51; vraQasotha 48; masiirikii 39), Miidhava's Prasnashasravidhiina (viitavyiidhi I), 
Miidhava's Susrutaviirttika (viitavyiidhi 3-5), Miidhava's YogavyiikhyiiGvara 124;448 

arsas 127-131 449 and 133-141), Miidhavagrantha (vraQasotha 48), Miidhavakara 
Gvara 284; riijayak$man 40-46; kiisa 59-64; gulma 17; vraQasotha 68), Miidhavakiira 
(karQaroga 23-24), Miidhavakara's Dravyag11.Qa450 Gvara 31-32;451 agnimiindya 
5), 452 Miidhavakara's Prasnasahasravidhiina Gvara 41-42), Miidhava(kara)'s Svalpa
yogavyiikhyii453 (raktapitta 14; udara 27-30), Miidhava(kara)'s Yogavyiikhyii (arsas 
111-114; unmiida 34-37), Miidhavasal!'lgraha454 (hikkiisviisa 30-33),455 Madhyasarp
hitii of Viigbha!a(gupta) Gvara 235, 237-238, 247-252, 288-290, 291; atisiira 104; 
arsas 96-99, 120-126, 159-164; agnimiindya 77; madiityaya 21-22), Madhyavii
gbha[a(sarphitii) Gvara 3; atisiira 4-5; graha~li 5-6 and 9-11; arsas 1-3; agnimiindya 
I, 2, 6-8, 28; krimi 12; piiQ9uroga 22-23; riijayak$man 47-60; kiisa, intr.; hikkiisviisa, 
intr.; madiityaya 21-22; unmiida 29-30;mukharoga I, 32-33, 41, 43, 45, 50, 58cd, 59, 
60, 61, 63, 70; karQaroga 3, 11-12, 23-24, 50, 56, 57, 63-65; netraroga 6; anuviisana 
33), Mahiimantriinusfiral)fya456 Gvara 235), 457 Mahidhara's Visvaval/abhii458 (vrddhi 
22), maitreyiiQ459 (anuviisana 33), Mii/ii460 (vireka 28), 461 Manu Gvara 65-68), 
Miirk~eyapurii1,1a462 (riijayak$man 47-60), 463 Maudgalyiiyanfya464 (madiityaya 
11-12; gulma 63-67; mukharoga 73-74), 465 Niigabhartrtantra466 (grahaQI 16-19; 
svarabheda 6; vraQasotha 98 and 99; nii9IvraQa 16; siikado$a 9; kt1$(ha I, 2, 25, 28, 
88-90, 131-133, 144-147, 149; mukharoga 9), Niigadeva467 (mukharoga 32-33), 
Nagarjuna Gvara 64; atisiira 54-56; grahaQI 37-38, 86-92, 93-99; arsas 66-75; 
agnimiindya 29; riijayak$man 27; madiityaya 20; viitavyiidhi 227-271; iimaviita 2, 4, 
9; pariQiimasiila 77-78), 468 Niigiirjuna's Viirttiimiilii469 (agnimiindya 14-15; chardi 
19), Niigiirjuna's Yogamaiijarf (siila 54), Niigiirjunfya (raktapitta 26;470 siila 50-51), 
Niigiirjunfyii Arogyamaiijarf471 (agnimiindya 72), Niigiirjunfya Mahendrakalpa472 
(arsas 4-7), Nalanrpati's Siidasiistra413 (grahaQI 60-61; 474 agnimandya 4), Niinii
bhidhiina (miitrakrcchra 11), Niiniirtha415 (sthaulya 3!;476 p1Ihayakfl 33-40),477 

Naradatta478 (atisiira 104; 479 s!Ipada 24-30), 480 naradattasampradiiyinaQ 481 (s!Ipada 
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24-30), Naradattasi§yafipp~l (vraQasotha 88-89),482 Naradeva483 (k~udraroga 92), 
Niivanita (raktapitta 79-81; kasa 48-49; ku~iha 97-100),484 Niivanitaka 485 (arsas 
120-126; vatavyadhi 180-184; ku~iha 104-110),486 Niivanitakasal)1hitii (nasaroga 
29-31), Niivanitatant.ra (svarabheda 12), Nighal)fu487 (grahaQI 47-49; arsas 142-146; 
sotha 8),488 Nimi (kan:iaroga 32), Nyiiyasiiradi489 (gulma 57-59), paitamaha.1}490 

(anuvasana 33),491 Palakapya492 Gvara 3493 and 65-68),494 Pa.Qini (siila 12), Parasara 
(atisara IOI; rajayak~man 67-71; niriiha 4-6 and 8-10), Pacaiijalalohasiistra495 

(arsas 180), Pa~kallivata Gvara 188), Pili.gala (siila 12),496 Pitrjye~iha (anuvasana 
33), 497 prabhakaral} 498 (raktapitta 82-96),499 Prthvisirpha (vatavyadhi 227-271 ), 500 

Pu~kalavata Gvara 48 and 64), Putrotsavii/oka501 (rajayak~man 27 and 30-34), 502 
ra<;lhiya.~1 503 Qvara 253-254; 504 agnimandya 9-10),5.05 Riicjhiya506 (masiirika 5),507 

Rak~itaguru508 (mukharoga 73-74), Rak~ita(pada.~1) 509 (jvara 20 and 64; atisara 
54-56; grahaQI 4 and 13; arsas 100-103 and 133-141; krimi 5; pa.Q<;iuroga 35-40;510 

na<;!IvraQa 5), Ramadeva 511 (na<;livraQa 16), Ramapaladeva512 (ku~!ha 74-82), Ra
mbharama (vatavylidhi 227-271), 513 Rasasiigara (prameha 44 ), 514 Rasayanavaidya 515 

(atisara 21-22), 516 Ratnamiilii (atisara 30; raktapitta 39-42; rajayak~man 65-66 ), 517 

Ratnapan~siistra518 (vatavyadhi 3-5), Ratnasiira519 (arsas 180),520 Ravi 521 Gvara 
106,115,117, 119-121, 157-158, 161), Ravigupta Gvara 64, 69, 71, 82, 84, 87, 
99, 100-102, 104, 124, 149, 150, 185-186; atisara 67; grahaQi 9-11, 20-21, 47-49; 
krimi 4; pa.Q<)uroga 9; raktapitta 22-24, 25, 35-37; rajayak~man 1-2, 9-12, 22-23, 
24-25, 27, 47-60, 75; kasa 5-6, 37-38, 49, 59-64; hikkasvasa 1,522 6-8, 17; chardi 
2-3, 6-11, 13, 19, 27; tf~Qa 10-11, 16, 17, 24; madatyaya 3-6 and 24; unmada l-2, 
15-16, 29-30, 44-45; apasmara 3-4; iirustambha 1-2; amavata 35-37; udavarta 31; 
gulma 57-59 and 92; miitrakrcchra 9 and 19; asmari 32; prameha 18, 19, 20, 21; 
udara 41 and 45; plihayakrt 6; sotha 20 and 22; vrai~asotha 65-66; bhagandara 3 
and 22; upadarpsa 9; ku~il}a 2, 35, 55, 64, 68, 92, 120-121, 156; visarpa 5 and 7; 
mukharoga 52 and 73-74; karQaroga 15; nasaroga 5 and 21; netraroga 15, 16, 22, 31; 
nasya I), Rugviniscaya523 Gvara 187; madatyaya 21-22; udara 55-56; plihayakrt I; 
vrddhi 22; vra~1asotha 48; na~ivraQa J; bhagna I; k~udraroga 2), Riiparatniikara524 

(mukharoga 32-33), Sabdiiqiava525 (vatavyadhi 106--116 and 227-271; amavata 
22; vraQasotha 76-80; na<;livraQa 6), Saivasiddhiinta526 (rasayana 167-189), 527 

Saivatantra528 (rasayana 166), 529 siiliikya530 (nasya 8-10), 531 Siiliikyatantra 532 (ra
jaya~man 40-46), 533 Salihotra (vatavylidhi 96-105; 534 amavata 7),535 Sambhu 536 
(ku~!ha 52), 537 Sa,pgraha538 (grahaQi 77-85; pa.Q<;iuroga 19-20; raktapitta 35-37; 
gulma 83-87; hrdroga 25; prameha 18 and 22-26; vidradhi 8; na<;livraQa 16; upadarpsa 
1-2; visarpa 14; k~udraroga I, 35-37, 66-71; mukharoga 20, 27, 32-33),539 sarp
grahakara\1 (jvara 291; ku~!ha 131-133), Sarpgrahakrt (jvara 284; sotha48-51; s!Ipada 
7; ku~!ha 134-135; k~udraroga 96), 540 saq1grahakrtal} 541 (k~udraroga 24-25 and 98; 
mukharoga 27), Sal)1grahiintara (udarda 3 and 15; amlapitta I), sa1pgrahavyakhyata
ral},542 (vidradhi 8) Sal)1karabhii§italohakalpa543 (ku~iha 17),544 Sa1pyogasvabhiiva545 

(jvara 244-246),546 Sanatana547 (agnimandya 11-12 and 14-15; siila 50-51; gulma 
46), Sanatana's Vallabhii (arsas 147-151; agnimandya 11-12), Sandhylikara548 (ra
jayak~man 40-46), Siiriiva/i549 Gvara 2), Siiroccaya 550 (arsas 147-151),551 Saunaka 
Gvara 64 and 65-68; arsas 159-164), Siddhasara552 Gvaratisara 1-2; atisara 98 and 
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102; arsas 4-7;553 piir;ic;luroga 8, 25, 26, 30; riijayak~man 47-60; hikkiisviisa 6-8; 
madiityaya 10; apasmlira 3-4; viitavyiidhi 140 and 175-179; udiivarta 6; gulma 31-32; 
udara 16 and 58; plihayakrt 8 and 9; vrar;iasotha 50, 85, 90; niic;livrar;ia 1; upadarrsa 
1-2; visarpa 14, 19, 33; k~udraroga 32 and 99; mukharoga 11 and 52; rasiiyana 167-
189; vamana 6; vireka 2, 10-15, 16; nasya 12), Siddhayoga554 (jvara 3; jvariitisiira 
1-2; prameha 30-37; netraroga 18), Somadiisa's Karmamiilii555 (agnimiindya 11-
12), 556 Sridharapiitaiijala(gar;iita)slistra (jvara 65-68), 557 Srikar;t!ha (karr;iaroga 30),558 

Srikar;t!ha's Amrtavallr559 (amlapitta 1), Subha560 (mukharoga 53), Subhaqikara561 

(vrar;iasotha 56-57; k~udraroga 81-82), Sudiintasena (piir;ic;luroga 9; riijayak~man 9-12; 
chardi 27; madiityaya 11-12; mukharoga 73-74; sneha 13-14), Siidasiistra562 Gvara 
31-32 and 44; riijayak~man 13-15; madiityaya 15; iimaviita 61-65; vamana 14), 563 

Sukatantra564 (jvara 2),565 Susruta (passim), susrutapii!hiinuviidinaQ (k~udraroga 1), 
Suvira566 (vra~msotha 99), Svalpaviigbhata (piir;ic;luroga 35-40; prameha 30-37 and 
47-49; sotha48-51 ;ku~!ha 131-133; mukharoga41 and71; karr;iaroga 16and 23-24), 
Sviimidiisa 567 (jvara 5), Svarasiiyana568 (iimaviita 29-34), 569 Tantra (karr;iaroga 38), 
cantriintara Gvara 5, 8-9, 34, 49, 64, 124, 150; arsas 18-22, 100-103, 153-158; 
agnimiindya 90-91; krimi 10; piir;ic;luroga 11; raktapitta 39-42 and 66-73; kiisa 59-64 
and 65-68; chardi 1; unmiida 21-28; apasmiira 7-8; viitavyiidhi 227-271; viitarakta 
13; iimaviita 15-18 and 23-28; parir;iiimasiila 21-22 and 75-76; gulma 71-72; udara 
I, 16, 58; plihayakrt 26-29; sotha 8, 33-34, 48-51; vrar;iasotha 49, 76-80, 91-92; 
niic;livrar;ia 16; ku~iha 57, 63, 74-82, 131-133, 134-135; amlapitta 23-24;570 visarpa 
2 and 33;571 ~udraroga 23, 35-37, 66-71, 96; mukharoga 8, 20, 51, 58cd; karr;iaroga 
41; niisiiroga 29-31; netraroga 6; rasiiyana 160, 166, 190-195; vr~ya 15-25572 and 
50-51; 573 sneha 13-14 and 21-22; vireka 28; anuviisana 24-25; niriiha 13, 22-25, 574 

26-27, 28-30,575 31), 576 Tantrapradfpa511 (parir;iiimasiila 54; mukharoga 16 and 17), 
Taccvakalika518 (vrar;iasotha 46, 54, 56-57; vr~ya 55), 579 !iklikiira (visarpa 2), !iklikliriiQ 
(bhagna 16-27), !ikiilqt (riijayak~man 61-63), !iklikftal~ Gvara 17; grahar;ii 72-76; 
raktapitta 34; hikkiisviisa 19-20; tr~r;iii 10-11), Tippa1,11 (ku~iha 41), 580 Tisaia 581 

(jvara 3 and 19; vidradhi 15; visarpa 34; masiirikli 24 ), Trilocanadiisa (viitavyiidhi 
150-154), 582 udicyat1 583 (anuviisana 33),584 Ugrasena585 (niic;livrar;ia 5),586 Ujjvalako
$a581 (viitavylidhi 3-5), Umiipati588 (iimaviita 29-34 ), Uttarakiirikii (vamana 16; 
anuviisana 33),589 Viigbha\a (passim), Viigbhaia's Svalpasarphica590 (kiisa 30-31), 
Vaidyakapradfpasa1J1graha (jvara 3),591 Vaidyapradfpa592 Gvara 48; jvariitislira 1-2 
and 16-25; atisiira 30, 77 and 93-94; grahar;ii 5-6, 7, 29-36, 77-85; arsas 4-7 and 
152; krimi 12; klisa 30-31; hikkiisviisa, intr.; tr~Qii 1 and 10-11; ku~iha 17; visarpa 
41-42; k~udraroga 104-106; mukharoga 113-117; karr;iaroga 16 and 38; niisiiroga 1; 
netraroga 20; vr~ya 50-51 and 56; anuviisana 14-18), Vaidya(pm)siira (riijaya~man 
40-46; 593 ku~iha 116-119), 594 Vaidyaprasiiraka 595 (jvara 133, 247-252, 253-254, 
256-257; atisiira 64; grahai;ii 20-21; arsas 111-114; riijayak~man 9-12; iimaviita 
35-37; siila 50-51; gulma 57-59; hrdroga 26-29; prameha 44; vrddhi 27-30; ku~!ha 
17, 74-82, 104-110, 116-119, 131-133, 144-147; k~udraroga 60-62, 66-71, 72-75; 
mukharoga 11, 73-74, 113-117; kan:mroga 23-24; niisiiroga 2-3; vr~ya 15-25; niriiha 
26-27), vai~r;iaviil~ (anuviisana 33), 596 Vaitarar;ia (asmari 47-49; bhagna 16-27; ku~~ha 
63; mukharoga 46-47; niriiha 28-30), Vallabha (vr~ya 38-44),597 Va/labha598 (jvara 
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84; agnimlindya 12-13 and 14-15; krimi 4; pliQ9uroga 9; raktapitta 66-73; gulma 47; 
prameha 17; vraQasotha 75), VarigadesTya Gandhasastra599 (vlitavyadhi 227-271),600 

Vaitgasena (amavlita 29-34), Vapyacandra601 (jvara 10-11; atislira 60; agnimandya 
77; miirchli 11-12; gulma 91; sthaulya 29; udara 51; bhagandara 5; ku~\ha 8-12), 
Varlihamihira (jvara 64 and 292), 602 Vararuci (raktapitta 82-96), 603 Vasi~\ha (klisa 
59-64),604 Vedaviikya (raktapitta 82-96), Vibhlikaraplidal] 605 (arsas 165-171; 606 

vlitavylidhi 205-226; prameha 44), Videha (jvara I, 20, 178-179, 277-278; jvarli
tislira 1-2; grahaQi 20-21; klisa 43; vlitavyadhi 87 and 180-184; plihayakrt 19-23; 
k~udraroga 7, 12, 15, 49, 58-59, 66-71, 81-82, 83, 84-95, 93, 96, 98, 112, 126-133; 
mukharoga II, 25-26, 32-33, 43, 68, 69, 70, 89, 97-98; karQaroga 8-9, 11-12, 
13, 16, 23-24, 30, 33-34, 36, 43, 49; nlisliroga 2 and 7-8), 607 Vijayarak~ita (intr. 
verses), Vikramiidityadeva608 (arsas 83-92), Vimiina (jvara 18),609 viravarmliQai] 610 

(anuvlisana 33),611 Vi$1JUpurii1Ja (vr~ya 15-25), Vi~Quvarman 612 (udara 51), Visvli
mitra (arsas 142-146; gulma 57-59; k~udraroga 126-133), Visvasiira613 (galagaQ9a 
19),614 Visvavallabha615 (ku~!ha 159), Vrddhakiisyapa616 (hikklisvasa 19-20; udara 
31-38), Vrddhasaqihitii (jvara 292),617 Vrddhasusruta (vatavyadhi 3-5; siila I and 
59-60; gulma 17; sneha 13-14), Vrddhaviigbhata (jvara 3, 211, 237-238, 272-274, 
277-278, 288-290, 291; arsas 127-131; pliQ9uroga 4-6, II, 12-18; rlijayak~an 
47-60; vlitavylidhi 3-5, 13-15, 36, 70, 81-85, 95, 138-139, 140; vlitarakta 14; gulma 
9-10, 41-42, 50-56, 57-59; miitrlighlita 3; asmari 50-53; prameha 6-7, 15, 16, 
18, 19, 20, 30-37, 47-49; udara 27-30 and 45; sotha 38-39 and 40-51; vrddhi 23; 
vraQasotha 99; mukharoga 113-117), Vfddha(vaidya)(vyavahlira) (jvara 20; grahaQi 
72-76; arsas 14 and 83-92; pliQ9uroga 11; raktapitta 7 and 15; klisa I 0-15 and 59-64; 
hikkasvlisa 19-20, 24-29, 30-33; svarabheda6; tf~Qli 23; apasmlira 23-28; vlitavyadhi 
27, 62-63, 74-75, 87, 106-116, 205-206, 227-271; linavlita 29-34 and 35-37; siila 
50-51; pariQlimasiila 21-22, 26-28, 32-35, 75-76; gulma 47; hr9roga JO; miitraghata 
15; asmari 37-38; prameha 44; udara 48; plihayakrt 2; vraQasotha 98; nli9IvraQa 8; 
ku~\ha46, 55, 74-82, 111-115, 116-119; udarda 2; k~udraroga 92 and 121; karQaroga 
30; sneha 15-16; vireka 16; anuvlisana 5 and 24-25; niriiha 4-6, 20-21, 26-27, 31), 
Vrddhavideha618 (vatavyadhi 162-170), Vrnda619 (jvara 3, 64, 65-68, 116, 162-164, 
178-179, 235; jvarlitislira 26-27; atislira 54-56; grahaQi 14-15 and 72-76; raktapitta 
39-42; rlijayak~man 13-15 and 65-66; hikkasvasa 24-29 and 30-33; svarabheda 13; 
madlityaya 21-22; unmlida 7 and 31-33; vlitavylidhi 3-5, 88-92, 1400; vlitarakta 
13, 21-23, 41; limavlita 9 and 35-37; siila 50-51; udlivarta 25; miitrlighlita I; asmari 
13-16; prameha 16; sthaulya 5; udara I, 48, 55-56; sotha 8 and 48-51; vrddhi 22; 
slipada 24-30; vraQasotha 48, 59, 65-66, 68; nli9IvraQa I, 3, 22; bhagandara 6, 13-17, 
23; upada[!1Sa 4, 5, II, 13; bhagna JO, II, 14-15, 16-27; ku~\ha 2, 8-12, 24, 91, 
111-115, 134-135, 150, 160-161; udarda 7; amlapitta I, 12, 20, 23-24; visarpa 3-4; 
masiirikli 5, 7, 39; ~udraroga 2, JO, 16, 20, 21-22, 23, 31, 35-37, 66-71, 81-82, 
117-120; mukharoga I. 9, 15, 32-33, 48, 52, 53, 54, 82, 96; karQaroga !8-'-22, 23-24, 
28, 30, 33-34, 38, 57, 59, 61; nlisliroga 17, 22, 28; netraroga 2, 14, 20; vr~ya 15-25; 
sneha 2 and 8-10; vamana 9; anuvlisana 5, 24-25, 35; niriiha 22-25), V!'IldakuQ9a620 

(jvara 20, 65-68, 199-200, 235; arsas 147-151; vlitavyadhi 227-271), V!'IldakuQ9a's 
Siddhayoga (jvara 3), Vrndasa,µgraha (jvara 175-177; agnimandya 5; unmlida 21-28; 
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udara 59-62; visarpa 30; netraroga 19), Vrnd3tippapf(raktapitta 39-42; kan:1aroga 30), 
V}'ii9i 621 (rajayak~man 28-29), Vyagradaridrasubha,pkara622 (vraQasotha 46, 48, 55; 
bhagandara 10; upada1psa 10; bhagna lOand II; ku~\l:ia63), Vyasa623 (rajaya~man 
24-25), 624 Yogamiilii, 625 Yogamaiijarr626 (jvara 2; netraroga 36), Yogapaiiciisikii621 

(hikkiisviisa 11-14),628 Yogaratnakara629 (jvara 2 and 32; grahaQI 93-99; arsas 76-82 
and 180; 630 prameha 44),631 Yogaratnasamuccaya632 (atisiira 67; 633 kiisa 65-68),634 

Yogaratnasiirasamuccaya 635 (jvara 237-238), 636 Yogasata637 (jvara I, 141, 277-278; 
arsas 63-75 and 147-151; agnimandya 11-12; hikkiisviisa 9 and 15; chardi 27; 
viitarakta 6; siila 50-51 and 54; gulma 40 and 46; miitrakrcchra 7 and 24; asmarI 32; 
prameha 17; udara 50; ku~!ha 20; mukharoga 73-74; netraroga 29), Yogasatafikii 
(raktapitta 66-73),638 Yogasata\Ikiikiira (gulma 46), 639 and Yogayukti640 (jvara 170; 
grahaQI 7; krimi 12; raktapitta 66-73; klisa 65-68; hikklisvlisa 24-29; madlityaya 
17-19; anavlita 8; s!Ipada 16; vra1~asotha 1-2; sveda 16-17).641 

Sources mentioned in D.Ch. Bhattacharyya's article and not found in the edited 
text are: Amrtasiira, 642 Bhi$agyukti, Dhanurveda, 643 Vaidyasiira, Loharasiiyana, Na
ndanacanda, and Vikramapariikrama. 644 

Niscala and his Ratnaprabhii are quoted by A9hamalla,645 the glossator on the 
Rasaratniikar1~ Gopliladiisa in his Cikitsiimrta, 646 Govindasena in the comments on his 
Paribhii$iipradipa, Jivlinandavidyiisiigara in his commentary on the Rasendrasiirasa,p
graha, and Sivadiisasena in his commentaries on the Cakradatta and the Uttarasthiina 
of the A$tiingahrdayasaq1hitii. 

The author mentions his name, Niscalakara, in the introductory verses of his commen
tary, which also acquaint us with the names of his parents, Lak~mI and Sadiinandakara. 
He obviously belonged to the Kara family of physicians, known as one of the lines of 
Bengali vaidyas from Bharatamallika's Candraprabhii. Evidence found in the Ratna
prabhii suggests that he belonged to the part of Bengal called Ra9ha or Rii9hii. 647 

D.Ch. Bhattacharyya pointed to a detail in the formula of piiniyava\ika648 that 
might also confinn Niscala's Bengal origin. The author of this prescription recom
mends, before taking these pills, the worship of KaruQli.tlhiira and KhasarpaQa. 649 
KhasarpaQa, a manifestation of Lokaniitha,650 was revealed to an upiisaka called 
Subha1pkara in a village of the name KhasarpaQa, situated in the Khii9f maQ9ala of 
Bengal.651 

Niscala is described as a court physician in charge of the women's departments 
(antal:ipuravaidya) and as a mahiimahopiidhyiiya in the colophon of the chapter on 
jvara. His position as a royal physician is confinned by the functions held by some of 
his patients. The identity of the king who was his patron depends on his date. 

The maiigala of the Ratnaprabhii indicates that he was a Saiva. 
Niscala wrote another medical treatise before he began work on the Rat

naprabhii. 652 

Niscala's floruit depends on several disputed clues. One of these is the identity of 
his teacher. D.Ch. Bhattacharyya considered Vijayarak~ita to have been Niscala's 
guru. P.V. Sharma, being convinced that he cannot possibly have been Vijayarak~ita, 
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advanced the thesis that this teacher belonged to Vijayarak~ita's tradition, but lived 
about three quarters of a century later. 

D.Ch. Bhattacharyya 653 assumed Niscalakara to have been a pupil of Vijayarak~ita 
on the basis of the introductory verses of the Ratnaprabhii, which state that Niscala 
started writing his commentary after the passing away of Vijayarak~ita; Niscala 
adds that the disappearance of Vijayara~ita resulted in an improper interpretation 
(kubodha) of the Cakradatta, which deplorable state of affairs he intends to remedy 
by the composition of his commentary. 654 

P.V. Sharma claims that the reference to Vijayarak~ita as an ayurvedaguru does not 
necessarily imply that he was Niscala's instructor in ayurveda, but may indicate that 
Vijayarak~ita was honourably remembered as a medical authority. In this he may be 
right. He adds that it is unusual for Indian authors to mention the name of their teacher; 
this is, however, not a hard rule. 655 Niscala's statementthat the light of the proper eluci
dation of the Cakradatta had become dull after Vijayarak~ita's death points, accordi!]g 
to P.V. Sharma, to a long interval of time between Vijayarak~ita and Niscalakara. This 
long period was also necessary, in P.V. Sharma's eyes, for the Cakradatta to supersede 
the Siddhayoga in popularity to such a degree that a commentary was written on the 
former treatise. 656 

The first argument cannot be regarded as persuasive. The second argument 
disagrees with the first one, because Vijayarak~ita did comment, at least orally, on 
the Cakradatta, while his pupil SrikaQ!hadatta wrote, somewhat later, his Kusumiiva/f 
on the Siddhnyoga Moreover, P.V. Sharma himself surmises that SrikaQ!hadatta also 
wrote a commentary on Cakra's Cikitsiisaiµgraha.6 51 

The Ratnaprabhii quotes both Rak~ita and a guru, as well as a book written by the 
guru and this guru's tradition. 

The quotations from Rak~ita, usually reverentially called Rak~itapadii~, are partly 
very close to or identical with remarks found in SrikaQ!hadatta's Kusumiivalfon the 
Siddhayoga; another part may derive from his comments on the Cakradatta. It cannot 
be excluded that his interpretations of verses common to Siddhayoga and Cakradatta 
are from his explanations concerning the latter work. However that may be, it can con
fidently be taken for granted that he was well acquainted with both Siddhayoga and 
Cakradatta. 

An examination of the quotations from Niscala's guru, often respectfully called 
gurupadal~, confronts us with a remarkably similar situation. These citations are 
partly almost identical with passages of the Kusumiivalf; 658 another part are not found 
there, being concerned with verses of the Cakradatta that were not taken from the 
Siddhayoga.659 The quotations from the guruparampara and gurusampradaya are of a 
different character, being not found at all or not literally, in the Kusumiiva/i: 660 Those 
from the Gurugrantha, in prose, are absent from the Kusumiivali: 

This body of data does not establish that Vijayarak~ita was Niscala's teacher, but 
suggests that there are no cogent reasons to claim that Niscalakara lived a long time 
after Vijayarak~ita. Niscala's intimate knowledge of Vijayarak~ita's interpretations of 
Siddhayoga and Cakradatta, probably not laid down in a complete commentary, 661 is 
rather indicative of a not too long interval between Vijayarak~ita's decease and Ni-
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scala's literary activity. The detailed acquaintance with CakrapiiQi's sources, displayed 
by Niscala, corroborates this view, because this type of information must have been 
supplied to him by someone not far removed in time from the compilation of the Cakra
datta, unless it was found in an earlier commentary. 

Commentators on the Cakradatta who preceded Niscala are referred to in the Ra
tnaprabha.662 

A remarkable feature of the Ratnaprabhii is the absence of quotations from Srika
nthadatta's Kusumiiva/f on the Siddhayoga, a work with which Niscala must have been 
~ell acquainted, if he is later than this pupil of Vijayarak~ita. The SrikaQ!ha to whom 
Niscala refers appears to be a different author, in spite of P.V. Sharma's assertion to 
the contrary. 663 D.Ch. Bhattacharyyaregarded SrikaQ!hadatta as a contemporary of Ni~ 
scala. 664 

P.V. Sharma's thesis that a long period of time separates Niscala from Cakrapii
Qidatta is in his own opinion confirmed by Niscala's adverse criticism ofCakra's pupils 
(cakrasi~yiil)), 665 although this connection between criticism and the passage of time is 
not self-evident at all. Apart from this, I cannot endorse the claim that Niscala rejects 
the views advanced by these pupils, which are quoted from some unidentified work 
in verse. In addition, the citation adduced to prove Niscala's critical attitude666 is the 
only one occurring in the Ratnaprabhii that lends itself to different interpretations; the 
context of the remaining two is neutral in tone. 667 

The date P.V. Sharma proposes for Niscala is A.D. 1275.668 This late dating 
is connected with his chronological scheme for a number of authors quoted in the 
Ratnaprnbhii; he assigns Vaiigasena to A.D. 1200, Indu to A.D. 1225, and the Miidhava 
who wrote the Dravyagul)a to A.D. 1250. 

The single quotation from '-1.ingasena's Sarpgraha669 has not been traced in this 
author's Cikitsiisiirasaf!igraha.670 The supposition that Niscala consulted a MS of 
Vru.1gasena's treatise that contained the formula cited does not imply that Niscala 
is later than A.D. 1200, since P.V. Sharma's date of Vati.gasena was reached on 
insufficient grounds; Vai1gasena was already known to I;)alhal)a, which pushes the 
former's date back to the twelfth century. 671 The quotations from Indu are unsuitable 
to chronological purposes, because Indu's date depends on that of Niscala. 672 The 
Miidhavadravyagul)a is in my opinion earlier than P.V. Sharma supposes it to be. 673 

P. V. Sharma also claims that Niscala quotes I;)alhaQa anonymously and follows his 
views in the interpretations of drugs. 674 Unfortunately, P. V. Sharma refers, in order to 
prove his point, to parts of the Ratnaprabhii that have not been preserved,675 which 
precludes verification of his claim. Moreover, anonymous quotations from I;)alhaQa's 
Nibandhasa1pgraha may be from one of I;)alhal)a's sources, such as the commentaries 
of Jejja!a, Gayadiisa and Cakrapiil)idatta.676 However that may be, the hypothesis that 
I;>alhal)a was one of Niscala's sources does not conflict with an earlier date of Niscala 
than the one proposed by P.V. Sharma; I;>alhal)a Ii ved in the latter half of the twelfth 
century, or even in its first half if P.V. Sharma is right in assigning him to about A.D. 
1150. 677 

A problem is raised by P.V. Sharma's discovery that an anonymous quotation 
found in the Ratnaprabhii is identical with two verses of the GuQasaiµgraha of the 
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Soc;Jha/anighal)tu,678 a work usually placed about A.D. 1200.679 This quotation may, 
however, be from one of So9hala's sources. 

The dates of some other authors and works quoted in the Racnaprabhii do not con
flict with placing Niscala in the latter half of the twelfth century. The identification of 
Dharai:udhara as Dharal)idiisa, the author of the Anekiirthasiira, poses no problems, be
cause Dharal)idasa lived in the early twelfth century. 680 The two quotations from the 
Hiiriivali, which are on the same subject, could not be traced in Purui?Ottama's Hiiriiva/I 
by D.Ch. Bhattacharyya. Even their presence in Niscala's copy of the lexicon would 
not invalidate an earlier date of Niscala, since Purusottama Ii ved in the first half of the 
twelfth century. 681 • 

A disputed piece of evidence concerning Niscala's date is his reference to king 
Riimapiila of Bengal. 682 Niscala describes an audience given by this king to the 
king of Kiimariipa. D.Ch. Bhattacharyya, the earliest author to draw attention to 
this passage, 683 was convinced that the vivid and flowery depiction of this event, in 
combination with the panegyric epithets applied to Ramapala, prove that this king was 
still alive when Niscala wrote his commentary, which would place the latter in the first 
quarter of the twelfth century. 684 P.V. Sharma685 disagrees with D.Ch. Bhattacharyya; 
he argues that Ramapala's name would have appeared in the introductory verses of 
the Racnapra.bhii, if he had been Niscala's patron, as D.Ch. Bhattacharyya asserts. 
Moreover, Niscala is not mentioned as a member of Riimapiila's medical staff; the 
name of the chief physician of the king was Bhadresvara. P.V. Sharma suggests that 
the information concerning the meeting of Ramapiila with the king of Kamariipa may 
have reached Niscala through the traditions centering round the impressive figure of 
Ramapiila, who took great interest in the development of academic institutions and 
founded the Mahavihara of Jagaddala in North Bengal. 686 P.V. Sharma's argumenta
tion does not carry conviction in my eyes, because the style of Niscala's account of 
the audience shows that it was still a lively memory to the one who reported about it. 
Niscala may well have met someone who was present on the occasion, if he lived in 
the second half of the twelfth century. 

The Buddhist elements in the Ratnaprabhii have also been used as clues to 
Niscala's chronological position. These elements consist of: references to Buddhist 
texts, such as the Amoghajiiiinacancra and Bodhicaryiivaciira, 687 a Buddhist author like 
Dharmakirti,688 Buddhist deities like Khasarpal)a, Lokaniitha689 and Tiira. 690 These 
references made D.Ch. Bhattacharyya691 claim that Niscala undoubtedly flourished 
at a time when Buddhism was still reigning supreme in Bengal, and certainly before 
the Muslim armies destroyed the Buddhist universities of Bihar, which would place 
him in the last quarter of the twelfth century at the latest. P.V. Sharma rejects D.Ch. 
Bhattacharyya's arguments and emphasizes that Buddhist culture remained conspicu
ously present in Bengal until A.D. 1350. He says that, though Mu~ammad Bakhtiyar 
(he probably means Ikhtiyiir-ud-Din Mu~ammad, son of Bakhtiyiir Khalji) destroyed 
Odantapuri Vihiira692 in 1199 and Vikramasila Vihara693 in 1200, the Jagaddala 
Vihara694 in northern Bengal, where Buddhist monks took refuge, continued for 
another one hundred and fifty years. He adds that Bengal and Bihiir enjoyed again 
uninterrupted peace during the rule of Ghiyiis-ud-Din Khalji, and that Muslim rule 
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was not well established beyond Varendra till the foundation of the independent 
Bengal Sultanate under the house of Balban about one hundred years after the death 
of Ghiylis-ud-Din Khalji. 695 

In my opinion, an accurate detennination of Niscala's date cannot be reached by 
help of the references to Buddhism. 

Almost all the evidence available does not conflict with placing Niscala in the sec
ond half of the twelfth century, 696 which would also explain that he does not refer 
to Qalhai:ia and So<;lhala by name. The single piece of evidence that might invalidate 
the proposed date is the anonymous quotation agreeing with some verses of the So
c;Jha/anighaI)fU. Crucial in this respect is the unresolved question of So<;lhala's sources. 

One of the MSS of the Cakradatta with Niscalakara's commentary (CBORI 
XVI, 1, Nr. 63) contains an interpolated portion of text and commentary, which 
covers netraroga 38-158, and the chapters on siroroga, striroga, bfilaroga, vi~a, 
rasadisodhanamarai:ia, soi:iitasrava, and do~avivarai:ia. The text of the chapters on 
siroroga, striroga, balaroga and vi~a largely agrees with the text of the Cakradatta; 
the text of netraroga 38-158, rasadisodhanamarai:ia and soi:iitasrava has almost in toto 
been drawn from the Siinigadharasarphitii, while a smaller part has been taken from 
Vailgasena and the Yogaratniikara The chapter on do~avivaratta has been borrowed 
from the Yogaratniikara 

The text of the commentary on those parts which were taken from the Sii
rrigadharasarphitii is based on A<;lhamalla's commentary on that treatise. 

Sources quoted in the interpolated portion of the commenta1y are: Amitaprabhli
carya, Bhaluki, Bhe<;la, Bhoja, Candraffyatantriintara, Caraka, Carakotrararanrra, Dr
<;lhabala, Jatiikari:ia, Jejja!a, Kasyapa, K~raplil)i, Niigiirjunabhartrtantra, Nimi, Puna
rvasu, Siddhasiira, Susruta, Susrutadhyayin, Vagbha!a, Videha, Vrddhabhoja, and Vr
ddhaviigbhafa. 691 

Sivadtisasena 

Sivadiisasena69S says that he wrote his D.ttvacandrikii699 because the Cakrasrupgraha 
had become obscured by the darkness of bad commentaries. 700 It is, as the author 
himself states in the introductory and concluding verses, an abridged version of 
Niscalakara's Ratnaprabhii, from which difficult passages are left out, while interpre
tations are added which differ from those by Niscalakara. Although Sivadlisa left out 
a large number of Niscala's references, numerous works and authors are still quoted 
in his work. 

These authorities and works are: adhunikaJ:i (arsas 114), Aghoracarya (rasliyana 
92-94),701 Agnivesa (jvara 17-18 and 64; raktapitta 14; niriiha 8-10), Agnivesasarp
hitii (jvara 29), Amara (rasayana 159-171), Amogha (rasayana 79),702 Amrtasara 
(arsas 169-176), Amrtavallf (vr~ya 9), Arui:ia(datta) (grahai:iI 32-34; tr~li 8; miitrli
ghata 3; sneha 10-11; svastha 4-5 and 26-29),703 Ayurveda (k~udraroga 84-85), 
Ayurvedasiira (jvara 82, 133, 161, 232; atislira 21; grahatiI 9-11; arsas 96-99; rakta
pitta 66-73; miitraghata 3; plihayakrt 33-47; sotha 44-46; galagai:i<;la 39; na<;!Ivrai:ia 
3; ku~!ha 106-112 and 160), Bakula (jvara 117; siroroga 51), Bhadra (jvara 55), 704 

Bhai§Bjyaratniivalf, 105 Bhaluki (jvara 157-158), Bhiinumatf (vatavyiitlhi 59-64; 
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iiniiha 10; vrai;iasotha 8-9; anuviisana 5; niriiha 20-23; kavala 4), Bhagarahariscandra 
(jvara 49), 706 Bhagatraya (svastha 53), Bhavyadatta (arsas 27-28), Bhavyadattadeva 
(rasiiyana 38-40), Bhela (jvara 55 and 182-183; vamana 14-15), Bhoja (atisiira 
21-22; udiivarta 17; gulma 83-87; asmari 48-54; galagai;i9a 31; niriiha 21), Bhojariija 
(rasiiyana 77-78), Bindusiira (ivara 201; raktapitta 25; vi~ 5-6), Brahmadatta (asmarT 
2-4),707 Brahmadeva (siikado~a 10), 7os Brhatfikii (svastha 53), 709 Cakra (often), 
Cakrasa,µgraha (p!Ihayakrt 6; rasiiyana 196-20 I ; svastha 53), Cakravyiikhyii (i.e., 
the Ayurvedadfpika") (mukharoga, kar:i!hagatarogacikitsii 19-20), Candrakalii!Tkiikiira 
(atisiira 65),710 Candrii!a (jvara 71, 75, 178-179, 213, 282;jvariitisiira 18-20; grahai;iT 
53-57; arsas 116-122; agnimiindya 2; pai;i9uroga 32; raktapitta 17 and 29; arocaka4; 
silla 70 and 75-76; vidradhi 20; vrai;iasotha 52; upadaiµsa 10; k~!ha 29 and 136-137; 
k~udraroga 66-71; mukharoga, mukhagatarogacikitsii 25-27; netraroga 144-145; 
biilaroga 25-26; vi~a 8; vr~ya 15-24; niriiha 23-26 and 29-31), 711 Candriiµt (in 
the Vrnda_tfka") (agnimandya 87), Candrikii (arsas 138-142; galagai;i9a 15 and 43; 
vrai;iasotha 8), Candrikiikiira (jvara 42), Caraka (often), Carakatattvapradfpikii (by 
Sivadiisasena) (jvara 256; sneha I and 7; vamana 16 and 18), caraka!Tkiilqta~ (atisiira 
23-24; raktapitta 27; unmiida 5), Carakavyiikhyii (niriiha 36), Qallai;ia (ivara 103 and 
210; atisiira 80; agnimiindya 87; pai;i9uroga 28; raktapitta 36; chardi 2; t~Qii 2, 3, 7, 
10; silla 75-76; udiivarta 16; iiniiha 10; gulma 11; hrdroga 5 and 12; miitriighiita 2 
and 3; strTroga 6 and 7; vi~a 11-12), 712 Desarasiiyanaffkii (rasiiyana 126), 713 Dfpikii 
(vranasotha 32),714 Dravyagupa (jvara 117), Dravyiiva/I (ku~!ha 160), Dr9habala 
(jvara 149-150; arsas 129-137; yak~man 65-66; sneha 6; anuviisana 27, 33, 36, 41; 
niriiha 8-10, 11, 21), Gadiidhara (rasiiyana 172-193), gau9ii~ (gulma 11), gau9Ty~ 
(vr~ya 15-24 ), Gayadiisa (jvara 256; pai;i9uroga 2; raktapitta 36; chardi 3; viitavyiidhi 
218-227; asma1i 48-54; galagai;i9a 25; netraroga 62), Gopurarak~ita (jvara 256), 
Gu(lapiifha (atisiira 10; chardi 19),715 Hiiriiva/f(vr~ya 26-36), 716 Hariscandra (jvara 4 
and 23; agnimiindya 12; gulma 63-67), 717 Hiirita (jvara 5, 34, 49, 71, 118, 178-179, 
218, 261; jvariitisiira 18-20; atisiira 58-60; agnimiindya 78; piii;i9uroga I and 52; 
yak~man 22-25; siila 13-16; gulma 43-44; aS{gdara 2 and 8-11; rasiiyana 152, 
154-156, 160, 165-166, 196-201; vr~ya I; niriiha 27), Jatiikari;ia (jvara 4, 48, 124, 
178-179, 198-199, 256; atisara 61 and 77; grahar;iT 4 and 45-47; arsas 114; kiisa 12; 
apasmiira 31-32; viitavyiidhi 190-194; viitarakta 42; prameha 28-29; ~udraroga 
127; kari;iaroga 18-22; netraroga 15; rasiiyana 196-201), Jejja!a (jvara 29, 42, 255; 
agnimiindya 30-38 and 74; raktapitta 17; yak~man 47-60; tr~nii 8; viitavyiidhi 10 and 
94; iiniiha 10; miitriighiita 16; netraroga 59), JTvaniikhya (rasiiyana 81), 718 kiima.{iistra 
(vr~ya 61), Kiirikii (svastha 53), Kiirttika (piii;iduroga 28; arocaka 2; tr~i:iii II; gulma 
94; miitriighiita 3 and 4; bhagna 15-16), Kiirttikakui;i9a (miitriighiita 16), Kharaniida 
(jvara 49 and 261), Kr~i:iatreya (jvara 64 and 256; yak~man 40-46; chardi 17-18; 
unmiida 31-33; nasya 25-26), K~iirapiii;ii (ivara 205-207; raktapitta 74-78; yak~man 
65-66; kiisa 13; hikkiisviisa 19-20; gulma 98), lauhasiistra (rasiiyana 38-40 and 62), 
Lohapradfpa (pai;i9u 9; rasiiyana 67-72), 719 Miidhava('s Nidiinasaq:rgraha) (ivariitisiira 
I), Miidhavakara (gulma 17), 12• Miidhavakara('s Dravyagu.Qa) (jvara 31; agnimiindya 
5), Madhyaviigbhafa (kari;iaroga 48), 721 Mahiibharata (jvara 239), Mahesvara (unmii
da 6 and 29-30),722 Mahesvarapattrikii (iimaviita I; sthaulya 17), Medinfkiirakosa 
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(netraroga 188),723 Niigiirjuna (agnimiindya 14; chardi 19; siila 70; rasiiyana 34, 76, 
123-125, 126), 724 NiimamaiijarI (rasiiyana 54),725 Nidiina (galaglll}l/.a 55), Nigha
Q!akiira (jvara 286),726 Nighal){U (arsas 161-168; sotha 10), Niscala 727 (jvara 70, 103, 
145; atisiira 40; arsas 18 and 113; agnimiindya 87 and 91; krimi 5; pai:iguroga 28; 
raktapitta 15; lf~Qii 22; madiityaya 13; diiha 7; viitavyiidhi 71 and 156; iirustambha 12; 
iimaviita 26; siila 12-16; parii:iamasiila 14 and 15; gulma 11, 43-44, 74-75; prameha 
20; udara 42-43; plihayakft 6; sotha 35-36; vraQasotha 50; bhagandara 13-20; amla
pitta 17 and 38-50; mukharoga, mukhagatarogacikitsii 2 and 15-16; 728 karQ3roga 56; 
niisiiroga I and 2-3; netraroga 22, 87-89, 138-140, 212; siroroga 2, 25, 49; striroga 
5; biilaroga 22 and 29-30; v~a 11-13 and 26-36; sneha 21), Piilakiipya (svastha 
21-24 ), Paramesvararak§itiidisarpgraha (rasiiyana 196-20 I), 729 Pariisara (atisiira I 02 ), 
Piitaiijala (rasiiyana 45-47, 55-56, 76, 81, 122), Patafijali (rasiiyana 52-53, 55-56, 61, 
63-64, 67-72, 83-84, 107), 730 Prayogaratniikara (jvara 31 ), 731 Pu~kaliivata (jvara 49), 
rasasiistra,732 Rasatarangi1,1i, 733 Rasendrasiirasarpgraha,734 Ratnako.fa (asmarI 37-38; 
plrhayak1t 1), 735 Ratnaprabhii136 (jvara I; niisiiroga 9-10; rasiiyana 172-193), Ravi
gupta (jvara 71; krimi 4), 737 Riival)oktakumiiratantra (biilaroga 89), 738 Rugviniscaya 
(vrddhi 23; visarpa 42), Sabdiir1,1ava (viitavyiidhi 256-277), 739 Saivatantra (rasiiyana 
172-193), siiliikya (netraroga 12; 740 dhiimapiina 6-7), Siilihotra (jvara 168-170), 
Sarpgraha (visarpa 30), 741 Sa1pgrahakiira (gulma 46; hfdroga 26),742 saiµgrahakiirii~ 
(raktapitta 27; yak~man 22-25), Saiµgrahakft (yonivyiipad 37-44), 743 sa1!1grahakfta~ 
(striroga 21-24), Siddhasara (jvariitisiira I and 4; asrgdara 8-11; biilaroga 81-82; 
nasya 12-13), 744 Siddhayoga 745 (svastha 53), SrikaQiha (jvara 258; tm1a 18; siila 
64-65; ku~!ha 106-112; udarda 10; masurikii 45-47; k~udraroga 97; karQaroga 55; 
netraroga 62, 110-112, 203; striroga 13; biilaroga 29-30, SrikaQ!hadatta (viitavyiidhi 
20-22; udiivarta 17), 746 Sudiinta (rasiiyana I), Sudiintasena (piil)Quroga 9), siidasiistra 
(yak~man 6-7; madiityaya 15; siroroga 50; vamana 16), Susruta (often), susrutafikii 
(visarpa 5), susrutaµkiil) (bhagna 17-29), susruta!Ikiikf~ (agnimiindya 88; krimi 5;; 
tr~i:iii8; miitriighiita 5; galagai:iga 39), Svalpaviigbhata (kari~aroga 11-13), Tantrapradi
pa (rasiiyana 172-193), Tartrapkii (svastha 53), 747 VaitaraQ3 (vraQasotha 10), Videha 
(plfhayakft 19-23; kari:iaroga 8-9 and 16; netraroga 3, 16, 151-155; siroroga 35), 
Vindhyaviisin (ku~!ha 17), Visviimitra (arsas 138-142 and 143-147; gulma 57-59; 
miitrli.ghli.ta 3), V[ddhakiisyapa (hikkiisviisa 19-20), Vrddhasusruta (arsas 107-110; 
viitavyiidhi 88-92), Vrddhaviigbhafa (jvara 277; pai:iguroga 5 and 36-41; viitavyiidhi 
228-233; viitarakta 14; gulma 41-42; prameha 16; udara 29-32; vrarasotha 23), 
Vrnda748 (jvara 29, 103, 162-164, 202, 205-207; jvariitisiira 10-11 and 26-27; 
grahaQI 19 and 40; arsas 143-146; krimi 12-14; raktapitta 39-42; yak~man 65-66; 
hikkii.sviisa 24-29 and 30-33; viitavyiidhi 71, 88-92, 95-99; viitarakta 13 and 23-25; 
iimaviita 21-23; asmarr 10 and 13-16; prameha 31-38; p!Ihayakft 6; sotha 10, 11, 
47-50, 51-54; s!Ipada 24-30; niigivrlll}a 3; ku~!ha 152 and 158; amlapitta 17; visarpa 
42; mukharoga, dantamiilarogacikitsii 23-24; netraroga 114; striroga 25-27; vi~a I; 
vr~ya 15-24; anuviisana 5; niriiha 23-26; svastha 53), Vrndasarpgraha (udara 61-64), 
Vpwafipp8J.1i or -{ippal,likii (raktapitta 27 and 36; yak~man 10 and 27; kiisa 5-7; 
arocaka 2; chardi 12; diiha 7; iirustambha 12; iimaviita 26; udara 48; vrapasotha 43 
and 44 ), 749 Yogaratniikara (grahaQI 91-97; rasiiyana 35, 38-40, 63-64, 67-72, 83-84, 
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89-90, 92-94, 107, 129-135), and Yogaratnakarasamuccaya (rasayana 62-72 and 
%-97),7SO 

Some 751 assert that Sivadiisa quotes the Niivanita. 
The following among the above-mentioned sources are not referred to or quoted 

by Niscala: Aghoriiciirya, Arm;ia(datta), Brahmadatta, Brahmadeva, Candratikii, Qalla
i:ia, Gw;llipatha, Lohapradfpa, Mahesvara, MedinI, Paramesvararak$itiidisacpgraha, Pa
taiijali, Prayogaratniikara, Rasatara1igiQI, Rasendrasiiras111pgraha, Ratnakosa, and Rii
va11oktakumiiratantra. 

The absence of some of these can easily be explained by the chronological gap be
tween Niscala and Sivadasasena; Arm;iadatta, Qalhai:ia and MedinI are later than the 
former. The reasons Niscala may have had for not quoting Brahmadeva remain ob
scure. 

Sivadasa's commentary abounds in interesting observations. 752 Variant readings 
are frequently referred to. In general, this author pays much attention to the establish
ment of a correct text, by consulting manuscripts, 753 pointing to wrong readings, 754 

verses to be rejected, etc. 755 An important authority for the text of the A$tiingahrdaya 
was Arunadatta; Niscala was consulted for the text of the Cakradatta. Sivadasa is more 
than one~ critical of Vrnda 756 and sometimes disagrees with Niscala. 757 

Accurateness in the methods of preparing compound medicines is one of his con
cerns, as is the identity of medicinal substances. 

Sivadasa and the Tattvacandrikakiira, the Tattvacandrikii and the Sivadiisavyiikhya 
are quoted in Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta's commentary on the Rasaratna
samuccaya. Sivadiisa and his Cakratikii are quoted in Asubodha Senagupta's commen
tary on Govindasena's Paribhii$ijpradlpa. A !Ikii on the Cakradatta, probably Sivadii
sasena's Tattvacandrikii, is quoted in Gulrajsarmamisra's Vi.,;ikhiinupravesavijiiiina and 
Jfviinandavidyiisiigara's commentary on the Rasendrasiirasaiµgraha 

Sivadiisasena's commentary on CakrapiiQi's Dravyag1qiasarpgraha 758 has no title. 
The following authorities and works are quoted or referred to: Agnivesatantra (pii

niya 31), Arui:ia (siika 1.7; piinfya 31), asmadguru (piiniya 37), Bhiinumatr(phala 13), 
Bhanarahariscandra (phala I and 7), Bhoja (phala 30; k~Ira 13; aik~ava 17; iihiiravidhi 
22), Brahmadeva (mii1psadi 2.36; siika 1.14), Cakra (dhiinya 1.40; miirpsiidi 1.2 and 
6; siika 1.3, 42, 46; saka 2.27; lavai:iadi 6, 15, 17, 20; phala l, 5, 7, 9, 36; piinfya 25 
and 29; aik~aviidi 17; kftiinna 8), Candrikii (phala 10, 11, 13, 29, 36; piiniya 29; k~fra6 
and 20), Candrikakara (phala I and 6; aik~aviidi 3 and 9; krtiinna 38), Caraka (often), 
Carakatattvadipikii (piiniya 37; krtiinna 9), Dalvai:ia, Qalvana or Qallana (mii1psiidi 1. 
18; siika 1.42 and 44; siika 2.27; lavai:iadi 7, 14, 17; piiniya 23; aik~avii.di 9 and 12; 
madyiidi l; kftiinna 54; bhak~ya 4; iihiiravidhi 10),759 Dhanvantari (dhiinya 8), Gayadii
sa (dhiinya 27-28, 32, 39; mii1psiidi 1.22; piiniya 30), Hiirita (mii1psiidi 2.34; piiniya 3; 
k~Ira 46; iihiiravidhi 21), Jatiikari;ia (dhiinya 10; mii1psiidi 2.34; piiniya 2 and 37), Jejja
;a (piiniya 25; ~Ira 37; madyaai 5; kftiinna 38), Miidhava (dhiinya 10; sii.ka 1.39; kftii
nna 8), Miidhavakara (mii1psiidi 216), Nala (kftiinna 48), Nibandhas111pgraha (siika 1.8, 
42, 46; siika 2.20; lavai:iadi 6), 760 Parasara (mii1psadi 2.34 ), Puru~ottama (phala 15), 
Siddhiinta (dhiinya 10), Susruta (often), tantriintara (dhiinya 10 and II), Trivikrama 
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(mii1psiidi 1.18; siika 1.44), Viigbha;a (often), Viipyacandra (mii1psiidi 1.6): Visviimitra 
(dhiinya 11; piiniya 22; iihiiravidhi 22), Vrddhaviigbhata (siika 1.3; piiniya 33). G.P. 
Sharma and P.V. Sharma 761 add to this list: Haramekhalii, Kiisiriija, Sviimidiisa, and 
Yogaratnasamuccaya. 

Sivadiisa's commentary on the Dravyagu~1a is quoted in Priyavrat Sarmii's auto
commentary on his Dravyagupasiitra. 

Sivadiisena's contributions to the theory of dravyagui:ia, as contained in this 
commentary, have been studied by G.P. Sharma and P.V. Sharma.762 Important is 
the view 763 that virya predominates over rasa and vipiika over virya, in contrast to 
the opinion of Caraka, who arranges these concepts, in relation to their increasing 
strength, in the order rasa-vipiika-virya 764 In this respect Sivadiisasena follows an 
earlier authority, quoted anonymously. He also disagrees with the definition of rasa, 
as given by Cakra, and adheres to the way his father had characterized it. 765 Susruta's 
opinion that taste belongs to water as a mahiibhiita and that the six tastes become 
manifest through mere contact (sa,psarga) with the other bhiitas,766 is rejected and 
replaced by the theory that the tastes are produced through a more specific process 
of changes (visi~\ii parii:iati9) in mixtures of the bhiitas. 767 An earlier authority is 
quoted again in support of this. Virya is considered to be connected with the essential 
part (siirabhiiga) of the mahiibhiitas.768 Sivadiisa holds that vipiika comes about by 
means of a renewed contact with the abdominal fire, after completion of the process 
of avasthiipiika or prapiika.769 He regards the amlavipiika as described by Caraka as 
included in Susruta's concept of u~i:iavirya. 770 

Sivadiisasena's descriptions of foodstuffs and drugs, as found in his commentaries 
on CakrapiiQi's Cikitsii and Dravyagu1Ja, are valuable in various respects. Sometimes 
he tries to harmonize apparently conflicting views found in earlier works, 771 sometimes 
he takes sides. 772 

Morphological characteristics of medicinal plants, their local names and their habi
tat are often recorded. In many instances Sivadiisasena seems to agree with interpreta
tions offered by Cakrapiil)i or J?alhai:ia while, on the other hand, he was not averse to 
consulting nighai:itus. 773 
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Chapter 1 

Authors and works from the period A.O. 600-1000 

The ~fiinganigha1,1fu 

Contents 
TheA§fiiliganigha1,1fu, 1 a treatise in 408 verses, is, as its name implies, related to Vii
gbha\a's works. It belongs to Viiha\iiciirya's ~fiiligahrdayasaq1hitii according to the 
colophon of one of its MSS, 2 though its introductory verse states that it is concerned 
with the drugs mentioned in the ~fiiligasarpgraha. Actually, the first part of the work 
(verses 2-201) describes groups of drugs found in both treatises by Viigbha\a, as is also 
indicated in one verse of the ~fiiliganighaQ{U itself, 3 for it is based on the twenty-five 
groups of chapter fifteen of the Siitrasthiinaofthe~fiiligahrdaya and chapter sixteen of 
the same section of the ~fiiligasarpgraha,4 to which one group has been added, mak
ing a total of twenty-six. This extra group, the pippalyiidiga1_1a, 5 inserted as number 
three of the series, is also found in the A§fiingaslll!Jgraha, but at the end, in prose, and 
worded quite differently.6 The viratariidigai:ia (103-112), on the other hand, has been 
taken from the ~fiiligah[daya, not from the ~fiiligaslll!Jgraha, where the names of the 
drugs composing it are different. 

The A§fiiliganighaQ/U, after quoting one of Viigbha\a's ga1_1as, proceeds with a 
string of synonyms of each of the drugs composing the group. A significant feature is 
that the author coined new synonyms for each of these drugs, in order to aITive at a 
clear characterization. 7 In a few cases a member of a ga1_1a has been suppressed. 8 

This first section of the work is followeti by a second, heterogeneous one, called 
viprakill].a, about various medicinal plants, vegetables and fruits (203-286), inorganic 
substances (287-3llab), poisons (31lcd-312), aquatic plants (313-317ab), flowers 
(317cd-322), liquids, dairy produce, products of the sugarcane, and oils (323-328ab), 
fermented drinks (328cd-332ab ), cow's urine and cow dung (332cd), cereals, pulse 
and sesamum (333-340), technical terms denoting groups of drugs, such as triphalii, 
etc. (341-342), names for 'drug' (343ab), animals (343cd-372), the dhiitus and do~as 
(373-378ab), various terms (378ed-379), the earth, sun, planets and some related 
terms (380-391ab),deities (391cd-400), terms relating to plants (401-404), and terms 
relating to medicine in general ( 405-406). The treatise ends with two verses dedicated 
to Dhanvantari and the Asvins. 

The ~fiiliganighal){U is quoted in Priyavrat Sarmii's auto-commentary on the 
Dravyagul)asiitra 

The ~fi1IiganighaQ{U may be compared for its structure and contents with the A
bhidhiinamaiijari and Paryiiyaratnamiilii. 
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Special feature 
The A${ii1iganighaQ{U is the first work to mention the medicinal plant called kumari 
(278). 9 

The author 
The ~{iinganighaQfU is an anonymous work. 1o 

Date 
As the A${iinganighaQ{U is based on Viigbha!a's works, it cannot be earlier than the sev
enth century, which is corroborated by the presence of verses taken from the Amarako
$a. 11 The earliest author to quote from the A${ii1iganighal){U, without naming his source, 
is, according to P.V. Sharma, Indu in his commentary on the A${ii1igahrdayasa1phitii, 12 

which would, if correct, establish that the work was in existence in the latter half of 
the twelfth century. 13 Anu}adatta once quotes an ardhasloka from the A${ii1iganigha
Q{u14 and often gives synonyms to be found in it,15 which indicates that it was com
posed before the middle or latter half of the twelfth century. l6 In P. V. Sharma's opin
ion, \bpadeva (second half thirteenth century) was certainly acquainted with several 
quotations from it which were current in iiyurvedic circles in his time, as appears frem 
his Hrdayadfpakanigha(l{U, while it was also used by Madanapiila for the composition 
of his nigha,nu, completed in A.D. 1375, and by Hemacandra for his Nigha(l{USe$a 
(twelfth century). Finally, P.V. Sharma brings forward thatJejja!aappears to have been 
acquainted with the A${iinganigha{1{u; 17 the corroboration of this assertion would con
siderably push back the date of the work. 

As the material adduced by P.V. Sharma in support of his assertions consists merely 
of series of synonyms which resemble those found in the A${ii1iganigha(l{U without be
ing identical with them, it is impossible to regard his claims as proved. 

Specific developments in the field of materia medica concerning the identity of 
medicinal plants and their synonyms were put to use by P.V. Sharma as a second type of 
evidence with a view to determine the date of the A${iinganigha(l{U. Though a fruitful 
approach in itself, the conclusions derived from it remain highly controversial. 18 

The third type of evidence adduced by P.V. Sharma consists of some words in the 
A${iinganigha(l{U which may be indicative of its date. These words are harayoni (290) 
as a synonym of rasendra, i.e., mercury, piirvatibija (290) as a synonym of abhraka, i.e., 
mica, both pointing at a rather developed state of rasasiistra, and piiti (299), i.e., civet, 
which is also found in the Paryiiyaratnamiilii (794) and the Siddhayoga (22.79). For 
the above reasons and in view of the fact that certain drugs introduced in the tenth cen
tury or later, such as akarakarii, ahiphena, mastagi and riimi, as well as piirasiyayaviini, 
which occurs for the first time in the Siddhayoga, are absent from the A${ii1iganigha
Q{U, 19 P.V. Sharma concludes that the work was written before the ninth century.20 In 
&-upport of this date he finally tries to demonstrate that Miidhava's Paryiiyaratnamiilii, 
assigned by him to the ninth century, represents a more developed state of knowledge 
than the A${iiliganighaQ{U. 21 All this evidence, taken together, establishes, in P.V. Shar
ma's view, that the A${iiliganigha(l{U was probably composed in the eighth century. 22 

This conclusion is too specific to be endorsed. The facts are in favour of placing 
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the A$tii1iganigha1_1tu in about the same period as Vrnda's Siddhayoga and the Paryii
yaratnamiilii (about A.O. 800-1000). 

The Asvinikumiirasaqihitii 

The AsvinTkumiirasaqihitii or Afvinfsaqihirii, 23 also called Asvineyasaqihitii,24 has 
partly been preserved. 25 

The Asvinikumiirasaqihitii is quoted in Candra!a's Yogaratnasamuccaya, Gopa
ladasa's Cikitsiim[ta, Trimalla's Yogatarangi1_1T, 26 and in the Yogaratniikara. 27 Cakrapii
r:iidatta borrowed from it according to Niscala.28 The Asvinikumiiramata is referred to 
by Kasirama in his commentary on the Siirrigadharasaqlhitii; 29 the AsvinT mata is one 
of the sources ofBasava's Sivatattvaratniikara and the Bhe~jakalpasiirasaqigraha. The 
Asvinf.saqihitii is quoted in the Bhesajjamaiijiisiisannaya, by Niscala 30 and by Bha
vamisra. 31 The Asvineya is quoted in Anantakumara's Yogaratnasamuccaya,32 Oat
tarama's Brhadrasariijasundara,33 Trimalla's Brhadyogatarruigi1_11, 34 and the Vaidya
cintiimaQi; 35 it is referred to in the Ratniikarau$adhayogagrantha and Revar:iasiddha's 
Virabhatpya. An Asvinasaqihitiiis quoted in Anantakumara's Yogaratnasamuccaya,36 
by Bhavamisra, 37 Candra!a, 38 S09hala, and Sridasapar:igita. 39 Recipes from the 
Asvinasaqihitii occur in Gar:iesasarman's Piikapradfpa,40 S09hala's Gadlllligraha,41 

the Yaidyacintiima1_1i,42 Vailgasena's Cikitsiisiirasaqigraha,43 and the Yogaratniika
ra. 44 An A.svina was one of the sources of the Basavariijfya, Jvaracikitsita,45 and 
Jvarasamuccaya,46 an Asvinfya of the Basavariijfya, an Asvinfya of Anantakumara's 
Yogaratnasamuccaya,41 an Asvina- and AsvinTyasaqihitii of Candra!a's Yogaratna
samuccaya. Formulae from an Asvinikalpa occur in the Basavariijfya and Vallabhe
ndra's VaidyacintiimaQi. The Kumiirasaqihitii, quoted in Anantakumara's Yogaratna
samuccaya, appears to be the same as the AsvinTkumiirasaqihitii. 48 A Kumiirasaqihitii, 
probably also identical with the Asvinikumiirasaqihitii, is quoted in the Bhesajjama
iijiisiisannaya A work by the Asvins is mentioned as a source by Har~akirti. 

A Saqmipiitakalikii, 49 Saqmipiitalak$aQa, 50 Saqmipiitaprakara1_1a, 51 or Saqmipiitii
TQava, 52 a Trayodasasa,µnipiitanidiinacikitsii, 53 and a Dhiituratnamiilii,54 as well as a 
Harftakfkalpa,55 are said to form part of the AsvinTkumiirasaqihitii. 

The Sa1µnipiitakalikii was one of the sources of Kalyar:ia's Biilatantra56 and is 
quoted by Meghamuni in his Meghavinoda.51 An unspecified Sa111nipiitakalikii is 
quoted in Karandikar's NidiinadTpikii. 58 The Haritakikalpa from the Asvinasa,µhitii is 
quoted in Anantakumara's Yogaratnasamuccaya. 59 

A commentary on the Saq1nipiitiir1_1ava, entitled Saqmipiitapadacandrikii, may have 
been written by Mar:iikya, son of Padmanabha. 60 Hemanidhana or Hemanidhana, 61 a 
Jain monk of the Kharataragaccha, who probably lived in Bikaner, wrote a commen
tary on the Saqmipiitakalikii in A.O. 1676n7.62 A Hind I commentary (stabaka) by Ra
mavijaya Upadhyaya, also a Jain monk of the Kharataragaccha, dates from 1774/75. 63 

An AsvinTnighaQtu is quoted in the BasavariijTya.64 A Niiffenidiina, -ni1"(laya or 
-parTk$ii,65 as well as a Yogasiira,66 are ascribed to the Asvins. Several formulae are 
attributed to them. 61 

The Brnhmavaivrutapurii(la credits the Asvins with a Cikitsiisiiratantra.68 The Ti-
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betan tradition credits them with two treatises, called Gces-bsdus69 and Byati-khog 
khrims-kyi Ju1i-bod bphro-ba. 10 

Candranandana 

Candranandana was the author of (1) the Madanadinigha{lfU, (2) a commentary, called 
Padarthacandrikii, on the A$fatigahrdayasaqihitii, 71 and (3) a collection of glosses (vr
tti) on the latter work. 72 

The Madaniidinigha{lfu 
The Madaniidinigha{lfu,13 also called Ga{lanigha{lfu,14 and sometimes 0$adhinigha
{lfu, 75 enumerates both names and properties of medicinal substances. 76 The treatise 
can be divided into two main parts. The first one, consisting of 592 verses, is 
arranged in thirty-two sections (gai:ia), in agreement with the number of groups 
of drugs (gai:ia) in Viigbha!a's A$fii1igahrdayasaqihitii (Sii.15). 77 The second part 
(viprak1ri:iadravyaprakara1~a; about 440 verses) deals with miscellaneous drugs, not 
mentioned in the preceding sections, and some other subjects. 78 It is mainly devoted 
to medicinal plants, but also deals with inorganic substances, fermented fluids, grain 
and pulse, prepared dishes, animals, terms designating parts of plants, groups of 
drugs, and anatomical terms. The plan of the work therefore resembles that of other 
nighai:i!us, also based on the A$fii{lgahrdayasa1phitii, such as the A$fatiganigha{lfU and 
the Abhidhiinamaiijari. Candranandana follows Viigbha!3 in his order of the drugs, 
but adds strings of synonyms, properties, and actions. 79 

TheMadaniidinigha{lfU was translated into Tibetan underthe title Sman-dpyad yan
Jag brgyad-pabi siii1i-pobi bgrel-pa-las sman-gyi miti-gi rnam-gratis, i.e., Vaidyakii$fii
tigah[dayavrtter bhe$ajanamasiicl, 80 and forms part of the Tanjur. 

The Madaniidinigha{lfU is quoted by Bhiinuji DTk~ita81 and K~TrasviiminS2 in their 
commentaries on the Amarako$a, Sivadatta in his auto-commentary on the Sivako$a, 83 

and SrivallabhagaI].i in his commentary on the Nigha{lfuse$a. 84 Some quotations from 
a nigha~1!u in lndu's Sa.efilekhii agree with verses from the Madaniidinigha{lfU. 85 

A Ga{lanigha{lfU is quoted in the Siiligriimanigha{lfubhii$a{la of the Brhannigha
{lfuratniikara. 86 

Special features 
Candranandana distinguishes rather frequently more than one type of a drug mentioned 
as a single entity by Viigbha!a; sometimes he adds items to a group. Examples are: 
the sthalaja and jalaja varieties of madhuka (1.3); nimba and mahiinimba (1.7-8); a 
second type of visiilii (1.12-13); two varieties of vidula (1.26-27); 87 dantT is added to 
dahana (1.31); two types ofelii(!.63-64);harei:iu is added to elii (1.66-67); sar~apa and 
raktasar~apii (1.68-69); two types of kumbha (= trivrt; 2.1-2); two types of lodhra (2. 
19-20); three types of sigru ( 4.19-21); madhiila is added to madhiika ( 4.23-24); three 
types of diirvii (6.1-3); dhanvayii~a is added to anantii (6.5-6); svetakiimboj1 88 is added 
to svetapiikT (6.16-17); two types of vidiirl (8.1-2), ofpaiiciingula (8.4-5), ofvrscTva 
= var~bhii (8.11-12), and of gopasutii (= siirivii; 8.18-19); liimajjaka is added to usira 
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(9.1-4); three typesofsisira(=candana; 9.5-7); two types ofbl!I;la (15.14), darbha (17. 
7), and tuttha (18.3); ku!heraka is added to kiilamiila (22.7-8).89 A few items, added 
by Candranandana, are absent from the A§fiingahrdayasaqihitii, for example liimajjaka 
(9.3). Some names differ slightly from those employed by Viigbhaia.90 

The section on miscellaneous drugs contains some items which are not found in 
the A$1iiligahrdayasaqihitii, such as ii~iirikli (p.22), damanaka (p.26), 91 dadhipu~pI 
(p.23), 92 grai~mI (p.28), ka1,1!akarafija (p.22), sirI~ikii (p.21), vanakiirplisI (p.21), 
viir~ikI (p.28), and vlisantI (p.27). 

The author 

One of the problems connected with Candranandana is whether one or two authors of 
this name should be distinguished, one who wrote the Padiirthacandrikii, and another 
one who composed the Madaniidinighal)fU.'3 

P.V. Sharma adduced two arguments in favour of this distinction.94 First, the 
marigala of the Padiirthacandrikii is addressed to Vi~~IU, that of the Madaniidinighal)fU 
to Sarvajiia, who is probably the Buddha. This may indeed point to two different 
authors, but can also be explained by assuming a syncretistic attitude to religion on 
the part of Candranandana. The second argument is based on a discrepancy in Ca
ndranandana's genealogy. The edited Sanskrit text of the Padiirthacandrikii mentions 
Kalyii~1a and Vidyii as his parents, whereas Ravinandana or Ratinandana is the name 
of Candranandana's father in the Tibetan version of this commentary. This argument 
does not carry conviction, since it appears improbable that Kalya1,1a and Vidyii are the 
actual names of Candranandana's parents. 

The issue whether one or two Candranandanas contributed to the medical litera
ture can be elucidated by comparing the synonyms of medicinal plants, found in the 
Madaniidinighal)fU, with those mentioned in the Padiirthacandrikii. It so happens that 
the synonyms occurring in the latter work are for the greater part one of the first of 
the strings of names of the former, which suggests that both works are by one and the 
same author. The Tibetan tradition also regards the commentator and the author of the 
nigha~1!u as identical. 9S 

Candranandana mentions his name at the beginning of the Padiirthacandrikii and 
Madaniidinighal)ru. 96 His father was Ravinandana, as indicated at the beginning of the 
Madaniidinighal)fu and in the Tibetan version of the Padiicthacandrikii. 97 His grand
father was called Mahiinandana.98 The Padiirthacandrikii was written at the instance 
of Sakunadeva. 99 Candranandana was, according to the Tibetan tradition, a native of 
Kasmir. 100 

Date 
An important clue to Candranandana's chronological position is the Tibetan translation 
of the Padiirthacandrikii, made by Rin-chen bzari-po between A.D. 1013 and 1055. 101 
A more precise dating would be reached ifCandranandana were identical with Candra
deva, mentioned in the biography of the Elder G-yu thog-pa, 102 the chief physician of 
the Tibetan king Khri-sroi1 Ide-bean, who lived in the eighth century. This G-yu thog
pa visited Candradeva on his way to India and received instruction from him. The same 
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biography relates that G-yu thog-pa met Vairocana, who claimed to have received the 
Rgyud-bii from Candradeva. 103 The identity of this Candradeva with Candranandana, 
considered as not impossible by R.E. Emmerick, 104 would place our author in the mid
dle of the eighth century. The same date was suggested by G. Huth. 105 The quotations 
from Candranandana's works are not helpful in establishing his date, since they are 
found in authors who are later than Rin-chen bzail-po. 

Candra\a 

Candra\a, 106 the son of Tisa\a, who wrote the Cikitsakalikii, composed the following 
works: (1) a commentary on the Cikitsiikalikii, (2) Susrutapii[hasuddhi, (3) Yogaratna
samuccaya, (4) YogamU$!i, (5) Dravyiivalf, and (6) Vaidyatriipsatfikii. 

(I) Candra\a's authorship of the commentary on the Cikitsakalika1°1 is evident from 
the opening sentences of the work. It is written in a lucid style and is important for 
the constitution of the text of the Cikitsiikalikii and its interpretation. At some places 
Candra\a informs us of sources not referred to by Tisa\a himself. ios 

Many basic iiyurvedic concepts are discussed at length in the comments on verse 
sixteen of the Cikitsiikalikii. 109 Some new ideas are put forward in this pait of the com
mentary. Candra\a distinguishes three types of bala (strength): bala (in its restricted 
sense as physical strength), ojas, and tejas. Sattva is said to be of two types: bhirutva 
and sahi~11utva. The concept of siitmya is elaborately dealt with according to the views 
of various authorities. Candra\a himself is of the opinion that siitmya is of eight types. 
Regarding the concept of vipiika, he agrees with Susruta in distinguishing two types. 
Drugs (au~adha) are classified according to the predominance of one or more of the 
mahiibhiitas in them. 

The concept of diseases caused by one's karman is elucidated by a long quotation 
from a work not mentioned by name. 110 Differences of opinion between the followers 
of Caraka (kiiyacikitsakii~) and Susruta (salyatantraka1tiir~) are noticed. 111 Details 
on the preparation of various medicines are frequently given, 112 as well as the names 
of compound formulae. 113 The interpretations of the names of drugs are mostly 
co1Tect, 114 but sometimes doubtful or wrong, 115 probably because the identity of a 
number of medicinal substances had become controversial, or because of insufficient 
knowledge. Occasionally, a medicinal plant is described and its vernacular name 
mentioned. 116 The term picca\a(roga) is employed as a synonym for the eye disease or 
group of eye diseases usually called pilla. 117 Aiijanas, to be employed in eye diseases, 
are divided into three types: gu\ikii, rasa and ciin:1a; gu\ikii is subdivided into pi1.1da, 
vaiti and gu\ikii in a restricted sense. 118 

Authorities quoted or referred to by Candraia are: Agnivesa (l; 2), Astrka (men
tioned by Tisa\a; 387), the Asvins (I, 227, 306: mentioned by Tisa\a), Atreya (I; 
5), Aupadhenava (I; 145), Aurabhra (I; 2; 145), Bhalla 119 (introductory part of 
the commentary), Bhela (2: mentioned by Tisa\a; 20; 80; 82; 248: mentioned by 
Tisa\a), Bhoja (2: mentioned by Tisa\a; 85; 115), Bhrgu (2: mentioned by Tisa\a), 
Bhrguja 120 (375: mentioned by Tisa\a), Cak~u~ye1}a (2; 16; 80; 81; 85; 283; 303-304; 
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354-355), Caraka (passim), Dhanvantari (I: mentioned by Tisa\a), dhiinvantariyiil) 
(2), Haricandra 121 (mailgala), Hiirita (2: mentioned by Tisa\a; 82; 115; 116; 140-142; 
173-174; 212-215), Janakiitmaja 122 (347: mentioned by Tisa\a), JatukarQa (2), Jejja\a 
(mailgala; 161-162; 191-192; 221-222), Kii11kiiyana (147 and 151: mentioned by 
Tisa\a), Kapilabala (283), Kharaniida (16; 82; 283), Km,atreya (85), K~iirapai:ii (2; 16; 
190; 208-211; 270), Nimi (2), nyiiyavidal) (16), Pariisara (2: mentioned by Tisafa; 82; 
298-302: mentioned by Tisa\a), Pau~kaliivata (1), Pu~kaliivata (2; 145), Rasavaise§ika 
(16), 123 Siddhasiira (81), 124 Sudhira (mailgala), Sukra 125 (383), Susmta (passim), 
vaise~ikiil) (16), Tisaia (19; 82; 83-84; 110; 111; 193; 208-211; 212-215; 354-355), 
Vaitarai:ia (2), vaiyiikarai:iiil:i (16), Varui:ia (383), 126 Videha 127 (2; 102; 104; 229-231: 
mentioned byTisa\a; 304: mentioned byTisa\a; 327; 328; 343; 346-347: Janakiitmaja 
in Tisa\a's text), Visviimitra (361-364), Vfddhalihoja (325), and Vfdd/Javideha (85). 

Noteworthy is the absence ofViigbha\a, 128 although he is quoted in Candra\a's Yo
garatnasamuccaya. 

Candra\a's commentary on the Cikitsiikalikii is quoted in Priyavrat Sarmii's auto
commentary on the Ayurvedadarsana and TO<_lara's Ayurvedas11ukhya 

(2) The Susrutapiifhasuddhi, 129 a MS of which was described by J. Taylor, 130 consists 
of a revision of the Susrutasarphitii, made by Candra\a after the commentary of Jejja\a, 
as he indicates himself. 131 The text frequently differs from the printed edition of the 
Susrutasa1phitii according to Taylor, whereas A.F.R. Hoernle 132 notes that it does occa
sionally, though not very materially, differ from its traditional recension; elsewhere, 133 

however, the latter remarks that Candra\a's revised text deserves a searching examina
tion because it contains additional and spurious verses recorded as such by I;>alhai:ia. 
Hoernle's suggestion 134 of a connection between Candrata and Kiirttikakui:ic;la rests on 
very slender evidence and needs corroboration. P.V. Sharma, being of the •pinion that 
the text of the Susrutasarphitii as we have it contains changes and additions by the hand 
of Candra\a, 135 tried to identify some of the alterations. 136 However, the description of 
the India Office MS of the Susrutap11fhasuddhi is in contradiction with such a view. 

Candra!a refers to his Susrutapafhasullldhi and Yogaratnasamuccaya at the end of 
his commentary on the Cikitsiika/ikii, which proves that the commentary is the latest 
of the three. 

A Piifhasuddhi and Mahiipii_thasuddhi, quoted extensively by Anantakumiira, 137 

cannot but designate Candra\a's work. A Piif/Jasuddhi is cited in the Bhesajiamaiijii
siisannaya. 

The quotations from the Piifhasuddhi in Anantakumiira's Yogaratnasamuccaya 
sometimes agree, sometimes disagree with the current text of the Susrutasarphitii. 138 

Candra\a is referred to and extolled in Biiliiciirya's Susrutasiira, which may mean 
that the author of this work was acquainted with the Piifhasuddhi. 

(3) The Yogaratnasamuccaya, 139 written by Candra\a, son of lTsa\a, according to 
its first two verses, 140 is a collection of prescriptions, 141 arranged in eight sections 
(adhikiira): 142 ghrta, 143 taila, curi:ia, gu\ikii, avaleha, gadasiinti, 144 (paiica)karman, and 
kalpa. 145 
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The kalpa section describes nineteen kalpas: amlavetasa-, suvall}a-, citraka-, kii
kamiici-, satiivari-, bhalliitaka-, haritaki-, triphalii-, lasuna-, gugiici-, siliijatu-, guggu
lu-, viiriihi-, kukku!i-, erai:i,ataila-, kuiikuma-, gok~ura-, and alambu~iikalpa. 146 

The work is of great value because it gives the source of its recipes. These 
sources are, according to P.K. Gode, 147 who first listed them: Agastya, Agnivesa, 
Amitaprabha,148 Amrtamii/ii, Aryasamuccaya, Asvinasaiphitii, 149 Asvinlkumarasa1?1-
hitii, Asvinlyasarphitii, Bhadrasenaka,150 Bhadravartman, 151 Bhiiradviija, Bhec)a, 152 

Bhi~anmu~fi, Bintlusiira, Cak$u~yei:ia, 153 Caraka, Cikitsiikalikii, Dravyiivall, Hiirita, 154 

Jatiikarl]a, Klinkiiyana, Kharaniitla, ~l]iitreya, K~rapii~1i, Niivanltaka, 155 Pariisara, 156 
Saivasifldhiinta, Saunaka, Siddhasiira, 157 Sivasiddhiinta, Susruta, Tisa!a, Viigbha!a, 
Viihaga, Vaitarai:ia, Videha, 158 V[ddhaviiha<ja, Vrddhavideha, Yogaratnasamuccaya, 
and Yogayukti. 

D.Ch. Bhattacharyya 159 added the following names: Atreya, Carakottaratantra, 
Cikitsasamuccaya, 160 Gopura, Ravigupta, and V[ddhasusruta; 161 absent from his 
list are: Agastya, Bhiiradviija, Bhadrasenaka, Kiiitkiiyana, Saivasiddhiinta, Viihaga, 
Vaitarana, and Yogaratnasamuccaya. 

R.P.· Bhatnagar and P.V. Sharma 162 added some more names: Acyuta, 163 AJilfta
kumbha, 164 Am1taprabha or -prabhii, 165 Aupadhenava, Bhiiluki, Cikitsiisiira, Cikitsii
tisaya, 166 Dhiinvantara, Dhanvantari, Kiilapiida, 167 Mahendrakalpa, Niigiirjuna, 168 Ru
drasenaka, 169 Siilihotra, and Vaitgadatta; absent from this list are: 170 Agastya, Bhadra
senaka, Saivasiddhiinta, Sivasiddhiinta, Tisa!a, Vaitarai:ia, and Yogaratnasamuccaya. 

Niscala mentions the Svalpaviigbhafa as one of Candra!a's sources; 171 he also re
produces recipes which Candra!a took from some unspecified treatise (tantriintara). 172 

Anantakumiira's quotations show that Candraia borrowed from the Isiinayoga,173 

Mahodadhi, 114 and Sacfmata_l75 Anantakumiira also quotes a recipe derived from 
Candra!a that was written on a stone pillar (siliistambha) by the Yavanas. 176 

The Yogaratnasamuccaya is the same as the Candrafasa1pgraha, quoted by Niscala; 
it may also be identical with the Candrafasiiroddhiira, 177 usually separately listed. 178 

Candra\a's collection of formulae was well known in former ages, for it is re
peatedly quoted by Niscala. 179 Soghala was inspired by it when he composed his 
Gadanigraha. 180 The work was one of the sources of Cakrapai:iidatta's Cikitsiisa1?1-
graha. 181 It is also one of the sources of Dattariima's Brhadrasariijasundara, 182 the 
Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, and the Rasayogasiigara. 183 

The work is probably quoted as Yogaratnasamuccaya 184 in the Bhesajjamaiijiisii
sannaya (which refers to Candra!a too) and the Yogaratniikara Hemiidri's citations 
from a Yogaratna are in all probability from Candra!a's work. 185 

Anantakumiira's quotations from Candra!a 186 are undoubtedly from the Yogaratna
samuccaya. Niscalakara, Sivadiisasena, 187 Sridiisapa~19ita and Srika~t!hadatta refer to 
Candraia or quote frem him as the author of a therapeutic work which contains a large 
number of formulae, i.e., the Yogaratnasamuccaya. To4ara quotes a verse on the proper 
doses of various type of ka~iiya, which may be from the Yogaratnasamuccaya. 188 

Candra!a did not recognize Sa!J1grahagrahai)i as a distinct type of grahai:ii. 189 His 
readings of Caraka and Susruta differed occasionally from those accepted by other 
authors. 190 
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The works by Candraia called (4) YogamU$!i 191 and (5) Draviiyavall 192 are recorded 
by P.V: Sharma; 193 the (6) Vaidyatrirpsatµkii is only mentioned by Th. Aufrecht 194 and 
in the NCC. 195 

Sivadiisasena quotes from a Ypxi3!fkii by Candrii!a, 196 which probably means that 
Candraia wrote a commentary on Vrnda's Siddhayoga. 

The author 
The only fact known is that Candraia was the son of Tisaia. The first verse of 
the Yogaratnasamuccaya shows that he followed his father's footsteps in being a 
sun-worshipper. 197 

Dare 
As discussed in the section on the date of Tisaia, the terminus ad quern for the 
composition of the Cikitsiikalikii is provided by Niscalakara's statement that Cakrapii
r:iidatta (about A.D. 1050) utilized Tisa!a's work in writing his own therapeutic 
compendium. 198 The earliest author after Cakrapar:iidatta to quote from Candraia 
is Srikar:i!hadatta in his Vyiikhyiikusumiivali: 199 The terminus post quern of Tisaia 
and Candrata has been deduced from a remark at the beginning of the latter's com
mentary on the Cikitsiikalikii, proving that he was acquainted with Haricandra's and 
Jejjaia's commentaries. 2tt As Jejjaia's date is disputed, 201 it is preferable to depart 
from another fact in establishing the upper chronological limit. This fact consists of 
Candraia's quoting the Siddhasiira 202 and its author, Ravigupta,203 who lived about 
AD. 650. This fixes the period of Tisata and Candraia between 650 and 1050. If 
Candrata wrote a commentary on Vrnda's Siddhayoga, as seems to follow from a 
remark of Sivadiisasena,204 the dates of Tisaia and Candraia fall within the period 
900-1050. 205 

Govardhana 

Govardhana 206 was the author of several medical works: (I) a commentary (!ikii) on the 
Brharrantrapradfpa;207 (2) Karmamiilii, a commentary on the Yogasataka; 208 (3) Kau
mudf;209 (4) Nyiiyasiiriivalf; 210 (5) Paribhii$ii.valf. 211 All these works are quoted in Ni
scalakara's Ratnaprabhii. 212 

The Ratnamiilii., quoted by Niscala, 213 is also a work of Govardhana according to 
D.Ch. Bhattacharyya 214 and P.V. Sharma. 215 

Some add to Govardhana's works the Cikitsiilesa and Rogapradfpa. 216 
An unspecified work of a Govardhana is quoted in Gopiiladiisa's Cikitsiimrta. 
Govardhana is later than Amitaprabha217 and the Miidhava who wrote the Yo-

gavyiikhyii. 218 D.Ch. Bhattacharyya 219 supposed Govardhana to be later than Vrnda 
and to be a contemporary of Cakrapar:iidatta 220 Some clues in Niscala's Ratnaprabhii 
may point to Govardhana as an author who is later than Ravigupta, Jejjata, Isvarasena, 
Isana, and Gadiidhara, but earlier than Miidhava, Cakrapar:iidatta and Bakula. 221 

Govardhana is reported to be a son of Cakrapar:ii. 222 
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The Jfvakapustaka 

The Jfvakapustaka is a collection of prescriptions, preserved in Sanskrit and in a 
Khotanese version. 

The manuscript of the Jlvakapustaka 223 contains three separate tracts, 224 which 
means that it is a typical 'Sammelhandschrift'. Each tract begins with the word siddham 
(success). As neither a title nor a colophon are extant, and as the text has not been traced 
elsewhere, the convenient label llvakapustaka has been assigned to it. 225 

Contents 
The treatise 226 contains a series of prescriptions, many of which have separate names, 
together with indications on their use. It begins as an exposition of the Bhagavant to Ji
vaka, who is called 'the king of physicians' in the Khotanese version. The Sanskrit text 
is mainly in slokas and so corrupt that it can hardly be read. The Khotanese translation, 
based on this corrupt Sanskrit text that was hardly intelligible to the one who rendered 
it into Khotanese,227 is also metrical and is enlarged with regard to the Sanskrit orig
inal; it enumerates all the items of comprehensive Sanskrit terms like dasamiila, etc., 
and gives detailed instructions on the way the medicines should be prepared. Its most 
striking feature is the insistence on specifying in each instance the appropriate quantity 
of each drug and the amount of milk, water or oil required, also when those items are 
not found in the original Sanskrit. For this purpose a great variety of terms of measure 
is used. 228 

The prescriptions are divided into four sections, containing prescriptions for an 
agada, ghees (ghrta), 229 oils (taila) and powders (ciiq1a). J. Filliozat identified some 
of the formulae; 230 later, many more could be traced by R.E. Emmerick. 231 

Date 
One of the clues to the chronological position of the Jivakapustaka consists of the fact 
that several formulae were borrowed from the Siddhasiira, 232 which makes it clear that 
it is later in date, probably considerably later, than the latter. 233 

The MS of the Jivakapustaka cannot be dated precisely. No detailed palaeograph
ical study of the cursive Briihmi script as used in Central Asia has yet been made. The 
language of the Khotanese version is 'late Khotanese'. All that can be said from the 
point of view of the language is that the text must have been written before the year 
A.O. 1000, after which no Khotanese was written. 234 

The Jvarasamuccaya 

The Jvarasamuccaya 235 is an anonymous monograph on fevers, dating from the tenth 
century. 236 

Authorities and worksquotedareiisvina, Bh!iradviija, Bhe9a, Bhoja, Caraka, Hiiri
ta, Jatiikan:ia, Kapilabala, Kasyapa, and Susruta. 237 The quotations from Kasyapa often 
agree with the text of the Kiisyapasarphitii. 238 Parts of the long citation from the Bhii
Jukitantra, occurring in the Madhukosa on the Miidhavanidiina, 239 recur, with variants, 
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in the Jvarasamuccaya, where they are attributed to Kasyapa. 240 

The Kriyiikiilagu{lottaratantra 

127 

The Kriyiikiilagu{lottaratantra 241 is a Tantric text bearing upon medicine. It is in the 
form of a dialogue between Siva and Kiirttikeya. The latter puts questions to his father 
Siva, wanting inst~uction about giiru9amantras against poison, the characteristics of 
serpents and of demons, especially those who attack children, about embryology, and 
other subjects. The work is divided into three kalpas, named after the deities Krodhe
svara, Aghora, and Jvaresvara. 242 

This Tantra dates from before the eleventh century, because K~emariija, the pupil 
of Abhinavagupta, quotes it several times in his commentary, called Netroddyota, on 
the Netratantra.243 One of its MSS dates from 1184. 244 

The Kriyiikiilagu{IOttara is quoted in the Parasuriimapratiipa245 and the Sisurak$ii
ratna. It was one of the sources of Niigiirjuna's Kak$apufa and is mentioned in the 
Mantrakha~19a ofNityaniitha's Rasaratniikara. 

The Lailkiivatiira 

A treatise called Lailkiivatiira is said to be a Tantric work on medicine. One of the MSS 
dates from A.D. 908. 246 

The Paryiiyaratnamiilii by Miidhava Bhi~aj or Miidhavakiira 

The Paryiiyaratnamiilii241 or Ratnamiilii248 is a lexicon, written by Miidhava Bhi~aj 249 

or Miidhavakara. 250 

Contents 
The text of the Ratnamiilii consists of about 1,300 ardhaslokas, but the edition num
bers them from one to 1758 in the following way: ardhaslokas 1-578, piidas 579-1424, 
ardhapiidas 1425-1472, ardhaslokas 1473-1758. 

The treatise is primarily a nighar:i\u, and, though it goes beyond the limits of med
ical terminology, the author wrote it for the sake of physicians, as appears from one of 
his introductory verses: "What can a valiant man do in a battle if he has no weapons? 
With regard to therapy the same holds true for a physician who has no (knowledge of) 
synonyms". 

The Ratnamiilii consists, apart from six introductory (1-12) and two concluding 
verses (1755-1758), of a synonymous (13-1472) and a homonymous section251 

(1474-1640), followed by a section containing definitions (1642-1754). The contents 
are summarily listed in ardhaslokas 9-12. The synonyms are dealt with first in slokas 
(13-216) and ardhaslokas (218-578), followed by piidas (580-1424) and ardhapii
das (1425-1472). The synonyms are usually given separately, in the nominative, 
without making making much use of dvandas and ekase~as. The names of plants, 
animals, inorganic substances, articles of food, etc. (13-854), are accompanied by 
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their vernacular counterparts. The homonyms are divided into apyarthas (words 
with a single additional meaning each, given in the locative and indicated by the 
particle api), dvyarthas (words with two meanings) and bahvarthas (words with 
more than two meanings), distributed as follows: apyarthas (one apyartha in one 
piida) (1474-1504), dvyarthas (one dvyartha in one piida) (1505-1554), dyvarthas 
(one dvyartha in one ardhasloka) (1555-1586), and bahvarthas (1587-1640). The 
bahvarthas have from three to eight meanings and are arranged in such a way that the 
number of acceptations increases. The section dealing with definitions covers dietary 
articles (1642-1686), paribhii~ii (technical 1ules; 1687-1735), and miina (weights and 
measures; 1737-1754). The junctions between the various parts are indicated in the 
text itself (217; 579; 1473; 1641). 

The synonymous section is concerned with medicinal plants (13-188), followed 
by a heterogeneous series of terms (189-217) and medicinal plants again (218-421). 
The work proceeds with minerals and metals ( 422-445), salts and caustic substances 
(446-451), sugar and related articles (452-455), medicinal substances (456-480), 
dairy produce ( 481-486), cow dung ( 487), names ofanimals ( 488-508), human beings 
and related terms (509-539), various terms (540-561), deities and other non-human 
beings (562-574), religious terms (575-578), medicinal substances and some medical 
terms (580-734), animals (739-822), various terms (823-828), cows and products of 
the cow (839-848), cereal products (849-862), medical terms (863-876), anatomical 
terms (877-944), parts of plants (945-954), various terms (955-1296), the seasons 
(1297-1302), the lunar mansions (1303-1314), colour adjectives (1315-1330), 
various terms (1331-1388), names of diseases (1389-1424), and various terms 
(1425-1472). 

Special features 
Many rare words are found in Miidhava's Ratnamiilii. The group of medicinal plants 
called a~iavarga is mentioned (3.43--44).252 Unusual names of plants are: iisita(ka) 
(651); 253 asokarohi9I (352); 254 a~iapiidikii (311); 255 asthisa1phiira (389); 256 cela 
(712); 257 corasui:i!hi (295);258 dhustiiraka (405); 259 hastikar9adala (= hastikari:iapalii
sa; 100);260 hih:mocikii (374); 261 jiir9ii (697); 262 kapaiacakra (416); 263 kiismiraja 
as a synonym of kunkuma (264);264 kulatthikii (= vanakulattha; 420);265 kumbhii!a 
(654 ); 266 madhukukku!i (152 ); 267 pitamudga (694 ); 268 po!agala ( 463); 269 rk~agandhii 
(= sarpagandhii; 470);270 sarpiik~i (386);271 sudarsanii (363); 272 timiraka (= nakhara
fijaka; 308); 273 uccaia (395). 274 

Remarkable words are moreover: antragranthi as a synonym of atisiira (1401); 275 

bhi~agjita as a synonym of cikitsii (528), though it usually means au~adha; 276 kothaka 
as a synonym of kukii9aka (1390); nirviihin and suviihikii as names of a disease 
(1400); 277 tar~abhii as a synonym of kloman (909); viitiii:i<_la and vradhna as synonyms 
of the disease called vrddhi (1415); yonyarsas as denoting (yoni)kanda (1392). 

Miidhava and his Ratmcmiilii are quoted or referred to by Bhiinuji Dik~ita in 
his Riimiisrami or Vyiikhyiisudhii on the Amarako~a, written in the first half of the 
seventeenth century, probably between A.D. 1620 and 1640,278 Hiirai:iacandra in his 
commentary on the Susrutasarphitii, 279 Haricarai:iasena in his Paryiiyamuktiivall, 280 
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Malliniitha in his Amarapadaparijiita on the Amarako§a, dating from the fourteenth 
century, 281 Medinikara in his Niiniirthasabdako§a, written in the thirteenth century, 
probably between 1200 and 1275, 282 Niiriiyal)a Vidyiivinoda in his commentary 
on the Amarako§a,283 Niscalakara,284 Riidhiikiintadeva in his Sabdakalpadruma,285 

Riiyamuku\amaQi in his Padacandrikii on the Amarako§a, composed in 1431/32,286 

Sivadiisasena in his commentary on CakrapiiQi's Dravyagul)a,287 Sivadatta in the 
auto-commentary on his Sivak0$a, dating from 1677n8,288 Umesacandragupta in 
his Vaidyakasabdasindhu, and Vandyagha\iya Sarviinanda in his 'fikiisarvasva on the 
Amarako§a, written in 1159/60.289 Miidhava's lexicon is said to be quoted several 
times in Vidyiivinoda NiiriiyaQa's commentary on the Amarako§a. 290 

A work called Ratnamiilii that may be Miidhava's lexicon is quoted by a Kau
mudikiira who was one of Riiyamuku\amai:ii's sources.291 The Ratnamiilii may have 
been known to Vijayarak~ita who quotes from it without specifiying the source; 292 

Viicaspati's commentary on the Miidhavanidiina contains the same quotation, adding 
that it is taken from the Abhidhiina,293 which indicates that it may be different work, 
whether earlier or later than the Ratnamiilii. According to T. Chowdhury's note to his 
edition of the text, the work is also quoted in Yiidavaprakiisa's VaijayantI (eleventh 
century), K~irasviimin's commentary on the Amarakog composed in the first half of 
the twelfth century, 294 and the Dhanvantariyanighal)[U. A Niimanighal)[U by Miidhava, 
quoted by Devariija Yajvan in his Niruktabhfi$ya,295 may be the Paryiiyaratnamiilii. 296 

The author 
Miidhava Bhi~aj was a son of Indrakara and lived at Siliihrada. D.Ch. Bhattacharyya 
has observed 297 that Siliihrada appears to have been a famous place, at a considerable 
distance fromPii\aliputra, for it is mentioned in an illustration in Viicaspatimisra's Nyii
yakal)ikii: 2')! "Someone who has obtained a favour at Pii\aliputra will ce1tainly not re
member it without confusion at Siliihrada". The ancient Siliihrada has been identified 
as the modern Patthargha!!ii near Bhiigalpur in Bihiir, at a certain distance from Pa\nii, 
the ancient Pii\a!iputra. 299 This Patthargha\!ii is the site of the Vikramasila university 
which flourished during the Pala dynasty. 300 The vernacularnames of medicinal plants, 
added to the Sanskrit synonyms of the Paryiiyaratnamiilii in the margin of the text, are 
in favour of assigning a Bengal origin to the author, 301 if they indeed derive from him 
and have not been added later. 

Date 
Since it is an established fact that Vandyagha\iya Sarviinanda quotes from the work, 
the Ratnamiilii was composed before A.D. 1159/60. If it could be proved that Yii
davaprakiisa used it in composing his VaijayantI, it would be earlier than the eleventh 
century. Internal evidence, consisting of the absence of ahiphena and bhailgii, together 
with their synonyms, points to a period preceding the eleventh century. 

Indicative of a date later than about 800 are the following points. Firstly, the pres
ence of gandhaka (435), piirada (719) and abhra (720), as well as piiti and its synonym 
kha\\iisikii (794). Secondly, the occurrence of viitir1gana (360), often supposed to be 
of Persian origin, as a synonym of viirtiiki, the eggplant, Solanum melongena Linn. 302 
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Thirdly, the presence of the disease called (yoni)kanda ( 1392), described for the first 
time in the Miidhavanidiina, though the term is used in a different sense in the Ratna
miilii. The word vradhna as a synonym opf vrddhi (1415) is adduced by P.V. Sharma 
as indicating that the Ratnamiilii is posterior to Vrnda's Siddhayoga, 303 but that argu
ment is not compelling because Vrnda ( 40.20) describes vardhma (= vradhna) as sepa
rate from vrddhi, which would rather point to the posteriority of Vrnda. Unconvincing 
too is P.V. Sharma's claim that the last verse of the Ratnamiilii imitates a stanza from 
Magha's Sisupiilavadha (2.112), 304 dating from the seventh century. P.V. Sharma's ar
guments for regarding the Ratnamiilii as posterior to the A~[iinganighal)[U should be 
regarded as tentative and doubtful. 305 

Summarizing, it can be said that Mlidhava's Ratnamiilii probably dates from 
the period 800-1000. 306 The earlier view that it was written by the author of the 
Miidhavanidiina should completely be given up. 307 

Another work called Paryiiyaratnamiilii was written by Mahesvara Misra. 30s 

Mahuka or Madhuka 

Miihuka or Miidhuka was the author of the Haramekhalii, 309 a treatise written in Prakrit 
verse.310 

Contents 
The work, written in liryli metre, has a total of about 1,500 verses. 311 It is arranged 
in seven chapters (pariccheda), in conformity with the seven hoods of the serpent Va
suki, which form the girdle (mekhalli) of Siva (Hara). 312 The number of verses of some 
chapters differs in the editions: chapter one 191 (11+ 19+6+155 in ed. b); chapter two 
103 (edition a) or 101 (edition b); 313 chapter three 71 (both editions); chapter four 389 
(edition a) or 415 (edition b); 314 chapter five 281 (edition a). 

The Haramekhalii deals with a diversity of subjects. The first chapter, called 
kofihallihilira (kautfihallidhiklira), 315 opens with a mailgala addressed to Pasupati, 
nine verses on the author, and a verse explaining the purpose of the book. 316 A 
series of nineteen verses follows, introducing the subject of chapter one by giving 
examples. This subject consists of unusual phenomena giving rise to curiosity and 
wonder (kautfihala or liscarya), which are brought about by the power of gems, drugs, 
and mantras. A series of six verses extols the adroit person who makes a living by 
producing these phenomena. The remainder of chapter one describes a long series 317 

of methods (prayoga) of bringing about these exciting events, which, amongst many 
other things, consist of recipes to make the mouth beautifully red when chewing 
betel (21-25), recipes for an ink by means of which one can write a book that may 
be read in utter darkness (34-35) or which makes letters written on the back of the 
hand visible on the palm (36), procedures to make madirli smell like water ( 45), to 
write letters which remain floating on water (47), to make fruits fall down from trees 
(58-59), and produce objects invisible to the eye (60), procedures that enable a person 
to swim under water like a fish (100) or to walk on the surface of water (102), etc. 
The second chapter, called riujai:iadamai:ia (ripujanadamana; 2.101), is, as its title 
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indicates, concerned with procedures to be used against enemies.318 Chapter three is 
about subjugation (vasikarai:ia). 319 

The fourth and longest (vipula; 4.1) chapter is the most interesting one with re
gard to medicine and deals with the treatment of diseases, or, to use the term employed 
by the author, sarirapariamma (sariraparikarman), i.e., body care. The order in which 
the diseases are mentioned is chiefly, though not consistently, based on the division of 
medicine into eight limbs: siiliikya (2-87), kiiya and salya (88-259), bhiitavidyii (260-
265), agada (267-301), kaumiirabhrtya (309-380), rasiiyana (385-392), and viij1karai:ia 
(393-396). A second and most unusual ordering principle in the sections on siiliikya, 
kiiya and salya is the arrangement of the diseases from top to bottom. 

The section on saliikya begins with prescriptions which provide even a bald per
son with a beautifully curly crop of hair (2-10), and proceeds with formulae against 
diseases of the head (11-30), amongst which those turning grey hair black again have 
a prominent place (20-28). Thereafter the following subjects are covered: diseases of 
the ears (31-41), procedures which increase the size of the earlobes and also that of the 
penis (42-49), eye diseases (50-66), kiimalii (67-69), diseases of the nose (70-71), and 
diseases of the mouth (72-87). Then vyai1ga is dealt with (88-92), and prescriptions 
are given which make the face beautiful like the moon (93-105). 

The section on kiiya and salya is concerned with a long series of subjects: 
ga~u;lamiilii (105-109), apabiihuka and diseases of neck and shoulders (110-ll l), 
prescriptions which make the female breasts large and firm, increase the size of the 
earlobes and also that of the male member again (112-119), plihodara and udara 
(120-123), abscesses (124), udara (125), lqmi (126), ku~\ha and related disorders 
(127-142), prescriptions which give beauty to the female and male body and remove a 
bad body odour(143-149), raktapitta, kiimaliiand piii:i<;luroga (150-151), pinasa (152-
153), svarabheda (154), cough (155-156), hiccup, shortness of breath and some other 
disorders (157-159), k~aya (160-165), siila (166-168), atisiira, grahat)i and vi~iicikii 
(169-174), prameha (175-176), miitrakrcchra (177), asmari and sarkarii (178-181), 
ga~t<;lamiilii and kurai:i<;la (182), diseases of the male organ (183-185), recipes which 
activate the digestive fire (199-200), vomiting (201), morbid thirst (202-203), fever 
(204-220), recipes which cause insomnia or cure it (221-225), iirustambha (226-229), 
fractures (230), diseases of the feet (231-234), masa (235-237), burns (238-239), 
svayathu (provoked by the fruits of bhalliitaka, i.e., Semecarpus anacardium Linn.f.; 
240), vra1)8 (241-249), na~\asalya (250-251), fistulas (252-254 ), raktamat)<;iala (255), 
arbuda, granthi and ga~1<;1amiilii (256-259). 

The section on bhiitavidyii is about apasmiira (269), bhiitas and grahas (261-265). 
A prescription against ciiturthaka (266) is loosely inserted. The section on agada is 
concerned with the poisons of many animals and some poisons of a different origin 
(e.g., kodrava and dhattiiraka, 276; piigaphala, 277-278). It is followed by prescrip
tions against pi\akii (302-303), jviiliigardabha (304) and sitalikii (305-308). 

The section on kaumiirabhrtya deals with pradara (309-314), raktagulma and 
amenorrhoea (315-316), recipes which assure the birth of a son (317-318), promote 
pregnancy (319-321) or prevent it (322-324), prevent miscarriage (325-328) and 
bleeding during pregnancy (329); it contains a prescription against pain after an 
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abortion (330), prescriptions assuring an easy delivery and separation of the afterbirth 
(331-340); it deals with yonisiila (341-344), the promotion of milk secretion (345-
346), diseases of the breasts (346-347), kikkisika, i.e., striae (349), yonivibhraq1sa 
(350-351 ), prescriptions which make the female organs attractive (352-353, 355-358) 
and devoid of hair (359-361), and the restoration of virginity after intercourse (354). It 
ends with verses on the protection of children against grahas (362-367), with recipes 
against children's diseases (368-374), and recipes which assure that children grow up 
happily and in good shape (375-380). 

The section on rasiiyana and viiJTkarai;ia covers the usual subjects. The chapter ends 
with the treatment of some disorders occurring in cows, buffaloes and mules (398-
413), and, finally, a verse on a procedure which controls the colour of the feathers of 
newly hatched doves (414). 

Verses 183-206 of this chapter are absent from edition a and replaced there by a text 
in verse and prose called Puttalikii paiicavirpsatikii, concerned with harming enemies· by 
means of magical procedures against their effigy (puttalikii). 

Chapter five 320 is concerned with the making of fragrant compounds and consists, 
according to the author himself (5.1), of an extract from various extensive works 
on the subject (gandhasiistra).321 It deals with 322 ambuviisanavidhi (the preparation 
of perfumed water; 3-8), dantakii~!havidhi (toothbrushes; 9-11), kavala (water for 
rinsing the· mouth; 12), madhiicchi~!avidhi (beeswax applied to the lips; 13-14), 
netraparikarmiiiijana (collyria; 15), mukhaviisa (perfumed water to scent the breath; 
16-32), (sugandha)taila (fragrant oils; 33-58), udvartanasaqwidhi (fragrant unguents 
used in rubbing the body; 59-61), sniinakriyii (62-69) and sniinopakarai:.ia (70-85) 
(fragrant substances used during and after bathing), paiaviisa (fragrant powders used 
for perfuming clothes, etc.; 86-87), dhiipa (88-109) and dipavarti ( 110-120) (various 
forms of incense), sugandhasarpvidhi (perfumes used as ointments; 121-158), various 
fragrant substances (159-192), substitutes (pratinidhi) for rare and expensive natural 
perfumes (kasturikiikrti; 193-195), iisavavidhi (fragrant substances made by means of 
fermentation; 196-210), substitutes for rare and expensive natural perfumes: karpii
rakfti (211-213), k11i1kumakrti (249-256), karpiiratailalqti (257-263), lavarigakrti 
(264), eliikrti (265), and ku~ihakrti (266), sahakiira preparations (267-269), and, 
finally, pu~padriivai:.iayukti (the extraction of essential oils from flowers, such as 
mallikii, carnpaka and ketaki; 270-272). 323 

Then follows, after an introductory verse (274), a nighai:.iiu, which gives, not in 
verse but in simple enumerations, synonyms of Prakrit terms, together with their San
skrit counterparts. 

Most of these words are names of plants which occur in the verses of the 
Haramekha/ii, but they are preceded by names of gods, anatomical terms and names 
of animals, and followed by technical terms. The chapter ends with some verses on 
the utility of the Haramekhalii and its nighai;i!u (275-277), its author (280), and the 
date of its composition (281). One of these concluding verses (278) indicates that 
the end of the treatise has been reached. Nevertheless a sixth and seventh chapter 
are known to exist. Chapter six is about arboriculture (piidapaparikarman) and food 
(iihiiravidhi). 324 Chapter seven deals with inorganic substances (minerals, salts, gems, 
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and metals). 325 

The Haramekhalii is quoted by Basava in his Sivatattvaratniikara, by ~Irasva
min,326 Niscalakara, 321 in the Parasuriimapratiipa, by Nityanlitha in the Rasaratnli
kara, 32s Sivadlisasena, 329 Srikai:i!hadatta in the Kusumiiva/f, 330 Srivallabhagai:ii in 
his commentary on Hemacandra's Nighal:)fUSC$a, 331 and Toe.Iara. It is referred to by 
Kokkoka in his Ratirahasya, 332 by Nityanlitha333 and Sridlisapai:ic;tita. CakrapliQidatta 
may have derived some formulae from it. 334 The Kak$apufa mentions the Harame
khalii as one of its main sources.335 The Kiimaratna contains a recipe said to derive 
from the author of the Haramekhalii. 

A Sivamekhalii, 336 quoted by Toc;tara, 337 is probably the same as the Haramekhalii. 

Special features 
Noteworthy terms and features of the Haramekhalii and its commentary in the field of 
nosology are: jhiQijhiQili (jhiQijhiQikli; 12.15), 338 a disorder explained as suptaplidatli 
(numb feet); the use of the term liili (liitli; 2.19-20), probably in the sense of inflamed 
sore; uppilisa ( 4.11), explained as a synonym of the disease called darui:ia, characterized 
by tvakca!ana, i.e., cracking of the skin; darui:ia (darui:iaka; 4.13) is said to be a disease 
of the skin of the head and to be the same as uppilisa; ariisili (ariirp~ikli; 4 .16) is said to 
consist of small pustules; the description of head lice ( 4.18); piiiroa(piitiroga; 4.35), the 
same as kari:iasrliva; aiijai:iagulili (aiijanagulikli; 4.66) as a synonym of an eye disease 
called aiijanapi!akli; khurpkhui:iaasoi:iia (4.70) as designating a nosebleed (niisikiisirii
soi:iita); avvaradigubbhavaghui:iadantaii (aparadigudbhavaghui:iadantaka; 4.86); gai:ic;ta
paci as a synonym of gai:ic;tamiilii ( 4.105); carai:iadaddu (carai:iadadru; 4.129), a disease 
of the skin of the feet; khasariii (khasarai:ii; 4.130) as a skin disease; dubbhita (durbhi
ta; 4.140) as a synonym of sidhma; riiamanda (riijamanda; 4.161) as a synonym of rii
jayak~man, also called nrpavyiidhi; the presence of parii:iamasiila ( 4.166 ); a variety of 
sarkarii, called attai:ic;tasakkara (atyai:ic;tasarkarii; 4.180-181 ); galagai:ic;ta as a synonym 
of gai:ic;tamiiliipacI (4.182); the term kurai:ic;ta(4.186-188), used to designate a swelling 
of one or both testicles (ai:ic;!a-or vr~ai:iavrddhi); rarphaQiviia (railghaQiviita; 4.228-229) 
as a synonym of ii~ustambha; 339 a disease of the skin of the legs called rattamai:ic;tala 
(raktamai:ic;tala; 4.255); the description of keloid, vai:iakii:iagai:i!hI (vrai:iakii:iagranthi; 4. 
259); a disease of the skin called kI,apic;laii (ki!apic;lakii; 4.302); the mention of jvlilii
gardabha andjiilagardabha as synonyms ( 4.304); the presence of sialili (sitalikii; 4.305-
306), put on a par with vispho!a; the mention of an epidemic form (upasargaja) of this 
disease (4.306); mahiiruhira (mahiirudhira; 4.310-:-311) and atirajas (4.310 and 312) as 
synonyms of pradara; a disease of the female breasts called !hai:ialdkac;ta (stanakika!a; 
4.346); the description of varailgavibbha1r1sa (variiilgavibhrarpsa; 4.350), probably to 
be equated with prolapsus uteri; a children's disease called vacchiiruka (vatsiiriirp~i; 4. 
373), characterized by the presence of parasites in the lesions on the head; khurpkhu
Qiii (khuilkhui:iikii; 4.374) as a synonym of of kukkiii:iaka; a children's disease called 
mutthai (mustaki; 4.374 ), in which small pustules arise on the interior of the eyelids; 
a disease of horses and mules called variphoc;ta (varispho!a; 4.411), characterized by 
blisters. 

These peculiarities show that Miihuka has not been influenced by the Miidhavani-
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diina; the order of the diseases of that work has not been adopted, and the new disorders, 
described for the first time by Miidhava, are absent, with the exception of pari!)iimasiila 
(4.166). 

Miihuka's therapeutical prescriptions are partly of a magical nature. Enlargement 
of the spleen, for example, is treated by throwing away, as far as possible, the root of 
indraviiru!)I, divided· into two halves, while pronouncing the name of the patient (4. 
121). 340 Products ofanimal origin are repeatedly used, 341 as well as mercury. 342 Opium 
is absent. 

Yavanas are referred to as experts in the art of perfume1y (5.58). 343 The Tantric 
Buddhist deity Kurukullii is mentioned in the introductory verses. 344 

The Harnmekha/ii contains many interesting or rare names of plants and animals, 
both in its prayogas and its nighaQ\U. Some noteworthy names of plants are: iipallI ( 4. 
252);345 cakriinkii (= sudarsanii; 1.69; 4.124); 346 ca1J9iilikii (= raktakaiicukii; 3.39);347 

gomaya (5.234); 348 gorambhii (3.9; 4.400);349 grhakumiirI ( 4.233);350 jhi!)\uka .(= 
gopiilaka; 1.105); 351 jhi1J\iika (= gopiilapI\haka; 1.65 and 68); 352 kacchodbhava (= 
guggulu; 4.189); kanakatvac ( 4.96);353 kanda!I (3.27);354 ka1gakakaraiija (5.159);355 

karabhaviiru!)I (3.63);356 kiiravallI (4.54); 357 kirimiila (= iiragvadha; 4.148); 358 

ku9uhuiicI ( 4.71); 359 kukkuramardaka (= riimasitalika; 4.346); 360 kulisataru (= sudhii
vrk~a; 2.68)~361 mayii!I (= potikii; 1.99); 362 miiyiiphala (4.352);363 mohanI (3.9);364 

nihu9urigI (= sudhiivrk~a, 2.64); 365 parasucchinna(ka) (1.5; 5.271); 366 suvanJatvac (4. 
93); 367 tiimriisthikii ( = riingigikii; 1.23); 368 ~\raviiruQI (3.53); 369 utta!)\akI ( 4.257); 370 

uttara!)I (= u~\raviiru!)f; 4.338); valla (= ni~piiva; 4.109); 371 viilurika (1.26 and 33);372 

vanadriik~ii (= go~\hiimlikii; 4.234); 373 vanakumiirI (4.248); 374 variihakanJI (4.84); 375 

vatsakarka\ikii ( = gopiilakarka\ikii; 4.179). 376 

The author 
Miihuka, who mentions his name at the beginning 377 of his treatise and again at the end 
of chapter five, 378 states that he is a descendent of the great poet Miigha,379 a grand
son of Kavima!)9ana, 380 a son of Miidhava,381 and a pupil of Durjayabhaga 382 of the 
lineage of Srimiiladeva. 383 The latter performed miracles at Virajiinagara 384 during the 
reign of Unmattakesarin, 385 during the reign of Vallabhanarendra, 386 and at Citrakii!a 
during the reign of Jayavariiha. 387 Miihuka himself was a resident ofBhillamiilapura 388 

and wrote his Haramekha/ii at Citrakii!a 389 during the reign of Dhara!)Ivariiha. 390 

The author was a Saiva, as appears from the marigaliicaraQa, dedicated to Pasupati, 
and other references. 391 

Date 
The Haramekha/ii was completed on the seventh day of Miigha of the year 887 of an 
unspecified era, 392 said to be the Vikrama era by the commentator, i.e., A.O. 829/830. 
This date was accepted by the editors of the two editions of the text, but rejected 
by D.Ch. Bhattacharyya.393 According to the latter, no king, called DharaQivariiha, 
reigned in the region of Citrakii\a (i.e., Chitor) about 830. Two kings of this name 
are known; one of these, a Dhara!)Ivariiha of the Ciipa family, ruled in Vardhamiina 
(modern Wadhwiin in Kiithiiiwiir), and the other, a Paramiira prince, in CandriivatI and 
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Arbuda (near Chitor) in 1002. Since Wadhan is a long distance from Chitor, D.Ch. 
Bhattacharyya assumes that the Paramiira king was Miihuka's patron and that the 
Haramekhalii was composed in 887 of the Saka era, i.e., 965/966. In his view, this 
date is corroborated by Miihuka's reference to Miigha as a distant forefather. A.N. 
Upadhye394 also argued that the Saka era may be preferable, but he prefers to identify 
the patron as Dharai:iivariiha, the Ciipamahiisamantiidhipati, who was a feudatory of 
Rajiidhiriija Mahipiila I of the Gurjara-Pratihiira dynasty of Kanauj. 395 It is not yet 
possible to decide which view should be preferred. 

The terminus ad quern of the Haramekhalii can be established as the eleventh cen
tury, because the work was put to use by Cakrapiii:iidatta in the eleventh century and 
was quoted by ~Irasviimin in the first half of the twelfth century. 

Another medical treatise by an unknown author and of unknown date, called 
Haramekhaliitantra, has summarily been described by P.V. Sharma.396 It is com
pletely different from Miihuka's work and referred to by the author as a mahau
~adhisamuccaya. 

The commentary on the Haramekhalii, written by an anonymous author, gives a San
skrit chiiyii of the Prakrit verses and explanations in Sanskrit. It is not only valuable 
with regard to information on plants, animals,397 etc., but also in providing detailed 
instructions on the preparation of medicines and perfumes, and in specifying the dis
eases mentioned in the text. Quotations are rare; the definitions of piimii ( 4.136 ), 398 jvii
liigardabha ( 4.304 )399 and kukkiii:iaka ( 4.374) 400 are quoted from an unnamed source, 
as well as the definition of the maximum length of life (paramiiyus) in man and vari
ous animals ( 4.389), 401 the rules for cleansing the teeth ( dantadhiivanavidhi; 5 .11), and 
the definition of a gaQ9ii~a and a kavala (5.12). In one case only the author names his 
source, namely Viigbha!a ( 4.204 ).402 He also summarizes in some verses at the end the 
topics dealt with in chapter four, 403 and gives, in a series of about thirty verses at the 
end of chapter five, technical rules (paribhii~ii) for preparing the substances prescribed 
by Miihuka. 

The man gala of the commentary indicates that its author was a Saiva. That he was 
not the first commentator on the Haramekha/ii is evident from a remark referring to 
predecessors. 404 The date of the commentary cannot be established. 

The Jivasiitra attributed to Niigiirjuna 

The Jrvasiitra is attributed to Niigiirjuna. 405 This work, consisting of 205 verses, deals 
with the following subjects: the objective of the treatise (6-8); the three do~as (iies-pa): 
vayu (rlun), pitta (mkhris) and kapha(bad-kan), which arisefromkiima (!)dad), krodha 
(khro) and moha (gti-mug) respectively (9); the importance of the body (!us), place 
of residence (yul) and time (dus), i.e., the seasons, etc., for leading a happy life (I 0-
12); the bodily constitutions (!us; 13-16); the predominance of the dosas in the three 
stages oflife (17'); the predominance of the do~as in various types of co~mtry (yul; 18-
19); the relationships between the do~as and the parts of day and night (20-21); their 
relationships with the seasons (22-24 ); the six tastes (ro) and their connections with the 
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do~as (25-41); the relationships of the tastes with the gui:ias (yon-tan; 42-45); satmya 
anti asatmya (!)phrod and mi bphrod); 46-53); the regimen during the seasons (54-
101 ); rules for the promotion of longevity (102-133); the non-suppression of natural 
urges (134-135); rules for the preservation of health (136-168); mutually disagreeing 
foods and drinks (169-194); rules to be applied in the various stages of life (195-205). 

The text is ascribed to aNagarjuna of unknown date, but may well have been composetl 
before A.O. 1000. The Sanskrit original, which must have existed, for the Sanskrit title, 
Jfvasiitra, is mentioned in the Tibetan text, has not been preserved. 

The Rasavaise$ikasiitra ascribed to Bhadanta Nagarjuna 

The Rasavaise$ikasiitra,' ascribed to Bhadanta Nagarjuna, 406 is one of the very few a
yurvedic texts in pure sutra style. 

Contents 
The basic concepts of ayurvedic pharmacology are the main concern of this treatise, 
which contains 486 siitras, arranged in four chapters. 407 

After some introductory sutras, in which it is stated that dravya, rasa, gui:ia, virya, 
vipaka and karman are the roots of health and disease, chapter one deals with prakrti 
(the natural state), vikara (a morbidly altered state), and the distinctions between the 
two (8-31); the relationships among the do~as (32-48); the seats (sthana) ofthe do~as 
and the digestive fire (agni) ( 49-76 ); the nature of the do~as (77-92 ); the concepts of 
agni, bala, satmya, and their interrelations (93-94); the span of life (ayus) and signs 
foreboding death (ari~!a) (95-98); the concepts of dravya, rasa, etc., and their interre
lations (99-171). 

Chapter two discusses dra vya and the differences between dra vya and gui:ia ( 1-22 ); 
rasa and the way it is distinguished from gu1~a (23-29); virya (30-36); vipaka (37); 
karman (38); the five mahlibhutas (39-75); the classification of substances (76-77); 
the parts of trees and plants in general (78-98); 408 the paficabhautika character of the 
body (99-110) and of the senses (111-122); the varieties of medicinal substances of 
vegetable, mineral and animal origin (123). 409 

Chapter three is concerned with the six tastes (rasa) (2); conflicting views about 
the number of rasas (3-5); 410 the many varieties of each rasa (6-10); 411 proofs for the 
existence of six rasas (11-37); 412 the connections between the tastes and the mahabhu
tas (38-43), and betweenrasa anddravya (47-60); the relationships between the tastes 
and the do~as (61-72); the combinations of rasas and their connections with the do~as 
(72-110); the gui:ias and their relationships with the mahabhutas (112-117). 

Chapter four begins with an enumeration of the eleven types of virya and discusses 
their relationships with the bhutas (1-26); more types of virya (27-30); vipaka (31-
55); karman (56); viruddhasana (57-61); anupana (62-63); substitutes for drugs (64-
66); 413 svasthavrtta (the regimen in health) and aturavrtta (the regimen in ill-health, 
aiming at recovery) (67-69); the pramai:ias (70); the catu~pada (71-72), and, finally, 
the success in treatment (73 ). 
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The Rasavaise$ika(siitra) is quoted by Candra!a, 414 J?alhaQa, 415 Priyavrat Sa
rmii,416 and Satyadeva Viisi~!ha.417 

Special features413 

The author does not blindly follow established traditions, but works out his own po
sition with regard to basic iiyurvedic concepts. Rather often he quotes a series of con
flicting views on a particular subject, which are repudiated before he begins bringing 
forward his own opinion. 419 A noteworthy trend is the repeatedly expressed rejection 
of a hierarchical ordering of concepts like agni, bala, and siitmya ( 1.94 ), dravya, rasa, 
guQa, virya and vipiika (1.164), though this type oforder is a characteristic of the early 
saq1hitiis. This trend is coupled to an insistence on medical experience as the decisive 
factor on which to base an appraisal of the relative importance of all these concepts. 420 

Interesting features are also the mention of two series of seven pralqtis ( 1.31 ), 421 

the enumeration ofonly ten gut)as (3.111), 422 and the recognition ofa large numberof 
viryas ( 4.1 and 27). 423 Remarkable is the absence of a discussion on prabhiiva, which 
is an important notion in the Carakasarphitii and other texts. Anupiinas are of six types, 
dependent on their action: iihiirasiitma, iihiiraviryaghna, iihiiriinulomana, iihiiravipanta, 
iihiirasodhana, and iihiiraprajaral)Iya. 424 The pramiiQaS (means of acquiring valid 
knowledge) recognized are pratyak~a. anumiina, upamiina, iigama, arthiipatti, and 
sambhava (4.70). 425 

The author 
The name of the author is not mentioned in the text, but he is referred to as Bhadanta 
Niigiirjuna in the colophons of Narasi1pha's commentary on the work. His title 
Bhadanta,426 and also the addition of the term pravrajita to his name,427 may imply 
that he was regarded as a Buddhist, at least in later times. 428 J?alhaQa, who once quotes 
from the Rasavaise$ikasiitra without mention of its title, ascribes it to Niigiirjuniicii
rya.429 J. Filliozat, one of the very few scholars to devote his thoughts to the work and 
its author, concludes that, as the views expounded in the work do not conflict with 
those of the Miilamadhyamakakiirikii of the Buddhist philosopher Niigiirjuna, both 
texts may have been composed by one and the same author. 430 This identity cannot 
be established with any certainty; on the contrary, it seems much more likely that 
the two works were written by different persons, since no traces of Buddhism can be 
found in the Rasavaise$ikasiitra, which is mainly based on Siirpkhya and Vaise~ika 
views. 431 Sankara Menon432 considered Bhadanta Niigiirjuna to be the same as a 
certain Niigavirya, mentioned as his guru by Narasilpha in his commentary (ad 1.2) 
on the work. This view cannot be substantiated and is completely arbitrary. 433 

Date 
The period of composition is hard to determine, but a quotation from the Rasavaise$ika 
in Candra!3's commentary on Tisa!a's Cikitsiikalikii provides a terminus ante quern, 
namely the period AD. 900-1050.434 Sankara Menon 435 was of the opinion that, if 
Bhadanta Niigiirjuna was the preceptor of Narasitpha, he may be considered to belong 
to the seventh century; 436 in that case he lived, together with Narasirpha, a !if e of seclu-
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sion in a vihlira of the Taluk437 of Shertalla, most probably at liruvilai. P.V. Sharma438 

expressed as his view that the work may have been composed in the fifth century, 439 

by the Nagarjuna who revised and completed the Susrutasaq1hita. J. Filliozat dates it 
in the age of the Buddhist philosopher Naglirjuna, i.e., the first or second century. 440 It 
is impossible to reach precision about the chronological position of the text, but more 
data may become available after it has been carefully studied. 

Narasil!1ha's commentary (bhli~ya) on the Rasavaise§ikasiitra 

Narasil!lha's commentary (bhli~ya) on the Rasavaise§ikasritra441 is essential for under
standing the often obscure and very concise siitras. It presents a considerable number 
of quotations, usually without naming the source, with the exception ofBharadvaja (1. 
2), Caraka (1.6), Nimi (3.36 and 4.30), Susruta (1.6), and Urabhra (3.36). Important 
is the absence of quotations from Vagbha!a's works, the more so when it is conceded 
that the Rasavais~ikasiitra and its commentary were composed in Kerala, 442 where 
Vagbha!a is the leading authority in liyurvedic theory and practice. Some scholars 443 

inferred from this that Narasi1µha must be earlier than Vagbha!a. As it is improbable 
that the latter became the foremost authority for physicians in Kerala immediately af
ter the composition of his works, it is also legitimate to suppose that, in Narasirpha's 
times, Vagbhil.!a had not yet the great prestige he acquired later. 

An important element in the discussion of Narasimha's date is a reference to 
Subandhu's Viisavadattii (ad 1.2), a work that becam~ popular in Kerala, 444 and 
that probably dates from the seventh century. 445 This provides us with a terminus 
post quern ofNarasiq1ha and shows that he is contemporaneous with or posterior to 
Vagbha1a. 

Sankara Menon, who put forward that Nligavirya, mentioned by Narasii!lha (ad 1.2) 
as his guru and the author of some commentary, might be the same as Bhadanta Na
garjuna, regarded Narasi q1ha's commentary as being inspired by the oral explanations 
of the text by its author. 446 This view need not be adopted, because Narasil!lha may 
have received the traditional interpretation of the siitra after a lapse of time. Nligavirya 
may even have been one of his predecessors in writing a commentary on the Rasavai
s~ikasiitra, the more so since Narasil!lha refers to divergent interpretations. 447 

Sankara Menon's conclusion that Narashpha, together with his teacher, led a se
cluded life in a vihlira in the Taluk of Shertalla, most probably at Tiruvilai, 448 cannot 
be proved. Narasiq1ha's adherence to the Buddhist faith was inferred by him from the 
absence of a mailgallicaral)a at the beginning of his commentary and from a single ref
erence to the word vihlira (ad I.I), which are rather weak grounds. Sankara Menon 
assigns Narasiq1ha to the period A.D. 630-730, 449 when Buddhism was still flourish
ing in Kerala 450 Until Narasil!lha's commentary has been subjected to thorough study, 
it can, however, only be asserted safely that he lived after Subandhu. 451 

NarasiI!lha's commentary is quoted in Priyavrat Sarmli's auto-commentary on the 
Dravyagu{1asiitra 
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The Yogasataka, attributed to Niigiirjuna or Vararuci 

139 

The Yogasataka, attributed to Niigiirjuna or Vararuci,452•453 is an early example of a 
type of text to become current later, namely the type consisting of small collections of 
formulae of compound medicines (yoga), covering the eight divisions of iiyurveda. 

Contents 
The Yogasataka consists of a collection of verses in diverse metres,454 giving about 
one hundred recipes 455 of compound medicines. 456 The total number of stanzas varies 
in the MSS and editions. 457 

The body of the work has twelve sections, as indicated by the colophons: (I) 
jvaracikitsii (3-8); (2) kiiyacikitsii (9-46); (3) netracikitsii (47-54); (4) siiliikyatantra 
(55-62); (5) salyatantra (63-65); (6) vi~atantra (66-70); (7) bhiitavidyii (71-74); 
(8) biilatantra (75-77); (9) viijikaral)a and (10) rasiiyana (78-83); (11) paiicakarman 
(84-88); (12) uttaratantra (89-92). 

This list shows thatjvaracikitsii has been detached from kiiyacikitsii and netracik
itsii from siiliikyatantra as separate items, making a total often divisions as against the 
traditional eight, and that a section on paiicakarman has been added, as well as one 
called uttaratantra. This last section specifies what is the best medicine in each group 
of diseases. The first two verses are of an introductory nature. Appended to the main 
body are lines of a more general purport, describing causes of excitation of the do~as 
(103-105) and of iima (106), the relations between the seasons and the do~as (107), 
and general measures of counteracting excitation of the do~as ( I 08-109). The treatise 
ends with two concluding verses. 

Works referring to or quoting the Yogasata(ka) by name are: Anantakumiira's 
Yogaratnasamuccaya,458 the Bhesajjamaiijiisiisannaya, Har~kirti's Yogacintiimai1i, 
Kalyiil)a's Biilatantra,459 Karandikar's Nidiinadfpikii, 460 Mahimasamudra's Vaidyaka
cintiimar.ii, Malliniitha's commentary on the Amarako$a,4 61 Meghamuni's Meghavi
noda, Niscalakara's Ratnaprabhii,462 Nidhi's Yogasamuccaya, Ramacandra's Riima
vinoda, the Rasoddhiiratantra, Trimalla's Yogataraiigi(lfand Brhadyogatarailgil)T, and 
the Yogaratniikara. 463 

Vararuci is quoted in Anantakumiira's Yogaratnasamuccaya, 464 the Bhesajjamaiijii
siisannaya, and Niscalakara's Ratnaprabha.465 

Later treatises that have incorporated verses from the Yogasataka466 are: Bhai$a
jyaratniivall, Bhiivaprakiisa, Cakrapiil)idatta's Cikitsiisaqigraha,461 So~hala's Gadani
graha, To~ara's Ayurvedasaukhya,468 Varigasena's Cikitsiisiirasarpgraha, Vrnda's Si
ddhayoga, and the Yogaratniikara 

Translations 
The Yogasataka, once a popular work in India and popular in Sri Lanka until recent 
times, was also known in Tibet and Central Asia. Its popularity in Central Asia appears 
from the fragments of a bilingual MS from Kuca, containing the Sanskrit text of parts 
of the Yogasataka469 and their translation into Tocharian B.470 The Tocharian version, 
which is not a literal one, has been expanded by adding explanations, though it follows 
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the Sanskrit text closely. The date of the MS cannot accurately be determined, but it 
may belong to the seventh century or a somewhat earlier period. 471 

The Tibetan translation of the Yogasataka (Sbyor-ba brgya-pa) forms part of the 
Tanjur472 as the first of the series of medical works included in this vast collection. 473 

Its colophon states that the text and its commentary474 were explained first by the 
mahlipai:i9ita, the br~hma{ta Jetakari:ia475 from Nepal, while the pa9-9ita Buddha
srfjiilina476 from Eastern India later explained the first part; it was finally brought 
into agreement with three commentaries, translated and edited by Slikyabhik~u 
Opal Ni-ma rgyal-mchan bzail-po477 (Srf Siiryadhvajabhadra) at the request of the 
bhik~u Amogha, who was well acquainted with the A$tfi1igabrdayasa1phitfi, in the 
temple Dpal-ser (Sri Prajiili), situated near the temple tJphags-pa hjig-rten dbail-po 
(Arya Lokesa) in Skyi-roil. 478 This colophon enables us to conclude that the Tibetan 
translation of the Yogasataka was produced later than the Tibetan version of the 
A$tfingahrdayasaq1hita, which dates from the period between A.D. 1013 and 1055,479 

and that it came about with the collaboration of the Buddhasr,jiilina who lived about 
A.D. 1200.48° The Tibetan version of the Yogasataka is not only found in the Tanjur, 
but also in the works of Bu-ston (A.D. 1299-1364 ),481 accompanied by annotations 
(mchan).482 

Author and date 
It is clear from the above account that the Tibetan translation is not of much value in 
dating the Yogasataka. Much more valuable is the bilingual from Kuca, 483 placed by J. 
Filliozat in the seventh century or somewhat earlier, which shows that the Yoga.{ataka 
must have been composed before this period.484 

Not much evidence is available on the sources of the Yogasataka, except that it has 
verses in common with the Carakasaqihitfi. 485 The name of its last section, uttaratantra, 
points to a period of composition later than that of the Uttaratantra of the SusrutasaIJJ-
hitfi. . 

An important topic discussed in relation to the Yogasataka and its date is whether 
or not it can be identified as a medical compendium referred to by the Chinese Bud
dhist pilgrim I-ching486 at the end of the seventh century. 487 J. Filliozat488 repeatedly 
expressed that this compendium cannot possibly be, as often claimed, the A$tfingasaq1-
graha or A$tiingah[dayasaq1hitfi. The Yogasataka was a more suitable candidate in his 
eyes, which would establish the date of the work. Later, 489 he expressed himself more 
cautiously in this matter. In this later period he was inclined to regard the Buddhist 
philosopher Nliglirjuna, who lived in the first or second century, as the author of med
ical treatises. He thought it to be not impossible to regard the Yogasataka as a compo
sition by this Nliglirjuna, though certainty could not be reached on this point. 490 This 
early date of the Yogasataka made him face two problems: firstly, that I-ching describes 
a recently composed treatise, and, secondly, that I-ching fails to mention the author by 
name, though Nliglirjuna was well known to him. This made Filliozat finally declare 
that no valid assettions can be made about the identity of the medical treatise mentioned 
by I-ching. I subscribe to the view that the issue cannot be settled. I-ching's observa
tions are much too vague to be of any use in fixing the date of the Yogasataka or any 
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other work regarded as representing the epitome referred to.491 

The attribution of the Yogasataka to Niigarjuna in Buddhist492 and to Vararuci in 
Hindu tradition is not helpful for chronological purposes. The text involved is undoubt
edly one and the same, 493 but forms only one of the many works traditionally ascribed 
to these famous authors. These traditions are unreliable and it proves to be impossi
ble to determine with any certainty who were the various authors of all these works 
ascribed to Niigiirjuna494 and Vararuci. 495 

Commentaries 
Several commentaries are recorded on the Yogasataka attributed to Niigiirjuna or 
Vararuci: ( 1) Amitaprabha's Yogasatabhii$ya.496 (2) Bu-ston's annotations (mchan) on 
the Tibetan version; these annotations are based on (3) and (6).497 (3) Dhruvapiila's498 

CandrakaJii. 499 (4) Govardhana's Karmamiilii.soo (5) Hariharasannan's Vaidyaval
labhii. so, (6) A commentary by Khyab-!ljug-lha (Vi~i:iudeva). 502 (7) Mahidhara's 
Visvavallabhii.50 3 (8) A commentary by Miilavara.504 (9) A commentary by Rii
panayana. sos ( 10) Samantabhadra's Yoga5atatikii. 506 ( 11) Saniitana's Vallabhii, 507 ( 12) 
Somadiisa's Karmamiilii. 508 (13) Sripiir1.1asas~na's YogacintiimaQi,509 also called Ab
hidhiinacintiima1.1i. s,o Piir~1asena commented on a longer version of the Yogasataka. 511 

His rather concise \ikii does not throw much light on the text of the Yogasataka. 512 

Sources are not mentioned; he refers, in the introductory part of his commentary, 
to the KalyiiQakiiraka, Susruta and Viigbha\a. Piiri:iasena may have been a resident 
of Mahiirii~\ra 513 (14) A commentary by Siiryadeva. 514 (15) A commentary called 
Biiliivabodha.515 (16) A vrtti by Vaikui:i\havaidya. 516 

The following is known on their chronology: Riipanayana is posterior to Rav
igupta and Jejja\a, who are quoted by him, and earlier than about 1500;517 Dhruvapiila, 
Govardhana, 518 Mahidhara and Saniitana lived before Niscalakara, who quotes from 
their commentaries on the Yogasataka; 519 Dhruvapiila and Khyab-!ljug-lha are earlier 
than Bu-ston, whose annotations are based on their works; 520 Sripiiri:iasena is said to 
belong to the sixteenth century. 521 

A number of works with the title Yogasataka are recorded, some of which may 
ultimately prove to be identical with the Yogasatakaascribed to Niigiirjuna or Vararuci. 
Their authors are: (1) Ak~adeva. 522 (2) Amrtaprabha523 or Amitaprabha; some verses 
of the Cakradatta, borrowed from Amitaprabha according to Niscalakara, form 
probably part of his Yogasataka, which had verses in common with the Yogasataka 
ascribed to Niigiirjuna or Vararuci.524 (3) Anantayogisvara; Nandaliila, pupil of 
Kalyai:ia, wrote a commentary on this work, called Anvayacandrikii. 525 (4) Deven
drakirti Bha\\iiraka.526 (5) Haribhadrasiiri. 527 (6) La~midiisa.528 (7) MadanasifT!ha 
or Mathanasirpha. 529 (8) Samantabhadra.530 (9) SrTka1.1\hadiisa; Vararuci is said 
to have written a commentary, called AbhidhiinacintiimaQi, on this work.531 (10) 
Vaidyaniitha(putra). 532 (11) Viimana. 533 (12) Vidagdhavaidya. 534 A Vrddhayogasata 
by GaU<;lavarpsatilaka,535 Piiri:iasena, 536 and Piiri:iasetiittamasiiri 537 are also known, as 
well as an anonymous Yogasatiibhidhiina. 538 
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The Tantrayuktiviciira by Nrlamegha Bhi~aj 

The Tantrayuktiviciira by Nilamegha Bhi~aj 539 is a short treatise, 540 which consists of 
thirty-six slokas, accompanied by a rather extensive auto-commentary. It defines, in 
the same order, the thirty-six tantrayuktis which are found at the end of the Carakasa1µ
hitii (Si.12.41 -45ab) 5'1 I and the A$fii1igasa1pgraha ( U .50.148-153 ). Only one item has 
been added to the series (aviparyaya, after viparyaya), without affecting the number of 
yuktis and verses as given in the text. 

The tantrayuktis 542 are technical terms for the procedures which are necessary in 
order to arrive at a correct understanding and interpretation of scientific treatises. Va
gbha\adescribes their function in the following way: "The tantrayuktis are like the rays 
of the sun on a pond with lotuses whose flowers are closed, and like the light of a lamp 
in a dark house. A person who studies the textbooks without being familiar with the 
tantrayuktis fails to grasp the meaning of what he reads, just as one fails to acquire 
wealth when one's good fo1tune declines. By establishing the meaning of sentences, 
the tantrayuktis provide one with the desired success (in debates), enabling one to re
fute the propositions of those holding erroneous views. They reveal the meaning of 
utterances when these are hidden, interchanged, hinted at or indirectly expressed, and 
are said to be the essence of the ocean of the rules of speech" (A.s.U.50.154-157). 

The tantrayuktis are only enumerated, not defined, in the Carakasaiphitii and the 
A$(ii1igasa1pgraha. Definitions and elucidations are supplied in the commentaries 
of Cakrapa1Jidatta and Gaiigadhara on the Carakasarphita, Indu's commentary on 
the A$(iiilgasar11graha, and, above all, in ArmJadatta's commentary on the A$fii-
1igahrdaya. 5'13 A list of thirty-two tantrayuktis, accompanied by explanations and 
illustrations, and commented on by r;>alha1Ja, is found at the end of the Susrntasaq1hitii 
(U.65). Another list, resembling that of the SuJrutasaq1hita, and also consisting of 
thirty-two items, occurs at the end of the Kaufi/fya Arthasiistra (adhikaraQa 15). 5'14 A 
list of thirty-two tantrayuktis, almost in the same order as in the Susrutasaq1hitii, is 
found in the Vi ${ludharmottarapurii{1a. 545 

The definitions of the tantrayuktis in the work of Nilamegha Bhi~aj seem to be his 
own, or are those as expounded by his guru Sundara; 546 in the latter case he only wrote 
the commentary. 

The authoritative works quoted in his commentary are in the first place the A$!ii-
1igasaipgraha and A$!iiilgahrdayasaq1hitii, while the Caraka- and Susrutasaq1hitii rank 
second; Bhela, Gopiilika, tantrika~, and Parasara are quoted once only. 547 

In the beginning and at the end the author mentions his name, Nilamegha Bhi~aj, 
and his second name, Vaidyanatha. The title of the work is given only at the end. 

The treatise opens with salutations to Vaha\a: "May the physician Ramagupta, who 
received his discernment from Avalokitesvara,548 who is famous in this world under 
the name ofViiha\a, the moon of Sindhu from the lineage of Saiighagupta, 549 be present 
before our eyes". The second verse refers to Indu and Jajja\a as pupils of Vaha\a. The 
third verse proclaims the author's reverence for Atreya and the other great sages, for the 
guru Aryavalokita, 550 Aryatara,551 Srisaiighagupta, Vaha!aramagupta, and the acarya 
Sundara, while the fourth verse extols the excellence of the A$fiiilgasa1pgraha. After 
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quoting the A$(i"iilgasaqigraha (U.50.155, 150-153, 157), NI!amegha makes it explicit 
that he composed his work according to the teaching of his guru Sundara. 

The author 
According to Kolatteri Salikaramenon, this guru Sundara may be Sundarabhagiicarya, 
the author of a work on toxicology, called Lak$al)iimrta. 552 Kolatteri Sat'lkaramenon is 
of the opinion that both Sundara and NI!amegha 553 hail from Kerala, 554 which is very 
probable indeed, because the only MS of NI!amegha's treatise belongs to a member 
of one of the a~ravaidya families of Kerala, who adhere to Viigbhafa's teachings, as 
NTiamegha did himself. 

Date 
Kolatteri Salikaramenon places NI!amegha in the first half of the ninth century, 555 

the period in which Sailkiiriicarya Ii ved, 556 because Buddhist influences are still 
traceable in NI!amegha's composition. He is convinced that Nilamegha knew only 
the A$fiirigasaq1graha, which he assigns to the first quarter of the eighth century, and 
not yet the A$fliilgahrdayasaq1hitli, which he regards as having been composed by a 
grandson or great-grandson of the author of the A${i"iilgasaq1graha.551 Kolatteri Sa
ilkaramenon's views on the dates of the A$(i"iilgasaq1graha and A${i"iilgahrdayasa1phitli 
can be discarded. He is wrong in asserting that Nilamegha did not yet know the A~tli
ilgahrdayasmphitli because the latter work is profusely quoted in his auto-commentary, 
also when not identical with the A$!i"iilgasaq1graha 558 NI!amegha's references to Indu 
and Jejja\a as pupils of Viigbha\a imply that he lived later than these commentators 
and cannot be earlier than about A.O. 700. The Buddhist influences point to a date not 
much posterior to A.O. 800. 

The Kumliratantra ascribed to Riiva1~a 

The Kumaratantra,ss9 ascribed to Riivai:ia, is a work on a particular class of demons 

afflicting children, and their appeasement. 560 

Contents 
This short treatise, written in a mixture of verse and prose, describes twelve demons, 
called miitrkii, who attack children on the first day after birth and in the first month or 
year of their lives, on the second day and in the second month or year, etc., up to the 
twelfth day, month, or year. 561 

Their names are Nandanii, Sunandii, Piitanii, Mukhamu~1~ikii, Ka\3piitanii, Saku
nikii, Su~karevatr, Aryakii, Bhiisiitikii, Niqtii, Pilipicchikii, and Kiimukii. The symp
toms of children who are seized by these demons are enumerated, followed by magico
religious procedures destined to appease them and usually consisting of fumigations, 
bali offerings, the presentation of food to briihmal)aS, etc. Each of the twelve sections 
of the text ends with a mantra in which Riivai:ia is invoked. 562 

The complete text of Riiva~1a's Kumliratantra was, indicated as such, incorporated 
by Cakrapiil)idatta in his Cikitslisaq1graha (biilarogacikitsii 89-100)563 and commented 
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upon by Niscalakara and Sivadiisasena; it also forms part of Gailgiidhara's commentary 
on the Carakasarphitii (ad Ca.Sii.8.65), Govindadiisa's Bhai$lijyaratniiva1I (biilaroga 
181-193),564 To9ara's Ayurvedasaukhya,565 and Yaidyariija's Sukhabodha. 566 The 
Amrtasiigara, attributed to Pratlipasilpha, claims to reproduce the Kumiiratantra, as 
found in the Cakradatta, but mentions a series of twelve miitrkiis with partly different 
names. 567 A related text is found in Anantakumiira's Yogaratnasamuccaya (22.1-
2),568 where Pariisara proclaims the Kumiiratantra by Riiva9a, called Niiriiyll{llya 
Biilatantra in the colophon; the mantras, which are less in number, invoke Niirliya9a 
and Viisudeva instead of Riiva9a. Trirrtalla's Yogaratararigi{lI contains an extract 
from Riiva1.1a's Kumiiratantra.569 Trimalla's Brhadyogatararlgil)I presents a related 
text, called the piitaniividhiina from the Kaumiiratantra by Riiva9a; 570 the mantras of 
this work invoke Riiva9a and Niiriiya9a for protection. The NighaQ(uratniikara and 
BrhannighaQ(uratniikara mention, at the end of their sections on children's diseases, 
two series of grahis, together with the symptoms they provoke and the treatment of 
these afHictions.571 An unpublished Jain text, called Vidyiinusiisana,572 contains a 
long section on biilagrahas that is said to derive from Riival).a. 573 

The U{/{/isatantra, sometimes ascribed to Riival).a, has a chapter (16), called 
grastabiiladk.itsii, which deals with the same subject as Riiva9a's Kumiiratantra. 574 

The same applies to a chapter (piirviirdha 41), entitled Biilacikitsii, of the isa
na(siva)gurudevapaddhati, 575 and to a chapter (11) of Niiriiya9a's Tantrasiirasa,p
graha.576 The latter work describes three series of grahis, who attack the child on 
the first to tenth day,577 in the first to twelfth month,518 and in the second to sev
enteenth year.579 Three related series of names occur in a chapter (299), entitled 
biilagrahaharabiilatantra, of the Agnipuriil)a,580 and in Anantakumiira's Yogaratnasa
muccaya. 581 Elaborate descriptions of many demons preying upon children are found 
in Kalyii9a's Biilatantra. Siiliniitha's RasamaiijarI contains a Biilatantra that is related 
to Riiva9a's Kumiiratantra. 

An illustrated, but fragmentary, Nepalese MS of a text that resembles the Kumii
ratantra of Riiva1.1a and was prebably entitled Dviidasagrahasiinti, 582 was edited and 
translated by P.C. Bagchi. 583 This work partially agrees with Riival).a's Kumiiratantra, 
but shows a closer affinity with a Riival)atantra preserved in the Chinese Tripi!aka. 584 In 
the latter work the diseases caused by the grahamatrkas are somewhat more distinctive 
and the mantras are different in each case. The Sanskrit names of the twelve miitrkiis 
of the Chinese text are Miitrnandii, Sunandii, Revatr, Mukhamanaikii, Bidiilr, Sak.uni, 
Piitanli, Su~kii, Aryakii, Jam.bhaka,585 Pilipicchikii, and Skanda.sii6 · 

Demons called mii!rka and similar beings who lurk upon children arementionedin 
several more texts. 587 A series of sixteen of these, threatening children from the first 
to the sixteenth day after birth and called Jiitahiiril).i, is described in the Kiis yapasa,p
hitii. 588 Their names are Pisiici, Ya~i, Asuri, Kali, ViirUl).i, $a~!hi, Bhirukii, Yiimyii, 
Miitailgi, Bhadrakiilr, Raudri, Yardhikli, Ca9~ikii, Kapiilamiilini, Revatr, aild Pilipic
chikii. The Hiirltasaqihita589 has recorded two series of these beings, called Piitanii. The 
first consists of Lohitii, Revatr,Dhviiilk~i ( or Yiiyasi), Kumiiri, Siikuni, Siva, Urdhvake
si, and Sena, who attack a child on the first to eighth day, while the names belonging 
to the second series are Rohil).i, Vijayli, Kiili, Krttikii, Qiikini, Nisii, BhiitakesI, and Kr-
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siirigI. 
A Tamil text that can be regarded as a parallel of the Kumiiratantra was edited, 

translated and studied by J. Filliozat. 590 
Buddhist literature is acquainted with Harm as a deity devouring children. 591 

Rlivai:ia's Kumiiratantra is, apart from the texts already mentioned, quoted or re
ferred to in Ambiklidattaslistrin's commentary on the Rasendrasiirasarpgraha, Cakrapli
i:tidatta's Bhiinumati, 592 Qalhai:ia's Nibandhasarpgraha,593 Gariglidhara's commentary 
on the Carakasarphitii, 594 Gayadlisa's commentary on the Susrutasarphitii, 595 Jagannli
tha's Yogasarpgraha, 596 and Nilakai:i\ha's Siintimayiikha.591 

An unknown work by Rlivai:ia is quoted by Kliiffrlima.598 

Khare's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya quotes Rlivai:ia on subjects be
longing to alchemy .599 Larikesa, i.e., Rlivat)a, is mentioned as one of the Rasasiddhas in 
the Piiradasarµhitii ( 1.96), Rasajalanidhi (III, 389-390), Rasaratnasamuccaya (1.2), 600 
Rasatararigi(lf ( 1.29-32), and Rasendrasambhava (introductory verses). 

The Bhai$11jyaratniivalf contains a recipe proclaimed to Rlivai:ia by Devadeva. 601 
G. Hlildlir mentions a formula (piiri:iacandrarasa) made by Sarµkara for the benefit of 
Rli V 81)8. 602 

The Bombay edition of the Kumiiratantra adds, after the twelve sections on the mli
trklis, 189 verses on children's diseases and their treatment. 603 

Other works going under the name ofRliva1,1a are: 604 

I A RiivaQakaumiirataara in prose, of Buddhist inspiration, not identical with the 
published texts. 605 

2 A Biilatantra ascribed to Rlivat)a, 606 
3 A Biilatantra ascribed to Dasagriva. 607 This work resembles the K11miiratantra 

in its general outline, but differs considerably in its details. 608 

4 A Biilacikitsii according to Rlivai:ia. 609 
5 A Niic;ffparik§ii ascribed to Rlivai:ia. 610 
6 An Arkaprakiisa attributed to Rliva1,1a.6ll 

7 An Arkaprakiisa or Arkacikitsii by Lariklinlitha or Larikesvara 612 

8 A Nibandhasarpgraha ascribed to Lariklinlitha.613 

9 A Priilqtakiimadhenu attributed to Larikesvara. 614 

I O A Sivastuti attributed to Larikesvara 615 

II A Kiiliignirudropani§ad ascribed to Larikesvara. 616 

12 A~gvedabhii§ya.611 
13 A Srfsiiktabhii§ya. 618 

14 Dfniikrandana by Rliva1,1a, 619 also called Dfniikrandanastotra by Larikesvara.620 

15 The Vaise§ikakatandf, an old bhli~ya on the Vaise§ikasiitras.621 

16 The Uc;fc;ffsatancra 622 and the Indrajiila Uc;fc;trsa.623 

17 The Larikesasiddhiinta.624 

A Biilagrahiirogyasiirti according to Rliva1,1a's Kumiiratantra is also recorded. 625 

A Kaumiiratantra by PlirvatI is mentioned in some MSS of Varigasena. 626 
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The author 
The attribution to Riivai:ia627 of a treatise that deals with rituals aiming at the propiti
ation of demonic beings, whereas Riivai:ia himself is a riik~asa with demonic aspects, 
has been discussed by J. Filliozat, who traced his development into a benevolent being 
and the reputed author of medical treatises. 628 A famous Buddhist text, the Lankiivatii
rasiitra, describes him as a pious king who gives a warm reception to the Buddha. 629 

The Uttarakai:i~a of Viilmiki's RiimiiyalJa contains passages which extol Riivai:ia, 630 a 
trend which assumes a more pronounced character in later versions of the RiimiiyalJa, 
for example those composed by Jain authors; 631 the same phenomenon is visible in 
Tamil literature. 632 

J. Filliozat concluded that Riivai:ia is one of the numerous ambivalent beings in In
dian mythology, to be compared with Rudra. P.C. Bagchi noticed that, in the Mahii
miiyiitf; Riivai:ia is also the name of the yak~a who protects Riima\ha, while Kiipisi is 
protected by another yak~a called Lailkesvara. 633 T. Goudriaan describes Riiva1Ja as an 
ambivalent god of diseases and magical protection who may be compared to Skanda 
and Tumburu.634 In the twentieth century, Riivai:ia is being raised to the status of an 
admirable Dravidian hero by many Tamils. 635 

Date 
The Kumiiratantra is at least older than the eleventh century, since CakrapiiQidatta was 
aquainted with it, and probably earlier than the tenth century, because a similar text 
was translated into Chinese by Dharmadeva who went to China in the year 937. 

The Siddhasiira by Ravigupta 

The Siddhasiira by Ravigupta 636 is the earliest medical treatise of a new type, in which 
the material on nidiina and cikitsii, together with that on some more general subjects, 
has been arranged in a more or less systematic way. 

Contents 
The Siddhasiira counts 2,634 lines, which agrees with the author's own statement about 
the extent of his work (31.37). Each of its thirty-one chapters deals with a different 
topic or cluster of topics. It is in verse, except for one mantra, and has entirely been 
composed, not compiled, by Ravigupta, which is highly remarkable, though some lines 
are so close to verses found in the early saqihitiis that it is hard to believe that they are 
independent. 637 Ravigupta mentions (31.37) as his sources Dhanvantari, i.e., the Su
srutasaq1hitii, and the son of Atri, i.e, the Carakasa'!lhitii, but Viigbha\a is conspicu
ously absent. 

The first four chapters deal with general subjects: (I) tantra ( describing the eight a
ilgas of iiyurveda), types of diseases, the qualities of the do~as, the tastes, types of coun
try, the constitutions, etc.; (2) aravyagui:ia, enumerating the groups of drugs and their 
actions; 638 (3) annapiinavidhi, listing medicinal properties of foods and drinks; ( 4) ari
~\a, describing prognostic signs. Chapters five to twenty-three enter into those subjects 
which mainly belong to the realm of kiiyacikitsii, though bhagandara and upada1r1sa, 
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usually regarded as forming part of salya, are discussed in chapters belonging to this 
section. 639 Chapters twenty-four and twenty-five are concerned with salya, twenty-six 
is about slillikya, twenty-seven about vi~a(tantra), twenty-eight aboutrasliyana and vli
jikara~1a, and twenty-nine about kaumlirabhrtya; bhiitavidya is represented by chapter 
twenty, concerned with unmlida and apasmlira. Chapter thirty deals with paficakarman, 
and chapter thirty-one with kalpa (rasona-, bhalllitaka-, and other kalpas). 

Therapy is the predominant concern of the Siddhasiira, and only a few lines of each 
chapter are devoted to nidlina. Ravigupta 's teachings are embedded in the main current 
of the liyurvedic tradition and consequently relatively free from divergent features. 

Later authors made ample use of the Siddhasiira.640 

Ravigupta and the Siddhasiira are quoted by name by numerous medical au
thors: A~hamalla, 641 Ananta, 642 AruQadatta, 643 Bhliradvlija, 644 Candranandana,645 

Candra!a, 646 Gopliladlisa, Jivlinandavidylisligara, 647 Lak~mirlima, 648 Niscalakara, 649 

Riipanyana,650 Sivadlisasena,651 Soqhala,652 SrikaQ!hadatta, 653 Tajara, 654 and Vi
~~1udeva. 655 The Siddhasiira is moreover quoted in the Biihafagrantha656 and in the 
interpolated portion, written by an unknown author, of Niscalakara's Ratnaprabhii. It 
is mentioned as a source in the Ratniikara11§adhayogagrantha.651 It is referred to in 
the anonymous Vaidyasiistrapra vartakiiciizyaniimasamuccaya. The widespread fame 
acquired by Ravigupta's work is shown by quotations from it in al-Razrs Kitiib al
lf iiwT. 658 

Niscalakara indicates in his ~atnaprabhiiwhich verses of CakrapliQidatta's Cikitsii
saipgraha were borrowed from Ravi(gupta) and his Siddhasiira. 659 

Special features 
Pitta is said to be located in the pakvlisaya (1.17-18). 

The orderofthediseases does not conform to that found in the early Sal"flhitas and 
seems to be peculiar to Ravigupta; it was ignored by later authors. A series of disorders 
and their therapy, specified in the early sarphitlis, are not described in the Siddhasii
ra, such as aJ1rQa, arocaka, k~ata~IQa, the k~udrarogas, bhagna, mGtrlighlita, miirchli, 
vidradhi, visiicikli, siikaroga, siila, and svarabheda. 660 

The author 
Ravigupta mentions, in the beginning and at the end of his treatise, his own name and 
that of his father, Durgagupta, who was an asvavaidya from the West. He adds that he 
wrote the work on the insistence of his elder brother, Devagupta, who suffered from an 
illness, called pliQ~unliga. 661 

Date 
Clues to the date of the Siddhasiira are provided by its translations into Tibetan,662 

Khotanese, 663 and Uighur, 664 which testify to its popularity. 665 As the Khotanese trans
lator was aquainted with the Tibetan version,666 the date of the latter, made in the early 
ninth century, gives us a provisional terminus ante quern. 

The ample use made of the Siddhasiira by later authors helps to bring down this 
provisional limit, since several verses were incorporated in the Miidha vanidana661 and 
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Miidhavacikitsii, which date from the eighth century. 
The terminus post quern is more difficult to establish, but the date suggested by R.E. 

Emmerick, ea. A.D. 650,668 is acceptable and accounts for thefactthatViigbha!a, who 
lived about A.D. 600, is not mentioned as a source by Ravigupta. 669 

The SiddhasiiranighaIJ{U 

The Siddhasiira is followed by the SiddhasiiranighaIJ{U, 670 which is known in two ver
sions, one in verse 671 and the other in the form of a list; 672 both give synonyms of the 
vegetable and inorganic substances prescribed in the Siddhasiira. The versified nigha
l)!U and the list seem to have inlluenced each other. 673 

The Siddhasiiranigh31J{U conforms to the old type of nighal_l!U in giving only syn
onyms, and not adding the properties and actions of the medicinal substances as in 
nighal_l!US of the later type. 674 It is a work of great importance, since it may be the ear
liest nighal)!U we possess and the only one appended to a rather early medical text. 675 

The nighal_l!U, though essential for a correct understanding of the Siddhasiira, has, to 
their disadvantage, not always been utilized by the translators. 676 

Interesting is the occurrence of the word tulasI (105) in this early work, since this 
term was regarded as appearing for the first time in the Paryiiyaratnamiilii. 677 

Interesting.and rare synonyms are: jha~ii = niigabalii (7); 678 kiiko!I = niiku!I (27); ka
l)!akii = mahiisyiimii = vrk~abhiiryii (123); 679 kavuka = khapura (99); 680 kulajii = surasI 
(109);681 laiigaka = tripuia (180);682 murungI = viiyasI (147);683 saiikhinI = tiktavI
ryii = ak~ipiluka ( 126); 684 saptigandhii = asvagandhikii ( 137); 685 sasvat~In = nandivr
k~a (18);686 svetaka = dhava (95); 687 vasuvahii = riisnii (28);688 yavatiktii = saptalii 
(125).689 

Date 
The date of the SiddhasiiranighaIJ{U is difficult to determine. 690 It may have been com
posed some time after the Siddhasiiraitself. A terminus ante quern would be established 
ifP.V. Sharma were right in claiming that Vp1da (about AD. 900) and Candrata (tenth 
century) have borrowed from it,691 but this assertion has not been substantiated. 

Some medical treatises with titles containing the word Siddhasiira are recorded 
in MSS catalogues, but these texts have nothing in common with Ravigupta's work. 
These lreatises are: the Siddhasiiratancra by Nisiicarabha!!iiciirya, 692 the Siddhasii
rasarpgraha, 693 and the Siddhasiirasaiphita.694 

Tisaia 

Tisa!a 695 was the author of the Cikitsiikalika,696 a short medical treatise, 697 composed 
in about 400 skillful verses698 of diverse metres. 699 

Contents 
The Cikitsiikalikii can conveniently be divided into two unequal parts, the first (3-94) 
dealing with basic principles of medicine and general aspects of treatment, the second 
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(99-399) being about the therapy of various diseases. 
The work opens with two introductory verses, the first of which is in praise of Sii

rya, the Asvins, Dhanvantari, Susruta, and lisa\a's father, while the second refers to 
Hiirita, Susruta, Pariisara, Bho ja, Bhela, Bhrgu, Agnivesa, and Caraka as sources of 
the Cikitsakalikii. 

Authorities mentioned in the body of he work are: Astika (387), the Asvins (227; 
306), Bhela (248), Bhrguja (i.e., Sukra; 375), Caraka ( 41; 162; 302; 345), Janakiitmaja 
(i.e., Videha; 347), Kiitikiiyana (14 7; 151 ), Pariisara (302), Pracetas (i.e., VarU!Ja; 383), 
Su~ruta (145), 700 and Videha (230; 304). The name ofViigbha\a is conspicuously ab
sent. 

Candraia's commentary on the Cikitsiikalikii also discloses some sources: Caraka 
(161-162), Hiirita (212-215), and K~iirapii!Ji (208-211). P.V. Sharma is of the opinion 
that Vrnda's Siddhayoga may also have been put to use by Tisa\a.701 

Verses 4-16 are about the components of the human body. Verses 17-40deal with 
the trid~a doctrine and contain the famous verses, often quoted by later authors, 702 on 
the causes of excitement of each of the three do~as and the symptoms of this excite
ment. Verses 48-65 enumerate eighteen groups (gaQ.a) of drugs and their actions, while 
68-85 are concerned with sneha, sveda, and paficakarman. Verses 87-94 are about gen
eral measures of .-ealment. Verses 95-97 give a list of diseases belonging to the divi
sion of kiiyacikitsii; verse 98 lists the seven remaining atigas of iiyurveda. 

The remaining part of the work is devoted to therapy. It is divided into sections 703 

on kiiyacikitsii (99-325), siiliikyatantra (326-352), salyatantra (353-364 ), bhiitavidyii 
(365-377), kaumiiratantra (378-380), vi~atantra (381-389), rasiiyana (390-394), and 
viijikara~llltantra (395-399). Tisata's arrangement of the diseases in the section on kii
yacikitsii has no parallel in other treatises. 

Authors and works quoting from or referring to Tisaia or his Cikitsakalikii 
are: A9hamalla,704 Anantakumiira, 705 the Ayurvediibdhisiira and its commentary, 
Bhiivamisra in his Bhiivaprakiisa, 106 the Bhesajjamaiijiisiisannaya, Candra!a in his 
commentary on the Cikitsiikalikli and in his Yogaratnasamuccaya, Gopiiladiisa, 
Gulrajsarmamisra in his Visikhanupravesavij(liina, Hariprapanna in his Rasayogasii
gara, Hemiidri,707 Karandikar in his Nidiinadipikii., 1CJl Kasiriima,709 Khare in his 
commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, Niscalakara,710 Priyavrat Sarmii in his 
auto-commentary on the Dravyagw;wsiitra, Sivadiisasena, 711 S09hala, 712 To9ara, 713 

Trimalla in his Yogataraiigi(lf714 and BrhadyogatarangiJJf, 715 Vijayara~ita in the 
Madhukosa,116 the Vfrasi1phiivaloka, 717 the Yogaratniikara, 71s and Yogendraniitha in 
the Ayurvij11iinaratniikara. 719 Ha~akirti, Jayaratna, and Miigacandradeva mention the 
(Cikitsii)ka/ikii as one of their sources. 

A valuable commentary on the Cikitsakalikii was written by lisata's son, Candra
\a. 121 

Special features 
Tisa!agives a list of diseases to be ascribed to bad act$ committed in previous lives ( I 0-
12). 721 The three chief vulnerable parts (marman) are said to be the cardiac, ano-rectal 
and umbilical regions (25). 722 The number of eighteen groups of drugs ( 48-65) is pecu-
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liar to Tisaia's work. The first six of them are said to subdue vata, pitta, kapha, vatapitta, 
vatakapha, and pittakapha, the eleventh group ( eladi) consists of drugs against poison 
(vi~a), kapha, and vata. The remaining gai:ias, apart from the fifteenth (varui:iakadi), to 
be prescribed against a variety of diseases, are well-known smaller groups: triphala, 
trika!uka, pai'icakola, pai'icavalkala, a~iavarga, trisugandhin, caturjataka, mahat- and 
laghupai'icamiila, and finally dasamiila. The eladi- and varni:iakadigai:ias may have been 
borrowed from the Susrutasarphitii (Sii.38.24-25 and 10-11), as well as the two pa
i'icamiila groups and the dasamiila group (Sii.38.66-71). 723 Some other ga~1as, namely 
triphala, trikaiuka, pai'icakola, trijataka and caturjataka, may have been inspired by Va
gbha!a (A.h.Sii.6.159-166) according to P.V. Sharma,724 although this author is not re
ferrell to as a source by Tfsa!a 725 and clear resemblances cannot be detected. 726 Some 
recipes differ from those in earlier works 727 or are based on a compromise after the con
sultation of various sources. 728 Verses 309-325, on prakiri:iau~adhiini, contain a list of 
remedies which are particularly helpful in certain disorders. 729 730 

The author 
Nothing is known with certainty about Tisaia, except that he was the father of Candraia, 
who wrote a commentary on the Cikitsiikalikii, and, as is evident from the first verse 
of the Kalikii and Candraia's comment on it, that he was the son of a physician whose 
name is not ·disclosed. The colophons of a number of MSS call Tisa!a the son of Va
gbhaia. 731 Tisa!a's name may indicate that he was born in Kasmir. 732 

Candraia explains in his commentary that Siirya, who is praised in the first verse 
of the Cikitsiikalikii, was Tfsaia 's family deity, which makes clear that Tisa!a, just like 
J?alhai:ia, was a brahmai:ia oft he Saura tradition. 733 

G. Hiildar supposes that Tisa!a was also the author of a work called Vaidyatrirp
sat. 734 

Date 
Tisata's sources are of no avail in establishing his date, in spite of the statement by Jolly 
that the occurrence of Bhoja's name in the list of verse two may point to the eleventh 
century as the terminus post quern for the composition of his work.735 It is quite uncer
tain who this Bhoja was and when he lived. The colophons of the MSS that call Tfsaia 
the son of Vagbha!a are not helpful either, firstly, because these colophons may date 
from a later age, secondly, because of the absence of the name ofTrsa!a's father in the 
text of the Cikitsiikalikii and its commentary, 736 and, thirdly, since no information is 
available on the identity of this Vagbha!a, P.V. Sharma's claim that Tisa!a made use 
of the works of Vagbha!a 737 is in need of corroboration; his view that Trsaia probably 
borrowed from V~nda's Siddhayoga 738 has no firm basis, since the formulae referred 
to are not closely similar in wording. 739 The fact that the arrangement of the diseases 
in the Cikitsiikalikii is free from influences from the side of Madhava's Rugviniscaya 
cannot be used as evidence for a very early date, since many works composed after the 
eighth century disregard Madhava's scheme. Nevertheless it is worthy of notice that 
the new diseases introduced by Madhava and Vrnda are absent from Tisa!a's work. 740 

The chronological position of the Cikitsiikalikii can be deduced only from 
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Candrata's commentary. The earliest author, apart from Candra!a, who is known to 
have utilized Tisa!3's work is Cakraplii:iidatta.741 

The evidence available points to the tenth century as the age in which Tisa!a must 
have Ii ved. 742 

The KalyiilJakiiraka by Ugrliditya 

The Kalyiinakiiraka by Ugrliditya 743 is a comprehensive medical treatise by a Jain au
thor. Other" medical works ascribed to him are the Bhi$akprakiisa, 144 Jagatsundarf, 145 

Kanakadfpaka, 746 and Riimavinoda. 747 

Contents 
The work consists of about 8,000 verses 748 and some prose, 749 arranged in twenty-five 
chapters (pariccheda) and two additional ones. It is also divided into two systems of ad
hikliras, long and short ones. Chapters one to six constitute the svlisthyarak~~1lidhikli
ra, seven to twenty the cikitsadhiklira, and twenty-one to twenty-five the uttaracikitsli
dhikara, uttaratantra or uttaratantradhikara. Many chapters are subdivided into short 
adhikaras devoted to a single disease or to a group of diseases. 750 

The first seven chapters discuss general subjects. After a mailgala addressed to the 
first Tirthailkara, ~~abha, 751 the book opens with the Jain version of the descent (avata
ra) of ayurveda ( 1.2-10): the medical science was revealed by Adinatha ( = ~~abha), 
with the goddess SarasvatI752 as an intermediary, to the first cakravartin, 753 Bharata, 754 

and others, when mankind became oppressed by disease in the present avasarpii:iI; 755 

subsequently, every Tirthailkara 756proclaimed this science, until it was acquired by the 
gai:iadharas,757 srutakevalins 758 and other holy men, who transmitted it to their pupils. 

Chapter one also deals, amongst other things, with prognostics (30-47). Chapter 
two is concerned with embryology (41-58), three with anatomy (2-12), the constitu
tions (17-27) and the do~as (47-68),four with time and the seasons (2-15), grains and 
pulse (20-26), vegetables and fruits (27-46), five with liquid foods (3-34), urines (35-
37) and anupana (38-42),six with dinacaryli and rlitricaryli (1-25), vliJikarai:ia (30-40) 
and rasayana ( 41-67), seven with general subjects relating to therapy. 

The section on nidana and cikitsita covers chapters eight to nineteen. The ar
rangement of the diseases is peculiar to this text. Chapter eight is concerned with 
vlitaroga, including iirustambha and vlitarakta. Chapter nine is about pittaroga, i.e., 
raktapitta, asrgdara, visarpa, vatarakta again (only its therapy), jvara, and atisara. 
Chapter ten deals with kapharoga, without mentioning specific diseases. Chapters 
eleven to twelve discuss mahamaya, the major diseases, which consist of prameha, the 
pramehapi!akli~, sadyovrai:ia, ku~!ha, udara (chapter eleven), vataroga again (therapy 
only), mii~hagarbha and various disorders of pregnancy, balagraha, and arsas (chapter 
twelve). Chapters thirteen to eighteen cover what is called k~udraroga, the minor 
diseases, in the Kalyii(lakiiraka, which consist of a very large group of disorders, 
namely sarkarli, asmarl, bhagandara, vrddhi (chapter thirteen), vidradhi, granthi, 
upadal!lsa, siikado~a, slipada, apacI, na~Ivrat)a, galaga~1~a, arbuda, sopha, and the 
group of k~udrarogas in the stricter sense of the term (chapter fourteen), the diseases 
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belonging to the division of siiliikya, i.e., siro-, karl).a-, niisii-, mukha-, and netraroga 
(chapter fifteen), sviisa, kiisa, virasaroga, tm1a, chardi, arocaka, svarabheda, udiivarta, 
hikkii, and pratisyiiya (chapter sixteen), hrdroga, krimiroga, ajin:ia, miitriighiita, 
miitralq-cchra, yoniroga, gulma, pa1:u:luroga, miirchii, unmiida, and apasmlira (chapter 
seventeen), so~a (= k~ayaroga), masiirikii and visphoia, biilagraha again, and finally 
graha (chapter eighteen). Chapter nineteen is about vi~a. 759 

Chapter twenty deals with many subjects, e.g., the sixty therapeutical proce
dures (4-7), the ten ways of taking a drug (18-21), the combinations of tastes (28), 
prognostics (30-47), and the marmans (49-83). Chapter twenty-one is concerned 
with caustics (k~iira; 9-17), cautery (agnikarman; 18-30), bloodletting by means of 
leeches and allied topics (33-51), and surgery (52-65). Chapter twenty-two deals 
with paiicakarman, disorders resulting from improper treatment, and the therapy of 
these disorders. Chapter twenty-three is about uttarabasti, sukra- and iirtavado~a. the 
care for pregnant women, obstetrics, dhiimapiina, ga1:11:lii~a. kavala and nasya, sotha, 
and the treatment of palita. Chapter twenty-four discusses the processing of mercury 
and mercurial preparations. Chapter twenty-five deals with a series of kalpas. 

The first additional chapter (parisi~\iidhyiiya) describes prognostic signs; the sec
ond (hitiihitiidhyiiya) is a long discourse in prose in defense of a vegetarian diet, deliv
ered by Ugriiditya at the court of Nrpatuilgavallabha. 760 

Some subjects are discussed twice, such as sveda (8.31-32 and 22.21-29), vamana 
(8.33-37 and 22.33-41), and nasya (8.68-72 and 23.57-76). Prognostics (ari~!a) is a 
topic discussed in various chapters (1.30-47; 20.30-47; parisi~!iidhyiiya). Surgery has 
a rather important place in this treatise: 11.51-53, the bandaging of wounds; 12.101-
111, the surgical treatment of arsas, i.e., haemorrhoids; 13.53-58, the treatment ofbha
gandara, i.e., ano-rectal fistulas; 14.30-31, the eight surgical procedures; 15.244-249 
and 274-283, treatment of eye diseases, couching of cataract; 20.49-83, descriptions 
of the marmans. 

Religious and magical therapy are of minor importance, 761 but Jain doctrines and 
practices are referred to frequently. 762 Each chapter begins with a mailgala addressed to 
B,~abha, Ari~l3nemi, 763 Vardhamiina (= Mahiivira), 764 the Tirthailkaras, etc., and ends 
always with the same verse, referring to the revelation of the medical science by the 
Jinas. The sections on dravyagui:ia ( 4.20-46) and the therapeutical prescriptions are 
characterized by the absence of meat, honey 765 and alcohol, 766 in accordance with Jain 
doctrine, 767 but substances of animal origin like hair, nails, bones and excrements are 
freely used. 

Inorganic substances regularly form part of medicines. Chapter twenty-four shows 
a rather advanced stage of alchemy. 768 

The trido~a theory is of great importance in the Kalyii,:iakiiraka, but blood is also 
recognized as a factor causative of diseases. 769 

Ugriiditya's sources have not been investigated, 770 but he states himself that his 
work is a shortened version of an extensive treatise on the eight limbs of iiyurveda by 
Samantabhadra (20.86), 771 while the prime source of all medical works is said to be 
the Prii,:iaviida (20.84) or Pra,:iiiviiya (21.3; 25.54). 772 

Ugriiditya refers to several authorities who were specialists in one of more 
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branches of iiyurveda (20.85): Piijyapiida 773 (siiliikya), Piitrasviimin (salya),774 Si
ddhasena (agada and bhiitavidyii),775 Dasarathaguru (kiiyacikitsii),776 Meghaniida 
(kaumiirabhrtya), and Sirphaniida (viijikar3Qa and rasiiyana). m Other authorities 
mentioned by Ugriiditya are la!iiciirya (Srijaia; 15.290),778 Kumiiranandin (20.23),779 

Kumiirasena, 780 Srutakfrti (20.23), 781 and Vfrasena (20.23). 782 

The hitiihitiidhyiiya quotes Caraka (p.715, 724, 725, 726, 738, 744), Kapila
muni (p.722), ~iirapiil)i (p.734), Paitiimaha (p.724, 742), and Susruta (p.716, 717), 
while also many persons are mentioned who were opponents or advocates of a 
non-vegetarian diet. The opponents are Pasupati, Brhaspati, Gautama, Agnivesya, 
Hastaciirin, Viidbali, 783 Riijaputra, Giirgya, Bhiirgava, Bhiiradhvaja, Piilakiipya, 
Visiila, Kausikaputra, Vaidarbhya, Nara, Niirada, Kumbhadatta, Vibhiindaka, 784 Hira
l)yiik~aka, Piiriisara, Kaui:ic;linya, Kiithiiyina, Tittira, Taitilya, Miil)c;iavy~."Sibii, Sibi, 785 

Bahupatra, Arimeda, Kiisyapa, Yajiiavalka, Mrgasarman, Siibiiyana, Brahma, Prajii
pati, the Asvins, Surendra, and Dhanvantari (p.720); the advocates are Visviimitra, 
Gautama, Kiisyapaputra, Pii~19ya, Caraka, Bhik~u and Tlipasa (p.727). Ugriiditya states 
in the same chapter (p.724-725) that a king of Avanti, called Pr~advant, introduced 
the slaughter of cows. 786 

The Kalyii,:iakiiraka is quoted in the Virasiq1hiivaloka 787 and Revai:iariidhya's 
Smaratattvaprakiisikii; 788 it is referred to in Piiri:iasena's commentary on the Yoga
sataka, Revai:iasiddha's Virabha!.tiya, and Toc;iara's Ayurvedasaukhya. 

Ugriiditya is mentioned in the Vaidyasiistrapravartakiiciiryaniimasamuccaya. 

Special features 
One of the most conspicuous features is the unprecedented arrangement of the dis
eases. Noteworthy elements in the field of nosology are, moreover: rakta, vii.ta and pitta 
types of asrgdara (8.30); 789 riik~a- and snehajvara (8.78-79); the mention of rakasa 
( 11.64), parisarpa and visarpai:ia (11.67) among the ~udraku~!ha group; 790 the descrip
tion of sarkariistila (13.5), 791 brhadvrai:ia ( 13.57), and iimasopha (14.29); 792 the men
tion of a type of upadarpsa called vaq1siikhyasopha ( 14. 7); 793 the absence of siikado~a 
types (14.8); the description of the disorder usually called jlilagardabha 794 under the 
name of jiilakiila (14.42); a number of sixty-six mukharogas (15.118); 795 the descrip
tion of virasaroga (16.27); 796 the presence of a raktaja type of svarabheda (16.59); 797 

the dissocialion of pralisyiiya (16.87-95) from the niisiiroga group; the absence of the 
vic;lvighiita and bastikui:ic;!ala types of miitriighiita; 798 the absence of the sukraja type 
of miitrakrcchra; 799 vispho!a as a variety of masiirikii (18.32); the employment of the 
term sphoiamasiirikii ( 18.50); 800 the disease which is usually designated as makkalla 
goes under the name of markala (23.33). 

Disorders left unmentioned are piiniityaya, bhagna, and the biilarogas, with the ex
ception of the biilagrahas, as well as all the diseases added by Miidhava, with the ex
ception of vispho\a and masiirikii, namely iimaviita, sma, medoroga, srtapitta, amlapitta 
and yonikanda, and also those added by Vrnda, namely sniiyukaroga and vardhma. 801 

Biilagrahas dealt with are: kinnara802 (18.71-76), kit11puru~a 803 (18.77-81), Garu
c;la (18.82-84 ), Revatr (18.85-88), Piitanii (18.89-94 ), Anupiitanii (18. 95-99), Sitapii
tanii (18.100-104), pisiica (18.105-108), and riik~asa (18.109-113). 
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Grahas mentioned are devas, asuras, gandharvas, yak~as, bhiitapitars, riik§asas, pi
sacas, and nagas804 ( 18 .115-126 ). 

The chapter on alchemy (24) mentions three chief processes: parimiirchana, mara
Qa and bandhana; the mercurial products resulting from these processes are suitable to 
the curing of diseases, the acquisition of wealth, and the acquisition of an incotrnptible 
body respectively (3-4). Other subjects dealt with in this chapter are miirchana and 
maraQa (5), bandhana (9), sodhana (13-14), raiijana (15; 39; 42), garbhadruti (16; 26), 
svedana (l7; 42), siira!)ii (35; 39; 42), saraQataila (35), krama~1a (36; 54), pratisaraQii 
(37; 39), anusaraQii (38), and vedha (40i A series of eight processes (mahii~fakarman) 
is referred to ( 43). 

The dolayantra is mentioned ( 17) and two types of mii~a, the vajramii~a (20) and 
the gostanamii~ika (32; 33). 

The ritual preceding alchemical operations includes paying homage to Jinendra, 
the Adhidevatas, Yak~esvara, Ambika, Kii~miiQ9ini, 805 the Lords of the three worlds, 
all the Jinas, and the nine grahas ( 11-12 ). 

The chapter on kalpas (25) describes kalpas of haritakI (3-4), amalaka (5), triphala 
(6-11), silajatu (12-23), vamye~ (24), pa~a~1abheda and bhalliita (25-30), kharpari 
(31-32), vajra (33-35), mrttika (36), 806 gospi.gi (37), erru,i9a (38), nagi (39), k~ara (40-
42), and citraka (43-44). 

U graditya distinguishes three groups of vegetables not found in other works: pa
iicalavaQiga~1a, growing on the seashore, consisting of kukku!i, IavaQi, masiirapattra, 
rii~!rika, and yugmaparQi ( 4.36); paiicabrhati, consisting of adhomanini, arka, brhatI, 
citralata, and vyaghri (4.37); paiicavalli, consisting ofkaravelli, kafukika, marjarapa
di, pa!ola, and tiktabimbalata ( 4.38). 

Remarkable names of medicinal plants used in the Kalyii(lakiiraka are: 807 adhoma
nini (4.37), araka or araka (19.30), aramodbhavasitasitalikika (24.46), sos ara!)yiilu 
(4.29), arsoghni (4.29), 809 ba~potpada (4.31), 81 0 bhari.ga or bhari.gii (16.66), 811 bhrgu 
(4.34), bhiikar!)i (4.29), bhiikii~mii1)9a (6.39),812 bhiisarkara (4.29), 81? bhiisiri~ 
(10.11), brhacchagalika (4.31),814 buja (17.55), cillataru (19.31), citralata (4.37), 815 

dalita ( 4.34), dravaQika ( 4.32), gosrri.gi (25.37), 816 guhyak~i ( 4.33), guptabija (6.39), 
grdhra ( 4.39), hastikall)i ( 4.29; 25.38), 817 jari.gharuha (24.46), jharasi ( 4.32), kakalata 
(18.103), 818 kakavallika (18.94),819 kiiQRkfili (23.102), kandalakandaka (17.18), 820 

ka1)ika (4.29),821 kiiiiJTra (8.66; 13.65; 13.87), kanya (4.35),822 kapi (17.55),823 

karavandi ( 4.42), 824 karmarari.ga ( 4.43), 825 kharakar~tika (25.39), 826 krtaka ( 19.30), 
k~irakaiicuka (12.15), kuci (24.5), kuQ9alata ( 4.31), ku~19RII ( 4.29), 827 Iavali (11.116; 
15.287), Iavru,ii ( 4.33 and 36), 828 miicilatii ( 4.32), 829 mahiinilika (23.102), marjarapadi 
( 4.38), 830 matsyiik~i (4.34; 9.26; 24.46), 831 meghaninadika (24.45),832 mura!ika 
(4.29), nagi (25.39),833 namalika (4.29), nrtyaka~19R (13.32; 16.12), panikacari (4.32), 
paiijika (4.31), pecu (15.20),834 phaQi (4.33),835 prabhu (17.55), putriQi (4.32),836 

raktiisvattha (6.36), rii~!rika (4.36),837 revatinetra (4.39), sailabi!va (4.44), sa1pk~iriQi 
(24.45),838 saravari!)i (24.44), sarpa~i (24.44),839 sasasiras (4.30), soli (4.34), 840 
sukamukha (14.33),841 sukhahva or sukhiihva (13.87),842 talapo!aka (16.13), tali 
(2.29; 18.133), tanvi (23.96), 843 taralika (4.34), toral)a (4.44), tulaki (4.44), tumbika 
(19.30), urupu~pa (4.41), vahii (4.31), vajravalli (18.26), vajri (15.286), 844 vajrilata 
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( 4.30; 18.17), va1psini ( 4.34), vamye~ii (25.24), 845 vegu~1~ikii ( 4.33), 846 vijiilini 
(15.9), 847 vi~adalikii (19.30), 848 and vyiighiitaka (10.11). 849 

The author 
Ugriiditya850 mentions his name twice (25.53 and at the end of the hitiihita chapter) 
and informs us that he was instructed in medicine by Srinandin 851 or Srinandyiiciirya 
(20.84; 21.3; 25.51), at whose request he wrote the Kalyii(Ulkiiraka (25.51-52) on the 
Riimagiri mountain852 in Veilgi, situated in the country ofTrikaliilga (20.87; 21.3). The 
name of one of Ugriiditya's colleagues was Lalitakirti. 853 

Ugriiditya was a Digambara Jain and belonged to the Desigal}a, Pustakagaccha, 854 

Pansogavallisiikhii of the Miilasar1gha, 855 of the line of Kundakunda. 856 The presence 
of monks belonging to the Desiga~1a in the above-mentioned part of India is proved by 
a tenth-century inscription from Udayagiri-Khai:i~agiri. 857 

Date 
Ugriiditya states that his teacher, Srlnandin, was the guru of king Vigmriija Parame
svara (25 .51 ) and that he himself delivered his discourse in defence of vegetarianism 
at the court of Nrpatuilgavallabha Mahiirii jiidhirii ja amidst an assembly of learned men 
(end of the hitiihita chapter). 858 

This Nrpatuilga is identified as the Rii~trakii!a king Amoghavar~a I (A.D. 814 
to about 880); 859 Vi~l}uriija is identified as the Eastern Ciilukya king of Veilgi, 
Vi~~mvardhana IV (A.D. 764-799),860 or Kali Vigmvardhana V,861 or the father of 
Amoghavar~a I, Govinda III (A.D. 793-814). 862 Hence Ugriiditya may have lived in 
the Deccan in the first half of the ninth century. 863 

The remarkable fact remains that no influence from the side of the Miidha vanidiina 
can be detected in his work. 864 The developed state of alchemy in a treatise from the 
ninth century can only be explained by assuming that this science originated in South
ern India and spread from there to the northern parts of the country much later. 865 

The terminus ante quern depends on the chronological position of Reva~1iiriidhya, 
who quotes the Kalyii(Ulkiiraka, R. Schmidt866 was of the opinion that this author may 
have lived in the thirteenth century at its earliest. 



Chapter 2 

Authors and works from the period A.D. 1000-1500 

The Abhidhiinaratnamiilii 

The Abhidhiinaratnamiilii, 1 also called $ru;irasanighap{u, 2 is an anonymous lexicon that 
only gives synonyms of medicinal substances. 3 

Contents 
The work is arranged in six chapters (skandha), corresponding to the six tastes, madhu
ra, amla, lavlll)a, tikta, kaiu, and ka~iiya, with respectively 76, 21, 61 /2, I JOI /2, 62, and 
107 verses. 4 This new type of arrangement provided the treatise with its second title. 5 

After enumerating all the items of a group at the beginning of a chapter, the author 
gives synonyms of each drug. With regard to its contents the work is related to the 
~{iiriganighaQ!LJ. 6 

The Abhidhiinaratnamiilii is quoted by Malliniitha in his commentary on Miigha's 
Sisupala vadha. 1 

A commentary on the Abhidhiinaratnamii.lii, called Padarocani, was written by Ve-
11kaiarya or Vei1ka!apatipaQ9ita. 8 

Special fea'tures 
Noteworthy names of medicinal plants are: iidarI(4.96a); ajjha!ii (4.78c); ariimasitalii 
(= kukkuiamardaka, 4.97ab); brahmadaQQI (= aviikpu~pI, 5.59c); briihmal)aya~!ikii 
(= padma, 4.29b); ciil)akya (5.31a); c;lolaphala (1.23a); haladi (= haridra, 4.18ab); 
hurpkara (= bahukaQ!aka, 6.53d);9 jalajambii (= nadeyI, 6.23cd); jharasI (4.98cd); 10 

jharjhara (6.SOab); kabarI (= kakolI, l.13ab; = hingupattrI, 5.58a); kacchurI (6.62c); 
kha!vii ( I.Sid); 11 lavai:1I (= kangunI, 4.53c; = tik~1Japattrii, 6.72a); mahiikadamba 
(6.56a); mahera1Jarasii (= sallakI, 6.56cd-57ab); nadikanta (= pracibala, 5.61a); 12 

nahika (= sukanasa, 4.IOScd); papphal)a (= vrkadhiimaka, 6.50b); siiliima (5.31c); 
sidhraka (6.51); srngarI!I (= poiagalii, 1.19c); sthatas,11gii!aka (1.38d); talapo!aka (6. 
64d); turyapiQc;II (6.73a); vajravallI (= srnkhalii, 5.59b); vasantI (5.55a); vaiapattrika 
(= mohinI, 4.106); vatanginI (6.66); vijaya (= bhangI, 4.74a); yak~adrs (= kuberak~I, 
4.28ab). 13 

Rudriik~a is regarded as a synonym of paravata (2.19c). 14 Musk (5.45) and civet (5. 
46ab) are known to the author of the $~rasanighal){U. Mercury is elaborately described 
(6.101-103), but opium is absent. 15 
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The author 
At the end of one MS, 16 the work is said to have been written by the elder brother of 
Caturaracita (-rak~ita?). 17 More information about the author is not available. t8 

Date 
The lower limit is provided by the quotations from the Abhidhiinaratnamiilii in Mallina
tha's commentary on the Sisupiilavadha. Hence the work cannot be later than the early 
fifteenth century. Its affinity with the A$!iiriganighaptu may indicate that it is posterior 
to about A.O. 800-IOOO. 

Amrtanandin 

Am{tanandin, a Jain who lived about A.O. 1300, composed the Akiiriidi(vaidya)nigha
(l!u, also called Dhanvantarinighavw 19 

A vadhanasarasvatI 

Avadhanasarasvati, 20 of Atri- or Atreyagotra, a resident of Mak~ikaral)ya in TUQ<F
ramandala, 21 son-in-law of Kiimesanatha who was the son of Ekamranatha, 22 and fa
ther ~f Veii.ka!esa, 23 wrote (I) the Prasastau$adhasaq1graha 24 and (2) a (Vaidya)sata
slokl. 25 

The Prasastau$adhasa111graha26 is a collection of recipes in 120 verses. The 
arrangement of the diseases and some other topics is as follows: jvara (2-3), raktapitta 
(4), pradara (5), asthisruti in women (6),27 kasa, svasa and hidhma (7-9), k~aya 
(10-11), arocaka (12), vami (13), miircha (14), tf~l)li (15), sa'!myasa (16-17ab), 
arsas (17cd-19), udavarta (20), atisara (21-22), grahal)i (23-24ab), agnimandya 
(24cd), vi~iici (25), prameha (26-27), miitrakrcchra (28), pramehapi!ika (29), a
smari and sarkara (30), somaroga (31), vidradhi (32), stanavidradhi (33), vrddhi 
(34-36), raktagulma (37), siila (38), udara (39), plil)c;iuroga (40), kamala (41), sotha 
(42), visarpa (43), masiirika (44), sitapitta (45), ku~!ha (46-47), svitra (48), krmi 
( 49), vatavyadhi (50-51), pittavikara (52-53), kaphavikara (54), viitarakta (55), 
avrti (56-57),28 sthaulya (58), vandhyatva (59), garbhil)iroga (60-61), 29 balagrahas 
(62-63), bhiitas (64), unmada (65), apasmara (66), netraroga (67-70), karl)aroga 
(71-73), nasaroga (74), o~!haroga (75), gal)gamala (76), dantaroga (77),jihvaroga and 
taluroga (78), mukharoga (79), siroroga (80-81), vral)a (82-83), sadyovral)a (84-85), 
bhaiiga (86), bhagandara (87), granthi (88), slipada (89), arbuda (90), vral)a (99), 
nac;livral)a (92), k~udraroga (93-94 ), upada'!tsa (95), yoniroga (96), sthavaravi~a (97), 
jai!gamavi~ll and sarpavi~a (98-100), ki!avi~a (101), vrscikavi~a (102-!03), liitavi~a 
(I 04 ), unduruvi~a (I 05), alarkavi~a (I 06), nakhadantavi~a (I 07), vyaii.ga and laiichana 
(108), ko!ha (109), ViiJ1karal)3 (110-112), rasayana (113-115), general prescriptions 
(116-118). 

This order does not agree with that of the Miidhavanidiina, but may have been in
fluenced by the arrangement found in the works ascribed to Vagbha!a. 
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The Sata!ilokiis described as a short treatise of 126 verses on simple ways of curing 
diseases 30 or as a manual of materia medica. 31 

Since Ekamranatha lived in the fourteenth century, Avadhanasarasvati can be as
signed to the later part of the same century or the beginning of the fifteenth. 32 

Ballaladeva 

Ballaladeva was the author of a Y ogamuktiivali33 in 7 59 verses. He did not adopt Ma
dhava's arrangement of the diseases. The treatment of maslirika and sftalika is dealt 
with in his work. 34 

The author is supposed to be identical with Ballaladeva, a famous king of the Sena 
dynasty of Bengal. 35 This king, usually called Ballalasena, and his son, Lak~ma1}asena, 
are credited with five works on dharmasastra and related subjects; well-known is their 
Adbhutas11gara, a treatise on omina and portenta. 36 Ballalasena's literary activity must 
be placed in the third quarter of the twelfth century 37 

A Vaidyakasiiras11ip&raha is attributed to an author of the name Ballala. 38 

Bharadvaja 

Bharadvaja is the reputed authorof (I) B~ajakalpa, (2) Bharadviijakalpa, 39 (3) Bhii
radvaJ1ya or Bharadviija,40 and (4) Rasapradipikii.41 

The Bhe~ajakalpa, 42 43 attributed to Bharadvaja, 44 is, as its name implies, a treatise on 
pharmaceutics. 

Contents 
The text of the Bhe~ajakalpa, which formed part of a larger work called A.yurvedasu
dhiinidhi,45 has 525 verses46 and deals with many aspects of Indian pharmaceutics. 

The main subjects are: the types of country (3-10); the varieties of soil according 
to the mahabhiita which predominates in it (ll-23ab); rules for the collection of 
drugs (23cd--45); drugs consisting of bulbs or tubers (46-48ab), roots (48cd-50ab), 
root bark (miilatvac; 50cd), bark (darutvac; 51-52ab), heartwood (sara; 52cd-53ab), 
leaves (53cd-57ab), flowers (57cd-59ab), fruits (59cd-61), seeds (62-65), caustics 
(k~ara; 66-69), milky juice (70), resinous substances (niryasa; 71-73), and whole 
plants (sarvar1ga; 74-75), time limits for their use (78cd-80ab) and rules for their 
preservation (80cd-82); the construction of an arogyasala and the erection of images 
in it (83-102ab); series of drugs to be employed when still fresh (102cd-l04) and 
roots to be used together with or without their bark (105-108ab); substitutes for par
ticular drugs (108cd-131); weights and measures (132-217); the five types of ka~aya 
(218-312ab); medicinal oils and fats (312cd-386); the preparation of harftakf fruits 
(abhayapaka; 463cd-494); the purification of guggulu (495-499ab); the preparation 
of caustics ( 499cd-508); general rules for the administration of medicines (509-524). 

Names of authorities referred to or quoted are Atreya (216; 412cd-413ab), 
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Bhiiluki (260), Bhoja (215; 261-270), Caraka (177), Kharaniilia (187), Km1iitreya 
(276cd-283), Ravigupta (286cd-287), Siilihotra (163cd-165), Saunaka (313b-331), 
and Susruta (186; 284-286ab; 36lcd-362). 

A Bhe~ajakalpa is mentioned as a source in the Basavar4,1ya and Ratniikarau
$adhayogagrnntha. 47 A Bhe~ajakalpa is referred to in Revai;iasiddha's Vfrabhafrlya 

Venkatesa, the son of Avadhiinasarasvati, 48 of Atreyagotra,49 who lived in the fif
teenth ·century, wrote a commentary on the B~ajakalpa.50 This commentary is said 
to quote from numerous authorities, such as Bhiiluki, Bho ja, Caraka, Kr~i;iiitreya, 
Saunaka, Susruta, and others. 51 The same Vei1kaiesa composed a medical treatise 
called Prasnottararatnamiilii and a work on metrics called V[ttaratniivali: 52 

Maitgalagiri Siiri, of Gelavangala family and Atreya gotra, son of Jagannii
tha, wrote a commentary on the Bhe$ajakalpa, called Sarviingasarp}lvanl, but also 
sometimes referred to as Bhe$ajakalpasthiina or even Kalpasthiina.53 

Special features 
The sadhiira1}a type of country is divided into two varieties according to the predomi
nance of jii11gala or iiniipa elements in it (10); the rules about doubling the quantity of 
fluids in recipes are elaborately described according to the views of several authorities 
(I 70cd-202); two varieties of fluid substances (siima and niriima) are distinguished 
( I 99cd-202), because the rules for doubling the quantity do not apply to the second 
variety; a miigadha type of prastha is mentioned, used in human medicine, and a 
laukika one, measuring only half of it, which is employed in veterinary medicine 
(208cd-211ab); the kiili11ga measures are absent; the number of palas making one 
prastha is moreover said to depend on the type of substance employed (211 cd-217); 
religious rites which should accompany the preparation of medicines are often de
scribed (240-243ab; 339-344; 364cd-373ab; 377cd-388); two varieties of ari~!a are 
described, lehya and peya (390cd-391); astrological elements are prominent among 
the rules for determining the appropriate time of ingesting a medicine (520-524 ). 

Noteworthy substances of the materia medica are: aphenaka (73), arimedadvaya 
(73), baliipaficaka (48),54 barbara (124), barbarii (48),55 barbaradvandva (68),56 

barbaradvaya (115), bhafiJ1 (54),57 brahmabhiiruha (114),58 harimafijarikii (53),59 

jhilli (53), 60 ki111sukadvandva (51 ), lak~mirdvitaya(56), lavar1gaka (51),61 lavai;ii (55), 
mehiiri (72),62 nagnajit (62),63 pattrasnuh (70), 64 pu~ya (57),65 sar1khiniyugma (63), 
sina,ikii ( 112), 66 svetabarbara (124), syoniika and kaivar1ga as two different plants 
(50-51 ), takkola (64), talapoia (55), 67 torai;ia ( 61), 68 upiinadar1ghri (54), 69 varakanyii 
(67), varakanyakii (70), and variila (59 and 110). 70 

The author 
Some medical works may have been ascribed to Bharadviija because an ancient sage 
of this name is mentioned in the Caraka-, Bhela-, and Kiisyapasarphilii, as well as in 
the ~tii1igasaipgraha, but the works attributed to him must have been composed or 
compiled at a much later date than those mentioning Bharadvii ja as an ancient authority. 
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Date 
Since the Bhe$ajakalpa (73: aphenaka) and the Rasapradfpikii (chapter two) both men
tion opium, it is impossible to assign these works to a period much anterior to about 
1200. The reference to a group offive baliis (baliipaiicaka: 10) and other features of the 
materia medica of the Bhe$ajakalpa seem to confirm this upper limit, while the lower 
limit is provided by the date of Venkaiesa's commentary. 

Bhoja 

Bho ja is credited with the following medical works: (I) Ciirucazyii, 71 (2) Ra jamiirta
i;i4a, 72 (3) Rii.jamrgiirika,13 (4) Ayurvedasarvasva,14 (5) Visriintavidyiivinoda, 75 and 
(6) Rasariijamrgiirika. 76 A Bhojariijanigha{1tu, recorded by some authors,77 appears to 
be the same as Bhoja's Niimamiilikii, 78 which is not a nighat}!u in the medical sense. 
A treatise called Sii/ihotra, attributed to Bhoja, deals with horses. 79 An Ayurvedarasii
yana,80 Vaidyasaipgraha 81 and Yogasiirasa,pgraha82 are also attributed to Bhoja. 83 

(I) The Ciirucaryii84·85 is a treatise on personal hygiene and daily regimen (dina- and 
riitricaryii, with some elements of rtucaryii), intended for use by the royal court. 86 The 
author makes clear that his work will deal with elements of niti-, vaidya-, and dharma
siistra. 87 

The number of verses in the MSS and editions varies considerably. 88 The ma
jority of the stanzas are in anu~!ubh metre, but longer metres are occasionally also 
employed. 89 

A considerably enlarged version of the Ciirucaryii, represented by a Mysore MS, 
has been current in Southern India. 90 

The following subjects are dealt with: saucavidhi (micturition and defecation early 
in the morning; 2), priita~kiiladarsaniini (auspicious things to be seen first on getting 
up; 3-4 ), 91 dantadhiivanavidhi (brushing the teeth; 5-44), gai:i~ii~avidhi (the use of gar
gles; 45-49), netrapaiicamrta (hygiene of the eyes; 50), abhyanga (the application of 
oils to the body; 51-82), sniinavidhi (bathing; 83-91), udvartana (massage; 92-93), 
anu~!hiiniini (religious observances after bathing; 94-98), vastradhiirai:ia (the wearing 
of different types of clothing; 99-146), bhii~ai:iadhiirai:ia (the wearing of ornaments; 
14 7-172), pu~padhiirai:ia (the wearing offiowers; 173-238), lak~mikarai:ii (things lead
ing to prosperity; 239-243), 92 alak~mikariii:ii (things leading to misfortune; 244-256), 
lepa (unguents; 257-332), bhojana (articles of food; 333-380), ambupiina (the drink
ing of water; 381-419), dhiituparii:iama (metabolic changes of food; 420-432), piitra 
(vessels; 433-457); the tiimbiiliidhikiira ( 458-603) is on betel chewing, the prakiri:ia
dhikiira (604-665) on various subjects (mirrors, fans, vehicles, beds, incense, etc.), and 
the striseviiprakarai:ia (666-736) on sexual intercourse; the last section, called nitivii
kyiini (737-784) is about general rules of conduct. 

The text of the Ciirucaryii, as established by B. Rama Rao, cannot possibly be 
regarded as the original one, since it quotes the Bhiivaprakiisa (724-728), 93 dating 
from the sixteenth century. The only other treatise quoted by name is the SllI11graha 
(509), probably the A$tiirigasrupgraha, whereas citations from unspecified sources, 
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introduced by anyat, anyamatam, granthiintare, matiintaram, matiintare, and pii!hiintare 
are quite numerous. Some of these unspecified quotations recur in the Bhii.vaprakii.sa. 94 

Bhoja's Cii.rucaryii. is quoted by Riimacandra Budhendra in his commentary on 
Bhartrhari's Subhii.$itatrisatf. 95 Several texts contain verses found in the Cii.rucaryii. or 
very similar ones. 96 

A Cii.rucaryii. ascribed to Dhanvantari97 may prove to be the same as that by Bhoja. 

(2) The Rii.jamii.rtalJlja 98·99 is a yogasarpgraha, a collection of therapeutic prescriptions, 
mostly consisting of a restricted number of vegetable drugs. ltt 

The work contains 405 verses in various metres, arranged in thirty-four short chap
ters (adhikiira). The order of these chapters, each of which is concerned with a dis
ease or group of diseases, is peculiar to this work. Chapters on siiliikya come first (1-
5), followed by kiiya and salya (6-27), bhiitavidyii (28), agadatantra (29), k~udraroga 
(30), kaumiirabhrtya (31-32), rasiiyana and viijikarai;ia((33), and finally pasuroga (34). 
Noteworthy is the absence of rasayogas among the recipes. 

The Riijamii.rt~ICja is quoted by Anantakumiira (under the title Riijamii.rta1,1gfya), 101 

Riijesvaradatta Misra in his Svasthavrttasamuccaya, Riimacandra in his Rii.mavino
da, 102 Sivamisra in his Vaidyasii.str:isivii.nubhava, in Trimalla's Yogatararigi1,11103 

and Brhadyogatararigi1,1f, io4 and in the Yogaratnii.kara. 105 Bhoja's Rii.jamii.rta1,1(fa is 
one of the sources of Hariprapanna's Rasayogasii.gara One verse is found in the 
Rasaratnasamuccaya. io5 

A separate chapter is devoted to stanaroga (6); it also contains prescriptions which 
make the female breasts firm and large. Separate chapters deal with piidaroga (23), and 
with carmakila, together with ma~a (24). The chapter on k~udraroga (30) does not form 
part of the series on salya. The chapter about eye diseases has also verses on kiimalii 
(3.18-20), that about diseases of the oral cavity and throat (mukharoga) on gai;i9amiilii. 
(5.29-30 and 32) and apacI (5.31), that about udara has a verse on krmi (7.7), and that 
about viitaroga on asthibhailga (22.5). The new diseases, described for the first time by 
Miidhava, Vrnda and Vailgasena, are for the greater part absent, apart from sitapitta (8. 
12). The disease called sitalikii is mentioned in the k~udraroga chapter (30.2-5). The 
ku~iha chapter contains a prescription against ailghridadru, a mycotic affection of the 
feet (8.3), and one against rakasa (8.4). The disease, usually called vrddhi, goes under 
the name kurai;i9a ( 17. I and 5-7). Rather unusual is the addition of a chapter on veteri
nary science (34), 107 dealing with disorders in cows, buffaloes, horses and mules, and 
with determining the colour of the offspring of pigeons. A similar chapter forms part of 
the Haramekhalii.. Both works refer to a disease in horses and mules calledjalaspho!a 
in the Rii.jamii.rtalJlja (34.14) and viirispho!a in the Haramekhalii. ( 4.411 ). 

Noteworthy names of plants 10B are iiriimasrgiilikii (31.39),109 asthisa1pghiitikii 
(22.5), 111 iivallikii (26.13), 111 babbiila (14.1), bhiikuruvaka (34.11), 112 cakriiilka 
(3.9), 113 gopiilapI!ha (26.8),114 go~!hiimlikii (26.8), 115 go~!hivallI (24.2), 116 jhiiijhi
i;iikii (5.34), 117 kanthiirikii (29.21), 118 miiyiiphala (31.44), svari;iagandhii (5.21), 
udumbarapanfi (31.15), 119 and uttarii;iI (31.22). 120 Opium and Cannabis appear to be 
absent. 
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(3) The Rajal!l[giilika 121 is a work dealing with taila, lehya, ciin:ia, etc. 122 It is referred 
to as a work on medicine by Bhoja in the introduction to the Bhojavrtti on the Yogasti
tras. 

A quite different Rajamrgiilika of Bhojaraja: is an astronomical treatise. 123 

( 4) The Ayurvedasarvasva of Bhojarli.ja is quoted in Tri vikrama's Lauhapradipa. 124 

(5) The Visriintavidyiivinoda 125 is said to be quoted by Bhli.vamisra. 126 

(6) The nature and contents of the Rasariijamrgiiiika 127 are unknown. 12 8 

The author and his date 
At least two medical authors with the name of Bhoja should be distinguished: firstly 
an ancient authority quoted by many commentators, 129 and, secondly, the author who 
is usually called Bhojarli.ja and to whom the works are ascribed which were dealt with 
above. 

The later Bho ja is often thought to be king Bho ja of the Paramli.ra dynasty, the fa
mous patron of learning, who reigned at Ohara (about A.O. 1000-1055) and to whom 
more than thirty Sanskrit technical works are ascribed. 130 It cannot be established 
whether at least some of these works were written by the king himself or all of them 
fathered upon him. Bhojarli.ja has also been identified with Bhoja of Chitor, who lived 
in the second half of the seventh century. 131 A third Bho ja, of the Pratihiira dynasty, 
had his capital at Kanyakubja in the ninth century. 132 

The medical works attributed to Bhojarli.ja may be assigned to about the eleventh 
century, the age of Bhoja of Ohara, as an earlier date disagrees with the contents and 
materia medica of the Riijamartal)<Ja. 133 The date of Appana's rendering of the Cii
ruca1yii shows the thirteenth or fourteenth century to be the terminus ante quern of this 
work. 

P. Hymavathi 134 developed the view that the Bhojarli.ja who was the author of the 
Ciirucaryii may be the same as a poet Bhoja who was a contemporary ofOivakara Sii
ri, the father of Lolambarli.ja, who lived towards the close of the thirteenth century. 135 

The addition of riija to the proper name was a common practice among brli.hmai:ia schol
ars in Andhra during this period. P. Hymavathi suggests that the Ciirucaryii has been 
composed in the middle of the thirteenth century. He regards the NTtibht1$al)a, writ
ten in Telugu, as a work by the same author, written in this very time, because it is 
quoted by Ma4iki Siilgana, who lived towards the end of the thirteenth century, in his 
Sakalani!isammatamu. A third work by the same Bhoja is, according to P. Hymavathi, 
the Ramiiyal)acampti, written in Sanskrit. 136 Finally, P. Hymavathi suggests that Bho
ja's patron may have been Gai:iapatideva (A.O. 1198-1261) 137 or his daughter Rudrli.
mbli. (RudrammadevI) 138 of the Kli.katiya dynasty, or some feudal lord. 

Bhojarli.ja is quoted in Anantakumli.ra's Yogaratnasamuccaya, Sivadli.sena's com
mentary on the Cakradatta, 139 and Trivikrama's Lauhapradipa. 

A recipe attributed to Bhojarli.ja is found in the Kiimaratna. 140 
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Ciimui:iga 

163 

Ciimunda 141 was the author of (I) Jvaratimirabhaskara, (2) Rasasamketakalikii, 142 (3) 
Rasend~atilaka, 143 ( 4) Van;ianighil(lta, and ( 5) Vibhramagambara. · 

(1) The Jvaratimirabhiiskara 144 is a monograph on fevers. 
The treatise consists of about 1,380 verses, arranged in sixteen chapters (adhyii

ya). Chapter one (jvaraprabheda; seventy-four verses) deals with the mythical origin of 
fever (5-9ab ), its names in a great variety of living beings and some lifeless substances 
(9cd-16), its general aetiology and symptomatology, its varieties and its ari~\as. 

Chapter two (niigikiidibheda; fifty-eight verses) describes the examination of the 
pulse (1-14) and the urine ( 16-26) in fever patients, the first stage off ever (tarm:iajvara) 
and its treatment (34-58) by means of reducing measures (la11ghana). 145 

Chapter three (au~adhiilliparikrama; ninety-two verses) is about certain, chiefly 
fluid, medicinal preparations (kviitha, yaviigii, yii~a, etc.), to be administered to 
patients with a fresh fever; chapter four (siillhiirai:iajvaracikitsii; thirty-seven verses) is 
about the general treatment of fevers with medicines. 

Chapter five (viitiidijvara; ninety-nine verses) is concerned with the symptoms and 
therapy offevers caused by one do~a, and chapter six ( dvandvajajvaracikitsii; sixty-five 
verses) with fevers caused by two do~as. 

Chapter seven (sarpnipiitajvaraprabheda; 358 verses), the longest of the whole trea
tise, describes, after a general section on fevers caused by the three do~as when act
ing concertedly ( 1-56), the symptoms and therapy of three series of thirteen varieties 
of these fevers. The names of all these fevers are enumerated (57-64), followed by 
their symptomatology and treatment. The first series consists of visphiiraka, sighrakii
rin, pu~kalaka, vidhu, makarin, phalgu, vaidiirikakari:iahva, karko\aka, Sa!Jlmohaka, yii
mya, krakaca, piikala, and kii\apiikala (65-140). 146 The members of the second se
ries are sandhiga, antaka, rugdiiha, cittabhrama, kari:iaka, kai:i\hakubja, sitagiitra, tan
drika, praliipaka, rakta~\hivin, bhugnanetra, jihvaka, and abhinyiisa 147 ( 183-305). 14s 
The third series consists of antardiiha, antaka, kumbhipiika, pauri:ianiiva, praliipin, ei:ii
diiha, bhiitahiisa, ajagho~a, hiiridraka, sarpso~in, saqmyasa, yantriipiga, and dai:igapiita 
(308-337); 149 a fever called sughoraka (333-347ab) 150 is regarded as a variety of sa!Jl
so~in. 

Chapter eight (iigantujvara; thirty-six verses) is about fevers caused by a trauma 
and by the seven types of abhi~a11ga, i.e., by grahas, anger, strong-smelling herbs, poi
sons, grief, lust, and fear; a fever arising from curses is added at the end. 

Chapter nine (satatiidijvaraprabheda; 138 verses) is concerned with the five 
irregular fevers which are usually distinguished (saq1tata, satata, anyedyu~ka, tftiyaka, 
caturthaka), together with the reversed (viparyaya) types of the last four of the series; 
it adds two irregular fevers, recurring respectively every fifth (paiiciihasa1pbhava; 
84-85ab) and every sixth day (~a~\hadinodbhava; 85cd-87); 151 viitabaliisaka (88-,89) 
and pralepaka fever (90-92) are also dealt with in this chapter, as well as fever arising 
from the pollen of grasses, i.e., hay fever (tl"l)apu~paka; 93-97ab), 152 and fever from 
the loss of ojas (97cd-100ab). 153 The therapy of the irregular fevers is found at the 
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end of the chapter ( IOOcd-138). 
Chapter ten (sitadiihiidiprabheda; sixty-four verses) is about irregular fevers, 

caused by two do~as, which are characterized by coldness (sitajvara; 1-22) or a 
burning sensation (diihajvara; 22-32); these fevers are said to find their origin in 
evil deeds committed in previous lives; fevers beginning with a feeling of coldness 
(sitiidijvara; 33-34) or a burning sensation (diihiidijvara; 35-36) are also found in this 
chapter, as well as those in which the body is partly cold, partly warm (the nrsi1!1ha and 
ardhaniirisvara types, 37-42; the antardiiha and bahirdiiha types, 43-46ab ); the chapter 
ends with a fever that especially occurs during the night (riitrijvara; 46cd-49). 154 

Chapter eleven (dhiitugatajvaraprabheda; forty-one verses) deals with fevers af
fecting the seven tissues of the body, and chapter twelve (J1n_iajvaracikitsii; sixty-six 
verses) with fevers of long standing. 

Chapterthirteen (sodhaniidiprabheda; eighty verses) is about a number of therapeu
tic measures: sodhana, paiicakarman, piicana, sneha, sveda, vamana, virecana, nasya, 
basti, niriiha, anuviisana, varti, agnikarman, and agada; it ends with religious therapy 
(diina, mantra). 

Chapter fourteen (dviidasaprabheda; one hundred verses) describes the symptoms 
and treatment of twelve fevers: aJJ1.l!ljanita-, dmija-, raktaja-, malajanita-, garbhiryi-, 
siitikii-, stanarogabhava-, biila-, visphofa-, §italii-, krimija-, and kiilajvara. 155 

Chapter fifteen (na~atriidijvaraprabheda; thirty verses) deals with the influences of 
the lunar mansions (nak~atra) on the outcome off ever (l-5), the four types of kiilajvara 
(raudra= briihmaryajvara; miihendra = k~atriyajvara; isvara = vaisyajvara; kiilagambhi
ra = siidrajvara; 6---18), which can be treated with religious measures only, 156 with the 
signs of release from fever ( 19-20ab), the causes of its reappearance (23-26ab), and 
finally with religious observances which ave1t all kinds of fever ((26cd-30). 

Chapter sixteen (upadraviidiprabheda; 41 verses) is about the ten complications 
(upadrava) off ever (atisiira, vami, hikkii, sviisa, kiisa, aruci, tf~l)ii, miirchii, vibandha, 
agnisiida), which are described as its relatives. 157 

The above list of contents shows that Ciimui:i•a arranged his treatise very sys
tematically. This also emerges from his descriptions of treatment. The therapy of 
the fevers caused by one do~a forms a fine example of his method: details about 
the drinking of water are given first, followed by prescriptions regarded as piicana, 
samana and sodhana, while rasayogas appear at the end. The verses on therapy of 
each chapter are divided into two groups, those comprising the usual iiyurvedic 
preparations and those containing rasayogas. The recipes of the former group are 
partly simple, partly complicated, and sometimes provided with names, while those 
of the latter are usually provided with names. 158 The materia medica is almost devoid 
of conspicuous features. Religious elements, mantras included, are not infrequent in 
Ciimuryc;la's therapy. 159 

Sources are hardly referred to: Caraka, Garga, Susruta, and Vrddhasusruraareeach 
mentioned once. 100 Since a number of verses found in the Jvaratimirabhiiskara also 
form part of Siinigadhara's Trisatf, 161 the latter work has probably been used by Cii
mul)c;la. 

The Jvaratimirnbhiiskara is quoted in Ananta's Pratiipakalpadruma, Jayaratna's 
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Jvarapariijaya, and Pratapasi111ha's Am1tasiigara A work of the same title is mentioned 
in an Au§adhikalpa. 162 

The method of examination of a patient called a~iasthiinaparik~ii was already known 
to Ciimm;u;ia, as appears from the beginning of chapter seven (5-10),163 where the 
eight elements of this procedure are referred to, although the term itself is not yet 
employed. 164 Most of the saqmipiita fevers of the second series are twice described, 
apparently according to two different sources. 165 The fever called hiiridraka is 
described twice as well (7.316-320ab); 166 the series of fevers to which hiiridraka 
belongs is said to be contagious, and fatal if provided with the complete set of 
symptoms (7.321cd-322); nevertheless some verses on the therapy of hiiridraka have 
been incorporated in the treatise (7.325-331). 167 The sughoraka fever (7.333-346ab) 
is not known from other sources. It is described twice. The second and more elaborate 
description, said to have been taken from some other work, constitutes a conversation 
between Siirya and the Asvins. The former declares that this fever arose out of Rudra 's 
wrath at the time of Dak~a's sacrifice. Its five varieties are called briihma!_la, k~atriya, 
vaisya, siidra, and cii[_19iila. The briihma!_!a fever is easily curable, the k~atriya type 
curable with difficulty, the vaisya fever even more so, while the siidra and cii[_19iila 
types are incurable. Two ways of treatment are recommended: firstly treatment by 
means of gifts, meritorious deeds, and paying homage to Rudra and BhaviinI, secondly 
by means of medicines. The verses on viitabaliisaka (9.88-89) mention that some 
authorities regard it as identical with the variety of jaundice called kumbhakiimalii. 168 

The pralepaka fever is said to occur especially in patients with (riija)yak~man (9.90-
92).169 A fever caused by unwholesome water is referred to incidentally (viirido~a; 
11.32). The therapy of sitalii, also called piirviipara, consists mostly of purely medical 
measures ( 14. 73-87). 170 

Some noteworthy names of medicinal plants are aileya ( 4.28), 171 iikallaka (7.45), 
bhadrotka!a ( 14.24), mcillaka (3.73), diisI (11.14), 173 giirgI(7.234), pillaka (3.73), and 
poI (3.73). 

(2) The Va17.1anigha;1{a 174 appears to be a vocabularyofTantric terms. 175 This work is 
referred to in Srivallabhaga!_li 's commentary on the first verse of Hemacandra's Nigha
~l{Use§a. 176 

(3) The Vibhramagambara 177 is a work on magical tricks (kautuka). 178 

The author 
Ciimu!_19a 179 or Ca!_!ga 180 was a Naigama 181 kiiyastha, 182 son of Kumbha, 183 who was 
a karai:iavira, 184 i.e., a superintendent of the department of accounts and records of 
a king, who may have been the famous Mahiiriinii of Mewiir who was also called 
Kumbha. Like his father, Cai:iga lived in Mewar, 185 holding th~ same officel86 at the 
court of the Mahiiriil)ii in Yoginipattana 187 or Yoginipura, 188 where he composed the 
Rasasaqiketakalikii 189 and Jvaratimirabhiiskara. 190 
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~ . . . . m 
The Rasasamketaka/Jkiiwas completed m A.D. 1474, 191 the VarIJamghaIJta m 1482, 
and the Jva;atimirabhiiskara in 1489/90, 193 1490, 194 or 1492. 195 All three works were 
written during the reign ofRajamalla, 196 one of Kumbha's sons. 197 

Ciirucandrasiiri Rudrapalliya 

Ciirucandrasiiri Rudrapalliya wrote a medical treatise, called Viitasita, in the latter half 
of the fourteenth or first half of the fifteenth century. 198 

Diimodara 

Damodara's Arogyacintiimani 199 is a comprehensive treatise on classical ayurvedic 
lines. It has erroneously been regarded as a commentary on Su~e~1a's Ayurvedamaho
dadhi.200 

Contents 
The work, almost exclusively written in verse, is arranged in thirty chapters (adhyaya), 
to which three more are added, as well as four parisi~fa chapters. The total number of 

stanzas is about 1,950. 
Chapters one to seven cover the subjects usually dealt with in the siitrasthiina 

of a samhitii. After a marie:aliicarana devoted to Siva, the author states that his 
ArogyacintiimaIJi is based o; the w~rds of Caraka and others. Chapter one is con
cerned with paribhii~a. dinacarya, rtucarya, and d~avijiiana. Chapter two is about the 
tastes and articles of food, chapter three about the groups of medicinal substances 
and their actions, paribhii~a. weights and measures, and lohama1]9iiramiira1]a. Chapter 
four deals with sneha and sveda, chapter five with paiicakarman, chapter six with 
dhiimapiina, gat}~ii~a and kavala, pratisiirai:ia, sirobasti, kart]apiirai:ia, tarpa1]a, and 
siravidhi. Chapter seven is about ari~\as. The colophon refers to this group of chapters 
as the Siitrasaririikhyasthiina of Damodara's A.rogyacintiima1Jisa1phitii, but the matter 
usually treated in a siirirasthiina is absent. 

Chapters eight to twenty-four comprise, according to their last colophon, the 
two sthiinas about nidana and kiiyacikitsa. The order in which the diseases and their 
treatment are described is peculiar to this text: jvara and jvariitisiira (8), atisiira, 
grahai:ii, praviihikii and krmiroga (9). arsas (10), ajiri:ia (II), raktapitta and asrgdara 
(12), prameha, pramehapi'1,ikiil:t, miitrakrcchra and asmari (13), k~ayaroga (14), kiisa, 
svasa and hikkii (15), svarabheda and arocaka (16), chardi, tr~Qii and miirchii (17), 
piil)9uroga, halimaka and kiimalii ( 18), vidradhi and gulma (19), udara (20), udiivarta, 
siila, hrdroga and amlapitta (21), viitaroga, iirustambha, iimaviita and viitarakta (22), 
ku~fha, svitra, sitapitta and udarda (23), sopha, slipada and sthaulya (24). 

Chapter twenty-five.concerned with siiliikya, is aboutnetra-, kari:ia-, niisii-, mukha
and siroroga, to which palita, indralupta and diiruQa are added. Chapter twenty-six, 
concerned with salya, deals with vrat}a, bhagandara, upada1p.sa, granthi, galaga1}9a, 
gaQ9amiilii, apaci, arbuda, liitiivraQa, jiilagardabha, vispho\a, masiirikii, tiirul)yapi-
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~aka!~, 201 and valmika. Chapter twenty-seven is about vi~a, ciiq1adiiha, agnidaha, and 
madiityaya. Chapter twenty-eight deals with grahas, unmiida and apasmiira, twenty
nine with rasiiyana and viijikara~, thirty with yoniroga, garbhasiila, garbhapiita, 
siitikaroga, stanyado~a, and biilaroga. 

Three additional chapters follow, concerned with bhe~ajakalpa, vi~apratyau~adha 
and kriyiikalpa. The chapter on bh~ajakalpa, i.e., the preparation of medicines, treats 
of general subjects related to the collection of drugs, gives a list of substitutes for drugs 
which cannot easily be procured, deals with weights and measures, the various medic
inal preparations and the proportions of their ingredients, etc. It is the only chapter 
in which a series of authorities is mentioned by name: A treya (122 ), Aurabhra ( 81 ), 
Bhoja (122, 160-169), Caraka (93, 170), Kharanada (102), Ravigupta (184cd-185ab), 
Siilihotra (83-85ab), Susruta (101, 182-184ab), and Viiluki (159). 202 The chapter on 
vi~apratyau~adha deals with antidotes, orratherdrugs which counteract noxious effects 
of a rather long series of medicinal substances. The chapter on kriyiikalpa, the only one 
in which prose occurs, is about paficakarman. 

The first parisi~!a chapter, on pratyau~adhas, enumerates more drugs which coun
teract noxious effects ofother medicines; the second, on bhe~ajakalpa, gives additional 
rules on the preparation of medicines; the third, on kriyiikalpa, contains additional 
information on the types of preparation called gaQ~ii~a, kavala and miirdhataila; the 
fourth consists of a long series of ka~iiyas to be used in various disorders, and in 
addition it presents a number of gai:ias. 203 

Apart from the authorities mentioned in the bh~ajakalpa chapter and the refer
ence to Caraka in the first verse, Damodara only specifies his source in the kriyakalpa 
chapter, where two prose passages are said to be taken from the (A§fiiriga)saq1graha. 204 

More passages from this chapter were borrowed from the works ascribed to Viigbha!a, 
though Damodara omitted to mention this. 

Viigbha!a is Diimodara 's main source according to S. Viswanatha Sarma.205 Nev
ertheless, he does not follow this authority in the arrangement ofthediseases. Some of 
the material included in his treatise has been influenced by Vagbha!a without leading 
to literal borrowing; this is, for instance, clearly visible in the groups (varga) of medic
inal substances of chapter three. The gai:ias of the ka~ayaparisi~!a chapter, on the other 
hand, are identical with those of the A$fii1igahrdayasa111hitii. 20' 

The ii.rogyacintiimaQi is quoted in the Virasiq1hiivaloka201 and in T~ara's ii.yu
rvedasaukhya. 208 

Special features 
The chapter on prognostics (7) contains two verses on pulse examination. 

Noteworthy are the following features of Damodara's nosology: the therapy of a 
raktapittajvara is described, not known from earlier texts, the symptoms of which are 
omitted (8.28-30); the only specific type of sar!mipata fever described is abhinyasa (8. 
44-50); asrgdara is dealt with in the chapter on raktapitta (12.18-22); miitriighiita is 
absent from the chapter on urinary disorders ( 13 ); saqmyiisa is absent from the chap
ter on chardi, tr~Qii and miirchii (17); s!Ipada is dealt with in the group of chapters on 
kiiyacikitsa (24); the therapy of palita, indralupta and darui:ia is described at the end 
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of the siiliikya chapter (25); 209 bhagna and siikado~a are absent from the salya chap
ter (26), which includes masiirikii and vispho!a; the therapy of only three k~udrarogas, 
jiilagardabha, tiirm:iyapigakii~ and valmika, is described in the same chapter, and lii
tiivrapa 210 has been added; a new type of diiha, namely ciin;iadiiha, is mentioned in 
the chapter on vi~ (27), along with agnidiiha, while madiityaya is also relegated to 
this chapter; miighagarbha and yonikanda are absent from the chapter on women's and 
children's diseases (30); some more diseases are not mentioned, such as vrddhi 211 and 
visarpa. 212 The presence of disorders like iimaviita, the several types of slila, sthaulya 
(= medoroga), S1tapitta, amlapitta, vispho!a and masiirikii betray the influence of the 
Mildhavanidiina, but senie diseases added after Miidhava's time, such as vardhma, snii
yukaroga and somaroga, are absent. On the other hand it is remarkable that asthisriiva 
is mentioned at the very end of the work (ka~iiyaparisi~!a 478--480). 213 

A conspicuous feature of Diimodara's therapeutics is the absence of rasau~adhas 
and the emphasis on medicinal substances of vegetable origin. Noteworthy in this con
text is the description of the killing (miirai:ia) of mai:igiira at the end of chapter three. 
The materia medica consists for the greater part of substances known from the classi
cal samhitiis. Some later elements are iikulI, 214 babbiilaka, 215 dhattiira, 216 khiirI, 217 and 
maher~Qii. 218 Opium seems to be absent. 

Religious therapy has been relegated to the background and has only a very minor 
role in possession by grahas and biilagrahas; remarkably enough, it is not even pre
scribed in masiirikii. 

Diimodara's work appears to be one of the first that extensively and minutely de
scribe, in the bhe~ajakalpa chapter, many rules pertaining to the preparation of com
pound medicines, especially with regard to the quantities of their ingredients and the 
ratios of these. A detailed discussion of this subject is not found in the earlier treatises 
themselves but only in their commentaries. 

The lists of pratyau~adhas form an unusual feature of the work. 

The author 
Diimodara is said to be the son of Vi~Qubhana in the colophons of the Arogyacintiima
{li. His father, Vi~i:iu, originated from Vidarbha according to one of the MSS. 219 The 
text itself gives no particulars about the author and does not even mention his name. 220 

Date 
Though it has been claimed that nothing is known about the author's time, 221 it is nev
ertheless possible to establish his chronology by taking into account that he must have 
lived in the same age or somewhat later than the author of the Siinigadharasar}lhitii, 
because the examination of the pulse is mentioned by Diimodara. Since Diimodara, on 
the other hand, must be earlier than VIrasiI!)ha who quotes him, he can be dated to the 
first half of the fourteenth century. 222 This is also the date proposed by P. Hymavathi, 
who arrived at his conclusion on quite different grounds. 223 

Several medical authors bearing the name of Diimodara are known. Unspecified 
authors of this name are quoted or referred to in Ananta's Pratiipakalpadruma, Ha1psa
riija's Bhi$akcakracittotsava, Riimesvara Bhaga's Rasariijalak$mI, 224 Revai:iasiddha's 
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Vfrabha,rfya, Vacaka Drpacandra's LarighanapathyanirQaya, 225 Vi~i:iudeva's Rasariija
lak~mf, Vi!thala's Rasasindhu, 226 and in two anonymous treatises, the Cikitsasarasaip
graha227 and the Ratnakarau~dhayogagrantha. 228 

A Damodara is mentioned as one of the promoters of ayurveda in the Vaidyasii
strapravartakiicaryaniimasamuccaya. 

The DhanvantarfyanighBQtU 

The Dhanvantariyanighaiitu 229 is a comprehensive lexicon of materia medica which 
lists both the names and the properties of medicinal substances. 

Contents 
The treatise consists of two parts: a Gai:iadravyavali (69 verses), 230 preceded by an in
troduction (19 verses), and the Nighai:iiu in its proper sense (about 1,550 verses).231 

The introductory verses open with a salutation to Dhanvantari; the author states 
thereupon that he is going to deal with the Sanskrit and Prakrit names of those among 
the endless number of vegetable and other substances which are useful in medicine. He 
hints at the compilatory character of his work by referring to the nighai:iius he consulted 
before composing his own treatise. 232 

The Gai:iadravyavali divides the medicinal substances into seven large groups 
(varga), subdivided into smaller units (gai:ia). The substances belonging to each of 
these ga~1as are enumerated, together with their actions and modes of employment. 233 

The names occurring in the lists of the Gai:iadravyavali are mostly those of the first 
member of a series of synonyms of the Nighat~!U or consist of a commonly employed 
synonym. Exceptions to this rule are, for example, the two plants called pui:iya (1.4 )234 

and supar~II (l.5),235 sudha (l.9),236 and gp'ijana (4.4). 237 The total number of items 
of the Gai:iadravyavali is said to be 373 (7.3), but the actual number of drugs described 
in the Nighai:i!u is much larger. 

One of the principles governing the composition of the Dhanvantarfyanigha1)fu is 
to regard particular drugs, listed in the Gai:iadravyavali, as representatives of a group of 
substances and to describe the members of such a group separately in the Nighai:i!u, 238 

either as a vise~a239 or in a different way. 240 A related type of summarizing occurs es
pecially in the lists of the sixth varga of the Gai:iadravyavali: taila (6.7) refers to many 
kinds of oil, payas (6.7) to both milk and dadhi, etc. At the end of the sixth varga the 
Gai:iadravyavali is said to have been expounded by Dhanvantari,241 a statement that 
one expects to occur at the end of the seventh varga This may imply that the seventh 
varga is a later addition,242 the more so since the Ganadravyavali omits to mention a 
Iargepartofits contents. ' · 

The Nighat~!u, which deals with the synonyms of each drug and its properties 
and actions, follows the Gai:iadravyavali in arranging the medicinal substances into 
seven large groups: 243 (l) guc,liicyadivarga, drugs which eliminate one or more of 
the do~as; (2) satapu~padivarga, mainly consisting of spices; (3) candanadivarga, 
consisting of fragrant substances; (4) karaviradivarga, containing various plants; (5) 
amradivarga, fruit-bearing trees; (6) suvari:iadivarga, describing metals, minerals, 
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girisindiira, hiilgula, bodiirasrilga (7.94-95). 329 

The author 
The Dhanvantacfyanigha11tu does not mention its author. As referred to before, a verse 
at the end of the suvanJiidivarga of the Gal)adravyiivali states that it emanated from the 
mouth of Dhanvantari. It is probably for this reason that the treatise became known as 
DhanvantariyanighaIJtu, and that the verses from it are quoted as spoken by Dhanva
ntari. Some MSS ascribe the work to Mahendrabhogika, resident of Sthiii:ivisvara 330 

and son of K~i:iabhogika. 331 

Date 
One of the problems connected with the date of the Dhanvantarfyanigha11fu is whether 
the treatise as it is known to us represents a revised and enlarged version of an earlier 
text, called Dravyiivali, 332 that contained the Ga~llldravyiivali and the series of syn
onyms of the Nigha~1!u only, and that has gradually developed into the Dhanvantarl
yanigha(l!u as it is now. 333 It has also been suggested that this process of growth con
tinued for a long time, resulting in the incorporation of drugs that became current in 
later periods. 334 

Various arguments have been put forward in support of this thesis. One of these is 
that, at the end of the Gai:iadravyiivali, the author states that, the Gai:iadravyiivali being 
completed now, he is going to enumerate the synonyms in due order. Instead of doing 
so, a renewed salutation to Dhanvantari follows, accompanied by an inroductory verse 
mentioning the author's intention to describe the qualities and actions of the medicinal 
substances. It is remarkable indeed that the author, in his introductory verses, refers to 
his work as the Dravyiivali, which is said to consist of a Gai~adravyiivali and a series of 
synonyms, while allusions to the medicinal properties also occur in the introduction; 
their description is even an essential element of the Gai:iadravyiivali. The argument is 
therefore not convincing, but it remains to be explained why the series of synonyms 
from the Dhanvantariyanigha(l{u are quoted by later authors, whereas the verses about 
the properties of the drugs seem to have been less appreciated or less well known. 335 

The problem whether an earlier Dravyiivali, of a structure similar to that of the A${ii
nganigha!)_tu, has existed or not, depends in my opinion on a thorough study of all the 
manuscripts available. 

Importanttoo are the quotations from a Dravyiivall. Authors and works citing from 
it are: A9hamalla, Anantakumiira,336 the Bhesajjamaiijiisiisannaya, Candra!a's Yog
aratnasamuccaya, Malliniitha's commentary on the Amarako~. 337 Niscalakara's Ra
tnaprabhii,338 Sivadiisasena's commentary on the Cakradatta, 339 and Srikai:i!~adatta's 
KusumiivaJ;; 340 

An argument in favour of the thesis that the Dhanvantacfyanigha11{u was subject 
to a process of gradual growth, resulting in accretions of a later date, is based on K~I
rasviimin's acquaintance with it It has been suggested that an earlier version must have 
existed, since the treatise in its present shape, describing, for example, opium and zinc, 
cannot possibly date from the first half of the twelfth century, 341 the period in which 
~rrasviimin lived. 342 The structure of the Dhanvantarfyanighapfu, especially its deal-
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ing with many drugs as varieties of some basic substance, facilitated undoubtedly the 
inclusion oflater additions. 343 

The date of the Dhanvantariyanigha!J[u, at least its terminus ante quern, can be de
termined from quotations in later works. K\,irasvlimin's commentary on the Amarako
$8, which contains numerous quotations from it, testifies to its existence in the first half 
of the twelfth century. It may therefore have been composed in the period between A.O. 
I OOO and 1100, 344 not earlier, because the A~fii1igani gha!Jtu, which presents a less ad
vanced stage of composition of a nighar:i~u. can be assigned to the period 800-1000. 
The reference to the Dhanvantarfyanighai1ru as one of his sources by Mank ha (first half 
of the twelfth century) 345 in his Anekiirthako$aand the quotations in Vardhamlina's Ga
lJSratnamahodadhi (composed in 1140),346 Hemacandra's auto-commentary on his A
bhidhiinacintiimapi (twelnh century) and Arur:iadatta's commentary on the A$[ii1igah[
dayasaiphitii (earlier than 1200) confirm this dating. Some remarks in K~irasvlimin's 
commentary347 seem to imply that he considered Amarasilpha to have been acquainted 
with the Dhanvantarfyanighaptu or an earlier version of it, but this is unacceptable and 
not supported by internal evidence. 34s 

The descriptions of Cannabis, opium and zinc in the Dhanvantarfyanighantu do not 
invalidate the date suggested above, since these substances are also mentioned by Va
ilgasena (eleventh century). 

Durgadeva 

Durgadeva349 was the author of the RiUhasamuccaya (= Ri$[asamuccaya), 350 a treatise 
in 261 Saurasenr Prakrit verses on signs foreboding death (ar~~ or ri~ta). This primar
ily jyoti~a work is also of medical interest 351 

Theri~tas are divided into three main groups: pii~gattha (Sanskrit: pi~1gastha), pay
attha (Sanskrit: padastha) and riivattha (Sanskrit: riipastha) (17 ). Verses 18-40 discuss 
the pii~gattha group, verses 41-67 the payattha group. The riipastha group is subdi
vided into niyachliyli (Sanskrit: nijacchliyli; 69-84), parachliyli (Sanskrit: paracchliyli; 
85-94) and chliylipurisa (Sanskrit: chliylipuru~a; 95-106). The prognostic significance 
of dreams, divided into devadakahiya (Sanskrit: devatlikathita) and sahaja, is also dealt 
with (107-129). Other groups of ri~!a are: paccakkha (Sanskrit: pratyak~a; 130-134), 
liilga (135-147), panha (Sanskrit: prasna; 148-242). 

The Ri$fasamuc~aya was completed at the Slintinlithabhavana in Kumbhanagara in 
July 1032, during the reign of one Lak~minivlisa. The work was written at the instance 
of Durgadeva's teacher, and is based on earlier works, e.g., the Marm_iaka!J,ikii. 352 

Durgadeva353 was a Digambara Jain, the pupil of Saq1jamadeva (Sanskrit: Sarpya
madeva), the pupil of Sarpjamaser:ia (Sanskrit: Sarpyamasena), the pupil of Mlihavaca
nda (Sanskrit: Mlidhavacandra). 354 He was a resident of Kumbhanagara. 355 

Eklimranlitha 

Eklimranlitha was the author of the A.yurvedasudhiinidhi, 356 sometimes ascribed to 
Sliyar:ia, 357 but actually written at the request of the latter, 358 which means that it dates 
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from the fourteenth century. The work is referred to in Sii.yai;ia's Alaqikarasudha
nidhi. 359 

Ekii.mranii.tha, of Kii.syapagotra, is described as the father of Kii.mesanii.tha and the 
maternal grandfather of Srisailanii.tha, who wrote the Prasnottaramiilii. 360 

Gaitgii.dhara 

Gaitgii.lihara was the author of the Gandhasara, 361 a treatise on cosmetics and per
fumery, compiled from various sources. 362 This work may be the only comprehensive 
treatise on the subject that has been preserved. The art of cosmetics and perfumery, 
called gandhayukti or gandhasii.stra, 363 has connections with the medical science. 364 

Contents365 

The work is arranged in three chapters (prakarai;ia), consisting of verses composed i)l 
various metres. Each chapter begins with a maitgala addressed to Siva. The maitgala of 
chapter one also praises Gai;iesa, SarasvatI, and a tutelary deity called Gandhayak~a. 366 

The contents suggest that the Gandhasiira was intended for use at royal courts. 367 

Chapter one (paribhii.~ii.prakarai;ia; ninety-one verses) deals with techniques and 
technical rules; subjects covered are: the six basic techniques (~aikarman) employed in 
gandhasii.stra (6); the description of these techniques (bhii.vana, 1.7; pii.cana, 1.8-2.20; 
bodha, 2.21-22; vedha, 2.23-25; dhiipana, 2.26-29; vii.sana, 2.30), accompanied by 
various rules about vii.sana and mixtures of fragrant substances (2. 31-7. 81 ); substitutes 
for particular ingredients (7.82-8.85); remarks about the effect of perfumes on one's 
health, constitution, etc. (8.86-91 ). 

Chapter two (gandhodakii.liinii.nii.gandhopayogiprakarai;ia; 392 verses) is concerned 
with gandhodaka (perfumed water; 12+6 verses); mukhavii.sa (perfumes used to scent 
the mouth and the breath; 24 verses); pii.rijii.ta (special types of mukhavii.sa, e.g., scented 
areca nuts, called piigakaiJa; fragrant oils; 20+32 verses); udvartana (unguents and oils 
used fer massage;· 25 verses); 368 snii.na (scented water for bathing; 24 verses); jalavii.
sa (scented drinking water; 3+11 verses), followed by verses on fragrant unguents and 
paiavii.sa (perfumed powders for scenting clothes; 17 verses); mrgarii.ja (the prepara
tion of artificial musk; 2+10 verses); dhiipa (incenses; 64 verses); varti (incense sticks; 
15 verses); dipavarti (perfumed wicks for lamps; 12 verses); uddhiilana (scented pow
ders; 7+8 verses); niryii.sa (a1tificial resins; 7 verses); syanda (exudations; 11 verses); 
kusumii.didruti (the extraction of oils, etc., from flowers, such as jii.tI, mallI, ketakI; 22 
verses); gandhasa1pkramai;ia (the transmission of perfumes; 2 verses); lqtrimadravyii.i;ii 
(the preparation of artificial perfumes, some of which with smells similar to those of 
natural products: artificial camphor, javiidi, saffron, musk, guru, aguru, ku~!ha; com
binations and thefr numbers; 63 verses); dravyamelanaprakii.ra (mixtures of aromatic 
substances; 5 verses). 

Chapter three (dravyanighai;iius tatparl~ ea; 120 verses) consists of a nighai;i!u, 
which gives, afterfour introductory verses, the names of aromatic substances with their 
synonyms. 369 The substances dealt with are divided into a number of groups: leaves 
(pattravarga; 42.5-12 ); flowers (pu~pavarga; 42.12-44.28); fruits (phalavarga; 44.28-
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45.40); woody substances and rinds (k~\havarga; 45.41-46.56); roots (miilavarga; 46. 
57-47.73); resinous substances (niryasavarga; 47.74-48.82); substances derived from 
animals (jivavarga; 48.83-49. 91). The second part of the chapter is concerned with de
scriptions of substances and checks on their genuineness. The treatise ends with three 
concluding verses. 

The only source quoted is a work called Yogarazigalaya.37• The editor of the Ga
ndhasara, R.T. Vyas, remarks that one verse ( 19.10 on snana) forms also part of Vara
hamihira's Brhatsaq1hita(16.5), 371 and that four verses on snana (20.21-24) are related 
to verses found in the same treatise (76.2-4). A number of other passages of the Ga
ndhasara may have been influenced by Varahamihira's chapter on gandhayukti, 372 or 
by the chapters on perfumes of the Agni- and Vi$JJUdhannottarapuriiJJa 373 

Special features 
Six basic techniques of gandhasastra are distinguished and described: bhavana: soak
ing the triturated ingredients in scented water and purifying the mixture five or six 
times; pacana: heating of the purified materials; bodha: reviving the scent by means of 
particular substances (bodhakadravya); vedha: penetration, effected by means of spe
cific substances ( candraka) or bodhakadravyas; dhiipana: fumigation; vasana: trans
mission of the scent of particular flowers. 374 Several varieties of pacana or paka are de
scribed: pu!aplika, gartapaka, vei:iupaka, dolapaka, kharparapaka, ha1psapaka, kalapa
ka, etc. 375 

The aromatic substances are, for the purpose of combining them, divided into three 
classes: mitra (friendly), udasina (neutral), and satru (hostile); equal quantities can be 
taken when the substances are mitra, half the quantity of an udasina substance, and a 
quarter of a satru substance (6.62 and 70). Five types of gandhajala are distinguished: 
kalkambu, svarasa, kvatha, asava, and kusumadruti (9.10-10.6 ). The author sometimes 
gives his own opinion on a disputed subject, after quoting various opinions ( 11.8-9). 
Many fragrant compounds have fanciful names. Names of parijata's are: vidagdha
dayita (12.8), madhukarasaq110~ (13.9), tripuraharadasavallabha (13.12). Names of 
dhiipas are: madanapataka (25.10), dak~il).apavana (25 .11), candramoda (25.12 ), ugra
sarasita (25 .13), naraca (25 .18), tribhuvanasara ( 2 7 .33 ), kolahala ( 2 7.41), citramrgak~a 
(28.54), etc. Names of vartis are: vasantatilaka (30.73) and mai:iavaka (30.75). Some 
of the dhiipas are not only fragrant, but have special effects, such as: causing confusion 
(janamohana; 28.49), protecting pregnant women and young children (29.58), prevent
ing possession by bhiitas and "akin Is (29.59), curing all kinds of fevers (29.60), and 
protection against noxious or poisonous insects, and wild animals (2 9.61-63). 

A characteristic feature of the Gandhasiira is the frequent use of names for veg
etable and other substances that are not common in ayurvedic treatises. Notable too 
is a preference for short or abbreviated names, such as naga and its synonyms for na
gakesara, madhu for madhuya~\i. Unusual substances and those introduced at a later 
date are also rather frequent. 376 

Noteworthy names377 are: aja (37.22),378 amara (31.5), 379 lirul).T (46.54), 380 astra 
(3.23; 26.25),381 bandhumiila (23.17), 382 barbara (7.71; 27.37; 48.77), 383 barbaraka 
(15.25),384 bhramara (9.4 and 10; 18.4; 28.47; 32.1),385 bhiita (19.14; 21.6; 31.5),386 
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cala (3.23; 26.25 and 28; 40.56),387 ca1.19alavailga (30.73), 388 carmapattrI (42.7),389 

caula(l7.16), 390 chaga (5.51; 7.76),391 danava (9.1 and 5; 34.8), 392 danuja (9.4 and 8; 
19.13), 393 dharaputrI (17.16), 394 dhii1.1aka (30.76), 395 dina ( 47.68), 396 ditija (31.5),397 

ekailgI (47.70),398ghiitJaka (31.12), 399 gomayakhyavrk~a (37.25),400 guru (5.56; 16.4; 
23.1; 37.21), 401 harita (9.3),402 haJaka (16.26),403 jiilgika (23.17; 36.11 ), 404 jiihi (44. 
28),4os kakatmJ9a (7.50 and 74),406 kanta (9.8; 19.15; 21.2; 25.18; 26.20; 28.47; 30. 
4 I; 31.1 ),407 kantalaka (36.14; 44.26), 408 kapi ( 18.18), 409 karkaJa (5.50; 38.38; 40.52; 
51.117),410 kaJhina (16.4; 19.13 and 14 ), 411 kaunti (7.79; 8.84; 19.16),412 kavuka (22. 
6), 413 khadra (8.85 and86),414 kir~Ja(ll.11; 36.ll), 415 kokahva(45.50), 416 kolakanJI 
( 48.86),417 korailgI ( 11.15), 418 kosa (15.20),419 kukiiraka (7.71), 420ku1.1Jala (15.25),421 

kuntr (16.28), 422 Iak~mr (38.37), 423 Iala (38.39), 424 lava (13.9 and 10; 21.1), 425 lava 
(12.6; 22.8; 23.1; 43.13), 426 JavalI (4.34; 31.5), 427 mada (3.25; 8.83; 9.12; 25.10; 33. 
8), 428 mrgamada (31.7; 37.20 and 21), 429 mrganabhi (36.8),430 nabhi (12.24; 34.9; 40. 
60),431 nan (25.17), 432 naJi (16.28),433 n~pavaktrahva (47.68),434 pamara (38.36; 50. 
110),435 parasucchinna (35.16 and 17),436 pati (3.22; 12.21),437 pisuna (34.9),438 pI
vara (38.33), 439 priya (7.82),440 rama (6.66),441 raQa (33.2; 40.52), 442 ratripu~pi (43. 
21),443 ravi (23.1; 24.3; 26.19; 27.32; 33.1),444 sakhi( 47.67), 445 saktu (29.61), 446 salija 
(9.12; 24.9; 31.4; 34.8; 36.13; 37.22; 48.84),447 sekhara (6.66; 38.36),448 srtalika (38. 
33),449 srgala (16.5),450 stripu~pa (34.9),451 sugandhibarbari (7.74), 452 suka (3.24; 12. 
21; 13.13; 19.12 and 16; 22.11; 23.1; 24.3 and 9; 27.33), 453 sukra (18.18), 454 sukrahva 
(1.15), 455 suvarca (43.18), 456 suvar1.1atali (6.66),457 svanJatalika ( 42.5), 458 tanaya (38. 
38),459 Jailkal,la (35.15),460 tuhini (23.16),461 turailgavadana (46.54), 462 turu~ka (22. 
6; 24.5; 25.7; 40.59),463 vanira (31.1; 46.57), 464 vanita (26.21), 465 vanJika ( 43.18), 466 

vesakhya (16.28),467 vesya (17.16),468 viha1.1I (30.74; 45.39), 469 vrnda (9.7 and 10; 33. 
7), 470 yamini (12.21), 471 yati (38.36),472 yavana (26.24 and 29),473 yuvati (3.22). 474 

T~ author 
The author mentions his name, Gailgadhara, at the end of the work; the same name is 
found in the colophons. N• particulars about him are known. 

Date 
The Gandhasiira is earlier than the Gandhaviida, which quotes some verses from it. 
The terminus post quern can only be deduced from the terminology employed, the sub
stances mentioned as ingredients, and the possible sources of the work. R.T. Vyas, the 
editor of the text, places it in the eleventh or twelfth century, his main argument being 
that the Gandhaviida, assigned by him to the period A.D. 1250-1300, quotes it. P.K. 
Gode claimed that both the Gandhasiiraand the Gandhaviidahave been written in the 
period A.D. 1300-1600. 475 The resemblances between the contents of the Gandhasii
ra and Mahuka's Haramekha/ii416 suggest that both works do not differ much in date. 
The Gandhasiira, however, gives the impression of being later than Mahuka's work. 
The data available so far suggest a date not far removed from the twelfth or thirteenth 
century. 
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Gopaladasa Kayastha 

Gopaladasa Kayastha, son of Balabhadra, was the author of the Vaidyavilasa. 477 

Gopaladasa 

177 

Gopaladasa was the author of the Cikitsiimrta, 478 a huge work on ayurveda, a large 
fragment of which has been preserved.479 The names of many of its chapters are 
recorded at the beginning of the text. The chapter on sarira is an extract from the 
Vi$QUdharmottarapuriiQa, and that on the names and properties of drugs, in which 
conflicting views found in the various ko~as are reconciled on the authority of 
reliable kosas like the Sabdiirnav a, etc., is said to be taken from the author's own 
Sudhiibind~. 480 Many local na~es are recorded in the chapter on drugs. 

In the introductory verses of his treatise, Gopaladasa enumerates a long series 
of authors and works that were no longer accessible, and for that reason known to 
him by name only: Amrtaghafa,481 Amrtavallikii, 482 Arogyamaiijarf, Bhi$alimU$fi,483 

Bindusara, Bhoja, Candra!a, Cikitsiikalikii, Putrotsaviiloka, 484 Ravigupta, Siddhasiira, 
Tattvakalika,485 Tisa!a. Vaidyapradfpa,486 Vaidyaprasiiraka, Vyagradfnasubharpkara, 
YogaratnakaraQ<;laka,481 and Yogasata As authors studied by him he mentions Va
bha!a, Vanga (probably Vangasena), Vrnda, Cakra and Canga, 488 while he also refers 
to a Cakrakathii together with its Siirakalikii. 

The authorities and works quoted in the preserved part of the Cikitsamrta are: 
Amitaprabha, Asvinfkumiirasarµhitii, Ayurvedasiira, Bhiinumatf, Bhanara, Bhavya
datta, Bhela, Bhoja,489 Cakra, Candrikii, Cikitsiikalika,490 DevlpuriiQa, Dfpikii, Dr-
9habala, Gadadhara, Gayadasa, Govardhana, Gm1akara, Hiiriivalf, 491 Hanta, Jeija93, 
Kausika, Kusumiivalf, Madhava, Madhuko$a, Nagiitjuna, Niscalakara, Parasara, 
Pataiijali, Pavanaku119a,492 Ratnaprabhii, Ravigupta, 493 SabdiirQava, 494 Srika11\hada
tta, Trivikramadeva, Vabha!a, Viibhafaffkii, Vaidyapradfpa,495 Vakula, Vangasena, 
Vapyacandra, Vijayarak~ita, Vi$1JUdhannottara, Vrnda, Vf71dafikii (by Srikal)\hadatta), 
and Yogaratniikara. 

The authorities most commonly quoted are Srika11!ha (23 times) and Niscala (21 
times); Gopaladasa usually agrees with Niscala against Srika11!ha when, as often, their 
conflicting views are recorded. 

An unspecified Cikitsiimfta is quoted in Govindasena's Paribhii$iipradfpa 

The author 
Gopaladasa was, according to the introductory verses of the Cikitsiimrta, a son of 
Kesava. His wife, called Saljlto~a. bore him two sons, Kr~11adasa496 and Garlgadiisa, 
who may have revised their father's work after his death. Copies of the Cikitsamrta 
were made public by Balabhadra and Bhava, who were probably pupils of Gopa
ladasa. Some colophons of the treatise indicate that the author was an antaranga of 
Vindhesvara. Gopaladiisa probably belonged to Bengal, for he records local names of 
medicinal plants which are still current in Bengal and he quotes many authorities who 
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lived there. Some verses from the Cikitsiimrta prove that the author was a devotee of 
Vi~QU. 

Date 
Gopiiladiisa's date depends on that of his son Gar1giidiisa, author of the Chandomaiijan 
and other works. 497 P.K. Gode fixed Ga1igiidiisa's date within the period A.O. I 300-
1500. 498 O.Ch. Bhattacharyya discovered additional evidence enabling him to narrow 
down these limits. The latter examined the MS of a commentary on the Chandomaiijarf 
by Jaganniitha Sena Kaviriija, son of Ja(iidhara Kaviriija, the names of whose descen
dants up to the eighth generation were recorded by Bharatamallika in his Candrapabhii. 
As Bharatamallika composed this work about 1675, Jaganniitha Sena's date falls late 
in the fifteenth century and Gar1giidiisa cannot have lived later than about A.O. 1425. 
Moreover, Gar1giidiisa quotes a verse from a play by Kavisekhara Jyotirisvariiciirya, 
called Dht1rtasamiigama, 499 written during the reign of the Kan:iii!a king Narasitpha of 
Mithilii, who ruled in the second quarter of the fourteenth century, which fixes the ter
minus post quern at about 1350. Thus Gar1giidiisa must have written his works between 
1350 and 1425. This is corroborated by a quotation from one of his treatises in Prn~i;Jan
kiik~a Vidyiisiigara's Kaliipadfpikii, soo a commentary on the Bharrikiivya, composed in 
the late fifteenth century. 

Hammirarii j a 

Hammirariija, son of Samantariija, is the reputed author of the Sadyogamuktiivaif50I 
or Yogamuktiivalf, 502 a therapeutic treatise in 179 verses, divided into several chapters 
(prakaral)a). 

This Hammirariija is said to be the Cauhiin king of Mewiir who ruled from 
1_301 to 1365, and who patronized Riighava, the grandfather of the author of the 
Siirrigadharapaddhati. 503 

Haripiila 

Haripiila was the author of (I) a Vaidyakasiistra and (2) a Yogasiira. 504 The Vaidyaka
siistra is a therapeutic treatise in 256 Prakrit verses (giithii), completed in 1284/85. 

Haripiila was a Jain, as appears from his paying homage to the Tirtha1ikaras at the 
beginning of the Vaidyakasiistra At the end he refers to the Yogasiira, which is there
fore earlier. 

Hemacandra 

Hemacandra, the renowned mediaeval lexicographer, 505 was the author of the Nigha
IJ(use~a. 506 written as an appendix to the vanaspatikiiya section of the tiryakkiiQ,a of 
his Abhidhiinacintiimal)i ( 4.197-267).507 
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Contents 508 

This work, which gives only names of plants and their synonyms, is divided into six 
sections (kii.Qc,la), which deal with trees (vrk~a; 3-183), shrubs (gulma; 184-291), 
creepers (lata; 292-335), vegetables (slika; 336-368), grasses (t~a; 369-385), grains, 
pulse and related plants ( dhanya; 386-40 I). This arrangement is new and not found in 
other nigha~1!us, but it should be noted that Hemacandra was not strict in applying his 
own scheme. The section on shrubs includes a herb like apamarga (204-205)509 and a 
climber like jyoti~mati (209); 5 IO the presence of rasna in this section (219) may mean 
that this word designated a shrub according to Hemacandra and not an orchid. 511 The 
section on creepers describes a herb like ka!uka (298-299) 512 and also lotuses and 
water-lilies (327-334), while the section on vegetables has verses on plants not used 
as such (saptala, 340cd-34lab; prasaraQi, 341cd-342; bhr1igaraja, 346cd-347ab).513 

The number of synonyms given in the Nigha(l[use$a is considerable, many being 
new. 514 Not only names of plants were recorded in it, but also names offruits and seeds, 
etc. 515 In some cases Hemacandra seems to have been misinformed. 516 

Hemacandra's sources for the compilation of the NighaIJtuse$a are almost com
pletely unknown, but he may have consulted the A$tiinganighaIJ[t1. 517 The subsection 
on lotuses and water-lilies and the whole sixth section have been taken over almost 
verbatim from his own AbhidhiinacintiimaIJi ( 4.226-248). 

The Nigha!1tuse$a is quoted as Haima in Bhanuji Dik~ita's Riimiisramf on the 
Amarako$a. 518 

Special features 
Noteworthy names of plants are: amilata and amlata as synonyms of saireyaka519 

(245-246ab); japa (149d); kakakarigu (396a); 520 kalambi (359ab); 521 kii.Qc,lira (= 
ku!anna!a; 382);522 karpasi, vanya (157cd); karuQa (52cd);523 kimpaka (155ab); 524 

kolipattra (= jorai:ia; 107b); 525 kr~Qalodhra (117b); kumari (244); musali (264); nali 
(= gramanalika; 375cd);526 pathika (279cd-280ab);527 rudra~a (14ld); 528 srihastini 
(355ab);529 sthalagaQc,lira (354ab); 530 ta.Ii (182ab);53 ' vapu~a as an odourless variety 
of hapu~a (270ab); varipar~r (335ab);532 vi!khadira (= arimeda; 66). Two types of 
amlavetasa are distinguished (59cd), an inferior (sa1ikhadravaka) and a superior one 
(baladravaka); two types of bijaka are mentioned ( I O led), a superior (sikhigriva) and 
an inferior one (gomutraka); a variety ofvanda is mentioned that is called nandimukha 
(159ab). 533 

The author and his date 
Hemacandra was born in Gujarat in 1087 or 1088. He took holy orders as a Jain monk 
in 1097198, was ordained as a Suri in 1109110, and assumed the ecclesiastical name of 
Hemacandra. He spent the greater part of his life at AJ:1ahillapii.!aka, the ancient capital 
of Gujarat, where he was patronized by the Caulukya kings Jayasi!Jlha (1093-1142) 534 

and Kumarapala (1142-1173). 535 His wide learning made him known as the Kalika
lasarvajiia. He died of sallekhana in I 172173. 536 Hemacandra wrote the NighaIJtuse~ 
after his Abhidhiinacintiim11J.1i, Anekiirthasa,pgraha and De1ffniimamiilii. 537 
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Srfva//abhagai1i's commentary 
Srivallabhagai:ii was the author of a commentary (!fka) on the Nighal).CUSe$a. 538 

He was a pupil of Jiiiinavimalagai:ii539 of the Kharataragaccha, the author of the 
Sabdabhedaprakiisa[ikii on Mahesvara's Sabdabhedaprakiisa,540 and wrote his works 
at the end of the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth century. 541 The MSS 
of the Nigha1J{USe$a that were at the disposal of Srivallabha were rather defective. 542 

The commentary gives for each synonym the etymology, along the lines of 
Hemacandra's grammar, quotes many passages from technical works, and mentions 
the RiijasthiinI term for each plant. 543 In some cases it adds useful information; it 
distinguishes, for example, between aralu and !U~l!uka, regarded as one and the same 
by Hemacandra (85ab), and between me~asrngI and vrscikiilI (191-192ab). 

Authors quoted or referred to by Srivallabha are: 544 Amara, Amarasirpha, Bhiigu
ri, 545 Bho ja, Camu~19apa~1C,ita, Candra, 546 ciindriil~. 547 Candranandana, Devacandrasii
ri,548 Dhanvantari, 549 Gau~a. Indra, Indu, jaina~. Kandalikiira, 550 Kausika, K~irasvii
min, Madanapiila, Mahesvara, nairuktii~, priicyii~, Piiqiatalagai:ia,551 Sridhara, Viica
spati, vaidyiil~. Vopadeva, and Vyii<;li. 

The following works are quoted or referred to by him: 552 AbhidhiinacinCiima1Ji, Ab
hidhiinako$a, 553 Agama, Amarase$a,554 Amaratfkii, Anekiirchasaqigraha,555 Desf, De
slniimamiilii,556 Ki!dambarf, Kavikalpadruma, Miilii, Mailkha,551 Mekhalii, Mfmiiq1sii
bhii$ya, Nigha1J{U, Sabdiinusiisana,558 SiiS'vata, 559 Susruta, Vaijayanli; 560 Vaqianigha
(l{a, 561 Visva(kosa), Visvalocana,562 and Vopadevadhiitupii{ha.563 

Kaiyadeva 

Kaiyadeva 564 was the author of ( 1) Niimaracniikara, 565 (2) Pachyiipathyavibodhaka, 566 
often referred to as KaiyadevanighaIJ!U, and (3) Prayogasiira. 567 

The Pathyiipathyavibodhaka 568 is a large lexicon, containing more than just the names 
and properties of medicinal substances. 

Concencs569 
The work is arranged in eight chapters (varga) with respectively 1,640 (o~adhivarga), 
147 (dhiituvarga), 112 (dhiinyavarga),449 (dravavarga), 237 (krtiinnavarga), 260 (mii
rpsavarga), 503 (vihiiravarga), and 310 (misrakavarga) verses, making a total of 3,658 
verses. 

The o~adhivarga deals with medicinal substances, chiefly of vegetable origin, the 
dhiituvarga with inorganic and some organic substances, the dhiinyavarga with grains, 
pulse, and some other products. The dravavarga is about liquids; its section on water 
mentions many names of rivers (51-71). The krtiinnavarga discusses prepared foods, 
and the miilJ'lSavarga the flesh of various animals. The vihiiravarga contains elaborate 
rules for maintaining health. The misrakavarga is concerned with diverse subjects: 
groups of substances (l-19), weights and measures (24-46), medicinal preparations 
and allied substances (47-177), technical terms (181-215ab), poisons (218cd-226), 
and names of disorders (246-310). 
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Little is known about Kaiyadeva's sources. Some verses are taken from the Su
srutasamhitii; 570 ParMara is quoted once. 571 

The· KaiyadevanighaQ/U is quoted in Km1adatta's commentary on Trimalla's Sa
taslokf, the commentary by Rlighavabhana, called Padiirthiidarsa and written in 1493, 
on Lak~ma1)adesika's Siiradiitilaka, 572 Raghunlitha's Bhojanakutiihala, the Siiligriima
nighar_J/ubhii~al_Ja, and also, profusely, in Sivadatta's auto-commentary on his Sivako~a. 

A PathyiipathyanighaQ.tu, quoted by Klisirlima in his commentary on the Sliniga
dharasarphitii, may be the Kaiyadevanighal)/u.513 Kaiyadeva may also be quoted in 
the Nirr_Jayasilldhu, 574 Jiianavimalagai:ii's Sabdabhedaprakiisa/ikii,575 and the Ma'din 
al-Sbifii' by Miyan Bhiiwah. 576 

Special features 
Interesting medicinal plants are: 577 libhli(babiilaka) (1.1088);578 airlivati (= valli
khadira; l.828cd-829); 579 alambusli (different from mundi; 1.1604);580 amlamli
ri~a (1.636); 581 amlayana (1.1525:_1526); 582 amragandM ·haridrli (1.1118); 583 ari 
(1.828cd-829); 584 ballicatu~\aya ( 1.1051-1054 ); bliluka (1.555); 585 bhailgli (3. 
94 );586 bha11gikli ( 1.1636cd-1637); ss7 bhliskarakarpiira ( 1.1287); 588 bhiimyupodakli 
( l.659cd-660ab );589 brlihmai:iaya~\ikli (= bhlirgi; 1.1134 );590 brahmasomli ( I. 
l!Olcd-1!02ab); 591 cauranimbiika (1.328); 592 devasar~apa (1.976); 593 9olliphala 
(= madhiika; 1.455); ellina 1.509);594 gajakan:ii (1.1631-1634);595 gandhapriyailgu 
(1.1353cd-1354ab);596 the five varieties of guggulu (l.1409cd-1412ab); gugguluslika 
( 1.1420cd-14 21 a b); 597 hastyaluka ( 1.1626); 598 himakarpiira ( 1.1284 ); islivlisa(karpii
ra) (1.1283-1284ab); isvari (= nligadamani; 1.778); 599 jalamliri~a (1.637); 600 japli 
(1.1521cd-1522ab); J'ivantaka (1.624);601 kairlitacandana (1.1259);602 klikai:i9olli (= 
kolasimbi; 1.603);603 kai:i!akaraiija ( 1.972); 604 kapitthapattrli ( 1.419cd);605 karambhli 
(1.801);606 karpiiratulasi (1.1554);607 kli~!hlilu (1.1626);608 km1apii:i9Ita (1.904);609 
kucelika (1.680);61 0 kulatthika (3.78);611 kuntalI (1.651); 612 kusi1psapli (1.978); 613 

ku!hiiijara (1.650);614 la!vlika (= vanyakusumbha, 1.639); 615 lavali (1.510); 616 

madhukarka!i (1.262);617 mahabli~pa (1.805);618 mahapil)cjita (1.904); 619 mlil)avaka 
(1.481);620 mlirkai:i9ikli (1.1002);621 mucakunda ( 1.1520cd);622 nartaka (= nivlira; 
3.103); 623 pallisika (= su~avi; 1.594);624 pari:iakarpiira (1.1289); 625 pari:iapil)9ita 
(1.905); 626 parpa!i(l.1428-1429ab);627 pitadru (1.962);628 pitakaravira (1.1543); 629 

potlisraya karpiira (1.1285); 630 pustasimbi ( 1.610); 631 rlijallibu ( 1.537); 632 rlijanimbii
ka (1.328); 633 raktlilu (1.1626); 634 rlima!ha (= toylipiimlirga; 1.1037cd-1038); 635 

sailkhlilu ( 1.1626); 636 sarkarlinimbiika (1.328); 637 sarpli~I ( 1.691cd-692); 638 sindiiri 
( 1.1524); 639 siri~ikli (1.980); 640 snehapii:i9ita (1.904 ); 641 svetapi~19alu ( 1.1623); 642 

svetapi~19ita (1.903);643 \ailka, anya ( 1.408);644 tuvaraka ( l.502cd-503);645 urumliQa 
(1.507); 646 vajrakanda ( 1.1586); 647 vallisimba (3.64 ); 648 va111saku!aji ( 1.893); 649 

variparl)i (l.1467cd-1468ab);650 vyaghrli\aka (1.617). 651 Opium is not mentioned by 
Kaiyadeva. 

Noteworthy terms designating diseases and various disorders occurring in the mi
srakavarga (8) are: annagranthi = varli!a = udarlimaya (254); aru1!1~ikli = arus = rutpisi 
= lomataskari (251 ); avlikari:ia = klilamiika (306); bahiillasa = hikkli (256); chlita = krsa 
(308); galaga~19a = ga1)9amlilli (264); galli11kura = rohit:ii (264); gai:i9uka = vikalliilga 
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(306); gudagraha = udavarta (282); gu9agu9asabda~ saruk = ii!opa (284); hemanlikii 
= sitalikii = masiirikii (263); hrlliisa and utklesa are two different disorders (288); I
rma= arus (266); jii!haragranthi = pmhagranthi = guga = gulma (264); su~kii kai:igii = 
kacchii = rakasii, and bahisravii kai:igii = vicarcikii (258cd-259ab); kharva = kharvara 
= nikharva = viimana (306cd-307a); khoga = jariivara = khafija (305); kukara = kui:ii 
(305); mahiisphoia = visphoia (263); maliivarodha= vibandhaka (283); mu~kavrddhi = 
kura~1~ka = vrddhi (281); niiha = iidhmiina (283); nisciiraka = niscyavana = bimbisI = 
praviihikii (255); padavalmika = s!Ipada (261); pratisyiiya is a synonym of riijayak~man 
(246); tvakpu~pa = sidhma (262); udanya = tr~ (251); vardhma = antravrddhi (281); 
viitiivarodha = vi~!ambha (283): vigra = k~udraniisika (307b); vik~obhI = syandI = sI
tavepathu = udarda (28Scd-286); yak~maliilii = mrnikii = kaphatantu = syandinI (247); 
yauvanakai:i!aka (28Sab ). 652 

The disease called somaroga, introduced by Vailgasena, is referred to in vihii
ravarga 268. 

Tre author h · · s-
The author states in his introductory verses that he was a son of the P ys1c1an ar~-
ilga 653 and a grandson of Padmaniibha of Bhiiradviijagotra, 654 who was well versed m 
various sciences. Kaiyadeva may have lived in Gujarat.655 

D&e~6 . 
The tenninus ad quern can be determined fran Riighavabhana's quotations fran the 
Kaiyadevanighantu, which prove that the work antedates the year 1493. The oldest 
dated MSS wer~ ~opied in 1514657 and IS 14/15.658 The !owe! !il~it can be deduced 
from various indications. The references to the diseases masunka, var~hma and so
maroga establish that Kaiyadeva is later than Miid~av.a, Vrnda, and Vangasen~. Th~ 
description of the plant called pitakaravira659 may md1cate a rather late date, smce. it 

does not yet occur in the Madanaplila- and Dhanvantarinighar:iru, where only the white 
· h R-. . h t 661 If and red karavira are mentioned, 660 whereas it is recorded m t e a1an1g B{I. u. . 

Kaiyadeva's father was indeed the Siirailga who wrote the Virasirphliv~loka f~ kmg 
VIrasilpha, the upper limit is somedecades after the ye_ar 1383. :he combined evidence 
indicates that the Kaiyadevanighar:iru was composed m the penod 1400-1450. 

Kalidiisa 

Kiilidiisa was the authorof (I) Vaidyamanorama, (2) Dhliriika/pa, and (3) Rasasarasa111-
caya.662 

(I) The Vaidyamanorama663 is a concise compendium on therapeutics. 
The work consists of about 660 verses and a number of prose passages, 664 arranged 

in twenty chapters (paiala). The verses are written in various metres and their language 
is simple, but often poetical, and full of similes drawn from mythology. 665 The treatise 
is only concerned with therapy. 666 It contains mostly short prescriptions; complicated 
formulae are rare. 667 
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The pattern a tthe base of the arrangementofthe diseases is not clear, but may have 
been influenced by Viigbha!a; chapters one to twelve are devoted to kliyacikitsli and 
§alya, thirteen is about gynaecology, fourteen about paediatrics, fifteen is devoted to 
bhiitavidya, sixteen to sliliikya and salya, seventeen to various disorders, eighteen to 
guhyaroga, nineteen to vi~a, and twenty to rasliyana and vii jTkarlll}a, 

The materia medica is mainly of the classical liyurvedic type, mercurial and metal
lic preparations being rare, but Kiilidiisa added a large amount of religious and magical 
procedures to his therapeutic armamentarium. 668 Some recipes which are designated 
as secret may be regarded as Tantric elements, 669 as well as the mention of the !<;Iii and 
Pii1galli (l 9.6). 

Kii.lidiisa does not refer to his sources 670 and he is not quoted by later authors. 671 

Chapter two, dealing with raktapitta and asrgdara, includes some verses on 
asthisrliva672 and somaroga (11-13), diseases said to be characteristic of women 
and men respectively, which is surprising since somaroga is always described as 
occurring in women only. Chapter six is remarkable on account of its insistence 
on the importance of kapharaktiitislira ( 4.6-7 and 9) 673 and kapharaktapraviihal}a 
(10-12). 674 Among the verses of the same chapter devoted to pravlihal}a (10-15) there 
is one which mentions bimbisI ( 14 ). 675 Chapter eight has a verse on the treatment of 
sayylimiitra (14 ). Uncommon diseases from the remaining chapters are svedamasiirikii 
(11.24), 676 a~!apadlil} infesting the human body (11.66-67), 677 lisyaliitli (16.79-
80), 678 karl}akarl}ikli (l 7 .6),679 and li1igaliitii (18.2-3). 680 Diseases left unmentioned 
are upada1psa, siikado~a and the k~udrarogas. 

Uncommon names of plants forming part of Kiilidiisa's materia medica are: 
akiipcanlidhipa (16.121),681 aku!I (7.15, 19, 22),682 alarkari (19.49),683 ara1,1yatulasI 
(17.12), 684 bhiimisarpa (18.22), 685 brahmada1,1C,I (18.11), 686 gandhalak~mI (13.42), 687 

haritamanjarr (6.28 and 72; 19.40),688 jharasI (4.5), 689 kabarI (16.67), 690 kiiraskara 
(6.3; 11.56; 12.27; 13.26),691 karpiiraval!I (11.37), 692 kikkisa (7.22; 16.121), 693 

k~udranlitha ( 16.105), 694 k~udrapappha~1a (7.7), 695 kukkuiani~pliva ( 16.118), 696 

nagnajit (7.17; 11.43), 697 papphRl,la (8.5), 698 phaliilikli (19.55), 699 piillisa (7.18 and 
21; 11.33), 700 riihiicchi~!a (3.24),701 raktalasuna (6.28),702 raktapuccha (19.55), 703 

sligarli (7.21),704 slikinI (7.17; 16.110),705 siiphalI (3.8), 706 sthalasri1gli\a (7.3),707 
svetapar1,1lisa (6.30), 108 svetapiillisa (16.9 and 57), 709 talapo!R (16.39), 110 trisiilr 
(16.60), 7ll vair1 (7.17), 712 vlitamfl1I (11.34),713 yak~adrs (6.32; 8.5 and 16; 16.46), 
yak~lik~I (6.31), yak~alocana (6.6), yak~anetra (6.15).714 Opium (6.3: ahiphena) and 
mercury (11.21; 18.9, 20, 21, 25) are piescdbed by Kiilidiisa.715 

(2) The Dhiiriikal pa 716 describes in twenty-seven verses a therapeutic procedure called 
dhiirii, in which a fatty liquid, dripping from a suspended vessel, is applied to the body 
of a patient.717 

The mailgala (!)is addressed to Ga~1esa. The work deals with the beneficial effects 
of dhiirii (2), the types of wood for the construction of the drot;1I, i.e., the wooden frame 
in which the patient lies down (3), the dimensions of this dro1,1I (4), the auspicious time 
for beginning the treatment and the ceremonies to be performed (5), the vessel, called 
karaka, used for anointing the head of the patient (6), the qualities of the attendants and 
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the substances to be used for the dhara, i.e., sesamum oil, ghee, or a mixture of these 
(7-8), the four types of anointing the head of a patient preparatory to a dhara with takra, 
i.e., diluted buttermilk (9), the takradhara (10), vessels to be used for a dhara ( 11 ), the 
treatment of a patient after the application of a dhara (pascatkarman; 12 ), the effects of 
a takradhara (13) and ofa dhara with sesamum oil and ghee (14 ), sneha and sveda (15-
16), the duration of.the treatment with dhara and the prescribed heightofthe suspended 
vessel (17-18), faulty applications of a dhara and the ways to remedy these (19-20), 
rules for the application of milk and dhanyamla to the body of a patient (21), the right 
periods of time for the treatment and when it should not be performed (22), the after
treatment (pascatkarman; 23-24), behavioral rules for a patient during the treatment 
(25-26), and indications for treatment with dhara (27). 

One of the trees said to be suitable for the construction of a droi:ir is called gola.718 

(3) Information on the Rasasiirasa,pcaya by Kalidasa is not available. 

The author 
No particulars are known about Kalidasa. He may be regarded as originatingfromKer
ala on account of his mentioning a number of medicinal plants used in that region, and 
because he wrote the Dhiiriikalpa, which describes a therapeutic procedure that has al
ways been in vogue there. He calls himself a devotee of Siva (20.24 ). 719 

Date 
As Kalidasa probably borrowed a formula from Soghala, he is later than _!lbout 1200, 
and his reference to the disease called asthisrava, also mentioned in the Arogyacintii
mani, may indicate that he belongs to the same period as Damodara. A terminus ad 
que~ cannot be determined, but his therapeutic procedures and materia may well con
firm that he belonged to the fourteenth century. no 

Kalyfu)adasa 

Kalyai:iadasa was the author of the Sabdaratnapradfpa or Ratnapradfpanigha1_1fu. 
This work is a homonymic lexicon, the catchwords being recorded in the alphabet

ical order of their first letters (from a to k~a). 
It was composed by Kalyai:iadasa, son ofNamadeva and grandson of Lak~midhara, 

who resided at Bahadurapura during the reign ofYadava Tulasidasa, son ofGopala and 
founder of that city, possibly towards the end of the thirteenth century. The work was 
written at the instance of the author's guru, Kasrrama, a Sarasvata brahmai:ia of Bha
radvajagotra and a renowned physician in Mathura, son of Mathuradasa and grandson 
of Gurudasa of Argala. 121 

Kanhagadeva 

Kanhagadeva, son of Padmanabha, wrote the Karmavipiikasiiras111pgraha or Siiragrii
hakakarmavipiika in 1384. KanJasi111ha, a minister of Durgasirpha who was a son of 
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Bhiipiila, was the partner of the author. 722 

Kedarabhana 

See: Vaidya.ratna. 723 

Kesava 

185 

Kesava was the author of the Siddhamantra, 724 a nigha1nu in 169 verses of diverse me
tres, called thus since, like a siddhamantra, in spite of its very small size, it is very ef
ficient in enabling one to know the power of drugs. 725 Kesava's son, Vopadeva, wrote 
a commentary on it, called Siddhamantrapraklisa.. 726 

Contents and special features 727 

The actions of a good number of drugs are described in a new way by Kesava, who 
concentrates on their effects on the d~s, leaving aside their rasa, vrrya and vipaka, 
which can be inferred. 728 Though the most common type of nigha1nu usually speci
fies the rasa, virya and vipaka of a medicinal substance first, the effect on the do~as is 
mostly mentioned as well, together with a number of other properties. Bearing this in 
mind, the Siddhamantra is of a new type in exclusively taking notice of what is called 
the do~aprabhava and enlarging upon this subject, which makes it a very interesting 
work. 

The first nine verses, called navaslokr in the commentary, are, apart from the two in
troductorystanzas, concerned with a short exposition on the general principles adopted 
in the book. In verse five the author declares that his book will resolve the problems 
arising from the mutually conflicting views of Caraka, Susruta, and Khara1,1adi729 con
cerning the actions of drugs. It can be concluded from verses six to eight 730 that fifty
seven types of drugs are distinguished in relation to their effects on the d~as. 731 A 
special category among the actions of drugs, as a result of which the do¥,s are neither 
alleviated nor provoked, but which may contribute to the one or the other outcome, 
depending on accompanying circumstances, is called udasrna.732 

Verse nine gives the subjects of the eight vargas into which the treatise is divided: 
(I) vataghnavarga, (2) pittaghnavarga, (3) kaphaghnavarga, ( 4) vatapittaghnavarga, (5) 
kaphavataghnavarga, (6) kaphapittaghnavarga, (7) do~aghnavarga, (8) do~alavarga. 
These vargas list drugs with an action contrary to one (1-3), two (4-6) or all three 
do~as (7), whereas varga eight enumerates drugs provoking these. The treatise ends 
with a concluding verse and one containing information on the author. 733 

Kesava and the Siddhamantra are quoted by Sivadatta in his auto-commentary on 
the Sivako§a. 734 

An Ayurvedaprakasa by PaQ~itakesava, who may or may not be the author of the 
Siddhamantra, is quoted by Hemadri. 735 

The author 
The last verse of the Siddhamantra reveals the author's name, Kesava, and that of his 
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father, Mahiideva, the name of his teacher in medicine, Bhii.skara, and finally that of 
the king by whom he was honoured, Sirpharli.ja. Additional information is given in his 
son's commentary on this verse: Mahli.deva was a brli.hmar:ia, living in Mahiirli.~fra; Bhli
skara was a brli.hmar:ia as well, living in 'kdapura, 736 the capital of the country; Sitp
harli.ja was the king of Dary~ka. 737 

Date 
Since Kesava appears to have been the royal physician of Sitpharli. ja, who is usually 
identified with Sitphai)a or Siilgharya II, one of the Yli.dava kings of Devagiri, 738 who 
reigned fromA.D. 1210 to A.D. 1247,739 he lived during the first half of the thirteenth 
century. 740 

Lak~ma1~ Pary<;lita 

Lak~mar:ia Pary<;lita, a Jain, son of Vallabha, 741 was the author of the Vaidyava/ Jab ha. 742 

He wrote this work attherequestof Bukka II (1404-1406) of the Vijayanagar kingdom, 
to whom he was a personal physician (prli.ryli.cli.rya).743 

The Lak$mar:iotsava 

The Lak$mar:iotsava 744 is an encyclopaedic work on medicine 745 of about4,000 verses, 
arranged in sixty-four chapters, 746 and completed in A.D. 1449/50. 747 

Chapters one to twelve describe: (I) the genealogy of the author's patron, 748 (2) 
anatomy (sli.rira), (3) dinacaryli., (4) rtucaryli., (5) weights and measures (paribhii~li.), (6) 
the purification of the dhli.tus ( dhiitusodhana), (7) times for administering medicines 
(bhai~ajyakii.lii.dinirupa1)a), (8) dreams (svapnalak~a1)a), (9) the examination of the 
pulse (nli.<;!Iparik~ii.), (10) karmavipli.ka, (11) a list of diseases (sarvarogagaryanli.), and 
(12) the aetiology of the diseases (sarvaroganidli.na). Chapters thirteen to fifty-nine 
deal with the diseases and their treatment, generally in agreement with Mli.dhava's 
order, but with the omission of chapters on apasmli.ra, hrdroga, miitrli.ghiita, asmarI, 
udara, vrddhi, vidradhi, sli.riravraQ3, sadyovrai)a, bhagna, nli.<;1Ivral)a, upadal!lsa, su
kado~a. amlapitta, and masurikli.. The last five chapters are about vli.J1karar:ia, rasli.yana, 
paiicakarman, dfpanapli.canli.di (technical terms for particular actions of medicines), 
and miscellaneous subjects (misrakavarga). 749 

Sources referred to in the introductory verses ( 1.39) are Atri, Bhe<;la, Caraka, 
Nityanli.tha, Susruta, and Vli.gbha!a. 

The Lak$mar:iotsava is quoted in Ananta's Pratiipakalpadruma, Dattarli.ma's Br
hadrasariyasundara,750 Cli.mury<;la's Jvaratimirabhiiskara, and in the Yogaratniikara. 151 

It is referred to in Nidhi's Yogasamuccaya. 
A Vaidyasarvasva is also ascribed to Lak~mai)a, son of Amarasil!lha. 752 

Verses nine to thirty-nine of chapter one give a detailed genealogy of the author's 
patron Lak~mar:ia, 753 a kli.yastha of the Mli.thura class, residing in Mathurli., and a son 
of Amarasitpha. 754 The stanzas in praise of this Lak~mal)3 mention that he had a tank 
( dirghikli.) and a rest-house ( dharmasli.lli.) constructed in Navagrli.ma. 755 Lak~mar:ia's fa-
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ther, Amarasi111ha, held some high position at the court of Mahamandakhiina, 756 a Sa
ka king (siikesa, siikottama), who was still reigning at Sripatha 757 when the Lak$ma
(lotsava was composed. With regard to the authorship of the work, it appears that a 
certain Vedasarman, who derived his medical knowledge from an extensive work by 
K~emasarman, 758 dictated it to one Puru~ttama who perhaps revised it. 759 Two more 
persons, courtiers of Lak~mai;ia, may have contributed to its composition. 760 

Loha!a 

Loha!a, son of Padma and pupil of Milha~1a, who wrote the Cikitsiimrta, was the author 
of the CikitsarQavasaq1hitii. 761 Since Milhai;ia belongs to the first half of the thirteenth 
century, Loha!a is somewhat later. 

The Madanapii!anigha(l{ll 

The MadanapiilanighaQ{U 762 is also called Madanavinoda,763 Madanavinodanigha
Q{U, 764 Madanapiilavinoda,165 MadanapiilavinodanighaQ{U,166 Madananigha(l{u,767 

and probably Madanaratnanigha(l{u.768 The work is attributed to king Madanapiila 
who, according to tradition, wrote a number of treatises on various subjects. 769 It 
is said to have been popular in the Northwestern provinces of India up to relatively 
recent times. 770 771 

Contents 772 

This nighai;i!u contains 1,466 verses, 773 arranged in thirteen vargas.774 The medically 
relevant verses are mostly slokas, whereas the introductory and concluding stanzas, as 
well as the first and the last ones of the majority of the vargas, areforthegreaterpart in 
a Iongermetre. The verse at the end of the vargas is similar in most of them, ascribes the 
authorship to king Madana, and gives the name of the varga. The introductory verses 
praise Vi~i;iu, Gai;iesa, Siirya and Kiisiriija, while the first verse of the remaining var
gas extols Vi~~m or Km1a in beautiful language. The work ends with a genealogy of 
Madanapiila (13.92-98), followed by the standard verse concluding a varga, and, fi
nally, a verse with the date of composition. 

The text of the treatise enumerates the synonyms of medicinal substances to
gether with their properties,775 while at the end various other subjects are dealt 
with, as is usual in a nighai;i!u. The contents are as follows: (I) abhayiidivarga, 
vegetable drugs, beginning with haritakI (abhayii); (2) sui:i!hyiidivarga, spices and 
condiments, including the types of salt, etc.; (3) sugandhidravyavarga, fragrant 
substances; (4) suvari:iadivarga, metals, minerals, gems, etc.; (5) va!iidivarga, trees; 
(6) phaliidivarga, fruits; (7) siikavarga, vegetables; (8) piiniyiidigm:iavarga, liquids; (9) 
ik~ukiidirasavan:iana, products of the sugarcane and related substances, together with 
honey; (10) dhiinyagm:iavari:iana, grains and pulse; ( 11) dhiinyakrtiinniidiniimavarga, 
prepared foods; (12) mii1p.savarga, the flesh of various animals; (13) misrakavarga, on 
dinacaryii, rtucaryii, and related subjects. 

The Madanapii!anigha(l{u is quoted in the Ayurvediibdhisiira, Bhiivamisra's gloss-
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es on the Bhiivaprakasa, Jiiiirasariimasarman's Anupiinadarpa1_1a, Kiisiriima's commen
tary on the SarrigadharasaI]Jhitii, Chaliiri Nrsilpha's S/11[tyarthasiigara, 776 Kiisiriima's 
commentary on the Siirrigadharasarphitii, 777 Khare's commentary on the Rasaratna
samuccaya, 118 the Riijanigha1_1tu, the Siiligriim11nighar;itubhii$a1_1a of the Brhannigha
l){uratniikara, Priyavrat Sarmii's auto-commentary on his DravyaguJJasiitra, Sivadatta's 
auto-commentary on the Sivako$a, 779 Srlvallabhagar:ii's commentary on Hemacandra's 
Abhidhiinacintiima1_1i180 and Nighar;ituse$a, Trimalla's Yogatararigir;ii, Vaidyariija's Su
khabodha, and Vallabhabhana's commentary on the IvaratrisatI. It was one of the sou
rces of RaghuniithaJi's Nighar;itusarpgraha, of the chapters on materia medica of To~a
ra's A.yurvedasaukhya, the nigha1_1Ju section of Trimalla's Brhadyogatararigi1_1i, and the 
Satasloki of Trimalla. 781 

Special features 
Noteworthy names of drugs found in the Madanapiilanigha1_1tu are: 782 ahiphena 
(opium; J.345), iikiisavalli ( 1.262), 783 iillfika (6.66),784 amrta(phala) (6.59-60),785 

aiiJTra (6.67),786 iiriimasitalii (1.311),787 asthisrnkhalikii (7.83),788 baliimoJii (1.315),789 

bhailgii (1.333),790 cauhiira (2.35),791 chilihi~1Jha (1.346),792 citrakandaka (7.79),793 

~i~1~isa (7.32),794 eliiphala (6.65),795 ga1_1~dfirvii (1.336), 796 ghaniigamabhavii(vallr) 
(7.58), 797 jasada ( 4.12),798 jayapiila ( 1.114), 799 kiiliilga (different from kuJaja; 7.9), 800 

kiiiicanr (1.334),801 kaiicukii (7.86), 802 kapitthapattrl (6.92),803 karmarailga (6.85), 804 

keyfira (different from hrrvera; 7.95),805 kharbuja (6.53-54), 806 khasatila (1.344), 807 

kiilkir:ir (6.43), 808 kolasimbr (7.33), 809 kubjakii (3.88), 8IO kukkuradru ( 1.312), 8ll 
kumiiri ( 1.331), 812 kuJira (7.52-53), 813 laghudriik~ (6.5), 814 madhukarkaJikii (6. 
79), 815 mii1psarohi1_1r (1.320), 816 parpaJi (3.71),817 phoga (7.42),818 riijapaJolikii 
(7.45), 819 samr~kii (5.66), 820 siiriimla (6.83),821 silemiinr (6.21), 822 sindurl (3. 
106),823 sthfilakanda (7.88), 824 svetaviirtiiku (7.24), 825 tirigicchi (5.63),826 tumbr, 
mi~!ii (7.10), 827 JU1(1Juka (different from syoniika; 7.57),828 vallakanda (7.59), 829 

vandhyiikarkoJaki ( 1.273-274), 830 viisantr (3.91), 831 vaJapattrr ( 1.26),832 vi~atinduka 
(6.40-42),833 and vu~a (3.98).834 

Especially to be noted is the presence of bhailgii, khasatila, ahiphena, and jasada 335 

in this list. Moreover some drugs are mentioned which were also included in Vopade
va's H[Clayadipaka: asthisa1phiiraka (1.321), hijjala (5.19), babfila (5.33; = babbfila), 
karaiiji(5.62; = karaiijikii), andjalakanda (7.89).836 

The author 
The works attributed to Madanapiila were probably not written by this person of 
royal lineage himself, but under his patronage by authors who are only partially 
known. One of these was Visvesvara Bhana (1360-1390),837 who composed the 
Madanapiirijiita, a treatise on dharmasiistra, sometimes ascribed to Madanapiila, 838 

and the Mahaq1ava. 839 This Gu1_1iikara Visves"ara, son of Vacaspati (author of the 
A.tarikadarpal)a on the Miidhavanidiina), may have composed the Madanapiilanighal)fU 
or have assisted Madanapiila in writing it. 840 

The genealogy of Madanapiila can be reconstructed from verses at the end of 
the Madanavinoda.841 Madanapiila was a younger brother of Sahajapiila; both were 
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sons of Siidhiirai:ia,842 son of Hariscandra, son of Bharahapiila, 843 son of Ratnapiila. 
Madanaplila was the father of two sons, who are both credited with a medical treatise; 
a paediatric text, Sisurak~ratna,844 is ascribed to the elder, Prthvimalla, and the 
Mahaqiava845 to the younger, called Miindhiitar. The descent of Madanapiila is 
confirmed by the introductory verses of the Sisurak$iiratna where, however, Saha
japiila has remained unmentioned. 846 The genealogy can be supplemented by data 
from the Rasaratnapradfpa by Riimariija, son of Ratnapiila, a descendant of Madana. 
The introductory verses of this treatise state that Madana, son of Siidhiirai:ia, son of 
Haricandra, had two elder brothers, Lak~mai:iasiq1ha, the eldest, and Sahajapiila. 847 

Madanapiila belonged to the family of Tiika or Tiikii kings,848 who ruled in 
Kii~\hii 849 on the Yamunii, to the north of Delhi. 850 Madanapiila's viruda was 
ka\iiramalla. 851 

Date 
The last verse gives the date of composition of the work: Monday, 8 January 1375. 852 

Miidhavakavi 

Miidhavakavi was the author of the Miidhavadravyagul)a, also called Bhiivasvabhii
vaviida. 853 • 854 

Contents 
This treatise, containing 866 verses,855 is mainly about the medicinal qualities of di
etetic substances. It does not list their synonyms, but a number of drugs are also dealt 
with in its first chapter. The sources of the work are enumerated in two verses found 
only at the end of one of the MSS. 856 These sources are Bheda, Caraka, Haricandra, 
Hiirita, Pariisara, Susruta, Viigbha\a, and Vaideha. 

Miidhava's Dravyagul)a is divided into the considerable number of twenty-nine 
chapters (varga). 857 It is closely related to Cakrapiil)i's Dravyagul)a and shares a large 
number of verses with that treatise, at least a quarter according te my provisional 
estimate, though also many differences can be noted. Miidhava's text is larger than 
that by Cakrapiit)i with regard to the number of verses and the number of chapters. 
CakrapiiQi's dhanyavarga was, for example, broken up by Miidhava into a siili-, 
kudhiinya- and simbidhiinyavarga, the miirpsavarga into a miir!lsa- and matsyavarga, 
and the madyavarga into a madya-, kiiiijika-, and miitravarga. Miidhava's large first 
chapter on drugs (vividhau~adhivarga) is absent from Cakra's text, as well as the 
sre~\ha- 858 and the rasavarga. 

The arrangement of the drugs in the first chapter has been influenced by the Su
srutasa1µhitii and Viigbha\a's A$fiiligasaiµgraha according to P.V. Sharma, 859 who also 
suggested that Miidhava has borrowed from the So~halanighal)(u.860 

Miidhava's Drnvyagupa became a well-known work, as appears from its being 
quoted in A~hamalla's DTpikii on the Siirngadharasa1µhitii, 861 Hemiidri's Ayurve
darasiiyana, 862 Kr~i:iadatta's commentary on Trimalla's SataslokT, 863 La~miriima's 
commentary on the Siddhabhe$a}amaIJimiilii, Niscala's Ratnaprabhii,864 Sivadii-
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sasena's Tattvacandrikii865 and commentary on Cakrapa1)i's Dravyagu.Qa,866 and 
Vopadeva's Siddhamantraprakiisa. 867 P.V. Sharma 868 claims that the Miidhavadravya
gu.Qa is copiously quoted by Sivadatta Misra in his auto-commentary on the Sivako$11; 
this, however, is an error, for these quotations are from the Paryiiyaratnamiilii. 869 

Vandyagha!Iya Sarviinanda quotes, without naming Miidhava as his source, a portion 
of a well-known v~rse from the MiidhavadravyagwJa in his commentary on the Ama
rakosa 870 One of the verses of Miidhavakavi's work (siikavarga 29) attained great 
pop~larity and has been quoted by many commentators. 871 The whole of Miidhava's 
text was incorporated in Toc,Jariinanda's Ayurvedasaukhya. 872 

Special features 
Noteworthy is the description of the following drugs: jayapiila (vividhau~adhi 28), bha
ngii (vividhau~adhi 63), 873 iiphuka, i.e., opium (vividhau~adhi 110), 874 khasatila, i.e., 
poppy seeds (vividhau~adhi 111), satiiluka (phala 10), 875 madhukarka!ikii (phala 30), 
a variety of date called silemiinI (phala 46), 876 amrtaphala (phala 62), hastikarko!aka 
(saka 31), 877 and pii:iyiikI (siika 67). 878 

The author 
Until comparatively recent times it was often supposed that one and the same author, 
called Miidhava, was responsible for the composition of the Rogaviniscaya and the 
Dravyagw;ia, while, moreover, Dravyagu.Qa and Bhiivasv11bhiiva were regarded as dif
ferent works. 879 N.N. Das Gupta (1936--37: 155) on the other hand, regarded, long 
ago, the Bhiivasvabhiiva as written by a Miidhava who was later than the author of 
the Rogaviniscaya The edition of the text by P.V. Sharma has dissolved the confu
sion and uncertainty, making it clear that Miidhavadravyagu.Qa and Bhiivasvabhiivaare 
two titles of the same work by an author who calls himself Miidhavakavi. P. V. Sharma 
also tried to reconstruct the genealogy of the author of the Miidhavadravyagw;ia He 
supposed that Th. Aufrecht 880 had described Miidhava, author of the Dravyagw;ia, as 
the son of Cakradatta, grandson of Srikai:i!hadatta, and father of Puru~ottama, but this 
is a wrong interpretation, since Aufrecht refers in this way to the genealogy of Puru
~ottama, author of a Dravyagu1_1a. 881 P.V. Sharma, proceeding on this wrong track, ob
served that Aufrecht's data are confirmed by a MS of Puru~ottama's Dravyagu.Qa, 882 

in which the author calls himself son of Miidhava, grandson of Cakradatta, and great
grandson of the Srikai:i!hadatta who wrote commentaries on the saIJlgraha's of Vrnda 
and Miidhavakara. It is extremely unlikely that Puru~ottama 's father was the author of 
the Miidhavadravyagu.Qa, for Puru~ottama, who eulogizes Srikai:i!hadatta, would not 
have remained silent about his father's well-known work. Moreover, the number of 
authors called Miidhava is exceedingly large. It must accordingly be concluded that 
no details concerning Miidhavakavi are known. His title kavi may, if interpreted as an 
abbreviation of Kaviriija, indicate that he belonged to Bengal. 883 

Date 
One of the MSS utilized by P.V. Sharma for his edition of the Miidhavadrav yagu~1a was 
copied in 1452. 884 The quotations by Vopadeva and Hemiidri indicate that the treatise 
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was known in the second half of the thirteenth century. Niscalakara was also acquainted 
with Miidhava's Dravyagul)a, which establishes that it was written before 1150-1200. 
If it is accepted that Vandyagha!iya Sarvlinanda knew the work and quoted from it, the 
date of its composition is earlier than 1159/60.885 Due to its affinity with Cakrapar:ii's 
Dravyagul)a, which may have been one of its main sources, it cannot be earlier than 
the third quarter of the eleventh century. 

P. V. Sharma claims that Mlidhavakavi's work dates from about 1250. 886 He dis
regards the quotation by Vandyagha\iya Sarvlinanda 887 and bases his date on the fol
lowing arguments. Firstly, many verses from Miidhava's work tally with verses from 
the Soghalanighal){U. As admitted by P.V. Sharma himself, it is also possible that both 
authors derived their information from a common source or that Sodhala borrowed 
from Mlidhava. 888 Secondly, he applies the genealogy of Puru~ottama, ;on of Mlidhava 
and great-grandson of Srikar:i\hadatta, to the establishment of the date of Miidhavaka vi. 
Since he places Srikar:i\hadatta in the early thirteenth century, he regards Miidhavakavi 
as belonging to a later part of the same century. 889 As already discussed, this line of 
reasoning is unacceptable. Thirdly, P.V. Sharma adduces internal evidence to corrobo
rate his chronology. This evidence, consisting of the description of jayaplila, bhaiigli, 
liphiika and silemlini (kharjiirikii) in the Bhiivasvabhiiva, cannot be regarded as deci
sive, because bhaiigli is prescribed by Vailgasena and liphiika is found in So9hala's 
Gadanigraha.890 Moreover, the external evidence is strongly in support of an earlier 
date. 891 

Commentary 
A commentary, called Vaidyavallabhii, 892 on the Bhiivasvabhiiva was written by 
Meghadeva, son of Ravinlibha. 893 This commentator ascribes the work to Miidhava
kara and states at the end of each varga that the explanations, proposed by Meghadeva, 
son of Ravinlibha, were redacted by lndumati, whom Cordier894 inclined to identify 
with lndu, the commentator on Viigbhara's works. 

The authorities quoted by Meghadeva are: ligamikat, Candrikii (= Nyiiyacandrikii), 
Devarlija, Gadiidhara, Gayacandra (= Gayadlisa), Gayin, Jejja\a, Kharar:iada, Krsasu
sruta, Nala, Siirasvatanigha!J!U, Vapyacandra, Vi~r:iugupta, and Yogaratna. Since Aru
r:iadatta895 was also among Meghadeva 's sources, his date cannot be earlier than the 
second half of the twelfth century. The reference to the Siirasvatanighal){U may mean 
that he is much later. 

Mahesvara 

Mahesvara, the author of the Visvaprakiisa, Sabdabhedaprakiisa, and a lost Siihasii
nkacarita, 896 is credited with a Cikitsan:iav a. 897 

Mahesvara, who wrote his Visvaprakiisa in l l l l/12, records in its introduction that 
he is a son of Sri Brahma or Brahma and a grandson of the physician Kr~r:ia. Among his 
ancestors are the physician Kesava, Vacaspati, the physician Damodara, the physician 
Srikr~r:ia who was attached to the royal court at Glidhipura, and Haricandra898 who was 
the court physician to Slihasliilka and the author of a commentary on the Carakasaq1-
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hitii. 899 
A medical author called Mahesvara is quoted in Herambasena's Giicjhabodha

kasa.rpgraha, Kavikai:ithahara's Prayogaratniikara, and (as Mahesvara) in Madhava 
Kaviraja's Mugdhabodha. 

Milhai:ia 

¥ilhai:ia compiled his extensive Cikitsiimfta at Delhi in 1224, during the reign of 
Sams-ud-Din Iltutmish. He wrote it for his pupils Gar1gadhara, son of Devesvara, 
and Lohata, 900 son of Padma, being encouraged by Madana (or Madhava) of Agrota 
family, the guru of Arjunavarman, king of Malwa. Milhai:ia was the son of Ku
loddhara of the Jayasa family, a branch of the royal family of Siirasena; it came from 
Tribhuvanagiri, founded by Tribhuvanapala.9°1 

An unspecified Cikitsiimrta is quoted in the Bhesajjamaiijiisiisannaya, Govindase
na's Paribhii~iipradfpa, and Vacaka Dipacandra's LarighanapathyanirQaya. 902 

Momahai:ia 

Momahai:ia was the author of the Momaha1Javiliisa, a treatise of 8,000 verses, 903 ar
ranged in eleven chapters (adhikara), on aphrodisiacs, gynaecology, and obstetrics. 

The chapters deal with (I) sukravrddhikarau~adhadi; (2) sukrastambhakau~adha; 
(3) liiigavrddhidar~hya; ( 4) Iir1gastabdhakarakau~adha; (5) ~ai:ic;l.hatvanasakau~adha; 
(6) vandhyiitvaniisakau~adha, garbharak~artha!Jl mantrau~adhaprayogal), bhagasa1p
kocavidhi, strirogacikitsadi; (7) biilarogacikitsopayogyau~adhamantriidi; (8) biilagra
hacikitsii; (9) and (IQ) c;l.iikinicikitsiidi; (II) biilagrahiidinivarai:iartha1p katipayama
ntrokti, miihesvariididhiipanirmai:iavidhi. 904 

Momahai:ia was a son of Prayiigadasa, a k~triya of Kiilpi, and a grandson of 
Hariviighala. 9os 

The Momaha!lavi/iisa was composed in 1411/12, during the reign of Mahmud 
Shah, the son ofFiriiz Shah Tughluq (1351-1388).9°6 

The Kak~pu[a by Siddha Niigarjuna 

The Kak~pu[a, 907 ascribed to Siddha Niigiirjuna, is a Tantric treatise on ~atkarman. 908 

Contents 909 

The work consists of more than 500 verses and some prose,910 arranged in twenty 
chapters (patala). The subjects are listed in chapter one: vasya, 911 akar~ai:ia, stambha, 
moha, uccata, miirai:ia, vidve~a. vyadhikarai:ia,912 pasusasyarthaniisana,913 kautuka, 
indrajala, yak~i~11mantrasiidhana, cetaka, 914 aiijana, divya, adrsya, padukagati, 
gu\ikii,915 khecaratva, 916 rnrtasa!)lJIVana,917 etc. (1.11 cd-13).918 

The titles of the chapters are: (I) mantrasadhana ( 111 verses); (2) sarvavasi
karai:ia919 (47 verses); (3) riijavasikarai:ia920 (25 verses); (4) strivasyiididriivai:ia (73 
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verses); (5) pativasya921 (21 verses); (6) iikar~al_la922 ( 13 verses); (7) gatistambhana923 

(65 verses); (8) sainyastambhana924 (21 verses); (9) mohana and uccii\ana925 (30 
verses); (10) miira!)a926 (20 verses); (11) vidve~a!)a927 (61 verses); (12) kautuka928 

(21 verses); (13) indrajiilavidyiisiidhana929 (75 verses); (14) yak~i!)isiidhana930 (33 
verses); (15) sarviiiijaniidinidhidarsana931 (48 verses); (16) nidhivasikaral_la932 (10 
verses); (17) adrsyakaral_la933 (42 verses); (18) piidukiisiidhana934 (15 verses); (19) 
kiilavaiicana (28 verses); (20) sarvasa,pkhyiisiidhana (69 verses). 935 

Of some interest with regard to medicine are two parts of chapter eleven which deal 
with procedures bringing about disease in adversaries (among the disorders mentioned 
are liitii, a type ofulcer, galatku~\ha, a form ofleprosy, and piidasaq1koca, a contracture 
of the feet), and one section of chapter nineteen which describes signs of impending 
death (mrtyulak~a!)ajiiiina). 

The author informs us in the first chapter (6-9) that his treatise is an extract from 
earlier works: 936 Siimbhava, 937 Yiimala, Mau/a, Kau/eya, lf'iimaracantra,938 Svaccha
ndacancra,939 Kiikula,940 Sauca, Riijacancra,941 Amrtesvaracancra,942 Ucjcjfsacancra, 
Viicu/acancra,943 Ucchista,944 Siddhisiibaracancra,945 KirikinT, 946 Merucantra, 947 Kiika
capcjesvarfmacacancra,948 Siikinitancra, 949 lf'iikinfeanrra, 950 Raudra, Anugrahanigra
ha,951 Kaucuka, Salyacantra,952 Kriyiikii/aguQOCCara, Haramekhalakagrancha, Indrajii
Ja, 953 RasiinJava, Acharva(la,954 Mahiiveda, 955 Ciirviika, and Giirucjacancra.956 

The Merucancra is referred to again in the body of the work ( 1.16; 8.9). Authorities 
mentioned are Bhiinusuta (1.56, 57, 59) and Somadevaguru (1.55). 

P. Cordier asserted that the Kak$Bpu.ta quotes the RudrayiimaJa.957 

Mantras abound in the Kak$apu{a.958 

The Kak$apu{a is quoted by Toc;lara;959 it is referred to in Sridiisapa!)c;lita's 
commentary on the A${iirigahrdayasaqiliicii.961 The Rasendramariga/a mentions the 
Kak$Bpu{a and may contain verses from it. Many later works contain extracts from 
the Kak$apu{a.961 

The Kak$apu{a is closely related to the Mantrakhal_lc;la of Nityaniitha's Rasaracnii
kara.962 

The author and his dace 
The date of Siddha Niigiirjuna, whose name does not occur in the body of the work, 963 

has been discussed elsewhere.964 Since the KiikacB(lcjes"varfmacacantra, one of the 
sources of the Kak$BpU{a, refers to (Siddha) Niigiirjuna as an ancient authority, this 
Kak$Bpu{a cannot possibly have been composed by the latter. The text is later than the 
twelfth century, the period to which the Kiikacandesvarfmacacancra is usually assigned 
and earlier than Toc;lara's Ayurvedasaukhya, which quotes it. 965 

The Yogaracnamiilii by Niigiirjuna 

The Yogaracnamiila966 or Ascaryaracnamiila,961 ascribed to Niigiirjuna,968 is of some 
medical interest, though it is chiefly a Tantric text dealing with magic. 
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Contents 96' 

The treatise consists of 140 polished verses 970 in aryii metre971 about a large number of 
subjects 972 belonging to what is called satkarman in Tantrism. Most of the stanzas de
scribe procedures enabling one to achie~e·extraordinary aims, but the healing of bodily 
disorders also forms an integral part of the work. 

Some of the topics are: vasya (subjugation; 3-6); vidve~a1.1a (sowing dissension; 
7-10); ucciital)a (eradication; 11-14); puru~iintardhiina (rendering oneself invisible; 
25-30); kautiihala (the production of unusual phenomena; 31-38); agnistambha 
(the quenching of fire; 39-42); sastrastambha (making weapons harmless; 55-58); 
akiilagraha1.1a (causing solar and lunar eclipses; 63-67); mrtasa1pj1vana (making dead 
animals alive again; 135), etc. Subjects pertaining more or less to medicine are: 
lomasiitana (the removal of hair; 51-54); vi~iipahiira (counteracting poisons; 73-76); 
vi~amajvariipahiira (counteracting irregular fever; 77-78); vandhyiiputrajanana (mak
ing a barren woman give birth to a son; 85-86); vandhyiikara1)a (producing ste.rility 
in a woman; 89-92); lir1gavrddhi (increasing the size of the male organ; 93-96); 
sukrastambha (delaying ejaculation; 97-100); yonisiilakara1)a (causing pain in the 
female organs; IOI); ku~ihakararya (causing ku~!ha to appear; 102); 973 garbhastambha 
(preventing delivery in a pregnant woman; 106); vrscikavi~pahiira (counteracting 
the effects of a scorpion-bite; 108-111 ); bhagasaq1kocana (healing wounds of the 
female organs; 121 ); bhagodghii!ana (making the vagina accessible or inaccessible to 
the male; 122); bhagapraviiha (causing bleeding from the female organs; 123). 

Some of the recipes bearnames, e.g., kalpalalanii (26) and reQuriija (121 ). 
At the end of the work the author, who calls himself Niigiirjuna, 974 declares that he 

composed it from what he heard from his guru and learnt from other siistras. He adds 
that he tested all the recipes and found them effective. 975 

Special features 
Noteworthy names of medicinal plants are: iihaka (62),976 miituliini (69),977 sasiir1ka 
(23), 978 sasija (39), 979 stabdhii (34 ), 980 and siila (96). 981 . 

The auchor and his date 
The name of the author's guru, Bhiiskara, may be hidden in a pun in the first 
verse, where he is compared to the sun (bhiiskara). P. V. Sharma, who accepts this 
interpretation, 982 regards him as identical with the Bhiiskara who was the father and 
teacher of Soqhala983 and also the teacher of Kesava, which makes the Niigiirjuna 
who wrote the work a contemporary of these two (twelfth to thirteenth centuries)984 

and distinct from Siddha Niigiirjuna. 985 Since Gm)iikara wrote his commentary on the 
Yogaratnamalii in 1239/40, the work is earlier than that date. 

Commencarv 
A fDmmenca1y (viv!ti)986 on Niigii1juna's Yogaracnamiiliiwas written by Gm)iikara, 987 
a Svetiimbara monk, who made use of more elaborate works of predecessors, as indi
cated by himself. 988 The commentary was composed in 1239/40.989 The only sources 
referred to are a Kosa (ad 12), a Dra vyaguQB (ad 44), and a Paryiiya (ad 35). 
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Local names of medicinal plants found in it are: bariiirii (ad 85; = balii), bhelii (ad 
63; = bhallatakabija), boc.latharI (ad 111; = stabdha), boc,II kahliirI (ad 34; = stabdhii = 
sriival)ikii = mul)~I),gojibhI (ad 78; = niiginI=govatsii),990 irtguvii (ad 26; =ingudI),99I 
je\himadhu (ad 85; = madhuya~\i), kakahI (ad 59; = hribija = biilakabija),992 kakahI 
(ad 85; = atibalii), 993 karihiirI (ad 12 and 23; = halinI = lii1iga!I), 994 thohari (ad 76 and 
100; = vajrI = snuhi). 995 Other words of local origin are: suramii and rasavatii (ad 23 
and 29; = sroto'iijana), a~1asalii, the word for bhuniiga(anearthworm) in Saurii~tra, and 
kecuvii, the word used for that animal in Kiinyakub ja. As most of these words are said 
to be current in Gujarat, the commentator may have resided in that region for a long 
time. 996 

A Gu1Jiikara is quoted by Gopiiladiisa,997 Niiganiitha,998 Niscalakara, 999 Vii
caspati, 1000 and Vijayarak~ita. iooi The quotations by Niscalakara and Vijayarak~ita 
cannot be traced in the commentary on the Yogaratnamalii and may derive from a 
commentary on the Carakasarphitaw02 by a Gm)iikara who evidently was a different 
person, since he lived a long time before his namesake. 1003 

The Sisurak§iiratna by Prthvimalla 

The Sisurak§liratna, 1°04 also called Biilacikitsa, 1005 is a work by Prthvimalla, the elder 
brother of Miindhiitar and son of Madanapiila. 

Contents 
The Sisurak§iiratna is a treatise on kaumiirabhrtya in three chapters (prakiisa): (I) 
garbhil)Igarbharak~iinirupal)a, on prenatal care, especially on rituals to be observed 
during each month of pregnancy; (2) biilakarak~iinirupa1Ja, chiefly on biilagrahas 
and the contrivances for averting their attacks; (3) vaidyakoktau~adhiidinirupat)a, on 
children's diseases and their treatment. 

Sources, mentioned in the introduction, are the Prayogasiira 1006 and Susruta. The 
Bhavi§yottara is referred to at the beginning of chapter one. Chapter two indicates that 
the author borrowedf rom the Kriyiikiilagu{JOttara, NiiriiyaIJTya and Prayogasiira Chap
ter three contains the Sitalii~\aka from the Skandapurii{1a. 

P{thvimalla and his work are quoted in the Para.foriimapratiipa, a work belonging 
to the sixteenth century. 1007 

S pecia/ features 
The order of the diseases in chapter three is not in conformity with the Miidhavanidiina; 
moreover, antravrddhi, kural)~a and vradhma are regarded as three separate nosologi
cal entities. rnos 

The author and his date 
The genealogy of Prthvimalla is recorded in the introductory verses. 1009 

Prthvimalla's father, Madaniipala, wrote his Madanavinoda in 1375, which implies 
that the Sisurak§iiratna can be assigned to the beginning of the fifteenth century. 1010 
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Puru~ottama 

Puru~ottama, son of Madhava, grandson of Cakradatta, great-grandson of Srika-
1)\hadatta, wrote a Dravyagul)a. 

Puru~ottama states that his great-grandfather was the author of the second part of 
the Madhukosa ·and of the Vyiikhyiikusumiiva/f, which establishes that he lived about 
AD. 1200. 1011 

Rai:1akakesarin 

Rar:1akakesarin was the author of a RugtJadfpikii or Yogadfpikii. 1012 

The Ratnakutiiha/a 

The anonymous Ratnakutiihala was composed in 1442. 1013 

Siinigadhara 

The Siiriigadharasarphitii by Sarrigadhara 1014 has an important place in Sanskrit medi
cal literature of the mediaeval period and became a popular work, which can be inferred 
from its inclusion in the minor triad of authoritative works called Laghutrayf. 1015 The 
changes in the theory and practice oflndian medicine since the days of the early saq1-
hitas are faithfully reflected in it, especially the increasing influence of alchemy, while 
moreover the examination of the pulse is described for the first time in this treatise. 

Contents 
The work consists of 2,421 verses arranged in three sections (khar;i93) and thirty-two 
chapters, though the author himself states 1016 that it contains 2,600 verses in thirty
two chapters. The first section (piirva~har:1Qa) has 453 verses in seven chapters, the sec
ond (madhyamakhar:u;la) 1,2841/2 verses in twelve, and thethird(uttarakhal}9a) 6831/2 
verses in thirteen chapters. Part of the colophons, especially those of Kiisiriima's com
mentary, also use the terms siitrasthiina, 1011 sarirasthiina1018 and cikitsiisthiina, 1019 in 
agreement with the work being a sa[Jlhitii. 1020 A short table of contents is found in the 
first chapter. 1021 

I. Piirvakhar:1911. (I) The paribhii~ii chapter deals with some basic concepts (3-5), 
the contents of the work (7-13ab), weights and measures (14cd-44ab), basic rules re
garding the preparation of medicines, the time of collection of fresh drugs and the parts 
of the plants to be used ( 44cd-62ab). 1022 (2) The bhai~ajyiikhyiinaka chapter describes 
the five times of the day at which medicines should be taken (1-12), the concepts of 
rasa, gur;ia, virya, vipiika and prabhiiva (I 3-24ab), the relations between the do~as and 
the seasons (24cd-30ab), and various causes of disequilibrium of the do~as (30cd-
36ab ). (3) The nii9Iparik~dividhi chapter is about the examination of the pulse ( l-9ab) 
and on prognostic signs (9cd-26). 1023 (4) The dipanapiicana chapter contains defini
tions of a series of terms designating drug actions. 1024 (5) The kaliidikakhyiina chap-
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ter is about anatomy; 1025 it describes a series of bodily structures, beginning with the 
seven kaliis (1-7ab), and proceeds with the seven receptacles (iisaya; 7cd-I0), seven 
dhiitus (11-12), malas (13-15), upadhiitus (16-18), seven layers of the skin (19-22), 
do~as (23-36ab), sniiyus and related structures (36cd-38ab), siriis (38cd-39ab), pesis 
(39cd-40ab), randhras (40cd-42), phupphusa and other viscera (43-45ab), the male 
genitals and the heart (45cd-47ab), and some more general subjects like respiration 
( 48cd-50ab ), iiyus (50cd-5 l ), etc. The chapter ends with verses on the evolution of t~e 
universe (smikrama) according to Siirpkhya views (55-73). (6) The iihiiriidigati chap
ter is concerned with physiology (l-14ab), rules for the administration of medicines 
to children and related matter (14cd-20), the constitutions (21-24ab), and finally the 
characteristics of nidrii, miirchii, bhriinti, tandrii, gliini, iilasya,jrmbhii, k~uta and udgiira 
(24cd-29ab). (7) The rogagai:iana chapter enumerates the diseases recognized by Sii
rngadhara and their several types (1-204). 

II. The Madhyamakhai:i9a deals with the various pharmaceutical preparations 
and contains a great number of formulae. (1) The svarasiidikalpanii chapter defines 
a svarasa, describes the way it should be prepared, and gives many examples (2-
20). It proceeds in the same way with the variety of svarasa prepared by means of 
pu\apiika (21-43ab). 1026 (2) The first part of this kviithiidikalpanii chapter (1-149) 
is on kviithas; w27 it also enumerates the drugs belonging to two gai:ias, namely 
the viratarviidiga1)a (102cd-104ab) and the varui:iadigai:ia (128-129). The second 
part deals with the preparations called pramathyii (150-151), yaviigii (152-153), 
yii~a (154-156), piina (157-158), u~t)odaka (159-160), ~Irapiika (161-164ab), an
naprakriyii (164cd-166ab), vilepI (166cd-167ab), peyii and yii~a (167cd-169ab), and 
ma1)9a (169cd-l 75ab). (3) The phiiQ!iidikalpanii chapter describes the preparations 
called phiii:i!a (1-8) and mantha (9-13ab). (4) The himakalpanii chapter is about 
himas (l-9ab). (5) The kalkakalpanii chapter is concerned with kalkas (1-29ab). (6) 
The ciiri:iakalpanii chapter (l-65ab) deals mainly with ciir~tas, 1028 but has also verses 
on anupiina (4-5), on some groups of drugs (16cd-19ab: jivaniyaga~1a; 19cd-20: 
a~13kavarga) and on k~iira (24-25). (7) The gu\ikiikalpanii chapter describes gu!ikiis, 
modakas and va\akas, which are closely related types of preparation (1-105). 1029 (8) 
The avalehakalpanii chapter is about a vale has ( 1-89ab ). 1030 (9) The ghrtatailakalpanii 
chapter is concerned with snehapiika (l-19ab), various types of medicated ghees 
(19cd-92) and oils (93-210), and also has some verses on madhusukta (178cd-180). 
(10) The sarpdhiinakalpanii chapter is about preparations made by way of fermentation 
(sarpdhiina), i.e., the types called iisava and ari~!a io3i (2-3), sidhu, etc. (4), surii, etc. 
(5-6), viirut)I (7ab), sukta (7cd-lO), tu~iimbu, sauvira, kiiiijika and sa~t9iikI (11-12). 
A number of iisavas (13-38) 1032 and ari~\as (39-92) are described. (11) The dhii
tusodhanamiira~ia chapter describes the purification (sodhana) and killing (miira~1a) 
of metals and a number of other inorganic substances. After enumerating the seven 
metals (dhatu) distinguished by Siirngadhara, namely gold, silver, brass (lira), copper, 
lead (niiga), tin (va!iga) and iron (tik~~1a), and describing their purification (1-4 ), the 
killing of each of these metals is dealt with (5-53ab ). This is followed by a section 
on the seven upadhiitus, which are mineral substances consisting of (53cd-54ab) 
miik~ika (pyrites), tutthaka (sulphate of copper), abhra (mica), niliiiijana (stibnite 
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or antimonite, Sb2S3), silii (= mana~silii, i.e., realgar, As2S2), iilaka (= haritiila, i.e., 
orpiment, As2S3) and rasaka (calamine, i.e., an ore of zinc). Procedures leading to 
the purification and killing of these substances are described (54cd-76ab), followed 
by the procedure aiming at the release of the essence of the metals (and upadhiitus), 
the so-called sattvanirgama (76cd-78). The third part of this chapter is concerned 
with the purificati•n and killing of some (semi)precious stones (79-92ab). It ends 
with the purification of bitumen (siliijatu; 92cd-99ab), the preparation of rust of iron 
(ma~19ura; 99cd-!Olab) and finally caustics (k~iira; !Olcd-104). (12) The rasakalpanii 
chapter mainly deals with mercurial preparations. It opens with a verse in praise of 
mercury (I), mentions its synonyms (2) and enumerates nine metals (3-4ab), i.e., the 
seven metals mentioned in chapter eleven, together with bell-metal (kiirpsyaka) and 
magnetic oxide of iron (kiintaloha). This is followed by the purification of mercury 
(4cd-'13ab), sulphur (gandhaka; !3cd-15ab) and cinnabar (darada; 15cd-16ab), and 
the extraction of mercury from the last substance of these three (16cd-17). The nine 
poisons and seven secondary poisons are enumerated (18-20ab), and the so-called 
mukhakara~1a of mercury is dealt with, which consists of procedures rendering it 
capable of 'eating' other substances (20cd-24); after this mukhakarai:ia it is called 
chinnapak~a, which means that it is now regarded as a bird whose wings have been 
clipped. The chapter goes on with the description of gandhakajiira1~a, i.e., the digestion 
of sulphur liy mercury (25-29ab) and various procedures for the killing of mercury 
(29cd-41). The remaining part of the chapter consists of recipes for a number of 
rasau~adhas against vaiious diseases ( 42-289). 1033 It ends with some verses on the 
purification of jaipiila (290) and poisons (291-294), which may be later additions 
because the commentators are silent on them. 

III. The Uttarakhai:iqa is about paficakarman (chapters 1-8) 1034 and allied subjects 
(chapters 9-13). Its thirteen chapters deal with: (I) sneha (l-34ab); (2) sveda (1-35), 
said to be of four types: tiipa-, u~ma-, upaniiha-, and dravasveda; (3) vamana (1-33); 
(4) virecana (l-48ab); 1035 (5) basti, especially the type called anuviisana (1-51); 
(6) niruha (1-34); (7) uttarabasti (l-16ab); (8) nasya and sirovirecana (1-63); (9) 
dhumapiina (1-25); (10) gai:iqu~a and kavala (l-2lab); (II) lepa and some other 
subjects; this is a long chapter of 152 verses containing many prescriptions, among 
which are recipes for increasing the size of the penis (litigavrddhi), tightening the 
vagina (yonisa1pkoca); sirobasti and kari:iapurai:ia are also dealt with in this chapter; 
(12) soi:iitasriiva, i.e., bloodletting (1-45); (13) netrakarman, i.e., the application 
of medicinal preparations to the eyes; this long chapter of 128 verses is concerned 
with seven main types of preparation applied to the eyes: seka (2-12ab), iiscyotana 
(12cd-2lab), pit)~i (2 lcd-30ab), biqiila (30cd-37), tarpa1~a (38-52ab), pu\apiika 
(52cd-61), and afijana (62-74); it also contains recipes for vartis (75-87ab), and ends 
with those for rasakriyiis and some afijanas (87cd- I 24 ).1°36 

Authors and works quoting from or referring to Siirtigadhara or his sarp.hitii are: 
Aghoraniitha's commentary on his Bhi$aksarvasva, the Afll!tasiigara and Jfiiirasarii
ma's version of this work, the Arogyamrtabindu, Asubodha Senagupta's commentary 
on Govindasena's Paribhii$iipradfpa, Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta's corn-
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mentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, the .Ayurvooiya Khanijavijiiiina, Basava's 
Sivatattvaratniik~ Bhiivamisra, the Bfle$ajasarphitii, Bhoja's Yuktikalpataru, the 
Brhannigh~furatniikara, Devashpha Vig~al 's Brhadiisaviiri~fasa1J1graha, the Dhii
tumiiral)a, 1037 Dharmadatta's Trido~arpgraha, Ga~1aniithasena's commentary on his 
Siddhiintanidiina, Gai:iesadaivajiia's commentary on the Muhiirtatattva, 1°38 Govinda
sena's Paribh,1$iipradfpa, Gulriijsarmamisra's Visikhiinupravesavijiiiina and commen
tary on the A.yurvedaprakiisa, Haridattasiistrin's commentary on the Rasatarangil)f, 
Hariprapanna 's Rasa yogasiigara, Harisarai:iananda 's Kii pipakvarasanirmiil)a vijiiiina, 
Miidhava's .Ayurvedaprakiisa, Mahimasamudra's Vaidyakacintiimal)i, Meghamuni's 
Meghavinoda, 1°39 Nidhi's Yogasamuccaya, the Piikamiirtal)ga, 1040 the Piiradasalflhitii, 
the Parasuriimapratiipa, 1041 Riijesvaradatta Misra's Svasthavrttasamuccaya, Rama's 
Samkariikhya, Riimacandra's Riimavinoda, the Rasatattvavivecana, the Rasiiyana
saqigraha, 1042 the Rasoddhiiratantra, Hanumatprasiida Sarman's commentary on the 
Siddhabhai~jyamaiijii~ii. Priyavrat Sarmii's auto-commentary on the .Ayurvedada
rsana, Sivamisra's Vaidyasiistrasiviinubhava, Somadevasarman's commentary on the 
Ayurvedaprakiisa, Toc;lara 's Ayurvedasaukhya, 1043 Trirnalla's Yogatara,igil)i1044 and 
Brhadyogatarangil)f, 1045 the UttankadarpaIJa, 1046 an anonymous VaidyakasBlflgraha, 
Vaidyariija's Sukhabodha, the Viisudeviinubhava, 1°41 Vidyiipati's Vaidyarahasya, Vi
svaniitha DvivedI's Rasendrasambhava, Yiidavji TrikamjI's Rasamrta and Siddha
yogasBlflgraha, the Yogaratniikara, 1048 and Yogendraniitha's Ayurvijiiiinaratniikara 
The Siirngadharasarphitii was one of the sources of Aryadiisa Kumiirasi1J1ha's Kvii
tham~imiifr1 and of the Ma'din al-~bifii'. 

Large stretches of the Siirngaaharasa111hitii were incorporated in Bhiivamisra's 
Bhiivaprakiisa. 1049 Vedakavi made use of it in the composition of his Jiviinanda. Many 
verses from Siirngadharasalflhitii 1.5 and 7 form part of the Niicficakra. The· unknown 
author of the interpolated portions of Niscalakara's Ratnaprabhii reproduces parts of 
the Siirngadharasa1phitii and A~hamalla's commentary. 105o 

Siinigadhara was also known to Rama, who quotes him in his Tilakii on the Riimii
ya(ia. 1051 

Riimacandra's Vaidyavinoda, written in Hindi verse in 1669/70, is an adaptation of 
the Siirngadha1·asa1phitii. I052 

Special features 1153 

The series of the seasons consists of gri~ma, pravr~ var~~. sarad, hemanta, vasanta; 
they are associated with the signs of the zodiac (riisi): gri~ma with Me~a (Aries) and 
Vr~a (faurus), priivr~ with Mithuna (Gemini) and Karka (Cancer), var~ii~ with Siqiha 
(Leo) and Kanyii (Virgo), sarad with Tulii(Libra) and Vrscika (Scorpio), hemanta with 
Dhanus (Sagittarius) and Griiha (Capricornus), vasanta with Kumbha (Aqualius) and 
Mina (Pisces) (2.25cd-26). Medicinal substances are said to possess only five main 
qualities (gui:ia), namely guru, snigdha, tik~i:ia, riik~a and laghu, corresponding with 
the five mahiibhiitas; all the other qualities are included in these five (1.2.16-l?ab). I054 

Two types of virya are distinguished, u~i:ia and sita; the other types are included in these 
two (l.2. l ?cd-18). l055 

The Siirngadharasa1phitii is the earliest Sanskrit medical text that summarily de-
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scribes feeling the pulse for diagnostic and prognostic purposes (l.3.1-9ab). 1056 The 
types of pulse found in disturbances of the d~s are characterized by comparing them 
with the way of moving of certain animals. Some signs of prognostic significance are 
enumerated and the types of pulse occun"ing in a number of diseased conditions, as 
contrasted with those in health, are also described. 1057 

Pulse-examination had no place in Indian medicine in early periods, as is evident 
from the texts and attested by an important witness like 1-ching, 1058 but is rarely omit
ted from medical treatises which are later than Siinigadhara. 1059 Investigations on the 
origin of the iiyurvedic pulse-lore are wanting, though it has been suggested 1060 that it 
derives from Muslim medicine. Influences from Southern India should, however, not 
be neglected, because Siddha medicine has a highly developed and almost purely Tamil 
terminology for a large number of pulses. 1061 

Inauspicious and auspicious dreams are also dealt with in chapter three (l.3.14cd-
26). 

The actions of drugs defined in chapter four, and illustrated with examples, are: 
dipana, piicana, samana, anulomana, s111111sana, bhedana, recana, vamana, sodhana, 
chedana, Iekhana, griihin, stambhana, rasiiyana, viijikarai:ia, sukrala, sukrapravartaka 
and -janaka, siik~ma, vyaviiyin, vikiisin, madakiirin, priii:iahara, pramiithin, and 
abhi~yandin. 

The chapter on anatomy (1.5) presents a number of noteworthy features. The or
gan, usually designated as kloman and regarded as the seat of thirst, is called tila 1062 

by Siiri1gadhara (1.5.8 and 45) and said to be located on the left side of the abdomen, 
above the seat of the digestive fire, though it is described as being present on the right 
side under the liver in earlier texts. 1063 Among the seven receptacles (iisaya) the chest 
(uras) is designated as the receptacle of living blood (jivarakta; 1.5.9), which is new. 
Viita is said to be predominantly associated with rajas (l.5.26), pitta with sattva (1.5. 
29), kapha with tamas (l.5.33cd-34ab). The transformation of rasa into blood is said 
to take place in the liver (1.5.31); elsewhere (1.6.9), Siinigadhara asserts that this pro
cess occurs in the heart. 1064 A tenth orifice (randhra) of the body has been added to the 
traditional number of nine; it was interpreted as the hidden brahmarandhra on the top 
of the head by A~hamalla (ad I. 5.41 ). The process ofrespiration has been described for 
the first time by Siirrigadhara: "The priir:iaviiyu, located in the umbilical region, touches 
the interior of the heart-lotus and then leaves (the body) by way of the throat, in order 
to drink the amrta of Vi~I)u's place (i.e., the atmosphere). After drinking the nectar (pI
yii~a) of the atmosphere, it returns quickly, satisfying the whole body and nourishing 
the abdominal fire" (l.5.48cd-50ab). 1065 

The verses on Siirpkhya mention the five tanmiitras (l.5.6lcd-65ab). 
Blood is described as present in the whole body and as the main support oflif e(l.6. 

IOcd). Its qualities are snigdha, guru, cala and sviidu; when vidagdha, it is like pitta 
(l.6. llab). 1066 

Siirrigadhara's nosography (1.7) differs from the systems found in the Miidhava
nidiina and Viigbha\a's works. As shown by the following survey, it has many features 
of its own, although the influences of Viigbha\a and Miidhava are clearly perceptible. 

Siinigadhara enumerates twenty-five varieties of fever, whereas Miidhava distin-
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guishes eight of them. This number of twenty-five is obtained by counting separately 
the five irregular fevers (vi~amajvara), which Miidhava considers to be included in 
satpnipiitajvara, and by subdividing Miidhava's iigantujvara into thirteen varieties. The 
latter group consists of (a) fevers caused by abhiciira, grahiivesa and siipa, (b) four trau
matic (ghiitaja) fevers, brought about by srama, cheda, k~ata, and diiha, (c) six abhi~a
ilga fevers, arising from kiima, bhni, sue, ro~a, vi~a, and au~adhagandha. The major
ity of these varieties are also found in the Miidhavanidiina, but the four members of 
the ghiitaja group are absent there. A closely related classification of the iigantujvaras 
occurs, however, in Viigbhaia 's works, which were obviously Siirilgadhara's source 
of inspiration. The fevers called caturthakaviparyaya, viitabaliisaka and pralepaka, de
scribed by Miidhava, are not mentioned. Seven types of diarrhoea (atisiira) are listed, 
instead of the six of Miidhava; a variety caused by fear (bhaya), also recognized as a 
separate entity in the Carakasaq:ihitii and in Viigbhaia's works, has been added. A fifth 
type of grahai;ir, brought about by iima, is added to the four do~aja types of Miidhava; 
according to the commentator A<;ihamalla, it is caused by iimaviita, while Kiisiriima 
mentions iima. This suggests that it may be identical with sarpgrahagrahal)Y, described 
in some supplementary verses of the Miidhavanidiina. 1067 AjfTl)a is divided into four 
varieties, whereas Miidhava mentions that some authorities recognize six types; Sii
n1gadhara's fourth type, called vi~iijfr~1a, unknown under that name in earlier treatises, 
may be closely related to the rasase~a form of ajfrl)a, recognized by Miidhava in agree
ment with the SusrUlasaq:ihitii. Three do~a,ja types of alasa are said to exist, which are 
unknown in the classical saq1hitiis and the Miidhavanidana, where this disorder is re
garded as one single entity. Dar;i~akiilasaka is said to be related to vilambikii, although 
being a separate entity; this disorder, mentioned in the classical saqihitiis, is not de
scribed in the Miidhavanidiina. 1068 The classification of haemorrhoids (arsiiq1si) differs 
slightly from that of Susruta and Miidhava, but agrees with that ofViigbhaia. The group 
of twenty kinds of parasites (Iq-mi) 1069 is expanded by the addition of sniiyuka (dra
contiasis), described for the first time in Vrnda's Siddhayoga, and by the description of 
worms living in ulcers. K~aya (i.e., riijayak~man) is divided into five types, according to 
whether it is caused by one of the threedo~as, by all three together, or by ura~k~ata; the 
last type of this series is absent from Viigbha!a 's works; ura~k~ata is a separate disorder 
in the Miidhavanidiina; it is not described as such by Siimgadhara. Six causes of so~a are 
listed instead of the seven of the Susrutasarphitii and the M11dhavanidiina; so~a brought 
about by ura~k~ata is absent. The group of disorders of the digestive fire (agnivikiira) 
has been increased by the addition of bhasmaka, not yet mentioned in the B1hattrayi 
and the Miidhavanidiina. 1070 Seven types of vomiting (chardi) are mentioned, whereas 
Caraka, Susruta, Viigbha!a and Miidhava refer to only five types; Siimgadhara's sixth 
(caused by ghp]ii, disgust) and seventh types (caused by pregnancy) are, however, in
cluded in the fifth one (theiigantu type) of the other treatises. 

Thirst (tf~l)ii) is of six types, as distinct from the five of Caraka and the seven of 
Susruta and Miidhava, but in general agreement with Viigbhaia. The varieties of mii
rchii are the same as those distinguished by Caraka and Viigbha!a, whereas Susruta 
and Miidhava prefer a different classification. Siir11gadhara follows Miidhava in men
tioning bhrama, nidrii, tandrii and sarrmyiisa after miirchii; he deviates from Miidhava 
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by including glani in this group of related disorders, as does Susruta. Seven types of 
mada are enumerated, the same as those of Caraka and Vligbhaia; mada is not a sepa
rate disease in the Miidhavanidiina, where it is referred to in the chapters on madlityaya 
and unmlida. Twenty varieties ofbhiitonmlida are distinguished 1071 versus seven in the 
CarakasaIJ1hitii, nine in the Susrutasa1phitii and Miidhavanidiina, and eighteen in Vli
gbha!a's works; Siinigadhara's classification is related to that of Vagbhaia. Four types 
oflimavlita are recognized; the dvandvaja varieties of Mlidhava are omitted. Eight types 
of parir:iamasiila are enumerated, in contrast with the seven of the Miidha vanidiina; Sii
rrigadhara adds an eighth type, called jaratpittabhavasii!a. 1072 The two varieties of a
nliha are the same as those of Susruta and Mlidhava, but the one originating from the 
limlisaya is called pratylinliha, a term that may occur here for the first time. A disease 
recognized by Sanigadhara, but rarely occurring in earlier texts and absent from the 
Miidhavanidiina, is urograha. 1•73 Eight varieties of gulma are enumerated, in agree
ment with Viigbha!a, whereas Mlidhava has only five of them. The disease called so
maroga, appearing for the first time in Varigasena's Cikitsiisiirasa1pgraha, is accepted 
by Sarilgadhara; it is said to be of one type; the variety called miitrlitislira is absent. 1014 

A new nosological entity, distinct from vrddhi and its varieties, may be ar:i<;lavrddhi, a 
disorder usually known as kura1J<;ia in later treatises. 1075 

Apaci is not mentioned, probably because it was regarded as a variety of gar:i<;lamli
lli, or even identical with it, as in Vagbha!a's works. 1076 The disease commonly known 
as galagar:i<;la, but called ga1J<;ililajr by Sanigadhara, is said to be of one type, whereas 
Susruta and Miidhava distinguish three varieties. Four types of granthi are added to the 
five of Susruta and Madhava, namely those originating from blood, muscular tissue, 
bony tissue, and ulcers; the same extra varieties, with the exception of that originat
ing from bony tissue, are also described by Viigbhaia. The eight types of sadyovrar:ia 
agree with those of Vagbhaia. Two types of ko~!habheda are mentioned, chinnlintra 
and ni~s~tlintraka. 1077 Bone fractures are divided into eight varieties in a manner that 
differs frtm that of Susruta and Mlidhava. Four types of burns are mentioned; Susruta 
describes the same four types, which are absent from the Miidhavanidiina. Eight forms 
of bhagandara are distinguished: du, parik~epin and arsoja are added to the five of Su
sruta,just as in Vagbhaia's works. 

The group ofsiikadosas, which consists of eighteen varieties in the Susrutasa1phitii 
and Miidhavanidiina, has been expanded with six disorders: liilgarsas, nivrtta, avapli
!ikli, niruddhapraklisa, and parivartikli; this arrangement resembles that of Vagbha!a, 
who adds nivrtta, avapli!ikli and niruddhamar:ii. Madhava describes linglirsas in the 
chapter on upadarpsa, but avapli!ikli, niruddhaprakasa (the same as niruddhapraklisa 
and niruddhamar:ii) and parivartikli in the chapter on k~udrarogas. 

Siiri1gadhara's enumeration of sixty k~udrarogas differs from the arrangement 
found in other treatises. Additions, in comparison with the Miidhavanidiina, are: 
ko!ha, 107s rlijikli, 1079 and rakasli; 1080 these disorders are also regarded as k~udrarogas 
by Viigbhaia. Mlidhava's eight types of visphoia and fourteen varieties of masiirikli, 
described in separate chapters of his Nidiina, form part of Siirilgadhara's k~udrarogas, 
in agreement with Vligbha!a again. Eleven k~udrarogas from Mlidhava's list, which 
comprises a total of forty-two, are absent from Slinigadhara's series, namely ajaga-
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llikli, ariirp~ikli, avapli!ikli, dlirui;iaka, indralupta, niruddhaprakasa, nyaccha, plidadlirI, 
palita, and parivartikli. Some of these disorders are classified differently, fer example 
among the siikado~as, blilarogas and kaplilarogas. Mlidhava's siikarada1p~!raka, a 
k~udraroga not described in earlier works, has been accepted by Slin'igadhara. 1081 

One variety of visarpa, the one caused by agnidliha, has been added to the eight of 
Mlidhava. The disease called sle~mapitta, described in a verse probably added later to 
Mlidhava's chapter on amlapitta, is not mentioned. 

Slinigadhara lists eighty types of vlitaroga, forty of pittaroga, and twenty of 
kapharoga, related to those mentioned in the Carakasaq1hita, 1os2 but without being 
identical. 1083 A list of ten raktarogas, completely different from that found in the 
Carakasa1phitii, 1084 forms also part of Sliriigadhara's nosological system; these ten 
diseases caused by blood are: gaurava (a feeling of heaviness), raktamai;i.alatli (the 
appearance of round, red patches on the skin), raktanetratva (red eyes), raktamiitratli 
(red-coloured urine), raktani~!hivana (spitting of blood), raktapic;laklidarsana (the ap
pearance of red boils), au~i;iya (a feeling of heat), pic;lli (pain), and plika (inflammation 
or suppuration). 

The diseases of mouth and throat (mukharoga) are seventy-four in number and 
arranged in the same manner as in Vligbha!a's works, with one particularity, namely 
the omission of gai;ic;llilaJT, mentioned separately by Slirngadhara. The diseases of the 
ears (kari:iaroga) comprise thirty disorders, the same twenty-five as distinguished by 
Vligbha!a, and five extra ones, located at the base of the ear (kari;iamiila). These five, 
arising from vlita, pitta, kapha, saqmiplita and rakta, are not included in the group of 
kari;iarogas in earlier works. Slirngadhara's ten diseases of the head (siroroga) are the 
same as those of Vligbha!a, He also follows Vligbha!a in enumerating nine diseases 
of the scalp (kaplilaroga): upasir~ka, aru1p~ikli, vidradhi, dlirui;ia, pic;likli, arbuda, 
indralupta, khalati, and palita. Mlidhava regards six among these as belonging to the 
k~udrarogas, does not describe upasir~aka, and considers indralupta and khalati to be 
synonyms. The eye diseases (netraroga) are the same again as those recognized by 
Vligbha!a; their number is ninety-four. 

The five purpstvarogas (sexual perversions) and eight sukrado~as have been bor
rowed from the Susrutasaq1hita. The women's diseases (striroga) consist of eight li
rtavado~as, borrowed from Susruta, and the usual four varieties of pradara. The twenty 
yonirogas of Sliriigadhara are composed of a mixture of the disorders of this name 
recognized hy his predecessors. The group of eight garbharogas differs from similar 
groups in earlier treatises and consists of upavi~!akagarbha, nligodara, makkalla, mii
c;lhagarbha, vi~kambha, giic;lhagarbhaka, jarliyudo~a, and garbhaplita; two disorders de
scribed by Mlidhava, yonisa1pvarai;ia and saiiga, are absent. The three strido~as, caused 
by circumstances which make women suffer mentally, form an interesting group, con
sisting of afflictions induced by an awkward (adak~a) husband, a female rival (sapatnI), 
and fate (e.g., widowhood).1085 

The group of children's diseases (blilaroga) comprises twenty-two disorders, 
a larger number than found elsewhere; new members of this group are gudaplika 
(inflammation of the anal region) 1086 and sayylimiitra (enuresis nocturna). 1081 Four 
types of blilagraha were added by Sliriigadhara to the usual number of eight, namely 
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Skanda, 1088 Visiikha, 1089 Pitrgraha and Su~karevatI; the name of the demon (graha), 
usually called Skandiipasmiira, is Svagraha in the Siirrigadharasa1pJ1itii. 1090 

A new group of disorders is formed by the forty-two diseases of the feet (piidaroga), 
the members of which are not enumerated separately, having already been mentioned 
under various headings; viitarakta, slipada and some k~udrarogas belong to this group, 
according to the conimentator A9hamalla. Siirrigadhara distinguishes moreover fifteen 
complications (upadrava) of paiicakarman, and eighteen brought about by the injudi
cious application of sneha, sveda, dhiima, gai:i4ii~a. ai'ijana, and tarpai:ia. Four kinds of 
upadrava are caused by heat, cold, salya, and caustics (k~iira). 1091 Siirrigadhara also 
mentions disorders originating in the three types of poison, the seven metals (dhiitu), 
seven upadhiitus, and seven upavi~as; this list is completed by disorders brought about 
by poisonous substances in polluted water and on weapons besmeared with a poison. 
Itching caused by kapikacchii, 1092 polluted water and siirai:ia 1093 is also referred to, as 
well as swelling caused by bhalliita. 1094 The last disorder mentioned is mada, which 
consists of four varieties, effected respectively by piiga, 1095 bhariga, 1096 ak~a 1091 and 
koclrava, 1°98 along with other ones induced by the ingestion of various noxious veg
etable substances. 

The particularities of Siirrigadhara's nosological system show that his arrangement 
of the disea~s owes much to Miidhava, but that he chose Viigbha!a as his main guide 
with respect to the subdivision of nosological entities. Neither Miidhava nor Viigbha!a 
were followed blindly. Minor deviations from Miidhava's order are rather common, 1099 

as are subdivisions which disagree with those of Viigbhaia. Noteworthy features of 
Siirrigadhara's nosology consist of additions and omissions when compared with the 
schemes of Caraka, Susruta, Vagbha!a and Miidhava. Additions are sniiyuka, bhasma
ka, two types of bhiitonmiida, jaratpittabhavasiila, urograha, somaroga, ai:i4avrddhi, 
visarpa caused by agnidiiha, the five varieties ofkari:iamiilaroga, the three types of strI
dosa, sayyiimiitra, and four types ofbiilagraha. 

· Siir11gadhara's arrangement of the diseases was rarely adopted by later authors, but 
did not fall into complete oblivion, since its influence is detectable in Vedakavi's 1Ivii
nanda. 

Other special features of the Siirrigadharasaqihitii are the following. Two gai:ias, 
the members of which are enumerated by Siirrigadhara, namely the viratarviidigai:ia 
(11.2.102cd-104ab) and varui:iadigai:ia (11.2.128-129), are modifications of gai:ias of the 
same name found in Susruta (Sii.38.10 and 12). Drugs having an effect on male sex
ual functioning are classified in seven groups: viijikarai:ia, sukrala, sukrapravartaka and 
-janaka, sukrapravartana, sukrarecana, sukrastambhaka, and sukraso~ai:ia (1.4. 14cd
l 8ab ). 

New drugs introduced by Siirrigadhara are: e1Iya (11.12.56); 1100 ku!hiira (11.11.45), 
also called ku!hiiracchinnii (11.11.47; 12.279); 1101 jviiliimukhI (11.11.14; 12.42, 57, 
87); 1102 piitiilagaru4I (11.11.44); 1103 rudantI (1.4.14); 11 04 sthiilababbiilikii (Il.1.12). 1105 

Vegetable substances that had recently been incorporated in the iiyurvedic pharma
copoeia are repeatedly prescribed, such as iikiirakarabha (11.6.162; 12.56), also called 
iikallaka (11.10.23), and opium (ahiphena; 1.4.20; 11.6.163; 12.20 and 230). Prepara
tions from poisonous plants like dhattiira (11.12.135 and 191; IIl.11.130; = dhiirta: 
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11.12.114; = unmatta: 11.12.196), vatsanabha (11.12.117), and vi~amu~~i (11.12.196) 
are not uncommon. Cannabis (bhatiga, vijaya) rather often occurs in prescriptions 
(1.4.20; 7.203; 11.6.72; 12.256). 1106 Some new uses of single and compound drugs 
are mentioned by Sartigadhara. 11 01 A therapeutic technique, already described in the 
Carakasaqihirii (Ci.23.66) and consisting of the rubbing of drugs into an artificial 
wound on the head, has been adopted and developed by Sartigadhara; he employs this 
type of treatment in cases ofsarpnipata and snake-bite (Il.12.121-127ab), as well as 
in several vata diseases (111.11.1 Olcd-102). 

The purification and killing of metals, minerals and gems, as well as the process
ing of mercury for internal use, is elaborately described by Sartigadhara, whose sarp
hita is the earliest medical treatise presenting a detailed account of these techniques. 
Metallic and mercurial preparations figure more prominently in Sartigadhara's work 
than in those preceding it. The number of metals (dhatu) was increased to seven by 
Sartigadhara (II.II.I) in order to make them agree with the seven tissues of the body 
(also called dhatu), though, in addition, a number of nine metals, becoming current later 
and brought into relation with the nine planets, 1108 is already met with in his sarphita 
(ll.12.3-4ab). The traditions connected with the Siddhas were known to Sartigadhara 
(11.12 .158). 

The author 
No particulars on the author of the Siinigadharasaiphirii are known, apart from his 
name, mentioned in one of the introductory verses (1.1.2) and at the end of the work 
(Ill .13.127). The colophons usually call him the son of Damodara. The matigalacarai:ia 
and some other verses 1109 show him to be a Saiva. 

It has frequently been assumed, 1110 on insufficient grounds, 1111 that the authors 
of Siinigadharasarphirii and Siirrigadharapaddhari1112 are one and the same person. 1113 

This identity has rightly been disputed by P.V.Sharma1114 and Atrideva, 1115 who both 
stressed that the two works are very dissimilar and that the elaborate genealogy of the 
author, found in the Paddhati, 1116 is absent from the sarphita. 

Moreover, the authorof the Paddhati nowhere refers to himself as a medical expert, 
nor displays his knowledge of medicine. 1117 

Atridevaadduced some examples of subjects, dealt with in the Paddhati, which are 
not treated in the sarJlhita, but might well have been present there if both works had 
been written by one author, such as the tempering of steel and a recipe for turning grey 
hair black again. These arguments, taken together, certainly justify the view that Pa
ddhati and sarphita were written by two different authors. 

This conclusion is sometimes thought to be confirmed by two chronological 
considerations, 111 8 namely the supposed existence of a commentary on the Sii
nigadharasaq1/iitii by Vopadeva, who lived in the second half of the thirteenth century, 
and a quotation from the sarphita by Hemadri, who was a junior contemporary and 
a friend of Vopadeva. Since the Siirrigadharapaddhari has been compiled in A.O. 
1363, 1119 its author lived considerably later than the Sartigadhara who wrote the 
saq1hita, if credit is given to the considerations just mentioned. As I shall point out 
in the section on the date of the Siirrigadharasaiphirii, the commentary of Vopadeva 
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and Hemadri 's quotation can be left out of consideration in this context, which does 
not affect the conclusion that saf!lhita and Paddhati were composed by two different 
authors, but has its consequences for the chronological position of the sa111hita. 

P.V. Sharma suggested 1120 that the author of the Siinigadharasaq1hitii might be the 
same as Sarrigadeva, who wrote the Saq1gftaratniikarn 1121 and Adhyiitmaviveka, 1122 

and who held an important office at the court of Sirighai:ia 1123 (A.O. 1210-1247), 11 24 

one of the kings of Yadavagiri. The major obstacle to this hypothesis consists of Sa
rrigadeva 's genealogy, because it is stated in his Saq1gi1aratniikara 1125 that he was a son 
of Srn;lhala and grandson of Bhiiskara, whereas the author of the Siinigadharasar!ihitii 
is said to be a son of Diimodara. P.V. Sharma solves this problem by supposing that 
the authors of sarphita and Paddhati were already regarded as identical in early times, 
as a result of which the author of the sarphita is presented as a son of Diimodara in 
the colophons of a number of MSS. Arguments favouring the identity of Sarrigadeva 
and the authorof the sarphita are, in P.V. Sharma's opinion, firstly Sarrigadeva's expert 
knowledge of medicine, 11 26 displayed, especially in the field of anatomy, in his Sarp
gftaratniikara and Adhyiitmaviveka, and, secondly, that the Siinigadharasarphitii shows 
the influence of the Gadanigraha of So9hala, Siirrigadeva's father. Almost needless to 
say, this hypothesis is very weak, because there was no reason at all to confuse the 
authors of samhita and Paddhati, while, moreover, the attribution of the Gadanigraha 
to the So9hal~ who was Sarrigadeva's father is completely arbitrary, though not im
possible with regard to chronology. P.V Sharma, who expresses some doubt as to the 
correctness of his hypothesis, concludes that Sarrigadeva was either the same as the 
author of the Siinigadharasaq1hitii or a different person living in the same age. 1127 

Date 
The terminus post quern of Sarrigadhara can be inferred from information contained in 
the commentaries on his samhita by Adhamalla and Kasfriima. The former has recorded 
that Sarrigadhara consulted a comme~tary on Vrnda's Siddhayoga, 1128 while the lat
ter has mentioned·that Sarrigadhara was acquainted with Tisata's work. 1129 Kiisiriima's 
commentary contains two remarks 1130 which imply that Siirr;gadhara made use of Va
rigasena's work, one of these 1131 pointing to his posteriority to Trivikrama, who evi
dently commented uron Varigasena's treatise, and finally a remark 11 32 suggesting that 
Vopadeva preceded Sarrigadhara. 

These data, if reliable, lead to the conclusion that Sarrigadhara cannot have lived 
earlier than about 1300, which conflicts with P.V. Sharma's11 33 and Atrideva's 1134 

claims that he is quoted by Hemiidri. 1135 The latter's so-called quotation from Sa
rrigadhara can, however, be disregarded as a clue to his date, because no source is 
mentio~ed by Hemadri and, moreover, only the first of the two verses quoted is found 
in the Siinigadharasaq1hifii. 

The often repeated 1136 claim that Sarrigadhara must be earlier than Vopadeva, 
because the latter wrote a commentary on the farmer's sarphita is not valid since such 
a commentary has never been written. The error derives from Weber's Catalogue 
of Berlin MSS, where MS Nr. 937 is described as containing the Dfpikii, called 
Giidhiirthadfpikii, composed by Vopadeva, son of Kesava, on the piirvakhai:i4a of 
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the Siiriigadharapaddhati. 1137 As those parts of the text which were printed in the 
catalogue verbally agree with Kiisiriima's commentary, called Giicjhiirthadipikii, the 
MS evidently contains the first part of that work. 

Indications with regard to Siirrigadhara 's terminus ante quern are provided by the 
authors and works referring to or quoting him. The earliest of these are the Para§urii
mapratiipa, dating from the first half of the sixteenth century, 1138 and Gar]esadaivajiia's 
commentary, composed in 1528. ll39 

The evidence collected shows that the author of the Siirilgadharasaqihitii lived later 
than Trivikrama (of unknown date), who wrote a commentary on Varigasena's treatise 
(A.D. 1050-1100), or even later than Vopadeva (second half of the thirteenth century), 
if Kiisiriima 's remarks are trustworthy and correctly interpreted, and before the author 
of the Parasuriimapratiipa and Ga1.1esadaivajiia. So he should be placed in the period 
1100-1500 or 1300-1500. Siirrigadhara may have borrowed the definitions of a series 
of technical terms from Varigasena, 11 «> which would corroborate his posteriority to the 
latter. P.V. Sharma's assertion 1141 that Siirrigadhara used Soc;lhala's Gadanigraha as a 
model for his work, which would prove that Siirrigadhara is later than Soc;lhala, is not 
convincing, because the order of the pharmaceutical preparations in the twe works dif
fers considerably, while, moreover, identical prescriptions seem to be absent, though 
a restricted number of recipes from the Siirilgadharasar/lhitii also occur in Varigasena's 
treatise and the Cakradatta. 1142 The much more developed stage of rasasiistra in Sii
rrigadhara's work, compared with Varigasena's treatise and the Cakradalta, as well as 
the changes in the pharmacopoeia, are indicative of a considerable interval of time be
tween the latter two works and the Siirilgadharasaqihitii. 

Though the Siirngadharasaq1hitii has usually been placed in the thirteenth 
century, 1143 it might well be preferable to assign it to the fourteenth century, which 
would agree with the data provided by Kiisiriima's commentary. 1144 

Commentaries 
Three commentaries are known: 1145 (I) the Pradfpikii by Ac;lhamalla; ll46 (2) the Gii
cjhiirthadfpikii by Kiisiriima; (3) the Ayurvedadrpikii or G11cjhiintadfpikii by Rudrabha
!!a. 

(I) Ac;lhamalla's commentary, called Pradfpikii in its introductory verses and Sii
rilgadharadfpikii in the colophons, is the oldest one. In the introduction the author 
traces his descent in saying that he is of Sriviistavya lineage, 1147 that his grandfather 
was called Cakrapii1.1i 1148 and his father Bhiivasirriha. 1149 He adds that both were 
physicians and that Bhiivasi1pha, who was an expert in Susruta, earned great fame 
and was honoured by the king. Ac;lhamalla lived in HastikiintapurI, 1150 situated on the 
banks of the Carma1.1vati, 1151 during the reign of Jaitrasilr1ha. 1152 The introductory 
verses also indicate that A~hamalla, who refers to himself as knowing only a restricted 
number of treatises (nibandha), based his commentary on the words of his teacher. 1153 

Ac;lhamalla's devotion to K1wa can be inferred from the concluding verses. One of 
these concluding verses presents a lacuna, which is especially unfortunate because it 
may either refer to another work by the same author, a paiijikii in I J ,000 verses, or 
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contain information on the date of completion of A9hamalla's commentary. 
Authors and works quoted or referred to by name in A9hamalla's commentary are: 

Agnivesa (1.7 .77cd-79ab; 1154 II 1.13 .125-128 ), Amara (I. I. I.), asmadiyasaJ11pradiiya 
(III.11.122cd-128ab), Bhiiluki (III.3.9-11 ), Bhanumatf (III.5.31; 6.23), Bha!!iiraka
hariscandra (III. I I.I 08-llOab), Bhoja, 1155 Bhrgu (III.13.125), Cakra (II.2.43-75; 
7.13-16; 9.58-60ab; III.3.14; 5.33; 10.13cd-19ab; 11.108-llOab), Cakradarra (II. 
8.10-22ab; III.4.18cd-20ab; 5.7cd-15ab; 6.8-llab and 24cd-28ab; 8.14cd-15 and 
24-32ab; 10.1-5), Cak~u~yei:ia (1.7.154), Caraka (often), DravyaguQiivaJr1156 (I.4.la
b), Dr9habala (I.7.105-115ab; III.3.14 and 30; 4.26cd-33; 5.7cd-15ab and 22-30; 
6.11; 8.2 and14cd-15), Gadiidhara (I.7.153-171ab), Gayadiisa (I.7.171cd-172ab), 
Gu(liiva/f1157 (Il.10.7cd-10ab), Hiirita (III.13.125), Hirai:iyiik~a (l.7.189-191ab), 
Jaijjaia (I.1.6; III.3.14),jyori/1sasrra (I.3. l lcd-13ab), Karttika (III.I 0.13cd-19ab), Kii
rttikiiciirya (I. 7.15 lcd-152), kiismirii~ (III.8.2), Kiisyapa (1.7 .196cd-202), Kharaniida 
(Il.9.142-146ab), KhiiraQiidi (III.4.12), Miidhava (often), Miidhaviiciirya's Svasa
ipgraha (I.7.149cd-15lab), Madhavanidana (l.7.80cd-82ab), MadhavasaJ]igraha 
(I.7.153-17 !ab), Miilabharata (l.5.48cd-50ab), Niigiirjuna (II.11.44-45), Namamala 
(II.1.12), Namasaq1graha (1.7 .139), NighaQru (1I.6.9cd), Nimi (I.7 .153-l 71ab), Piirii
sara (IIl.6.3), Paribhii$A (11.10.3), Ratnaprabhiikiira, i.e., Niscalakara (IIl.8.14cd-15), 
Ravigupta (III.8.2), Saq1graha (I.7 .115cd-121), Sanaka (1.7.38-39), Siinigadhara 
(often), Siva,nata (Il.11.1 ), Sudiintasena (III.2.6), Susruta (often), susrutiidhyiiyina~ 
(Il.6.23-24ab), tantrantara (often), Tisaia (Trisaia ad 11.6.84; Tisaia ad III.4 Icd-3a
b), 1158 Viigbhaia (often), Vaidyalaiplcara (IIl.2.31 ab), Vaidyaprasaraka (II.7.l 3cd-15), 
Videha, 1159 Vi$(1Usaq1hira (II.6.81-89), 1160 Vrddhabhoja (l.7.27cd-28), Vrddha
kasyapa (I.7.180d-182ab), Vrnda (Il.8.10-22ab; III.3.14), and Vrnda!ippai:iakiira 
(11.8.14 ). 

According to P.V. Sharma 1161 the Rasararnasamuccaya is repeatedly quoted, which 
is hard to prove, since this work contains many verses from earlier treatises and is not 
mentioned by name. 1162 

A large percentage of A9hamalla's quotations is not referred to a source mentioned 
by name. The Madhavanidana is repeatedly quoted anonymously. 11 63 

A9hamalla consulted many manuscripts; 1164 he was interested in the correct read
ings of Siirngadhara's text, as shown by the variants recorded in his commentary and 
the additional verses occurring in part of the MSS at his disposal. 1165 

Medicinal plants are occasionally described; 1166 many synonyms are recorded, as 
well as vernacular names. 11 67 

A9hamalla's alchemical knowledge appears from his comments on chapters eleven 
and twelve of the Madhyamakhai:i9a. He mentions among the implements of an al
chemist's workshop two types oftuliibhiijana (tulii and ghai:iiaka), three types ofkhalva 
(pii~iiQa-, loha-and tiimrakhalva), two types ofkai:i9ani (silii-and pii~iiQakai:i9ani), three 
types of ko~!hikii (jiila-, kharpara-, bhiimiko~!hikii), two types of bhastrikii (bellows; 
karpara- and mukhabhastrikii). Mii~iis are divided into apakva and pakva types; the 
vajramii~ii is apakva; pakva types are gostanii, andhamii~ii, nalikiimii~ii, sampu!imii
~ii, 9holimii~ii, i~tikiimii~ii, k~iiramii~ii. saindhaviidilavai:iamii~ii, kharparamii~ii, kokilii
khyamii~ii. etc. Two types of sai:i9isa are mentioned (pattra- and kiikamukhasai:i9isa). 
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Four types of pu\a are acknowledged: tu~a-, kari~a-, upala-, and khadiriidikii~\hapu\a. 
The yantras listed are adhal}.piitana-, agnisoma-, biiQa-, bhiidhara-, ciikf-, cakra-, ciira
i:ia-, ~maruka-, dolii-, gajadantabhajana-, gandhaka\ahikii-, garu<;la-,jiilikii-,kacchapa
' kiirpsyabhiijana-, ka\iiha-, mii~ii-, niyiimaka-, pii~ai:ia-, piitiila-, siirai:ia-, silii-, tulii-, ii
rdhvapiitana-, viilukii-, and vaq1sanalikiiyantra. 1168 

A<;lhamalla's date is not elucidated by his sources 1169 and depends in the first place 
on the identification of his royal patron Jaitrasiipha, who was not the Ciihamiina king 
of that name, as that would lead to placing Siinigadhara not later than about A.O. 1250. 
A<;lhamalla may provisionally be assigned to the fourteenth century. 1170 The terminus 
ante quern is provided by a quotation from him in Vallabhabhana's commentary on 
Siirngadhara's TrisarI 

A.,_hamalla is cited in Asubodha Senagupta's commentary on Govindasena's 
Paribhii$iipradfpa; A<;lhamalla and his Siirngadharatippa.pf are also quoted in Gulrii
jsarmamisra's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa 

Parts of A<;lhamalla's Pradipikii are (anonymously) reproduced almost verbatim in 
an interpolated portion of the incompletely preserved text of Niscalakara's Ratnapra
bhii on the Cakradatta. This portion, found in the two BORI MSS, 1171 covers the larger 
part of the chapter on netraroga, a chapter on rasiidisodhanamiirai:ia (absent from the 
Cakradatta), and the chapter on siriivyadha. The text commented upon is not that of 
CakrapiiQi's treatise, but has been borrowed in totofrom the Sii11igadharasaq:i./1itii. 1172 

Both text and commentary contain numerous variants which are valuable for the 
establishment of a correct text of the Siirrigadharasa1phitii and A<;lhamalla's commen
tary. 

The unknown author of the interpolated portions adds some references to sources 
left unmentioned by A<;lhamalla. These sources are: Bhiiluki (ad ne•aroga 155); 
Carakottaratantra (ad netraroga 38, 39, 71, 74-76); Jatiikari:ia (ad netraroga 60-61); 
Siddhasiira (ad netraroga 44 ); Susruta (ad netraroga 152 and 155); Viigbha\a (ad ne
traroga 152 and 154). The date of the author is posterior to that of the Yogaratniikara, 
which was also drawn upon for a chapter he added. This agrees with the date of one 
of the BORI MSS (Nr. 63), completed in Bikiiner in A.O. 1727. 1173 

(2) Kiis'Triima wrote a commentary called Giil;lhiirthadT pikii, 1174 which covers the whole 
of the Siinigadharasaqihitii. 1115 He does not give us any particulars on his person, ex
cept from mentioning at the end that he completed his work under the reign of Siih 
Salem, while it also becomes clear from the concluding verses that he was a devotee of 
Krsna. Shah Salim has sometimes been identified as the second son and successor of the 
Afghan ruler Sher Shah (1540-1545), who died young in 1554, 1176 which would place 
Kiisf riima in the middle of the sixteenth century. According to P.V. Sharma, in whose 
view this identification cannot be endorsed because Kiisiriima quotes the Bhiivaprakii
sa, 1177 which dates from the same period, the Shah Salim mentioned at the end of the 
Giicjhiirthadipikii must be Jahangir (1605-1627), who was called Salim before his suc
cession to Akbar's throne. 1178 This view maybe correct, though it can be objected that 
Kiisiriima does not refer to the Bhiivaprakifsa by name and the pertinent verse may de
rive from some other source put to use by Bhiivamisra. 
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Works and authors referred to or quoted by Kasirama are: Agnivesa (IIl.3. I), 
Asvinfkumaramata (ll.9.93-98), Atreya (ll.9.17-19ab), Bhec,la (lll.3.9-11 and 14), 
Bhoja, Caraka, Gfta (l.5.57cd-58), Jaijjaia (ll.9.8), Madanavinoda (ll.11.40cd-
43), 1179 Madhavanidana (l.7.12-13), Madhukosa (l.7.2-7ab), Nagarjuna (I!. I I. 
48cd-53ab), Nidana (l.7.80cd-82ab, 83-86, IOOcd-101, 142-144ab, 146cd-149ab, 
149cd-15lab, 153--'17lab), Paribha~a (Ill.l.6), Pataiijala (ll.l l.48cd-53ab), Pathya
paJ.hyanighaQtu1180 (ll.l l.40cd-43), Ravai:ia (l.5.48cd-50ab), Satasleki (ll.2.88-94; 
6.54-57), 1181 Susruta, Tisa!a (Il.9.66cd-71; III.3.1 ), 1182 Trivikrama (Il.l l.60-61ab), 
Vagbha!a, Varigasena (ll.2.4 and 88-94; 6.54-57; 7.40-49; 9.66cd-71; 11.60-
61 ab ), Varigasenadinibandhakara (Il.6.54-57), Varigesvara (ll.11.40cd-43ab), Visva 
(lll.11.1-2), Visvakosa (ll.1.2), Vopadeva (Il.6.54-57), 1183 Vopadevasatasiokf (II. 
2.88-94; 6.105cd-l07), Vrddhasusruta (l.7.2-7ab), Vrnda (Il.2.4, 88, l 62-163ab; 
6.105cd-l07; 9.66cd-71), ~nd Vyac,li (l. l. l.).1184 , 1185 · 

This list enables us to infer that Kasiramaisatleast later than Madanapala and prob
ably later than Kaiyadeva. This does not solve the identity of Shah Sa!Im. 

(Kasirama's) Giicjharthadfpika is quoted in Yogendranatha's A.yurvijiianaratna
kara. 1186 

Kasirama is sometimes confused with Kasinatha, the author of the AJfrr.iama
iijari. 1181 

Another inedical author, also called Kasirama, wrote a Vaidyasarvas va, 11 88 about 
which almost no particulars are known. 

(3) Rudrabha!!a or Rudradharabha!!a, 1189 son of the physician KonerToha!!a, and royal 
physician to 'Abdu'l-R~Im Khan-i-Khanan, wrote a commentary, called A.yurvedadT
pika or GiicjhantadTpika, 1190 on the Sanigadharasaq1hita, which has been preserved 
incompletely 1191 and is said to resemble Ac,Ihamalla's commentary. 1192 The same 
author composed a commentary on Lolimbaraja's Vaidyajfvana and a comprehensive 
treatise on therapeutics. 1193 According to some, he also wrote a Saqmipatakalika. 1194 

Kr~i:iabha!!a, KonerToha!!a's great-grandfather, has been credited with a commentary 
on the Carakasaqihita. 1195 As 'Abdu'l-Ra]:iim, the son of Bairam Khan, who was the 
guardian and protector of the young Akbar, lived during the latter part of the sixteenth 
and the first part of the seventeenth century, Rudrabha!!a lived in that same period. 

The Trisatf by Sarrigadhara 

The TrisatI 1196 or Jvaratrisatf, 1197 sometimes called Vaidyava/labha, ll98 is a mono
graph on fevers by Sarrigadhara. 11 99 

Contents 
The work consists of 330 1200 skillful verses in various metres and has some resem
blance to a kavya. 1201 

It begins with a benedictory verse devoted to the sun god, followed by stanzas in 
praise of Dhanvantari, the Asvins, and the author's guru, the ascetic (yatipati) Vaiku
i:i!hasrama (1-5). The subject of the treatise is introduced by some verses on the myth-
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ical origin of fever (6-9) and its names when occurring in various living beings and 
even inanimate substances (10-12). The pathogenesis and prodromes of fever are de
scribed ( 13-17), followed by the symptoms and treatment of fevers by one ( 18-37) and 
two (38-54) do~as. A large part of the work is devoted to sa1pnipata fevers. After enu
merating the symptoms of sa111nipata fever in general, and the varieties called abhinya
sa, hataujas and sa111nyiisaka in particular, the therapy of this fever is dealt with (55-
68). Two series of thirteen distinct sa1pnipiita types follow (70-171 and 172-188 ). The 
names and symptoms of the first series, consisting of sarpdhiga, antaka, rugdiiha, citta
bhrama, karl)aka, kaQ\hakubja, srtatiga, tandrika, pralapaka, rakta~\hivin, bhugnadrs, 
abhinyasa, and jihvaka, are also found in the Bhiivaprakiisa (cikitsa 1.493-505) and 
Yogaratniikara (160-162), but in a changed order and differently worded; the treatment 
of each type is separately described after the enumeration of its signs; these verses were 
incorporated unchanged in the Bhiivaprakiisa The names and symptoms of the second 
series, consisting of antardaha, dal)9apata, antaka, 1202 kumbhipaka, prorl)unava, pralii
pin, el)idii.ha, bhiitahii.sa, ajagho~a, hiiridra, sa1pso~in, sa1pnyiisa, and yantriipI9a, were 
also included in the Bhiivaprakiisa (cikitsa 1.510-522), though in a changed order. 1203 
As the fevers of this second series, called upasarpnipatas by the commentator, are in
curable, the patient is advised to regard Niiriiya~1a and the water of the Ganges as his 
only refuge (188). 1204 

The remaining part of the work is concerned with the characteristics of incurabil
ity of fevers (189-192), the eight ways (prakiira) in which fever presents itself, namely 
prakrta, vailqta, saumya, tik~l)a, sama, niramaka, antarvega, and bahirvega (193-197), 
do~apiika and dhiitupiika (198-199), 1205 the irregular fevers (vi~amajvara; 200-216), 
pralepaka fever (217), the symptoms of fevers which have reached the seven tissues 
(dhiitu) of the body (218-223), the therapy of the irregular fevers (224-269), the symp
toms and treatment of fevers beginning with chills (sitapiirva) or sensations of warmth 
(diihapiirva) (270-283), the religious therapy of fevers (284-297), the four types of 
exogenous (agantu) fevers, namely those caused by abhighata, abhi~atiga, abhisapa 
and abhiciira, together with their treatment (298-304), the complications (upadrava) 
of fever and their treatment (305-323), the synonyms of fever (324), the signs of re
lease from fever (325-326), and what has to be avoided by a patient suffering from 
fever (327). 

The work ends with three verses containing information on the author. 

The TrisatI is quoted in the Amrtasiigara (as the Trisatagrantha), Hariprapanna's 
Rasayogasiigara, and YadavajI TrikamajI Acarya's Siddhayogasarµgrnha. 

Special features 
Religious practices form a substantial part of therapy in the Trisatf. 1206 Some rasau
~adhas are also present. 1201 

Worthy of mention are the following names of medicinal plants: akalakrt ( 168), 1208 
asaluka (113), 1209 babbiila (157), harahiira (41; 86), 1210 jviilamukhI (160), kiiravika 
(321), 1211 kuliiija (168), riijiphalii (105), 1212 tivra (128, 153, 164), 1213 and vallavadiiru 
(142). 1214 Opium is twice prescribed (161 and 164). 1215 
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The author 
Sarilgadhara 1216 informs us that he is a son of Devaraja, who, of nagaravaqi.sa stock, 
was a learned poet, honoured by kings and scholars (328). The author was a pupil of 
Vaikuq\hiisrama (4). At the end of his work he praises Siva and his consort (329). Ac
cording to Indian scholars, Sarilgadhara, being a brahmaqa of nagaravarpsa lineage, 
lived in Gujarat. 1217. 

Date 
The author of the TrisatI was dated to the thirteenth-fourteenth century by G. Hii
ldiir, 1218 whereas P.V. Sharma 1219 and Atrideva 1220 assign him to the fifteenth century. 
The prescription of drugs like akalak1t, jvalamukhi, and tivra indicates that he is not 
earlier, but probably later, than the author of the Siinigadharasaq1liitii, while he is 
anterior to Bhiivamisra who incorporated verses from the Ti"isatI in his Bhiivaprakiisa 
Hence he may provisionally be placed in the early fifteenth century. 

Commentaries 
At least three commentaries were written on the TrisatI: (!) the Vaidyaval/abha by 
Vallabhabhana; 1221 (2) the Siddhiintasarpcaya 1222 by Nariiyai:ia, 1223 son of K!~i:ia, 
brother of N aganatha and pupil of Niigesa; (3) a commentary by Dasapai:i~ita. 1224 

Authors and works quoted or referred to by Vallabhabhana are: Abhidhiina (77), 
Amara (4, 6, 76, 154, 284), Bhiiluki (325), Bhiirata (7), Cakra (20), Caraka (20, 69, 
224), l)allai:ia (20), Halayudha (66, 76, 83), Hiirita (20), Karmavipaka (240, 242, 248, 
251, 253, 286, 289), Madanavinoda (234), Madhukosakara (69), navinasusrutamata 
(213), NighaQ{U (78), Saq1graha (20, 69), Siqi.haval~kita (284), 1225 Susruta (many 
times), Vagbha\a (many times), Visva (4, tl9), 1226 V[ddhasusruta (172-173), Yadava 
(220), 1227 and Yogamiilii (238). 

This list of sources enables us to conclude only that Vallabhabhana and the TrisatI 
are probably later than the VIrasiq1/Jiivaloka, dating from 1383, which is in favour of 
placing the Trisatfin the fifteenth century. 

A \Tkii on the Trisatfis quoted in Kr~qadatta's commentary on Trimalla's Satas/okI. 
R.G. Harshe 1228 has brought forward that the quotations from Madguruval/abhii 

and Vidvadvaidyaval/abha in Sivadatta's auto-commentary on the Sivako~ may be 
from Vaidyavallabha's commentary on the Tri~ati, which, if correct, would fix its ter
minus ante quern as 1677 /78. 

Siddhar~i 

Siddhar~i was the author of the Siddhayogamiiki, a short collection of prescriptions 
against various diseases. 1229 

Sirpha was the author of a Nibandha, completed in 14 71/72. 1230 
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S09hala 

213 

Sodhala was the author of two important works, (I) the Soghalanighal){U 1231 and (2) 

th~ Gadanigraha. 1232 

(I) The Soghalanighal){U 
The S~ha/anigha!l{U 1233 consists of two parts, a section on synonyms and homonyms, 
the Nt1masarpgraha, 1234 and one on the properties and actions of drugs, the Gul)asaqi
graha.1235 This arrangement of the material constitutes an unprecedented innovation. 
The work is written in verse, mostly slokas, with longer metres in the introductory and 
closing stanzas of both sections. The Niimasarpgraha contains about 790 and the Gu-
1J8Sa1pgraha 1,260 verses. 

Contents 
The Niimasarpgraha opens with ninety-five verses, the first eight of which are intro
ductory, while the remaining eighty-seven are about the uses of the drugs belonging 
to the seven groups (varga) distinguished by S09hala. The names and synonyms of 
the drugs belonging to each of these seven vargas are enumerated in seven chapters: 
(I) gu9iicyiidi, (2) satapu~piidi, (3) candaniidi, (4) karavirliai, (5) iimriidi, (6) suvan;iii
di, (7) lak~mat;1iidi. The homonymic part of the nighar:iiu, the anekiirthavarga, dealing 
with words designating medicinal substances, is subdivided into four adhikiiras, which 
contain words having respectively two, three, four and five meanings (dvyarthau~adha, 
etc). The Niimasarpgraha ends with a misrakavarga, chiefly on groups of substances, 
and four closing lines. A short parisi~!a section is concerned with synonyms designat
ing ·water, milk, butter, etc. 

The Gul)asarpgraha begins with eleven introductory verses, followed by a dravyii
va!I, in which the names of all the drugs of the seven vargas are enumerated in their due 
order. The next part is on dravya, rasa, virya, vipiika, and prabhiiva. The main portion 
consists of a description of the qualities and actions of the drugs, classified according 
to the seven vargas. Eighteen subsequent vargas treat of the qualities and actions of 
dietetic articles: piiniya-, k~ira-, dadhi-, takra-, navanita-, ghrta-, taila-, madhu-, ik~u-, 
madya-, miitra-, siika-, dhiinya-,jiirt;1ii-, trnadhiinya-, simbidhiinya-, k1tiinna-, anupiina
' and miirpsavarga The last chapter, misrakiidhyiiya,deals with miscellaneous subjects. 
The treatise ends with about eight concluding lines. 

S09hala states 1236 that he composed his Niimasarpgraha in agreement with the 
names mentioned by Dhanvantari. This raises the question of So1hala's sources. In 
P.V. Sharma's opinion, he was acquainted with the DravyiivalT, and early version of 
the Dhanvantarlyanighaii/11, because of this reference to Dhanvantari, the presence of 
a somewhat similar dravyiivali in both Soqhala- and Dhanvantariyanighal){U, and the 
close resemblance, as to names and composition, of the vargas in both texts. 1237 

Regarding the last point, the first six vargas bear identical names, but the last one, 
called lak~mat;1iidi in the So<jhaJa-· and misraka in the Dhanvanta1-Tyanigha11{11, is an 
exception. The composition of the first six vargas, which is indeed remarkably sim
ilar, shows that the DhanvantarTyanighBIJ{U contains a more expanded version of the 
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same matter when compared with the So~halanigha,:i{u, 1238 though, on the other hand, 
a number of medicinal plants described by S0<;lhala are absent from the Dhanvantarf
yanigha,:i{u. 1239 The relationship between both works deserves special study. 1240 

It is too early, in my view, to agree with P.V. Sharma in claiming that the S0-
9halanigha,:i{u has a tenth-century version of the Dhanvantarinigha,:i{u as one of its 
main sources. 1241 

Soqhalamentions Viigbha!a with reverence 1242 and indicates himself some of his 
sources: Agnivesa, Kariila, A$(ii,igasaq1graha and A${iingahrdaya. 1243 In P.V. Sharma's 
view, he also borrowed from Qalhai:ia , but the resemblances are rather superficial. 1244 

Soqhala is refen-ed to as a source in Jayaratna's Jvarapariijaya. 1245 The S0-
9ha/anighaf1!u was one of the sources of RaghuniithajI's Nigha,:i{usaq1graha; it is 
~uoted in the Siiligriimanigha,:i{ubhii$a,:ia of the Brhannigha,:i{uratniikara and Sivadii
sasena's commentary on the Cak:raclatta. 1246 Niscala's Ratnaprabhii contains an 
anonymous quotation that is found in the Gu,:iasaq1graha. 1247 

Special features 
The presence of a special chapter onjiiri:iii ( Gu,:iasaq1graha 916-919) is quite a novel 
feature in a nighai:itu. 

The list of remarkable names of plants found in Soqhala's work is very long. 
Though unusual names occur in all parts of the work, a majority form part of the 
Iak~mai:iadivarga: 1248 abhiliita (629-630), 1249 andhaka (667), 1250 ailgiiraketu (693-
694), asiilima (691), 1251 asmavalka (665), 1252 avanti (670-672), 1253 bhrilgi (663), 1254 

dudu1pbha\I (658), qilla (651), 1255 devagandhiirikii (675), qulupu~pa (668), 1256 du
rmila (65 I), gailgii!i (683), 1257 gha~1!iivalI (664), 1258 gho!aka (677), girimati (652), 1259 

guqadilla (654), jalajambii (694-695), 1260 jayanti (670-672), 1261 jayavati (671-
672), 1262 jiriivalI (687), 1263 kaficaka (656), karabha (688), 1264 kekida~19ii (651), 1265 

ki!agandhii (598), 1266 k~utkarI (681-682), 1267 Iaghukacchii (648), 1268 madhyiihnika 
(689), 1269 mahiirii~!ri (696), 1270 maitri (657), 1271 miik~ika (695), miiliiphala ((676), 1272 

mai:iqhiQhi (661), markosa (674), miisiilI (693), miiyuka (660), 1273 niigiirjuni (673), 1274 

niikaniirI (649), niiriici(665), narapu~pa ((690), 1275 nimbi (657), 1276 paliisinf (678), 12n 

panasi (682), parpo!i (664), 1278 p~i:ir (685), phiiti (647), siddhesvara (677), 1279 sphii
rdana (674), 1280 srngari!\i ((666), 1281 tak~akr (679), tiimravalli (650), 1282 u1psadiira 
(666), ii~andi (696), 1283 valliyaka (669), 1284 va!u (688), and vi~akharparikii (661). 1285 

Noteworthy names from other parts of the Niimasllf!lgraha are, for example: 
bakiiyini (123), 1286 bhilla (73), 1287 bh!1'1giiri (143-144), 1288 kii~!hapii!alii (172), 1289 

k~iranadi (195), 1290 Iiilgabheda (76), raktapiidi (51), 1291 sar1khayiithikii (628), 
tiktajivanti (I 94), and viir~kI (621-622). 

Remarkable names from the Gu,:iasaq1graha are: ailgarakii (369ab), bodiirasr
ilgaka (579), drak~ii~1a (582), dr~atpunarnavii (249), gippi!a (583), 1292 godhiimati 
(559), jaka (588), jvalatpu~pa (578), 1293 Jamika (582), modayanti (577), 1294. riijasola 
(570-571), 1295 srastari (318-319), and yavacificI (37; 394). 

The form of several words from these lists indicates that Soqhala was not averse 
to the use of Prakrit, a fact which he states explicitly at the end of the Niimasaq1graha. 
A word like gunda, 1296 with the meaning of Sanskrit niryiisa, is freely employed by 
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him (e.g., GuQasaqigraha 589). A late loan-word like sabiina 1297 is also found in the 
Gu(lasrupgraha (590). 1298 

(2) The Gadanigraha 
The Gadanigraha is, like the so,halanigha,;itu, composed of two distinct parts, a col
lection of formulae arranged according to the several types of pharmaceutical prepara
tions, and a comprehensive text dealing with both nidana and cikitsa, arranged in agree
ment with the eight ailgas of ayurveda. Its model may have been Candraia's Yogaratna
samuccaya, which, though mainly a collection of recipes, also contains a therapeutic 
part called gadasanti. 

Contents 
The first part of the Gadanigraha, the prayogakhar;i<;la, counting 2,700 verses 1299 and 
thus covering about a quarter of the whole treatise, is divided into six adhikaras, on 
ghrta, taila, ciirr;ia, gu!ika, leha, and asava 1300 respectively. Its structure therefore 
closely resembles Candra\a's Yogaratnasamuccaya, which is composed of eight 
adhikaras, namely ghrta, taila, ciir~1a, gu!ika, avaleha, gadasanti, paiicakarman, and 
kalpa. The chapter on iisavas is new in Soghala's work; a chapter on kalpa and a 
section (kha~1<;1a) on paiicakarman form part of the Gadanigraha too. 

So~hala mentions his sources by name in part of the ghrtadhikara only, up to 
verse 252ab. The authorities mentioned are: Agnivesa (32cd-35ab; 40cd-43ab; 
66cd-68ab; 92-94; 150-153; 158-161; 162-168; 194-197), Bhe<;la (72-76; 77-
86ab; 95-101; 200-207), Cikitsiikalikii (233-234), Harita (43cd-47ab; 47cd-49; 
50-54ab; 54cd-60ab; 68cd-7 l; 89-91; 154; l 85-l 87ab; 208-211 ), Jatukarr;ia (169-
176ab ), Kharanada (102-108ab; 242cd-249ab), Kr~r;iatreya (114cd-118; 176-183ab; 
198-199; 222-225ab; 225cd-230), K~arapar;ii (183-184), Siddhasiira (64cd-66ab), 
tantriintara (249cd-252ab), Vagbha\a (I08cd-l llab; 155; 156-157), Vaideha (124-
129), and Videha (212-217). 

This procedure is surprising and hard to explain. P.V. Sharma ll'.>I believes that So
<;lhala indicated these sources according to what he found in Candraia's Yogaratna
samuccaya, but that, as Candra\a refers to his sources from beginning to end, only a 
defective copy of the Yogaratnasamuccaya was at So<;lhala's disposal. 

Other sources of Soghala may have been V~uda's Siddhayoga, 1302 Cakrapar;ii's 
Cikitsiisaq1graha, 1D3 and Vailgasena's treatise. 1304 

One formula 1305 is said to derive from Lokasena, a resident of the Nandavihara, 
who transmitted it to a bhik~u. 

Interesting names of drugs found in chapters one to five of the prayogakhai;i<;la are: 
brahmavinirmita (ciirr;ia 156), 1306 candrapriya (gu!ika 452), 1307 dhiirtapatnI (gu!ika 
447), 1308 gho!aka (ghrta 384), 1309 indrika (ghrta 371), 1310 jivanI (taila 365), 1311 

jvalamukhI (taila 524), 1312 kaq1sella (leha 45), 1313 kii!asalmali (ciiq1a 416), 1314 

mahaparpaiaka (taila 375), 1315 maho!ika (taila 339), 1316 parsucchinna (taila 524), 1317 

saraka (ciirr;ia 435), 1318 sitapu~paka (gu!ika 13), 1319 sudhakarakhya (ciirr;ia 323), 1320 
sumarkaµ (ghrta 397), 1321 vardhiphala (ciir~1a 297), 1322 vrar;iarohir;iI (taila 365), 1323 

vrddhaila (ciirr;ia 44), 1324 and yak~ahastaka (ghrta 425). 1325 
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The chapter on asavas presents some interesting features. It describes the nine 
sources of asavas (20-21), i.e., tvac, pattra, kai:i<;la, pu~pa, sara, miila, phala, dhanya, 
and sita (sugar); it proceeds with giving details on these nine types. It enumerates six 
types made of dhanya (122), twenty-six of phala (23-25), eleven of miila (26-27), 
twenty of sara (27cd-28), ten of pu~pa (29-30ab), four of kai:i<;la (30cd), two of 
pattra (3lab), four of tvac (3lcd), and one of sita (32a). One of the asavas, namely 
the varu~1asava (324-336), is a cona-ibulion by So<;lhala himself, as indicated by the 
author. 

Noteworthy drugs prescribed in the asava chapter of the prayogakhal)<;ia of the 
Gadanigraha are: 1326 akallaka (296; 319; 331), 1327 babbiili (132), 1328 balabija (294 
and 317), dhamasaka (267), 1329 gajaseluka (297), 1330 harahiira (368), kababa (319 
and 332), kalauiiji (316), 1331 kaliiija (267), 1332 kayaphala (267), 1333 kubjaka (281), 
maci.ka (142 and 185), mastaki (249), 1334 nepali (243), 1335 posta (317), 1336 u\ii1gai:ia 
(296), 1331 and vijaya (320). 1338 Kuliiijana 1339 is found in another chapter (leha 342). 
The term arka is met with in this treatise for the very first time (asava 271-274).1340 

P.V. Sharma claims that opium is also prescribed. 1341 

The greater part (7,354 verses) of the Gadanigraha is composed of nine kha~1<;1as 
on kayacikitsa, salakyatantra, salyatantra, bhiitavidya,kaumaratantra, vi~atantra, rasa
yanatantra, vajikarai:iatantra, and paiicakarman. 

The diseases are systematically assigned to one of the a1igas, which is a new 
feature, and their order only partially agrees with the Miidhavanidiina for this reason, 
though So<;lhala basically accepted the latter work as authoritative and incorporated 
the whole of it in his own treatise. The differences between Madhava and So<;lhala 
are only of a minor nature. The chapters on vrddhi and vidradhi interchanged their 
places. Madhava's chapters on unmada and apasmara were transferred to the khai:i<;la 
on bhiitavidya; the chapter on unmada was divided into two, one on bhiitonmada, the 
other on unmada. The arrangement of the chapters on salakya differs from Madhava's; 
their order is siro-, kar~1a-, netra-, nasa-, and mukharoga. The khaiJ<;la on salya has ten 
chapters: granthy-apacy-arbuda-galagai:i<;la, slipada, vra~1asopha-dvivrai:iiya, sadyo
vra~1a, bhagna, na<;livrai:ia, bhagandara, upadarpsa, siikado~a, and k~udraroga, which 
means that So<;lhala accepted Madhava's order, but made the latter's two chapters on 
vra~iasotha and sariravra1Ja into one. It should be noted that the chapter on vidradhi is 
to be found in the kha~1<;1a on kayacikitsa and not in that on salya, though it forms part 
of a series of salya chapters in the Miidhavanidiina. 

The matter dealing with kaumaratantra was not only slightly rearranged by 
So<;lhala, in comparison with Madhava's work, but also expanded. The khai:i<;la on this 
subject has twelve chapters: pradara, yoniroga, garbhasrava, mii<;lhagar-bha, vandhya, 
yonisukrado~a, siitikaroga, stanaroga, yoniga~hikarai:ia, 1342 yoninirlomikara~1a, 1343 

balaroga, and balagraha. The chapter on yoniroga corresponds to Madhava's chapter 
on yonivyapad and yonikanda, those on garbhasrava and mii<;lhagarbha correspond 
to Madhava's chapter on mii<;lhagarbha, that on stanaroga agrees with Madhava's 
chapters on stanaroga and stanyadu~\i, and those on balaroga and balagraha corre
spond to Madhava's chapter on balaroga. The chapters on vandhya, yonisukrado~a, 
yoniga<;lhikarai:ia and yoninirlomikarai)a, which have no verses on nidana, are 
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additions. 
The first chapters of the vi~atantra agree with the last chapter of the Miidhavanidii

na, while the remaining seven are on therapy. The rasiiyanatantra is of a composite na
ture; its first chapter is about rasiiyana, the second (au~adhikalpa) is concerned with 
kalpas useful in rasiiyana, the third (bhe~ajakalpa) is on various pharmaceutical prepa
rations and measures, the fourth treats of dinacaryii, and the fifth of rtucaryii. 

The sources of the verses contained in these nine khal)<)as are indicated in a few 
instances: Vrddhavi1gbhata (kiiya 1.450-451), Susruta (1.461-462), and Viigbha[a (I. 
547-549). Parts of the second chapter of the rasiiyanatantra (au~adhikalpa) have been 
taken from the A§fiiiigasaqigraha. 1344 

The Gadanigraha is quoted in Hariprapanna's Rasayogasiigara, Jayaratna's Jvara
parijjaya, 1345 Visvaniitha DvivedI's Rasendrasambhava, YiidavjI TrikamjI's Rasiimrta, 
and in the Yogaratniikara. It is one of the sources of Aryadiisa Kumiirasiqiha's Kvii
thama1Jimiilii, Devasirpha Vinhal's Brhadiisaviiri§tasaipgraha and of the Rasoddhiira
tantra. 

Special features 
The Gadanigraha contains in those parts which are devoted to nidiina a rather con
siderable number of extra verses which are not found in the Rogaviniscaya Some of 
these are appended to the verses taken from Miidhava and indicated as prakiiriintare-
1~a lak~al)iini, 1346 others occur at various places and describe specific syndromes. Ex
amples of the latter category are: kiiya 2 .117 (praviihikii), 5.30-32 (bhasmaka), 7.20 
(hiiridraka), 1347 19 .160 (ka[igraha); kaumiira 11.18-21 ab (k~Iriilasaka). 1348 

Mention is made of some syndromes unknown from earlier texts, such as a pa
iiciihasaq1bhavajvara (kiiya 1.535-536) and ~a<)dinodbhavajvara (1.536-537). 1349 So
<)hala incorporated the diseases called vardhma (kiiya 3 5 .11-12), snii yuka (kii ya 40.41-
43) and somaroga (kaumiira 1.63-68). 1350 The disorder called sle~mapitta may have 
been described for the first time by So<)hala (kiiya 38.12). 1351 The terms sitali (kiiya 41. 
68 and 70) and silalikii ( 41.68 and 71-73), used by So<)halain his chapter on masiirikii, 
are among their earliest occurrences. 1352 Remarkable is the fact that Soghala regarded 
blood as a do~ on the same footing as kapha and pitta, at least in an isolated instance 
(kiiya 19.88). The terms rasendrabhoktar (viiJkarai;ia 125) and siitasevin (viijikarai;ia 
135) tell in favour of the developed state of rasasiistra in So<)hala's times. 

Religious elements play a minor role in this author's therapeutics, but the mention 
of a riik~asI called DundubhI (kiiya 1.556-557), to be honoured in cases of fever, should 
be noted, as well as the employment of the MahiimiiyiirI (bhiita 1.4 7). 

The plant miirkai;i,gI may well be found for the first time in the Gadanigraha (kiiya 9. 
46 and 33. 76 ), 1353 as well as the substance designated by the terr~ tavariiga (kaumiira I. 
55 and 11.121 ), a synonym ofyaviisasarkarii. 1354 Among the rare medicinal substances 
from the SD4halanighai1tu only a few are prescribed in the Gadanigraha, e.g., paliisinI 
(kiiya 32.103 and 107) and bodiirasp1ga (salya 8.26). 

On the other hand, the Gadanigraha mentions a number of medicinal plants which 
were not included in the Nighar;,tu, e.g., iihuli (kiiya 7.64), bhiimijayantI (kiiya 1.557), 
brahmadai:i~II (kiiya 1.607), 1355 chohiira (kiiya 6.34 ), 1356 ciiicil)I (kiiya 1.220).' 357 
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citrangi (kiiya 1.644), 1358 deva9ar1garI (kiiya 30.88), 1359 dhiiriidhara (kiiya 1.480), 1360 

erakii (kiiya 39.55), 1361 ghrtapura (kiiya 35.53), 1362 girikadambaka (kaumiira 11. 
107), 1363 gopiilakarka!I (kiiya 29.61), 1364 kan.iamo\a (salya 3.63), 1365 ka\udugdhikii 
(kiiya 4.179), 1366 ka\utrna (kiiya 1.480), 1367 km1abhramarikii (siiliikya 2.83), 1368 

kr~1.1alii (kaumiira 10. 7);369 ~Irapotaki (kiiya 22.38), 1310 miiyiiphala (kaumiira 9. 
17), 1371 miilakasumha (kiiya 1.406), 1372 paficiinana (kiiya 10.69), 1373 ringii:iI (kiiya 
23.82), 1374 sitakesara (kiiya 23.134), 1375 u\ii:i!a (kiiya 41.68), 1376 vaidyiimrta (kiiya 
1.476),' 377 val!Itaru (kiiya 19.201), 1378 vari:iojjvala (kiiya 31.29), 1379 and virabha\i 
(bhiita 1.78). 1380 The term khapura is used as a synonym of niryiisa in jingi1.1Ikhapura 
(kiiya 19.197). The term amlavetasa is employed in a peculiar way (rasiiyana 2.5). 1381 

The author 
So9hala belonged, as he indicates himself, 1382 to a Riiyakaviila 1383 family of the 
Vatsa gotra. Besides being conversant with iiyurveda, he was an expert in siihitya, 
jyotit1siistra, and vyiikarai:ia. 1384 According to some, he was the son of a physician 
called Svaccha, according to others his father's name was Nandana. 1385 The name of 
his teacher is sometimes said to be Sar1ghadayiilu 1386 or Aso9ha. 1387 Judging from the 
ma1igaliicarai:ia of Niima- and GuIJaSa[!lgraha, he was probably a devotee of Siirya, 
the sun god. 1388 Since Riiyakaviila briihmai:ias belong to Gujarat, it can safely be 
assumed that So9hala lived there, the more so because he uses names of drugs which 
are current in that region.1389 

P. V. Sharma assumes that the author of the Soc;JhalanighaIJ{U and Gadanigraha is the 
same as So9hala, son of Bhiiskara, and father of the Siirngadeva who composed the 
Sa[!lgitaratniikara and Adhyiitmaviveka. This So9hala, who was a descendant of Vr
~agai:ia, migrated from Kasmir to the South, and was an accountant-general attached to 
the court of the kings Bhillama (1175-1191), Jaitra (1191-1210) and Sir1ghai:ia (1210-
1247) of the Yiidava dynasty, an office which was held by Siinigadeva too. The family 
of this So9hala was composed of physicians and even Siinigadeva himself was not only 
a musician and poet, but also a medical practitioner well versed in iiyurveda. 1390 The 
Yiidava king Bhimadeva II had a copper plate inscribed in the year 1256, recording 
donations to the son of a So9hala from a Riiyakaviila briihmai:ia family who was an 
expert in jyotil.isastra. l391 

Certainty cannot be reached with regard to P.V. Sharma's assumption, but his rea
soning does not ca1Ty conviction. 1392 

Date 
Internal evidence from the Gadanigraha proves that So9hala is posterior to Ravigupta, 
Miidhava (the author of the Miidhavanidiina), Vrnda, Tfsa1a, Candra1a, and Vailgasena. 
The absence from the Gadanigraha of the majority of the mercurial and other metallic 
preparations found in the therapeutic treatises of Cakrapai:ii and Vangasena may be due 
to the Bengal origin of these two authors, for this type of preparation came into use in 
Bengal first. 1393 

The relationship between the Soc;Jhalanighap{u and an early version of the Dhanva
ntarinighBIJ!U, postulated by P.V. Sharma, cannot be used for chronological purposes, 
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because the hypothesis is unnecessary and vague. The same author's assumption that 
So~hala borrowed from J;)alha!)a is unacceptable. The fact that the names of new drugs 
borrowed from Islamic medicine occur in prescriptions of the Gadanigraha appears 
to prove that So~hala cannot be placed earlier than about A.O. 1200, a date that is 
in agreement with what is known about So~hala's sources. That So~hala was active 
during the first half of the thirteenth century and held some office at the Yiidava court 
may be corroborated by his description of two medicinal preparations named after king 
Silpha!)a. 1394 Sajhala's terminus ante quern cannot be determined by means of quota
tions in which the source is specified, but it is very likely that his works were used by 
many later authors. This seems beyond doubt in the case of Vopadeva, who adopted 
a number of verses from the Gu,:iasarpgraha (l068d-1069ab; 1070-1071) in his Sid
dhamantraprakiisa (ad Siddhamantra 76), which is in support of placing So~hala in the 
first part of the thirteenth century. Bhiivamisra is also an author who certainly borrowed 
from the SocJhalanigha,:ifu. 1395 

According to P.V. Sharma, 1396 So~hala's works were also put to use by the author 
of the Hiiritasarphitii, Kesava, Niscalakara, 1397 Siirr1gadhara, Madanapiila, and the 
author of the Riijanigha,:ifu; P.V. Sharma also claims that Niscalakara quotes the So
cJhalanigha,:itu, without mentioning the name of his source. 1398 The SocJhalanigha,:ifu 
may have been one of the sources for the chapters on materia medica of Tajara's 
Ayurvedasaukhya. 1399 The relationship between So~hala and the author of the Mii
dhavadravyagu(1a remains undetermined. 1400 The available evidence, taken together, 
is in favour of assigning Sajhala to the period around 1200. 1401 

The Miinasolliisa ascribed to Somesvara 

The Miinasolliisa 1402 or Abhi/a~itiirthacintiima,:ii, 1403 an encyclopaedic work, ascribed 
to king Somesvara, 1404 contains sections which pertain to medicine. 

Contents 
The Miinasolliisa is a voluminous text of one hundred chapters (adhyiiya), arranged 
into five groups of twenty chapters each (virpsati or prakara!)a). It was composed for 
use by the king and the members of the royal court, and deals with all aspects of daily 
life. Only those parts of the work which relate to human medicine will be discussed 
here.1405 

The first virpsati has some verses on foods and drinks to be avoided by a king 
(abhak~yava1janiidhyiiya: 45-52).1406 It also contains a chapter that is largely de
voted to medicine (diniiniithiirtabandhubhrtyapo~aQiidhyiiya: 135-304). Its main part 
(vaidyaka; 135-292) is about the treatment of various internal diseases, amongst 
which fever predominates (jvara: 145-199),1 407 while some verses on surgery are 
appended to it (285-290). The prescriptions contain well-known vegetable drugs. 
This section on therapy is followed by a sho1t list of synonyms of some medicinal 
substances (au~adhinigha~1iu: 292-300). 

The second virpsati has an interesting section on rasiiyana (I0-51), 1408 verses 
on the qualities required in a cook (siidalak~a11a: 134-137) 1409 and a physician 
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(vaidyalak~aQa: 138-145), 141 0 a short section on alchemy, especially auri- and argen
tifaction (dhiituviida-rasiiyana: 377-394), 1411 and a section on gems (403-536). 1412 

The third vilpsati, which deals with enjoyments (upabhoga) of the king, descri
bes the residences (grha; 906-926),1413 baths (sniina; 927-953), 1414 footwear (pii
dukii; 954-958), 1415 ointments (vilepana; 980-1008), 1416 clothing (vastra; 1009-
1041ab), 1417 garlands (miilya; 1041cd-!048ab), 1418 ornaments and jewels (bhii~a; 
1048cd-1132ab), 1419 seats (iisana; 1132cd-1150), 1420 chowries (ciimara; ll51-
1160), 1421 foods (annabhoga; 1342-1600) 1422 and drinks (piiniyabhoga; 1601-
1629), 1423 which are suitable to a royal person. It adds verses on betel chewing 
(tiimbiila; 959-979), 1424 ointments for the feet (piidiibhyailga; 1630-1638), 1425 
vehicles (yiina; 1639-1659), 1426 parasols (chattra; 1660-1669), 1427 couches (sayyii; 
1670-1696), 1428 incenses (dhiipa; 1697-1712), 1429 and rules for his contacts with 
women (yo~ita; 1713-1820). 1430 

The fourth viipsati contains verses on wondrous feats (camatkiiravinoda: 1433-
1493), and the fifth verses on alcoholic drinks and the way they should be consumed 
(madiriipiinakric;lii: 426-514).143 1 

The Miinaso/liisa is one of the sources of Basava's Sivatauvaratniikara. 

Special features 
Interesting .terms are daka ( 1.170) 1432 and liiva~1ika ( 1.171 ). 1433 The au~adhanighaQ\U 
gives some names of medicinal plants current in Kan;ilitaka. 1434 The main ingre
dients of the prescriptions in the rasiiyana section are siilmali, hastikarQi, muQ(,ii, 
svetabrahmavrk~a. and amarI. 1435 A king should make use of the viitiitapika method 
of rasiiyana, since the ku\ipriivesika method is not suited to him. 

A disease calledjalagraha (2.41) 1436 and the disorder known as liitii (2.42) are men
tioned in the rasiiyana section. 

Some dishes, both vegetarian and non-vegetarian, described in the section on 
annabhoga of viipsati three are: 1437 ailgiirapolikii (1382), antrasuQ\haka (1493), bha
c;litraka (1465), bh~ikii (1481), cakkalikii (1436, 1437, 1439, 1441), ghiirikii (1403), 
ghosaka (1393), ghrtakarkata (1542), i~arikii (1401), karpiiramiigil).i' (1563), kiisiira 
(1387), ka\akarQa (1396), kavacandi (1456), khiirakhai:ic;ta (1534), kosali (1482), 
kf~I]apiika (1475), rnaijikii (1573), nandyiivarta (1539), piihalikii (1385), paiicavarQI 
(1491), polikii (1383), piirabha!!iika (1484), puryala (1461), sohalii (1384), SUQ\haka 
(1435, 1436, 1447, 1458), utkviithita (1509), upakhai:ic;laka (1515), vari:iasui:i\haka 
(1501), var~olaka (1417), and va\!imaka (1487). 

Noteworthy names of vegetables in the same section are: amlaharidrakii (1563), 
amlapattl'i (1552), 1438 kuhiri (1557), miigii:ii (1563), maruka (1551), 1439 nandana 
(1555), se~haka (1552), vanamiigii:iI (1563), and va\!iii:ta (1393). 

The author and his date 
Although attributed to king Somesvara himself, 1440 the Miinasolliisa was obviously 
composed by some learned pai:ic;lit attached to the royal court, 1441 because Somesvara 
is highly praised in the work. 1442 

Somesvara III, 1443 surnamed bhiilokamalla, 1444 satyiisrayakulatilaka, 1445 and cii-
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lukyiibharruJa, 1446 was the son of the famous king Vikramiiditya VI and belonged to 
the line of the Western Ciilukyas, 1447 who had their capital at Kalyiii;ia. 1448 He reigned 
from A.O. 1126 or 1127 1449 to 1138. 1450 

The Miinasolliisa was completed in A.O. 1130/31. 145 1 

The Parahitasarphitii by Sriniithapai;i<;lita 

The ParahitasaI71hilii by Sriniithapai;i~ita 1452 is a comprehensive medical treatise from 
South India, chiefly based on the works attributed to Viigbha!a. 

Contents 
The work consists of three kiii;i<;las, the siidhiira1Ja-, a~\iii1ga-, and rasakiii;i<;la. The siidhii
rai;iakiii;i<;la contains five chapters (adhikiira): (I) prathamiidhikiira, on the three do~as 
and their seats, the seven tissues (dhiitu) of the body, rasa, virya, etc.; (2) dravyani
scayiidhikiira, on the properties of foods and medicinal substances; (3) svasthavrttii
dhikiira, on the maintenance of health; ( 4) iituravrttiidhikiira, on the examination of 
patients and the principles of diagnosis and treatment; (5) priiyascittiidhikiira, on the 
treatment of diseases by acts of propitiation, etc. 1453 The a~!iirigakiii;i~a has eight chap
ters: (I) prathamiidhikiira, probably concerned with kiiyacikitsii; (2) kaumiiratantra; (3) 
bhiitavidyiidhikiira; (4) siiliikyacikitsii; (5) sarvasalyacikitsii; (6) vi~acikitsii; (7) rasii
yanatantra; (8) viijikarai;iatantra. 1454 The contents of the rasakiii;i<;la remain unknown, 
but are probably based on rasasiistra texts. 

The chapter on siiliikyacikitsii has 724 and that on sarvasalyacikitsii 657 verses, 
mostly slokas, though other metres are also represented. 

The chapter on siiliikyacikitsii contains sections on netraroga (1-308), kari;iaroga 
(309-368), niisiiroga (369-392), mukharoga (393-551), and siroroga (552-724). The 
chapter on sarvasalyacikitsii is subdivided into sections on sopha, vrai;ia and bhagna (1-
201), bhagandara (202-241), granthi (242-264), arbuda (265-270), slipada (271-285), 
gai;i<;lamiilii and apaci (296-308), k~udraroga (309-515), dehadaurgandhyaand dagdha 
(489-515), and guhyaroga (516-657). The arrangement of the diseases in these two 
chapters agrees with that adopted by Viigbha!a in most respects and many verses are 
taken from his works. 1455 The series netra-, kari;ia-, niisii-, mukha- and siroroga is also 
found in the Uttarasthiina of Viigbha\a's works. Remarkable, however, is the descrip
tion of thirteen saqmipiita fevers in the section on siroroga (622-673). The names and 
symptoms of this series, consisting of Sa!Jtdhika or sa1µdhiga, antakastha, 1456 drgdiiha 
or rugdiihaka, citta(vi)bhrama, sitiiriga or sitagiitra, tiindrika, 1457 kai:1\hakubja, karl).ika 
or kanJaka, bhagnanetra 1458 or bhugna<;lrs, rakta~\hivin, praliipaka or praliipin, jihvaka, 
and abhinyiisa (622-636), are also met with, in the same order, in the Yogaratniikai-a 
(160-162), where they are said to be borrowed from some other treatise. The verses 
on the treatment of these fevers (637-673) also occur in the Bmivaprakiisa (cikitsii I. 
641-694) and Yogaratniikara (184-190). 

The order in which the diseases are described in the sarvasalyacikitsii chapter par
tially agrees with Viigbha\a, namely from vrai;ia up to the k~udrarogas. The number 
of the latter is fifty-five in the Parnhitasacphilii (515), but only thirty-six in Viigbha\a's 
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works (A.h.U.31.33; A.s.U.36.31). Their number has been increased by including si
tapitta (326; 413-423), amlapitta (327-328; 424-445),masiirikii and spho!a (329-344; 
446-488), sniiyupravrddhiimaya (345), 1459 dehadaurgandhya (a bad body odour), and 
dagdha (burns) ( 489-515). The presence of these diseases in the Parahirasarphirii in
dicates that it has been influenced by the Miidhavanidiina and Vrnda's Siddhayoga or 
later works. The guhyarogas, which are said to be forty in number (657), comprise, in 
the same way as in Viigbha!a's works, all the disorders of the male and female sexual 
organs. The number of diseases known is indicated in several instances and usually 
agrees with Viigbhaia. 1460 

With the exception of Viigbha!a's works, the Susmrasa,phirii, and the Rasararna
samuccaya, 1461 nothing is known with certainty about Sriniithapa1:u;lita's sources. 1462 

Later authors do not quote him. 

Special features 
Apart from the peculiarities already referred to, some more features are worthy of men
tion. The treatment of galagar;i<;la and gar;i<;lamiilii is dealt with twice, in the siiliikya 
chapter (514-520) and in that on salya (286-308). That part of the salya chapter which 
deals with the k~udrarogas includes a description of haritakf and its seven varieties, and 
ofiimalakr, vibhitaka, and triphalii(390-412). 1463 At the end of some sections there oc
cur verses on karmavipiika (salya 199 and 238-241), but this is not a conspicuous ele
ment of the Parahirasa'!lhirii, while, on the other hand, religious therapy plays a promi
nent role (siiliikya 304-308, 391-392, 547-550, 716--724; salya 199-201, 238-241, 
469-470, 657). 

The author 
The name of Sriniithapa(i<;iita appears in the colophon at the end of the salya chapter, at 
the end of the last chapter of the a~\iiilgakiir;i<;ia, 1464 and at the end of the siidhiirar;iakii
r;i<;la. 1465 

The name of his work, Parahicasa,phicii, may refer to the Parahita physicians of 
Andhra, though not necessarily so, as the title, which simply means 'sarphitii promoting 
the welfare of other (living beings)', may be of the same type as, e.g., Kalyiir;iakiiraka 

Members of families of physicians distinguished by the honorific title Parahita 
are known from four inscriptions: (a) Parahita III of Atreyagotra, who was the 
prii(tiiciirya of Siilgayaniiyaka of Korukor;i<;la; 1466 (b) Bhiiskariirya, son of Parahita, of 
Kiisyapagotra; 1467 (c) Siilganiirya, of Kiisyapagotra, son of Villaniirya, grandson of 
Bhiiskariirya and great-grandson of Periyavilla Parahita; 1468 (d) Parahita IV, son of 
Kiilaniitha Bha!\a. 1469 

As appears from these inscriptions, there were two of these families, belonging re
spectively to the Atreya- and Kiisyapagotra; the one was an older, well-established Tel
ugu family and the other a Driivi<;la family which came from the South, learnt medicine 
from the already famous Andhra family, and also adopted the title Parahita, either as 
a compliment to their preceptors or to gain prestige. In the inscriptions both families 
claim that an ancestor, Parahita I, treated a serpent that was suffering from a bone stuck 
in its throat, and that the success of the treatment resulted in this ancestor's being hon-
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oured with the name of sarpavyiidhicikitsaka. 
The author of the Parahitasacphitii may have been a descendant of the Parahita fam

ilies or one of their pupils, though his name does not occur in the inscriptions men
tioning Parahita physicians. 1470 Arguments for the view that the title Parahita was not 
reserved for one or more particular families of physicians, but could be given to any 
physician well versed in all branches of medicine who devoted his life to the practice 
of his art are given by P. Hymavathi. 1471 

Dare 
The Madras MS of the Parahitasacphitii is written in nandiniigari, 1472 a type of script 
that was in common use during the time of the western Ciilukyas, the Re99i kings of 
Ko!)9avi9u 1473 and the earlier dynasties of Vijayanagar rulers; it went out of fashion 
after the sixteenth century. 1474 Hence the MS was copied in the fifteenth or sixteenth 
century and the text may belong to the fifteenth century. This conclusion is co1Tobo
rated by the absence of phirailgaroga from the Parahitasarphitii, 1475 a disease described 
for the first time in the Bhiivaprakiisa, which dates from the sixteenth century. 1476 

Vailgasena 

Vailgasena is the author of a comprehensive textbook, 1477 called Cikifsiisiirasacpgra
ha, 1478 but often referred to as Vatigasena 1479 after its author. Other titles are Cikitsii
mahiirl)ava, 148° Cikitsiisaqigraha, 1481 Cikitsiitattvasacpgraha, 1482 Vaidyavallabha, 1483 

and Vaiigadattavaidyaka. 1484 

Contents 
Vailgasena's treatise contains 11,000-12,000 verses (mostly slokas) and some 
prose, 1485 arranged in ninety-six chapters. The first 124 stanzas are devoted to general 
subjects, such as definitions of nidiina, piirvariipa, riipa, upasaya and Sa!Jlpriipti 
(1.9-15), the seasons (1.50-52), the constitutions (1.66-72), the do~as (1.73-79), 
weights and measures (1.95-113), patients not to be treated (1.114-117), etc. An 
(incomplete) table of contents of the work follows (1.125-133). The bulk of the 
treatise (the remaining part of chapter one and chapters two to seventy-five) are 
about the diseases and their treatment This section is foll0\1;ed by chapters on sneha, 
sveda, vamana, virecana, bastikarman, dhiimapiina, kavala, and nasya, svasthavrtta, 
pharmacology, rtucaryii, ari~!a, and definitions of a series of actions of drugs. 

The chapters on diseases are arranged by the eight ailgas: kiiya and salya (sixty-four 
chapters), siiliikya (five chapters), kaumiirabhrtya (two chapters), agada (one chapter), 
rasiiyana (one chapter), and ViiJ'ikara~ (one chapter). 

The subject matter ofthejalado~iidiyoga chapter is of a remarkable type and does 
not fit in with this scheme. Besides being concerned with the treatment of disorders 
caused by polluted water (ialado~a), it has some recipes suitable for making women 
submit to male advances (vasikara!)a), improving the qualities of the sexual organs in 
males and females, preventing flaccidity of the breasts in women, delaying ejaculation 
in men, causing sterility or curing it, etc. 
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The more or less heterogeneous contents of the chapter on rasiiyana show a good 
deal of influence from iatrochemistry; it describes rasiiyanayogas for a long series of 
diseases, treats of sirobasti and the marmans, and enumerates even the niiniitmaja dis
eases. 

Vangasena is heavily dependent on Miidhava in the arrangement of the diseases; 
his verses on nidiina are taken from Miidhava's Rugviniscaya, 1486 at least for the larger 
part. This is not to say that almost nothing new is found in Vangasena's nidiina, when 
compared with Madhava, for it contains many variants, 1487 and its order deviates at 
many places. 1488 More interesting, however, are the numerous stanzas that cannot be 
traced in Miidhava's work, as well as the new disorders described. Vangasena's ther
apeutic prescriptions failed to receive much attention, 1489 but deserve more study, 1490 

since a few at least cannot be traced in earlier works. 1491 

The chapters on snehapiina up to that on svasthavrtta and the chapter on rtucaryii 
are concerned with subjects that follow upon the section on specific therapy in many 
treatises. Numerous verses in these chapters are taken from Vrnda's Siddhayogaor the 
Cakradatta. 

The chapter on dravyagui:ia 1492 describes the tastes, etc., the actions of a re
stricted number of medicinal substances, the best varieties of these, and substitutes 
to be used in the absence of particular drugs. The gai:iapii\ha chapter enumerates 
thirty-seven groups of drugs, together with their actions. 1493 The next chapter, based 
on Caraka, 1494 and called sarpsodhanasa1psamanarasadravyiidiniil!1 vargiidhikiiral:i, 
has fourteen groups (varga) of drugs, appropriate for the purpose of sa111,sodhana 
and sarpsamana, or dominated by a particular taste. Three chapters ( dhiinyavarga, 
miil!1savarga, siikaphalavarga) are about the properties of articles of food. Two 
chapters (vyaiijanamiirpsavyaiijana and matsyavyaiijana) are concerned with prepared 
foods, and one chapter (dravadravya) is about fluids. The next chapter, on ari~\as, 
contains mainly material from the Susrutasaq1hitii (Sii.28-33). The last chapter, called 
dipanapiicanadravyalak~ai:ia, gives definitions of a series of technical terms denoting 
particular actions of drugs and is the earliest one of this type on the subject. 1495 The 
treatise ends with four verses (vangasenotpatti) on Vailgasena's life and work. 

Authorities to whom prescriptions are attributed are: the Asvins, 1496 Atreya, 1497 

Bhiiradviija, 1498 Bhiiskara, 1499 Giririijaputri (i.e., PiirvatI), 1500 Girisa (i.e., Siva), ISOI 

l<Jiinibhandhacaryii, 1502 Kii.Iikiiyana, 1503 Kiisika, 1504 Kiisyapa, 1505 Niigiirjuna, 1506 

Sarpkara, 1507 Siddhaniitha, 1508 Srfvisvariipa, 1509 Tiirii, 15!0 Vaideha, 1511 Videha, 1512 

and Vigm. 1513 

Vangasena rarely refers to his sources, but three works ofNiigiirjuna are mentioned 
by name: Lohasiistra (rasiiyana 474), Rasiiyanasaqihitii (rasiiyana 166), and Yogasii
ra (striroga 91). ene formula derives from the Asvinasaq1hitii (gulma 76-78). Hiiri
ta's opinion on a particular subject is once referred to Uvara 502). G. Mukhopadhyaya 
claims that Vangasena quotes Kapilabala. 1514 

Authors and works quoting from or referring to Vangasena or his work are: 
the Amgyam,tabindu, Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta's commentary on the 
Rasaratnasamuccaya, the commentary on the Ayurvediibdhisiira, 1515 the Ayurvedfya 
Khanijavijiiiina, Bhiivamisra's Bhiivaprakiisa 1516 and its glosses, 1517 Binod Lall Sen's 
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Ayurvedav(iiiiina, 1518 the Brhadrasariijasundara, Candra\a's Yogaratnasamuccaya, 1519 
Devasi1pha Vi!!hal's Brhadiisaviiri§{asrupgraha, Viicaka Dipacandra's La,ighanapa
thyanirpaya, i;>alhai:ia, 1520 Gopiiladiisa, Gulriijsarmamisra, 1521 Hariprapanna in his 
Rasayogasiigara, Hemiidri, 1522 Kiisiriima, 1523 Miigacandra, Meghamuni's Megha
vinoda, 1524 Niscalakara's Ratnaprabhii, 1525 the Piikamiirtapc;ta and Piikiiqiava, the 
Rasoddhiiratantra, Srikai:i\hadatta, 1526 Srivai:iesvara Bhanaciirya's Rasaratnadfpi
kii, 1527 Sukhiinanda's commentary on Lolimbariija's Vaidyajfvana, Trivikrama's 
Lauhapradfpa, 1528 Vaidyariija 's Sukhabodha, and the Yogaratniikara. 1529 

Valigasena's treatise was one of the sources of Aryadiisa Kumarasiq1ha's Kvii
thamapimiilii, Visvaniitha DvivedI's Rasendrasambhava and of the Ma'din al~!Jifa'. 
It was (anonymously) used as a source by the author of the interpolated portion of 
Niscalakara's Ratnaprabhii. l530 

Commentaries on Vangasena's work may have been written by Vaidyaniitha 1531 
and Trivikrama. 1532 

Special features 1533 

Valigasena deviates from the Miidhavanidiina by inserting stanzas from other sources, 
splitting up chapters, combining them in new ways, and adding new diseases. Inser
tions occur especially in the chapters on jvara, netraroga, striroga, and biilaroga. Vac 
ligasena has separate chapers on riijayak~man and k~tak~aya, 1534 hikkiiand sviisa, 1535 
siilaand parii:iamasiila, 1536 udiivarta and iiniiha, 1537 galaga~u:la, gal)<;iamiilii, granthi, and 
arbuda. 1538 Miidhava's gynaecological chapters are replaced by one chapter on strI
roga. 

A noteworthy feature is the addition of chapters on bhasmaka, bradhna, and snii
yuka, diseases that are not separately dealt with in Vrnda's Siddhayoga and the Cakra
datta Valigasena describes the pathogenesis, symptoms and therapy of bhasmaka, a 
disorder characterized by an excessive activity of the digestive fire. 1539 Bradhna is de
scribed together with kurai:i<;ta, two disorders with swelling of the inguinal canal and 
the scrotum as their chief symptom. The verse on bradhna is identical with that on 
vardhma in Vrnda's Siddhayoga (40.20); kurai:i<;ia, said to differ from bradhna in be
ing painless, is added from an unknown source. The treatment of bradhna is the same 
as that of Vrnda's vardhma, apart from one extra recipe. 154° Formulae against kurai:i<;ta 
are absent. The characterization of sniiyuka is a somewhat expanded version of the de
scription found in the Siddhayoga (55.15-17); its treatment, partly the same as in the 
Siddhayoga, is more elaborate. 

The description of the disease called urograha, a very painful swelling of the up
per and lateral parts of the abdomen, may be the earliest one, unless this disorder was 
already known to Viigbha\a; 1541 Vangasena also deals with its treatment. 

Worthy of attention is Valigasena's enumeration of the symptoms of five types of 
splenomegalia (plihodara; udara 121-127). 

The chapter on masiirikiiadds a verse (33) on a variety called kodrava or kak~iika, 
originating from kapha and viita. 

Somaroga (striroga 82-85) and the related miitriitisiira (striroga 90) are two dis
orders recognized for the first time in Vangasena's work, in the chapter on women's 
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diseases. Somaroga is a polyuria, occurring in women only; when of long standing, it 
is called miitratisara. 1542 

Aversion to sexual intercourse in women (strividve~a or strido~a) is also dealt with 
in the chapter on women's diseases (prose between 90 and 91); the passages on this 
group of disorders are quoted from the strido~acikitsapariccheda of Nagarjuna's Yo
gasiira Three types are distinguished, caused respectively by fate ( daiva; for exam
ple, incompatible horoscopes of husband and wife), an awkward (avidagdha) husband, 
and a female rival (sapatnI). 1543 Rituals, sometimes accompanied by the application of 
drugs, are thought to be helpful in overcoming the woman's resistance; statuettes (put
talika), made of particular substances, homage paid to the Kumar Is, and mantras, are 
important elements of the rituals described. 

Two interesting children's diseases mentioned are pascattaka (balaroga 114-119), 
a vrana (sore or ulcer) affecting the anal region, probably also known as vicchi, vicchI 
and ~icchinna 1544 (balaroga 120-122), and sayyamiitrai:ia (balaroga 126-128), enure
sis nocturna. 1545 The description of the children's disease called upasir~aka, omitted 
in the Miidhavanidana, is borrowed by Vailgasena (balaroga 129) from Vagbha!a. 1546 

The bad effects of the inauspicious, too early eruption of teeth are dealt with in a se
ries of verses (balaroga 140-144), followed by the priiyascitta required in such cases 
(balaroga 146-148). 

The nisayana chapter contains a number of recipes which are specifics against 
particular diseases (262-318). The same chapter describes the marmans (prose 
between 331 and 332, 332-350) and enumerates the nanatmaja disorders by vii.ta, pitta 
and kapha (351-369). 

The chapter on ari~!as has verses on the examination of a patient's eyes (netraparI
k~a 178-186), face (mukhaparik~a; 187-188), and tongue (jihvaparik~a; 189-192), fol
lowed by an elaborate description of the examination of the urine (miitraparik~a; 193-
225), which includes, for the first time in Indian medical history, the tailabindu method, 
in which the form, assumed by a drop of oil on the surf ace of the urine, has diagnostic 
and prognostic significance. 1547 

Vailgasena's materia medica is mostly of the common ayurvedic type. He is, 
however, one of the earliest authors to prescribe Cannabis satiw1 Linn. (bhailga; 
rajayak~man 83). 1548 Opium is still unknown to him. 1549 

The stage of development of rasasastra in Vailgasena's work deserves careful study, 
having been underestimated previously by J. Jolly, 1550 who claimed that the calcination 
of metals is not mentioned, while metals in general are only infrequently spoken of, 
though iron is elaborately described, as well as its killing (marai:ia), etc. 

Iron and its varieties are indeed described in a detailed way in the chapter on haem
orrhoids (arsas 214-241). 1551 The usual threetypesofironarelisted: mui:ic:Ia, tik~i:ia and 
kanta; mui:ic:Ia has three varieties: mrdu, km~c:Ia and ka,~~ara, tik~i:ia is of six varieties: 
khara, yogara, sara, kari:iaka, dravaka and romaka, kanta is divided into seven varieties: 
huntala, tara, vaga, vajara, kala, bhramaka and cumbaka (arsas 214-225); besides the 
already mentioned types, pai:idija !aha is referred to (arsas 229 and 266). 

Various other metals are mentioned in the treatise: copper (tamra) occurs at many 
places in the chapter on rasayana (53, 69, 101, 110, 115), lead (naga) and tin (vailga) 
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are referred to in the same chapter (95). Substances like sulphur (gandhaka), mica 
(abhraka), etc., are repeatedly prescribed. The killing (miirai:ia) of diverse metals, not 
only iron, was well known to Vailgasena (rasiiyana 77 and 95). He was also acquainted 
with a number of processes to which mercury should be subjected before using it 
medicinally (rasiiyana 264 and 287: miirchana; 461: sodhana). 

Remarkable is the occurrence of the terms yasada (zinc; rasiiyana 326) 1552 and sii
ilkhadriiva (udara 176-178) in the relatively early work of Vailgasena. 1553 

Rasayogas are not uncommon among Vailgasena's formulae. 1554 Elements derived 
from religion 1555 and astrology 1556 are repeatedly found in the verses on treatment; 
mantras are regularly employed; two yantras are described. 1557 Tantric practices are 
referred to. 1558 

The names of the days of the week are known to Vailgasena.1559 

The author 
Vailgasena gives infonnation about himself at the beginning and end of his work. Siva, 
Cm,9I and SarasvatI are praised in the opening lines, which also provide us with the 
author's and his father's name, adding that Gadiidhara, Vailgasena's father, was born 
in Kiintikii. 1560 The vailgasenotpatti at the end of Vailgasena's treatise opens as follows: 
"When Srilq~:ia, who had freed the earth of diseases, had left and had returned to his 
abode, it became filled with diseases and frightening again in a short time. On seeing 
this, I was born in the house of Gadiidhara 1561 and made the earth healthy again". It 
ends with the words: "After being born in the house of Gadiidhara, I redacted the work 
that was called Agastisal!lhitii1562 before my birth. Thereafter it became well known 
under the name of Vatigasena. This book, being the quintessence of all the doctrines, 
will speedily confer success". 

The identity of Vailgasena's father with one of the persons called Gadiidhara who 
are known from Sanskrit medical literature is a matter of speculation, for information 
on his literary activity is entirely lacking. It is improbable, on chronological grounds, 
that Gadlidhara, the father of Var1gasena, wrote the commentary on the Susrutasarp
hitii or the Vaidyaprasiiraka, but Vailgasena's probable date does at least not conflict 
with identifying his father with Vaidyagadiidhara or Gadiidharavaidya, quoted in SrI
dharadiisa's SaduktikanJiimrta, compiled in 1205. 1563 

It is commonly assumed that Gadiidhara and Vailgasena were of Bengal origin. 1564 

Gadiidhara's birthplace has been identified as KiiiijivillI in Riigha (Western 
Bengal) 1565 and Kiintinagara of the Muzaffarpur district in Bengal. 1566 

Apart from the Cikitsiisiirasarpgraha, no other works by Vailgasena are known. 1567 

Date 
It has long been known that Vailgasena cannot be dated later than the first half 
of the thirteenth century, on account of the dates of some early MSS. 1568 J. Jolly 
claimed that he might have been a contemporary of king Lak~ma~1asena of the Sena 
dynasty. 1569 P.K. Gode considered him to have lived in the twelfth century at the 
latest, basing this view on quotations from Vailgasena in Hemiidri's commentary on 
the J\$/iitigahrdayasa,phitii. 1570 As Hemiidri lived in the second half of the thirteenth 
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century and P.K. Gode assumed a rather long interval of seventy-five years between 
the two, his conclusion was rejected by N.N. Das Gupta 1571 and H.V. Trivedi, 1572 who 
placed Vailgasena in the thirteenth century. D. Ch. Bhattacharyya discovered later that 
the Vaiigasenasa,pgraha is quoted by Niscalakara, 1573 which lowers the date to the 
period before A.D. 1150-1200. 1574 Vailgasena is assigned to the period 950-1050 by 
Ram Kumar Ray and Rajiv Kumar Ray. 1575 

Evidence concerning Vangasena's chronological position is, as appears from the 
foregoing, of diverse kinds. Apart from the early MSS, which remain valuable testi
monies, it derives from the text of his treatise and quotations from it in later treatises. 
The contents of the Cikitsiisarasa,pgraha show that Vai1gasena was posterior to Ma
dhava, the author of the Rugviniscaya, which work he largely utilized, and V~nda, from 
whose Siddhayoga he borrowed. The common assumption that Vailgasena took many 
recipes from Cakrapiii,tidatta's Cikitsiisaipgraha, 1576 although still to be tested, appears 
to be acceptable. 1577 

The sources specified by Vailgasena are of no avail in fixing his date. The rather 
developed state of rasasastra prohibits placing Vailgasena earlier than Cakrapiii)idatta, 
while the absence of the examination of the pulse as a diagnostic tool forces us to regard 
him as earlier than Siirilgadhara. 

A particular piece of internal evidence, namely the attribution of a formula to SrI
visvariipa, i578 led P. V. Sharma to date Vailgasena in the reign of king Visvariipasena of 
the Sena dynasty, who acceded to the throne in A.D. 1205 1579 or 1206. 1580 This view is, 
however, contradicted by the early date of some quotations from v.tilgasena, 1581 which 
are of considerable value in determining Vailgasena's ter[!1inus ante quern. Those found 
in Hemadri point to a date earlier than the second half of the thirteenth century; the 
single quotation in Qalhai:ia's commentary on the Susrutasa111hitii lowers the limit to 
about A.O. 1200, and, finally, the quotation in Niscalakara's Ratnaprabhii enables to 
conclude that Vai1gasena lived in the period A.O. 1050-1100. 1582 

Vatsesvara 

Vatsesvara wrote the Cikitsiisiigara, 1583 a compilation, which refers to the AgnipuriilJa, 
GarugapuriiQa, and Susruta as sources. At the beginning of the work the author gives 
his geneology: he was the son ofDevesvara, son ofHoresvara. son of Bhiidharadatta, 
the younger brother of VIresvara, and, like the latter, a son of Devaditya. Vatsesvara 
held, like the members of his family mentioned by him, the position of a minister at a 
royal court. 1584 

VIresvara's son Ca119esvara, Vatsesvara's great-uncle, was a well-known dharma
sastrin, who served king Harasirphadeva of Mithila, and who, in A.D. 1314, gave away 
his weight in gold on the banks of the river VagvatI (the modem Bagmati) in Nepal. 1585 

Being of the generation of Ca~19esvara's grandchildren, Vatsesvara flourished about 
A.D. 1360. 1586 
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Vrrasiipha 

229 

The VIrasirphiivaloka 1587 by Virasi'!ll1a is a treatise which describes the aetiology and 
therapy of each group of diseases in three entirely different ways, according to the prin
ciples of astrology, 1588 karmavipaka, and medicine. 

Contents 
The work is written in a mixture of verse and prose, the latter being chiefly found 
in the parts dealing with astrology and karmavipiika. After two introductory verses 
and some introductory prose, the author gives a list of the diseases that will be dealt 
with. Their order agrees with the Miidhavanidiina, apart from the following alterations 
and additions. A chapter on jvariitrsiira has been added after that on jvara, one on 
mahonmiida after that on piiniityaya, 1589 and one on vardhma after that on antravr~a
i:iamu~karoga. 1590 The chapter on ~udrarogas is divided into two parts, the first of 
which is concerned with a short series of these disorders and their treatment, along 
the lines of books on karmavipiika: valmika, jviiliigardabha, 1591 pii~a11agardabha, 
carmakila or kilakavrar:ia, vailq-tyaroga 1592 and avijiiiitaroga. 1593 The second part is 
about the medical treatment of thirty-four k~udrarogas. The chapter on yonivyiipad 
is followed by one on garbharak~ii, describing the measures to be taken during the 
ten months of pregnancy, and the treatment of disorders of lactation. The chapter on 
strlroga is concerned with stanasphoia, 1594 miic;lhagarbha and yonikanda. Chapters on 
biilaroga and vi~a end that part of the treatise which is arranged in agreement with the 
Miidhavanidiina. 

Eleven more chapters follow, not listed in the table of contents at the beginning of 
the work; they are about rasiiyana, ViiJikarar:ia, sneha, sveda, vamana, vireka, anuvii
sana, niriiha, dhiima, nasya, and kavala. The treatise ends with a misraka chapter, enu
merating the best medicine in each disorder and describing weights and measures. At 
the end the author gives some information about himself. 

The composition of the Vfcasilp.hiivaloka is somewhat uneven. Its sections on as
trology and karmavipaka precede those devoted to medicine in its strict sense, and ap
pear to be regarded as more important than the latter. 1595 Therapy was a greater concern 
of the author than nidiina. His chief source regardingtherapywas Vp1da's Siddhayoga, 
while most verses on nidiina were taken from Miidhava's Rugviniscaya, though these 
are sometimes interspersed with verses of unknown origin. 1596 

Virasi!!]ha specifies his sources in many instances. The following works and 
authors are quoted or referred to: Arogyacintiimal}i (47), 1597 Biirhaspatya (189), 
Baudhiiyana (many times), Bheda (128), Brahmagitii (36), 1598 BrahmiiIJ9apuriiIJa 
(65, IOI, 119, 163, 238,260,262, 294), BrahmapuriiIJa (239), Caraka (17, 74, llO, 
162, 294), Cikitsiikalikii 1599 (72), 1600 Diimodara ( 4 7), Giirgya ( 4), Garu~apuriiIJa (59), 
Gautama (32, 210), Gautamiya (256), Hiirita (2, 75), Jiitllka (many times), Ka/ikii1601 

(26, l6D2 38, 1003 72, 111 ), 1604 KalyiiIJakiiraka ( 117), Kiityiiyana (238), KiirmapuriiIJa 
(260), Lirigapuriil}a (221), Mahiibhiirata (66, 78, 119, 219), Mahiidevabhii~ya (277), 
Mahesvaratantca (4), 1605 Miinava (189), NiiradiyapuriiIJa (273), Niiradiyavacana 
(190), PadmapuriiIJa (27, 32, 36, 64, 94, 152, 174,201,261), Pitiimahas:uphitii (279), 
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~gvidhana (43, 238), Rugviniscaya (many times), SarpkaragiliilJ (119), Siiriivali (2, 
27, 31), Siitiitapiya Karmavipiika (91), Saunaka (51-53), Sivagitii (32), Sripati (27, 
32, 36, 58, 91, 289), Susruta (6, 42, 60, 69, 84, 86, 93, 95, 97, 102, 164, 253, 256, 
274), Trisa!hiiciirya (7-9), 1606 Umiimahesvarnsacpviida (77, IOI, 118), Viicaspati 
(118), 1607 Viigbha!a (21, 23, 35), Viiriiha (209), Viiyupuriil)a (79, 119, 158, 166, 217, 
273, 278), Vi~~1u (184, 239), Vrddhabaudhiiyana (179-210), Vrddhagautama (53, 
166), Vrddhapariisara (43), Vrndasacpgraha (many times), and Y~aratniivaJi(48). 1608 

The Virasicphiivaloka is quoted by Devasirpha Vinhal in his Brhadiisaviiri§{asacp
grnha, Karandikar in his Nidiinadipikii, 1009 Meghamuni in his Meghavinoda, 1610 

Trimalla in his Yogatararigini, and in the Yogaratniikara; it was probably used by 
Siirngadhara in the composition of his Trisati. 

Special features 
Unusual names of diseases mentioned in this work are mahonmiida (100-101), vaikr
tyaroga (239), avijfiiitaroga (239), and stanaspho!a (288-289). Thirty-four k~udrarogas 
are mentioned (239-244), whereas their number is thirty-six in the works ascribed to 
Viigbha!a, forty-four in the Sus rurasarphirii and Miidhavanidiina. 

The author 
At the end <if the work the author, who calls himself a lion among the kings, mentions 
that his name is Virasilpha and that he is ofTomara lineage. His father was Devavarman 
and his grandfather Kamalasirpha. 

The Tomaras were a Riijput clan who founded a dynasty in Gwalior in 1375. 1611 

Virasimha dictated his treatise to a kiiyastha named Siiranga. 1612 

Two m"ore works by an author called Virasirpha are an Ayurveda 1613 and the Nr
simhodaya. 1614 

The author of the Virasi1J1hiivaloka is sometimes credited with the Durgiibhaktita
rarigil)i.161s 

Dare 
The Virasirphiivaloka was completed in A.D. 1383. 1616 

Visvaniitha 

Visvaniitha was the author of the Pathyiipathyaviniscaya 1617 or -vinirl)aya 1618 and the 
Cikitsii111ava. 1619 

(I) Pathyiipathyaviniscaya. 1620 

After a mangala addressed to Siva and some stanzas which introduce its subject, this 
treatise, consisting of 611 verses, enumerates which substances are beneficial or harm
ful in a series of diseases (9-556) and in the six seasons (557-583). Towards the end, 
after some verses on basic principles of therapy, it mentions the disorders dealt with 
in the work (587-594). An appendix (parisi~!a) is concerned with the actions of the 
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tastes and the effects of overindulgence in substances with a particulartaste (595-607); 
it concludes with some general verses (608-610). The book ends with information on 
the author (611). 

Miidhava's arrangement of the diseases is for the greater part adopted. The 
remedial measures and medicinal substances mentioned by Visvaniitha are almost 
completely of a classical iiyurvedic type. Musk is known to him. 1621 Opium is not 
prescribed. Cannabis may form pan of Visvaniitha's materia medica. 1622 

The verses on jvara mention taruna- (9 and 12-13), madhyama- (14-16), and purii
l)ajvara (31-34 ); those on afisiira ;efer to jvariifisiira (58-59). Homage to Siva is rec
ommended in insanity caused by devas, etc. (232). The disorders called bradhna and 
Vfddhi are mentioned together (373-377). Remedial measures of a religious nature are 
not referred to in the verses on masiirikii ( 459-464). The verses on gynaecology and ob
stetrics are arranged around the following subjects: pradara and yonivyiipad ( 495-407), 
pregnancy (498-507), and puerperal diseases (siitikiiroga, 508-517). Vi~aroga is fol
lowed by verses on mixtures of diseases (rogasatpkara, 531-532), viitaroga (533-543), 
pittaroga (544-550), and kapharoga (551-556). Surgical measures, especially cautery 
(diiha) 1623 and venesection, 1624 are frequently recommended. The tailadro~1I is twice 
referred to. 

Worthy of notice are the following words: pacelima (16; 180); roiikii (a kind of 
bread; 24); names of plants likekaficaia (68; 120), methI (94), andpe!I(l91; 214; 239; 
253); names of fishes such as bhiikura (536), cenga (172), 9il)9isa (51), gargara (249; 
536), illisa (172; 249), kavayI (172; 249), khalisa (68), khu99Isa (68; 250), madhuriilikii 
(51; 68; 172), parvata (249), pro~!I( 172), rohita (250), silindhra (249), spi.gin (250), to-
9Imatsya (48), varmI (250), and the word for shrimp, cingaia (I 18). 

Geographical names found in the work are Mahendragiri (363), Piiriyiitra (389), 
and Sahyiidri ( 436). 

(2) No details are available on Visvaniitha's second work, the Cikitsiiq1a.va 1625 

The author 
Visvaniitha 1626 mentions at the end of his Pathyiipathyaviniscaya (611) that he was a 
great-grandson ofUmiipati, grandson ofTapana, 1627 who was a leading poet and physi
cian, and son of Gaurinarasitphasena. 1628 

Date 
Visvaniitha is said to have written his Pathyiipatha at the court of Pratiiparudra, the Ga
japati king of Orissa 1629 (A.D. 1497-1540), 1630 who was a contemporary and disciple 
ofCaitanya (A.D. 1486-1533), one of the mediaeval Vai~l)ava saints of India. 1631 

The Mahiimava or Madanamah§i"Qava compiled by Visvesvarabhana 

The Maharnava or Madanamahiimava, 1632 attributed to Miindhiitar, 1633 son of Mada
napiila, 1634 was actually compiled.by Visvesvarabhana. 1635 
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Contents 
This large treatise, in a mixture of verse and prose, arranged in forty chapters (tara
ilga), 1636 is a compilation 1637 which deals exclusively with karmavipaka, the retribu
tion of acts committed in former existences, a subject that belongs rather to dharma
sastra than to medicine, 1638 although it is sometimes dealt with in medical treatises. 
Remedial actions of a religious nature (prayascitta, dana, homa, bali, stotra, mantra, 
etc.) against a long series of diseases are described in that context ( chapters eight to 
forty).1639 

Illness is divided into three types: arising from karman, from the do~as, and from 
the combined actions of these two. 1640 Diseases arising from bad karman are of three 
types again: resulting from mahapataka or mahapapa, upapapa, and papa, lasting re
spectively during seven, five and three successive births; mahapapa gives rise to ku
~!ha, rajayak~man, prameha, graha!}I, miitralqcchra, asmarI, kasa, atisara, bhagandara, 
du~!avrai1a, gai1c;lamala, pak~aghata, and ak~inasana, upapapa to jalodara, yalqt, p1Ihan, 
siila, sopha, vra!}a, svasa, ajir!}a, jvara, chardi, bhrama, moha, galagraha, raktarbuda, 
and visarpa, papa to valmika, pui1c;iarika, etc. 1641 

The Mahiirz.1ava is quoted by Allac;laniitha, 1642 Raghunandana in his K[tyata
ttva, 1643 Srinatha, and others. 1644 

Special features 
Several varieties of siila (chapter nine), vra1~a (chapter fifteen) and spho!a (chapter 
fifteen) are mentioned; the term gunma is used instead of gulma (chapter twenty
seven); liitakitva (chapter thirty-six) may designate a disorder related to liitavra!}a; 
unusual types of ku~!ha are referred to (chapter thirty-seven): hina-, rakta-, pita-, 
gunma-, lT~Qa-, ka!i-, netra-, and svetaku~!ha; akasmikakarsya is mentioned (chapter 
thirty-nine); many grahas are enumerated which are for the greater part not met 
with elsewhere (chapter forty): praja-, jvara-, pratui1cJa-, kamila-, kalanayaka-, pitr-, 
lokiiyata-, apastamba-, vrtra-, mahajvara-, kumbhaka- or jambhaka-, kapila-, sivapii
da-, iirdhvakesi-, vi~!ambha- or vivrtak~a-, mahlijihva-, nava-, viisava- or vayasa-, 
k~etrapiila-, acala-, hastipada-, kar~1a-, dhana-, avatola-, krsa- or sasi-, skanda-, 
skandiipasmara-, sisu-, and me~agraha. 

The author 
Visvesvara, of Kausikagotra, was the son of Pedibha!!a l 645 and Ambika, and a pupil of 
VyasaraQyamuni. Originating from Southern India, as appears from his father's name, 
he migrated to Northern India in search of patronage. Visvesvara won the admiration 
of the Re~c;li kings and was the poet laureate of the Recarla king Siilgabhiipala (A.D. 
1386-1412), according to P. Hymavathi. 1646 He is regarded as one of the leading au
thorities of the Benares school of modern Hindu Law. 1647 

Dare 
The Mahiirl)ava probably dates from 1360-1390, i.e., the period of Visvesvarabha!!a's 
literary activity. 1648 
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Vopadeva 

233 

Vopadeva 1649 was the author of at least three medical works: 1650 ( 1) Siddhamantrapra
kiisa, 1651 a commentary on his father's Siddhamantra; (2) Hrdayadfpika, 1652 a nigha
l)!u; (3) Sataslokf, 1653 a collection of recipes accompanied by an auto-commentary, the 
Candrakalii. 1654 

A commentary on the Siirrigadharasar]lhitii, called Glighiirthadipikii, commonly as
cribed to Vopadeva 1655 on the authority of Weber 1656 and Aufrecht, 1657 is not his work, 
for its text, as recorded by Weber, is identical with Kiisiriima's Giighiirthadfpikii on the 
Siinigadharasazphitii. I 658 

Vopadeva was a prolific author, who also produced treatises on grammar 
(Kavikalpadruma with an auto-commentary called Kiivyakiimadhenu; Mugdha
bodha), on dharmasiistra (Trizpsacchlokf; Parasuriimapratiipa/fkii), and on the 
Bhiigavatapuriii1a (Harililii, an abstract of this Puriir}a; Muktiiphala, a summary of its 
teaching), etc. 1659 His versatility is revealed by a verse at the end of the Muktii phala, 
in which he claims to have composed ten works on grammar, nine on medicine, one 
on tithinirdhiira (i.e., jyoti~a), three on siihitya, and three on the Bhiigavatapurii1J8.. 1660 

Even the Bhiigavatapuriii;ia itself has been attributed to Vopadeva. 1661 

( 1) The Siddhamantraprakiisa is an elaborate and valuable commentary. 1662 Its expo
sition on the terms rasa, vipiika, virya, and prabhiiva 1663 is theoretically important, 
amongst other things on account of the view that the effect of prabhiiva is not due to 
natural factors inherent in a medicinal substance (sviibhiivikabala), but to an extra, 
especially conditioned factor (aupiidhikabala). Noteworthy is also the digression on 
the term udiisina 1664 (i.e., neutral with respect to the do~as), used by Kesava in order 
to harmonize mutually conflicting statements of Caraka, Susruta, and Khiira1_1iidi. 
Vopadeva declares that only the works of Caraka, Susruta, and Viigbha!a can be 
accepted as authoritative, due to their completeness, the continuity of their tradition, 
and the scholarly commentaries available. 1665 The identity of plants, animals, etc., 
enumerated by Kesava, is elucidated by his son by means of synonyms and, rather 
frequently, by vivid descriptions based on morphological and other characteristics, 1666 

which enhances the value of this remarkable work. 
Though many earlier treatises consulted by Vopadeva are quoted by name, it re

mains difficult to assess who were his foremost authorities. P.V. Sharma demonstrated 
that I;>alha1_1a's Nibandhasazpgraha comes first, followed by the ~/ii1iganighai;i/u and 
CakrapiiJ;iidatta's ii.yurvedadipikii. 1667 

Vopadeva quotes the commentaries of Hariscandra and Jejja!a. Other authorities 
and works cited are: Amara, Asatpkara, 1668 Bii~pacandra, Hiirita, l669 Khiira1_1iidi, 
Miidhava, 1670 Nala, 1671 Riighava, and Rudrabha!!a or Rudra\a, 1672 as well as a 
Kiirttikeyapuriina and a siidasiistra. 1673 

The Siddha"mantraprakiisa is quoted in Priyavrat Sarmii's auto-commentary on the 
Dravyagui;iasiitra and Sivadatta's auto-commentary on the Sivako§a. 1674 
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(2) The Hrdayadipaka, called a nighar:i!u by the author himself, 1675 was written in 
order to clarify the medicinal substances occurring in Svalpaviigbhata 1676 and other 
works, 1677 which calls to mind Vagbha!a's prominent position as an authority for 
Vopadeva. 

The work consists of 176 verses in a variety of metres (the anu~!ubh predominat
ing), arranged in eight vargas, and presents mostly names of drugs. The arrangement 
of the subject matter resembles that of the Paryiiyaratnamiilii. 

Vargas one to four treat of substances the synonyms of which can be arranged in 
four (catu~padavarga), three (tripadavarga), two padas (dvipiidavarga) or one pada 
(ekapiidavarga); vargas five and six enumerate drugs with two names (dvinamavarga) 
or one name (ekanamavarga); varga seven (nanarthavarga) forms the homonymic 
section; varga eight (misrakavarga), of a heterogeneous character, is concerned with 
articles of diet, medicinal preparations, nosological terms, paiicakarman, parib~a~a, 
etc. 

Vopadeva's descriptions are sometimes similar to those of the Amarako$a. 1678 

Some of Vopadeva's drugs are absent from the BrhattrayT, e.g., asthisa1J1hara (75), 
babbiila (128), hijjala (127), andjalakanda (111). 

The Hrdayadipaka is quoted by Raghunatha in his Bhojanakutiihala and Sivadatta 
in the auto-commentary on his Sivako$a. 1679 

A supplement to the Hrdayadipaka, called Paripiirti, was written by Naganatha. 1680 

(3) The Satasloki counts IOI verses in various long metres. Apart from the introductory 
and closing lines there are ninety-six stanzas describing well-known formulae, which 
are divided into six adhikaras of sixteen verses each, devoted to six types of prepara
tion, namely ciin;ia, gu!ika, leha, ghrta, taila, and kvatha. 

The SataslokT is provided with a commentary by Vopadeva himself, called Candraka
lii, as indicated by the author at the end of his work. 1681 This commentary gives syn
onyms of the substances going into a compound medicine and specifications about the 
way to prepare it. Another commentary, written by Vet:irdatta, son of Bhogin, grand
son of Vasudeva, is called Bhiiviirthadipikii. 1682 A HindI commentary (stabaka) on the 
SataslokT was composed in Pair in Marvar, in 1774/75, by Ramavijaya Upadhyaya, 
pupil of Dayasi1J1ha of the Kharataragaccha. 1683 Another Jain monk, Cainasukha of 
the Kharataragaccha, pupil of Liibhanidhlina, wrote, in A.D. 1763/64, a commentary 
on it in RajasthlinT. 1684 

'vbpadeva's Candrakalii is referred to by Sivadasasena in his commentary on 
the Cakradatta. 1685 The SataslokT is quoted by Kasirama in his commentary on the 
Siinigadharasa1µhitii 1686 and in the Yogaratniikara. 1687 Vopadeva is referred to in 
SailendrasilJlha's Vaidyacintiima(libhai$11jyasaq1grahaya. 1688 Unspecified works of 
Vopadeva are quoted in Harai;iacandra's commentary on the Susrutasaq1hitii, Kiisira
ma's commentary on the Siinigadharasaq1hitii, 1689 Narahari's ViigbhatamaIJgana, 1690 

and the Tiimbiilamaiijari: 
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Th: author 
Vopadeva was the son of Kesava and the pupil of Dhanesa; 1691 he lived, as his fa
ther did, in Vedapada. 1692 He was a pall~lit to the Yiidava king Mahiideva (1260-1271) 
and a friend of Hemiidri. 1693 The close association between Vopadeva and Hemiidri 
is attested by the latter's commentaries on Vopadeva's Muktiiphala and Harililii. 1694 

Vopadeva wrote his Harililii and Muktiiphala at the request of Hemiidri 1695 and may 
also have composed a biography of the latter in the last phase of his life. 1696 Hemiidri 
shared Vopadeva's predilection for Viigbha\a and was the author of a commentary on 
the ~!iirigah[dayasaq1hitii. 

Date 
Vopadeva's association with the court of Mahiideva proves that he lived in the second 
half of the thirteenth century. 1697 





Part 8 

Authors and works from the 16th 

to the 20th centuries 





Chapter I 

Sixteenth-century authors and works 

Anandabharati YatTndra 

Anandabhiiratr Yatindra, also called Ananda(bhiirati)siddha and Yogasiddha, pupil 
of Nrsi1J1habhiiratr, was the author of a work known as AnandamaW(rasasiira) or 
Anandamiilikii; this work is also referred to under the titles V.1idyakasiirasai11graha, 
Yogajiiiina, Yogamiilii, and Yogasiistra 1 

The full extent of this treatise is not known and the order of the chapters varies 
in the MSS. Subjects dealt with in one of the MSS 2 are: kviitha, rasa, ciin:1a, gufikii, 
pralepa, avaleha, iisava, ghrta, taila, aiijana, dhiitusodhanamiirai:ia, virecana, and 
nak~atrarogagal)anii. Another MS,3 described as chiefly concerned with rasayogas, 
takes into consideration other types of medicines too. 4 

Caraka, Susruta and the Rasaratmikara are referred to. 5 

The Anandamiilii is quoted in Ananta's Pratiipakalpadruma, Viicaka Drpacandra's 
La1ighanapathyanir1J8.ya, and an anonymous Piikiiq1ava. 

The author and his date 
Anandabhiiratr's name informs us that he was a monk of the Dasaniimi order. 6 Both 
Anandabhiiratr and his teacher Nrsir!lhabhiirati are called paramaha1J1saparivriijakiicii
rya. 7 

The period in which Anandabhiirati lived is elucidated by the references to the 
Rasaratniikara, dating from the first half of the fifteenth century, and the date of 
one of the BORI MSS of the Anandamalii, A.D. 1660. 8 Nrsi1J1habhiiratr, the guru 
of Anandabhiiratr, has tentatively been identified by P.K. Gode 9 as the person of 
that name who was also the preceptor of Durviisabhiiratr 10 and Visvariipabhiirati. 11 

Nrsi1J1habharatr can be assigned to the period 1475-1550, which establishes that 
Anandabhiirati must have written his work in the earlier part of the sixteenth century. 

Bhiivamisra 

Bhiivamisra 12 was the author of (I) the Bhiivaprakiisa, (2) the GuQaratnamiilii, and (3) 
a commentary on the Miidhavanidiina. 13 

T~ Bhiivaprakiisa 
(I) The Bhiivaprakiisa 14 · 15 is a voluminous compilation of an encyclopaedic character 
that belongs to the smaller authoritative triad called Laghutrayi. 16 It consists of three 
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kha99as and a nigha9\u. The first khat:19a is divided into a first part (l, 157 verses) which 
has six prakarai:ias, the nigha9\u (2,062 verses), and a second part (1,025 verses) that 
forms the seventh prakara9a. 

Prakarana one contains Bhlivamisra's version of the descent of liyurveda, a version 
that differs in some respects from its parallels in the Caraka- and Susrut11sa1phitii. It 
is not Bharadvlija who goes first to the abode of Indra and receives the liyurveda, but 
Atreya, followed later by Bharadvlija; 17 Caraka figures in the story as an incarnation 
of Sesa, 1s born on earth in order to free mankind from diseases; his saqihitli is said 
to be based on the works of the six disciples of Atreya. Dhanvantari also receives the 
ayurveda from Indra and is, on the latter's request, born as Divodlisa, king of Kasi; Vi
svlimitra and other sages, recognizing Divodlisa as an incarnation of Dhanvantari, send 
their sons to him for instruction; after completing their studies, these sons return home; 
Susruta, the son ofVisvlimitra, is the first among them to write a tantra. 

Prakarai:ia two is a condensed version of the Sliq1khya philosophy in its classical 
form. Prakarana three is concerned with embryology and anatomy; the do~as, dhlitus, 
marmans, etc.: are also dealt with. Prakarai:ia four is about the care for a newborn child 
and about the constitutions. Prakarai:ia five forms a long and detailed description of 
svasthavrtta(dinacaryli,rlitricarya,rtucaryli). Prakarai:ia six (misraprakarai:ia) deals, as 
its name ~uggests, with various subjects: types of diseases, the four pillars of treatment 
( catu~plid), rules for the collection and inspection of drugs, substitutes for particular 
drugs, the qualities and effects of the tastes, definitions of various effects of drugs, def
initions of virya, viplika and prabhliva. 

The Bhiivaprakasanighai:itu 19 is arranged in twenty-three groups (varga) of sub
stances: haritakylidi (I), karpiirlidi (2), gugiicylidi (3), p~pa ( 4 ), va\lidi (5), limrlidi (6), 
dhlitvlidi (7), dhlinya (8), slika (9), mliqisa (10), krtanna (II), vliri (12), dugdha (13), 
dadhi .(14), takra (15), navanita (16), ghrta (17), miitra (18), taila (19), saqidhlina (20), 
madhu (21), ik~u (22), and aneklirtha (23). 

The seventh prakarai:ia is subdivided into seven parts which deal respectively 
with weights and measures(!), rules fer various pharmaceutical preparations (2), the 
sodhana and mlirai:ia of the dhlitus, the yantras, the sodhana and mlirai:ia of the upadhli
tus, some saq1skliras for the preparation of mercurial compounds, the preparation of 
rasakarpiira and sindiirarasa, the sodhana and mlirai:ia of the uparasas and ratnas, the 
vi~as and upavi~as (3), snehaplina ( 4), paiicakarman (5), dhiimaplina, ga99ii~a. etc. 
(6), and rogiparik~li (7). 

The second (5,883 verses) and third (95 verses) kha99a form together the eighth 
prakarai:ia on therapy (cikitsli), divided into seventy-three chapters, for the major part 
in the order of the Miidhavanidiina. Deviations frcrn this order and additions are: a sep
arate chapter on jvarlitislira (3), the unusual position of the chapter on amlapitta and 
sle~mapitta (10) between raktapitta and riijayak~man, separate chapters on pittavyli
dhi (27) and sle~mavylidhi (28) between limavlita and vlitarakta, a separate chapter on 
plihayakrdroga (33) between gulma and hrdroga, and on klirsya (40) after sthaulya (= 
medoroga), the description of bradhna in the chapter on vrddhi ( 43), a separate chapter 
on liiiglirsas (52) between upadaqisa and siikado~a. on snliyuroga (57) between visarpa 
and vispho\aka, and on phirai1garoga (59) after vispho\aka, the description of sitalli in 
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the chapter on masiirikii (60), a separate chapter on somaroga and miitriitisiira (69) be
tween striroga and yoniroga, the description of yonikanda in the chapter on yoniroga 
(70), and the addition of two chapters on viijikaraQa (72) and rasiiyana (73), which form 
together the third khaQ9a. 

The chapters on therapy begin with verses on nidiina which are largely taken from 
Miidhava's Rugviniscaya; verses from other sources have been added rather frequently. 
The verses on treatment give precedence to ayurvedic prescriptions, which are fol
lowed by iatrochemical formulae (rasayogas).20 

Authorities refetTed to in the text of the treatise itself are: Agnivesa (73.140-143; 
cikitsii 1.762), Bhairavlinanda (cikitsli 72.29-30),21 Candramauli (3.18),22 Caraka 
(NighaQ!U, dhlinyavarga 40), Dhanvantari (3.325; 4.5) Hlirita (NighaQ!U, vliri 75-76; 
cikitsli 54.137-141), 23 Jaijja\a (NighaQ!U, dugdha 32), and Susruta (3.65; NighaQ/U, 
dhlinyavarga 40). 

Sources mentioned in ed. mare: Agnivesa (cikitsli 1.762), Atreya (cikitsli 1.30), 
Cakradatta (cikitsli 1.26 and 245; 24.265-272), Caraka (passim), Dhanvantari (cikitsli 
1.272), Hlirrta(73. J39; cikitsli 1.19-20), Kiis1khaQ4a (cikitsli 60.70-82), Kasyapa (cik
itsa 6.30), Rasiimrta (73.199), Rasapradipa(73.21-24; cikitsli 1.579-581 and 582-586), 
Rasaratnapradipa (cikitsli 1.191-192 and612-615; 6.95-98), Rasendracintiimal)i (cik
itsli 1.587-588 and 608-611; 6.90-94; 11.81-85), Ratnamii!ii24 (NighaQ/U, dhlitviidi 
188), Sliri1gadhara (3.212; cikitsli 11.86-90), Susruta (passim), Vagbha\a (passim), Vi
§QUdharmottara(NighaQ/U, dhlitvlidi 168-169), Visvlimitra (cikitsli 71.139), Vrddhasu
sruta (NighaQ/11, vari 65-67; cikitsa 1.78), Vrddhaviigbha/a (5.10-11), and Vrnda/Tkii 
(cikitsli 1.235-236 and 249-251). 

Sources mentioned in the glosses (\ippaQi) of ed. mare: Amara (73.27; cikitsli I. 
245 and 671; 2.5; 24.20), Amarasiqiha (6.13; cikitsli 1.660; 24.75; 71.140-141), Bhoja 
(3.146 and 178; 5.317; cikitsa 19.14; 46.19; 54.28 and 46; 66.29), Cakradatta (cikitsli 
I. 93 and 99), Caraka (passim), Dhanvantari (cikitsli 1.208), DhanvantarinighaQ/U (dki
tsli I. 93; 5.63; 43.35; 44.32), Dravyagul)agrantha (cikitsli 1.684),25 Dr9habala (clkitsli 
1.440-444), Gadadhara (cikitsli I.I 19 and 440-444; 63.52), Gayadlisa (3.146; cikitsli 
32.5; 34.2), GuQaratnamii/ii(cikitsli 24.1-2), Hlirita(cikitsa 1.30, 99, 401 and 541; 46. 
18), Jaiya\a (cikitsii 1.734-735), JatiikarQa (cikitsli 1.98), J ejja\a (cikitsli I. 9; 6.32; 24. 
215-219; 32.5 and 17-18), Klirttika (cikitsli 1.119 and 401; 63.52), KiirttikakuQ9a (ci
kitsli 1.9), Kharanlida (cikitsli I.99and 724), Madanaplila (76.233-234; cikitsli I.I II; 5. 
63), Madhuko§a (3.123), Mediniklira (cikitsa 1.36), NighaQ.tu 26 (76.225; cikitsli 1.625), 
Rasapradipa (3.123; cikitsli 1.415-417, 598-601 and 602-604; 8.35-38), Rasaratnii
kara (cikitsii 1.180-181), Susruta (passim), Siiri1gadhara (cikitsli 11.86-90), Vagbha\a 
(passim), Vaideha (cikitsli 1.2), Vailgasena (cikitsli 1.93 and 578), Videha(cikitsli 1.703 
and 800; 63.14, 77, 105, 125 and 128; 65.18), Visvaprakiisa (cikitsa 72.3), Vrddhavii
gbha/a (3.82 and 201; cikitsli I. 107), Vrnda (cikitsli 1.93), Vfl]dapkii (cikitsli 1.235-
236 and 249-251), and Vylisa(5.305-306). 27 

Numerous sources, in ed. m and in the \ippaQiS, are indicated by means of refer
ences to an ye, eke, granthiintara, etc. 

Important sources have often remained unmentioned: DhanvantarTyanighai1/u, 28 

Madanaplila,29 Riijanighap/u, 30 Rasarntniikara, 31 Siirilgadhara, 32 Vailgasena, 33 and the 
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Yogasataka 34 Biipiiliil claimed that Bhii vamisra borrowed from Kaiyadeva. 35 

Bhiivamisra or the Bhiivaprakiisa are quoted in Aghoraniitha's commentary on 
his Bhi§aksarvasva, Ambikiidattasiistrin's commentary on the Rasendrasiirasaq1-
graha, Ananta's Pratiipakalpadruma, the ii.rogyiimrtabindu, the commentary on the 
ii.yurvediibdhisiira, the ii.yurvedfya Khanijav!jiiiina, Baladeva Prasiida Misra's 
ii.yurvedacintiimal)i, Bhiinuji DI~ita's commentary on the Amarako§a, the Brha
nnighHl)furatniikara, Devasirpha Vi!!hal's Brhadiisaviiri§{Hsal)lgraha, Viicaka Dipa
candra's Langhanapathyanirl)aya, Gai:ianiithasena's commentary on his own Siddhii
ntanidiina, Gulriijsarmamisra's Visikhiinupravesavijiiiina and commentary on the ii.yu
rvedaprakiisa, Haridattasiistrin's commentary on the Rasatararlgil)I, Hariprapanna's 
Rasayogasiigara, JTviinandavidyiisiigara's commentaries on Kai:iada's Na,lvijiiiina 
and Gopiilakr~r_ia's Rasendrasiirasarpgraha, Jiiiirasariimasarman's Anupiinadarpal)H, 
Krg1adatta's commentary on Trimalla's Sataslokl, Miiahava Upiidhyiiya's ii.yurveda
prakiisa, Malliniitha's commentary on the Amarako§a, 36 Mauktika's Vaidyamuktilvall, 
Meghamuni's Meghavinoda, 37 the Niislrasiihl Kankiiligra11tha, 38 Niraiijanaprasiida 
Gupta's Piiradasaq1hitii, the Piikiirl)ava, Raghuniitha's Bhojanakutiihala, Riijesva
radatta Misra's Svasthavi;ttasamuccaya, Rai:tgajyotirvid's Viciirasudhiikara, the 
Rasadhiituprakii.fa, the Rasatattvavivecana, Priyavrat Sarmii's auto-commentaries 
on his ii.yurvedadarsana and Dravyagul)asiitra, Satyadeva Viisi~!ha's commentary 
on Riiva~1a's N3'lparik§ii, Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta's commentary on 
the Rasaratnasamuccaya, Sivadatta's commentary on his Sivako§a, Sivamisra's 
Vaidyasiistrasiviinubhava, Somadevasarman's commentary on the ii.yurvedaprakii
sa, Sukhiinanda's commentary on Lolimbaraja's Vaidya}Ivana, Haziiriliil Sukul's 
commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, Trimalla's Brhadyogatarmigil)T, Vidyiipati's 
Vaidyarahasya, Vinodaliilasena's ii.yurvedavijiiiina, Yiidavji" TrikamJi's Rasamrta, 
the Yogaratniikara, a Yogasal)lgraha, 39 Yogendraniitha's ii.yurvijiiiinaratniikara, and 
Yogindraniithasena's commentary on the Carakasaq1hitii. 

Numerous verses of the Bhiivaprakiisa are found in To~ara's ii.yurvedasaukhya 
The Bhiivaprakiliia is one of the major sources of Pratiipasirpha's Amrtasiigaraand Jiiii
rasariima's version of that work; it is also a source of Aryadiisa Kumiirasirpha's Kvii
thamal)imiilii, the Bhe§ajasal)lhitii, Rasendrasambhava and Rasoddhiiratantra. Har~akI
rti is said to have borrowed some formulae from the Bhiivaprakiisa 40 The Bhiivaprakii
sa was one of the sources of Kalyai:ia's Biilatantra according to Vacaka Dipacandra. 41 

The Bhiivaprakiisanighal){U was one of the sources of RaghuniithajI's Nigha
IJ!USal)lgraha and the major source of Aryadiisa Kumiirasirpha's Mahau§adhanighal){U. 
It is quoted in Gulriijsarmamisra's commentary on the ii.yurvedaprakiisa,42 Haridatta
siistrin's commentary on the Rasatara1igi1JI, the Siiligriimanighal){ubhii§Hl)a, and 
Haziiriliil Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya. 43 

Commentaries on the Bhiivaprakiisa 
Bhiivamisra himself is reported to have written glosses (!ippai:ii) on his Bhiivaprakii
sa.44 These glosses contain interesting information of diverse kinds: explanations 
which sometimes refer to the views of earlier authorities, quotations, various 
readings,45 synonyms and vernacular names of drugs, 46 the relative quantities of 
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the ingredients of some compound fonnulae,47 vernacular, names of ~iseases,~8 etc. 
Another commentary, incompletely preserved and called S1frapaviras11phadevav~lo
kanasadvaidyasiddhiintaratniikara, was written by Jayadeva, son of Jayakiwa, durmg 
the reign of king RruJavirasirpha of Kasmfr49 who ascended the throne in 1857. 50 

Special features of the Bhiivaprakiisa 
Special features of the Bhiivaprnkiisa are: (I) the description of three niigis, called 
respectively samirar:ia, ciindramasi and gauri, in the female genitals (2.17-20); 51 the 
authority referred to on this subject is Candramauli; (2) the distinction of eight chief 
parts of the body (aiiga): 52 head, neck, arms, chest, belly, the lateral parts of the 
chest, back and backbone, legs (3.65-93); (3) the adoption of the kediirfkulyiinyiiya 
as the best model of the way in which the rasa nourishes the other dhiitus (3.176); 
(4) the description of one kind of ojas, of tlie a~\abindu type (3.181-186); (5) the 
enumeration of the eight auspicious objects (a~\amarigala; 5 .I 06); 53 ( 6) the description 
of the way to ward off the evil eye (dr~\ido~a; 5.131-132); 54 (7) the distinction of 
six types of food: cii~ya, peya, lehya, bhojya, bhak~ya and carvya (5.144 );55 (8) the 
ways to recognize the best kind of a number of drugs (6.111-120); (9) substitutes for 
a number of drugs (6.138-166);56 (10) the statement that the chief (pradhiina) drug 
may not be substituted in compound fonnulae (6.167); (11) the description of the 
actions and effects of the twenty qualilies of drugs (6.203-211); ( 12) the definitions 
of piicana, etc. (6.212-237);57(13) the examination (parik~ii) of a patient by means 
of darsana, sparsana and prasna (71.J-22); darsana is divided into netra-, jihvii- and 
miitraparik~ii;58 niigipari~ 59 is described as a form of sparsana; (14) the description 
of three series of thirteen sarpnipiita fevers; the first series (cikitsii 1.449-491), 
taken from Varigasena (jvara 354-383) for the greater part, 60 consists of visphi
raka,61 iisukiirin, kampana, babhra,62 sighrakiirin, bhallu,63 kii\apiikala, siupmohaka, 
piikala, yiimya, krakaca, karka\aka,64 and vaidiirika;65 the second series (cikitsii 
1.493-505), 66 for the major part from some unknown source, 67 consists of sitagiitra, 
tandrika, praliipaka, rakta~\hivin, bhugnanetra, abhinyiisa, jihvaka, sa,pdhiga, antaka, 
rugdiiha, cittabhrama, kan;1 ika, and kar:i!hakubja; the third series ( cikitsii 1.510-522), 68 

consists of kumbhipiika, prorr:iuniiva, praliipin, antardiiha, dar:igapiita, antaka, er:iidiiha, 
hiiridraka, ajagh~a, bhiitahiisa, yantriipiga, sa!Jlnyiisa, and sa!Jlso~in; this series is 
also found, in different orders, in Jvaratri.fatf (175-187), JvaranirQaya (4.102-115) 
and Jvaratimirabhiiskara (7.308-337); ( 15) the description of a fever caused by the 
drinking of contaminated water (durjalado~ajajvara; cikitsii 1.830-838); (16) the 
treatment of the ten complications off ever ( cikitsii 1.840-863); (17) the description of 
six types of aJirr:ia (cikitsii 6.16-21) and their treatment (cikitsii6.128-148); (18) a list 
of eighty disorders by viita considerably differing from Caraka's list and consisting 
of:69 sirograha (24.18), alpakrsatii, atyarthajrmbhii (24.20), hanugraha (24.24-25), 
jihviistambha (24.43), gadgadatva (24.45), minminatva (24.45), miikatii (24.45), 
viicalata, praliipa (24.51), rasiinabhijfiatii (24.53), biidhirya, kari:ianiida, sparsiiji'iatva 
(24.59: tvaksiinyatii or suptaviita), ardita (24.60-63), manyiistambha (24.75), biihuso~a 
(24.79), apabiihuka (24.81), visviici (24.86), iirdhaviita (24.90), iidhmiina (24.93), 
pratyiidhmiina (24.105), viitii~\hilii (24.107-108), pratya~µiila (24.109), tiini (24.112), 
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pratitiinI (24.113 ), vahnivai~amya, a1opa, plirsvasiila, trikasiila (24.I 15), muhurmiitra
i:ia (24.122-128), miitranigraha (24.122-128), malagli9hatli, purI~lipravrtti, grdhrasI 
(24.129-132), kalliyakhaiijatli (24.153), khaiijatli (24.151), pangutli (24.151), kro~!u
sir~a (24.155), khallI (24.158), vlitakar:i!aka (24.160), plidahar~a (24.165), plidadliha 
(24.162), dar:i9aklik~epa, vlitapittakrtlik~epa (24.167-169: lik~epa), dar:i9apatlinaka 
( 24.170), abhighatakrtak~epa, lintarliylima (24.181-183 ), bahyliylima (24 .184-185), 
dhanurvlita (24.187: dhanuJ:istambha), kubjaka (24.188), apatantra (24.191-192), 
apatlina (24.198-199), pak~lighlita (24.204-205), akhillingaka (24.213: sarvlingavlita), 
kampa, stambha, vyathli, toda, bheda, sphurai:ia, rauk~ya, klirsya, klir~~tya, saitya, 
lomahar~a~1a, angamarda, angavibhra1psa, sirasa1pkoca, angaso~a. bhirutva, moha, 
calacittatli, nidrlinlisli, svedanlisa, balahlini, sukrak~aya, rajonlisa, garbhanlisa, and 
paribhrama (24.4-16);70 (19) the enumeration of forty pitta disorders (cikitsli 27);71 

(20) the enumeration of twenty kapha disorders (cikitsli 28); 72 (21) the employment 
of the term jaratpitta(siila) as a synonym of parii:iamasiila (cikitsli 30.75, 83 and 89); 
(22) the earliest description of syphilis (phirangaroga; cikitsli 59) and its treatment; 
this disease is said to be contracted through intercourse with strangers from the West 
(phiranga); an external, internal and combined type are distinguished; the lesion 
of the nose (nlislibhanga) is already known as a late symptom (upadrava); drugs 
recommended in the treatment of syphilis are rasakarpiira 73 and other mercurial 
preparations; copacinI,74 and liklirakarabha; 75 (23) the description of sitala in the 
chapter on masiirikli (cikitsli 60.55-92);76 seven types are distinguished: brhatI, 
kodravli, par:iisaha, sar~apikli, a type described as rlijikakrti, 77 another type of which 
the name if left unmentioned,78 and carmajli; 79 the recitation of a hymn to the goddess 
Sitala (60.70-82)80 is said to cure the disease; (24) the description of thirty-four 
diseases of the nose (cikitsli 65.1-3); 81 (25) the description of some contraceptives 
(cikitsli 70.33-34); 82 (26) some formulae of plikas. 83 

Some of the surgical instruments mentioned are: avlinmukha, 84 candracakra, 85 

candrlirdha, 86 e~ai:iI, 87 kha1jiirapattraka, 8 8 siici, 89 siicimukha. 90 

Noteworthy among the medicinal plants and other substances found in the 
BhavaprnkiisanighaI.J[u are: 91 alambu~li (gu9iicylidi 274);92 several types of aluka 
(slika 94-95);93 lilukI as a variety of raktlilu (slika 98); 94 limragandhiharidrli (harI
takylidi 198-199);95 limrlivarta, a substance prepared from mango juice (limrlidi 
15-16); amrtaphala (limrlidi 127);96 arai:iyahaladI (haritakyadi 200); 97 asmantaka 
as a synonym of kliiicanlira (gu9iicylidi 101-102); the drugs forming the group 
called a~~avarga are elaborately described and their substitutes are also mentioned 
(haritakylidi 120-144); bhaogli (harTtakyadi 233-234); 98 candrasiira (haritakyadi 
96-97); 99 caturbija, i.e., the seeds of methikli, candrasiira, klillijlijI and yavlinikli 
(haritakylidi 98-99); chliglintrI as a synonym of vrddhadliruka 100 (inserted between 
gu9iicylidi 210 and 211); chikkanI (gu9iicylidi 304); 101 cicir:i9a (slika 62); 102 cinlika 
(dhlinya 78); 103 cinlikakarpiira (karpiiriilli 4); 104 coka, i.e., the root of Argemone mex
icana Linn. (haritakylidi 176-177); damanaka (pu~pa 67-68); 105 two types of dantI: 
laghudantI 106 and dravantI 107 (gu9iicylidi 197-200); diirusitli (karpiirlidi 66-67); 108 

two types of devadlilI: devadlilI 109 and pitadevadlilI 110 (gu9iicylidi 291-292); 9il)9isa 
(siika 83-84); 111 909ikli (slika 87-88); 112 dviplintaravacli (haritakylidi 107-108); 113 
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gandhakokilii (karpiiriidi 117); 114 gandhamiilatr (karpiiriidi 117); 115 two types of 
hapu~ii (haritakyiidi 109-110); 116 haricandana (karpiiriidi 14-15); 117 two types of 
indravarui:ii: indraviirui:ii and mahiiphalii indraviirui:iI (guc;liicyiidi 203-206); 118 two 
types of jiiti: jiiti119 and svarnajiitikii 120 (pu~pa 27-28); several varieties of kadali 
(iimriidi 35); 121 kalambi (siika 19); 122 kailku~!ha (dhiitviidi 163-164); 123 three types 
of karaiija (guc;liicyiidi 119-124 ): karaiija, piitikaraiija and karaiiji; 124 three types of 
kastiiri: kiimariipodbhavii, naipiili and kiismiri (karpiiriidi 5-8); three types of kharjii
rikii: bhiimi- 125 and pil)c;lakharjiirikii, 126 as well as chohiirii; sulemiini is a variety of 
pii:ic;lakharjiirikii (iimriidi 115-122); ahiphenaka (haritakyiicli 235-240); 127 kiilkiriita 
(pu~pa 44-45); 128 kukundara (guc;liicyiidi 305-306); 129 three types of kuilkuma: 
kiismiradesaja, biihlikadesasaq1jiita and piirasika (karpiiriidi 74-78); 130 kii!asiilmali 
(va\iidi 58-59); 131 loi:iI132 and brhalloi:iI 133 (siika 20-22); various kinds of lotuses 
and water-lilies (pu~pa 1-18); miicikii (haritakyiidi 167-168); 134 makhiinna (iimriidi 
91); 135 miirkai:ic;likii (guc;liicyiidi 289-290); 136 matsyiik~i (guc;liicyiidi 266); 137 two 
types of miilaka: laghu- and nepiilamiilaka (siika 99-103); 138 niigadamani (guc;liicyiidi 
299-30 I: = baliimo!ii); 139 niigapu~pi (guc;liicyiidi 252); 140 piiniyatai:ic;luliya (siika 14: 
= kaiica!a); 141 piirasikavacii (haritakyiidi 104); 142 piirasikayaviini (haritakyiidi 80); 143 

parpa!i (karpiiriidi 127-128); 144 pu~karamiila (haritakyiidi 174-175) 145 is regarded as 
a variety of ku~iha; sarpiik~i (guc;liicyiidi 267-268); 146 two types of satiivari: satiiva
ri-147 and mahiisatlivari148 (guc;liicyiidi 184-188); sinduviiraand nirgui:ic;II are described 
as two related plants with white, respectively blue flowers (guc;liicyiidi 113-114); 
siri~ikii (va!iidi 71); 149 two types of sugandhii: ugragandhii (= kuliiijana) 150 and 
sthiilagranthi 151 (haritakyiidi 105-106); svari:iavalli (guc;liicyiidi 149); 152 svetakhadira 
(va!iidi 33); 153 syoniika and kaivailga as synonyms (guc;liicyiidi 25-26); 154 two types 
of tagara: tagara and pii:ic;latagara 155 (karpiiriidi 28-29); tuvari (dhiinya 68: different 
from iic;lhakD; 156 vanyii methikii (haritakyiidi 95); 157 viir~iki (pu~pa 25-26); 158 two 
types of viistuka: viistuka 159 and gauc;laviistuka 160 (siika 5-7); two types of yiithikii: 
yiithika 161 and pitayiithika 162 (pu~pa 29-30). 163 

Some drugs, prescribed in the chapters on therapy, are absent from the Bhiivapra
k,1sanighal.J{U, e.g., likiirakarabha (cikitsii 72.76), 164 bhavalitigI (70.31) 165 and Isali1igi 
(70.32), 166 miijiiphala (72.39), plirsvapippala (70.29), 167 rasiilakiii:ic;la (24.313), 168 and 
vajrai:i,i( 41.59). 169 

Some dishes described in the Nighai:i!u are: 170 balabhadrikii (krtanna 36), be
•hamikii (41-43), dhiimasi (37), dugdhakiipikii (132-136), harisii (90-93), jali 
(160-161), jharjhari (38), karpiiraniilikli ( 117-118), km~c;lalini (137-142), kvathitii 
(69), ro\ikii (30-32), 171 sampliva (112-116), 172 sevikii (19-20), tlipahari (11-14), iici 
(179), and vesana (78). 173 

The Nighai;i!u describes a large number of fishes in its mii1psavarga: 174 atisii
k~mamatsya (124 ), 175 bhakura (107), 176 dai:ic;lamatsya (116), erailga (117), 177 garaghni 
(119), gargara (113), illisa (Ill), 178 kavikii (114), k~udramatsya (123), 179 madgura 
(120), mahiisaphara (118), 180 mocikii (108), pii!hina (109), pro~!hi (122), 181 rohita 
(104-105), sapiidamatsya (121), 182 sa~kuli (112), silindhra (106), 183 sr11gin ( 110), and 
varmimatsya ( 115). 

The headings of the descriptions of plants, etc., contain numerous vernacular names 
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and, occasionally, references to the region where these names are used. 184 

The dhiitviidivarga describes seven dhiitus: suvarQa (gold), riipya (silver), tiimra 
(copper), raitga (= vaitga: tin), yasada (zinc), sisa (lead), and loha (iron) (1-52), and 
seven upadhiitus: svarQamiik~ika, tiiramiik~ika, tuttha, kiirpsya, riti (= pittala), sindiira, 
and siliijatu (53-85). Mercury (rasa) is described and some saq1skiiras are referred to 
(86-100). The uparasas are: gandha, hiitgula, abhra, tiilaka, silii, sroto'iijana, !ailkaQa, 
rajiivartaka, cumbaka, spha!ikii, sa1ikha, kha\I, gairika, kiisisa, rasaka, kaparda, sikatii, 
bola, kaitku~\ha, and saur~\rI (101-164); the nine ratnas (gems) are: ratna (diamond), 
giirutmata (emerald), pu~pariiga (topaz), miiQikya (tu by), indranI!a (sapphire), gomeda 
(onyx), vai~iirya (cat's eye), mauktika (pearl), and vidruma (coral)( 165-188); the upa
ratnas are only partially enumerated (189-190); the nine poisonous substances (vi~a) 
are: vatsaniibha, hiiridra, saktuka, pradipana, saurii~\rika, sritgika, kiilakii!a, hiiliihala, 
and brahmaputra (191-205); seven upavi~s are enumerated: arkak~Ira, snuhik~Ira, lii
itga!I, karaviraka, guiijii, ahiphena, and dhattiira (206). 

The Gunaratnamiilii 
(2) The. GuIJaratnamiilii 185 is a work on dietetics and materia medica in twenty
six chapters (varga). 186 Many of its verses are identical with or similar to verses 
found in the BhiivaprakiisanighaIJ/U, but it is more elaborate and contains additional 
information. 187 It is quoted in Bhiivamisra's own glosses on the Bhiivaprakiisa, 188 

probably in Sivadatta's commentary on his Sivako$a, 189 and in To~ara's A.yurveda
saukhya.1!Xl 

The author 
Bhiivamisra, 191 son of Misralatakana, 192 was a briihmana 193 who resided in Northern 
India 194 It is said that the Bh,1vaprakiisa had great authority in Mahiir~µ-a. 195 Some 
scholars are of the opinion that Bhiivamisra may have been one of those who compiled 
T~aramalla's Ayurvedasaukhya 196 

Date 
The chronological positiiln of the Bhiivaprakii.fa depends primarily on the introduc
tion into India of syphilis (phiraitgaroga) and of sarsaparilla (copacinI), 197 one of the 
main drugs used in its treatment. It is usually claimed that the Portuguese imported the 
disease, 198 and that sarsaparilla was made known to them at Goa by Chinese traders 
about 1535. 199 The Bhiivaprakiisa must therefore have been composed after that date. 
The lower limit depends on the reliability of the date of completion, 1558/59, of one 
of the MSS. 200 Several arguments can be adduced to assign Bhiivamisra roughly to 
the period 1550-1590: To~aramalla's Ayurvedasaukhya, compiled between 1572 and 
1589 probably quotes Bhiivamisra's GuIJaratnamiilii; Sivamisra quotes the Bhiivapra
kiisa in his Vaidyasiistra.o;iviinubhava, written in 1604/05, as well as Bhiinuji Dik~ita 
in his commentary on the Amarako$a, 201 dating from the first half of the seventeenth 
century;202 Har~akirti (1535-1610) may have been influenced by Bhiivamisra in some 
of his prescriptions, 203 as well as Lolimbariija (last quarter of the sixteenth century. 204 
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Dalapati(riija) 

Dalapati, or Dalapatiraja, son of Vallabha and pupil of Suryapal)9ita, wrote his 
v.i;dyadarpal,J8. at the end of the fifteenth or the beginning of the sixteenth century. 205 

Damodara, alias Jniinadeva 

Damodara, alias Jflanadeva, was the author of (I) Vyiidhyargala, and (2) a comm~n
tary on Lolimbaraja's Vaidyajivana. 206 This Damod~ra belongs to ~he end of the six
teenth or the beginning of the seventeenth century, smce a MS of his commentary on 

the Vaidyajfvanadates from 1612/13. 

Devesvara or Devesvaropallhyaya 

Devesvara, or Devesvaropadhyaya, son of Murari, wrote a monograph on women's 
diseases, called Sti1viliisa. The author was a srigau9a brahmaz:ia who probably lived 
in Gujarat, since Gujarafi words are met with in his treatise. The work dates from the 
sixteenth or seventeenth century. 207 It is quoted in the Rasayogasiigara. 2ai 

Goplila Vaidya 

Gopala Vaidya, son of Mahadeva, composed the Anubhavasiira in the sixteenth 

century. 209 

Haq1sariija or Hal!lsaniitha 

. k k . 211 1 Harnsarii<> or Hamsaniitha21 0 was the author of (I) the Bh1~a ea racJttotsava, a so 
• ,- • . d 213 

called Haipsariijanidiina, 212 and (2) the (Sarva)1varasamuccaya arpal)a. 

Contents 
The Bhi~kcakracittotsava is a treatise on nidana in about 800 skillful verses of various 
metres, composed by the author himself. It describes the origins (nidana) and symp
toms (rupa or lak~al)a) of all the diseases recognized by the author, sometimes adding 
the prodromes (piirvarupa), 214 things beneficial (pathya) 215 or harmful (apathya), 216 

complications (upadrava), 217 and signs foreboding death (ari~\a). 218 The pathogenesis 
(Saf!)prapti) of the diseases is not included in Haf!)saraja's work. 

Some verses on the examination of the pulse and on the causes of the excitement 
of the do~as are mentioned at the beginning of the treatise; it ends with verses on the 
examination of the urine, the tailabindu method included, and on the types of napuf!!· 
saka (impotence and sexual perversities). 

Deities invoked and authorities referred to in the introductory verses (1-8) are: the 
A~vins, 219 Atreya, Atri(ka), 220 Bharadvaja, Brahma, Brhaspati, Caraka, 221 Damodara, 
Dhanvantari, 222 Gautama, Harita(ka), Miidhava, Nakula, Parasara, Sarasvati, Siva, 
Sukra, Su~el)a, 223 Susruta, Viigbha\a, and Vi~l)U. 
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. The Bhi$akcakracittotsava is qu~ted in Viicaka Dipacandra's Larighanapathya
nll'l,laya, the Harpsariijanidiina in the Arogyiimflabindu. 

The Haqisariijanidiina has remained a popular work up to the present day, 224 espe
cially among Jain physicians. 225 

Special features 
The arrangement of the diseases adopted by Ha1psariij a agrees in most respects with 
that of the Miidhavanidiina. At variance with Miidhava's order are the chapter on bha
gandara, placed between those dealing with arsas and ajin:ia, and the description of 
masiirikii as a variety of pramehapi!ikii, without devoting a special chapter to it as a 
nosological entity. Ha,psariija's treatise has no chapters on sotha, vrddhi, vrar:iasotha, 
siiriravrar:ia, sadyovrar:ia, bhagna, niiQivrar:ia, vispho!a, and masiirikii. Other disorders 
omitted are ural)k~ata (in the chapter on riijayak~man), bhrama, nidrii, and sarpnyiisa 
(in the chapter on miirchii), paramada (in the chapter on piiniityaya), parir:iiimasiila and 
annadravasiila (in the chapter on siila), galagar:i9a, apaci, granthi, and arbuda (in the 
chapter on gar:i9amiilii), and miiQhagarbha (in the chapters on women's diseases). 

In general, the Bhi$akcakracittotsava is much more dominated by the trido~ 
doctrine than the Miidhavanidiina. When compared with the latter, it shows many 
divergences. The chapter on fevers describes a large number of these which cannot be 
found in Madhava's Rugviniscaya: one series of thirteen sa,pnipiita fevers: sarfldhika, 
antaka, cittabhrama, rugdiihaka, sitiiilga, tandrika, kar:i!hakubja, karr:iaka, bhugnanetra, 
rakta~!hivin, praliipin, jihvaka, and abhinyiisaka 226 (8-12 ); moreover, ajirr:iajvara ( 12), 
raktajvara (12), dmijvara (13), vi9jvara (13), khedajvara (13), dhiituk~ayajvara (15), 
mahendrajvara (16), veliijvara (16), ekiiilgajvara (17), and a second type of antakajvara 
(17). The following names are given to the mythical shapes off ever: bibhatsa-, trisi
ro-, kapila-, bhasmavik~epaka-, tripiida-, piilgiik~a-, mahodara-, and jvaladvigraha
jvara (24-26). The chapter on arsas has no raktaja and sahaja types. The varieties 
of bhagandara differ from those in the Miidhavanidiina; a viita, pitta, and saqmipiita 
type are described. The chapter on ajirr:ia deals with three types only, by viita, pitta 
and kapha, while the Miidhavanidiina has six types. The chapter on par:i9uroga refers 
to the variety brought about by the ingestion of clay (mrd), without describing its 
symptoms, and adds a type caused by betel nuts (piigiphala). The chapter on kiimalii, 
kumbhakiimalil and ha!Imaka adds the symptoms of the disorder called piinaki. 227 

The types of so~a caused by sexual excesses, etc., are omitted in the chapter on 
riijayak~man. The chapter on kiisahas only do~aja types; the k~ataja and k~ayaja types 
of Miidhava are absent. The chapter on hikkii adds varieties occurring in children and 
in the elderly. The chapter on sviisa enumerates the symptoms of sviibhiivika-, ati- and 
mahiisviisa instead of those of the five types of Miidhava. Harpsaraja distinguishes 
three do~aja types of svarabheda and omits the other ones described by Miidhava. The 
same applies to aruci. The iigantuja and krimija types of chardi are absent. The eight 
varieties of tf~!)ii differ in some respects from those described in the Miidhavanidiina; 
the iimaja and upasargaja types of Miidhava are replaced by those arising from fear 
(bhaya) and fatigue (srama). The chapter on miirchii and allied conditions describes 
klama instead of tandrii. The variety of unmiida caused by vi~a is absent. 
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The specific types of vlitavylidhi of the Miidhavanidiina, beginning with pak~va
dha, are not separately dealt with; some of these disorders are referred to, for example 
khliiijya (68 and 70), grdhrasi (69), dai:i<;laka (72 and 74), and pak~aghlita (73). The 
chapter on miitrlighlitadescribes only d~ja types, not the specific types of Miidhava. 
The chapter on prameha mentions successively the types caused by vii.ta, pitta and 
kapha, whereas the usual order is the reverse one; the varieties distinguished disagree 
with those of the Miidhavanidiina Two chapters are devoted to pramehapi!ikli; the 
first one describes do~aja types, the second one the series of ten varieties known from 
the classical sarphitiis and also found in the Miidhavanidi'ina; two of the names are 
different: vinatli and alaji are replaced by pil]<;likli and vitatliiijali. Three do~aja types of 
gai:i<;lamlilii are distinguished by Harpsarlija, as opposed to the single type of Miidhava. 
The ligantuja type of vidradhi is omitted, as well as the raktaja type of upadarpsa. 
The eighteen varieties of siikado~a are referred to, but not systematically described; 
separately described are only sar~apikli, kumbhi, sarpmii<;lhapi!ikli, dirghikli, 228 and 
pu~karikli; the other varieties appear to be included among the do~aja types men
tioned by Harpsarlija. The eighteen types of ku~!ha are referred to; eleven of these 
are separately described: vi~ama, audumbara, miikajihva, 229 mai:i<;lala, karavlila, 230 

kiQi, 231 dadru, carmadala, carmaku~!ha, plimli, and citraku~!ha; the remaining ones 
are regarded as do~aja. 

Three do~aja types of amlapitta are distinguished, as opposed to Miidhava's 
adhoga and iirdhvaga varieties. The k~udrarogas are arranged in almost the same 
order as in the Miidhavanidiina, but their number has been reduced: cippa, kunakha, 
anusayi, ariim~ikli, padminikai:i!aka, jatumai)i, and ahipiitana are absent; antrlilaji is 
called aiijali, indraviddhli indravrddhi, agnirohiQi jvlillimukhirohiQi; parivartikli is 
replaced by kari:iikli. The four types of o~!haroga which are not primarily do~aja are 
omitted in the chapter on mukharoga; diseases of the gums left out by Harpsarlija are 
upakusa, khalivardhana and the five varieties of dantamiilanli<;li; paridara is replaced 
by asrkpar~ara, and a disease called sophakasa has been added; the disease of the teeth 
called kaplilikii is absent, as well as the disease of the palate called adhru~a; the same 
applies to tlilvarbuda and tlilupuppu!a; the diseases of the throat called valaya, ekavr
nda, vrnda, svaraghna, mliq1satlina, and vidliri are absent. Diseases of the ear absent 
are karnasotha, karnlirbuda and karnlirsas, as well as the five diseases of the earlobes. 
Many diseases of the eyes are not d~scribed; added are, on the other hand, piiyala, 232 

parivlira, and brlihrnaQi. Absent among the diseases of the head are k~yajasiroroga, 
anantavlita, ardhlivabhedaka, and sai1khaka. The chapter on striroga describes pradara, 
yonikanda and the twelve yonirogas. The chapter on blilaroga includes the disorders of 
the breastmilk; among the children's diseases paribhava and mahlipadma are absent; 
biilagrahas mentioned are Skanda, Sakuni, Revati, Piitanli, Mai:i<;litli, and Naigameya. 
The last chapter defines the following types of napurpsaka: lisekya, saugandhika, 
kumbhika, ir~yaka, and the male and female variety of ~at)~ha. 233 

A salient feature of Haq1sarlija's work is the absence of diseases like bradhna, snli
yuka, somaroga and phira1iga, added to liyurvedic nosography after Miidhava's age. 
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The author 
His name is Harpsariija in the last verse of the chapter on miitrapari~ and in the 
colophons of the edition; he is sometimes called Harpsaniitha.234 No particulars about 
him are known. 

Date 
The terminus post quern of Harpsariija 's date is provided by a reference to Ciimu1J9a's 
Jvaratimirabhaskara, composed in 1490 or 1492, in a MS of the Sarvajvara
samuccayadaipaQa.235 Diimodara, referred to in the Bhi$akcakracittotsava, may be the 
author of the ArogyacintiimaQi, who lived in the first half of the fourteenth century, 
or, less probably, the one who composed the Bhlmavinoda, a work to be placed 
after the period of Bhiivamisra. Other persons called Diimodara, for example the 
father of the author of the Siirrigadharasa1phitii, 236 need not be taken into account. 
It is improbable that Harpsariija is later than Bhiivamisra, phirar1garoga not being 
mentioned in the former's work, and the worship of Sitalii in cases of smallpox being 
referred to in passing only, without describing the disease called after this goddess. 237 
The Bhi$akcakracittotsava can therefore be assigned to the sixteenth century. The 
earliest author known to quote it is Viicaka Dipacandra in his LalighanapathyanirQaya, 
composed in 1735/36. 

P.V. Sh'arma238 places Harpsariija in the seventeenth century, basing himself 
on the reference to Diimodara, and supposing this Diimodara to be the author of 
the Bhfmavinoda and of a commentary on Su~el).a's Ayurvedamahodadhi, called 
ArogyacintlimaQi. The coupling of Diimodara and Su~e~1a, of some importance to 
P.V. Sharma's reasoning, is, however, unfounded, since the Arogyacintlima9i is not 
a commentary, but an independent treatise, having nothing to do with Su~e!Ja, and 
composed by a Diimodara who, as stated above, lived in the first half of the fourteenth 
century. The Bhfmavinoda appears to be much later than Harpsariija's work since 
it mentions phirar1garoga, unknown to the latter. P.V. Sharma has overlooked the 
reference to the Jvaratimirabhaskara in Harpsariija's Sarvajvarasamuccayadarpa9a. 

Har~kirti 

Har~kirti was the author of the YogacintiimaQi.23' Besides this work on medicine he 
wrote one synonymic and two homonymic dictionaries, 240 as well as independent trea
tises on diverse subjects and a number of commentaries. 241 

The YogacintlimaQi 242 is chiefly a collection of recipes, consisting of about 1,700 
verses with an admixture of prose, arranged in seven chapters (adhikiira). Its most con
spicuous characteristic is the arrangement of the recipes according to the type of phar
maceutical preparation. Their order, piika, ciirQa, gu!ikii, kviitha, ghrta, and taila, differs 
from that in works which are similarly conceived, such as Candra!a's Yogaratnasamuc
caya, the Siirilgadharasaiphitii and the prayogakha1J9a of Soghala's Gadanigraha. No 
system can be detected in the series of diseases against which the formulae are to be 
employed, but the author's acquaintance with the Miidhavanidiina is apparent from a 
list of diseases at the end of the work in the section on karmavipiika. 
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Contents. 243 

Chapter one (piikiidhikara; 329 verses) describes a~tasthiinaparrk~ii, 244 i.e., the exami
nation of the pulse (na9r), 245 urine (miitra), 246eyes (netra), 247 face (mukha), 248 tongue 
Uihvii), 249 faeces (mala), voice (svara), and skin (sparsa) of a patient. This section is 
followed by verses on ari~tas, weights and measures,250 and anatomy. 251 After giving 
rules for the preparation ofa piika, 252 the treatise continues with a long series ofrecipes 
of piikas. Chaptertwo (157 verses) is devoted to ciir!)as, chapter three (180 verses) con
tains formulae of gutikas, chapter four ( 149 verses) describes kviithas, chapter five (83 
verses) ghrtas, and chapter six ( 117 verses) tailas. Chapter seven (misriidhikiira) is, in 
accordance with its title, a composite one. It begins with a table ofits contents (7 verses) 
and deals with preparations called guggulu after its chief ingredient (gugguluprakara
i;ia; 52 verses), sankhadriiva (7 verses), the sodhana and miira!)a of rasas, etc., and the 
preparation of mercury for internal use ( 163 verses), formulae of rasas (rasaprakarai;ia; 
93 verses), asavas ( 49 verses), lepas (lepaprakara1~a; 98 verses), bloodletting, nasya, 
virecana, vamana, sveda, bandhana (bandaging), bii~pa (vapour-bath), ciir!)amardana 
(covering the body with a powdered drug), the application of a medicated rotaka to the 
head, piI~9ikii or kavalr (a kind of poultice), gai;i9ii~a, dhiipa, the excellent qualities of 
takra ( diluted buttermilk), various formulae, the symptoms and treatment of madhii
raka, 253 various formulae of general application (siidhiirai;iayogas), various types of 
general treatment (siimiinyakiiyacikitsii), dambha (cauterization), formulae promoting 
fertility in women, contraceptive measures andabortifacients (166 verses). The treatise 
ends with a section on karmavipiika (27 verses) in the form of a dialogue between Siirya 
and Arui;ia which includes a list of diseases that closely agrees with the Miidhavanidii
na 

The authorities consulted by Har~akirti are enumerated in one of the concluding 
verses: Atreyaka, Caraka, Viigbhata, Susrnta, the Asvins, Hiirfta, Vrnda, the (Ciki
tsii-)kal.ikii, Bhrgu,254 Bhe9a, the (Miidhava)nidiina, and Karmavipiika He also 
refers to a Yogapradfpa and the Yogasata in the last verse of his treatise. A cursory 
examination of the Yogacintiima!1i shows th11t the Siirrigadharasru11hitii, although left 
unmentioned, may have been an important source of Har!i3kirti. 255 

Quotationsf rom Har~akrrti 's Yogacint11maQi are f ounll in Yadava jr Trikamajr Aca
rya's Siddh.1yogas8!)1graha. (Har~akrrti's) Yogacintiimll{li was one of the sources of 
Devasi1pha Vit!hal's Brhadiisaviiri~tasarpgraha, Hariprapanna's Rasayogasiigara, and 
Pratiipasiipha's Amrtasiigara. 

A Yogacintiimari is quoted in the ii.yurvedfya Khanijavijfiiina, Bhe~ajasarphitii, 
Meghamuni's Meghavinoda, 256 Nidhi's Yogasamuccaya, Nirafijanaprasiida Gupta's 
Piiradasamhitii, the Piikamiirtanca, Ramacandra's Riimavinoda,251 the Rasendra
sambhav~. and the Yogaratniik;a. 258 A Yogacintiimari was one of the sources of 
Kalyai:ia's Biilatantra according to Drpacandra.259 

A commentary on the Yogacintiima(Ji has been written by Narasi1J1ha, a Jain monk 
of the Kharataragaccha260 and a pupil of Ratnariijaga!)i. 261 A Yogacintiimapifipp11j1a 
by Bhavanr Sahiiya 262 may be a commentary on Har~akrrti's work. 
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Special features 
Important in the field of diagnostics is Har~akirti 's description of ~\asthiinaparik~ii (3-
14 ), probably the earliest of its kind. 263 Nosologically interesting: are the description 
of madhiiraka (317), the earliest mention of this fever in a Sanskrit medical text; the 
use of the term niisiira (296)264 for a kind of ulcer; a disorder called candrikii (295) or 
candanii (296); 265 the occurrenceof mrgaviita (156) and mrgiviita (148 and 326) as syn
onyms of apasmiira; kamalaviita ( 169) as a synonym of kiimalii; the mention of nirado
~a (87) or viiriroga (236), mrdbhak~aQavikiiras (236), liitii ( 189), urograha (215), and 
piiradavikiira (243); occasional references to specific types of sarpnipiita fever (148: 
abhinyiisa and antaka; 14 7: cittabhrama; 148: cittavibhrama; 147, 148, and 167: pralii
pa; 167: hiiridraka); a reference to different views on the number of fevers to be dis
tinguished (339) and to the dissenting view that the viita diseases are not eighty but 
eighty-four in number (329); the absence of prescriptions against phirangaroga, sitalii, 
sniiyukaroga and vardhma. 

Important in the field of pharmaceutics is the separate chapter on piikas, the earliest 
one in Sanskrit medical literature. 

Therapeutically interesting is the use of a mantra, in which a magadhadesariiya is 
invoked, in the treatment of madhiiraka (318). Among the points suitable for cauteriza
tion the brahmasthiina (148) or dasamadviira (148 and 167) is mentioned, which may 
betray Tantric influence. A striking feature is also the frequent prescription of iikallaka 
(and its synonyms), 266 miijii(phala) 267 (31, 60, 69, 103, 277, 287, 296), mastaki ( 48, 
77,271) or mastagi (103, 137),268 opium, 269 Cannabis, 270 and mercury. Honey, a sub
stance forbidden to Jains as an article of diet, is a frequent ingredient of Har~kirti 's 
prescriptions. 

Noteworthy substances from Ha~akirti's materia medica, which contains collo
quial names and substances of foreign origin, are moreover: cinikabiibi (46; 265), 271 

cobacini (323), 272 hemambhodhara (31), 273 hiramajii (297), jiivitri ( 44), 274 jhinjhiQi 
(60), 275 kabiibi (60), 2"" kiiloq1ji (311 ), 277 kasela (68), 278 kauiica ( 43), 279 khairiragunda 
(60), 280 khurasiiQa (311 ), 281 khurasiiQikii (31), kucila (156), 282 muradiispi.ga (295), 283 

pha\ikii (60), rasakarpiira (246), 284 saQa (136), 285 siithari (60), 286 siQiiviisika (34), 287 

and svetiihii ( 180). 288 

The author 
Har~kirti 289 was a Jain monk 290 of the T;1piigaccha 291 and a resident of Niigpur. 292 His 
teacher was Candrakirti 293 and his patron Pravarasiq1ha. 294 The viicaka Vidyiitilaka of 
the Upakesagaccha may have been one of his collaborators. 295 

Date 
Har~kirti 's career has been reconstructed by C. \bgel. 296 He was active as a scribe as 
early as 1556/57, had risen to the rank of upiidhyiiya by 1578/79, 297 bore the title of Sii
ri since 1582 and had passed away in 1616. 298 His floruit may thus be fixed tentatively 
as 1535-1616. These dates agree with internal evidence from the YogacintiimaQi: the 
prescription of cobacini and rasakarpiira indicate that he is of about the same period as 
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Bhiivamisra. The oldest MSS of the Yogacintiima(li were completed in 1666, respec
tively 1668. 299 

KalyiiQa 

KalyiiQa 300 was the authorof the Biilatantra. JOI 

Contents 
The Biilatantra is a treatise in 831 verses, 302 arranged in fourteen chapters (pa\ala). It 
opens with a mailgaliicarat~a addressed to GaQesa and a verse giving the name of the 
author, the title of the work and some of its sources. 

Chapter one (~oC,asavandhyiipratikiira) deals with two series of eight disorders of 
fertility in women and their treatment. The first series consists of four types ofinfertility 
caused by the do~as (pitta, viita, kapha, sa1pnipiita), 303 two by grahas,304 one type by 
the wrath of the gods, and one by magic. 305 The second series describes eight types of 
infertile women, called tripak~ii, subhratI, sadbhii, trimukhi, vyiighriQT, vakri,kamalini, 
and vyaktini. 

Chapter two (siidhiiraQavandhyau~adhakathana) is about the treatment of various 
unspecified types of infertility. Chapter three (puru~aviryavrddhikathana) contains 
recipes which promote male potency, recipes appeasing various disorders in men 
and women which prevent procreation, recipes of a viijikaraQa type, etc. Chapter 
four (garbhiidhiinakiilarudrasniinakathana) describes rituals, including mantras, for 
begetting healthy offspring of the desired sex, a ritual to be petformed in digging 
up the lak~maQii plant, which, if put in the right nostril of a woman, guarantees 
her giving birth to a son, 306 and elaborate rules for the rudrasniina, i.e., a Tantric 
ritual, 307 which ensures a childless couple of the birth of children. Chapter five 
(garbiQigarbharak~iikathana) is concerned with mantras and offerings to twelve gods 
and groups of deities 308 protecting the expectant mother and the child in the womb 
during the twelve months of pregnancy. Chapter six (sukhaprasavopiiyakathana) is 
devoted to procedures, for the greater part of a magical character, which secure an 
easy delivery. 

Chapters seven to eleven describe grahas 309 who attack children, the symptoms 
they produce, and the ways to ward them off. 31° Chapter seven (dinagrhitabii
lagrahahara) describes ten grahas 311 who may assault a child during the first ten days 
of its life,312 chapter eight (miisagrhitabiilagrahahara) twelve who do so during the 
twelve months of its first year, 313 and chapter nine (var~agrhitabiilagrahahara) sixteen 
grahas who prey upon a child during the first sixteen years of its life. 314 Chapter ten 
(dinamiisavar~abiilagrahopiiyakathana) gives the names of sixteen more grahas, 315 

whose attack can be expected during the first day, month or year, second day, month 
or year, etc., 316 and chapter eleven (siidhiiraQa) mentions common measures against 
all types of grahas, besides adding nine names of grahas 317 whose attacks are seen as 
a punishment fer offences committed during a previous life. The measures described 
in order to ward off attacks by grahas usually consist of offerings (bali) of a specified 
number of various objects318 to be deposited in a particular quarter of the sky, 
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accompanied by the muttering of mantras. 
The subjects of chapter twelve UvaraharaQopiiyakathana) are: recipes which pro

mote lactation in nursing mothers, the wet-nurse, measures which purify the milk, the 
treatment of some disorders especially occurring in infants (inflammation of navel, 
anal region, and mouth), and the therapy of fevers in children. Chapter thirteen (sr
tallicikitsiikathana) is about the treatment of a long series of children's diseases end
ing with srtalii. 319 Chapter fourteen (niiniiprayogakathana) deals with diseases of eyes, 
nose, head, and mouth, and ends with verses about antidotes and rasiiyana. The order 
of the diseases mentioned in chapters thirteen and fourteen partially agrees with the 
Miidhavanidiina but makes a rather chaotic impression. 

Sources mentioned by KalyiiQa are: Dhanvantari (13.39-41), the Prayogasiira (I. 
2), 32o and Susruta (1.2). 

A commentary inHindr (mixed with Riijasthiini) on the Biilatantra was written by 
Viicaka Drpacandra, author of the La1ighanapathyaniqmya (eighteenth century); its 
title is Biilatantrabhii$iiv11canikii or Biilatantragranthavacanikiibandha. 321 Drpacandra 
mentions the following authors and works as sources of KalyiiQadiisa: Atreya, Bhii
vaprakiisa, Bhe9a, Caraka, Hiirita, Saqmipiitakalikii, Susruta, To,ariinanda, Viigbha1a, 
Vaidyakasiiroddhiira, Vaidyavinoda, Vaitgasena, Yogacintiima,;ii, Yogaratniivall, and 
Yogasata. 322 

Special features 
KalyiiQa'S work shows a great deal of Tantric influence in its descriptions of rituals 
and in the use of mantras.323 Magical elements abound in the therapeutic measures 
described,324 which explains the frequent use of substances like excrements, hairs, 
nails, horns, etc., of various animals. The more remarkable is the almost complete 
absence of substances and formulae derived from iatrochemistry. Kalyii1Ja's materia 
medica consists for a very large part of medicinal plants and some minerals known 
from the classical iiyurvedic texts. Moreover, his recipes are usually relatively simple. 

Mercury is prescribed once only (3.2), opium twice (3. 56 and 59), and the seed cap
sule of the opium-poppy (khasaphala) once only (3.54), while Cannabis is completely 
absent. 

Some remarkable names of plants are: k~uraka (3.45), 325 putramaiijiirikii (2.22-
23), ratnamiilii (1.46), rudraja!ii ( 12.89), 326 sivaliitgi (2.22),327 and tejanT (12.87). 328 

Noteworthy in the field of nosology are the second series of types of infertile 
women in chapter one 329 and the occurrence of a disease called ksudrasTtalikii (13.90). 

The author 
At the end of his treatise (i4.2i-29), Kalyii(,aclaiws to bt: awn of Mahidhara, a devo
tee of Lak~minrsiq1ha, and a grandson of Riimadiisa, a paQ9ita of Ahicchattra330 lin
eage and a devotee ofRiimacandra. KalyiiQa's father, Mahidhara, is generally consid
ered to be the author of that name who, together with his son KalyiiQa and other learned 
briihma(1as, composed the Mantramahodadhi. 331 Mahidhara, however, mentions in his 
genealogy that he was a son of Phaniibhana, 332 a devotee of Riima, and a trandson 
of Ratniikara, an Ahicchattra briihma(1a of Vatsagotra. He adds that he is devoted to 
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Narahari, 333 that he left his birthplace and moved to Viiriii:iasr. 334 If Riimadiisa335 were 
a second name of Phannabhatta, who was a devotee of Rama, the chief author of the 
Mantramahodadhi was indeeci" the father of the author of the Bii.Jatantra. 336 

Date 
Kalyai:iamentions that he completed his treatise in a Siva temple in the year 1587/88. 337 

Kavika~11hahlira 

Kavikai:i!hahiira, 338 son of Vaidya Trilocana Kavicandra, 339 wrote the Prayogaratnii.
kara. 340 The author was patronized by prince Riimacandra and lived in the sixteenth 
or seventeenth century. 341 

The work begins with the description of the processing of rasas and uparasas, fol
lowed by a section on the medicinal uses of animal and vegetable products, but it is 
chiefly concerned with therapy. The arrangement of the diseases agrees with that of 
Miidhava. 

Sources quoted are Bhimapariikrama, Garga, Mahesvara, Pradyumna, Rasaratna
dfpa, and Susruta. The author puts himself sometimes in opposition to the Southern 
school (diik~i~1iityiill~) and also mentions a Western school (piisciityii~).342 The Prayo
garatnii.kara is frequently quoted in the Sarpdehabhaiijanf, a compilation on the prepa
ration of medicines, printed at Berhampore in 1868. 343 

K~emasarman 

The K~emakutiihala by K~masarman344·345 is a book on cookery and dietetics for use 
at the royal court. 

Contents 
The treatise consists of about I, 100 verses arranged in twelve chapters (utsava). 
Chapter one (vaq1savari:iana) describes, after two introductory verses, the genealogy 
of the author (3-18), the composition of the book and its merits (19-22), its contents 
(23-35), technical terms employed in preparing food (36-50), weights and measures 
(50-51), rules for the ratio between water and the other ingredients in various dishes 
(52-58), and rules for the preparation of a rasiilii and a piina (59-60). Chapter two 
(mahiinasopayogyopakarai:iaprasa1psana) deals with the royal kitchen, its lay-out and 
its utensils (8-25), and with protection of the king from poison (25-39). Chapter 
three (vaidyiihiirasiipakiiraprasaq1sana) describes the qualities of a good physician and 
cook, and gives general rules to be observed when taking food ( 1-52). Chapter four 
(!'lulak~ai:iacaryiiprasarpsana) gives the behavioural rules during the various seasons 
(1-38), and chapter five (dinacaryiiprasal)1Sana) those to be observed during the 
parts of day and night (1-94). Chapter six (mii1psaprasa1psana) is about meat dishes 
(1-214) and chapter seven (matsyamii1psaprasarpsana) about fish courses (1-36). 
Chapter eight (~a~vidhaslikaprasaq1sana) deals with the six types of vegetables and 
their medicinal qualities (1-207), while chapter nine (pi~!iinnakrtprakiiraprasaqisana) 
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is about fermented dishes (sa1pdhanaka; 1-11) and various kinds of va\aka (12-56). 
Chapter ten (pakvannaprasa1psana) deals with a long series of dishes (1-144), and 
chapter eleven (k~udbodhavastuprasa1psana) with appetizers (1-29). Chapter twelve 
(gorasapanakadiprasarpsana) describes the qualities of milk and other dairy produce, 
as well as drinks (panaka), to which are ali.ded behavioural rules to be observed after 
finishing a meal (1-121), verses on the author's genealogy (122-124), and some 
concluding verses (125-127). 

The author mentions (1.21) that he wrote his work after consulting the Gaurfmata, 
Caraka, Vagbha\a, Bhlmasiikti, Harita, Susruta, and Ravisiddhapiika. Authorities re
ferred to in the body of the text are Caraka (3.17), Gaurfmata (2.7), Harita (3.17), Nala 
( 11.14), and Susruta (3.17). 

The K$emakutiihala is quoted in Vacaka Dipacandra's La,ighanapathyanin;iaya and 
Rajesvaradatta Misra's Svasthavrttasamuccaya. 

Special features 
The K$emakutiihala contains such a large number of interesting technical terms that 
only a few of these can be mentioned. Seven types of paka are distinguished: bharjana, 
talana, 346 sveda, pacana, kvathana, tandiira and pu;apaka (I. 37-41 ). The terms vesava
ra, kasamarda, karala and uddhiilana are used in the sense of condiment (1.42-50). 

Noteworthy among the dishes described are, e.g., atigarakarkari (10.80-81),347 

barbara (10.126-127), candrahasa (10.87), harisa (6.60-61),348 jalebI (10.122-
125), 349 karcarI (6.48-49), kasara (10.138-141), 350 parpa;a (6.39-40),351 samosa 
(6.131-135),352 sevika (10.142-144), 353 tahaqi (6.43-44),354 taradva[i (10.113-115), 
and vetika (10.82-84).355 

Re~arkable names of plants are bhairaQQa (8.91-92), caceQqa (8.42), qhehika 
(8.185-186), gaulala (5.34, 39 and 47),356 kohaqa (8.101-102), makhaQa (10.98), 357 

poyika (8.114-117), ;eQF (8.60-61), (iQqisa (8.46-47), and vi~i\Qa (8.81-82). 

The author 
The genealogy of K~emasarman, 358 as recorded in the introductory verses, is as fol
lows. He descer.Jed from Dvijaraja, a Sannaha(-brahmaQa) of the Bharadvajakula, fa
ther of the physicians Dharmadhara and Rama. The latter was the father of Yati who 
had six sons: Yasoraja, Maharaja (a famous physician who served Sakesvara), Prahla
da, Kamaraja, Hriidani, 359 and Tripurari. Hradani, who had studied Caraka, Susruta and 
Vagbha;a, had five sons: Manmatha, Jayasarman, Vamadeva, PaQl(iita and Siiryadasa. 
Manmatha, a physician, had two sons, who were also physicians: K~emasarman and 
Mallinatha. K~emasarman, our author, was an expert in various sciences and served 
king Vikramasena. K~emasarman'smother, Sitii, of the Nimbasakhikula, became a sati 
after her husband's death. K~masarman's teacher was Siiryadiisa, the youngest brother 
of his father. One of the last verses of the Ksemakutuhala (12.123) mentions the names 
of the six sons of K~masarman: Gopala, Si~apiila, Miidhavavara, Nariiya~m, Rama and 
Lak~ma~1a. 
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Date 
The date of completion of the K$emakutiihala is given in a verse at the end of the work 
(12.127)300 as the thirteenth day of the bright half of Karttika in the year 1605 of the 
Vikrama era, i.e., A.O. 1549. 

Lak~mar:ia Par:ic;lita361 was the author of the Yogacandrika,362 also called Vaidyaka
yogacandrika363 and Gii~haprakiisikii. 364 This work, dealing with materia medica and 
therapeutics, contains 1,700 verses, 365 arranged in thirty-eight chapters. 

Authorities referred to in the Yogacandrikii are Caraka, Harrta, Parasara, and Su
sruta. 

Lak~ma1:1a's Yogacandrikii is one of the sources of Hariprapanna's Rasayogasii
gara. 366 

Two more works ascribed to Lak~mar:ia are a commentary on the Raghuv&psa 
called Advaitasudhii367 and the Siiracandrikii. 368 

La~mar:ia was the son of Datta of the Brahmajiianin family. He had three elder 
brothers, Ga~1esa, Raghunatha, and Rama, and one younger brother, Vi\µiala,369 and 
was a southerner, possibly a Mahara~rra brahmar:ia, who abandoned his property and 
went to Benares. 370 Lak~mar:ia studied medicine at Benares under the tuition of two 
brothers, Nagesa (or Naganatha, the author of the Nidiinapradl pa) and Nara yar:ia (who 
wrote the Jvaranin;1aya and a commentary on Sanigadhara's Trisati), which implies that 
the Yogacandrikii dates from the sixteenth century. 371 

Lokanatha 

Lokanatha, a kayastha, wrote, in 1568, the Mallaprakiisa, 372 a work ascribed to the au
thor's patron, Malladeva ofYodhapura, who has been identified as Maladeva ofYodh
pur, who reigned in the period 1551-1568. 373 The Mallaprakiisa describes medicinal 
preparations, grouped together as ghrtas, tailas, etc., against various diseases; 374 the 
examination of the pulse is also dealt with. 375 Other works by the same author are a 
Kiilajiiiina316 and a T!1]yajvarii$/aka.377 

Lolimbaraja 

Lolimbar~ja was the author off our medical kavyas, the Camatkiiracintiimal)i, Vaidyajl
vana and Vaidyiivatarpsa, all three written in Sanskrit, and the Vaidyakakiivya, written 
in Mara\hi. He also composed a religious poem in Sanskrit on the life of Km1a, ending 
with the death of Kaipsa, called Hariviliisakiivya, and a poem in MaraµiT with the title 
Ratnakaliicarita.318 

The Camatkiiracintiimai:ii 379 is akavya in 242380 ingenious verses of diverse metres, 381 
which are addressed to the poet's beloved as a reply to her questions pertaining to med-
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ical matters. The poem therefore abounds with skillful verses extolling female beauty 
and charms. 

Chapter (viliisa) one (ninety-three verses) has seven introductory verses, which 
mention the title of the work and a number of sources (Atreya, Bhec;ia, Bhoja, Hiirita, 
Pariisara); the remaining part deals with the treatment of fevers. Chapter two (thirty
eight verses) comains prescriptions against atisiira and grahru:iI. Chapter three (fifty 
verses) is about the therapy of a series of unconnected disorders (1-35) and women's 
diseases (36-50). The diseases mentioned in chapter four (forty-three verses) do not 
show any systematic arrangement at all. Chapter five (eighteen verses) is concerned 
with viijikara1_1a. 

The prescriptions of the Camatkiiracintiimal_li are simple and contain for the greater 
part ingredients which are well known from the classical texts. 382 

An abundance of pitta is called kariilapitta ( 4.21). 
Verses from the Camatkiiracintiimill)i form part ofTrimalla's Yogataraligi(lf383 and 

the Yogaratnakara 384 Nayanasukha's Vaidyamanotsava is said to have been influenced 
by the CamatkiiracintiimaQi. 385 

The Vaidyajfvana,386 regarded as Lolimbariija's best poem, 387 has the same structure 
as the CamatkiiracintiimaQi. 388 It consists of 238 skillful verses of diverse metres, 389 

arranged in five chapters (viliisa). 
Chapter one (eighty-two verses) deals, 390 after twelve introductory verses, with 

fevers,39! chapter two (thirty verses) 392 withjvariitisiira, atisiira and graha1_1I, chapter 
three (forty-eight verses)393 with various disorders (1-37), women's diseases (38-
46)394 and children's diseases (47-48), chapterfour(fifty-fourverses)395 with various 
disorders, and chapter five (twenty-four verses)396 with viiJ1karru:ia.397 The materia 
medica differs from that of the Camatkiiracintiima{1i in including many inorganic 
substances, in particular for viijikarar:ia purposes in a number of rasayogas (5.13-
20).398 Religious elements in its therapy are rather rare (1.59; 5.23), but allusions 
to mythology are frequent. One of the formulae is called after the author's wife 
(ratnakaliicurr:ia; 2.23). The only authority referred to is Pariisara (1.25). 

The Vaidyajfvana is mentioned in Nidhi's Yogasamuccaya. The work is quoted in 
the ii.yurvediya Khanijavij1iiina, Bhe$ajasa1phitii, Hanumatprasiida's commentary on 
the Siddhabhai$Bjyamaiijii$ii, Hruiprapanna's Rasayogasagara, Jiiiirasariimasarman's 
AnupiinadarpaQa, Pratiipasirµha's Am1tasiigara and Jiiiirasariima's version of this 
work, Trimalla's Yogatara,igiQf, 399 Vidyiipati's Vaidyarahasya,400 and the Yogaratnii
kara;401 it is probably quoted as Vaidyasa,pjfvani in Ananta's Pratiipakalpadruma 
and as Vaidyakasaipjfvana in Viicaka D!pacandra's Larighanapathyanirl_laya The 
Vaidyajfvana was one of the sources of Raghuniithaji's NighaQ{USaipgraha and the Ra
soddhiiratantra. Modern works that have incorporated verses from the Vaidyajfvana are 
YiidavJ1 TrikamjI's Rasamrta and Siddhayogasarpgraha,402 and the VaidyakfyaSubhii
$itavali: 403 The Vaidyajivana has influenced Nayanasukha's Vaidyamiinotsava,404 

Raghuniitha Par:ic;lita's Cikitsiimaiijari, and Beniprasiida's Lolamariija.405 The work 
was translated into Hindi verse by Bohare isvariprasiida of Dhaulapura in 1842/43.406 
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Commentators on the Vaidyajlvana 
Commentators on the Vaidyajfvana are: (I) Damodara alias Jfianadeva. 407 A MS of his 
commentary dates from 1612/13.408 

(2) Gosvamin Harinatha, son of Manohara409 and grandson of Lak~midlisa.411 

The title of his commentary is Gii,hiirthadlpikii.411 It is said to have been written 
in 1673/74. 412 The author was a resident of Kusapura on the banks of the Vi
tasta.413 Harinatha is also sometimes credited with a Bhuvanesvarfstotrabhii~ya,414 

$a{paiicaviq1sakii, Svapniidhyiiya,415 and Hastapiidasamudrikiilak$al)iini. 416 

(3) Rudrabha!!a,417 son of Koneribha!!a. 418 Rudrabha!!a's genealogy was as 
follows: 419 Km1abha!!a, Kr~r:iavaidya or Srilq~1)li420 of Mar:ic;la family,421 of ~a!khe!a
ka on the Godavari, dharmiidhikarin of king Ramadeva - Haribha!!a or Hirabha!!a (a 
physician)- Vi~IJU - Koneribha!!a422 - Rudrabha!!a; Visr:iu's brother was Narayar:ia, 
author of the Of(lkiiragrantha.423 

The earliest dated MS of Rudrabhana's commentary, called Dfpikii,424 was com
pleted in A.D. 1766.425 Rudrabhaiia, who can be assigned to the seventeenth century 
because his father was the court physician of 'Abdu'l-Ral:iim, 426 is credited with five 
commentaries,427 written at the request of Mirza Khan,428 as well as with a compre
hensive work on medicine429 and a Saf(lnipiitakalikii.431 

Works and authors quoted by Rudrabha!!a in his commentary on the Vaidyajlvana 
are: 431 Amara, Amitaprabha (2.19), Anekiirtha (I. 70; 2.10), AnekiirthadhvanimaiijarI 
(4.1), Arogyacintiimal)i (4.24), asmatkrtasiiriigadhara{ikii (4.4), Bakula (4.21), Bhec;la 
(1.6), Bhoja (1.6), Bh1;gu (1.6), Cakradatta (3.40), Caraka, Dhvanimaiijarf (1.73), 
Kiimasiistra (1.61), Miirkaweyapuriil)a (1.2), Nighal){ll (1.18, 63, 69; 4.38), Ratna
kala (3.42), Ratnaprabhakara (1.29), Susruta, Vagbha!a, Vaiigasena (1.63; 2.5; 4.31), 
Visva, Vopadevapar:ic;lita (3.40), and Vrnda (2.16). 

(4) Sukhailandanatha,432 pupil of paramaha1J1saparivrajakacarya Hariharananda
natha. His commentary, called Lolimbariijadfpikii, was completed in 1863/64. The au
thor may have been an inhabitant of Gujarat, since he mentions some Gujarati names 
of medicinal plants. 433 

Authorities and works quoted or referred to in the commentary are: Agnivesya 
(1.5),Amara (1.2, 3, 6, 33, 68; 3.16; 4.26), Bhava (i.e., Bhavamisra; 3.34), Bhavamisra 
( 1.62, 64, 75; 3.38), Bhiivaprakiisa ( 1.15, 38; 3.35, 38; 5.8, 20), BrhadiirBl)yaka (5.20), 
Cakrapar:iidatta (1.26, 37, 46, 56, 59; 2.1, 4, 6; 3.18, 27, 37; 4.7, 12, 33), Cakrapa
i;iidattamisra (3.38), Caraka (1.5, 10, 13, 46; 4.28), Divodasa (5.21), Harita (1.5), 
Hemacandra (1.32, 57; 4.17; 5.20), Jaiyya!a ( 1.46), Kosa ( 1.11), Kuliirl)ava (5.20), 434 

La!akanasiinu (i.e., Bhavamisra: 2.8), Madhava (4.36),435 Madhavakara (1.43-44, 
76),436 Manu (5.20), Markar:ic;leya (1.2), Matsyapuriil)a (1.3), Medinikara (1.31, 41, 
62, 66, 69, 70; 3.16), Medinikosa (3.16), Nighal){U (1.18; 2.10), Nrsilphapuriil)a 
(2.20),437 Sukhabodha (5.20), 438 Susruta (1.5, 49; 4.28), Vagbha!a ( 1.3, 5, 7, 8, 13, 
49; 3.24), Vaiigasena (1.59), Videha (1.75), Vi$1)Utilaka (4.31), 439 Visva (I.I, 2, 6, 
9), 440 Yaska (5.20), and Yogatantra441 ( I. 7). 442 

Sukhananda's commentary contains a number of interesting explanations. 443 

(5) Bhagiratha,444 son of Har~adeva of the PitammJc;li family. Bhagiratha lived un
der Jagaccandra Kiinnacala; he called his commentary on the Vaidyajivana Jagacca-
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ndrikii, 445 and that on Kiilidiisa's Raghuvrupsa Jagaccandracandrikii, 446 in compliment 
to his patron. 447 

(6) Bhaviinisahiiya 448 This author also wrote a commentary on the Miidhavanidiina 
and a Yogacintiima,uµppaIJa.449 

(7) Kr~i:iapai:idita. 450 A commentary called Dipikii451 is ascribed to Kr~i:iapai:ic_lita, 
son of Ammai:iapa:i:ic_lita, who is referred to as srivijayapuriidhisa and vaidyapurandha
ra. 452 The introductory verse praises the author's father, Koneri, which indicates that 
it may be identical with Rudrabhana's commentary. 453 

(8) Prayiigadatta. f{is commentary is called Vijiiiiniinandakari. 454 

(9) Tiitii Siiryaniiriiyai:ia, son ofVenkaiesvara; the commentary is called Vidvadvai
dyaraiijani: 455 

(10) Sumatidhira, a Jain monk of the Kharataragaccha. The commentary dates from 
1784/85.456 

( 11) Cainasukha, a Jain monk of the Kharataragaccha. The commentary, written in 
RiijasthiinI, dates from about 1763/64.457 

An elaborate anonymous commentary is also recorded. 458 

The Vaidyiivataq1sa459 is a sh01t nighai:iiu 460 in 172 verses. 461 Unlike the Camatkii
racintiimaQi and the Vaidyajfvana, it is for the greater part written in simple Sanskrit. 462 

It describes the medicinal properties of a series of dietetic substances and drugs, 463 

which are arranged as follows: fruits (4-21),464 vegetables (22-35), spices (36-50), 
various substances (51-108), grains and pulse (109-147), the flesh of some animals 
(148-150), dairy produce and the products of the sugarcane (151-169). Synonyms are 
given in a restricted number of instances, particularly in the verses dealing with various 
substances. 465 

Sources mentioned are Atritanaya (i.e.,Atreya), Caraka, Susruta, and Viigbhaia (2 
and 170). Sources that may have been used, but not referred to by name are the Dha
nvantarfya- 466 and RiijanighaIJ{U. 467 

The Vaidyiivataq1sa is quoted in the Yogaratnllkara.468 It may also be quoted, as 
Lolimbariija, in Sivadatta's commentary on his Sivako~a 

Noteworthy names of plants are: iibhiibabbulikii (68), asvabalii (36), 469 babbiila 
(108), bha11gikii (66),470 brhacchatiihvii (38), ciiruka (123), 471 c_langarr (79), 472 dhii
mavrk~a (= tamiikhii; 59), c_likemii!I (55), 473 gurusa ( 125), hastigho~ii (26), 474 junhala 
(= yiivaniila; 121), jiiri:iiikhya (= yiivaniila; 121), khurasiinapradesajii yaviinI (77), 475 

koliimbikii (14), k~upopodaka (74), kujavallr (= c_likemiilI; 55), makkii (= yiivaniila; 
144), mehiiri (107),476 n)fgiik~I (81), 477 nartaka (136),478 tamiikhii (59),479 and tivrasii
ra (105). 480 Most of these plants are not prescribed in the CamatkiiracintiimaQi and the 
Vaidyajfvana. Opium is absent from the Vaidyiivatal]lsa. although khiikhasavalkala is 
employed as a medicinal substance in the CamatkiiracintiimaIJi (5.16). 

The Vaidyakakiivya 481 is a poem in ninety-five verses on the therapy of a number of 
diseases. 482 In contradistinction to most medical works, fever is the last disease dealt 
with. Some of the formulae closely resemble yogas found in the CamatkiiracintiimaIJi 
or Vaidyajfvana, but the major part of them is new. The Vaidyakakiivya has not been 
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written in the form of a dialogue and the name of the poet's wife is not mentioned in 
it. 

Lolimbariija is mentioned as one of the sources of the Am[tasiigara. Lolimbaraja is 
quoted in Lak~midhara's Cikitsiisarpgraha, Ver:iidatta's Padyavet;1f, 483 the Subhii$itasii
rasamuccaya,484 and Siddhicandra's Siiktiratniikara; 485 he is referred to by the Marii!hI 
saint Devadiisa.486 The Hariviliisakavya of Lolimbariija has influenced Rudrakavi in 
composing his Rii$traughavarpsamahiikiivya, 487 completed in AD. 1596.488 

The author 
Lolimbariija489 was a son of Diviikara490 and a resident of the town Junara491 in the 
Poona district of Mahiirii~\ra. He married the daughter of a Muslim siibediir (governor 
of a province),492 called Muriisii, whose name was changed into Ratnakalii after be
coming his wife, 493 and whose beauty, learning, etc_, are eulogized in numerous verses 
ofLolimbariija's works. 494 Lolimbariija was a courtierof one or more royal persons, 495 
as shown by epithets conferred upon himself496 and by references to a king called Hari, 
son of Siirya, 497 on whose request he composed the Hariviliisakiivya. 498 This Hari may 
have been some minor ruler since no important king of this name is known from the 
period ofLolimbariija's literary activity. 499 After Ratnakalii's death, when the poet was 
about fifty years of age, he turned to an ascetic mode of life and became a siidhu.500 

Lolimbariija appears to have belonged to those Mahiirii~\ra briihmai:ias who espe
cially study the Miidhyar,1dina recension of the Suklayajurveda. SOI He was especially 
devoted to the goddess Saptasrngi, 502 who has a shrine on the slopes of the mountain 
Sahya in the Niisik district. 503 

Lolimbariija's fame as a poet appears from quotations in anthologies. That he was 
aware of his excellence in writing poetry is evident from a series of laudatory epithets 
found in his own works. 504 He claims that he was not only an expert in poetry and 
medicine,505 but also in music. 506 

The chronological order of Lolimbariija's works has been established by B. Tripii
!hI as follows: 507 (I) Vaidyiivatarpsa, (2) Vaidya1Tvana, (3) Camatkiiracintiimat;1i, (4) 
Vaidyakakiivya, (5) Ratnakaliicarita, (6) Hariviliisakiivya. 

Date 
Various suggestions have been put forward regarding the period in which Lolimbarii
ja Ii ved and the dates of composition of his works. Some authorities are of the opinion 
that the author of the Hariviliisa was a contemporary of king Bhoja. 508 The untenability 
of this view has been demonstrated by B. Tripii\hi. 509 The arguments brought forward 
by P.K. Gode 510 in trying to establish that the author of the Hariviliisa was different 
from and lived about thirty years earlier than the Lolimbariija who composed the other 
works have also been invalidated by B. Tripii\hi, 511 thus proving that one and the same 
Lolimbariija wrote the four medical works, the Ratnakaliicarita and the Hariviliisakii
vya This Lolimbariija is assigned to the period AD. 1310-1370 by P. Hymavathi, 512 
to 1538-1608 by B. Tripii\hI,513 to 1578-1648 by L.R. Piiilgiirkar, 514 to about 1625 by 
P.V. Sharma, 515 and to the seventeenth century by V.L. Bhiive.5 16 
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The exact period of his literary activity depends on the dates ofMSS of his compo
sitions and their reliability. Two MSS of the Hariviliisakiivya, preserved respectively 
in the Tanjore and BORI collections, are said to state that this work was composed in 
1583/84. 517 The earliest dated MS of the Vaidyajfvana was completed in 1607/08; 518 

a MS of this poem with the commentary of Jiiiinadeva alias Diimodara was completed 
in 1612/13. 519 

The period of Lolimbariija's literary activity may therefore have been the last quar
ter of the sixteenth century if the evidence referred to is reliable. B. Tripii!hI, being con
vinced that the style and structure of the Harivi/iisakiivya prove it to be the most ma
ture of Lolimbariija's works, written when he may have been forty-five years of age, 
has concluded that he was born in 1538, but the onus of this assertion has to be left on 
this author. The proposed date of Lolimbariija does not conflict with the chronology of 
authors quoting him or influenced by him. 

Moresvara 

Moresvara, 520 son of the physician Miii:iikyabha!!a 521 or Miii:iikabha!!a, 522 and a resi
dent of Aharpmadanagara, 523 wrote his Vaidyiimrta524 in 1546/4 7. 525 

This work is a short therapeutic treatise of about 180 stanzas, 526 divided into four 
chapters (alatpkiira). The order of the diseases is for the greater part the same as in 
the Miidhavanidiina; prescriptions against piiniityaya, unmiida, hrdroga, and miitriighii
ta appear to be absent; 527 two recipes against jvariitisiira occur in the work (1.22-23); 
a pau~!ika-, stambhana-, and driivai:iayoga are added between the prescriptions against 
prameha and medoroga. 

The author states that his therapy is partly based on his own experience, partly on 
that of his teacher, and partly again on medical treatises ( 4.21); recipes derived from his 
teacher are sometimes specified as such (1.28; 2.8); one recipe is said to be decidedly 
effective although not found in authoritative texts (1.22).528 

Moresvara's work contains mainly iiyurvedic prescriptions, but he also included 
some rasayogas. The recitation (kirtana) of the hymn in praise of SitaliidevI is said to 
cure vispho!a an, not, as usual, masiirI (3.37). The materia medica does not contain 
noteworthy substances, apart from isabagola ( 1.22)529 and riilgai:ir ( 1.12). 530 Once a 
disorder calledjhaiijhii (I .7)531 is referred to. 

Authorities mentioned are Atreya, Piiriisara, Susruta, and Viigbha!a ( 1.1-2). 
Moresvara's Vaidyiilllfta is quoted in Hariprapanna's Rasayogasagara and in the 

Tiimbiilamaiijarf. 
Moresvara's Vaidyiimrta is said to be one of the sources of RaghuniithajI's Nigha-

1Jtusa1pgraha. A Vaidyiimrta 532 is one of the sources of Railgajyotirvid 's Viciirasudhii
kara. 

Moresvara is also credited with a Nidiinasiddhi, which may have formed part of a 
larger work called Cikitsiisiira.533 

A commentary on Moresvara's Vaidyiim[ta was written by Jyoti~1svariipa, pupil of 
Bhagavadbodhasvariipa. 534 
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Naganiitha 

Niiganiitha535 was the author of the Nidiinapradfpa, 536 a rather extensive textbook of 
pathology (nidiina), written in slokas. 537 Though sometimes regarded as a commentary 
on the Miidhavanidiina,538 it is an independent treatise. 

Authorities and works quoted or referred to are: Agnivesa, A$tiingahrdaya, 
Bhanarakahariscandra, Bhoja, Cakra, Candrikiikiiraka, Caraka, Dr<;lhabala, Gadii
dhara, Gayadiisa, Gur:iakara, Hariscandra, Hiirita, isana, Jaijja\a, Jiitiikan:iya, Kiirttika, 
Khiiraniida, Khiirai:iadi, K~Irapai:ii, Miidhava, Nagabhartar, Niigiirjuna, Smrtisaip
graha, 539 Susruta, Vagbha\a, Vapyacandra, Videha, Visvakosa, Vrddhabhoja, and 
V[ddhaviigbhafa. 

Naganiitha was the eldest son of Kr~i:iabhana, 540 -pai:i<;lita, or -siiri and a descendant 
of a family of physicians. He was probably the elder brother and teacher of Niiriiyai:ia, 
who wrote the Jvaraniq1aya and a commentary on Siirngadhara's Trisatf, 541 and also 
one of the teachers of Lak~mai:ia, the author of the Yogacandrikii. 542 Since the Trisatf 
belongs to the fifteenth century, Niiriiyai:ia and his brother Niiganiitha cannot be earlier 
and may belong to the sixteenth century. The earliest MS of the Nidiinapradfpa dates 
from 1684/85. 543 P.V. Sharma544 suggested that Niiganiitha may have been the great
grandfather of Koi:ieribha!!a, the father of Rudrabha!!a, the author of commentaries on 
the Siirilgadharasaq1hitii and Lolimbariija 's Vaidyajfvana, but this would conflict with 
the date of Rudrabhana, wo lived about A.O. 1600. 

Narayai:ia 

Niiriiyai:ia was the author of a remarkable and interesting monograph on fevers, called 
J varaniq1a y a. 545 

Contents 
The treatise consists of 405 verses, 546 for the greater part slokas, arranged in five chap
ters (prakarai:ia). It deals exclusively with the pathology offevers, not with their treat
ment. 

The opening verse is a mailgala addressed to Gopala, i.e., Kr~i:ia. Chapter one 
(upodghiitaprakarai:ia; fo1ty verses) is about general principles of pathology and 
therapy. Chapter two (prthagjiitaprakarai:ia; sixty-two verses) treats, as its title in
dicates, of fevers caused by one do~a (44-51: anilajvara; 52-54: pittajvara; 55-56: 
kaphajvara). 547 Apa1t from this, it is also concerned with fever in general, its nidana, 
sai!Jpriipti, prodromes and symptoms (1-24), its number of types (25 and 32-35), 
and with irregular fevers (vi~amajvara: 36-43). Chapter three (dvandvajaprakara
i:ia; twenty-five verses) has fevers by two do~as for its subject. The fourth and 
longest chapter (trido~japrakarai:ia; 241 verses) is about fevers by three d~as. It 
distinguishes and describes pralqtisamasamaveta types (2-15)548 and numerous 
vikftivi~amasamaveta types. After enumerating the symptoms of sat!Jnipata fever in 
general ( 4 lcd-4 7), 549 and those of the fever called abhinyiisa or hataujas ( 48-5 lab), 550 

a verse is inserted about the swelling at the root of the ear which appears towards the 
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end of a sa1pnipiita fever (5lcd-52ab),551 whereupon the subject of abhinyiisa fever 
is continued, distinguishing several varieties of it (52cd-57ab). Then three series of 
thirteen sa,pnipiita fevers of the vi!qtivi~amasamaveta type are characterized: the first 
series (58-!0lab) is said to be taken from the Bhiilukitantz-a;552 the second series 
(I 02-115) occurs, in a different order, in Siirilgadhara's TlisatI(l 75-187);553 the third 
series (l l 9-l 38ab) is also found in that text. 554 Chapter four includes descriptions 
of the fevers called madhara (l 39cd-142), pralepaka ( 143-144 )555 and viitabaliisaka 
(145), 556 the sitapiirva and diihapiirva fevers, etc. (148cd-160),557 the irregular fevers 
together with their viparyaya types and their symptoms when they are located in 
the seven dhiitus of the body (161-226), saumya and trkg1a fevers (227-229), the 
stages of fever (230-236), and the signs of release from fever (237-24 I). Chapter five 
(iigantujaprakara~1a; thirty-seven verses) deals with exogenous (iigantu) fevers (1-14 ), 
curability and in curability of fevers (15-17), and signs indicating the approach of 
death ( 18-33). 

Sources indicated by the author are: Bhliluki (4. IOI and 214), Caraka, (1.2; 5.37), 
Jejjaia (3.20;4.176), Khlirar:iadi (4.36-37),558 Miidhava (4.153), muni (i.e., Viigbhaia; 
4.197), Niigabhartar ( 4.166), r~i (i.e., Viigbhaia; I .33), siimpradiiyikiif:i (4.212), Susruta 
(3.19; 4.36; 5.37), tiintrikiif:i (4.53), tlirkikii~1 (2.21), Viigbha!a (4.16, 41, 153), and 
Vrcfdhasusruta ( 4.102). The Carakasarphitii, Susrutasarphitii, A~fiiligahrdayasaq1hitii, 
A~fiingasarpgraha and Miidhavanidiina were, however, utilized on a larger scale than 
appears from the above list. 559 In a number of instances the author refers to his own 
view as opposed to that of others. 560 

Special features 
The author distinguishes first the usual six types of irregular fever: satata, priityahika 
( = anyedyu~ka), tfti"yaka, caturthaka, t[tiyakaviparyaya and caturthakaviparyaya (2. 
38-39), but describes later four viparyaya types: satata-, anyedyu~ka-, lfliyaka-, and 
caturthakaviparyaya ( 4.186-189). 561 Fevers by viita are said to be of three varieties: 
satata, suddhasatata and suddhapriityahika (2.42). Fevers by two do~as may present 
the same three varieties, with the exception of the fever by kapha and pitta (3.14 ), 
because viita is absent there. Trtiyaka and caturthaka, however, are never caused by 
two do~as, but always by three (3.24 ). The distinction between prakrtisamasamaveta 
and vilcitivi~amasamaveta fevers, 562 and that between priilqta and vailqta types, 563 

have an important place throughout the work, as well as the periods of time during 
which a particular fever presents itself. 564 The madhara fever, characterized by 
eruptions in the throat and on the chest, together with lassitude (tandrii), and occurring 
in Mahlirii~!ra, is described as an example of those fevers which were omitted by the 
r~is and iiciiryas ( 4.138-142). 565 

The author 
At the end of the work (5.36), the author mentions that his name is Niiriiyar:ia, that his 
father instructed him in the siistras, and that his brother was his preceptor in medicine. 
According to the colophon, the author's name is Niiriiyar:ia Par:ic;lita and his father's Kr
~r:.ia Par:.ic;lita. 566 These indications suffice to identify him as the younger brother of Nii-
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ganiitha, who wrote the Nidiinaproolpa, and as one of the teachers of Lak~mal)a Pa
~1.ita, who composed the Yogacandrikii. 567 Besides the Jvaraniq1aya, Niiriiyal)a wrote 
a commentary on Siirngadhara's Trisati. 

Date 
Niiriiya1:ia can be assigned to the sixteenth century, since he was the younger brother of 
Niiganiitha and one of the teachers of Lak~ma9a Pal)•ita. This date is corroborated by 
his commentary on the TrisatT, because the latter work was written during the fifteenth 
century. 

The Riijanighal){U or Nighal)furiija 

'Ire Riijanighal){U 568 or Nighal){Uriija, ~ also called Abhidhiinacii~iimal)i, 570 is the 
largest extant lexicon of materia medica; it deals with the names and prope11ies of 
medicinal substances, as well as with a series of related subjects. 

Contents571 

The work consists of about 3,300 verses,572 arranged in twenty-two chapters (varga), 
preceded by an introduction (prastiivanii; twenty-three verses), and followed by a sec
tion on ekiirthas and anekiirthas (258 verses). One of the introductory verses (3) con
tains a salutation addressed to Siva, Brahma, Indra, the Asvins, Atreya,573 Dhanvan
tari, Caraka, and Susruta. 

The author declares to have collected all those names of medicinal substances 
which are useful to a physician, regardless whether they are of Sanskrit, Prakrit, or 
Apabhraq1sa origin (10). He announces his intention to describe the drugs according 
to their traditional usage (rii.hi), svabbiiva, local names (desyokti), special character
istics (liifichana), names based upon similarities (upamii), vTrya, and names employed 
in foreign countries (itarlihvaya) (13). He adds that he has taken into consideration 
their names in the languages of Karl)ii!B and Mahiirii~\ra, and that he regards it as 
useful to know their names in the languages of Andhra and Liita574 (18). A short table 
of contents is found at the end of the introduction (20-21). The first chapters have no 
parallel in other nighal)\US. 

Chapter one (iiniipiidivarga; thirty-nine verses) is concerned with the characteristics 
of the various types of country (desa) and soil (k~etra), the deities presiding over the 
types of soil, the characteristics and uses of trees and other kinds of plants and their 
products as dependent on the type of soil they are growing on, the definitions of the 
five classes of plants, the characteristics of plants considered to be of the male, female 
or neuter gender, and the relationship between parts of plants and the five mahiibhii
tas. Chapter two ( dharal)yiidivarga; seventy-one verses) deals with synonyms for earth, 
mountain, forest, etc.; it also contains a list of nak~atravrk~as. 575 

Chapters three to thirteen contain enumerations of the names and properties of 
medicinal substances, arranged in the following groups: gu~iicyiidi-, 576 satiihvii
di-,577 parpa\iidi-,578 pippalyiidi-, 579 miilakiidi-, 580 siilmalyiidi-, 581 prabhadriidi-,582 

karavTriidi-,583 iimriidi-, 584 candaniidi-, 585 and suvar~1iidivarga. 586 
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Chapters fourteen to seventeen are about a1ticles of food: water, the sugarcane and 
its products, types of sugar derived from other plants than the sugarcane, honey, and 
alcoholic drinks (chapter fourteen: piiniyiidivarga); milk and other dairy produce, kii
iijika and similar products of acid fermentation, urines and oils (chapter fifteen: k~I
riidivarga); grain and pulse (chapter sixteen: siilyiidivarga); meat (chapter seventeen: 
miiqisiidivarga). 

Chapter eighteen (manu~yiidivarga) is about names of human beings, anatomical 
terms, and some related subjects, chapter nineteen (sir11hiidivarga) about the names of 
animals, chapter twenty (rogiidivarga) about the names of diseases, about medicinal 
preparations, the tastes and their combinations, etc., chapter twenty-one (sattvii
divarga) about the three gu1.1as and the characterof human beings dominated by one of 
these, the three do~as and the constitutions, weights and measures, divisions of time, 
the quarters of the sky, etc., and chapter twenty-two (misrakiidivarga) about groups of 
medicinal substances. 

The work ends with ekiirthas and anekiirthas, the latter being divided into groups 
of names having two up to eleven meanings. These lists of ekiirthas and anekiirthas 
pose a number of problems since some of the ekiirthas have more than one meanino in 
the Nighai;i{u, 587 while, moreover, some synonyms figuring in these lists are not ro:nd 
there. 588 

The style of the Rajanighai;i.tu, especially that of the prastiivanii and the concluding 
verses of each varga, is ratherornate. The arrangement of the medicinal substances dif
fers considerably from that found in the Dhanvantarryanighai;t{u, apart from the con
tents of a few vargas, notably the satiihviidi- and candanadivarga. The strings of syn
onyms, usually longer than those of the DhanvantarTyanighai;i{u, are rarely identical 
with those of the latter work,589 whereas the verses describing the properties of drugs 
more often are. 590 A conspicuous feature is the mention of the number of synonyms at 
the end of each series. 

The Rajanighai;i{u describes more medicinal substances than the DhanvantarT
yanigha(l{u591 a;id distinguishes a larger number of varieties. On the other hand, a 
small number of drugs included in the Dhanvantarfyanighai;i{u are absent from the 
Rajanighai;i{u, e.g., sviisiiri (DhanvantarTyanighaIJ{U 1.72), kapa!a ( l.82-83), gu1.1!ha 
(1.83-84), kiisaghnI (1.98-100), vijayii (1.130-131), svetapu~pI ( l.252-253), the 
varieties of yaviinI (2.93-94 ), girisindiira (3.103-104), va!asaugandhika (3.114-115), 
jalapippa!I (4.64-65), and kiilkiriita (5.156-158). The compilatory character of the 
Rajanighai;i{u is, in the same way as in the DhanvantarTyanighai;i{u, apparent from 
quotations, 592 which are, however, less frequent than in the latter work. 

Sources mentioned by the author of the Rajanighai;itu in the introductory verses 
are: the DhanvantarTyanighai;i{u, the works of Madana 593 and Haliiyudha,594 the Vi
svaprakasa,595 the Amarakog and the Se$araja.596 He states explicitly that Dhanva
ntari's treatise is his chief authmity and model. Some more works referred to are Br-
hatsusruta, Naradfya(tantrn), and NariiyaiJI. 591 · 

The Rajanighai;i{u is quoted or referred to in Ambikiidattasiistrin 's commen
tary on the Rasendrasarasai/Jgraha, Baladeva Prasiida Misra's Ayurvedacintamaiii, 
Bhiinuji Dik~ita's commentary on the Amarako$a, 598 the Brhannighai;i{uratniika-
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ra,599 Ciii;llimai;iimisra's Rasakiimadhenu, Gulrlijsarmamisra's commentary on the 
Ayurvedaprakiisa, 600 Hlirlil)acandra's commentary on the Susrutasarphitii, Haridattasli
strin's commentary on the RasataraiJ&iQi; Indu's Sasilekhii on the A$fii1igasllf!1grah11, 601 
Jivananaavili.yiisiigara's commentaries on Goplilakr~i:ia's RasendrasiirllSlllpgraha and 
Kai;ilida's Nac;fivijfiiina, Khare's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, Lak~mirli
ma's commentary on the Siddhabht!$11)amal)imii/ii, Miidhava's Ayurvedaprakiisa, the 
Piiraclasaqihita, Raghunlitha's Bhejanakutiihala, 602 the SiiligriimanighaIJ[ubhii$al)a 
of the Brhannighal)[uratniikara, Asubodha and ~ityabodha Senagupta's commen
tary on the Rasarntnasamuccaya, 003 Priyavrat Sarmli's auto-commentary on his 
Dra vyaguQasiitra, Sivadattamisra's commentary on his Sivako$a, 004 the Tiimbiilama
iijarf, the Snl[tyarthasiigara,6°5 Ylidavji Trikamji's Rasiimrra, the Yogaratniikara, 606 

and Yogindranlithasena's commentary on the Carakasamhitii. 007 It is quoted as 
Abhidhiinaciidiimani in Krsnadatta's commentary on Trim~lla's Satas/okf. 

N araharipal}<;lit~ is quot~d in PriyavratSarmli's auto-commentary on his Dravyagu
(JaSiitra. Narahari is mentioned in Sailendrasilpha's VaidyacintiimaQibhai$ajyasarp
grahaya. 

S pecia/ features 
The number of medicinal substances described in the RiijanighaQfU and absent from 
the Dhanvantarfyanighal)fU is too large to be enumerated. 

Some of the more interesting new plants added are: agnidamani (satlihvlidi 
59-61), 608 iihulya (satlihviidi 167-168), 600 aparvadal}ga {slilmalylidi 77-78), 610 
asisimb1 (miilaklidi 183-184), 611 asvaklitharli (parpa\lidi 114-115), 612 bhel)<;lli (satli
hvadi 26), 613 bhp1glihvli (miilaklidi 47), 614 brahmadai;i<;li (parpa\lidi 133), 615 cai;iikli 
(slilmalylim 147),61 ' dharalJ.ikanda (miilaklidi 91-92),617 dhiimrapattrli (parpa\lidi 
34-35), 618 ekavira {slilmalyadi 17-18), 619 ga1'tglipattri (karavirlidi 162 ), 620 gomiitrikli 
(siilmalylidi 128), 621 gorak~adugdhi (parpa\iidi 142-143),622 gorak~i (parpa\iidi 
94-95),623 gmJ<;liisini {slilmalyiidi 148-149),624 hastikanda (miilaklidi 80-82), 625 
hastisul}<;li (parpa\iidi 77), 626 hemii (gu,iicyiidi 42-44), 627 himlivali (pippalyiilii 245-
246),628 jambii (parpa\iidi 84-85),629 jaral}adruma (prabhadriidi 81-82),630 jhal)<;lii 
(parpa\adi 141), 631 jhiiijhirj\ii (satlihvlidi 201-202), 632 kaivartikli (gu<;liicylidi 119-
120),633 klimavrddhi (satlihvlidi 196-197),634 ka1)!apmikhli (satlihvlidi 74), 635 karajo<;li 
(miilaklidi 121), 636 kliri (siilmalylidi 64-65), 637 karl)aspho\li (gu<;lucyiidi 136-137),638 
karui;ir (karavrradi 105-106), 639 ka\vi (gu,iicylidi 138-139), 640 kevikli (karavirlidi 
115-116), 641 kolakanda (miilaklidi 83-84),642 kuri {slilylidi 138),643 ku\umbini 
(parpa\lidi 78-80), 644 mahapit)i;li (prabhadrlidi 140-141 ), 645 rnajjara {slilmalylidi 
133), 646 mlikandi (miilaklidi 42-43), 647 mlillikanda (miilakiidi 97-98),648 manthlinaka 
(siilmalyiidi 136), 649 mliyliphala (pippalylidi 259),650 mudgara (karavirlidi 77-78), 651 
nakhani~pavikli (miilakiidi 192), 652 uH)srei;iikli {slilmalylidi 130), 653 niliimli (satlihviidi 
176),654 piici (karavirlidi 163-164), 655 pakvlil)<;la (slilmalylidi 43),656 palliviiha {sli
lmal yadi 137), 657 pai;iylindhii {slilmalylidi I 39-141), 658 peii (miilaklidi 48), 659 putradli 
(satiihviidl 159-160), 660 putradiitri (gu<;liicyiidi 142-143), 661 slikurui;i<;la (pippalylidi 
243-244), 662 samudraphala (pippalyiidi 216-217), 663 sarpii;ii (parpa\iidi 125), 664 

sasiii;i<;!uli (miilaklidi 217-218), 665 silpikli {slilmalylidi 129), 666 simrgi (satlihvlidi 164-
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165), 667 soli (miilakiidi 44), 668 srrtiila (prabhadriidi 95-96), 669 srivallI (siilmalyiidi 
74-75),670 sii!i (siilmalyiidi 150-151),671 svari:iuli (satiihviidi 162),672 svetii (parpa\iidi 
132), 673 svetiimli (satiihviidi 175),674 tairi1_1i (satiihviidi 127),675 takriihvii (satiihviidi 
161 ), 676 tara\i (siilmalyiidi 73),677 ukhala (siilmalyiidi 125), 678 u~\rakiii:i9I (karaviriidi 
139-140), 679 vi~i:iukanda (miilakiidi 89-90), 6&'.l and vrscikii (parpa\iidi 126).681 

New varieties, added by the author of the Riijanigha(itu to those described in the 
Dhanvant11riyanigha(1tu, are also rather numerous. Some of these are: ari (a variety of 
khadira; siilmalyiidi 30),682 bhiitumbi (a variety of aliimbuni; miilakiidi 167-168),683 

brhajjivanti (a variety of jivanti; gu~iicyiidi 40-41),684 catu~pattri (a variety of 
pii~iii:iabhedaka; parpa\iidi 45-46),685 cii:iiikarka\ikii (a variety of trapusa; miilakiidi 
213--214),686 gorak~atumbi (a variety of aliimbuni; miilakiidi 162-163),687 kai9arya 
(a variety of nimba; prabhadriidi 13-14),688 kaliilga (a variety of trapusa; miilakiidi 
169-170), 689 karka\a (a variety of vayasthii; iimriidi 198-199),690 karka!I (a variety 
of trapusa; miilakiidi 202-204), 691 kii~\hadhiitri (a variety of vayasthii; iimriidi 160-
161 ), 692 k~iratumbi (a variety of aliimbuni; miilakiidi 164-166), 693 mahiinili (a variety 
of nili; satiihviidi 84-85), 694 mrgiik~i (a variety of trapusa; miilakiidi 178-180),695 

nnapunarnavii (a variety of punarnavii; parpa\iidi 121-122),696 sarpatanu (a variety 
of brhati; satiihviidi 26-27), 697 siliivalkii (a variety of pii~iii:iabhedaka; parpa\iidi 
43--44),698 svetabrhati (a variety of brhati; satiihviidi 28-29), 699 tiimrakai:iiaka (a 
variety of khadira; siilmalyiidi 26-27),700 va\apattri (a variety of pii~iii:iabhedaka; 
parpa\iidi 41--42), 701 and vi\khadira (a vatiety of khadira; siilmalyiidi 28-29). 702 

Chapter nineteen is about the names and their synonyms of forty-eight animals. 
Interesting among these are, for example: briihmai:ii (8), 703 jiihaka (10), 704 kari:iajalii
kii (13 ), 705 kI!ikii ( 46),706 koka9a (5), 707 mailkora ( 47), matkui:ia (17), 708 pak~mayiikii 
(44), 709 palli (11), 710 three kinds of pipTiikii (14-16), 711 ~a9binduki\a (48), svetayiikii 
(45),712 tailaki\a (39), and yiikii (43). 713 

Chapter twenty mentions two series of the eight divisions (a~\iiilga) of iiyurveda: 
(!) dravyiibhidhiina, gadaniscaya, kiiya, saukhya, salyiidi, bhiitanigraha, vi~anigraha, 
biilavaidya (20.42); (2) salya, siiliikya, kiiya, bhiita, vi~a. hiila, rasiiyana, vr~ya 
(20.43). Noteworthy names of disorders from the same chapter are, for example: 
hrdgranthi = hrdvrai:ia (24), jii!haragranthi = gulma (10), k~udraspho\a = kaiicikii 
(7), liitii = carmavra1_1a = vrkka ( 11 ), pitaspho\a = piimii (7), pramilii = tandrii (28), 
pr~!hagranthi = ga9u (10), siikhiipitta (27), saciviimaya = visarpa (3), sikhin = sviisa 
(6), siik~maspho\a = vicarcikii (7), su1_1\hikiispho\a = sa1pciiri (7), tunda = sthavi~\ha 
(22), udanyii = tr~1_1ii (17), utprii1_1a = sviisa (14 ). 

Chapter twenty-two enumerates three groups of lohas (metals): the three lohas: 
suvar1_1a (gold), rajata (silver), tiimra (copper) (22.11 ); the five lohas: the three lohas, 
to which vailga (tin) and niiga (lead) are added (22.11); the eight lohas: the five le
has, to which kiinta, mui:i9aka and tik~i:iaka (varieties of iron) are added (22.14). The 
eight mahiirasas are: darada, piirada, sasya, vaikriinta, kiinta, abhraka, miik~ika, and vi
mala (22.15). The eight uparasas are: khecara, aiijana, kailku~\ha, gandha, iila, gairika, 
k~iti, and saileyiiiijana (22.16). The siimiinyarasas (= siidhiirai:iarasas) are: kampilla, 
gauri, capala, kaparda, saila, sindiiraka, vahnijfira, and bodarasrnga (22.17). The ten 
kinds ofk~iira derive from sigru, miilaka, paliisa, cukrikii, citraka, iirdraka, nimba, ik~u. 
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saikharika,714 and mocika (22.18). 

The author 

269 

The author introduces himself as Narahari, Narasimha, Nrhari and Nrsimha 715 son 
- 7 6 ' • ' ' ' 

of lsvara. 1 He was a resident of Kasmir, 717 of royal blood, 718 and took part in 
warlike activities. 719 His favourite deities were Siva and ParvatI. 720 Additional, 
but questionable,721 information is found in the colophons of some MSS.722 This 
information is as follows: Narahari was the son of isvarasiiri, 723 a physician who was 
also called Car:i9esvara, 724 and the disciple of A1111"tesananda 725 who belonged to the 
si~yaparampara of Somananda; 726 he was a resident of Sirphapura in Kasmir. 121 

Narahari is sometimes credited with two more medical works, the Gu!Jasiirasamu
ccaya and the Viigbhatama(ic;lana.728 The latter is by a different Narahari. 729 

Date 
The terminus post quern of the Riijanighaptu can be deduced from the sources men
tioned by the author. The latest of these sources being the Madanapiilanighaptu, com
posed in 1375, the Riijanigha(1tucannot be earlier than the fifteenth century. 730The ter
minus ante quern is provided by quotations in two works dating from the seventeenth 
century, Bhanuji Dik~ita's commentary on the Amarako~a (first half of the seventeenth 
century) 731 and Raghunatha's Bhojanakutiihala. 

The evidence collected by P.V. Sharma 732 in order to establish that the Riijanigha
(lfU is posterior to the Bhiivaprakiisanighap,tu and may date from the seventeenth 
century is invalid in my view. His first argument, the description of the plant called 
pitakaravira 733 by the author of the Riijanigha!JtU (karaviradi 16), while the plant is 
absent from Bhiivamisra's work, can be discarded because this plant was already 
known to Kaiyadeva.734 His second argument, the presence of kulaiija(na) 735 in 
the RiijanighalJtU (pippalyadi 55), known as ugragandha sugandha to Bhavamisra 
(haritakyadivarga 105), does not carry much weight, since kuliiija(na), a synonym of 
kulaiija(na), was already prescribed by Siinigadhara in his TrisatT (168) and So~hala 
in his Gadanigraha (lehadhikara 342). 736 His third argument, the presence in the Rii
janigh/lf.1tu of a series of drugs, such as kalaiijanI (satahvadi 186-187),737 kiimav~ddhi 
(satiihvadi 196-197), karpiirataila (k~Iriidi 125) and sarvak~iira (pippalyadi 257-258), 
whereas these are not described in the Bhiivaprakiisanigha11tu, is inconclusive, be
cause the Riijanigha(itu contains a large number of medicinal substances which are not 
found in any other nighar:i\u. His fourth argument, the description of jhai:i9ii (parpa\adi 
141),738 may be important as a clue to the date of the Riijanigha(itu, provided that P.V. 
Sharma is right in his identification and his claim that it was introduced into India 
at the end of the sixteenth century. 739 The same applies to the plant called himavali 
(pippalyiidi 245-246), but only if it is actually the same as the dvipiintaravacii of the 
BhiivaprakiisanighaiJtu (haritakyadivarga 107-108), i.e., cobacini or sarsaparilla, as 
suggested by P.V. Sharma.740 

P. Hymavathi 741 developed his own views regarding the date of the author of the 
Riijanigha(itu, basing himself on the (erroneous) conviction that he was a disciple 
of Srikar:i\hapar:i9ita, the suddha Saiva and medical author. He asserts that Narahari 
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or Narasi1pha hailed from a brahma9a family adhering to the Kasmir school of 
Saivism, which was introduced in the southern part of India after the establishment of 
Mohammedan rule in the North. 742 The date of Srika~t!ha (A.O. 1300-1360) and the 
fact that the Riijanighal)fU is later than the MadanaplflanighalJ!U made him conclude 
that the former work must have been written shortly after the latter, towards the end 
of the fourteenth century. P. Hymavathi identifies Narahari's patron as Narasiipha IV, 
who ruled in Kalinga between A.O. 1378 and 1409. 

The evidence available, however,points to the fifteenth or sixteenth century as the 
period of composition of the Rlijanighal)fU. The identity of jha~1c;lii and himavali, and 
the date of their introduction into India, may prove to be clues enabling us to narrow 
the limits. 

Narasirphasastrin 

Narasirphasastrin wrote, probably in the period AD. 1500-1570, the Vaidyasarasarp
graha.743 The work begins with nac;li- and miitrapari~a. 744 

Nayanasukha 

Nayanasukha: a Jaina monk, son of Kesavadasa, 745 wrote a Vaidyamanotsava in Hindi 
verse. 746 This treatise, consisting of about 320 verses, arranged in seven chapters, is 
said to have been influenced by Lolimbaraja's \aidyajfvaria. 747 It is referred to as a 
source in Vidyapati's Cikitsaiijana. 

The Vaidyamanotsava was completed at Sihananda or Siiphacanda in A.D. 1592, 
as indicated by the author himself. 748 

The Parasuriimapratlipa 

The Parasuriimapratiipa, 749 a huge work of an encyclopaedic character on dharma
sastra in sixteen sections (ka9c;!a), contains some matter of medical interest. The 
ahnikaka9c;la gives a long extract, called pakadhyaya, from a work on piikasastra 
ascribed to Su~er;ta, 750 some information on aphrodisiac medicines, and a detailed 
account of manufacturing various scents. The saipskaraka~19a contains the whole of 
the first part of the Sisurak$iiratna by Prthvimalla, and the text of a treatise called 
Biilakarak$ii or Biilarak$ikii by Karu9apra9anatha. 751 

The authorship of the Parasuriimapratiipa is ascribed to Pratapann,ati or -raja, one 
of the sons of Padmanabhi, son of Lak~midhara. Prataparaja, who was a devotee of 
Parasurama, was patronized by Nizam Shah of Ahmadnagar, identified as Burl;ian 
Nizam Shah (AD. 1509-1553)752 of the Nizam Shahi dynasty by P.K. Gode, who 
places Prataparaja between 15 31 a,nd 1550. 753 The real author of the work under 
discussion was probably Kiirmasiiri, the teacher of Pratiiparaja. This Kiirmasiiri must 
have been a scholar of wide learning, as is apparent from the large number of works 
from which he quotes. Interesting from a medical point of view are the quotations 
from Haramekhalii, Salihotra, Sarnga(dhara), and V[ddhaviigbhafa. 
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Pratiiparudradeva 

Pratiiparudradeva was the author of the Kautukacintiimal)i, a work in 1,656 verses, ar
ranged in three sections (dipti), on different subjects, including magic. 754 

~ome of the subjects are: iitmasarirarak~a.755 dr~\ibandha, kha9gastambhana,756 
agrustambhana, annapiikastambhana, grhadiihastambhana,757 jalastambhana, vayovi
ryiidistambhana, (riija-, strl-, pati-, g,\jiidi)vasikara~1a, 758 kftrimavastukara!)a 759 (mu
ktii-, padmariiga-, indranilakara1,1a, etc., karpiirakarana, etc.). 760 

The section on royal entertainments ( vinoda) coniains formulaef or the preparation 
of various kinds of fireworks. 76i 

A Kautukacintiima{1i is one of the sources of Basava's Sivatattvaratniikara. 
The treatise dates from about 1520. 762 

Pratiiparudra, the king of Orissa who was renowned as a patron of Sanskrit liter
ature, is credited with the Kautukacintiimal)i. This king of the Gajapati dynasty, who 
was a contemporary ofCaitanya and was greatly influenced by his teaching, ruled from 
A.D. 1497 to 1539. 763 

Riimakr~Qa Vaidyaraja 

Riimakr~Qa Vaidyariija wrote a Kanakasirphaprakiisa under the patronage of Kanaka
sitpha of Bagesara in Bihiir, a descendant of Jaitrasitpha of the GauravalJISa.764 The 
work dates from the sixteenth century. 765 

Siidhukirti 

Siidhukirti, a pupil of Jinasiigara of the Kharataragaccha, was the author of the Se
§asaq1grahaniimamiilii, a supplement in about 1,500 slokas to Hemacandra's Abhidhii
nacintamal)i. The bulk of the work is devoted to the names of trees, shrubs, etc. 766 

Sajjana 

Sajjana wrote in 1585 the Siiktamrtapunaruktopadaipsadasana, a very brief treatise 
on medicine in forty-five verses, preceded by two introductory and nine preliminary 
verses. The author's name and the title of the work are mentioned at the end. An 
alternative title is \aidyavidyaviliisa. 767 

Srisailaniitha 

Srisailaniitha, son of Avadhiinasarasvati, grandson and pupil of Kiimesaniitha, great
grandson of Ekiimraniitha, wrote his Prasnottararatnamall1168 under the patronage of 
Veitka!iidrivibhu, 769 a king of the Vijayanagar empire. If this king is Venka\iitlri or Ve
nka!a I, who was the son of Acyuta Raya, and who, after the death of his father in 1541 
or 1542, ascended the throne and reigned for about six months only, 770 S1isailaniitha 
belongs to the sixteenth century. 77 t 
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The Prasnottararatnamiilii is quoted in Caturbhuja's commentary on the Rasahr
dayatantra. 

Subhacandra 

Subhacandra was the author of the Jivakacarita 772 or -tantra, dealing with the life of IT

vaka, the famous physician of Buddhist literature. The work is assigned to the sixteenth 
century. 773 It is referred to in another work of the same author, the BrJiatpa1_1gavapurii
~a.774 

To~aramalla 

Todaramalla Akbar's finance minister, engaged a number of scholars of Benares to 
~o~pile an :ncyclopaedic work. This huge encyclopaedia, the Togariinanda, consists 
of twenty-two sections (saukhya), 775 the last of which, the A.yurvedasaukhya, 776 is 
concerned with medicine. 

Contents 
The Ay11rvedasa1.1khya is arranged in ninety-seven chapters (har~a). m Their order has 
been re-arranged in the edition. 

Volume I contains the larger part of chapter eight 778 (chapters 1-29 of the edi
tion), chapter twelve (chapter 30 of the edition), and chapters eighty-four to ninety-one 
(chapters 31-38 of the edition), all dealing with materia medica. 

The subjects of volume I are: ( 1) the basic concepts of pharmacology (rasa, gu1~a. 
virya, vipiika, prabhiiva); (2) the medicinal properties of drugs (metals, minerals and 
gems included); (3) salts and caustics; ( 4) the sugarcane and its products; (5) honey; 
(6-9) milk and other dairy produce; (10) oils; (11) alcoholic drinks; (12) vinegar 
(sukta); (13) urine; (14) water; (15-16) grain and pulse; (17) meat; (18) fish; (19) 
fruits; (20) vegetables; (21) the best (sre~\ha) among various articles of diet; (22) 
the properties and actions of the six tastes; (23-27) prepared foods; (28) anupiina; 
(29) substitutes for drugs (anukalya); (30) groups of drugs (ga~1oddesa); (31-35) 
synonyms of drugs (abhayiidi), spices (supiidika), fragrant substances (karpiiriidi), 
metals, minerals, gems, etc. (suvaq1iidi), and trees (vanaspativarga); (36) names 
and properties of fruits (phalavarga); (37) names of vegetables and their synonyms 
(siikavarga); (38) names and properties of prepared foods. 

These chapters on materia medica have rather carelessly been compiled779 from 
various sources without making them into a coherent whole. This explains that (a) 
subjects have been dealt with twice,780 (b) two separate chapters are devoted to 
various fruits 781 and prepared foods,782 (c) properties of drugs are described while the 
synonyms of these drugs have been omitted, 783 (d) synonyms are given of substances 
which are absent from the chapters which are concerned with the medicinal properties 
of drugs, 784 and (e) the order of the drugs dealt with in chapter two does not agree at 
all with that of the synonyms in chapters thirty-one to thirty-four. 

In contrast with other parts of the Ayurvedasaukhya, the chapters on materia 
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medica contain few references to the sources. Those mentioned in the text are: 785 
Arogyacintamal}i (30.44-48),786 Caraka, (Tisaia's) Cikitsakalika (30.96), Dhiirja!i 
(30.107-108), Dravyagul}aratnama/a (1.5), 787 Jayya!a (6.36), Kf.il)litreya (30.151-
152), Parlisara (2.44), Susruta, Vligbha\a, and V[ddhasusruta (14.58-60). A major 
source, the Madhavadravyagul}a,788 was, however, left unmentioned. The many 
verses, common to the chapters on materia medica of the Ayurvedasaukhya and 
the Bhavapr,1kasanighaQ.tu, 789 can be seen as a result of borrowing, 790 indebtedness 
to a common source, or the collaboration of Bhlivamisra in the compilation of the 
Ayurvedasaukhya. 791 The verses which are also found in the Ayurvedaprakiisa792 

derive from a common source or have been borrowed from the Ayurvedasaukhya 
since the latter is anterior to the former. 

A major source that went unnoticed so far is the Madanapalanighal}fU, put 
to use extensively in chapters 31-38, while verses common to Ayurvedasaukhya 
and S09halanighal}fll are found in chapter twenty. 793 Almost the whole of chap
ter. twenty-nine on substitutes is strikingly similar to the verses on this subject in 
V.uigasena's Cikitsasarasaiµgrafia (dravyagul)lidhiklira 65-88). Finally, Cakraplil)i
datta's Dravyag111}asaq1graha may also have been utilized by the compilers of the 
Ayurvedasaukhya.794 

Volume II contains the first six chapters of the Ayurvedasaukhya, which are con
cerned with the basic principles of liyurveda and allied topics. After some introduc
tory verses (1-8), chapter one deals with the aims of liyurveda and its definition (9-
13ab), the eight branches of liyurveda (13cd--40), the four limbs of treatment (41-45), 
the characteristics of a physician (48-92), the various kinds of diseases (93-126), the 
modes of examination of a patient (127-149), and the classification of diseases (150-
168). Chapter two is about the do~as (2-132 ), decrease of the tissues ( dhiitu), impurities 
(mala), etc. (133-163), remedial measures in general (164-174), the types of country 
and soil ( 175-202), and the constitutions, together with the character types (203-229). 
Chapter three is concerned with the five elements (mahlibhiita) and the mahlibhautika 
composition of drugs (2-20ab), various types of drug action (20cd-65), the tastes (66-
80), virya (81-87), gui:ia (88-93), viplika (94-109), prabhliva (110-115), the divisions 
of time and the regimen for the various seasons ( 116-235), pollution ofland, water and 
air (236-250), epidemic diseases (251-261 ), the regimen for day and night (262-355), 
and the examination of the age, strength, and slitmya of a patient (356-411 ). Chapter 
four treats of the fires in the human body, the digestive processes (I 0-40), the tissues 
(dhlitu) and their metabolism (41-62), the physiology of the generative organs, con
ception,embryology, pregnancy, and allied subjects (63-221), anatomy (222-295), the 
marmans (296-346), death, health, and general lines of treatment (347-361). Chapter 
five is devoted to prognostics ( omina, ari~!as, dreams, etc.). The subjects of chapter six 
are the examination of the pulse (2-25), urine (26-69), faeces (70-86), eyes (87-94), 
tongue (95-101), teeth (102-108), and the prediction of the date of death (120-160). 

Sources and authorities referred to are: Agnivesa,795 Atreya,796 Atri,797 Aupa
dhenava,798 Bhliluki,799 Bhliradvlija, 800 Bhoja, 801 Cak~u~ya, 802 Candra\a, 803 Cara
ka, 804 Carpa!i, Cikitsaka/ika, 805 Ciki tsasiirasaipgraha, 806 Qalhai:ia, 807 Garga, Gopura, 
Hariscandra, 808 Hlirita, 809 Je jja!a, 81 ° Kharanlida, 811 K{~l)litreya, 812 K~emendra, 813 
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Markru.igeyapuriina, Nagarjuna, 814 Narapaticaryii, 815 Padmapurii(la, Parasara, 816 

Prayogapiirijiita, 817 Rasiiq1ava, 818 Ratniikara, Rudriigama,8 19 Rudrakautuka,820 Ru
dratantra,821 Sarviiilgasundara, 822 Saunaka,823 Siviigama, 824 Sriniviisasarphitii., 825 

Susruta,826 Tisa\a,827 Vagbha\a,828 Vaidyaka, 829 Vaikhiinasa, 830 Vai$(1aviigama, 831 
Vaisviinara, 832 Vasistha, Vasudeva,833 Videha, 834 VIrabhadra,835 Vivekamiirta
(1(/a, 836 Vrddhabhoj~: Vrddhahiirita, Vfddhiitreya, Vfddhaviigbhafa, YogapradTpa,837 

Yogaratniiva}T, 838 and YogasarTra. 839 

Sources left unmentioned may be Bhoja 's Ciirucaryii, 84° Kai:iada's NagTvijiiii.na, 841 

and Ravai:ia's NiicfTparfk$ii, 842 Some verses from the Yogasataka are not indicated as 
such (2.97) or even said to derive from the Cikitsiikalikii (2.76 and 78-81 ). 

Volume III contains four chapters (chapters thirteen to sixteen of the Ayurvedasau
khya). Chapter one deals with the five ways of diagnosing a disease (nidana, piirvariipa, 
riipa, upasaya and sarpprapti) and quotes the verses relevant to this subject from the 
A$fii.ligahrdayasaiphitii, adding comments in prose from an unknown source. 843 It also 
gives examples of the various types of therapeutic diagnosis (upasaya)844 and some 
verses on diseases acting as a causative factor for another disease. 845 Chapter two is 
about the six ways of treatment (lar1ghana, br111hai:ia, stambhana, sneha, sveda and 
riik~ai:ia) and chapter three about fever and the general lines of its therapy. Chapter four 
is concerned with the symptoms and therapy of particular types of fever: navajvara 
(1-6), ama- and niramajvara (7-25), antarvega- and bahirvegajvara (26-27), the 
do~ic types (35-256), fourteen sarpnipata fevers (257-691), agantu fevers (692-738), 
irregular fevers (vi~ama jvara; 739-1069), relapsing fevers (punaravartakajvara; 
1070-1079), fevers located in the dhatus ( 1080-1095), chronic fevers (J1ri:iajvara; 
1103-1289); recipes for inducing sleep and rules pertaining to sleep (1290-1327) 
are followed by verses on the fever caused by alcoholic drinks ( 1349-1356), a fever 
occurring in regions situated at the foot of mountains (aupatyakajvara; 1357-1359), 
fevers caused by polluted water ( 1360-13 71), and a series offevers called raudrajvara, 
mahendrajvara, jvaresvara, kalajvara and gambhirajvara (1373-1381); the chapter 
ends with verses on some miscellaneous subjects connected with fever. 

Volume IV contains nine chapters (chapters seventeen to twenty-five of the 
Ayurvedasaukhya), dealing with the symptoms and treatment of (I) atisara (diarrhoea), 
(2) sarJlgrahai:iI (sprue), (3) arsas (haemorrhoids), (4) agnimandya (sluggishness of 
the digestive fire), (5) kfmi (worms), (6) pai:ic;!uroga (morbid pallor and jaundice), (7) 
raktapitta (haemorrhagic disorders), (8) rajayak~man (consumptive disorders), and 
(9) kasa ( cough). 

Volume V has fourteen chapters (chapters twenty-six to thirty-nine of the Ayu
rvedasaukhya), dealing with the symptoms and treatment of (I) hikka (hiccup) and 
svasa (respiratory disorders), (2) svarabheda (disorders of the voice), (3) arocaka 
(anorexia), (4) chardi (vomiting), (5) tr~i:ia (thirst), (6) miircha (fainting), bhrama 
(giddiness), nidra (sleep), tandra (drowsiness) and sarpnyasa (loss of consciousness), 
(7) panatyaya, paramada, panajiri:ia and panavibhrama (alcoholic disorders), (8) daha 
(burning syndrome), (9) unmada (insanity) and bhiitonmada (possession by evil spir
its), ( 10) apasmara (epilepsy), ( 11) vatavyadhi (wind diseases), (12) vataso~1ita (gout), 
( 13) iirustambha (stiffness of the thighs), and (14) amavata (rheumatic disorders). 
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Volume VI has eighteen chapters (chapters thirty-six and thirty-eight to fifty-three 
of the Ayurvedasaukhya),846 dealing with the symptoms and treatment of (I) siila 
(piercing pain), (2) pari~1iimasiila (piercing pain appearing during digestion) and 
annadravasiila (piercing pain appearing without any connection with the digestive 
process), (3) udiivarta (a group of disorders caused by the suppression of natural 
urges) and iiniiha (obstructive abdominal swelling), (4) gulma (visceral swelling), 
(5) hrdroga (heart diseases), (6) urograha (a disease characterized by swelling of 
liver and spleen and pain in the lateral parts of the abdomen) and miitrakrcchra 
(dysuria), (7) miitriighiita (urinary obstruction), (8) asmari (stones in the urinary 
tract), (9) prameha (urinary disorders) and pramehapi<;lakii (pustules as sequelae of 
prameha), (10) medoroga (obesity), ( 11) lqsaroga (emaciation), (12) udara (abdominal 
swelling), (13) sotha (localized swelling), (14) vrddhi (scrotal swelling), ( 15) galaga
t)Qa (goitre), gaQ<;lamiilii (lymphadenopathy), apaci (chronically suppurating lymph 
nodes), granthi (small tumour), arbuda (large tumour), ( 16) slipada (filariasis), (17) 
vidradhi (abscesses), (18) vraQa (ulcers and wounds; bums, fractures and dislocations 
are included). 

\olume VII consists of seventeen chapters (chapters fifty-four to seventy of 
the Ayurvedasaukhya), dealing with the symptoms and treatment of (I) nii<;livrai:ia 
(sinuses), (2) bhagandara (anal fistulas), (3) upada111sa (venereal diseases in the 
male), (4) siikado~a (affections of the male member), (5) ku~!ha (a number of skin 
diseases), (6) sitapitta, udarda, ko!ha (forms of urticaria), (7) amlapitta (disorders of 
the stomach), (8) visarpa (erysipelas), (9) vispho!a (vesicular eruptions), (10) sniiyuka 
(dracontiasis), (II) masiirikii (smallpox and some other diseases), (12) k~udraroga, 
(13) mukharoga (diseases of mouth and throat), (14) kari:iaroga (diseases of the ears), 
(15) niisiiroga (diseases of the nose), (16) netraroga (eye diseases), (17) siroroga 
(diseases of the head). 

Volume VIII consists of sixteen chapters ( chapters seventy-one to eighty-three and 
part of chapter eight of the Ayurvedasaukhya), 847 dealing with (I) asrgdara (menorrha
gia), somaroga and miitriitisiira, (2) yonivyiipad (diseases of the female genital tract) 
and yonikanda (prolapse of the uterus), (3) miic;lhagarbha (malpositions), ( 4) siitikiiroga 
(puerperal diseases), (5) stanaroga (breast diseases), (6) stanyadu~!i (polluted breast
milk), (7) biilaroga (children's diseases), (8) vi~a (disorders due to poisons), (9) rasii
yana, (10) viijikarat)a, (II) sneha (oleation), (12) sveda, nasya, dhiimapiina, gai:i<;lii~a. 
kavala, pratisiirat)a, ( 13) vamana and virecana (emetics and purgatives), (14) basti (en
emas), ( 15) uttarabasti (urethral and vaginal douches), ( 16) SOl)itasriiva (bloodletting). 

Volume IX consists of four chapters ( chapters seven, nine, ten and eleven of 
the Ayurvedasaukhya), dealing with (!) parimiiQa (weights and measures) and 
paribha~ii (technical terms), (2) rasiidisodhanamiiraQa (the purification and killing 
of mercury, etc.), (3) lohopalohasodhanamiirat)agut)iigu1ryasa11mipiitiidau vise~adhii
tumiira1ryamalaharaQasphu!itadhatumrdukarai:ia (the purification and killing of the 
lohas and upalohas, etc.), (4) rasoparasamahiirasamaQiratnasodhanamiirai:iasattvapii
tanasattvamiirai:iadrutikarnt)agu~1iigut)avi~alak~at)adivyau~adhiidilak~aQavahnilak~a
i:iatailapiitanakathana (the purification and killing of the rasas, uparasas, mahiirasas, 
mai:iis and ratnas, the extraction and killing of essences, etc.). 
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Chapter one is subdivided into a number of sections: parimliQa (1.2-95), au
~adhaparibhli~li ( 1.96-116), and kalpanliparibhli~li (1.117-571 ). Many subjects are 
dealt with in all three sections, but the third one is particularly rich. 

The section on kalpanliparibhli~li discusses: the types of pharmaceutical prepara
tions: nirylisa (= svarasa), kalka, niryiiha (= kvlitha), sita(ka~liya), phlii:t!a, rasakriyli 
(inspissated extract), sarpdhlina (fermented fluids), gu!ikli, ciin)a, sneha, and kalpa (I. 
117); svarasa (1.118-119); kvlitha (decoction)(l.120-121); a substitute for svarasa (I. 
122); the preparation of svarasa (1.123-126); kalka (1.127-128); sita(ka~ya) or hima 
(1.129-132); phli~•!a (1.133-136); mantha (1.137); pramathyli (1.138); doses (1.140-
143); the quantities of water to be used in preparing a decoction (kvlitha) (1.144-150); 
five types of pharmaceutical preparation: ciirQa. ka~liya, sisira and srta phlitJ!a, kalka, 
svarasa (1.151); the preparation of a decoction (1.152); the seven types of decoction: 
plicana. dipana, sodhana, samana, tarpa~1a, kledana, and so~aQa (1.153); the actions of 
these types (1.154-155); emetics may be used to counteract the adverse effects of a 
kledin or viso~in decoction ( 1.156 ); rules for the preparation of the seven types ( 1. 157-
158 ); indications ( 1.159-161 ); copper vessels are unsuitable to the preparation ofa de
coction ( 1.162-163 ); decoctions should never be boiled again ( 1.164-165); fresh and 
old drugs should never be mixed (1.166); signs indicating that a decoction is well pre
pared and useful (1.167); complaints arising after taking a decoction should be treated 
with an emetk ( 1.168); (pra)k~epas, also called livlipas; rules concerning their employ
ment (1.169-180); prativlipa, ni~eka and abhi~eka, i.e., substances to be added when 
melting metals, etc. (1.181-183); doses; ratios ofingredicnts in various types of prepa
ration (1.184-198); definitions of a niryiiha and a ma•J•a (1.199); the preparation of 
anna, a peyli, vilepi, yavligii, ma1),a, yii~a (1.200-202); rules for the preparation of 
yii~a and rasa ( 1.203-206); the preparation of mlirpsarasa (broth) for use in a yavli
gii (1.207); the preparation of krta- and akrtayii~a (1.208-211); ciinJas (1.212-215); 
gu!iklis (1.216-219); the preparation of a rasakriyli; its dose (1.220); the preparation 
of an (ava)leha (1.221-222); signs indicating proper gu,aplika (i.e., the preparation of 
a leha containing guqa) (1.223-225); the sign indicating that a rasakriyli, leha or gu,a 
has been properly prepared (1.226); the process of pu!aplika ( 1.227-230); the process 
of bhlivanli (1.231-232); the five defects that may occur in a medicine (1.233). 

The chapter proceeds with discussing: sillijatu (1.234-252); guggulu (1.253); 
taQ9ulodaka ( 1.254 ); mu~!iyoga (1.255); phalavarti (1.256-258); k~iraplika (1.259); 
vajrakliiijika (1.260); pralepa and pradeha (1.261-273); upanliha (1.274-275); 
sirolepa (1.276); the preparation of errhines and their closes (1.277-280); mouth 
washes (kavala) and gargles (ga•J•ii~a) (1.281-283); pratislira~13 (1.284-285); caustics 
(k~lira) ( 1.286-292); lisavas ( 1.293-298); ari~!as (1.299-300);848 enhancement of 
the efficacy of lisavas and ari~!aS (1.301); the preparation of a bhakta (1.302); 111les 
concerning lisavas and ari~!as (1.303-306); doses of lisava and ari~!a (1.307-308); 
alcoholic preparations (1.309-324); the preparation of various kinds of cukra, also 
called sukta (1.325-327); kiiiijika (1.328); tu~iimbu (1.329); sauviraka (1.330-331); 
the duration of the process of fermentation, dependent on the season (1.332); u~~1odaka 
( 1.333); the periods of time for the application of an aiijana ( 1.334 ); the three types 
of aiijana and the sizes of the varti (1.335); a rasakriyli used as an aiijana; its dose 
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(1.336); types of afijana and their preparation (1.337-339); the rod (salaka) for the 
application of an aiijana; the materials that may be used (1.340-341); the technique 
of application (1.342-343); a rule for particular inorganic substances used in an 
aiijana (1.344); the storage of aiijanas (1.345); measures for the treatment of eye 
diseases: seka (sprinkling a fluid), ascyotana (eyedrops), pil)~i (the application of a 
paste and tying a bandage over it), vi~iila (the external application of a paste), tarpar.ia 
(the application of drugs thought to be nourishing), pu!3paka, and aiijana (1.346); 
the technique of application, indications, deses, etc., with respect to seka (1.347-
348), ascyotana (1.349-351), pir.i~I (1.352), vi9iila (1.353), netrabasti (= tarpar.ia) 
(1.354-365); the four types of miirdhataila (application of oil on the head): abhyar1ga 
(massage with oil), pari~eka (sprinkling), picu (application of a cotton swab soaked in 
oil), and sirobasti (application of a cap filled with oil) ( 1.366); 849 the duration of these 
treatments (1.367); picu (1.368); sirobasti (1.369-373); 850 the definition of a matra 
(unit of time for measuring the duration of basti, etc.) (1.374); the definition of the 
bath called avagaha or magna (1.375); the number of matras required for diffusion of 
an oil into various constituents of the body (1.376-378); piidabhyanga (massage of the 
soles of the feet with oil) (1.379-380); karr.iapiirac:ia (filling the ears with oil) (1.381); 
abhyai1ga of nails and navel (1.382); abhyangain general (body massage with a fatty 
substance) ( 1.383-387); the technique of kan~apiirat)a and the periods of time suitable 

. to it (1.388-390); the preparation oflak~arasa (1.391-392); rules for the preparation 
of medicated ghees, oils and linctuses (1.393-410);851 rules for the preparation of a 
medicated oil containing guggulu (1.411 ); rules for the preparation of a medicated oil 
containing milk (k~irapaka) (1.412) and particular other ftuids (1.413-414); various 
other rules pertaining to the preparation of medicated oils ( 1.415-429); the signs 
indicating proper preparation ( 1.430); two types of preparing a medicated oil or ghee: 
mandacikkat)a and kharacikkat)a (1.431); three of these types: mrdu, madhya and 
khara; their characteristics (1.432) and indications (1.433); madhyamapaka is the 
most useful type (1.434 ); the signs of proper preparation according to two authorities 
(l.435-436); more specifications regarding the preparation of medicated oils and 
ghees ( 1.4 37-444 ). 

The next section of chapter one is concerned with: the period oftime for beginning 
the processing of mercury ( 1.445); the quantity of mercury to be taken ( I. 446); the 
quantities of a series of other inorganic substances (1.44 7-450); the mentioned rules 
oughtto be observed (1.451); asattva can be extracted from mica and other substances 
when properly processed (1.452); the production of a k11jjali (1.453); 852 the production 
of the substance called umayoni ( 1.454 ); the characteristics of purified copper (1.455); 
definitions ofutthapanaand k~alana (1.456), abhi~eka ( 1.457); the production of dhauta 
(purified excrements of earthworms) ( 1.458); properties of the bhasman of mercury 
when prepared with vegetable substances (1.459); the doses of the bhasman of mercury 
for human beings, horses and elephants (1.460); the doses of this bhasman dependent 
on the method of its preparation, the indications for these varieties, and particularities 
regarding its administration (1.461-467); the addition of poisonous substances to the 
bhasman of mercury, dependent on the country of residence (1.468-471); the gradual 
increase of the doses; doses in different conditions (1.472-475); indications for the use 
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of a particular type of poison (1.476-477); the characteristics of briihmai;ia, k~atriya, 
vaisya and siidra poisons (1.478); general restrictions and indications for the use of 
poisons (1.479-480), followed by contra-indications (1.481). 

The last section deals with: substitutes for medicinal substances that are difficult to 
procure (1.482-493); fruits to be used in a dried condition (1.494-495); rules regarding 
the physician's share of the drugs to be employed in a treatment; two types of share are 
described, called dhanvantaribhiiga or asvinikumiirabhiiga and rudrabhiiga or rudriirp
sa ( 1.496-50 I); 853 a schedule for dosages in children ( 1.502-504); the preparation of a 
paste to be used in the piitana of mercury (l .505-506);jara1Ja of mercury (1.507-524 ); 
rules for the use of the bhasman of gold ( 1.525-529); the preparation of lohas, their 
doses, the course of treatment, their therapeutic effects, etc. ( 1.530-556); the prepara
tion of bijas (1.557-561); two definitions of an iiro!a (1.562-563); the five substances 
collectively called paiicamrttikii (1.564); the description of the khalvayantra (mortar). 
and the pesya (pestle) (1.565-567); 854 the use of the khalva (1.568); 855 the round (var
tula) khalva (1.569); 856 the taptakhalva, made of iron (1.570). 

The chapter ends with the instruction to teach the paribhii~iis to a worthy student, 
one's own son, or briihma~1as only ( 1.571). 

The first part of chapter two is about: rasavidyii as a science to be kept as secret 
as a mother's genitals (2.1); a prayer to the lord of mercury, Siitariija (2.2-3); the syn
onyms of mercury, which are the same as those of Siva ( I .4 ); the seven kaiicukas: mr
nmaya-, pii~ii1)a-, jalajakaiicuka, two kaiicukas due to the presence of lead (niiga) and 
two due to tin (vailga) (2.5); their characteristic effects on mercury (2.6); the five dosas: 
mala-, vahni-, bhii-, unmatta-, and sailado~a(2.7); the adverse effects ofprthivikaiic~ka 
(= bhiido~a), pii~ai:iado~a. varido~a (= jalajakaiicuka), kapalikii, 857 syama, 858 kiili, 859 

and kiipiiii860 (2.8-11); the adverse effects of mala-, vahni-, vi~a-, bhii-, darpa-, and 
unmattado~a (2.12); the kaiicukas and do~as should be removed for the purpose of mak
ing a bhasman; otherwise, one would incur the sin ofbriihma~1a murder (brahmahatyii) 
(2.13 ); characteristics and adverse effects of vailga-, iira-, naga-, and rasakampado~a 
(2.14-19); removal of the do~as (2.20-26); svedana of mercury (2.27-41); mardana 
(2.42-43); miirchana (2.44-49); utthiipana (2.50); piitana (2.51-53); the production of 
a na~!api~!a (2.54 ); the use of the taptakhalva (2.55); removal oflead and tin by means 
of patana (2.56); the preparation of a pi~!i (2.57); adhal)piitana (2.58-ol); iirdhvapiitana 
(2.62-o5); tiryakpiitana (2.66-68); two descriptions of the kacchapayantra (2.69-76); 
the tuliiyantra (2.77-79); bodhana or rodhana (2.80-83); niyamana (2.84-86); dipana 
(2.87-90); a summary of the functions of the first eight sar!)Skiiras, described in the 
foregoing (2.91-99); sulphur (gandha) is the rajas, mica (abhraka) the sukra of Parvati; 
both can embrace (combine with) mercury, which is the sukra of Siva; this combination 
makes mercury suitable to the killing process without suffering injury (2.100-101); the 
jiira1Ja of mercury with sulphur (2.102); mica is the tejas of Gauri; its properties and 
actions; the combination of mercury with mica makes the former capable of inducing 
transmutation (vedha) (2.103-104 ); the gauriyantra and its use in the jiirai;iii of mercury 
with sulphur (2.105-112); not any amount of mercury or sulphur may be lost in the 
process (2.113-114); the vajramii~ii and its use (2.115-118); the paste (lepa) used for 
sealing the joints of crucibles (2.119); two ways of making a vajramii~ii (2.120-122); 
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glass bottles (kiicakiipI) and iron vessels (lohakiipI), their lenghths, and other details 
(2.123); another recipe for the preparation of a paste for sealing the joints of crucibles 
(2.124-125); the pakvamii~ii and its function (2.126); the mallamii~ii (2.127-128); a 
mii~ii for the purification of silver (2.12 9); the making of a nigai;layantra; its function (2. 
130-132); another recipe for making this yantra;the process called nigai;labandha, to be 
carried out by means ofit (2.133-136); useful types of clay (mrd) (2.137); a recipe for 
preparing a paste to be used in sealing joints of crucibles and for wrapping around glass 
bottles (2.138-140);jiiral)ii will be described later (2.141); the description of a process 
imparting a red colour to mercury, making it heatresistant, enabling it to digest other 
substances,etc. (2.142-152); the preparation ofapi~F. tobe used in thejiiral)ii with sul
phur (2.153-154); the process calledjiira~1a (2.155-158); stimulation of the digestive 
power Garal)a) of mercury (2.159); mercury that can digest metals is called iiroµt; the 
product of transmutation can be made stable by adding a bija (2.160); the three types 
of jiiral)ii called nirmukha, sanmukha and viisaniimukha; three other varieties are called 
biila-, yauvana- and vrddhajiiral)ii; the effects of the last three varieties; vii;!a should be 
added duringjiiral)a (2.161-164 ); the preparation of mercury from cinnabar (hingula); 
this mercury is free from the kaficukas and may be used in recipes (2.165); 861 the three 
types of hingula (2.166); 862 their properties and uses (2.167-168); mercury extracted 
from cinnabar should also be purified (2.169); the properties and uses of haq1sapiidahi
ngula (2.170); the purification of hingula (2 .171); the properties and actions ofhingula 
(2.172). 

The second part of chapter two deals with: the preparation of the bhasman of 
mercury, its use and its effects (2.173-191);863 other methods of preparation (2. 
192-195); 864 methods of preparing rasasindiira (2.196-200); methods of preparing 
rasakarpiira; its properties and effects (2.201-208); the preparation of hari1}akhurI
baddharasa (2.209-215); another method of preparing rasasindiira; its use and 
effects (2.216-220); methods to prepare the bhasman of mercury (2.221-222); the 
preparation of a piil)i;iura bhasman that is useful in killing other metals (2.223-227); 
the preparation of a bhasman of mercury by means of several yantras (pu!ayantra, 
bhairava- or somiinalayantra, viilukiiyantra); the recipe for a paste, called sarvato
mukhamudrii, for sealing the joints; the wonderful and curative effects of a mixture of 
the bhasman and another powder; rules regarding the diet, etc., of persons taking this 
drug (2.228-256); another way of preparing a bhasman of mercury (2.257-259); the 
preparation of a bhasman with a golden hue (2.260) and the colour of saffron (2.261); 
the preparation of vaikriintabaddhasiita, its use and its effects (2.262-272); the prepa
ration of another bhasman with curative properties (2.273-276); a way of preparing 
rasasindiira (2.277-279); the process of killing mercury requires the addition of gold, 
etc.; mercury is considered to be miirchita when it looks like a collyrium (2.280-281 ); 
the preparation of a nirvirya- and saviryabhasman; the latter is therapeutically more 
potent (2.282-283); the preparation of rasaparpa!I, particularly useful in treating 
children (2.284-285); the preparation of a patient for treatment with a bhasman of 
mercury; a bhasman of copper should be given first; the dose of bhasman of mercury 
should be gradually increased according to a particular schedule (2.286-287); rules 
for those using a bhasman of mercury; a group of eight vegetables, called kakiir~µtka, 
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may not be eaten; other dietary articles to be avoided; types of women to be avoided 
and women to be chosen as attendants; the type of woman called klikini; intercourse 
with her frees from all diseases (2.288-300); intake of the bhasman of mercury leads 
to a heightened libido during the first three weeks; intercourse, however, should be 
avoided during this period, because it would result in sukrameha; after three weeks, 
pretty women may massage the body of the person using the bhasman, which will 
help in making the mercury permeate all the tissues; additional rules for the regimen 
during treatment; sexual intercourse would result in death (2.301-305); the symptoms 
occurring when the bhasman is not properly digested, and the treatment of this 
disorder, calledraslijrn:ia (2.306-313); treatment of the effects caused by the intake of 
mercury, tainted by the association with lead (2.314) or tin (2.315); signs indicating 
the proper digestion of the bhasman (2.316); a description of hiilgula (2.317-318); the 
effects of purified and killed mercury (2.319-321). 

The third part of chapter two is about: the mythical origin of sulphur (gandhaka) 
(2.322); the four types of sulphur and their uses (2.323); 865 various methods for the 
purification of sulphur (2.324-334 ); the preparation of gandhakataila, to be used in 
recipes (2.335-337); the adverse effects of impure sulphur (2.338); two more ways of 
preparing gandhakataila, to be used in processing mercury and in recipes (2.339-342); 
the mythical origin of the metals, sulphur, and mica (2.343-344); sulphur and mica are 
similar to mercury inpreventing(untimely) death (2.345); those desiring a healthy con
dition should offer their prayers to the sun, those striving after replenishment of their 
bodily constituents should pray to the moon, those wanting to be freed from disease 
should pray to the highest Devadevesa (i.e., Siva) (2.346); the mythical origin of mica 
(abhraka) (2.34 7); the four varieties of mica and their uses (2.348-349); 866 the effect of 
fire on the pinlika type of mica; intake of its bhasman leads to mahliku~iha (2.350); the 
effect of fire on the dardura type; intake of this type may lead to bhagandara (2. 351); 
the effect of fire on the nliga type; its intake causes udara, prameha and impotency (2. 
352); the vajra type remains stable under the influence of fire; it cures diseases and 
prevents decrepitude and death (2.353); a mythical story about the origin of the vajra 
type, explaining its name (2.354-356); the four types of mica: brlihmai:ia, k~atriya, vai
sya and siidra, white, red, yellow and black in colour respectively (2.357); the sattva of 
mica is responsible for its actions; mica, collected in the northern mountains, contains 
more sattva than that coming from the south; the black variety is the best for therapeutic 
purposes (2.358-359); the removal of the defect called girido~a (2.360); further purifi
catory procedures (2.361-365); the preparation of dhlinylibhra, used in killing mica (2. 
366); the adverse effects of impure mica and of mica that is not killed (2.367); various 
methods of preparing the bhasman from dhlinylibhra (2.368-379); therapeutic effects 
of the bhasman (2.380); preparation of the bhasman in the andhamii~li by means of one 
gajapu!a (2.381); two other methods of preparing the bhasman (2.382-384); the amr
trkarai:ia of mica (2.385-386); the effects of the bhasman (2.387-389); the dose and 
its gradual increase (2.390); two methods of extracting the sattva (2.391-394); the for
mula of k~ayantakarasa and its curative actions (3.395-396); the therapeutic actions 
of the bhasman, dependent on the number of puias during its preparation (2.397); the 
bhasman of mica is called bija after having been subjected to a hundred puias; this bija 
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leads to the formation of ojas and to beauty, and sustains the body (2.398); gold, sil
ver, copper, iron of the tik~r:ia type, tin (ku\ila), and lead (pannaga) are the six natural 
metals used in processing mercury (2.399). The last verse summarizes the contents of 
the chapter (2.400). 

Chapterthree deals with: the eight metals (loha), used fordehasiddhi: gold, silver, 
copper, lead, tin, kiinta(loha), tik~r:ia(loha), and mur:i<;ia(loha) (3.1); the three artificial 
(krtrima) metals: gho~a. ritikii and iivarta (3.2ab); mar:i,ura, the waste product (ki!!a) of 
mur:iQa, is called an upaloha ( l .3.2cd); the excellent metal called sambiika (iron from 
meteorites), which is a product of lightning (vidyut), is called a mahiiloha; it falls from 
the sky upon the earth, is rare, and may be obtained as a boon from Vetiilas, etc. (3. 
3-4ab); iron from the siilagriima, 867 extremely rare (3.4cd); sphii\ika iron, extracted 
from spha\ika found in Kasmir, is available in scanty amounts (3.4ef); the eight metals 
are, according to the Nandikiiciiryatantra: gold, silver, copper, lead, tin, kiinta(loha), 
vidyujja(loha) (arising from lightning) and spha\ikodbhiita (3.5); 

the mythical origin of gold and its five types (3.6-8); 868 the relative merits of three 
kinds of gold, dependent on their colours (3.9); 869 the ten defects (do~) of gold; their 
presence makes it unsuitable to medicinal use (3.10); the adverse effects of impure gold 
(3.11); the purification of gold (3.12-13); 871 eight methods for the preparation of the 
bhasman of gold (3.14-37); 871 the storage of the bhasman (3.38); rules for its admin
istration (3.39); metals are reduced to a bhasman by the smell of sulphur or miik~ika 
(3.40); the prope1ties and actions of (the bhasman ot) gold (3.41-45); 

the three types of silver (3.46); 872 its mythical origin (3.47); characteristics which 
make silver unsuitable to use (3.48); characteristics of silver suitable to use (3.49); the 
purification of silver (3.50-51); 873 adverse effects of impure silver (3.52); four meth
ods of preparing the bhasman (3.53-57); the properties and actions of the bhasman (3. 
58-59); 

the mythical origin of copper (3.60);874 regions where good types of native copper 
are found (3.61); the properties and relative merits of copper from these regions (3.62-
63); properties due to impurities; the defects (do~a) of copper (3.64-65); methods of 
purification (3.66-67); the adverse effects of copper affected by the do~a called kiilikii 
(3.68); the removal of kiilikii (3.69-71); the characteristics of copper free from kiilika 
(3.72); the purification of copper in the kavaciyantra (3.73-74); the actions of copper 
purified in this way (3.75-76); the preparation of the bhasman (3.77); its therapeutic ac
tions (3. 78); two other methods of preparing the bhasman; its therapeutic actions (3. 79-
83 ); a fourth method of preparing the bhasman (3.84-85); a method of making copper 
melt quickly (3.86); a fifth method of preparing the bhasman (3.87-88); two opinions 
concerning the composition of the group of substances called paficiimrta, used in the 
pu\a of the bhasman of copper (3.89-90); disorders caused by unproces~d (apakva) 
copper (3.91); only copper free from kiilikii should be used in recipes (3.92); the ther
apeutic actions of copper preparations (3.93-95); 875 

the two types of tin 876 and their relative merits (3.96); 817 characteristics that make 
it suitable to use (3.97); the five defects of tin which make it unsuitable to use (3.98); 
the purification of tin; its actions in a purified and in an impure state (3.99-102); six 
methods of preparing the bhasman (3.103-115); diseases caused by unprocessed (pa-
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kahina) lead and tin (3.116); a seventh method of preparing the bhasman of tin (3.117); 
properties and actions of tin preparations (3.118-119); 

the properties of suitable and unsuitable types of lead (3.120); 873 its purification 
(3.121-122a); six methods of preparing the bhasman (3.l 22b-131); the actions of the 
bhasman (3.132-136); 

pittala (= ritika) (brass) 879 and kaqisya (= gho~a) are usually not regarded as very 
useful in medicine (3.137); the preparation of kiiqisya (bronze); 880 the best variety is 
that produced in Saurawa (3.138); the seven good (3.139) and bad (3.140) qualities of 
kiirpsya; kaqisya may be purified and killed like copper (3.141); an adverse effect of 
impure kii1p.sya (3.142 ); properties and actions of purified kiiqisya (3.143-144 ); the two 
types of pitta!T (= pittala) and how to distinguish them (3.145-146); the characteristics 
of pittala of good quality (3.147); ritikii may be purified and killed like copper (3.148); 
the properties and actions ofritikii preparations (3.149); 

the mythical origin of iron (3.150-152); the topics to be discussed 881 (3.153-154); 
the quantity of iron to be taken for processing (3.155); the preparation of a triphalii 
decoction for the nirviipai;ta (immersion of a heated metal in a fluid) of iron (3.156); 
removal of the impurity called girimala (3.157-158); the origin of various types of 
iron from the body of the Daitya called Lomila, who was killed by the gods (3.159-
162); iron is used as an aphrodisiac and in the treatment of viita diseases (3.163); iron 
is of three main kinds: 882 munda 883 tiksna884 and kiinta·885 munda is of three vari
eties: mrdu, kui;t<;la and kai;t<;liir~i886 ti~i:ia· is of six varietie;: khara~ilra, 887 hotiila, ta<;lii
va~!a,888 ci<;ia, kiintaloha and gajiikhya; kiinta is of four varieties: romaka, bhriimaka, 
cumbaka and driivaka (3.164-166ab);889 the Rasii.r.(lava distinguishes a fifth variety, 
called kar~ka (3.166cd); 8!lO iron originating from a particular mine (iikara) cures the 
diseases of the people living in the country where that mine is located (3 .167); the two 
types of siira (= sattva) of iron: audra 891 and kaliitgaja; the characteristics of the bha
sman of the kaliitgaja type (3.168-169); the two types of iron ore (3.170); the ten va
rieties of iron according to the Lohapaddhati (3.171-173); the therapeutic actions of 
iron (3.174 ); the characteristics of the types of iron called piii;t<;lya, rnahii;t<;laka, kiintija, 
kr~i:iayasa and kanta (3.175-179); a combination of mercury and iron sustains the body 
(3.180); the therapeutic actions of the varieties of kiintaloha called siira, aui;t<;lra, kali
itgaja, ta<;liivana and bhadra (3.181-185); the therapeutic actions of piii;t<;li, kiintija and 
kiinta iron (3.186-188); the rust (ki!!a) of each variety of iron has the same effects as 
the iron from which it originates (3.189); the relative merits of ki!!a, mui;t<;ia, siira, au
i;t<;lra, kaliitga, bhadra, vajra, pai:i•ya, and kiintija; the last type is the very best (3.190-
191); the properties of kiinta iron, derived from siilagriima stones, iron derived from 
spha!ika, and the type finding its origin in lightning; these types should be used in mer
curial recipes and for rasiiyana purposes; the actions of il'On that has the fonn of a liitga 
(3.192-193); the adverse effects of impure iron (3.194-195); the seven defects (do~a) 
of iron (3.196); four methods of purifying iron (3.197-203); signs indicating that iron 
has been purified (3.204 ); seven methods of preparing the bhasman of iron (3.205-
225); gai;t<;lanikii, the chief drug used in the killing of iron; its synonyms (3.226-227); 
eight drugs employed in the killing ofiron: amari, caitgeri, vikaitkata, raktamiiri~a. tva
caka, mana~silii, hiitgula, and svari;tamiik~ika; the curative actions of these drugs (3. 
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228-230); three more methods of preparing a bhasman by killing iron (3.231-238); 
four methods of ayaslqti, which produces a bhasman that is viiritara (floating on wa
ter) and niruttha (iron cannot be retrieved from it) (3.239-247); the preparation of a red 
bhasman, also varitara and niruttha, by means of the juice of the plant called siiliciiicf, 
also known as chilahi1;1<;likii, garm;linf, piitiilamahau~adhi and gartiiliibu; rules for the use 
of this powder; its curative properties (3.248-254);signs indicating that iron has been 
killed properly (3.255); another way of preparing a niruttha bhasman (3.256); rules for 
the steeping (bhiivanii) of iron in particular ll uids and for the number of pu\aS in or -
der to achieve particular curative effects of the preparation (3.257-259); a divergent 
opinion on this subject (3.260); further processing of the bhasman of iron, making it 
suitable to yogaviiha892 (3.261 ); the preparation of the bhasman of a metal in general, 
as required for the achievement of curative properties (3.262-274); the removal of im
purities from metals (3.275); the treatment of disorders caused by defective digestion 
of a bhasman (3.276); colouring (raiijaka) of the body is effected by kiiJ:"!lsya killed by 
means of punarnavii, iron killed by triphalii, and copper killed by sulphur (3.277); 

the purification of zinc (kharpara) (3.278); 893 zinc may be killed like tin or copper; 
its curative properties; zinc (kharpara) is commonly known as yasada (3.279-280); tin 
should be killed by means of (hari)tiila, tik~r:ia(loha) by cinnabar, gold by lead, lead by 
(manat:i)sila, copper by sulphur, and silver by tiipya (= miik~ika) (3.281); methods mak
ing a brittle metal malleable (3.282); the general curative properties of bhasmans (3. 
283); longevity, strength and health are brought about by diamonds, gold and mercury, 
collectively called amrtatraya (3.284 ); praise of the physician thoroughly conversant 
with the preparation and administration of the eight types of bhasman (3.285-286); the 
curative properties of the bhasman of iron (3. 287-290); 

the purification of mar:i<;liira (iron oxide) 894 (3.291); the relative merits of mar:i<;liira, 
dependent on its age (3.292); the characteristics of the useful type of mar:i<;liira (3.293); 
two more methods of purifying mar:i<;liira (3.294-295). 

Chapter four deals with: the seven upadhiitus: miik~ika, tuttha, abhra, niliiiijana, 
(manat:i)silii, (harit)iila, and rasaka; some add vimalii as the eighth one of the series ( 4. 
I); 

the mythical origin of miik~ika 895 ( 4.2-3); the two types of miik~ika, distinguished 
according to its colour; the four types, distinguished according to its form ( 4.4-5); the 
relative merits of various types of miik~ika ( 4.6-7); adverse effects of impure miik~ika 
( 4.8); the properties of hema- and rajatamiik~ika ( 4.9); 896 three methods of purifying 
miik~ika (3.10-13 ); adverse effects of unpurified (apakva) miik~ika ( 4.14 ); two more 
methods of purifying miik~ika (4.15-16); preparation of the bhasman (4.17); two more 
methods of purifying miik~ika (4.18-20); the purification of vimalii, by some regarded 
as identical with kii1J1syamiik~ika (4.21-22); the properties and actions of miik~ika (4. 
23-24); three methods of extracting the sattva ( 4.25-30); the therapeutic actions of the 
sattva ( 4.31-32); 

the two types of vimala: 897 vimala and amala ( 4.33); the properties and actions of 
vimala ( 4.34 ); the purification of amala ( 4.35) and vimala ( 4.36-37); vimala may be 
killed in tbe same way as miik~ika ( 4.38); the therapeutic actions of killed vimala ( 4. 
39); the extraction of the sattva ( 4.40-41); the therapeutic actions of the sattva ( 4.42); 
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the mythical origin of sasyaka898 ( 4.43); the colour of the variety of sasyaka called 
tuttha ( 4.44); the purification of sasyaka ( 4.45); the extraction of the sattva (4.46-4 7); 
the therapeutic effects of the sattva of mayiiratuttha ( = sasyaka) ( 4.48); 

the five types of aiijana: sauvira, rasiiiijana, sroto'iijana, pu~piiiijana, and niliiiijana 
(4.49); the colour of sauviriiiijana899 and its therapeutic effects (4.50);900 its curative 
actions (4.51); sroto'iijana901 occurs in rivers; its curative actions (4.52-53); the prop
erties of pu~paiijana; 902 which cures eye diseases ( 4.54 ); nilaiijana 903 makes iron mal
leable; its therapeutic actions ( 4.55); the purification of aiijanas in general ( 4.56); the 
purification of niliiiijana ( 4.57-58); the sattva of aiijanas can be extracted in the same 
way as that of manaQsilii ( 4.59); 

the purification and killing of abhra (mica) has already been described; the extrac
tion of its sattva will be discussed afterwards ( 4.60); 

the mythical origin of silajatu, 904 a substance exuding from mountains during the 
summer heat ( 4.61-62); siliijatu is very heavy due to its association with various met
als; the type of association determines the names of its varieties ( 4.63); seven types are 
distinguished: suvan:1a-, riipya-, trapu-, sisa-, tiimra-, loha-, and manat1siliisiliijatu; 905 

the best siliijatu occurs in the Yindhya mountains (4.64); the characteristics, properties 
and curative effects of kiiiicana(= suvan:1a)silajatu ( 4.65-66), raupyasiliijatu ( 4.67), tii
mrasiliijatu (4.68), trapusilajatu (4.69), sisasilajatu (4.70), ayasa(= loha)silajatu ( 4.71-
72); the nec~ssity of purifying siliijatu ( 4.73); therapeutic actions of siliijatu ( 4.74 ); the 
colours of the different types may be examined under the influence of fire or water (4. 
75); the properties and actions of siliijatu in general ( 4.76-80); the extraction of the 
sattva; its therapeutic actions and use in the bandha of mercury ( 4.81-82); 

the three types of rasaka; 906 their characteristics and relative merits ( 4.83); three 
other types. distinguished as to colour ( 4.84 ); three methods of purification ( 4.85-87); 
rasaka becomes very unstable when heated; the sattva or rasa of kiiiculu is the only 
substance that can stabilize it ( 4.88-89); therapeutic effects of rasaka ( 4.90); extraction 
of the sattva (4.91-93); procedures making rasaka heatresistant (4.94-101); 

bhiiniigas; 907 their purification; the extraction of the sattva ( 4.102-104 ); the collec
tion and keeping of bhiiniigas; the extraction of the sattva; a ring made with this sattva 
is effective in poisoning and snake-bite (4.105-107); the bile and feathers of peacocks 
may be treated in the same way in order to extract a sattva with the same properties 
(4.108); 

the mythical origin of (hari)tiila908 and manohvii (= manalJsilii) (4.109); the four 
varieties of hari tiila: godantaka, piIJ<:la, ghaialiilqti, and ki!iinana; the last of these is 
the best (4.110); adverse effects of unpurified haritiila (4.111 ); the properties and cu
rative effects of pure haritala (4.112); the purification of haritiila (4.113-114); another 
method, by boiling it with the plant called haritiili or haIJ1sariija (4.115); the extrac
tion of the sattva; its properties and therapeutic actions (4.116-126); another way of 
extracting the sattva (4.127-138); 

the mythical origin of manat1silii ( 4.139); 909 its three varieties: syiimarigi, ka
~1ayantikii, and khar:i,akhyii; the characteristics and relative merits of these varieties 
(4.140-142); 9!0 the adverse effects of unpurified manaQsilii (4.143); its purification 
(4.144); the properties and actions of purified manat1silii (4.145); the sattva should be 
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extracted in the same way as that of haritala ( 4.146); 
the eight maharasas are: rasaka, rasa, saila, capala, amala, sasyaka, mak~ika, and 

darada (4.147); according to another opinion the maharasas consist of: vaikrantaka, 
ayaskanta, vimala, darada, pavi, tapya, and rasaka (94.148); 911 the rasas consist of: 
abhraka, tutthaka, kanta, rajavarta, afijana, vajra, vaikranta, and \arikat:ia ( 4.149); the 
uparasas are: gandhaka, talaka, sila, k~itikhecara, gairika, etc. ( 4.150); according to 
the Rasasindhu they consist of: gandha, ta.la, sila, tuttha, bhiinaga, nTiafijana, kasisa, 
\arikat:ia, sarikha, kariku~\ha, and vara\aka ( 4.151); according to the Rasaratniikara the 
uparasas are: gandhaka, vajra, vaikranta, vajrabhra, talaka, sila, kharpara, sikhituttha, 
vimala, hemamak~ika, kasisa, kantapa~ai:ia, vara\a, afijana, rava\a, kariku~\ha, sarikha, 
bhiinaga, \arikat:ia, and silajatu ( 4.152-:153); gandhaka has the nature of a sattva and 
is therefore described along with mercury ( 4.154 ); the eight sadharat:iarasas, helpful in 
the processing of mercury, consist of: kampilla, capala, gauripa~at:ia, navasaraka, ka
parda, vahnijara, girisindiira, and bodarasrriga ( 4.155-156); 

the properties of capala, 912 which is helpful in the bandha of mercury ( 4.157); the 
relative merits of the varieties of capala ( 4.158); the explanation of its name ( 4.159); 
capala which remains stable under the influence of fire is the most useful kind ( 4.160); 
a second explanation of the name capala (4-161); the preparation of the capala called 
nagasarµbhava, 913 which is used in the bandha of mercury ( 4.162-163); capala can be 
killed in the same way as copper ( 4.164 ); the properties and uses of capala and its ther
apeutic effects ( 4.165-167); the purification of capala ( 4.168-169); the sattva can be 
extracted in the same way as that of abhraka; the use of the sattva in the bandha of 
mercury ( 4.170); 

the mythical origin of vaikranta;914 the explanation of its name (4.171); the site 
where it occurs; its seven varieties; the best variety is that with the colour of an emerald 
(4.172);915 the uses of the varieties (4.173); 916 someone wanting to process vaikranta 
should offer homage to Gat:iesa and Bhairava; the latter deity stays there where vaikra
nta is found (4.174); 917 two methods of purifying vaikranta (4.175-176); 918 two meth
ods for the killing of vaikranta ( 4.177-179); the therapeutic effects of (the bhasman of) 
vaikranta ( 4.180-182); two ways of extracting the sattva (4.183-186); a procedure that 
makes vaikranta assume the colour of blood; this product has wonderful properties ( 4. 
187); 

the characteristics of sasyaka919 ( 4.188); sasyaka may be purified like mak~ika, 
killed like copper or mak~ika; its sattva may be extracted like that of mak~ika ( 4.189); 
the therapeutic actions of sasyaka ( 4.190); 

kantaloha is of five varieties: bhramaka, cumbaka, karsaka, dravaka, and roma
ka; 920 these have one to five sharp edges (mukha); kantaloha is of three colours, yel
low, red and black, which represent Brahma, Vi~i:iu and Mahesvara; the yellow variety 
is helpful in transmutation, the red one in rasayana, and the black one in the bandha of 
mercury (4.191-194); the relative merits ofbhramaka, etc. (4.195); the characteristics 
of the five types (4.196); their relative merits again (4.197); bhramaka and cumbaka 
are useful in treating diseases, kar~aka and dravaka for rasayana purposes and the pro
cessing of mercury ( 4.198); kantaloha exposed to wind and the heat of the sun should 
not be used (4.199); the purification of kantaloha (4.200-201); ritual offerings to ka-
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ntaloha that is to be employed in rasayana and the processing of mercury (4.202); the 
successive conversion of bhriimaka, etc., into cumbaka, etc., by means of goat's blood 
(4.203); the interactions between kiintaloha and mercury (4.204-205); the extraction 
of the sattva (2.206-208); kiintaloha may be killed in the same way as iron in general 
(4.209); 

the mythical origin of diamonds (4.210-211); the diamond is the very best among 
the uparasas and mahiirasas (4.212); diamonds are of four types: briihmai:ia, k~atriya, 
vaisya, and siidra; 921 they are also male, female or napurp.saka; 922 the colours of the 
briihmai:ia type, etc., are white, red, yellow, and black (4.213); the characteristics, ac
tions and uses of male, female and napurp.saka diamonds (4.214-219); 923 the actions 
and uses of briihmai:ia, etc., diamonds (4.220-221); the characteristics of the type of 
diamond suitable to the processing of mercury (4.222); the availibility of diamonds 
in the four yugas (4.223-224); a second set of characteristics of diamonds suitable to 
the processing of mercury ( 4.225); a diamond of excellent quality, mounted in a gold 
ring, wards off, when worn, all diseases ( 4.226); the beneficial effects of the wearing 
of diamonds; pregnant women should not wear diamonds, because they arrest the de
velopment of the child (4.227-230); adverse effects of unpurified diamonds (4.231); 
two methods of purification ( 4.232-234); diamonds may be killed in three ways (gati), 
resulting in the production of a druti (a fluid form), bhakta (a soft and swollen form), 
or bhasman (a powder); a druti is superior to a bhakta, a bhakta to a bhasman ( 4.235); a 
druti is used for rasiiyana and in processing mercury, a bhakta in dhiituviida, a bhasman 
in treating diseases ( 4.236-237); four methods for preparing a druti ( 4.238-244 ); the 
preparation of a bhakta ( 4.245); four methods for preparing a bhasman ( 4.246-250); 
the preparation of the bhasman of diamonds of the briihmai:ia ( 4.251 ), k~atriya ( 4.252), 
vaisya ( 4.253), and siidra type ( 4.254 ); 924 the preparation of the bhasman of male, fe
male and napurp.saka diamonds ( 4.255);925 defects in diamonds ( 4.256);926 

riijiivarta927 is of two types: gu\ikii andciiri:ia (4.257); its purification (4.258) and 
therapeutic actions (4.259); the extraction of the reddish yellow sattva (4.260-261); 

brahmapisacika928 resembles the white variety of \ar1kai:ia (4.262); its properties, 
uses and curative actions ( 4.263); brahmapisacika may be purified like \arikai:ia ( 4.264 ); 

\ar1kai:ia929 is of three types: spha\ikabha, gu9aprabha, and pai:i~ura, also known 
as nilakai:i\ha ( 4.265); their relative merits ( 4.266); the actions of \ar1kai:ia ( 4.267); its 
purification ( 4.268); 

the characteristics of kampillaka,930 which is available in Saurii~\ra (4.269); its 
therapeutic actions (4.270); 931 the characteristics of gauripa~ai:ia;932 the usefulness of 
its bhasman (hataciiri:iaka) in the bandha of mercury; the medicinal properties of the 
bhasman ( 4.271 ); 933 

the preparation of the caustic called navasiira or ciilikalava1,1a (4.27'.t);934 the uses 
and medicinal actions of navasiira ( 4.273); 935 vi9a, also called ciilikiilavai:ia, is active 
against all three do~as (4.274); 936 

the colour, aspect and shapes of varii\ikas, 937 also called bariibara ( 4.275); the rela
tive merits of various kinds of varii\ikiis, according to their weights ( 4.276); their prop
erties, uses and therapeutic actions ( 4.277-278ab ); there are also other varii\ikiis, either 
male or female; these are heavy and provoke kapha and pitta (4.278cd); the purifica-
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tion of vara\ikas ( 4.279); 938 the actions of mercury bound (baddha) by sailkhas, suktis, 
vara\ikas and caustics ( 4.280); 

agnijiira 939 consists of the jar a yu, desiccated by the heat of the sun, of agninakras, 
which live in the ocean ( 4.281 ); agnijara is helpful in the jarai:ia of mercury and pos
sesses a number of medicinal virtues ( 4.282 ); 940 

the place of origin and the characteristics of girisindiira 941 ( 4.283); its uses and ther
apeutic actions ( 4.284 ); 942 

vedara943 occurs on the slopes of the Arbuda mountain in Gurjarama1:u;!ala (Guja
rat); itis scaly (sadala) and yellow in colour ( 4.285); vedara possesses a sattva; it is used 
in the bandha of mercury, is active against vata and kapha, cures disorders in males, and 
is an excellent drug for restoring the black colour of the hair ( 4.286); 944 

the nature of amrtasr1iga 945 ( 4.287); its uses and therapeutic actions ( 4.288); its 
common name is bodarasailkha ( 4.289); 

a general method for purifying sadharai.iarasas ( 4.290);946 their sattva may be ex
tracted on the same lines as that of mica (4.291); 

kailku~\ha is available in the foothills and mountains of the Himalayas (4.292); 947 
the two types of ka1iku~\ha: talika and rei:iuka; their properties and relative merits ( 4. 
293); two divergent opinions on the identity of kailku~\ha; these substances should not 
be used in the processing of mercury, nor in recipes, because they may bring about 
numerous disorders (4.294-295); the properties, uses and therapeutic actions of ka-
1iku~\ha ( 4.296); its purification ( 4.297); 948 

the preparation of a vi<:Ja, helpful in making mercury digest gold (hemajarai:ia) ( 4. 
298); substances to be used in the killing of iron and the digestion of iron by mercury 
( 4.299); the preparation of a substance enabling mercury to digest all sattvas ( 4.300); 

kiisisa 949 is of three types; the properties of the yellow type, called pu~pakasisa ( 4. 
301 ); the relative merits of the three types of kasisa (4.302); kasisa is cooling and re
sembles mercury in its properties; its therapeutic actions ( 4.303); the purification of 
kasisa (4.304);950 

the characteristics of gairika951 ( 4.305); its properties and curative virtues ( 4.306); 
the purification of gairika ( 4.307); 

kar1k~i952 is of two types: black and yellow ( 4.308); its properties and curative ac
tions (4.309); the purification of tuvari953 (4.310); 

the characteristics, properties and therapeutic actions of spha\ika954 (4.311-312); 
its purification may be carried out on the same lines as that of kar1k~i (4.313); 

a general method of purification applicable to all the maharasas, rasas and uparasas; 
after this purification, the sattvas can be extracted (4.314-317); a general method for 
extracting sattvas (4.318-321); signs relative to the flames of the fire, indicating that a 
sattvahas flown out ( 4.322); the softening of a hard sattva( 4.323-326); this softening is 
necessary because a hard sattva cannot permeate mercury or the human body ( 4.327); 
the characteristic colours of the flames during the extraction of particular sattvas ( 4. 
328-:-330); the signs indicating that the process of purifying a metal has been completed 
(4.331); characteristics of the flames during the extraction of the sattva from copper 
( 4.332); the measurements of the ko~\hi, required for the extraction of a sattva ( 4.333); 
the type of fuel and the way to use it ( 4.334 ); the relative potencies of a sattva, a druti, 
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and a druti added to mercury ( 4.335); the construction of the ko~\hi ( 4.336-337); the 
qualities required in a physician who devotes himself to alchemical practices ( 4.338); 

all sattvas should be conve11ed into their bhasmans before use ( 4.339); the sattva 
of a particular metal, etc., should be purified like the corresponding metal, etc. ( 4.340); 
making the particles of a sattva cohere like a kho;a (a solid ball) (4.341 ); sattvas may 
be converted into a bhasman by the same methods as those employed in the killing of 
copper or gold ( 4.342)", metals suitable to the bandha of mercury ( 4.343-344 );955 

six kinds of salt are distinguished: siimudra, saindhava,vi9a, sauvarcala, gi9a,956 

and ciilikii ( 4.345); the sources of salts and caustics; the origin of yavak~iira ( 4.346); 957 

sources of saindhava salt ( 4.34 7); the source of siimudra; places where saindhava is 
available ( 4.348); various types of saindhava, theirproperties, uses and curative actions 
(4.349-351); the alchemical uses and curative virtues of salt mixed with sulphur (4. 
352); the shape of salt obtained from a tank (kuQ9a) containing saline water (4.353); 

the groups of substances called madhuratraya ( 4.354 ), mitrapaiicaka ( 4.355) and 
ka;utraya ( 4.356), and the alchemical uses of the latter two; the preparation of a dhii
tak~iira from various plants (4.357-358); the preparation ofa vrntak~iira from various 
plants (4.359); the preparation of a k~iira (caustic) in general; its properties; the expla
nation of the term k~iira (4.360); the four most important k~iiras (4.361); birds whose 
excrements may be employed in alchemical procedures ( 4.362);958 the composition of 
the group of substances called dugdhavarga, consisting of milks and milky saps from 
plants ( 4.363-364 ); 959 the five upavi~as: snuhi, arka, karavira, liirigali and vi~amu~\ikii 
(4.365); the sources of oils employed in processing mercury (4.366-368); the sources 
of vasii employed in processing mercury ( 4.369); 960 animals, whose urine, seed and 
menstrual discharge are employed in processing mercury ( 4.370); the groups called pa
iicagavya, paiicamiihi~a, paii.ciija, and paiiciivi (4.371); the groups of substances, also 
employed in alchemical procedures, which are called paiiciimla ( 4.372), amlavarga ( 4. 
373-375), raktavarga (4.376-377), pitavarga (4.378),961 svetavarga (4.379-381), kr
~Qavarga ( 4.382), 962 driivaQapaiicaka (4.'383), sodhanatritaya ( 4.384 ), the group of drii
vaka plants (4.385), 963 the group ofkriimika plants (4.386-387), the groups called a
~famiilikii (4.388) 964 and paiicaratna (4.389), 965 the group of miiraka plants (4.390-
394),966 the grc.:p called apuna1janmakavarga (4.395-396), and the group of divyau
~adhis ( 4.397-399); 

descriptions of a series of divyau~adhis and their uses in alchemy and medicine: 
k~iprii967 ( 4.400-404), dagdharuhii ( 4.405-407), 968 sthalapadmini ( 4.408-409),969 nii
gadamani (4.410-414), 970 ucca\ii (4.415-416), 971 vartulaparQi (4.417),972 rudanti (4. 
418-420), the three varieties of citraka ( 4.421-426), 973 jyoti~mati( 4.427-431), 974umii 
( 4.432-434), chiiyiidruma ( 4.435-445), ka[utumbi ( 4.446-448), 975 ~irakanda (4.449-
451), 976 devadiili (4.452-454),977 trQajyotis (4.455-456),978 and svetaguiijii (4.457-
461);979 

the preparation and uses of candrodaka (4.462-468),980 kartaritoya (4.469-
473), 981 vi~odaka and ghrtodaka (4.474-478), 982 sarpjivanajala (4.479-485),983 

sailodaka ( 4.486-495),984 tftJodaka (4.496-503), 985 and u~Qodaka ( 4.504-505); 986 

four types of ahiphena, of different colours, deriving from various types of marine 
animals; their uses in alchemy ( 4.506-508); another type of ahiphena, black in colour, 
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deriving from the plant khasakhasa, growing in Misradesa (i.e., Egypt); its character
istics ( 4.509); the purification of ahiphena ( 4.510); the group of substances called ma
lina, consisting of bhailgii, ahiphena and dhuttiira; these substances cure srtajvara and 
are helpful in the purification of mercury (4.511); 

the ten mahavi~as: kiilakii\a, me~rngr, dardura, halahala, karka\a, granthi, 
hiiridra, raktaspigr, kesara, and yamadalJ!~frii; three other mahiivi~as consist of the 
frothy saliva (phenaka) of three poisonous animals (4.513-514); the composition of 
the group called paiicamrta, useful in medicine and alchemy (4.515-516); yogaviihin 
poisons used for alchemical and rasiiyana purposes ( 4.517); their doses ( 4.518); 
the three main mahiivi~as: srngr, vatsaniibha and kiilakii\a; the remaining poisons 
are upavi~as (4.519); the three types of spigf (4.520); the description, according 
to another authority, of the two types of srngr: white and red (4.521-522); another 
authority again distinguishes three types of srngf: red, yellow and black; their uses in 
alchemy and medicine (4.523-524); the shape of me~asrngr; its uses in alchemy and 
medicine ( 4.525); the eight poisons to be employed in processing mercury: saktuka, 
mau~\ika, kaurma, diirvfka, sii~apa, saikata, vatsaniibha, and svetasrngr (4.526); 
the characteristics and uses of saktuka ( 4.527), mau~\ika ( 4.528), kaurma ( 4.529), 
diirvrka (4.530), s~apa (4.531), saikata (4.532),987 vatsaniibha (4.533-534),988 

kiilakii\a (4,535), 989 haliihala (4,536), hiiridra (4.537),990 and yama- or svadair~\rii 
( 4.538);991 three methods of purifying poisons ( 4.539-542); drugs counteracting the 
intensity of the toxic effects of poisons ( 4.543); the killing of poisonous substances 
( 4.544 ); therapeutic actions of poisonous substances ( 4.545); the treatment required 
when the dose has been too large (4.546-547); the purification of svan;iak~rrr; its 
therapeutic actions ( 4.548-549); the purification of vi~amu~\i ( 4.550), jepiilaka 992 and 
kanaka (4,551); the preparation of kesataila (4.552-554),993 bolapii:i~a (4.555-558), 
kumiirfrasa ( 4.559), and vrk~asattva ( 4.560-568); 

nine methods of preparing the druti of mica ( 4.569-606), three methods for that of 
gold (4.607-616), a tenth method for that of mica ( 4.617-623), one method for that 
of miik~ika ( 4.624-625), two methods for that of metals and their sattvas ( 4.626-630), 
one method for that of vaikriinta and some other substances ( 4.631-632), one method 
for that of pearls and other gems ( 4.633-634 ); the preparation of mixtures of drutis and 
mercury ( 4.635-637); the dose and the action of such a mixture ( 4.638-640); 

the group of mai:iirasas: riijiivarta, tuttha, mauktika (pearl), vidruma (coral) and 
vaikriinta (4.641); the gems used in the bandha of mercury: vaikriinta, siiryakiinta, 
hrraka (diamond), mauktika, candrakiinta, riijiivarta, pu~pariiga, nrla, padmariiga, 
praviilaka (coral), and vai9iirya (4.642-643);994 the group of nine gems: pttJ!lvajra 
(male diamond), garu9odgiira, miit:iikya, viisavopala,995 vai~iirya, pu~pa(riiga), go
meda, mauktika, and praviila ( 4.644 ); the mahiiratnas are five, the uparatnas four in 
number; the uparatnas are: praviila, garu9odgiira, vai9iirya and pu~pariiga (4.645); 
the nine gems associated with the nine grahas are: miit:iikya, muktiiphala, vidruma, 
tiirk~ya, pu~pa(riiga), bhidura (diamond), nrla, gomedaka, and vidiiraka; the nine 
grahas are, in the same order, sun, moon, Mailgala (Mars), Budha (Mercurius), 
Brhaspati (Jupiter), Sukra (Venus), Sani (Saturn), Riihu, and Ketu (4.646-647); 996 

gems with auspicious characteristics and of the rightjiiti should be selected for the 
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purpose one has in mind ( 4.648); 997 
the two types of mli~1ikya (ruby); its four varieties ( 4.649); the characteristics 

of suitable rubies (4.650-651);998 rubies suitable to be used in processing mer
cury (4.652); the eight defects of rubies (4.653);999 the medicinal actions of rubies 
(4.654); 1000 the eight types of muktliphala (pearl) (4.655-656); pearls suitable for 
alchemical purposes ( 4.657); 1001 defects of pearls ( 4.658); 1002 the medicinal actions of 
pearls ( 4.659); characteristics of suitable and unsuitable types of pravlila (= vidruma; 
coral) ( 4.660--661 ); 1003 coral needs purification before medicinal use ( 4.662); the 
medicinal actions of coral ( 4.663-665); the four types of garm;lodglira ( emerald) 
( 4.666); emeralds suitable for alchemical uses ( 4.667); the seven good qualities of 
emeralds (tlirk~ya) ( 4.668); ioo4 defects of emeralds ( 4.669); 1005 the medicinal actions 
of emeralds (4.670); 1006 the eight good qualities of a pu~parliga (topaz) (4,671); 1007 

bad features ( 4.672); 1008 the medicinal actions of topazes ( 4.673); 1009 the two types 
ofnila (sapphire), their characteristics and relative merits (4.674); 1010 the seven good 
qualities of sapphires ( 4.675); 1011 the characteristics of the sapphire called mahlinila 
( 4.676); the seven defects of sapphires ( 4.677-678); 1012 the medicinal actions of 
sapphires (4.679); 1013 the origin of the gomeda (cinnamon stone); the eight good 
qualities of gomedas (4.680-681); the defects of gomedas (4.682); 1014 the medicinal 
actions of gomedas (4.683); 1015 the characteristics of a good marakata (a kind of 
emerald) (4 .. 684 ); the defects of marakatas ( 4.685); the medicinal actions of marakatas 
(4.686); the characteristics of a vai<;liirya (cat's eye) (4.687); the medicinal actions 
of vai<;liiryas (4.688); the defects of vai<;liiryas (4.689); 1016 the characteristics of the 
rasonikli (a kind of cat's eye) ( 4.690); 1017 its curative actions ( 4.691 ); the characteristic 
features of the garu<;lodglirapli~~1a 1018 ( 4.692-693 ); the curative virtues of this rare 
and priceless gem (4.694); although unpurified gems do not show adverse effects on 
administration, they should yet be purified for the increase of their therapeutic virtues 
(4.695); methods to purify each of the gems (4.696-697); 1019 the killing of gems 
(4.698-701); 

the extraction of oils in general ( 4.702); 1020 the extraction of an oil from dhattii· 
ra seeds (4.703-705); 1021 the same methods applyforthe extraction of an oil from the 
seeds of sigru, mu~kaka, klirplisa, aplimlirga and pallisa ( 4.706-707); 1022 the extraction 
of an oil from the seeds of arikola, klikatui:i<;II, blikucr and devadli!I ( 4. 708), 1023 from 
vi~amu~!i andjaiplila ( 4.709), 1024 liragvadha ( 4.710), 1025 from the seeds of ka!utumbI, 
devadli!I, pa!olI, indravlirmJI and tiktakoslitakI ( 4.711 ), kaiutumbI ( 4. 712 ), 1026 maha
klila (4.713-714), 1027 from pippa!I and the seeds of klikatmJ<;II (4.715), 1°28 from the 
seeds of karaiija ( 4.716), pallisa (4.717), 1°29 guiijli (4.718), 1030 jyoti~matI (4.719), 1031 
badara and haritakI (4.720), limrli<;la (4.721), putraiijivaandraktabija (4.722), 1032 bilva 
(4.723),1o33 kola (4.724-726), 1034 from human hairs (kesataila) (4.727-728); 1035 the 
extraction ofoils from seeds by means of the heat of the sun ( 4. 72 9-730); 1036 ex traction 
by means of a plitlilayantra or garbhayantra (4.731-732).1037 

The order of the diseases in the Ayurvedasaukhya is generally the same as in the 
Miidhavanidiina, apart from some additions and minor changes. 1038 The prescriptions 
are paitly of an liyurvedic, partly of a iatrochemical type. Religious and magical ele
ments are rather frequent in To<;lara's therapeutics. 1039 
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The text contains some passages in prose which are borrowed from commentaries 
or other works in prose. 1040 Many subjects, related in some way to therapeutic pre
scriptions, are dealt with at some length, e.g., sleep and prescriptions inducing sleep, 
etc. (III: 4.1290-132 7), caustics (k~ara; IV: 3. 213-239), the purification of silajatu (IV: 
6.119-128), sirobasti (V: 11.309-314), netrabasti (V: 11.316-323), the uses oflasuna, 
i.e., garlic (V: 11.569-595), tailapaka, i.e., the preparation of medicated oils (V: 11. 
801-806), a list of drugs to be purified before medicinal use (V: 11.807-810), a list of 
drugs to be freshly collected (V: 11.811-814), lists of plants the wood, roots, leaves, 
flowers, fruits, etc., of which are used in medicine (V: 11.822-835), three groups of fra
grant drugs to be added to medicated oils (V: 11.836-847), 1041 rules for the purification 
of a long series of drugs (V: 11.868-981 ), etc. 

Sources and authorities quoted or referred to in volumes 111-V are: 1042 Agastya, 1043 
Agnivesa, 1044 ~tiirigakii~a. io45 the Asvins, Atreya, 1046 Bhiiluki, Bhliradvaja, Bhli-
skara, 1047 Bhaviinlmata, 1048 Bhiivasvabhiiva, 1049 Bhela, Bhoja, Bhrgu, 1050 Bindusara, ,1K 
Bodhisattva, 1051 Brahma, 1052 Brahmasuta, 1053 B[hadiitreya, 1054 Cakrapai:ii,,us,Cara-
ka, 1056 Carpa!i, Cikitsiikalikii, 1057 Cikitsiikalikiitlkii, 1058 Cintiima{li, 1059 Da~19apai:ii, 
Dhurja!i, 1060 Dravyagu{lamiilii, 1061 Gadadhara, 1062 Gandhapradlpapattrikii, Gandha
tantra, Gopura, Gorak~a. !063 Haramekha/ii, Hariscandra, Harrta, 1064 lndra, 1065 Ja
landhara, 1066 Jayadatta, 1067 Jejja!a, 1068 Kak§iipufi, Kalyii{lakiiraka, Kani§fhiitreya, 
Karikayana, Kapila, 1069 Kartavirya, Kiisyapa, 107° Kathai:i9inatha, io71 Kharanada, 
Kr~i;iatreya, 1072 Layika, 1073 Madhyamiitreya, Mahabhairavanatha, 1074 Mahadeva, 1075 
Manthanabhairava, Matimukura, Mrtyuiijaya, '°76 Nagarjuna, 1o77 Nak§atramiilii, 1078 
Nala, io79 Narada, ioro Nityanatha, Nivarai;ia, 1081 Piilakapya, Parlisara, Parimalapra
dlpa, 1082 Parvati, Pau~kalavata, Piijyapada, 1083 Ri!_jaharpsa, I084 Rasadlpikii, Ra
siilarpkiira, Rasarahasya, Rasariijaharpsa, 1085 Rasariijalak§IIIT, Rasaratniikara, Ra
saratnapradlpa, Rasaratniiva/T, 1086 Rasiiqiava, Rasasiigara, Rasasiira, Rasasindhu, 
Rasiivatiira, Ratniikara, Rugviniscaya, 1087 Saiviigama, I088 Saiviilabhak§a(pa)mata, 1089 
Saivasiddhiinta, Salihotra, Sarpnipiitakalikii, 1090 Siirasaqigraha, Siddhasiira, 1091 Si-
va, Siviigama, 1092 Sivarahasya, 1093 Smrtisastra, Srfniviisasal]lhitii, 1°94 Siidasiistra, 
Su~ei:ia, 1095 Susruta, 1096 SL1tamahodadhi, Siitiir{lava, Svacchandiigama, 1097 Svaccha
ndasaktyiigama, 1098 Tottala, 1099 Vagbha!a, 1100 Vaidyii/arpkiira, 1101 Varui;ia, 1102 Va
sudeva, 1 io3 Videha, Virabhadra/104 Vi~i;iu, V[ddhasusruta, Vrddhiitreya, Vrnda, 
Vrndaraka, 1 '°5 Vya9i, Yadunandana, 11 06 and Yo~atniiva/T. ,;, 

Sources and authorities quoted or refertl:d to'""rn--\7o1ume VI are: Agni vesa, 
A§tiirigakiiQqa, 1107 the Asvins, 1108 Atreya, Bhanaramamisra, 11o9 Bho ja, Caraka, 
Gopura, Gorak§amata, 1110 Jejja!a, Jivaka, 1111 Karikayana, 1112 Kapila, 1113 Kharanada, 
~1~litreya, Pinakin (i.e., Siva), 1114 Piijyapada, 11 15 Rasariijalak§ml, Sa1pkara (i.e., 
Siva), 1116 Susruta, Tara, 1117 Vaidyasuradruma, 1118 and Vaitarai;ia. 

Volume VII ascribes recipes to the following authorities: the Asvins (12.116-121; 
15.49-55), Brahma (16.325-330), Dhanvantari (12.147-148), Kasyapa (16.308-313), 
Km1atreya (14.47-52), Mahadeva (5.251-264), and Vaidyanatha (5.144). Susruta is 
referred to on the subject of the number of eye diseases (16.4-8) and the dimensions 
of the eye (16.9-10). 

Volume VIII ascribes recipes to the Asvins (4.33-47; 6.21-28; 10.62-68 and 70-
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80), Atreya (1.28-33), Bharadviija (6.34-42), and Kiisyapa (8.93). Riivar;ia's Kumii
ratantra forms part of chapter seven on children's diseases. 1119 Large parts of chapters 
twelve to fifteen were borrowed from the Siirilgadharasal)lhitii. 

Volume IX quotes from or refers to: Agnivesa, 1120 Amogha, 1121 iimniiyavi
dal_i, 1122 Atreya, 1123 Bhadrasaunaka, 1124 Bhairava, 1125 BhaviinTmata, 1126 Bhela, 1127 
Bhoja, 1128 Brhadiitteya, 1129 Candranandana, 113° Candraia, 1131 Candrikii, 1132 Cara
ka, 1133 Cintiima(li, 1134 Ciigiima(li, 1135 oalhaQa, 1136 Dhiirja\i, 1137 Dravyagu(lamii/ii, 1138 
Gopura, 1139 Gopurarak~ita, 11 40 Gorak$amata, 1141 granthiintara, 1142 Hiirita, 1143 Jaijja
\a, 1144 Jiilandhara, 1145 Jivaniitha, 1146 Kiikaca~1c:lesvara, 1147 Kiikaca1J,esvaratantra, 1148 
Kak$11pufi, 1149 Ka/papradfpa, 115° Kiisyapa, 1151 Kharaniida, 1152 K~i:iiitreya, 1153 K~iira
pii~ii, 1154 K$Trasindhu, 1155 Lohapaddhati, 1156 Mii~1~ava, 1157 matiintara, 1158 Mohiipii
la, 1159 Niigiirjuna, 1160 Nala, 1161 Nandikiiciiryatantra, 1162 Piiriisara, 1163 Pataiijali, 1164 
Prayogap11rijiita, 1165 Purandararahasya, 1166 Pu~kaliivata, 1167 Riijahaipsa, 11 68 Rasaci
ntiima(li, 1169 Rasaciigiima(li, 1170 Rasada1pa1Ja, 1171 Rasakiimadhenu, 1172 Rasiilaq1kii
ra, 1173 Rasiiilkusa, 1174 Rasapradfpa, 1175 Rasarahasya, 1176 Rasariijahaq1sa, im Rasarii
jalak$mf. 1178 Rasaratniikara, 1179 Rasaratnasamuccaya, 1180 Rasiirl)ava, 1181 Rasasiiga
ra, 1182 Rasasiira, 1183 Rasasiistra, Rasasiddhiinta, 1184 Rasasindhu, 1185 Rasiivatiira, 11 86 
Rasendramaziga/a, 1187 Ratnadipikii, 1188 Ratniikara, 1189 Riipiiyana, 1190 Saiviigama, 11 91 
Saiviilabhak~a, 1192 Siinigadhara, 1193 Saunaka, 1194 Siddha Niigiirjuna, Siddharatniika
ra, 1195 Siddhasiira, ll96 Sindiiriiral)a, 1197 Siviigama, ll98 Sivamekhalii, 1199 Sivarahasya, 
Susruta, 1200 Svacchanda,' 201 Tottala, 1202 Viicaspati, 1203 Viigbha\a, 1204 Vaidyiilaq1-
kiira, 1205 Variihamihira, 1206 Vasi~\ha, 1207 Visviimitra, 1208 Vrddhabhoja, 1209 V[ddha
hiirTta, 1210 Vrddhasaunaka 1211 Vrddhasusruta 1212 and Vrddhaviihada.1 213 

Other w~rks and auth~rities quoted in the A.yurved~saukhya ~re: 1214 Ativi$iidi, 
Haihaya, 1215 Niigodara, 1216 Pratiipiilaq1kiira, 1217 Rogamuriiri, 1218 Romavedha (?), 
Trailokyagambara, 1219 and Udakamaiijarf. 1220 According to P. Peterson, 1221 the 
compilers also consulted the work of Kuntisuta. 1222 

\bi. IX quotes the Rasiir~1ava much more often than indicated in the text. Works 
cited without any reference to them are the Rasendracintiima(li and Rasendraciigii
mal)i.1223 Other sources left unmentioned are probably Cakrapiit)idatta's Cikitsii
saipgraha 1224 and Ciimu11~a's Jvaratimirabhiiskara. 1225 Many verses found in the 
A.yurvedasaukhya form also part of Bhiivamisra's Bhiivaprakiisa. 1226 

The fogariinanda is quoted in Ananta's Pratiipakalpadruma, the A.yurvediya 
Khanijavijiiiina, Dattariima's Brhadrasariijasunaara, Gulriijsarmamisra's commentary 
on the A.yurvedaprakiisa, Hariprapanna's Rasayogasiigara, Harisara11iinanda's KiipT
pakvarasanirmiiQavijiiiina, Niraiijanaprasiida Gupta's Paradasaq1hitii, the Piikii11Java, 
Riimaprasiida's RasendrapuriilJa, the Rasadhiittzprakiisa, the Rasatattvavivecana, 
Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, 
Haziiriliil Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, and Viicaka Dipacandra's 
Lailghanapathyanir(laya. 1227 It was one of the sources of Kalylii:ia's Biilatantra 
according to Dipacandra 1228 

Special features 
Volume I does not contain new material when compared with its sources. 
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Volume II. Chapter one: the science of ayurveda is said to have been divided into 
eight branches by Kalamardana ( 1.14 ); salya (surgery) is mentioned first in the list of 
these eight angas of ayurveda; the division of ayurveda into nine branches, as found 
in the Hii1itasarphitii, with the addition of basticikitsa, called agada, is referred to and 
rejected ( 1.37-40). Chapter two: the description of the five kinds of vayu, according to 
the Vivekamiirta,:iga (2.8-12), diverges from what is usually found in ayurvedic trea
tises; interesting are the accounts of ama (2.87-106) and pralqti (2.203-229). Chapter 
three: noteworthy are the verses on pacana and dipana drugs (3.25--42), virya (3.81-
83), the explanation of a disagreeing vipaka (3.107), two types of prabhava (hita and 
ahita; 3.111 ), pollution of country, water and air (3.236-250), the regimen for day and 
night(3.262-355), theexaminationof a patient's strength (balaparik~a; 3.359-390) and 
satmya (3.391-411 ). 

Chapter four is full of interesting details on metabolism and the physiology 
of the reproductive organs, embryology, pregnancy, and allied subjects; the verses 
on anatomy mention the length of the intestine in the male and female (4.235), 
the function of the phupphusa ( 4.238), and ten apertures (randhra) of the male body 
( 4.263); 1229 the verses on the seven layers of the skin and their thickness (in agreement 
with Su.Sa.4.4) are ascribed to Vasi~\ha. Chapter five: the description of a kalacakra 
for asce1taining the span of life left to a patient (5.30-35) probably derives from 
a Tantric source; patients who are going to die are said to be no longer able to see 
the three steps of Vigm, i.e., Arundhati, Dhruva and the heavenly Ganga (i.e., the 
Milky Way), nor the Matrma~11Jlala (5.63-64). Chapter six: the verses on nalJliparik~a 
are said to be from Atreya, Caraka and Vrddhaharna, those on miitraparik~a from 
Carpa\i, Gopura, Hariscandra, Nagarjuna and the Siviigama, 1230 those on malapank~a 
from the Rudratantra; jihva- and dantaparik~a are said to have been described and 
propagated by Hlirita in conformity with Brahma's teachings; nakhaparik~a derives 
from Brahma; the pari~a scheme of the .A.yurvedasaukhya differs from the more 
usual a~\asthanaparik~a. danta- and nakhaparik~a being uncommon elements; seven 
morbid affections of the teeth are described (6.103); several ways of predicting the 
date of death are described according to a number of Tantric texts (Narapacicarya, 1231 

Rasiir{1ava, Yogaratniiva/i, SrTniviisasa1phitii). 
Volume III. One series of thirteen SalJmipata fevers is described: sandhiga, 

antaka, rugdaha, cittavibhra1psa or -bhrama, sitanga, tandrika, ka1J\hakubja, kan;iika, 
haridra(ka), bhugnanetra, rakt~\hivin, pralapaka, and jihvaka (4.264-532). The 
fever called abhinyasa has been added to this series (4.557-691). Usually, this 
sequence of fevers ends with abhinyasa 1232 and does not include haridraka. 1233 The 
number of days during which these fourteen fevers endanger the life of a patient 
is mentioned in a separate list (4.259-262). 1234 The descriptions partly agree with 
those found in Camu1_1~a's Jvaratimirabhiiskara, 1235 another part deriving from some 
unknown source. 1236 Three fevers which in other treatises belong to a separate series 
of sa1pnipata fevers, phalgu, plikala and phmpphunaka, are regarded as varieties of 
respectively §Itanga and tandrika ( 4.533-536); 1237 a fever, described in the same 
context and called vaidarikakar1_1a (4.538-539), 1238 may be related to the vaidarika 
of other texts. 1239 Reversed types are described of caturthaka, trtiyaka, satata and 
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anyedyu~ka fever ( 4.752-759); a synonym of ciiturthaka is praskandina. The fevers 
called raudrajvara, 1240 miihendrajvara, jvaresvara, kiilajvara and gambhirajvara 1241 

are said to derive from Kani$fhiitreya 
Volume N. The chapter on atisiira has verses on four do~ic types of praviihikii (I. 

26-28), onjvariitisiira (1.31-67), diarrhoea occurring during the puerperium (prasii
tido~ottha; 1.132-134), and on the therapy of prolapse of the rectum (1.195-199). The 
chapter on grahai:iI describes the varieties of this disorder called sarpgrahagrahai:ii (2. 
22) and gha!iyantragrahal,li (2.23), that on agnimiindya the bhasmaka type of the di
gestive fire (4.14-16 and 41-42) and the disease called da11<;1akiilasaka (4.33-34). The 
chapter on pii~1<;1uroga describes the variety of jaundic~ called piinaki (6.25) and the 
purification of siliijatu (6.119-128). 

\blume V. The chapter on viitavyiidhi describes prii1)iiyiima (11.125), iirdhvavii
ta (ll.131), sitaviita (11.133) and ka!igraha (11.144) as separate disease entitites; it 
also mentions the diseases called jhiiijhi~1i (11.228), 1242 ailguliviita (11.435), prasii
tiviita (11.491), and piirsvaviita, also called pasiirikii (11.799); 1243 the term ii<;lhyavii
ta occurs rather frequently as a synonynm of both viitarakta ( 11.38, 268, 538) and ii
rustambha (13 .5; 14.82 ). The chapter on viitavyiidhi contains a list of drugs that should 
be purified before using them in recipes (11.807-810) and a list of drugs that should 
be freshly collected (11.811-814 ). Groups of drugs are enumerated of which the wood 
(11.822), leaves (11.823-824 ), fruits (11.925-827), barks (11.828), exudates (11.830), 
roots ( 11.833-834) and flowers ( 11.835) are used in medicine. Fragrant substances em
ployed as additives to medicated oils are divided into three categories: udiisina (neu
tral), satru (unfriendly) and mitra (friendly) ( 11.838-843). Some verses ( 11. 848-854) 
are devoted to the process known as vedha (potentiation) in the science of perfumery. 
The purification of a number of fragrant substances is described according to the Ga
ndhatantra ( 11.866-980). 

Volume VI. The chapter on siila contains descriptions of different forms of this dis
order (1.15-25), taken from the S11srut11sarphita. Chapter two employs the termjarat
pitta both as a synonym of annadravasiila (2.12) and as designating a disorder that dif
fers from the latter (2.51). 1244 Chapter eight mentions (8.41) the prostate (pauru~a) 
according to the translators, but, the prostate being unknown in iiyurvedic literature, 
pauru~a can better be translated as penis. Chapter nine adds two types of prameha to 
the usual series of twenty: kha!ikiimeha (9.22) and piiyameha (9.23). A separate chap
ter ( 10) is devoted to krsaroga. Chapter fourteen, on vrddhi, differentiates kurai:i<;ta from 
vrddhi (14.11) and describes bradhna as a separate disease (14.10). Chapter seventeen 
includes a description of stanavidradhi (mammary abscess; 17.30-31). Chapter eigh
teen contains a characterization of raktapiika (18.12-13) and includes the description 
and treatment of agnidagdha (burns; 18 .110-130). 

Volume Vlll. Three mantras are added to the text of Riival,la's Kumaratantra, ad
dressed to Rudra and Kha<;lgariiva11a. The chapter on rasiiyana contains a number of 
kalpas. 

Volume IX. A rarely mentioned substance described is brahmapisiicikii (4.262-
264 ); a rarely mentioned gem is rasonikii ( 4.690-691 ). 

Noteworthy names of medicinal plants in Volumes III-IX 1245 are: iibhii (V: 11.350, 
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484, 503, 520), 1246 ajabhiirI (IX: 4.392), 1247 ambhodhivrk~a (IX: 1.536), 1248 amiliina 
(VIII: 10.99), 1249 amlapan:rI (IX: 2.333), 1250 asokI (V: 11.839), 1251 bahupattrii (VIII: 
8.194), 1252 bhirupattrI (IX: 4.387), 1253 brahmabija (IX: 2.133; 4.637), 1254 brahma
kii~!ha (IX: 3.114 ),1255 candramiirpsI (IV: 3.286), 1256 candraprabhii (VI: 9.99), 1257 
candrasiirya (V: 11.410), 1258 cettodhiitrI (III: 4.193), 1259 chikkar:rI (III: 4.371), 1260 
chilahi1:u;likii (IX: 3.248), 1261 cholairgapattra (V: 11.975), 1262 coka (V: 11.699), 1263 
cova (V: 11.670), 1264 dandahastI (V: 11.839), 1265 dehu!I (V: 11.839), 1266 dehulikii 
(V: 11.838), devakandarik~ (IX: 3.223), 1267 dherii (III: 4.371), 1268 durvarna (V: 11. 
719), 1269 dvipabalii (V: 11.161), 127o ekapani(IX: 3.35), 1271 gajabalii (IX: 2.42), 1272 
gajakusuma (VII: 13.186), 1273 gartakalambukii (IX: 3.206 and 227), 1274 gartiiliibu 
(IX: 3.249), 1275 gha!abija (III: 4.371), 1276 gha!iikanda (IX: 4.415), 1277 gonarda (V: 
11.828),1278 hanumantikii (IX: 4.391), 1279 harikanda (VI: 1.26), 1280 haritii!I (IX: 
4.115), 1281 har~a~II (V: 11.597), 1282 hrddhiitrI (III: 4.309, 425,485, 587; V: 11.758 and 
791), 1283 h1tpar1]I (III: 4.661 and 959),1284 huruhuru (III: 4.371), 1285 ik~uparQI (V: 
11.841), 1286 indrasurI (VI: 10.38), 1287 jalasiikarI (VIII; 10.159),1288 jviiliimukhI (IV: 
8.177; IX: 4.239), 1289 jyotsnikii (IV: 3.55 and 181), 1290 kabiiba (IV: 3.286), 1291 kii
kavallI (IX: 4.397), 1292 kiikinI (VI: 8.87), 1293 kiiliinI (VII: 17 .95), 1294 kaliipavida!I (VI: 
18.147), 1295 kapilikii (IX: 2.175),1296 karpiirI (V: 11.944), 1297 ka1horii (IX: 3.238), 1298 
ka!uhuiicI (IX: 4.397), 1299 kebuba (V: 11.548), 1300 kerika!I (V: 11.640), 1301 khairgiirI 
(IX: 4.390), 1302 khaQ9akaq1a (VII: 7.45), 1303 khuriisiina (VI: 9 .126 ), 1304 k~ranii!I (IX: 
4.387), 1305 k~atriQI (III: 4.155; V: 11.812), 1306 k~tradiitI (V: l l.811), 1307 k~IrakaiicukI 
(V: 11.357), l308 kugarachinna (IX: 3.228), 1309 kukkuramardaka (III: 4.4991 1310 kuku
runda (III: 4.503 and 720), 1311 kunthaka (VI: 8.56), 1312 madhukulyii (VIII: 10.74), 1313 
mahiisamudrii (V: 11.833 and 838), 1314 mairgiiraka (III: 4.623), 1315 me~akanda (III: 
4.1120), 1316 mora!I (VII), 1317 nameru (VI: 8.101), 1318 piicya (VI: 8.87), 1319 piilindI 
(VIII: 8 .184 ), 1320 peyarI (IX: 4.386), 1321 pitaveQI (IX: 4.315, 607, 610, 628), 1322 pivarr 
(V: 11.709),1323 potikii (VII: 13.81; 16.233), 1324 pu!apattrI (V: 11.809), 1325 rajakan:ra 
(IX: 3.35), 1326 raktadantI (IX: 4.390), 1327 raktavajrI (IX: 4.397), 1328 rasendraval!I 
(VI: 1.125), 1329 resr (V: 11.808), 1330 rI!hii (III: 4.371), 1331 saddiniira (III: 4.377), 1332 

sailakan:rI (V: 11.392), 1333 sailamu~!i (V: 11.922-923), 1334 siilaciiicii (IX: 3.227), 1335 
siiliciiicI (IX: 3.248), 1336 siiliikapatnr (IX: 4.429), 1337 sarjaparQI (VII: 5.200), 1338 
sasakapriya (V: 11.814), 1339 sirphaval!I (IX: 4.388), 1340 sir~ikii (V: 11.947-948),1341 
sitisiira (VI: 6.26),1 342 smiiraQI (IX: 3.59),1 343 sriivi~II (VII: 17.95),1344 sthalrsakalii 
(V: 11.828), 1345 siicipu~pa (IX: 1.442), 1346 sukiima (V: 11.637), 1347 sukhasprsii (VIII: 
4.6), 1348 surabhI (V: 11.976), 1349 suvirii (VII: 17.97), 1350 taja (V: 11.672),1351 tiirii (IX: 
4.398),1352 trisiras (III: 4.541), 1353 trisiilr (III: 4.874 ),1354 udakarasii (IX: 4.385), 1355 
u~r:rambu (VI: 1.121),1356 viiriihakarr:rr (IX: 4.386),1357 ver:rikii (IX: 1.517), 1358 verojii 
(VIII: I 0.158), 1359 vibhI~a~1a (V: 11.567-568), 1360 vira (III: 4.502, 510, 1096). 1361 

The author 
The TOfariinanda, attributed to To<;laramalla himself, 1362 was actually prepared under 
his patronage by several scholars of Benares. 1363 Opinions differ as to whom the gen
eral editorship was entrusted. According to some this was Niiriiya~1a Bha!!a, 1364 accord
ing to others it must have been someone else, Niiriiyar:ra Bhana being already advanced 
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in years at the time of compilation of the work. 1365 The name of Niiriiyai:ia Bhana is not 
mentioned anywhere in the Toqariinanda, but it is known for certain that at least one 
of its sections, the Jyoti/;lsaukhya, was composed by Nilakai:t!ha, son of Ananta. 1366 

To<Jaramalla was the son of Bhagavatidiisa, 1367 who died when his son was still 
very young. To<Jara belonged to the Ta1~9ana clan, was a k~atriya by caste, hailed from 
Oudh, and was born either at Laharpur or in Lahore at an unknown date. He is called 
Riija109aramalla because he descended from the zamindiirs ofOudh.1368 

To<;lara joined the service of Akbar in 1573, rose to the position of vazir or diwiin 
in 1582, and died in 1589. 1369 

Date 
The Toqariinanda has been compiled during 1572-1589. 1370 

Trilocana Kavicandra 

Trilocana Kavicandra, the father of Kavikanthahiira, 1371 was the author of a Ratniiva
]f. 1372 He belongs, as does his son, to the si~teenth or seventeenth century. 

Vaidyariija 

Vaidyariija was the author of the Rasarasiiri1ava and Sukhabodha. 1373 
The RasarasiiJ'{lava 1374 i~ a short treatise, probably mainly dealing with therapy; it 

also describes the examination of the pulse, the urine, and the eyes of the patient 1375 

The Sukhabodha 1376 is a comprehensive work on therapeutics, written in a clear 
and easy style. The beginning, describing the descent of iiyurveda, is inspired by the 
Carakasar)lhitii. 

Sources mentioned at the end of the work are: Caraka, Madanavinoda, Paribhii
~ii, Rasadfpikii, Rasakalikii, Rasamaiijarf, Rasaprayoga, Rasaratniikara, Rasendracintii
mai1i, Rasendrakalpadruma, Sii.rasaqigraha, Siirr1gadhara, Susruta, Viigbha1a, and Va-
11gasenaka. 

Quoted in the body of the work are: the Agnipurii(la, Garugapuriiiia, Gopiilasar)l· 
hitii, 1377 Riivai:ia's Kumiiratantra, Viisudeva, Vi~QU, and the Siiralatikii. 1378 

The author gives his genealogy at the beginning and end of his work. He was a 
son of Visiirada, son of Vaidyacintiimai:ii, son of Vaidyaviicaspati, son of Yaduniitha; 
he was a nephew ofRatnama1,1i. 1379 The Sukhabodha was completed in the year 1624 
of an unspecified era, i.e., in 1567 /68 or 1702/03.138° 

Yasa~kirti 

Yasa~kirti was the author of the Jagatsundariprayogamiilii, 1381 a work on therapy, 1382 
written in 1,500 Prakrit verses (giithii), 1383 arranged in forty-two or forty-three chap
ters. 

The treatise is especially valuable for its description of fifteen yantras with 
rather unusual names: airiivai:ia-, bai:iagangii-, bherui:i<Ja-, gangii-, gatapratyiigata-, 
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harpsasravii-,jaladurgabhayiinaka-, mahii-, meghaniidabhramai:iavarta-, piiQ~aviimali-, 
riijiibhyudaya-, viiyu-, vidyiidharaviipI-, vidyiidharI-, and vidyiidharin1tyayantra. 1384 

Yasatkirti was a Jain, and a pupil of Vimalakirti, in his turn a pupil ofRiimakirti, 
of the Biigada sai1gha. 1385 He is usually placed in the sixteenth century. 1386 



Chapter2 

Seventeenth-century authors and works 

The ArnJparudriik~dipadk~ 

The Aniiparudriik~diparfk~ was written by a court poet at the instance of king Anii
pasirpha of Bikaner (A.D. 1674-1709). 1 

Bharatamallika 

Bharatamallika 2 was the author of two works on the genealogy of the Vaidya families 
of Bengal, the Candraprabhii3 or Vaidyakulapaiijikii, 4 and the Ratnaprabhii.5 He also 
wrote two medical treatises, the Ratnakaumudf6 and Siirakaumudl. 7 

Bharatamallika was a prolific author. 8 Apart from the works already mentioned, he 
wrote commentaries on the Amarako~a, 9 Bhat,ikiivya, Kumiirasa1pbhava, Raghuva1p
sa, Kiriitii,junfya, Sisupiilavadha, and Srihar~a·s Nai~dhacarita. He also commented 
on the Meghadiita, Gha[akarpara, Nalodaya, and Gitagovinda. His other works are 
the Drutabodha and its commentary, the Drutabodhinf, 10 on grammar, and a series 
of smaller treatises, the Ekavar1,1iirthasaipgraha, 11 on monosyllabic homonyms, 
Dviriipadhvanisa,pgraha, 12 on words of various spellings, Upasargav[tti, 13· on the 
prepositions, Sukhalekhana, 14 on orthography, and Kiirakolliisa, 15 on grammar. 

The Candraprabhii 16 contains a wealth of details on the prominent Vaidya fami
lies of Bengal, including the author's own family. 17 Bharatamallika was already of ad
vanced age during the period of its composition. 18 It was completed in 1675/76, as 
indicated by the author himself. 19 

The period ofBharatamallika's literary activity may be fixed as lying between 1650 
and 1680.20 

Bharatamallika was a son of Gaurailgamallika 21 and descended from the family 
of Vaidya Harihara Khan. 22 He belonged to the village Pir:i~ira in the Hiigli district. 23 

His forefathers lived in Srikhar:i9a in the Bardvan division. Bharatamallika opened a 
school at Bhatrigrama on the Ganges and taught a large number of students. His son 
was called Ramacandramallika. 24 Bharatamallika was patronized by king Pratapanii
riiya!Ja 25 of Bhiirisre~!ha, who reigned in the second half of the seventeenth century. 26 

Bhaskara 

Bhaskara,27 son of the physician Apajibha!!a,28 who was a resident of Benares (Ka
sik~etra), grandson of Haribha!!a, great-grandson of Puru~ottamabhana of the Agni-
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hotri family and of Kiisyapagotra, who lived at Tryambake§varapura29 in Mahiirli!)~ra, 
father of Jayariima, 30 composed a treatise on human anatomy in 110 verses, called Sii
rfrapadmini: 31 The work dates from 1678/79 and was provided with a commentary, 
called Padmin;prabodha, by Vaidyaniitha.32 

Other works by Bhiiskara are the PadyiimrtatararigiIJT33 (composed in 1676) and 
the Sm[tiprakiisa,34 which is posterior to the Siirfrapadminfbecause it quotes from the 
latter. 35 Apart from the works already mentioned, Bhiiskara wrote the Adhyiitmariimii
yal)aprakiisa,36 Bhiiskaracaritra,31 Garigiistuti, 38 Lak$mfstuti, 39 Paribhii$iibhiiskara, 40 

Suddhiprakiisa, 41 Vrttaratniikarasetu, 42 and Yasavantabhiiskara. 43 

Cidghaniinandaniitha 

Cidghaniinandaniithamay have been the author of a $a/karmas111pgraha, sometimes as
cribed to a Riighava or Raghuvira. This treatise is described as a work aiming at a syn
thesis between paiicakarman and ~a!karman. 44 Medicinal plants, as well as yogic prac
tices, are prescribed by the author for a number of diseases. The work may date from 
the seventeenth century. 45 

Devisiq1ha 

Devisi!Jlha, son ofBharata or Hindupati, king of the Bundelii dynasty (seventeenth cen
tury), was the patron of Mohana Bhana (author of the K111psavadhamahiikiivya),46 the 
patron and disciple of Siviinanda Gosviimin (author of the Si111hasiddhiintasindhu),41 
and the patron of Durgiidatta (author of the Vrttamuktiivali). 48 The medical (and 
astrological?)49 work Silphasudhiinidhi is ascribed to him; a Piikasiistra, Mallasiistra 
and Sanrasthiinasa1pdoha are probably sections of this treatise. 50 

Dharmavardhana 

Dharmavardhana was the author of the Qambhakriyii, 51 a sh01t treatise in twenty-one 
verses on cauterization (~ambha), written in Hindi. 

The diseases mentioned as to be treated by this method are: jvara, sa!Jlnipiita, 
atisiira, sarpgrahai:ii, pai:igu, golii, 52 siila, hrdayaroga, sviisa, kiisa, raktasriiva (haemor
rhage), sir~asiila, netraroga, unmiidaviita, ka!iviita, sitiiilgatii, mrgiviita (= apasmiira), 
kampaviita, sopha, udara, jalodara, ai:igavrddhi, and dhanurviita. 

Authorities referred to in the introductory verses are Caraka and Viigbhaia. 
Dharmavardhana, a Jain monk of the Kharataragaccha, was a pupil ofVijayahar~a. 

He was called Dharmasi ( = Dharmasi!Jlha) before his ordination ( dik~ii) by Jinacandra
siiri. Mahiirii ja Su janasiipha of Bikiiner bestowed honour on him. 53 

Gopiila 

Gopiila was the author of a DravyaguIJa, 54 composed in 1606, which quotes Cakrapii
i:iidatta's DravyaguIJa and a Niiriiyai:ia. 55 
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Hastiruci 

Hastiruci was the author ofa short collection of formulae, the Yaidyavallabha.56 

Contents 
The treatise consists of about 250 verses 57 in eight chapters (viliisa), each of which 
deals with a group of disorders. Chapter one contains recipes against fevers, chapter 
two against women's diseases, chapter three against various disorders, chapter four 
mainly against diseases of the urinary tract, chapter five mainly against diseases of the 
intestinal tract, chapter six against abdominal diseases, anaemia and jaundice, chapter 
seven mainly against diseases of eyes, ears, mouth and head, and chapter eight against 
bhiitas, pretas, poisons, and diverse disorders. 58 

Hastiruci frequently mentions his name at the end of the fonnulae as the one who 
devised them. 59 A small number of recipes is provided with a name. 60 

Sources are not referred to. 61 

(Hastiruci's) Yaidyavallabha was one of the sources of Pratiipasi1µha's Am[tasii
gara 

S pecia/ features 
Interesting names 62 of disorders are: dhiituroga 63 in women (2.17); kapiilaki!aka, i.e., 
head lice(7. II); a kind ofulcercalled niisiira64 (7.19); granthiviita (7.36); mallavi~a (8. 
5); mrgi as a tenn for apasmiira (8.22-23); viryasriiva, i.e., involuntary loss of semen 
(8.25); 65 piidavraQa (8.26);jiinukampa (8.29).66 Although sniiyuka was known to Ha
stiruci (7.24-27), he did not include recipes against other diseases added by Vrnda and 
later authors, such as vardhma, phiraitgaroga, somaroga, masiir'i and sitalii. Chapter two 
contains not only a number of formulae which promote fertility in women and coun
teract abortion, but also some abortifacients (2.18-23) and contraceptives (2.26-31). 
Medicines against the poisonous effects of opium (niigaphenavi~a; 8.6) and mercury 
(rasavi~a; 8.9ab) form part of Hastiruci's collection. 

The pharmaceutical preparations are mostly of the classical types, with a rather 
small proportion of rasas; some piikas are also found in the work (5.16; 7.1-5 and 30-
34; 8 .18-20). Notewmthy is the frequent prescription of iikallaka ( 4.23; 5 .18; 6.3; 7 .3 
and 35; 8.18, 34 and 39) and opium (ahiphena or niigaphena; 4.19 and 24; 5.3 and 4; 
6.12and 17;7.17;8.6,27,30and39). 

Interesting items from the materia medica are: brahmadarbha (8.30); 61 gundi (7. 

24);68 gnndivrk~ (8.25);jasada (8.30);jiisiisa (2.12 and 31); kiiitga<F (8.30); kiireli (I. 
26; 2.31; 8.24);69 khairasiira (6.15); miijiiphala (7.20); mastaki (8.30 and 39); meQa 
(8.26); siibun (8.26); siiryak~iira ( 4.16); 70 tila (8.26).71 Honey, not allowed to Jains as 
an article of food, is freely prescribed in medicines by Hastiruci. The last recipe of the 
collection (8.38-40) is said to have'been devised by Muriidisiiha. 

A Sanskrit commentary on the Vaidyavallabha was written by the briihmaQa 
Meghabha!!a of Gautamagotra in 1672/73. This Meghabha!!a was a son of NTiaka
Q!habha!!a, a grandson of Kr~Qabha!!a, and a great-grandson of Niigarabha!!a, 72 
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The author 
Hastiruci is described as a member of the Tapagaccha and a disciple of upiillhyaya or 
mahopadhyaya Hitarucigar;ii73 in the colophon at the end of two BORI MSS (Nrs. 281 
and 282). He lived in Gujarat 74 

Dare 
Since one of the formulae of the Vaidyavallabha is ascribed to Muradisaha, we can 
infer that Hastiruci lived in the same period or later than Murali, the younger brother 
of Aurangzib, who was beheaded in 1661. 7 5 This dating is confirmed by the colophon 
of one of the BORI MSS (Nr. 281), which states that the work was completed in 1670/ 
7J.76 

Jagannatha 

Jagannatha, son of Lak~mar:ia of the Ra9ha family,77 was the author of a Yogasa1p
graha, composed in 1616.78 This work refers to Ravar;ia's Biilatantra, i.e., the Kumii
raranrra.79 

Jayaratna(mar;ii) 

Jayaratna 80 or Jayaratnamar;ii 81 was the author of a monograph on fevers called Jvara
pariijaya. 

The work, consisting of 439 verses, deals, after some introductory stanzas ( 1-7), 
with the vessels of the body (siraprakarar;ia; 8-16), the do~as (16-51), the origin of 
fevers (jvarotpattiprakarar;ia; 52-121), the different kinds of fever (122-156)82 and 
their therapy (157-224), clysters (bastikarmadhikara; 225-369), substances which are 
salutary or insalutary in fevers (pathyapathyadhikara; 370-389), the sa1p.nipata fevers 
(390-431), and the offering called piirr;iahuti 83 (432-439).84 

Authorities referred to by the author are: Angada, 85 Atreya, Bhela, Caraka, Harlta, 
Miillhava, Nagasilp.ha, 86 Palakapya, Parasara, S09hala, Susruta, Trsa\a, Vagbha\a, and 
Vi;nda.87 Ciimu1~9a's Jvaratimirabhiiskara is quoted by Jayaratna. 88 

The Jvarapariijaya is quoted in Karandikar's Nidiinadipikii. 
Jayaratna, a Svetambara Jain, 89 was a pupil of Bhavaratna. 90 He wrote his work in 

Trya1pbavatI. 91 

The lvarapariijaya was composed in the year 1605/06.92 

Kasrnatha 

Kasinatha was the author of a short monograph on indigestion called Ajlr.r;1amaiijarI, 
Amrramaiijarf, or AjirIJEi111!1amaiijari. 93 

Contents 
The treatise consists of sixty verses.94 Verses 1-2 describe the four varieties of aji
rr:ia distinguished by Susruta, 95 verse 3 is about the general treatment, and verses 4-5 
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mention the number of days for ajTn;1a, caused by specified articles of diet, to disappear 
spontaneously. 96 Verses 6-47 deal with aJ1rr:ia brought about by a variety of substances 
and its treatment by means of countermeasures. The verses which follow are devoted 
to the alleviation of discomforts as a consequence of particular medical treatments 97 

and by the overuse of caustic lime (ciin:iaka) in betel quids (48-52), the prevention of 
inconveniences resulting from the intake of alcoholic drinks (53-54 ), the treatment of 
intoxication by kodrava (55) and betel nuts (piiga; 56), the preparation of vasavara and 
siikta98 (57-58), and the usefulness of the latter substance in indigestion by ama (59). 

The Ajfn;iamaiijarf is one of the sources of the Piiradasaiphitii; it is quoted in the 
prakTrr:iaka parisi~\a of the Anandakanda, the Rasakiimadhenu, and the Rasayogasii
gara. 

Commentaries on the Ajin;iamaiijari were written by Riijanaka Bhagavanta, 99 Ra
manatha Vaidya, 100 and Baladeva. 101 

Date 
The lower limit of the age in which Kasrnatha lived is provided by MSS dating from 
1618, IOl 1676/77 103 and 1694/95. 104 

KasTnatha 

KasTnatha, son of Saqikara and Rohir:iT, was the author of the Kiisiniithapaddhati, also 
called IJiidyakapaddhati and Ayurvedasiira. 105 The treatise deals with all aspects 
of medicine: weights and measures, the examination of the pulse, the preparation 
of medicines, kalajfiana, the aetiology, symptomatology and treatment of diseases, 
emetics and purgatives, and, finally, the purification of metals, etc. 106 

The work dates from A.O. 1665/66, 107 which implies that the author is different 
from the KasTnatha of the AjiIJJamaiijari. 

The Kiisiniithapaddhati was one of the sources of the Amrtasiigara 

Kavicandra 

Kavicandra, son of Kavikari:iapiira and Kausalya, grandson of Vidyavisarada (a vaidya 
of SudhTra on the banks of the Ganges) of the Datta lineage, and the father of Kavibhii
sana and Kavivallabha, 108 was the author of the Cikitsiiratniivali or Ratniivali, written 
in ·orrghali.gT or DTrgha11ganagara 109 near VaidyavatT on the Ganges in A.O. 1660(61. 
Although he does not mention by name any authority, Kavicandra has freely copied 
Caraka in the introduction, while later on, in the description of the diseases, he has 
followed Madhava 's Rugviniscaya from beginning to end. 110 

Kr~r:iananda VidyavagTsa 

Kr~r:iananda Vidyavagrsa, also called Srncr~i:iavidyavagTsabhanacarya, was the author 
of the $a{karmadipika. 111 
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Contents 
The work is a Tantric treatise on ~!karman in about 1,000 verses, arranged in nine 
chapters (uddesa). It is written in the fonn of a dialogue between Siva and Parvatf. 

The titles of the chapters are: (I) samanyadharma, general observances; (2) ku1J9a
diniyama, general prescriptions on fire sacrifices, etc.; (3) nanaprakiirasantiniyama, the 
attainment of santi, especially the preservation of health and the cure of diseases; (4) 
vasyakarman, subjugation; (5-6) stambhanakarman, immobilization; (7) akar~ai:ia, at
traction, and vidve~a. the sowing of dissension; (8) ucca1anavidhi, eradication; (9) ma
rai:ia, the killing of adversaries. 

It is remarkable that not only chapter three, but also the series of chapters from three 
up to nine, are said to belong to a santikalpa. Chapter three contains verses on Tantric 
procedures aiming at curing several diseases, among which fever holds a prominent 
place; AtharvaQa, Garga, Harita, and the Tadrarii ja are quoted on the subject off evers. 

The $3!karmadfpikiihas all the characteristics of a compilation and refers to a large 
number of mainly Tantric and Pura1Jic sources by name. 112 

The author and his date 
Kr~i:iananda VidyavagHia, a famous Tantric scholar, 113 who also wrote the Tantrasii
ra, 114 was a Varendra brahmal)a who lived in Navadvipa 115 His works may have been 
composed in the seventeenth century.11 6 

Lak~mikusala 

Lak~mikusala was the author of the Vaidyakasararatnaprakiisa, written in Gujarati 
verse (caupai). Sources mentioned are the Atreyanidiina and Susrutasiira. 

Lak~mikusala was a pupil of Jinakusala of the Tapagaccha. He completed his trea
tise in A.D. 1637 and lived in a village called Oga near lgar in Rayadesa. 117 

Matihava 

Maclhava, son of Harirama and grandson of Gopajita of Va!apanana, 118 a Srigauga 
brahmal)a from Gujarat, composed his short Yogasamuccaya in the seventeenth 
century. 119 

Mahimasamudra 

Mahimasamudra, called Jinasamudra before his dik~a. wrote, in Rajasthani verse 
(caupai), the Vaidyakacintiim8Qi, also called Vaidyakasaroddhiira and Samudra(prakii
sa)siddhiinta. This work deals with nidana and cikitsa. 

Sources mentionedareAtreya,Caraka, Sarr1gadhara, Susruta, Vagbha!a, and Yoga
sataka 

Mahimasamudra was a Svetambara Jain monk who succeeded Jinacandrasiiri as an 
acarya. He also wrote a commentary on Bhartrhari's Vairiigyasataka and a play, called 
Tattvaprabodhaniitaka. He lived in the second half of the seventeenth century. 120 
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Manakavi 

Manakavi, also called Kavimana and Manamuni, was the author of the Kavipramoda 
and Kavivinoda, 121 two medical treatises written in Rajasthanr. A Vaidyakasiirasa1p
graha by the same author is also recorded. 122 

The Kavipramoda 123 is a large work in 2,944 verses (caupai, doha), arranged in 
nine chapters (uddesa). 

Authorities referred to are Atreya, Bhe~a. Caraka, Kharanada, Susruta, and Va
gbha!a. 

The Kavivinoda, also written in verse (caupai, doha, etc.), is divided into two parts 
(khai:i~). The first part deals with recipes of various types (ka~aya, ciin:ia, gu!i, etc.), 
the second part with fevers and their treatment. 124 

Manakavi 125 was a pupil of Sumatisumerugai:ii, pupil of Bhanaraka Jinacandrasii
ri of the Kharataragaccha. 126 Another teacher of Manakavi was Vinayamerugai:ii, 127 

brother of Sumatisumeru. 
Manakavi lived in Bikaner. 
The Kavivinoda was completed in A.O. 1688, the Kavipramoda in A.O. 1689. 

Mai:iiramamisra 

Maniramamisra, son of Vasanta, was the author of the Vrttaratniivalf, a short medical 
treaiise written in 1641 or 1642, 128 and the Gu(laratnamaJi written in 1642. 129 Acom
mentary, called Vrttaratniivalfcandrikii, on the former work was written by Kalika- or 
Ka!Iprasada. 130 

Mevaramamisra 

Mevaramamisra was the author of the Vaidyakaustubha, 131 a medical citrakavya, 132 

written in ingenious verses 133 in various, usually long metres, which are addressed to 
a beloved woman who is celebrated in high-flown language. 134 

Contents 
The Vaidyakaustubha 135 consists of about 1,200 verses arranged in sixteen chapters 
(sarga), which chiefly deal with therapy and to a lesser extent with nidana. General 
subjects are absent, apart from vamana and virecana. Three chapters are devoted to 
alchemical procedures and formulae of rasas. 

The order of the diseases is largely in agreement with the Miidhavanidiina. Their 
order diverges with respect to the position of udara, parii:iamasiila, amlapitta and 
vatarakta; a number of diseases has been omitted altogether, e.g., svarabheda, arocaka, 
panatyaya, udavarta. gulma, slipada, upada[!"!sa, and siikaroga 136 In a considerable 
number of cases the etiology of a disease, its symptoms, or both, are not described 
and prescriptions are given only. In some rare cases the nidana verses are borrowed 
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from the Miidhavanidiina. 137 A conspicuous feature is the enumeration of the number 
of complications (upadrava). 13s 

Chapters one to eleven are devoted to the diseases and their treatment along ii
yurvedic lines. Chapter twelve deals with vamana and virecana, chapter thirteen with 
the purification, etc., of the dhiitus and upadhiitus, chapter fourteen with the same type 
of procedures applied to mercury. Chapter fifteen, by far the longest, contains formu
lae of rasas against many diseases which are arranged again along the lines of the M ii
dhavanidiina Chapter sixteen deals with viijikarai:ia and rasiiyana. 

Sources referred to by Meviiriima are Caraka ( 1.1 ), the V[ddhatrayi ( 16.88), and a 
work on karmavipiika (14.72). 

Special features 
Noteworthy among the diseases mentioned are miitrarakta (7.4 ), phirailga (7.95-102), 
somaroga (9.10), mutriitisiira (9.12), and seven types of sitalli (brhati, kodravii, pii
i:iisahii, sar~apikii, riijikii, lohitamai:igalii, carmajii; 10.43-48). 139 Interesting substances 
from Meviiriima's materia medica are iikiirakarabha (7.95 and 99), dvipiintaravacii 
(7.102), rasakarpiira (14.35; 16.9), and a list ofdivyau~adhis (14.13-22). 

The divyau~adhis enumerated are: abhayii, ahidamani, ahivilocanikii, ajagandha, 
iikhukari:ii, ak~r.ambaravallari, ailkola, apariikhyii, iirdra, arui:iikii, asitahema, asmanta, 
badarikii, biihlika, bahupu!a, biikucr, balii, bali, bhekii, bhekapari:ir, bhujailgamalatii, 
bimbi, briihmi, brhatf, cakramarda, cai:igalini, ciiilgerikii, chilihii:iga, dai:igr, devadiili, 
dhenusurasii (v.l. dhenurasanii), dhiimasiira, gajakari:iikii, gaviik~I. ghana, ghanarava, 
girikari:iikii, guiijii, halinr, hal!lsiiilghri, harinakhf, hastisui:igr, hemavalli, hutabhu
gdamanI, hutiisa, jiiti, jatu, jha~a., jrvantikii, jvalanagarbha, kiikajailghii, kiikavadanii, 
kiili, kamalaciirii:iikii, kaQii, kiiiicanikii, kailgunikii, kaiicukI, kapi, karavira, kiiravelli, 
karko!ikii, karpiisa, kiismarr, kha!I, kokiliik~a, kosiitakr, kr~i:iatulasr, k~apiipatilatii, 
k~ra, k~ava, k~irakanda, k~iriiilghripa, kukkurI, kumiirI, kunti, lajjiivati, lavalr, madhu, 
mayiirakasikhii, mrgatma, mui,191, murii, miirvii, musalr, niigiirjunI, navasiidara, nI
liihvayii, nimbariijI, nimbuka, paliisa, pari:iidvaya, pa!u (mentioned twice), piluka, 
piyii~avajra(?), puiikhii, pu~karamiila, rajanr, rambhii, rasonaka, r~!ri, ravi, ravivar
tikii, rudanti, ruviika, siikiii1ghripa, sai1khapu~pr, sar~apa, satapadi, sehui:iga, sigru, 
sikhi(n), sinduka, sitavibhiikara, srkka, srilga, srngr, siira~1a, suvari:iakusuma, tauri, 
tejovati, tilapari:ir, toyakalasr, trika~1!aka, tripattri, turobi, iir~1ii, vajrakanda, vaianghri, 
vidlirI, vijayli, vipina, vi~a. vi~amu~!ika, vi~~1ukrlintli, visvli, vr~a. yak~anayanli, and 
yavanamiilaka. 140 

The author 
Meviiriimamisra mentions his name at the end of the Vaidyakaustubha ( 16.87), adding 
that he Jived in Slikarak~etra. 141 

Date 
Since it is very probable that Mevlirlima was acquainted with the medical citraklivyas 
of Lolimbariija, 142 he can be assigned to the second half of the seventeenth century. 
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Mitramisra 

Mitramisra, son of Parasuriiinapal_l9ita and grandson of Harpsapa~t•ita, 143 wrote under 
the auspices of Virasixp.ha, son of Madhukarasiiha, grandson of Pratiiparudra, 144 the 
Vframitredaya, 145 a very large work on dharmasiistra, composed between 1610 and 
1640. Parts of the Lak§al}aprakiisa of this encyclopaedia deal with subjects of medical 
interest such as the parts of the human body 146 and the qualities of a physician. 147 The 
chapters on gaja- and asvalak~at;ta of the same section are about elephants, respectively 
horses. 148 

Nagesabhaga 

Niigesabhaga wrote, in the seventeenth or eighteenth century, the Maiijii§iisekhara. 149 

Prahariija or Yogiprahariija 

Praharii ja or Yogiprahariija was the author of the Vaidyiilarpkiira and the Vaidyah[dayii
nanda. 150 

The Vaidyah[dayiinanda 151 is a work of 268 verses in diverse metres, arranged in 
five chapters ~prakii§a). It is written in the form of a dialogue between husband and 
wife, the latter being addressed in a flowery style reminiscent of the works of Loli
mbariija and Hastiruci. 

Contents 
Chapter one (eighty-one verses) begins with a mailgala in praise of Kr~l.la, and deals, 
after an introduction and some verses on general subjects, with the treatment offevers 
(14-81). Chapters two to four are about the treatment of other diseases. Chapter five 
describes a number ofrasayogas against various disorders and forviijikararJa purposes. 

The order of the diseases disagrees with the scheme of the Miidhavanidiina. Chap
ter two is concerned with atisiira, graha,:ir, arsas, agnimiindya, gulma-plrhan, udara, 
krmi, siila, hrdroga, udiivarta, vrddhi, vidradhi, and slipada. The subjects of chapter 
three are kasa, sviisa, hikka, svarabheda, raktapitta, k~aya, pai:i9uroga, sotha, viitaroga, 
viitarakta, iirustambha, iimaviita, prameha, somaroga, sthaulya-kiirsya, miitrakrcchra, 
miitriighiita, and asmarr. Chapter four describes the treatment of arocaka, chardi, tr~i:ia, 
miirchii, madiityaya, diiha, amlapitta, unmiida, apasmiira, ku~!ha, srtapitta, vispho!a, 
masiiri, vra,:ia, vi~a, bhagandara, upadarpsa, galagal_l9a, piidaroga, nakharoga, o~!ha
roga, k~udraroga, niisiiroga, mukharoga, kar,:iaroga, netraroga, siroroga, pradara, 
pu~parodha, garbhi,:iiroga, garbhacalana, mii9hagarbha, siitikiiroga, and biilaroga. 

The materia medica presents no noteworthy features. 
Paying homage to Kr~,:ia is recommended a number of Limes (2.16 and 30; 3.17) as 

a therapeutical measure. 
The only authority referred to is Caralca (2.4). 
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Special features 
The chapter on fevers mentions a dahajvara separately ( l.24-27).I 52 Chapter two 
contains recipes against sothiitisiira (2.12) and chardyatisiira (2.13). The only type of 
miitriighiita referred to in chapter three is u~i:iaviita (3.43). Chapter four mentions a 
small number of k~udrarogas ( 4.35-36); it contains a formula against amenorrhoea 
(pu~parodha). 

Some diseases are absent: visarpa, sukado~a. yonivyiipad, and yonikanda; va
rdhma, sitalii, and phirailga are neither referred to. 

The Vaidyahfdayananda mentions a nose-ornament (niisiibhii~iimar:ii); P. K. Gode 
regarded it as the nose-stud, which, in his opinion, is a typical ornament of South Indian 
ladies, as contrasted with the elaborate nath of the ladies of Mahiirii~tra; he concluded 
that the author hailed from South India. 153 D.C. Sircar objected to this view, asserting 
that nose-studs are popular among all classes of women in Eastern India. 154 

The author 
Yogiprahariija 155 was a son of Nilakar:i\ha of Vatsa gotra, also called Jamadagnideva, 
who was an astrologer (jyauti~) and the preceptor of the chief queen of king Vikrama 
of Nandapura. 156 He was an expert in many sciences. 157 

Dare 
P.K. Gode suggested that the Vaidyahrdayananda has been written after A.D. 1550; 

· his argument was that the expression anailgarailgapravTl)a (one proficient in anailgara
ilga) refers to Kalyiil)amalla's Ana,igaraliga, a work on the science oflove, assigned by 
some to the closing decades of the fifteenth century. D.C. Sircar objected that Gode's 
interpretation is open to doubt because the expression mentioned may simply mean 
'someone proficient in the art of love'; moreover, the date of Kalyiil)amalla is disputed. 

King Vikrama of Nandapura has been identified by D.C. Sircar 158 as Vikrama I 
of Jayapura 159 in Orissa, 160 who ruled in the third quarter of the seventeenth century. 
Yogiprahariija can therefore be assigned to the second half of that century. 161 

Raghuniitha 

Raghuniitha was the author of the Bhojanakutiiha/a, 162 a large work in verse, inter
spersed with glosses and explanatory prose passages, on dietetics and related subjects. 
It consists of three sections (pariccheda), the first of which has been edited. 163 

Contents 
Section one, called dravyagui:iagu~1aka1hana, deals with grain and pulse (2-25), 
prepared dishes (siddhiinna; 25-58), vegetables, fruits, and condiments (58-121 ), 
sugar (122), refreshing drinks (piinaka; 122-123), kiiiijika (123-124), milk and other 
dairy products (125-151), oils (151-155), products of the sugarcane (155-165), 
honey (165-167), alcoholic beverages (168-169), meat and fish (169-176), water 
(176-195), poisoned food ( 196-197), articles of food that should not be taken together 
(viruddhadravya; 197-199), healthy and harmful foods (pathyiipathya; 199-212), 
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articles of food that should not be mixed together (sat11yogaviruddha; 212-214), 
vessels for food (214-215), and miscellaneous subjects (bhojanavidhi, tiimbiilavidhi, 
ointments for the body, clothing; 215-230). The vernacular names of plants, dishes, 
etc., are added to the Sanskrit text; 164 many countries are mentioned in the glosses, 165 

as well as the names of many rivers in thebodyofthetext(l80-183).166 

Sources referred t.o in section one are: Abhidhiina (22; 27; 68; 74), Bhiivaprakiisa 
(2; 8; 58), Bhoja (SS; 145), Caraka (62), Dhanvantarinighlll)_tu (76), 167 Haimana (30; 
SI; 162), 168 Hrdayooipa (29; 52; 57), Janiirdanamahodaya(58), l69 Keyadeva(S8; 161; 
162), Kriyiisii.ra (28), 170 Nigha,:,/u (many times), 171 Nigha(i/uriija (!), Piirijiita (14; 16; 
31), 172 Prayogapiirijiita (7; 74), 173 RiijanighalJ/U (3; 4; S; 7; 155), 174 Su~ei:ia (7; 21; 
32; 44; 142; 143; 146; 156; 175; 228), Susruta (SS; 163), Viigbha!a (many times), Vi
$(1Upurii1Ja (226), and Vrddhasu.sruta (186). 

Section two treats of ritually unclean articles of food, the Vaisvadeva offering, and 
the feeding of guests. Section three, called vibhiivariviliisa, is concerned with furniture 
and similar accessories, the physical and spiritual effects pl'Oduced by different items 
of that description, and with a number of miscellaneous subjects. 175 

Section two quotes many works on dharmasiistra, a number of puriii:ias, and various 
other treatises; some of the authorities quoted are: Aitgiras, 176 Apariirka, 177 Apa
stamba, 178 Asvaliiyana, Asvamedhika, 179 Baudhiiyana, 180 Bhiivaprakiisa, Bhavi§ya, 
Bhavi§yapurii(la, Bhrgu, Brahma, BrahmapuriilJa, Brhadyama, 181 Brhaspati, 182 Ca
ndrikii, Caturvimsatimata, 183 Devala, 184 Dharmasiira, 185 Dharmasiirasudhiinidhi, 186 

Giirgya, 187 Gaut~ma, 188 Gobhila, HiirHa, 189 Hemiitlri, Kasyapa, 19° Kiityiiyana, 191 Kii
rmapurii(la, Madanaratna, 192 Miidhava, Miidhaviya Vyiisa, 193 Manu, Miirklll);eyapu
riilJa, Mitiik§Mii, Pai~hinasi,194 Piiriisara, 195 Piirijiita, 196 Pracetas, 197 Prayogapiirijiita, 
Pulastya, 198 B.~yasritga, 199 Saqigraha,200 Sa,µvarta, 201 Sar1khalikhita,202 Siitiita
pa,203 $a{tri1J1samata, 204 Saunaka, Skiinda, Smrtiratniivali,205 Sm,;tisarpgraha, 206 

Sm[tyarthasiira, 207 Sulapiil)i, 208 Susruta, Taittiriyakasrnti, Usanas, 219 Vasi~!ha, 210 

Vijiiiinesvara, Vi~i:iu, Vi§IJUpurii(ia, V[ddhiitreya, Vrddhayiijiiavalkya, Vyiisa, 211 Yii
jiiavalkya, 212 Yama, 213 and Yogisvara. 

Section three quotes Asvaliiyana, Baudhiiyana, Bhrgu, Brahmapurii(ia, Brha
spati, Candrikii, Caraka, Devala, Devariita, 214 Dharmasiira, 215 Giiru;a, Gautama, 
Hariscandra, Harivrupsa, Kikikiibhii§ya, Kiisikii(i;a, Kiisyapa, (Vaidya) Kiityiiyana, 
Miidhaviya, 216 Manu, Miirka1.1~eya, MiirkaIJ;eyapuriilJa, Niirada,217 Niiriiyal)a
diisanibandha, 218 Nrsifftha, Paiicasiiyaka, Piiriisara, Parasuriimapratiipa, Piirijiita, 
Pracetas, Prayogapiirijiita, Ratirahasya, Ratnamiilii, SahyiidrikhalJ;a, 219 Saqigrah11, 
Siimudratilaka, 220 Sa11kha, Sa1ikhalikhita, Siitiitapa, Saunaka, Sivarahasya, 221 Ska
ndha, Smrtiratniivali, Sripati,222 Strilak§alJa, Susruta, Svapniidhyiiya,223 Viigbha!a, 
Vasi~!ha, V(iiiiinesvaiiya, V~1~u, Vrddhapiiriisara, Vyiisa, Yi\jiiavalkya, Yama, and 
Yogayiijiiavalkya. 224 

The Bhojanakutiihala is quoted in Dattariima's Caryiicandrodaya and the BrJianni
ghaQ/uratniikara. A Kutiihala is quoted in Ananta's Pratiipakalpudruma. 

Special features 
Four kinds of yiivaniila are described (9); four kinds of karigu (19); ciniika is differ-
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ent fromkar1gu (19); numerous prepared dishes (siddhanna) are described (25-58); ten 
types of vegetables (58) 225 instead of the more usual six; a svetasiirai:iaka (61); sev
eral types of a.Ju: mukhalu, pii:i9alu, raktapiQ9liluka, kasalu, pho9alu, paniyalu, nI!alu 
(62); three kinds of cillI (66); two types of jharasI (68); a dvipantaracakramarda (72); 
two types of golomika (73); two types of agastya (74) instead of the six of the Ra
janigha{i{u; three types of kosatakI: kosatakI, rajakosatakI, sirakosatakr (80-81); three 
types of vrntaka: vrntaka, nrlavrntaka, 226 svetavrntaka (87); phar11pa;a (99); 227 srta
phala ( I 03); 228 vatakumbha ( I 05); 229 kasiirakhyaphala ( 114 ); 230 substances that can or 
cannot be mixed with milk (134-135); substances which can alleviate particular types 
ofajiri:ia (203-211 ). 

The author 
Raghunatha 231 was the son of Ga~1esabhaga, grandson of Raghunatha, and great
grandson of Hariharabhaga. Raghunatha belonged to the Vasi~!ha gotra and to the 
Karha9e briihmai:ias232 among the Mahranas. His family surname was Navahasta 
and his family deity Vi~QU. His guru was Anantadeva, son of Apadeva, grandson 
of Anantadeva. Anantadeva, who lived between 1625 and 1675, was a descendant 
of the Mahrana saint Ekanatha.233 He was a versatile scholar and prolific writer. 234 

Anantadeva's father, Apadeva, was the author of the Mfmarpsanyayaprakasa.235 

Raghunatha was intimately associated with the Mahrana saint Ramadasa (A.O. 
l(i()8-1681), 236 the preceptor of Sivajr. 237 He was for a long time (about 1648-1683) 
in charge of the temple of Raghupati, the headquarters of Ramadasa at Chaphal in 
the Satara district, lying on the Man, a tributary of the river Kr~Qii. After Sivaji's 
death (1680) he seems to have settled in Tanjore, where a Mahrana kingdom had been 
established about 1678 by Ekojr Bhosala, 238 the step-brother of Sivajr. Raghunatha 
speaks of Drpambika, also called Di pa.bar, Ekoji's queen, as his patroness. 

Apart from the Bhojanakutiihala, Raghunatha wrote the following works in San
skrit: Caturmasyaprayoga, 239 Dharmarprtamahodadhi,240 Janardanamahodaya, 241 Ka
simfmaqisa,242 Prayascittakutiihala, 243 Prayogaratnabhii§li, 244 and Sahityakutiiha/a. In 
Mara[hi he wrote: Govardhanoddhiira1Ja, NarakavarlJana, and Strfdharma. 245 

Date 
The literary activity of Raghunatha may be assigned to the period 1675-1712. A MS 
of the Prayogarntnabhii§li was completed in 1678 and a MS of the Bhojanakutiihala 
dates from about 1681/82. The Dharma11irtamahodadhi was completed in 1701 and the 
Narakavaqiana between 1701 and 1712.246 

Raghunatha Pa!1,9ita 

Raghunatha Pai:i<:lita was the author of (1) Cikitsamaiijari, (2) N~jiianavidhi,241 and 
(3) Vaidyavilasa. 

( 1) The Cikitsamaiijari248 is a therapeutic treatise in 428 skillful verses, 249 arranged in 
seven chapters (kusuma). The order of the diseases agrees in large measure with the 
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Mii.dhavanidii.na. The author added verses on emetics (6.93-95) and purgatives (6.96-
601), aphrodisiacs (viijikarar:ia and kiimoddipana; 6.102-108), rasiiyana (7.1-70), and 
anupiina (7.71-73). The materia medica is of an iiyurvedic type, except for the thirty
two rasayogas described in the section on rasiiyana of chapter seven. 

Authorities referred to are Atreya (1.2),250 Caraka (7.1),251 Susruta (1.2), and 
Viigbha!a (1.2). Raghuniitha's Cikitsiimaiijarf shows clearly traces of the influence of 
Lolimbariija's VaidyaJivana. 252 The author frequently refers to himself, 253 often in a 
self-eulogistic way. 254 

Some diseases or groups of diseases are not separately dealt with: svarabheda, mii
rchii, piiniityaya, diiha, unmiida, apasmiira, viitavyiidhi, bhagna, nii~ivrar:ia, upadatpsa, 
siikado~a, masiirikii, and k~udraroga. A children's disease added is phullikii (6.84) or 
utphullikii (6.80). The substantive viiris used in the sense ofviiri (water). 255 Some note
worthy drugs prescribed are akalla (6.18), hiriikasi (6.31), 256 kabiiba (6.4), kokamba 
(6.41), 257 miirkar:i~li (1.62; 6.96), 258 miiyiiphala (6.31), sir~ataila 259 (5.38, 39, 48, 49), 
and vavi~anga (3.4). 260 261 

Two rasas (sviisaku!hiira, 7 .30-32; vangesvara, 7 .37-39) are said to have been used 
by the author himself. 

(3) The Vaidyavi/ii.sa262 is a therapeutic treatise in verses263 of various metres, 264 

arranged in ten chapters (taranga). The first seven chapters repeat almost verbatim 
the contents of the Cikitsii.maiijarf, with numerous additions, a few omissions, and 
occasionally a different order. Chapter eight deals with the purification (sodhana) and 
killing (miirai:ia) of the metals and with other subjects belonging to rasasiistra. Zinc 
(yasada) is absent among the metals and replaced by iirakii!a (a kind of brass). A 
disease, called striprameha, probably identical with somaroga, is mentioned. Chapter 
nine describes the thirty-two rasas of chapter seven of the Cikitsii.maiijarI, plus seven
teen additional ones. Chapter ten is concerned with the examination of the pulse and 
of the urine, as well as with the messenger sent to the physician, the characteristics of 
a good physician, the examination of the patient, and, finally, weights and measures. 
The eulogistic epithets conferred on the author himself, which are frequent in the 
Cikitsii.maiijarf, are absent from the ~idyavilii.sa. 265 The contents of the Vaidyavilii.sa 
prove that it is an expanded and improved version of the Cikitsiiman}ari. 266 

The Vaidyavilii.sa is quoted in Jiiiirasariimasarman's Anupiinadarpal)a, the Pii.kamii.
rtai,1~a, Rasiiyanasarpgraha, Rasayogasii.gara, and Yogaratnii.kara 

The author and his date 
Apart from the three medical works, Raghuniitha Par:i~ita wrote a work on poetics, 
the Kavikaustubha,261 and two treatises on metrics, the Chandoratnii.va/i268 and 
V[ttasiddhii.ntamaiijarf. 269 He also composed four poems in Marii!hi, the •amayantf
svayar11vai·a, 270 Gajendramokg 271 and Rii.madii.savaqiana,272 as well as a metrical 
Marii!hi version of Jaganniithapa~1~ita's Gatigiilaharf. 273 

Raghuniitha, 274 who hailed from a family surnamed Manohara, 275 was the son of 
Bhika1pbhana and grandson of Kr~i:iapai:i~ita. 276 His place of residence was Campii277 
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or CampavatT. 278 The author adds the following geographical details on the location of 
this town: "There is a fort (sthiina) named Kollagiri; on its east lies the town Campa
vati, next to it is the family goddess Mahalak~mr'. 279 Campa(vatT) has been identified 
as Caul in the Alibag Talook of the Kolaba district of Mahara~!ra, 280 which is situated 
about a mile or two east of the famous fortress of Koralai (Kollagiri) and has on its 
eastern border a hillock with a temple dedicated to Mahalak~mI. Some branches of the 
Manohara family still live at Caul and worship Mahalak~mi as their family goddess. 281 

TI1e identity of Raghunatha Pai:igita with one of several persons called thushas long 
been a vexed problem and several theories have been developed, which are elaborately 
discussed by S.L. Katre. 282 Raghunatha's life history has been sketched by the latter. 
He was born about 1640 and spent his early years in Caul. Probably he went to Benares 
in order to complete his studies. After returning to Caul for some time, he left that city 
to seek his fortune elsewhere. He may have met Sivaji in the course of his wanderings 
and settled finally at the court ofEkoji(l676-1683) in Tanjore about 1675. In Tanjore 
he came in close contact with distinguished visitors, like saint Ramadasa and the Mara
!hi poet Anandatanaya.283 Most of his works, with the exception of the Gailgiilaharl
tikii, probably composed during his stay at Benares, date from the period 1675-1711. 
The three medical treatises are from the year 1697284 and belong therefore to the period 
ofEkoji's successor, SahajiII (1683-1711). Raghunatha probably died atTanjoreabout 
1720 or somewhat later. 

Rajivalocana Dhanvantari 

Rajivalocana Dhanvantari, son of mahopadhyaya Vaidyakai:i!habharai:ia and Srimati, 
was the author of the Siddhayogiirl}ava285 and a Ratniivall. 286 

The Siddhayogiirl}ava is a work on therapy in ten chapters (upadesa). 287 The 
treatise begins with the descent (avatara) of ayurveda to earth, according to the 
story told in the Carakasaq1hitii. The titles of the ten chapters are: cikitsatiga, nana
vidhajvaracikitsita, jvaratisaradicikitsita, krimyadicikitsita, vatavyadhyadicikitsita, 
amlapi ttadini vara~1a, pradaradinivarai:ia, rasa yanadi vi jiiana, snehaprakri yadi vijiiana, 
and rasadisuddhyadiv(jiiana. 233 

Rama Bhana Hositiga 

Rama Bhana Hositiga, son of Bhavani and Visvanatha, wrote at the instance of king 
Aniipasiip.ha of Bikiiner (1674-1709) 289 the Amrtamaiijari, a work on toxicology in 
350 granthas. A Cikitsiimiilatfmiilii in 4,000 granthas, composed by a pai:igit of Para
suramakula at the request of Rama Bha!!a Hositiga, is mentioned by the latter as one 
of his own works in his Diinaratniikara, which also refers to the Amrtamaiijari. 200 

Ramacandra Pai:igita 

Ramacandra Pai:igita291 was the author of the Riimavinoda292 and \hiidyavinoda. He 
also wrote some kavyas and a Siimudrikabhii§ii. All these works were composed in Ra-
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jasthiin L 293 

The Riimavinofla294 consists of 1,981 verses (caupii.I, dohii, soraiha), arranged in 
seven chapters (samuddesa). Some of the subjects dealt with are: 295 puru~alak~aQa, 
siirira, siidhyiisiidhyalak~aQa, miitraparik~ii, pittakaphaviiyuhetu, the nidiina and treat
ment of several diseases. 

Fever is classified into ten types: ajirQa-, ii.hara-, pitta-, kheda-, viiyu-, dmi-, kiila-, 
rakta-, kapha-, and ekiihikajvara (together with anyedyu~ka-, tftiyaka-, and caturthaka
jvara); hiiridraka- and sa1ptatajvara are also mentioned. 

The Riimavinoda ends with two additions to the text: a N~iparik~ (45 verses) and 
M iinapramiil)a ( 13 verses). 

Sources referred to are: Atreya, Carakasa1µhitii, Miidhavanidiina, Riijamiirtap9a, 
Rasacintiimal)i, Rasaratniikara, Siirngadhara, Susrutasa1phitii, Viigbhata, Vrnda, Y•ga
cintiirru1pi, and Yo gas at aka. 296 

The \fiidyavinoda297 is an adaptation in HindI verse (caupii.I, dohii) of the Sii
rligadharasarphitii. It consists of 2,525 verses, arranged in three sections (khaQ9a) 
with respectively seven, thirteen, and thirteen chapters (adhyiiya). 

The author and his date 
Riimacandra, a Jain monk of the Kharataragaccha, was a son of Kesavadiisa 298 and a 
pupil of PadmarangagaQi. 299 PadmaratigagaQi 's guru was Padmakirti; the latter's guru 
was Jinasimhasiiri. 300 

The Rimavinoda was completed in Sakkinagara in 1663/64;301 the Vaidyavinoda 
dates from 1669. 302 Riimacandra lived during the reign of Aurangzib. 303 

Riimamiil)ikyasena 

Riimamii.Qikyasena wrote his Prayogacintiima(Ii in the seventeenth century. 304 

Sarpkara 

Sarpkara was the author of (I) Vaidyavinoda,305 (2) Rasasaq1kara, and (3) Smpkarii
khya. 

(1) The Vaidyavinoda306 is a saiphita. 307 dealing chiefly with nidiina and cikitsii, along 
with some general subjects. Its therapy is of a mixed type; rasas have a secondary place 
in it. 

Contents 
The work consists of 1,750 verses,3 08 arranged in sixteen chapters (ulliisa). 309 After 
some introductory verses ( 1-8), definitions of nidiina, priigriipa, riipa, etc. ( 11-13 ), a 
short exposition on nii9I- (13-21) and miitraparik~ii (22-25), and a list ofaristas (26-
33), the main part of the treatise begins, which describes the nidiina and cikii;a of the 
diseases (chapters one to fifteen), arranged in basic agreement with the Miidhavanidii
na, but with a number ofadditions: bhasmaka (3.16-17), vardhma(6.77 and I 0.79-80), 
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dehadaurgandhya (10.10-13), vahnidagdha ( 11.106-119), munnatiikhyaroga (12.79-
82), siiryasaq1krlintivisphoia (13.129-132), snliyuroga (13.133-139), and sitalii (13. 
140-158). Only a restricted number of the k~udrarogas described by Miidhava is dealt 
with by Sarpkara; the same applies to the eye diseases. The diseases called somaroga 
and phirailgaroga are absent. Much of the nidiina material seems to consist of free ren
derings of verses forming part of the Miidhavanidiina and borrowings from it, but other 
sources were evidently also utilized. Chapter sixteen is concerned with various general 
subjects: disorders by the drinking of polluted water (1-2), vii jikara!Ja ( 4-16 ),jalayoga 
(17-21), 310 vamana and virecana (22-43), technical terms (44-54), medicinal prepa
rations (55-128), weights and measures (129-138), technical terms again (167-177), 
etc. 

Sa[!lkara's materia medica contains for the greater part common names of liyurve
dic drugs, but rare or new names are also met with. The use of mercury, 3 11 sulphur, 
etc., is not inconsiderable, whereas the number of rasas is quite limited. 312 Alchemi
cal yantras are mentioned sporadically. 313 Religious elements are infrequently encoun
tered: Gha!otkaca314 should be worshipped by patients suffering from sitalii (13.148, 
150, 157), as well as Siva and GaurI (13.157). Two mantras are found in this work, 
one with the object of acquiring a son (15.184), the other, quoted from the Vig1upurii-
1Ja, against snake-bites (15.271). 

Sources referred to by Sarpkara are Hiirita, Plirlisara and Susruta. 315 

A commentary on the Vaidyavinoda was written by Rlimaniitha. 316 

A Vaidyavinoda is quoted in Ananta's Pratiipakalpadruma, Viicaka Dipacandra's 
La1ighanapathyanirQaya, and Nidhi's Yogasamuccaya. 

A Vaidyavinoda was one of the sources of Kalyii1~a's Bii/atantra according to DI
pacandra. 317 

Special features 
Noteworthy in the field of nosology are the following features. The swelling at the root 
of the ear, usually said to arise at the end of a sa1pniplita fever, 318 may be found in 
the initial, middle, and last phase of a fever according to the Vaidyavinoda ( 1.67). The 
verses on sotha mention swelling (sotha) arising from sigru (10.56) and bhalliitaka (10. 
58). A new disorder, not mentioned in other sources, is munnatakhyaroga ( 12.79-82); 
it is described as a venereal disease characterized by induration and swelling of the 
prepuce (liilgacarman), which is caused by sexual intercourse with an affected female. 
Another infectious disease is ku~!ha (13.15); the lepromatous type, in which the tip of 
the nose may become deformed (nlisikligrimavibhiigavibhailga) or parts of the fingers 
lost (ailgulivigalana), is called galatku~!ha ( 13 .56 ). Udarda and sftapitta are regarded as 
synonyms (13.67). 319 A special form of vispho!a is siiryasarpkriintivispho!a (13.129-
132), 320 in which the recitation of the S1taliimantra is recommended, along with other 
remedial measures. Sitalii, also called o~a, is said to be of four types: takrli, orikli, li
kasmikli, and sitalii (13.140-158). The term masiirikli seems to be employed as a syn
onym ofo~a (13.154).321 Diseases of the nail bed are vi~a (14.33) and piitinakha (14. 
37) or nakhako!ipiitibhiiva (14.35). In the section on diseases of the ears, an instrument 
is described that can be used in extracting foreign matter from the ear (the pannagI-
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yantra, shaped like the hood of a serpent: 15.19-20). 
Remarkable names of medicinal plants are bhuQc;likii (3.27), candrasiirii (15.114), 

godhiivinr (9.18), kiirika (7.30), ketu (7.30), photii (11.99), trika (8.19), 322 and u~!raka-
Q\ha323 (6.109). , 

Other interesting terms are dhundha 324 ( 15.109 and 118 ), dhundhukiira 325 (15 .116), 
kabiibii.(15.114), and srpika.326 (11.113; 12.81; 15.115). 

(2) Rasasa1p.kara. 327 

(3) Saipkariikhya. 328 

The auchor and his dace 
Sarplcara was the son of (Bhana) Anania of Gauc;!avaqisa. 329 He wrote the Vaidyavi
noda at the request of his royal patron, king Riimasirpha, son of Jayasiqiha.330 This 
king was identified by S.L. Katre 331 as Riimasiqiha of Amber (1668-1699), son of the 
Jayasiqiha (1621-1667) who led in 1665 Aurangzrb's successful expedition against 
Sivajr.332 A MS of the 'lhlidyavinoda dating from 1705/06333 confirms that the work 
belongs to the last part of the seventeenth century. 334 

Sivadattamisra 

Sivadattamisra was the author of (I) the Sivako!Ja and its commentary, the Sivaprakii
sa, 335 and (2) the Samjiiiisamuccaya.336 

(1) The Sivako!Ja331 is a homonymic dictionary,338 restricted to the iiyurvedic mate
ria medica, in 540 verses, arranged alphabetically according to final consonants; it is 
accompanied by an auto-commentary, called Sivaprakiisa. 339 

The method followed and the technical terms used are explained by the author in 
the introductory verses, which also refer to a series of lexica as sources: Sabdiirpa
va,340 Ajaya,341 Amara,342 Vopiilita,343 Siqiha, 344 Medinr,345 Visva,346 Hiiriivali, 347 
Haliiyudha,348 Siisvata,349 Haima,350 and Trikii,;igase~a. 351 No sources are mentioned 
in the body of the text. 352 

The Sivako!Ja was one of the sources of Raghuniithajr's Nigha{l!usa1pgraha. 

The auto-commentary on the Sivako!Ja, called Sivaprakiisa, 353 is a very valuable work 
which explains each word of the ko~a and quotes profusely from a large number of a
uthorities. Repeatedly added are the local names of plants 354 and the countries where 
they are found. 355 

Sources mentioned in the Sivaprakiisa are:356 AbhidhiinaciigiimaIJi, 357 Ajaya,358 
Amara,359 Amaracandra,360 Amaramiilii, 361 AnekiirchiijJ, 362 Anekiirchadhvanima
iijarT, 363 Afcaryamaiijarf, 364 Asokamalla, 365 A${aiigasaq1gr11ha, Atreya, Bii.Qabha!!a, 
Bhiiravi, Bhavabhiiti, Bhiivagu~1aniimamiilii, 366 Bhiivagu~1arn1namiifii, 367 Bhiivamisra, 
Bopadeva,368 Cakra, 369 Candra,37° Candranandana, 371 I;>allaQa, DamayancTkiivya,312 

DaQ,in, Devala, 373 Dhanvantari, 374 dhiinvantariyii~. 375 DharaQi, 376 Dharmadiisa, 377 
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Dharmi~!ha, 378 DviriipakO$a, 379 Giilava, 380 giindhikiiQ, 381 gosvamigopesvaraQ, 382 
Gu1.mratnamiilii, 383 gutjaraQ, Haima, 384 Hala(bhUbhuj), Halayudha, Hiiriivall, Haga
candra, 385 Hemacandra,386 Hemadri, HrcJayadipaka,387 Indu,388 Jejjhaia, Kalidasa, 
Kesaramii!ii, 389 Kesava 390, Keyadeva,391 Kumiira,392 Locana,393 Lolimbaraja, Ma
danapala, Madanavinoda, Madguruvallabhii, 394 Madhava,395 Miidhavi, 396 Magha, 
Mii!ii, 397 Medini, Meghadiita, Mitiik$Mii, Muku\a,398 Siimagul)amiilii, 399 Niimamii
Jii,400 Nanyadeva, 401 Narayai:iabha!!a, 402 Nigha1J{t1, Pailkajabha!!a,403 pascatyaQ, 
Prabhiivatiharal)acampii, 404 prlicyliQ, Praiica,405 Puru~ottama,406 Rabhasa,407 Ra
ghu,408 Riijanigha(l{u,409 Rama, 410 Ramasrama, 411 Rantideva, 41 2 Rasaratnasamucca
ya, Rasiiyanaprayoga, 413 Ratnako~,414 Rudra, 415 Riipanarayai:ia,416 Sabdiiqiava,417 
Saqigraha, 418 sarpyatrikiil:1, 419 Sasvata,42° Siddhamantra,421 Siddhamantraprakii
sa, 422 Siqiha,423 Somanandin,424 Srilgiirahiira,425 Subhaiika,426 Subhiiti,427 Susruta, 
Sz1tra, 428 Svamin,429 Tarapiila,430 1l'ikii(lgase$a,431 Ujjvaladatta,432 Utpalini, 433 

Vacaspati,434 Vagbha!a, 'Wlijayanti, 435 Vapyacandra, Vidagdham11khama1.1gana, 436 

Vidvadvaidyavallabhii,431 Visva,438 Visvalocana, 439 Vi!!halak~i:iabha!!a, 440 Vopiili
ta, 441 vrddhaQ, and Vya<j.i. 442 

The author 
Sivadatta443 was the son of Caturbhu ja, 444 who belonged to the Karpiira family. 445 He 
got his training in iiyurveda from his father.446 Sivadatta's son, Kr~I)adatta, wrote a 
commentary on Trimalla's Sataslokf. 447 Sivadattamisra may have joined other pal)<j.its 
of Benares in congratulating Kavindraciirya Sarasvatr for his successful efforts in get
ting the pilgrim tax at Benares, reimposed by the emperor Shah Jahan, remitted. 448 

Date 
As indicated at the end of the work, the Sivako$a was completed in A.O. 1677/78. 

Sivamisra 

Sivamisra was the author of the Vaidyaslistrasiviinubhava, a work of a compilatory 
character in five sections. 449 

The first section, dealing with the aetiology and symptomatology of diseases, 
closely agrees with the Miidhavanidiina. The second section discusses some general 
subjects first, but is mainly devoted to therapy and consists of prescriptions which 
include rasas; it has also a chapter, called viryastambhanadyadhikara, which contains 
formulae to increase the size of the penis in men and that of the breasts in women, 
to promote potency in men and fertility in women, etc., as usual in medical treatises 
of later periods; it describes sneha, vamana, virecana and related subjects as well. 
The third section is concerned with the purification of mercury, some metals, etc., 
and with the preparation of medicines containing chiefly inorganic substances. The 
fourth section deals with the medicinal qualities of foods, and the fifth section with 
the substitutes for a number of drugs. The work ends with verses on karmavipaka. 

Sources referred to are: Bhiivaprnkiisa, Cakradatta, Caraka, Gorak~a, Kunda(?), 
Miidhavakara, Riijamiirta1,1ga, Rasabhiiskara, Rasadarpa1,1a, Sariigadhara, Sivadasa, 
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Srisailaniitha, Vacasiq1ha(?), Viigbha!a, and Vrnda. 
The Siviinubhava is one of the sources of the Brhadrasariijasundara. 
The introductory verses give the following genealogy of the author: Gatigiidhara 

(well versed in iiyurveda, of Siil).,ilyagotra, belonging to a Siikadvipa family living 
in Bhalunipura of the Diinaviiri region)-Sasidhara-Diviikara-Narahari-Haricandra
Hari-Sivamisra. 

Sivamisra states that he wrote his work at the request of some famous physicians 
connected with the court of Shiih Salem (i.e., Akbar's son SalI m, who assumed the title 
of Jahiingrr after his accession to the throne). 

The date of the work is indicated in the text as the year 1661 of the Vikrama era, 
i.e., A.O. 1604/05. 

Trimallabha!!a 

Trimallabha!!a was the author of four medical works: (I) Yogatiu·angiQi, 450 (2) 
BrhadyogatarangiQf, 451 (3) Vaidyacandrodaya, 452 and ( 4) Dravyag11;1asaraslokf. 453 He 
also wrote the Ala,rikiframaiijari,454 V[tUlmiil)ikyamii/ii, 455 and, according to some, 
the Yogacandrikii456 and a commentary on Sukhalatii's Satasloki: 457 His authorship 
of the RasadarpaQa is disputed. 458 

(I) The Yogariu·a,igipf459 is a treatise of about 2,750 verses, arranged in eighty-one 
chapters (taratiga). Chapter one is of an introductory nature and deals, amongst other 
things, with the trido~a doctrine. Chapter two is about weights and measures; it 
reproduces Siirngadharasaq1hitii I. I. 14cd-44ab and 39cd-42 without mentioning this 
source; some verses from Kr$1)iitreya are quoted at the end. Chapter three contains 
rules for the preparation of medicines and enumerates a number of substitutes for 
particular medicinal substances; 3 .1-9 is identical with Siinigadharasa,phitii 1.1.44-
45. Chapter four is about medicines with a fatty basis (sneha); the verses are partly 
from Siinigadharasa,phitii Ill. I. Chapters five to nine· describe the five procedures 
belonging to pa:iicakarman: sveda, vamana, virecana, basti and nasya. The source 
of the larger part of these chapters is the Siircigadharasazphitii again (111.2-8); the 
chapter on virecana adds some formulae, some of which are rasayogas. Chapters 
ten to eleven, on dhiimapiina and raktasruti (bloodletting), have, once again, been 
borrowed from the Siirngadharasar/]hitii (III.9 and 12). The next five chapters are 
devoted to nii9iparik~ii ( 12), 460 vastra- and jihviiparik~ii (13), chiiyiipuru~alak~a,:ia 
(the examination of one's shadow as a prognostic procedure) and miitraparik~ii ( 14), 
diita- and malaparik~ii (15), 461 netrapari~ii, 462 sakuna (omina) and svapna (dreams) 
(16). Chapter seventeen is concerned with alchemy. Chapter eighteen is about the 
preparation of svarasa, kalka, kviitha, yaviigii and related fluids, bhakta and ma,:i9a, 
phii,:i!a, sitaka~iiya, ciin;1a, va!ikii, and avaleha; it also enumerates groups of medicinal 
substances. 

Chapters nineteen to seventy-eight deal with diseases and their treatment. Chapters 
seventy-nine and eighty are concerned with rasiiyana and viijikara,:ia. Chapter eighty
one describes the seasons and the regimen to be observed during each of them. 
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The diseases are enumerated at the beginning of chapter nineteen (1-9). Their order 
in the YogatarllligiQfis largely in agreement with the M11dhavanidiina. Anaha, however, 
is not described, and referred to once only in a formula of the chapter on udiivarta ( 45. 
15). A chapter on iirustambha is missing. Gynaecology and obstetrics are dealt with in 
three chapters, on pradara, siitikiiroga, and striroga; yonikanda is not described, neither 
referred to. Diseases added to those mentioned in the Miidhavanidiina are bhasmaka 
(242.l-2), kura~1~ (55.2), bradhna (56.l), and sniiyuka (67.l). 

The verses on nidiina are in many cases few in number or, in rare cases, even 
absent 463 The majority have been borrowed from the Madhavanidiina, either referred 
to by name or not; 464 a minority are from other sources, some of which mentioned by 
name.465 The verses on therapy are arranged in such a way that the rasayogas follow 
upon iiyurvedic prescriptions. Religious therapy and magic are also represented, 
especially in the chapters on masiirikii (67), siitikiiroga (75), and biilaroga (77). 

The Yogatara,igi(lfis a compilatory work466 that quotes a large number of sources. 
Nevertheless, as already indicated, numerous stanzas remain anonymous. 

The sources of the YogatararigiQf, as found in edition a, are: Alaq1kiira (44. 
l), 467 ArogyadarpaQa (20.59-60, 113-114 and 123),468 Asvinfkumiirasa1phitii (71. 
55-56),469 Bauddhasarvasva (17.62-69 and 79-84; 29.13-16; 64.6),470 Bhalliika 
(19.35-72),471 Cakradatta472 (20.1-4 and l l; 60.45-46; 75.4; 80.65-66), Caraka 
(27.15; 49.6-ll), CarpaF473 (79.21), Cikitsii (21.24-25; 22.12; 23.44-46; 27.9-11; 
70.3-4 and l l; 80.15), 474 Cikitsiidfpa (29.4 ),475 (Tisa!a's) Cikitsiikalikii (20.63; 
2l.l5; 23.27-28),476 Dhanvantari (242.5-13), 477 Hiirita (27.33-36), Ka/ikii (7l.l5, 
25 and 63; 79.16), 478 Km1atreya (2.30-3 l; 70.15-16; 7 l.31), 479 Lolimbariija (28. 
28),480 Madanapiila481 (20.18-20), Manthiinabhairava (24.44-53), 482 Matimukura 
(71.44 and 49), Niiga1juna (14.13), NiiriiyaQfya (29.2),483 pasciityadesiigatayogin 
(20.36-37), Riijamiirtal)Cja (244.8-9; 26.30; 34.5-6; 50.8; 57.19-21; 69.19; 71.26 
and 32; 75.34; 76.3; 77.8 and 18; 79.8; 80.110), Rasada1paua (3.12),484 Rasama
iijarf (80.79-84),485 Rasaratnapradfpa (l 7_74-77; 23.52-53; 244.13-14; 25.l and 
29-31; 27.76-78; 28.21-25; 29.12; 32.8-ll; 34.9; 38.23; 39.8-10; 4l.l-2; 47.5; 
50.1 and II; 51.29; 64.13-14; 71.3; 80.79-84),486 RasiirQava (24.35-43 and 54-
59; 27.49-53), Rasasindhu (242.14-16), RasendracintiimaQi (243. !-3 and 21-24; 
26.42-45; 41.39-40), Rasendrasaqihitii (243.17-20), Rugviniscaya (244. l; 35.l; 
37.l; 38.1-2; 50.2; 52.1-2; 60.l), Saq1graha487 (44.11-14), Siirasal]Jgraha (20.75, 
85, 92, 157-158; 25.10-13; 27.54-57 and 72-75; 28.31-32; 30.6-10; 33.3; 34.7-8; 
40.12-22; 41.24-25; 48.11-18; 5!.19-21; 71.33 and64-65; 81.l-!4 ),488 Siiritgadhara 
(20.48, 52, 57-58, 95, l l l-112, 192-193; 27.42-48; 28-16-17; 30.2; 40.100-l l l 
and 123-129; 4 l.l 6-20 and 33-38), 489 Sarvasa111graha490 (25.4 ), Saugatasilp.ha,491 
Siviigama (!4.2), Susruta (23.7; 27.4-5; 29.3; 33.2; 50.4), Vagbha!a (75.3 and 
57-62), VaidyadarpaQa492 (7!.54), Vaidyiilatpkiira (69.21-25), 493 Vasantariija494 (17. 
58-61; 495 29.17), Vfrasi1phiivaI0k11496 (24t.!3-I7; 497 25.2!;498 34.l; 35.2-8; 38. 
20-21; 39.4-5), Vrnda (20.29-32, 41, 45, 49, 62, 71, 74, 93-94, 103-106, 118, 
176-177; 21.22-23 and 43; 22.7, II, 22-23; 23.38-41; 241.19-22; 244.!2; 25.2-3, 
7-9, 27; 26.2-6; 28.11-15; 29.8-ll; 30.l; 31.3-4; 33.5-7; 34.2-4; 38.22; 39.2-3; 
40.26-28; 41.3, 5-6, 7-15, 32; 42.9 and 10-16; 43.l and 6-1 l; 44.7-10; 45.5-6; 47.4; 
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48.10; 51.3 and 5-9; 53.1; 58.8; 62.26; 69.16; 77.40-41; 79.11; 80.10 and 32-36), 
Yogaratna499 (33.4), Yogaratnapradfpa500 (71.62), Yogaratniiva/f (20.81-82; 21.42; 
22.26-27; 23.49; 24.23; 25.27; 26.13-16; 28.26-27; 39.6-7; 40.2-4; 41.22-23 and 
26-31; 42.17-25; 64.7-8, 15-19, 25-26; 69.15; 70.14; 71.18-24 and 46-48; 72.5-6), 
Yogasiira (25.14 and 15-18), and Yogasata (20.40, 46-47, 65, 115; 244.2; 27.12-14; 
50.9; 51.4). 

The Hindi commentator of ed. a adds: Atreya (8.31-40), Brhadiitreya (8.31-40), 
Gorak~a (3.18), RasacintiimaQi (17.22-26), Rudratantra (15.4-10), Vrddhahiirfta ( 12. 
1-10), Vrcfdhasaunaka (3.22), Yamalagrantha (16.1-7), and Yogapiirijiita (8.55-58). 
Ed. b501 adds: Brhadiitreya (8.31-40), Prayogapiirijiita (8.49-54),502 Rudratantra (15. 
4-10), 503 lTsa\iiciirya (1.42-54), Vrcfdhahii11ta (12.1-10), S04 and Yiima/a (16.1-7). 505 

A. Rahman 506 adds Gorak$amata and Rasamiirga The NCC mentions the Piyii$asiigara 
as a work quoted in the Yogataratigi(lf. 507 

Some of the sources of the Yogatara1igiQfare not referred to in the Brhadyogatara-
1igi1Jf. This need not imply that these sources were not employed in compiling the Br
hadyogatara1igi!)Tbecause both texts contain a large number ofunidentified verses. Part 
of these can be identified by comparing the Yogataratigil)T with the Brhadyogatara
tigiQi: 50& This enables us to determine at least two more sources of the Yogataratigi
Qi: Bhadrasaunaka and Gorak$amata.509 A comparison of both works also shows that 
there are very numerous variants in the readings of essentially the same verses. 

The YogataraiigilJi is one of the sources of the Bhe$ajasaiphitii, Dattariima's Br
hadrasariijasundara, Devasilp.ha Vinhal's Brhadiisaviiri$fasarpgraha, Miidhava's Ayu
rvedaprakiisa, Pratiipasirp.ha's Am/tasiigara, Rarigajyotirvid's Viciirasudhiikara, Visva
niitha DvivedI's Rasendrasambhava, and the Rasoddhiiratantra. 

The YogataraiigiQTiS quoted in Hanumatprasiida's commentary on the Siddhabhai
$lJjyamaiij11$ii, Khare's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, Niraiijanaprasiida 
Gupta's Piiradasaq1hitii, the Rasatattvavivecana, Sa.ma's Siirasaq1grahatara1igi1JT, 
Somadevasarman's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa, Vidyiipati's Vaidyarahasya, 
and the Yogaratniikara. The Laghuyogataratigi11i (i.e., the YogataraiigiQi) is quoted in 
Miidhava's Ayurvedaprakiisa and the Rasiiyanasa1pgraha. 51o 

Chapter three (3.25-27) informs us of the discount on fresh or prepared drugs available 
to vaidyas; this discount, called dhiinvantarabhiiga or rudrabhiiga, was one-eleventh 
with respect to fresh drugs and 12.5 to 50 percent of the cost of prepared medicines. 511 

Homage has to be paid to Vighnesa, K~etrapiila and Ba\uka before starting the pro
cess of snehapiika (4.21-22). 512 A form of sudation called vrihijanyasveda has been 
added to the usual series (5.29).513 Among the ways of examining a patient the unusual 
process of vastraparik~ii is described (13.1-4).~ 14 The examination of one's shadow 
(chiiyiipuru~a) is described among the forms of parik~ (14.1-11); 515 it provides in
formation on the chances of recovery or the time span left to a patient until his death; 
the verses on this subject are from the Siviigama. Syphilis, although not separately de
scribed, is referred to at least once as phirariga (17.69). The preparation of rasakarpii
ra, often used as a specific against syphilis, is described (17.62-69), quoted from the 
Bauddhasarvasva. 516 The symptoms of one series of thirteen sarp.nipiita fevers 517 are 
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described, followed by abhinyiisa fever ( 19.36-72 and 78-79); the members o fthe se
ries are viddha, 518 bhalla, 519 sarkara, visphuraka,520 sighrakiirin, 521 phamphaQaka,522 

karQamiila, 523 karka\aka, 524 sazpmohaka, 525 saip.griima, 526 krakaca, 527 piikala, and kii
\apakala; 528 the therapy of these fevers is not dealt with. A particularrasayoga (asvaka
iicukirasa: 20.36-37) is said to derive from a yogin who came from a western country 
(pascatyadesagatayogin). 529 The way of preparing a mineral acid or mixture of min
eral acids (sarikhadriiva) is described (241.29-34). 530 The disease called bhasmaka is 
mentioned (242,)-2). 531 PariQiimasiila is said to be of eight types in a verse quoted 
from the Alazpkiira (44.1). 532 The disease called kuraQga is mentioned (55.2). 533 The 
disease called bradhna is dealt with in a separate chapter (56).534 The disease called 
sniiyuka (67.1-4)535 is described in the same chapter as masiirika. The verses on mii
surika mention in passing the type called kodravaka (67.9),536 as well as the appease
ment of the goddesses Sitalii and CaQgi as therapeutic measures in cases ofmasiirika 
(67.10-11). 537 Anticonceptive (75.8-15) and abortifacient measures (75.16-19) are 
described. 538 The biilagrahas, taking possession of a child on the first, second, etc., day, 
in the first, second, etc., month or year of its life, are called Nanda, Sunanda, Piitana, 
MaQgitika, 539 Piitana, Sakuni, Su~karevati, Aryaka, Sutika, Niqti, 540 PilipiQgika, 541 

and Kamukii (772.J-12). 542 Noteworthy medicinal substances repeatedly prescribed 
by Trimalla are ahiphena (opium), bhariga (Cannabis) and mastagi; other interesting 
names of drugs are candrasiira (62.30), kuliiijana (62.28), and pii\ira (64.6). 543 

(2) The BrhadyogatararigiIJT544 is much longer than the Yogatara,igiIJT and consists 
of about 10,000 verses, arranged in 148 chapters (tarariga). It is in many respects an 
expanded version of the YogatarangiIJf, but it not only adds to the text of the latter. 
Many instances can be found of sequences of verses replaced by material from a 
different source,545 and, less frequently, verses incorporated in the YogatararigiIJf are 
omitted altogether from the Brhadyogatara,igiIJi. 546 Stanzas occurring in both texts 
often show variant readings. The Brhadyogatararigi{lf contains some prose547 and a 
number of glosses. 548 

The verses on therapy are arranged in the same way as in the Yogatara,igiIJf; ii
yurvedic prescriptions precede the rasayogas. Religious therapy and magic, such as 
mantras and yantras, are especially represented in the chapters on masiirika (126), mii
fhagarbha (140), biilaroga (144 ), and vi~a ( 145). 

The Brhad yogatararigiIJT differs from the Yogatararigi{lf in many respects. A chap
ter on embryology and anatomy is added (2). The chapter on weights and measures 
gives at the end a verse from Matimukura. Chapter four, identical with chapter three 
of the YogatararigiIJf, refers to a number of sources. Chapter five, on snehapiina, 
longer than the corresponding chapter of the Yogatarariginf, mentions some sources 
(Sarrigadhara, Caraka, Yogaratn11va/f, Vaidy,1/a1pkiira, a~d Matimukura). Chapters 
six to twelve resemble chapters five to eleven of the YogatararigiIJT, but some are 
somewhat longer. Chapters thirteen and fourteen are additions, concerned with the 
royal kitchen. Chapter fifteen, on the regimen during the seasons, differs from the 
corresponding chapter (81) at the very end of the YogataraiigiIJT; the descriptions of the 
seasons do not tally and their order is dissimilar. 549 Chapter sixteen, on prepared foods 
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(siddhiinna),550 is an addition again, as well as chapters seventeen on dinacaryii, eigh
teen on riitricaryii, and nineteen on rasa, virya, vipiika, and prabhiiva. Chapters twenty 
to thirty-seven form a nigha~l!U, not found in the YogararaligiIJf; they contain, usually 
without describing a drug and giving its synonyms, 551 enumerations of the medicinal 
properties of numerous articles of food and drugs; the subjects of these chapters are: 
dugdha, dadhi, takra, navanita, ghrta, taila, madya, ik~u. madhu, siilyiidi, phala, siika, 
mii1psa, haritakyiidi, va!iidi, sui:i!hyiidi, and karpiiriidi. Chapters added are thirty-eight 
on definitions of actions of drugs (piicaniidi), 552 thirty-nine on incompatible articles 
of food (viruddhiihiira), and forty on eighteen groups of drugs (riisniidigai:ia). Chapters 
forty-one to forty-three on rasasiistra (alchemy) are much more elaborate than the 
corresponding chapter (17) of the YogarararigiIJf. The seven kaiicukas of mercury and 
the disorders caused by thern are described according to the Bauddhasarvasva; their 
names are mrd, p~ai:ia, jala, kiili, kiipiilikii, syiimii, and kapiilikii (42.13-15ab). 553 

The twenty 5a1J!Skiiras of mercury, as mentioned in the Siviigama, are enumerated 
(42.18): paiasiirai:ia, 554 sa1pmardana, miirchana, utthiipana, sveda, 555 piitana, bodhana, 
niyamana, dipana, mukhakarai:ia, jiirai:ia, savi9ii, miina, garbhadruti, raii.jana, vedhana, 
bahirdruti, siirapa, kriimai:ia, and miirai:ia. The uparasas listed are ( 43.1-2): gandhaka, 
vajra, vaikriinta, sindiira, bola,556 gairika, samudraphena, kha!ikiidvaya,557 sambiika, 
tiirk~yaja, kiisisa, kiintapii~ai:ia, varii!i, sukti, hingula, kanku~!ha,558 sankha, bhiiniiga, 
iankai:ia,55~ and sillijatu. Four minor gems are enumerated: muktii, vidruma, sankha 
and rajiivarta ( 43.82 ). Chapter forty-four on ari~!ajiiiina is for its larger part an addition, 
consisting of quotations from the Yiipasiigara and Rasamaiijan; it also deals with the 
prognosis by means of one's shadow (chiiyiipuru.~a), in the same words as in chapter 
fourteen of the YogararnligiIJi: Chapters forty-five to fifty-three are about the various 
forms of parik~ii, as chapters twelve to sixteen of the YogararaligiIJf are; the subjects 
are partly differently and more elaborately described than in the YogarararigiIJf; 
vastraparik~ii is omitted, but, on the other hand, vaq1a- and svarapari~ have been 
added. Chapter fifty-four, on some ari~!as, is an addition. The same applies to chapter 
fifty-five on the most auspicious times for collecting drugs and about the parts of 
the day, etc., on which a drug should be given to patients suffering from particular 
diseases; dosage; are also mentioned. Chapter fifty-six, also added, is concerned with 
the signs indicating an increase or decrease of the do~as, dhiitus, and malas. 

Chapters 57-145 are about diseases and their treatment. Chapter 146 describes 
combinations of articles of food which are regarded as incompatible (viruddhiihii
ra). 560 Chapter 147 deals with viiJikarai:ia, and the last chapter, 148, enumerates the 
main drugs employed in each of the diseases mentioned. 

Chapters 57-145 usually begin with reproducing the corresponding chapter of the 
Miidhavanidiina, to which sometimes verses are added, 561 while in rare cases verses 
found in the Miidhavanidiiua are replaced by other ones. 562 The BrhadyogatarangiQf 
mentions, more often than the Miidhavanidana, the complications (upadrava) of a 
particular disease; 563 the therapy of these complications is sometimes separately 
described. 564 

When compared with the YogarararigiQf, many differences strike the eye. The de
scription of two series of thirteen sa111nipiita fevers; the members of the first series 
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(57.55-67) bear, one fever excepted (vyiiliikfti replaces kan:iamiila of the Yogarara-
1igil)i), the same names as those found in the Yogararruigil)f, but their order slightly 
differs; more important, however, is that the descriptions, quoted from the Piyii~asii
gara, bear no resemblance at all to those occurring in the Yogataraiigi~u and are not 
found in any other text known to me; the treatment of this series off evers is not dealt 
with. The second series (55. 76-88) consists of saq1dhiga, antaka, rugdiiha, cittabhrama, 
kan:iaka, kai:t!hakub ja, sitiiilga, tandrika, praliipaka, rakta~!hivin, bhugnanetra, abhinyii
sa, and jihvaka; the descriptions of these fevers are, antaka excepted, identical with 
those of Siirilgadhara's Trisatl; S6S Trimalla's description of antaka is not found in any 
other text; the verses on the treatment of these fevers (59.69-155) are borrowed from 
Siirilgadhara's Trisatl again. 566 The addition of a chapter onjvariitisiira ( 65). S67 The de
scription of dai;igiilasaka (7!.20).S68 A description of bhasmaka (71.24-25) that is dif
ferent from that of the Yogarararigil)i: S69 The description of suptaviita under the name 
of tvaksiinyatii (90.267cd-268). s7o A separate chapter on iirustambha (92). A separate 
chapter on the treatment of iiniiha (97). The verse on kurai;iga of the Yogatarruigil)l(55. 
2) is absent, but the same disease (kurai;iga, korai;iga) is referred to in the verses on the 
therapy of vrddhi (107.36 and 38). The definition of bradhna (107.13 )s71 differs from 
that found in the Yogarararigil)f(56. !); it is also called vardhma (107.46-47). The de
scription of stanavidradhi ( 110.28-29). 572 The description, in prose, of agnidagdhavra
i:ia (113). The description of a darui:ia type of upadarpsa, occurring in both men and 
women (117.8cd-9). The description of the aetiology, symptoms and treatment of a 
venereal disease called rativrai:ia, s73 and of the intoxication brought about by the abuse 
of mercurial preparations (siitado~a) (118). s74 A separate chapter on sniiyuka (124). 
The addition of an adhikiira on sitalii to the chapter on masiirika ( 126. 78- 105); this ad
hikiira also contains the well-known hymn to Sitalii from the Kiisikhal)t;la of the Skan
dapuriil)a. The number of chapters on gynaecology and obstetrics (133-143) is much 
larger than in the Yogataraligil)i: The addition of a chapter on somaroga and miitriitisii
ra (135). s7s The addition of a chapter on stridve~a (136), taken from Niigiirjuna's Yo
gasiira. s7G The addition of a chapter on yonikanda ( 138). The addition of a chapter on 
makkalla (141). s77 The insertion of the piitaniividhiina from Riivai;ia's Kaumiiratantra 
in the chapter on children's diseases (144 ). 

Chapters sixteen and twenty to thirty-seven, which form a nighai:i!u, incorporated 
in the Brhadyogararruigil)f, are based on the Madanapiilanighal)[U. Trimalla quotes 
Madapanapiila 's verses on the properties of medicinal substances and articles of food, 
mostly omitting to enumerate their synonyms. The order of Madanapiila's chapters 
has been changed by Trimalla; some substances are absent, s7s while other ones were 
added by him.s79 In rare cases a verse differs completely from the corresponding 
one in the Madanapiilanighal)[U. sso Worthy of note is Trimalla's distinction of iighaki 
(30.30) and tuvari (30.44ab), ssi garjara (32.69) and gpijana (32.80cd-8lab). SS2 Some 
names do not agree with those occurring in the Madanapiilanighal)[U.ss3 Vernacular 
names are also mentioned. ss4 Chapter sixteen, which belongs to the nighai:i!u of 
the Brhadyogataraiigil)l, has, at least for its major part, not been borrowed from the 
Madanapiilanighal){U, although it shares a number of verses with it. sss 

A few medicinal substances, prescribed in the Brhadyogatarruigil)l, are absent from 
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the nighai;iiu chapters, e.g., iikalla (118.21), iikiirakarabha (117.32), dvipotthariisnii(91. 
86),586 postaka (118.7), sankhopala (117.37), and sivaliilgi (139.18). Chapter forty-one 
does not mention zinc (yasada) among the metals. 

The BrhadyogatarangiIJi refers to and quotes from the following authorities 
and sources: Agama (42.228-233), 587 Arogyadarpa!Ja (59.35-36 and 219-220), 
Asvineya (84.31-41),588 Bauddhasarvasva (42.13-15ab; 79.33-36; 90.232-234), 
Bhadrasaunaka ( 4.21ef-26ab),589 Bhiiradviija (139.28-37),590 Bhiivaprakiisa (131. 
183-185),591 Bhe<;la (32.30ab),592 Bhoja (18.30-3lab and 33ab; 116.5-11), 593 
B[hadiitreya (9.34cd-44),594 Caraka (5.26-36ab; 58.16; 76.76; IOl.33-39ab; 106. 
74-75; 129.37-38), Cikitsii (69.29-31), (Tisaia's) Cikitsiikalikii (59.39; 76.55-58), 
Gorak$amata (4. llcd-18ab and 19cd-2lcd; 42.12), Gorak~aniitha (81.28-30), 
Govindapadat1 (42.126),595 Hiirita (I.II; 13.36), Jaijjaia (106.74-75),596 Kr~i;iiitreya 
(3.3 l-34ab; 9.66cd-27ab), Miidhava (120.284-286), 597 Manthiinabhairava (71.39-
48), Matimukura (3.33cd-34ab; 5.39cd-40ab), Niigiirjuna, 598 Nalapiika (16.5-7ab), 599 
NiiriiylllJlya (79.17-22), Nigha!Jfa (gloss ad 108.46),600 Nityaniitha (147.236-240),601 
Piyii$asagara602 ( 41.92ab),603 Prlrlfpa (79.24), 604 Prayogapiirijata (9.62-65), 605 

Riijamiirtal)<;la (73.19-32; 75.37; 131.136 and 139; 147.452-454), RasacintiimaIJi 
(42.180-184), 606 Rasamaiijari ( 41.37cd-38ab and 42-49; 44.25-29 and 30-40; 
48.4-7), Rasiimrta (122.51cd-54), 607 Rasariijalak$mi( 42.245-250), 608 Rasaratniikara 
(118.15-22 or !Scd-22),609 Rasaratnapradipa610 (8.47-48; 59.320-321 and 326-328; 
74.58-60; 76.128-130; 79.32; 88.87cdef; 94.77-78), RasiirIJaVa ( 41.96-99ab; 42.3-
8ab; 71.121-126; 76.117-121), Rasasindhu (60.41-49), Rasendracintiimal)i (42.17, 
64-66, 7lcd-74ab, 85-89; 59.3 l-34ab; 60.1-11; 71.149-152 and 157-160ab; 75. 
104-106; 77.42-47ab), Rasendrasa1phitii (71.153-156), Ratnapradipa (73.36-40), 611 
Riivana's Kaumiiratantra (144.81-104),612 Rugviniscaya (75.2-IOab), Siirasal!lgraha 
(5.19-25(?); 8.46; 59.67 and 305-306; 76.122-124; 14 7.211-215), Siirilgadhara 
(3.27cd-30; 4.1-llab; 5.1-18; 8.45; 12.2lcd-24; 47.30-41; 49.4-8; 59.19 and 28-
29ab; 77.47cd-52ab; 91.73-79), Siddha/aksmisvaratantra (42.91-99),613 Siddhamata 
(42.10-llab),614 Siviigama (42.15cd-16, is, 68-71ab, and 251-255), Sudhiisiigara 
(50.3-5ab),615 Susruta (2139cd-192ab; 13.36; 56.69cd-75; 58.17; 76.27-37; 79.23; 
129.37-38), Tisaia (l.49-60b; 145.80-85),616 Viigbha!a (1.12-48; 2.197cd-200 
and 202-203; 44.1-6; 56.10-14; 58.58-60; 90; 128.105-108ab), Vaidyiilaipkiira 
(4.18cd-19ab and 26cd-32; 5.38cd-39ab), Vaidyavi/iisa (107.28cd-33),617 Vasanta
riija (79.37-38; 147.419-425), Vasi$fhasa1phitii (2.50cd),618 Videha (13.28cd-32ab; 
58.71; 131.171-174ab),619 V[ddhasusruta (20.53-55),620 V[Cldhaviigbhafa (58.54 
and 69-70),621 Vrnda (59.17, 21-23ab, 38, 48-52, 201-204, 334-337; 79.25-31; 
88.72; 95.50-54ab; 147.216-222), Yogaratniiva/i (5.36cd-38ab; 6.1-30; 59.62-63; 
78.88cd-90ab; 122.44-45and46-5lab), Yogasara(l36.!; 622 !47.167-170), Yogasata 
(59.16 and 40-41; 73.17-18; 103.74-76), and Yiipasiigara (44.7-24). 623 To this list 
have to be added, according to P.V. Sharma,624 the Bhe$ajatantra and Gauriinata. 

The Brhadyogatararigil)iiS quoted in the Ayurvediya Khanijavijiiiina, Bhe$ajasa1p
hitii, BrhannighaIJfUratniikara, Khare's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, the 
Piiradasa,phitii, Rasoddhiiratantra, Rasayogasiigara and Rasatattvavivecana. It is one 
of the sources of Harisarar:iananda's Kiipipakvarasanirmii~1avijfiiina. 
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(3) The Vaidyacandrodaya625 is a treatise on nidiina626 in 340 skillfullycomposedstan
zas, arranged in eighty-two chapters (avaloka). The verses are in sragdharametre, those 
of the final chapter excepted, which are slokas. 

The first chapter is of an introductory character. Chapters two to seventeen are con
cerned with the messenger who is sent to the physician (diita; 2), omina (sakuna; 3), 
embryology and anatomy (siirira; 4 ), signs foreboding death (kiilabodha; 5), the exam
ination of the urine (miitraparik~ii) by means of a drop of oil (tailabindu; 6), the ex
amination of the stools (malaparik~ii; 7), the examination of the eyes (dr~!iparik~ii; 8), 
the examination of the pulse (nii9Iparik~; 9), the characteristics of incurability (asii
dhya; 10), the examination of the complexion (van:ia) and voice (svara) of a patient 
( 11), the characteristics of diseases suitable to palliative treatment (yiipya) and of cur
able (siidhya) diseases (12), the causes of excitement of viita, pitta, kapha, and all three 
do~as simultaneously (13-16), and nidiinapaiicaka, i.e., hetu, priigriipa, riipa, upasaya 
and saqipriipti (17). 

Chapters eighteen to eighty-one deal with the nidiina of the various diseases. Tri
malla states 627 that he adopted the order of the diseases established by Miidhava. In 
spite of this statement the arrangement of the Vaidyacandrodaya shows some minor 
divergences: the addition of chapters on pittaroga ( 41) and kapharoga (42) after the 
chapter on viitaroga; the addition of a chapter on piQikii ( 43); a different order of the 
chapters on sopha, slipada and kurai;i9a 628 (57), vrai;iasotha (58), sadyovra~ia. bhagna 
and nii9Ivrai;ia (59), bhagandara (60), galaga~19a, gai:i•amiilii, apaci, granthi and arbuda 
(61), and vidradhi (62); the omission of a chapter on vispho!a, and the omission of 
chapters on stanaroga and stanyadu~!i. Other differences are: the addition ofbhasmaka 
in the chapter on agniroga (22); the addition of dai;iQiijiri;ia (verse 110) to the types of 
ajiri;ia mentioned by Miidhava; the comparison of the eight major diseases with a king, 
surrounded by his courtiers ( verse 131 ); the enumeration of the eighty viita diseases. 

The last chapter consists of an enumeration of all the diseases dealt with in the trea
tise. 

(4) The Sataslokl629 is a work on the medicinal properties and uses of articles of food 
and some other substances of daily use. Its style is that of a medical kiivya; its IOI 
verses are mostly composed in long metres, while the sloka is completely absent. 630 

\.arious alaqikiiras are employed by Trimalla. 631 

The substances dealtwitharedivided into fifteen groups (varga): 632 (I) water (jala; 
3-10),633 (2) milk and dairy produce (dugdha; 11-22),634 (3) grain and pulse (dhii
nya; 22-26), (4) meat (miiqisa; 27-38), (5) vegetables (siika; 39-49), (6) the sugar
cane and its products (ik~u; 50-51), (7) honey (madhu; 52), (8) oils (taila; 53-55), (9) 
fruits (phala; 56-67), (10) spices and condiments (sui;i!hyiidi; 68-73), (II) prepared 
dishes (lqtiinna; 74-89), (12) fermented liquids (madya; 91), (13) abhyailgiidi (sub
stances used for massage and bathing; 92), (14) tiimbiiliidi (93-95), (15) inorganic sub
stances (suvari;iiidi; 96-100).635 

Some interesting prepared foods (krtanna) described by Trimalla are jalavalaya 
(85) 636 (i.e.,jalebi) and p~pava!i (81). 637 
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Commentaries on the Satasloki were written by Km1adattamisra, Balabhadra, 638 Rii
pacandra, 639 and Gopiila. 640 A Trimalfa[ikii, probably a commentary on the Satasloki, 
is quoted in the Tiimbulamafijari. 

Interesting features of Kr~i:iadatta's commentary, called Dravyadipikii, are: godhiima 
is of three types: mahagodhiima, madhiilI and nandimukhi; mudga is of two types: 
k~etramudga and vanamudga; masiira is of two types: a black type called masiira, and 
a pale type called marigalya; kalaya is of two types: tripuia and vartula; sai:ia is of two 
types: sai:ia and paiasa11a; kodrava is of two types: kodrava and vanakodrava, also called 
uddalaka 641 or yavanala; syamiika is of three types: toya-, u~ira-, and hastisyamaka. 642 

K~~Qadattasometimes tries to reconcile conflicting statements found inearliertrea
tises by tortuous arguments, while in other cases he decides in favour of one of the early 
authorities. 643 -

Kr~i:iadatta gives ample proof that he was well versed in grammar. 
Authorities and works quoted or referred to by him are: Abhidhiinaciigiimapi, 

Agnivesasiistra, Amara, Aru~iadatta, Bhavamisra, Brahmadeva, CakrapaQi, Caraka, 
r;:>alhai:ia, Dhanvantarinigha!l{U, Gayadasa, Harita,Hemadri, Jaijja!a, Kaiyadeva, Kha
rana9i, Locana,644 Madhavakara('s Dravyagu!ia), Medini, Mitiik$Bfii, Muni, Nairukta, 
Nighap[u, Sabdiirpava, Sa1pgraha, Saq1grahabodha, 645 Siirasaqigraha, Siddhamantra
prakiisa, Si"rpha, Susruta, Trikiipgaseg Trisatitikii, Trivikrama, Vagbha!a, Viigbhati
yasmpgrahabodha,646 Vapyacandra, and Vyii9i. 647 

Krsnadattamisra was the son of Sivadattamisra, the author of the Sivakosa. He was 
born i~ °Kasi, but settled probably in the Paiijab.648 His commentary may have been 
composed around A.D. 1700. 

Tl:r) author 
Trimalla(bha!!a), 649 a brahmai:ia, 650 was the eldest of the three sons of Vallabha, 651 

a specialist in Vedic studies, and a grandson of Sirigai:i11abha!!a, 652 who lived in Ka
si. The latter was a famous man, honoured by kings, a devotee of Siva, of a family 
of Apastambas surnamed Aravella,653 and coming originally from Ko9apa11i654 in the 
Telugu country. 655 

Trimalla wrote his works in Tripurantakanagara.656 He sometimes refers to his 
guru, without mentioning his name. 657 Trimalla's son Sa111karabha!!a was the author 
of the Rasapradipa.658 

Date 
Trimalla's chronological position has been a matter of controversy. Some authors as
sign him to the period between A.D. 1382/83 and 1498/99.659 This dating, proposed 
for the first time by H.D. Velankar,660 is based on the quotations from the Virasiqihii
valoka661 in the Yogatara.rigiQi and the date of completion of a MS of Trimalla's Sata
sloki, described by Riijendraliil Mitra.662 Atrideva 663 was of the opinion that Trimalla 
lived in the period between the Siir.rigadharasaq1hitii and Bhavamisra's Bhiivaprakiisa, 
because the former is quoted, and because the term phirarigaroga, appearing for the first 
time in the Bhiivaprakiisa, is not yet employed by him. 664 On the latter point Atrideva 
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is wrong, which invalidates his conclusion that Trimalla composed his works in the 
beginning of the sixteenth century. B. Tripii!hi665 has advanced the view that Trimalla 
is somewhat later than Lolimbariija, who is quoted by him. Bhagvat Sinh Jee's date 
of composition 666 of the Yogataratigi(lf, A.D. 17 51, is much too late since the work is 
quoted in Vidyiipati's Vaidyarahasya. 

P.V. Sharma has brought forward that Trimalla must have flourished in the mid
dle of the seventeenth century,667 because Bhiivamisra and Lolimbariija are quoted by 
him, and the Yogaratniikara, dating in his opinion from the last part of the seventeenth 
century, quotes the Yogataratigil)f. 

There is much in favour of this view, which implies that the dating of the Calcutta 
MS of the Sataslokfmust be regarded as untrustworthy. 

P. Hymavathi is convinced that Trimalla belonged to the second half of the six
teenth century; his arguments are that Trimalla quotes the Bhiivaprakiisa, while the 
Yogaratniikara is acquainted with Trimalla's works. 668 As a corroborative piece of ev
idence, he refers to a grant of land to Trimalla's brother Rama, made in AD. 1580. 669 

Some early MSS of works by Trimalla were completed in 1646/47,670 1658,671 
1663/64,672 and 1668/69. 673 The lower limitofthe period ofTrimalla's literary activity, 
provided by these dates, is confirmed by quotations from Trimalla and his Yogatara
tigi(1iin Vidyiipati's Vaidyarahasya, dating from A.D. 1697 /98. 674 The upper limit must 
be about AD. 1600, since Bhiivamisra and Lolimbariija are quoted by Trimalla. It can 
therefore be concluded that Trimalla flourished in the first half of the seventeenth cen
tury. 

As pointed out by S.L. Katre,675 the edited text of the Brhadyogataratigi(ifprobably 
contains some material added to its original version, because Raghuniitha 's Vaidyavilii
sa, composed towards the end of the seventeenth century, is quoted in it. 

Va1psidhara 

Varpsidhara, 676 father of Vidyiipati,677 who composed the Vaidyarahasya, wrote the 
Vaidyakutiihala618 and Vaidyamanotsava.679 Since Vidyiipati composed his work to
wards the close of the seventeenth century, VaJ11Sidhara can be assigned to the third 
quarter of that century. 

Vidyiipati 

Vidyiipati was the author of the Cikitsiiiijana and a therapeutic treatise with the title 
Vaidyarahasya. 

The Cikitsiiiijana 68' 

The treatise consists of a collection of prescriptions and comprises 267 verses.681 It 
opens with a mangala addressed to Arjuna, followed by two introductory verses_ The 
author states in the second introductory verse that his work contains prescriptions from 
both priilqta 682 and ancient physicians, as well as some tested by himself. The prescrip
tions are preceded by verses on the examination of the pulse (7-16) and urine (17-18), 
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on incurable disorders (19), and on the alleviation of excited do~as (20-23). 
The remaining part of the work deals with the treatment of a number of diseases 

which are inconveniently arranged,although Vidyiipati follows broadly Miidhava's or
der in his other treatise, the Vaidyarahasya. Some disorders are not dealt with at all, for 
example raktapitta, viitarakta, upada1psa, siikado~a, visarpa, and vi~a. Also absent are 
somaroga, sitalii ana phirailga, which are mentioned in the Vaidyarahasya; sniiyuka, 
however, is present (182). 

The prescriptions are mainly of the classical types, with a preference for those 
called kviitha, ciin:ia and lepa; some rasayogas are prescribed for the treatment of 
fevers. 

The materia medica presents almost no particularities. 
The last verse refers to the author's indebtedness to-Nayanasukha's M anomahocsa

va. 683 

Vidyiipati included in his treatise a prescription against liitii ( 167). 684 A magical square 
(yantra), called ~\trirpsaka, is mentioned (228), which, drawn on a piece of birch bark 
and tied to the head, relieves headaches. 685 The verses on women's diseases (233-251) 
are for the greater part devoted to subjects such as promoting fertility, preventing abor
tion, tightening the vagina, and increasing the firmness of the breasts, but some dis
eases, for example fluor albus and mastitis are also dealt with. The verses on disorders 
of the male (puq1stvaroga; 252-266) contain measures to increase the size of the male 
member, promote potency, delay ejaculation, and remove a disagreeable smell. One 
of the prescriptions for enlarging the penis (252) says that particular pills should be 
soaked in the patient's own urine before daubing his penis with the substance. 

Noteworthy medicinal substances mentioned are kuhelii (245) and mlecchajavii
nikii (259). 686 

The Vaidyarahasya 687 

The treatise consists of about 1,900 verses, arranged in more than seventy chapters. 
The order of the diseases is broadly the same as in the Miidhavanidana, apart from 
a number of additions: jvariitisiira, raktiitisiira, plihan, yalqdroga, kiirsya, agnidagdha, 
sniiyuka, phirailgaviita, rasiiyana, and viijikarai:ia; bradhma (ai:igavrddhi 18 ), somaroga 
(striroga 18 and 23) and sitaliijvara (masiirikii 9) are also mentioned without a separate 
chapter being devoted to these disorders. Some contraceptive and abortifacient formu
lae are found in the chapter on disorders during pregnancy (garbhavatrcikitsii 31-35). 
Prodromes, symptoms, etc., are rarely enumerated; exceptions are e.g., aupatyakajvara 
(jvara 145-146 ), iima- and piikvatisiira (atisiira 4-5). Usually, mention is made of what 
is wholesome (pathya) and unwholesome (apathya) in a particular disease. 

Vidyapiiti's therapeutics, which he calls sa1y1pradiiyacikitsita (jvara 230), is of a 
mixed type, which employs both iiyurvedic prescriptions and rasayogas; the latter are 
not dealt with separately but they occur scattered among the former. The iiyurvedic 
preparations are for the greater part of the traditional types (kviitha, ciiri:ia, ghrta, taila, 
etc.), but a number of piikas is also described. 688 Religious and magical elements are 
infrequent. 689 Opium, Cannabis, akiirakarabha,jayapiila, and miijiiphalaare repeatedly 
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prescribed. 
Sources mentioned are: Bhiivaprakiisa (ku~\ha 8 and 21; gai:i9amiilii 17), Caraka 

(viitavyiidhi 91), Gopiiia690 (phirailga 10), Lolimbariija691 (agnimiindya 19), Sii
nigadhara (viitavyiidhi 91), Trimalla (ai:i9avrddhi 20), and Yogatara1igi~1f (slipada 5; 
gai:i9amiilii 18). 

Vidyiipati's Vaidyarahasya is quoted in the Brhadrasariijasundara and Rasayogasii
gara. A Vaidyarahasya was one of the major sources of the Amrtasiigara. 

Interesting names of disorders are: aupatyakajvara (jvara 145-146),692 dohadodbhil
tanirniimikii (biilaroga 24), durjalado~aja jvara (jvara 187cd-188ab), janmasiila (sii
la 16), jaratpitta (siila 36), kiilaka (viitavyiidhi 90), niisiibha1iga (phiraiiga 38), nirnii
mii (biihyii and iibhyantaragii; biilaroga 24), nirniimikii (biilaroga 22), sitaliijanita pu
~pa (netraroga 68), siinyatii (ku~\ha 48), vrai:iagranthi (i.e., keloid; agnidagdha 8), and 
viiriihadasaniihvaya (k~udraroga 16).693 

Noteworthy names of vegetable substances are: aliibukhiirii (jvara 210), the gum of 
the babbiila tree (prameha 17), candrasiira (hikkii 7; viitavyiidhi 52), diirucini (prameha 
12), gai:i9agopiilikii (gai:i9amiilii 5), hauhavera (striroga 20), kaheli(striroga 19), kuhii 
(prameha 23), miii (garbhavati 41), mihandikii (vrai:iasotha 40), pikiikhya (garbhavati 
43),694 revaccini (prameha 19), sikhari (ku~\ha 52), 695 and svetasnuhi (agnimiindya 
49). 

Other medicinal substances of interest are the flesh of an animal called cikhuri -
(ai:i9avrddhi 20), 6% gurjaradesajiitayavak~iira (biilaroga 22), gajaveli (a kind of iron; 
netraroga 55), mlek~ak~iira (bhagandara 11), muradiisailkha (phirailga 5; k~udraroga 
7; siroroga41), miir9asailkhaka (vrai:iasotha 38), nrmadhusamuttha (bhagna 9), siibuna 
(siroroga 40), 697 and soraka (phirailga 5). 

Some of the recipes contain vernacular names of medicinal substances such as 
iivarii (siroroga 42; mukharoga 15), chiirii (siroroga 41), kacciliikha (mukharoga 15), 
kiiviyiisindiira (siroroga 40), khaira (siroroga 42), lilavari (siroroga 42), niliithothii 
(siroroga 42; mukharoga 15), and phi\kari (mukharoga 15). 

The author 
Upiidhyiiya698 or Misra699 Vidyiipati700 was the son of Vaq1sidhara, who wrote the 
Vaidyakutahala and Vaidyamanotsava. He was a briihmai;ia hailing from Mithilii, 701 

who adorned the court of Sivasirpha and other kings. 702 The name of his teacher may 
have been Candrabhiinu Mahiideva.703 Vidyiipati was a devotee of Arjuna. 704 

Date 
The Vaidyarahasya was written in A.D. 1697/98. 705 The date of composition of the 
Cikitsiiiijana is unknown, but it may be earlier than the Vaidyarahasya 

Vinayamerugai:ii 

Vinayamerugai:ii, a Jain monk, pupil of Hemadharma of the Kharataragaccha, compiled 
a collection of recipes called Vidvanmukhamal){lanasiirasa,pgraha.706 
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One of his pupils, Miinakavi or Miinamuni, wrote two medical treatises in Rii
jasthiinI, called respectively Kavivinoda and Kavipramoda. Vinayameru lived in the 
last qua1ter of the seventeenth century. 7fJI 

VIresvara 

VIresvara, son of Devidiisa, grandson of Dvivedaraghuva1psa, pupil of Vihiirlliilami
sra (a gau~a, who resided in Argaliipura), wrote the Rogiiroga viida 708 in I~!akiipatha in 
A.D. 1668/69. 

It is an interesting work of a dialectical nature, which enters into a discussion of 
the views of ancient scholars of medicine. Vagbhaia's A${ii1igahrdayasa1phitii was VI
resvara's chief authority and is often quoted together with two commentators on that 
treatise, Arui:iadatta and Hemadri. Other sources quoted are Caraka, Miidhava and Su
sruta.709 

Y asal) candra 

Yasa~candra wrote the Sarvasiira in 1688/89.7!0 



Chapter 3 

Eighteenth-century authors and works 

Anandavarman 

Anandavarman, author of the Sarakaumudl, is assigned to the middle of the eighteenth 
century. 1 

Ananga Kaviraja 

Anailga Kaviraja, who enjoyed the patronage of the Ahom monarch Lak~misiipha 
(A.D. 1769-1780), composed a voluminous work called Vaidyakalpataru. 2 

Ananta 

Ananta, of Dadhici family, son of Kesavaraya, composed at the behest of Maharaja 
Pratapasilpha of Jaypur3 (A.D. 1778-1803) in 1792/93 the Pratiipakalpadruma, also 
called Anantaprakiisa, a work in twenty-four chapters. 4 

Sources referred to by Anania are:5 Anandamiilii, Bhiigavata, Bhiivaprakiisa, Ca
raka, Cikitsamrtasagara, Cikitsasara, Diimodara, Garu,Isaiphita, 6 Harita, Hitopadesa, 
Jvaratimirabhiiskara, Kutiiha/a, Lak~mal}otsava, Ratnabhii~alJa, 1 ~tucaryii, Siddhiinta
siroma1Ji, 8 Siriijagrantha(?), 9 Susruta, T~ariinanda, Vagbha!a, Vaidyakasiiroddhiira, 
Vaidyapaddhati, Vaidyarahasya, Vaidyarntna, Vaidyasa1pjivanl, 10 Vaidyasiira, Vaidya
vinoda, Vidvajjanaraiijana, 11 and Vrnda. 12 

Ba.Iara.ma 

Ba.Iara.ma, author of the Atarikatimirabhiiskara, is assigned to the eighteenth century. 13 

Raghunathaji Indraji, the author of the Nigha1Jfusaq1graha, borrowed the descrip
tion of tea from the Atarikatimirabhiiskara. 14 

Basava 

Basava was the author of the Sivatattvaratniikara. 
The Sivatattvaratniikara 15 is a large encyclopaedia, 16 which contains the following 

subjects of medical interest: 17 ayurveda as an upaveda of the ~gveda (1.2.15); 18 a 
definition of the term ayurveda (l.2.16cd-17ab); measures of length (Il.l.6cd-ll); 19 

diseases caused by sins committed in previous lives (11.3); grahas (IIl.1.28--47);20 
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kiilajiiiina and ari~ias (Y.l.62-88ab); dreams (V.3); 21 omina (sakuna; V.8);22 defini
tions of a good cook (siida), bhi~aj, and vaidya (V.15.91cd-99ab);23 vrk~iiyurveda 
(YI.IQ and 11);24 kiimasiistra (Yl.12 and 13.1-127);25 inunction (abhyar1ga) and 
anointing (vilepana) of a king's body (YI.14.22-88); 26 the art of perfumery (ga
ndhayukti; YI.15); 27 precious stones (YI.17); 28 prepared foods (Yl.18 and 19);29 

medicine (VI.21 ); 30 properties of articles of food and some other substances, together 
with related subjects (YI.22.l-38ab); the formulae of eight important rasayogas 
(YI.22.47-98); alchemy and iatrochemistry (VI.22.99-130ab; YI.23, 24 and 25); 
toxicology (VI.26-27); 31 indrajiila (Yil.2: quoted from the Haramekhalikiitantra); 32 
characteristics of the female (VII.9) and the male (VII.JO) body and their meaning; 33 
elephant-lore (VII.I 1);34 asvasiistra and some other subjects related to veterinary 
science (VII.12 and 13).35 

Special features 
Interesting subjects are: some names of vegetables: sakaia, mahiibii~pa, gmJi, and 
gandhalak~mi (YI.18 .121); some prepared dishes: do~aka (VI. 19 .l 6cd-l 7 ab ), i<;l<;lalikii 
(YI.19.17cd-21ab), and var~elaka (Vl.19.27cd-33ab); a description of the descent 
of iiyurveda to the human world (YI.21.4-5);36 definitions of the eight limbs of 
ayurveda: kiiyatantra, hiilatantra, grahatantra, siiliikyatantra, salyatantra, agadatantra, 
rasiiyanatantra;and v~atantra (YI.21.8-14); the three do~as (YI.21.23-39, 46-47ab, 
54, 97-I08ab);37 the digestive fire (VI.21.25cd-26ab, 40-41);38 the amount of 
time required for the digestion of various substances (Vl.21.42-45); 39 the six tastes 
(YI.21.47cd-53);40 the eightfold examination of a patient (VI.21.55); the examination 
of the pulse (VI.21.56-96); 41 fevers (YI.21.11 Ocd-l 37ab ); 42 groups of drugs (VI.21. 
137cd-178);43 types of country (desa) and soil (bhiimi) (VI.21.186cd-197ab);44 

the definition of a rasavaidya (YI.23.56-57); lists of plants employed in the various 
processes (sa1pskiira) to which mercury is subjected (VI.24.2-33); the eighteen 
samskiiras of mercury (YI.24.50-182ab);45 descriptions of the human constitutions 
(Sitra and pralqti) (VII.10.159-164 and 170-173). 46 · 

The chapter on perfumery (gandhayukti; VI.IS) mentions five basic processes 
(sa1pskiira): mardana, svedana, lepana, dhiipana, and saq1viisana ( 15.6cd-9). 

The chapter on precious and semi-precious stones (YI.17) describes five mahii
ratnas: diamond ( vajra), pearl (muktiiphala), ruby (miitJikya), sapphire (ni1a), and emer
ald (marakata), and five uparatnas: p~pariiga, vai<;liirya, gomeda, spha\ika, and pravii
la. 

Some subjects dealt with in the chapters devoted to alchemy (VI.22-25) are: a 
list of eight mahiirasa(yoga)s, called sarvesvara, piirl)acandrodaya, riijamrgiinka, mii
linivasanta, vasantakusumiikara, trailokyacintiimaIJi, mahiibhiipati, and lak~mivilasa 
(22.4 7-48); the formulae of these rasas (22.49-98); 47 the naisargikamalas of mercury: 
piirthiva, iipya, iigneya, iinila, niibhasa, gajacarmiikhya, pul)<;iarika, visarpaka, hiiridra, 
raktacarmiikhya, niirar1ga, raktabinduka, asahyiigni, and matJ<;liika (YI.23.34-35); 
the seven kaiicukas: kiilikii, miilini, kapoti, raktika, (s)alomi, girijii, and pir1gali 
(YI.23.36-37ab); the three yaugikamalas: vi~a. niiga, and va1iga (YI.23.37cd); the 
preparation of some sindiiras (22.107cd-l 12); the description of some bhasmans 
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(22.113-118ab); measures (22.118cd-126ab);48 the storage life (virylivasthitikala) 
of various pharmaceutical preparations (22.126cd-128ab); dosages (22.128cd-130); 
the five avasthlis of mercury (23.32-33); the do~as of mercury (23.34-44); the eight 
maharasas: bhunaga, ghana (= abhraka), vaikranta, vimalli, tapya, tutthaka, kharpari, 
and rlijavarta (23.58);49 the eight uparasas: gandha, kar1ku~1ha, klisisa, (manaI:i)sila, 
kar1k~i, varli!ikli, gairika, and talaka (23.59cd-60ab );50 a series of six sadhara
r:iarasas: girisindura, podarasrr1gi, 51 gaurisila (= gauripa~ar:ia), aiijana, kampilla, and 
capala (23.60cd-6Iab);52 a series of four saktirasas: hiligula, sasyaka, sillijit, and 
agnijaraka (23.6lcd-62ab);53 a series of five uparatnas; spha!ika is of three types: 
suryaklinta, candraklinta, tliraklinta, to which some add lohaklinta as a fourth type 
(23.63cd-64ab).54 

The divyau~adhis enumerated are: atasivalli, bhagavallika, bhutakesi, bhutumbi, 
bilvini, brahmlii)i, camarika, car:ic;lali, devadalika, gandharvi, garuc;lavallika, goma
ri, gosrr1gi, isvari, jyotirlata, kakini, kariraka, kariravallari, ~1)avallari, k~atriQi, 
kurmalatli, Iasunavallari, locanalata, mlidhavi, mahlimli~a, mahau~adhi, mar:ic;luki, 
mO!akandaka, munivallika, nimba valli, padmini, pitavalli, raktalata, rohiQi, rudanti, 
tlimravallika, tilakanda, trisulini, tumbini, viravalli, and vylighraplidi (24.2-7ab). 

The very potent (mahabala) vanau~adhis are: alambusli, aparajitli, ardhacandra, 
candrika, cintya, 55 citrapattra, durgandha, hemapu~pi, jalahemagama, jalakumbhi, 
jalamulaka, jalapippali, jalini, jalotpala, kakamaci, kapoti, kari:iispho!I, k~irir:ii, maq1si, 
mar:i~Oki, meghlinlic;li, musali, nandini, pli~lil)i, patliki, rasa,56 rohiQi, samangli, sariva, 
sikha, sikhipada, sitagandhini, sthalaprasaril)i, sukanasika, tulasi, tu~ambu, uttamii, 
vanaku~mlil)c;lavalli, vayasi, ver:iukii, and vrscikali (24.7cd-l 3ab). 57 

The list of niyamaka plants (24.15-22) reproduces, more or less, Rasendraciigii
maQi 8.1-8ab; the list of bhasmakara plants (24.23-33) has also been borrowed, with 
a number of variants, from the RasendraciigiimaQi (8.9cd-20). 

The eighteen saq1skliras listed (24.50-54) and described (24.55-182ab) are: 
svedana, mardana, murchii, utthana, plitana, rodhana, niylima, dipana, anuvlisana, 
carai:ia, jara1,1a, garbhadruti, bahyadruti, raga, sarai:ia, anusarai:ia, kramai:ia, and vedha. 
Two types of mukha are mentioned: divya and lisura (24.112cd-113). Jarai)li is of 
two varieties: blila- and baddhajarar:ia (24.119). Pratisarar:ia, not listed as a distinct 
saq1skara, is described (24.161-164). Five types of vedha are distinguished: lepa-, 
k~epa-, kunta-, dhuma-, and sabdavedha (24.168-174ab). 

The yantras described are: dola-, adhaI:ipatana-, tiryakpatana-, kacchapa-, Ordhva
patana-, antariilika-, tapika-, pratigarbha-, dvipalika-, puia-, vidyadhara-, c;lamaruka-, 
nlibhi-, garta-, c;!er1ki-, somlinala-, and nalikayantra (25.l 7cd-59). 58 Yantras mentioned 
only are: vac;lavlinala-, dhupa-, kanduka-, khecara-, sthlilika-, tula-, lavai:ia-, i~tika-, and 
ko~\hayantra (25.61-62 ). 59 The mO~lis are referred to (25.63-68); 60 the ususal types of 
pu\a are characterized (25.69-82ab).61 

Some sources 62 mentioned at the end of kallola six are: the Asvins, Dattila,63 Dha
nvantarimata, Gaurfmata, Gftaratniikara,64 Nalamata, 65 Kohalaka, 66 Mayamata, 67 Pra
yogasiira,68 Rasahrdaya, Rasaratniikara, Sanigadhara, Utpalaparimala,69 Visvakanna
mata, 70 Vihagendrasal)'lhitii, 71 , and Yogaratniivalf. 

Some sources referred to at the end of kallola seven are: Am~ananda, 72 
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Haramekhalikiitantra,13 Kautukacintiimani, Miinasolliisa, Merutantra, Nakula,74 

Nala, Piilakiipya, Siilihotra, Viigbha!a, and.Vidyiiniitha.75 

The author 
Basava Bhupiila76 (1684-1710) 77 was the last ruler of the Kelac;li kingdom, which 
flourished from AD. 1499 to 1763 in the area corresponding to the coast of Kari.1ataka 
from Goa in the north to Cannanore in the south. 78 Keladi was also known as Ikkeri, 
and its rulers, who professed VIrasaivism,79 were gre~t patrons of literature and 
architecture. ro 

Basava Bhupiila also wrote the Subhii$itasuradruma (in Sanskrit), 81 the Siiktisu
dhiikara (in a mixture of Sanskrit and Kannac;!a), and a commentary (in Sanskrit) on 
the Siddhiintasikhiimani. 82 

The genealogy ofBasava Bhupiila's family forms pan of the Sivatattvaratniikara. 83 

He was the son of Somasekharaand Canniimbikii or Cenniimbikii, 84 a pu pi! ofCannavI
rakara, and a patron of Cokkaniitha, author of the Kiintimatfparil)aya. 85 

Date 
The Sivatattvaratniikara was completed in 1709. 86 

Cainarupa 

Cainarupa, a Jain author, who probably lived in Bikiiner, wrote in 1778/79 a Pathyii
pathyastabaka. 87 

Cakrapiii:iidiisa 

Cakrapai:iidiisa, son of Pariiilkusa, completed his Abhinavacintiimal)i in 1799.88 

C•ntents 
This treatise is arranged in sixty-six chapters (kirai:ia). Chapters one to four deal with 
miina and paribhii~ii, rasiidisuddhi, kaliididviidasatattva, and niic;lyliditrayodasatattva. 
Chapters five to sixty-three are concerned with the treatment of diseases. The last three 
chapters are about rasiiyana, viijikara1~a, and vamaniidi, along with rtucaryii. The ar
rangement of the diseases generally agrees with the order adopted in the Miidhavanidii
na. The recipes begin with kvathas, curi:ias, etc., followed by rasayogas, and end with 
tailas and ghrtas. The treatise is a compilation derived from various sources, but the 
original texts have been modified. 

Special features 
Minor deviations from the arrangement of the diseases in the Miidhavanidiina are: a 
separate chapter on kiimalii and ha1Imaka; separate chapters on sviisa and hikkii; vra
i:iasotha, siiriravrai:ia, sadyovral)a, bhagna and niic;!Ivrai:ia are discussed in one chapter, 
as well as visarpa and vispho!a; pradara, yonivyiipad, muc;lhagarbha and sutikiiroga are 
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dealt with collectively in a chapter on striroga. Special emphasis is laid on astrological 
and religious aspects of therapy. A new disorder described is amlapittajvara. 89 

Oiler Jang 

Oiler Jang was the author of the Dinacaryiipaddhati. 90 

Drpacandra 

Oipacandra, with the title of Viicaka, was the author of the Larighanapathyaniq1aya, 91 

a work on fasting and diet, especially in the treatment of fevers. The treatise consists 
ofa la11ghanaprakarar:ia on fasting in 215 and a pathyaprakarar:ia on wholesome articles 
of diet in 116 stanzas. 92 

The following sources arequoted: Ampasiigara,93 Anandamiilii (by Anandabhiiratr 
Yafindra), Bhiivaprakiisa, Bhela, Bhi$akcitracittotsava,94 Cakradatta, Caraka, Cikitsii
lll[ta(siigara), 95 Cikitsiiratnabhii$ai;ta, 96 Oiimodara, Giiri4isaq1hitii, Hiirrta, Hitopade
sa, 97 Jvaratimirabhiiskara (by Ciimur:i<;!a), Kiilajiiiina, K$emakutiihala, Lak$maQotsava, 
Miidhavanidiina, SiddhiintasiromaQi, 98 Siipakaragrantha, Su~r:ia. Susruta, To<;Iariina
nda, Viigbha!a, Vaidyakasaqijlvana, 99 Vaidyakasiirasaipgraha, 111 Vitidyasarvasva, IOI 

Vaidyavinoda, 102 Vaitgasena, V[ddhasusruta, V[ddhavrnda, and Vrnda. 103 

The author and his date 
No particulars are known about the author, except his being a Jaina, as appears from 
his title Viicaka. He composed his work in 1735/36 under the reign of Jaisirpha II of 
Jaypur. 104 He was a pupil of Oayiitilakopadhyiiya 105 and belonged to the tradition of 
Jinadattasiiri. 106 Other works of the same author are a Hindi commentary on Kalyii
r:iadiisa's Biilatantra and an unspecified Vaidyakagrantha. IO? 

Ekojr 

Ekojr, one of the Maratha kings ofTanjore, is credited with a work called Ayurveda. 108 

Gopiiladiisa Vaidya 

Gopiiladiisa Vaidya, son of Siddhesvara and grandson of Riimariima of Oviirandhra, 
was the authorofthe Yogiimrta, written in 1771/72. This work is provided with an auto
commentary called Subodhint 109 

Govindadiisa 

Govindadiisa was the author of the Bhai$ajyaratniivalf, 110 a very large treatise, mainly 
in verse, on therapy and a number of other subjects. The 12,360 verses of the work are 
arranged in 106 chapters (prakarar:ia). 
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Contents 
Chapter one describes the descent (avatiira) of iiyurveda to the human world in its own 
way, thereby mentioning Caraka, Susruta and Viigbha!a as the three great masters 
of the medical science. Chapter two is about the purification (sodhana) and killing 
(miirai;ia) of a series of substances used for iatrochemical purposes. 111 Chapter three 
(misravargaprakarai;ia) is concerned with various general subjects connected with 
medicine. Chapter four (paribhii~iiprakarai;ia) is about weights and measures (1-14 ), 
groups of medicinal substances (15-44), some medicinal preparations (45-56), 
substitutes for rare drugs (57-100), and subjects related to the preparation of drugs 
(101-130). 112 

Chapters five to seventy-two are concerned with the treatment of diseases, for 
the greater part arranged in agreement with the Miidhavanidiina. 113 Verses on nidii
na are absent. The rasau~adhas are preceded by iiyurvedic prescriptions. Chapter 
seventy-three deals with rasiiyana, seventy-four with vajikara~1a, seventy-five with the 
suppression of ejaculation (viryastambha). 

Chapters 76-106describe diseases, together with their treatment, which are absent 
from the Miidhavanidiina. Three parisi~!achapters are about pittaroga, kapharoga, and 
some especially efficient formulae (anubhiitayoga), which are said to derive from Rii
jesvarasiistrin. 114 

Sources ate not mentioned in the body of the text. 115 

The Bhai§ajyaratniivalf is quoted in Ambikiidattasiistrin's commentary on the 
Rasendrasiirasaipgraha, Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta's commentary on the 
Rasaratnasamuccaya, the Ayurvediya Khanijavijiiiina, Gulriijsarmamisra's Visikhiinu
pravesavijiiiina, Hariprapanna's Rasayogasiigara, Harisara~1ananda's Kiipipakvamsa
nirmiil)avijiiiina, Jiviinandavidyiisiigara's commentary on the Rasendrasiirasa1pgraha, 
Niraiijanaprasiida Gupta's Piiradasa1µhitii, the Rasadhiituprakiisa, and YiidavajI 
TrikamajI Aciirya's Rasiim1ta and Siddhayogasaipgraha. It was one of the sources 
of Aryadiisa Kumiirasiipha's Kviithamal_limiilii, the Bhe$lljasaiµhitii, Devasiq1ha 
Vi!!hal's Bfhadiisaviiri§tasaipgraha, Visvaniitha Dvivedi's Rasendrasambhava, and the 
Rasoddhiiratantra. 

Special features 
In contrast with the Miidhavanidiina, two separate chapters are devoted to jvariitisiira 
(6) and p!Ihayalqdroga ( 41). The treatmentofone series of thirteen sa111nipiita fevers is 
described: sitiitiga, tandrika, praliipaka, raktll\i!hivin, bhugnanetra, abhinyiisa, jihvaka, 
sandhika, antaka, rugdiiha, cittabhrama, ka~1ika, and kai.1!hakubja (5.277-324). An 
unusual fever is niisikiijvara (5.1410-1413). 116 The chapter on atisiira mentions the 
treatment of sothiitisiira (7.77-78). The chapter on viitavyiidhi has two different 
lists of gandhadravyas to be used in the preparation of fragrant oils (26.302 and 
303-306); the same chapter describes the purification (suddhi) of aromatic substances 
and refers to techniques of gandhasiistra ( 443-469); it also deals with tests giving 
answers about the genuineness or adulteration of fragrant substances (470-507). 117 
The chapter on masiirikii refers to the sitaliistotra (59.44) and mentions some other 
deities to be invoked in this disease (59.42-43). The chapter on diseases in pregnant 
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women describes the ubhayatrilpsaka and ubhayapaiicadasa yantras (68.64-66); it 
also refers to the riik~sr Jambhalii, who procures an easy delivery (68.67). Raval.la's 
Kumiiratantra is quoted in the chapter on children's diseases (71.182-193); the same 
chapter mentions the disorders called iihiQ</ikii (71.13 and 16) 118 and pasciidruj(a) 
(71. 81 and 82} Each chapter closes with the enumeration of what is beneficial (pathya) 
and harmful (apathya) in a particular disease. The third parisi~!a chapter mentions 
disorders called sniiyudaurbalya and svapnameha. 119 

The most noteworthy feature of the Bhai$ajyaratniivalfconsists of the description 
of a long series of diseases, together with their treatment, 120 which are for the greater 
part rare in other iiyurvedic treatises and betray the influence of western medicine. 121 

These diseases, added in a visi~!arogiidhikiira (chapters 76-106) are: iimii
sayaroga (76), 122 smaronmiida (77), 123 gadodvega, also called apadiirtharoga (78), 124 

tattvonmiida, also called brahmamoha (79), 125 acalaviita (80), 126 tiil)~varoga (81), 127 

sniiyuroga, also called sniiyusiila (82), 128 skhiilitya (83), 129 khaiijanikii (84), 130 

urastoya (85), 131 bahumiitra (86), 132 somaroga, miitriitisiira, 133 and madhumeha 134 

(87), sukrameha (88),135 aupasargikameha, also called piiyameha, vral)ameha, and 
iigantumeha (89), 136 ojomeha (90), 137 lasikiimeha (91),138 dhvajabhailga, also called 
klaibya (92), 139 vrkkaroga (93), 140 klomaroga (94), 141 phirailgaroga, also called 
gandharoga (95), 142 sniiyukaroga (96), 143 piiradavikiira (97), 144 srr~iimburoga (98), 145 

masti~kavepana, also called srr~avepana and -vepathu (99), 146 masti~kacaya, also 
called masti~kavrddhi, and masti~kiipacaya, also called masti~kahriisa (100),147 

a1psughiita (102),148 yo~iipatantraka, also called yo~iipasmiira (103), 149 yonikaQ</ii 
(104), 150 al)</iidhiiraroga (105), 151 and apamumiir~u (106).152 

Chapters 76-106 contain a number of compound medicines, in particular rasayo
gas, thought to be specifics against diseases mentioned in these chapters. 153 Yogas de
scribed in preceding chapters (five to seventy-five) are repeatedly referred to. 

Religious and magical practices said to cure particular diseases are also 
mentioned. 154 

The materia medica consists for the greater part of the usual iiyurvedic and iatro
chemical substances. 

Noteworthy names of medicinal plants and plant products are: 155 lieu (54.353), 156 

iikiirakarabha (75.15), amlalol)i, 157 iisiiral)a (5.672), 158 asraghnr, 159 asthikarka!a 
(5.430), 100 bakapu~pa (32.39), 161 bakapu~pikii, 162 bhadrotka!a (8.392; 69.21), 163 

bhekr, 164 bhiikii~miiQ</a (74.59), 165 bhiimikii~miiQ</a, 166 brhadbhaQ</i (parisi~!a 2. 
30), 167 camariphala ( 45.48), 168 candraprabhii, 169 candrasiira (101.5), copacrnr(95.24), 
daQ9inr, 170 diirusitii (16.108),171 dhanryaka (37.211), 172 dhavaliiilkaiha ( 41.138),173 

gandhiilikii, 174 gandhamatrka (26.305; 66.33), 175 gandhapattraka (26.508), 176 gha
'.l!akarl)a(ka) (56.58, 72, 89), 177 girikanyii, 178 guiijiikinr (5.672), 179 hastisuQ</i (5.628; 
82.20), hastisuQQikii (5.658), 180 hemiimbhodhara (30.216), indrasiira (10.221; 181 45. 
48), 182 irima (61.104), 183 jalakarl)ii (14.120), 184 jiimiitar (56.79), 185 jayitrr (8.179), 186 

kapihastaka, 187 kapotavaktraka (36.13), 188 karl)amora!a (5.1416), 189 kii~!hamiirjii
rikii, 190 kiisunda (54.352),191 kesiikhya (5.575),192 kiilkinr (65.152 and 154 ), 193 

kiilika (72.50), 194 kundakhotr (8.217),195 mahiidrekii (37.210), 1% maurvi, 197 mocaka 
(74.230), 198 niigaparl)i, 199 padmii!a (54.210; 61.106),200 pitamiili (98.9 and 11),201 
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rajahemaka (65.154), 202 riijasvan:iaka,203 raktapu~pa, 204 rocana,205 siiliiica (5.576; 
10.306), siiliiicI, 206 siilma1Imocaka, 207 saurI (26.503), 208 sudhiimii!I (15 .194 ), 209 

svan:1adhustiira (5.651), 210 svetadhiinaka, 211 tik~i:iapan:ia (5.650), 212 tripurabhai:igikii 
or -bhai:iiikii (5.671),213 tri:iapari:ia (54.210), 214 ulla (56.59),215 vaivasvatadruma 
(54.364), 216 vakama, 217 and vanasar~apa (5.670). 218 

Inorganic substances mentioned are rasakarpiira (95. 10-11) and soraka (89.22). 
Distillation is clearly described in the verses on the preparation of mrtasa1pjivanI 

surii (5.1261-1272; 74.372-386). 219 Yantras used are the bakayantra (parisi~!a 3.19), 
kacchapayantra (9.182), mocikii- and mayiiriikhyayantra (5.1269; 74.376), and the ga
jakumbha (74.378). 220 

The third parisi~!a chapter, containingrecipesderiving from Riijesvarasiistrin, men
tions kattiraka (51), khatamI (22), siilibiihvii (50), siimudraniirikela ( 42), tri:iakiinta ( 40), 
unniibaka (23), and vanapsikii (22). It refers to YiiniinI medicine (yiivana vaidyaka; 
48), and gives the formula of a YiiniinI compound medicine, called yiivanaratnesviira 
or jawiihir mohrii ( 40-48). 

Theauchor 
Govindadiisa 221 was the son of Candracii~a and Ambikii. 222 He may have been a 
Bengal physician since the MSS of the Bhai$ajyaracnavali are found exclusively in 
Bengal.223 

Dace 
The work is usually assigned to the eighteenth century. 224 It has to be taken into ac
count that chapters two and four, and in particular chapters 76-106, do not belong to 
the original text, but were probably added by Brahmasaq1kara Misra in the nineteenth 
century. 

Gui:iaviliisa 

Gui:iaviliisa, a Jain monk of the Kharataragaccha, wrote the GuQaracnaprakiisikii in 
A.D. 1715/16. 225 

Ha1µsariija Pippalaka 

Haipsariija Pippalaka, a Jain, was the author of the Miicralak$a1Ja, a work dating from 
the eighteenth century of the Vikrama era, i.e., about A.D. 1650-1750. 226 

Jogidiisa 

Jogidiisa, known as Diisakavi, wrote the Vaidyakasiira, a therapeutic treatise, written 
in RiijasthiinI on the request of Joriivarasilpha, eldest son ofMahiiriija Sujiinasilpha of 
Bikliner (1700-1735). 
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The authorwas a Svetambara Jain monk, son of Josiraya. He completed his treatise 
in AD. 1705/06. 227 

Kapalika 

Kapalika wrote a monograph on eye diseases, the Kiipalikagrantha or Netraroganidii
na, 228 under the reign of Shiihaji, one of the kings of Tanjore. 229 

Kasinatha 

Kasrnatha was the author of the Lazighanapathyanirl)aya. 230 

Kesavarama 

Kesavarama or Vyasakesavarama was the author of the LaghunighaQ[a or -nigha(i[u, 
also called Au§adha-, Au§adhi- and O§adhiniimamiilii. 231 

Contents 
The treatise consists of 237 verses which, the first and last verse excepted, enumerate 
the names and properties of a series of drugs of vegetable, animal and mineral 
origin. 232 The Sanskrit synonyms are preceded by their Gujarati equivalents. The 
absence of a large number of important medicinal substances, e.g., asoka, bala, 
candana, danti, ku!aja, miirva, lodhra, sigru, and yagimadhu, cannot be explained.233 

In general, it remains completely obscure on which grounds the author decided to 
include or omit particular items of the Indian materia medica. 

Sources are not indicated but the resemblance of many of the strings of synonyms 
with those found in the Dhanvanta1fyanighaQ[u234 indicate the author's indebtedness 
to that work and his lack of originality. The description of the medicinal qualities does, 
however, not tally with the Dhanvantarfyanigha(l[U. 

Special features 
Although yavani .itself is not described, the author mentions piirasikayavani (67cd-
68ab) and sugandhakarabha (68cd; called khurasai:ii yavani in Sanskrit) as two dis
tinct plants. 235 Three types of punarnava are referred to (172-173ab ).236 Opium and 
Cannabis are absent. 

TIE author 
At the end of the work the author mentions that his name is Vyasakesavarama, pupil 
of Dhanvantari. He apparently belonged to Gujarat because he included the Gujarati 
names of the drugs described. 

Date 
The author is assigned to the end of the eighteenth century by the editors of the 
Lagh unighaQ[a. 237 
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La~micand 

Lak~micand, a Jain monk of the Kharataragaccha, pupil of Amaravijaya, wrote a 
Vaidyakagrantha in Hindi in the first half of the eighteenth century. 238 

Mahiidevadeva 

Mahiidevadeva239 was the authorofthe I-Iikmatprakiisa241 and Hikmatpradipa, 241 two 
treatises on Yiiniini medicine written in Sanskrit. 

The Hikmatprakiisa 242 is a work of 1,910 verses arranged in three sections (kha
l)~a). 

Contents243 

Section one (seventy-nine verses) deals with the principles of Yiiniini medicine; it de
scribes the four humours, their qualities and the grades of these qualities, the various 
powers (sakti) of drugs, the examination of the urine and that of the pulse. Section two 
(1,142 verses) is on medicinal substances, their names, varieties, properties and uses, 
both single and compound; substitutes are also mentioned in many cases. This section 
is divided into twenty-eight vargas; the drugs have been grouped together according to 
the initial letter of their name and according to the order of the Arabic alphabet. Section 
three (689 verses) describes in twenty-one vargas a number of medicinal preparations, 
also arranged in agreement with the Arabic alphabet. 

The treatise is based on Persian medical works 244 which explains that it abounds 
in Persian and Arabic medical terms. These terms are often explained, either in the 
text itself or in the fikii that acccompanies it. The Sanskrit or Hindi equivalents of the 
Persian names of drugs are rather frequently recorded. The names of diseases are for 
the greater part those known from iiyurvedic treatises. 

The Hikmatprakiisa is quoted in Mauktika's Vaidyamuktiivali. 

S peciaf features 
Disorders of the lungs (phupphusa) are often referred to ( e.g., 2.58, 99, 606,616). Some 
d.iseases mentioned without any Sanskritequivalent are ahbal (2-974), khuniik (2.490; 
a disease of the throat),245 niikhiinii (2.100, 949 and 1066),246 ramad (2.153; an eye 
disease), and sojiika (3.666). 247 

Tlr! author 
The author mentions his name and descent in one of the introductory verses: his name 
is Mahiidevadeva,248 son of Biilakr~i:iadeva, grandson of Nrsirphadeva. The frequent 
allusions to mythology 249 prove that he was a Hindu by faith. 

Date 
The treatise was, as indicated at the end, completed in A.D. 1773/74.250 
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Mahiiprakiisa 25 I 

Malliniitha 

339 

Malliniitha, son of Seilganiitha, was the author of the PathyiipathyaniriipaIJa, composed 
in 1720, 252 and the Vaidyakalpataru or Ka/patam.253 

Mukunda 

Mukunda, son of the astrologer (gai:iaka) Railganiitha of Viitsyiiyana lineage, was 
the author of the Upaciirasiira, 254 a work on medicines and charms in five chapters: 
dravyajiiaptiniriipa9a (110 verses), rogavyaktiniriipai]a (100 verses), kviithiidini
n]aya (210 verses), prakiri:ianirupai:ia (64 verses), and rasiidyupaciiraniriipai:ia (232 
verses). 255 

The Upaciirasiira is quoted in Karandikar's Nidiinadipikii. 
The treatise was probably composed at the end of the eighteenth or beginning of the 

nineteenth century because Dinakara, an astronomer Uyauti~a), son of Ananta and Ga
nga, of Siii:i1ilyagotra, a resident of Golappa, wrote a commentary, called Gii~haprakii
sikii, on it at Poona in 1818. 256 

Mukundadeva Mahiiriija 

Mukundadeva Mahiiriija is the reputed author of the Tailiiqiava, an elaborate treatise 
on medicinal oils probably composed in A.D. 1799.257 

Nandakisoramisra 

Nandakisoramisra, son of Vei:iiprasiida, of Gautamagotra, composed his Cikitsiisii
rasa1pgraha in A.D. 1757/58, during the reign of Miidhava Riio Scindia.258 

Narasi1phakavirii ja 

Narasilphakaviriija, 259 son of Nilakar_1ihabhana, 260 pupil of Riimakr~i:iabhana, pre
ceptor of Vaidyacintiimai]i, was the author of (I) Madhumatf, 261 (2) Prayogiimrt11, 262 

(3) Ratnamiila263 or Rasaratnamiilii, 264 (4) a commentary, called Siddhiintacintiima{li, 
on the Miidhavanidiina,265 (5) a commentary, called Tattvaprnkiisakaustubha, on the 
CarakasaJ]1hitii, 266 and (6) the revised version of the DravyaguIJariijavallabha. 267 

The Madhumatf, a treatise in 8,672 verses,1~8 describes the therapy of diseases, 
which are arranged in agreement with the Miidhavanidiina; chapters on rasiiyana and 
viiJikarai:ia are added. The last part of the work is about iatrochemistry; subjects dealt 
with are: rasasodhana, rasamiirchana, rasabandha, rasamiira~1a, uparasiidi, vi~iidi, 
lauhasarpskiira, Iauhamiirai:ia, anupiina. 269 

Narasirphakaviriija must have lived during the eighteenth century, because his 
pupil, Vaidyacintiimai:ii, composed his Prayogiimrta towards the end of that century. 
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Niiriiya1_1a Bhi~aj 

Naray31_1a Bhi~aj 270 was the author of (I) Karmaprakiisa,271 (2) VaidyacintiimaQi,272 

(3) Vaidyiim[ta, 273 (4) Vaidyavfllda,274 and (5) ViitaghnatviidinirQaya 

Niiriiya1_1adiisa Kaviriija 

Niiriiya1_1adiisa Kaviriija was the author of a number of medical works. His Ayurve
daparibhii$ii,275 Cikitsiiparibhii$ii, 276 Paribhii$ii, 277 Upaskiiracikitsiirigaparibhii$ii, 278 

and Vaidyaparibhii$ii, 279 recorded in the catalogues and histories of Indian medicine, 
may well refer to one and the same work. He is also credited with a Niinau
$adhapariccheda, 280 with a commentary, called Siddhiintasa1pcaya, on Siinigadhara's 
Trisatf, 281 with the revised version of the Dravyagul)ariijavallabha, also called 
Riijavallabhanigha(i/u,282 and with the Vyiidhisaipkara.283 

Nidhi or Navanidhiriima 

Nidhi or Navanidhiriima, son of Mahiitman Siihimalla, was the author of the Yo
gasamuccaya, composed in 1755/56. 

Sources referred to in this work are: Lak$mapotsava, Rasamaiijari, Sa1pni~1-
takalikii, Siinigadhara, Vaidy~yivana, Vaidyasiigara, Vaidyavallabha, 284 Vaidyavinoda, 
YogacintiimaQi, and Yogasata.285 

Prtiimbara 

Pitiimbara, a Jain monk, pupil of Jiva of the Agamagaccha, is sometimes 286 said to be 
the author of the Anupiinamaiijarf, 287 a treatise in 151 verses on anupiinas to be em
ployed in order to counteract disorders caused by inorganic and poisonous substances, 
or to prevent the occurrence of these disorders. 

The work is divided into six chapters (samuddesa or pa!ala), devoted respectively 
to disorders brought about by dhiitus (chapter one), upadhiitus (chapter two), poisons 
of vegetable origin (chapter three), and animal poisons (chapter four), to the killing 
(miira1_1a) of the dhiitus and upadhiitus (chapter five), and finally to the anupiinas to be 
prescribed in various diseases (chapter six). 288 

Pitiimbara wrote his work in Arjunapura or Aniipura 289 of Kiirmadesa 290 in the sec
ond half of the eighteenth century. 291 

The Anupiinamaiijariis referred to in the Amrtasiigara of Pratiipasiq1ha. 

Pitiimbara 

Pitiimbara, pupil of Vinayasiigarasiiri of the Vijayagaccha, wrote the Ayurvedasii
rasarpgraha, 292 a collection of formulae in Mewiiri prose. 

The recipes, containing vegetable drugs only, were obtained from a number of 
physicians mentioned by name: ~~i KhimsI, Josi Bhagvandiis, ThiikursI Nii1_1iival, 
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Biilgiri, etc. 
The work was completed in Udaypur in A.D. 1702/03. 293 

Pratiipasilpha 

Pratiipasiq1ha, Mahiiriija of Jaypur, son of Miidhavasirpha and grandson oflsvarasiqi
ha, who flourished in the latter half of the eighteenth century ( 1778-1803), is credited 
with the Amrtasiigarn, more probably written at his behest. 294 This work, originally 
written in Miirwiiri, deals chiefly with nidiina and cikitsii. 

Concencs 295 

The treatise, composed in Sanskrit verse and Hindi prose, is arranged in four sections 
(kha1,1c,la), divided into chapters (taranga). 

The utpattikha1,1~a has five chapters, which are about the descent of iiyurveda, 
embryology, anatomy, and some general subjects. The viciirakha1,1~a is arranged in 
twenty-three chapters, which are concerned with the examination of the pulse and 
other forms of parik~ii, anupiinas, alchemical yantras, the purification of the dhiitus, 
etc., weights and measures, pharmaceutical preparations, the properties of drugs 
and articles of food, sneha, vamana, etc. The nidiinakha1,1c,la describes in forty-four 
chapters the diseases, generally in the order of the Miidhavanidiina.The cikitsiikha1,1c,la, 
also in forty-four chapters, is about treatment. 

The Amrcasagara adds the following diseases to those described in the Mii
dhavanidiina: one series of thirteen saqinipiita fevers (IIl.3; IV.3), iimaviitasaqigraha1,1i 
(111.7), bhasmaka (111.9; IV.9), a number of eighty-four viitarogas (IIl.16), the forty 
pitta and twenty kapha disorders (IIl.20), seven additional types of insanity (unmiida) 
(IIl.15),296 vardhma (III.28; IV.28), sniiyu and phirangaviita (III.36; IV.36), somaroga 
and miitriitisiira (III.41; IV.41), mantharajvara (111.42; IV.42), 297 and seven acquired 
types of klaibya (male infertility and impotency) (111.43). 298 The treatments consist 
of both iiyurvedic prescriptions and rasayogas. Mantras are found in some chapters 
(IV.4, 15, 41), as well as yantras (IV.IS and 41). 

The original Amrcasiigara is referred to as prii.ciniimrtasiigara (III. 18), purii~liimr
tasiigara (111.19), and piirviimrtasiigara (IIl.15). 

Sources of Sanskrit verses are: AnupiinadaipalJa (11.4),299 Bhiivaprakiisa (often), 
Miidhava (111.19), Manu (111.19), Rasapradipa (11.3), Racnaprabhiikara (11.3), 300 

Siirngadhara (11.7), and Vaidya]ivana (II.I). 
Sources mentioned in the Hindi text301 are: Anupiinamaiijari (11.4), 302 Atreya 

((IV.26), Acreyamaca (IIl.26), Bhiivaprakiisa (often), BrhannighaJJfu (11.16), Cakradacca 
(IV.12, 15, 16, 19, 24, 25, 26, 27, 43), Cakrapii.1,1idatta (IIl.3), Caraka (111.13 and 26; 
IV.25), Dhanvancarisaiphicii (IV. II), Hiirita (III.42; IV.I I), Jvaracimirabhiiskara (111.2; 
IV.2), Kiisiniichapaddhaci (IV.II, 20, 27), K~irapii.1,1i (Ill.42), Lolimbariija (IV. I, 2, 3, 
12), Miidhavanidiina (III.4, 15, 19, 27, 31, 42), Manusmrci (III.19), Nigha1Jfuprakiisa 
(Il.6), RiijanighalJ{ll (11.14, 16, 17, 19, 21), Rasariijala~mi (IV.II), Rasaracnadipa 
(IV.19), Rasaracniikara (Il.4), RasiirlJava (IV.19), Rasasarpgraha (IV.34), Riiva1,1a's 
Kumiiracancra (111.42), Rudradatta (IV.12), 303 Sirrngadhara (Il.4, 5, 7), Sarvasa,pgraha 
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(IV.8, 10, 12, 13, 20, 23, 26, 33), 304 Sivamata (IV.8), Susruta (ll.13 and 21; IIl.17, 
26, 42), Trisatagrantha (IV. I), 305 U9gisatantra (IV.IS), Vagbha!a (II.I; Ill.26; IV.38), 
IJ!idyajfvana (II.I; IV. I and 9), Vaidyakutiihala (IV.32), 306 Vaidyarahasya (IV.3, 7, 
8, 9, 10, II, 12, 13, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 36, 38, 39, 40), 
IJ!idyaratna (IV.31), Vaidyavallabha (IV.38), Vaidyavinoda (IV.I, 6, 8, 10, II, 12, 13, 
14, 15, 18), Vaidy<?paciira (IV.14), 307 Vrnda (lV.8, 12, 14), YogacintiimaQi (IV.3, 12, 
41), Yogarntniiva/f (IV.15 and 24), and YogataraligiQf(lV.8, 9, II, 16, 19, 20, 24, 27, 
32). 

The RfljavallabhanighaQtu 

The RiijavallabhanighaQtu308 is a nigha~1!u dealing chiefly with articles of diet and re
lated subjects. Its contents prove that it was intended for use at a royal court. 

Contents·109 

The 971 verses of this treatise are arranged in six chapters (pariccheda). Chapters one, 
called prabhatika (26 verses), and two, called paurvahnika (151 verses), are about 
dinacarya and kindred subjects. Chapter two deals, among other things, with oils 
(2.44-58), rubbing the feet, hands, and body with these oils (2.59-69), the qualities of 
water of diverse origin (2. 70-121 ), the use of waterfor drinking and bathing purposes 
(2.122-132), articles of clothing (2.133-136), and fragrant substances employed 
for anointing the body (2.137-149). Chapter three, called madhyahna (583 verses), 
is about the properties of grain and pulse (3.2-42), vegetables (3.43-214 ), fish (3. 
215-267), meat (3.268-316), alcoholic and other fermented beverages (3.317-331), 
honey (3.332-351), milk and dairy products (3.352-410), the sugarcane and its 
products (3.411-430), spices, condiments, salt and caustics (3.431-465), prepared 
dishes (3.466-535), rules concerning the taking of food (3.536-563), and the chewing 
of betel (3.564-580). Chapter four, called aparahna (29 verses), is concerned with 
the types of country (4.6-9), as well as with rasa and vipaka (4.10-29). Chapter 
five, called nisabhava (31 verses), is about subjects pertaining to the generation of 
offspring. Chapter six, called au~adhasraya (151 verses), deals with the properties of 
a series of drugs (6.1-111) and the regimen during the seasons. 310 

Sources are not referred to by the author. 311 
Rajavallabha is quoted in Baladeva Prasada Misra's Ayurvedacint11ma(li, the 

commentary on Govindasena's Paribhii§lipradipa, and the Siiligriima(1igha(1tubhii§a(la 
of the BrhannighaQturatniikara. A commentary (vivrti) on the RiijavallabhanighaQtu 
was written by Gailgadhara. 312 

Special features 
The nighary!u sections in the proper sense do not enumerate synonyms. Noteworthy 
plants mentioned are: boravavrihi (3.16), celana (3.104), 313 ciruka (3.171), halinaka 
(6.42), 314 jayapala (6.91), jhiilgaka (3.99), 315 kacvi (3.115), 316 ka~1!ii (3.172-174), 317 
kasundi (3.436), 318 khaQc,lakan,1a (3.121),319 maharii~!ri (3.72), 320 maharda (3.166), 321 

sairipa (6.41 ), 322 sakrasana (6.48),323 saliiica(3.58), 324 su~aQi (3.72), and uc,lika (3.22-
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24).325 

Names of fishes mentioned are: iic,limatsya (3.231), bhallakr (3.233), bhiikuia 
(3.229), caladailga (2.257), campakunda (3.252), candraka (3.251), cic,lailga (3.247), 
cilacima (3.263), citraphala (3.234 ), dal)<)ika (3.253), elailga (3.261), gac,taka (3.258), 
gac,ti~a (3.250), gargara (3.235), gavii!i (3.264 ), ilisa (3.238), kavapr (3.248), khalisa 
(3.256), k~udrasaphar'i (3.265), kulisa (3.237), madgura (3.241), malailgi (3.255), 
nandiivarta (3.236), parvatr (2.259), pii!hina (3.230), phali (3.246), pro~!hi (3.240), 
rohita (3.228), sakali (3.249), sakula (3.243), silinda (3.231), spigi (3.242), trikal)!a 
(3.254), viica (3.260), vallrgac,la (3.262), viipu~a (3.239), varrni (3.245), and varmu~ 
(3.244). 

The author 
The text known as Riijavallabhanigha{l/u is usually said326 to be the version revised by 
Niiriiyal)adiisa Kaviriija. 327 Almost nothing is known about the original author, who is 
sometimes credited with two more medical works, the Riijavallabhaparyiiyamiilii and 
the Ratnamiilii.328 According to some authorities 329 he must have been an inhabitant 
of Bengal since the fishes described are well known there; according to others 330 he 
may as well have belonged to the eastern part of Uttar Prades. 

Date 
Niiriiyal)adiisa Kaviriija is assigned to the eighteenth century. 331 The date of composi
tion of the original of the RiijavallabhanighalJ[U, prior to its revision, is unknown. 

Railgajyotirvid 

Railgajyotirvid is the author of a monograph on the treatment of haemorrhoids, called 
Viciirasudhiikara or Arsoghnasudhiikara, written for the future Peshwii, 332 Raghuniitha 
Riio (1773/1774), in 1765. The surgical treatment of haemorrhoids current among the 
Yavana or English physicians is referred to in this work. 

The author mentions a number of contemporary physicians by name: Biibii Bhi
~agvarya, Biigiiji Vaidya, Balvantriiya Vaidya, and Jaya Saq1kara. Sources of the work 
are: Atreyasaq1hitii, Atrisaq1hitii, Bhiivaprakiisa, Caraka, Cikitsiim[tasiigara, Dhanva
ntariprakiisa, 333 Siirasaq1graha, Siirasamuccaya, Susruta, Viigbha!a, Vaidyiimrta, Vr
ndasaq1graha, YogataraiigiQi, etc. 

The author, son of Siiryavidhijiia, was a resident of Junniir334 in the Poona district; 
he died after 1780. 335 

Sa1pkara 

Satpkara, whose full name was Pliinto! Sankaran Miis, wrote the Nidiinapradipa, de
scribed as a work on the diagnosis of various ailments found scattered in Viigbhaia's 
A~[iingahrdayasaiphitii. 336 Another work by the same author is the Lalitii commentary 
on the A~[ii1igah[dayasaiphitii. 337 
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$ar.u;fhacikitsii338 

1'ulajii I 

Tulajii I, 339 alias TukkoJi I ( 1729-1735), one of the Maratha kings of Tanjore, son of 
Ekoji I and Dipiimbikii, father of EkoJ1 II, is credited with three medical works: ( 1) 
Ayurved~~ 340 (2) Dhanvantarisiiranidhi, 341 and (3) Dhanvantariviliisa.342 

Vaidyacintiimal]i 

'hlidyacintiimai:ii, son of Vaidyaratna and pupil of Narasi1phakaviriija, is often regarded 
as the author of a very bulky medical work called Prayogiimfta. 

The author was a native of Niro!, a village belonging to the Srikhai:i<;la community. 
He completed his treatise at the end of the eighteenth century. 343 

The work 344 begins with the preparation of metals, etc., for medical use (rasiidijiira
i:iavidhi), diagnostic procedures (the examination of the pulse, tongue, and urine), and 
taking the history of a patient (vaidyaprasnavidhi). The major part is concerned with 
therapy. 

The order of the diseases is mostly in conformity with the Miidhavanidiina, but 
shows a number of additions and changes. Chapters on krmi and ura~stambha occur 
between those on viitaroga and iimaviita. The chapter on hrdroga is followed by one 
on urograha. A chapter on phulingaroga 345 is added between those on upada1psa 
and sfikado~a; sniiyuka is dealt with between vispho\a and masfirikii. The chapters 
on women's diseases are in the following order: pradara, stritiinukaroga, somaroga, 
vandhyiiroga, kiikavandhyii, mrtavatsii, yonivyiipad, garbhii:iisevyiisevyavidhi, and 
garbhopakramai:iiidividhi. The treatise ends with chapters on viijikarai:ia and rasiiyana. 

Sources quoted are: Kai:i\harava, Mrdiinilantra, Riimariija,346 Rasayiimala, Ra
tniikara, Srika!]\ha,347 Sudiintasena, YogamuktiivalT, Yogaratna, and Yogaratnasamu
ccaya. 

The Prayogiimrta is quoted in the SiiligriimaIJighaIJtubhii$aIJa of the Brhannigha
IJtunatniikara. 

Vaidyariija 

Vaidyariija, son of Visiirada (and nephew of Ratnamai:ii), son of Vaidyacintiimai:ii, son 
ofVaidyaviicaspati, son of Yaduniitha, was the authorof (I) Sukhabodha, (2) Rasan1sii
r1Java, (3) RasapradTpa, and (4) Vaidyamahodadhi. 

The Sukhabodha348 is a comprehensive work on therapeutics, written in a clear and 
easy style. 

Apart from well-known authorities like Caraka, Susruta and Viigbha\a, it men
tions the following sources: Madanavinoda, Paribhii$ii, Rasadipikii, Rasaka/ikii, 
RasamaiijarT, Rasaprayoga, Rasaratniikara, RasendracintiimaIJi, Rasendrakalpadruma, 
Siirangadhara, Siirasaq1graha, and Vangasenaka. It quotes, besides these, from Agni
puriiIJa, GaruqapuriiIJa, Gopii(la)sa1µhitii, 349 Kumiiratantra (by Riivai:ia), Siiralatikii, 
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Viisudeva, and Visnu. 350 

The Sukhabodha was compiled in A.D. 1567 or 1702, 351 but, as the Rasendrakalpa
druma, quoted in it, dates from the middle or second half of the seventeenth century, 352 

the date of composition cannot be but A.D. 1702. 
The Rasarasiiq1ava353 is a short treatise in two chapters (upadesa). The first 

deals with haritakigui:ia~ and prakrtyiidi, the second with jvaralak~ai:ia, nii4Ipari
k~a. miitraparik~ii, tailaparik~ii, netraparik~ii, siidhyalak~ai:ia, asiidhyalak~ai:ia, and 
naksatradosa.354 

No pariiculars are known about the Rasapradipa355 and the Vaidyamahodadhi. 356 

Vedakavi 

Vedakavi was the author of an allegorical drama of the nii!J!ka 357 type on medicine, the 
liviinanda, or liviinandana. 358 

Special features 
Interesting from a medical point of view are: the number of diseases assigned to a par
ticular group; references to the do~as, dhiitus, layers of the skin, etc.; references to ther
apy; references to iatrochemistry and particular rasau~adhas. 

The number of diseases mentioned repeatedly disagrees with the classical iiyu
rvedic texts, but is in many cases in conformity with the Siinigadharasaiphitii. In 
agreement with the classical treatises are the thirteen saipnipiita fevers (58). Rudra's 
wrath as the origin of fever is described (272). The names of fever in non-human 
living beings and in inanimate substances,359 as given in the liviinanda (273-274), 
are: piikala in elephants, abhitiipa in horses, alarka in dogs, indramada in fish, jyotis 
in herbs, ciiri:iapa360 in grain, nTiikii in water, and iisa in earth. Atisiira is of seven 
(61),361 grahai:ii of five types (273). 362 Haemorrhoids (arsii1psi) are of six varieties 
(61 and 277). 363 Sluggishness of the digestive fire (agnimiindya) is said to be the 
cause of all diseases (278). 364 Bhasmaka, a disorder of the digestive fire leading to 
bulimia, has a prominent place in the Jiviinanda as an illness from which king Jiva 
suffers. 365 Yak~man366 is said to be caused by great sins (mahiipiitaka; 127).367 The 
number of varieties is five in sviisa (54),368 six in miirchii (281),369 six in unmiida (61 
and 282),370 four in iimaviita (281), 371 eight in siila (102 and 277),372 eight in gulma 
(61 and 102), 373 and five in hrdroga (102 and 282).374 Eight types of miitrakrcchra 
are distinguished (277),375 thirteen of miitriighiita (277),376 four (277) or twenty (61) 
of asmari,377 twenty of prameha (61 and 277),378 fifteen of vrai:ia (61 and 102), 379 

eight of bhagandara (277),380 and eighteen of ku~ha (61). 38_' The diseases of the oral 
cavity and throat (mukharoga) are said to be seventy-four (102 and 279),382 those of 
the nose eighteen (102),383 and those of the eyes ninety-six (102) or ninety-four (279) 
in number. 384 The number of diseases of the head is excessively high, namely one 
hundred (102). 385 Five diseases of the chest (vak~oja) are mentioned (102), which are 
unknown in iiyurvedic treatises. The eighty diseases by viita, forty by pitta, and twenty 
by kapha are referred to (278). Kapha (81) or kapha and pitta together (266) are said 
to be crippled (pai1gu), whereas viita is considered to be the only active do~a.386 The 
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relationships between the tastes and the do~as are referred to (81), as well as those 
between the tastes and the seven dhiitus (265). 

The seven layers oft he skin, the diseases located in each of the layers, and the treat
ment of these diseases are mentioned (248-255). 387 Dinacaryii and rtucaryii are dealt 
with in act four. Several surgical instruments are described (205-207). Much impor
tance is attached to iatrochemistry. Mercury and sulphur are important remedies in the 
Jiviinanda, as well as several rasau~adhas. Mercury is called Siva's seed and sulphur 
SarviiQI's menstrual blood (35). Some of the processes to which mercury is subjected in 
Indian alchemy are mentioned{l 16). Some rasau~adhas referred to are, for example, ii
nandabhairava(291), 388 cintiimaQi (29 l),jvariiilkusa(29 l), 389 mahiitiilesvara (253), 390 

pfirQacandrodaya (294), and riijamrgiiilka (291). 391 

The author and his date 
The author of the Jiviinanda was a poet, called Vedakavi, who also composed an
other allegorical play, called Vidyiiparil)aya.392 The }iviinanda is modelled upon 
Kr~Qamisra's Prabodhacandrodaya and similar plays. It is ascribed to the author's 
patron, Anandariiyamakhin, the son of Nrsil!lhariiyamakhin and grandson of Gailgii
dharamakhin. Nrsil!lhariiya, of Bhiiradviijagotra, was a minister at the court of EkoJI 
of Tanjore ( 1676-1683). Tryambakariija, his younger brother, was a minister of EkoJI, 
SiihaJI (1684-1710) and Serfoji (1711-1728). Anandariiyamakhin,393 who was a 
minister at ihe courts of Siihaji, Serf OJI and TukoJI, also called Tulajii (1729-1735), 394 

died during the last year of Tuko jI's reign. 
The Jiviinanda was written during the reign of SiihaJI and staged for the first time 

during a festival in honour of Siva. 395 

VidvadguQaviliisa 

VidvadguQaviliisa, pupil of Siddhivardhanopiidhyiiya GaQi of the Kharataragaccha, 
wrote his Gul)ayogaprakiisa in 1717. 396 

Visriima 

Visriima, pupil of Pitiimbara, was the author of the Vyiidhinigraha.391 

Contents 
The Vyiidhinigraha consists mainly of a collection of prescriptions against a large num
ber of diseases, preceded by a mailgala, addressed to the author's guru and i~!adeva,and 
two verses on diagnosis and treatment in general. 

The diseases dealt with are: jvara ( 4-38), atisiira (39-52), praviihikii (53-55), 
grahaQi (56-62), arsas (also called ha~a) (63-68), krmi (69-70), sopha (71-75), 
mfitrakrcchra (76-85), mfitrarodha398 (86-89), prameha (90-94), asmari (95-101), 
viitarakta (102-104), aJifQB and visucikii (105-109), mandiigni (110-114), gulma 
(115-121), piiQ9uroga (122-124), kiimalii (125-130), hiiridraka (131-133), ku~!ha 
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(134-141), sidhma (142-143), piimii (144-145), dadru (146-147), piidasphu!ana 
( 148), baddhako~!ha399 (149-152), svayathiidara ( 153-159), p1Ihan (160-162), 
jalodara (163-165), raktapitta (166-171), pradara (172-177), garbhaparisrava (178), 
garbhapiita ( 179-180), na~!apu~pa 400 (l 81-182), raktasriiva in pregnant women ( 183), 
yonisiila (184-187),401 stanapiqii 402 (188-189), yonisiila(190-19l), siitikiiroga (192-
196), k~aya (197-201), kiisa (202-214), sviisa (215-222), hikkii (223-227), chardi 
(228-231), siila (232-235), arocaka (236-237), trg1ii (238-243), anidra403 (244-245), 
miirchii and tandrii (246-248), diiha (249-251), apasmiira404 (252-259), unmiida405 

(260-261), ardita (262-264), dhanurviita (265-266), sitiiitgaroga (268-270), iimaviita 
(271-274), riindhai:ia (275-278), sandhiviita (279-283), viitaroga (284-304), amlapitta 
(305-307), visarpa (308-310), vrai:ia (311-313), niiqivrai:ia (314-315), vispho!a (316), 
dagdhapiqa406 (317-318), kari:iamiilagranthi 407 (319-320), kari:iaka408 (321-322), 
sastraghiita409 (323-326), saptapu!a. hoqikii and copa!ikii (327-337), cipikii or crpr 
and sadyovrai:ia (338-340), niisura (341), sniiyuroga (342), slipada and valmrka 
(343-345), arbuda and rasolikii (346-349), gai:iqamiilii (350-352), liitii (353-356), 
bhagandara (357-362), vidradhi (363-365), upadaJTlsa (366-375), sitalii (376), 
iirustambha (377-379), vicarcikii (380-382), iiniiha (383-384 ), madhura(jvara) (385-
387), sthaulya (388-389), iimbaviiyu (390), loss of libido (391-393),410 udiivarta 
(394-395), vyaitga (396-397), khillaka (398), siroroga (399-410), bhriisaitkhado~a 
( 411 ), ardhasrr~a411 ( 412), niisiiroga ( 413-418), indralupta and othertypes of siroroga 
(419-422), kari:iaroga (423-426), o~!hado~a (427), dantaroga (428-429), jihviiroga 
(430-431), ghaQ!ikiiroga (432-435), galaroga ( 436-439), mukharoga ( 440), svararoga 
( 441-442), mukharoga ( 443-445), netraroga ( 446-456), and biilaroga ( 457-463). 

The last patt of the work is devoted to various subjects of general medical interest, 
some of which are: pralqti ( 470-471), the eight branches ofiiyurveda ( 4 74-4 77), a~!a
parr~ (478), 412 paiicakarman (479-48lab), 413 embryology (487-491), and anatomy 
(492-510). 

Remarkable names of diseases are: iimbaviiyu, crpr, cipikii, copa!ikii, ghaQ!i
kiiroga, 414 hoqikii,415 khillaka,416 madhura(jvara), 417 niisura, 418 riindhai:ia, 419 raso
lika,420 saptapu!a,421 and sitiiitgaroga. 422 

The term qambhana is repeatedly used (329,331,339) for agnikarrnan (cauteriza
tion). 

Noteworthy items of the materia medica are bodiira (336), copacrnr (295), miistakr 
(368), and piirada (340). 

Caraka is referred to once ( 177). 

The author 
Visriima mentions his name and that of his guru, Pitiimbara, at the end of the work. 
He also informs his readers that he belonged to the Agamagaccha and lived in a town 
called Arjunapura in Kiirmadesa.423 

The author remarks that his treatise is based on various other works and the teach
ings of his guru. 

The Anupiinamaiijarfis sometimes ascribed to Visriima.424 
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Date 
The Vyiidhinigraha was completed in A.O. 1756/57.425 

Yasavanta 

Yasavanta wrote his Vaidyacintiimal)i in 1792/93. 426 

Yogaratnakara 

The anonymous Yogaratniikara 421 is an elaborate and comprehensive compilation in 
verse. 428 

Contents429 

Section one (piirvakhaQ.<,la): generalities (1-3), omina (3-4), the eightfold examina
tion (a~\asthiinanirik~ai:i,a) of a patient (4-13),430 kiilajiiiina, on signs foreboding death 
(13-14), types of country (14 ), the do~as (14-16), iima (16), the constitutions (17), 
weights and measures (18-21), 431 a nighaQ.\U (21-43), the span of life allotted to a 
patient (43-46), dinacaryli, rlitricaryli, and rtucaryii (46-80), types of water (80-82), 
milk and other dairy produce (82-91), oils (91-93), honey (93-94), the sugarcane and 
its products (94-95), urines (96), groups of condiments and drugs (97-100), pharma
ceutical preparations (101-109), 432 the purification (sodhana) and killing (miirar;ia) of 
the eight dhiitus (109-120), the upadhiitus, ratnas, vi~as and upavi~as, the processes to 
which mercury has to be subjected, and various related subjects (120-146), substitutes 
for medicinal substances which are obtainable with difficulty (147-150), emetic and 
purgative procedures (150-154), nasya (154), karr;iapiiraQ.a (154), bloodletting (154-
155), some definitions (156-157), and the nidiina and treatment of diseases (157-910). 
Section two (uttarakhai)<,la) deals with viijikarar;ia (910-927), rasiiyana (927-931), and 
anupiinas (931-932). 

A large numberofsources are quoted by name: 433 Asvillasaq1/Jitii(522),434 Baud
dhasarvasva (366), Bhanarakahariscandra (515),435 Bhiivaprakasa (185, 186, 724, 
741,753,789,812,853), Bhe<,la (199), Bhoja (617,618,619,620,635, 731, 744, 745, 
854), Cakradatta (170,403,653), Caraka (150,515,517,563,606, 730, 764), Carpa\a 
(9), Cikitsiidfpa (365),436 Cikitsiikalikii (228, 319, 780), Cikitsiisiira (364, 365, 371, 
376,382,386,387,389,396,398,402,403,420,428,429, 715), Dhanvantarfyamata 
(282 ), 437 Gadanigraha (248, 294, 327, 383, 446, 526, 540), Gorak~aniitha (377), 438 

Hiirita (493, 635), Hemiidri (157),439 Jaijja\a (606),44° Kadamba (376, 475),441 

Kiisyapa (529), 442 Kasyapagrantha (297),443 Kiisyapasaq1hitii (897), ~Irapii~1i (601), 
Laghuyoga (390, 410), 444 Lak$mal)Otsava (701), Madanapiila (382), 445 Miidhava 
(869), 446 Miilatimukura (105), 447 Manthiinabhairava (280), Nii.riiyal)fya (364, 365), 448 

Nimi (800, 801), RiijamiirWI)!/a (302, 397, 555), Raja11igha1Jtu (99), Rasamaiijarf 
( 415), Rasariijalak$mf (206, 249), Rasaratnapradfpa (357, 364, 366, 391, 397, 404, 
415, 422, 426, 431, 480, 544), Rasaratnasamuccaya (483), Rasiirl)ava (275, 337), 
Rasasindhu (282), Rasendrncintiimal)i (279), Ratnapradfpa (293),449 Rudratantra 
(I 0),450 Saq1graha (543), 451 S11q1hitii (598, 789),452 Saq1kariikhya (371), 453 Siirasaq1-
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graha (338,382,386,389,390,395,399,453,475,478,507, 705), Siinigadhara (107, 
200,201,320,353,359,380,381,386,388,389,397,413,420,451,466,467,468, 
477, 478, 487, 490, 496, 521, 548), Susruta (many times), Viigbha!a (150, 169, 229, 
576), Vaidyajfvana (354, 355, 365, 370, 398, 403, 414, 487), Vaidyiilaqikiira (106), 
Vaidyaviliisa (330, 365, 370, 487), 454 Vaitgasena (347, 817, 863), Videha (168, 797, 
798, 802), Vfrasiqihiivaloka (327, 420, 453), Visviimitra (875), Vi!!hala (429),455 

Vopadevakrtasataka (489), 456 \opadevasata (373, 380),457 Vrddhahii1'ita (6), 458 Vr
ddhaviigbha~a (168, 170, 181), Vrnda (243, 245,293,306,355,356, 364,365,371, 
377,395,396,402,403,409,410,420,421,425,428,430,444,452,476,477,478, 
483,486,488,497,511, 518,522,528,532,533, 534, 538,540,541,555,566,579, 
595,610,616, 701,768,842), Yiimala (12), 459 Yoga (371,389), Yogaratnasamuccaya 
(113, 199), Yogaratniivali (106, 358, 388, 391, 451, 489,568,569), Yogasiira (54, 
335,338,381,387,388,390,391,467,525,541), Yogasata (371,376,388,397,425, 
446, 474), Yogasataka (365),460 Yogatarangil)f (293, 306, 331, 334, 335, 357, 365, 
372,383,386,387,388,389,396,397,403,420,421,426,428,430,595, 740),and 
Yogatattva (332). 

Edition f gives more references to sources than g. Sources added in fare: Ana,igarn
riga (1474, = g, 923), Bhiivaprakiisa (1206, = g, 752; 1209, = g, 753-754;461 1214, = 
g, 756; 1378, = g, 863; 1380, = g, 865; 1387, = g, 869; 1411, = g, 884; 1440, = g, 903; 
1443, = g, 905; 1456, = g, 913;462 1485, = g, 930), 463 Cakradatta ( 1352, = g, 848), 
Candrasena (1047, = g, 654),464 Caraka ( 458, = g, 289), Cikitsiikalikii (1484, = g, 929), 
Gadanigraha (969, = g, 606), 465 Hariscandra (853, = g, 535), 466 Kadamba (898, = g, 
563-564), K~rrapii1~i (960, = g, 600), Miidhava (I 360, = g, 853), Riijamiirta~a (I 001, 
= g, 627; 1003, = g, 628; 1408, = g, 882; 1473, = g, 923; 1483, = g, 929), Rasaratnii
kara (213, = g, 138), Rasaratnapradfpa ( 1343, = g, 842), 467 Siirasarpgrnha (874, = g, 
549), 468 Siiritgadhara (833, = g, 523), 469 Siviigama (202, = g, 131), Susruta (1432, = g, 
897), Viigbhaµi (897, = g, 563), Vaidyajfvana (278, = g, 177), Vaidyaviliisa (1212, = g, 
756; 1403, = g, 879; 1421, = g, 891), Vaitgasena (I 309, = g, 820-821), Videha (1268, 
= g, 791), Vfrasiqihiivaloka ( 463, = g, 292; 593, = g, 372),470 \opadevasata (702, = g, 
446), 471 Vrnda(278, = g, 177; 755, = g, 475;472 755, = g, 475;473 859, = g, 539; 1248, 
= g, 779), Yoga (706, = g, 448; 755, = g, 475), 474 Yogaratniivali (1249, = g, 779), 475 

Yogasiira (711, = g, 451; 476 1343, = g, 843), and Yogatararigil)f(709, = g, 450; 713, = 
g, 452-453;477 1207, = g, 753). 

Sources, absent from the above lists, but mentioned in the Yogarntniikara ac
cording to other scholars are: Arogyada,pal)a, Asvinfkumiirasa,phitii, 478 Liliivalf, 479 

Matinmkura,480 Navaratnamiilii, Nirl)ayasindhu, 481 Saqikaramata,482 Yogacintiima{1i, 
and Yogapradfpa, 483 Rasasiirasaq1graha and Rasendrasa,phitii,484 Lolimbariija,485 and 
Nirl)ayasindhu.486 Atrideva487 claims that the nighamu of the Yogaratniikara quotes 
Cakrapii~idatta's Dravyagul)a. 

The verses of the Yogaratniikara on nidiina are usually those of Miidhava's Rug.v ini
.foaya, with the addition of other ones from sources not mentioned by name in most 
cases. 

Authors and works quoting from or referring to the Yogaratniikara are: Asubodha 
and Nityabodha Senagupta's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, the Ayurvedfya 
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Khanijavijiiiina, the Bhe$ajasaq1hitii, Devasiipha Vi!!hal's Brhadiisaviiri$/asaipgraha, 
Dharmadatta's Trido$asan:igraha, Govindadlisa's Bhai$ajyaratniivalf, Gulrlijsarmami
sra's Siddhaprayogalatikii aml Visikhanupravesavijiiiina, Haridattaslistrin's commenta
ry on the Rasarararigi!JI, Hariprapanna's Rasayogasagara, Harisara~1linanda's Kiipfpa
kvarasanirmai:iavijiiiina, Karandikar's Nidiinadfpikii, Khare's commentary on the Rasa
ratnasamuccaya, Lak~mirlima's commentary on the Siddhabhesajamai:iimalii, Niraiija
napraslida Gupta's Piiradasaq1hitii, Rlijesvaradatta Misra's Svasthavrrrasamuccaya, the 
Rasadhatuprakii.sa, the Rasatattvavivecana, the Rasoddhararanrra, Priyavrat Sarmli's 
auto-commentary on the Ayurvedadarsana, Satyadeva Vlisi~!ha's commentary on Rli
va1.1a's Niitjfparfk$ii, Somadevasarman's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakasa, and the 
Rasiimrta and Siddhayogasaq1graha of Vaidya Ylidavaji TrikamaJi Aclirya. It was also 
used by the unknown author of the interpolated portions of Niscalakara's Ratnapra
bhii. 488 The Yogararniikara is one of the sources of A.ryadlisa Kumlirasiipha's Kviitha
mai:iimiilii and Visvanlitha Dvivedi's Rasendrasambhava. 

Special fearures489 

The nigha~t!U part of the Yogaratniikara enumerates properties; synonyms are only 
occasionally given. 490 Noteworthy substances described are: ligastyasimba (24 ), 
bhe1.1fi (22),491 brhanmarica (24),492 gaurablikucI (24),493 k~upaja marica (24), 
mahlipilu (27), 494 mi~!atumbi (22),495 paiicabhr11ga (98), rlimlihvayaphala (27),496 

siikii!a (24 ), 497 sitliphala (27), 498 sylimalasiikii!a (25), 499 and tamlikhu (30). 500 

The verses on rasaslistra mention two opinions on the composition of the group of 
the metals (dhlitu); the first list consists of seven metals: gold, silver, brass (lira,= pitta
la), copper, lead, tin, and tikg1aka (a kind of iron), to which by some mercury is added; 
the second list enumerates gold, silver, copper, tin, lead, brass (ritikli, = pittala), bell
metal (gho~a), and iron ( 109). Seven upadhlitus are recognized: abhraka, mlik~ika, ta.la, 
silli, nilaiijana, tutthaka, and rasaka. Nine major poisonous substances are mentioned: 
klilakii!a, vatsanlibha, sr11gaka, pradipana, hlillihala, brahmaputra, hliridra, saktuka, and 
saurli~!rika (142); the seven minor poisons are: arkak~ira, snuhik~Tra, lliitgali, karavi
raka, guiijli, ahiphena, and dhattiira (143). 

The Yogaratniikara contains a long list of substitutes for drugs which are diffficult 
to procure (147-150). 

The order of the diseases agrees with the Miidhavanidiina. Diseases added are: one 
series of thirteen sa1pniplita fevers, namely sandhika, antaka, rugdliha, cittavibhrama, 
sitliitga, tandrika, ka1.1!hakubja, kafl)aka, bhugnanetra, rakt~!hivin, prallipaka, jihvaka, 
and abhinylisa (160-162);501 a fever called mantharajvara (214-215); 502 jvarlitislira 
(233-239); plidaka1.1iaka ( 439); iirdhvavlita ( 440); sitavlita, sparsavlita, and raktavli
ta503 (441); urograha (535); bahumlitrameha (polyuria; 576-577); vardhma (611); 
agnidagdhavra1.1a (654-656); candrakavra1.1a (672); 504 piitiprameha (672);505 snliyuka 
(716-718); sitalli (724-727 );506 somaroga and miitrlitislira (843-845). Phiraitgaroga is 
not described separately, but is included in the group of diseases called upada1psa. 507 

The formula of kha1.19akii$mli1.19aka (308) does not agree at all with that of the Bhii
vaprakiisa.508 The chapter on galaga~1~. etc., contains a verse, ascribed to Bhoja, on 
types of granthi which are incurable or difficult to cure (619) that is already found 
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in Gayadiisa's commentary on the Susrutasaq1hitii. 509 The recipe of pu~yiinugaciin:ia 
(841) differs slightly from that found in the Carakasarµhita. 510 

The description of the yoniroga called udiivartii (845) differs from that in the 
Carakasaq1hitii; 511 the ai:i;ini type (846) corresponds to the phalini type of the Su
srutasaq1hitii. 512 The chapter on yoniroga mentions that a daughter is born from the 
left nii9i of the female reproductive system, a son from the right nii9i (848). The 
formula of phalagf1rta (848) differs very much from that present in the A§{iingah[daya 
and agrees with that found in the Bhiivaprakiisa. 513 The chapter on yoniroga also 
contains prescriptions against infertility in women (847-849), as well as contraceptive 
and abortifacient formulae (849-850), 514 recipes which tighten the vagina (851), 5l5 
recipes effective against yonidiiha (a burning sensation in the vagina) (851), 516 etc. 

The chapter on striroga describes that parturition may be impossible due to con
traction (sarpkoca) of the birth channel (garbha), caused by viita (861). 517 The same 
chapter leaves the treatment of mii9hagarbha (malpositions), even the surgical inter
ventions, to experienced midwives (862-863 ). 518 Some verses on the treatment of mli
ghagarbha have been borrowed from Vailgasena (863-864 ). 519 The Yogaratniikara ad
vises pressing of the vaginal canal just after delivery, in order to prevent ihe entry of 
viita (864). The employment of poultices (upaniiha) is recommended in diseases of the 
breasts (stanaroga) (869), although this type of treatment is said to be contra-indicated 
in most iiyurvedic treatises. 520 The chapter on ~irado~a and its treatment521 has a long 
list of articles of diet, patterns of behaviour, etc., which should be recommended to a 
pregnant woman, followed by a series of unwholesome things (871). 522 Prescriptions 
against the evil effects of overuse of mercurial compounds are also found in the treatise 
(925-927). 

The verses on therapy contain both iiyurvedic recipes and rasau~adhas. 523 

Some new formulae may be found in the Yogaratniikara: gok~uriidigu!i (568), 524 

candraprabhiigu!i (568),525 biilaharitakiyoga (671), 526 mahiik~iiragu!i (672),527 piigii
diyoga (672),528 and kadalikandaghrta (844).529 

Verses on pathyiipathya are found at the end of the sections on treatment. 
Many formulae ofpiikas are present in the Yogaratniikara. 530 

Noteworthy medicinal plants and substances prescribed are: bhimasenakarpiira, 531 

bhiipari:iikii (461),532 bhiisarkarii (461),533 bhiitiiilkusa (461), 534 copacini (671),535 

ga11giivati (461), gfdhramahiruha (460),536 heru (460),537 kabiiba (691), karahii!ikii 
(135), 538 kiiruiiji (461), 539 kevai:ii (460),540 kuiijarika· (460), 541 kusari (460),542 

madhupu~pikii ( 461), 543 mrgakhuri ( 461), 544 murda;aka (672),545 nepati ( 461), 546 

pailgula ( 460), 547 phalii ( 461), 548 picchalikii ( 460), 549 poia ( 466), 550 rasakarpii
ra,551 riiyapuri sarkarii,552 siikura11<;!a (461), s53 sauraka (672),554 sivetara (460),555 

svetapu~pa (205), 556 vai~i:iavikii ( 461), 557 viisani ( 460),558 and virojii (672).559 

The author 
The identity of the author remains unknown. According to some he must have been a 
resident of southern India since most of the MSS are found there and the Yogaratnii
kara is still much in use in Mahiirii~\ra. The author's name was Mayiirapiida Bhik~u 
according to some Indian scholars. 560 
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Date 
The quotations from the Wiid yaviliisa by Raghuniitha Par:i~ita, composed in AD. 1697, 
and the existence ofa MS, dating from A.D. 17 46,561 prove thatthe Yogaratniikara was 
compiled during the first half of the eighteenth century. The earliest author to establish 
this date was S.L. Katre. 562 P.K. Gode563 assigned the work to the period 1650-1725 
on account of the quotation of Kamaliikara's Niqiayasindhu, composed in 1612, 564 the 
verses on tobacco,565 and the MS dating from 1746. P.V. Sharma regards the work 
as having been written towards the end of the seventeenth century because it quotes 
Lolimbariija and Trimalla's YogatarangiJJl. 566 The most appropriate date for its com
position is AD. 1676 according to N. Saxena.567 The Yogaratniikara is regarded as 
dating from the eighteenth century by Atrideva568 and S. Upadhyaya.569 

The Yogaratniikara should not be confused with another medical work of the same 
title, written in caupiii verse in old GujariitI by a Jain author, called Nayanasekhara, 
pupil of Jiiiinasekhara, in 1633 or I 680. 570 
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Nineteenth-century authors and works 

ABHIDHANACANDRIKA by Bhimasena. Other works by the same author are a Siipa
siistra and the Vaidyabhii~al)ii. 

The Abhidhiinacandrikii I is a glossary of medical terms; its preface is to a great 
extent taken from the Dhanvantariyanighar)!u. 

The Siipasiistra is a treatise on cooking. 2 

The Vaidyabhii~al)ii appears to be a comprehensive medical treatise. 3 

The Vaidyabodhasaljl.graha of a Bhimasena may or may not be by a different 
author. 4 

Bhimasena wrote his works in the second half of the nineteenth century. He was 
highly respected by Kr~Qa Raja Wodeyar III, king of Mysore, who was placed on the 
throne by the British in A.D. 1799 and who died in 1868. Bhima was also patronized 
by Kr~Qa Riija's son, Ciimariija Wodeyar. 5 

ABHINAVANIGHAl)!TU, compiled by Dattariim Niiriiyal)adatta Caube, son of Dattarii
m. 6 The subject matter is arranged in twenty-four chapters (varga) and an appendix 
(parisiga). Chapter one deals with pharmacology in general; chapters two to twenty
fourdescribe medicinal substances, their names and their properties, mainly along the 
lines of the Bhiivaprakiisanighal)!U; the appendix, called YiiniinI Dravyagul)aSaljl.
graha, is devoted to drugs borrowed from Islamic medicine. 7 

The author was a resident of Mathurii. 8 

AGNEYAYURVEDAVYAKHYA by Gangiidhara.9 

AJIRl)!AMANJARI by Dattariima," a short monograph on disorders of digestion (aJT
rl)a). 

The benedictory verses are addressed to Dhanvantari and Kr~Qa. The treatise begins 
with the statement that ajirl)ais the main cause of all diseases; it proceeds with its nidii
na (4-5), 11 its definition (6) and a de~cription of its six varieties (7-13). 12 One verse 
(14) is devoted to the general treatment of the four chief varieties, two verses (15-16) 
are about the number of days required for ajirl)a, caused by some specified articles of 
diet, to disappear when dietary restrictions are observed. 13 Thirty-two verses (17-48) 
deal with ajTfl)a brought about by a long series of particular substances and its treatment 
by prescribing substances considered to be counteractive. Thirteen verses ( 49-61) are 
about ways of treating various discomforts; the preparation of sukta and vesaviira is 
also described (58-60) in this section of the work. The treatise ends with the statement 
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(62) that the author, Dattariima, compiled the Ajir~maiijarifrom the words of various 
sages. 14 A parisi~!a of nine verses contains some compound formulae. A part of the la
sunakalpa from the Kasyapasarphita is appended at the end. 

The only authority quoted by name is Kasyapa (49). 
A comparison with Kasiniitha's Ajir~maiijari learns that more than half of Dat

tariima 's verses were borrowed from it. 
The description of aJi~ caused by particular substances and its treatment by 

means of specified other substances is not found in the classical sarphitas and appears 
rather late in ayurvedic literature. 15 

A noteworthy article of diet mentioned in the Ajifl)amaiijari is ciniiruka ( 46). 16 

No particulars are known about the author. 
The treatise was completed in 1882/83.1 7 

ANUPANATARANGl~I 18 by Raghuniithaprasiida. 
The work consists of 522 verses, arranged in seven chapters (vici), and is composed 

in the form of a dialogue between a husband and his beloved wife. The latter is the re
ceiver of teachings about anupiinas to be taken in conjunction with inorganic medicinal 
substances prepared by means of alchemical processes. These substances are the dhii
tus (chapter one), upadhiitus (chapter two), mercury (rasa) and its compounds (chap
ter three), sulphur (gandhaka) and its compounds (chapter four), the uparasas (chapter 
five), and the ratnas (chapter six). Chapter seven is on diverse anupiinas. Alchemical 
topics, such as the sodhana and miiral)a of the dhiitus, etc., and the mythical origin of 
mercury, are also dealt with. The preparation of rasakarpiira, to be used in the treatment 
of syphilis, is described in chapter three (76-84 ). 

The author employs, in order to designate siila, the unusual term sivasastrii
bhidhagada (3.69). 19 Noteworthy words are also varakha (1.26 and 2.55)20 and 
gulkanda (6.21).21 

The Anupiinatararigir:ii is quoted in the Piiradasaq1hita. 
At the end of the work the author gives his genealogy: Biilasarman, a briihmar:ia 

of Kiinyakubja lineage, living on the banks of the Bhiigirathi, i.e., the Ganges - Vire
svara- Kasinatha - the physician Govardhana - the physician Tiipiriima - Sitiiriima
Raghunathaprasada (7.30-34).22 

The author was probably active during the second half of the nineteenth century. 23 

AROGY ADARPA~A, compiled by Jaganniitha Sarman. 24 

AROGYAKALPADRUMA by Kaikkulaririara Rama Variyar ( 1832-1896). 25 This trea
tise is a therapeutic manual in verse; its author is a poet who is well known in Kerala. 26 

AROGYASTOTRA by Garigiidhara.27 

ARYAG~HACIKITSA by Vinodaliila Sena.28 

A U~ADHASINDHULAHAR I, compiled by Kr~r:iadasavasumallika. 29 The same author 
wrote a Bengali commentary on the Miidhavanidiina, called Nidiiniirthacandrika.30 
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A U~ADHIKALPALATIKA, compiled by Bastiriima. 31 
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AYURVEDADARPANA, compiled by Niiriiyai:ia Riiy from Caraka, Susruta, Viigbha!a, 
Hiirita and other authorities. 32 

A YURVEDAPARIBHA~A, compiled by Siiradiicarai:ia Senagupta and Pyiirimohana 
Deva.33 

AYURVEDARTHACANDRIKA, compiled by Syiimiicarai:ia Gupta.34 

A YURVEDASABDAR~AVA, compiled by Gailgiiprasiida Sarman, son of Guru Dinalii
la Sarman of Dvivedipura. This work is a glossary of materia medica, compiled from 
Sanskrit authorities and with explanations in Hindi. 35 

A YURVEDASAl\:1GRAHA by Gailgiidhara. 36 

A YURVEDASAl\:1GRAHA, compiled by Devendraniitha Senagupta and Upendranii
tha Senagupta. This work consists of a collection of extracts from the treatises of 
Caraka, Susruta and Viigbha!a, and from the Rasaratniikara, Rasaratnasamuccaya, 
Kii!amudgara, Nii<;IIvijiiiina, etc. 37 

A YURVEDASARASAMGRAHA, compiled by Gopiilacandra Senagupta.38 

A YURVEDASUDHAKARA by Raghuniithaprasiida Sukala. 39 

AYURVEDAVIJNANA 40 by Vinodaliila Sena_ 41 

This comprehensive treatise, written in verse and prose, is divided into four sec
tions: siitrasthiina (78 chapters), siirirasthiina (15 chapters), dravyasthiina (41 chapters 
and a parisi~!a), and nidiina-cikitsitasthiina (87 chapters). 

The siitrasthiina deals with the descent of iiyurveda (iiyurvediivataral)a), technical 
rules (paribhii~ii), paiicakarman, the preparation of caustics (k~iirapiika), bloodletting 
(raktasriiva), the examination of a patient (rogiparik~ii), blunt and sharp instruments 
(yantrasastriidivari:iana), the purification and killing of the dhiitus ( dhiitusodhanamiira
i:ia), etc. 

The siirirasthiina is about anatomy and physiology; the dravyasthiina is concerned 
with materia medica. 42 

Chapter one of the nidiina-cikitsitasthiina is devoted to general concepts related to 
pathology, chapters two to eighty-two are concerned with the nidiina and treatment 
of diseases. These diseases are arranged in a way that completely differs from Mii
dhava's order, while many new diseases are described too. The order of chapters two 
to twenty-five may serve as an example: jvara, vi~amajvara, jvaracikitsii, jvariitisiira, 
plihan, yalqdroga, pai:i<;lu-kiimalii-halimaka, sotha, udara, raktapitta, riijayak~man, kii
sa, svarabheda, hikkii-sviisa, hrdroga, urastoya, krimi, agnimiindya, arocaka, atisiira, 
grahai:iI, amlapitta, siila, gulma. 

The subjects of chapters eighty-three to eighty-seven are: apamumiir~u, viryasta-
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mbha, rasliyana, vii jfkarar:ia, and karmaviplika. The treatise ends with a short parisi~ia. 
The treatments described are of a mixed type: liyurvedic prescriptions and rasayogas 
are found side by side. 

The influence of western medicine is clearly discernable in the Ayurvedavijiilina. 
Sources referred to in the introductory part of the work43 are: Bhlivapraklisa, 

Cakradatta, Caraka, Hlirfta, Rasaratnlikara, Rasendracintlimar:ii, Susruta, Vagbhaia, 
and Vailgasena. 

Sources and authorities quoted or referred to in the body of the treatise are: 
Atreya (II: 376), Bhlivapraklisa (II: 95), Bhoja (II: 432, 551, 558), Caraka (II: 464, 
504), Da~i1,1amiirtisaq1hita (II),44 Klirttika (II: 472), KasyapasaJ!thitii (II: 607), 
Sabdakalpadruma (II: 196), Siikteyagrantha by Dhanvantari (II: 196), Siitlitapa (II: 
632), Susruta (II: 24, 94, 97, 217, 464, 488, 504, 512, 560), Urabhra (II: 376), and 
Vitleha (II: 479).45 

The Ayurvedavijiilina is one of the sources of Aryadlisa Kumlirasirpha's 
Kvlithama1,1imalli, the Bh~jasarphitli, and DevasiJ!tha ViHhal's Brhadlisavliri
~\asarµgraha; it is quoted in the Pliradasa1phitli and Rasayogasligara. 

Dissection is recommended for anatomical studies. The circulation of the blood is 
described. 46 The contraction of the pupil caused by opium and its dilatation by Datura 
seeds are known to the author. Percussion (abhighlitaparik~li) and auscultation (srava-
1,1aparik~) are described, but not the stethoscope. The number of bones is said to be 
246, in agreement with Urabhra, who is quoted on the subject. The terms dhamani and 
nligf are used to designate arteries; a lymphatic vessel is called a srotas and a nerve 
a snliyu. The functions of heart and lungs and the digestive processes are described 
in agreement with western medicine, as well as the urinary tract and the reproductive 
organs. 47 

Noteworthy substances mentioned in the dravyasthlina are: 48 amaravallI,49 

antamala,50 dhiinarlija,51 ka\uvira,52 mahlitikta,53 majjaphala,54 picchila,55 pitakii
~mli~1•a, 56 pitamiili,57 pivari,58 prajlivati,59 sahlislira,60 sarpvidli maiijari, 61 slirdii
lakanda, 62 sitabija, 63 srlivikli, srivlisaslira, 64 sudhlimiili, 65 surapriya, 66 svar1,1apattrI, 67 

sylimabija, 68 sylimapar1,1i, 69 and visalyakaraQL 70 

The dravyasthlina also describes some recently introduced oils, 71 such as dipyaka
taila, jlitiphalataila, khasabijataila, lavaiigataila, nikumbhataila, rlilataila, vlitlidataila,72 

and yak~adrumataila. 
Special features of the nidlina-cikitsitasthlina are: 73 three series of thirteen saJ!t

niplita fevers; 74 the chapter on plihan (6) adds verses, which may derive from the 
author himself, to those found in the Madhavanidlina; the chapter on diseases of the 
liver (yakrdroga; 7) may have been written by the author and describes, for example, 
the surgical treatment of a liver abscess ( 61); the chapter on rlijayak~man (10) includes 
the treatment of a disorder called kru:ithak~ata; the chapter on hrdroga ( 16) describes 
a series of new diseases: livara1,1ika, kau~\hika, pflhuka, ayamikli, parik~aya, medal}
siitra, and vik~epikli; 75 new terms employed in the chapter on diseases of the heart 
are hrdvepathu or ko~\hasaJ!tvepana (a kind of arrhythmia) and hrtko~\hapesisiitra 
(the muscle fibres of the heart); the description of vaccination against smallpox in 
the chapter on masiirikli (31) agrees with a quotation in the Sabdakalpadruma from 
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a Sakteyagrantha by Dhanvantari; 76 the variety of masiirika, called romlintika, is 
described according to some unknown source (a granthlintara); sitalli is not mentioned 
in the chapter on masiirikli; svitra is described in detail in the chapter on ku~iha (33); a 
description of aupasargikopadarpsa, i.e., syphilis, is found in the chapter on upada111sa 
(38); aupasargikopada1psa is also called plipoplidaqtsa and vi~opada1!1Sa, but the term 
phirailgaroga is absent; the first stage of syphilis is called mukhya, the later stages are 
designated by the term gaui:iopadarpsa; vradhna 77 is described in the chapter on vrddhi 
( 45); the chapter on vlitavylidhi ( 47) contains a new disease, ligantuja pak~lighlita; 78 

the chapter on miirchli and related disorders (53) describes saisavasaqmyasa,79 not 
known from other treatises; the chapter on women's diseases (striroga; 79) contains 
descriptions of some new diseases: raktamlidri, ~a~!hiblidhaka, ailkura, jalakumlirado
~a, yonylik~epa, 80 yonyailkuravrddhi or -sarpvrtti, 81 jarliyuroga, 82 and ar:u,adhliragada; 
the chapter on viryastambha (84) consists of prescriptions which are thought to delay 
ejaculation during intercourse; the chapter on karmaviplika (87) consists of quotations 
from Slitlitapa. 

The nidlina-cikitsitasthlina describes a series of diseases, 83 together with their 
treatment, which are also found in Govindadlisa's Bhai~jyaratnlivali: urastoya 
(chapter 17),84 pliradaviklira (chapter 40),85 smaronmlida (chapter 51),86 gadodvega 
or apadlirthagada (chapter 52), 87 yo~lipasmlira (yo~lipasmfulidhiklira of chapter 54 
on apasmara),88 tattvonmlida (chapter 56),89 acalavlita (chapter 57),90 khaiijanika 
(chapter 58),91 tlit;it;iavaroga (chapter 59),92 snayusiila (chapter 60),93 klomaroga 
(chapter 61),94 vrkklimaya (chapter 62),95 bahumiitra, 96 madhumeha, 97 somaroga 
and miitrlitislira (chapter 67),98 sukrameha,99 aupasargikameha, ioo ojomeha, 101 and 
lasikameha (chapter 68), 102 dhvajabhailga (chapter 69), 103 srr~limburoga (76), 104 ma
sti~kavepana 105 and masti~kacayapacaya (chapter 77), 106 at!tsughlita 107 and skhlilitya 
(chapter 78), 108 yonikai:it;lii 109 and ai:it;ladhliragada or t;limblidhliragada (chapter 79), 110 

and apamumiir~u (chapter 83).111 
Both liyurvedic recipes and rasayogas are found in the verses on treatment. Refer

ences to formulae described in volume I are frequent. 
Notewo1thy substances prescribed are: kirliva (537), 112 nallaki (536), prtamiili ( 48, 

49, 57, 59). and tlimramiili (50). 113 Opium (ahiphena, bhogiphena, phai:iiphena, etc.) is 
rather frequently mentioned. 11 4 

The author states at the end of the work that he was a grandson of the physician 
Nitylinanda and a son of Rlijakisora; he adds that he was a resident of Ambikli. 

The author informs us at the end of his work that it was printed in 1883. 115 

A YURVEDIYADRAVYABHIDHANA by K.B. Lal Sengupta. 116 

A YURVEDIYAKAUTUKAVILASA, compiled by Rlimamohana Vidylivinoda. 117 

AYURVEDIYAPARIBHA~A byGailglidhara. 118 This work, consisting of314verses and 
prose passages, arranged in seven chapters (prakarai:ia), deals with the following sub
jects: (1) weights and measures (mlina), (2) the rules to be applied when the parts of a 
plant to be used, the quantities and ratios of ingredients, etc., are not explicitly men
tioned i.n recipes (anuktapraklisana), (3) details on the preparation of a kalka, etc., (4) 
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the elucidation of obscure points in the preparation of medicines (avyaktavivecana), (5) 
rules for a piika, ( 6) deliberations on the prak~epa (ingredients to be added to a com
pound medicine), and (7) the elucidation of subjects merely hinted at in medical trea
tises (lesoktaviveka). 

Works and authors quoted are: Carakasa(!lhitii, dharmasiistra, Dr<;lhabala, Manu
smrti, smrtisiistra; Susrutasa(!lhitii, Taittiriyopani~ad, Vi~x:iusa(!lhitii, and Yiijiiava
lkyasarphitii. 

AYUSTATTVAVIJNANA by Vinodaliila Sena. 119 
BHAl~AJYA-DHANVANTARI, compiled by Candrakiintadiisa Kaviriija.' 20 
BHAl~AJYARii.Mii.YA~A by Gailgiidhara. 121 
BHAI!)AJY ARATNii. VALI. compiled by Ravidatta Siistrin, son ofSivasahiiya, ofBeri. 122 
BHAI~AJYAVIJNii.NA, compiled by Isanacandra Vandhyopiidhyiiya. 123 
8Hii.SKAR0DAYA by Gangiidhara 124 

The B(l.HANNIGHAl!ITURATNAKARA, 125 compiled by Dattariima, 126 is a very large 
medical treatise of an encyclopaedic nature. 

Volume one consists of an introduction and nineteen chapters (adhyiiya). The in
troduction contains a mailgaliicara1Ja, the genealogy of the author, and verses on the 
position of iiyurveda among the sciences. 

Chapter one deals with definitions of iiyurveda, the eight parts (ailga) of ii
yurvetla, 127 and the origin of iiyurveda (iiyurvedotpatti). 

The first part of the story about the origin of iiyurveda, up to the appearance of Su
sruta, has been taken from the Bhiivaprakiisa. Added to it by Dattariima are: the ap
pearance of Viigbha!a; an enumeration of the eighteen iiyurvedic saiphitiis by Hiirita, 
Susruta, Pariisara, Bhoja, Bhe<;la, Bhrgu, Agnivesa, Caraka, Cyavana, Agasti, Vara.ha, 
Viigbha!a, Niiriiyax:ia, Niirasirpha, Atreyaka, Atri, Sasin, Siva, and Bhiiskara; 128 a series 
of authors and works on rasasiistra; 129 the Rasaratniikara by Siddha Nityaniitha and the 
Rasendracintiimai:ii by Tui:i!iininiitha; the Rugviniscaya by Miidhavakara;, the names 
of a series of commentators: Bhagiira, Je.iia!a, Gadiidhara, Viipyacandra, Sricakrapii
i:ti, Bakula, Isvarasena, Isana, Kiirttika, Sukira, Sudhira, Maitreya, and Miidhava; 130 
Cakrapiii:ii's Cakradatta; the Nighai:i!uriija by Narasiipha from Kasmir; Bhiivamisra 
and his Bhiivaprakiisa. 

Chapter one ends with verses on basic concepts. 
Chapters two, three and four are almost identical with chapters two, three and four 

of the Siitrasthiina of the Susrutasarphitii and bear the same titles. Chapters Ii ve, six and 
seven, also taken from the Susrutasarphitii, agree with chapters one, two and three of 
its Siirirasthiina, but some new material has been added to the text of Susruta. Chapter 
eight is based on chapter four of the Siirirasthiina of the Susrutasarphitii, but contains 
a large number of additions which betray the influence of western anatomy. Chapters 
nine to fourteen are, apart from some extra material, the same as chapters five to ten 
of the Siirirasthiina of the Susrutasarphitii; chapters fifteen to nineteen are the same as 
chapters five, seven, eight, riine, and twenty-five of the Siitrasthiina of the Susrutasarp
hitii. 
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Volume two contains chapters twenty to thirty-four. Chapters twenty to twenty-four 
are practically the same as chapters eleven to fifteen of the Siitrasthana of the Su
srutasa,phita. Chapter twenty-five is partially the same as chapter twenty-one of Su
sruta's Siitrasthana. Chapters twenty-six to twenty-nine contain the complete text of 
the Caryacandrodaya, a work on rtucaryii, dinacarya and ratricaryii, compiled by Datta
rama and also published as a separate work. 131 Chapter thirty is identical with chapter 
ten of the Siitrasthana of the Susrutasa,phita. Chapters thirty-one and thirty-two are on 
prognostic signs (diitavan:iana; sakunavan:iana). Chapter thirty-three consists ofa sepa
rate treatise, in 149 verses, on dreams and their meaning, the Svapnaprakasika. Chapter 
thirty-four contains Dattarama's treatise on pulse-examination, the Na9Idarpai:ia; 132 it 
is followed by twenty-three verses on the examination of the pulse according to the Yii
nani system and eighteen verses on the same subject according to western medicine. 

Volume three has not been accessible to me. 
Volumes four to six are devoted to diseases and their treatment. Their contents are 

for a very large part identical with those of volume two of the Nighai:i\uratnakara. The 
verses on karmavipaka and astrology are different in a small number of instances. 133 

Volumes seven and eight contain an extensive nighat:iiu, the Saligramanigha
l}!Ubhii~ai:ia, compiled by Saligrama. It describes the names and properties of a large 
number of medicinal substances in twenty-seven vargas and a parisi~\a; the botanical, 
vernacular and English names are also recorded in most of the cases. 

Sources, mentioned in volumes one, two, and four to six, are: Atreya (II: 492), 
Bharadvajasa,phita (I: 98), Bhavaprakasa (I: 168), Bhoja (I: 245), Bhojanakutiihala 
(II: 646), Brahmai:i9apurai:ia (II: 689), Brhatsa,phitii (I: 98-99), Brhadyogatarailgil}i 
(I: 59), Caraka (I: 136, 199 and 310; IV: 222), Hariscandra (II: 541), K~emendra (II: 
489), Madhuko~a (II: 452), Manu (I: 107), Padmapuriir:ia (IV: 221), Piiriisara (V: 1), 
Sal!lgraha (I: 114 and 160), Siirilgadhara (I: 169), Susruta (I: 106), Viigbha\a (I: 104, 
111, 112, 118, 145, 165, 186, 205; II: 450,493, 498), Vaidyasiirasa,pgraha (II: 494 
and 501), Vai~i:iaviigama (I: 137), Variihamihira (I: 100), Vrddhaviigbha\a (I: 177 and 
317), and Yogari:iava (IV: 276). 

Sources mentioned in the Saligramanighai:i\ubhii~ai:ia are: Amarakosa (807), 
Atreyasal!)hitii (35, 39, 42, 45, 47, 128,247,282,400,403,492,510, 538,565,572, 
573-574, 583, 613, 616, 637, 678, 688, 845, 870, 890, etc.), 134 Bhai~ajyacikitsa ( 47, 
87), 135 Bhiivaprakiisanigha1:i\u (passim), Dhanvantarinighai:i\u (passim), Dravyaci
hna ( 14 ), 136 Dravyagu~1a (826, 830), Dravyagui:iadipikii ( I 021 ), 137 Gai:ianighai:i\u 138 

(45, 164, 234, etc.), 139 Hiiritasa,phitii (816, 818, 823, 833, 835, 843, 864, 899, 918, 
934, 965, 966, 968, 969, 971-972, 981, 984, 994, 995, 996, 997, etc.), Kaiyadeva 
(164), Ko~a (771), Lailkiiniitha (1073),140 Lailkesa (173), 141 Madanapiilanighai:i\u 
or Madanavinoda (passim), Nighai:i\ucii~iimai:ii (166), Nighai:i\uratniikara (passim), 
Nighai:i\usal!lgraha (208), Niruktaratniikara (26), 142 Prayogamrta (34), Rajanighai:iiu 
(passim), Riijavallabhanighai:i\u (passim), Rasacandrikii (237, 736), Rasendrasii
rasal!lgraha (238), Ratniikara(759, 761,763,765,767,774, 793-794, 810,902,913, 
925, 935, 938, etc.), Sivanighai:i\u (155, 164, 196), 143 So9halanighai:i\u (passim), 
Su~ei:ia(258, 583, 864,901,994, 1089), Susrutasal!lhitii( 494,498,553, 599, 619, 769, 
995, etc.), 144 Trikai:i9ase~a (922), Vagbha\a (814, 828, 831, 843, 858), Vaidyanigha-
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i:i!u (128, 132, 353, 813, 977), VaidyaJivana (682), Vikiiratimirabhiiskara (129, 243, 
257, 306), 145 Vi~~1udharmottara (771), Vrddhasusruta (979), and Yuktikalpataru of 
Bhojariija (791, 795). 146 

The Brhannigha1~\uratniikara is one of the sources of Aryadiisa Kumiirasi1p
ha's Kviithama~limiilii, the Bhe~ajasa1phitii, and the Rasoddhiiratantra. The 
Siiligriimanighai:i\u(bhii~ai:ia) is quoted in Gulriijsarmamisra's commentary on the 
Ayurvedaprakiisa and in the Rasadhiituprakiisa. 

Some anatomical descriptions of chapter eight of volume one betray the influence 
of western anatomy. 147 The diseases dealt with are the same as in the Nighai:i\uratnii
kara, but the seven types of sitalii and the hymn to Sitalii are omitted. 

Noteworthy substances described in the Siiligriimanigha~1\ubhii~a1~a are: 148 

iidityapattrii, four types of ahiphena (231-232: sveta-, kr~na-, pita-, citravar~ia), 
iikiirakarabha (155-156 ), two types of iikhukarl)I ( 4 78-480: brhatI and laghvI ii
khukanm, 1~ several types of iilu (942-946: raktiilu, 150 riijiilubheda, gajakar~1iilu, 
mukhiilu, kiisiilu, 151 pho~u;liilu, piiniyiilu, niliilu,152 subhriilu; 954-955: sailkhiilu, 153 

kii~!hiilu, 154 madhura,jiiluka, raktariijiiluka, svetiilu, kr~i:iavaniiluka, vaniiluka), anannii
sa (633), 155 iiri (1236), 156 three types of ativi~ii (219-220: suklii, kr~nii, arul)ii), two 
types of bhalliitaka (222-225: bhalliitaka and nadibhalliitaka), 157 bhissa\ii (1252), 158 

bhramaracchallikii (1236-1237), 159 bhiisimbikii (647), 160 two types of bijapiira 
(578-581: 'bijapiira and vanabijapiira), two types of bimbI (912-915: bimbI and 
tiktabimbI), ciiha (1216-1217), 161 six types of campaka (493-496: campaka, sveta-, 
niiga-, sultana-, nila-, bhiimicampaka), 162 cai:ic;talakanda (952), 163 candrikii (131-132: 
= candrasiira), cic;lii (27), 164 copacinI (153-155), three types of dantI (395-398: 
dantI, brhaddantI, bhadradantI), two types of devadiiru (26-27: snigdhadiiru and 
kii~\hadiiru),165 ekavira (1234-1235), 166 e1Iyaka (420), 167 era~u;lacirbhi\a (1246-
1247: = viitakumbhaphala),168 gailgii\i (422), 169 three types of gholikii (865-866: 
gholikii = lo\li, 170 riija- and k~udragholikii), granthigobhI (1256), 171 two types of 
hapu~ii (156-157: hapu~ii and svalpaphalii hapu~ii), hastaj<X;!i (953),172 five types 
of hayiiri (307-309: sveta, rakta, pii\ala, pita, kr~J)a), 173 herambavrk~a (1244), 174 

I~adgola (1218-1219), 175 seven types of jambii (648-651: jambii, mahii-, k~udra-, 
kiika-, bhiimi-, riija-, jalajambii), 176 jha~1c;lu (518), 177 jhilla (1234),178 jhullapu~pa 
(1251-1252), 179 six types of kadalI (557-564: kadalI, iira~1ya-, kii~\ha-, suvan:ia-, 
mahendrakadalI, kr~IJii kada!I), kiijiitaka (647-648), 180 three types of kiiiicana (323-
325: rakta, sveta, pita), karalI (880-881), 181 six types of karaiija (336-340: karaiija, 
mahii-, ghrta-, guccha-, piitikaraiija, k~1\ayukta karaiija), 182 six types of karka!I (893-
896: karka!I, erviiruka, titiyiikarka\I, ara~1yakarka!I, tikta-, ciniikarkapkii), 183 seven 
types of karpiira (1-6: karpiira, potiisraya, Isiiviisa, himakarpiiraka, udayabhiiskara, 
pan:1akarpiiraka, cinakarpiira), two types of kaiabhI (700: ka!abhI and svetaka!a
bhI), ka\uvirii (1219-1220), 18 4 five types of khadira (671-674: rakta- and svetasiira 
khadira, vi\khadira, laghu-, vallikhadira), 185 four types ofkharjiirI (569-572: khatjiirI, 
bhiimi-, pii:ic;lakharjiirikii, sulemiinI), kmiabija (404), 186 k~udrabadiima (1248), 187 

k~udraketakI (420-421), 188 kurai:ic;likii (1229-1230), 189 two types of lajjiilu (456-457: 
lajjiilu and viparitii lajjiilu), miic;la (708), 190 mahiikiiya (859), 191 mahiir~\rI (1222), 192 

makhiinna(l232), 193 miiravallI (1233), 194 miiyiiphala (1212), niigajihvii(l 250), 195 two 
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types of niirikela (565-568: niirikela and mohajiitiyaka niirikela), five types of pii\alii 
(265-267: pii\alii, svetii, bhii-, k~udrii, vallipii\alikii),pattragobhi(l256), 196 fourtypes 
of pippatr (116-123: pippalr, saiqihatr, vanapippalr, marka\T), 197 several varieties of 
piigaphala (607-611: iindhrodbhava, campiivatrbhava, ro111iasa1pjiia, valgulagriimaja, 
candiipurabhava, guhiigarodbhava, nailavadgriimasaqibhiita), pu~pagobhi (1255), 198 

riijagiri (1253), 199 riimaphala (632),200 revaicrnr (1215),201 sahasramiilikii (874),202 

sajac,la (708), 203 sajaka (821-822), 204 samudraso~a (1239), 205 sarpadaq1wa ( 1223-
1224),206 srtiiphala (631-632), 207 sudhiimiilr (1219), 208 svaq1apattrikii (403), 209 

tailakanda (952), 210 tamiikhu (1217-1218), 211 tejomantha (270),212 tripan:1r (953), 213 

several types of tri:ia (373-377: ii~ala, ik~udarbhii, gomiitrikii, silpikii, nit1sre~1ikii, 
garamo\ikii, majjara, mrgapriya, vaq1sapattrr, manthiinaka, dhenupriya, palliviiha, 
Iavai;iatg1a, pa~1yandhii, gui;ic,la, vrttagui1c,la, cai1ikii, gu~19iisinr, siilr), three types of tu
lasr (524-525, 530-531: svetii and kni;ia tulasr, iirai]yatulasi), tuvara(1245- 1246), 214 

three types of udumbara (658-661: udumbara, nadyudumbarikii, kiikodumbarikii), 
two types of vaqisa (361-363: varpsa and randhravaqisa), 215 vanapsii (1254),21 6 two 
types of vrddhadiiru 217 ( 1238: vrddhadiiruka and phaiiji), three types of yiivaniila 
(819-821: dhavala, tuvara, siirada), 218 and three types of yavanr. 

Dattariima, who descended from a family of Miithuriya briihma~1as, gives in the 
introductory verses of the Brhannighar:iiuratniikara the following information on his 
ancestors: he was the son of Kr~i;ialiila, and grandson of Hariscandra; the latter was the 
youngest of the three sons of Ghiisiriima, in his turn the son of Goprnatha. 

Siiligriima, the compiler of the Siiligriimanigha~1!ubhiisai;ia, was a Miithura vaisya, 
of Candravaq1sa and Ahliidagotra. At the end of the work he informs us of his geneal
ogy: Biilamukunda - Govardhanadiisa - Hariyasariija - Gopiiladiisa - Puru~ottamadii
sa - Motrriima- Padmanetra - Ghanasyiimadiisa - Srtiiriima; Siiligriima was the son of 
Anandariipa, also called Khusiilariiya, the youngest of the three sons of Srtiiriima. 

Siiligriima was born in Muriidiibiid in 1831/32. Besides the Siiligriimanighai;i\u
bhii~ana, he also wrote the Siiligriimau~adhasabdasiigara or Ayurvediya Ausadhrko
~a219 and a rather large number of Hindi translations of Sanskrit medical works. In 
1897/1898 he founded the Ayurvedoddhiiraka dispensary in Muriidiibiid. 220 

CAR YACANDRODA YA 221 by Dattariima, son of Kr~r:ialiila. 222 This is a rather compre
hensive treatise, for the greater part in verse,223 on rtucaryii (chapter one; 1-57), di
nacaryii (chapter two; 58-236), and riitricaryii (chapter three; 236-272). 

A large part of chapter two is devoted to articles of food, their qualities and 
actions. Numerous dishes are described, in part known from earlier treatises such as 
the Madanapiilanigha~1\u and Bhiivaprakiisanighar]\u. The descriptions are, however, 
not quoted from these works. Some noteworthy dishes are: agastyasiiraka (140), 
bhaimilapsikii (104), gulorikii (107-108), khiijii (110-111),224 kviithali (148), malla
piipa (II 1), mii~ararigi (151), and ni~panda (102). Vernacular terms are sometimes 
employed: baraphr (198),225 haluvii (196),226 pec,lii (197). Sources are occasionally 
refe1Ted to: Atreya (27), Bhojanakutiihala (177), 227 Brahmiii;ic,lapuriir]a (219), 
K~emendra (25), Viigbha\a (28 and 34), and Vaidyasiirasa1pgraha (29and 36). 

The entire text of the Caryiicandrodaya forms part ofDattariima's Brhannigha~1!u-
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ratniikara.228 

C!KITSACAKRASARA, compiled by Dviirakiiniitha Datta Kaviriija. 229 

C!KITSAJNANANJANA, compiled by Prasannacandra Siroma~1i. 230 

C!KITSAMANJARI, compile• by Mahimacandra Sena. 231 

CiKITSASAt.!!GRAHA by Bholiiniithamisra. The author, a resident of Mustafapur in 
the district of Pa\nii and the great-grandfather of P.V. Sharma, completed this work in 
1890/9 I. 232 

CiKITSASAt.!!GRAHA by Prabhuniithamisra. The author, a resident of Mustafapur in the 
district ofPa\nii and the grandfatherof P. V. Sharma, completed this work in 18711?2. 233 

COBACINIPRAKASA by Madhusiidanasarman Gosviimin.234 This work is a mono
graph on the China root or sarsaparilla ( cobacinI, copacinI, covacinI), 235 a drug 
employed in the treatment of syphilis and other diseases. The author was a son of 
Vrajariija Gosviimin and father of Riidhiikm1a and Devidattaprasiida. He was attached 
to the court of Ra11ajit Sirpha (1780-1829). 236 

DRAVYAGUl)IABHIDHANA by Vinodaliila Sena.237 

DRAVYARTHACANDRIKA (or A.yurvediyadravyagu~1iibhidhiina), compiled by 
Siddhesvara Gupta. 238 

HASTAMALAKA by Vaidya Bavabhai. This is a treatise on the preparation of metallic 
compounds, written in 1859. 239 

HINDUVAIDYASASTRA, compiled by Subrahma~1ya Siistrin. 241 

H~DA YAP RIY A 241 by Paramesvara 242 This work 243 is divided into four sections (kha
i;ic;la) with a total of sixty chapters. The first three sections, comprising forty-eight chap
ters, are based on the A~\iiilgahrdayasa1phitii; the last section contains formulae taken 
from other sources. The author states at the beginning of his work that many verses 
of the Hrdayapriya were taken verbatim from the A~\iiilgahrdayasa1phitii, while other 
stanzas were composed by himself, without deviating from the sense of those found in 
Viigbha\a's work. 244 

Quotations from the Hrdayapriya are found in 'Indian medicinal plants' by P.K. 
Warrier, V.P.K. Nambiar and C. Ramankutty (1994-1996). 245 

Noteworthy plant names from the work are: aghorI, 246 bhadrii, 247 bhiikesara, 248 gii
ruc;!I, 249 ~trajiiabhii~ii, 250 rajatiiri, 251 sasasruti, 252 and vairI. 253 

Paramesvara 254 was a sivadvija, i.e., a briihma~1a of the Miissad caste, which ranks 
highly among the Ambalaviisi of Kerala.255 He was born in Vaikom (to the north of 
Travancore) and adhered to the family tradition of serving the Siva temple of Vaikom, 
from his eleventh to his seventeenth year. In the early part of his career as a man of 
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letters he became attached to the palace of Ko\uririalliir, i.e., Cranganore, as a disciple 
and protege ofGodavarman Yuvariija (1800-1851), who was a great patron oflearning 
and a Sanskrit scholar himself. 256 According to a local tradition, Paramesvara studied 
iiyurveda in order to get rid of a persistent skin disease. In his later years he acquired 
great fame as a medical practitioner and was honoured by three successive Mahiiriijas 
of Travancore, viz. Uttanam Tiruniil, Ayilyam Tiruniil and Visiikham TiruniiL 

The Hrdayapriya was composed in 1864. Paramesvara died in 1887. 257 

KALPASAGARA, an anonymous work on theartofpreparingmedicines, composed un
der the patronage of Rai;iavira Shpha, who ascended the throne of Jammii in 1857. 258 

LOKAHITAVAIDYASASTRA, a manual of pharmacology, compiled by Kunnumburattu 
Cheriyakelan Vaidyan. 259 

LOLAMARAJA, also called Vaidyajrvana, a treatise in Hindi verse, composed by Benr
prasiida in 1842/43. It is in the form of a dialogue between a man and a woman and has 
been modelled on Lolimbariija's VaidyaJrvana.260 

M~TYUNJAYASA~HITA by Garigiidhara.261 

lyIRTYUSA~JIVANI, charms and antidotes against all kinds of poison, snake-bites, etc., 
compiled from Susruta and other authors, and translated into Bengali.262 

NIDANADIPIKA by Vyarika\es Km1a Karatpdikar, 263 a compilation from various 
sources on nidiina. 264 

Adhyiiya I: (I) paribhii~iikathana; (2) nibandhaniriipa11a; (3) do~adhiitumalak~a
yavrddhikathana. Adhyiiya II (kiilajfiiiniya): (I) grahiivalokana; (2) iiyurjiiiiniya; (3) 
kiilajfiiiniya; (4) diitasvapnasakunajfiiiniya. Adhyiiya III: (I) jvara; (2) sa1pnipiita, 
iigantujvara, vi~amajvara, sitaviitiidi. Adhyiiya IV: yak~man, so~a, kiisa, sviisa, hikkii, 
arocaka, chardi, svarabheda, diiha, tm1ii, hrdroga, urograha, sle~maroga. Adhyiiya V: 
piiJ:1.uroga, raktapitta, raktiimaya, raktiisrayavyiidhi, pittavyiidhi, viitasoi;iita, vidradhi, 
arbuda, slrpada, udara. Adhyiiya VI (pacaniisayavyiidhivijfiiinrya): agnimiindya, ajr
ri;ia, kfmiviita, gulma, iiniiha, siila, amlapitta, sitapitta, atisiira, iirustambha, iimaviita, 
grahai;ir, arsas, antraroga, plrhayakfdroga. Adhyiiya VII (bastimiitrapi11•iimaya
kathana): miitrakrccln-a, miitriighiita, asmarr, meha, pramehapi\ikii. Adhyiiya VIII 
(manovyiidhyiidiviitavyiidhijfiiiniya): miirchii, madiityaya, mada, unmiida, apasmiira, 
viitavyiidhi. Adhyiiya IX: aviira~tiya, sadyomrtyunidiina. Adhyiiya X (tvagrogakatha
na): galaga1:J<;la, ga11i;!amiilii, apacr, granthi, vispho\a, masiirikii, granthivyaktikaraQa, 
pi!ikiivyaktikar3Qa, ku~\ha, sotha, vahnidagdhavrai:ia, vrai:ia, nii<;livrai:ia, iigantuvra
~1a, visarpa, sniiyuka, k~udraroga. Adhyiiya XI (guhyarogakathana): bhagandara, 
upadatpsa, siikado~a, sukrado~a, ~ii~1<;lhya, vrddhi. Adhyiiya XII (strirogavijfiiiniya): 
yoniroga, yonikanda, pradara, garbhiisayaroga, vandhyiitva, garbharoga, garbhil)rla
k~ai:ia, siitikii, stanaroga, stanyaroga. Adhyiiya XIII: biiliimaya, grahapi<;lii. Adhyiiya 
XIV (vi~atantra): jarigamavi~a. sthiivaravi~a. Adhyiiya XV (Lirdhvii11garogajfiiiniya): 
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mukharoga, dantamiilaroga, o~!haroga, jihviiroga, tiiluroga, kai;t!haroga, mukhiintarga
taroga, kari;iaroga, kar~1apii1Iroga, durviddhasarpbhavaroga, kaq1amiilaroga, niisiiroga, 
siroroga, kapiilaroga, netraroga, vartmaroga, netrasandhigataroga, suklagataroga, 
kr~i:iagataroga, kiicabindu, timiraroga, liilganiisa, abhi~yandaroga, adhimantharoga, 
sarviik~iroga. Adhyiiya XVI (nidiinapiira1~iya): udiivarta, medoroga, kiirsya, bhagna, 
janapadoddhvarpsavyiidhi, paiicakarmiidyapaciiraroga, niviirai;iiya. 

Sources mentioned are: 265 Aiijana266 (l.1.15; 3.91; IIl.1.13 = Aiijananidiina 11; 
2.109, !II; IV.ISO= Aiijananidiina 73, and 260ab = Aiijananidiina 135cd); Atreya 
(l.1.16; 3.108); Bhanaraka (V.130); Bheqa (IIl.2.178; XIl.177); Bhoja (V.130; X.20); 
Brhajjiitaka (II.I.I); Caraka (passim); Dhanvantari (l.1.16; Ill.2.238; XII.127); Dr
qhabala (IV.264; V.219;Xl.123); Hariscandra(IV.264); Hiirita (1.1.16; 3. 103; Ill.2.238; 
IV.IQ); Hiiritiitreya (l.1.15; IV.IQ; V.30, 70); JiitiikanJya (Xll.84); Jejja!a (V.30; VI. 
137, 153); Jvarapariijaya (l.1.17; Ill.1.4, 43; 2.77, 184, 222, 230, 268, 295); Jyotirvid 
(II. I.I); Jyoti~asiiriivali (II. I.I); Kiilajiiiina (l.1.16; 3.34; IX.138); Kiisyapa (VI.155); 
Km1avallabhin (l.1.15; lll.2.106, 109, 124, 215, 268); Miidhava (1.1.15; 3.83; lll.1.9, 
12); Nidiinasiira(l.1.16; 3.51, 166; III.2.196); Nighai:i!u(l.3.91); Sarpnipiitakalikii(l. 
1.17); Siirasarpgraha (l.3.190; III.2.176, 196; V.35, 70, 74); Su~ei:ia (l.1.14); Susruta 
(l.1.16 and passim); Svarodaya (l.1.16); Tisa1a (l.1.14, 32, 40; 3.3); Upaciirasiira (I. 
1.16; lll.2.170, 176,223; IV.201, 205,267; X.4, 137); Viigbha!a (l.1.16 and passim); 
VIrasirpha (I.1.14; 3.11, 88); Vrnda (1.1.15; 3.3, 83); Yogaratniikara (IX.151, 155); 
Yogasata (l.1.15; 111.2.222). 

The sources are not referred to consistently. Many verses borrowed from, for ex
ample, the Miidhavanidiina, are not indicated as such. 267 

The order of the diseases does not follow an established pattern and is peculiar to 
this treatise. Diseases or groups of diseases added to those found in the Miidhava
nidiina are: urograha, sle~maroga, 268 raktiimaya,269 raktiisayavyiidhi, pittavyiidhi, 270 

antrarodha,271 plihayakrdroga,272 mada, vahnidagdhavrai;ia, sniiyuka, sukrado~a. ~ii
i;iqhya, garbhiisayaroga, vandhyiitva, kapiilaroga, durviddhasarpbhavaroga,273 kari;ia
miilaroga,janapadoddhvarpsaroga, 274 and paiicakarmiidyapaciiraroga. 

The chapter on sa1p.nipiitajvara describes two series of thirteen fevers of this type: 
the first begins with sandhika,275 the second with proqmniiva.276 Another fever char
acterized in this chapter is hiiridraka. 

The chapter on iigantujvara describes fevers called ajiri;iajvara, svedajvara, dr~!i
jvara, malajvara, daivikajvara, and kiilajvara. 

The chapter on vi~amajvara mentions lqmijajvara, bhiimivibudhajvara ( = briihma
tJajvara), k~atrajvara, vaisyajvara, and siidrajvara. 

The chapter on sitaviita describes a sarpnipiitajvara called thus, which is of three 
types: madhyama, vi~ama and adhama. 

The raktiisayavyiidhi is not mentioned in other treatises. 277 

Twenty-two children's diseases are distinguished: three do~ic types and an addi
tional fourth type of dantodbheda, dantaghiita, dantasabda, kiiladanta, ahipiitana, mu
khapiika, mukhasriiva, gudapiika, upasir~aka, piirsviirui;ia, tiilukai:i!a, vicchinna, piiriga
rbhika, daurbalya, giitraso~a. sayyiimiitra, kukiii;iaka, rodana, and ajagallI (Xlll.1-4). 
Other children's diseases described are k~Iriilasaka (Xlll.17), utphullikii (Xlll.49), ku-
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nda (XIIl.52), and gadari (XIll.53). 
The chapter on sthavaravi~a describes the symptoms of poisoning by haratala ( = 

haritala), manal)sila, vanga (tin), mak~ikadhatu, apakvamalla, sulba (copper), naga 
(lead), tuttha, darada(cinnabar), rasakarpiira, vatsanabha,dhattiira, ahiphena (opium), 
jepala, snuhik~ira, and kiiraskara. 

Five types of kanJam(ilaroga are distinguished, arising from vata, pitta, kapha, sa1J1-
nipata and blood respectively. 

Other subjects added are: avaral_)iya, 278 sadyom1tyu, 279 granthivyaktikara1.1a, 280 

pi!ikavyaktikar31.1a, 281 garbhi1.1ilak~a1.1a, 282 and nivara1.1Iya. 283 

The Nidanadipika is interesting on account of its quotations from works like the 
Jvaraparajaya, Upaciirasara, etc. 

The chapter on yonikanda, a disease described for the first time in the Ma
dhavanidana, adds to Madhava's verses the prodromes, quoted from the Upacarasara 
and Sarasa1J1graha. 

The author hailed from Mahara~fra and was a pupil of Balakr~1.1a, son of Kasina
tha.284 

NIDANAPARISI~TA, a supplement to Madhava's Rugviniscaya, written by Haradhana 
Vidyaratna, son of Visarada. 285 

The NIGHAl)ITURATNAKARA, a large and comprehensive treatise, was compiled by 
Vi~1.1u Vasudeva Go~bole and his associates. 286 

Volume one consists of twenty sections (prakara1.1a), subdivided into chapters 
(adhyaya) which are mostly in verse. 287 These sections are respectively devoted to the 
properties of medicinal substances ( 1; gu1.1ado~aprakara1.1a), embryology and anatomy 
(2; susrutasariraprakara1.1a), the eight ways of examining a patient (3; a~!avidhapari
k~aprakara1.1a), general subjects and technical rules (4; samanyaparibha~a), alchemical 
apparatus (5; yantraprakara1.1a), pu!apaka (6; pu!akalpanaprakara1.1a), alchemical 
subjects (7-12; dhatusodhanamaraiJa-, upadhatu-, parada-, gandhaka-, abhraka-, 
haritalaprakara1.1a), collyria (13; aiijanaprakarai:ia), and alchemical subjects again (14-
20; hirakasa-, 288 gerii-,289 uparasa-, ratna-, uparatna-, vi~a-, and upavi~aprakara1.1a). 
Appended to volume one are the Arkaprakasa and the AJir1.1amaiijari. Volume two 
deals, in seventy-seven sections, with the aetiology, symptomatology, and treatment 
of diseases. 

Section one of volume one, while mainly describing properties of drugs, adds 
sometimes a series of synonyms. 290 Section two is for the greater part identical with 
the Siirlrasthana of the Susrutasarp.hita, but here and there some additional material 
has been incorporated. Section three not only deals with the eight types of examination 
(nac_li-, miitra-, mala-, jihva-, sabda-, sparsa-, netra- and mukha-, and finally rupapari
k~a), but also with kalajiiana (i.e., signs foreboding death), the chayapuru~a, 291 some 
general statements about diseases, the do~as, and finally the signs of increase and 
decline of the do~as, dhatus and malas. Section four is concerned with weights and 
measures, beneficial and unhealthy substances, substitutes for certain drugs, the tastes, 
the gu1.1as, virya, vipaka and prabhava, dinacarya, rlitricarya, rtucarya, sneha, sveda, 
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vamana, etc., the five types of ka~iiya, etc. Section nine (piiradaprakarar;ia) describes, 
among other things, the eighteen saq1skiiras to which mercury is subjected. 

The sections of volume two are arranged in agreement with the Miidhavanidiina; 
at the end two sections have been added. 

Sources are in general not referred to. 292 

The Nighar;i!uratniikara is quoted in the Ayurvediya Khanijavijiiiina, Caube Kyii
khiibadiisa's Ajirr;iatimirabhiiskara, Hariprapanna's Rasayogasiigara, Harisara~tiina
nda's Kiipipakvarasanirmiir;iavijiiiina, Niraiijanaprasiida Gupta's Piiradasaiphitii, the 
Rasadhiituprakiisa, the Rasatattvavivecana, the Siiligriimanighar:i!ubhii~a~ta of the Br
hannighar)!uratniikara, and the commentary on the Siddhabhai~ajyamaiijii~ii. 

Noteworthy among the substances mentioned in the gu~tado~aprakarai:ia are: 293 

iidityapattrii (185), four types of ahiphena (4: sveta-, kt~i:ia-, pita-, citravarr:ia), iihulI 
(92),294 iijavalla and sugandhiijavala (6), akalkara (2),295 two types of iikhukari:iI (12: 
brhatI and laghvI iikhukarr;iI), alitii (4), allaka (11),296 several types ofiilu (5: madhurii
jiiluka, raktariijiiluka, riijiilubheda, svetiilu, k~r;iiiluka, kr~i:iavaniiluka, kiiq1syiiluka), 
four types of iimalakI (9: iimalakI, laghudhiitrI, parr:iamalaka, riiyiimala), amaruphala 
(2), amlapari:iI (6), 297 iimlavallI (53),298 three types of apiimiirgaka (8: sveta-, rakta-, 
toyiipiimiirgaka),299 arga!a (5), 300 three types of ativi~ii (4: suklii, kr~Qii, arur;iii), two 
types ofbabbiila (138: babbiila and laghubabbiilaka), biitpbI ( 138), bhrngiihvii (142), 301 

bhrngamiirI (142), bhiimidruma (106), bhiimisiragikii (178), bhiimitanayii (93), two 
types of bimbI (103: bimbikii and tiktabimbI), two types of bola (140: rakta and kr
~Qa), brahmariik~asaka (169), four types of campaka (81-82: suvarr:ia-, niiga-, sveta-, 
bhiimicampaka),302 candrasiira (11), candrusa (86), cillikii (84), four types of cillI 
(82: sveta-, rakta-, sunacillI, cil1Ibheda), coravallI (84), devadiirI (106), devakumbhii 
(63), devanala (106),303 two types of dajI (107: do9I and vi~ado9I), dvipiintaravacii 
(84), ekiiilgI (16 ), 304 ekavirii (15), gandhapiitrii (187), gailgiivatI (77), ghogekiitharikii 
(80), three types of gholikii (80: gholikii, riijagholikii, k~udragholikii), 305 godhiimI 
(129), gome!ha (77), gonasI_(80), gopicandanaka (76), gulghal)!ikii (80), five types of 
hayiiri 306 (46: sveta, rakta, pii.!ala, pita, kf~Qa), herambavrk~a (188), 307 hulI (93), four 
types of jambii (87-88: jambii, riija-, k~udra-, jalajambii), jhiiijhur9I (91), kiicii (60), 
six types of kadalI (51: kadalI, arai)ya-, kii~!ha-, suvarr;ia-, mah~IkadalI, kr~r:ia kadalI), 
kiijCitaka (60),308 two types of kiikaga (60: brhat- and laghu-), kakundara (62), three 
types of kaiicana (55-56: rakta, sveta, pita), two types ofkiir;i9ava11I309 (56: caturdhiira 
and tridharii), karambI (53), six types ofkaraiija (46: karaiija, maha-, ghrta-, guccha-, 
piitikaraiija, kai:i!ayukta karaiija), four types of karavella (58-59: kiiravella, brhat-, 
jalaja-, vanajakaravella), karavirar;iI (54), five types of karkaµ (57-58: karka!I, dvitiyii 
karka!I, arar;iyakarka!I, tiktakarka!ikii, cinii karka!ika), 310 several types of karpiira 
(54-55: karpiira, Isaviisa, himakarpiiraka, potasraya, udayabhiiskara, parr;iakarpiiraka, 
bii1)iisurapure jiita~). three types of ka!abhI (52: ka!abhI, k~udrii and lq·~r:ia ka!abhI), 
ka!iidarI (174), ka!ukandarika (53), 311 ka!uvallI (53), 312 kemuka (64),313 kenii (65), 
six types of khadira (69-70: raktasara and svetasiira khadira, vi!khadira = arimeda, 
raktiirimeda, laghukhadira, vallikhadiraka), seven types of kharjfuI (68-69: kharjiirI, 
pir;iga-, brhat-, madhukharjiirikii, bhiikharjfuI, dvipantarasthii and brhaddvipantarastha 
kharjiirI),314 two types of kharsambalI (69: raktii and kr~Qii), kosimbavrk~a (66-67), 
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k~udrakiiralikii (54), two types of kukku!aka (62: kukku!aka and devakukkuiaka), 315 
kukkuiapiidi (63), kulayi (63), kunkumiigaruka (86), two types of kurai:i<;likii (62: 
k~udra- and brhatkurai:igikii), laghuriijagira (168), two types of lajjiilu (171: lajjiilu 
and laghulajjiiluka), liirika (112),316 makhiinna (144), mak~ek~ikii (144), maiicapattri 
(163), five types of miiri~a (151-152: rakta-, haridrakta-, amla-, jalamiiri~a), mii
yiiphala (152), miiyini (152), motiririgai:iikii (92), mii~akiiri (12), three types of 
niigavalli (116: niigavalli, a samudratirajii and a vrk~ajii type), nakulavallikii (159), 
two types of niirikela (118: niirikela and mohajiitiyaka niirikela), nimbiirii (121), 317 

piii:iguraphali (129), 318 parei:ii (124), parvakiigha (181), parvara (123), 319 five types of 
pii!alii (128: sveta-, rakta-, k~udra-, bhii-, vallipii!alii), paunarnavi (132), pedrubodii
raka (133), piQgira (133), 320 four types of pippali (130: pippali, saiiphali, marka!i, 
vanasthii pippali), pudina ( 132), 321 several types of piigaphala (184: iindhrodbhava, 
campiivatibhava, ro!asatpjiia, valgulagriimaja, candiipurabhava, guhiigarodbhava, 
nailiivatagriimaja), riijiimriitaka (92), raktii huli (93), two types of riimabii1Ja (168: 
riimabiiQa and brhadriimabiii:ia), riimaphala (168),322 riimasiili (8), two types of 
sacintikiiphala (185: sacintikiiphala and mahiisacintikiiphala), siijaka (ll5), siikini 
(133), siilimkanda (183), samudraso~a (181), 323 segrugi (183), sitiiphala (183), 324 

suramiiga (141), two types of siirai:ia (185: siirai:ia and lohitasiirai:ia), surapattri(l84), 
suraputri (185), svetiiriguliphalii (80), tamiikhu (103), tejonmantha (16), 325 terai:ia 
(99), tiktairai:iga (90), tiktaka11kolikii ( 67), trikai:iga (98), several types of tri:ia ( 71-72: 
i~udarbhii, 326 gomiitrikii,327 asvala, silpikii, 328 nilJsrel).i, 329 jara!i, 330 majjara, 331 

mrgapriya, vei:iupattri, manthiinaka,332 kundaru, ca{lika,333 siilitf{la, lavai:iatn1a, 334 

pai:iyandhaka,335 asitapattra),336 tft)akesaraka (64), five types of tulasi (98-99: svetii, 
kr~1Jii, arai:iya-, k~udrii iirai:iya-, sugandhiirai:iyatulasi), tuvaraka (98), three types of 
udumbara (12: udumbara, nadyumbara, kiikodumbarikii), two types of upodaki (144 
and 175: upodaki337 and prthivyupodaki), uttara1Ji (13), vajrabhrngi (75),338 two types 
of va1psa (174: va1psa and randhravaqtsa), vanasopii (180), viitakumbhaphala (133), 
vei:iukiisa (139), two types of vetra (175: vetra and brhadvetra), two types of vrntiika 
(173: vrntiika and brhadvrntiika), vr~iiilka (139), ya~!ikasvii (61), and three types of 
yaviini (16: yaviini, piirasikayaviini, khuriisiini yavani). 

The piiradaprakara1Ja describes sixty-four rasau~adhis, used in the bandhana of 
mercury ( 480-481). 339 

Special features found in volume two are: verses on karmavipiika are present at the 
beginning of many chapters; verses of an astrological character are less frequently met 
with; 340 the use of mantras is not uncommon. 341 

One series of thi1teen SatJmipiita fevers is described, together with their treat
ment: sandhika, antaka, rugdiihaka, cittabhrama, sltiinga, tandrika, ka•J!hakubja, 
kanJaka, bhugnanetra, rakta~!hivin, praliipaka, jihvaka, and abhinyiisa (42-59);342 

the fevers called hiiridraka (60) and mantharajvara or madhuraka (102-103)343 are 
also described; the section on viitavyadhi mentions jnpbhii (401), praliipa (401), 
rasiijiiana (401), tvaksiinyata (402), miitranigraha (421-422), ka!iviita or-siila (423), 
iirdhvaviita (423-424), and trikasiila (424-425); 344 bahumiitra is dealt with in the 
section on prameha (586); the section on udara mentions sothodara (606- 607); 
the section on ai:igavrddhi has also verses on vardhma (622-623) and kurai:igaka 
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(623-624 ); burns (agnidagdhavra1ia) are dealt with in the section on ligantukavra~1a 
(660-663); verses on sparsavlita are found in the section on sftapitta (710-711); seven 
types of sitalli are described in the section on masiirikli (730-732), which has also 
incorporated the hymn to Sitalli, called srtalli~!aka; the section on pradara describes 
somaroga and miitrlitislira (833-834); the section on garbhir.iiroga includes recipes 
aiming at garbhasthirikaral)a, i.e., the prevention of miscarriages and immature births 
(841-842); the section on mii9hagarbha contains, among other things, abortifacient 
(garbhaplitana; 848) and contraceptive formulae (garbhanivlirar.ia; 850); the section on 
children's diseases describes the disorder called utphullikli and contains, at the end, 
a portion resembling the Kumliratantra; 345 the last two sections are concerned with 
snliyukaroga (dracontiasis) and potavidhi. 346 

No particulars are known to me about Vi~r.iu Vlisudeva Go9bole. 

NIGHAl':ITUSAMGRAHA, 347 completed in 1893, written by RaghunlithajIIndraji of Jii
nligarh, assisted by Jayakr~r.ia Induji. Since the author was generally known under the 
name of Katobha!\a, this nigha{t\u is often called Katobha\\anighar.i!u. 348 

The Nighar.i\usarpgraha describes more than roo medicinal substances and gives 
their names in ten languages. The work is said to contain a wealth of information, based 
on both earlier treatises and the author's own experience. 

Sources used by Raghunlithaji are: the Bhlivapraklisanighar.i\u, Dhanvantariyani
ghar.i!u, Lolimbarlija's Vaidyajivana, the Madanaplilanigha~t!U, Moresvara's Vaidyli
mrta, Sivadatta's Sivakosa, the So~halanighar.i!u, and the Nigha~1\uratnlikara. The de
scriptions of many plants new to the Indian pharmacopoeia were taken from the Nigha
r.i\uratnlikara. 

The Nigha~1\usa1.11graha is quoted in the Sliligrlimanighai:iiubhii~a~1a of the Br
hannighar.i\uratnlikara and by P.K. Warrier, V.P.K. Nambiar and C. Ramankutty in their 
'Indian medicinal plants' (1994-1996). 

Raghunlithaji was themiddleoneofthe three sons of the astrologer Indra who lived 
in Jiinligarh in Saurli~\ra; Indra was the eldest son of the astrologer Murliri who resided 
at SaudlimlipurT, the modern Porebunder in Saurli~!ra. 

Raghunlitha, a Prasnorli Nligara brlihma~1a by caste, 349 was a pupil of the Prasnorli 
brlihmar.ia Vi\\halabhanaof Jlimnagar. The well-known Bhagavanllil Indraji, who was 
an expert in old Indian scripts, was Raghunlitha's elderbrother.350 

PARIBHA~A by Gariglidhara. 351 

PARYAYAMUKTAVALI, written by Gopimohanakavirlija. 352 This work is a small trea
tise which enumerates the names of a number of medicinal substances, divided into 
twenty-one groups (varga): karpiirlidisugandhivarga, J1raklidimadhyagandhavarga, 
karka\likhylidihinagandhavarga, ahiphenlidislirajavarga, mlir.iikylidiratnavarga, dhlitii
padhlituvarga, drlik~lidimadhuravarga, dli9imlidyamlavarga, jivantylidyuttamaslikava
rga, pli\hliditiktaslikavarga, jlitylidipu~pavarga, ku~mli1.19lidilatliphalavarga, kaserukli
dikandavarga, nyagrodhlidimahavrk~avarga, nandivrk~lidihrasvavrk~aga1Ja, diirvlidi
hrasvavrk~agar.ia, tlimbiillidilatavrk~agar.ia, harel)vlidisimbidhlinyasiikadhlinyavarga, 
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sylimlikliditrr;1adhlinyavarga, bhaktlidikrtannavarga, and pliniyavarga. 
A similar arrangement is found in Hemacandra's Nighai:iiusel)a and Haricara

i:iasena's Paryliyamuktlivali. 
Sources are not mentioned, but the author refers in the introductory verses to a kosa 

by Mlidhavakara. · 
Interesting ,substances mentioned are: aguru and km1aguru (2); ahiphena (13); 

four types of candana (srikhar.i<;la, svetacandana, haricandana, kiiliyaka; 2), to which 
raktacandana (12) and kucandana (13) have to be added; jalakandli kadali (42); 
jayaplila (47); two types of kalambi (kalambi and kr~1Japallavli; 29); kuliiija (8); 
kumaricaka (30); madhuni~pliva (55); mahlikadamba (36); pitarohir.ii (9); 353 sakrlisana 
(31), 354 sarpakariklilikli (54); sirlimalaka (26). 

PATHYAPATHYA by Gariglidhara.355 

PRAYOGACANDRODAYA by Gariglidhara. 3s6 

RAMACANDRIKA, a compilation on the treatment of various diseases, probably writ
ten by Rlimacandra, son of Klisinlitha. The subject of karmaviplika is also dealt with, 
based on works like the Brahmagita,357 Brahmapurai:ia, Mahesvaratantra,358 Padma
purar.ia, etc. The MS of this treatise may date from the nineteenth century; the compi
lation itself is probably not much earlier. 359 

ROGAPARIK~A, compiled by Gar.iesa HarI Seva,e. 360 

(SADVAIDYA)BHAVAVALI by Jagannlithagupta, son of Sivanlitha: biographies of 
physicians in Senahli\I. 361 

(SADVAIDYA)KULACANDRIKA by Dvliraklinlitha Dlisa Gupta: a work on the Vaidya 
families of Bengal that forms a supplement to Rlimaklinta Dlisa's Sadvaidyakulapa
iijika.362 

SADVAIDYAKULAPANJIKA, a genealogy of the Vaidya caste, written in verse, by 
Kavikar.i\hahlira Rlimaklinta Dlisa, 363 who was the teacher of Gariglidhara Kavirlija. 364 

SALIGRAMAU~ADHASABDASAGARA365 or Ayurvediya Au~adhiko~a by Sliligrli
ma: 366 a medical lexicon, arranged according to the order of the Sanskrit alphabet, 
with short explanations in Sanskrit and with HindI synonyms. 

SA¥KARAKHYA, 367 Saq1karasata, 368 or Vaidyakaslirasarpkarlikhya, 369 a work by an 
author called Rama. 

The treatise 370 consists of 171 verses, arranged in six chapters. Chapter one ( 1-39), 
which contains a table of contents (2),deals with the messenger (diita; 3-4), astrology 
connected with medicine (5-14), curability and incurability (15-16), the examination 
of the pulse and the urine (18-22), the symptoms of the excited do~s (23-30), and 
types of patients that should or should not be treated (31-39). Chapter two ( 40-50) is 
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about general therapeutic measures (sneha, diigha, vamana, recana, taila, ghita, nasya). 
Chapterthree (51-95) and four (96-105) are chiefly concerned with the symptoms and 
treatment of fever and diarrhoea. Chapter five (106-157) gives prescriptions for a va
riety of diseases. Chapter six (158-171) contains prescriptions against some diseases 
and a few verses on inauspicious astrological yogas. 

Riima quotes in his work the Siirilgadharasar!lhitii (104-105). 371 

A disease called kiirma is described ( 161-165). 
The author mentions his name as Riima ( 1 ), without giving any more information. 
The work was completed in 1896/97. Jn 

SARABHENDRAVAIDYARATNAVALI. This work, in Marii!hI, consists of a collection 
of recipes, made on the request of or written by one of the Maratha kings of Tanjore, 
Sarabhoji (or Serfoji) II (A.O. 1798-1832),373 who established a medical institution, 
called Dhanvantari Mahiil, where both English and Indian physicians harmoniously 
worked together. 374 A Tamil version of this treatise has been published. 375 The same 
king ordered a very large collection of tested recipes to be made. 376 

SARAKAUMUDI, compiled by Vasantakumiira Riiya. 377 

SIDDHABHE~AJAMA~IMALA, 378 composed by Kr~nariima. 
The treatise consists of 1,864 verses in various metres, 379 composed by the author. 

It is divided into five sections (gucchaka). Section one (upodghiita; 22 verses) contains 
the genealogy of the author. Section two (haritakyiidivan_1ana; 316 verses) consists 
of a nighai:i!u, which enumerates the properties of medicinal substances, articles of 
food, and prepared dishes. Section three (153 verses) deals with the preservation of 
health (sviisthyasa1prak~a~1aprakarai:ia; 1-56), the six tastes and their combinations 
(rasiidibhedaprakarai:ia; 57-64), prognostics (diitiidiprakarai:ia; 65-97), wonderful 
tales arousing the interest (kautuka, camatkiira) of patients and distracting them 
(muktakasatpgraha; 98-127), and fireworks (khadhiipavari:iana; 128-153). 38° Section 
four (1,180 verses) is exclusively devoted to the treatment of diseases.381 Section 
five (193 verses) is concerned with iatrochemistry (rasiidiprakarai:ia) and aphrodisiacs 
( vii jikarai:iaprakarai:ia ). 

The prescriptions in section four are of both an iiyurvedic and iatrochemical char
acter. The types of pharmaceutical preparation called siirkara382 and arka 383 are not 
uncommon. Magical and religious ways of treatment are also met with. 384 

The names of relatives, colleagues and pupils who transmitted particular formulae 
to the author are often explicitly mentioned. These names are: Adityariima ( 4.435 
and 1029), 385 Asiimayogin ( 4.226),386 Biilamukunda ( 4.997), 387 Chagana ( 4.170), 388 

Cimana (4.916), Diimodara (4.692),389 Ghanasyiima (4.471), Jivaniitha (4.1116),390 

Jugaladiisa ( 4.339), Karui:iiisa1pkara ( 4.1166 ), 391 Mahiideva ( 4.437),392 Raghuniitha 
( 4. 767), Sadiinanda ( 4.357), 393 Sambhudatta Siirasvata (5.52-53), 394 Syiima ( 4. 
186),395 and Syiimariima (4.514). Sometimes Km1ariima refers to his grandfather 
(4.11 and 283) or his guru ( 4.338, 663, 746). In other instances he does not reveal the 
name of the person who passed down a recipe (4.796-797 and 897). 
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A few sources only are mentioned by name: the Brhattrayi(3.94; 4.4) and Laghu
trayi (3.94), the Jayapuramelakakutukakiivya (3.136), 396 and the Sandhiinapaddhati 
(2.220). The sausrutiiJ:! are referred to once ( 4.732). 

The Siddhabhe!)ajamai:iimiilii is quoted in the Bhe!)ajasa1phitii, the commentary on 
the Siddhabhai!)ajyamaiijii!)ii, Devasi1pha ViHhal's Brhadiisaviiri!)!asaq1graha, Gulrii
jSarmamisra 's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa, Gulrajsarmamisra's Siddhapra
yogalatika.397 and Visikhiinupravesavijiiiina, Hariprapanna's Rasayogasiigara, Hari
sara~1iinanda's Kiipi:pakvarasanirmai:iavijiiiina, and YiidavajiTrikamJ1 Acarya's Rasii
mrta and Siddhayogasa1pgraha. 

Kr!)i:iariima's views398 on the actions of drugs have been influenced by Kesava's 
Siddhamantra; their effect on the do!)aS is considered their most basic characteristic (2. 
1-17). The arrangement of the diseases in section four is for the greater part in agree
ment with the Miidhavanidiina. The following chapter-headings are absent: krimi, lf· 
!)!)ii, piiniityaya, viitarakta, iirustambha, iimaviita, hrdroga, medoroga, slipada, vidradhi, 
siikado!)a, amlapitta, visarpa, vispho!a, and masiirikii. A chapter on sniiyukaroga ( 4. 
882-894) has been added; vardhma is dealt with in the chapteron vrddhi; phiranga is 
mentioned in the chapter on viitavyiitlhi (4.479). 

Noteworthy names of diseases are: mauktikajvara (4.20 and 21),399 ~urjari (4. 
319), 400 sunyavata (4.463-466),401 nalabandhasamira (4.607),402 saujiika (4.731, 772, 
781,785,798,807,810,812, 815),403 siikado!)a(4.914),404 p~!havispho!a (4.925),405 

challaka (4.935),406 cepya (4.998),407 utphullikii (2.298; 4.1137, 1140, 1143),408 and 
darbha ( 4.1145). 409 

A rare type of pharmaceutical preparation is called phalli.spa (4.51-54).410 New 
substances prescribed by the author are ice (krtrima hima; 4.207 and 1070) and soap 
(siibu; 4.219, 616 and 926). 

Noteworthy medicinal substances are: akika (2.303),411 amariida (2.155),412 

ambara (2.113), 413 attara (2.149),414 biibiinii (4.52), 415 banapsii (2.55),416 cirapo;ikii 
(2.56), 417 cobacini (4.477; 5.151), dhiimavam (4.373), 418 dvipiintariya ciikaka 
(4.227), 419 dvipiintarlyava!a (4.620),420 dvipiintariyavrk!)iimla (4.400 and 424),421 

elaciphala (2.157), 422 gambhiri (4.450), 423 ga1J~agiitra (2.156), 424 gaiijii ( 4.914), 
ghrtiisman (4.943),425 gilaramani (4.985),426 gucchaughapu!)pa (2.131), 427 gundaiJi 
(4.313), 428 ha1psariija (4.830),429 isvarabola (2.41),430 jangiila (4.204 and 684),431 

jari!)ka ( 4.24 ), 432 javintrikii (2.122), 433 jiriivana ( 4.52),434juphika ( 4.322 and 329), 435 
kabiibacini (2.124),436 kaharavii (4.782),437 kakeraka (4.713),438 kalii (4.14), 439 

kiiliiiijani (4.581), 440 kiiliiiijanikii (2.64),441 kalasora (4.292, 363, 787, 936),442 

kalvaiiji (4.262),443 kalvaiijika (2.40),444 kiimiilikii (4.419), 445 kaselikii (2.106),446 
kiisini (2.45), 447 katiragundraka ( 4.779), 448 ka!ola ( 4.905), 449 kattha(ka) (4.159, 
826), 450 ka!!Iragundra (2. 134 ), 451 kaukkuramiirkava ( 4.240), 452 kr!ii:iabija ( 4.599), 453 

kf!i1Jagundra (4.567 and 1091), 454 lohabii1)a (2.132; 4.435; 5.105), 455 mamira (2. 
66), 456 maiiju ( 4.769, 977, 980),457 mariilapadikii (2.82),458 mastakigundra (2.134 ), 459 

mrtiisman (4.693),460 nara (4.557 and 722),461 pa!agriihitri:ia (4.236),462 pittakiiriQi 
(2.38),463 pradaradiiri1Ji (4.1079-1081), 464 pradina (4.423),465 radhiigiili (4.493),466 
riijasai:iikii (4.1069),467 rangavarata (4.980 and 985),468 ratnajyotis (4.620),469 revati 
(4.646 and 1107),470 revatikii (2.62),471 siibbiidiina (2.179), 472 siibu (4.219 and 
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926),473 sabuna (4.616), 474 sahasradru ( 4.812), 475 sahasrapu~pa ( 4.1173),476 sahasra
suma (4.229),477 salima (2.104; 4.52 and 779),478 sanamakr (2.63),479 sarkarakanda 
(4.493), 480 satamalla (2.294 ),4 81 savagravan (2.299),482 savasman (4.205 and 825),483 

savopala ( 4.713), 484 sauraka ( 4.536 and 790),485 soraka (4.533),486 suma ( 4.343, 638, 
701),487 sumakanda ( 4.14),488 svadusuraiijii.na ( 4.352),489 tarbiija (2.153), 490 tejo'mbu 
( 4.368),491 todari (2.105), 492 unnabha ( 4.317),493 usabba (4.477), 494 vajradanti ( 4. 
222),495 vajrakadhanya (4.623 and 676),496 vikii (4.698 and 1067),497 vi~kharpara 
( 4.457), 498 and vi~anii.rikela ( 4.1129). 499 

The name of the author appears at several places of his work as Ki"~l_lll (l.5; 5.189), 
Km1akavi ( 1.22; 4 .1180; 5.193), Kr~l_lllrama ( 4.2), Km1akhya Vyasa ( 4.4 ), and Km1a
sarman (5.190). He was born in 1848/49 and died in 1897/98. His teachers were JT
vanatha, Candanadasa, and his father (5.190). The Siddhabhe~ajamai:iimala was writ
ten for Madhava, ruler of Jayapura ( l.13; 5 .l 89), who descended from Rama, Jayasirp
havarman, and Mana ( 1.6-9). 

KJ-~r.iarama was a prolific writer,500 who wrote the following fourteen works: 
Aryalarpkarasataka, Chandoga9ita, Gappasamadhana, Gopalagita, Holamahotsava, 
Jayapuramelakakutuka, Jayapuraviliisa, Kasinathastava, Madhavapar.iigrahotsava, 
Mukta-
kamuktavalr, Palar.i9urajasataka, Sarasataka, Siddhabhe~ajamar.iimala, and Vi
dvadvaidyataraligii:ir. 501 

Kr~r.iarama's father was Kundana ( 1.4) or Jrvanarama, who lived from 1828/29 to 
1880/81; he was the author of a work on Yiinanr medicine, called Hikamanmanda
rabandha (1.4). 502 Kr~r.iarama's grandfather was Lallurama ( 1.3) or Vi~r.iurama, who 
lived from 1798/99 to 1873/74. 503 His great-grandfather was Lak~mirama, who was 
born in Ahmedabad, but became the court physician of Pratapasirpha of Jayapura 
(1778-1803). 504 

The Siddhabhe~ajamar.iimala was completed in 1896/97 (5.192). 505 

A useful Sanskrit commentary (!ippai:iika) on the Siddhabhe~ajamar.iimalii was written 
by Lak~mirama (1873-1939), one of KJ°~r.iarama's pupils. 506 . 

Sources, referred to or quoted by name by Lak~miriima, are:507 Amara (2.181, 
222; 3.34; 4.38, 212, 671), Amarafika (2.116), Arui:ia (2.39), Arur.iadatta (2.170), 
A~!aligahrdaya (3.75), Ayurvedarasayana (2.281), 508 Bhagi (2.315; 3.128), 509 

Bopadeva (2.281), 510 Brahmavaivartapurar.ia (2.263), Candrikakara (2.257), Caraka 
(2.257, 281, 287; 3.2, 68, 98; 4.1; 5.92), Cintamar.ii (2.263), Darpar.ia (3.129), 
Dhanapati (2.178, 242), Hemadri (2.257), Holamahotsava (2.148),511 Jayapuravi!asa 
(4.1116),512 Kosa (2.78, 97, 247; 4.728; 5.99, 131), Kumarasa1pbhava (2.245), 
Madhava (2.2, 230),513 Magha (2.23, 132), Mahesvara (2.81), Manthanabhairava 
(2.1), Mantrakalpadruma (3.103), 514 Merutantra (2.179), Muktakamuktavalr (2.148; 
3.36), 515 Na~Tprakiisa (3.71), Nai~adhiya (2.23), Nighar.i!u (2.192; 4.914; 5.32), 
Nighar.i!usara (2.148, 294), Nighar.i!uvise~a (2.113), Paliir.i9urajasataka (2.240, 
243),516 Paiicatattvaprakasa (3.145), 517 Patakagrantha (3.62), 51 8 Rabhasa (2.28), 
Raghuvaq1sa (5.30), Rajanighar.i!u (2.78), Rasaratnasamuccaya (5.2, 19), Rasasastra 
(5.7, 11), Ratnamala (2.132), Rugviniscaya ( 4.133, 882), Sabdarthacintama1~i (2.97, 
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211, 296; 3.128), Siddhamantraprakiisa (2.17), Siddhasiira (2.204), Susruta (2.1, 
257, 281; 3.2, 12, 38; 5.92), Viigbha!a (2.27, 201, 249; 3.15, 79; 4.9, 133, 134), 
Viipyacandra (2.243), Vasi~!ha (2.169), Vidagdhamukhamai:i~ana ( 4.16, 49), 519 

Vijfiiinesvarabha!!iiraka (2.211 ), 520 Vrnda ( 4.882), Yiijfiavalkya (3.20), Yiivana 
Nigha~1!uvise~a (2.113 ), Yogaratniikara (2.109), and Yogasudhanidhi (2.298). 521 

La~miriima is mentioned in Gulriijsarmamisra's Siddhaprayogalatikii. 522 

A Hindi commentary, called Ma~1iccha!ii, on sections four and five of the Bhe
~ajamal)imiilii, was written by Devendraprasiidabha!!a, a great-grandson of Kr~i:iarii
ma. 523 

SUKHASADHAKA by Paramesvara. 524 This work is said to be based on the Hr

dayapriya by the same author. 525 

SOP ASASTRA, a work on the culinary art, by Bhimasena. 526 

T AMBULAMANJ ARI, 527 an anonymous collection of verses on betel chewing, 528 com
piled from many sources. 

The treatise describes the beneficial medicinal effects ofbetel (tiimbiila) leaves ( 1-
2 ), the thirteen qualities of tiimbiila (3), 529 when to chew betel (4-6), the proportions 
of the ingredients of a quid (7-11), the bad effects when the proper ratios are not ob
served (12-18), rules for chewing (19-23), the deities presiding over the various parts 
of a betel leaf (24-25), rules for handling a quid (26-31), the number of leaves to be 
presented to particular classes of persons or relatives (32-39),530 rules ( 40-52), the in
gredients of a chew (53-59), rules (60-62), the beneficial effects of chewing (63-64), 
classes of persons who should avoid chewing betel ( 65-72), the ingredients again (73-
75), rules (76-78), and the properties of the leaves of the betel plant grown in various 
countries (79-88).531 

The remaining part of the treatise is devoted to the other ingredients and diverse 
substances that can be added to a quid: the betel nut (piiga; 95-113), lime (ciiri:ia; 114-
116), tobacco (tamiikhu; 117), khadirasiira (118-124), kastiirI (125-142), latiikastiiri 
(143), gold foil (suvari:iadala; 144- 145), silver foil (raupyadala; 146-147), almonds 
(vii.ta.ma; 148-149), kankola (150-152), kunkuma (153-161), mace Uiitipattri; 162-
165), nutmeg Uiitiphala; 166-169), small cardamoms (siik~mailii; 170-174), cloves 
(lava1iga; 175-178),ginger(sui:i!hI andiirdraka; 179-180), sandal (candana; 181-188), 
coconut (niirikela; 189-194), tvac (195-200), and camphor (karpiira; 201-223). 

Glosses are found after verses 41, 113, 154, 200and 219. 
One verse (57) is in a regional language. 

, Sources quoted are: Acyuta (55), 532 Amaramiilii (gloss ad 113), 533 Bharadviija(7), 
Cii~iima~li (50-53), Dhanvantari (3-5), 534 Dravyagui:ianighai:i!u ( 117), Hemiidri (gloss 
ad 41 ), Riijanighai:t!U (9-11 ), Ratnamiilii (93), Ratnamiiliimafijari (115), 535 Trimalla\I
kii (8; gloss ad 219), 536 Vaidyamrta (145), 537 Vaidyaratna (60-62; 94), Vopadeva (54), 
Yogamiilii (25), and Yogaratna (144; 147). 

The sources of numerous verses are not specified, but many stanzas are from the 
~!ii1igasa'!lgraha, 538 Brhatsa'!lhitii,539 Dhanvantariyanighai:i!u, 540 Riijanighal)!u, 541 
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and Susrutasarphita. 542 , _ 543 . 
The quotation from Acyutariiya Moqak s Saubhagyakalpadruma pomts to the 

nineteenth century as the period of compilation of the treatise. 

VAIDYABHU~AI'!IA by Bhimasena. 544 

VAIDYADARPA!~A by Priil)aniitha, son of Kalyiil)abha~ia. This work was composed in 
182 7. 545 It is quoted in Hariprapanna's Rasayogasiigara. 

VAIDYAHITOPADESA, written by Raghuniithaprasiillla.546 

V AIDY AKASABDASINDHU, 547 by Umesacandragupta, 548 a medical lexicon, arranged 
according to the order of the Sanskrit alphabet. It refers to a large number of sources. 

Umesa and the Vaidyakasabdasindhu are quoted in Haziiriliil Sukul's commen
tary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya. The Vaidyakasabdasindhu is quoted in Somadeva
sarman's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa. 

VAIDY AMUKT A VALi, composed by Mauktika (Mofiriima), son of Miil)ikyacandra and 
pupil of Riimaniitha. The work is provided with a commentary. Sources quoted are the 
Bhavaprakiisa, Hikmatprakiisa and Niic;!iprakiisa.549 

This treatise probably dates from the nineteenth century since the Hikmatprakiisa 
was completed in I 773n4 and the MS of the Vaidyamuktiivalr dates from 18 51/52. 550 

VAIDYATATTVARATNAKARA, compiled by Maganaliila Visvaniitha Vaidya. 551 
VAIDYATATTVAVINISCAYA by Garigiidhara.552 
VIDVANMANORANJANI, compiled by Padmalocana Nyiiyaratna Bhagiiciirya. 553 

VIRAHARALATIKA by Siihibriima, son of Dilliiriima. The author wrote in 184~, 
at the request of Ranavirasiipha, the VIrahiiralatikii as a commentary on the V 1-

ravaidyaratnahiira. The latter work was translated from the Arabic either by Siihibriima 
himself or by Siiligriima. 

Siihibriima was a native of Kasmir and died in 1872. His other works are: 
Lak~yavedhana, Nitikalpalatii, a commentary on the Paiicasiiyaka, and Viraratna

sekharasikhii. 554 

VI~AHARATANTRA by Ga~1esa, son of Sabhiicandra and a resident of Jammli. This 
work, a toxicological treatise, was completed in 1845, at the behest of king Ral)avI
ra Sitpha. 555 



Chapter 5 

Twentieth-century authors and works 

AGADATANTRAPRAKASA, compiled by Galliidhara Vaidya Sarman. 1 

AJIR!~ATIMIRABHASKARA 2 by Hakim Caube Kyiikhiibadiisa. 3 This work; a mono
graph on indigestion (ajin:ia), is written partly in Sanskrit verse, partly in Hindi prose. 
It is divided into four chapters. Chapter one ( 16 verses) describes the disorders of the 
digestive fire, bhasmaka included. Chapter two (12 verses) is about the six types of 
ajiq1a, as distinguished by Miidhava; the characteristics of the pulse in disorders of the 
digestive fire are added. Chapter three (38 verses) describes what is beneficial (pathya) 
and harmful (apathya) in cases of aJ1n:ia; it is, apart from some general therapeutic mea
sures, especially concerned with a series of specific remedies against ajin:ia caused by 
particular substances. 4 Chapters four and five contain recipes, 5 mostly (chapter four) 
or entirely (chapter five) in Hindi. 6 

The author was a son of the physician Caturvedasarp.karaliila,7 and lived, like his 
father, in Mathurii. 8 

ANUGRAHAMIMAly!SA 9 by Va!!akkeppii!U Niiriiyai:ian Nayar (1878-1959). 10 This 
work, in six sections, deals with bacteriology and infectious diseases from an iiyurvedic 
point of view. The author was of the opinion that the ancient Indian physicians were 
already acquainted with discoveries made with the aid of the microscope. 

ANUPANADARPAl:'A II by Jiiarasaramasarman, a monograph on anupana in 550 
verses, arranged in nine chapters (pramoda). 

Chapter one is on the vaidya, chapter two on ayurveda and its eight aitgas, chap
ter three on weights and measures, and on the examination of the pulse. Chapter four 
(84 verses) is devoted to the anupiinas to be prescribed along with various simple or 
compound drugs of an iiyurvedic type, and chapter five (165 verses) to anupiinas that 
have to be used in combination with rasau~adhas. Chapter six (63 verses) deals with the 
preparation of a number of compound drugs (mostly rasayogas), their actions, and their 
application in various diseases. Chapter seven (91 verses) is on alchemical subjects and 
describes the dhiitus, upadhiitus, ratnas, uparatnas, vi~as, and upavi~as, together with 
their purification (sodhana) and killing (maraJJ.a). Chapter eight (55 verses) is about di
verse types of bhasman, and chapter nine (28 verses) about disorders (do~a) due to the 
ingestion of inorganic substances, and the alleviation (siinti) of these disorders. 

Sources quoted are: Bhai~a}yasiiriimrtasa111hitii (5.18), Bhiivaprakiisa (3.7; 7.9, 
26, etc.), Gaurikaiiciilikiitantra (4.68), granthiintarn (4.84; 5.5, 15-16, 45, 52, 66, 
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etc.), Madanapiilanigha,;i!u (4.69-70; 8.42), Rasendrapurii,;ia (5.97-98, 104, 132, 
165, etc.), Rasendrasiirasai]Jgrnha (5.3, 21-22; 6.24-25, etc.), Siirngadharasar]Jhitii 
(3.5; 4.55, 58, 74, 76-77, etc.), Susruta (1.2-4, 6, 9; 2.3, etc.), Vagbhaia (3.16; 4.50, 
etc.), (Lolimbariija's) Vaidyajfvana (3.17; 4.51, 72-73, etc.), and (Raghuniitha's) 
Vaidyaviliisa (5.136). 

The Anupiinadrupa,;ia is mentioned in Jfiiirasariima's version of the Amrtasiigara 
and was therefore written earlier than the latter work. 

Jfiiirasariima also wrote an Anupiinaratniikara 

ANUPANAMANJARI, compiled by Puvvii~a Siiryaniiriiyai:iaRiivu. 12 

ANUPANARATNAKARA by Jfiiirasariima Sarman.13 

AROGYAMJ!-TABINDU or Sitilliiparihiira or Sitaliirogiipahiira by Jiyiiliil, a treatise on 
sitalii (smallpox) and its treatment, written in Hindi..prose, interspersed with Sanskrit 
quotations. 14 

The work is divided into three parts: (I) ~akiarinidiin and vaccination (1-99), 
(2) yiiniiniyorpkii siddhiint (99-104), (3) ayurvedokt sitaliirog (104-147), followed 
by a nighat~!u or au~adhisvariipavar~1ana (147-173), a small section on substitutes 
(pratinidhi)( 173-174), and information on the author (174-176). 

Part one-deals with the views of western medicine on smallpox and with vaccina
tion, part two with the views of Islamic medicine. Part three discusses the ayurvedic 
views on masiirika and S1tala. 

Authors and works quoted in the first half of part three are: Biahmasa1]Jhitii (3.1-
3), 15 Bharadviija (3.4-10), Bhe~a (3.11-15), Miidhavanidiina (3.16-17), Durgabha!!a 
(3.18-20), Susruta (3.21), Vaiigasena (3.22-26), Sariigadhara (3.27-29), and Bhii
vaprakasa (3.65-74). The second half quotes from the Ha111sariijanidiina (3.2) and the 
Kiisikha,;i4a of the Skandapuriil)a (3.3-14).1 6 

The Hindi prose of the first half of part three refers to the following works: 
Bhiivaprakiisa (3.22-26 and 29), Brahmasai]Jhitii (3.1-3), Miidhavanidiina (3.22-26), 
and Susrutasmphit.1 (3.1 and 22-26). The Hindi prose of the second half refers to: 
Arkaprakiisa (3.5), Bhe~a (3.9), Brahmasar]Jhitii (3.1-2), Cakradatta (3.2), Caraka 
(3.1-2), Kiimadhenupaddhat.i (3.1-2), 17 Kanakaviliisa (3.6 and 8), Kiisikha(ic;Ja (3. 
1-2), Manoramii (3.1-2), Susruta (3.5), Toc;Jarananda (3.1-2), Vaidyamahendn (3.1-
2), 18 Vaidyasarvasva (3.1-2), Vaidyarahasya (3.3), Vangasena (3.3, 7, 10, 12), and 
Yogacintiima(li (3.3). 

The author, a Jain, of Agraviila vaqisa, was a son of Caudhari Sumerucand and a 
grandson of Caudhari Mii~1ikcand. He was born in Pharrukhnagar in 1852. 

AROGY ASINDHU by Ranganiitha Sakhiiriima Lii!e, also called Sukrasa1]Jhitii and Kii
masiistra, a work on sexual disorders. 19 

AsAVARI~TA by Satyadeva Vidyalaqiklira. 20 

AsAv ARIHASAl':!GRAHA by Jagadisapraslida Garga 21 

AsAVARIHASAtyIGRAHA by Pak$adhara lhii.22 
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AsAVARIHAYOGASAl'!'!GRAHA by Vayaskara N.S. Mooss, 23 a collection of 122 
recipes of iisavas and ari~!as in Sanskrit, accompanied by a commentary in Malayii
]am. 

AsAVAVJJNANA by Harisa1~iinanda. 24 

AH ANGASARIRA by Vaidya Ratnam P.S. Varier (Viiriyar). 25 This work is an elabo
rate textbook on modern anatomy and physiology in 2,045 Sanskrit verses, an-anged 
in eight chapters. A large number of new terms are found in it, which are explained in 
the author's commentary, called Giighiirthabodhini: This commentary also gives the 
English equivalents of the newly introduced Sanskrit terms. 

The author (1869-1944)26 was the founder of the Arogyavaidyasiilii (Kottakal, 
Kerala). 27 He also wrote a Brhacchiirfra. 

AU~ADHAKRIYA, compiled by Sa1pkaraliila Harisaq1kara. 28 

AU~ADHANIGHA~TU, a Sanskrit-Malayii]am dictionary of nearly 30,000 names of 
drugs and medicinal plants, arranged in the order of the Sanskrit alphabet, compiled by 
Kiil)ippayyiir Sankaran Nampiitirippii!u in the beginning of the twentieth century. The 
author issued from a family ofastrologers attached to the court of the king of Cochin. 29 

AU~ADHIKRIYA, a compilation of prescriptions. 30 

AYURVEDACANDRIKA or AyurvedfyasabdiirthanirIJiiyako Brhadabhidhiinagrantha!1, 
compiled by Haraliila Gupta, a dictionary of Sanskrit words with Bengali equivalents. 31 

AYURVEDACINTAMA~I, compiled by Baladevaprasiida Misra, son of Sukhiinandami
sra.32 

This work is a nighamu, enumerating synonyms and properties of medicinal sub
stances, compiled from the Carakasatp.hitii, Susrutasarphita, the works ofViigbha!a, the 
Bhiivaprakiilh~ Riijanigha!J(U, Atrisarp.hitii, Riijavallabha, Vaidyakanigha;iru, and other 
works. 33 It is divided into twenty-two vargas and describes 775 items. Almost all the 
substances are known from other treatises under the same or other names. Noteworthy 
among them are: iitfpya (6.17),34 bahunetra (6.20), 35 draul)eya laval)a (1.96), sunepii!I 
(6.48),36 surapriya (2.40),37 and syiimapan:11 (19.13). 38 

AYURVEDADARSANA by Priyavrat Sarmii.39 This work, in siitra style, accompanied 
by a commentary in prose, deals with the philosophy of iiyi1rveda. 

Chapter one (prameyapiida; 31 siitras): the definitions of iiyus and iiyurveda; pralq
ti is the object of iiyurveda; iiyurveda is divided into sixteen branches;40 sattva, iitrnan 
and sarira are the subjects of iiyurveda; sattva consists of anta~kara~1a, manas, buddhi 
and aha1p.kiira, and is characterized by priil)a; the characteristics of the iitman; the char
acteristics of the body (sarfra); puru~a is the combination of iitman and body; the five 
bhiivavikiiras (stages of transformation) are: hetu, utpatti, vrddhi, upaplava and viyoga; 
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the six accessory (tantropayogin) bhiivas are: dravya, gui:ia, karman, samaviiya, siimii
nya, and vise~a; the definitions of these six accessory bhiivas; the five mahiibhiitas; their 
specific properties; all substances and the body are composed of the five mahiibhutas; 
the functions of do~as, dhiitus and malas are based on the mahiibhiitas; health and dis
ease depend on the do~as, which are of the nature of prai:ia; the natural functions of 
the three do~as, viita, pitta and kapha, are vik~epa, iidiina and visarga; the dhiitus, di
rected inwards (antannukha), are supportive and nourishing; the seven dhiitus; ojas is 
the essence of all the dhiitus and the seat of priil)a; the malas are devoid of essences 
(ni~siira), directed outwards (bahirmukha), and the causes of painful conditions (iibii
dha); agni perfonns piika and is the causative factor in iidiina; among the bhiitvagnis, 
dhiitvagnis and anniigni, the first group is foremost; the constituents called srotas are 
pathways for the rasa, etc., and are of the nature of iikiisa; pralq-ti consists of the pre
dominance of a d~a. present from birth onwards. 

Chapter two (pramiii:iapiida; 8 siitras): the definition of pramiii:ia; the four pramii
i:ias are iiptopadesa, pratyak~a, anumiina and yukti; definitions of these pramai:ias; jiiii
na (knowledge), parik~ (examination) and prayoga (application) are the elements of 
medical procedures; adhyayana (study), adhyiipana (teaching) and tadvidyasa1pbhii~ii 
(discussion with experts) are means for acquiring knowledge. 

Chapter three (pralqtipiida; 11 siitras): pralqti is the state of equilibrium (siimya) 
and the so'-!rce of vikrti; the evolution of the universe (sarga) begins with avyakta and 
ends with the mahiibhiitas; bondage (bandha) arises from sa1p.yoga, final liberation 
(mok~a) from viyoga; the definition of prakrti or sviisthya (health); the fourfold contact 
(yoga) is the cause of happiness and suffering; the foremost object (of medicine) 
is the protection of health in the healthy; this aim is reached by observation of the 
prescriptions; the rules concerning the maintenance of health (svasthavrtta) relate 
to diet (iihiira), behaviour (iiciira) and activities (ce~\ii); food, sleep and chastity are 
the secondary supports (upastambha) of health; those desiring longevity should have 
recourse to rasiiyana; those desirous of progeny should have recourse to aphrodisiacs 
(viijikarai:ia). 

Chapter four (vikrtipiida; 13 siitras): a disorder (vilqti) is (essentially) a state of 
disequilibrium (vai~amya); the material cause (upiidiina) of vilq-ti consists of the do
~as, the instrumental cause (nimitta) is formed by the aetiological factors; causes of 
disorders are asiitmyendriyiirthasarpyoga, prajiiiipariidha and parii:iama; the stages of 
therapeutic intervention (kriyiikiila) are six in number; a patient should be examined 
by means of the five senses and interrogation; knowledge about a disease is acquired 
by means of the nidiinapaficaka; drugs should be examined (before use); therapy is the 
restoration of pralqti; treatment is like a manual support (hastiilamba); therapy is of 
three types; the attitude of a physician is fourfold; therapy consists of four limbs; a 
physician should be learned, experienced, pure and benevolent. 

Authorities and works IJUOted or referred to in the commentary are: Amarako~a 
(1.6), Bhagavadgitii (3.l), Bhagavata (3.10), Bhiivaprakiisa (1.19), Cakradatta (3.10), 
Cakrapiil)i, Candra\a's commentary on the Cikitsiikalikii (3.4 ), Caraka, Qalhai:ia ( 1.2, 
5, 23, 25, 29; 3.4), Gailgiidhara's Ja/pakalpataru (2.6), Girii(l.23; 2.6; 3.3, 4), isvaralq
~l)a (3.2), Kathopani~ad (1.6), Madhukosa (4.6), Mu~<jakopani~ad (3.6), Nyiiya (l.5; 
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2.6), Nyiiyasiitra (1.7; 2.2, 5; 3.2), Prasnopani$ad (I.I), Siiq1khya (3.2), Siiqdcbyakii
rikii ( 1.6), Siintarak~ita(2.6), Siini.gadhara (1.1 and 27; 4.5), Sarvadarsanasal[lgraha (3. 
3), Siddhiintanidiina ( 4.6), $cx;iasiirigahrdaya (1.4 ), Susruta, Svetiisvataropani$ad (3.2), 
Tattvasal[lgraha(2.6), Viigbhafa, Vai{e$ika, Vijayarak~ita ( 1.22; 4.2and 6), V[ddhavii
gbhata (1.29; 4.7), Yiiska's Nirukta (1.10), Yogaratniikara (4.5), and Yogindraniitha's 
Carakopaskiira (2.6). 

AYURVEDADARSANA by Niiriiyai:iadatta Tripii!hi 41 This work, written in 1,233 prose 
statements in siitra style, arranged in sixteen chapters, and accompanied by an elabo
rate Sanskrit auto-commentary, called Subodhinf, is mainly concerned with the basic 
principles of iiyurveda and their philosophical foundations; it also deals with anatomy, 
pathology, the general principles of treatment, and the processes (sarpskiira) to which 
mercury is subjected before being suitable to be administered as a medicine. The text 
and its commentary quote from numerous medical authorities, philosophical treatises, 
kiivyas, Puriii:ias, etc. The authorrepeatedly advances his own views after referring to 
those of earlier authorities. 42 

AYURVEDADARSASA¥GRAHA by Diimodar Sarmii Gaur.43 

AYURVEDAPARIBHA~A. compiled by Pai:ic;!it D. Gopalacharlu. 44 

AYURVEDARATNAMALA, compiled by Lokaniitha Kaviratna.45 

AYURVEDASA!~GRAHA by (Viisi~\ha) Ga~1apatisiistrin, styled Kiivyaka11iha. The au
thor ( 18.11.1878-25.07.l 936), son of Narasiq1hasiistrin of Kalavariiyi village in Viza
gapatam district, Andhra Prades, was an adherent and pupil of Ramai:ia Mahar~i of 
Tiruvai:ii:iamalai. 46 

·• AYURVEDASUTRA by Riimaprasiida Sarman is a short treatise in siitra style, with a 
Sanskrit and Hindi commentary by the author. It deals, in forty-seven siitras, arranged 
in three chapters, with basic iiyurvedic concepts. 47 The author was the father of Pai:i,it 
Shiv Sharma. 48 He also wrote the Rasendrapuriil)a. 49 

AYURVEDAU~ADHARATNAKARA, compiled by Sripiida Kr~~1amiirti Siistrin.50 

AYURVEDIYA HITOPADESA, 51 written by Rai:iajitriiya Desiii,52 is a compilation 
from the Caraka- and Susmtasamhitii with their commentaries, the works of Vii
gbha\a, the Siinigadharasaqihitii: the Bhiivaprakiisa, etc.; it is accompanied by 
a Hindi commentary. The same author wrote an Abhinavasarfrakriyiivijiiiina,53 

Ayurvedfyapadiirthavijiiiina,54 and Nidiinacikitsiihastiimalaka. 55 

AYURVEDIYA O~ADHINIGHA~TU by Tayyil Kumiiran Kr~i:ian, 56 a dictionary con
taining about 25,000 Sanskrit names of drugs. 

AYURVEDIYAPADARTHAVIJNANA by Rai:iajitriiya Desai. 57 
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AYURVEDIYA-PADARTHAVIJNANA by Cintiimar:ii Gai:iesa Kiisikar. 58 

This work deals with philosophical concepts and their use in iiyurveda. It is divided 
intofourchapters: (I) pramar:iaviciira (1-59), (2) kiiryakiirar:iabhiivaviciira (60-74), (3) 
prameyaviciira (75-122), and (4) puru~viciira (123-134), followed by a parisi~\a on 
the tantrayuktis (135-155), and one on weights, measures, units of time, etc. (156-
169). 

Apart from several medical works, numerous philosophical treatises are quoted. 

A YURVEDIYA PANCAKARMACIKITSA, compiled by Mukundiliil Dvivedi, Tii
riicand Sarmii, and Bhairava Misra,59 is an extensive compilation of verses and 
prose passages on paiicakarman from the following sources: A$(iirigah[dayasal!lhitii 
with the commentaries of Arur:iadatta, Candranandana, Hemiidri and Paramesvara, 
A$[ii1igasal!lgraha with Indu's commentary, Bhiivaprakiisa, Bhe/asal!lhitii, Cakrapii
i:tidatta's Cikitsiisa,pgraha with the commentary of Sivadiisasena, Carakasal!lhitii with 
the commentaries of Cakrapiir:iidatta, Jejja\a and Yogindraniithasena, Hiirilasa,phitii, 
Kiisyapasa,phitii, Siinigadharasal!lhitii with the commentaries of Aghamalla and 
Kiisiriima, Susrutasaq1hitii with the commentaries of r;>alhaQa and Hiirii~1acandra, and 
Vatigasena's Cikitsiisiirasaiµgraha. 

AYURVEDiYAPATHYAPATHYAVIMARSA, written by Paramiinanda,60 is a treatise on 
dietetics. · 

AYURVEDIYASARIRA by Gar:iesasarman.61 

AYURVIJNANARATNAKARA by Yogendraniitha. 62 This treatise, partly in prose, partly 
in verse, is divided into four sections (khar:iga). The first and longest one, in seven chap
ters, is concerned with viiyu; the second, in two chapters, with pitta, and the third, in 
three chapters, with kapha. Chapter one of section four is about combinations of the 
do~as, while its second chapter contains a summary of the contents of the book. 

The opening chapter gives definitions of iiyus, vyiidhi, etc. The remaining part of 
section one is devoted to viiyu and its qualities (chapter two), the types of viiyu, their 
seats, actions, etc., and the niigis ( chapter three), the excitement of viiyu ( chapter four), 
diseases caused by viiyu ( chapter five), the general treatment of these diseases ( chapter 
six), and specific remedies against these diseases (chapter seven). The arrangement of 
sections two and three is analogous to that of section one. 

A special feature of the A.yurvijiiiinaratniikara is that it draws its material from 
a wide range of sources. It quotes not only from the Atharvaveda, various Upani
~ads, Tantras, and ayurvedic treatises, but has also been influenced by western 
medicine. Borrowed from western medical science is, for example, the description 
of sor:iitocchviisa (hypertension; I.3.20) and its treatment (I.7, pages 271-272). Other 
noteworthy features are the attention paid to the system of niigis (I.3), a rather long 
passage devoted to viiyupari vartana ( change of climate; I.3.22 ), the employment of the 
term upadarpsa as an equivalent of syphilis (I.7, page 254) and of aupasargikameha 
as the equivalent of gonorrhoea (I.7, page 254), the description of a plant, called 
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svalpacandramiila, as a remedy against insanity (1.7),63 and the use of vernacular 
terms (I.7, page 273). 

Authorities and works quoted are: Atharvaveda (I.3.41 and 50), Bhagavadgftii 
(II.l.2; III.l.26), Bhiivamisra (I.2.12 and 27; I.3.20), Bhiivaprakiisa (I.3.33), Bhela 
(II.1.17), Brahmayiimala64 (I.3.78), Caraka (passim), Chiindogyopani$ad (I.3.40, 56, 
64, 124), J?a!hai:ia (III.1.18 and 28), Jatukari:ia (I.4.19), Mahiibhiirata (I.3.38, 39, 55, 
67, 92), Mi1/abhiirata (I.3.31), Niic;ffvijiiiina (I.3.74), Narapatijayacaryii Svarodaya65 

(I.3.78), Piitaiijaladarsana (I.3.116), Prii{lalo$al)itantra (l.3.48),66 Prasnopani$ad (I. 
3.73, 113, 121), Riighavabhana (I.3.130),67 Riiyamuku!a (I.3.34, 45, 83, %, 108), 68 

Rudrayiimala (I.3.76), Siil/lkarabhii$ya (I.3.63),69 Sii,pkhyakiirikii (III.1.1), Siirilga
dhara (I.2.17; 3.31) and its Giiqhiirtl)a{fipikii commentary (by Kiisiriima; I.3.31), 
Sdmadbhiigavata (I.3.39), Susruta (passim), Tantra{iistra (I.3.31), Tattvacintiimal)i 
(I.3.81), 70 Trisa!iiciirya (i.e., Tisa!a; I.4.26), Viigbha!a (passim), Vidvanmanoraiijani11 

(I.3.122), Visvasiiratantrn (I.3.47, 84, 95, 106),72 YogiirQava (I.3.46, 66, 68, 85, 91, 
98, 103, 107, 115, 120, 125),73 and Yogiyiijiiavalkya14 (I.3.37, 49, 69, 86, 99, 109, 
131). 75 

BALACIKITSATANTRA, compiled by Gaurisarpkara Sarman.76 

BHAI~AJYAMAt:IIMALIKA, compiled by Satyiicarai:ia Sena Gupta.77 

B~ARATABHAl~AJYARATNAKARA, compiled by Rasavaidya Naginadiisa Chaganalii
la Saha, 78 consists of a huge and very useful collection of about 10,000 formulae drawn 
from numerous sources. 79 A short chapter at the beginning contains definitions of the 
five types of ka~iiya and rules for the prak~epa to be added. The formulae are arranged 
alphabetically, according to the first ak~ara of their name. Those beginning with the 
same ak~ara are listed in a fixed order: kviitha, ciiri:ia, gu!ikii, guggulu, paka, avaleha, 
ghrta, taila, iisaviiri~!a, !epa, dhiimra, aiijana, nasya, rasa, kalpa, and misra. 

The Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara is one of the sources of the Bhe$ajasaq1hitii and the 
Rasadhiituprakiisa 

BHE~AJASAlylHIT A by Carai:iatirtha Mahiiriija (i.e., Jivriim Kiilidiis). 80 This work con
sists of a collection of formulae, compiled from a large number of sources, accompa
nied by explanations in Hindi. The explanations are about the way of preparing the 
compound drugs, their bhiivanii, dosage, anupiina, and indications. 

The treatise is divided into sixteen sections (prakarai:ia) and a parisi~!a. Each section 
deals with a particular group of pharmaceutical preparations: (I) rasa, rasiiyanakalpa 
(318 formulae); (2) kiipipakvarasa (25 formulae); (3) parpa!i, ponali (33 formulae); 
(4) lauha, mai:ic;liira (57 formulae); (5) bhasman, pi~!i (77 formulae); (6) gu!ikii, gu
ggulukalpa (129 formulae); (7) ciiri:iakalpa (100 formulae); (8) aiijana, netrayoga (27 
formulae); (9) nasya, dhiimayoga, dhiipa (17 formulae); (10) k~iira, !avai:ia, driiva (7 
formulae); (11) ghrta (55 formulae); (12) taila (80 formulae); (13) lepa, mala:ma (53 
formulae); (14) kviitha, k~irayoga (136 formulae); (15) avaleha, piika (48 formulae); 
(16) iisava, ari~!a, arka (40 formulae); the parisi~!a section is concerned with the pu
rification of a number of substances (dravyasodhana), and with weights and measures 
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(manaparibha~a). 
By far the larger part of the formulae are quoted from Sanskrit texts; those bor

rowed from treatises in Hindi are not reproduced, but summarized. 
The sources of the Bhe§ajasarµhitii are: A§tiingahrdayasa.rphitii, Ayurvedavijiiiina 

(by Vinodalala Sena), Basavariijya, Bhai§ajyaratniivalT (by Govindadasa), Bhiira
tabhai§ajyaratniikara, Bhiivaprakiisa, BrhadyogatararigiIJT, Brhannighai:ituratniikara, 
Cakradatta, Carakasarµhitii, Cikitsiipradfpa, 81 Dravygui:iavijiiiina,82 Rasacai:i<Ja1psu, 
Rasakiimadhenu, Rasiimrta, Rasaprakiisasudhiikara, R1isariijas1.1ndara, Rasaratniikara, 
Rasaratnasamuccaya, Rasasaq1ketakalikii, Rasatantrasiira or Siddhaprayogasa1pgra
ha, 83 RasatararigiIJT, Rasiiyanasiira, 84 Rasayogasiigara, RasendracintiimaIJi, Rasendra
siirasaq1graha, Rasoddhiiratantra,85 Sahasrayoga, Siirngadharasaq1.llitii, Siddhabhai
§ajyamai:iimiilii (by Kr~r:iarama), Siddhayogasarµgraha, 86 VaidyajTvana, Vaidyayoga
ratniivali,81 Yogacintiimai:ii, Yogaratniikara, Yogasataka (by Vopadeva), 88 and Yogata
raiigii:ii: 

Hvriim Kalidas 89 was born from brahma~1a parents in a village called Mevasa, near 
Jamnagar, in 1882/83. After the death of his parents, when he was eight years old, he 
went to live with a paternal uncle in Gor:i<;lal, where he studied Sanskrit with Keval
ram Liliidharji Sastri. He moved to Gimar in 1903/04 and studied Sanskrit, ayurveda 
and mantrasiistra with Acyutanand Brahmaciiri, with whom he wandered in the Hima
layas. After having lived for some time in Bombay, he started a practice in Go~19al, 
where he founded the Rasasala Au~adhasrama in 1909/10. The Mahiiraja of Gor:i<;lal, 
Bhagavatsiq1haji Bahadur, appointed him royal physician in 1915/16. Later in life, he 
became a sa1pnyasin and changed his name into Carai:iatirthaji Maharaj. 90 

Jivram Kalidas not only wrote the Bhe§3jasaq1hitii and Rasoddhiiratantra, but 
also edited a number of Sanskrit medical texts (Prasastau§adhasa1pgraha, Rasapra
kiisasudhiikara, Viidi- and ~ddhikhai:i<Ja of the Rasaratniikara, Vyiidhinigraha, Yoga
tararigi!Ji). 

BHI~AGBHO~A~A, compiled by Parthasarathi Km1amacarya. 91 

BHI~AKSARVASVA, composed by Aghoranathasastrin, 92who also wrote an auto-com
mentary on his work. 

The first part of the Bhi§aksarvasva consists of 440 verses, arranged in four chap
ters (adhyaya). The treatise is characterized by a mixture of traditional ayurvedic and 
western medical concepts. 

Chapter one (upakramar:iiya) deals with some definitions (iivita, dhatu, sarira), 
the three gui:ias and the three d~as, types of country (desa), divisions of time, 
astrology connected with medicine, the seven dhatus, the six tastes, the three do~as 
again, and, finally, increase and decrease of the do~as, dhatus and impurities (mala). 
Chapter two (sariravijiianiya) is about anatomy, chapter three (satmyarak~ar:iiya) on 
behavioural rules during the day and the night and during the seasons, and chapter 
four (janapadoddharai:iiya) on the construction of a house, garden, etc., where one can 
live healthily. Sources are not referred to. 93 
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The three do~as and the three gut_1as are interconnected: viita and pitta are composed 
of sattva and rajas, kapha consists of tamas (1.7-15). The three types of country cor
respond to the three do~as: vii ta predominates in the parvatya, 94 pitta in the jii11gala, 
and kapha in the iiniipa type ( 1.18-19 ). 95 The first five days of a lunar fortnight, called 
ka~at_1I, are characterized by an increase of vii.ta and are suitable forsamanitherapeutic 
measures; the second five, called s~ai:iI, charncterized by an increase of pitta, are suit
able forrasiiyaniprocedures; the third five, aalled p~at_1I, characterized by an increase 
of kapha, are suitable for harat_1I purposes (1.29-33 ). 96 Relationships are described be
tween the seven grahas on the one hand, and the three gut_1as, the three do~as, the sea
sons, and various parts of the human body on the other ( 1.34-42 ). Eight chief parts of 
the body are distinguished: the head, the neck, the two arms, the chest, the belly, the two 
lateral parts of the chest (piirsva), the back, and the two legs (2.6-23).97 The thymus is 
known to the author. 98 Voluntary (kiimavrtta) and involuntary (svavrttaka) muscles are 
distinguished (2.64-68). The kat_1<;!ariis are described as tendons in the sense of west
ern anatomy (2.80-81). The term dhamanI is used for an artery, sirii for a vein (e.g., 
2.107), srotas for a lymph vessel (2.107-110), sniiyu for a nerve (2.111-114). After 
dealing with anatomy along the lines of the Susrutasa,phitii, mixed with some modern 
concepts, Aghoraniitha describes the organ systems and their physiology in agreement 
with western medicine. He explains, for example, the circulation of the blood (rakta
parikrama) and the functions of heart and lungs (2.147-161), mentions the three small 
cartilaginous bones of the middle ear (2.131-134), the olfactory nerve (2.135-137), the 
ovaries (dimbako~a: 2.219), the Fallopian tubes (kar~ikii: 2.219), etc. 

Sources quoted in Aghoraniitha's auto-commentary are: Ananda/aharf (3.21), 99 

Atreya (2.191-192), Bhiinumati (3.7), Bhiivaprakasa (often), Carakasarphitii (of
ten), Giiruqa (4.4 and 10-11), GaruqapuriiQa (4.16), Hemacandra (2.212), Jayadatta 
(2.137-143), Jyoti§asaqihitii ( 1.37-38), Miidhavakara (1.104), Niit;lfprakiisa (2.85), 
Naqivijiiiina (2.94-96), Nandana (1.26 and 27), 100 Riijasrupgraha (3.7), 101 Rogavini
scaya (1.85 and 104), Siinigadharasaq1hitii (2.162-163), Susrutasaq1hitii (often), 
Viigbha\a (2.162-163), vaidyakasiddhavacana (2.202), and Visva (2.210). 

The author was born in Kot_1anagara, on the banks of the Ganges. He was a son of 
Gopiilacandra and a pupil of Hariniitha. 102 • 

Aghoraniitha completed his Bhi§aksarvasva in 1906/07 . 103 

8J1.HACCHARIRA 104 by Vaidya Ratnam P.S. Viiriyar. 105 Part II is a treatise on osteol
ogy in verse and prose, consisting of ten chapters (adhyiiya): (I) pr~!havaq1savivara
t_1a (the vertebral column), (2) siraJ:ikapiilavivarat_1a (the flat bones of the cranium), (3) 
itarakaro!Yasthivivarai:ia 106 (other bones of the skull, such as the sphenoid: sphinakii
sthi, ethmoid: sivakiisthi, etc.), (4) mukhamat_19aliisthivivarat_1a (the bones of face and 
oral cavity), (5) samastasiraJ:ikaitkiilivivarat_1a (a survey of the structures of the head), 
(6) urosthipiirsukiivivarat_1a(the bones of the thorax), (7) aq1sacakravivarat_1a (the bones 
of the shoulder girdle), (8) uttarasiikhiisthivivarat_1a (the bones of the arms), (9) ka!I
cakravivara~1a (the bones of the pelvic region), ( 10) adhaJ:isiikhiisthivivarai:ia (the bones 
of the legs). 
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B1!-HADASAVARI~TASA¥GRAHA by Kaviriij Devasitpha Vinhal IO? is a collection of 
170, alphabetically arranged recipes of iisavas and ari~!as. 

Sources mentioned are: A$/iingahrdayasaqihitii, A$/iingasaq1graha, Ayurvedasa
q1graha, Ayurvedasopiina, 1°8 Bhai$ajyaratniivali, Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara, Bhiiva
prakiisa, Cakradatta, Carakasaq1hitii, Gadanigraha, Rasakiimadhenu, Siirilgadhara," 
Siddhabhai$ajyamai:iimiilii, Vaidyakasik$ii, 109 Vailgasena, Virasiq1hiivaloka, Vp1da
miidhava, Yogacintiima~1i, Yogaratniikara, and Yogataraligil)i. 

CIKITSANUSASANA by Gal}apatisiistrin.111 

CIKITSAPRABANDHASAMUCCAYA by Riimacandra Sarman. 111 

CIKITSASA~IGRAHA by Lak~mtdhara Sarmii. 112 This work, written partly in San
skrit, partly in Hindi, consists of the following chapters: netrapart~, yantracikitsii, 
mantracikitsii, anupiinavyavasthii, tailiidhyiiya, mHtrapartk~ii, sujiikacikitsii, nighar)!u, 
strirogiidhikiira, viijtkaral}iitlhikiira, v1ryastambhiidhikiira, rasiiyaniidhikiira, dravyiidi
vyavasthii, ~ac).rasavyavasthii, dravyagu~1avyavasthii, dravyav1ryavyavasthii, dravya
prabhiivavyavasthii, dravyavipiikavyavasthii, asvacikitsii, and virecana. 

Sources referred to are: Caraka (93; 139), Lolimbariija (43), Susruta (149; 172), 
and Viigbha!a (137; 140; 143; 144; 161; 165; 171). 

The Gikitsiisaq1graha was completed in 1902. 113 

Lak~mtdhara Sarmii was born in Karhal (Mairp.napuri district) in 1857. He became 
a well-known medical practitioner in Mairpnapurt, where he founded the Caturvedt 
Au~adhiilaya. He died in 1907. Apart from the Cikitsiisaq1graha, he wrote the Arogya
tiipaddhati (published in 1901) and Ahiirasaq1hiira (published in 1982). 114 

CIKITSATARANGI~I. compiled by Dayiinidhi Misra. 115 
CJKITSATATTVAPRADIPA by B.V. Gokhale.116 
COR~ACIKITSADARPA~A. compiled by Gai;iapatiprasiida Sarman. 117 

DEHATATTVA, compiled by Vipinavihiirin Gupta. 118 

Do~AKARA~ATVAMIMA~ISA by Priyavrat Sarmii. 119 This small work, in prose, inter
spersed with quotations, is concerned with the d~as and their role in the aetiology of 
diseases. It is divided into two parts, written in Sanskrit and Hindi respectively. 

The Sanskrit part deals with the following subjects: kiirai;iatvam, kiiryakiirai;iabhii
va~. kiiryasyotpiidaviniisau, vikiirat1, do~avai~amya1p kiira1~aff1 kiiryaffl vii, do~ii1~iiff1 
kiirai;iatvam, siddhiintal~. 

The subjects of the Hindt part, corresponding to but not completely identical with 
that composed in Sanskrit, are: ( 1): kiirai;iatva kii siimiinya vivecan: paribhii~ii, prakiir, 
kiiryakiirai;iabhiiva, kiirya kI utpatti aur viniis, svabhiivoparamaviid; (2): do~mp. kii kii
rai;iatva: vikiir kii svarup, do~avai~amya kiirai:i yii kiirya, vikiir ki utpatti; Viipyacandra 
kii mat, Vijayarak~it kii uttarapak~, arviictn iiciirymp kii ml!;t, siddhiint. 

Sources quoted are: A$/iirigahrdayasaq1hitii, Cakrapiii;iidatta's commentary on the 
Carakasaq1hitii, Carakasruphitii, J?hui;ic/,hiriijasiistrin's !ippai;i1 on the Vaise$ikasiitra, 120 

Gai;ianiithasena's Siddhiintanidiina, Gailgiidhara's Jalpakalpatam on the Carakasaq1-
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hitii, Gitii, KiirikiivaJT, 121 Mayiikha, 122 Muktiivalf, 123 Nyiiyabodhinf, 124 Nyiiyasiitra, 
Pratibimbaffkii125 on the Tarlcasaqigraha, Sarpkaramisra's Y.iis(!$ikasiitropaskiira, 126 

Siif/Jkhyakiirikii, Susrutasaqihitii, Tarlcasaqigraha, 127 Uddyotakara's Nyiiyaviirttika, 128 

Vlicaspatimisra's NyiiyavarttikatiitparyEJ!Tkii 129 and Siiqikhyatattvakaumudf, Vaisl)$i
kast1tra, Vapyacandra, and Vijayarak~ita's part of the Madhukosa. 

DRAVYAGU~AS0TRA by Priyavrat Sarmli 130 is a short work in siitra style on the prin
ciples oflndian pharmacology. 

Chapter one (padiirthaprakaraQa; 7 siitras): the subject of the work; the scope 
of the term guQa; iiyurveda was divided into eight branches by the ancient sages, 
but is now regarded as consisting of sixteen branches: maulikasiddhlinta (basic con
cepts), siirira (anatomy and physiology), dravyaguQa (pharmacology), bhe~ajakalpanii 
(the preparation of medicines), rasasiistra (iatrochemistry), nidiina (pathology and 
diagnostics), kiiyacikitsii (internal medicine), svasthavrtta (maintenance of health), 
miinasaroga (psychiatry), rasiiyana (measures conducive to longevity), viijikaraQa 
(aphrodisiacs), agadatantra (toxicology), salya (surgery), sliliikya (the treatment of 
diseases of the supraclavicular region), kaumfirabhrtya (paediatrics), and prasiititantra 
( obstetrics and gynaecology); dravyaguQa is the foremost among these branches; 
dravyaguQa is divided into niimariipajniina (pharmacognosy), guQajniina (knowledge 
concerning the properties of medicinal substances), karrnajniina (knowledge concern
ing their actions), prayogajniina (knowledge concerning their applications), yogajnlina 
(knowledge concerning compound formulae), and kalpajniina (knowledge concerning 
the preparation and dosages of kviithas, etc., medicated ghees and oils, etc.); the 
seven basic concepts of dravyaguQa: dravya, guQa, rasa, viplika, virya, prabhliva, and 
karman. 

Chapter two (dravyaprakaraQa; 10 siitras): dravya, the substratum of guQa and kar
man, is the samaviiyikiiraQa; dravya is divided into iihiira (articles of food) and au
~adha (drugs); its sources are of an inorganic (bhauma), animal (jliilgama) or vegetable 
(audbhida) nature; vegetable substances are derived from trees (vrk~a), creepers and 
climbers (latii), shrubs (gulma), and herbs (k~upa); dravyas are samana (pacifying), 
kopana (causing excitement of the do~as) or svasthahita (maintaining a healthy con
dition); groups (gaQa) of drugs are those called jivaniya, etc., vidiirigandhiidi, etc.; all 
the dravyas are composed of the five mahiibhiitas; each and every dravya may be used 
as a drug; dravyas are the causes of stability, increase and decrease of the (constituents 
of the) body; dravya is predominant because it constitutes the substratum of guQa, etc. 

Chapter three (guQaprakaraQa; 10 siitras): guQa inheres in dravya and is an 
asamaviiyikiiraQa; the guQBS are forty-one in number and are classified as kiiyika (so
matic), siittvika (psychic), bhautika (physical) and yaugika (applicable in medicine); 
the somatic guQaS are a1Tanged in ten pairs of opposites: guru and laghu, manda and 
tik~Qa. sita and u~Qa, snigdha and riik~a. slak~Qa and khara, siindra and drava, mrdu 
and ka!hina, sthira and sara, sthiila and siik~ma, picchila and visada; they may also be 
classified according to the predominating mahlibhiita: guru, manda, ka!hina, sthira, 
siindra and sthiila are piirthiva; snigdha, drava, sita, mtdu, sara and picchila are iipya; 
U~Qa and tik~a are iigneya; riik~a. khara and visada are vliyavya; laghu, siik~ma and 
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slak~i:ia are nlibhasa in nature; the six psychic gui:ias are: icchli, dve~a. sukha, du~kha, 
prayatna and buddhi; the physical gui:ias are: sabda, sparsa, riipa, rasa and gandha; 
the ten yaugika gui:ias are: paratva, aparatva, yukti, sa1pkhya, sa!Jlyoga, vibhaga, 
prthaktva, parimai:ia, Sa!Jlsklira, and abhylisa; incompatibility may arise from the 
combination (sal!)yoga) of dravyas; Sa!Jlyoga, vibhliga, Sa!Jlsklira and yukti influence 
the action of dravyas and determine their strength or weakness; gui:ia is impo1tant due 
to its attractive character (likar~akatva), resembling that of a rope. 

Chapter four (rasaprakarai:ia; 14 siitras): rasa (taste) is the object of the gustatory 
sense and has dravya as its substratum; rasa is perceived due to its contact (niplita) with 
the sense organ of gustation; the tastes are six in number: madhura, amla, Iavai:ia, ka!u, 
tikta and ka~aya; madhura is parthiva and apya in nature, amla is parthiva and agneya, 
Iavai:ia is apya and agneya, kaiu is agneya and vayavya, tikta is vayavya and akasr
ya, ka~liya is plirthiva and vliyavya; madhura counteracts vlita and pitta, but increases 
kapha; amla and Iavai:ia increase kapha and pitta, but counteract vata; kaiu increases 
vlita and pitta, but counteracts kapha; tikta and ka~aya counteract kapha and pitta, but 
increase vlita; many more actions are attributed to the tastes; madhura, ka~liya and Iava
IJa are guru to a decreasing degree; tikta, ka!u and amla are decreasingly Iaghu in the 
mentioned order; madhura, amla and lavai:ia are in a similar way snigdha; ka~liya, kaiu 
and tikta are riik~a. madhura, ka~aya and tikta are sita, Iavai:ia, amla and ka!u are u~i:ia 
in a similar way; Iava~1a, amla and madhura are usually employed to counteract vli
ta, tikta, madhura and ka~liya to counteract pitta, ka!u, tikta and ka~liya to counteract 
kapha; anurasa is an unmanif est rasa; rasa is important due to its prominence in practice 
and because it indicates the nature of a dravya. 

Chapter five (viplikaprakarai:ia; 5 siitras): viplika is a transformation (parii:iati) of 
dravya, occurring at the completion of digestion (pakani~!hli); it is of three types ac
cording to taste and its effect on the do~as: madhura, amla and kaiu; it is of two types 
according to the gu~1as: guru and Iaghu; madhuraviplika increases kapha, amlaviplika 
pitta, and kaiuvipaka vata; other effects should be noticed too; guruvipaka is bf!Jlha
i:ia, Iaghuvipaka is Iailghana; vipaka is important because the good or bad effects of a 
dravya depend on it. 

Chapter six (vrryaprabhavaprakara1Ja; 9 siitras): vrrya is sakti, the means of action 
of a dravya; in practice (vyavahara), it consists of the active constituents of a substance 
(klirmukadravylivayava) in the form of the essence of the mahlibhiita(s) present in ex
cess; in pharmaceutical processing, the vrrya is transferred (sa!Jlkranti) to the medium; 
vrrya is of six types: guru, Iaghu, srta, u~i:ia, snigdha, and riik~a. which lead to increase 
or decrease of the do$aS, and are the basis of the six types of therapeutic procedure; 131 

virya has the character of gui:ia, is manifested by its karman, and has dravya as its sub
stratum; prabhava is a specific power (sakti); vrrya and prabhava may be determined 
from the entry (of a substance) into the body onwards until the end of its stay there; 
virya is important because it is instrumental in the action ( of a substance); prabhava is 
important due to its specificity and its strength. 

Chapter seven (karmaprakarai:ia; 3 siitras): karman is the cause of Sa!Jlyoga and 
vibhliga, is characterized by activity, and has dravya as its substratum; adhikarai:ia is 
the site of action; karman is important as the object pursued by physicians. 
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Chapter eight (au~adhaprakarai:ia; 51 siitras): au~adha is called thus because it pos
sesses o~a. which is the same as virya; an au~adha should possess rasa, etc., and be suit
able (to the particular occasion on which it is used); it should be examined by means of 
pratyak~a and anumiina in terms of prakrti, desa and kiila; the dosage depends on the 
disease, the drug itself and the strength of the patient; pharmaceutical preparations are 
svarasa, kviitha, etc.; the main actions of many single drugs are described (8.6-50); an 
ideal drug is that one which does not lead to complications. 

Chapter nine (samiihiiraprakarai:ia; 5 siitras): siimiinya is the same as tulyiirthatva 
and is the cause of increase, while vise~a has an opposite meaning and is the cause of 
decrease; in general, vipiika overcomes rasa, virya overcomes vipiika, prabhiiva over
comes virya; the more potent property overcomes the less potent one; rasa, etc., exhibit 
their proper action; a wholesome substance increases the life span, an unwholesome 
substance reduces it. 

Authorities and works quoted or referred to in the auto-commentary are: Agnive
sa (2.5), Amara (2.3 and 4; 8.1), Amarakosa (3.7), A${iiriganigha{l{u (8.42), Bhavami
sra (2.7; 8.6, II, 31, 37), Bhiivapl'akiisa (8.9), Cakrapai:ii(datta) (2.2, 5, 6; 3.7; 4.4; 5. 
I; 6.4; 7.1; 8.3),Cakrapai:ii(datta)'s Ayurvedadipikii(l.2; 4.13; 8.1), Caraka (passim), 
I;>alhai:ia (2.4; 6.4; 8.31), Dhanvancarinighaii[u (8.3), the author's Dravyagu{lavijiiiina 
(I. I; 4.12), Hemiidri (3.3),Hemiidri'sAyuJ"vedarasiiyana(6.4), Madanavinoda(8.6 and 
9), Narahari 's Riijanighaii{u ( 1.3), Naraharipai:i~ita (2.4 ), Narasirpha's commentary on 
the Rasavais~ikasiitra (3.1; 4.1; 6.5), Nyiiya ( 1.7), the author's Priyanighaiiru (8.13 
and 23), rasasiiscra (2.3), Rasavaise$ika(siitra) (1.7; 2.1; 3.1; 4.4; 8.3), Siiq1khya (2. 
7), Siiq:ikhyakiirikii (3.5), Sivadiisa (5.1; 6.2), Sivadiisa's commentary on Cakrapai:ii's 
Dravyagui1a (I.I), the author's $~asiirigahrdaya (1.3; 8.3 and 41), Sribhagavant (3. 
10), Susruta (passim), Tisa!a (8.48 and 49), Viigbha!a (1.4; 2.5 and 6; 3.3; 4.3; 4.13; 
5.1; 6.6; 8.9, 15, 37, 42, 46), Vais~ika (1.7; 7.1; 9.1), Vijayarak~ita (8.10), Vopade
va's Siddhamancraprakiisa (6.1), Vrddhaviigbha{a (6.4 and 6; 8.3 and 10), and Yiiska's 
N irukca (2.4 ). 

DRA VY AGU~A VIJNANA 132 by Yiidavasarrnan, 133 a work in three volumes. Volume 
I, partly in Sanskrit, partly in Hindi, deals with the basic concepts of pharmacology 
and explains a large number of technical terms; the Sanskrit passages consist of quo
tations and comments by the author. Volume II, in Sanskrit and Hindi, is devoted to 
rules pertaining to the preparation of drugs (paribhii~ii); the Sanskrit passages consist 
partlyof quotations, partly of verses and comments by the author. Volume III, in Hindi, 
describes the names, properties and actions of numerous medicinal substances. 

GADAVINISCA YA or Rogajiiiinakrama by B.L.S. Silva. 134 

INDIAN MEDICINAL PLANTS: A COMPENDIUM OF 500 SPECIES, edited by P.K. War
rier, VP.K. Nambiar and C Ramankutty. 135 The five volumes of this work contain, 
apart from quotations from numerous nigha1nus, also many Sanskrit verses describing 
medicinal plants employed in Kerala which are absent from other treatises. 136 These 
stanzas were probably composed by S. Raghunatha Iyer, on whose research the corn-
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pendium is based. 
Examples of these plants are: anyiimragandhii, 137 asvakatrI, 138 auddiilaka (also 

called sviinamiira), 139 bhiilavariga, 140 ciimpeya, 141 caturiirigI (also called vanacche
dI), 142 chattn (also called kukkurajihvii), 143 chiiyiiparpaµkii, 144 diirukanda (also called 
kalpakanda), 145 dhanavallI, 146 garalaphalii (also called kiikamiirI), 147 girisiilmalikii, 148 

gostanI (also called vanyajiitI), 149 hemamiilatI (also called caturdhiiralatii), 150 ka!Jl
samiira, 151 kiiiicana, 152 Jcr~1Jiimlikii (also called golikii), 153 latii~IrI, 154 nikuiijikii, 155 

nTiavallI (also called vallisiikho~a), 156 nityakalyiil)I, 157 pratanikii, 158 piilikii (also called 
kr~akiimbojI), 159 sa~hiimba~~hI, 160 spho~yiibhuja11ga, 161 svetanirvi~a. 162 tiimraka,163 

tripu~a. 164 vi~aghnI (also called anadanii), 165 vitiina, 166 and yiithikiiparl)l. 167 

Jv ARATIMIRANASAKA by Riimprasad Kyiikhiib Caube. 168 This work is a short treatise 
on fevers and their treatment, in Sanskrit verse and HindI prose. 

Chapter one (13 verses) is of an introductory nature; chapter two (7 verses) dis
cusses fever in general; chapter three (63 verses) deals with the general treatment of 
fevers; chapter four ( 15 6 verses) is about the types off ever and their treatment; chap
ter five (45 verses) contains a number of prescriptions (rasas, piikas, etc.). 

Sources are not mentioned. 
The Hindiparts are strongly influenced by YiiniinI and western medicine. On some 

occasions; Kyiikhiib, who calls himself a hakim, gives answers to questions put by 
Gaurisai1kar Caube. 169 · 

KAY ACIKITSA, compiled by Satyiicara~ia Sena Kaviraiijana. 170 

LAK~MTMODATARANGI~T by Ga~1esadatta Siistrin 171 is a work of about 800 verses, 
arranged in four chapters (tarariga). 

Chapter one gives a detailed genealogy of the author; it also tells about his studies 
and the composition of his book, completed in 1930. Chapter two is concerned with 
the rules fora healthy. life (svasthavrtta), chapter three with the regimen to be observed 
during the various seasons (rtucaryii). Chapter four, the longest one, divided into thirty
four adhikiiras, deals with the treatment of diseases and consists mainly of recipes. A 
shorter version of the author's genealogy closes the work. The order of the diseases 
agrees with that of the Miidhavanidiina. The sources of some formulae are given in 
footnotes. 172 

The Lak$mfmodatararigiQf mentions a large number of drugs that are rare or 
unknown in earlier works. Unusual names of medicinal substances are employed. 
Borrowings from Islamic and western medicine are also met with. Examples are: 173 

abhala (94), 174 anisuka (65),175 diirusitii (25; note: = diilacinI), Isiivagola (21), 176 

jariivinda (89), 177 jiiphii (53),178 kiihii (50),179 kiikodara (33; note: = ahiphena), 
kiilasorak~iira ( 45), kiisinI (25), 180 kaviivakhannii (52), 181 khatamI (52), 182 ko~aphala 
(92; note: = kaviivacinI), kusii ( 49; note = gojihvii), madarigI (30; note: = mastagI), 
narasa~hI (72), 183 ni~phena (33; note: = ahiphena), pii~iirJakola (I 04 ), pharaphendu 
(21; note: = gaviik~I). picchiiphala (52), podina (71), 184 pu~pakanda (31; note: = 
gulakanda), revantakii~~ha (88), 185 saniimikii (88; note: = saniiya), 186 sarigayasava 
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(67), 187 srilq-~i:iabija (81), 188 ustakhaddiisa (25), 189 and ylikiitaka (67). 190 

MAD HA VANIDANAPARISIH A by Brahmasa1pkara SlistrI. 191 

MADHAVANIDANAPARISUffA by Dinanlitha Sarmaslistrin, an appendix to the Mii
dhavanidiina, 192 describing, in Sanskrit, a long series of diseases only found, for the 
largest part, in more recent liyurvedic literature: mantharakajvara (enteric or typhoid 
fever), granthikajvara (bubonic plague), vlitaslai~mikajvara (influenza), sandhikajvara 
(rheumatic fever), svasanakajvara (pneumonia), lik~epakajvara (cerebrospinal fever), 
dai:i9akajvara (dengue), kari:iamiilikajvara (mumps), mlilµijvara (Malta fever), klilajva
ra (kala azar), aupasargikavisiicikli, urastoya (pleurisy), phupphuslivara~1apradliha (dry 
pleurisy), smaronmada, bhramonmlida, mahligada, vrkkaroga, agnylisayaroga, tlinta
vikaroga, cullikligranthiroga (diseases of the thyroid), klaibya, sukrado~a, sukrameha, 
ojomeha, somaroga, miitrlitislira, vandhyliroga, jarliroga, uplintrasotha (appendicitis), 
hfdyantraroga, 193 pliradaroga, agantukapak~ghlita, saisavasa,pnylisa, yo~lipasmlira, 
upadarpsa, sahajopadarpsa, bhrsog1avlita (gonorrhoea), arpsughata (sunstroke), and 
sita1a. 

MAHAYOGANANDAMJ!.TAKALPAVALLI by Verikarasiiphlidri Jagapati Raju, a work in 
verses derived from various sources. 194 

NAPUll/lSAKAM~TAR~AVA by Rlimapraslillia. 195 This work, a monograph on disor
ders of male sexual potency and their treatment, written in the form of a dialogue 
between a teacher and his pupil, is arranged in nine chapters (tarariga): (]) napum
sakanidanavari:iana (102 verses); (2) napurpsakacikitsita (101 verses); (3) vliJ1karar;li
diciiri:iavari:iana (67 verses); (4) klimoddipakaplikavari:iana or vlijikarai:iaplikavarI).~na 
(106 verses); (5) gu(ikaraslidivari:iana or vlijikarai:iarasiidivarI).ana (115 verses); (6) 
tailasekaleplidivari:iana or dhvajavikliranasakataillidivari:iana (94 verses); (7) napurp
sakakliral}atvena pramehavarQanam (76 verses); (8) napmpsakatve klirai:iatvena upa
darpsaphirangaval"l).anam (56 verses); (9) uttamavlijikarai:iarasliyanayogavari:iana (66 
verses). 

Impotence (klaibya) is of seven main types ( 1.32): of mental origin (manasa; !. 
34 ); caused by pitta, provoked by the excessive ingestion of substances of a pungent, 
sour and salty taste ( 1.35); caused by a deficient amount of semen (sukrak~aya; 1.36); 
caused by the application of substances thought to increase the size of the penis ( 1. 
37); caused by damage to the ducts transporting the semen (sirlicheda; 1.38); caused 
by retention of the seminal discharge (viryastambhanimitta; 1.39); of hereditary ori
gin Uanmaprabhrti; 1.40). Other types are those finding their origin in damage to the 
semen (bijopaghlita; 1.45-47), damage to the penis (dhvajabhariga; 1.48-60), old age 
Uarli; 1.61-64), various types of weakness (k~aya; 1.65-70), and bad habits (kukarman; 
1.71-73). The opinion ofYiinlinI physicians (ylivaniyamata) on the aetiology of impo
tence is briefly described, according to information derived from Caube who lived in 
Mathurli (I .74-79). The classification of sexual disorders, as found in the Susrutasarp
hitii, is also incorporated (I .80-88). The characteristics of curable and incurable types 
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of impotence are mentioned ( 1.89-91 ). The varieties of sukrado~a are described ( 1.92-
98). 

Chapter two describes the treatment of impotence. Drugs suitable to this end (vr
~ya) are of three types: sukrasrutikara (promoting ejaculation), sukravivardhana (in
creasing the amount of semen) and srutivrddhikara (increasing the amount of ejacu
lated semen; 2.21 ). 

Chapter three deals with powders (ciin:ia), chapter four with piikas, chapter five 
with pills (gu\ikii) and rasas, useful for the treatment of impotence. Chapter six is con
cerned with oils (taila), fluids (seka) and unguents (lepa) suitable to the same purpose. 

Chapter seven describes prameha, a disease leading to impotence, and the treatment 
of this disorder. The verses on the aetiology, symptoms, etc., of prameha are related to 
those found in the Miidhavanidiina. 196 

Chapter eight deals with upadarµsa and phiranga as causes of impotence, and the 
treatment of these diseases. The verses on upadaq1sa may be from the Miidhavanidiina 
again, 197 while those on phiranga are from the Bhiivaprakiisa. 198 

Chapter nine contains some formulae for viijikara1:ia and rasiiyana purposes. 
Some recipes are ascribed to particular authorities: the Asvins (2. 70-72: mahii

sugandhitaila; 9.39-50: mahiikalkarasa), Dhanvantari (3.33-38: kiimadevaciin:ia), Vr
kodara (= Bhima; 2.57-58: a rasiilii), and a maternal uncle of the author, called Kesavii
nanda (8.34--42: usaviivaleha). 

The treatise was completed in 1908/09 (9.65). 

NAVAPARIBHA~A by Upendraniithadiisa. 199 

NAY ANANANDABODHANI by Kii1Icarar_1a, son of Riimanidhi, 2oo This work deals with 
the treatment of eye diseases. 

NIDANACIKITSAHASTAMALAKA 201 by Rar_1ajitriiya Desa.1202 is a textbook of pathol
ogy in nine chapters, partly in Sanskrit, partly in HindI. The Sanskrit passages consist 
of quotations. 

NITYOPAYOGIKVATHASA¥GRAHA by Badriniiriiya1:ia Sarma.203 

PACANA AND MUHIYOGA, compiled by Nagendraniitha Sena Gupta. 204 

PACANASAl'!fGRAHA, compiled by Haraliila Gupta. 205 

PADARTHAVIJNANA by Satyaniiriiyai:iasiistrin206 is a work in prose on a number of 
philosophical concepts and their application in medicine. The concepts dealt with are: 
padiirthatva (1-20), dravya (21-31), prthvI (31-34), jala (34-35), tejas (35-37), viiyu 
(37-38), iikiisa (39-40), kiila (40-42), dis (42-44), gui:ia (44-51), riipa (51-54), rasa 
(54-56), sparsa (56-58), sa111khyii (58-61), parimai:ia (61-64 ), prthaktva (64-65), sa111-
yoga (65-69), vibhiiga (69-75), paratviiparatva (75-78), buddhi (78-83), svapna (84-
103), vidyii (103-146), pratyak~a (146-168), and anumiina (168-192). 

Authorities and works quoted or referred to are: Annaq1bhana's Tarkasarpgraha 
(52, 106, 173, 174, 175, 177, 184), bauddhagrantha (122), bauddhiil:i (121, 131, 
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141), Bharadviijasaqihitii (16), Bhii$ya (4, 121, 187, 191), 207 Bhu~ai:iakara (10), 208 
Cakra(pai:ii) (17, 47), Caraka (15, 16, 18, 20, 109, 114), 209 Cintamai:ii(krt) (129, 172, 
173, 177), 2l0Darpai:iakara (9), 211 DharmarajadhvarTndra's Vooiintaparibhii$ii (107), 212 
Didhitilq-t (101), 213 Dinakarf (50), 214 Ekiik$arako$a (9),215 Gadadhara(bhaga) (5, 
98), 216 Gailgadhara (45), 217 Gautama or Gotama (5, 8, 19, 81, 115, 116, 171, 190, 
191), Hari (4), JagadTsa's Sabdasaktiprakiisikii (112), 218 Jalpakalpataru (46), 219 Ja
\adhara (19), Jayantabhana's Nyiiyamaiijari(l 16, 134, 135, 137, 138, 140, 168, 169, 
181, 182), 22° Kai:ialia's Vaise$ikasiitra (4, 11, 103, 104),221 KaQiidarahasya (52), 222 
Kapila (19), 223 Kiirikii (10 ), 224 Kiirikiivalf (52), 225 kavayal) (3), Kiivyaprakiisa (7), 226 
Madhyamikakiirikii (124), 227 madhyamikal) (121, 122, 131), Miidhyamikavrtti 
(124), 228 Mahiibhiirata (166), Mahar$iStitra (192),229 Maii)ii$ii (3), 230 mTma!!]sakal) (6, 
7, 9, 10, 18, 105, 111, 147, 152, 175,.176), NagesadTk~ita (2),231 naiyayikal) (6, 7, 8, 9, 
19, 57, 109, 147, 186), navTnal:1 (169), navyal) (4, 20, 39, 52), navyanaiyayikaJ:i (17), 
NT!akai:i\ha's commentary on the Mahiibhiirata (165, 166), Nyiiya(darsana, -siitra) 
(19, 31, 78, 94, 108, 186 ), 232 NyayalTlavatTkrt (I 07), 233 Nyiiyasiddhiintamaiijarf 
(6),234 PaiicadasTlq-t (164), 235 Pai:iini (5), patanjalaJ:i (109), Patanjali (15, 20-21, 
44 ), 236 Prabhakara (10, 11, 106 ), 237 prabhakaraJ:i (108), pracTnaJ:i (174 ), Pranca 
(2, 52, 53), Prasastapada's Bhii$ya (very often), 238 Riimiiya(la (150), Salinatha's 
PrakaraQapaiicikii (106), 239 Siil)lkhya (78, 114, 167), sat~1khyaJ:i (18, 161, 164), 
Saq1khyatattvakaumudikrt (163, 165, 166), 240 SatJ1karamisra ( 11, 30, 41, 68, 106),241 
Siiramaiijarf (7),242 saugataJ:i (121, 135), sautrantikat1 (121, 129, 130), Siromai:ii 
(101), 243 SrTdhara's Nyiiyakandalf (61, 68, 74, 82, 87, 106, 133, 141, 170), 244 sruti 
(93, 94), Suktikara (49), 245 Susruta (15), Siitra (188, 189, 190, 192), Sutrakrt (170, 
178, 190, 191), Tarkiimrta (52), 246 Udayana's KiraQiivalf (II, 38, 40, 42, ·61, 64, 
69, 80, 81, 86, 96, 101, 104, 106),247 Upaskiira (42, 46),248 Vacaspatimisra (5), 249 
Vahnivesa (16, 46),250 vaibhasikah (121, 130, 131), V11isesika(siitra) (II, 17, 31, 77, 
103, 104, 108),251 vaise~ikaJ:i ·(17; 19, 20, 46, 47, 57, 109), vaiyakarai:iaJ:i (3, 5, 9), 
Vardhamanopadhyaya's Kusumiiiijaliprakiisa (42, 164), 252 Vatsyayana's Bhii$ya (82, 
183), 253 Vedanta (20, 124), vedantinaJ:i (89, 93, 147, 158, 164), Visvanatha's254 (33, 
171, 184, 190, 191) Kiirikii ( 40, 66), Muktiivalf (I, 4, 9, 11, 27, 31, 32, 40, 104, 105, 
109, 114, 143, 145, 146, 174), Saqigraha (44), and Vrtti (184, 187, 191), vrddhaJ:i 
(Ill), Yasomitra (129), 255 Yogabhii$ya (157), Yogacara (97, 124, 129), yogacaraJ:i 
(121, 123), and Yogasiitra (12, 148). 

PANCABHOTAVIJNANA by Upendranath Das. 2S6 

PANCALAK~A~ANIDANA by Duraisvamin Aiyailgar. 257 
PARIBHA~APRABANDHA by Jagannathaprasada Sukla. 258 

This treatise, written in Sanskrit and Hindi, consists of fifteen chapters (prakarai:ia). 
Subjects dealt with are: weights and mesures, pharmaceutical preparations, groups of 
drugs; prepared dishes, actions of drugs, the SaI!1skaras of rasasastra and other alchem
ical subjects, pancakarman, etc. 

PRAMEHACIKITSAMA~I by P. Ramacandra Ravu. 259 
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PRAMEHADUl;IKHABHANJANA, compiled by Sitariima Josi, son of Gopiriima. 260 
PRA!~ATO~Al';IA by Gal_lapatisiistrin. 261 

PRATAPAKAl';ITHABHARAl';I A 262 by Kaviriija Pratiipasi1pha, 263 in 602 verses, is a work 
consisting mainly of maxims relating to a virtuous way of life; part of the verses are 
on svasthavrtta. 

PRATYAK~ASARiRA 264 by Gal_laniithasena265 is an illustrated textbook of modern 
anatomy in Sanskrit prose.266 Numerous new technical terms, coined by the author, 
are found in this work. 

The Pratyak§a(siinra) is quoted in Gal_laniithasena's commentary on his own 
Siddhiintanidiina. 

PRIY ANIGHAl';ITU 267 by Priyavrata Sarman 268 is a work on the names and properties of 
a large number of medicinal plants. Noteworthy are the descriptions of plants found in 
this treatise. The 638 verses, composed by the author himself, are couched in an elegant 
Sanskrit. The work is divided into four chapters (varga): haritakyiidivarga (251 verses; 
115 items), pippalyiidivarga (80 verses; 38 items), satapu~piidivarga (213 verses; 114 
items), and dravyiidivarga (94 verses). Chapter four does not describe drugs, but deals 
with the basic concepts of pharmacology and defines a series of actions of drugs. The 
botanical name of each plant described has been added by the author. 

Noteworthy items are: iikiirakarabha (3.52), 269 arkaparl_li (2.29), 270 asvagola 
(3.64),271 bhiidugdhikii (3.127),272 diirusitii (1.88-91),273 dvipiintaravacii (3.51),274 
gorak~ (1.215), 275 gora~agaiijii (3.87), 276 haimavati (3.48), 277 jayapiila (3.60), 278 
karaiijadvaya279 and -traya280 (1.214), ~i:iabija (3.63),281 kulaiijana (3.49-50),282 
miiyiiphala (3.80),283 niihi (3 .138), 284 niilukii ( 1.88-91), 285 two types of paiicatikta ( I. 
183-184 ), par~1ayaviini (3.17), 286 piitihii (3.23), 287 sadarppu~pii (3.211 ),288 somakalpa 
(3.129), 289 svar~1apattri (3.62),290 tuvaraka (1.132), 291 vaciicatu~!aya (3.44),292 vana
trapu~ikii (3.212),293 and yaviinitritaya (3.16). 294 

The Priyanighal){U is quoted in the auto-commentary on the author's Dravyagu
Qasiitra. 

PUTANASANTI by Sivamailgala Dvivedin. 295 
RAJA YAK~MA by Visvesvaradayiilu Vaidyariija. 296 

RAMANIDANA or Riimarddhisiira by Riimaliila.297 This treatise deals with nidiina in 
712 verses. The author was a Jain monk, living in Bikiiner, and belonging to the Jina
dattasiiri siikhi of the Kharataragaccha; he was a pupil of mahopiidhyiiya Dharmasi
la. 298 

ROGAVINISCAYA by Yiiminibhii~ai:ia Riiya. 299 

ROGIM(l.TYUVIJNANA by Mathuriiprasiida Dik~ita, 3oo a treatise on ari~!as (signs indi
cating the approach of death in a patient). 
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The work is divided into ten chapters (adhyiiya): (I) sixty-four verses on general
ities concerning ari~!as (3-14) and ari~!aS pertaining to observations of the physician; 
(2) twenty-four verses on ari~!as pertaining to experiences of the patient; (3) fifty-seven 
verses on inauspicious dreams and changes in the chiiyii; (4) thirty-seven verses on 
various ari~!as; (5) forty-five verses on various ari~!as; (6) eighteen verses on ari~!M 
indicating that the patient will die very soon; (7) twenty-seven verses on ari~!as indi
cating death within a specified period of time; (8) fifteen verses on omina relating to 
the messenger; (9) thilteen verses on omina occurring on the way of the physician to 
the patient's house and on entering it; ( 10) thirty-two verses on auspicious dreams. 

Sources mentioned are Caraka, Susruta, Viigbha!a, and the Bhiivaprakiisa (1.2). 

SA¥JNAPANCAKA VJMARSA by Gar:ianiithasena. 301 The author discusses in this work 
the meaning of the terms (I) pesi and sniiyu, (2) kalii, (3) sirii and dhamani. 

SARIRAPARIBHA~A by Gar:ianiithasena.302 

SARIRATATTVADARSANA¥ NA.MA VATADIDO~AVIJNANAM by Puru~ottam Siistri 
Hirlekar and Harihar Sarmii. 303 

SARIRAVIJNANA, compiled by Nisikiinta Vaidya Siistrin. 304 

SARVAU~ADHIPADARTHADARPA~A, compiled by M Virayyasiddhiintin 305• 

~A TKARMASASTRA by Jagadisiiciirya. 306 

This interesting treatise, in Sanskrit siitras, accompanied by a Sanskrit commentary, 
deals with six basic therapeutic procedures. 

The work is divided into sixteen chapters (mayiikha): (I) karmasarpkhyiivijiiiiniya 
(14 siitras); (2) trividhado~iipattivijiiiiniya (34 siitras); (3) piirvakarmavijiiiiniya (26 
siitras); (4) sarvakarmavidhivijiiiiniya (53 siitras); (5) sarvakarmakramavijiiiiniya (11 
siitras); (6) samyaksnigdhatviidilak~ai:iavijiiiiniya (32 siitras); (7) sarvakarmavyii
pattaccikitsiisiitravijiiiiniya (12 siitras); (8) karmayogyiiyogyavijiiiiniya (19 siitras); 
(9) snehabhedasnehanavidhivijiiiiniya ( 40 siitras); (10) svedanabhedasvedanavi
dhisiitravijiiiiniya (19 siitras); (II) vamanavirecanadravya-tadvidhiina-vega-bala-su
ddhi-virecanabhedavijiiiiniya (35 siitras); (12) priiJ:1asvariipabastikarmavijiiiiniya (71 
siitras; this chapter is the mayiikhariija); (13) nasyakatmavijiiiiniya (18 siitras); (14) 
raktamok~ar:iabhedatadvidhiinavijiiiiniya (16 siitras); (15) uttarabastivijiiiiniya (19 
siitras); (16) sarvakarmiise~avidhividhiinayogiidivijiiiiniya (108 siitras; this chapter is 
the mahiimayiikha). 

Chapter one defends the unorthodox thesis that not five, but six basic therapeutic 
procedures should be recognized: vamana (emesis), virecana (purgation), nasya (the 
application of errhines), anuviisana (oleaginous clysters), niriihar:ia (non-oleaginous 
clysters), and visriiva~1a (bloodletting). The view that the five procedures, usually 
called paiicakarman, are sufficient is rejected. The author also refutes the opinion that 
paiicakarman consists of vamana, virecana, basti, nasya and raktamok~ar:ia, because 
this would imply that anuviisana and niriiha have the same effects. A third theory, 
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holding that snehana, svedana, virecana, basti and visriivai:ia constitute paiicakarman, 
is just as little acceptable, because snehana and svedana belong to pilrvakarman, i.e., 
procedures preceding those belonging to paiicakarman. 

Chapter two deals with the following topics: ~!karman should only be resorted 
to when lar1ghana, followed by dipana and piicana, have proved unsuccessful (2.2-4 ); 
~a\karman is effective against sroto'varodha (blockage of channels) (2.5), the essen
tial feature of which is khavaigui:iya (2.6); kha ( = iikiisa) is never subject to disorders, 
due to its subtleness (sauk~mya) (2.7); khavaigui:iya is actually caused by the paramii
QUS of the other four mahiibhiltas, mixed with those ofkha; khavaigui:iya is therefore an 
upalak~ai:ia and denotes a svadharmakarmavaigui:iya of the channels (srotas) (2.8); khii
varodha is therefore essentially sroto'varodha (2.9); the finest channels are called cara
masrotas (2.10); an intermediate group, called madhyasrotas, consists of the channels 
called kesikii, 307 sirii and dhamanr, together with those transporting lasrkii, rasa, sukra, 
sveda, pitta, miltra, sviisa, etc. (2.11-12); the big channel stretching from the lips to the 
anus is the mahiisrotas (tractus digestivus) (2.13); it is divided into seven parts: anna
nalikii (oesophagus), iimiisaya, grahai:ir, ubhayiintra (small and large intestine), malii
saya (rectum) and guda (anus) (2.14 ); the channel carrying sviisa (tractus respiratorius) 
consists of: niisii (nose), iisya (oral cavity), svarayantra (larynx), mahasviisaprai:iiilr (tra
chea), sviisaprai:ialr (bronchi), sviisamandira (the alveoli), and sviisako~\ha (the pleura) 
(2.15); the channel carrying miltra (urine) consists of: mutraponaka, miltrakulyii (the 
tubuli), mutrako~\ha, the two miltragavrnrs (ureteres), miltriisaya (bladder), sisna (pe
nis), and sisnave~\ana (prepuce) (2.16); the channel carrying sukra (seed) consists of: 
sukraponaka, sukrakulyii, sukrako~\ha, sukraprai:ialr (funiculus spermaticus or ductus 
deferens), sukriisaya (glandula vesiculosa?), a~\hflii (prostate), and sisna (penis); in fe
males, the yonikaliis take the place of the sukrasaya (2.17); the other channels are di
vided similarly (2.18); according to modern science, the structures called caramasrotas 
are the same as the chidras of the seven dhiitus (2.19); this view is rejected (2.20-21); 
the development of sroto'varodha is discussed; the concept of vrddhi of the do~as is ex
plained; excessiv!=! vrddhi leads to sroto'varodha (2.22-24); local vrddhi can be cured 
by means of la1ighana (2.25); prakopa and prasara are dealt with (2.26-27), followed 
by the circulation ( car1kramai:ia) of blood and rasa (2.28); sthiinasa'!1Sraya is the stage in 
which the prodromes appear (2.29); vyakti is the stage in which the symptoms appear 
(2.30); sarppriipti (2.31) and bheda (2.32) are discussed; neglect of these pathogenetic 
processes results in conditions necessitating treatments belonging to (~a!)karman (2. 
33-34). 

Chapter three deals with: vamana and nasya are indicated in kapha disorders, vire
cana in pitta disorders, nirilhaiJa and anuviisana in viita disorders (3.1-3); the seats of 
kapha, pitta and viita (3.4-7); the aim of (~a\)karman consists of the elimination of the 
d~ after making them collect in the ko~\ha (3.8-13); the do~as can only be brought 
to the ko~\ha in a fluid state (3.14); fluidity is brought about by svedana (3.15-16), 
but completion of this process requires snehana, which results in miirdava (softening), 
vigha\ana (breaking apart) and vilayana (liquefaction) (3.17-18); the dosis of sneha 
should be increased in disorders caused by blood (3.19-22); drpana and piicana mea
sures (3.23); the sneha used in snehana should always be prepared by mrdupiika (3.24 ); 
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dipana and pacana are, according to some, procedures belonging to piirvakarman (3. 
25-26). 

Chapter four is about general rules for dipana, piicana, svedana, snehana, niriiha, 
anuviisana and raktamok~ar:ia, 

Chapter five gives a summary of the six procedures and their order. 
Chapter six deals with: the signs indicating that the patient has properly been 

treated with snehana (6.1-2); the signs of inadequate and excessive snehana (6.3-4); 
the same groups of signs regarding svedana (6.5-7), vamana (6.8-11), virecana (6. 
12-14), the application of niriihar:ia (6.15-17), anuviisana (6.18-20), nasya (6.21-23), 
visriivai:ia (6.24-26), uttariinuviisana (6.27-29), and uttariisthiipana (6.30-32). 

Chapter seven is concerned with vyiipad. No conditions called vyiipad arise due to 
dipana and piicana (7.1). The vyiipads of snehana are enumerated a11d their treatment 
is discussed (7.2-3), followed by those of svedana (7.4-5), vamana and virecana (7.6), 
niriiha (7.7), anuviisana (7.8), nasya(7.9), visriivai:ia (7.10), and uttarabasti (7.11). The 
last siitra deals with the relationships between the vyiipads and the do~s (7.12). 

Chapter eight discusses indications and contra-indications for shehana, etc. 
Chapter nine deals with: dipanapiicana is of two kinds: external (biihya) and inter

nal (iibhyantara) (9.1); the external type consists of vyiiyiima, dhiivana (running), etc., 
the internal type of k~ras (caustics), lavai:ias (salts), and all procedures which rouse 
pitta (9.2-3); snehas are either sthiivara or jaitgama (9.4); the sthiivara snehas are oils 
from various plants, the jar1gama ones consist of ghee, milk, dadhi, fresh butter, muscle 
fat, and bone marrow (9.5-6); seeds, etc., are the sources of oils (9.7); oils should be 
administered in the rainy season, ghee in the autumn, muscle fat and bone marrow in 
the month of Miidhava (9.8); the relationships between these fatty substances and the 
do~as (9.9); ghee, and medicines prepared with it, are the very best (9.10); yet, when 
viita is very strong, an oil is to be prescribed, etc. (9.11 ); or, as an alternative, a ghee, 
etc., prepared with drugs counteracting viita, etc. (9 .12 ); these snehas should be admin
istered when it is neither too hot nor too cold (9.13); or, when the weather is hot, during 
the night, and, when the weather is cold, during the day; a sneha has to be administered 
when the sky is cloudless (9.14 ); disorders arising when these rules are not observed 
(9.15-16 ); a yii~a should be drunk after the administration of an oil, tepid water after 
a ghee, a peyii should be given after the administration of muscle fat, a mruJc;la after 
bone mruTow (9.17); or, after a sneha of whatever type, tepid water should be drunk, 
not once, but repeatedly (9.18); cold water is the required drink (anupiina) after the oil 
of tuvaraka or bhalliitaka (9.19); the dose of the sneha depends on the activity of the 
digestive fire; three grades are distinguished: persons digesting the sneha within six, 
twelve or twenty-four hours (horii) have a sluggish, moderately active or keen fire (9. 
20); the required doses are half a pala, three quarters of a pal a, and a pala respectively 
(9.21); the smallest dose is the best one (9.22); the treatment should be continued for 
three, five or seven days, depending on the type of ko~\ha of the patient: mrdu, madhya 
or kriira (9.23); snehana is of two types: internal or external (9.24 ); the internal type 
consists of acchapeya and viciirai:ia (9.25); the external type consists of lepa, abhyaitga 
and udvartana (9.26); the physicians of Kerala add padiighiita as a fourth type (9.27); 308 

one dose is drunk in acchapeya (9.28); taking a sneha together with boiled rice or other 
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substances is called viciirai:iii (9.29); twenty-four varieties of viciira1Jii can thus be dis
tinguished (9.30); viciiraQii is suitable to those disgusted by a pure sneha (9.31); doses 
which are too small or too large should be avoided (9.32); a sneha to which a salt has 
been added acts quickly (9.33); the sneha is not yet digested when the eructations are 
smelling (9.34 ), but digested when they are devoid of smell (9.35); when the procedure 
leads to a very strong activity of the digestive fire, the patient should only drink cold 
water; otherwise, he would die (9.36); a ghee should never be given pure, but always 
prepared (with drugs) (9.37-38); even a prepared ghee should never be prescribed in a 
pitta disorder (9.39); such a disorder requires a combination of two, three or four kinds 
of sneha (9.40). 

Chapter ten deals with: the two groups of sveda: with the help of fire (agnisveda) 
or without it (IQ.I); the ten types of sveda without the use of fire: vyiiyiima (physical 
exercise), u~agrha (a warm room), gurupriivarai:ia (warm clothing), k~udhii (hunger), 
bhaya (fear), krodha (anger), iihava (fighting), iitapa (the warmth of the sun), bahupii
na (drinking much), and upaniiha (poultices) (J0.2); these types are suitable to deli
cate persons and when pitta disorders are present (10.3); sveda by means of fire con
sists oftiipa-, upaniiha-, drava-, O~ma-, and bii~pasveda ( J0.4 ); tiipasvedais divided into 
prastara- and sa!1lkarasveda ( J0.5 ); the materials to be used for the pi1J9as of tiipasveda 
in disorders caused by kapha and viita (J0.6); the materials for upaniihasveda and its 
technique (I 0. 7); dravasveda, consisting of avagiiha and pari~eka, is indicated in dis
orders where pitta predominates, in combination with either viita or kapha (J0.8); the 
types ofu~masveda are: holiika-, kupa-, ku[I-, kar~u-, and jentiikasveda ( JO. 9); the types 
of bii~pasveda are: nii9I-, kumbhika-, asmaghana-, and bhusveda ( I 0. I 0); the fourteen 
types of agnisveda are indicated in viita and kapha disorders (10.11); sveda may be 
applied to the whole body or a part of it (JO. 12); sveda is either ruk~a or snigdha; ru
k~asveda, carried out by means of heated stones, sand, etc., is indicated in kapha dis
orders; snigdhasveda, consisting of prastarasveda, avagiiha, etc., is indicated in viita 
disorders (10.13); when a do~a has moved to the seat of another do~a. the do~a nor
mally seated there should be counteracted first, subsequently the d~ that has moved 
(10. 14 ); sveda is of three types, divided into strong, moderate and weak sveda (10.15); 
weak sveda should be applied to the testicles, eyes and cardiac region ( I 0. 16 ); moder
ate sveda may be applied to the region of the groins ( I 0. I 7); strong sveda or any degree 
required may be applied to other places (I 0.18). The chapter ends with a quotation from 
the Carakas111phitii. 

Chapter eleven deals with: virecana as a term covering both vamana and virecana 
sensu stricto (II.I); drugs belonging to the madanaphaladiga1Ja are used as emetics (II. 
2), those belonging to the trivrdiidigai:ia as purgatives (11.3); the properties on which 
their effects are based ( I 1.4 ); fire and air predominate in emetics, water and earth in 
purgatives (II .5-6); drugs which are of the nature of all four elements act both ways 
(II. 7); emetics should be given together with honey and salt; tepid water, mixed with 
liquorice juice, is the appropriate anupiina (II .8 ); drugs to be prescribed when the usual 
emetic does not work (II .9); three grades of purification by means of emesis are distin
guished, characterized by eight, six and four bouts (vega) of throwing up (II. I 0); their 
effects on the patient's strength (II.I!); specifications regarding the three grades: the 
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eight bouts consist of four bouts connected with kapha, two with pitta and two with 
vata; the six bouts consist of four connected with kapha and two with pitta; the four 
bouts are only kapha bouts (11.12 ); the highest grade (pradhanasuddhi), as it has been 
described, is indicated when a large amount of do~as is involved (11.13 ); pradhana
suddhi is reached in cases with a moderate amount of do~as by means of six bouts; 
three of these are connected with kapha, two with pitta and one with viita (11.14 ); sim
ilarly, pradhanasuddhi is reached in cases with a small amount of do~as by means of 
four bouts; two of these are connected with kapha, and one each is connected with pitta 
and viita; this series of four bouts should not be confused with the lowest grade of the 
standard series (11.15); with respect to the three grades, the amount thrown up should 
be two prastha, one prastha, and half a prastha respectively (I I. 16); specifications re
garding the middle and low grades of purification in cases with a large, moderate and 
small amount of do~as ( 11.17); the effects on the patient's strength of all these distinct 
types (11.18 ); the gradations of the procedure have thus been described (11.19); an in
crease of temperature (tapa), caused by excitement of pitta, is characteristic of the ar
rival of a bout of vomiting (11.20); madanaphala is the best emetic (11.21); prepara
tions to be administered prior to the emetic ( 11.22); the emetic should be given on an 
empty stomach; the patient may only take some yavagii or ghee ( 11.23); the morning is 
the most suitable time ( 11.24 ); an emetic works without being digested; for that reason 
one should give a second dose when the effect is not quickly produced ( 11.25); how
ever, this second dose should not be administered until the first one has been digested 
(11.26); the patient should fast for some time when the dose proved to be too small (11. 
27); purgation is indicated when the dose was too large ( 11.28); the drugs suitable to 
be used for purgation; they should be given about noon ( 11.29); complete purification 
will be reached after thirty, twenty or ten bouts, dependent on the three grades ( 11.30); 
as a result, the temperature will drop, due to the decrease of pitta (11.31); the amount 
of do~as expelled should be four, three or two prastha ( 11.32); this purgation is of four 
types: anulomana, srarpsana, recana or bhedana ( 11.33 ); persons who are kriirako~!ha 
are not easily purged and should be given an anuvasana ( 11.34 ); purgatives suitable to 
delicate persons ( 11.35). 

Chapter twelve, a long one, is called mayiikhariija because it deals with basti, which 
is the chief one among the six basic procedures (12.1): basti consists of the applica
tion of decoctions, oils, etc., by way of the anus, vagina orurethra (12.2); a basti is 
called thus because the bladder (basti) of an animal is used in this procedure (12.3); 
basti is of three types, according to the three ways of administration (12.4); itisoftwo 
types according to the fluid used: a basti with a decoction (ka~iiya) is a ka~ayabasti, 
niniha or iisthiipana, a basti with afatty substance is a snehabasti or anuvasana (12.5); 
three types are distinguished according to the dose; a matrabasti contains a prasrta of a 
fatty substance,an anuvasanathree prasrta; a niriiha contains twelve prasrta of a decoc
tion (12.6 ); six types are distinguished according to the effect aimed at: utklesanabasti, 
lekhanabasti, sodhanabasti, samanabasti, brrp.hai:iabasti, vr~yabasti, rasiiyanabasti, and 
sukrastambhanabasti; they should be administered in the mentioned order; a stamb
hanabasti is also indicated in cases of atisiira, raktatisara, and the downwards moving 
type ofraktapitta (12.7); a samanabasti is vata-, pitta- or kaphasamana (12.8 ); basti is 
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of nine types according to the place of the body where a disorder is located: sire-, pii
rsva-, pmha-, udara-, uro-, ka(i-, guda-, yoni-, and miitrabasti (12.9); apart from the 
last three, these bastis are of the snehabasti type (12.10); the last three may be either of 
the anuviisana or of the iisthiipana type ( 12. 11 ); in children up to the twelfth year the 
dose of a niriiha increases by half a prastha each year, beginning with half a prastha in 
the first year(l 2.12),subsequently, the dose increases with one prastha each year up to 

the eighteenth year of life ( 12 .13): the appropriate dose for persons older than seventy 
is the same as that for those sixteen years old, i.e., ten prasrta (12.14); the dose of an 
anuviisana is always one quarter of that of a niriiha (12.15); the dose of a miitriibasti 
varies in the same way as that of an anuviisana (12.16); the rule for the ratios of the 
ingredients of a niriiha; this rule does not apply to a k~irabasti (12.17); the fluids in a 
miidhutailikabasti are a quarter less in amount; its dose consists of nine prastha (12 .18); 
the ratio of the fatty substance in a niriiha varies according to the do~a mostly involved 
in the disorder (2.19); the ratio of the honey varies inversely (12.20); the remaining 
ingredients do not vary (12.21); the salt should be ground, mixed with the honey, and 
then added to the fatty substance (12.22); after this, one should add the decoction, sub
sequently the guc;la and the kalka, then stir the mixture with a churning stick (khaja) 
(12.23); one should fill the pouch with the tepid or warm mixture, lubricate the tube, 
and introduce it (12.24); the patient should lie on his left side (12.25), stretch his left 
leg and pull up his right knee ( 12.26), while breathing slowly (12.27); sneezing, hie
cupping and coughing should be suppressed (12.28); the fluid should not be introduced 
hurriedly (12.29); a remnant should be left in the pouch in order to prevent that air is 
compressed inside (12.30); breaking of the fluid will not take place when it has prop
erly been stirred (12.31); abhyailga and svedana of the belly are indicated when air has 
got inside ( 12.32 ); the physician should press the buttocks of the patient after adminis
tration of a clyster; the patient should pull up both knees and then stretch his legs five to 
seven times (12.33); a niriiha should remain inside fora muhiirta (12.34 ); an anuviisana 
should remain twice to four times as long (12.35); after elimination of the fluid, the anal 
region should be sprinkled with tepid water (12.36); when the remnant has not come 
out at the proper time, a purgative clyster should be given (12.37); the patient should 
bathe and take some food; the type of food that is appropriate depends on the main 
do~a involved (12,38); the ratios of the ingredients in an anuviisana (12.39); an anuvii
sana should be administered in the evening, after a light midday meal has been digested 
(12.40); the proper amounts of salt and decoction should be taken (12.41 ); too much of 
the decoction will make the fluid come out too soon; too much salt will give rise to a 
burning sensation and diarrhoea ( 12.42); disorders brought about when the fluid is too 
warm, too cold, or too much irritating (tik~i:ia) ( 12.43); disorders arising when the fatty 
fluid has not properly been boiled (12.44); a cold clyster is indicated in diseases caused 
by pitta ( 12.45); requirements for the couch ( 12.46); a miitriibasti for brq1hai:ia purposes 
should be given daily; other types are to be administered according to what is taught 
about them, dependent on the specific circumstances (12.4 7); periods of time suitable 
to the administration of an anuviisana ( 12.48); the intervals should be twice as long as 
for a niriiha (12.49); things to be avoided by the patientduring the course of treatment 
(12.50): the success of the treatment depends on a proper consideration of the do~a(s) 
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involved, the qualities and actions of the drugs used, etc. (12.5 I); one or three anuvii
sanas are required in disorders caused by kapha, five or seven in those caused by pitta, 
nine or eleven in those caused by viita (12.52); the specific effects of the first to ninth 
anuviisana ( I 2.53); in cases of sukrado~a the number of anuviisanas should be doubled 
(I 2.54 ); causes for failure of the treatment ( 12.55-57); requirements for the pouch (12. 
58); substitutes for the Jeatherof the pouch (12.59); nowadays, rubber is used fer the 
pouch and iron for the tube (12.60); 309 the tube may also be made from gold and other 
metals (12.61); requirements for the tube (12.62-63); the dimension of the tube when 
employedf or the administration of a clyster to children of various ages ( 12.64-65); the 
tube should possess three bulbous protrusions (kan:iika) (12.66); two kan:1ikiis serve to 
fasten the tube to the pouch; one kan:iikii, in the middle, prevents the introduction of 
too Jong a part of the tube (12.67); the dimensions of the opening in the tube (12.68); 
defects of the opening (12.69); defects of the pouch to be avoided ( 12.70). The chapter 
ends with two verses in praise of basti. 

Chapter thirteen deals with: the three types of nasya: sodhana-, bfrphaQa- and 
samananasya (13.1); the difference between the types called pradhamana and avapi
~ana (13.2); the differences between a riik~a and a snigdha nasya; the former consists 
of a powder, the latter of a fatty substance in which drugs have been boiled (13.3); 
disorders with a large amount of do~as, particularly kapha, require pradhamana with 
a riik~a and sodhana powder ( I 3.4 ); viita disorders require a snigdha nasya (13.5); 
nasyas are of three types according to the dose employed: bindumiitra, pratimarsa 
and marsa; their doses are one bindu (drop), two bindu, and six to a hundred bindu 
respectively (13.6); a bindumiitra is given once, a pratimarsa twice, a marsa three 
times daily (13.7); the period of time for the administration depends on the main do~a 
involved: the morning in case kapha, the afternoon in case pitta, the evening in case 
viita is involved (13.8); the proper season depends on the same type of considerations 
(13.9); rules for a sodhana nasya (13. 10); the proper position of the patient (13.I I); 
the ways of administering a powder and a fluid ( I 3.12); a nasya may be given during 
the night when a do~a has extremely increased (13.13); the number of drops should 
be eight, six or four, dependent on the strength of the patient (13. 14 ); a nasya should 
not be given to children under eight years of age ( 13 .15), neither to persons older than 
eighty (13.16); Susruta's rules for the use of pratimarsa in the healthy (13.17); the 
sneha fora nasya should be prepared by madhyapiika (13.18). 

Chapter fourteen deals with: the five types ofbloodletting: 310 by means of a horn 
(spiga), leeches, or a gourd (aliibu), scarification (pracchiina) by means of a Javitra, 311 

and phlebotomy (14.1); these methods are indicated in disorders by viita, pitta and 
kapha, in local disorders due to the three do~as, and in general disorders respectively 
(14.2); the amount of blood to be drawn in viita, pitta and kapha disorders (14.3); 
alternatively, all the do~as may be eliminated by each of the methods mentioned 
(14.4 ); the maximum amount that may be drawn by each of the methods (14.5); the 
etymology of jalaukas (leech) (14.6); the names of the six poisonous and the six 
non-poisonous leeches (14.7); the way of drawing blood by means of leeches (14.8); 
the signs indicating that leeches have completed sucking corrupted blood (14.9); 
sprinkling with salt makes a leech Jet go (14.10); one should make the leeches vomit 
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the corrupted blood ingested; otherwise, they would develop the disease called rakta
mada (14.11 ); the wound should be treated with satadhautaghrta 312 (14.12); sprinkling 
cold water over it will help when the bleeding does not stop (14.13); bloodletting is 
difficult in cold weather (14.14 ); warm weather leads to profuse bleeding (14.15); 
bloodletting should therefore be avoided under these circumstances (14.16). 

Chapter fifteen deals with: uttarabastis are generally snehabastis (15 .1-2 ); the nirii
ha type is also used ( 15.3 ); the suitable position for a male patient ( 15.4 ); an listhlipana 
should precede an uttarabasti (15.5); the bladder should be emptied (15.6); the patient 
should bathe and take as food either a broth or milk (15.7); the suitable position for 
a female patient (15.8); the dose is half a prasrta when the patient is eighteen years 
(or older), a quarter of a prasrta when the patient is twelve (15.9); the dose for a vagi
nal uttarabasti is a prasrta (15.10); it should not be used in children (15.11); a vaginal 
uttarabasti should be administered when the menstrual period has ended (15.12); re
quirements for the tube for a vaginal uttarabasti ( 15.13); requirements for the tube for 
an urethral uttarabasti in adults (15.14) and in children (15.15); the lengths of the tube 
for males, females and children (15.16); the dimensions of the opening (15.17); the 
tube should possess a kaq1ikli ( 15.18); the amounts of decoction and fatty substance to 
be used (15.19). 

Chapter sixteen, the mahlimayiikha, deals with: the explanation of the title mahli
mayiikha (16.1); rules for the treatment of vii.ta diseases (16.2); lepa (16.3); abhyar1ga 
(16.4); udvartana (16.5); plidlighlita (16.6); sadya~snehana (16.7); sirobasti (16.8); pr
~!ha-, plirsva-, uro-, ka!i-, and udarabasti (16.9); sirodhlira (16.10); takradhlirli (16.11 ); 
dhlinylimladhlirli (16.12); kar1_1apiira1_1a (16.13); liscyotana (16.14 ); ga1_19ii~a (16.15); a
iijana (16.16); nasya (16.17); sazpkarasveda (16.18); snigdhataralapi1_19asveda (16.19); 
~a~!islilipi1_19asveda (16.20); godhiimapi1_19asveda (16.21); slilva1_1api1_19asveda (16.22); 
pattrapi1_19asveda (16.23); prastarasveda (16.24); upanlihasveda (16.25); pattropanli
hasveda (16.26); slilva1_1opanlihasveda (16.27); avaglihasveda (16.28); pari~ekasveda 
(16.29); snehadhlirlisveda (16.30); holliko~masveda (16.31); kiipo~masveda (16.32); 
ku!Isveda (16.33)_; kar~usveda (16.34); jentlikasveda (16.35); nlic;!Isveda (16.36); 
kumbhikasveda (16.37); asmaghanasveda (16.38); bhiisveda (16.39); anagnisveda 
(16.40); vamana (16.41); virecana (16.42); bastikrama (16.43); utklesanabasti (16.44); 
lekhanabasti (16.45); sodhanabasti (16.46); samanabasti (16.47); bfipha1_1abasti (16. 
48); vr~yabasti (16.49); sukralarasliyanabasti (16.50); sukrastambhanabasti (16.51); 
vliJ1kara1_1abasti (16.52); picchabasti (16.53); balyapicchlibasti (16.54); grlihibasti 
(16.55); vandhylitvaghnabasti (16.56); madhutailabasti (16.57); yuktarathabasti (16. 
58); siddhabasti (16.59); guc;liicisiddhabasti (16.60); ylipanabasti (16.61); k~Ira
basti (16.62); sitabasti (16.63); vlitaghnabasti (16.64); ku~!haghnabasti (16.65); 
krmighnabasti (16.66); miitrakrcchraghnabasti (16.67); anuvlisanabasti (16.68); 
mlitrlibasti (16.69); anuvlisanlirhasa!yliditailas (16.70); listhlipanatailas (16.71); sarva
rogahararlisnliditailas ( 16. 72 ); vlitlidighnabasti (16. 7 3 ); yathliklilabalabasti ( 16. 7 4 ); 
uttarlinuvlisanlisthlipana (16.75); snehabhliga in niriiha1_1a (16.76); taik~1_1yakrddravyas 
(16.77); mlirdavakaradravyas (16.78); pradhamananasya (16.79); bfipha1_1anasya (16. 
80); svarasanasya (16.81); avapic;lanasya (16.82); saq1jiiliprabodhananasya (16.83); 
mariclidinasya ( 16.84 ); bripha1_1anasya (16.85); vairecanikadhiimranasya (16.86); 
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na copagiled asamarthal) (a nasya should not be swallowed) (16.87); raktamok~aQa 
(16.88); uttarabasti (16.89); picudhiiraQa (16.90); the preparation of odana (16.91), 
vilepi (16.92), 313 yaviigii (16.93),314 siipa (16_94), 315 siika (16.95), yii~a (16.96), 
kiimbalika (16.97), kha<:Ja (16.98),316 saktu (16.99), peyii (16.100), and mii1psarasa 
( 16.10 I); k\tiikrta yii~a (16. 102 ); gandharvahastiidigaQa (16. 10 3 ); kiikol yiidigaQa 
(16.104); vidiirigandhiidig~a (16.105); iiragvadhiidigaQa (16.106)_ Two concluding 
siitras end this chapter and the whole treatise. 

The treatise is said to consist of 527 siitras. 
The author, ofCitraguptagotra, was a pupil ofRaghuniithasarman, Muralidharami

sra and Liilacandravaidya; he resided at Mahi~igriima. 317 

SIDDHABHAI~AJYAMANJU~A 318 by Jayadeva Siistrin 319 is a treatise that carries on 
the tradition of medical kiivyas, such as the works of Lolimbariija. It shows the influ
ence of Kf~Qariima's Siddhabhe$ajamal)imiilii, quoted in the commentary. The work is 
written in verses of various metres, 320 composed by the author himself. 

The first volume (prako~\ha), the only one published, contains 634 verses, divided 
into four chapters (ko~\haka). Chapters two to four are subdivided into adhikiiras. 

Chapter one is of an introductory nature. Chapters two to four are devoted to the 
treatment of diseases, beginning with jvara and ending with apasmiira. The order 
adopted is that of the Miidhavanidiina. The modes of treatment described derive 
from iiyurvedic treatises, works on rasasiistra, Islamic medicine, and western medical 
textbooks. 321 Religious elements are also present in Jayadeva's therapy.322 Sources 
are rarely quoted or referred to. 323 

The Siddhabhai$ajyama11jii$ii is quoted in Gulriijsarmamisra's commentary on the 
Ayurvedaprakiisa and YiidavJi Trikamjfs Rasiimrta. 

Some diseases described are known from late iiyurvedic treatises, e.g., muktiijvara 
(jvara 46, 48, 50, 53), 324 or have been borrowed from western medicine, such as 
iintrikajvara Uvara 46, 48), 325 daQ<:Jakajvara Uvara 72), 326 masti~kamiiliimaya Uvara 
93), 327 sandhikajvara Uvara 72), sle~makajvara Uvara 56, 72),328 and svasanaka Uvara 
55, 57, 72).329 Another type of fever mentioned is masiir'ijvara Uvara 90). Terms 
borrowed from western medicine are jiviiQU (micro-organism; jvara 55) and siicikriyii 
(injection; agnimiindya 51 ). 

The materia medica presents a large number of unusual substances, found only in 
late medical treatises, or derived from Islamic, occasionally from western medicine. 

Examples are: aileya Uvara 71), 330 akaravi Uvara 82), iiliivakhiiraphala ((r~Qii 
1),331 aruQamarica (agnimiindya 43),332 bhimasenlikhyakarpiira (agnimiindya 19), 333 

ciisakii (arsas 22),334 chikkii (atisiira 47),335 dariinaja Uvara 82),336 gandhini (hikkii 
6),337 gundrika (raktapitta 5),338 harasrngara Uvara 131; arsas 6), 339 haur~r (arsas 
20), 340 ~ikiisnuhi (kiisa 5),341 ispagola (kiisa 18), 342 isvarabola (atisiira 12 and 
46), 343 jadaviiraka (ivara 81), 344 jaharamoharii Uvara 82), 345 jahariisman (tr~Qii 1), 346 

jaitiinataila Uvara 68),347 jiinakiphala (apasmiira 14),348 jiiphii Uvara 125), 349 jiiphikii 
(kiisa 20), kaharavii (arsas 39),350 kalii Uvara 5 and 125),351 kalasora (piiQ<:Juroga 
11), kalasora (raktapitta 7),352 kiisini Uvara 125),353 kattira (atisiira 46),354 khatami 
Uvara 126; kiisa 17), 355 khubbiiJi (kiisa 17), 356 khiinakhariibii (arsas 39), 357 kubera 
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(krimi 5), 358 kulaphii (riijayak~man 29), 359 kunaina (jvara 36), 360 makhatiima (jvara 
81), muremakkI (jvara 81),361 papftii (jvara 81), 362 podI (agnimiindya 41), 363 podI
na (chardi I), 364 revatasitii (sviisa 27), 365 riimagundra (jvara 71 ),366 sahasrasuma 
(arsas 4 ), 367 siihatarii (jvara 126), 368 saniimukI (arsas 8), 369 saudhiiviiri (agnimiindya 
40-46),370 so9iiviiri (agnimiindya 2),371 sviidukhistii (raktapitta 13), 372 tamiikhii (kri
mi 6),373 tiirpfnataila.(jvara 68),374 trk~Qapattra (t~Qii 13)375, unniibha (jvara 124; 
riijayak~man 23), 376vadiivarda (riijayak~man 30),377 vanapsii(jvara 16),378 and vig1u
padamrta (rajayak~man 2). 379 

Some medicinal preparations are borrowed from Islamic or western medicine, for 
example, ciiya (tea;jvara 35) and siirkara (atisiira 38; agnimiindya 29). Compound for
mulae derived from Islamic medicine are itriphala (miirchii 14), sikail.ji (agnimiindya 
3), and sulemiinilavai:ia (agnimiindya 10-11). 

The. last verses of the first prako~!ha mention the author's name, Jayadeva
sarman,380 and his residence, Riimadurganagara, in Marupradesa, 381 Riijasthiin. The 
commentator adds numerous details on the author's genealogy: he was the younger of 
the two sons of Sa1pvalariimasarman; 382 his grandfather's name was Raghuniitharii
yasarman. Jayadevasarman was adopted by Caturbhujasarman, a paternal uncle of 
his father, who instructed him in iiyurveda and other sciences. 383 The author himself 
mentions two of his teachers, Sridatta and Nilakai:t!ha; iiyurveda was taught to him by 
Siigara, i.e., Siigaramallasarman, and Srima~1i, i.e., Mar:iiriimasarman. 384 

The Siddhabhai§lljyamaiijii§ii was completed in 1929/30. 385 

The Sanskrit commentary on the Siddhabhai§ajyamaiijii§ii, called Kuiicika, was written 
by Hanumatprasiida. 386 The Kuiicika gives synonyms of the names of medicinal sub-

• stances, and in many cases the vernacular names as well; it ex plains how to prepare the 
compound drugs, etc. The metres of Jayadeva's verses and the ala1pkiiras employed are 
also pointed out. 

Works and authorities quoted or referred to are: Atharvaveda (riijayak~man 2 
and 3), Bhoja (riijayak~man I), Caraka (riijayak~man 2), Nigha1,1furatnakara (grahal1I 
I 1), Rasendrasarasaq1graha (j vara 114; grahal1I 13), ~gveda (riijayak~man 2), Sii
ni.gadhara (jvara 13), Siddhabhe§ajama1,1imala (jvara 16-18 and 19; agnimiindya 39), 
Siddhantanidana (jvara 152), Susruta (arsas I), Vaidyajfvana (agnimiindya 27), and 
Yogataraligi1,1f(jvara I 15). 

Occasionally, the names of vaidyas are mentioned who transmitted a particular for
mula: K~amiipativiijapeyin,387 (kasa 26-27), Riimaratnasarman (sviisa 26 and 27-28), 
and Syiimaliila (jvara 97-98). 

SIDDHANTANIDANA 388 was written by Gai:ianiithasena. This is a modern work in San
skrit on the general principles of pathology, and on the aetiology and symptomatol
ogy of diseases. It is based on iiyurvedic concepts, but has been influenced by western 
medicine in its nosology. The arrangement of the diseases has been inspired by the Ma
dhavanidana. Only the first volume, on the basic concepts of pathology and on fevers, 
has been published. This first part of the work consists of 306 verses, arranged in four 
chapters. 
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Chapter one, do~adii~yadinin)aya, begins with a matigala in praise of Vi~QU and a 
stanza addressed to the author's father, Visvanatha, who was his teacher in ayurveda. 
The remaining verses of chapter one (3-50) are on the do~as and dii~yas, their normal 
and their imbalanced state, the do~as when accompanied by or devoid of ama, the signs 
of increase and decrease of the do~as and dii~yas, and the stages of the pathogenetic 
process. Chapter two (vyadhivijiiana; I 5 verses) deals with the concepts of nidana, pii
rvariipa, riipa, upasaya, and saipprapti, while chapter three (vyadhiparik~a; I I verses) 
is concerned with the examination of a patient. Chapter four (230 verses) contains de
scriptions of a long series of fevers, partly taken from western medicine. 

Sources are not referred to, but a number of verses have been taken from the M ii
dhavanidiina ( or its sources) 389 and the Susrutasaq1hitii. 390 The majority of the stanzas, 
however, have been composed by the author. 

The Siddhiintanidiina is quoted in Priyavrat Sarma's auto-commentary on the 
Ayurvedadarsana and in the same author's D0§akiira{1atvam1miiq1sii, Rajesvaradatta 
Misra's Svasthav1ttasamuccaya, and the commentary on the Siddhabhai$ajyamaiijii$ii. 

The rather elaborate commentary, called Tattvadarsinf, written by the author him
self, does not mention the sources of the Siddhiintanidiina, but quotes from a number of 
works and authors: Bhavamisra ( 4.98 and 125), Caraka (passim), (Bhagavad)gftii ( I. 
4), Kharanada ( 4.177), Madhava ( 4.127), Niigabhartrtantra ( 4.198), Pratyak$a(siirfra) 
(1.13), Saq1khyakiirikii (1.4), Sartigadhara (1.12; 4.225-226), Sudantasena (1.19, 20, 
21), Susruta (passim), Vagbha!a (passim), (Vijaya)rak~ita (4. 198), and Vrddhasusruta 
(4.31). 

Some types off ever, well known from ayurvedic texts, are equated with syndromes 
of western medicine: abhinyasa jvara ( 4.20-22): severe toxaemia or septicaemia; sa!Jl
tatajvara (4. 186-188): malarial remittent fever; satataka (4. 189): double quotidian 
fever; anyedyu~ka (4.195): quotidian fever; trtiyaka (4.195): tertian fever; caturthaka 
(4.195): quartan fever; pralepaka (4.206-207): hectic fever; brhanmasiirika (4.129-
147): smallpox; Iaghumasurika (4.148-159): chicken pox; romantika (4:160-170): 
measles; kan:1amiilakajvara (4.175-177): mumps; slaipadikajvara (4.208): filarial 
fever. 

New types of fever, borrowed from western medicine, are: antrikajvara (4.45-
6 I): enteric or typhoid fever; granthikajvara ( 4.62-74 ): plague or bubonic fever; 
sle~makajvara (4.75-85): influenza; saipdhikajvara (4.86-97): rheumatic fever; 
svasanakajvara (4.98-115): pneumonia; ak~epakajvara (4. I 16-124): cerebrospinal 
fever; da~19akajvara (4.171-174): dengue; klilajvara (4.190-194): kala-azar or leish
maniasis. The series offevers ends with aupadravikajvara ( 4.209) as a complication of 
protracted diseases, especially graha~tI, and with fevers occurring in foreign countries 
( 4.210: so~1a- and haridrakajvara). 391 

A large number of Sanskrit equivalents for terms borrowed from western 
medicine are employed, for example, jivliQU (micro-organism; 4.47, 65, 76, 88, IOI, 
107), sarpkranti (the transmission of contagious diseases; 4.77), svasayantra (the 
respiratory tract; 4.78), kalapu!a (pericardium; 4.90), phusphusacchada (pleura; 4.91), 
su~umnak~19a (spinal cord; 4. I I 8), etc. 

GaQanathasena was born in Benares in 1877. His father, Visvanathasena, who gave 
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him his first lessons in iiyurveda, moved to Calcutta in 1883, after the death of his wife. 
Gananiithasena was trained in iiyurveda and modem medicine at the Medical College 
of Calcutta. He founded the Visvaniith Ayurveda College at Calcutta in 1931 and es
tablished the Kalpataru Ayurvedic Works, a manufacturing firm, also at Calcutta. The 
honorary title of Mahii.mahopadhyiiya was conferred on him in 1916 and he was elected 
president of the All l!]dia Ayurveda Mahiisammelan thrice (in 1911, 1?20, an~ 193!)
He was the Dean of the Faculty of Medicine and Surgery o fBanaras Hmdu Umvers1ty 

from 1927 to 1938. He died in 1945. 
Apart from the Siddhiintanidiina, he wrote the Pratyak§asiirfra and Saqijiiapa-

ricakavimarsa. 392 

SIDDHAPRA YOGA by Visvesvaradayalu393 is a therapeutic treatise in nineteen chap
ters, which are arranged in an unusual order: (I) jvara, (2) atisiira and grahaQi, (3) ajI
~ (4) plfoaroga, vrscikadal]lsa, andjalodara, (5) rlijayak~man, (6) klisa, svlisa, hikkli, 
karQasrliva, (7) arsas and bhagna, (8) vlitaroga, siila, ku~\ha, sitapitta, (9) upadal]lsa, 
(10) dadru, plimli, kaQ9ii, (11) miitrakfcchra, (12) virecana, (13) vraQa, (14) dhlituroga, 
prameha, svapnado~a, 394 ( 15) striroga, ( 16) sriroga, 395 (17) mukharoga, ( 18) netraroga, 
(19) blilaroga; a parisi~\a on a diversity of subjects is found at the end. The work con
tains both liyurvedic prescriptions and rasayogas. 

Borrowings from western medicine occur rather frequently in this book. Exam
ples are: tlipamlina (body temperature), phusphusabhittisotha (pneumonia), and plegli
khyaroga (plague). 

The materia medica is cif a mixed type and contains some drugs deriving from Is
lamic and western medicine: aisiqaborika (boric acid: 36), beriyal]l salphlii\aka (ba
rium sulphite; 84 ), brli1}9i (brandy; 48), isabgola (71 ), 396 khabbliji ( 45), 397 ki\a~\hivana 
(19), 398 kunenasalphe\ (quinine sulphate; 15), pistli (78), 399 piparamel}!aka (pepper
mint; 24), sitacini (70),400 and veslina (vaseline; 51 ). 

S1DDHAPRAYOGALATIKA 401 by Gulrlijsarmamisra is a mainly therapeutic treatise, 
consisting of about 1,800 verses, arranged in a mailgalii.caraQa, upodghlita, and 
thirty-four chapters (pu~pa). 

The mailgala is in praise of Plirvati; the author also pays homage to his teachers in 
liyurveda and other sciences: Govardhana Chliilglil}i (3 and 19),402 Kedlira(nlitha) (4), 
and Klilicarar:ia (5).403 The upodghlita deals with some general subjects, pharmaceuti
cal preparations, groups of drugs, weights and measures, and substitutes for particular 
drugs. 

The order of the diseases dealt with in chapters one to thirty-four deviates consid
erably from the traditional arrangements and seems to be peculiar to this treatise. 

Noteworthy disorders mentioned by the author are: aq1sughlita (28.1-19), 404 

antrapucchabhavasotha (33 .11), 405 litapadagdha ( I. 14 7), 406 asthiso~a ( 17 .62), dhanu
~\ailka (12.7), 407 dmido~a (26.24 and 93),408 hrdvepana (17.64),409 kak~ligranthi 
(29.25),410 klilasphoia (32.27-29), 411 masti~karoga (28.10), 412 mlisti~karoga (26.79), 
masiiriklijvara (1.140-141),413 mauktikajvara (1.150),414 moclighlita (12.18),415 phi
railga (12.44; 17.62; 26.103), pratisyliyajvara (1.168), raktaclipa (12.7; 21.50; 33.27 
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and 85),416 retal}k~arai:ia (18.23),417 saujaka (13.2 and 22),418 sirii:iI (29.51-53), 419 

spho\aphunsi (16.9),420 sujataka (13.24),421 svasanakajvara (1.33),422 urastoya (27.5), 
vipa~aka (12.20),423 vi~aspho\a (32.29), yalqcchiila (33.14), yamayiikaJ:i (29.31), 424 

yo~apasmaraka (17.63), and yo~apasmarai:ia (33.83). 
The author repeatedly stresses that the efficacy of his formulae has been tested by 

himself425 or other medical experts. 426 

The mailgala verses mention some physicians who transmitted formulae to the 
author: 427 Govardhana (Chiiilga~I), Yadava (Trikamji), Lak~mi(rama),428 Kr~1}a(ra
ma), 429 Jaya(deva), 430 and Siva(sannan).431 

Authorities from whom particular recipes derive and other sources referred to. by 
name are: Agastya (23.23), Basa variijfya ( 5.12), 432 Bora9akara ( I. 98), Dhanvantari ( I. 
18; 26.63), Gahananatha (22.55; 34.23), the author's guru (1.13, 38, 62, 106; 7.8; 12. 
27; 16.34; 22.14), Hakima Ahamada Baksa (3.50), Hari (28.13), Jayadeva (4.48ab), 433 

Kasyapa (33.61 and 80), Kasyapa (33.59), Kr~r:iarama (4.68), 434 Lak~mirama (21.51), 
Prabhavi~i:iu (16.7), Ramalq~i:ia (3.40), Ramanarayai:ia (2.7), the student (vidyarthin) 
Sambhudatta, a Sarasvata brahmai:ia (17.28), Sa(!lto~asarman (30.17; the formulae of 
chapter thirty-three), Sitarama (2.67), Siva(sarman) (1.92; 8.18), Susruta (26.19; 32. 
12), Tryambakasastrin (2.39),435 Vedaprakiisa (20.21), Visvanatha Dvivedin (33.75), 
Yadava(sarman) (TrikamjI) (1.48 and 88; 4.64; 6.21; 22.32), Yiivanamata (7.16), 436 

and Yogaratniikara (34.42). 
More recipes than indicated were borrowed from earlier works 437 or consist of 

adaptations and are rewritten by the author. 438 
Some elements of western medicine were incorporated: the circulation of the blood 

is referred to439 and the presence of iron in the erythrocytes is known to the author. 440 

The materia medica is characterized by numerous substances unknown to early 
texts; a not inconsiderable number of these drugs derive from YiinanI and western 
medicine. 

Examples of noteworthy substances are: abaresama ( 21.14; 34 .41),441 abdhiskanda 
(8.16), 442 akika (7.20; 8.14; 21.4), 443 aiijavara (22.30), 444 arogyavardhinI (22.30),445 

bahumana (21.41), 446 bhilli (2.2; 12.10), 447 borika (15.8), 448 brii1}9I (13.13),449 cha-
9Ilachai (upodghata 58),450 cokiya\a11ka1}a (5.7),451 dalacikana (17.12), dalacikkana 
(13.12),452 dalacikkanaka (13.6), dalacinI (6.18), 453 dambii (33.32), dambula (14.20), 
dambiila (3.17 and 45; 7.9), 454 dariyayika (21.46),455 9hakagundra (18.9),456 eluvii 
((22.37), 457 gajava (8. 19), 458 gandhaviro ja ( 15.43), 459 gu9agho~a (3.54 ), 460 gu9amara 
(18.6),461 gulagula (24.12), 462 habbulasa (2.18),463 haramala (22.42),464 harasrilgara 
(1.80),465 himasagara (12.21), 466 hiradokhI (14.20),467 jadavara (8.16),468 jahara 
(7.20), 469 jaharamohara (2.41; 8.14; 21.9),471 jalanima (19.32),471 jatiinataila (1.138 
and 139), 472 jhavii (26.23),473 junda (8.25; 21.42),474 jundaka (17.46),jundavedastara 
(17.2), 475 kabuli abhaya (2.24),476 kaharava (3.27),477 kalamisoraka(l.129),478 kalari 
(1.37 and 48),479 kalisudha (19.49; 24.14),480 kandharida9imi (7.34),481 karavalika 
acid (15.14), 482 karbolika (15.44),483 karila (20.16), 484 katiriigundra (33.32),485 

kattha (13.15),486 khairasara (3.2),487 khiibakala (1.21 and 51),488 khiinakharava 
(3.27),489 kii1kara (15.32),490 kiilkaraka (19.44), kr~r:iagundra (18.18),491 kulthi 
(30.17),492 lahi (2.43),493 latakaraiija (1.12),494 maharasna (12.19),495 mar, hrasva 
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(2.18),496 marilv!lltaka (17.35), 497 mocanI (26.69),498 morii (1.89),499 narakarcilraka 
(19.26),500 nayakii (18.6),501 nilagiritaila (15.13), 502 nilama (21.9),503 niraiijana 
(33.32 and 35), 504 pannii (21.9, 13, 34),505 pii!hiinilodhra (14.1; 33.17), 506 pittaparpaia 
(1.49),507 posta909ii (17.50), 508 prastarapu~paka (21.42),509 riiJ'I, kiisikii (11.4),510 

riiJ'I, kiisibhilmisamudbhiltii (24.5), sabja (28.14), 511 sahasrasuma(3.52),512 siilamapa
iijikii (17.8), 513 sarigeyasa(ba) (7.20; 8.14; 21.10),514 saptararigI (18.19; 30.41),515 

sa!havii (33.10),516 sora (15.8), 517 soraka (4.41; 30.10 and 18), spha!Iphullii (1.43), 518 

sprI!ka (13.13),519 suma (17.46),520 suraiijiina (12.8, 49, 55),521 syiihajiraka (4.2 
and 15), 522 tamiikhil (15.13), 523 tiirpinataila ( 1.138 and 139), 524 tarm:iyarka ( 15.8 
and 33; 21.11 and 16; 26.38), 525 trr;iakiinta (3.17; 7.20; 14.2 and 20; 21.5, 14, 35, 
40), 526 tukhmakhatami (8.19), 527 tukhmariiI (7.28), 528 unniiva (12.3; 19.32),529 usabii 
(12.3), usavii (19.45), usavvii (19.32),530 utphulla (29.26),531 utphullii (15.12), vacii, 
haul)I (3.30), 532 vahamana (21.36 ), 533 viivacI ( 19.38), 534 vidhukiinta (3.17), 535 vihi 
(8.19),536 vi~amohara (28.8),537 vi~amoharii (11.11), vi~amorii (1.19; 21.46), and 
vi~amoraka (21.14). 

The Siddhaprayogalatikii is quoted in the Visikhiinupravesavijiiiina.538 

The author, a briihmar:ia, the eldest son of Kediira(malla) and MahiidevI, was born 
at Gaurera, a village in the Jaypur district of Riijasthiin. He studied iiyurveda with Go
vardhan Sarmii Chiirigar:iI; his Sanskrit teacher was Par:i<:lit Kii!Icarar:i, his spiritual guru 
Jiigesvar Jaganniith. He has been working as a practising physician for over fifty-five 
years. He established the Ayurvedic College and hospital at Pakvasa, Nagpur. 

Apart from the Siddhaprayogalatikii he wrote the Visikhiinuprave§avijiiiina and a 
Sanskrit and HindI commentary on the A.yurvedaprakiisa. 539 

The Siddhaprayogalatikiiwas completed in 1987/88.540 

SIDDHA YOGASA¥GRAHA 541 by Vaidya Yiidava.i'I TrikamajI Acarya542 is a collection 
of compound formulae in Sanskrit, accompanied by explanations in HindI on their way 
of preparation, dosage, anupiina, and indications. Some parts of the work are entirely in 
HindI. The treatise consists of twenty-nine chapters (adhikiira) and an appendix (pari
si~!a). The chapters are arranged according to the diseases against which the recipes 
are to be used, but this order differs from that of the Madhavanidiina in many respects. 
The recipes 543 are partly taken from a number of iiyurvedic and iatro-chemical trea
tises. Another, not inconsiderable part, derives from the author himself. Occasionally 
a recipe is said to have been transmitted by a physician mentioned by name. 544 

Sources referred to are: A$[iingasaq1graha, A.yurvedaprakiisa, Bhai~jyaratniivall, 
Cakradatta, Caraka, Rasaratnasamuccaya, Rasendrasiirasaq1graha, Siir1igadharasaq1-
hitii, Siddhabhai~jyamal)imiilii, Susruta, Trisatl, Vaidyajlvana, Yogacintiimal)i, and 
Yogaratniikara 545 A number of recipes quoted from these sources have been changed 
by the author. 546 

Yiidava(sarman) is referred to in Gulriijsarmamisra's Siddhaprayogalatikii, a work 
that contains formulae attributed to him. 547 

~OI;>ASANGAH~DA YA 548 is a complete textbook of iiyurveda, composed by Priyavrata 
Sarmii. 
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This treatise consists of 1,551 verses in arya metre, 549 arranged, in accordance with 
its title, in sixteen chapters. 

Chapter one is about basic principles (maulikasiddhant~) and chapter two about 
anatomy (siirira). Chapter three, on pharmacology (dravyagui:ia), deals with the basic 
concepts of pharmacology (1-8) and with the properties of the main medicinal sub
stances (90-140). The subject of chapter four is the preparation of medicines (bhe
~ajakalpana); this chapter describes the various medicinal preparations (1-42), weights 
and measures ( 43-4 7), technical rules (paribhii~; 48-71 ), and a number of compound 
medicines in the following order: kvatha, phiiQ!a, hima, cii~a, vatika, avaleha, paka, 
modaka, ghrta and taila, asava and ari~ia. Chapter five gives a summary description of 
rasasiistra. Chapter six is on the rules for a healthy life (svasthavrtta). Chapters seven 
and eight are concerned with rasayana and vajikarai:ia. The general principles of pathol
ogy (1-30) and the diagnosis of a number of diseases (31-198) form the subjects of 
chapter nine (rogavijiiana). The remaining chapters are devoted to kayacikitsa (10), 
manasaroga (mental disorders) (II), prasiititantra (obstetrics and gynaecology) (12), 
kaumarabhrtya (paediatrics) (13), agadatantra (14 ), salyatantra (15), and salakya (16 ). 

The chapter on anatomy (2) has incorporated many concepts derived from western 
medicine: arteries (dhamanI), veins (sira), and capillaries (kesika) are distinguished; 
the functions of heart and lungs and the circulation of the blood are described; the 
ureteres are called gavinI; the dissection of corpses (savaccheda) is recommended 
for anatomical studies. Chapter three describes some drugs added to the classical a
yurvedic materia medica in later times: babbiila (3.57), parasikayavanI (3.99), jayapala 
(3.108). Chapter four describes the preparation of an arka (4.36); in the verses on 
weights and measures it mentions a gram (grama) and a kilogram (kilo); among the 
prescriptions we find an akiirakarabhadiciiri:ia (4.112-113) and a kr~i:iabijadicii~a 
( 4.138-139); senna (svari:iadala) is an ingredient of one of the compound medicines 
(4.142); madaphala (= majiiphala) is mentioned (4.146), as well as kulaiijana (4.261). 
The purification of opium (ahiphena) and Cannabis (bhariga) are met with in chapter 
five. The description of the diseases in chapter nine is not in conformity with the order 
established by Miidhava; masiirikii is absent, as well as diseases added after the times 
of Madhava. Miinasaroga replaces bhiitavidya. 

The $oqasiiligahfdaya is quoted in the auto-commentaries on the author's Ayurve
dadarsana and Dravyagu1.1asatra. 

The author was born in Mustafiipur near Patna and is a son of Ramavatara and Pre
madiilari. 550 Medical works in Sanskrit by the same author are the Ayurvedadadana, 
D~akiirlllJBtvamimiirpsii, Dravyagu1.111siitra, and Priyanigha1.1{u. 

The $odasii1igahfdaya was completed in 1986/87.551 

STRICIKITSA, compiled by Vasatirama.552 

SOJAKACIKITSASAll!IGRAHA, compiled by Gai:iesadatta.553 

Sv APNAKAMALAKARA by Ram KumarRay.554 This work is a compilation on dreams 
and their meaning. It consists of five chapters (kallola); chapters one to four (44, 140, 
116, and 36 verses respectively) are from unspecified sources; chapter five has been 
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drawn from the Dharmasindhu. 555 

SVASTHA V~TTASAMUCCAYA by Riijesvaradatta Misra Siistrin. 556 This work deals, as 
indicated by its title, with the rules for the preservation of health. The text, in verse 
and prose, was partly written by the author, partly compiled from various sources. The 
passages deriving from the author betray the influence of western medicine; micro
organisms (jiviir:iu, kI!iit:iu)are repeatedly mentioned; diseases like kala-azar (kiilajvara; 
342), plague (viitiilikii; 342-344), typhoid (iintrikajvara; 344-345), and influenza (sle
~mikasaqmipiita; 345) are elaborately described. 

Sources referred to by name are: A${ii1igasarpgraha, Atreyasaq1hitii, Bhagavadgltii, 
Bhiivaprakiisa, Caraka, Dak$asm[ti,551 Devala, liibiilasmrti,558 K$emakutiihala, Mii
dhavanidiina, Manusmrti, Mayamata, Nighal){U, Rajamiirta~a, Siirtigadhara, Siddhii
ntanidiina, Smrticandrikii,559 Susruta, Viigbhaia, Viitsyiiyana, Vfddhaviigbhata, Vr
ndamiidhava, Yiijiiavalkya, and Yogaratniikara 

The author, the eldest son of Riimaniitha Misra, was born in a village called Atii 
in the Gol)<;lii district in 1901. He studied in Benares, where he settled and practised 
medicine. He died in 1969.560 

SVASTHYAM~TATARANGl~T by Lak~miniiriiyai:ia Misra. 561 This work consists of 
quotations from Sanskrit works, accompanied by a HindI translation. 

TRIDO~ASA¥GRAHA by Dharmadattavaidya.562 

Chapter one (paiicamahiibhiitavi~ayakaviikyasa1pgraha) deals with the five mahii
bhiitas, chapter two (viiyuvi~ayakaviikyasa111graha) with viiyu, chapter three (pittavi
~ayakaviikyasat!lgraha) with pitta, chapter four (kaphavi~ayakaviikyasa1pgraha) with 
kapha. 

The treatise consists of quotations, as well as a few parts which are obviously writ
ten by the author. 

Works and authorities quoted are: A${ii1igasa1pgraha, Bhagavadgftii (65), Caraka
sarphitii, Chiindogyopani$ad (5), Gitii (7), Kiisyapasaq1hitii, Siirtigadhara (27), Susru
tasruphitii, Viigbha!a, and Yogaratniikara (59). 

TRIDO~ATATTVA by Duraisviimin Aiyatigiir. 563 

TRIDO~A VIJNANA by Upendraniithadiisa. 564 

This work consists of ten chapters (adhyiiya), mainly in prose, interspersed with 
verses; the last verses of each chapter summarize the conclusion of the author. 

Caraka and Susruta are repeatedly quoted. 
Chapter one (trido~viciiraprayojana; 3-8) puts forward a number of questions: the 

scientific status of iiyurveda, conflicting opinions on a number of subjects, the nature 
of a do~a (do~asvariipa), etc.; a series of interpretations regarding the nature of a do
~a are listed: a do~a has the nature of a dravya, it is a sakti, it is sthiila, it is siik~ma, 
it is both sthiila and siik~ma; the author will deal with these questions in the subse
quent chapters. Chapter two (do~adhiitumalatvaniriipar:ia; 9-24) deals with generali-
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ties on the do~as, the position of blood and the other dhiitus, etc. Chapter three (do
~asaqtjiiiihetuvan:iana; 25-28) is about the terms do~a. dhiitu and mala. Chapter four 
(tritvasamarthana; 29-38) is concerned with the position of blood; the thesis that it 
should be regarded as a do~a is rejected. Chapter five (dravyatvanirupar:ia; 39-43) es
tablishes that a do~a is a dravya. Chapter six (sthillatvasthiipana;44-56) discusses vari
ous opinions on the question whether the do~as are gross (sthula), subtle (suk~ma), etc.; 
the author concludes that they take up a middle position (madhyaprama1:ia). Chapter 
seven (vatiidyutpiidanotpattyiidivarl}ana; 57-74) deals with the relationships between 
the do~as, together with their gur:ias, and the mahiibhutas, together with their gur:ias. 
Chapter eight (viitiidigur:iakarmavarr:iana; 75-130) is concerned with the qualities and 
actions of viita, pitta and kapha; it lists and defines these. Chapter nine (viitiidisvaril
pabhedavarr:iana; 131-156) describes the five kinds of viita, pitta and kapha. Chapter 
ten (pradhiinyakhyiipana; 157-199) discusses the concept of disease (roga) and opin
ions on the type of causation (kiirar:iatva) attributed to the do~as; the author concludes 
that the do~a5 are both samaviiyikiira~1a and nimitta; finally, he deals with iigantu dis
eases and opinions on their relationship to the do~as; he is convinced that the do~s are· 
their main (pradhiina) cause. 

TRIDO~A VIMARSA by Dharmadatta.565 

The first part of this treatise consists of a prastiivanii in prose (1-43), 566 with 
the subtitle mulatattvanirupar:ia, which deals with basic concepts, such as: elements 
of Sii1pkhya philosophy, the five mahiibhutas, jivii~1us (regarded as pathogenic 
micro-organisms), ojas, nija and iigantu diseases, siitmya and asiitmya. 

The second part, the T!ido$avimarsa properly, also in prose, is about generalities 
regarding the do~s (3-4), viita (5-7), pitta (7-12), kapha (13-18), the signs pointing 
to excitement of viita (19-21), pitta (21-24) and kapha (24-27), and, finally, the con
stitutions (prakrti) dominated by viita (27-29), pitta (29-30) and kapha (30-31). 

The third part, called Trido$asarpgraha, in prose and verse, and largely consisting of 
quotations, discusses: the twenty-five tattvas and thegur:ias (33-35), viita (36-78), pitta 
(79-100), kapha (101-131), together with the treatment of disorders caused by each of 
them, various particularities regarding the do~as, disorders brought about when they 
stay in particular constituents of the body, the characteristics of their iima and niriima 
states, etc. (132-152). 

Part three is made up of quotations which largely derive from the Carakasaqihitii, 
Susrutasaqihitii and Viigbhaia's works; other sources mentioned by name are the Bhii
vaprakiisa (130, 131), Miidhavanidiina (52, 54, 87, 107, Ill), Siirrigadharasaqihitii (39, 
40, 42, 82, 115), and Yogaratniikara (39). 

UPADA¥SAC1KITSASA¥GRAHA, compiled by Gar:iesadatta Siistrin. 567 

UPADAMSASUDHASINDHU, compiled by Gadiidhara Tripiithin. 568 

V AIDY AHI?-DA YA by Riidhiicandra Sarman. 569 • 

VAIDYAKIYASUBHASITASAHITYA or Siihityakasubhii$itavaidyaka, compiled by Bhii
skara Govinda Ghiil)ekar, a collection of maxims relating to the science of medicine. 570 
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VAIDYAKIYASUBHA~IT AVAL!, compiled by Pra!}ajivan M. Mehta. 571 

VAJDYASIROMA~I by Velikataravu. 572 

VAMANAKALPATARU by Gosvlimi Ramarailgaslistri. 573 This short treatise, in forty
seven verses, deals with emesis. It is based on Vagbhata's A§!iirigah[dayasarphitii. 

VANAU~ADHIDARPA~A or the Ayurvedic Materia Medica, with quotations and copi
ous original prescriptions from selected works, by Kaviraja Virajacara!}a Gupta Ka
vibhii~a(}a. 574 This is a useful work, describing the names, properties and actions of 
medicinal plants, arranged according to the Sanskrit alphabet. 575 

VI~AMANJARi by Railganatha Sakharama Llije. 576 

VI~ATANTRACIKITSAPRAKASA, compiled by Ravidatta Sastrin. 577 This work, in 
verse and prose, consists of seven chapters which are identical with chapters 1-5, 7, 
and 6 of the Kalpasthana of the Susrutasa1phitii. 

VI~AVAIDYACINTAMA~I by Boddikiirapa!i Velikataranga. 578 

VJS1KHANUPRAVESAVIJNANA 579 or Cikitsiikarmapravesa, written by Gulraj Sarma 
Mi- . 
sra,580 in collaboration with Govind Prasad Upadhyaya. 581 

This treatise, partly composed by the author, partly compiled from earlier sources, 
consists of sixteen chapters (sopana), dealing with introductory matter (I; mailgala
cara!}a), general principles (2; visikhanupravesa), the examination of the patient (3; 
rogiparik~a), the constitutions ( 4; prakrti), the eightfold examination of a patient (5; 
a~tavidhapank~a), general diagnostic principles (6; rogaparik~a), some treatments 
belonging to paficakarman (7; subjects described are sneha, abhyailga, and svedana), 
emetic and purgative procedures (8; vamanavirecana), clysters (9; basti), errhines 
(10; nasya), treatment of diseases (II; cikitsa), dosages of medicines (12; matra), the 
proper times for the administration of medicines ( I 3; au~adhasevanakala), substances, 
mainly fluids, to be prescribed together with a drug or after its ingestion ( I 4; sahapana, 
anupana), urgent treatments (15; atyayikavijfiana),582 and quickly acting medicines 
( I 6; asucikitsa). 

The work ends with verses on the purpose of the book and on the author. 
The chapter on treatment describes the aetiology, symptomatology583 and therapy 

of the diseases belonging to the divisions of kayacikitsa and bhiitavidya.584 The dis
eases are arranged in the order of the Miidhavanidiina.585 

Sources mentioned are: A§!iirigahrdayasaq1hitii (often), A$fii1igasaq1graha (often), 
A.yurvedaprakiisa (18; 221), Bhai$11jyaratniiva/f (142; 143; 144; 145; 147; 149, 
etc.),586 Bhavamisra (216), Bhiivaprakiisa (149; 150), Cakradatta (57; 106), !ika on 
the Cakradatta (85), Cakrapa9i's commentary on the Carakasal)lhitii (131), Caraka 
(often), Dhanvantari (4; 5), Gadadhara (70), Hemadri (125), Jejjata (70), Lohasarvasva 
(227), Miidhavanidiina (71; 73; 80; 150; 151, etc.), Madhuko$a (163), Paiicatantra 
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(49), RasacintiimaQi (216), RasatararigiQf (231), Rasopani§ad, Siimgadhara (123), 
Siddhabhe§ajamaQimiilii(223; 227; 234), Susruta (often), Varigasena (146), Yajurveda 
(1), Yogaratniikara, (164; 199; 215; 228; 232),587 and Yogaratniivalf(l63). 

Sources added in the commentary are: Bhela (94 ), Cikitsiikalikii (93), Gilii ( 16; 77), 
Govindabhagavatpiida(20; 21),588 KaQiida (43),589 Kharaniida (79), Niic;Jfvijiiiina(51), 
Rasiidhyiiya (19), Rasamrta (218), Rasaratnasamuccaya (219), Rudratantra (62), Si
ddhaprayogalatikii (218),590 Taittirfyopani§ad (15), and Visviimitra (119). 

Colleagues who gave recipes to the author are: 591 Brhaspati TriguQ (243), a friend 
(242), 592 the author's guru593 (253; 259; 263), SalJ!tO~sarman (241), Sivasarman 
(260: ratnariija), Tryambaka Siistrin (266: svar~raparpa!i), Vedaprakiisa (272),594 

Yiidava (24 7), Yiidavasarman (244 ), and a yogin (255). 
The term on which the title of the work is based, visikhii, is defined in the open

ing lines of chapter two; 595 this term, found in the Susrutasarphitii, 596 designates the 
qualifications of a physician before he formally enters his profession. Three types of 
treatment are distinguished, in increasing orderof merit: iisuricikitsii (surgery), miinu~i 
cikitsii (treatment with drugs), and daivi cikitsii (treatment with rasayogas) (8-21). 

Some ailments known from the later iiyurvedic literature are mentioned in chapter 
sixteen: phirariga (229; 231), raktaciipa (248; 249), sujiika (260). A disease borrowed 
from western medicine is antrapucchabhavasotha (242: appendicitis). 

The materia medica, in particular that of chapter sixteen, contains numerous sub
stances introduced in latertimes: akika (260; 268), anjaviira (268), candrasiira (274 ), 
dambii (251), dambula (260), eraQ9akarka!i (241), gandhavirojii (265), gu9amiiraka 
(257),597 hiriidokhi (260), jahara (268), jaharamoharii (259), jayapiila (255), karpii
rakiicari (247),598 kiis1bhiimisamudbhavii riijikii (262), katiriigundra (251), lohabiiQa 
(249), miiruvrntiika (262), nirafijanaphala (251), pa!hiinilodhra (270), postaka (252), 
raktabola (228), riimii (251), sa1J1geyasa (268), 599 taruQyarka (247; 273), and trQakiinta 
(268; 269).600 

Opium and Cannabis are repeatedly prescribed. 





Part 9 

Miscellanea 





Chapter I 

Works on pakasastra 

Medical treatises with a title containing the word piika are either works on cookery 
in the service of medicine or collections of formulae for the type of pharmaceutical 
preparation called piika. 

Information on the contents of a treatise is necessary in order to be able to determine 
to which group it belongs. 

AUSADHAPAKAVALJ. 1 
BHOJANAKUTUHALA by Raghuniitha PaQ9ita. 2 
B~HATPAKASA¥GRAHA by Kmmprasiidatrivedin. 3 This is probably a modern work. 

B ~HA TPAKA v ALI, compiled by Ga11giiprasiidasarman, 4 son of Guru Drnaliila Sannan 
of Dvivedipura, from sources not mentioned by name, 5 is a collection of seventy-one 
piikas and related types of preparation. 

The statement found in the introductory verses that the essence of therapy consists 
of piikavidyii and rasiiyana relates to the numerous piika formulae used f<r rasiiyana 
purposes. 

A piika is defined as a variety of avaleha (linctus), the difference being that an 
avaleha is a soft, a piika a solid type of preparation. The general procedures for 
preparing a piika and an avaleha are described in the introductory verses. Although 
piikas, together with avalehas, constitute the majority of the formulae, the treatise also 
contains recipes for a gu9a, some khaQ9as, a lauha, and some modakas. 

Substances frequently used as ingredients are iikalla(ka), 6 opium,7 and the seeds 
and seed capsules of Papaver somniferum Linn. 8 Some other noteworthy substances 
are cinikabiiba, 9 copacinI, 10 khuriisiina, 11 mastakI, 12 and u!ailgaQa. _13 

A number of recipes which, on account of the presence of ingredients of later ori
gin, cannot be very old, are nevertheless attributed to ancient authorities like Atreya 
(15-16: jiitipattryavaleha) and Bhiiradviija (108-109: copacinipiika). One formula (an 
avaleha called muphara: 106-107) has been borrowed from Islamic medicine; the same 
may apply to thesiilimapiika (36). 

The Brhatpakiivalf dates from the beginning of the twentieth century. 14 

K~EMAKUTUHALA by K~emasarman.1 5 

PAKACANDRIKA by AQQajI Balliila Biipa!a lndurakara Vaidya. 16 
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PAKADARPA~A or Nalapiika, 17 ascribed to king Nala, 18 is a work on the culinary art, 
intended for the royal kitchen. 

The treatise consists of 760 verses, 19 arranged in eleven chapters (prakarai:ia), 20 

and has been composed in the form of a dialogue between king ~tupari:ia and king 
Nala. 21 The latter, who has adopted the name of Biihuka after his encounter with the 
serpent king Karko\aka, offers his services as an expert in cookery to king ~.tupari:ia, 
who then asks him questions on the origin of his knowledge. Nala begins telling the 
story of his journey to Damayanti's svayarpvara and his meeting a group of four gods, 
the four guardians of the quarters of the sky, also going there. These gods promise to 
grant him four boons if he is willing to act as their messenger. After Nala's acceptance 
and deliverance of the message to Damayanti, Indra bestowed on Nala the faculty of 
making himself invisible, Agni that of controlling fire, Yama the expertise in cookery, 
and Varui:ia the faculty of controlling the watery element. 22 Having listened to Nala's 
narrative, ~tupari:ia requests him to expound his knowledge of the culinary art ( 1.1-22). 
Nala complies and proceeds with giving detailed answers to ~tupari:ia's questions. 

Chapter one, by far the longest (499 verses), deals first with some general topics: 
the six kinds of food, 23 the importance of food in preventing diseases, the characteris
tics of a good cook, the eight faults ( do~a) 24 to be avoided in well-prepared rice dishes 
(1.23-56), and the right way of preparing various rice dishes, utkriii:iodaka (meat 
broth), tahari, 25 and rice boiled in broth (miirpsaudana); this section ends with the 
prevention of the production of garala26 (1.57-119). The chapter proceeds with the 
description of various varieties of siipa27 (1.121-141), temana28 and khala,29 dishes 
made of kulittha beans, and recipes for flavoured types of navanita (fresh butter) and 
ghee (1.142-199). The remaining part of the chapter is d~voted to dishes prepared 
with vegetables orfruits (1.200-497). 

Chapter two is concerned with the regimen during the seasons (rtudharma) and the 
six pans of day and night corresponding to them. Chapters three to eleven are succes
sively about bhak~ya (sweets), piiyasa (milk pudding) and piinaka (refreshing drinks), 
piinaka again, yii~a (soups), ghrtanna (dishes with rice and ghee as their main ingredi
ents), lehya (soft dainties), saityajala (cool and scented water), k~irapiika (boiled milk 
with water, sugar, fragrant flowers or fruits added to it), and dadhi (thick sour milk with 
flavouring and fragrant substances added). 

The recipes of the Piikadarpar;ra are modelled on a common pattern and written in a 
clear style. Each recipe is followed by an enumeration of the medicinal properties and 
actions of the dish. 

Nala is quoted by Cakrapiii:iidatta, 30 J?alha,i:ia, 31 Meg~adeva in his commentary 
on the MiidhavadrnvyaguQa, Niscalakara,32 Siliiilka,33 Sivadiisasena,34 T~ara,35 

Trimalla,36 and Vopadeva.37 Nala is referred to in the KiisyaplyaJcr$isiikti, 38 K~ema
sarman's K!iemakutiihala, 39 and the anonymous Piikasiistra. Nala was one of the 
sources of Basava's Sivatattvaratniikara. 

Some noteworthy terms employed by the author ef the PiikadarpaQa are: a!!iilaka 
(a refrigerating device; 1.94, 197, 209, 217; 4.29), hara!!aka (a grinding stone; 1.129), 
kalkini (a knife; 1.219 and 287), pravai:ii (a wide-mouthed pot; 1.222, 132, 138, 147, 
202), piigapa!!a (1.173, 216, 226, 231, 245),40 tahari (1.81-85), temana (1.142-150 
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and 155-157),41 and utkriil}odaka (1.65-70). 
Interesting names of vegetables and fruits are: iikalI ( 1.485), alasandi ( 1.262 ), 42 

iilopii (1.484),43 bii~pa (1.341), 44 cakravarta (1.323),45 culI (1.336), ciirl}ikii (1.484), 
hu1pkiira (1.295), k~udradanti (1.263 and 494), kurpii!llka (1.265), IatiiculI (1.338), 
madaprtikii (1.484), mahiibii~pa ( 1.356), mahiiculli (1.339), nameru (6.10), riijarambhii 
(1.211), raktabii~pa (1.357), saikasa (1.494), siimudraphala (6.20),46 siiratiga (6.22), 
satphalii (6.7; 10.18), siliichillr (1.340), Ul}~iika (1.377), viriipaka (1.296),47 and 
vi~aghnr (1.484).48 

No particulars are known about the actual author. 
The date of composition of the Piikadazpal)a remains undetermined. The quotations 

from Nala are of no avail because they cannot be traced in the printed text. 49 The ear
liest author to refer to some work on cookery by Nala is Cakrapiil}idatta. Some names 
of plants may point to a period not earlier than about AD. 1200.50 Since chilli is ab
sent from the Piikadatpal)a, it dates probably from before the introduction of this type 
of pepper into India in the seventeenth century. 51 

P AKADHIKARA. 52 

PAKADHIKARANA.53 

PAKADHYAYA, ~nonymous.54 

PAKADHYAYA by Ha~akirti Upiidhyiiya.55 

PAKADISAMGRAHA. 56 

PAKAKRIY j,_ 57 

P AKAMARTA~Q A. 58 Sources quoted are: Piikasudhiikara, Piikii.vall, 59 Sii.rasaqigraha, 
Siinigadhara, Vaidyaviliisa, Vailgasena, Vrnda, Yogacintii.mal)i, Yogaratna, and Yoga
ratnii.vall. 60 

One of the introductory verses claims that the essence of the medical art consists 
of piikavidyii and rasiiyana. 6I 

P AKANIGHANTU. 62 

PAKAPARIBH ..... ~A. 63 

PAKAPRADIPA by Gal}esasarman. 64 This work, in 535 verses, consists of a collection 
of eighty-six piikas and avalehas, preceded by an exposition on the preparation of a 
piika and various rules connected with this subject (2-17). 

Sources are not referred to, except once ( 465-466: pii\hiivaleha from the Asvina
sa!phitii). 

Many piikas are attributed to particular authorities: the Asvins (55-68; 214-228; 
326-335; 374-382; 388-392; 424-430), Atreya (232-239), Bhiiradviija (310-317; 
352-357), Bhrgu (165-169), Brahma (336-344), Dhanvantari (487-499), Gahananii
tha (502-508), Gorakha (529-532), Mahiideva (469-482), and Siva (33-39). 

Noteworthy items of the materia medjca are: iikalla (245), iikallaka (88; 134; 217; 
279; 319; 408; 420; 433), arkakarabha (24), asiila (345), crnrkabiibii (88), copacrnr 
(220; 310; 318),jhiiijhil}I (151), kabiiba (235), kabiibaka (448), kallaka (59), karabha 
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(97), kauiica (76), khasaphala (24 ), khuriisiina (235), khurlisiinikii (24 ), kuhii (25), 
lobiina (220), miijii (200), miijiiphala (24), mastakr (97; 220), and si1_1iiviisika (21 I). 

Information on the author is not available. 

PAKAPRADIPA by Ravidattavaidya. 65 Probably a modern work. 

PAKAR":'A VA.66 This work67 contains the recipes of fifty-three piikas. 68 Some of 
these are: iihaphenapiika, akalakariipiika, arac;fiisiipiika, bhiliiviipiika,69 diilacfnfpiika, 70 

kauchapiika, 7 1 kuc;liipiika, 72 rfilga1_11piika, 73 siilimapiika, 74 and sopiirfpiika. 75 

One of the piikas described, the godhiimapiika, is said to derive from Rudra and 
was also proclaimed by Svayal!tbhii for the benefit of Piirvatl 76 Opium (ahiphena), 
sarsaparilla ( copacfnf), and rose water (guliibapiika) are mentioned. 

Works and authors quoted are: Anandamiilii (by Anandabhiiratr), Bhiivaprakiisa, 
Manoramii,11 Toi;tariinanda, Vaidyavallabha,18 Vaiigasena, and Yogacintiima1Ji. 79 

The references to the Bhiivaprakiisa and Toc;fara prove that the work cannot be ear
lierthan about A.D. 1600.80 The MS is written on paper that may be about two hundred 
years old. 81 

PAKASA!\4GRAHA. 82 

PAKASASTRA, anonymous.83 

This work deals with the preparation of various dishes and gives their medicinal 
properties. It begins with a bhaktiidiprakara1_1a; the second prakara1_1a is about phalasii
kiidi; the treatise ends with a bho janaprakara~1a. 84 

Some of the preparations described in the bhaktiidiprakara1_1a are: ma1_1c;fa, yii~a. 
siipa, pa.para, 85 piiyasa, polikii, m~1c;likii, yamalarotikii, piirikii, kacava!H, vataka, 
pakvava1r. piinaka, riigakhii1_1c;fava, sikhari1_11, viisavatr, phenikii, la~uka, bindumo
daka, dugdhakaraiijikii,86 liipasr, 87 candrahiisf, jalebr, kasiira,88 koharr, bahurr, and 
umbika.89 

The description of jalebr in this Piikasiistra was regarded as the earliest one known 
by P.K. Gode.91 

The only authority quoted is Nala. 91 
The manuscript of this work dates from A.D. 1677/78.92 

PAKASASTRA by Bhfmasena.93 

Subjects dealt with are: the mode of forming clarified oil from the milk of jack fruits 
and from bananas; the preparation of ghee, curds and buttermilk; asclepias berry and 
wild palma christi shrub; the preparation of a curryf rom the seeds of the nimba tree that 
is not bitter; the preparation of pulse dishes; the use of the juices of lime and tamarind; 
the preparation of various cakes; the preparation of piiyasa and various piinakas. 94 

The author calls himself Piindusiinu and Pavana- or Samfranasiinu (i.e., Bhr
masena).95 The work, said to ha~~ been written in Viriitanagara, 96 is called a siipa
tantra.97 

The Pii~1c;favas lived in the thirteenth year of their exile, disguised as servants, at 
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the court of Virli!a, king of the Matsyas; Bhimasena served as the cook of the royal 
household. 98 

Other works attributed to Bhimasena are the Abhidhiinacandrikii, 99 Vaidyabhii$a
Qii, 100 and Vaidyabodhasarp.graha. 101 

The Bhimasena who wrote the Abhidhiinacandrikii, Piikasiistra or Siipasiistra, and 
Vaidybhii$aQii lived in the nineteenth century according to A Rahman. 102 

PAKASASTRA by Devisitpha 103 

PAKASASTRA by Jayagovinda. 1o4 This work, written in Hindi, deals with the prepa
ration of various dishes for a feast and describes their physiological effects. 105 

The author enjoyed the patronage of a certain Hrdayanarendra. I06 

PAKASASTRA by Srimalla. 107 

PAKASASTRA by Vindu. IOS 

PAKASUDHAKARA. J09 Quoted in the Piikarniirta(19a. 

P AKA VALi. 110 Several texts of this title are known. 111 

One of these texts, edited under the title of Piikiiva/i112 and by an unknown author, 
is of the same type as a yogasatpgraha, containing formulae for compound medicines 
against various diseases in the form of a plika, avaleha, lisava, modaka, va!i, etc. Among 
the disorders mentioned are, for example, sle~mapitta (36; 43), somaroga (46), and 
jaratpitta (36). 

Noteworthy substances prescribed in this treatise are: opium (ahiphena: 5; 16; 41; 
42; pha1:iiphena: 48; sarpaphena: 41), likalkala (39), akalkara (16), likalkara ( 4; 32; 45; 
47), liklirakarabha (41), copacini (47), covacini (34), drekkli (25),113 dvandvapan:iI 
(43), 114 dviplisvli (47: = copacini), dvipottharlisnli (34: = covacinr), gulliba (42), 
hemiimbhodhara (13), 115 khlikhasa (28; 41), mastaki (38; 43), piirasi vacli (43),116 
u~~rakai:i!aka ( 45), and u~!raphala or -phalli (42). 

Two recipes for a saiikhadrliva are given (31-33). 
The only treatise quoted is the Rasiiq1ava (23). 
The above evidence indicates that this Piikiiva/i is later than the Siirilgadharasarµ

hitii (jaratpitta; iiklirakarabha) and Bhlivamisra (copacini; plirasi vacli). The presence 
of a recipe for the preparation of rose water (gullibaplika) and the two recipes for the 
praparation of a mineral acid (sar1khadriiva) point to a period of composition not earlier 
than the seventeenth century. 

PAKAVALI by Govindarlija, son of Nliganlitha. 117 

PAKAVALI by Klisinlitha. 11 8 

PAKAVALiby Kuliivataqtsa. 119 

P AKA VIDHI by Divlikaracandra. 120 

SODASASTRA. 121 A work of this name on cookery is quoted or referred to by Ana
ntakumlira, 122 Cakrapai:iidatta, 123 Hlirli~tacandra, 124 Jejja!a, 125 K~Irasvlimin, 126 Nisca-
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Jakara, 127 Rliyamukuia, 128 Sivadlisasena, 129 Sridlisapai~Qita, 130 Srikai:iihadatta, 131 and 
Togara. 132 Some of these quotations may be from Nala's Piikadarpal)a. 

Bhavyadatta's Yogaratniikara contained a siidaslistrapariccheda 133 

SOPASASTRA. 134 A Siipasastra is quoted in Vlicaka Dipacandra's Langhanapathyani
rIJaya 135 and Vopadeva's Siddhamantraprakiisa 136 



Chapter 2 

Works on na9Isastra 

ABHINAVANAQITANTRA by Visvaniith Dvivedi. 1 

BHARATIYANAQIVIJNANA by Prabhiikaradevasarman Ca!!Opiidhyiiya2 is a modern 
monograph on the pulse in about 500 verses, divided into seven chapters. 

Chapters one to four deal with general aspects of the examination of the pulse and 
the recognition of disorders of the do~as. Chapter five is about pulses which indicate a 
fatal outcome within a specified period of time and about special cases which, although 
seemingly grave, are prognosticallyfavourable. Chapter six describes the pulses char
acteristic for a long series of diseases and chapter seven signs indicating the approach 
of death. 

The author does not indicate his sources, 3 but a large part of his treatise is based 
upon the works of Ka~1iida, Riivai:ia and others. 4 

The colours of the viita-, pitta- and kaphaniiQI are described as respectively darlc 
blue (nila), pale (pii1~4ura) and white (sveta). 5 The problem of the conflicting views on 
the location of the pulses of the do~as with respect to the three fingers of the examiner 6 

is solved by declaring that no importanc~ should be given to this location because the 
do~as are sufficiently characterized by the movements of the pulse.7 The list of dis
eases together with their pulses is longer than in the works of Kai:iiida, Riiva1~a and 
Bhiidharabhana. 8 

The author was a Principal of the Calcutta College of Ayurveda and wrote his book 
between the years 1930 and 1934. 

BHAVANINAQIVIJNANA. 9 

DHARMAVAIDYAKANAQIPARIK~A by Merutu1iga. 10 

NAQIBHEDA. 11 

NAQICAKRA 12 is a remarkable treatise on the examination of the pulse, full of inter
esting details on this subject and other medical topics. 

The work 13 work consists of292 verses, arranged in twelve chapters (pa!ala). It is 
composed in the form of a dialogue between Siva and PiirvatI. The mai1gala is adressed 
to Siva. 

The introductory verse says that the Niiditantra will be expounded. The next few 
verses (2-6ab) relate that PiirvatI asked Siv~ for instruction in the difficult art ofniidI-
siistra. Siva replies that he will transmit to her the very subtle Niicjfcakra · 

The exposition begins with the statement that the nii4Is are said to be 72,000 in 
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number 14 by the great sages; authorities and works referred to are: Bhela, the Caraka
siistra, Susruta, the Tantravistara, the Kar,_1ikokta, 15 Yajfiavalkya, and the Yogaratnii
va/Iyaka (7). 

The importance of the science of the pulse is highlighted (10-12). Three diagnos
tic methods are mentioned: touching (sparsana), questioning (prasna) and examining 
(darsana) a patient (13-14).1 6 Touching, i.e., feeling the pulse at the wrist (hastamii
la), ankle (padamiila), or both wrist and ankle, enables a physician to diagnose fever, 
disorders of the do~as, the state of the digestive fire, ailments caused by fasting and 
waking at night, an intensive activity of the digestive fire (atyagni), deficiency of the 
semen (hinaviryatva), disorders arising from fear (bhaya), grief (soka) and confusion 
(bhrama), ailments arising from food of a particular taste, 17 painful conditions brought 
about by (an excessot) physical exercise and sexual activity, and disorders of digestion 
(aJTn:ia) ( I 5-l 9ab ). Questioning reveals the presence of kuk~isiila, udavarta, parsvasii
la, bhagandara, sandhivata, haemorrhoids (arsarpsi), the twenty urinary disorders (mli
traroga), skhaladvirya, 1s siroroga, poisoning (vi~aseva), antrani~srti, 19 hastapadadida
ha, 20 diseases of the penis, bladder and anus, and bleeding from t~e female genital 
organs (raktasrava bhagotthita) ( I 9cd-22ab ). Examination discloses the presence of 
kasa, svasa, eye diseases, pi!akal~, vral).a, a1~9avata, sopha, pa1.19u(roga), kamila, pi
nasa, asthibhailga, iirubhailga, na9ibheda, 21 galagraha, kar1.1arbuda, miircha, arslirpsi 
(haemorrhoi-ds), plihan, anaha, udara, sakthisopha (swelling of the thighs or legs), gala
granthi, upajihva, masiirika, the eighteen forms of ku~!ha, 9amaru, 22 and ga1.19amalika 
(22cd-25). 

Finally, the pulse at the wrist is said to reveal all diseases, in the same way as the 
strings of a vii:ia may produce all the ragas (26-28ab). 

Chapter two (28cd-46) mentions a kanda (bulbous structure), located somewhat 
downward from the navel, and measuring four ailgula in breadth and two ailgula in 
height, 23 as the place of origin of the 72,000 nli9is (28cd-32), which are divided into 
30,000 male, 30,000 female, and 10,000 neuter ones, distributed, respectively, over the 
right, left and middle part of the body (33-34 ). One hundred and one among these are 
of more importance; thirteen is the number of the most prominent ones (35ab). 

A main group of na9is is formed by the pentad consisting of l9ii, Piilgala, Su
~umna, 24 located in the upper half of the body, together with Suballi and Balli, located 
in the lower half. I9a is found on the left, Piilgala on the right, and Su~umna in the mid
dle. I9a is the main carrier of the do~as in females; Piilgala is its counterpart in males. 
The Su~umna, the seat of Brahma, transports vayu, the basis of breathing (38-43ab). 
A human being is said to breathe 21,600 times each day and night ( 43cd-44ab ). 25 

Chapter three (47-55) describes where the main na9i should be examined by a 
physician: in males at the left, in females at the right side of the body, in cows at both 
sides of the nose, in horses at the ears, and in elephants at the mouth, tip of the nose, 
eyes, tail, and cheeks (51-52). 

Chapter four (56-65) is concerned with the way of feeling the pulse and the exact 
places where to put the fingers (56-59). It describes in which disorders which pulse 
should be taken (60-63), and which pulse should preferentially be examined in the var-_ 
ious periods of life (64-65). 
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Chapter five (66-80) is about characteristics of the pulse during the three parts of 
day and night (66) and during the six seasons (67-69ab). Each season endows the pulse 
with a characteristic type of pulsation (gati), resembling the way in which a particular 
animal moves about. The chapter proceeds with signs of the pulse connected with the 
preponderant taste of the food eajoyed; 26 these signs consist again of ways of pulsation 
resembling the gait of particular animals (69cd-72ab). A combination of the sweet and 
sour tastes gives rise to the same signs as those attributed to kapha, a combination of the 
pungent and saline tastes to the signs of pitta (72cd-73ab). 27 The tastes which should 
predominate in the food taken in a particular season are mentioned (75-76ab ), as well 
as the relationships between the do~as and the seasons (76cd-79ab) and those between 
the do~as and the mahiibhiitas (79cd-80). 

Chapter six (81-92ab) describes the radial pulse (jivanii<;li), the way to take it, the 
signs of the do~as, signs indicating curability or incurability, and conditions in which 
it is either practicable or impracticable to feel the pulse. 

Chapter seven (92cd-95) instructs the physician to diagnose vii.ta disorders with the 
index, pitta disorders with the middle finger, and kapha disorders with the little finger. 
Patients up to the age of fifty should be examined with the fingers of the right, older 
patients with those of the left hand. 

Chapter eight (96-100) specifies the types of pulsation characteristic of disorders 
of one d~a or two do~as; each do~a or combination of two do~as presents a type of 
pulsation resembling the movement of a particular animal. 

Chapter nine ((101-153)describes first the pulse that is typical of involvement of 
all three do~as (101-102). Subsequently, it enumerates a group of ten nii<;lis: I<;lii, Pi
tigalii, Su~umnii, Giindhiiri, Hastabija, Pii~ii, Payasvini, Alambu, Lakala, and Satikhini 
(103-104ab). 28 The six cakras are mentioned, 29 their seats, and the parts of the body 
where the ten nii<;lisarefound (104cd-108). 

The remaining part of the chapter is devoted to anatomy. All the verses on this sub
ject have been borrowed from the Siirrigadharas3f11hitii (I.5), with the exception of 125-
130, dealing with the seven layers of the skin and the diseases located in these layers. 30 

Chapter ten (154-182) describes the five mahiibhiitas (154-158), disorders arising 
from deficiency of one of these (159-160), the connections between the mahiibhiitas 
and the do~as (161), between the mahiibhiitas and the seven bodily elements (162) and 
the tastes (163-164 ), the colours of the mahabhiitas ( 165), the mahiibhiitas preponder
antly present in particular constituents of the body (166-170), the ratios of the mahii
bhiitas in several groups of animals (171-180), and the connections between the mahii
bhiitas and the seasons (181-182). 

Chapter eleven (183-273) is devoted to a classification of diseases. Almost the 
whole of this chapter has been taken from the Siirrigadharasacphitii (1.7). Exceptions 
are verses 184-185,31 186ab, 204-207, 32 and 272-273. 33 

Chapter twelve (274-292) describes that Piirvati wonders how disorders of the do
~as, which have their seats in various parts of the body, can be diagnosed by means of 
the radial pulse. Being puzzled, she asks Siva for elucidation. 

Siva informs her of some anatomical facts. He declares that the miiliidhiiracakra 34 

contains a vidhigranthi, which is the seat of vii.ta; similarly, the heart-lotus35 has a 
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harigranthi, the seat of pitta; at the throat one finds a haragranthi, which is the seat of 
kapha.36 

The 11a9Is originate from the miilakanda. Three among them, which havethenature 
of Brahma, Vi~~1u and Siva, are more important, but the Su~umnii is the foremost. This 
very subtle Su~umnii runs from the seat of viita to the seat of pitta, thence to the seat 
of kapha, to reach finally the Sahasriira37 at the top of the head. From the top of the 
head it goes downwards, branches off, and passes through the forehead, ears, the region 
between the eyebrows, nostrils, throat, and shoulders, ending at the wrists, where the 
pulse can be examined. Other branches pass through the sides of the abdomen and the 
hips, ending at the ankles, where the pulsations are perceptible. 

The treatise ends with some verses explaining again that the state of the do~as is 
diagnosed by help of the three fingers of the physician. 

The author is unknown. The Nii.qicakra must be later than the Sii.riigadharasa1phitii., 
on account of the large number of verses common to both works. 38 

NADICAKRANIDANA.39 

NADICAKRANIRNA YA.40 

NA~ICAKRAVIDHI. 41 

NAJ?IDARPAl~A 42 by Dattiirama,43 son of Srikrg1aliila, 44 is a treatise in 217 verses, 
arranged in three chapters (avaloka). · 

Although stressing the importance of a~!asthiinaparik~ ( 1.6) and referring to var
ious elements of this procedure (I.II, 12, 14), the work is exclusively devoted to nii-
9Iparik~ii. The author emphasizes that the examination of the pulse can be learnt by 
practice only, not from books ( 1.24 ). The cause of the pulsation of the arteries is said 
to be the contraction of the heart; the circulation of the blood is known to the author 
(1.31-35). 

Other subjects dealt with are: the three types of nii9I (viiyuvahii, miitravi9asthira
saviihinI, iihiiraviihinI; 1.37);45 the total number of nii9Is (thirty-five millions),46 the 
gross nii9Is (1,072 in number), and the twenty-four main nii9Is (1.41-45); the places 
where to feel the pulse (1.46-55); suitable and prohibited times for the examination of 
the pulse; (2.1-3 ); suitable and unsuitable patients (2.6-7); the correct procedure for 
examining the pulse (2.8-20); the characteristics of a normal pulse (2.21); the deities 
presiding over the various pulses (2.22); the colours of the nii9Is (2.23); the character
istics of the pulse in disturbances of the do~as (2.26-59) and the author's own opinion 
on this subject (2.33-46 ); the pulses indicating curability and incurability or approach
ing death (2.60-95); the articles of food to be prescribed in patients with an abnormal 
pulse (2.99- 106 ); the pulse in various disorders (3.1-28); the number of pulsebeats (3. 
29-41).47 

Sources are not mentioned, but the major part of Kai;iiida's Nii.~ivijiiiina forms part 
of the Nii.~darpal)a. 

The Nii.~idarpa~ia is quoted by Prabhakar Chatterjee in his Bhii.ratiy1mii~ivij11ii.na48 

and Satyadeva Viisi~\ha in his commentary on Riivai;ia's Nii.~parf}cyll 
Dattariima was a resident of Mathurii.49 The references to the functions of heart 
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and lungs and to the circulation of the blood enable us to assign the Nii~fdarpar:ia to 
the nineteenth century. Edition d has two additional chapters on pulse-examination ac
cording to Yiinani (twenty-four verses) and western medicine (eighteen verses). 

NADIGRANTHA.50 
NADIJIVAN A. 51 

NAQIJNANA attributed to Atreya.52 

NAQIJNANADARPAI~A. a work on the pulse and some related subjects in 252 verses 
by Bhiidharabhaga. 53 

The treatise covers all the subjects usual in a work on the pulse, but it deals with 
other diagnostic procedures as well, namely the examination of the eyes (netrapari
k~a; 222-228), tongue (iihvaparik~a; 229-230), nose (nasikaparik~; 231), faeces 
(malapari~ii; 232-234), urine (miitrapari~a; 235-247), and menstrual discharge 
(a11avaparik~a; 248-252).54 This explains that the Nii~j11iinada1par:ia has more verses 
on general aspects of medicine than the average text on nac;liparik~a and that various 
types of parik~a are referred to in its introductory part as indispensable procedures 
which have to precede any therapeutic action. 

The list of pulses characteristic for particular diseases (79-166) is much longer than 
in the monographs attributed to KaQiida and RavaQa. The same applies to the list indi
cating a fatal outcome in general or death within a specified period of time ( 189-220). 

The author does not refer to his sources by name, but a comparison with the treatises 
of Ka1~ada and RavaQa learns that he has incorporated at least half of KaQiida's work 
and some verses of Rava~1a. 

Fourteen main nac;lis are mentioned by name: Ic;!a, Piilgala, Su~umna, Sarasva
ti, 55 Varu1~i, 56 Pii~a,57 Hastijihva,58 Yasasvini, 59 Visvodara, 6° Kuhii, 61 Sailkhini, 62 

Payasvini, 63 Alambu~a,64 and Gandhari65 (30-32).66 Ic;!a, Piilgala and Su~umna are 
the most important among these, and Su~umna, located in the backbone and the head, 
is the foremost of the three (32-33). The frequency of the beats of the pulse in the 
various periods of life is described (50-53 ). 67 The pulse should be examined at six 
places: the hands, the feet and the temples (55), or at eight: the hands, the feet, the 
sides of the throat and near the two sides of the nose (56). The pulses felt at the sides 
of the nose and at the throat reveal particular disorders (57 and 59). The span of life 
as determined by the pulse is described (174-176). 

The examination of the nose and of the menstrual discharge are rarely mentioned 
in other treatises. 

No particulars are known about the author and his date. He is later, in any case, than 
the period of composition of the treatises attributed to KaQiida and RavaQa. 

NADIJNANAD!PIKA. 68 
NAQIJNANAPRADIPIKA. 69 

NAQ IJNANAPRAKASIKA. 70 The number of openings 71 of the nac;lis, which are con
nected with the hairs, and from which drops of sweat (gharmabindu) ooze out, is thirty-
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live millions (3).72 One main nii<;II, the origin of all the others, is the pathway of vii
yu, and has its root in the upperpartofthebody, while its branches reach downwards 
( 4 ). The fourteen most important nii<;!Is, which carry priii:ia, ~nd are established in the 
jivakosa, are: !<;Iii, Piilgalii, Su~umi:iii, SarasvatI, Viirul)I, Pii~ii. Hastijihvii, YasasvinI, 
Visvodari, Kuhii, SailkhinI, PayasvinI, Alarpbusii, and GiindhiirI (10-13). Ten among 
these nii<;!Is convey the ten kinds of viiyu. !<;Iii, Piilgalii and Su~umi:iii course in an up
ward direction; GiindhiirI and Hastijihvii provide movement to arms and legs; Alarp
busii and YasasvinI are located in the right, Kuhii and SailkhinI in the left half of the 
body (14-16). The locations of the terminals (dviira) of the ten (viiyu-transporting) nii
<;!Is: !<;Iii ends in the left nostril, Piilgalii in the right nostril, Su~umi:iii in the opening 
(randhra) (at the top) of the spinal column (varpsa), GiindhiirI in the left eye, Hasti-. 
jihvii in the right eye, Pii~ii in the right ear, YasasvinI in the left ear, Alarpbusii in the 
mouth. Kuhii in the root of the penis, and SailkhinI in the crown of the skull (17-19).73 

The ten kinds of viiyu are: priil)a, apiina, samiina, udiina, vyiina, niiga, kiirma, lq
kara, devadatta, and dhanaiijaya; 74 the first five form the more important group; priii:ia 
and apiina are the most important among them; prii1)a is more important than apiina 
(20-21); the nii<;!Is in the ears perceive sounds, those in the eyes forms, those in the 
nose smells; the one situated in the tongue perceives tastes, those in the skin perceive 
sensations of touch; those in heart and mouth give rise to sound; manas, buddhi, etc., 
are eastablished in the heart (22-23). 

GiindhiirI is located behind l<;lii; it has the colour of a peacock's throat and runs from 
the left foot to the left eye (25). Hastijihvii lies to the front of !<;Iii; it has the colour of 
an utpala (blue water-lily) and runs from the left part of the head to the big toe of the 
left foot (26). Pii~ii lies behind Piilgalii; its colour is like that of a dark cloud; it runs 
from the right eye to the sole of the right foot (27). Alarpbusii lies to the front of Pi
ilgalii and is red in colour; it runs from the right eye to the big toe of the right foot (28). 
YasasvinI, lying in front of Pingalii, has the hue of a conch and runs from the right 
part of the head to the big toe of the right foot (29). SailkhinI is located between Gii
ndhiirI and Sarasv.atI; it is golden in colour and runs from the left foot to the left ear 
(30). Kuhii is located between Viirui:iI and Pii~ii; it is white in colour and runs from the 
big toe of the right foot to the top of the head (31). The most important among these 
nii<;!Is are VisvodarI, SailkhinI, Riivanii, and SarasvatI (32). 75 Su~umi:iii, located in the 
brahmarandhra, on the road to final liberation (muktimiirga), is invisible (avyakta) and 
associated with Vi~i:iu (33). The three main nii<;!Is are !<;Iii, Piilgalii and Su~umi:iii; Su
~umi:iii is foremost among them (34 ). !<;Iii runs on the left side, Pi11galii on the right side, 
and Su~umi:iii in the middle; all three are pathways of viiyu (35). !<;Iii has the lustre of a 
conch and the moon, Piilgalii is white and red (36). !<;Iii is a seat of the moon, Piilgalii of 
the sun, Su~umi:iii of the wind (marut); !<;Iii is a seat of rajas, Piilgalii of tamas, Su~umi:iii 
of sattva; !<;Iii is associated with the night, Pingalii with the day (37). !<;Iii has the nature 
of viiyu, Pingalii that of fire, while Su~umi:iii, lying on the pathway to the brahmadviira 
(= brahmarandhra), has the nature of both (38). 

The heart resembles an inverted lotus bud, decorated with perforations (39). Pi
ilgalii has the fire mai:i<;lala as its dwelling place (gocara) and is called devayiina ( 40).76 

!<;Iii has the somamai:i<;lala as its dwelling place and is called pitryiina ( 41). 77 The long 
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(series of) bone(s) in the back, extending from the anus to the head, and resembling the 
neck ( daQ"1i) of a ViQii, is called the brahmadaQ<;la ( 42). The delicate hole at its upper 
end is called brahmanii<;li; the subtle Su~umQii lies between !<;Iii and Piilgalii (43). The 
jiva is established in the body, which is at some places like a cakra, at other places like 
a kosa, or again like ajivagrha (48). Thejivaroams through the body, mounted on the 
prliQas; it resembles a spider in its web ( 49). The ten seats (iiyatana) of prliQa are: the 
umbilical region, ojas, the anal region, semen, the blood, the temples, the head, the kii
Q<;ia, and the heart (51). 78 Visvodari is thirty-two hasta in length; that part of it which 
is present in the neck measures one hasta (52). The iimiisaya is located at a distance 
of ten hasta from this (part of Visvodari) and the pacyamiiniisaya at a distance of ten 
hasta from the iimiisaya (53). The distance between pacyamiiniisaya and pakviisaya is 
ten hasta again; the guhyadesa (region of the genitals and anus) measures one hasta; 
its nii<;liresembles the convolutions of a conch (54). 

The ingested food passes through iimiisaya, pacyamiiniisaya and pakviisaya; the (di
gestive) fire is located above the pakviisaya (55). The rasa derived from the food passes 
through the nii<;li of the navel and goes to all parts of the body, impelled by viiyu (56). 
The umbilical region has the form of a tortoise (klirma); the eight limbs of this tor
toise are connected with the eight mahiinii<;lis; four among these are in the region of 
the back, four in the region of the chest (kro9a) (57). Two of the nii<;lis in the back and 
two in the chest run upwards, the other four downwards; the nii<;lis running upwards 
split into two branches (pallava) in the region of the throat; one of these splits again 
into five smaller branches (58). The branches go to the eyes, nostrils, tongue, lips and 
ears; one nii<;li, coming from the back, is called iikuiicanakari (59).79 A nli<;li, coming 
from the shoulder region, goes to the hand and splits into five branches; this one too 
is called iikuiicanakari (60). A nii<;li running downwards from the back splits into five 
branches for the toes and is called prasiiraQakari (6 I). 80 The ninth limb of the tortoise 
is called liilganii<;li; its two branches convey urine and semen (62). The tortoise lies in a 
transverse position in the umbilical region, its head pointing to the left and its tail to the 
right; its left legs point upwards, the right legs downwards (63). Two nii<;lis are present 
in its head, two in its tail, and five in each of its legs (64 ). Its mouth parts face upwards 
in women, downwards in men (71). For this reason a physician should examine the 
pulse of the right hand in males, that of the left hand in females (72). 

Nii.i;>IJNANASIK~A by Kiiliprasanna Vidyiiratna Bhanaciirya, 81 a modem work. 
Nii.i;>IJNANASIK~A by HaraliilaGupta.82 

Nii.i;>IJNANATARANGJ~I. a treatise on the pulse in 102 verses by Raghuniithaprasii
da.83 

This work is in the form of a dialogue between a woman called Loliik~i. daughter of 
a Gandharva called Pampayya who lived in Bilagriima, and a physician who answers 
her questions on diagnostics by means of the pulse (5-8; 101-102). 

The usual subjects are covered. Many verses are taken from the monographs on 
the pulse attributed to KaQiida and RiivaQa or are very similar to verses found there, 
although the author does not disclose his sources except mentioning Pariisara by name 
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(2). 
The deities presiding over the pulses of vayu, pitta and kapha are Brahma, Siva and 

Vi~i:iu (10), or, according to another view, Vayu, Siirya and Candra ( 11 ). The difference 
in examining the pulse in male and female patients (the pulse of the right hand in males 
and that of the left in females) is mentioned and explained as due to the head of the kii
rma (tortoise) 84 being directed upwards in females and downwards in males (16-18). 85 

The pulse in diseases is hardly described (76-81), whereas the frequency of the pulse, 
dependent on the age of the patient, is elaborately dealt with (82-90).86 The pulse is 
explained as brought about by rhythmic contractions of the heart which, with vata as 
an intermediary, make the blood move through the vessels (91-92). 

Raghunathaprasada was the son of Sitararria and Lak~mI and a pupil of Srinivasa. ffl 
Sitarama was the eldest of the three sons of Tapirama, son of the physician Govardhana 
who descended from Balasarman, a brahmai:ia of Kanyajub ja lineage. 88 

The Nii~ljiiiinataratigil)f is a modern work as appears from its description of the 
contraction of the heart as the origin of the pulse. 89 

NAQIJNANAVIDHI 90 by Raghunatha Pa1]9ita91 is a short treatise in twenty-two verses 
on the characteristics of the pulse in excitement of each of the three do~as. in sarpnipa
ta, and in a short series of disorders. The author also describes the views of Caraka on 
the pulse in disorders of one do~a. two do~as, and saqmipata. 92 

NADIJNANAVINIRNA YA.93 
NA~IKARARATNADARPA~A. 94 

NADILAKSANA. 95 

NADILAKSANA, SADVIDHA.96 
NA~iM0TRAMALANETRAPARIK$A.97 

NAl;>IMUTRANETRAPARIK$A. 98 

NAJ;>IMUTRAPARIK~A. 99 

NAQINAK~ATRAMALA. 100 The na91 101 situated at the root of the thumb has an exten
sion of three fingers (aiigula) and the size of a barleycorn; it is connected with all parts 
of the body (I). The course ofkaphain this wonderful na91can be found between those 
of vata and pitta (2). The course of pitta may be detected by means of the forefinger, 
that of kapha by means of the middle finger, and that of vata by means of the ring finger 
(3). Taking the root (of the thumb) as the point of reference, the nearest pulse is that of 
pitta, followed by those ofkapha and vata ( 4 ). A physician should determine the nature 
of the vata pulse first, subsequently that of kapha and pitta (5). 

The characteristics of the normal pulses of pitta, kapha and vata (6-7). Characteris
tics of abnormal pulses ofvata, kapha and pitta (8). An abnormal condition (vakragati) 
of the three pulses indicates disease, a normal (sama) condition health (9). The pulse 
of kapha is called after Brahma, that of pitta after Vi~QU, that of vata after isvara (= 
Siva); this is the opinion of Dhanvantari (10). The characteristics of the pulse indicat
ing a disorder of vata and pitta ( 11), pitta and vata (12), 102 kapha and pitta (13 ), pitta 
and kapha (14 ), kapha and vata (15), vata and kapha (16). The characteristics of the 
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pulse in disorders caused by viita (17), kapha (18) and pitta (19). The characteristics of 
a particular type of irregular pulse (20). 103 The characteristics of a particular abnormal 
pulse indicating thirty-two disorders ( do~a) (21). 104 The characteristics of the pulse in a 
disorder called siitikiiviiyu (22). 105 Pulses indicating an (external) fever, internal fever, 
and a fever that has reached the bones (23). Characteristics of the pulse indicating a 
fatal outcome (24 ). The importance of determining the five main characteristics of the 
pulse (25-26). 106 Characteristics of the pulse indicating a favourable prognosis (27). 

The author of the commentary, called N~Tniriipal)ii, was Kf~Qa Siiri, son of Gopiilii
ciiryasiiri, of Siituliiri lineage. 107 

Authorities quoted in the commentary are Amara and Visva. 

NADiNIDANA or Niilfinirl)8ya, a work in twenty-seven stanzas attributed to the 
Asvlns. 108 

NADiNIRNAYA.109 

NAQiNIROPAl)IA. IJO 

NAJ?iPARIJNANA, compiled by Sriniviisiiciirya Ayyaviiralu. 111 

NAJ?iPARiK~A by Agnivesa. 112 

NAJ?iPARiK~A by Avadhiita. 113 

NAJ?IPARiK~A attributed to Dattiitreya. 1J 4 

NAJ?iPARiK~A by Qhw~qhiriija. 11S 

NAJ?iPARiK~A by Gar1giilihara. 116 

NAJ?iPARiK~A by Govinda. 117 

NXi;>iPARiK~A by KaQiida. 118 
NAJ?iPARiK~A by Mandhara. 119 

NAJ?iPARiK~A by Miirka1~9eya. 12o 
NAJ?IPARiK~A by Naiijariija.121 
NAi;>iPARiK~A by Piijyapiilia. 122 

NAJ?iPARiK~A by Riimacandra Somayiijin, son of Agnicit Siiryadiisa of Naimi~ra
QYa, 123 

NXr;,iPARiK~A ascribed to RiivaQa, 124 a treatise on the pulse in ninety-six verses. 
The matigala is addressed to Indira, i.e., Lak~mi. The second verse refers to 

~!asthiinaparik~ii. 
The subjects dealt with are: the jivaniiqI (i.e., the radial a1tery), called thus by 

Nandi(n), 125 located in the forearm and connected with all parts of the body; this 
jivaniiqI, when examined at the base of the thumb, reveals all types of disturbances 
of the do~as (3-5); the correct way of examining the pulse in men and women at the 
wrist and at the ankle (6-10); the three pulses of the d~ in relation to the three 
fingers of the examiner, their characteristics when the d~as are in balance and when 
they are excited ( 11-14 ); qualities of the pulses of the normal and the excited do~as 
(15-19); the pulse in a healthy person and in incurable diseases (20-23); the pulse in 
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various disorders (24-38); the qualities of the pulse when the do~as are staying in their 
respective seats, when increased, decreased, or disturbed in various ways (39-45); 
the pulse in various disorders ( 46-67); pulses indicating incurability or death within 
a specified period of time (68-90); characteristics of a dying person (91-93); the 
number of pulsations compatible with life (94 ); the pulse in a fever which has reached 
the innermost parts of the body (95); the duty of a physician to withhold treatment 
from a patient after recognizing the approach of death (96). 

RiivaQa's treatise on the pulse is less systematically arranged thanthatofKa!]iida. It 
is probably quoted by A4hamalla and Kiisiriima. 126 RiivaQa is mentioned in Kapilami
sra's Niig[prabodhana. 

A modern Sanskrit commentary on the work, called Vivrti, was written by Satyadeva 
Viisi~!ha. 127 

Authors and works quoted or referred to in this commentary are: Amara (38; 87), 
Aiijananidiina (49; 63), ~fiingahrdayasarphitii (26), Ayurvedasiistra (10), BasavariijT
ya (5; 8; 17-18; 20; 21; 23; 29; 31-32; 74; 86; 87), Bhagavadgftii (9; 10), Bhiiskara's 
SiddhiintasiromaIJi (10), Bhiivaprakiisa (46), Caraka (often), KaQiida (often), Li
,igapuriiIJa (4), Madhuko§a (64), Nii9Tda1paIJa (34), NiigTprakiisa (83; 86), Nidiina (31; 
57), Nfiaka1;iiha's Prasnatantra (34 ), 128 Pataiijali (34 ), Rasavaise§ika (24-25), ~gveda 
(7; 10), SatapathabriihmaIJa (8), Susruta (often), Videha (64), Yajurveda (10; 92), 
Yiiska (34), and Yogaratniikara (74; 75; 77; 84-85; 87-88). 

The two main teachers of the author were Niithiiriimamaudgalya, son of Gokula, 
pupil of GaQaniitha, and Tilakariimasarman, son of Sukhariima, pupil of Arjunami
sra. 129 

The following elements of RiivaQa's Niigfparfk§iiareabsentfrom KaQiida's Nagfvijiiii
na: 130 the termjivanii<;li and its attribution to Nandi(n); the reference to a~iasthiinapari
k~ii; the differences in the examination of the pulses in men and women. The series of 
diseases mentioned together with the characteristics of the pulse observed in them is 
longer than in KaQiida's work.1 31 

Nothing is known about the real author of the text. 132 

The quotations from RiivaQa's NiigTparTk§ii by A<;lhamalla, if from this text and not 
from a floating tradition, 133 suggest a date anterior to the fourteenth century. 134 The 
reference to a~!asthiinapari~ seems to contradict such an early date since this subject 
is not mentioned in medical treatises until the beginning of the sixteenth century. 135 

NA(?IPARIK~A by Sriviitasya riijabhi~ak. 136 

NA(?IPARIK~A compiled by Vipinavihiirin Gupta. 137 

NA(?IPARIK~A by Yogisvara. 138 

NA(?IPARIK~A, anonymous. 139 

NA(?IPARIK~ADICIKITSAKATHANA by RatnapiiQisarman, son of Gailgoli Saq1jive
svarasarman, patronized by Chattrasiq1ha of Mithilii. This work is a treatise on the 
examination of the pulse and on therapy in 552 verses, arranged in five chapters (vilii-
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sa). The order of the diseases in this treatise is odd; it ends with a rasaprakarar:iakirtana. 
It has been composed after A.O. 1550. 140 

NADIPARIKSAJNANADJ. 14 ' 
NAQIPARIK~ALAK~At:JA.142 

NAQIPRABODHA by Ramacandra Vajapeyin, 143 son of Silryadasaand pupil ofSribha
rati, a treatise in 158 verses, composed in A.O. 1446. 144 

NAQIPRABODHAKA by Kaviraja Krpalamisra or Kr~r:ramisra Pai'icendra. 145 
NAQIPRAKARAt:JA by Kar:rada. 146 
NAQIPRAKARAt:JA by Sivadasa, in thirty-eight stanzas. 147 

NAQIPRAKARAt:JA from the Vaidyabhii$al)a Bhfmariiva 148 

NAQIPRAKARAt:JA or Niigfparfk$ii, anonymous. 149 
NAQIPRAKASA by Oattarama. ,so 
NAQIPRAKASA from the Gautamfyatantra. 151 

NAQIPRAKASA by Govinda. I52 
NAQIPRAKASA by Kar:rada.153 
NAQIPRAKASA, compiled by Pitambarasena. 154 
NAQIPRAKASA by Ramaraja, 155 son of Ratnadeva. 156 

NAQIPRAKASA by Sar11karasena 157 Kaviraja, a work in three tS8 or four 159 chapters 
(uddyota), based on Kar:rada's Niigfvijiiiina. It quotes a large part of Kar:rada's verses, 160 

frequently in a changed order, and comments on them, thereby comparing Kar:iada's 
views with those of other authorities. Sar11karasena enlarges on some subjects, in par
ticular the seasons and the causes of excitement of the do~as. Chapter three contains 
sections on the examination of the menstrual discharge, semen, urine, nose, eyes, and 
tongue, which are subjects not dealt with in Kar:iada's work. Chapter three ends with 
the statement that the art off eeling the pulse can be learnt only by concentrating one's 
mind in the same way as in yoga. Chapter four is, apartfrom the firstfewverses, omit
ted in edition band replaced by an exposition on yoga and breathing. The full Sanskrit 
text of this chapter and its translation arefoundin edition c; it consists of an exposition 
on prognostic signs derived from characteristics of the breathing of the patient. 161 

Sources quoted are Jiimala (chapter four), the Prayogacintiimal)i 162 (88: on the ex
amination of the urine and other types ofparik~a), (the Niit;lfprakiisaof) Ramariija (20; 
85), and Susruta (50: on the excitement of the do~s and blood; 86: on the menstrual 
discharge; 87: on semen). The Dattiitreyasaq1hitii was also among Sa1pkarasena's 
sources. 163 

Sar11karasena's Niil;lfprakiisa is quoted in Jivanandavidyasagara's commentary on 
Kar:rada's Niigfvijiiiina. Sarpkarasena is referred to in Kapilamisra's Niit;lfprabodha
na. 164 The Niigfprakiisa quoted in Aghoranatha's commentary on his Bhi$aksarvasva 
and La~mirama's. commentary on the Siddhabhe$ajamaQimii1ii is Sar11karasena's 
work. An unspecified Niigfprakiisa is cited in Satyadeva Vasi~!ha's commentary on 
Ravar:ia's Niicjfparfk$ii, 
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Sa1!).karasena belonged to the medical caste called Amba~\ha 165 and was the son of 
Sripati, a descendant of D11hisena. 166 He lived in Bengal 167 and wrote his work for his 
friend, Kaviriij Sananda. l68 

The Naglprakiisa was composed towards the end of the nineteenth or in the begin
ning of the twentieth century. 16' 

N AD i SAMUCCA y A. rio 
NADISASTRA. 171 
NADiSASTRASAMGRAHA. rn 
NADITANTRA. 173 
NAQITANTRA by Hiirita. 174 

NAJ?ITANTRA, ~AJ?VIDHA-. 175 
NAJ?ITANTRAVIDH I, ascribed to Dattiitreya.176 
NAQITARANGll'!fl. 177 

NAQITATTVAVIaHI, ascribed to Dattiitreya.178 
NADIVICARA. 179 
NAI;>IVICARAROGAGAI:,IANA. 180 
NADIVIDHANA.1 81 
NAQIVIJNANA, anonymous. 182 
NAQIVIJNANA by Dvarakanatha Bhanaciirya. 133 

NAi;>iVIJNANA by Govil)daramasena, son of Kr~l)avallabhasena and grandson of Sri
patisena. l84 

NAi;>iVIJNANA, ascribed to KaQiida, 185 is a monograph on the examination of the pulse 
in II 6 verses. 186 

Themangalais addressed to Sambhu, i.e., Siva, whose five mouths revealed the five 
Vedas, i.e., ~g-, Yajur-, Sama-, Atharva-, and Ayurveda. Mahesa, i.e., Siva, transmitted 
his knowledge of the Vaidyaka, i.e., Ayurveda, to Dhatar, i.e., Brahma.or Prajapati; 
Dhatar gave it to Tura~ah, i.e., Indra, and Indra in his turn to KaQada. 

The na9is of the human body are said to be thirty-five millions in number and to 
have the umbilical region as their place of origin; 72,000 among them transport the per
ceptions of the five senses and 700 the fluid derived from the food (annarasa); twenty
four na9is only can distinctly be felt. The na9i in the right hand or foot is the one to 
be examined in particular. 187 A tortoise (kiirma), thought to be located in the umbilical 
region with its mouth directed to the left, its tail to the right, its left legs upwards and its 
right legs downwards, is the origin of the twenty-four nii4is accessible to examination; 
two nii9is proceed from its head, two from its tail, and five from each of its legs (3-9). 

Therightway to examine the radial pulse is described and the circumstances which 
are suitable or unsuitable to the procedure (11-13 ). The synonyms of the term na9i 
are enumerated (15) and the way to distinguish the pulse of the three do~as when in 
balance or excited is described (16-18). The characteristics of the pulse in a healthy 
person are given, and those of a normal pulse during the morning, afternoon, evening 
and night ( 19-20). The verses which follow are on the qualities of the pulse in disorders 
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of one, two, and all three do~as (21-30), on the pulses which indicate incurability or 
death within a specified period of time (31-49), curability in cases seemingly incurable 
(50-61), on the relation between the pulse and particular articles of diet, as well as 
foods with a particular taste (62-78). The treatise ends with a long series of stanzas on 
the pulse in various diseases (80-116).188 

Verses from Kai:iada's treatise form part of Dattariima's Niigfdarpal)a and the 
section on nii~Iparik~ii of SrikanJl~asiiri's Hitopadesa. Kai:iiida and his Niigfvijiiana 
are quoted in Gulriijsarmamisra's Visikhiinupravesavijiiiina. Kai:iada (i.e., the Niigf
vU11iina) is often cited in Satyadeva Viisi~Jha's commentary on Riivai:ia's Niigfparfk$ii. 
A Niigfvijiiiina is quoted in Aghoraniitha's commentary on his Bhi$aksarvasva and 
Yogendraniitha's ii.yurv(iiiiinaratniikara. 

Commentaries on Kai:iada's Na,fvijiiiina were written by Govindariima, 189 Hariha
raniitha Siistrin, 190 Sarpkarasena, 191 and Jiviinandavidyiisiigara. 192 

Authorities quoted in Jiviinanda's commentary are: 193 Amara (6), Bhiivaprakiisa 
(13; 70), Caraka, Dattiitreya (7; 8), Giirugasvarodaya (3), Govindariima (81; 97), 194 

Haima (89), MedinI (6; 80; 82; 100), Nidiina (91), 195 Piiriisarfya (3), RiijanighaQ{U (63), 
Riimariija(l9;23; 113), 196Saipkarasena(l8; 20; 26; 30; 81; 82; 83; 84; 93; 102; 110; 
113), 197 Sivasaqihitii (3), l98 Siik$masvarodaya (3), 199 Susruta, ViigbhaJa (70; 78), and 
Visva (5). 200 

Jiviinanda's commentary records a large number of variant readings. 

No particulars are known Kai:iiida and the date of his work. 201 

NAJ?IVIJNANIYA.202 

NAQY ADIPARIK~A by Riimacandra Somayiijin. 203 This work is probably identical 
with Riimacandra Viijapeyin's Niigfprabodha. 

NAJ?YUTPATII by Sririima. 204 

TRIDO_~ANAJ?IVIVARAJ':IA. 205 



Chapter 3 

Various authors 

AG HORA: Vidyiivalf or Aghoravidyiivalf, a work in iiryii metre, which consists of six'. 
teen chapters (adhikiira), and deals with several branches of medicine. 1 

AGHO~AMAJ':11: Mulakacandraprakasa. 2 

AGNIVESA's Aiijananidiina 3 deals exclusively with nidiina. 4 

The work consists of235 5 verses, mostly slokas;6 the majority of these were com
posed by the author. After the introductory stanza, the causes of excitement of the do
~as, the signs of these when excited, and some other general. suti jects are dealt with 
(2-9). Verses 10-233 are about the nidiina of the various diseases. The influence of 
the Miidhavimidiina is distinctly traceable in the Aiijananidiina, 1 but many divergences 
can be noticed. The arrangement of the diseases resembles that of Miidhava most from 
jvara up to sotha (10-164 ). Subsequently, the number of differences increases. Since 
the Aiijanidiina is much more concise than the Rogaviniscaya, some of the nosological 
entities described in the latter work are omitted. 8 

Sources are not referred to in the A11jananidiina. 

The Aiijananidiina is quoted in Satyadeva Viisi~(ha's commentary on Riiva~a's Nii
,rparfk~. 

Compared with the Miidhavanidiina, the following additions are conspicuous: quo
tidian fever is said to pervade the body during fifty gha(Is 9 (26); three viparyaya types 
of irregular fever are distinguished (26); a type of fever arising from k~ve<,la 10 is de
scribed (30); laghu and guru types of fever are mentioned (32-33); sa111graha~i is dis
tinguished from graha~I ( 4 7); bhasmaka 11 is added to the varieties of aji~a (57); vra
~iiyiima 12 is added to the series of viita diseases ( 110); medoroga is supplemented by 
svabhiivadurbalatii 13 (I 51 ); vrddhi is broken up into kuramaka 14 and vardhma 15 (165-
168); masiirikii is said to occur exclusively in children (209); dhvajabhai1ga, i.e., impo
tence (209), and other disorders of male sexual functioning are described (220-222). 

Commentaries on the Aiijananidiina are reported to have been written by Biilasii
strIGarde, 16 Dattariim Caube, 17 Gumana Rama, 18 Jayakf~~amisra, 19 and Tripii\hisaip
kara.20 

Agni vesa is mentioned as the author in the first and the last verses. The real author 
remains unknown. 21 Several nosological details are in favour of assigning the work to 
a period later than the eleventh or twelfth century. The only evidence as to the lower 
limit is provided by the date of some MSS (1752,22 1793,23 and 1794)_24 
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AKALANKASV AMIN: Vidyiivinoda. This work by a Jain author refers to Bhaskara, 
Dharmakirti, Pil jyapada, and VIrasena. 25 

ANANTAKUMARA's Yogaratnasamuccaya 26 is a very extensive treatise, mainly deal
ing with therapy, and containing extracts from a large number of earlier authors and 
works quoted by name. 

The work is written in verse, interspersed with prose passages, and contains about 
10,000 stanzas, arranged in thirty chapters (adhikara), the subjects of which are: (I) the 
do~s (1-61); (2) paiicakarman, i.e., sneha (1-19), sveda (1-22), vamanaand virecana 
( 1-73), basti (1-123), and nasya (1-27); (3) dhiima (I-7), ga1~c;lu~a and kavala (8-12), 
miirdhataila (12-23); (4) raktamok~a9a (1-78); (5) k~iira and agnikarman (1-18); (6) 
bhojana, viruddhanna, prativi~ (1-129); (7) snehapiika ( 1-134 ); (8) dravya (1-1262); 
(9) jvaradirogacikitsa, on jvara (1-595), raktapitta (596-673), asrgdara (674-720), 
and asthisrava (721-761); (10) kasadirogacikitsa, on kasa, svasa, and hikka (1-287); 
(II) riijayak~madirogacikitsa, on riijayak~man (1-108), svarasiida (108-146),27 aro
caka (147-193), and praseka (194-204); (12) chardyiidirogacikitsii, on chardi (1-72), 
hrdroga (72-156), tr~Qii (157-229), mada, miircha and saqmyasa (230-274); (13) on 
arsas and udavarta (1-282); (14) atisaradirogacikitsa, on atisara (1-224) and graha9I, 
together with agnimiindya, ajir9a, alasaka and vi~iicika (225-494); (15) on miitriighiita 
and miitrakrcchra (1-198), prameha, sarkara and asmari (199-327), somaroga and 
miitriitisiira (328-339); (16) vidradhyadirogacikitsa, on vidradhi (1-89), vrddhi (90-
168), gulma ( 169-499), siila (500-580), iidhmana, anaha, and some related disorders 
(581-588); (17) jalakiirmiidirogacikitsii, on jalakiirma (589-632), plihan (633-683), 
and udara (1-152); (18) on pii~1c;luroga (I-71), kamala, kumbhakamala and halI
maka (72-134), sopha (135-243), visarpa (244-409), masiirika (410-468), vispho!a 
(469-487), sitapitta and amlapitta (488-507), and k~udramasiirika (508-514); (19) 
on ku~!ha (1-241), svitra (242-282), and krimi (283-355); (20) vatadirogacikitsa, on 
vatavyadhi (1-381), vataso9ita (382-530), sthaulya (531-549), karsya (550-556), and 
nidra (557-571); (21) vandhyiidirogacikitsa, on vandhya (1-35), garbhi9I (36-320),28 

and balaroga (321-576); (22) on warding off (prati~edha) balagrahas (1-282); (23) 
on warding off bhiitonmiida (1-29), unmiida (30-91), and apasmiira (92-151); (24) 
netrarogiidicikitsii, on netraroga (1-515), kar9aroga (516-594), niisiiroga (595-642), 
and mukharoga (643-851); (25) sirorogacikitsii (1-166); (26) vra9acikitsa, on vra9a 
(1-219), bhagna (220-270), and dagdha (271-280); (27) bhagandariidicikitsa, on 
bhagandara (1-39), granthi and arbuda (1-37), slipada (38-58), apacI (59-98), 
and niic;II (99-112); (28) k~udrarogacikitsii (1-89); guhyarogacikitsii, on upadal)1Sa, 
yonyarsas, pi!aka, niruddhama9i (1-37), yonivyapad and related disorders (38-74); 
(29) vi~acikitsa (1-410); (30) rasayana (1-186) and vajikaraQa (187-255). 

Though the author's main concern is therapeutics, the subject of nidiina is not ne
glected in this work. The treatment of most diseases is preceded by verses on their aeti
ology and symptomatology. Religious and astrological elements are quite common in 
Anantakumara's therapy, 29 but, broadly speaking, his work can be characterized as be
longing to the mainstream of ayurvedic tradition since rasau~adhas are nearly absent. 
Mercury is only rarely prescribed and opium seems to be unknown to the author. 
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The arrangement of the diseases differs entirely from the order introduced by Mii
dhava and has obviously been influenced by Viigbha1a. 

The Yogaratnasamuccaya is for the greater part a compilation from the works of 
predecessors, but verses that were probably composed by the author are not rare; ver
sified passages from sources in prose are also found and even indicated as such. 30 Nu
merous borrowings are said to derive from some unspecified treatise (tantrantara). 

The sources quoted by name are: 31 Acyuta, 32 iigarna,33 Agastya,34 Agnive
sa, iignivesya, Alambiiyana,35 Arnarakosa,36 AmitaprabhTya,31 Amftadhii-, 38 Amrta
miilii, 39 Am[tiiiijali, 40 AmrtaprabhTya,41 iirogyasiistra, 42 iiryiisarnuccaya,43 iisvina
sa1phitii, 44 iisvineya,45 iisvinTya,46 Aurabhra,47 Biihusiila,48 Biihusailgha,49 Biirha
spatya, 50 Bhadrasaunaka, 51 Bhadravarman, 52 Bhiilukfya, 53 Bhiiradviijiya, 54 Bhara
ta, 55 Bhiirgava,56 Bhavaka, 57 Bhavi§yatpuriilJa, 58 Bhavi§yottarapuriiQa. 59 Bhela,60 
Bhi~a,irnu~(i, 61 Bhoja,62 Bhojariija,63 Bhojottara, 64 Bimbasiira,65 Jljndusara, 66 Bra
hmaciirin,67 BrahmiilJ(;lapuriilJa,68 BriihmTyasiitra,69 Brhadbhoja,1° Ciik~u~a,71 Ca
ndrii-,72 Candra13,73 Caraka, Carakanyiisa,14 Catu(l§ll§ti,15 Cikitsakalikii, 76 Cikitsii
f!lava, 77 Dasemiinf, 78 Deva/fya,79 Dfpanfya, 80 Dravyakalpa, 81 Dravyiiva/T, 82 Ekadra
vya,83 EraQgakalpa, Gandhayukti, 84 GaQc;ffriiri§tahiirftakfvyiikbyiina, 85 Gaurftantra,86 
Hiiriscandra, 87 Hiirita,88 Hiirftfya,89 HiraQyiik§Tya, 90 Indu,91 l.~iinayoga, 92 Jiinu
ka,93 Jarja!a, 94 Jiitukan;ia,95 Jimiitasena,96 Jitasena,97 Jivaka-,98 JrvakI-,99 KalyiiQa
(ka)-, 10°Kaiicipuraviisin, 101 Kiiilkiiyana, 102 Kiirikii, 103 Kiisyapiya, 1o4 KiityiiyanTya, 105 
Kharaniida, 116 Kharaniidfya, 107 Kr~Qiitreya, 108 K~iirapiiQi, I09 K§iirapiil)fya, 110 K§u
drabhoja, 111 Kumiirasa1phitii, 112 UniirthadyotanT, 113 Mahiibhiirata, 114 Mahiipii[hasu
ddhi, 115 Mahiiyiina, 116 Mahendrakalpa, 117 Mahodadhi, 118 Manorarnii, 119 Man11srnrti, 
Mayarnata, 120 Niigiirjuna, 121 Niigii1junTya, 122 Niimanfta, 123 Niiradfya, 124 Niir11yaQT
ya, 125 Piilakiipya, Piiriisarya, 126 Piithas11ddhi, 127 Prayogah[daya, 128 Prayogakosa, 129 
Prayogaratniikara, 130 PrayogiinJava, 131 Prayogasrupgraha, 132 Prayogasiira, 133 Prayo
gasiddhi, 134 Riijarniirta11gfya, 135 RiijavaidehTya, 136 Ratnajitasena, 137 Ratniiva/T, 138 
Sacfrnata, 139 Sahasrayoga, 140 SahasrayogT, 141 SahasrayogTvyiikhyii, Siikyabhik~u, 142 
Siilihotra, 143 Saqigraha, SiiriirQav a,144 Siirasaipk§epa, 145 Siiriiva/T, 146 Sarvatriita, 14 7 

Sarvatriita, 148 Siistriil"/Java, 149 Sausmta,.Siddhasiira, 150 Siddhayoga, 151 Siddhayogasa
muccaY,a, 152 Siddhayogasiira, 153 §ikhiiyog~~ Sivaratnaciigiimai_1i, 155 Slokiilaqikii
ra, 156 SrTdharamu§ti, 157 siidasiistr~undarT, 159 Susruta, Uttaragiirgya, I 60 Viiha
!il, Vaidehfya, 161 VaitaraQa, 162 Vararuci, 163 Viirttika, 164 V[ddhahiiriscandra, 165 Vr
ddhahiirrta, 166 V[ddhakiisyapa, 167 Vrddhakharaniida, 168 V[ddhasravas, 169 V[ddhavii
hata, Vrddhavideha, 170 Vyasanagupta, 171 Yoga-, 172 YogakaraQga,113 Yogamiilii, 174 
Yogiiffi/ta, 175 Yogariisi, 176 Yogaratnii-, 177 Yogasiira,178 Yogasiirasamuccaya, 179 Yoga
sataka, 180 Yogasiddhi, 181 Yogiisfti, 182 Yogas11dhiikara, 183 and Yogayukti. 184 

Mentioned in the text of the treatise are: Arnrtamii/ii, 185 Bhela, 186 Brahmii1J~a(p11rii-
1Ja), Indu, 187 Jiitukar~1a, 188 Kr~i:iatreya, 189 Manu, Ravigupta, 190 Susruta, 191 Viiha!a, 192 
Videhadhipa, 193 and Yiijiiavalkya. 194 

The Yog111"11tnasam11ccaya is quoted, anonymously, in the Kaira/f commentary on 
the A§tiingah[dayasaqihitii. 195 

Worthy of attention are the following features in the field of nosography: the 
mention of the disease called asthisriiva (9.721-761); praseka (11.194-204) as a 
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separate disease; the use of the synonyms vahika (14.65, 70, 72), nirvahika (14.61 
and 77), niscara (14.62), niscaraka (14.78 and 89), and bimbisi (14.64, 74, 79) for 
pravahika; the disease jalakiirma (17.589-632), probably identical with jalodara; 
the description of six types of pa1_19uroga (the sixth arising from lo~!avibhedana), 
quoted from a text called Mahiiyiina (18.3); the elaborate description of masiirika, 
on which subject the Bhiiradviijfya is quoted (18.410-418), which states that it is of 
nine types, but of eight only according to some of the authorities; in a citation from 
Aurabhra ( 18.419-427) eight types are described: masiirika, sar~pika, ajaka, kodrava, 
kailgu, vispho!aka, paki, and visarpi; remarkable is a formula against masiirika said 
to be pascatyajanapadaprasiddha, i.e., well known in western countries; an epidemic 
form of masiirika is also referred to (18.467); the description of a disease, distinct 
from masiirika, called k~udramasiirika or matsyanasa (18.508-514 ), quoted from an 
authority named Bahusailgha; sftapitta is regarded as identical with amlapitta (18. 
488-489); makkalla is called markala (21.233, 236, 238); the description of a disease 
called va~!iroga, erroneously diagnosed by others as a~!hilika, granthi or raktagulma 
(21.302-312); the description of an unperforated anus in a newborn child (21.330: 
advaraka guda) from a work called Prayogasiddhi; 196 an elaborate description of 
the disease called ~iralasaka (2 l.387-396ab) and its treatment (21.396cd-407); 
the religious treatment of fever in children (21.421-432); a children's disease called 
mukhadii~ika, characterized by the appearance of pustules on the face (21.496), quoted 
from the Prayogasiddhi again; 197 a children's disease called niciirika, characterized 
by the repeated appearance and quick disappearance of blisters (21.499); a children's 
disease called vi~avajra, characterized by burning and by itching pustules (21.500); a 
children's disease called tu1_1~la, characterized by an inflamed navel (21.503-504); 198 

the description of a disease called ku1_19ala, three varieties of which are distinguish~d 
(21.507-517); the description of several series ofbalagrahas and the measures to ward 
them off, quoted from the Niiriiyal)f)iabiilatantra, 199 Jivaka's Biilatantra, 200 and an 
unspecified work (tantriintara); 201 twenty-four diseases of the eyelids are enumerated 
and described (24, prose between 55 and 56), nine diseases of the junctures (sandhi) 
of the eyes (24, prose between 90 and 91 ), thirteen diseases of the white portion 
(suklabhaga) of the eyes (24, prose between 99 and 100), five diseases of the black 
portion (24, prose between 135 and 136; 24.136-150), twenty-seven diseases of the 
dmi (24, prose between 244 and 245), sixteen diseases affecting the whole eye (24, 
prose between 395 and 396), twenty-five diseases of the ears (24, prose between 
515 and 516; 24.516; prose between 24.516 and 517), eighteen diseases of the nose 
(24.595-602 and prose passages), eleven diseases of the lips (o~!haroga; 24, prose 
between 645ab and cd), ten diseases of the teeth (dantaroga; 24, prose between 651 
and 652), thirteen diseases of the roots of the teeth (dantamiilaroga; 24, prose between 
689 and 690), six diseases of the tongue (jihvaroga; 24, prose between 742 and 743), 
eight diseases of the palate (24, prose between 763 and 764 ), eighteen diseases of the 
throat (ka1_1!haroga; 24, prose between 772 and 773), eight diseases affecting the whole 
oral cavity (sarvamukhagataroga; 24, prose between 800ab and cd), and nineteen 
diseases of the head (siroroga; 25, prose at the beginning of the chapter). 202 

Noteworthy names of medicinal plants are: akiilabrhati (8.549), alak~mi (8.575), 
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amlabfhati (8.549),203 candri (29.395),204 dhurdhilra (26.122), 205 galocikli or gu
lojikli (8.538), 206 gandhalak~mi (8.574), 207 gau•i (8.585),208 ghanastani (29.395), 
haritamaiijari (8.686),209 hemlikuli (6.116), hrasvavalli (8.558), indurli (8.579), jharasi 
(8.527-530), 210 kliravalli (I 9.311), 211 karavanda (8.794 and 988), 212 ~i:ianimba 
(8.636), k~udrapanasa (8.725), 213 kilkavrk~a (15.270), Iak~mi (8.572-574), 214 lliva
l)•ikli (8.588), mahlitila (8.325), mahlivalli (8.558), 215 mrdupu~pi (8.577), pailktimilli 
(20.445), paphai:ia (8.799), papphai:ia (21.218), 216 parvapattrli (8.579), pitabarbara 
(8.593), raktaklil)Qli (8.577), sadlibhadrli (21.520),217 siiicanti (8.778), 218 sramai;u 
(8.580), suklabarbara (8.593), 219 silrliphala (8.799), svetapliki (8.788), svetavalli (8. 
558), sveti (29.395), torai:ia (8.798), toyalak~mi (8.575), ucchliphala (8.799), utta
makanyli (8.567; 19.189, 302, 317), uttui:i9aki (8.813), 220 vanasilrai:ia (8.656),221 

vrai:iarohi (21.520),222 and vrttapattra (8.581).223 

The name of the author is mentioned at the end of the work. The mailgala at its 
beginning indicates that he was a devotee of Vi~l)U, and probably a resident of Southern 
India because Srirailga224 is referred to. 

Anantakumlira's sources prove that his date is later than those of Tisa!a, Candra~, 
and Bho jarlija, which means that he composed his work after the eleventh century. This 
upper limit is confirmed by a quotation from the Miidhavadravyagu,;ia. 225 The lower 
limit is difficult to establish in the absence of references to Anantakumlira by later 
authors. The. quotations from a Yogaratnasamuccaya in the Yogaratniikara are not of 
much avail, because Candra~ 's work of that name may be cited. The period of com
position depends on the dates of the Tantrasiirasaipgraha which is quoted as Nariiya
,;iTya, and the Sahasrayoga, also quoted by Anantakumlira Anantakumlira's work may 
therefore have been compiled after the fifteenth or sixteenth centuries. 

ANTARANGANARAYANADASA: Ratnamiila.226 

APRAMEYA: (I) Vaidy~grantha221 and (2) Vi§avaidya. 228 

ARU~AG!Rl, son of Rlimacandra, of Bhlirgavagotra: GU{Ulpiifha, 229 a treatise on ma
teria medica and· some other subjects, such as anatomy and the constiiutions. 230 The 
author, who claims to be well versed in Vedanta, salutes Arui:ilidrisa, and was therefore 
probably a resident of TiruvaIJi:ilimalai in the South Arcot district of Tami!nli!u or of 
some part near it. 231 This is confirmed by the dedication of his Vaidyasiiramu to two 
deities residing in Aru~1licala.232 

Aru~1agiri was a contemporary of king Devarliya II (A.D. 1423-1446) of Vijaya
nagara233 and thus belongs to the fifteenth century. 234 

Several members of Arui:iagiri's family lineage were active as writers of literary 
works. 235 I;>ii:i9imabhana I, a maternal uncle, was the court poet of Devarliya I 
(AD. 1406-1422); Rlijanlitha I;>i~19ima II wrote the Siifuviibhyudaya, 236 and I;>i
i:i9ima Slirvabhauma, his son, the Riimiibhyudaya; 237 Arur:iagiri II was the author 
of the Virabhadravijaya,238 and Rlijanlitha III of the Acyutariiyiibhyudaya239 and 
Bhiigavatacampii. 240 

ASOKAMALLA(RAJA): Nigha,;ifusiira. 241 
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BAHAQA: Sarpnipiilanidiinacikitsii. 242 

BAHA TA: Rasamiilikiinigha.11fu. 243 

439 

BAKHAT SINGH: Bakhalviliisa. The author was a king of Ajaigarh State in Madhya 
Prades. 244 

BALABHADRA: Jvarapaddhali. 245 

· BAL.A.CARY A: Susrurasiira,246 a summary of the Siitra- and Nidiinasthiina of the Su
srutasaq1hilii, with an attempt at summarizing other parts as well. The author praises 
Candra!a, Caraka, Dhanvantari, Susruta, and Vligbha!a in the opening lines. 247 

· The Susrutasiira is referred to in Lak~mikusala's Vaidyakasiiraralnaprakiisa. 

BALIBHADRA: Vf11dasaq1grahase$a.2 48 

BANARATANAYA: Biifabodha.249 

BHAIRA v ANAND A: Tantrasiiriivalt 250 

BHARATAKAR~A: Taltvaka(likii, a part of a larger work called Siddhau$adhasaq1-
graha. 251 The author claims in the first few lines that liyurvedic medicines have a slow 
action, whereas the drugs he is going to describe cure diseases within a short time. 252 

This means probably that the treatise mainly deals with rasau~adhas. 

BHARGA RAMA: Cikilsiinavanila.253 

BHA RGA V ACAR YA: Niimasarpgrahanigha(l{U. 254 

BHASKARA: commentary on the Rasabhediyaprastiirapradarsana.255 

BHAVADEVA: Sarpnipiilacimdrikii.256 
BHAV ANiMISRA: Gunaralnamiilii. 257 

BHAVASARMAN: Vytidhividhvaq1sini: 258 

BHA VAS11\:1HA: Vyiidhividhva1psini: 259 

BH !~AGAR YA: Abhidhiinamaii jart 260 a nighai:i!u, chi ell y concerned with synonyms of 
medicinal substances. 

The work, the title of which is given at the beginning and end, is written in a 
variety of metres, and consists of 1,323 verses, arranged in four sections (varga). As 
stated by the author himself in the introductory and concluding verses, it is based 
on Vligbha!a's A${iiligahrdayasa1philii, in which respect it resembles the A$fii1iga
and Madariiidinigha(lfu. The first three sections correspond to three chapters of the 
Siitrasthlina of the A$tiingahrdayasaiphitii, which are mentioned by name in Bhi
~glirya's introduction, namely the chapters called sodhanlidigar;iasaq1graha (Sii.15), 
annasvariipavijiiliniya (Sii.6), and dravadravyavijiiliniya (Sii.5). 

Thefirstand longest section, called madanlidiga~1avarga, has thirty-two subsections 
and is chiefly devoted to medicinal plants. It agrees rather closely with the sodhanli
digai)asarpgraha chapter of Vligbha!a. Bhi~aglirya's groups of drugs are the same as 
those of Vligbha!a, but he omits one of them (A.h.Sii.15. 7), a compound group which 
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enumerates seven vargas with the same therapeutic effects.261 Repetitions, which are 
frequent in Viigbha!a's groups, are avoided by Bhi~agiirya, who also leaves out groups 
of drugs, such as, for example, triphalii. 

Rather long strings of synonyms for each plant mentioned by Viigbhaia are found 
in this work; another characteristic is the frequent distinction of more than one variety 
of plants regarded as of one single type in the A§µirigah[dayasal]lhitii. The therapeutic 
actions of the groups of drugs are listed at the end of each subsection, in conformity 
with Viigbha!a. 

The second section, called siikadhiinyiidivarga, corresponds to Viigbhaia's annas
variipavijiiiiniya chapter. It has seven subsections, dealing with grains (siikadhiinya), 
pulse, sesamum, flax, etc. (simbidhiinya), prepared foods (lqtiinna), flesh of various 
animals (mii1psa), vegetables (siika), fruits (phala), and various medicinal substances, 
such as salts, etc., along with groups of substances, such as paficagavya, etc. (au~adha). 
The fourth subsection of section two differs from the corresponding verses ofViigbha!a 
by including numerous anatomical terms. 

The third section, called toyiidivarga, agrees with the dravadravyavijfiiiniya chapter 
of Viigbha!a, It consists of five subsections, concerned with types of water (toya), milk 
and various dairy produce (~ira), the sugarcane and its products (ik~u), oils (taila), 
and alcoholic drinks, including fermented beverages (madya). Some of the subsections 
contain more material than found in Viigbhaia. 

The fourth section, called saqikiq1avarga, which has no corresponding part in Vii
gbha!a's work, has six subsections. The first of these is rather heterogeneous. The au
thor remarks that he will enumerate in this subsection the synonyms of substances not 
yet dealt with. 262 It consists of synonyms of various organic !Ind inorganic substances, 
odoriferous plants, tissues, colours, etc. The second subsection, called saqijfiiivarga, 
gives sets of names for plants already described in the first section; agni and all its syn
onyms may, for example, be used to designate citraka, sita and all it synonyms desig
nate candana, etc. The third subsection, called ekiirthavarga, is a list of names which 
are employed for only one plant. The fourth subsection, called dvyarthavarga, opens 
the homonymic part of the Abhidhiinamaiijari, in which the meanings of the anekii
rthas are, as usual, given in the locative. The fifth subsection, called tryarthavarga, is a 
list of names of medicinal substances which have three meanings each. The sixth and 
last subsection, the caturiidyarthavarga, begins with series of names of medicinal sub
stances which have four, five, etc., meanings each. The last part contains verses on the 
synonyms for weights and measures, on rules prescribing the quantities of the ingredi
ents of compound drugs, and on the synonyms for particular medicinal preparations. 

The concluding verses give information on the author and his descent. The work 
ends with verses in praise of Dhanvantari, who was incarnated again as Divodiisa in 
Kasi. 

The Abhidhiinamaiijarfis profusely quoted as Maiijarfin the Kairali commentary 
on the Uttarasthiina of the A$!iirigahfdayasaq1hitii. Bhi~agiirya is praised in the anony
mous Tantrayukti. 

Noteworthy are the varieties of plants 263 regarded as of one type by Viigbhaia: two 
types of apiimiirga (76-77): apiimiirga and karka!apippali; two types of iiragvadha264 
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(56-57): aragvadha and rajahva265 = kan:iikara; two types of ardraka (343-344): 
ardraka and amrardraka; 266 two types of arka (294-295): arka and rajarka; two types 
of ativi~a (329-330): ativi~a and svetaraktavi~; five types of bala (98-102): bala, 
brhadbala, atibala, nagabala, kakabala; two types of bhallata (356-357): bhallata and 
jambukabhallata; two types of bhalliika (268-269): bhalliika = syonaka, and phalgu; 
three types of brahmi (400-402): brahmi, mar:i<,iikapan:1I, mahamar:i<;liikapari:ii; two 
types of car:i<;la (395-396): car:i<;la and pitapu~pika; two types of cilli (807-808): cilli 
and hrasvapattra cilff; three types of danli (40-42): danti, dravanti, nagadanti; 267 two 
types of darbha (245-246): darbha and riijadarbha; two types of devadaru (64-65): 
devadaru and mahadaru; three types of diirva (103-104 ): diirva,268 sitadiirva269 

and gandhadiirva; two types of gundra (110-111 ): gundra and gundrar:ii; two types 
of hapu~a (320-321): hapu~a270 and svetaphala hapu~a;271 many types of kadali 
(282-290); three types of kampilyaka (58-60): kampilyaka, hemadugdha, kar1ku~!ha; 
three types of karaiija (25-27): karaiija, vallikaraiija, piitika; two types of kasamarda 
(314-315): kasamarda272 and sitakasamarda; two types of kaiurohi1:ii (194-195): 
kaiurohir:ii and pitarohir:ii; two types of khadira (215-216): khadira and gaurakhadira; 
three types of kharabusa (311-313): kharabusa = dror:ia,273 rajak~avaka, mahadror:ia; 
four types of kosataki (22-24): kosavati, pitapu~pakosavati, karko!aki = dhamargava, 
dharakosataki;274 two types of kurii!a (270-271): kurii!aka and kar:i<;liila;275 two 
types of ku~!ha (62-63): ku~!ha and kaubera; three types of ku!heraka (305-307): 
white-flowered = vaikur:iiha, dark-flowered = parr:iasa, and mahakuiheraka; four 
types of lasuna (822-825): lasuna, ~irapala~1<;lu, griijanaka, raktalasuna; two types of 
madana ( 1-2): madana and pir:i<;litaka; two types of m~as!llgi (221-222): me~as!llgi 
and setudruma; 276 two types of misi (69-70): misi and misreya; three types of miilaka 
(817-819): miilaka, car:iakya, caiicuka; three types ofnimba (5-7): nimba, nimharaka 
= dreka, 277 kr~r:ianimba; 278 two types of palasa (226-227): palasa and vallipalasaka; 279 

three types of pa!ali (198-200): pa!ali, nTiapu~pa paiala, svetapa!ali; two types of 
pa!ola (192-193): pa!ola and kiilaka; two types of pattiira (815-816): pattiira and 
~traja pattiira; two types of piiga (233-234): piiga and mahakramuka; two types 
of rasnii (66-67): rasna and madhavapu~pi; four types of sar1khini ( 48-51); 280 two 
types of sarala (277-278): sarala and tarala; four types of sa~apa (36-39): sar~apa, 
siddharthaka, lohitasar~apaka, lq~r:iasar~apa; two typesofsirpsapa (219-220): silpsapa 
and kusi1psapa;281 two types of snuhi (46-47): snuhi282 and ver:ii;283 three types of 
sruvavr~a (202-204): sruvavrk~a, kakataru, tamrasiira; two types of syama (44-45): 
syama and mahasyama; three types of syamaka (440-442): syamaka, toyasyamaka, 
hastisyamaka; two types of tagara (96-97): tagara and bhiimikadamba; the description 
of takkolaka and marica (387-388); four types of tala (223-225): tala,2s4 hintala,2s5 

mahatala, 286 mrtyuphalakhyahintala; 287 two types of tejasvini (298-299): tejovati and 
paravatapadi; two types of tilvaka (54-55): tilvaka288 and pratitilvaka; three types of 
tinduka (373-374): tinduka, kr~r:iatinduka, kakenduka; two types of trapusa (11-12): 
trapusa and vanaja trapusa; three types of va1psa (812-814 ): va1psa, trr:iavarpsa = 
poiagala, kicaka; two types of visala (9-10): visala and mahaphala visala; two types 
of vrsciva (154-155): vrsciva and svetamiila vrsciva. 

The sa1pkirr:iavarga refers to many plants which are not mentioned in the preced-
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ing parts of the work; examples are: brahmadru:i<:H (I 085), gandhatarat}I (1059), japii 
(1130), pitayiithikii (1054),289 riimatarat}I (1055), 290 sankhayiithikii (1053), 291 tarat}I 
(1054),292 vanaviisantI(l052), and viisantI(l051). 293 

Information on the author is chiefly found in the concluding verses of his work, 
where he mentions that his name is Niiriiyat}a Bhi~aj, also called Bhi~agiirya. His father 
was a physician, Vi~t}U by name, 294 of Bhiiradviija gotra, 295 who lived in Ut}!Urur, 296 
situated three yo ja1ias to the east of Gokar(}a. 297 

The verses at the end of the AbhidhiinamaiijarI, which inform us about the descent 
of Bhi~agiirya, are repeated at the end of the anonymous Tantrayukti, where it is added 
that Nilamegha, the author of the Tantrayuktiviciira, was a descendant of Bhi~agiirya. 
The Abhidhiinamaiijariis thereforeearlierthan the Tantrnyuktiviciira. It is also anterior 
to the Kairali commentary on the A$[iingahrdayasa1)1hitii, which often quotes it. The 
materia medica described in the Abhidhiinamaiija;f points to a rather late date. Five 
types of balii, for example, would be very unusual for an early work. 298 The numerous 
varieties mentioned are, in general, in favour of assigning the work to a period after the 
composition of the RiijanighaIJtu and Bhilvaprakiisa, i.e., after the sixteenth century. 

BHISATACARYA: quoted as a medical author by Raghunandana Bha!!iiciirya in his 
M alamiisatattva. 299 

BHOLA NATH A: AyurvedoktadravyaguIJiibhidhana. 300 
BILHA~A: Manoramiivaidyaka. 301 
BODHIKA VI: Paryayamanja.d. 302 

BRAJANATHASARMAN: Vaidyakasiiroddhiira.303 
This work is a therapeutic treatise, divided into twenty-three chapters (paricche

da).304 Chapters one to eighteen deal with the treatment of the diseases, arranged ac
cording to the order established by Miidhava. Chapter nineteen is concerned with the 
sodhana and miira~ta of eight dhiitus (suvart}a, raupya, tiimra, srsaka, vanga, kiiqtsya, 
lauha, and abhraka), the preparationofrasasindiira, and the purificatiori of a large num
ber of medicinal substances. Chapter twenty is about rasiiyana and viijikara(}a. Chapter 
twenty-one is devoted to substitutes for a number of drugs, substances regarded as es
·sentially beneficial (svabhiivato hitiini), and a few mantras thought to increase the ac
tion of drugs. Chapter twenty-two deals with a long series of medicinal preparations, 305 

as well as with milk and dairy products, urine, and oils. Chapter twenty-three is about 
pancakarman and related procedures, and also about the various ways of examining a 
patient. 306 

Prescriptions of an iiyurvedic type and rasayogas are found side by side in the 
Vaidyakasiiroddhiira. The author incorporated a few mantras. 307 The materia medica 
does not present noteworthy features. 

Sources are occasionally referred to: Bhairavatantra (276),308 Caraka (363 and 
400),309 RasiirIJava (79), Ratnapradipa (24), and Viigbha!a (362). 3t0 

Sniiyuroga (236), somaroga311 and miitriitisiira (270-272) are known to the author. 
The chapter on striroga (16) gives prescriptions which tighten the vagina, remove a 
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foul smell, increase fertility, facilitate delivery, etc. Chapter nineteen describes the pu
rification of jayapala, the seeds of dhustiira, 312 the seeds of vrddhadaraka, kaphiilga, 313 

vi~atinduka and vi~mu~\ika, the milky sap of snuhi, bhallataka, guggulu, hirigu, danti, 
triv{t, citraka, devavi~a, 314 the bile of various animals, rasona, 315 sakrasana,316 and 
leeches. 

The author does not mention his name. He is called Brajanathasarman by the copy
ist and was evidently a resident of Assam. 317 

The date of composition remains unknown. The only complete MS dates from 
1850/51. 318 The editors of the Vaidyakasiiroddhara assume that its author is later than 
Gopalakm1a, who wrote the Rasend.rasiirasaqigraha, and Sivadasasena.319 

BRHASPATI: Jvariivali: 320 

CAKRAPA~IDATTA: Ase$atantrasal/]graha. 321 

CAKRAPANIDATTA, a namesake of the famous commentator on the Carakasamhitii, 
was the author of a medical lexicon, called Sabdacandrikii. 322 • 

The Sabdacandrikii323 enumerates only strings of synonyms, adding the Bengali 
names of medicinal plants in the margin. 324 The work consists of 734 verses, arranged 
in nine chapters (varga). The marigala is addressed to Heramba.325 

Chapter one (vrk~adivarga; 360 verses), by far the longest, deals with medicinal 
plants (4-337), types of plants, and names for their parts. Chapter two (svan:1adivarga; 
twenty-eight verses) is about inorganic substances, and some of vegetable or animal 
origin, 326 chapter three (ghrtadivarga; twenty-six verses) about dairy, products of the 
sugarcane, rice and other cereals, pulse, and some more articles of food, chapter four 
(bhiimyadivarga; fifty-seven verses) about kinds of earth, poisons, fishes and other 
aqu_,tic animals, the elements, sun, moon, and various other subjects, chapter five 
(manu~yavarga; fifty-six verses) about anatomical terms, chapter six (si1phadivarga; 
ninety-six verses) about mammals, birds, and some other classes of animals, chapter 
seven (madyadivarga; thirty-two verses) about alcoholic and other fermented fluids, 
prepared dishes, etc., chapter eight (pai'icaka~ayadivarga; thirty-six verses) about a 
number of medical technical terms, and chapter nine (triphaladivarga; forty-three 
verses) about groups of substances. 

The Sabdacandrikiiwas obviously modelled upon the Amarako$a. The major part 
of chapter one (4-311 and 338-360) corresponds to the vanau~adhivarga of the lat
ter work; it describes the plants in the same order and repeats the same synonyms, to 
which, however, many new ones are added. Verses 325cd-337 of chapter one, on lo
tuses and water-lilies, correspond to those on the same subject of the varivarga of the 
Amarako$a. Chapters two and three agree with verses from the vaisyavarga. The sub
jects of chapter four are mostly from the varivarga, those of chapter five from the nr
varga, those from chapter six from the si1phadivarga. The verses ofchapter seven agree 
partly with the siidravarga, and those of chapter eight partly with the vaisyavarga. On 
all these subjects the Sabdacandrikii adds synonyms from unknown sources to those 
found in Amarasiip.ha's work. The names for groups of substances, found in chapter 
nine, are absent from the Amarako9a. 
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CakrapiiQidatta acknowledges his indebtedness to Amarasil]'lha's lexicon in one of 
the introductory verses. The concluding verse refers physicians in search of informa
tion not contained in the Sabdacandrikii to lexica like the Sabdiirnava.327 

The Sabdacandrikii has been used as a source in the Sabdakal padruma, V iicaspatya, 
and Vaidyakasabdasindhu. 

Medicinal plants added to those mentioned in the Anuu·ako~a are: akhe~a (I. 
3 2 lcd), arkamiilii ( l.3 l 6ab ), asvasiikho!a ( l.l 8ab ), 328 bhailgii ( I. 260ab and 3. 
25cd),329 bhavya ( l.14cd),330 bhiimicampaka (l.87ab ), 331 dhanai:icJa ( 1.l 6cd), 332 

dugdhapucchi ( l.320cd), gai:i<;lagiitra ( !.14ab ), 333 ghrtama1J<;lii ( l.3 l 5cd), gri~ma
sundaraka ( l.246cd), 334 hastisu~1<;lii ( l.98ab ), 335 jivala ( l.16cd), 336 kailkiili ( I. 
317ab),337 kesadhiiriiJi (l.323ab), kha<;lgako~a (l.324cd), kr~i:iakhadira (l.65cd), 
k~udrajira (l.314cd), kukkura (l.323cd),338 kurumba ( l.13ab),339 lailkiisthiiyi 
(l.324ab), lavani (l.14ab), 340 limpiika (l.12cd),341 madhukarka!ikii (l.l 2cd), 342 

mahiikai:i!akini ( l.322cd), 343 mahiirdra ( l.15ab ), 344 paru~a ( l.14cd),345 raktakhadira 
(l.65cd), riimadiiti (1.312), 346 sarplik~i (l.317cd), 347 sitali (l.314ab), srgiilakai:i1aka 
(l.247cd), 348 sukliiguru (l.214ab), sumadra (l.15ab), svasuta (l.247cd), trikai:i!a 
(l.322ab), 349 viimana (l.316cd), and vesadiila (l.319cd). 

Some synonyms in Cakrapii1Jidatta's work are sanskritized forms of vernacular 
names, e.g., cakrakulyii, 350 helaiici, 351 kucikii,352 and viivala.353 A few terms are of 
Persian origin, for example rogana 354 and viitiilgana. 355 

Some series of synonyms show that CakrapiiQidatta's identifications of a number 
of medicinal plants deviate from those of other medical lexica. Some of the names of 
prasiiral)i (1.279) prove that he had the plant Paederia foetida Linn. in mind; 356 srI
hastinI, often regarded as a synonym ofkurui:i!ikii, 357 is regarded as identical with hasti
sui:i<;la. 358 Confusion is created in some cases by mentioning one and the same name for 
different plants: prsnipanJI is, for example, the name of a particular plant (1.140-142), 
as well as a synonym of siilaparQT ( l.188cd-189ab). 

The CakrapiiQidatta who wrote the Sabdacandrika359 cannot be the same as the au
thor of the Cakradatta, Ayurvedadipikii, etc., since the Sabdacandrikii describes bha
ilgii 360 and many other plants unknown to him. The Sabdacandrikii is also acquainted 
with the difference between the fruits called bhavya andkarmarailga, 361 and with those 
called ga~1<;1agiitra and lavanI; the latter two are not indigenous and were introduced into 
India from South America. 

The inclusion of bloodletting among the procedures called pancakarman (8.2cd-
3ab) also speaks against an early date of the work. The same applies to synonyms like 
sukhiinii and khiliinii forcullI (a fireplace; 8.8). Moreover, it is more than unlikely that 
an author like the earlier Cakrapii~1idatta, well versed in iiyurveda, would base one of 
his works on Amarasimha's lexicon. 

The materia medi~ of the Sabdacandrikii proves that the work has been written 
after the introduction of Annona species into India, i.e., after the advent of the Por
tuguese. 

CAKRAPANIMISRA: Visvavallabha.362 

CAMA TKA RA: Vaidyaprakiiracamatkiirarasiiyana. 363 
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CHOYI VAIDYAR of PiiloJI: Cikitsiipravesaka.364 

CIDGHANANANDANATHA: Satkarmasa1pgraha. 365 1be work begins with a mangala 
addressed to Adiniitha, who created the mahiikiilajayasiistra; an introductory verse 
praises the author's guru, Gaganiinandaniitha. The treatise is said to deal with the 
curing of diseases by means of yogic practices, helped by medicines. At the end 
of the work a dhvajabasti is described, employed in the treatment of asmarI and 
mutrakrcchra. 

Sources mentioned are the works of Goraksa and other Mahiisiddhas and Nii-
thas. 366 • 

The Satkamiasaipgraha shows the influence of Sriniviisabhana's Ha;haratnii
vali. 367 

CIKKA t:JAPAt:Jl?IT A: VaidyanighalJ!USiira. 368 

DAK~A. son of Bii~1iira: Yogasiira. 369 

DAK~ARUPA: Pathyiipathyavidhi.310 

DAMODARA: Bhfmavinoda.371 According to P. Cordier, this treatise, also called Bhi
masenavinoda, consists of two parts, a cikitsiikhaQc;la of fifty-four and an uttarakha~1~a 
of two chapters; karmavipiika and Tantric elements abound in its therapeutics, which 
make it resemble the Vfrasiqihiivaloka. 312 P.V. Sharma added to this description that 
it is an extensive work, later in date than the Bhiivaprnkiisa, since phirailgaroga and 
rasakarpiira are mentioned in it. 373 

DAMODARA(MISRA): Harivandanasaqigraha.314 
DAMODARA: Riimabii(la. 375 

DAMODARA: Yogaratnasekhara.316 

DAMODARABIIATfA CITTAPAVANA, son of Raghuniitha and JiinakI: t\yurvedasaip
graha.311 

DANADASA: Aryaphatahadesabhi$agdiinadii.savaidyakiiciira. This treatise, pre~erved 
in the Tibetan Tanjur under the title of ljhags-yu/ pha-ta-hal!i sman-pa Da-na-da-sabi 
sman-bcos-mams, and attributed to the Indian physician Diinadiisa from the country 
called Phataha, is a short formulary. It contains a number of magical squares and men
tions opium. 378 

DA TTAS0RI: Parahitasiddhiinta. 379 

Dii.Gii: Vaidyaka(kosa). 380 

DAULATAKHAN, son of Aliphkhiin: Dau/atavinodasii.rasaqigraha.381 

DAY AR AMA: Arogyamii/ii. 382 

DAY A.RAMA: Dayiiviliisa. 383 

DA YASAll!IKARA: Cikitsiikalikii. 384 
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DEV ADA SA, son of Devadatta and Niigamii: Cikitsiimrtasiigara or Kannavipiika
cikitsiimrtasiigara, a large compilation, arranged in more than seventy chapters 
(tarailga); the diseases and their treatment are discussed from a medical, religious, and 
astrological point of view; the author has extensively drawn upon the Atreyasaip.hitii, 
Miidhavanidiina, Madhukosa, and Siiriigadharasarphitii. 385 

DEVICANDRAVYASA: Pa[[iprakiisa.386 
DE VIDA TT A: Vaidyaratn.iivali:381 

DHANANJAYA: Tailiintatailanirmiinavidhi.388 
DHANVANTARI: Vaidyabhiiskarod~ya. 389 

DHANVANTARIKARA: Ayurvedasiiriivalf, a comprehensive medical work that appears 
to be a modern compilation. The author, a Vaidya by caste, hailed from East Bengal. 390 

DHARA~IDHARA VY ASA: DravyagwJasiirasarvasva. 391 

DHiRAJARAJA: Cikitsiisiira. 392 
QHUl'!QHIRAJ A(KA VI): Aiijanavyiikhyii(?).393 
G_AHANANATHA: Yogaratniikara. 394 

GA~APATI_VYASA, son of Mahidharavyiisa: Yoga(siira)samuccaya or Vaidyakasiistra
siirasal!'graha, 395 a work in seven chapters: rasaviryiidhikiira, dhiituviryasodhanamii- · 
raQa, sa1J1nipiitalqmicikitsii, atisiiriidicikitsii, miitralqcchriidicikitsii, sviisiidicikitsii, and 
ku~\hiidicikitsii. 396 

Vyiisagai:iapati's Yogasamuccaya is one of the sources of the Rasayogasiigara. 

GANDHE UPADHYAYA: Cikitsiibhidhiina or Cikitsiividhiina. 3cn 

GA~ESABHI~AJ: 398 ( I) Arthaprakiisikii, a commentary on the Miidhavanidiina; 399 (2) 
Cikitsiimrta;400 (3) SiiraratniivalT; 401 (4) YogacintiimaQi.402 

GA~ESABHl~AJ, son ofHari(niitha) Bha!!a of Dviirakii, and grandson of Sri Kr~i:ia of 
Srivatsagotra:403 (I) Sabdamiilii;404 (2) Siirasaip.graha.405 

GA~ESADASA: Dravyiidarsa.406 

GANGADHARA, son of Candaniirya: Bhe~ajakalpa. 407 This work was translated into 
Telugu by Cilkmarri Ver1ka\iiciirya, who Ii ved in the middle of the sixteenth century. 408 

GANGADHARA, or JosI Vaidya Biipii Gar1giidhara: NighaQ[uprakiisa, a probably mod
ern, alphabetically arranged dispensatory.409 

GANGA.OHARA, son of Diisa: Yogaratniivalf, in twelve chapters, on materia medica, 
the therapy of various diseases, and metallic preparations. 41 0 The titles of the chap
ters are: ( I) rasiidigu~1avari:iana; (2) au~adhinii1p gui:iavari:ianam; (3) rasadhiitumisragu-
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Q3van:iana; ( 4) rasariijasodhana; (5) dhiitusodhana; (6) rogiina,p cikitsavidhiQ; (7) atisii
riidinii,p vidhiQ; (8) rogariijiidi; (9) ku~!hiidividhi; (10) pramehiidividhi; (I 1) viijikara
~ia; (12) ka~iiyau~adhiniirp yoga.di. 411 

GANGA.OHARA: Yogasiira.412 
GANGARA~A: Riijayogaralniikara.413 
GANGA.RAMA: (Sadyoga)ratniivalI: 414 

GANGARAMADASA, pupil of Bhaviinidiisa Kaviriija: Sariraviniscayiidhikiira,415 a 
work on the management of females during pregnancy. 416 

GANGASARAt;A CATURVEDIN ofBharohiya: (Brhaj)jacjiprakiisa, probably a modern 
work.417 

GANGESA or VAIDYAVILOCANA: Gatigesava/labha.41 8 

GHANASYAMASURI: Gu!Jacandrikii. 419 
GiRV At;A YUDDHAVIKRAMA, son of Rai:iabahadiira: ViijirahasyaAataka.420 
GOKULANATHA: Vaidyiidarsa.421 

GOMMA TA is regarded as the author of the Merutantra and, probably, a Vaidyasarp
graha. 422 The Merutantra423 is sometimes regarded as a medical work. 424 

Piijyapiida is mentioned with reverence in Gommaia's Merutantra. 
The Merutantra is quoted in the commentary on the Siddhabhe§ajamaIJimiilii. It 

is referred to in the Dattiilreyatantra and Niigiirjuna's Kak§apufa, and was one of the 
sources of Basava's Sivatallvaralniikara 

GOPALADASA: (I) Cikitsiikramakalpavalli;425 (2) Cikitsiisiira;426 (3) Gopiilavino
da;421 (4) Vaidya(siira)saf!1graha.428 

GOPALADASA, son of Balabhadra: Vaidyaviliisa.429 
GOPANANDA, son of Padmiinandamisra: Vatakasataka. 431/ 
GePINATHA: Stricikilsiipaddhali.431 . 
GOVARDHANA: Vaidyakagranlha. 432 
GOVARDHANA{NATHA): (Nigha!J{U)niimiivali. 433 
GOVARDHANAVAIDYA: (1) Cikilsiilesa; (2) Rogapradipa. 434 

GOVINDA, son of Kesava: Kar§iidipramii!Ja, a work on measures and weights used in 
medicine. 435 

GOVINDA: Lokopakiiraka. 436 
GOVINDA: Siirasamuccaya. 437 
GOVINDADASA: Govindadiisolsava.438 
GOVINDADEVA: Yogoklililiiv11lior A§fiingahrdaya(sa111hilii). 439 
GOVINDAMISRA: Govindaprakiisa. 440 
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GOVINDARAJA(KA VIRAJA), son of Diviikarapal).9ita: Camatkiiracintiima,;ii. 441 

GOVINDARAMA TRIP A THIN: Bhiivaprakiisa. 442 

GOVINDASENA's Paribhii$iipradfpa443 is acompilatory work on rules, definitions and 
technical terms (paribhii~ii), pertaining to the preparation of medicines and related is
sues. 

The treatise consists of 615 verses, arranged in four chapters (khal).9a). 
The subjects of chapter one (131 verses) are: introduction (1-6); weights and mea

sures according to the kiiliriga (10-28) and miigadha (30-45) systems; rules about dou
bling the prescribed quantity if fresh drugs are used (46-52); the storage life of drugs 
(53-57); suitable and unsuitable places for the collection of fresh drugs (59-64 ); ritual 
prescriptions concerning their collection (65-68); parts of plants suitable to medicinal 
use (69-73); the appropriate seasons for the collection of particular plant parts (75-76); 
rules to be applied when particular details are wanting in the texts (77-87); substitutes 
for drugs which are not available (88-131 ). 

Chapter two (77 verses) deals with the five types ofka~iiya (1-4): svarasa (5-16), 
kalka (17-19), kviitha (20-24), sita (25-27), andphiil).!a (28-30); types of pills (31-33); 
dosages and ratios of ingredients (34-57); the preparation of a yaviigii, mal).9a, peyii, 
bhakta (58-67); the preparation of mii1psarasa and liik~rasa (68-70); the prak~epa, and 
related subjects (71-77). 

Chapter three (197 verses) is concerned with snehapiika ( 1-51); guggulupiika (52-
56); the processing of metals (lohapiika; 57-78); bhiivanii (79-81); some subjects con
nected with piika (82-86); anupiina (87-107); dosages in children (I 08-114 ); suitable 
times for taking a medicine (115-13 7 ); generalities about therapeutic measures (13 8-
145); groups of medicinal substances ( 146-165); characterizations of a number of sub
stances, such as vesaviira, sukta, tu~iimbu, etc. ( 166-197). 

Chapter four (210 verses) gives an account of pai'icakarman and some related 
topics: introductory matter (1-5); vamana (6-34); virecana (35-60); nasya (61-79); 
anuviisana (80-116); niriiha (117-142); uttarabasti (143-161); dhiimapiina (162-174); 
kavala and gal).<.lii~a (175-186); raktamok~al).a (187-192); miirchana (193-201); 444 

fragrant substances (gandhadravya; 202-210). 
Authorities mentioned in the text are Kiisiriija (1.84) and Pataiijali (3.63). 
Sources from which the author borrowed verses are: Amoghatantra (3.74-77), 445 

Anandasena (4.48 and 160-161), 446 Caraka (3.139 and 187; 4.7), Cikitsiimrta ( 4.132-
133), 447 granthiintara (3.81; 4.31, 88, 89-92), Kesari[ikiikiira (2.57), 448 Pataiijali (3. 
67-70), 449 Siirilgadhara(l.8,49, 58, 70; 2.20-21; 3.25; 4.35, 121-131, 143-159, 175-
182),450 Trivikrama's Lohaprndfpa (3.57-64),451 Viigbhata (4.150-151), and Visvii
mitra (2.3). 

The Paribhii$iipradfpa is quoted in Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta's com
mentary on the Rasarntnasamuccaya (8.1; 10.75). 

Authorities and works quoted or referred to in the comments added to the text452 

are: Cakra (2.72), Cakradatta (2.72), Cakradatta's Svasaqigraha (2.39 and 71), 
Cakrapii1)idatta (2.57 and 71), Cakrapii,;iilqtasaqigraha (3.18-23), Caraka (2.39), 
Dr9habala (4.119-:120), guraval) (1.72-73; 2.31-33, 39, 5.2-53, 57, 72, 74, 76-77), 
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Kasirlija (1.81-82 and 84), Mahesvara's Cakrase$a{fka (3.33),453 Nlirliyai;iadlisa 
(2.57), 454 Nlirliyai;ilintarailga (2.57), 455 Niscalakara ( 1.46; 2.57; 3.18-23), Pataiijali's 
Lauhasiistra (3.24), Slirilgadhara (2.57), Susruta (2.39; 3.99; 4.117), Trivikrama 
(2.31-33), Vagbha!a (4.117), and Yasodharavyiikhyiina (3.1-4).456 Many quotations 
are from an unspecified source. 

Asubodha Vidylibhii~ai:ia Bhanaclirya, one of the sons of Jivlinanda Vidylisligara, 
wrote a commentary on the Paribhii$iipradfpa, which mentions a large number of vari
ants of the text. 

Asubodha's commentary quotes from or refers to: Aghamalla (1.10-25), Amara 
(1.7 and 112), Cakra (4.67), Cakradatta (2.71), Cakraplii;ii (1.98), Cakrasmpgraha (I. 
95; 3.178; 4.77, 80-81, 176-177), Caraka, Drc;lhabala (3.4), Gailglidhara (3.4, 23-24, 
27-30), Kaiyaia (1.2-3), Klityliyana (1.4-5), Kharanlida (4.48), Lauhapradfpa (3.57-
64 ), Pataiijali (3.67-69), Rlijavallabha (2.95), Slirilgadhara ( I.I 0-25; 3.25-26; 4.181), 
Sivadlisa and his Cakratfkii (1.95 and 98; 2.58, 61, 71; 3.74-78 and 115-127; 4.53), 
Sriklinta ( 1.10-25), 457 Susruta, Taittirf yopani$ad (3. 23-24 ), and Vagbhaia (3.108-111; 
4.189). 

The author mentions his name, Govindasena, son of Kr~i:iavallabhasena, in one of 
the introductory verses (1.2). His date cannot accurately be determined. Govindasena 
is later than Slirilgadhara,Nlirliyai;iadlisa, and Trivikrama, quoted by him, which means 
that he lived after the end of the fourteenth century, and earlier than A.D. 1873, the year 
of the first edition of his treatise. 

GOVINDASUNU: Sa1pnipiitammijarl. 458 

GOVINDA VA.PATA: Sa1pnipiitammijarf. 459 

GURUDATTASIJl:'IHA: Yogaratniivalf. 460 
HARANANDADASA KAVICANDRA: Cikitsiisiiradfpikii.461 

HARAPALA: Vaidyasiistra. 462 

HARARAMA: Cikitsiisiira.463 

HARIBHARATI: Cikitsasiira. 464 

HARICARA~ASENA was the author of the Paryiiyamuktiivalf. 465 

This work is based on Mlidhava's Ratnamiilii,466 but the author rearranged its sub
ject matter in a number of homogeneous sections, adding much that is new and omitting 
everything not connected with medicine. 

The treatise contains 1,247 ardhaslokas, arranged in the following twenty-three 
vargas: sugandhi-, madhyagandha-, hinagandha-, sliraja-, ratna-, dhlitiipadhlitu-, 
madhura-, amla-, uttamaslika-, tiktaslika-, pu~pa-, latliphala-, kanda-, mahavrk~a-, 
madhyamavrk~a-, hrasvavrk~a-, latli-, simbisiikadhlinya-, tri;iadhlinya-, bhaktlidikrtli
nna-, pliniya-, livasyaka-, and bhautiklidivarga.467 This arrangement, which is rather 
new and original, finds a parallel only in Hemacandra's Nighal)!Ufo$a, by which it 
may have been influenced, and in Gopimohana's Paryiiyamuktiivalf. 

After enumerating the items of a particular varga, the author gives synonyms of 
each of them, to which the vernacular equivalent is usually added.468 The homony
mous section of the Paryiiyamuktiivalf is much less developed than its synonymous 
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counterpart and covers only ardhaslokas 206-279 of the bhautikiidivarga. 
Remarkable words are: kuliiija (2.32), ahiphena (6.49),kiikendu (7 .31), andjayapii

la (15.15). 
No particulars are known on the author. 
Being based on Miidhava's Ratnamiilii, the Paryiiyamuktiivalf is later than A.D. 

800-1000. Internal evidence establishes that it cannot be earlier than about the thir
teenth century: jayapiila is mentioned for the first time in the Miillhavadravyagw;ia, 

ahiphena and kuliiijana are found in S0<;lhala's Gadanigraha,469 and kiikendu occurs 
in the Dhanvantarinighaptu. 470 A lower limit cannot be determined by reason of the 
absence of quotations from the Paryiiyamuktiivalfby later authors. 

HARIHARA: Vaidyava/labha.411 

HARIHARA NANDA: Ayurvedasiirasaqigraha.412 

HARi KAVI, pupil of 'kjrasena: Krupiiraprakaral)a,473 

HARIPALA: Yogacintiimal)i. 474 

HARIPALADEV A: Yoganibandha.415 

HARIRAY AS ARMAN was the author of the Haridhiiritagrantha.476 
This treatise consists of about 190 verses 477 and is divided into six chapters, 

which contain recipes, mostly of an iiyurvedic type; the section on fevers of chapter 
one presents a number of rasayogas. A clear order in the arrangement of the diseases 
is absent, with the exception of chapter one, which deals with fever, diarrhoea, and 
grahai:ir, and the last chapter, which is mainly concerned with gynaecology, venereal 
diseases, and aphrodisiacs. 

Some notewmthy disorders mentioned are: rasase~ajvara (7), pittodreka (30), 
pittadiiha (30), mukhakrla (facial warts; 33), and kak~iidaurgandhya (foul-smelling 
armpits; 43). The work ends with a description of the purification of jayapiila. 478 

Noticeable among the substances prescribed are akarkara ( 41 ), miijilphala ( 10), and 
mastakr ( 10). Sources are not referred to. 

The author calls himself Harisarman in the mmi.galiicara~1a; his name is Haririiya
sarman in the colophons. 479 

The contents of the work warrant the conclusion that it cannot be earlier than the 
thirteenth century, but it may have been compiled a number of centuries later. 480 

HARISARA~ASENA, son of Gadiidhara Mahiisena Piitra: Dravyagul)iikara or Satka
l)fharatna.48.1 

HARl~E~APA~l?ITA: Jagatsundarfyogamiila.482 
HEMACANDRA, pupil ofDevacandra: Gadanigrahagrantha.483 

HEMAVIJAYA GA!:11: Kastiirfprakaral)a.484 

HERAMBASENA SAHAPATNI, son of Subhasena, compiled the Gii~habodhakasaq1-
graha, a work on the aetiology, symptomatology, and treatment of diseases. After 
a respectful salutation to Cakrapai:ii, Mahesvara, Miidhava and Nityaniitha, the 
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author states that his treatise is based on the Rasaratniikara (of Nityaniitha), the 
Cakra(datta),485 and (the work of) Mahesvara, which implies that Herambasena 
cannot be earlier than Nityaniitha.486 

lNDRADEVA: Niimasiigara. 487 
lsANACANDRA VISARADA: Bhai§ajyavijiiiina.488 
lsVARA: KaJpa[[Java.489 
JAGANNATHADATTA: Cikitsiiratna.490 
JAGANNATHAPRASADA SUKLA: Anupiinakalpataru. 491 
JANARDANA: 492 (1) Miitrnparik§ii;493 (2) Sadvaidyakaustubha. 494 
JARARA: Jvarapariijaya.495 
JAYADEVA: Jvarapariijaya.496 
JAY ADEV A: K viithacikitsii. 491 

JAYADEVASVAMIN: 'l.iidyamrta.498 
JAYAKRSNADASA, son ofVerikatadiisa: Cikitsiiratna.499 
JA YAPiLADiKSITA: Madhukosa.·500 
JAYARAMA: Clkitsiiratnasa111graha, a compilation from works on therapy. 501 

JA YARAMAGIRI or J AIR AMA GIRi, pupil of Caitanyagiri: Kalpadrumasiirasa1µgraha, a 
work in a mixture of Sanskrit and HindI. 502 

JA YARAMAMISRA or J AIRAMAMISRA: Anandiirnava. 5o3 
JiVARAJA: Sa1µnipatacikitsii. 504 . 

JNANAVAJRA: Guhyiignicakra. This Tibetan demonological treatise of Tantric inspira
tion, translated from the Sanskrit and forming part of the Tanjur, mentions RevatI and 
other malevolent beings. 505 

KADAMBA: Vaidyakadamba.506 
KADAMBESVARA: Kautukacintiimani.507 
KAL i CARA!~ADATTA: Cikitsiisiirasaqigraha. 5os 
KALiPRASADA VAIDYA: Siirasaiµgraha. 509 
KALPARAMA: Biilatantra.51° 
KAMADEVA: 'l.lidyakalpadruma. 511 

KAMALAK~A KAVIRAJA of the Ro~a family: Cikitsiitattvacandrikii. 512 

KAMESVARA, son of Narendra (or Narahara Gau,adyuma1Ji), brother of Visvesa 
Vidyiinidhi, of the Puru~ttama family and of Gau<;fadesa: Ayurvedasiddhiintasa1µ
bodhinf, a work in two chapters (vrtti), the first of which treats of several matters, 
especially dietetics, and the second of diseases and their treatment. 513 

KANAKADATTAVAIDYA: TaiJiimava.514 

KANAKAPURAPADMAPA~QITA: Cikitsiisthiina.515 
KAN HA, son of Vastupiila: Cikitsiiratnabhii§al)a. 516 
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KASINATHA. Several works are ascribed to one or more authors of this name: 517 

(I) Biilabodhodaya by Kiisinatha Caturvedin; 5 13 (2) Cikitsiidhiitusiira by Kasinatha 
Dvivedin; 519 (3) Cikitsiikramakalpava//fby Kasinatha Caturvedin; 520 (4) Rasakalpa
Jatii; 521 (5) Visoddhiira.522 

The Ciki;;iikl"amakalpava//f is one of the sources of the Rasayogasiigara; 523 it is 
quoted in Harisaral)ananda's Kiipfpakvarasanirmai1avijiiiina. 

KA.STRAMA: Vaidyasarvasva.524 
KAVINDRACANDRA: Ratniiva/i. 525 

KAVISEKHARA: Prasiitikarana or Strfcikitsii. 526 
KA VJSENA: Gudaroga.527 0 

KEDARANATHA HAJ?A: Sadvaidyasadbhiivaviveka. 528 

KENDRADEV A: Niimasiigara. 529 

KESA v A was the author of the Harigui1a, a short medical treatise in five chapters: (I) 
kayacikitsii, paiicakarman, and salya ( 184 verses); (2) salakya (30 verses); (3) vi~a and 
striroga (13 verses); (4) rasayana (7 verses); (5) vajikara!}a (10 verses). The arrange
ment of the diseases disagrees with the Miidhavanidiina.530 

Kesava was the son of Vatsa and Ko~amba; Vatsa's father was the physician Vidya
dhara, the son of Bhratar and the grandson of Naganatha. 

KESA v ABHA TT A: LaghunighaQtusiira. 531 

KONDA V ADHANJ: Biihatasiistra. 532 

KRSNA: Cikitsiitattva.533 
K~~~A: Dravyagw.1aratniikara. 534 

Ki!,~~ADASA: DfpikiikeraJa.535 
KRSNAMISRA: Sukhiinandavinoda. 536 

K~~~ANANDA KAVJRAJA: Cikitsiisarpgraha.531 
K~~~ANATHAKAVIRAJA: Cikitsasaipgraha.538 
KRSNAPADA: Piitikiitailanimiiinavidhi. 539 

K~EMAJAYA: Prabodhacandr~aya.540 
K~EMANKARA MISRA: Cikitsiisiira, a work in seventy-eight chapters (adhyaya). 541 

KSEMASAMKARAMISRA: Cikitsiisiira 542 

K~EMASARMACARYA, son of Gautama: Cikitsiisiirasaiµgraha, in about 900 verses. 543 

KULAKIRTJ: Aiijanadfpikii. 544 

LABDHICANDRA: Brhalliilacandrikii. 545 

LAK~MA~AKAVJ: K.iisyapatantra. 546 
LAKSMIDHARA: Nidiina. 547 

LAKSMIDHARACARYA: Karniirnava.548 
LAK~MINARAYA~A: Gudav~da~avivaraparfk§iipaiicaka 549 

LAK~MINARAY A~A: Vi$opaciira. 550 . 
LAK~MINATHA: Lailghanapathyaniq1aya. 551 

MADHAVA: Prayogacintiimaiu. 552 

MADHAVA: Tantrasiira, a collection of aphorisms on the causes of maladies. 553 
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BHJ~AJ MADHAVA was the author of the Kii{amudgara 554 This work 555 is a very short 
treatise in twenty-one verses, which are, due to their compactness, difficult to interpret. 
It is accompanied by an auto-commentary. 556 

The work deals with the six tastes and their relationships with the do~as ( 1-4), the 
do~as in connection with the parts of day and night (5) and the stages of the digestive 
process (6), the bodily seats of the do~as (7), and their association with the two halves 
of the year (8 ). After rules about the drinking of water in general and that from rivers in 
particular (9), the characteristics of incurable diseases are enumerated (10), followed 
by those of the sixty-two types of sa1pniplita (11-14) and the five mahlibhiitas (15); 
the next subjects consist of the treatment of vrai:ias (16), and the properties of haritakI, 
along with rules about its use ( 17-18 ). The tract ends with two verses on its qualities 
and one about its author. 

Most of the verses of the Kiitamudgara seem to be original, though verse sixteen 
is a quotation from the Susrutasaq1hitii. 557 

The work is quoted in the ii.yurvedasaq1graha of Devendranlitha and U pendranlitha 
Senagupta. 

No particulars are known on the author. 
The work was written before the middle of the eighteenth century, because one of 

the MSS dates from AD. 1747/48.558 

MADHAVA KA VIRAJ A of Nliritagrlima: Mugdhabodha,559 a compilation from earlier 
works on the treatment of various disorders. It ends with a list of twenty-two authori
ties, among which the following may be mentioned: Bhliskara, Candranlitha, Caraka, 
Gahananlitha, Mahlisena, Mahesvara, Nidiina, Piitaiijala, Ratniiva/f, Siirakaumudf, Su
sruta, Tantra, Tantranlitha, Vlibha!a, Vaidyasiigara, and V[ddhaviigbha[a. 560 

The Mugdhabodha is probably later than Vaidyarlija's Sukhabodha,561 because it 
partly agrees with the latter. 562 

MADHAVA PA~QITA: Gadiisaq1jfvanf. 563 The introductory stanzas of one of the 
MSS 564 enumerate the following subjects: (I) roganidlina, (2) ... , 565 (3) au~adhakalpa, 
(4) miiliklikalpa, (5) raktamok~ai:ia, (6) agnirak~likarman, (7) sastrakarman, and (8) 
mantra. Topics dealt with in another MS 566 are: sarvaroganidlina, nli~Inidlina, 
do~atraya, asitivlitanidlina, paittyaroganidlina, sle~maroganidlina, jvaranidlina, 
k~ayaroganidlina, grahit;1Inidlina, mehanidlina, and vi~iicyajiri:ianidlina. 

The Gadiisaqijfvanf is quoted in a work called Niicjfvijiiiina.561 

The author, of Srivatsagotra and Apastambasiitra,568 was a son of the poet and 
physician Tu!!iiru Sarabharliju. He completed his father's medical treatise, the Sara
bhariijfyamu. Mlitlhava Pai:i~ita, who was called vaidyavidylitrinetra, may have lived 
in the seventeenth century. 569 

MAD HA v ACAR YA: Cikitsiiratnasaqigraha or Cikitsiikalpapadapa. 510 

MADHAV ACARY A SALA DU: Cikitsiisiirasaqigraha, also called 1):ibhuvanatilaka. 571 

MADHU: Dravyagw;iaratnamiilika.512 
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MAGACANDRADEV A: Miigariijapaddhati, a work covering all the fields of medicine, 
including channs. 

In a long introduction the author gives a detailed genealogy. He is a k~atriya of 
Kausalyagotra 573 and a descendant of Rama. His forefathers are Sahagala, Sahana, 
Dharma, Mar1ga!a, Abha!a, Sarpbhava, Manora, Kajjala, Vaccharaja, Mahiiriija, Gii
gil, and Niithildeva. The three sons of Niithudeva were Tripuradiisa, Rilpacandra, and 
Miigadeva (= Miigacandradeva). Tripuradiisa had two sons, Kunda and Nicandii. Ril
pacandra's three sons were Kiilidiisa, Haridiisa, and Jevidiisa. Miigadeva's two sons 
were called Durgiidiisa and Bhojariija. 

Sources mentioned in the introduction are Caraka, Hiirita, Susruta, Tisa!a, Vagbha
!a, and Variga(sena). 574 

The family to which Miigacandra belonged ruled at Siidhiira~1apura, a city identi
fied as Sahiiranpur in Uttar Pradesh by D.C. Sircar. This author claims that Sahagala or 
Sahigila is no other than the Panjabi family name Saigal. He connects this name with 
Hindi saikalgar (a polisher of metal arms and tools), which is the name of a minor caste 
found in the Sahiiranpur region. 575 

The town of Sahiiranpur was founded about AD. 1340, in the reign of Mu~ammad 
bin Tughluq (A.D. 1325-1351). Miigacandra does not appear to have flourished earlier 
than the fifteenth or sixteenth century. 576 

MAHADEVA: Mahiirasiiyanavidhi, taken from the Kiikaca(1<jesvarfmata or some other 
Tantra.577 

MAHADEVABHl~Al: Vaidyavinodasiira. 518 
MAHADEVAPA~QITA, client of Riijasiq1ha: Riijasiqihasudhiisindhu.519 
MAHENDRA: Dravyiivalfnighal)tu,580 
MAHENDRA: Vaidyakasarpgraha.581 

MAHENDRA JAINA, sonofKr~r:ia Vaidya: Dravyiiva/Tsamuccaya.582 

MAHESA BHATT A: Cikitsiisiira. 583 

MAHESACANDi{.A: (I) Vaidyakasaqigraha; 584 (2) Vaidyakasarvasva.585 

MAHO: Cak$U$pratyarpapad~ikriyii or Aciirasmii.rakanyiisa,586 attributed to the In
dian physician Maho587 or Mana ha. 588 The Tibetan titles of this short work on the treat
ment of eye diseases, translated in the Potala by Lhun-grub, 589 are Mig-!Jbyed mthon
ba don-ldan 590 and Lag-Jen zin-bris-su bkod. 591 

MALLADEVA: Kii/ajiiiina. 592 

MALLARIPA~QITA, son of Kesaviiciirya: Vaidyakalpataru. 593 This is a rasasiistra work 
in twenty-one chapters; the Rasiiq1ava is quoted in it. 594 The same author may have 
written the As vii yurvedasiirasindhu. 595 

MALLl~E~A: Biilagrahacikitsa.596 

MAN Ali, pupil of Sumatimeru: Ayurvedasiirasarpgraha. 597 
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MANGALAGIRI SURI, of Gelavar1gala family and Atreyagotra, son of Jaganniitha, was 
the author of a work called Siitrasthiina.598 

Its nine chapters have the following headings: (I) iiyurvedasfitrasthiina, (2) 
rasasfitriibhidhiina, (3) sa1pkhyiisarpkhyeyasfitra, (4) iirogyasfitra, (5) trido~asfitra, (6) 
dhamanisfitra, (7) vi~aprativi~asfitra, (8) yantrasfitra, and (9) iisuracikitsiisfitra. 

Mangalagiri also wrote a commentary on Bharadviija's Bhe§ajakalpa. A Rasasiitrii
bhidhiina599 is sometimes regarded as a commentary on (a portion of) the first chapter 
of Bharadviija's RasapradTpikii. 

Mailgalagiri is described as an erudite scholar, well versed in medicine, rasasiistra, 
mantrasiistra, etc. 600 

MANGARAJA: Khagendramal)idarpai_ia. 601 This treatise, arranged in sixteen chapters, 
written in Kanna<:Ja, deals with the treatment of various diseases, but is chiefly con
cerned with snake-bites and poisons in general. Four types of medicinal preparation 
are prominently present in the work: nasya (an errhine), piina (a fluid for internal use), 
lepa (a paste for external application), and afijana (a collyrium). Mantras are repeatedly 
mentioned. 

Authorities referred to are Jina and Piijyapiida. 
The author, also called Mailga(r:ia) and Marikhar:ia, lived in the Hoysala country and 

wrote his treatise during the reign of Harihara I of Vijayanagar602 (about A.D. 1336 to 
1356),603 or somewhat later. 604 His mastery in Kanna<:Ja and Sanskrit earned him the 
titles of ubhayakavisa, kavipadmabhiiskara, and siihityavaidyavidyiimbudhi. 

MAt:11: Yogiiiijana.605 

MAt:1IKY A, son of Padmaniibha: (Sa,pnipiita)padacandrikii, a commentary on the 
anonymous Saqmipiitacandrikii, a monograph on fevers. 606 

MANI SIN, son of Haradatta: DvisatI. 607 

MAt:1IVEt:1A: Bii/agrahacikitsii. 608 
MANU, son of Lak~mar:ia: Vaidyasarvasva, a collection of 117 prescriptions. 609 

MARGASAHAYA: Bhai§ajyasiiranigha(itu-611 

MATHANASlll!fHA VAIDYA or VAIDYAMATHANASlll!fHA: Trayodasasarpnipiitiiniirp 
cikitsii, a work in fifty-four verses, dealing with the diagnosis and treatment of 
thirteen saqtnipiita fevers. The names of twelve of these fevers are: sandhiga, antaka, 
rugdiihaka, cittabhrama, sitiiilga, tandrika, kaQ!hakub ja, hiiridraka, bhagnanetra, 611 

rak~!hivin,jihvaka, and abhinyiisa. Two additional chapters on sarpnipiita fevers and 
their treatment occur at the end of the tract: gu!ikiidhikiira and sarpnipiitakalikii. 612 

This text is related to the Sal)lnipiitakalikii attributed to Dhanvantari and that which 
forms part of the Asvinfkumiirasarphita.613 

MA THURANATHA SUK LA: Vaidyiimrtalaharf. 614 

MAYAt:1A: Bhe§ajakalpa.615 
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MUDGALA: Dravyaratniikara. 616 

MUQUMBAI RAGHAVACARYA, of Srivatsagotra: Cikitsiisiirasaqigraha.611 

NAGADEVA: Paryiiyamaiijarf. 618 

NAMAf:ISIVAYA PA~QITA, pupil of Purr:iananda: VaidyapiirvakhaIJ~a. 61 9 

NANDIKESVARA: Netraprakiisikii, a work on eye diseases, in the form of a dialogue 
between Pii jyapada as the teacher and Hayagriva as the pupil. 620 The colophon gives 
the impression that it formed part of a larger work, called ii.yurveda, composed as a 
conversation between Uma and Mahesvara.621 

NANJARAJA BHOPALA: Vaidyasiirasal!lgraha.622 This work may be the same as the 
Vaidyasiirasaq1graha of Narasiq1hasastrin. 623 

NA.RADA: Sphotikiivaidya, a treatise in three chapters, in the form of a dialogue be
tween Astfka and Gautama, on the treatment of spho!ikas. 624 

N ARASIJ\/IHA: GU{lllSiirasamuccaya 625 

NARAVATA(?): Kiinkiiyanavatikii.626 

NA.RAY A~A: Jyotsnikii. 627 

NARAYA~A: NiiriiyaIJiivalokana, a medical work on karmavipaka. 628 

NARA YArf.A: NiiriiyaIJavaflpiifha.629 

NARA Y Arf.A: Ratnamiiliidhyiiya, a medical vocabulary. 630 

The Tantrasiirasatpgraha631 by NARAYA~A 632 is a Tantric text, also called Niiriiya
IJlya Sarvamantriirthakosa,633 that deals with medicine in some of its chapters. 634 

In Kerala it is known as Vi$aniirayaIJfya,635 in order to distinguish it from Naraya
I}abha!!atripada's NiiriiyaIJlya, which is a well-known Bhagavata work, very popular 
in that country. 636 

The treatise contains 2,069 verses, a1Tanged in thirty-two chapters (pa!ala). 637 It is 
called a ~aikarmikatatantra, 638 which explains that six Tantric subjects are covered: 639 

vi~a. i.e., toxicology (chapters one to ten), grahas and unmada (chapters eleven 
to fourteen), amayadhvaJ!lsa and au~adha, i.e., the treatment of various diseases 
( chapters fifteen· and sixteen), the types of magic called k~udra 640 ( chapters seventeen 
and eighteen),641 the conjuring art called narman or vinoda, i.e., illusionism (chapter 
nineteen), and, finally, kamika, i.e., devotion to Tantric deities and its results (chapters 
twenty to thirty-two). 642 

The first ten chapters are mainly on animal poisons: (1) introductory matter, (2) the 
origin of snakes and their typology, (3-5) the treatment of snake-bites with mantras, 
etc., (6) the medical treatment of the bites of darvikara snakes, (7) the bites of gonasa 
snakes 643 and their treatment, (8) the bites of rajila snakes and their treatment, (9) rat
bites and their treatment, (10) the bites of spiders, scorpions, rabid dogs, etc., together 
with their treatment, remedial measures against poisons of animal and vegetable origin, 
and drugs which neutralize other drugs (pratyau~adha). 644 

Chapters eleven to sixteen deal with: ( 11) balagrahas (three series are mentioned, 
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attacking the child on the first to tenth day, first to twelfth month, and second to sev
enteenth year of life), 645 (12) unmiida, i.e., insanity, caused by bodily disorders or by 
grahas, ( 13) measures against disorders caused by grahas, ( 14) the treatment of unmii
da, (15-16) the treatment of various diseases. 

Chapters seventeen to twenty-seven are not relevant to medicine. Chapter twenty
eight (vasyapaiala) contains various measures which affect the sexual functions of men 
and women; chapter twenty-nine (stripaiala) contains matter pertaining to obstetrics 
and gynaecology; chapter thirty (gaviidipaiala) is about diseases in various domestic 
animals and other subjects; chapter thirty-one (yuddhiidipa!ala) is concerned with ari
~!as and warfare. The concluding chapter (hariharapii jiidipa!ala) is devoid of medical 
interest. 

The author refers to only one of his sources, namely the Sikhiiyoga. 646 

The Tantrasiirasarpgraha is quoted by Anantakumiira647 and Isanasivagurudeva 
under the title NiiriiyaIJfya 648 The Bhesajjamaiijiisiisannaya cites it as Tuntrasiirasarp
graha and Niiriiy31Jfya 

Eighteen mahiigrahas are described, together with the symptoms they bring about 
in their victims: alll.!"ta or sura, asura, niiga, yak~a. gandharva, riik~asa, meghra, ka
smala,649 nistejas, 650 bhasmaka, pitar, kusa, viniiyaka, praliipa, pisiica, antyaja, yonija, 
and bhiita; to these are added nine grahas: apasmiira, dvija, brahmariik~asa, avanibhuj 
or nrpa, vis, vr~ala, nica, cai~giila, and vyantara. The grahas are also divided into the 
categories balikiima, ratikiima and hantukiima. 651 

A disease of the ears, calledjhiQikii, is once mentioned ( 15.58), and also a type of 
arsas localized on the scalp (kapiiliirsas, 16.22). Thediseasecalled mliri ( 15.51) is prob
ably the same as masiirikii (15.52). The commentator explains slipada as piidavalmika 
(ad 16.46). 

Interesting names of medicinal plants are: ajjha!ii (8.41; 15.41), 652 alpamiiri~ 
(6.54), asvinivrk~ (17.73), avitiina (8.40; 10.24),653 biihuvalli (6.15; 7.68), 654 dorvalli 
(7.60 and 64; 8.41),655 do~ii (7.42 and 66; 9.72; 10.5 and 41), 656 giiyaki (7.66), 657 
\jha!ii (3 l.68),jiirT(3 I.66), kapoti (7.56), kiiraskara ( 10.45), 658 lak~mi (9.62; 29.23),659 

mohini (10.12; 20.32), 660 miirdhapu~pi (7.66),661 nandyiivarta (7.60; 21.9; 31.71), 662 

papphaQa (29.39), ph31Jitaka (30.4), phirii (9.51 and 52), riijamohini (31.64), sadii
bhadrii (19.40), siigarairaQga (9.60),663 samirasakha (6.59),664 sa111mohini (31.73), 
sauQgi (8.38),665 sitehii (10.15), sophaghni (6.54 and 58), 666 spho!ikii (7.59), siili 
(8.32), syenii (17.75),667 ta!iika (9.51),668 tiipiccha (9.36; 16.6),669 trisiili (31.63), 
tuQgi (8.40; 9.43, 55 and 58; 16.22), 670 uttamii karQikii (9.48), 671 uttiinaparQi (31.68), 
vanaku~iha (7.61), vaniimbii (7.61), vega (6.13), 672 vijayariiga (6.17), vi~ataru (17.70 
and 74),673 vyiighiita (9.33; 16.19), vyiighiitaka (8.41),674 yiimavati (7.67),675 and 
yiimini (7.59 and 61; 10.39). 676 

NiiriiyaQa informs us 671 that he was a son of NiiriiyaQa and Umii, and a brother of 
Gauri; his maternal uncle was called Paramesvara. His family lived in Sivapura on the 
banks of the river Nila. He is reported to have acquired his knowledge of mantrasiistra 
through efforts to get rid of a disease which was either ku~iha or pak~vadha. In Kerala 
he is regarded as the author of the Lak§a1Jiim11a618 and other works on agadatantra. 

The NiiriiyaQa who wrote the Bhiigavata work called Niiriiylll)lya should be distin-
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guished from the author of the Tantrasiirasaipgraha. The former, a devotee of Kr~r:ia. 
who lived in the village Navagrlima on the banks of the Nila in the period 1550-1650, 
was called Nlirliya~1abhanatriplida.679 

The Tantrasiirasaipgraha may be earlier than the lsiinasivagurudevapaddhati 
(twelfth century),680 which borrows from and refers to it as Niiriiylll)iya,681 The work 
precedes the Bhesa.ijamaiijiisiisannaya (completed in A.D. 1734), and Anantakumlira's 
Yogar.itnasamuccaya, which quote it. 

Some scholars regard it as belonging to the sixteenth century. 682 
The commentary on the Tantrasiirasa1pgraha was written by an unknown author, 

but it is sometimes, on insufficient grounds, ascribed to Nlirliyai:ia himself. 683 It was 
evidently composed in Southern India, since it gives the Tami! and Malaylijam equiv
alents of many terms, especially of the names of plants and animals. In this respect it 
abounds in repetitions. Apart from that, it contains much interesting Tantric material. 
Quotations are nowhere referred to their sources. 

NARAYA~APA~QITA: Vaidyaratniikara.684 

NA.RAY At,IARAJA: Niiriiya11avi/iisa.685 This work is one of the sources of the Rasayo
gasiigara. 686 

NATHAPA~QITA: A$fiiligakii!J4a. 687 

NEMICANDRA: Dravyasarpgraha.688 

NiLAKA~THA was the author of the Basavariijiya689 or V1$ariijiya,690 an extensive 
medical treatise, divided into twenty-five chapters (prakarai:ia). 

Chapter one: generalities, the examination of the pulse, fevers, krimiroga, jvarli
tislira, atislira; chapter two: saipniplita fevers; chapter three: the do~as, the examina
tion of the urine; chapter four: k~aya and rlijayak~man; chapter five: pli99uroga, halI
maka, sopha, klimalli; chapter six: vlitavylidhi; chapter seven: twenty-four pitta dis
eases and chardi; chapter eight: klisa, svlisa, hikka; chapter nine: meha, mehavra9a, 
miitrakrcchra, miitrlighlita, asmari. 

Chapter ten: grahai:iI, atislira; chapter eleven: udara, linliha and udlivarta, vidradhi; 
chapter twelve: tr~i:ili, dliha, hrdroga, vi~iicI, alasaka, vilambikli, agnimlindya, ajiri:ia; 
chapter thirteen: ku~!ha, visarpa, visphoiaka; chapter fourteen: arsas, upadaq1sa, sii
kado~a. a~19avrddhi; chapter fifteen: vandhylitva, lirtavado~a. garbhaplita, garbhasiila, 
gudabhra1psa, garbhii:iiroga, etc.; chapter sixteen: asrgdara, kusumaroga, asthisrliva, 
yonivylipad, yonikanda, garbhaplita, mii~hagarbha, siitikliroga, stanaroga, somaroga, 
etc.; chapter seventeen: netraroga; chapter eighteen: medoroga, klirsya, madlityaya, 
nlisliroga, siroroga; chapter nineteen: gulma, tiinI, pratitiinI, a~!hilli, pratya~!hilli, siila; 
chapter twenty: unmlida, apasmlira. 

Chapter twenty-one: bhagandara, vrai:ia, ligantukavrai:ia. nli9Ivrai:ia, agnidagdha
vrai:ia, liitavrai:ia, marka!Iroga, arbuda, galagai:iga, gai:igamlilli, kari:iaroga, mukharoga, 
tui:igivrai:ia, kiipavrai:ia, snliyukavrai:ia, stanavrai:ia, granthi, galakila, lisyaspho!3, 
kilaka, klilasphoia, slipada; chapter twenty-two: k~udraroga, svarabhariga, vadana-
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durgandha, kandubhedana, chiiyiiroga, arocaka; chapter twenty-three: vi~a; chapter 
twenty-four: karmavipiika; chapter twenty-five: alchemy. 

The treatise ends with a list of diseases. 
The Basavariijfya describes the aetiology, symptomatology and therapy of the dis

eases mentioned. The arrangement of the diseases is not in conformity with the Mii
dhavanidiina, nor with Viigbhaia's order. The prescriptions are of both iiyurvedic and 
iatrochemical types.691 

Some parts of the treatise are not in Sanskrit, but in Telugu. 
Sources referred to or quoted are: Agnimata (I, 27,692 90, 387), Agnivesa 

(27), Asvina (159), Asvinfka/pa (58, 78, 83, 88, 90, 122, 126, 243, 250, 282, etc.), 
A§vinfnighal){LI (22, 146),693 A§vinfya (I, II), Ayurveda (I, 8, 10, II, 13, 15, 19, 
21, 22, 24, etc.) Bhairavakalpa (I, 60, 89, 198, 205),694 Bhe§ajakalpa (I, 13, 20, 
32, 73, 227, 257, 270, 295, 362), Brah11U1giirU9a (I, 362, 364), 695 Candrabhii§ya 
(268),696 Candraka/pa (1), 697 Caraka (1, 2, 18, 22, 30, 73, 74, 108, 118, 119, etc.),698 

Cikitsiisiirasaiµgraha (I, 90, 172), Cikitsiisiirasiddhasa1pgraha (13, 129, 159, 177, 179, 
189, 192, 195, 207, 226, etc.), 699 Cintiima{1i ( 1, 10, 27, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 76, etc.), 
Devisiistra (I, 77, 385, 400),700 Hiiri"ta (27), Hiiritiitreyakasa1phitii (11),701 Hemiidri 
(370), Jiitukakarl)aka (I), Jiitukaq1a (190), Jiitukarl)l1I1igha~1tu (85),702 jyotil_lsiistra 
(366, 369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375), jyoti§a (I, 58), Karmakiil)c;la (371),703 

Karmavipiika (I, 72), Karmavipiikasa1pgraha (368), Kiisikha(1c;la (I, 307), Kaumudf 
(109), Lohatantra (84), Miidhavaka/pa (I, 59, 60, 70, 100, 123, 163, 171, 194, 201, 
etc.),704 Miidhavanidiina (very often), 705 Miidhavfya (I, 194706), Nandiniithfya (1, 
165),707 Nighal){U (387, 393, 396, 398, 411, 402, 403, 412, 415), Nityaniithiya (I, 
23, 26, 27, 29, 30, 34, 35, 49, etc.), Piiriisarya (368), Piirijiita ( I 09), Piijyapiidfya (I, 
8, 21, 33, 41, 42, 60, 78, 81, Ill, etc.), Rasaratniikara (27, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 81, 
130, 143, 148, etc.), Rasiirl)ava (2), Revapakalpaka (!), Reval)asiddhabhii§ya (64 ),708 
Siirfra (70, 130, 132, 182, 185, 216, 222, 236, 237, 269, etc.), Siirfranigha{l{U (82, 709 

115 710),711 Siirlrasutra(sthiina)(I, 115), SiddharasiiJ·l)ava (I, 8, II, 18, 26, 28, 29, 31, 
32, 38, etc.), 712 Siddhasaiµgraha (73, 88, 131, 181, 196, 243),713 Siddhasiirasaiµgraha 
(178), 714 Siddhavidyiibha (I, 2, 8, 12, 16, 21, 33, 57, 58, 69, etc.), 715 Sindiiradarpal)a 
(I, 97),716 Sindiiramal)idarpai1a (31, Ill, 127, 129, 133, 164, 180, 195,222,244, 
etc.),717 Sarasiitra (270),718 Satrasthiina (83, 230), and Viigbhaia or Viihaia (I, 8, 10, 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,etc.).719 

To this list have to be added: Cintiima{linighal){u,720 Pajyapiidanigha(itu, and Sa
trariijaratniikara,721 as well as Rak§iikarmasatra,122 Rasahrdayatantra, Rasendrasa,p
hitii, and Susruta.123 

The Basavariijlya is referred to in Gulriijsarmamisra's Siddhaprayogalatikii; 724 it 
is quoted in the A.yurvedlya Khanijavijiiiina, Bhe§ajasa,phitii, Harisara~liinanda's Ka
plpakvarasanirmiil)avijiiiina, and Satyadeva Viisi~!ha's commentary on Riivar;ia's Nii
c;Ifpan1c§ii. Basavariija's Basavariijlya is one of the sources of the Rasayogasiigara. 

Caraka is said to belong to the Krtayuga, the Rasiirpava to the Tretii-, the Siddhavid yii
bha to the Dviipara-, and the Basavaka to the Kaliyuga. The order of the diseases dis
agrees with the Miidhavanidiina, except in the chapter on karmavipiika (eh. 24). Dis-
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eases described by Miidhava, but omitted by Basava in the main body of his work, are 
viitarakta, bhagna, masiirikii, and biilaroga. The chapter on fevers (eh. 1), however, in
cludes a masiirijvara; viitarakta is mentioned in the list of disorders at the end of the 
Basavariijiya. Completely absent are vardhma, phirangaroga, and sitalii, but sniiyuka 
and somaroga were known to Basava. The names of fever in various living beings and 
inanimate substances are enumerated (7). Unusual types of fever described are masii
njvara (11-12), saktijvara (11), kiilajvara (22), vi~iicikiijvara (24), kiimaliijvara (25), 
and siitikiijvara (26). Ten stages (avasthii) off ever are mentioned (26). 

Two series of thirteen saqmipiita fevers are described. The first series consists of 
sandhika, tiindrika, praliipa, cittavibhrama, jihvaka, kan;iika, 725 rugdiiha, antaka, bhu
gnanetra, kar:i!hakubja, rakta~1bivin, sitagiitra, and abhinyiisa (50-54). 726 Each member 
of this first series is characterized four times, according to the descriptions of the M ii
dhavanidiina, 121 Ayurveda, Nityaniithfya, and Cintiima1,1i. The characterizations said to 
be from a treatise called Ayurveda are also found in the Parahitasmphitii and Yogaratnii
kara; the remaining ones are unknown from other texts. 

The second series consists of visphiiraka, iisukiirin, 728 kampana, babhru, sighrakii
rin, bhalla, kii!apiilaka, sa,pmohaka, piilaka, yiimya, krakaca, karka!aka, and vaidiirika 
(54-57). The descriptions of these fevers are identical with those by Vangasena and 
Bhiivamisra. 

Chapter two describes four abnormal colours of the tongue (59-60). Chapter six 
states at its beginning (92) that eighty disorders by viita will be enumerated, but the 
list following this statement has only a number of seventy-one. This highly unusual 
list, which completely disagrees with the eighty viitavikiiras of the Carakasaiphitii 
and the viita disorders of many medical treatises, mentions iirdhvaviita, 729 siroviita, 
pak~iighiita, piirsvaviita, ardhlingaviita, 730 kampaviita, 731 iirustambha, 732 kikkasa, 733 

raktaviita,734 amlaviita, kaphaviita, siidhyaviita, dhanurviita,735 timiraviita, karMhaviita, 
kiikaviita, sitaviita, nayanaviita, udaraviita, niisiiviita, mukhaviita, avayaviingaviita, 
jihviingaviita, 736 naraviita, karr:iaviita, iimaviita, 737 tvagviita, 738 ar:iuviita, angaviita, 
bhramar:iaviita, rnalabaddha, gulmaviita, miitrabaddha, biihukampa, skandhaviita, 
mandaviita, jiinuviita, janghiiviita, piidaviita, kandharaviita, anguliviita, anulomaviita, 
vilomaviita, suptaviita, 739 ko~!haviita, bastiviita, su~kaviita, sthiinaviita, kuk~iviita, 
asthiviita, 740 majjiiviita, 741 ekiingaviita, ~ir:iaviita,742 vasiiviita,743 madhuviita, k~u
dhiiviita, srnkhalaviita, spho!aviitaka, sniiyuviita,744 prasiitiviita, ajirr:iaviita, iitapaviita, 
agniviita, svarahina, khaiijaka, kaliiviita, da1].4aviita, 745 k~ataviita, panguviita,746 

dadhiviita, and unmiidaviita. 
The viita diseases characterized in chapter six are fer the greater part, but in a 

different order, those enumerated in this list,747 but some of the latter are absent: 
naraviita, angaviita, sthiinaviita, 748 and k~udhiiviita. Viita diseases described in chapter 
six, although absent from the list, are: dhiimaviita (93), vidhiimaviita (94), k~utaviita 
(96), grdhrasiviita (97),749 pii1psuviita (98), suklaviita (98), bhogaviita (99), ka!iviita 
(99),750 siriiviita (101), 751 a4hyaviita (106),752 sandhiviita (106),753 styiinaviita (108), 
gulphaviita (108), ardita (111), 754 badhiraviita (113), and orugaviita (114).755 At the 
end of chapter six, Basava gives a list and descriptions of viita diseases according to 
another treatise. This second list includes a considerable part of the usually recognized 
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viita disorders. 756 

A list of twenty-four pitta diseases, completely different from the forty pitta 
disorders of the Carakasaf/Jhitii, is found at the beginning of chapter seven. The list 
consists of avan:ia, vivar~1a, siiryavan,1a, kiimalii, amla, rakta, sveda, unmatta, paur:l(:lra, 
sarpika, karapada, sna, miircha, madhuka, kusumaka, krodha, bhrarpsa, siras, k~udh, 
tr~i:ia, durbhiiva, carman, durgandha, and madana. The descriptions of the pitta dis
eases are largely in the same order: iivari;iapaittya, vivari:iapaittya, siiryavari;ia, kiimalii, 
amlapitta, svedapitta, unmadapaittya, pui;i9ar'ika, karapada, sftapitta, miirchapitta, 
madhupitta, kusumapitta (and nasikiikusuma = nosebleed), krodhapitta, bhrarp
sapitta, siral:ipitta, k~udhapitta, tr~i:iapitta, durbhavapitta, carmapitta, madanapitta, 
visarpapitta, 757 and raktapitta (as well as asrgdara). The remaining part of the chapter 
is devoted to renewed descriptions of amlapitta and miirchii. 

Chapter eight, on cough (kiisa), describes at first five types of kiisa, in agreement 
with the Mlidhavanidiina, followed by another list consisting of twenty varieties, 
which are subsequently characterized: piirvakasa, k~ayakiisa, raktakasa, cippikiikiisa, 
vatakasa, pittakasa, k~atakasa, suktikakasa, iimakasa, pai;i9ukasa, kr~i:iakasa, sle~maka
sa, dadhikasa, sle~majihvakakiisa, kar:i!hajihvakakasa, upajihvakakiisa, jihvakakiisa, 
iirdhvakiisa, sle~mabhariga or bharigalisle~maka, and ku~!hakasa or sle~maku~!ha. 

Chapter twelve enumerates the symptoms of three do~ja types of vi~iici and five 
complications of this disease (201). Chapter thirteen mentions ku~!ha,jvara, so~a and 
netriibhi~yanda as contagious diseases (aupasargikaroga; 211). Chapter fifteen refers 
to parasitic organisms in the uterus (241 ). Chapter sixteen describes the disease called 
asthisrava (248). Chapter seventeen refers to a number of ninety-four eye diseases 
(259).758 Chapter twenty-one describes burns (agnidagdhavrai;ia; 321), liitavrai;ia 
(322), and several varieties of a disease called marka!iroga (323-325); 759 the number 
of mukharogas is said to be sixty-four (334 ); 760 some unusual mukharogas described 
are galagranthi (347), galakila (347), and asyaspho!3 (347-348); two other rarely 
mentioned disorders are ki'laka (348) and kiilaspho!a (348). Chapter twenty-one deals, 
among other things, with diseases called kandubhedana (361) and chayaroga (361). 761 

The author's name isNilakai:i!hakci!!iiru Basavaraja, sonofNamal:isivaya, who was 
a disciple ofRamadesika of the Ni9imami9i family. 762 He calls himself the moon of the 
Nilakai:i!ha family 763 and belonged to the Virasaiva sect. 764 The name of his guru may 
have been Jarigamesa. 765 The Basavariijfya is especially popular among the vaidyas of 
Andhra Prades. 766 

It is difficult to establish an exact date of the Basavariijfya The developed state of 
na9ipari~ and rasasastra, and the quotation from Hemiidri, indicate that it cannot be 
earlier than the fourteenth century. The prescription of rasakarpiira, 767 although not yet 
against phirarigaroga, points to the sixteenth century as the period of its composition. 
This is confirmed by the presence of China root 768 in the prescriptions against venereal 
diseases. 769 

NILAKA~THA: Nflakll!lthasaqigraha, a work on pathology and therapy, containing nu
merous prescriptions with special names. This treatise is sometimes characterized as a 
physician's vademecum. Caraka is quoted with preference, and Miidhava is followed 
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in the arrangement of the diseases. General subjects and religious therapy are also dealt 
with. 

Nilakar:ifha was a son of Narahari and Savitri and belonged to the Vaidya caste. His 
uncle was Sridhara ofDhanvantarigotra; one of his more remote ancestors was Tripura
ridhana, a mahopadhyaya. 770 

NILAKA~lTHAMISRA: Paryiiyiiq1ava, a medical lexicon in five chapters (tarariga). 771 

NITY ANATHA, Srinatha or Nagabhaga was the authorof the Kiimaratna, 772 a popular 
Tantric treatise 773 on ~afkarman and other types of magic. 

The work 774 consists of about 1,400 verses,775 arranged in sixteen chapters. 776 

Some of the subjects are: vasikarar:ia (subjugation; 1.38-107), 777 akar~ar:ia (attraction; 
2.1-16),778 jaya (victory over adversaries; 3.1-19), stambhana (immobilization; 
4.1-82),779 mohana (delusion; 5.1-17), ranjana (pleasing; 5.18-94), vajikarar:ia 
(aphrodisiacs; 6.1-91), 780 ucciifana (eradication; 10.1-15), vidve~ar:ia (sowing dissen
sion; 10.16-22), 781 marar:ia (killing; 10.42-59), kautuka (awesome feats; 11.1-36), 782 

kamyasiddhi (procuring desired ends; 12.1-113 ), yak~ir:iisadhana (propitiation of 
yak~ir:iis; 15.1-51). 783 

Subjects more or less related to medicine are: delaying or preventing ejacu
lation (sukrastambhana; 4.44-82),784 the prevention of a foul smell and sweating 
(5.19-31), the treatment of disorders of the skin, especially those affecting the face 
(pi!aka, nili, vyariga, tilakala, syamika; 5.42-56),785 recipes against lice and nits 
(5.98-105)786 and against premature baldness (indralupta; 5.106-117), aphrodisiacs 
(vajikarar:ia; 6.1-91), tightening the vagina (ga.hikarar:ia; 7.1-10),787 increasing 
the size of the male organ 788 and promoting erection (kamadhvajasthiilikaraQa; 
7 .33-54 ), increasing the size and firmness of the female breasts (stanavardhana; 
7.55-71),789 removal of the pubic hair in women (lomasatana; 7.74-86),790 bringing 
about impotence (sar:i~hikarar:ia; 8.1-9),791 curing impotence caused by ill-disposed 
women (du~fastrilqtadhvajapli.totthapana; 8.10-13), making the female organs inac
cessible to another male (yonibandhana; 8.14-24), 792 bringing about menstruation 
(pu~pakaraQa; 8.26-31), 793 bringing about miscarriage (garbhapatana; 8.33-40), 794 

stopping menorrhagia and metrorrhagia (pradara; 8.41-58), the treatment of sterility 
in women (janmavandhyacikitsa; 8.60-93), 795 the treatment of sterility subsequent 
to the birth of the first child (kakavandhyacikitsa; 8.94-98),796 the treatment of 
women whose children die at an early age (mrtavatsacikitsa; 8.99-112), 797 measures 
protecting the unborn child (garbharak~a; 8.120-140),798 the treatment of disorders 
in pregnant women (samanyacikitsa; 8.141-158),799 measures securing an easy 
delivery (sukhaprasava; 8.160-164),800 measures against balagrahas (8.165-180),801 

the therapy of the children's disease called ahitur:i•ika (8.181-183), 802 bringing about 
sleep (nidrakarar:ia; 9.20-24) or sleeplessness (nidranlisana; 9.25-28),803 causing 
diseases to appear (vylidhikarar:ia; 10.23-33),804 causing insanity (unmattikarar:ia; 
10.36-41), recipes against diseases of eyes, ears, teeth, etc. (12.51-93),805 allaying 
hunger and thirst (12.98-105). Chapter fourteen is about vegetable (1-23) and animal 
poisons (24-152), upavi~as (153-155), factitious poisons (156-166), poisons arising 
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when substances are mixed (167-171), and the poisonous substance_ in bhalliitaka 
oil (172-173). Chapter fifteen is concerned with the purification of mercury (1-41), 
cinnabar (hii1gu!a; 42), sulphur (43-47), mica (48-65), and other, mostly inorganic, 
substances. 

Authorities to whom recipes are attributed are: Bhojariija (5.26), Bhiipati (8.159), 
Cakradatta (7.58), the author of the Hacamekhalii (8.21), Kavipu1igava (8.187), 
Mahiideva (13 .66 ), Miiladeva (7 .6; 8.28 and 142), Niigiirjuna ( 4.42 and 66), 806 Niirada 
(6.37), Nityaniitha (6.78), Rantideva (5.45; 7.10),807 Sambhu (13.16), Siva (13.19; 
14.126), Viitsyiiyana (1.106), and Visviimitra ( 1.62). The Vfratantra is the only work 
quoted by name (10.14-15).808 

Nityaniitha's Kiimaratna is mentioned among the sources of the Rasayogasii
gara 809 The Kiimarntna is one of the sources of a Kautukasiiroddhiira. 810 The work 
is quoted in the Piiradasaq1hitii and Rasatattvavivecana. It is referred to in Khare's 
commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya 

The Kiimaratna has many verses in common with the Kak§llpufa. 811 

Premature baldness (indralupta) goes under the name of viiyuk~Iro!3-ka (5.113). 

Noteworthy names of plants are: anku!I (4.5), bha!ikii (4.78), da!)~il (8.9),812 

karkasii (6.55), kesariija (5.3),813 mahiikiila (4.79; 5.81),814 methI (6.30 and 74), 
munikha!)~akasiika (9.23), pe!iirikii (8.49), 815 raktiigastya (6.43), sitapikataru (6.6), 816 

subhii (5.9), 817 svetabandhiika (4.76), svetiinyapu~!iikhyataru (4.53), svetapikiik~ 
(4.52), trailokyavijayii (i.e., bha1igii; 6.28), trisiili (3.26), and trisiilinI (14.59). 

Since Bhojariija, Cakradatta, and the author of the Haramekhalii are referred to, the 
work cannot be earlier than about A.D. 1100. 

NJTY ANATHASIDDHA: Vandhyiivali. 818 

N~HARI: Takrapiinavidhi. 81 9 

N1~SI¥HA: Nrsiq1/Janidiina. 820 The author mentions a~\asthiinaparik~ and begins his 
work with nii~Iparik~ii. The first chapter is called asitiviitavyiidhinidiina; Nityiinanda 
is referred to in its colophon. At the end, Nrsiipha describes many diseases as per
sons forming part of the court of their king, K~a ya. His queen is Sukiimilii, his general 
(camiipati) Pii!)~uroga, his sons are the several forms of Raktapitta, his companions 
are Sopha and Atisiira, his two ministers Sviisa and Kiisa, his spies Viita and Pitta, his 
horses Viintika and Aruci, his singers and musicians Graha!)I, Arsas, Gulma, and Sii
la. 821 

N~S111:'1HABHATT A: TiimbiUakalpas111pgraha. This work on betel chewing quotes the 
following authors and works: Asvaliiyaniiciirya, Atr~ Bharadviija, Dak~a. Devala, 
Hemiidri, Kiityiiyana's Smrticandrikii, 822 Miirkal)<jeyapurii(la, Slllpgraha, Siitii
tapa, Smrtimaiijarf,823 Vaidya, Vasi~!ha, Vijiiiinesvarfya (i.e., the Mitiik§llrii on the 
Yiijiiava/kyasmrti), V[ddhavasi$fha, and Vyiisa. 

The reference to Hemiidri establishes that the work cannot be dated earlier than the 
fourteenth century. 824 
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N~SI¥HAPA~QITA KASMIRA: GuQasiirasamuccaya. 825 
N~SI¥HA SOR!: Vaidyasiirasaqigraha. 826 
p ADMANABHA: Cikitsiisaqigraha.827 

PANAKALARAYA: Netrad111pa{1amu, a treatise on eye diseases and their treatment, 
written in Telugu anl! dating from the sixteenth century. 828 

This work distinguishes ninety-six eye diseases. Those mentioned are: 829 four 
types of kiica (red, white, black, yellow), svetapa\ala, raktapa\ala, pitapa\ala, km1a
pa\ala, diviindha,830 timira, netrapu~pa, nisiindha, 831 jalasriiva, atisriiva, durmiiq1sa, 
netraviita, netragandhi, netradiiha, netrasotha, netrasiila, netraliitikii, kr~1,1apilla, 
suklapilla, raktapilla, netrakiiya, raktagranthi, netrabudbuda, netrasiik~macalana, 
netracalana, catviiri, netrabandha, netrabhagna, netrajiira, netramiilinya, netriirsas, 
netrabhrama1,1a, netraniscita, netrakha1,19a, dvinetra, iirdhvadr~!i, netriigni, adhodmi, 
netrapiiya, netraku~\ha, netrapiita, netronmilana, netranimilana, netriirdhadr~!i, netra
mala, netragurtana, mandadr~!i, suklapu~pa, raktapu~pa, lq~1,1amal)c;lala, agnigranthi, 
netriitimala, pitapu~pa, pak~iighiita, pak~siila, netravalmika, pak~adiiha, pak~apa
k~man, pak~sobha, pak~acalana, pak~iiticalana, pak~ajiita, padmakiiya, padmakha9~a. 
padmiirbuda, jalasriiva (mentioned for the second time), netrapiirsvasula, netrapiirsva, 
netrapiirsvakal)c;liiti, netrapiirsvaciiiicalya, netrapiirsvasobha, netrasara1,1a, netrarodha, 
netrapiirsvarakta, netravilokana, netraphalla, netraspho\aka, netragii9hiigni, du~kha
netra, netrapu~pa, pak~adurmiirpsa, netrapipTiikii, durmadiindha, netradurmiirpsa, 
viitiibhi~yanda, netriitiroma, kaphiibhi~yanda, raktiibhi~yanda, and pittiibhi~yanda. 832 

Thirty-five different ointments are described. 
Spectacles were known to the author. 

P ARAMANANDA: Biilacikitsii.333 

PARAMANANDA, son of Balabhadra: Parruniinandaviliisa. 834 
P ARAMANANDA: Svarodaya. 835 
P ARAMANANDA MISRA, son of Narottama Misra: Siddhiintadfpa. 836 

P ARAMESVARARAK~ ITA: Gapiidhyiiya, on the classification of medicines. 837 
PARSVADEVA: Sukarayogaratniivalf. 838 
I'ARVATINATHA: Paryiiyamuktiivalf. 839 

PERANA: Vaidyasiiramu, a work in Telugu, containing many prescriptions and proce
dures popular in Andhra, and written on the lines of the siddhakriyiis of the Navaniitha 
Siddhas; it may date from about A.O. 1600.840 

PRA~ANA THA, son of Kiityiiyana Bhana: Bhai$ajyasiiriimftasa1phitii. 841 
PRAYAGA: Prayiigasaqigraha. 842 
PRITIRAMASENA: Siiratilaka, a work on fevers. 843 

POJY APADA 844 is credited with: 845 (I) Au$adhayogagrantha; 846 (2) Biilagrahas1inti; 847 
(3) Bhai{illjyagm;JiirQava; 848 (4) Cikitsiivi$8,ya; 849 (5) KalyiiQakiiraka; 850 (6) Madanakii
maratna; 851 (7) Madanasnuhfrasiiyana; 852 (8) Mahiip011)acandrodaya;853 (9) NiifI-
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parik$ii; 854 (10) Nid1inarrruktiiv11Ji855 or Siddhiintibhii$ya; 856 ( 11) Piijyapiidavaidyaka; 
( 12) Rasaratniikara; 857 (13) Rasatantra; ( 13) Ratniikariidyausadhayogagrantha; 858 ( 14) 
Rudantyiidikalpa; 859 ( 15) Surasasazpgraha; 860 (16) Sii1akuiharyau$adhavidhi; 861 (17) 
Vaidyakagrantha or -siistra;862 (18) Vaidyakayogasazpgraha, Vaidyasiira or -siirasaqi
graha; 863 (19) Vaidyavidhiina; 864 (20) Vidyiivinoda; 865 (21) Vii"yavrddhyau$adhavi
dhiina.866 

A PiijyapiidanighaQfU is quoted in Basavaraja's Basavatantra 867 A Samiidhisataka 
by Piijyapada(?) is also recorded. 868 Gomma\adeva refers in his Merutantra to a 
Vaidyiimrta b}' Piijyapada. 869 A Netraprakiisikii in the form of a dialogue between 
Hayagriva and Pii jyapada is also known. 870 

A number of the mentioned works are sometimes ascribed to Devacandra: 871 

Bhai$ajyagu{1iir1;:iava,812 Madanakiimaratna,813 Nidiinamuktiivali, 874 Ratniikariidyau
$Bdhayogagrantha,815 and Rudantyiidikalpa.816 

Formulae attributed to Piijyapada are found in many medical treatises, e.g., in an 
Au$Bdhayogagrantha,811 the Ayurvedasaukhya of Toqara, the Basavariijfya, 878 the 
BrhannighBQfuratmikara, 879 the Cikitsiisiira of Gopaladasa,880 the Rasapiirijiita,881 

the Rasapradipa of Prli~lllnlitha,882 a Rasaratniikara,883 the Rasaratnakaumudi, 884 the 
Ratniikarau$adhayoga,885 a Rudantyiidikalpa, 886 the Sallllsrayoga,887 the Tailaprayo
ga, 888 the Viihafa ( or Biihafa) by Gauriputrakarttikeya,889 the VaidyacintiimaQi, 890 and 
the Yogaratniikara. 891 

Some ofPiijyapada's prescriptions were couched in a style, peculiar to Jain medical 
works. 892 

References to Piijyapada as a medical author occur in the JiiiiniirQava of Subha
candra,893 the Khagendramar.iidarpa!la,894 Khare's commentary on the Rasaratnasa
muccaya, the PiirsvapuriiQa by Parsvapai:iqita, 895 the Rasapradrpa, 896 the Rasaratna
samuccaya, 897 the Vaidyasiistrapra v11rtakiicii1yaniimasamuccaya, Akalailka's Vidyiivi
noda,898 and in an inscription. 899 

Piijyapada is mentioned as a Mahasiddha in the Hafhayogapradipikii (1.7) and as 
a Rasasiddha in Caturbhttja's commentary on the Rasahrdaya (1.7). Piijyapada's fame 
as a medical expert has remained alive until recent times. 900 

Opinions differ with regard to the identity of Piijyapada, author of the Sarvii
rthasiddhi, the I ainendrn grammar, etc., with the medical author of the same name.901 

The former is dated to the first half of the fifth century, 902 latter half of the fifth 
century,903 the period A.D. 464-524,904 or about A.D. 700.9°5 The medical author is 
sometimes placed in the thirteenth century. 906 His date is difficult to establish, but he 
is earlier than the Khagendramar.iida1par.ia (A.D. 1360), which quotes him. 

P0R~ASET0TTAMAS0RI: V[ddhayogasataka or Vaidyavallabha.9°7 

PURU~OTT AMA, pupil of Ni!akal)\ha: Bhe$ajapaddhati.908 

PURU~OTTAMA: Vaidyakasiira.909 
PURU~OTTAMA, son of Jiianakara, grandson of Sarpkara: Yasascandrikii. 9W 
PURU~OTT AMADATTA: Yogaratnasazpgraha.9 11 

PURU~OTT AMAPREHHA: PUTU$Qttamatarka.9 12 
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RADHAKl/.~~lA: (I) Ko$asaq1graha; 913 (2) Nighaiitu, 914 or Nighal){Usiirasarpgraha; 915 

(3) 0$adhiniimiiva/f, names of medicinal plants in alphabetical order. 916 

RADHAMADHAVA: (Cikitsii)ratniivali. 917 

RAGHUDEVA: Pathyiipathyanirl)aya.918 
RAGHUNANDANA: .Mugdhabodha.919 

RAGHUNATHA from Mathurii: (I) Aryadesamiigadhamiithurak$atriyabhi§Bgraghunii
thaniimiimniiya; this work, lost in the original Sanskrit, forms part of the Tibetan Tanjur 
under the title of Ijphags-yul dbus-/}gyur ma-thu-ra/}i rgyal-rigs-kyi sman-pa Ra-ghu
nii-tha/}i gdams-pa; 920 (2) Atigambhiropadesagaiiiil;r. this short treatise deals with the 
treatment by means of mantras of disorders caused by grahas; it is preserved in a Ti
betan translation with the title of Sin-tu zab-pa/}i man-1iag-gi chogs-rnams; the tract 
was collected by the Tibetan physician Dar-mo sman-rams-pa921 and translated in the 
Potala by Lhun-grub. 922 

RAGHUNATHADASA: Dipika.923 

RAGHUNA THAMISRA: Sirasarpgraha.924 

RAGHUNATHA NARAHARI JYOTl~T: Anupiinamaiijari. 925 

RAGHUNATHAPRASADA:926 (I) Caryapadmiikara;921 (2) Vaidyakalpadruma; 928 (3) 
Viijfkaraiiakalpadruma.929 

RAGHUNAY AKA: Nighal){usiira.930 
RAJENDRA: A${iingasuddhi. 931 

RAMA: Yogaratniivali. 932 

RAMACANDRA, of the Guha family: Cakradattaniimakagrantha.933 

RAMACANDRA, son of Prabhiikara: Inllraka;a or /Wjendrakosa, written at the request 
of Indrasi1pha, king of Gau9a. 934 

RAMACANDRA: (1) Vaidyacin!'iimapi; 935 (2) Vaidyakalpadruma.936 

RAMACANDRA: Kriyiividhi. 937 

RAMACANDRA: Riimacandrikii.938 
RA.MADA.SA, pupil of BhaviinTprasiida: Sarfraniscayiidhikiira. 939 

RAMAKl/.~t:1A: Vitidyaratniikarabhii$ya.940 
RAMAKl/.~t:IABHl~AJ: Dravyapradfpa.941 

RAMALOCANASARMAN: Kii/ani!7)/lya.942 

RAMANANDADVIJA: Cikitsiisiirasarpgraha.943 

RAMANANDANATHA: Au$adhiilaq1kiira, in Sanskrit and Marii!hT. This work forms 
chapter six of part three of the author's Mahiivaidyabhii$Bl)a; its material is drawn 
from Madanapiila-, Dhanvantai·fya-, and Riijanigha(tfu. 944 
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RAMANANDAPA~IQITA: Arogyakalpadruma.945 

RAMANARAYA~A KA~THAHARA: Yogapradipa.946 

467 

RAMANATHA: Yogamahiiqiava. 941 This work is quoted in Harisara1,1iinanda's Kiipf
pakvarasaninniil)avijiiiina; it is one of the sources of the Rasayogasiigara.948 

RAMANUJA: Bhaumiimrta.949 
RAMANU JA YA TIVARA; Vaidyaratniivali. 950 

RAMESVARA, pupil ofCintiima1,1i: Sadyogacintiimal)i.951 

RAMESV ARA: Vaidyasarvasvasa,µgraha. 952 

RA v A~ A: Arkaprakiisa, 953 a monograph on pharmaceutical preparations of the type 
called arka. 954 

The Arkaprakiisa, 955 consisting of 985 verses 956 which are arranged in ten chapters 
(sataka), has been composed in the form of a dialogue between Riiva1,1a and his wife 
Mandodari, who is with child. Mandodari asks her husband to explain to her the means 
by which she will remain free from pain, and which will make her child thrive. Riiva1,1a 
then proceeds to pass on to her the knowledge he received from Piirvati ( 1.1-16). 957 

Nonetheless, the Arkaprakiisa is not predominantly concerned with kaumiirabhflya. 
Chapter one deals, after the sixteen verses of the introduction, with the classifi

cation of medicinal plants (1.17-19) and the parts of these to be used (!.20-22); the 
basic concepts of pharmacology (1.23-45); five types of pharmaceutical preparation: 
kalka, ciir1,1a, rasa, taila, and arka; of these, kalka has the weakest, arka the strongest 
action (1.46--49). The remaining part of chapter one is concerned with the yantra to 
be employed in the preparation of an arka (1.52-60), the cup for the ingestion of an 
arka (bhojanapiitra; 1.61-69), the characteristics ofa well-prepared arka ( 1.74-75), the 
way of ingesting it ( 1. 79), the six types of fire used in preparing an arka ( 1.80-85), the 
characteristics of the messenger sent to the physician (1.92-94), the description of a 
rogoddhiiracakra (1.95-96),958 and related subjects. 

Chapter two deals with the five types of substances from which an arka can be ex
tracted (2.1-37); removing a foul smell from an arka and conferring fragrancy upon it 
(2.38-57); arkas made from meat (2.58-71); the preparation of mineral acids (2.72-
80); different kinds of meat (2.81-83); the preparation of alcoholic beverages (2.84-
97);959 the preparation of an arkafrom hemp (bhailgii) and thornapple seeds (dhattii
rabija; 2.98-99). Chapter three describes arkas from simples (kevaliirka) and their ef
fects. Chapter four is about groups of substances and their medicinal uses; animals are 
classified, and arkas prepared from their flesh described as remedial agents; at the end 
of the chapter ( 4.96), an arka prepared from human flesh is praised as a very potent 
agent against poison. 900 Chapters five, six, and seven are about arkas to be prescribed 
against various diseases, which are, in broad outline, arranged in the same order as in 
the Miidhavanid11na. The second part of chapter six is devoted to the goddess Sitalii and 
the disease of that name. The contents of chapter eight are of a magical character; it is 
concerned with subjects like vasikara1,1a, vidve~a1,1a, uccaiana, miira1,1a, mohana, etc. 96 t 

Chapter nine is about gal}8S (groups of substances, plants, and animals), and chapter ten 
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about subjects connected with alchemy. 
Sources are not indicated in the Arkaprakiisa The ingredients of some of the 

arkas described are strikingly similar to those of compound medicines found in the 
Cakradatta.962 

The Arkaprakiisais quoted in the Ayurvedfya KhanijavWiiina, by Kiii'iciniitha in his 
commentary on the Ratirahasya,963 and in Nirai'ijanaprasiida Gupta's Piiradasarphitii. 
Riivar;ia's Arkaprakasa is mentioned in Khare's commentary on the Rasaratnasamucca
ya. It is cited as Lai1kiiniitha and Lankesa in the Siiligriimanigha!lfubhu$aQa of the Br
hannighaiituratniikarn.964 

Sanskrit commentaries on the Arkaprakiisa were written by Niiriiya~1aprasiida965 

and Riimaniitha Vaidya.966 
The Arkaprakiisa is a unique text in being the only monograph on arkas, a type of 

pharmaceutical preparation not met with in most Sanskrit medical treatises. The term 
arka may have been borrowed from Arabic or Persian/167 the Arabic word 'araq, the 
original sense of which is sweat, conveys several meanings. In Islamic medicine it is 
used to denote a medicinal tincture, essence, or distilled spirit. 968 The earliest San
skrit text mentioning an arka is So<;lhala's Gadanigraha (prayogakhar;i<;la, iisaviidhikii
rara 272). The arkas described in the Arkaprakiisa are prepared by means of a yantra, 
described in chapter one, that is half-way towards a distilling apparatus. %9 The distil
lates obtained by means of this apparatus may have been more or less perishable, since 
it is recommended to add sulphur (gandhapii~a1:ia) to all arkas or fumigate them with it 
(2.41), which may have increased their storage life. 970 A yantra, more suitable for dis
tilling purposes, and used for the preparation of mineral acids, is described in chapter 
two (2.72-80). 

The five types of medicinal preparation, namely kalka, ciirr;ia, rasa, taila, and arka 
( 1.46), form an unusual series, from which kviitha and sitaka~iiya are absent. The verses 
on the preparation of mineral acids (saiikhadriivaka; 2.72-80) are interesting; the fluid 
produced, also called k~iiriirka, has to be tested by dissolving bones, meat, and shells 
in it. 

The arrangement of the diseases in chapters five to seven agrees partly with Mii
dhava's order. Differences are: the absence of arsas; the insertion of verses on chil
dren's diseases and the biilagrahas971 between those on grahar;ii and agnimiindya (5.11-
16); the addition of bhasmaka to the disorders of the digestive fire (5. 21); the mention 
of insects (matku~ia. mak~ikii, ma~aka) and serpents in the verses on krimiroga (5.24 ); 
the insertion of verses on kar;i!hadiiha (5.35) and amlapitta (5.36) between raktapitta 
and riijayak~man; the addition of verses on disorders caused by pitta (5.80) and kapha 
(5.81) between iimaviita anti siila; verses on gulma, pliharoga, and yakrt (5.87-91) be
fore those on miitrakrcchra up to prameha; the absence of verses on udara in general 
and on vrddhi; verses on sotha (6.9-11) between vidradhi and vra1:iasotha; the insertion 
of a verse on mrtarakta (6.28) between bhagna and niic;livrar;ia; verses on ku~!ha (5.98-
10 I) between medoroga and galagar;i<;la; the absence of verses on sitapitta and related 
disorders; the addition of sniiyuroga ( 6.35) between visarpa and vispho!aka; the addi
tion of verses on phirar1ga (6.38-40) between vispho!aka and masiiri; a different order 
of the chapters on mukha-, kan:ia-, niisii-, netra-, and siroroga; verses on vi~a _(7.59-
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68) before those on women's diseases; the addition of verses on somaroga (7.72) and 
bahumiitra (7.73) after those on pradara; the addition of verses on vajikarai:ia and re
lated subjects at the end of chapter seven (7.92-98). 

The Arkaprakiisa has two verses on diseases of elephants and horses (3.12; 4.53). 
Chapter nine enumerates the items belonging to a rather long series of gat_1as, which 

are, partially, unusual; examples are: kan;ia- (9.1), raiijana- (9.3-4), pacana- (9.57), u
~t_!a- (9.58), dipana- (9.59), and pu~tikaragai:ia (9.60-61). 

Chapter ten describes zinc (jasada; 10.24-26) among the metals. 
An interesting section is formed by the second half of chapter six, devoted to Si

tala. It opens with a dialogue between Brahma and Siva. It tells that the living beings 
were created by Brahma in the Krtayuga, but that danger has arisen in the present age 
because of their abundant multiplication. Brahma asks Siva about the measures that 
can to be taken in order to improve this condition of the world. As a curative measure, 
Siva creates from his trident a dreadful being, called Kala. Siva's consort, Bhavani, is 
requested to create a wife for this being. She creates a beautiful woman, called Bhavi
tavyata, and the couple is married by Bhavani. From their union a host of evils arises, 
wild beasts, demons, diseases, etc. After some time, Kala becomes so arrogant as to 
want to kill the great gods. In order to stop him, a serious disease is sent to attack him, 
from which he is only freed after praising Sitala. It is said that everyone who praises 
Sitala in the same way, by reciting the Snalii${aka, will obtain freedom from fear of 
disease. The stotra in praise of Sitalii (6.75-82) is identical with that found in the Bhii
vaprakiisa. 

Unfamiliar names of diseases found in the Arkaprakiisaare loharoga (1.45), maha
rti (a children's disease; 7.88), mrtarakta (6.28), and pi11gameha (10.29). Noteworthy 
names of children's diseases caused by demons are kar1kara, sOt)aka, kot_1a or sakot)a, 
and ka!hina (5.14). Some uncommon names of balagrahas are Vet_1i, Yet_1i, Kukkura, 
Raktasarika, Prabhiita, Tvarita, and Ratri (5.15). 

The materia medica of the Arkaprakiisa presents numerous unusual substances; 
part of these betray a Muslim origin. Some of the more important are: amlapattri 
(9.17), 972 bajari (9.33),973 bic;lalakat_1!aka (8.36),974 cambeli ( 4.36; 8.35),975 candra
siira (3.13; 4.12; 9.59),976 daksina dotli (9.40),977 darucini (4.21),978 darucirnaka 
(4.6),979 gat)esapriya (8.80),980. gau~apattri (9.85), gauriphala (9.23),981 gor~hit_1i 
(9.61), 982 gulaba (9.76),983 guladavadi (4.36 and 99),984 guruheli (8.43), gururohit)i 
(9.61), harpsaheli (8.1), 985 jalasir~ka (9.57), k~iravarahika (4.26), kuhundara (3.97), 
lir1gadat_1c;la (9.37), pe!haka (2.92), 986 revacini (9.56), 987 sannaha (9.56),988 and saurit)i 
(2.18). 989 

No particulars are known about the authorship of this work.990 P. Hymavathi sug
gests that the author, Ravat_1apat_1c;lita, may be a son or disciple of Bhavamisra, because 
of the close resemblance between many verses of the Arkaprakiisa and the Bhii vaprakii
sa. 99t 

The mention of phirar1garoga and the occurrence of the Snalii$taka make it possible 
to conclude that the Arkaprakiisa has been composed after the age of Bhavamisra. The 
description of a distilling apparatus and a number of items from the materia medica 992 
are in favour of placing it in the seventeenth century or later. 993 Kiiiicinatha's quotation 
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from the Arkaprakiisa in his commentary on the Ratirahasya is of no avail, because the 
date of this author is unknown. 994 

RAY ASII\'IHA: Riiyasirphotsava or Vaidyakasiirasarµgraha. 995 

REVA~ASIDDHA: 996 (I) Virabha[[Tya; (2) Reval)asiddhakalpa 
(]) Virabhaffiya 991 or Ayurvedasiira. 998 This work999 consists of 244 verses, ar

ranged in five chapters. The subjects dealt with are: (1) a description of the mythi
cal prototype of a physician; 1000 a list of medical authorities and works; patients to 
be treated and to be rejected; the types of country ( desa); the do~as, the tastes, and 
their interrelations; anatomy; (2) the classification of diseases; karmavipiika; (3) the 
effects of the ten kinds of viiyu 1001 when vitiated, and of the other do~as; ( 4) the ex
amination of the pulse; (5) a~\iidasas; pir:i<;lavardhanavidhi; puru~a- and strilak~ar:ia; yu
galajniinalak~ar:ia.10020neof the MSS 1003 has a sixth chapter of 120 verses, concerned 
with SO!)itaviita, dhanurviita, the names of eight rasas, 1004 fevers, fasting in fevers, the 
digestive fire, prasiitiviita, and some other, unconnected, subjects. 

Authorities and works found in the list of chapter one are: Afvineya, Biiha\a, 1005 

Bhe$ajakalpa, Candrajiiiina, 1006 Caraka, CiigiimaIJi, Diimodara, Indrasata(?), Kalyiil)a, 
Kalyiil)akiiraka, Kiipiilin, Kiirmukhi(?), 1001 Kr~r:ieya, Mahiistra(?), Niigiirjuna, Nandi
niitha, 1008 P;irijiita, Rasadarpal)a, Rasaputra, 1009 Rasiin;iava, Rasendra, Sadyadi(?), Sii
khara, 1010 Sarpgraha, Siikteya, SiirTra, Somaniitha, Somaparita(?), Siitariija, 1011 Siitra
sthiina, Vasi~\ha, Vibhra(?), Virabhanaka, Yamala, and Yu~mini. 1012 

This list demonstrates the influence ofrasasiistra and Tantrism on the Virabha[[Tya 
(2) RevaIJasiddhakalpa, 1013 a treatise about mantras, yantras, and rasiiyana. 1014 

Revar:ia was a Saiva, who established a Saivapi\ha in Kolanupiika (Andhradesa). 
This centre is supposed to have been shifted by him later to Balekonnur (Karr:iii
taka). 1015 

SADANANDA: Siir.fraviveka. 1016 

SAGI: Vaidyaviiloda. 1017 

SALAGRAMA: Dhanvantari. 1018 This work is one of the sources of the Rasayogasii
gara 1019 

SALIGRAMAPA~QITA: Vlravaidyaratniikara. 1020 

SAMA: (Siirn)sarµgrahatararigil)T, a manual of therapeutics and dietetics in twenty
three chapters (tarariga). The Yogatararigil)Tis referred to as a source. 1021 

SAMADATTAPA~QITA: Yogesvara. 1022 

SAMANTABHADRA: Ugriiditya declares in his Kalyiil)akiiraka (20.86) that his work is 
a shortened version of an extensive treatise on the eight limbs of iiyurveda by Sama
ntabhadra. 1023 
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A partially preserved medical treatise, the Siddhiintarasiiyanakalpa, is ascribed to 
Samantabhadra. 1024 This work, said to have contained 18,000 verses, shows the in
fluence of a Jain ko~a. the Vaidyakanighal){u by Amrtanandin, in which the names of 
many medicinal plants are replaced by synonyms connected with Jainism, such as r
~abhii = iimalaka, vardhamiina = svetairar:ic;!a, vardhamiinii = madhuramatuluilga, vr
tariiga = iimra. 1025 A Pu$piiyurveda, now completely lost, is also attributed to him. I026 

The date of the medical author Samantabhadra is unknown. The famous Jain au
thor of the same name is assigned to the second century, 1027 the first half of the fifth 
century, m28 about A.D. 450 (?), 1029 fifth or sixth century, 1030 A.D. 600, 1°31 or the first 
half of the eighth century. 1032 

SAMBHU: Kiilajiiiina. 1033 The chapter headings and the extent of the treatise differ con
siderably in the MSS. IOJ4 

The text of one of the MSS 1005 consists of seven chapters (samuddesa), dealing 
with: (I) kalajiiiinaviciira, (2) jYvitalak~ar:ia. (3) mrtyulak~ar:ia, (4) niic;lflak~ar:ia, (5) 
jvaralak~ar:ia and jvarotpannavivara~1a, and (7) jvaracikitsii. 

Another MS 1036 contains 128 verses, arranged in five chapters (samuddesa): (I) 
general precepts, (2) curable diseases, (3) incurable diseases, (4) niic;!Ys, (5) the treat
ment of fevers. Two additional chapters on niic;IY- and miitraparik~ii are said to be bor
rowed from the Siir1igadharasarphitii. 

A third MS w37 is complete in 177 verses, arranged in six chapters: (I) kiilavivara
r:ia, (2) jfvitalak~ar:ia, (3) svara-, sarira-, and nak~atralak~ar:ia, (4) dviidasajvaranidiina, 
(5) niic;!Yparrk~ii, and (6) miitraparfk~. 

One of the MSS of the Bodleian Library, Oxford, 1038 has seven chapters: (1) and 
(2) title unknown, (3) svara-, gati-, mflyu-, nak~atralak~a~1a, ( 4) jvaralak~ar:ia, (5) and 
(6) miitraparrk~ii. and (7) niic;!Yparfk~. Another MS of the Bodleian Library 1Cll9 quotes 
the Rasaratniikara, Yogaratniivaliand other sources. Other MSS again describe niic;IY-, 
miitra-, do~a-, and vi\parfk~ii, 1040 and even a~\asthiinaparfk~ii. 1041 

The introductory stanzas of the Kiilajiiiina usually mention that it is accompanied 
by a Kala, probably a commentary. w42 

The Kiilajiiiina was rendered into Riijasthiinf verse by Lak~mfvallabha, a Jain monk 
of the Kharataragaccha, in A.D. 1684/85. 1043 

A Kiilajiiiina 1044 is quoted or referred to in a Biilacikitsa, 1045 Viicaka Drpacandra's 
La1ighanapathyanirpaya, Karandfkar's Nidiinadipikii, Meghamuni's Meghavinoda, 1046 

and Nayanasukha's Vaidyamanotsava. 
The quotation by Nayanasukha, whose Vaidyamanotsava was completed in 1592, 

establishes the terminus ante quern of the Kiilajniina. The presence of miitra- and 
niic;liparlk~ii among its contents shows it to be later than Vailgasena, respectively 
Siiritgadhara 1047 The reference to a~\asthiinaparik~ in one of the MSS 1048 proves 
that at least this version of the Kiilajiiiina cannot be earlier than about 1500. 1049 

One of the edited versions of Sambhu's Kiilajiiiina, w5o consisting of about 130 
verses and some prose, gives clear evidence ofTantric influences. 

The opening verse refers to Sambhu as the one who expounded the knowledge 
concerning time (kiilajiiiina). The treatise proceeds with describing the power of time 
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which ultimately destroys all living beings, even the gods (2-10). The four basic needs 
(vafichii) of a human being (food, drink, sleep and sex) are mentioned (11), followed by 
descriptions of the six cakras, sixteen adhiiras, three lak~as and five types of vyoman 
(12-23). 1051 Then follow some verses (24-28), quoted from the Svarodaya, which are 
concerned with breathing through the nose and abnormal types of this breathing which 
are indicative of t~eapproach of death within a specified period of time. The next verses 
(29-34), probably also borrowed from the Svarodaya, describe some ari~!as character
ized by the inability to perceive particular nak~atras, and abnormal perceptions, espe
cially with regard to the reflections of the sun and the moon in water. Some verses (35-
40), partly taken from the Carakasa,phitii (1.2.3-6), are about ari~!as in general. The 
next part of the treatise is arranged in three chapters, called respectively paiicendriyii
rthavipratipatti ( 41-60), chiiyiivipratipatti ( 61-90), and svabhiivavipratipatti (91-116), 
in agreement with three chapters of the Su.frutasaqlhitii (Sii.30, 31, 32). This part de
scribes ari~!as in verse and some prose, largely borrowed from the Susrutasaq1hitii 1052 

and Carakasaq1hitii. 1053 The work ends with verses on chiiylipuru~alak~ar:ia ( 122-134 ), 
here said to derive from Sambhu, which are also found in Trimalla's Yogatarruiginl 
(14.1-11) and BrhadyogatararigiQT(44.30-40), wliere they are quoted from the Siv~
gama. 

A Saqmipiitakalikii is also attributed to Sambhu. 1054 

SA¥KARAKA VI: Vfttislll!)khyiinidiina. 1655 

SANAMAKARA~A. son of Purovikarar:ia(?): Agadariijatantra. 1056 

SANATKUMARARAHASY A: Anubhogakalpaka, in twelve chapters (prakarar:ia), on the 
properties of drugs. 1057 

SANTAPPA: Akalarikasaq1hitii.105s 

SARVAHITAM~TADATTA: Brahmavedasiirii,igadhru·acakra. 1059 This work forms part 
of the Tibetan Tanjur under the title of Cha,is-pabi rig-byed rgya-mchobi yan-Jag hfin
pa g-yo-ba-can. It was collected by Dar-mo sman-rams-pa blo-bzari chos-grags 1060 

and translated in the Potala into Tibetan by Raghuniitha, an Indian physician from 
Mathurii, 1061 and Lhun-grub. 1062 

SAUDASAPUTRA: Vaidyamanotsava. 1063 

SXYAl~A: SiirQfya. 1004 

SE~ARAJA: Se~ariijanighaQfU. 1065 

SITA.RAMA SASTRIN: SiikanighaQfU. 1066 

SITA.RAMA SOMANATHA: Vaidyasiira I067 

SIVA is the reputed authorof several works. (I) (Au~adhi)ka/palatii. 1068 (2) Ayurveda, 
a treatise in the form of a dialogue between Siva and PiirvatI. 1009 (3) Biilatantra or Ciki
tsiikalikii. 1070 (4) Indrajiifa, 1°71 a short Tantric treatise on ~a!karman. As usual in such a 
work, subjects dealt with are: making a woman infertile, curing infertility, preventing 
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abortion and stillbirths, promoting potency in males, etc. This treatise cannot be earlier 
than the seventeenth century, since Kr~1,1iinanda Vidyiiviigisa's Tantrasiirais mentioned 
as one of its sources. (5) Salyatantra. 1072 (6) Sa.rfrakasiitrasthiina. 1073 (7) Udakalak$a
Qa. 1074 (8) Niigfvijiiiinfya. 1075 

SIVACANDRA: Vaidyakasiira 1016 

SIVADASA: (I) Pathyiipathyii.dhikii.ra; 1011 (2) Sii.rii.valf; 1078 (3) Yogasii.ra(samucca
ya).1019 

SIVA DULA.RE: Pathyiipathya I080 
S!VADVIJA: Sivasiidhaka.1081 · 
SIVANANDABHATTA GOSVAMIN: Vaidyaratna.1082 
SIVAPRASADA: Prastiivasarpgraharatnakara. 1083 

SIVARAMA, a Siddha: Siddhasii.rirkhanda. 1084 

SO(\-IANATHA: KalyiiQakiiraka. 1085 .. 
SOMANA THA MAHAPATRA: Vaidyasaipk$iptasiira. I086 

SOMAY A: Bhi$agvariiiijana, written in Telugu, in the form of a dialogue between Dha
nvantari as the teacher and Agastya as his pupil. Sources mentioned are the Div yacintii
maQi, Rasapradfpikii and Biihata This work may date from the first half of the seven
teenth century. 1081 

SRIDHARADEVA: Vaidyiimrta 1088 
SRIDHARA(MISRA): (I) Vaidyamanotsav11; I089 (2) Vaidyiimrta 1090 
SRIGUMADISA: Siirasal)1graha.1091 
SRIKANTADASA: (I) Vaidyavallabha; I092 (2) Paribhii$ii. 1093 

SRIKA~THANANDANA of Bodhi village: Paryiiyamaiijarf, a medical lexicon. 1094 

SRIKA~THAPA~QITA: io9s Yogaratniivalf, 1196 a treatise ofTantric inspiration, in nine 
chapters (pa!ala or pariccheda) with a total of 2,500 verses. 1097 It deals with Tantric 
subjects, medicine, cures for poisoning, measures counteracting afflictions caused by 
demons, etc. 

The titles of the chapters are: samastavi~anigraha (verses 1-242), bhiitagrahasiiki
niniiq1 jvaranigraha!J (243-440), samihitasiidhikakarmiidhikiira (441-1077), kautukii
dhikiira (1078-1589), vaidyakiidhikiira (1590:.2198), rasiiyanavidhi (2199-2346), ra
tniidiparI~iidhikiira (210 verses), kiilajiiiinavidhi (seventy-one verses), and au~adhaci
kitsiiprakara1,1a (44 verses; extracted from Niigiirjuna's Kak$apufa). 1098 

The Yogaratniivalfenumerates twelve treatises on poisons (vi~atantra): 1099 Pak$irii
ja, 11 00 Sikhiiyoga, 1101 Bindusiira, Sikhiimrta, 1102 Tottala, 1103 ... kiifa, Krtsniiziga, 1104 
Tottalottara, 1105 Katiiha, I I06 ChiigatuQga, 1117 Sugrfva, 1108 and Karkat§mukha. 1109 

An unspecified Yogaratniivaff is quoted or referred to in a number of medical and 
other treatises: Basava's Sivatattvaratniikara, Gulriijsannamisra's Visikhiinuprave
savijiiiina, Jiiiirasariima's version of the Amrtasiigara, Kalyii~1adiisa's Biilatantra 
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(according to Vlicaka Dipacandra), the Kautukasiiroddhiira, Piikamiirta~a, Ratniika
rau$adhayogagrantha, Siinigadharapaddhati, Toc;lara's Ayurvedasaukhya, Trimalla's 
Yogatarangi(lfand Brhadyogatara,igil)l"", the Virasi1phiivaloka, and the Yogaratniikara 

Evidence on the identity of the Srikar:i\hapar:u;lita who wrote the Yoga,atniivalf is 
not available. 

P. Hymavathi, 1110 however, does not hesitate to regard him as the philosopher SrI
kar:i\ha, who wrote a famous commentary on the Brahmasiitra. 1111 P. Hymavathi gives 
the following information: 

Srikar:i\hapar:ic;lita was a great scholar in many fields, more popular as a Saiva 
philosopher than as a medical scientist. A number of famous men belonged to his 
circle of students. Among these are: Mlidhava Vidylirai:iya, Sliyai:ia and Bhoganlitha, 
as well as the medical writer Naraharipar:ic;lita, also called Nrsiiphapar:ic;lita. 

Srikar:i!ha was the guru of Sailgama II of the Vijayanagar dynasty, 1112 who mentions 
him as such in one of his grants. 

Srikar:i\ha's place of residence was, according to some, the AmardhakapI\ha of Kli
lesvaram, situated in the present Karimnagar district; others are convinced that he lived 
in Srikiilahasti. 1113 Inscriptions referring to him are found in the Nellore 1114 district. 

P. Hymavathi assigns Srikar:i\ha to the period A.D. 1300-1360. 1115 

SRIKA~THASARMAN: JTvarak$iim/ta. I I 16 

SRiKA~THAPA~QIT A, also called Srikar:i\lJasiiri, was the author of the Hitopadesa. 1117 

The treatise consists of about 1,050 verses, arranged in ten chapters (samuddesa). 
Chapter one (2) enumerates the eight items of a~\asthlinaparik~ii, 1118 but describes 

in detail five forms of parik~li only. More than half of the chapter (3-83) is devoted to 
the examination of the pulse (nlic;IIparik~li). The wrist is said to be the chief place for 
this examination, but information on particular groups of diseases can be collected by 
feeling the pulse elsewhere: the pulse of the feet and ankles indicates disorders of the 
lower part of the body (9), the niic;II of the umbilical region, called bodhinI, informs 
about diseases like udara, arsas and bhagandara (12-13), etc. Among.the places to be 
examined is also the brahmarandhra ( 11 ). Twenty-four nlic;IIs are said to transport the 
three do~as ( 16-17); lc;lli conveys in particular vlita, Piilgalli pitta, and Su~umr:ili kapha 
(23). 1119 The usual subjects of a treatise on nlic;IIparI~li are covered: the characteris
tics of the pulses of the do~as when normal and out of balance (20-41), the pulses in 
particular diseases (42-51), signs indicating incurability or death within a specified pe
riod of time (52-79), etc. 112• The second subject of chapter one is the examination of 
the urine (miitraparik~ii; 84-123). The characteristics of the urine in disorders of the 
do~as are described (87-92), the examination by means of a drop of oil (tailabindu; 
93-98), the characteristics of the urine in a series of diseases (101-l13), 1121 the prog
nostic meaning of the direction in which the drop of oil spreads on the surface of the 
urine (114-120), 1122 prognostication by adding ashes to the drop ofoil (121), and the 
prognostic meaning of the form assumed by the drop of oil ( 122....:123 ). 1123 The exami
nation of the eyes (netraplirik~a; 124-132), 1124 face (mukhaparik~li; 133-134 ), 1125 and 
tongue (jihvliparik~li; 135-138) 1126 is also dealt with, but verses on mala-, sabda-, and 
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sparsaparik~a are absent. 
Chapter two has some verses on the actions of the three do~as (2-4), but is 

mainly concerned with the origin, symptoms and treatment of various types of fever 
(6-90; 102-104) and with the treatment of jvaratisara (91-93). Chapter three is 
about diseases of the head (1-18), ears (19-25), 1127 nose (36-50), 1128 mouth,11 2' 

teeth and lips (51-79), and throat (80-105). 113° Chapter four is about diseases of 
the eyes (1-104), and aboutnidra and tandra (105-109). Chapter five deals with the 
seven disorders located in the cardiac region: kasa (2-14), siila (15-53), udhvasi 
(54), k~ayaroga (SS-73), 1131 gulma (74-87), hikka (88-94), and hrdroga (95-99). 
Chapter six is about the six abdominal diseases: chardi (2-14 ), udara ( 15-30), svasa 
(31-37), plihan (38-44), particular forms of siila (51-56), and ahijambuka (I), 1132 and 
about the six disorders of the urinary tract: prameha (61-71), miitrakrcchra (72-81), 
nararoga (82-90), 1133 miitrasarkara (91-99), miitrarodha (100-107), 1134 and u~r:iavata 
(108-109). 1135 Chapter seven is concerned with kurar:i<:la (1-15),1136 arsas (16-33), 
atisara (34-62), grahar:ii (63-81), and the five diseases of the legs (padaroga): slipada 
(83-84), ririgir:iivata (85-87), iirustambha (88-91), vicarcika (92-95), and turvala 
(82). 1137 Chapter eight deals with liita (1-30), bhagandara (31-36), jvalagardabha 
(37-4 I), vispho!a (42-45), govara ( 46), sitala (47-49), and sopha (50-72), 1138 chapter 
nine with ku~!ha (I-56) and vataroga (57-98), and chapter ten with biilaroga (1-27), 
striroga (28-59), vrai:ia (60-66), na9ivrar:ia (67-77), visarpa, raktamar,19ala, kar:i<:lii 
and dadru 1139 (78-84), arbuda (85-87), raktapitta (90-92), par:i9uroga (93-97), 
apasmara and unmada (98-104), agnimandya (105-110), 1140 agnidagdha (111-112), 
vi~a (113-119), and granthi (120). 1141 

TheHitopadesa is written in an easy style. The an-angementofthe diseases as found 
in this text has no parallels elsewhere. The trido~ theory has a very important place, as 
appears from the description of the d~ic types of numerous diseases. 1142 Some gen
erally recognized diseases are not mentioned at all, e.g., arocaka, miircha, panatyaya, 
amavata, udavarta, anaha, medoroga, vidradhi, bhagna, sitapitta, amlapitta, and the ma
jority of the k~udrarogas. Diseases like somaroga, phirarigaroga, etc., are absent as 
well. The symptoms of an illness are usually described prior to its therapy. 1143 

The recipes are simple for the larger part; a few only are more complicated and 
provided with names. 1144 Rasayogas are not found in this treatise and mercury (pa
rada) is mentioned once only (3.13); opium and Cannabis are not prescribed. Religious 
elements are almost absent from Srikar:i\ha's therapy, 1145 even in the treatment of sitala. 

Sources are hardly mentioned; SrTkar:i\ha refers to a Sivamata ( 1.80) 1146 a~d to 
Sambhudeva (8.30). 1147 

Srikar:i\l_iasiiri's Hitopadesa is one of the sources of the Rasayogasagara The 
Hitopadesa is quoted in Ananta's Pratapakalpadmma, Vacaka Dipacandra's Laiigha
napathyanirlJllya, and Meghamuni's Meghavinoda. 1148 A Vaidyakasarasaiµgraha 
(probably identical with the Hitopadesa) is cited by Meghamuni. Srikar:i\ha is quoted 
in the Prayogiim[ta, Srikar:i\hasambhu in the Sariigadharapaddhati. 1149 

The Hitopadesa presents a large number of noteworthy features in the field of 
nosology. The following eight types of fever are enumerated: caused by vata, pitta, 
kapha, sa1pnipata, abhicara, devaprakopa, grahaprakopa, and an eighth one of mental 
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origin (manasa) (2.7). 1150 Two irregular fevers are added to the usually mentioned 
series: a type recurring every fifth (paiicamaka; 2.81) and one recurring every sixth 
day (~a~\hadinodbhava; 2.83). 11 51 

Names of diseases occurring in this work only are: ahijambuka (6.1), bala 
(7.87), 1152 chalikii (3.36), 1153 dhima9B, (10.82), 1154 govara (8.46), khasara (10. 79), 1155 

niilagulma (6.57-59), turvala (7.82), and udhvasI (5.1 and 54; 9.88). 1156 The term 
ghiirmi (4.107) is-employed as a synonym of tandra; ka\igrdhra (6.54-55) may be 
a synonym of ka\isiila. The term riilgi~1Ivata (7.82 and 85-86) denotes the disorder 
commonly known as grdhrasI. 1157 The disorder called u~i:iavata, usually regarded as a 
variety ofmutraghata, is separately mentioned (6.60 and 108-109).1158 

The verses on liitii 1159 are interesting. Four do~ic groups of liitii are distinguished, 
subdivided into a number of types, each one having its own name and location. The 
members of the vata group are: sveta, located on the right hand; kr~i:iakarI, on the left 
hand; kapila, on the nose; pita, on the chin; trimai:igalii, on the right half of the body; 
vamailgabhedinI, on the left half; vi~a, on the right shoulder; vi~apaha, on the left shoul
der; tamravari:ia, on the krka\ika. 1160 The members of the pitta group are: kasana, on 
the right hand; raktavatI, on the left hand; vira~etragava, on the right half of the body; 
mecakii, on the left half; karkaµ, on the right side of the chest; pi6galii, on the back. 
The kapha types are: raktii, on the right ear; piirpsuvari:iika, on the left ear; asita, in 
the left armpit; sita, in the right armpit; syama, on the right side of the abdomen; srita 
and udara, n 61 on the left side of the abdomen; varada, in the umbilical region; jalada 
and ambukii, 1162 on the tongue. The saqmipata types are: miiliiilgu!I, on the head; tii
lukari:iika, on the forehead; kalakari:iI, between the eyebrows; jalada, on the tongue; 
mai:iipatnI, on the palate; taptavari:iika, when hikkii is present; vaidehI, in the pharynx; 
vahnikar~1ika, in the cardiac region. 

The disease called jvalagardabha 1163 (8.37-39) is also divided into a number of 
types according to its location. These types are: gaura, on the back; piilgala, on the 
head; kr~i:iasya, in the cardiac region; saumyadrs, on the nose; kalahapriya, on the legs; 
vijaya, on the hands; kumbhakari:ia, on the buttocks; kapila, on the lateral parts of the 
abdomen; priyadarsana, on the chest. The group of diseases called ku~\ha is divided 
into six (9.2-5) or the usual eighteen types (9.6-8). Ten kinds of viita are distinguished 
and their actions described (9.58-65). Tennii9Is, in which these ten kinds are supposed 
to circulate, are mentioned by name: 1164 I9a, Piilgala, Su~umi:ia, Hastijihvika, Alaqr
mukhii, 1165 Yasa, 1166 Mii~a, 1167 KandhiirI, 1168 Sikhini, 1169 and Kuhii (9.66-67). 

Noteworthy names of medicinal plants are: bhiijayanti (10.73), devagailgarI 1170 

(6.64 and 68), dullarI (2.75; 3.33; 4.105; 5.34 and 38; 6.31; 7.68), kari:iamotii (10.69), 
kasu!I (2.26, 27, 39, 56), ka\udugdhika (7.22), 1171 ka\utui:i9Irika ( 4.84), 1172 kayaphala 
(4.36 and 67), 1173 laghu\ulvika (6.92), mailku 1174 (8.64; 9.26, 29, 35 and 39), pailgu!I 
(10.37), riilgii:iI 1175 (2.52 and 73; 3.31 and 33; 5.34 and 38; 7.56 and 68; 8.64), 
riilgi~1ika (2.24), tavak~Ira (5.7; 10.36), 1176 and tui:i9IrI (2.101). 

The author's name is SrikaQ\hapai:igita (10.122). Variants are Srikai:i\hasiiri, 1177 

Srikai:i\hasambhu, 1178 Srikai:i\hasivapai:ilJlita, 1179 and Sivapai:i9ita. 11 so He was a 
Jain monk, as is apparent from the mailgala, addressed to ~~abha, and a number 
of references to Jainism. 1181 He is called a paramajainaciirya, 1182 and resided in 
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Siddhapura 1183 and Dhiilegiimv. 1184 Other medical works of his hand are Bhi
§agbhii§afut and Yogapradipa.°1185 He is probably different from the author of the 
Yogaratniivali, who was a Hindu.1 186 

Srikai:i!hasiiri is said to have lived in the period A.D. 1445-1545 .1187 Quotations 
from the Hitopadesa are found in some works from the eighteenth century. One of the 
MSS dates from 1734/35.1188 

SR!K~~~ARAYA: Siddhayogasamuccaya. IIS9 

SRINii.THA, son ofGhiisiriima: Jagatpraka.fa.1190 
SRINIDHI: Bhiivasiira.1191 

SRINIVASA was the author of the Cikitsiitilaka, 1192 a comprehensive textbook of 
medicine, based on Viigbha!a's A§tiingah[dayasa1phitii. 

The work 1193 consists of 130 chapters (adhyiiya), arranged in five sections: siitra
(forty chapters), siirira- (ten chapters), nidiina- (sixteen chapters), cikitsita- (twenty
four chapters), and uttarasthiina (forty chapters). The subjects of all the chapters are 
enumerated in a table of contents at the beginning of the work ( l.27-43ab). This table 
shows that the author modelled his work on the A§tiingahrdayasa1phitii. 

The siitrasthiina, which will be discussed below, has ten chapters more than the 
parallel section of Viigbha!a's work. The siirirasthiina has four chapters more; three 
of these have been added: saipbhogasiidhana (chapter one), garbhanipI~ana (chapter 
three), and vandhyiivUiiiina (chapter four), while Viigbha!a's chapter six was divided 
into two, orie on dreams ( chapter nine), the other on messengers ( chapter ten). The or
der of the chapters of the nidiinasthiina agrees exactly with that of Viigbha!a's work, 
and the same applies to the uttarasthiina. The cikitsitasthiina has two extra chapters at 
its beginning: (I) ruimivrtti, (2) pathyakrama. 

More details are available only on the siitrasthiina, since the remaining sections 
have not been preserved. 1194 

This siitrasthiina is a re-arrangement of the matter contained in the same section 
of Viigbha!a's work, with a number of additions. The order of Vagbhaia's chapters 
one to fourteen was changed, and four chapters (four to six and nine) were added, al
though their contents are not new, being borrowed from the A§tiingahrdaya. The se
quence of the remaining chapters is basically the same in both siitrasthiinas. The Cik
itsiitilaka, however, has six chapters more (twenty-three to twenty-five and twenty
seven to twenty-nine), the contents of which, as well as their titles, are closely related 
to the six chapters of Viigbha!a's kalpasthiina. The advantage of the incorporation of 
the kalpasthiina at an appropriate place in the siitrasthiina is that all the aspects of pa
iicakarman are dealt with together, and not scattered over two sthiinas. 

Although Sriniviisa does not mention Viigbha!a as his main source, 1195 by far 
the greater part of the siitrasthiina of the Cikitsiitilaka is a slightly shortened and 
re-arranged version of that of Viigbha!a's work. New material is sparsely represented. 
It is found in an appendix (paris~!a) of 187 verses, added to chapters twelve and 
thirteen on dina- and rtucaryii, and concerned with betel chewing, fragrant substances, 
articles of clothing, etc., making it thus resemble Bhoja's Ciirucaryii. 11 % Some new 
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verses occur in chapter fifteen (on liquids); chapter sixteen (on articles of food and 
drugs) has an udyanavarga of forty verses on horticulture inse1ted. 11 'll 

The Cikitsiitilaka is not quoted in later works. 
The name of the author is Srinivasa or Aijasrinivasa, of Kausikagotra and Arvela 

family, son of Raghunatharya, grandson of Aijanagarya. 1198 He was a pupil of Pad
danarya, with whom he studied the Ayurvedakaliinidhi, 1199 and a devotee of Datta
treya.1200 

The details ofSrinivasa's genealogy point to a southern origin. 1201 P. Hymavathi re
gards Jyija 1202 as Srinivasa's nativeplace.lyija is situated in theborderarea of Andhra 
Prades and Kan:iataka, in the present Mahbubnagar district. 1203 

There are no clues pointing with any certainty to Srinivasa's date. A. Rahman, who 
also ascribes the $agrasanighaQfU to him, regards him as anterior to the fourteenth cen
tury. P. Hymavathi, pointing to Telugu and Kanna9a words used by Srinivasa, is of 
the opinion that he lived during the period of the Vijayanagar kingdom, when Telugu, 
Kanna~a and Tami! speaking regions were united. The fact that the author was a Vai
g1ava and devotee of Dattatreya is adduced by him as an additional argument. Claiming 
that the Cikitsiitilaka quotes a verse from the Bhiivaprakiisa 1204 and does not yet con
tain new substances found in the Yogaratniikara, he concludes that Srinivasa must have 
lived between the last quarter of the sixteenth and the first quarter of the seventeenth 
century. 1205 

SRiNJV ASA: Vaidyasiistradfpikii. 1206 

SUBRAHMAl'.IY A: Biiha{agrantha, a treatise in nine chapters (pariccheda), dealing 
with the following subjects: nidanayoga, ka~ayayoga, pathyapathyayoga, tailayoga, 
ghrtayoga, lehyavargasamapti, ciin:iavaiakayoga, au~adhayoga, and rasayoga. The 
beginning of chapter one refers to a~iasthanaparik~a. The Siddhasiira is mentioned as 
a source. 1207 

Some suppose that the Biihafagrantha was written by a Bahaiacarya, who was also 
the allthor of the A$fii1iganigha1Jfu; this Baha!a is regarded as having lived during the 
last quarter of the thirteenth and the first quarter of the fourteenth century, since refer
ences to and quotations from his Biihafa are found in the works of other scholars from 
the middle of the fourteenth century onwards. 120s 

Formulae from the Viihafa are found in the Rasayogasiigara 1209 
The date of the Biihafagrantha is important because it mentions a~iasthanaparik~a, 

a procedure also found in Camui:i9a's works.121° 
The Telugu medical author Somaya relates that he began composing his Bhi

!jagvariiiija1111 after studying the Biiha/agrantha. 1211 Mu~umbi Venka\acarya, who 
translated the Rasapradfpikii into Telugu, 1212 paid obeisance to Bahaia. The author 
who translated Trimalla's Sataslokf into Telugu refers to Trimalla as someone well 
versed in bahaiasastra. The physician described in the Telugu work called Para
mayogfviliisamu, written by Tiruvengalanatha, holds the Biihafapustakamu in his 
hand.1213 

The Biihafagranthawas translated into Telugu verse by Elakiici BalasarasvatI, who 
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lived in the first quarter of the seventeenth century according to P. Hymavathi. 1214 B. 
Rama Rao, 1215 who discussed this subject earlier, was more careful and stated that the 
Bahafamu of BiilasarasvatI may be either the Biihafagrantha or another work of the 
same title, which is a Telugu translation of the A$/iizigahrdaya, made, or at least com
pleted by, Lingayiirya, the pupil of Biilasarasvati. 

Biilasarasvati lived at the court of Veilka!iidri of Paritiila on the banks of the river 
Kr~t}ii, during the last part of the sixteenth century, according to B. Rama Rao. 

SUKHALATA: Ayurveda 121 6 

SUKADEVA: Vaidyakalpadruma.1211 

SUKHANANDA: Sukhiinandavinoda. 1218 

SUKRACARYA: Uliikakalpa 1219 

SUNDARA: Indudipikii.1220 

SUNDARADEVA, son ofGovindadeva, pupil of Visvariipatirtha, was the author of sev
eral treatises. 

( 1) Bbiipiilavallabhaor Bhiipacaryii, 1221 a work on dietetics and pathology. The au
thor seems merely to repeat the precepts of predecessors, frequently interlarding his 
text with paraphrases and comments. Viigbha!a is occasionally referred to for further 
details on a particular subject. The work begins with the statement that the rules of con
duct to be observed during the six seasons will be dealt with. The first chapter is about 
the rainy season. It contains a, possibly later inserted, section on wrestling and the train
ing of wrestlers, written in the form of a conversation between Kr~Qa and Somesvara. 
This section, called mallavidyii, has been taken from the Mallapurii11a. 1222 

(2) Cikitsiisundara; 1223 (3) Lfliivatf, a short treatise on hygiene and dietetics; 1224 ( 4) 
Yogoktivivekacandra; 1225 (5) Yogoktyupadesiim[ta 1226 

Sundaradeva may well be the son of the Govindadeva who wrote the Yogoktili1ii
vatf. 1221 

SURAJIT: Laghunidiina. 1228 

SU~E~A 1229 was the author of the Ayurvedamahodadhi or Annapiinavidhi. 1230 The 
possibility cannot be excluded that the Annapiinavidhi formed part of a larger Ayurve
damahodadhi.1231 

The work of Su~eQa 1232 is concerned with dietetics and describes the medicinal 
properties of foods anll drinks, adding the therapeutic effects of physical exercise, rub
bing of the feet, chewing betel, and wearing various kinds of clothes. 1233 It contains 
634 verses in various metres and is divided into a long series of vargas, devoted to wa
ter, dairy produce, oils, prepared foods, fruits, etc. P.V. Sharma supposes itto have been 
written by a royal physician for use by the king. 1234 

There are no commentaries on this text, though Diimodara's ArogyacintiimaJJi has 
erroneously been regarded as such. 1235 

Apart from the Ayurvedamahodadhi, some more treatises may have been written 
by Su~el}a; other works recorded by Th. Aufrecht are: Gu(liigu(lf, Siirfraka, and Vr-
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ttamii11ikyamiilii. 1236 No information on these works is available. 
Su~ei:ia is quoted or referred to in the Brhadrasariijasundara, the Haqisarii

janidiina, the Parasuriimapratiipa, 1237 Raghuniitha's Bhojanakutiih11/a, the Sii
ligriimanigha,;itubhu§aQa, To~ara's A.yurvedasaukhya, and Viicaka Drpacandra's 
Langhanapathyanir,;iaya. 

Worthy of mention is the description of fruits like amrtaphala (kftiinnavarga 6), 
piQ~akhar jiira (phalavarga 39), sindola or sindiphala (phalavarga 40), siriikosiitakI 
(phalavarga 46), suvari:iakadalI (phalavarga 41 ), and utatI (phalavarga 42), 1238 vegeta
bles like riijavallI (siikavarga 12), sindhai:iI (siikavarga 38), and viirikaseru (sakavarga 
31 ), and dishes like various kinds of sikharii:iI (sikharii:iivarga). 

P.V. Sharma mentions a MS of a work by Su~ei:ia, probably the Annapiinavidhi, in 
which opium, mica, etc., are described. 1239 

Information on Su~ei:ia as a medical author is not available. Su~ei:ia is known 
from the Riimiiya,;ia as a physician in the army of Rama, who treated Lak~mai:ia and 
could bring the dead to !if e. 1240 The Devfpurii,;ia 1241 has recorded a Su~ei:ia in a list of 
sages versed in medicine. Su~ei:ia is also the name of a physician mentioned in Biii:ia's 
H ar§acarita. 1242 

A recipe, called siiphai:iaciiri:ia, is found at the endofone of the MSS of the Annapii
navidhi. 1243 If Simhana, after whom the formula is called, is identical with the Yiidava 
king of this nam~ (1210-1247), 1244 during whose life Kesava was active, Su~ei:ia is 
posterior to the first half of the thirteenth century. A terminus ante quern is provided 
by the Parasuriimapratiipa (first half sixteenth century), which gives a long extractfrom 
Su~ei:ia's work, 1245 and To~ara's A.yurvedasaukhya (sixteenth century), which quotes 
him. The earliest MS known is dated A.D. 1622. 1246 P.V. Sharma's claims that Su~e
i:ia is quoted in the Madanapiilanigha,;itu (A.D. 1375) and the Kaiyadevanigha,;itu (first 
half of the fifteenth century). Confirmation of this claim would mean that Su~ei:ia may 
belong to about A.D. 1350. 

Sv AMIKUMARA: Vaidyasiistra, a work in verse, with explanations in prose. 1247 

SYAMADASA: Paribhii§iisarpgraha. 1248 Some of the subjects dealt with in this 
work are: miinaparibh~a, do~abaliibala, au~adhamiiniidividhiina, anupiinavidhi, 
tuvarakavrk~alak~ai:ia, tajjanmasthiinaniriipai:ia, iirdradravyamiitrii, su~kadravyamiitrii, 
snehapiika, piiradasodhana, kalkamiitrii, and k~irapiika. 1249 

SYAMADATTA: Yogesvara. 1250 

SYAM.ALALA: Sadyogaratniiva/i.125 1 

TELKURAYA, son of Siilgayadesika of Pulpiika family: Nidiinayogaratniiva/f, 1252 a 
work on the diagnosis and treatment of various diseases. The author distinguishes, 
as usual, four types of ajiri:ia, but calls them dhiima, vidhiima, vispa~\a, and rasase~a. 
Opium (ahiphena) is prescribed against diarrhoea and grahatJi. 1253 

Some scholars are, on the basis of internal evidence, of the opinion that this work 
dates from about A.D. 1600. 1254 
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TiMMARAJAKA VI: Vaidyajfvana. 1255 

TiRMALARYA: Siistradlpikii or Siistriidarsa. 1256 

T!RUVENKA YYAPPA: Siistriidarsa. 1257 

TRIPALLIBHATTA: TararigiIJi. 1258 

TRIPURARI: Rukpratikriyii.. 1259 
TRIPURARIN: CikitsiisiiraSal/lgraha. 1260 

TRYAMBAKA: Tryambakacikitsa. 1261 
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TULASIDASA, son of Vaidya Srirailga of Mlidha~iigotra, a resident of Niigpur: (Vai
dyaka)yogasiirasal/lgraha, 1262 a short metrical treatise in four chapters: vaidyagm:iiigu
i:ia, bhe~ajiikhyiina~aµqtinii~imlitramalaparik~ii, rogagai:ianii, and bhe~japarikrama. 

Sources mentioned are Caraka, Hiirita, Susruta, Viigbha!a, and Vaidyasiiraka 1263 

TUI,.I,.ORU SARABHARAJU: Sarabhariijlya. This work, written in Telugu and influ
enced by the Basavariijlya, may date from the seventeenth century. 1264 Tu!!liru's son, 
Miidhava, completed the treatise left incomplete by his father and wrote a medical 
work in Sanskrit, called Gadiis~jfvanf. 

UDA Y AMKARA: Siirakalikii. 1265 

UDA Y AR.UC!: Vaidyaval/abha. l266 

UDDHAVAMISRA, son of Himakara: Vaidyapradlpa, a work on all the aspects of 
medicine. 1267 

UPADHYAYA of the Siirasvatakula: Cikitsiijiiiina. 1268 

UPENDRAMISRA: Bhai~ajyarasamrtasazphitii. 1269 This work is one of the sources of 
the Rasayogasiigara. 

URAGENDRA BHUPALA: Parimalapiirijiita 1270 

VADHULA RAMANUJA: Ayurvedadharmasiistra 1271 

VAGBHA TA A. TREYIN: Kviithasataka. 1272 

VAIDYAN~ THA: KalyiiIJaguIJaratniikara. 1273 

VAIDYANATHA: NirIJayanighaIJfu. 1214 

VALLABHADEVA: Yogamuktiivali: 1275 

VALLABHENDRA or VALLABHACARYA or INDRAKANTHAVALLABHACARYA was 
the author of the VaidyacintiimaIJi. 1276 • · 

The VaidyacintiimaIJi1211 is divided into chapters called viliisa or prakarai:ia. 1278 

Edition d gives the text of the first 13 7 verses, which, after a mailgala and two 
stanzas on the author, deal with the following subjects: the contents of the work: 
nidiina, lak~ai:ia, rasayoga~. ka~iiyakiilJ ( 4 ); ~!asthiinaparik~ii: nii~I-, sparsana-, sva
rlipa-, sabda-, netra-, purI~a-, mlitra-, and jihviiparik~ii (6-28); aJTri:ia (29-31);1 279 

fever caused by one or two do~as (32-51); bhlitajvara (52-53); aJ1ri:i3jvara (54-55); 
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abhighiitajvara (56-57); aihikajvara (58-63); dvyiihikajvara (64-65); tryiihikajvara 
(66-67); ciiturthika (68-70); paiiciihikajvara (71-72); pak~iintajvara (73-74); miisii
ntajvara (75-76); var~iintajvara (77-78); sarvakiilajvara (79-80); asthigatajvara (81); 
raktagatajvara (82); mii111sagatajvara (83); sa1pnipiitajvara (84-89); 1280 tiintrikajvara 
(90-92); the formula of bhiitabhairavarasa (93-95); a list of eighty viita diseases 
(96-105); 1281 the. symptoms of some of these disorders: pak~aghiita, piirsvaviita, 
kampaviita, iiruviita, sandhiviita, and kikkiinila (106-112); the symptoms ofk~Ii:iaviita 
(113), dhiimiikhyaviita (114), rasaviita (115), and dhanurviita (116); the influence of 
the nak~atras on diseases (l I 7-123); recipes against fevers and some other diseases 
(124-129); karmavipiika (130-135); a recipe (136-137). 

Sources mentioned in the introduction are Caraka, Susruta and Cakrafiatta. 1282 

Ed. e, which is complete, is divided into twenty-six vilasas, mostly subdivided into 
prakarai:ias (chapters). 1283 

Chapter one deals with a~!asthiinaparik~ii (1-4). 1284 The mai1gala is addressed to 
Sriniitha, Piirvatiniitha, Vii(:1Iniitha, SarasvatI, Durgii, Va!uka, 1285 and Heramba. 

Chapter two deals with: the five elements of rogavijiiiina (knowledge concerning 
diseases): nidiina, piirvariipa, riipa, upasaya and sampriipti (5-6); interactions between 
diseases (6); a ma1igala to Siva (6); four fevers ar~ brought about by de gods: jvara, 
mahiijvara, raudrajvara and vai~l)avajvara (7); patients suffering from these fevers 
should recite the names of Rudra, Mahiirudra, Mahiirudra again, and the two Mahii
rudras respectively (7); S1tajvara as a result of karman (7); the religious treatment of 
sitajvara (7); eight measures able to cure fever: vedasravai:ia (Veda study), hitacarai:ia 
(good conduct), viprasa1J1tarpai:ia (feeding briihma11as), kr~i:iasmarai:ia (mental recita
tion of the name of Kr~a), subhakarai:ia (auspicious actions), dravyavisrai:iana (the 
bestowal of gifts), asvatthabhramai:ia (the circumambulation of an asvattha tree), 
suratnadharai:ia (the wearing of auspicious gems), and dinasa1prak~ai:ia (protection 
of the distressed) (7); recitation of the names of a number of deities and paying 
homage to several deities are to be recommended (7); astrological influences and 
their warding off (7); the onset, prodromes, mythical origin, and varieties of fever 
(7-8); the characteristics of fever due to viita, pitta, and kapha (8); the characteristics 
of fever due to viita and pitta, viita and kapha, kapha and viita, pitta and kapha, kapha 
and pitta (9); 1286 the characteristics of aJiri:iajvara, abhighiitajvara (9), bhiitajvara, 
iihikajvara (10); the varieties of iihikajvara: aikiihika, dvyiihika, tryiihika, caturthaka, 
paiiciihika, iirdhapak~a, piik~ika, and miisika; 1287 these fevers are caused by the three 
do~ ( 10 ); another series: sa1ptata, satata, anyedyu~ka, trtiyaka, caturthaka, and 
ciiturthikaviparyaya (10); fevers reaching the seven dhiitus; three days are required 
for going from one dhiitu to the next one (10); the characteristics of the seven fevers 
staying in rasa, rakta, etc. (I 0-11 ); 1288 the characteristics of vi~amajvara, miirchii j vara, 
S1tajvara (I I), do~ahetukajvara, antardiihajvara, vi~amasitalajvara, iimajvara (12); the 
eight varieties of iigantukajvara (12): grahiivesajvara, au~adhajvara, vi~ajajvara, jvara 
caused by bhaya (or bhi), soka, kopa (or krodha), kiima, and abhiciira (12-13); 1289 

factors causative of fever; things to be avoided; unwholesome things; the charac
teristics of strisaiigamado~a; the characteristics of vi~amado~a and vi~amasitado~a 
(13), raktajihvaka-, pitajihvaka-, kr~i:iajihvaka- and svetajihvakado~a (13-14); these 
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seven do~as may continue for seven days or a fortnight; rules for the regimen to be 
kept on each of the first nine days of a fever; the number of days a fever will take 
for reaching piika, dependent on the do~a(s) involved (14 ); rules regarding treatment 
during the early stage (14-15); a second series of characteristics offever due to vii.ta, 
pitta, kapha (15), vii.ta and pitta (15-16), vii.ta and kapha, pitta and kapha, and vii.ta, 
pitta and kapha, together with their treatment (16 ); a second series of characteristics 
of bhiitiivesajvara and abhiciirajvara, together with their treatment; the characteristics 
and treatment of daivaprakopajvara (17); the characteristics and treatment of bhitijvara 
(17-18), pisiicajvara, gandharvajvara (18), tiindrikajvara, miirchiijvara, praliipajvara 
(19), sitalajvara (19-20), svedajvara, Jq-mijvara (20), haridriijvara (20-21), kii
majvara, priital)kiilajvara, madhyiihnajvara (21), siiyarpkiilajvara (21-22), nisiijvara, 
so~ajvara, vra!)ajvara (22), iitapajvara (22-23), svarahinajvara, abhighiitajvara (23), 
iimajvara (23-24), agnimiindyajvara, vamanajvara, hidhmiijvara (24), hikkiijvara, 
anidriijvara, kiisajvara, rasagatajvara (25), raktagatajvara, mii111sagatajvara, medo
gatajvara, asthigatajvara (26), majjiigatajvara, suklagatajvara, 1290 pi!akiijvara (27), 
sphoµtkajvara, kampajvara, sophajvara (28), iiniihajvara (28-29), trikiilajvara, saq1-
nipiitajvara, puriii:iajvara (29), s~ajvara, aikiihikajvara, dvyiihikajvara, tryiihikajvara 
(30), caturthikajvara, paficiihikajvara, pak~iintajvara, miisiintajvara (31), 1291 and 
var~iintikajvara (32). 

The next section of chapter two 1292 deals with iiyurvedic preparations and rasayo
gas against fevers (32-54 ). 

Chapter three 1293 deals with saqmipiita fevers: the characteristics of sa1pnipiitajvara 
in general; the varieties to be distinguished; the symptoms of sarpnipiitajvara with a 
predominance of vii.ta, pitta, kapha, vii.ta and pitta, vii.ta and kapha, pitta and kapha ( 55); 
the symptoms of six sa1pnipiita fevers in which one do~a is most, one moderately and 
one least excited; another classification of these fevers with thirteen varieties, seven of 
which are incurable; the symptoms of each of these fevers; two sets of symptoms of 
sandhika (56), antaka (56-57), hrddiiha, cittavibhrama, sitiinga (57), tiindrika (57-58), 
ka(.l!hakub ja; the symptoms of kar!)ika; the variety of kar!)ika called kllrl)amiilasotha; 
two sets of symptoms of bhugnanetra; the symptoms ofrakto~!ha (58) and rakta~!hi
vin; two sets of symptoms of praliipa, jihvaka, and abhinyiisa; the six curable varieties 
(59); the seven incurable varieties (59-60); the time limit of each of the fevers; the 
characteristics of dhiitupiika and malapiika (60). 

The section on treatment (60-74) deals with iiyurvedic preparations and rasayogas 
against sa1pnipiita fevers. 

Chapter four 1294 deals with: a mangala; the attendants (pariviira) of k~aya as the 
king of the diseases; karmavipiika relating to k~aya (75); priiyascitta; astrological 
considerations; siinti measures; the four causes of the disease called yak~man; 1295 

the saq1priipti of riijayak~man, 1296 its prodromes (76); 1297 the symptoms of yak~man 
due to vii.ta, pitta, kapha, vii.ta and pitta, vii.ta and kapha, pitta and kapha, sarpnipiita, 
and blood; the main symptoms of riijayak~man; 1298 the eleven, six or three main 
symptoms (77); 1299 signs indicating curability or incurability; 1300 the varieties of 
so~a; the characteristics of so~a caused by sexual intercourse, grief, old age, trav
elling (78), physical exercise (78-79), and injuries; 1301 the causes and symptoms 
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of uraJ:,k~ata; 1302 signs indicating its incurability; 1303 cases of so~a amenable to 
treatment or unsuitable to it (79); 1304 a mythical tale about ksayaroga in the form 
of a dialogue between PiiivatI and Siva (79-80); siinti meas~es (80-81); details 
concerning the appearance of k~aya in successive births (81); characteristics of 
k~aya in general; the characteristics of raktak~aya, rii.jayak~man, sa1ptiipak~aya (82), 
miirchiik~aya, so~ak~aya, vamanak~aya, grahaQil<~aya, sophak~aya (83), su~kak~aya, 
atisiirak~aya, mandiignik~aya, piil)c;luk~aya (84), sillak~aya (84-85), kaphak~aya, 
kiisak~aya, sviisak~aya (85), tandriik~aya (85-86), hidhmiik~aya, and haridrii~aya 
(86). 

The section on treatment (86-108) describes iiyurvedic preparations andrasayogas. 
Chapters five to nine deal with a number of diseases and their treatment. The de

scriptions of the diseases largely agree with the Miidhavanidiina. Verses on karmavipii
ka are added. Chapter five is about pii~1c;luroga. Chapter six, on kiimilii and related dis
orders, adds that the image of the deity Kiimilii should be honoured ( 124 ). Additional 
subjects of chapter seven, devoted to sopha, are the characteristics and treatment of 
this disorder when caused by krtrimavi~a, and the characteristics and treatment of pii
~iiQado~asopha (132), vrai:iasopha, jvarasopha, khac;lgaghiitasopha (133), kiimiliisopha, 
sarpada~iasopha, and gandhakasopha (134). Chapter eight, on atisiira and praviihikii, 
adds a description of bhasriitisiira ( 139-140). Chapter nine, on graha1~I, adds the char
acteristics Of gha!iyantragrahal)i (155). 

Chapter ten, 1305 on viitavyiidhi, begins with: a mailgala; karmavipiika relating to 
viitavyiidhi; general siinti measures; siinti of dhanurviita, pak~aviita ( 168 ), raktaviita, vii
tarakta, viitapitta; causes of viitavyiidhi according to astrology; the importance of vii.ta 
(169). 

The part that follows, up to the description of khalli ( 169-177), has largely been 
taken from the Miidhavanidiina. 1306 Some additional verses describe the organs form
ing part of the k~!ha, the location of the iimiisaya (170),jppbhiiviita, praliipaviita, rasii
jiiiina, tvaksiinyatii (171 ), four varieties of ii~epaka, due to vii.ta, pitta, kapha and a 
trauma (172 ), and the varieties of ardita due to vii.ta, pitta and kapha ( 174 ). The char
acteristics of tiinI and pratitiinI are absent. i307 

The section that follows is concerned with the symptoms of dhiimaviita, vidhii
maviita, su~kiiilgaviita, kaphaviita,jihviiilgaviita, skandhaviita, kandharaviita, piidaviita, 
madhuviita (177), bastiviita, k~utaviita, sp'lkhaliiviita, visphoiaviita, sniiyuviita, grdhra
viita, piil!lsuviita, skhalanaviita, sukraviita, siitikiiviita, tvagviita ( 178), bhogaviita, ki
kkasaviita, ka!iviita, malabaddhaviita, miitrabaddhaviita, iiruviita, suptiviita, kampavii
ta, biihukampa ( 179), sitaviita, siriiviita, netraviita, niisiiviita, mukhaviita, udaraviita, ku
k~iviita, aJiri:iaviita, amlaviita, anulomaviita, vilomaviita ( 180), dhanurviita, pak~aghiita, 
ardhiiilgaviita, piirsvaviita, iitapaviita, agniviita, iic;lhyaviita, piii:ic;luviita, svedaviita ( 181 ), 
sandhiviita, siidhyaviita, siroviita, svarahinaviita, raktaviita, k~Ii:iaviita, khaiijiiviita, kalii
viita, sarviiilgaviita, styiinaviita, gulphaviita ( 182), ailgu!Iviita, jiinuviita, jailghiiviita, a
sthiviita, kiikaviita, bhramai:iaviita, pailguviita, dai:ic;laviita, mandaviita, ko~!haviita ( 183), 
gulmaviita, majjiiviita, k~ataviita, vasiiviita, ai:iuviita, dadhiviita, kari:iaviita, iirdhvaviita, 
iimaviita, badhiraviita, and unmiidaviita (184). 

Chapter eleven, 1308 on raktapitta, presents no unusual features. 
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Chapter twelve 1309 deals with: a list of the twenty-four pittarogas; the symptoms of 
these disorders: livan:1apaittya, vivarQapaittya, siirylivartapaittya, klimillipaittya (230), 
amlapitta (230-231; three different versions), raktapaittya, svedapaittya, unmlidapai
ttya, p~c,larikapaittya, bhujarigapaittya, karaplidapaittya, srtapaittya (231), miirchlipai
ttya (231-232), mlidhuryapaittya, kusumapaittya, krodhapaittya, bhra1psapitta, sira~
paittya, k~udhlipaittya, tm1apaittya, durbhli~lipaittya, carmapitta, durgandhapitta, and 
mlidanapitta (232). 

Chapter thirteen, 1310 concerned with arocaka, presents no unusual features. 
Chapter fourteen, 1311 dealing with klisa, enumerates and describes the twenty ka

pharogas: piirvaklisa, ~ayaklisa, raktaklisa, cippikli(klisa), vlitaklisa, pittaklisa, k~ata
klisa, suktika(kasa), amakasa, pliQ<,lukasa, kr~Qakasa, sle~makasa, dadhikasa, sle~maji
hvaka, kal)thajihva, upajihva, jihvakaklisa, iirdhvaklisa, sle~mabhariga, and sle~maku
~thaka (248); it lists the symptoms of twenty varieties of klisa, which are the same as 
the twenty kaphavikliras (249-251). 

Chapters fifteen to seventeen,1312 dealing with svlisa, hikkli, and svarabheda, 
present no unusual features. 

Chapter eighteen 1313 deals with prameha and the pramehapi!iklis (285-289). Sub
jects added are: the reason why prameha does not occur in women; the characteristics 
of bahumutra; the ten kinds of pi!ikli, which develop in prameha when neglected, are 
said to occur in sandhis, marmans and fleshy parts (288); complications of the pitiklis; 
the fourteen marmans are found between the brows, on the crown of the head, at the 
throat, at the siral1sthala, in the region of the heart, at the navel, the eyes, testicles, an
kles, buttocks, hips, big toes, forefingers, and roots of the arms; the examination of the 
urine of prameha patients and signs of prognostic sigificance (289). 

Chapter nineteen, 1314 concerned with mutrakrcchra, adds a pun~ja type (301). 
Chapter twenty, 1315 on miiklighlita, adds a second set of symptoms of vlitakuQ<,lalikli 
(307). 

Chapters twenty-one (on asmarl), twenty-two (on sula), twenty-three (on udavarta 
and linliha), twenty-four (on gulma), twenty-five (on hfdroga), twenty-six (on udara), 
twenty-seven (on vrddhi and vardhma), and twenty-eight (on medoroga), 1316 present 
no unusual features. 

Chapter twenty-nine, 1317 dealing with vlitarakta, adds verses on pittarakta and 
kapharakta (371). 

Chapters thirty ( on iirustambha), thirty-one ( on amavlita), thirty-two ( on srtapitta, 
udarda, kotha), and thirty-three (on amlapitta), 1318 present no unusual features. 

Chapter thirty-four 1319 deals with agnimlindya, bhasmaka, ajirl)a, vi~iici, alasaka, 
dal)c,llilasaka, and vilambikli (399-402), mainly on the lines of the Miidhavanidiina. 
Added are verses on bhasmaka (399-401), vlitlijin~ and kaphlijirl)a (400-401). The 
verses on vi~iici differ from those of the Miidhavanidiina and describe its general 
symptoms, those of the types due to vii.ta and kapha, the disorder called plir~Qidliha, 
which occurs in very serious cases of vi~iici, the complications of vi~iici, and signs 
pointing to incurability (401). Some more extra verses are about dal)c,llilasaka (402). 

Chapters thirty-five ( on arsas), thirty-six ( on krmiroga), 1320 thirty-seven ( on tf~l)li), 
thirty-eight ( on dliha), and thirty-nine ( on miirchli, tandrli, klama, nidrli, sa1pnyasa) do 
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not contain interesting additional material. 
Chapter forty deals with madiityaya (437-438). Its verses are taken from the Mii

dhavanidiina, but a number of stanzas found in that treatise are omitted. 1321 A verse on 
the proper amount to be drunk for rasiiyana purposes is added (438). 

Chapters forty-one ( on unmiida) and forty-two ( on apasmiira) are devoid of note
worthy features. 

Chapterforty-three 1322 deals with ku~tha. Added verses are about vipiidikii and vi
carcikii ( 451-452), kacchiiku~tha, galatku~tha, svitra ( 452 ), prasiitiku~tha, curable and 
incurable types of ku~iha ( 453), incurable types of kiliisa and other forms of ku~!ha 
( 454 ), and the incurability of svetaku~iha and svitra ( 455). 

Chapters forty-four ( on visarpa) and forty-five ( on vispho!aka) present nothing un
usual. 

Chapter forty-six deals with masiirikii. Additional verses are ab~ut the pathogenesis 
of the disease and the explanation of its name ( 480-481), the complications, the variety 
called sitaiii, the characteristics of brhati sitalii and kodrava(masiirikii), and the varying 
degrees of curability of the disease ( 483). The section on treatment ( 483-487), of an 
iiyurvedic type and not containing rasas, also describes the religious treatment of the 
disease and refers to the Sftaliistotra ( 485). 

Chapter forty-seven ( on galagai:ic;!a) presents nothing unusual. 
Chapter forty-eight, on gai:ic;lamiilii, presents a list of four varieties of this disorder, 

said to be caused by parasites (krmi) and located in the cardiac region, neck, cheeks 
(kapola) and head (uttamiiilga); it also lists four vrai:ias, found in the regions of the teeth, 
hips, ears, and shoulders (al!1sagai:i9aka) respectively; the characteristics of gai:ic;!amiilii 
occurring on the scalp (kapiila) are described. 

Chapters forty-nine (on granthi), fifty(on arbuda), and fifty-one (ons!Ipada)do not 
give additional material. 

Chapter fifty-two, dealing with vidradhi, adds verses on stanavidradhi (500). 
Chapters fifty-three (on vraiJa), fifty-four (on agnidagdha), fifty-five (on ii

gantukavrai:ia), fifty-six (on niigivrai:ia), and fifty-seven (on bhagandara) present no 
unusual features. · 

Chapter fifty-eight deals with upadarpsa. Additional verses describe the five vari
.eties of upadarpsa and their chief symptoms (523). Extra verses give details about li
ilgavartis, which are found in both males and females, about their locations, their forms, 
and the symptoms they bring about (524). 1323 

Chapter fifty-nine deals with siikado~a. 
Chapter sixty 1324 deals with the k~udrarogas. Additional verses are about: the kulI

ra type of kunakha (532); the varieties of palita: due to viita, pitta, kapha, saqmipiita, 
and old age; the treatment of vali and palita by the administration of the drug called 
candrodaya; the type of baldness (kesaniisa) caused by parasites and its treatment with 
jayantikii (533); vaktradurgandha, pulipiri (also called ka!ipi!ikii: 543), and chiiyiiroga 
(535). Gudabhrarnsa is omitted. 

Chapter sixty~one 1325 deals with the pathogenesis and symptoms of sniiyuroga, 
which is of five types: associated with viita, pitta, kapha, blood, or all the do~as 
(543-544). 
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Chapter sixty-two deals with mukharogas. Additional stanzas are about: the 
numbers of the groups of mukharoga, making a total of sixty-four; an enumeration 
of the eight o;tharogas (546) and sixteen dantave;tarogas (= dantamiilarogas) (54 7); 
hanumok;a; an enumeration of the fivejihviirogas (548). 

Chapter sixty-three deals with kan:iarogas. Additional verses give an enumeration 
of the twenty-eight kanJarogas (558), the characteristics of kar~1iintarvraQa, and the 
lethal complications of kanJasiila (561). 

Chapter sixty-four deals with niisiirogas. Additional verses are about: the aetiology 
of niisiiroga; an enumeration of the thirty-four niisiirogas (564 ); the aetiology of pinasa; 
the seven varieties of pinasa: red, yellow, white, dark-blue, hiiridra, of a mixed colour, 
and bad-smelling (565); niisiirsas (567). 

Chapter sixty-five deals with sirorogas. Additional verses are concerned with the 
aetiology of the group of eleven sirorogas (573). 

Chapter sixty-six 1326 deals with netrarogas. Additional verses are about: the gen
eral pathogenesis of netrarogas; the numbers of the groups of netrarogas; their total 
number is ninety-four (581). 

Chapter sixty-seven, 1327 a very long one, deals with the processing of inorganic 
substances, their medicinal properties and their uses. 

Its subjects are: the seven metals; the purification of gold, the preparation of its 
bhasman, the medicinal properties, rules for the use of gold preparations, the bad 
effects of unpurified gold (602-603); the origin of silver, its names, its purification, 
etc. (604-605); copper, its origin, etc. (605-607); tin (607-609); lead (609-610); iron 
and maQc_lilra (611-616); kiirpsya (616); pittala (616-617); the origin of mercury; 
its varieties (617); its praise (617-618); its names; the bad effects of looking down 
upon it (618); two versions of the eight do;as and the disorders they may bring 
about (618-619); the seven kaficukas and the disorders they may cause; the effects 
of purified and unpurified mercury (619); the purification of mercury and the eight 
saq1skiiras (619-623); the preparation of a bhasman (623-624); the extraction of 
mercury from cinnabar (624); the preparation of rasasindilra and rules regarding 
its use (625); rules for the use of a bhasman (625-627); rasajir~1a and its treatment; 
rasatiipa and its treatment (627); wholesome and unwholesome things during the use 
of mercurial preparations (627-628); sulphur, its origin, purification, etc. (628-630); 
mica (abhraka), its origin, purification, etc. (630-633); haritiila (633-635); afijana 
(635); kasisa (635-636); gairika (636); hingula (636-637); manal,lsila (637); the 
purification of sai1kha (637); the colours of various bhasmans (637); rules regarding 
the use of bhasmans; substances for the killing of the metals; the disorders arising 
from the use of unpurified metals; the seven upadhiitus and their origin (638): svanJa
and tiimramak;ika (638-640), tuttha, rasaka, kanku;tha, sindilra (640), iikhupa;iiQa, 
raktapa;iiQa (641); siliijatu (641-642); the eight siidhiira~1arasas: kampilla, lavaQa, 
gauripa;iiQa, navasiigara, darada, vahnijara, girisindilra, and muddiiras!"liga; kampilla; 
bola; mastaki (642); kaphari; sarjak;ara; yavak;ara; the five salts (643); the pu
rification of trikatuka, viiraQapippali (= gajapippali), aphena (opium), riimatha (= 
hingu), the two kinds of jira, era~1c_labija and dantibija, vi;amu;!i, nepiila, and vi;a 
(= vatsaniibha) (644 ); the properties and uses of rasakarpilra; the nine ratnas; their 
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purification (645) and killing; diamonds (645-648); coral, pearls, pu~yariiga (648); 
marakata (648-649); vai9iirya, gomedika, mai:iikya (649), nrla; vaikriinta (650-651). 

Chapter sixty-eight describes the vidyiidharayantra, !ailkayantra, viilukiiyantra, 
garbhayantra (652), kacchapayantra (652-653), jalayantra, gauriyantra (653), va
jramii~ii, bhiidharayantra, ko~!hayantra, 9oliiyantra, tuliiyantra (654), piitiilayantra, 
and tejoyantra; a .number of pu!as: mahiipu!a, gaja- or miihi~apu!a, viiriihapu!a, 
kaukku!apu!a (655), kiipotapu!a, govarapu!a, and kumbhapu!a. 

Chapter sixty-nine is concerned with weights and measures (656-657). Bhoja is 
referred to. 

Chapter seventy is about paribhii~iis. The subjects dealt with are: the plants which 
are kandasiira, miilasiira, miilatvaksiira (658), diirutvaksiira(658-659), sarasiira, pattra
siira, pu~pasiira, phalasiira, bijasiira ( 659), k~iirasara, ~Irasiira, niryiisasiira, and sarvii
ngasiira; medicinal substances to be used in a fresh (iirdra) state; those to be used with
outtheouterlayers (ni~tvac) (660) and with or without the husks; substitutes for drugs 
which are difficult to obtain (661); substitutes for the drugs of the a~!avarga group; the 
items belonging to a large number of groups of substances (662-664). 

Chapter seventy-one is concerned with poisonous substances. The subjects are: lq
trimavi~a and the treatment ofits effects (664 ); recipes useful in cases of poisoning; J32B 

recipes useful against the effects of the bites of dogs, 1329 rats 1330 (665), and scorpions; 
the recipe ofprabhavativaF (666); antidotes (in Telugu) (666-667); two more antidotes 
(667-668); 1331 recipes (in Telugu) (668-671). 

The order of the diseases deviates, for some stretches much, for other stretches Jess, 
from the Miidhavanidiina. Women's and children's diseases are not discussed at all. 
Chapters on rasiiyana and viijikarai:ia are absent. 

Many unusual disorders, described in the work, are also found in the Basavarii}iya, 
a later work, which may have borrowed them from Vallabhendra. 

Sources are rarely mentioned. Noteworthy are recipes said to be from the 
Miidhavanidiina and Miidhavakalpa (665). 1332 

A Vaidyacintiima!)i is quoted in several treatises, but it is often impossible to know 
from which source the citations derive, since a number of authors is credited with a 
treatise of that title. 

The author, who calls himself Vallabhendra, 1333 was a son of the Telugu briihmai:ia 
Amaresvarabha!!a, 1334 of Srivatsagotra 1335 and Apastambasiitra, 1336 and belonged to 
the Indrakai:i!ha family.1337 

The Telugu author Devulapalli Venka!anarasakavi wrote a medical work, called 
Andhracintiima!)i, that is almost wholly on the lines of the Vaidyacintiima!)i. The date 
of this treatise is crucial for the chronological position of Vallabhendra. P. Hymavathi 
regards it not inappropriate to surmise that Venka!anarasa lived in the Jastquarterof the 
sixteenth century, which would, if proved right, place Vallabhendra in the first half of 
the same century or earlier. Another Telugu version of the VaidyacintiimaIJi was made 
by Dhenuvukonda Kesavakavi. 13 38 

P. Hymavathi has collected evidence that, in his opinion, is in support of placing 
Vallabhendra in the fourteenth century: the Basavariijfya quotes Vallabhendra's work; 
Vallabhendra took some verses from the Biiha{agrantha, dated to about A.O. 1300 or 
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the early fourteenth century; a Srigiripa1.1c;lita, son ofVallabha and also of Srivatsagotra, 
is mentioned in a grant of A.D. 1376; the medical author Lak~ma1.1a, who lived during 
the reign of Bukka II (A.D. 1404-06), was the son of a Vallabhendra, of Srivatsagotra 
and of Apastambasiitra. 

Riimnivas Sarmii in9 and Jyotir Mitra 1340 place Vallabha in the sixteenth century. 
B. Rama Rao 1341 assigns Vallabhendra to the seventeenth century, without giving clear 
arguments for this dating. 

VAMACARYA: Biilabodha.1342 

YAMANA: (1) Ayurve.daprakiisa; 1343 (2) Viimananigha1_1fu. 1344 

V ANAMALIMISRA: Jvariivali: 1345 
VANARACARYA: Biilabodha.1346 
V ANDHYOPADHYA YA: Cikitsiiiijana. 1347 

V ANDiMISRA, son of Jagadisa: Yogasudhiinidhi, a work in sixteen chapters (kalii), 
dealing with kaumiirabbrtya. 1348 

VA~iKAVJ: Vii1_1ikiirikii.1349 
V ARARUCJ: Ari${asthiina. 1350 
V ASANTARAJA: Vasantariijacikitsii. l351 

VASUDEV A: Viisudeviinubhava, 1352 a compilatory work in which many sources are 
quoted or referred to. These sources are: Agnivesa, Atreya, Alri, Bhega, Brhadiitreya, 
Brhadatri, Cakradatta, Caraka, Carpa!i, Dhiirja!i (or Jaijja!i), Gorak~a, Jiilandhari, 
Laghvatri, Niigii1juna, Rasiimbhonidhi, Siimgadhara, Susruta, Viigbha!a, Vrnda, and 
Vyiigi.1353 

The Viisudeviinubhava is quoted by Kiisiriima, 1354 which proves that its author 
lived before the sixteenth or seventeenth century. It is also quoted in the Rasarii
jalak$mT1355 and Vi!!hala's Rasasindhu. 135' 

VASUDEV A: (I) Sarviiligasunda1i, a commentary on a Prayogasiira; 1357 (2) Yogasii
rasarpgraha. 1358 

VEDA VY ASA: Ayurveda. 1359 
VEDENDRA: Vedendrasiira. 1360 

VEHITHADEVA: Sadyogaka1_1fhikii, also called Rasasiira and Rasaratniikara. Rasau
~adhas have an important place in this work. 1361 

VENGALAGIRIS0RI of Mudgala gotra: Siitrasthiinasaqljivini, a work in prose dealing 
with subjects expounded in the siitrasthiinas ofViigbha!a, Susruta, etc. 1362 

VE~iPA~QITA: Svedavidhi.1363 
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VEl'!IIRAMASAKADVIPIN: Miiqisabhak$aIJadipikii, a work in 500 verses, denouncing 
animal food. 1364 

VENKATACARY A, of Gautama gotra: 1365 Brhadvaidyaratniikara. l366 This treatise is 
divided into a piirvabhaga, containing eight tarangas, and an uttarabhaga, containing 
two tarangas. 

The piirvabhaga deals with the origin of ayurveda, a~!asthanaparik~a, and the nidii
na of the diseases; the uttarabhaga is concerned with treatment of the diseases, rasii
yana, vii jikarai;ia, the purification of inorganic substances, the application of leeches, 
etc. 

The order of the diseases agrees pa1tially only with that of the Miidhavanidiina. 
Each chapter on treatment begins with karmavipiika concerning the disease dealt with 
in the chapter and with propitiatory measures (siinti). 

Many Smrtis and Purai;ias are quoted in the work. 
\knka\iiciirya may have lived in the eighteenth century or later. 1367 

VEN KA TESA: Biilaparyiiyamaiijari. 1368 
VENKATESA: Bhe$ajakalpasamuccaya. 1369 

VENKA TESAKA VI: VaidyasiromaIJi. 1370 

VENKATESVARA: Dak$i1Jiimiirtinigha1Jtu, a work in six chapters (ulliisa). The author 
belonged to the Ella- or Yallapantulu family. 1311 

VIDAGDHACUQAMA~I: PaiiciisannighaIJtusiira. 1372 

VIJA YA, a Jain upadhyaya, was the author of a compilatory work called KalyiiQakii
raka or Vaidyasiirasa1pgraha. 1373 It is based on the works of Harita, Rudradeva, Su
sruta, Vagbha\a, and others. The treatise contains formulae deriving from Piijyapada 
and Samantabha~ra. Some verses on nii~iparik(!ii and other subjects are said to have 
been borrowed from the Merudada~atantra. 1374 

VIJAYAK~~~A: Siirasaqigraha. 1375 
VINAY AKA: Gunasiistra.1376 
VIRABHADRA: VaidyacintiimaIJi. 1377 

VIRAK~~~A, son of GopidevI and Raghava, pupil of Sudarsanayati: Kiiyacikitsii
/u. 1378 

VIRARAJA: Virariijoktivi/iisa. 1379 
VIRESVARA: Rogiirogaviida. 1380 

VIRESVARANANDA, pupil of Hariharananda: Yogaratniikara. 138I 
VISALAKIRTI: AregyacintiimaIJi. 1382 
VISVANATHA, son of Padmanal:tta: Bii/acandraprakiisa 1383 
VRAJABHU~A~A: GuIJaratniikara. 1384 
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VRAJARAJA: Meghavinoda.1385 
v~~AGIRINATHA: Dravyakalpabha~a. 1386 

VYASAPA~J?ITA: Arkaprakiisa.1 387 
YASOViRA: Avyaktasrupgraha1,1a. 1388 
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ABHIDHANARATNAMALA. 1 

ABHINAVACINTAMANI. 2 

ABHINAVACINTAMANISARA. J 

ABHINY ASACIKITSA.04 

AGADARAJARATNA. 5 

AGNIKARMAN. 6 

AGNIMANDY ACIKITSA. 7 

AGNIPURA~A. 8 Material of medical interest is found in a number of chapters. 9 

Chapter 140 describes drugs and some other articles used in vasya (subjugation), 
etc. Their names are: adhai)pu~pii, bhrilgariija, gorak~, karka!i, km1adhustilra, kr
tiiiijali, kumari, lajjiilukii, mayiirasikhii, m~sriigi, mohalatii, putraiijiva, rudantikii, 
rudraja!ii, sahadevi, sitiirka, snuhi, and vigmkriintii (1-2). 

Chapter 141 enumerates thirty-six plants and other drugs used in making men im
mortal (amarikaral)a): ak~ya, balii, bhri1ga, bilva, dhanyiika, dhiitrI, erai;u;la, gok~uraka, 
gu9iici, haridrii, haritaki, javiinikii, jiraka, kal)takiiri, khadira, krtamiila, k~iira, marica, 
mul)9i, nimba, parpata, pippali, pippalisiphii, 10 punarnavii,rucaka, saindhava, satamii
li, satapu~pi, siddhiirtha, sindhuviiraka, SUl)!hi, vaca, 11 vacii, vahni, 12 viisaka, and vi-
9ailga (2-5). The items to be employed for particular purposes are specified. Among 
these purposes are the elimination of diseases due to deranged viita, pitta and kapha 
(12-14), disorders caused by grahas (15), etc. 

Chapter 229 describes auspicious and inauspicious dreams. I 3 

Chapter 246 deals with the examination of gems (ratnapari~ii). Gems to be worn 
by a king are: candrakiinta, gandhasasyaka, indranila, jyotirasa, karketana, mahiini
la, marakata, mauktika, padmariiga, pulaka, p~pariiga, spha!ika, siiryakiinta, vaidiirya, 
and vajra(l-3ab). This list is followed by a second one (3cd-6); some of the gems of 
this second list are: bhalliitaka, girivajra, gomeda, pilu, praviilaka, riijapa!!a, 14 rudhirii
k~a, and saugandhika. Several types of pearls are mentioned ( 12-13 ). 

Chapters 279 to 286 contain a medical treatise, expounded by Dhanvantari to Su
sruta. 15 Chapter 282 deals with vrk~yurveda. 16 Chapter 285 is remarkable in giving 
an account of Atreya's teachings on siddhayogas, as reported by Dhanvantari. 

Chapters 294, 295 and 298 are concerned with snake-bites, the bites of other poi
sonous animals, and their treatment. 

Chapter 299 is about disorders in children caused by demonic beings. 17 

Chapter 370 is concerned with anatomy. 18 
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A.HARAVARJYAVARJYAPADARTHAH. 19 
AJIRNAKASAYAVIDHANA.20 . 
AJIR~AMA~JARL 21 

AJIRNANIDAN A. 22 
AJiR~AU~ADHI. 23 
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THE AK~IROGANIRMULANA, 24 concerned with the treatment of eye diseases, and 
said to fcrm the ninety-fourth chapter of the Sanatkumiirasatp}iitii of the Piificariitrii
gama, 25 passes for teachings given by Sanatkumiira to Niirada. 26 The types of treat
ment described in this text are said to have met with success in the case of Brhadratha, 
son of Piiribhadra, king of Kasi. 21 • 

The Sanatkumiirasatp}iitii is quoted by Hemiidri and therefore earlier than the thir
teenth century. 28 Passages from it have been identified among the quotations in Yii
muniiciirya's Agamapriimiil)ya, which dates from the tenth century. 29 

A.LOKAMRTA.30 

AMARAVl0NODA. 31 

A.MA V ATACIKITSA. 32 

A.MAYACIKITSA.33 

A. MLA VETASANIRUPANA. 34 
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ANKOLATAILOTPADANAVIDHI. 43 
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ANUBHAVASARA. 45 
ANUBHAVASIDDHARASAYANA.46 

ANUPANADADHI. 47 
APASMARAROGA.48 
APHENANIRUPANA.49 
A. RDRAMALAKAPRAYOGA. 50 

ARIHANAVANITA. 51 

ARISTANIDANA. 52 

A.ROGYACINTAMANI. 53 
A.ROGYAMALA.54 . 
A.ROGYAPIYUSA. 55 

A.ROGYASNANAVIDHI. 56 

ARSACIKITSA.57 
A.R~A VIDYANUSASANA. 58 
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ARSOROGANIDANA. s9 

ARUNAKERAMRTATAILA.60 

ASADHYASITAPRATIKARA. 61 

ASADHYAVILAKSANA.62 

As A v ADHIKARA: 63 · 

AsCARYAMAHODADHI. 64 

ASITIV ATANIDANA. 6S 

ASITIVATAROGANIDANA. 66 

ASMARICIKITSA.67 
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ASMARIROGANIDANA. 68 

ASRGDARAROGADANANIDANACIKITSA. 69 

ASTADASAKUSTHALAKSANACIKITSA. ?O 

A~"f AGANDHALAK~A~A·. 71" 

ASTANGACIKITSA. 72 

ASTANGAHRDAYADRAVYAVIJNANA. 73 

ASTANGAHRDAYASAMGRAHA.74 

ASTANGAK~NDA.7S . 

As·i·APARIKS.i._ 76 

ASTASTHANAPAR IKSA. 77 

ASTA VIDHASOBHAVY ADHIClKITSA.78 

Ast,RIKALPA.79 

AsuRIRAJIKAKALPA.80 

ASVAGANDHADICURNA.81 

ASVAGANDHAKALPA."82 

ASV AGANDHAMUSALIVIJAY AKALPA.8 3 

Asv AGANDHIBALAKSA TAILANIRMANAKRAMA. 84 

ASVAGANDHIGHRTA .. 85 . 

ASVAGANDHIGHRTAVIDHANA. 86 

ASVINIKUMARAVAIDY ASASTRA.87 

ATHARVANIGHANTU.88 

ATISARACIKITSX.89 

ATISARACIKITSAKRAMA.90 

ATISARADIROGAVICARA.91 

ATISARALAKSANA. 92 

ATISARAPRATIKARA.93 

ATISARAVARNANA. 94 

ATISARAVAT~KAVIDHANA.95 

ATMARAKS~N ARTHANITI. 96 

ATREYASAMHIT A SARA. 97 

ATREYASARASAMGRAHA.98 

ATREYAVAGYOGA.99 

ATURAPARIKSA. 100 

AUSADHA. IOI. 
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AUSADHACIKITSANUPANAVIDHANA. 103 

AUSADHAGRAHANAPAKAVIDHl.104 

AUSADHAGRANniA.1os 

AUSADHAGUNAPATHA.106 

AUSADHAJAR
0

ANAMARANA VIDHI. 107 

AU~ADHAJNANATATSAfy(GRAHA~AKALAPRA YOGAVIDHANA.108 

AUSADHAKALPA. 109 

AUSADHAKALPASAMUHA. I IO 

AUSADHAKARANAPRAKARA. II I 

AUSADHANAMANI. 112 

AUSADHANIGHANTU.113 

AUSADHANIRMAN~CIKITSAVIDHANA. 114 

AU$ADHANIRMA~ACIKITSAVIDHI. 115 

AUSADHANIRMANAVIDHI. 11 6 

AUSADHANIY AM~. 117 

AUSADHAPAKADHIKARA. 118 

AUSADHAPAKAVALI. 11 9 

AUSADHAPAKAVIDHI.120 

AU~ADHAPALLAVA or -pallavi. 121 

AUSADHAPATTRIKii.. 122 

AUSADHAPRAKRIY ii..123 

AUSADHAPRASTUTAKARANA.124 

AUSADHAPRATINIDHIKALPANA. 125 

AUSADHAPRA YOGA. 126 

AU~ADHAPRA YOGAKARIKii.. 127 

AUSADHARASAYANA.128 

AUSADHARNAVA. 129 

AUSADHASiDHANA. IJO 

AU~ADHASAi'!!GRAHA.131 

AU~ADHASA¥GRAHA, TANTROKTA-. See Tantrektau$adhasaIJ1graha. 
AU~ADHASARANIRUPA~A. l32 

AU~ADHAVIDHANA. 133 

AUSADHAVIDHI. 134 

AUSADHA YOGA. 135 

AUSADHA YOGAGRANTHA. 136 

AU~ADHA YOGAJ.{. 137 

AUSADHA YOGAMAHARATNAKARA. 138 

AUSADHAYOGAMAHARATNAVALI. 139 

AUSADHAYOGARATNAKARA. 140 

AUSADHA YOGASAMGRAHA. 141 

AUSADHIGRANTHA·. 142 

AUSADHIKALPA. 143 

AUSADHIKOSA. 144 

AU~ADHILAK~A~A . .1 45 
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AUSADHIMANTRAKALPADI. 146 
AUSADHINAMAMALA.147 
AuiADHINAMANI. 148 
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AUSADHINAMAVALi. See Ausadhiniimamiilii. 
AUSADHIPRATINIDHISAMGRAHA. 149 

AUSADHIRASAY ANAKALPA. I j) 

AUSADHISAMGRAHA.151 

AUSADHIVARGA. 152 

AUSADHIYANTRATANTRA. 153 

AUSADHYADINAMAVALI. 154 

AV~LEHASAMGRAHA.155 
A. VARTANiKAKODUMBARATAILANIRMAN A VIDHI. 156 

A. YUl:IPRAMAt:-JA. 157 . 
A. YURDAYADHYAYA.158 
A. YURVEDA. 159 

The A. YURVEDABDHISARA 160 is an anonymous treatise, 161 compiled from various 
sources. 

The first part of this work consists of 4433 verses, accompanied by a commen
tary, probably by the same author. It deals with the nidiina and treatment of the dis
eases as arranged in the Miidhavanidiina, from jvara up to visarpa. 162 The verses on 
nidana are largely taken from Miitlhava's work, although their order sometimes dif
fers. The second part, containing verses 4434 to 9909, is concerned with the nidiina 
and treatment of the remaining diseases, 163 largely arranged again in agreement with 
the Miidhavanidiina. The nidiina verses are mostly from that work; sometimes a few 
stanzas are added. 164 The order of the diseases in the second part disagrees to some 
extent with their arrangement in the Miidhavanidiina 165 Diseases added are sniiyuka 
(449M504), phiranga (4505-4576), 166 sTtala (4577-4650), somaroga (5804-5820), 
miitratisara (5821-5823), and klaibya (6226-6540). The chapters on the diseases and 
their treatment are followed by sections on vajikara11a and rasayana. 

The remaining part of the Ayurvediibdhisiira is devoted to a variety of subjects: 
weights and measures (6541-6569); technical rules, the meaning of technical terms, 
netraparik~ii (6707-67ll), na~iparik~a (6712-6723), miitraparik~ii (6724-6731), 
anatomy (6863-6924), pharmacological terms (6958-7016), sneha and sveda (7017-
7076), paficakarman (7077-7242), dhiimapiina (7243-7264), etc. This long section 
on general subjects is followed by a nighal).!U (7339-8798), a rather elaborate section 
on alchemy (8799-9562), and, finally, a chapter on karmavipiika and religious means 
of counteracting diseases resulting from bad acts in previous lives (9563-9903). 

Sources of verses incorporated in the work are: Agnivesa (9372-77), Baudhayana 
(9725; 9791-96; 9798-9802; 9812-18), Bhiiluki (163), Bhoja (3459; 3502; 3521; 
3531; 3651-52; 4459; 4696), Cakra (112), Cakradatta (179), Caraka (often), Dhanva
ntari (584), Dr~habala (69), Gaunmata (9434), Gayadasa (70), granthiint·ara (6907), 
Gu(lllgrantha (9103), Hiirita (2626-27ab; 3648; 9368-69), Kiimasiistra (3992), Karavi
ra ( 615), Kiisyapa ( 1002), Kiisyapasa,phitii (5645), Kharaniitla (113; 893), Madanapiila 
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(192), Mahiibhiirata (9682), Padmapurii()a (9584-90), Rasakalitakalikii (348), Rasapa
ddhati (9060; 9101-02; 9148), Rasasaq1ketakalikii (806-807), Rasaviigbhafa (9136), 
Rasendrako$a (982; 1020), 167 Siitiitapfya (9719), Saunaka (6997), Susruta (often), 
tantriintara (often), Tisaiha (6656-58), Usanas (3094 ), Viigbha!a (often), Videha (586; 
4861-63; 5034; 5055), V[ddhagautama (9804-09; 9873-78), Vrddhapiiriisara (9592), 
V[ddhasusruta (117-118; 2627c-f), and Yogacandrikii (8821-22). 

Sources quoted or referred to in the commentary are: Ayurvedaprakiisalqt (8887; 
9024), Bii~pacandra (11-12; 2798-99), Bhiiluki (66; 99), Bha!!iirahariscandra (2812), 
Bhiivamisra (3160-65), Bhoja (610; 1745; 3511; 4150; 4699; 4703; 4712-13; 5427; 
5947), Cakra (62-67; 1242-44), 168 Cakradatl"a (183), Caraka (often), Dhanvantarl
yanighal)tll (183), Gadiidhara (1320; 3300-02; 4983; 4987), Gayadiisa (2812; 2931), 
Hiirita (57-58; 102-105; 610; 1235), Harivaqisa (30-33ab), isana (62; 3098), Jejja!a 
(39;50-51;62; 120; 1004; 1242-44,twice; 1317; 1324; 1392-93; 1426;2053;2087; 
2520; 2812), Kiirttika (57-58; 154; 1320; 1401-02; 4983; 4987), Karttikakui;i9a (39), 
Kirtikui;i9a (97), ~Irapiii;ii (2812),169 Madanapiila (4221), Miidhaviiciirya (3915), 
Madhukosa (4979), Madhukosakrt (117-118; 1256-58; 1401-02; 1742-43; 1751; 
2033-34; 2083; 2427; 2656-57; 3098; 3460; 3994; 4072-73; 4654; 4665; 4693; 
4699; 4703; 5030; 5291; 5292; 5296; 5633; 5751), Pariisara (610), priiciniiI:i (2905-
07), Rasapaddhatikft (9184), Rasapradipa (1273-74), Susruta (often), tantriintara 
(often), Tisaia (183), Viigbha!a (often), Vailgasena (183), Vasi$fhasa111hitii (6869), 
Viitsyiiyana ( 4061), Videha ( 102-105; 5006; 5051; 5360; 5485), Visvaprakiisa (6227), 
Vrddhabhoja (1605), and Yogapayodhi (140,). 170 

One series of thirteen saqmipiita fevers is described (71-86), namely the series be
ginning with sandhiga and ending with abhinyiisa; by far the larger part of the verses 
are practically identical with those found in the Bhiivaprakiisa, but their source is not 
indicated; the verse enumerating the symptoms of antaka is from some unknown trea
tise. Most of the verses on the treatment of these fevers (337-389) form part of the 
Bhiivaprakiisa as well. The same applies to those on the therapy of complications of 
fevers (506-540). A fever, dealt with in the Ayurvediibdhisiira but not mentioned in 
other sources, is mundhiirajvara (553-554). 

The uparasas distinguished are: gandhaka, hiilgula, abhraka, tiilaka, manat:isilli, 
aiijana, ia11kai;ia, riijiivarta, cumbaka, sphu!ikii, sailkha, kha!ikii, gairika, kiisisa, rasaka, 
kapardikii, viilukii, bola, kailku~!ha, and saurii~\rI (8861). Additional uparasas, also 
called siidhiirai;iarasas, are: samudraphena, k~udrasailkha, muktiisukti, jalasukti, rnr
ttikii, agnijiira, and girisindiira (9027-40). 

Three series of metals (dhiitu) are mentioned: (I) svari;ia, tiira, iira (brass), tiimra, 
niiga, va11ga, and tik~i;iaka; mercury (piirada) is sometimes added to this series (9041); 
(2) svari;ia, tiira, tiimra, the two metals called pailgu, 171 I'Itikii, gho~a ( = paiicaloha), and 
loha (9042); (3) suvaqia, riipyaka, tiimra,railga, yasada, sisaka, and loha (9043). Metals 
described are: gold (9049-92), silver (9093-9110), copper (9111-36), tin (9137-66), 
zinc (9167-70), lead (9171-84), and iron (9185-9264); ma~19iira is added(9265-78). 

The upadhiitus are: tiipya, vimalii, tuttha, kiirpsya, pittala, sindiira, and sailaniryii
sa (9046). Another series of upadhiitus consists of: abhraka, miik~ika, tiila, silii, nilii
iijana, tutthaka, and rasaka (9048). Upadhiitus described are: svari;iamiik~ika (9279-
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94), tiiramak~ika (9295-9301), tuttha (9302-14), bhiinaga (9315-21), kii1J1sya and pi
ttala (9322-41), bharta (= paficalohaor paficarasa) (9342--46), sindiira (9347-52), and 
siliijatu (9353-92). 172 

The usual nine gems(ratna)aredealt with (9402-31). The uparatnas described are: 
vaikriinta, siiryakanta, candrakanta, peroja, karpiiramal)i, 173 kaca, and dugdhapa~iil)a 
(9432-49). 

Two series of upavi~as are listed: (I) arka, sehu~u;!a, dhattiira, liiligali, karav'iraka, 
gufijii, ahiphena (9547-48); (2) arka, liiligal'i, guiijii, hayiiri, vi~amu~fi,jaipiila, unmatta, 
ahiphena, bhaliga (9550). 

Some noteworthy names of drugs are akulalqt (380) 174and kuliiija (380). The com
mentary mentions not infrequently substitutes for rare drugs 175· and vernacular names 
of medicinal plants and diseases. 176 

Variants of the text are also noticed by the commentator. 177 

The commentator appears to be particularly indebted to the authors of the M adhu-
kosa. . 

The Ayurvediibdhisiira is later than the Bhiivaprakiisii178 and Ayurvedaprakii.sa, 
which are quoted, and earlier than A.D. 1796, the date of completion of its MS. 179 

AYURVEDACINTAMANI. 180 
AYURVEDAGAMA. 181 . 
A YURVEDAGAMANA. 182 
A YURVEDAGRANTHA.183 
A YURVEDALAKSANADHY AYA. 184 

AYURVEDAPARIBH~SA. 185 
A YURVEDAPRADIPA.·186 
A YURVEDAPRAKASA. 187 
A YURVEDARTHAPRAKASA. 188 

A YURVEDARTHASARA. 189 
A YURVEDASAMGRAHA. 19o 
A YURVEDASARA. 191 
A YURVEDASARASAMGRAHA. 192 

AYURVEDASARVASVASARASA1\:1GRAHA. 193 

A YURVEDASARVASVASARASAil:1GRAHA. A treatise preserved in the Tibetan 
Tanjur. 194 The Tibetan title is Che/Ji rig-byed mtha/]-dag-gi sfiili-po bsdus-pa. 195 This 
work is described as a collection of extracts from the treatises of ten famous aca
ryas, arranged by the Tibetan physician Dar-mo sman-rams-pa Blo-bzali chos-grags 
(Sumatidharmak'irti) 196 and dge-sloli t{jam-dbyalis grags-pa (bhik~u Maiijugho~ak'i
rti); 197 the translator was the briihmal)a (chalis-sras) Bsad-pabi rdo-rje 198 ofZa-hor, 199 
who was assisted by the great translator Lhun-grub (Nirabhoga). 200 The Tibetan text 
was written in the Potala.2°1 

This treatise consists of a number of heterogeneous tracts dealing with the aetiology 
•f diseases, the examination of the pulse,202 hygiene, therapy,203 a dialogue between 
Siva and Piirvat'i, formulae of collyria and caustics, yantras and mantras, etc. 204 
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A YURVEDASASTRAVAIDYAKAGRANTHA. 205 

A YURVEDASLOKASAMGRAHA. 2()6 

AYURVEDASUDHANIDHJ. 207 
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A YURVEDAS0TRA. 208 This highly interesting text is the only one so far known that 
aims at integrating iiyurveda and a form of yoga. It is written in siitra style and com
prises 1,252 siitras, arranged in sixteen chapters (prasna). 

Chapter one deals with iima as the source of all diseases ( 1.8-9), the six tastes ( 1. 
40), the transformation (piika) of three of these tastes by the digestive fire ( 1.41-46), 209 

the digestive fire (piicakapitta; 1.48) located in the organ called grahai:ii ( 1.50), and with 
fever as a disease caused by weakening of the grahai;ii ( 1.51-54). Five types of fever 
are described, namely the viita, viitapitta, viitakapha, kaphapitta, and iigantu types (I. 
55-59), 2w and the signs of release from fever ( 1.61-65). The statement about the cor
ruption of the grahai;ii as the main cause of diseases is repeated ( 1.64 ). The chapter pro
ceeds with statements on the rasas and do~as, the five mahiibhiitas, the vessels (sirii), 
and the three gui;ias, i.e., sattva, rajas and tamas. 

Chapter two is concerned with anatomy (2.1-8), bloodletting (2.46-48), fertility, 
and pregnancy (2.50-69), but in particular with thirty-five lotuses (padma) thought to 
be present in the human body (2.9-44 ); each of these lotuses is connected with a spec
ified number of vessels and one or two letters of the alphabet. 211 Towards the end of 
the chapter (2. 71) it is said again that an increase of iima is the cause of all disorders. 

Chapter three is about yoga; it quotes, without referring to the source, the Yogasii
tra 212 The teachings on yoga found in the ii.yurvedasiitra differ in many respects from 
those of the fogasiitra213 and may have been influenced by some commentators on the 
latter work, in particular Bhoja214 and Riimiinandasarasvati. 215 The author lays much 
emphasis on dietetics as a prerequisite for attaining liberation. He states that sweet 
foods promote siittvika, acid foods riijasa, and pungent (ka\u, ~a~1a) foods tiimasaqual
ities in the human being; consequently, a person striving for liberation should restrict 
himself to sweet articles of diet (3. 7-10). As in almost each of the chapters, it is stressed 
that the removal of iima is the foremost principle of any treatment (3.33). 

Chapter four is about the application of yoga, as described in chapter three, to 
medicine. By means of yoga one attains nourishment (po~ai:ia) of the dhiitus, resulting 
in health, as opposed to decline (so~ai:ia) of the dhiitus, which leads to a diseased 
state. Some diseases and their varieties are described, in particular udara ( 4.17-27), 216 

piii;i~uroga4.28-32), and viitavyiidhi (4.33-36), as well as some relationships between 
tastes and dhiitus (4.40--42).217 

Chapter five deals with relationships between tastes and do~as (5.1-11), the qual
ities of the five mahiibhiitas (5.16), curability and incurability of diseases (5.27-31), 
relationships between tastes and dhiitus (5.44-49), 218 and various other subjects. 219 

Chapter six opens with a third series of relationships between tastes and dhiitus (6. 
1-7). 220 Other topics of this chapter are the duration of diseases and their curability 
or incurability ((6.23-36), and the properties of various types of milk (6.88-92). The 
importance of aJTri:ia as a cause of other diseases is emphasized (6.39). 

Some of the subjects of chapter seven are: the properties of various types of grain 
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(7 .21-29) and inauspicious dreams (7.68-70). The role of iima as a cause of disorders is 
stressed again (7.54, 58, 59). Chapter eight is, among other things, abouttypes of trees 
(8.18-22), the sodhana and samana types of treatment (8.43-48), rules for the regimen 
to be observed during day and night, and general rules for a virtuous and healthy life 
(8.54-104 ). Chapter nine deals with units of time, from lava to Sa!J1vatsara (9.9-26), 
the months of the year, 221 and the regimen to be observed during the various seasons. 

Chapter ten describes the properties and actions of a series of medicinal substan
ces. 222 

Chapters eleven and twelve, concerned with yoga, are borrowed from the Yogasu
cra.223 Chapter thirteen contains many statements on iima and on diseases resulting 
from its presence in the body (13.6, 7, 10, 11); it has also siitras on the relationships 
between the rasas and the seven dhiitus. 224 Chapter fourteen enumerates the twenty
seven nak~atras, together with the letters of the alphabet and the lotuses of the parts of 
the boliy with which they are connected. 225 The same chapter contains a list of diseases 
bound up with the nak~atras ( 14.36-62), and the first part of a list of the deities to be 
worshipped when one suffers from one of these diseases (14.63-87). Chapter fifteen 
continues the latter list (15.1-62); the remaining part is devoted to the therapy of some 
diseases. Chapter sixteen is entirely about the treatment of diseases. 

The pharmaceutical preparations chiefly used are ciinJa, taila and leha ( I 5 .65, 68, 
.73); kviithas (15.65, 68, 73)and ghrtas ( 15.73) are sporadically prescribed. The treatise 
ends with some basic principles of iiyurveda. 

The most conspicuous feature of the ii.yurvedasutra is the attempt at integrating 
iiyurveda and a particular form of yoga that shows Tantric influence. The six cakras 
of Tantric yoga are referred to ( 4.49), although not described; the first of these cakras, 
called miiliidhiira, is mentioned ( 4.49), as well as the two main nac;Iis, li;lii and Piilgalii 
(4.48 and 51). The emphasis on dietetics as a means for attaining yoga calls for atten
tion, as well as the central role of iima and aJlrQB. as causative factors in diseases. The 
old names of the months of the year and the list of twenty-seven nak~atras are also 
noteworthy. 226 

Nothing is known with any certainty about the date of composition of the 
ii.yurvedasutra. The style does not prove it to be an ancient work. The use of the 
old names of the months, the list of twenty-seven nak~atras, and the absence of any 
mention of the nine planets do not convincingly point to an early date. The form of 
yoga described may show that the author was acquainted with Riimiinandasarasvati's 
commentary on the Yogasutra. Tantric influences are clearly visible as well. The 
sources used by the author in describing the properties and actions of medicinal 
substances cannot be identified. 

The commentary on the Ayurvedasiitra, written by Yogiinanclaniitha, reaches up to 
siitra fifty-one of chapter five. It seems probable that the author regarded his work as 
completed since the commentary ends with a benedictory verse. The remaining siitras 
may have been considered to be less important, or have even been added later. 

Yogiinanda may have belonged to the school of Riimiinandasarasvati, the disciple 
of Govindiinandasarasvati and author of the .VJa,;iiprabha commentary on the Yogasu
tra, 227 who lived about A.D. 1600228 or in the beginning of the seventeenth century. 229 
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Sources are rarely referred to by name in the commentary. A Bhe$3jakalpa is men
tioned once (ad 3.17). The A§tiingahrdayasa,phitii is profusely quoted. 230 Also quoted 
are the ~gveda (ad 4.52), TaittirTyabriihmaQa (ad 4.14 ), and Miigha's Sisupiilavadha 
(ad 1.33). 
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BAHUMOTRADICIKITSA. 236 

BAHUMUTRAROGACIKITSA. 237 

BAHURUPAKALPA. 238 

BAKUCIKALPA. 239 

BALABODHA. 240 

BALACIKITSA.241 
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BALACIKITSAMRTA. 243 

BALACIKITSAPA
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BALAMAYACIKITSA. 265 

BALAROGACIKITSA. 266 

BALAROGADHIKARA. 267 

BALAROGAHARAVIDHANA. 268 

BALATAILAVIDHANA. 269 
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BALATANTRA or Gkitsiikalikii. 210 

BALAVAIDYA. 271 

8 ALISIDDHANTA. 272 

BALOPACARANIYA. 273 

BHAIRAVAPRASADA. 214 

BHAISAJAKALPA. 275 

BHAISAJY A. 276 

BHAISAJYARATNAVALI. 277 
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BHAISAJY ASARASAMUCCA YA. 278 

BHAISAJYAVASTUNICAYAGUNOPA YOGANIRNAYA. 279 

BHAISAJYAVIDHANA. 280 . . 

BHAKSANAVIKARA. 281 

BHALLAT AKAKALPADIYOGASAMGRAHA. 282 

BHALLATAKAPAKA. 283 • 

BHALLATAKARASAYANAVIDHI. 284 

BHALLATAKICURNAVIDHI. 285 

BHARASAMBHARA. 286 

8HARATAS
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ARASAMGRAHA. 287 

BHAV ACINTAMANi. 288 

BHA V ARTHADIPIKA. 289 

BHESAJAINANAMALA. 290 

BHESAJAKALPASAMGRAHA. 291 

BHESAJAKALPASAMUCCAYA. 292 

BHESAJAKALPASARA. 293 

BHESAJAKALPASARASAMGRAHA. 294 

BHE~AJANAMAMALA er Dravyaniqiayanigha,:i{u. 295 

BHESAJARAHASYA. 296 

BHESAJASAMHITA. 297 

BHESAJASAR.VASVA. 298 

BHESAJATANT!i.A. 299 

BHESAJATARKA. 300 

BHESAJAVALOKA.30I 

BHIS.AGANANDA. 302 

BHISAGGRANTHAMALIKA. 303 

BHISAGRATNAMALA. 304 

BHISAGRATNAMALIKA. 305 

BHISAGUTSAVA.306 

BHISAKCAKRANIDANA.307 

BHISAKCINTAMANJ. 308 

BHOGALAKSANA. 309 

BHOGY ADRAVY AGUNAVISA YA. 3IO 

8HOJANAHITAHITAV
0

ICAiA. 3I I 

BHOJANAKASTURI. 312 

BHOJANASASTRA. 313 
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BHRGVADICURNAVIDHANA. 314 

BH~NGAMALAKATAILANIRMA~AKRAMA.315 

BHRNGARAJAKALPA. 316 

BHOKADAMBAKALPA. 317 

BHUVANASARA. 318 
0 BILV ADILEHY ANIRMANAVIDHI. 319 

BILVALEHYANIRUPANA. 320 

BRAHMANABHAISAJY AKARANANIRNAYA. 321 

BRAHMA~[?AKALPA. 322 . . 

BRAHMiGHRTA. 323 

BRAHMiRASA Y ANA VIDHI. 324 

B RHACCIKITSASARA. 325 

BRHADAGNIKUMARAKA. 326 

BRHADBHAISAJYAKALPA. 327 

BRHADBHESAJAKALPA. 328 

B1rnADVAIDYAPRASARAKA. 329 

BRHADVAIDYASARA. 330 

B RHAJJiRAKADIMODAKA. 331 

B~HATiKALPA. 332 

CAKRANKAKALPA.333 

CAKRASESA. 334 

CAKRATATTVA. 335 

CAMATKARACINTAMANI. 336 

CAMATKARANIGHANTU.337 

CAMUNDIKALAGHUNiGHANTU. 338 

CANDRXRKATARAKA.339 .. 

CANDRODAYA. 34o 

CANDRODA YAMAT RA VIDHANA.341 

CANDRODAYAPRAKASA. 342 

CANDRODAYAVIDHANA. 343 

CANKA 344 

CATUHSASTIJV ARANIDANA. 345 

CATU~~A~'f!VY ADHIHARAU~ADHANIRUPA~A. 346 

CATURDASAROGANIDANA. 347 

CATURDASAROGANIDANANIRUPAN A. 348 

CHILARA VAIDY APUSTAKA. 349 . 

CIKITSA. 350 

CIKITSACANDRIKA. 351 

CIKITSACINTAMANI. 352 

C!KITSACINTAMANIMALA. 353 

CIKITSADARPANA: 354 

CIKITSADiPIKA:355 

CIKITSAGRANTHA.356 

CIKITSAGRANTHASARA. 357 
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CIKITSAKALIKA. 358 

CIKITSAKRAMA. 359 

CIKITSAKRAMAUSADHANIRMANAVIDHI. 300 
CIKITSAMAHARNAVA. 36I . 

CIKITSAMALATIMALA. 362 

CIKITSAMALIKA.363 

CIKITSAMANJARI. 364 

CIKITSAMRTA. 365 

CIKITSAMRTADARPANA. 366 

CIKITSAMR TASAGARA. 367 

CIKITSAMOLA. 368 

CIKITSANGAPARIBHASASAMGRAHA.369 

CIKITSANJANA. 370 . . 

CIKITSAPADDHATI. 371 

CIKITSAPARIBHASA. 37 2 

CIKITSAPARIKARAVIVARANA. 373 

CIKITSAPHALANIRNAYAK.,;.NAKSATRAVIVARANA. 374 

CIKITSAPRADIPA. 375 . . 

CIKITSAPRAKARANA. 376 

CIKITSAPRAKASA. 377 

CIKITSAPRA YOGA. 378 

CIKITSARATNA. 379 

CIKITSARATNAKARA. 380 

CIKITSARATNASAMGRAHA.381 

CIKITSARNAVA. 382. 

CIKITSASXGARA. 383 

CIKITSASAMBANDHA.384 

CIKITSASAMGRAHA. 385 

CIKITSASAMUCCA YA. 386 

CIKITSASARA.'387 

CIKITSASARAKAUMUDI or Siirakaumudf. 388 

CIKITSASARASAMGRAHA. 389 

CIKITSASARASAMGRAHANUKRAMANIKA. 390 

CIKITSASARASAMUCCAY A.39I . 

CIKITSASARODDHARA. 392 

CIKITSASARVASAGARA. 393 

CIKITSASARVASAMGRAHA. 394 

CIKITSASASTRA.395 

CIKITSASTHANA. 396 

CIKITSASUDHA.397 

CIKITSATANTRA. 398 

CIKITSAVIDHANA. 399 

CIKITSA VIDHI. 4oo 

CIKITSAVl~A YA. 4oi 
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CIKITSAYOGA.4 02 
CIKITSA YOGASATA.403 

CIKITSA YOGASATAKA. 404 
CIKITSIT A. 405 

CIKITSOPAYA. 406 

CIKITSY ACIKITSAKAPARIKSALAKSANAVIDHI. 407 
CINCADILEHY AKARANAKR~MA. 408 . 
CINCASANKAVATIVIDHI. 409 
CINTAMANI. 410 • 

CITRAKADITAILA.411 

CITRAKAKALPA. 4 12 

COPACINIGUNA.413 

COVACINISEVANA VIDHI. 4 14 

COVACINYADICORNA. 415 

CORANAGIRI. 416 • 

CORN~DHIKARA. 417 

CORNADIVIDHANA. 418 

CORNALEHYAKARANA. 419 

CORNALEHY AKRAMA. 420 

CORNA NI. 421 

CORNASAMGRAHA. 422 

CORNASAMUDAY A,423 

CORNAVIDHANA.424 

CORNA VINODA. 425 

COTXSTHILEHYAVIDHANA. 426 

DAK~IJ:IAMORTINIGHAJ:ITU.427 

DAKSINAVARTASANKHAKALPA.428 

DAMPATY ASAUKHYAVRDDHIKARARASA YANAVIDHANA. 429 

DAMPATYOPAYOGIV AIDYAKIYAVICARA. 430 

DANTARASANAROGACIKITSA. 431 

DASAPARIKSA. 432 

DASAPARVA: 433 

DASAVIDHAPAKA.434 

DATAPUST A.435 
DATTATREYAMATA.436 

505 

DATT A TREY AT ANTRA: 437 a treatise on ~atkarman, written in the fonn of a dialogue 
between Siva and Dattiitreya.438 

The work consists of about 700 verses and some prose, arranged in thirty chapters 
(pa!ala). The contents of the chapters are listed as follows ( 1.14-17): miirllQa and 
mohana (2), stambha (3 and 4), vidve~a (5), uccii!ana (6), vasI (7 to 9), iikar~aQa (10), 
indrajiila or kautuka (11), yak~iQi(mantrasiidhana) (12), rasiiyana (13), (mrtyu)kii
lajiiiina (14), aniihiira (15), atyantiihiira (16), nidhidarsana (17), vandhyiiputravatiyoga 
or vandhyiigarbhadhiira1~a (18), mita(vatsiisuta)jivitva (19), kiikavandhyiiputrakara,;ia 
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(20), vivadavijaya (21), vajikarai:ia (22), stridravai:ia (23), viryastambhana (24), li
rigavardhanadiyoga (25), kesaraiijana (26), kesapatana (27), bhiitagrahanivarai:ia (28), 
grahado~apiganivarai:ia (29), and siiphavyaghrasarpavrscikadibhayanasana (30). Of 
some medical interest are chapters thirteen to sixteen, eighteen to twenty, twenty-two, 
and twenty-four to twenty-eight. 

Earlier works, referred to in the introductory stanzas, are: Amrtesvaratantra,439 

Diimaratantra, Kiikacandesvalf( matatantra), 440 Merutantra, Riidhiitantra, 441 Tiiriita
~tra, 442 and Ugc;lfsatant~~- 443 

DAVANAGRANTHA. 444 

DEHALAKSANA.445 

DEHATATTVANIRl';IAYA. 446 

DESALAKSANANI. 447 

DEVADALiK~LPA. 448 

DEV ANJ ANA. 449 

DEVESVARADI~TANIY AMASAHITAGA~APATISAMUDRAPHALAPRA YOGA. This 
anonymous work, preserved in the Tibetan Tanjur under the title of Lha-dbail-phyug
gis chogs-bdag-la gna,i-babi sa-mu-dra pha-labi sbyor-ba kha-bsgyur da,i bcas-pa, 
was translated by Nag-dbari phun-chogs Lhun-grub. 450 

DEVINIGHAl';ITU. 451 

DEVIYAMALA.452 Quoted in the Rasakiimadhenu. Mentioned among the sources of 
the Piiradasaqihi tii. 

DHAMANIPRAKASA.453 

DHANANJAY ANIGHA~ITU.454 

DHANVANTARJ.455 A comprehensive treatise on generalities, nidana and treatment, 
partly composel'. in the form of a dialogue between a teacher (Dhanvantari) and Siva, 
addressed as isvara and Mahesvara. 456 

Chapter (prakasa) one: a series of marigalas, addressed to Gai:iesa, Sarasvati, 
Siva, and Srikr~a (1-4); the padacatu~!aya (5-9); omina relating to the messenger 
(10-11); sakunas (12-13); a~!asthanaparik~a (14); nagipari~a (15); miitrapari~a 
(i6); malaparlk~ (17); jihvaparlk~ (i8); sabdaparlk~a (19); sparsaparlk~a (20); 
riipaparlk~a (21); d~!iparik~a (22); concluding verse (23); auspicious dreams (24); 
inauspicious dreams (25); kalajiiana (26); desajiiana (the three types of country; 
27-30); k~etrajiiana, as expounded by Siva (the four types of soil: brahma, k~atra, 
vaisya, saudra; 31-35); the properties of substances originating from these soils 
(36); the deities governing these soils are, according to the teaching of Umavallabha 
(= Siva): Brahma, Sakra (= Indra), Kinnara, and Isa (37); the five types of soil: 
parthiva, apya, taijasa, vayaviya, and antarik~a (38-42); the properties of products 
from these soils (43); the deities governing these soils are: Brahma, Vi~QU, Rudra, 
isvara, and Sadasiva (44); the mythical origin of trees from amrta drops, fallen from 
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the pitcher snatched by Garu~a ( 45); the four kinds of trees, dependent on the type of 
soil on which they grow (46); the characteristics of briihmaQa, k~atriya, vaisya and 
siidra types of trees (47); the three types of medicinal substances: do~aprasamana, 
dhiitupradii~aQa, svasthavrttahita ( 48); the three types of substances called jailgama, 
audbhida and piirthiva (49); substances belonging to these three groups (50-52); 
the characteristics of male, female and napul!lsaka plants; their properties and uses 
(53); hunger, thirst and sleep occur in plants too;457 the folding together (sal!lkoca) 
of leaves is typical of sleep (54); the composition of plants in the terms of the five 
mahiibhiitas (55); the parts of plants and the substances they contain (56); weights and 
measures according to the miigadha (57) and kiiliilga (58) systems. 

The remaining part of the treatise is devoted to the diseases and their treatment, 
followed by two chapters on rasiiyana and viiJikaraQa. Each disease is discussed in two 
chapters: one on nidiina and one on treatment. 

The order of the chapters is in general agreement with the Madhavanidana. The 
chapters on treatment contain many rasayogas and lohayogas. 

The verses on nidiina reproduce in general the Madhavanidana. Material from other 
sources is added here and there, 458 while a number of stanzas accepted by Miidhava are 
left out. The order of the verses may vary too. 

The chapter on jvara begins with a mailgala addressed to the Paiiciinana form of 
Siva. It describes tandrii as a dangerous complication of sa,pnipatajvara (jvaranidiina 
18). The names of the thirteen sal!lnipiita fevers are: sandhika, antaka, rugdiiha(ka), 
citta(vi)bhrama, sitiiilga or sitagiitra, tandrika, kaQµiakubja, karQaka, bhugnanetra 
or bhugnadrs, rakta~!hivin, praliipaka, jihvaka, and abhinyiisa (jvaranidana 20). The 
duration of each of these fevers is mentioned (jvaranidiina 21). Six among them are 
curable: sandhika, tandrika, karQaka, kar~!hakubjaka, jihvaka, and cittavibhral!lsa; 
the remaining seve'i1 run a lethal course (jvaranidiina 22). The descriptions of the 
symptoms of each of these fevers (jvaranidiina 23-35) agree with those found in the 
Yogaratnakara Two different verses on dhatupiika occur (jvaranidiina 15 and 38); the 
verse on do~apiika occurs twice (jvaranidiina 16 and 39). Sita- and diihajvara are dealt 
with twice (jvaranidiina 51 and 52). JirQajvara is characterized (jvaranidiina 68). Two 
verses are devoted to gambhirajvara (jvaranidiina 72-73). Many verses deal with signs 
indicating a fatal outcome (jvaranidiina 74-80). The fevers called madhurajvara and 
kr~Qamadhurajvara are described (jvaranidiina 83-84). The chapter on the treatment 
of fevers also deals with jvariitisiira (jvararogacikitsii 153-160). The chapter on the 
nidiina of atisiira describes four types of praviihikii: due to viita, pitta, kapha and blood 
(atisiiranidiina 18). The chapter on the nidana of piiQ~uroga, etc., describes piinaki 
(piiQ~ukiimaliidiroganidiina 11). Chapters on the nidiina and treatment of somaroga 
are inserted between those on prameha and medoroga The chapters on the nidiina 
and treatment of vraQa deal with siirira- and sadyovraQa. The chapter on the treatment 
of upadal!lsa mentions phirailgaroga (upadal!lsarogacikitsii 20, 22, 23, 24, 25) and 
prescribes rasakarpiira (upadal!lsarogacikitsii 20). The chapters on yonivyiipatti 
also discuss mii~hagarbha. A chapter on rasopadravas (hazards of using mercurial 
products) and viirido~a (disorders caused by corrupted water) is inserted between 
those on rasiiyana and viijikaraQa. The chapter on viiJikaraQa includes prescriptions 
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for stambhana, draval)a and vasikaral)a, as well as pu~panivliral)a. 
An unusual name of a disorder is salJlgrahako~!hado~a (vajikaraQa 15). 
One of the names of opium, a repeatedly prescribed susbstance, is aphinga (vajI

kara!)a 46). 
Religious elements are not infrequent at all in the prescriptions. 459 

The author does not reveal his name in the introductory stanzas; concluding verses 
are entirely absent· 

The description of a~!asthanaparI~a points to a date later than Camul)c;ia's Jvara
timirabhaskara.. The references to phirangaroga and its treatment indicate that the 
Dhanvantari is later than Bhavamisra. 

DHANVANTARICIKITSARl;AVA.4(/J 

DHANVANT ARIGRANTHA. 461 

DHA:NVANTARIGUNAGUNAYOGASATA. 462 

DHANVANTARIKAVACA.463 

DHANVANTARIPANCAKA. 464 

DHANVANTARISA¥HITA.465 Quoted in the Piiradasarphitii. 
DHANVANTARISIDDHANTASIROMANI. 466 

DHANV ANT ARITA NT RASIKSA. 467. • 

DHANVANTARIYAPATHY APATHY A. 468 

DHARAKALP A. 469 

DHATRIMANJARL 47o 
DHATUNIDANA.471 

DINACARYA.472 

DINACARYAPADDHATl.473 

DIV AKARASAMHITA. 414 

DIVYANIGHAN°T A. 475 

DIVY ASIDDHX~JANA. 476 

DIVYAUSADHIKALPA. 477 

DIVYAUSADHINAMAMALA. 478 

DIVYAUSADHIPRAKARANA. 479 

DIVY AUSADHIPRAKASA. 480 

DIVYAUSADHIVARNANA. 481 

DOHADAPRAKARA: 482 

DOHADAPRAKASA.483 

DOSADIVIJNANIYADHY AY A.484 

DR~K$AD1KA$AYAVIDHANA.485 

DRA VYABl{(DHANA.486 

DRAVYACIHNA. 487 

DRAVYAGUNA. 488 

DRA VY AG UNA or Satkantharatna.489 

DRA VYAGUNABHASA. 496 
DRAVYAGUNABHID HANA.491 

DRA VYAGU~ADARSANIGHA~TU.492 
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DRAVYAGUNAOHIRAJA.493 

DRA VY AGUNAKALPAVALLI. 494 

DRA VYAGUNAKARA. 495 

DRAVYAGUNAKOSA.496 

DRA VY AGUNAMUKTAVALI. 497 

DRAVYAGUNANIRUPANA.498 

DRA VY AGUNA(PARl)BiiASA. 499 

DRAVYAGUNAPATHA.500. 

DRAVY AGUNARATNAVALI. 501 

DRAVYAGUNASAMGRAHA.502 

DRAVYAGUNASAMKALANA. 503 

DRAVY AGUNASA:r AKA. 504 

DRA VY AGUNAVALI. so5 

DRA VY AGUNAVIMARSA. 506 

DRAVY AGUNAVIVEKA. 507 

DRAVYALAKSANA.508 

DRAVYAMUKTAVALI. 509 

DRAVYANAMAGUNAKATHANA.5IO 

DRAVYANAMANIRNAYA. 511 

DRAVYANIRNAYANIGHANTU. 512 

DRA VY ANISCA YASARAS~MGRAHA. 513 

DRAVYANISCA YASARASAMGRAHAGUNAPATHA. 514 

DRAVYAPADARTHAPRATINIDHI. 515 . . 

DRAVYAl?ARIKSA. 516 

DRAVYAPARYAYAGUNAKARA.517 

DRA VY APRAKASA. 5 1 g· 

DRAVY ARATNAKARA. 519 

DRAVY ARATNAKARA(NIGHA~TU). 520 

DRAVYARATNALAMKARA.521 

DRA VY ARA TNA v ALI or -ratniivali. 522 

DRAVYASAMGRAHA.523 

DRAVYASARASAMGRAHA. 524 

DRAVYASARASV~BHAVA. 525 

ORA VY ASIDDHI. 526 

DRAVYASUOOHI. 527 

DRAVY ASUOOHIKRAMA.528 

DRAVYASUDDHIVICARA. 529 

DRAVYAVAISESIKA. 530 

DRA VYAVALINIGHANTU. 531 

DRAVYAVINIRNAYA.532 

DUGDHAPANA VIDHI. 533 

DUHKHARI. 534 

D0TAOHYAY A. 535 

D0TALAK~A~ANIRUPA~A. 536 
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DOTAPARiKSii..537 
0VADASAR1"HANIRUPANA. 538 
Dv ADASAV AR\HKACIKITSA. 539 

EKADRA VY A VINISCA y A. 541 

EKAKSANALIKERAKALPA. 541 
EKAKSARiNIGHANTU. 542 
EKAMOLIKAPRAYOGA. 543 
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ELEY ANKOLAKRSNON MATTACURNA VIDHANA. 544 
ERANDAKALPA .. 545. • 
ERANDAPRASNA.546 
GADANWRAHA. 547 
GADANIRNAYA. 548 
GADANKUSA or Sll!Vajvaracikitsii.549 

GADARAJARATNA.550 
GADA VINODANIGHANTU. 55I 
GANANIGHANTU.552 .. 
GANAPATHA."553 
GANAPATHACIKITSAKALIKA.554 
GANAPATYA.555 
GANDAMALADICIKITSA. 556 
Q ANDHAKALPA. 557 

GANDHAVADA,558 an anonymous treatise on cosmetics and perfumery (gandhayukti 
or gandhasiistra). 

The treatise consists of ninety-three units, mostly comprising one to seven Sanskrit 
verses, accompanied by a Marii!hI commentary. One unit (82) is devoid of a commen
tary; several units (17-18, 24-43, 59-76, 80, 86-93) are not accompanied by Sanskrit 
verses; two units consist of liohii verses in MariithI. The treatise ends with a table of 
contents. 559 · 

The Gandhavada gives a number. of recipes of fragrant preparations for diverse 
uses. The commentary specifies the ratios of the ingredients and contains a translation 
of part of the Sanskrit verses. 

Sources are not indicated; a few verses, however, agree literally with verses from 
Garigiidhara's Gandhasiira. 560 

Many of the preparations described are intended for use at a royal court. 561 A not 
inconsiderable number of them are provided with names; some are said to have been 
invented by divine authorities or kings. 562 The author incorporated a large number of 
formulae for the substances called bukii (units 10 and 24-42) 563 andjaviidi (units 5, 20-
22, 46, 48). 564The substances described were not only used as cosmetics and perfumes, 
but also to counteract diseases (units 23, 51, 77), for the purpose of vasikaraQa (units 
2 and 12), and for causing confusion in adversaries (mohana; unit 3). 

Vernacular names of ingredients are rather common in the formulae. 565 
Noteworthy names of ingredients are: ambara ( 1, 4, 44, 45, 46, 48, 52, 55, 58, 78, 

83, 84); berI (4 7,50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 77, 84); berikii (55, 56, 83); daracinI (commentary 
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40 and41); geru (2); kababa (5); khobara (commentary45); lobana (very often, e.g., 1, 
4-6, 10, 21-23, 44-47); mastaki (21); mleccha (58); sevanti (2); taja (23, 44-45, 48, 
58, 78); tava~Ira (7, 10).566 

No particulars are available about the author. The quotations from Gailgadhara's 
Gandhasiira in the Gandhaviida establish that the latter treatise is posterior to the for
mer. The references to Bhoja and SiilghatJa point to a date later than the first half of the 
thirteenth century, the period in which SiilghatJa, the Yiidava king of Devagiri, lived. 
P.K. Gode567 was of the opinion that the type of old Marii!hi in the commentary of the 
Gandhaviida points to a period of composition between A.D. 1330 and 1550. R.T. Vyas, 
the editor of the text, expressed as his view that it would be more appropriate if the date 
were fixed between A.D. 1250 and 1300. 568 The profuse employment of substances, 
introduced in the Indian materia medica by the Muslims, proves that the work cannot 
be assigned to a period earlier than 1300. It may even date from a much later time, 
since the materia medica differs considerably from that employed by Gailgiidhara in 
his Gandhasiirn. 

G Al':JQU~APRAKARAl':JA. 569 
G ANGADHARA. 570 
GANGADHARACURNANIRMANAKRAMA.571 
GANGADHARAYOG~VIDHI. 572' 

GARBHACIKITSA. 573 
GARBHADHARANOPAYAVIDHI. 574 
GARBHAPRASAV~CIKITSA..575 
GARBHAPUSTAPRA YOGA. 576 
GARBHARAKSAVIDHANA. 577 

G ARBHASTHITY AUSADHA. 578 
GARBHAVEDANAPRATIKARA. 579 
GARBHAYATANACIKITSA.580 
GARBHINICIKITSA.581 
GARBHl~Y ADICIKITSA. 582 

GARBHOPANI~AD. 583 This Upani~ad, attributed to Pippalada and therefore connected 
with the tradition of the Atharvaveda, is a short post-Vedic work in prose which deals 
with embryology. Its doctrines partly agree with those of ayurvedic treatises, pa1tly 
differ from them. 584 

The series of seven elements of the body (dhatu) is said to consist of blood (SO!)ita), 
muscular tissue (miililsa), fatty tissue (medas), tendons (snayu),585 bones (asthi), bone 
marrow (majja), and seed (sukra). 586 The six tastes (rasa) are those ofiiyurvedic theory. 
The skull is regarded as consisting of four flat bones (kapala); 587 the number of vital 
spots is 107; 588 the number of junctures (sandhi) is 180; 589 the human body possesses 
109 tendons (snayu),59°700 vessels (sirii),591 500 majjas,592 and 300 bones. 593 

The weight of the heart is eight, that of the tongue twelve pala. The body contains 
one prastha of bile, 594 one a;haka of phlegm, one ku;ava of semen, 595 and two prastha 
of fat 
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GARUQAPANCAK~ARIKALPA. 596 
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The GARUQAPURA~A 597 contains a number of chapters of medical interest. 598 
Chapter two mentions Garu9a's desire to become a destroyer of the Nii.gas (2.49: 

nligadlira~ia). Chapter nineteen is about snakes, their bites, and mantras providing pro
tection. Chapter t_wenty-seven consists of a long mantra said to destroy the poison of 
all kinds of venomous snakes. Chapter fifty is concerned with daily regimen. Chap
ters sixty-three and sixty-four describe bodily marks of men and women (narastri1a~a-
1_1a), together with their predictive meaning. Chapter sixty-five deals with the same sub
ject according to Samudra. 599Chapter sixty-seven is about svarodayasiistra, called pa
vanavijaya in the colophon. 60° Chapters sixty-eight to eighty are concerned with ratna
par~ii, the science dealing with precious and semi-precious stones; 601 their contents 
agree for the greater part with Buddhabha\fa's Ratnapan""k§ii. 602 

Chapters 146-219 form a medical treatise that is sometimes called Dhanvantari
saq1hitii. 603 Chapters 146-167 consist of a Nidlinasthlina that is closely related to the 
Nidana section of the A§!ii1igah[dayasaq1hitii and A§!ii1igasa1pgraha, and may be con
sidered as a third version of the same material. 604 The chapters on nidlina are presented 
as being taught by Dhanvantari to Susruta according to the expositions on the subject 
by Atreya and other sages. 605 The views of Agnivesa and Hlirlta are referred to in the 
chapter on.fevers. 606 Disorders described in the Nidli.nasthlina ofVagbha\a's works but 
omitted in the corresponding chapters of the Garu~apurii1,1a are svarabheda, mada, mii
rchli and sarµnyiisa. 607 

Chapters 168-17 4 are a continuation of Dhanvantari 's lessons to Susruta. 608 These 
chapters are not said to be based on the views of Atreya, but on a Yogasiira. 609 Chapter 
168 deals with basic principles, 610 such as the threedo~as, the dhlitus, 611 the tastes, vi
rya,612 vipaka, agni, disturbances of the digestive fire613 and their treatment. Chapter 
169 describes the medicinal preperties of articles off ood and drugs. Chapters 170 and 
171 are concerned with the treatment of various diseases, and chapter 172 with that of 
women's and children's diseases, 614 rasliyana, and vlijikara1_1a. 615 Chapter 173 is about 
the properties and actions of groups of drugs. Chapter 17 4 describes various ghrtas and 
tailas. 

Chapters 175 to 196 consist of medical teachings expounded by Hari to Siva. Chap
ter 175 is concerned with the treatment of fevers. Chapters 176 to 193 describe treat
ments for all sorts of diseases. The contents of these chapters differ.considerably from 
those in which Dhanvantari speaks to Susruta. Many features point to Tantric influ
ence, for example the large number of mantras616 and the repeatedly described magi
cal procedures. 617 Chapter 184 mentions the killing (mlira1_1a) of mercury (rasa; 184.l 8) 
and the making of artificial silver and gold (184.19). Chapter 194is about the vai~l)ava 
kavaca which keeps off all diseases, and chapter 195 about a mantra that grants every
thing one desires. Chapter 196 describes the vi~1_1udharmavidyli which enabled Indra 
to overcome all his adversaries. 

Chapter 197 deals with the gliru9a or garu9i vidya, given by Sumitra (in the begin
ning of the chapter) or Garu9a (at the end of the chapter) to Kasyapa, a vidya which 
neutralizes the effects of all ·kinds of poison. 618 Dhanvantari is the speaker again in 
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chapter 197. 
Chapter 210 deals with the medical treatment of horses and elephants. 
Chapter 202 forms a short nigha~l!U, being an enumeration of the names of medic

inal plants and other drugs, together with a number of their synonyms. 619 

Chapter twenty-two of the Uttarakhai:iQa or Pretakalpa of the Garu9apuriil)a620 con
sists of an interesting small treatise on the embryological development of a human be
ing, expounded by Vi~QU to Garul/-a.62 1 

The contents deviate in many respects from what is found on the same subject in 
iiyurvedic treatises.622 Sexual intercourse is not allowed on the first four days of the 
menstrual cycle. 623 The developmental stages of the embryo are called kalika (first to 
fourth day),624 budbuda (fifth to ninth day), the stage of the development of mfuµsa 
(tenth to nineteenth day), 625 and the stage of the development of ghanamii1µsa (twenti
eth to twenty-fourth day); from the twenty-fifth day onwards bala and pu~!i are said to 
increase (22-23). At the end of the first month of pregnancy the five tattvas are present; 
the second month is characterized by the development of skin (tvacii) and fatty tissue 
(medas); bone marrow and bones come into being in the third month, the hair of the 
head, as well as the ankles (gulpha), in the fourth, ears, nose and the lateral parts of the 
abdomen (kuk~i) in the fifth, the throat, opening of the skull (randhra) and back (pr
~!ha) in the sixth, and the sexual organs (guhya) in the seventh month; all the major 
and minor parts of the body are present from the eighth month onwards (24-26).626 

Bodily constituents, bodily functions, mental processes, etc., 627 derived from the 
five mahiibhiitas, are enumerated as follows: skin, bones, vessels (niiQya~), body hair 
and muscles derive from earth, saliva, urine, semen, bone marrow and blood from wa
ter, hunger, sleep, thirst, want of energy (iilasya) and beauty (kiinti) from fire, running 
(dhiivana), breathing (svasana), contraction (iikuiicana), extension (prasiirai:ia) and in
hibition (nirodha), as well as love (raga), hate (dve~a), shame, fear and confusion de
rive from wind, the production of sounds (gho~a), the apertures of the body (chidra), a 
deep voice(?) (giimbhirya), hearing (sravai:ia), and sarvasa1µsraya(?) derive from space 
(30-36).628 

The names of the ten chief niiQiS are: IQii, Piilgalii, Su~umnii, Giindhiiri, Gajajihvii, 
Pil~ii, Yasii, Alambu~ii, Kuhii, and Sailkhini (38-39). 629 Ten kinds of viiyu are enumer
ated: prai:ia, apiina, samiina, udiina, vyiina, niiga, kilrma, kfkara, devadatta, and dhana
iijaya (40-41 ).630 The number of hairs on the body is said to be thirty-five millions, 631 

and that of the hairs on the head three hundred thousand ( 47--48). 632 The quantities of a 
series of constituents of the body are as follows: one thousand pala of muscular tissue, 
one hundred pala of blood (rakta), ten pala each of fat and skin, twelve pala of bone 
marrow, three pala of mahiirakta, 633 two kuQava of semen, one kuQava of soi:iita, 634 and 
six kuQava and a half of phlegm, faeces and urine ( 48-51). 635 A long series of verses 
(52-66) is devoted to the parallelism between macro- and microcosm; numerous parts 
of the human body are equated with parts of the macrocosm. 636 

The Garu9apuriil)3Siiroddhiira of Naunidhiriima 637 mentions a disease called lil
tii; 638 twelve kinds of bodily excretions (mala) are enumerated. 639 

Sources of themedicalchaptersofthe Garu9apuriil)a are.apart from the A$tiingahr
dayasaq1hitii: the Cakradatta, Ravigupta's Siddhasiira and Vrnda's Siddhayoga.640 
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Some medical treatises quoting the Garu~apiiriil)B (or Giiru~a) are Aghoraniitha's 
commentary on his Bhi§aksarvasva and Vaidyariija's Sukhabodha. 

GARUQOPANI~AD. 641 This short Upani~ad, belonging to the Atharvaveda, deals with 
the giiru~abrahmavidyii, a mantra effective against the effects of the bite of venomous 
animals, in particular snakes. This vidyii was given by Brahma 'to Niirada, who 
transmitted it to Brhatsena; the latter passed it down to Indra, Indra to Bharadviija, 
Bharadviija to his pupils. 

The names of many divine serpents are mentioned, as well as numerous venomous 
animals. 642 

GAY AMANTRA(?). 643 

GHANTAKARNAMANTRAKALPA. 644 
GHRTACURNATAILANIRMANAVIDHANA. 645 
GHRTADHIKARA.646 . 
GHRTADIYOGA. 647 
GHRTANIDANA.648 
GHRTAPRAKARANA.649 
GHRTARASAYAN~CORNAPRA YOGA.650 

GHRTARASAY ANALEHY ANJANANIRMANA VIDHI. 65I 
GHRTASARVASVA.652 . 
GHI{TASIDDHI. 653 

GHRTATAILATISARAVRDDHILAKSANA. 654 
GHRTAVAT AKAGUGGULA VIDHANA. /;55 

GHRTA VIDHANA. 656 
GHI{TA YOGA VIDHI. 657 
GOPASAMHIT A.658 

GOROCANAKALPA. 659 
GOVINDASOMASETU. 660 
GRAHANIKA V ATA.661 

GRAHANIS0TIKi VA YUPRAMEHACIKITSA. 662 

GRAHANYATISARACIKITSA. 663 

GUDAKiiSMANDAPAKA.664 
GUDASRi VAR00GA. 665 
GuoOcIKALPA. 666 
GuD0CYADINIGHANTU. 667 
aooHARTHAPRAKx°sA. 668 
GUGGULUNIRUPANA. 669 
GUGGULUVAT AKANIRMANACIKITSAVIDHI. 670 

GULMACIKITSAVIDHANA.°671 
GUNACINTAMANI. 672 

GUNADARSA. 6730 

GUNAGANA.674 
GU~AGU~AGRANTHA.675 
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GUNAGUNASATASLOKI. 676 

GUNAJNXNA.677 

GUNAJNANANIGHANTU. 678 

GUNAKARMANIRDE§A. 679 

GUNAMALA. 680 

GUNAMANJARi. 681 

GUNANIGHANTU. 682 

GUNAPATAL~.683 

GUNAPATHA. 684 
GUNAPATHAKAVYA.685 

GUNARATNAKARA.686 

GUNARATNAMALA.6117 

GUNA YOGAPRAKASA. 688 

GURUY AMA LA. 689 

GUTIKADHIKARA. 690 

Gu·i·1KADHYAY A.691 

GUTIKALAVANAVIDHANA.692 

GUTIKAPRAK~RA. 693 

GUTIKAPRAYOGA. 694 

HANUMANNIGHAi:,ITU.695 

HARAPRADIPIKA. 696 

HARICAKRA. 697 

HARIDRAROGANIDANA.698 

HARiNDRAVAISESIKA.699. 

HARITAKiBHEDA: 700 

HARITAKIKALPA. 701 

HARIT ALAKALPA. 702 

HARiTAVYUTPATTI. 703 

HASTAVRANANETRAROGAUSADHANIRMANA VICARA. 704 

HETUPRADIPIKA.705 0 

• 

HITOPADESAVAIDYAKASAMUHASASTRA. 7fY> 

INDRAGRANTHA RASA Y ANAPRAKARANA. 707 

lNDRAVALYAIRANDA:f AILACIKITSA. 708 . 

INDRA V ARUNiK~LPA. 709 

ISVARiKALPA. 710 

JAGATPRAKASA. 711 

JALADIGUN APATHAVISAYA. 7l2 

JALAMANUSADITANTl~A. 713 

JAMBiRADXpIMABiJASAIYIKHY A. 714 

JANGULIVIDYA. 715 

JARACIKITSA.716 

JAYAPALAKALPA. 717 

JAYAPARAJAYARATNA.71 8 

JIHVOPAJIHV AROGACIKITSA. 719 

515 
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JJNASARASAMGRAHA.720 

JiRNAKALAPRAMANA.72 1 
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JTRN AKARICORNANIRMANA VIDHI. 722 

JTRNAKRAMANIRNA YA.723 

JiRNAMANJARI. 124 
JiRNASAMKHY A. 725 

JiRNASAMKHYA VIVARANA. 726 

JiVANTIP~KA. 727 . 

The anonymous728 JNANABHASKARA 729 is an extensive work, in the form of a dia
logue between Siirya and his charioteer Arui~a. on karmavipiika, which means that it 
regards illness as the result of morally wrong actions in previous lives. The descrip
tions of the diseases are sometimes very detailed; their cure rests entirely on religious 
observances. The introductory part of the treatise is about astronomical and astrologi
cal subjects. 730 

The J iianabhiiskara is earlier than the sixteenth century since one of the MSS dates 
from about A.D. 1500.731 

A commentary (!ikii) on this work was written by Panto Bhana, son of Lak~ma1~a 
Bha\\a.732 

JNANARNAVA.733 

JVARACIKITSA. 734 

JV ARACIKITSITA. 735 

JVARADANANIDANA.736 

JVARADHIKARA. 737 

JVARADHIKARASAMGRAHA. 738 

JVARADHYAYA.739 . 

Jv ARADICIKITSA.740 

Jv ARADICIKITSAP RAKASA. 741 

JVARAGHATAMAHIMAN, also called Jvarapratikiira. 742 

JvARAHARACUR~ANIRMA~A VIDHI. 743 

JVARAKALPA. 744 

Jv ARAKASAYA.745 

JVARALAKSANA. 746 

JvARALAKSANADI.747 

Jv ARANIDANA. 748 

JV ARAPADDHA TI. 749 

JVARAPATHYAPATHYAVIDHI. 75o 

JVARAPRATIKARA. See Jvariighiitamahiman. 
JVARAROGAKALPA.751 

JVARAROGAKAPHA.752 

JvARASAMUCCAYA.753 

JvARASAMUCCAYADARPANA. 754 

Jv ARASANTI. 755 . 
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JvARASANTIVIDHI. 756 

JVARASATASLOKT. 757 

JVARAUSADHA. 758 

JVARAVALI. 759 

JVARAVIMUKTIDINANIRNA YA. 760 

JVARAVIVECANA.761 . 

JYOTISMATIKALPA.762 

JYOTSNIKA. 763 

KAKAJANGHAKALPA. 764 

KAKAPARIKSA. 765 

KALAJNANA·. 766 

KALAJNANAVIDHANA.767 

KALIKAGRANTHA. 768 

KALAMARIKALPA. 769 

KALINGADIGHRTANIRMANA VIDHI. 77o 
KALKADRA VY ASAMUCCAYA. 771 

KALLOLINI. m 
KALPABHUSANA.773 

KALPACINTAMANI. 774 

KALPADRUMANIGHANTU. 775 
KALPAKHANDA.776 •• 

KALPALATX. 777 

KALPANASAGARA. 778 

KALPAPRAKARANA. 779 

KALPARATNA. 780. 

KALPASAGARA.781 

KALPASAMGRAHA.782 

KALPASARA.783 

KALPASINDHU. 784 

KALPATARU. 785 

KALPAUSADHISEV ADIPRAKARA. 786 

KALPAV~Li.787 

KALPAVALLI. 788 

KALYANAGHRTA.789 

KAL YAN ASAMGRAHA.790 

KAL YANATANTRA.791 

KAMABi-!OTA(?).792 

KAMADHENU. 793 

KAMARA TNAKARA. 794 

KAMILAVYADHIMANTRACIKITSA. 795 

KAN KA YANA VAT AKA. 796 

KANTAPATTRAP~RIKSA VIDHANA. 797 

KANTHAVAIDYA.798 • 

KAPARDIKAKALPA. 799 

517 
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KAPHACIKITSA. 800 

KAPHATISARACIKITSA. SOI 

KAPILASIDDHANTA. so2 

KAPINJALATANTRA. 803 

KAPITTHASTAKABHAGA Y0JAKAS0TRA.804 

KARAKAKALPA. so~ 

KARANANUGUNACIKITSAKRAMA.806 

KARA~JAKAK~LPA. 807 

KARANJAKALPADI. SOS 

KARMADIPAVRTTI. so9 

KARMASAMBHAVA. 810 

KARMAVIPXKA.8 11 

KARMAVIPAKAKA~QA. 812 

KARMA VIPAKASAll!IHITA. 813 This work, in the form of a dialogue between Siva and 
Piirvati, teaches, like the V[ddhasiiryiirul)1lsaqwiida, through examples. The text de
scribes the lives of individuals born when the moon is in each of the 108 'feet' or 
quarter-parts of the nak~atras, traces their incarnations down to the present one, de
scribes the ripening of their karman in this life, including diseases, and discloses the 
priiyascitta or siinti rituals by which they may~ cured of their ills. The earliest known 
MS dates from A.O. 1726. s1 4 

KARMAVIPAKAS0Ci. S 15 

KARNASULACIKITSA. 816 

KARNIKADINIRNAYA. 817 

KARPURADICO~NARACANAVIDHANA. 818 

KARPURAPRAKA§A. 819 

KASANIDANA. 820 

KASARASAMUCCAYA. 821 

KASAROGADANANIDANACIKITSAKRAMA. 822 

KASAROGANIDANA.823 

KASAYACIKITSA. 824 

KASAYACURNAMATRAYOGA. 825 

KASAYADIPiKAVIDHI. 826 

KA~A YADIPRA YOGA.I:!, 827 

KASAYARASAYANADINIRUPANA. 828 

KASAYAVIDHANANI. 829 . 

K A§iRAJASA!l(IHIT A. 830 

KAST A VALi. 831 

KASTORiNIRNAYA. 832 

KASTURIPARYK$A, s33 

KASYAPASA!l:1HITA 834 or Kiisyapfya Garu~apaiiciik~ilrfkalpa: 835 a Tantric work on 
toxicology, related to Niiriiya1.1a's 1lmtrasiirasaipgraha. 
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The treatise, composed in the form of a dialogue between Kiisyapa, called Brahma
putra, 836 and his pupil Gautama, 837 consists of 853 verses, arranged in thirteen chapters 
(adhyiiya). 

The subjects dealt with in these chapters are: (I) r~yiidimudriibfjapiQc_lasaq1jiiii
padiidimantragaQavidhi, on mantrasiistra; (2) dhyiinavidhi; (3) (mantra)viniyogavidhi, 
i.e., rules on the application of mantras for various purposes, many of which belong to 
the realm of ~a!karman, such as siinti, pu~!i, rak~ii, vasya, iikar~aQa, vijaya, uccaiana, 
etc.; 838 among the diseases to be counteracted mention is made of jvara, rajayak~man, 
prameha, mahodara, gulma, siila, masurikii, visarpikii, and raktasriiva, as well as of 
disorders occurring in domestic animals (3.12-16); (4) niigopadraviidilak~aQavidhi, 
on the five types of poison (4.3cd-4ab), 839 the eight chiefs of the niigas (divyoraga; 
4.6 and 8-19), and the four classes of ordinary (priikfta) snakes (darvikara, maQc_lalin, 
rajila and vaitaka; 4.7 and 20-26ab),840 their bites, the characteristics of these bites 
and their symptoms (4.41-62), and finally the seven stages of the effect of poisons 
(vi~avega; 4.63-68); (5) vi~asaiphiiriidimantrayantraprayogavidhi, on counteracting 
the effects of poisons by means of mantras and yantras; (6) sarpakric_liilak~Qiidividhi, 
on the localizations of snake-bites (6.1-7), the collection of drugs (6.8-19), the 
attraction of serpents into one's presence by magic formulae (niigiikf~!i; 6.20-35), 
their eradication (uccaiana; 6.36-48), and other forms of 'play' (kric_lii) with serpents; 
(7) on mantras destroying the effect of snake venom; (8) darvikaravi~acikitsii, on the 
bites of darvikara snakes, their symptoms and treatment; (9) maQ<;lalivi~acikitsii, the 
same with respect to maQ,alin snakes; ( I 0) riijilavi~acikitsii, the same with respect to 
riijila snakes; ( 11) mu~ikacikitsii, on the bites of rats and their treatment; (12) viip
satividhaniiniivi~acikitsii, on the treatment of the bites of the twenty kinds of spiders 
( 12.1-11 ab ), the bites of scorpions ( 12.11 cd-l 7ab ), asses, horses, tigers, bears, cats, 
etc, (12.2lcd-42), sthiivaravisa (12.43-58), dusivisa (12.59-60), hemavisa (12.61), 
and bhalliitakavi~a (12.62); 841 .(13) abhi~ekayantradhiiraQavidhi, on conse~ration and 
the worship of yantras. 

Some parts of the Kiisyapasaqihita are very similar to or almost identical with chap
ters of NiiriiyaQa's TantrasarasaIµgraha. 842 

The author of the work is unknown. Its date cannot be established with certainty 
and depends on that of the Tantrasii.rasa1pgraha. 

KA.SY APASAl'y!HITA. 843 

KASYAPASAMHITA. 844 

KASYAPASAM HITA. 845 

KASYAPiYAROGANIDANA. 846 
KATUKAROHINIKALPA. 847 
KAlJTUKACINTAMANI. 848 
KAUTUKANIROPA~IA(?) or Kautukaprayoga(?). 849 

KAUTUKARATNAVALI. 850 
KAUTUKASARODDHARA or Rajavinoda. 851 
KAUTUKA YOGA. 852 
KAYAGNIRAK~A~A. 853 
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KESARANJANA. 854 

KHALVALAKSANAVICARA. 855 

KHANDAMALAKAMATULUNGARASAY ANANIRMAN A VIDHI. 856 

KIRATA. 857 • 

KOLAHASAMHITA. 858 

KRA VY ADIV0YAKHY ANA. 859 

KRIY AKALAPAGUNOTTARA. 860 

KRSNADHATTURAKALPA. 861 

KRSNAGUNAPA THA. 862 

KRSNAHARIDRiKALPA. 863 

KRSNAMALAKAGOPICURNA. 864 

KRSNAPARAJITAKALPA. 865 

KRTRIMAKOLAHALA. 866 

KRTRIMANIDANA. 867 

KSARAKAUTUKI. 868 

KSAYACIKITSA. 869 

KSAYAMEHALAKSANA. 870 

KSAYANIDANACIKITSA. 871 
KSA YAROGANIDANA. 872 

K~IJ:IASVASTHAV ATAPITTASLE~MALAK~AJ:IA. 873 

KUCIMARATANTRA: 874 a short Tantric treatise on viiJ1karal}a and related subjects. 
The work consists of about 165 verses, arranged in eight chapters (pa\ala), to which 

a parisi~\a of six verses has been added. 
After a marigala and a verse enumerating the subjects of the treatise, chapter one 

gives recipes which increase the size and firmness of the penis in men and those of the 
breasts and buttocks in women; some of the formulae also mention an increase of the 
size of the ears and arms. Chapter two describes the preparation of ointments which 
promote sexual pleasure in both partners. Chapter three is about vasikarar;ia (subjuga
tion, i.e., making women into willing partners in sexual intercourse) of women of var
ious types 87 5 and mantras to be muttered in order to achieve this end; powders to be 
scattered over the head and potions with the same effect are also described. Chapter 
four is about viiJ1kararya (aphrodisiacs), chapter five about driival)a (the captivation of 
women) and stainbhana (recipes which delay or prevent ejaculation), chapter six about 
kanyiikarai:1a (tightening of the vagina), chapter seven about vandhyiikaral)a (abortifa
cients and contraceptives), and chapter eight about lomasiitana (recipes which make the 
vulvar region glabrous) and prasava (recipes which ensure impregnation). The parisi
~!a verses contain a lomaniisana recipe (which removes pubic hair) and two formulae 
which assure the birth of a son, even in an infertile woman. 

Kucumiira is referred to in Viitsyiiyana's Kiimasiitra (1.1.12) as the expounder of 
the seventh section, called Aupani~adika, of Biibhravya's abbreviated version of the 
original Kiimasiitra. 876 

Noteworthy is the use of the terms indri for penis ( 4. 13) and se\aka 877 for a par
ticular weight or measure (7.5). A few vernacular words are employed to designate 
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medicinal plants, for example, kalau ji (7 .14) and kiiyaphala (7.14 ). 
No particulars are known with regard to the author and the date of the work. 

KUNCALAVATIKA. 878 

KUNDALIPHALASARALEHYAVIOHANA. 879 

K0SMANDAGHRTANIRMANAVIOHI. 880 

KUSTHACIKITSX.881 • 

KUTAJADILEHY AVIOHI. 882 

KV.i.THADHIKARA.883 

KVATHASAMGRAHA. 884 

LAGHUCIKITSA. 885 

LAGHUCIKITSACINTAMANI. 886 

LAGHUCIKITSASARA. 887 . 

LAGHURATNAKARA. 888 

LAGHUSAMGRAHA. 889 

LAGHUVAIDYA. 890 

LAGHUVAIOY ASA.RA. 891 

LAKSMANAKALPA 892 

LANGHANALAKSANA. 893 

LANGULIKALPA:894" 

LEHACINTAMANI. 895 

LEHY AGHR T ASXRA. 896 

LEHY AVID~IANA. 897 

LJNGADRAVAKARAUSADHANIRMANA. 898 

MADAMURCHAROGAN IOANACIKITSA. 899 

MADANANIGHANTU.900 

MADHAVANIOANXNUSARACIKITSA.901 

MADHUKARAKALPA. 902 

MADHURACIKITSA,903 

MADHUSNEHARASA Y ANAKRAMA. 004 

MADHUSNUHIRASAY ANAVIOHI. 905 

MAHANARAYANATAILAVIOHI. 906 

MAHAPANCARKATAILAVIOHANA.907 

MAHARALAPADIYOGA.908 

MAHAROGANAMAVALI. 909 

MAHAUSADHAPRAVANASIRVAOA.910 

MAHAUSADHINIRMANOPA YOGAVICARA. 9I I 

MAHAVYADHINIV AR~KAUSADHANIRMANAVIDHI. 912 

MAHODARAUSADHAVIDHI. 913 . 

MALAKANGANIVIOHI. 91 4 

MALAMAVIOHJ. 915 

MALAMUTRAPARIKSA. 916 

MALAY ALA VAIDYA. 917 

MALUKACANDRIKA.918 

521 
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MAMSAMAND0RAPATHAV AKRAHARITAKINIRMANA VIDHI. 919 

MANDALYx°D.ILEHYAYOGA.920 . 

MANDUKABRAHMAKALPA.921 

MA~QUKABRAHMIKALPA. 922 

MANGALAVIDYA.923 

MANIPARIKSADINI.924 
MA~JARI.925 --

MANORAMA.926 

MANORAMAYOGAGRANTHA.927 

MANTRACIKITSA. 928 

MANTRATANTRAUSADHACIKITSA.929 

MARJARIKALPA. 93i 
MARMACIKITSA.931 

MASURIKXSITALADHIKARA.932 

MA YURASIKHAKALPA. 933 

MEHABHEDAPRABHEDADAN ANIDAN A. 934 

MEHACIKITSA.935 

MEHANIDANA. 936 

MEHANTAKACURNAVIDHANA. 937 

MEHAROGANIDANA. 938 

MEHAUSADHAPATHYAVICARA. 939 

MEHA VYADHY A USADHANIRMANAKRAMA.940 
MODAKARNAVA. 941 . 

MOHINYAUSADHAVIDHI. 942 

MR T ASAMJIV ANI. 943 

MRTAVAT
0

SACIKITSA.944 

MiTYUVICARA.945 

MUKTAKALPA. 946 

MOLIKAHARANAPADDHATI. 947 

MOLIKANUKRAMANIKA. 948 

MOLIKAPRAKARAN°A. 949 

M0LIKAS1DDHISA¥GRAHA.950 

MUNDIKALPA. 951 

MUNDIKALPADJ.952 

M0$AKADA$TAVl~AU~ADHA. 953 

MUSALIKALPA. 954 

MUSTISAMGRAHA. 955 

MOTRADIPARIKSA. 956 

MOTRAKRCCHR~CIKITSA. 957 

MOTRAKRCCHRACIKITSADI. 958 

MOTRAKRCCHRANIDANA.959 

MOTRAKRCCHRAUSADHANIRMANAKRAMA. 960 

MOTRAPARIKSA.961 . 

MOTRATAILAPARIK~A.962 
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NAGARJUNAGUTIKAVIDHANA.963 

NAKSATRANIRNAYA.964 

NAMAGUNASARASAMGRAHA. 965 

NAMARATNAKARANIGHANTU. 966 

NAMAVALI, also called O~~dhiniimamiilii and Vaidyaniimamiilii. 967 

NANAGHRTALEHYATAILANIRMANA VIDHI. 968 

NAN AK ASAY AKALKANIRMANAKRAMA. 969 

NANARASAVIVEKA.970 . 

NANAROGACIKITSA.971 

NANAROGACIKITSAKRAMA.972 

NANAROGAMANTRAUSADHACIKITSAKRAMA.973 

NANAROGASANTI. 974 • 

NANAROGAUSADHANIRMANATATPRAYOGAVIV ARANA. 975 

NANAROGAUSADHANUPANAPATHYAVICARA.976 . 

NANASASTR~. 977 

NANATAILANIRMANATADUPAYOGAVIDHI. 97 8 

NANATAILANIRMANAVIDHANA. 979 

NANAUSADHANIRMANAVIDHANA. 980 

NANAUSADHATADUP~YOGAVIDHI. 98I 

NANAUSADHAVIDHI. 982 

NANAUSADHOPAYOGAVIDHANA. 983 

NANAViDHAUSADHA.984 

NANAVIDHAUSADHAKALPA.985 

NANAVIDHAVAIDYA. 986 

NANAVYADHICIKITSA. 987 

N ANAVYADHICIKITSA VIDHANA.988 

N ANAVYADHIMANTRAUSADHACIKITSA VIDHI. 989 

NANAYURVEDA. 990 . 

NARAYAt:IAKALKAVIDHANA. 991 

NARIKELANJANA. 992 

NASYADHUPAVICARA.993 

NASYAVIDHI. 994 

NAVAKAPARIKSA. 995 

NAVAPATTRACiKITSA. 996 

NAYABODHIKA.997 

NAYANASUKHA. 998 

NETRACANDRODA YA.999 

NETRAMAYAVICARA.1000 

NETRANJANAVIDHI.1001 

NETRAROGACIKITSA. I002 

NETRAROGANIDANA. 100J 

NETRATAILANIRMANA VI CARA. 1004 

NETRA VAIDYA. JOOS • 

NIDANA. 1006 
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NIDANACIKITSA. l007 

NIDANAGRANTHA. 1008 

NIDANAMANJARJ.1009 

NIDANASAMGRAHA. 1010 

NIDANASARA. 1 Ol l 

NI0ANASARASAJ'!1GRAHA.10l2 

NIDANASUTRA. 1113 

NIDANATIKA. 1014 

NIDANAVISAYA. 1015 

NI0ANAVR
0

TTAMANIKY AMALA. IOl6 

NIDANA VYAKHY x: 1011 

NIDANAYOGARATNAVALl.101 B 

NIGHANTU. lOl 9 

NIGHANTUDARPANA.1020 

NIGHANTUMALA. i021 

NIGHANTUNAMAVALI or -iivali. 1022 

NIGHANTUSAMGRAHA.1023 

NIGHANTUSARA. 1024 

NIGHANTUSASTRA.1025 

NIGHAN-i-UVAIOYAKA.1026 

NIGHANTUVAIOYAKASASTRA.1027 

NILAKANTHAVAIOYAKA.1028 

NIMBAKALPA .1029 

NIRGUND1KALPA. 10lO 

NISKAP!tAMANANIRNAYA.103I 

NR
0

SIMHASAMHIT A. 1032 

NOTANAKALpA. 1033 

NOTANAVIOHI. 1034 

0SADHIKALPA. 1035 

OSADHIKOSA. 1036 

O~ADHINAMAMALA.1037 

0SADHINAMANI. 103B 

OSADHINIGHANTU. 1039 

PADARTHABODH
0

A. 1040 

PADARTHAGUNACINTAMANI. 1041 

PADARTHASUDDHI. 1042 • 

PADARTHAVIJNANA.1043 

P ADY AMR TAMALA. 1044 

PAITTYAllHEDAH. 1045 

PAITTYAROGADXNANIDANA.1046 

PALASAKALPA. 1047 

PAMACIKITSA. 1o48 

PANAVIOHI. 1049 
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PANCAKARMAVICARA. 1050 

PANCAKARMAV IDHL I o5i 

PANCAMAVILASA. 1052 

PANCANGANIMBAKALPA.1053 

PANCANIDANATIPPANi. 1054 

PANCARKATAILANIRMANAVIDHl.1055 

PANCASATAYOGAH. 1056 . 

PANCASTAKARM~ NOR VICARAH. 1057 

PANCAVi¥SAKATiKA. I058 . 

PANOUROGACIKITSA.1059 

PANDUROGADANACIKITSA. 1060 

PANDUROGANIDANA. 1061 

PARiK~TA-(PRAK~TA-?)V AIDY ADIGUTIKA. 1062 

PARANGYAOICURNAVIDHI. 106J 

P ARIB HASA. 1064 . 

PARICAY~MUKTAVALI. 1065 

PARIJATANIBANDHA. 1066 

PARIJATASUNTHi.1067 

PARIKSASARA: 1068 

PARIKSAVIDHANA.1069 

p ARIMALAPARIJA TA. 1070 

PAR YAY AMANJARI. 1071 

PARYAYAMUKTAVALI or Muktiiva/1. 1012 

PARYAYAPATHA. 1073 

p ARVAY ARATNAMALA. 1074 

PARYAYARNAVA. 1075 

PAT ADA. 1076 

PAT ANJALA TANTRA. 1077 

PATHAKALPA. !078 

PATHATAKRAHARITAKIYOGA. 1079 

PATHAUSADHI. 1080 

PATHYAPATHYA. 1081 

PATHYAPATHYA, 0HANVANTARIYA-. 10S2 

PATHYAPATHYADESAVICARA.1083 

PATHYAPATHYADHIKARA.1084 

PATHYAPATHYADINIRNA YA. !085 

PATHYAPATHYADRAVYAGUNAVARNANA. I086 

PATHYAPATHYANIGHANTA.ios7 • 

PATHYAPATHY ANIGHA~'fU. 1088 

PATHYAPATHYANIRNAYA.1089 

PATHYAPATHYASAMGRAHA. l090 

PATHYAPATHYASARVAROGADHIKARA.1191 

PATHYAPATHYAVARGA.1092 
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PATHYAPATHYAVICARA. 1093 

PATHYAPATHYAVIDHANA.1094 

PATHYAPATHYAVIDHI. 1095 

9 Miscellanea 

PATHYAPATHYAVINISCA YA, I096 a compilation on beneficial (pathya) and harmful (ap
athya) therapeutic measures, diet, etc., in various diseases. 

After a series of introductory verses and an exposition on the purpose of the book 
and its subjects, including general observations on the nature and importanceofpathya 
and apathya, the author proceeds to describe beneficial and harmful therapeutic mea
sures in a long series of diseases, arranged in the same order as in the Cakradatta I097 

The elements of therapy discussed are not restricted to articles of diet and drugs, but 
also comprise paiicakarman, bloodletting, cauterization, surgical interventions, etc. 

Sources are not indicated by the author, but the main source may have been the 
Cakradatta. 1098 Some verses have been borrowed from Caraka. ID99 

ThePathyiipathyaviniscaya is said to be quoted by Sivadiisasena; it was extensively 
used by the author of the Yogaratniikara, a work that even quotes the introductory verse 
with the title of the treatise. 1100 

Some remarkable items of the materia medica are ahiphena, kumiiri, methi, payal~
pe\i, 1101 vajravalli, 1102 and vijaya. 11D3 

The presence of a number of vegetables and fruits which are prevalent in Bengal, 
such as hilamocika, kaiica\a, niigica, saliiica, and suni~ai;ii;iaka, indicates that the treatise 
was written in that region. Most of the MSS do not mention the name of the author, but 
some ascribe it to Dak~ariipa, Miidhavakara, or Sivadiisa. 1104 

The materia medica points to a period later than the twelfth century. The treatise 
antedates the fifteenth century if Sivadiisasena was indeed acquainted with it. 

PATHYAPATHYAVIVEKA. I IOS 

PATHYAVARGA. 1106 

PATHYAVICARA. 1107 

PATHYAVIDHANA. IIOB 

PATTIPRAKASA. 1 !09 

PAU~TIKAU~ADHAGUTIKA. I I IO 

PINASALAKSANACIKITSA VIDHI. 1111 

PI~QASIDD~I. 1•112 

PI~QOPANI~AD. 1113 This Upani~ad describes how anew human being arises thanks to 
the offering of ph~•as to a deceased ancestor. The first pir:iga results in the formation of 
the ka!iis of the new body, the second in the formation of muscles (miiqisa), skin and 
blood; the third pii;i•a makes the mati arise, the fourth causes the formation· of bones 
and bone marrow, the fifth the formation of hands, fingers, head and mouth, the sixth 
the formation of heart, throat and palate; the seventh piQ •a endows the new being with 
ayus; the eighth gives it a voice, the ninth endows it with all the senses, and the tenth 
with the bhavas. 
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PINDOTPATTISAMGRAHA.1114 

PIPPALYADIGHRTA. 11 15 

PIPPALY ADIRASA YAN A. 1116 

PISACAVIJAYA. 1117 

PITTAJVARAKASAYAVIDHANA. 1118 

PITTATISARACIKITSA. 1119 

PITTA VA YUVINASAKACURN A. ll:ZO 

PRABHAVATIGUTIKAKALPA.1121 

PRABHA VATIKALPA. 1122 

PRABHAVATIMATRAVIDHI. 1123 

PRABHAVATIVATAKAVIDHl.1124 

PRABHAVATIVARTIVISAMASITAILAVIDHANA. 1125 

PRADARAROGACIKITSAVIDUJ. 1126 

PRAKIRNAKAPADYADI. 1127 

PRAKIRNA VAIDY ASAMGRAHA. I l28 

PRAKRTACIKITSARNAVA.1129 

PRAKRTILAKSANA. i130 

PRAKRTIVIVEC~NADIPA.1131 

PRAMEBACIKITSA. 1132 

PRAMEHADHIKARA, 1133 

PRAMEHADICIKITSA.1134 

PRAMEHANIDANA. 1135 

Priinasukha. 1136 

PRASANGARA TNAVALI. 1137 

PRASAVAVEDANAPARIHARA VIDHI. 1138 

PRASAVAVIKRTISANTI. 1139 

PRAS0TJCIKITSA. 1140 

PRASUTIKAROGANIDANA.1141 

PRATIMARSA. 1142 

PRA YOGACINTAMANI. 1143 

PRAYOGAKANTHABHARANA.1144 

PRA YOGAMALX.l 145 . 

PRAYOGAM)l-TA. 1146 

PRA YOGASARA. 1147 

PRAYOGAVIJAYASARAVALi. 1148 

PURATANAYOGASAMGRAHA. 1149 

PURUSARTHAPRABODHA. 1150 

PUSPADRAVAKAVIDHANA. 1151 

POTANAVIDHANA. 1152 

PUTAPRAKARANA. 1153 

RAHASY AUSADiiA. 1154 

RAHUDVAD:..SABHAVAPHALA. 1155 

RAJAMARTANDA. 1156 

RAJAM~GANKA. 1157 
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RAJAVINODA. See Ka1.1tukasiireddhiira. 
RAJAYAKSMANIDANA.1158 

RAKTAGUNJAKALPA _ 1159 

RAKTAPITTACIKITSA. 1160 

RAKTAPITTADINIDANACIKITSA. 1161 

RAKTAPITTANIDANA._1162 

RANAVIRAPRAKASA 1163 

RASABHEDIY APRAS; ARAPRADARSANA. I 164 

RASAKRAVYADINAMAKAUSADHAVIDHANA. 1165 

RASANANIGRAHA. 1166 • 

RATNAKARANIGHANTA. 1167 

RATNAKARAUSADHA YOGAGRANTHA. I 168 

.RATNASAGARA.1169 

ROGACIKITSA. 1170 

ROGACIKITSANIDANA.1111 

ROGADANAVIDHANA.1172 

ROGAHARADANA VACANANI. 1173 

ROGALAKSAl~A. 1174 

ROGALAKSANACIKITSA.1175 

ROGALAKSANANIDANA.1176 

ROGAMURTINIRNAYA.1177 

ROGANAKSATR~VARALAKSANA.1178 

ROGANAMASAMGRAHA. 1179 . 

ROGANIDANA. i"180 

ROGANIRNAYA. 1181 

ROGANISCAYA . 1182 

ROGANT AKASARA. 1183 

ROGAPARIKSA. 1184 

ROGAPARIKSANA. 1185 

ROGAPRADIPA. 01186 

ROGARAMBHA. 1187 

ROGARAMBHAPHALA. ll88 

ROGASAKUNAPRCCHA. 1189 

ROGASAMKHY i_ 1190 

ROGASAMKHY AN ID ANA. 1191 

ROGASANTI. 1192 

ROGASUBHASUBHANAKSATRAVICARA. 1193 

ROGATANNIDANAUSADHANUPANASARA. 119~ 

ROGAUSADHACIKITSA. ll95 

ROGAUSADHACIKITSAVIDHANA.1196 

ROGAUSADHADRAVYANAMASAMUCCAYA.11 97 

ROGAUS ADHA VI CARA. 1198 

ROGAVALI. 1199 

ROGIPARIK~A. 1200 
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ROGOTPATTINAKSATRANIRUPANA.1201 
ROGOTPATTIPAP~CIKITSAVISAYA. 1202 
RSYASRNGASAMHITA.1203 . 
R.SYASRNGATANTRA.1204 
R.TUCARYA. 1205 
RTUGUNA. 1206 
R.TULAKSANA.1207 
R TUNin." 1208 
RTUSAMHARA. 1209 
RUCIVA.DHUGALARATNAMALA. 1210 
RUDANTIKALPA. 1211 
RUDANTYADIKALPA. 1212 
RUDRADATTA. 1213 A Rudradatta is referred to in the Amrtasiigara 
RUDRAKSAKALPA. 1214 
RUKPRATIKRIYA. 1215 
SAB.ARATNAPRADIPA l2l6 
SADHYASADHYAMAHAROGALAK~Al:,IACIKITSA. 1217 
SADHYASADHYAPARIKSA.1218 

SADHYASADHYASVAROPA.1219 
SADRASARATNAMALA.1220 
SADVAIDYAJIVANA.1221 
SADVAIDYARATNAKARA. 1222 
SAHADEVIKALPA. 1223 

529 

SAHASRA YOGA. 1224 This anonymous treatise, very popular among the vaidyas of Ker
ala, consists of a collection of recipes. 1225 

The majority of the recipes are in Sanskrit, but about one hundred and twenty of 
them (in ed. c) are in a mixture of Sanskrit and Malayii!am, called ma,:iipravii!am. 1226 

The S11hasrayoga employs a Malayii!am technical term for one of the stages of what 
is called snehapiika; this term, ce!ipiika, is explained by N.S. Mooss. 1227 

The formulae are for the larger part of an iiyurvedic type, but rasayogas are found 
too.122s 

The order of the diseases against which the formulations are effective is partly in 
agreement with the arrangement of the Miidhavanidiina in ed. b. 1229 The arrangement 
of the diseases is largely in conformity with the Miidhavanidiina from jvara up to 
miitrakrcchra. Deviations in this section are: additional chapters on jvariitisiira, vi~iici 
and udiivarta, a chapter on hrdroga between those on riijayak~man and sviisa-kiisa, a 
chapter on sthaulya between those on sviisa-kiisa and hikkii, a chapter on ku~\ha be
tween those on viitarakta and siila. The chapters after that on miitralqcchra deal with: 
vrddhi, asrgdara, garbhil)iroga, siitikiiroga, malasodhana, vamana, iirtavasodhana, 
yonisiila, sopha, kiimilii, masiiri, vi~a. vidradhi, mahodara, and parari.ki. 1230 

The second part of edition b consists of prescriptions arranged according to the 
type of pharmaceutical preparation: gu\ikii (77 items), va\akiidi (22 items), Ciirl)a (108 
items), bhasmak~iira (19 items), lehya(50 items), ari~!a (25 items), iisava (20 items), 
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taila (96 items), and ghna (135 items). 
After a few chapters with prescriptions to be used in iirdhviii1garoga and siroroga, 

and one on the purification (suddhi) of various medicinal substances, edition b ends 
with verses on dhiiriikalpa, which are mostly close to those ofKiilidiisa's Dhiiriikalpa, 
but occasionally borrowed from the ~tii1igllhrdayasarµhitii, 1231 and a section on nidii
na in Malaya.jam pro~e. 

Edition c differs from ed. b in arranging all the recipes according to the type 
of pharmaceutical preparation. It consists of a ka~iiyaprakaraQa (72 recipes), 1232 
ghf(aprakaraQa (59 recipes), tailaprakaraQa (74 recipes), curi:iaprakaraQa (92 recipes), 
to which a section with bhasmak~riidiyogas is added (14 recipes), ari~!aprakaraQa (15 
recipes), iisavaprakaraQa (10 recipes), lehyaprakaraQa (46 recipes), va\iprakaraQa (16 
recipes), gu\ikiiprakaraQa (70 recipes), parisi~\aprakaraQa ( 111 recipes), and a second 
tailaprakaraQa (44 recipes). 1233 The verses on dhiiriikalpa are absent from this edition. 

Noteworthy diseases mentioned in ed. care: asthisriiva (45), kapiiliirsas (98), nim
nonnatajvara (= vi~amajvara), phira11garoga (287), somaroga (39, 249). 

Noteworthy items of the materia medica of ed. c are: 1234 aghori (149), 1235 agni
jihvii (107), 1236 agragriihi (144, 225, 201, 255), 1237 agrap~pi (30), ajjhac;lii (136), 1238 
iikuli (54, 129), 1239 iiliipaka (90), 1240 iimragandhii (312), 1241 iinanda (238), 1242 afijhu
c;lii (100), 1243 araQyatulasi (10), 1244 arkariiga (254), 1245 iisiili (148), 1246 iivira (12), 
bhadrikii (68, 71 ), 124 7 bhiimitiila (32), 1248 bhiipilu (66), bhiisarkarii (207), 1249 bhiitii1a 
(149), 1250 dasapu~pa (296), 1251 devadhiipa (85), 1252 dhiipapattra (141), 1253 dhiipikii
siira (141), 1254 dinesavallI (100), 1255 driima<F (129, 142),1256 giindhiiri (207), 1257 
girimallikii (63), 1258 girimardini (105), 1259 harikriinti (4), 1260 haripari:iikii (107),1261 
haiha (91, 93), 1262 hiriiverikii (27), 1263 ik~vii (107), indravallI (91, 107, 149), 1264 
jalakandaka (60), 1265 jambiila (236, 240), 1266 jambiri (78), jviiliimukhi (237), 1267 

kaQ~ive~1Qa (140, 147), kanmadavedhin (140), 1268 kanniira (140, 146, 245, 261), kapi 
(149), 1269 kapota (20),1270 kiiralatikii (107), karuppu (140), 1271 kiisahari (11),1212 
kiiviyu (140), 1273 keri (= niirikela; 69, 78), khapura (85), 1274 kr~Qabija (207), kuhali 
(45, 106), kukiila (I 07), 1275 kiivii (136), 1276 mahii.tiilakanda (129), mahitiila (129), 1277 

maQ~laka (78), 1278 mehiiri (54), 1279 modaka (144), 1280 modakatvac (45, 46), 1281 mr
dukuii.cikii (68), niibhi (146,230), 1282 navasiira (105), niilgaQa (296,308), 1283 parai1kI 
(147), 1284 piiranti ((54), 1285 parpa[_la (55), pasugandhii (130, 132), 1286 pasupiisi (144, 
150), 1287 piitavrk~a (14 7), 1288 rajatiiri (107), 1289 rak~atikii (107), sakralatii (22, 55), 1290 
sakravallari (86), 1291 sanniniiyaka (140, 147), spho!yiibhujailgama (72), srika~1!ha (84, 
93, 139), 1292 suvarQatrQa (148), svar[_liisya (1!8), 1293 svastika (44), 1294 takkola (58, 
93, 94, 99, 103, 123, 161), 1295 tekariija (82, 91, 116, 227), 1296 trikaQii (55), 1297 trikiinta 
(88), 1298 tripiilli (11, 304), 1299 triyava (205), 1300 uttamakanyakii (4), 1301 vaikuf.1!ha (30, 
98), 1302 vairi (149), 1303 variila (141), 1304 viirdhipattraka (52), 1305 vari:iavati (107), 1306 
varfiQR (51), vibudhataru (130), 1307 vigmkriinti (10, 30), 1308 and yak~iik~i (22). 1309 · 

Recipes found in the Sahasrayoga which have been studied are: 1310 dasamii
laka!utrayaka~iiya ( 11), 1311 ve!!Umiirangu!ikii (253). 1312 

A not inconsiderable number of the formulae of the Sahasrayoga are also found, 
either in the same form or modified, in other medical works. 1313 

A Sahasrayoga, SahasrayogT, and Sahasrayogavyiikhyiiarequotedin Anantakumii-
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ra's Yogaratnasamuccaya. The Sahasrayoga is one of the sources of the Bhe$ajasaq1-
hitii. 

The author and date of the Sahasrayoga are unknown. 

SAKALAROGACIKITSAGRANTHA.1 314 

SAKALAROGAGANANA.1315 

SAKALASAMHITA: 1316 

SAKUNAPARIKSADI. 1317 

SALAKYATANTRA. 1318 

SALMALIKALPA. 1319 

SALYATANTRA. 1320 

SAMASAMBHOJANAVIDHI. 13 21 

SAMASTADRA VYASUDDHY AIKAKRAMANIR~A YA. 1322 

SAMDEHABHANJANI.1323 

SAMGRAHANIROGACIKITSA. 1324 

SAMGRAHARATNAMALA.1325 

SAMGRAHATARANGINI.1326 

SAMJNASAMUCCAYA: l327 

SAMNIPATACANDRIKA.1328 

SAMNIPATACIKITSA. 1329 

SAMNIPATADIROGANIDANA. mo 
SAMNIPATAJVARANIDANA.1331 

SAMNIPATAKALIKA. 1332 

SAMNIPATALAKSANA.1333 

SAMNIPA T ALAKSANA CJ KITS A_ 1334 

SAMNIPATALAKSANANl.1335 

SAMNIPATANADILAKSANA.1 336 
SAMNIPATANID 0ANA.1337. 

SAMNIPAT AN ID ANA and -CIKITSA. 1338 

SAMNIPATAPADACANDRIKA.1339 

SA¥NIPATAPATHY APATHYADl.1340 

SAMNIPATAPRAKARANA.1341 

SAMNIPATARNAVA. 134i 

SANDHADHIK~RA. 1343 

SANDHASPHUT AKA. 1344 

SA~GASAMUCCAYA. 1345 

SANTANASROTA.1 346 

SARACANDRIKA.1347 

SARADIPIKA. 1348 

SARAKAUMUDI. 1349 See Cikitsiisiirakamudt 
SARANATAILASADHANA. 1350 

SARA~GALAVA~ANIRMAJ';IAVIDHI. 1351 

SARANIGHANTU. 1352 

SARASAII/IGR
0

A
0

HA. 1353 
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SARASVATABHIDHANA.1354 

SARASVATAGHRTADIYOGA.1 355 

SARASVATICUR
0
NAVIDHANA, l356 

SARATILAKA.1357 

SARA VALi or Sai·iivaJj, 1358 

SARIRA. 1359 
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SARIRAKANUSTHEY ASAM ANY AVICARA. 1360 

SARIRANIBAN°DHASAfy!GRAHA, l361 

SARIRASAMGRAHA. 1362 

SARIRAVAIOYA. 1363 

SARNGADHARASAMGRAHA. 1364 

SARODDHARA. 1365 . 

SARODDHARASAMGRAHA. 1366 

SAROtTARANIGHANTU.1367 

SARPADAMSANAMAilTRACIKITSA.1368 

SARPANIRODHAMANTRAVIDHI. 1369 

SARVABHUTACINT ASARIRA. 1370 

SARVAJANAVASYAUSADHA.1371 

SARVAJVARAKASAYA.1372 

SARVAJVARAVIPiKA.1373 

SARVAKASA.BHESAJ A .1374 

SARV ANGACIKI'fSA. 1375 

SARV ANJANAKALPA. 1376 

SARVAPARIKSANA. 1377 

SARVAROGACIK
0

ITSARATNA.1378 

SARVAROGACIKITSITA.1379 

SARVAROGANIDANA. 1380 

SARVAROGANIV ARAKAUSADHAVIDHANA. 1381 

SARVASAMGRAHA. 1382 . 

SARVAVAIDYASARASAMUCCAY A. 1383 

SARVAVIJAYITANTRA.1384 

SARVAVISACIKITSA. 1385 

SARVAVY ADHICURNA VIDHI. 1386 

SASANKAKIRANA. 10387 

SASTRARATNANIGHANTU.1388 

SAT ADHIKAST ASITIPATTRANI. 1389 

SATAMULAN°i: 1390 . 

SATASLOKI. 1391 

SATAUSADHANAMANI. 1392 

SATAUSADHANI. 1393 

SATAUSADHAPRATINIDHAY AH. 1394 

SATAUSADHAVRKSAMULANA.°MANI.1395 

SATAVARITAILANiRMANAVIDHI.1396 

SATAYOGAGRANTHA.1397 
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SATKANTHARATNABHARANA.1398 

SA TTRI MSALLUT ASV ARUP~. 1399 

SAlJBHXGY ACINTAMANr. 1400 

SAUBHAGY ASAMKARXDI. l401 

SAUBHAGYASUNTHI and P ARIJ ATASUNTHI. 1402 

SAUBHAGYASUNTHY ADICURNAVIOHI: 1403 

SIDDHAJ[VANATANTRA. 1404 . 

SIODHAMULIKAMANTRA.1 405 

SIDDHASARASAMGRAHA.1406 

smoHASARASAMHIT x.1 401 

SI0DHASURIKALPA.140B 

SIDDHAU~ADHAMULAGRAHA~AVIDHf.1409 

SIODHAUSADHAPRAKARANADI.14IO 

SIODHAYOGARATNAVALI ~r-racniivali. 1411 

SIDDHAYOGASAMGRAHA. 1412 

SIODHA YOGASAMUCCA YA. 1413 

SIODHAYOGODAYA. 1414 

SIODHIRASAYANAKALPA.1415 

SIGHRACIKITSA. 1416 

SIGHRABODHANIOANA. 14l7 

S!GRUPUSPARASAYANAVIOHI.1 41s 

SIROROG~DHYAYA.1 419 

S IROROGANIRNA YA.1420 

S IROROGAMANTRACIKITSA. 1421 

SLESMAJV ARAN ID ANA. 1422 

SNAYUROGACIKITSA. 1423 

SNEHAMALI KA. 1424 

SPHUTAVAIOYA. 1425 

SRGALAKALPA. 1426 

SR.!PHALAKALPA. 1427 

ST AMBHANAPRAKARA.1 428 

STR!CIKITSAMRTAVILASA. 1429 

STR!CIKITSAPA
0

DDHATI.1 430 

STRIGARBHASULACIKITSA. 1431 

STR!ROGACIKITSA. 1432 

STR!VAIOY A.1433 

STR!VASYAVIOHANA. 1434 

SUGR!VASAMKARIN!VIOYA. 1435 

SUKHANANDASUTRASTHANA.1436 

SUKHANANDA VINODA. 1437 

SUKHAPRASA VOPA YAVIDHI.1438 

SOKSMAPRASARA. 1439 

SULABHAUSADHASADHANA. 1440 

SOLACIKITSA. 1441 

533 
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SOLADANANIDANACIKITSA.1442 
SUNTHIKALPA. 1443 
SUNTHIRASAYANAVIDHl.1444 
SOR~NADIVATAKA.1445 
SORY~RAYANDHRANIGHANTU.1446 
SUSRUTASARA. 1447 .. 

Suv AR~APRABHASASUTRA. 1448 This Mahiiyiinasiitra, 1449 also called Suvaq1abhiisa
and Suvarr;ia(pra)bhiisottamasiitra, contains some important early medical material. 
The work, originally in Sanskrit, 1450 was translated into Tibetan, 1451 Khotanese, 1452 
Sogdian, 1453 Chinese, 1454 Uighur, 1455 and Mongol. 1456 

Chapter fifteen, 1457 on Sarasvati, is about a ritual bath, attended by spells and in
cantations; many fragrant drugs are mentioned. 1458 

Chapter sixteen, 1459 called vyiidhiprasamana, consists of some introductory prose, 
thirteen verses, and some concluding prose. The introductory prose tells about the sre
~;hin (foreman of a guild) Ja;iIµdhara, 1460 who had been active as a medical practi
tioner during the reign of king Suresvara. When Ja;i1pdhara had grown old and did no 
longer practise, which resulted in the reappearance of all kinds of afflictions, his son 
Jalaviihana approached him with the request to transmit the medical science to him. 
The metrical. part opens with this entreaty. The remaining verses contain Jalaviihana's 
questions and Ja;iIµdhara's answers. 

Jalaviihana wants to know why and how the senses (indriya) and elements (dhiitu) 
are subject to changes, and during which periods of the year diseases arise. He also 
asks when viita, pitta and kapha are liable to become excited and which medicines are 
suitable to their pacification. 

Ja;i1µdhara explains that the year is divided into four main seasons of three months' 
duration: summer, autumn, winter and spring, or six seasons of two months; the senses 
and the six elements, as well as the digestive processes, show variations in accordance 
with the seasons; these periodic changes may lead to disorders, in particular during the 
transition between one season and the next one. 

Diseases due to viita arise during the rainy season, those due to pitta in the autumn, 
those due to a combination in the winter, and those due to kapha in the summer. The 
tastes (rasa) to be preferred in one's diet are therefore: snigdha (fatty), ug1a (heating), 
lavai:ia (salty) and sour (amla) during the rainy season; snigdha, madhura (sweet) and 
cooling (sitala) during the autumn; madhura, amla and snigdha during the winter; ka
~iiya (astringent), u~i:ia and ka;u (pungent) during the summer. Excitement of kapha 
occurs shortly after the ingestion of food, excitement of pitta during the digestive pro
cesses, excitement of viita at the completion of digestion. Viita can be counteracted by 
br,:µhai:ia measures, 1461 pitta by purgatives (virecana), kapha by emetics (vamana). 

The concluding prose relates that Jalaviihana, after the acquisition of this knowl
edge, began to treat those who were suffering from diseases. 

The first and second Tibetan translations give a faithful rendering of this summary 
of the medical a1t, some slight adaptations excepted: the rainy season, unknown in Ti
bet, is replaced by the summer, the summer by the season of spring. 
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The third Tibetan translation is not based on the Sanskrit original, but on I-ching 's 
Chinese version. 

The version in Old Khotanese corresponds more or less to the Sanskrit text, but the 
parts preserved of a translation in Late Khotanese co1Tespond to I-ching's text. 

The Suvar,_1aprabhasa was translated into Chinese by Dharmak~ema, 1462 Paramii
rtha, Yasogupta, Pao Kuei, and I-ching. 1463 Dharmak~ema follows the original rather 
closely. 1464 I-ching's translation presents a much longer text; 1465 his version of the 
story about 1aii1J1dhara and Jalaviihana consists of thirty-seven instead of thirteen 
verses. 

The S uvar,_iaprabhasa employs the term dhiitu for the do~as and the elements of the 
body. The Tibetan translators render the term by khams, the ususal equivalent of dhiitu. 

Dharmak~ma and I-ching had problems with dhiitu as a term designating the do
~as. Dharmak~ema interprets dhatu as mahiibhiita, and, in agreement with this view, 
adds that they are four in number. 1466 He even changes the Sanskrit text and renders 
the triad of dhatus (dhiitutritaya) by 'the four mahiibhiitas', which creates confusion. 
I-ching agrees with Dharmak~ema in rendering dhiitu with the Chinese characters for 
mahiibhiita, but avoids the difficulty presented by dhatutritaya by omitting this word 
and replacing it by a colourless expression. 1467 

Viita, pitta and kapha are translated by wind, heat and water, or by wind, heat and 
phlegm by Dharmak~ema; I-ching uses heat or yellow heat as the equivalent of pitta. 

The term dhiitu, when used for the elements of the body, is also interpreted as mahii
bhiita by Dharmak~ema, although this conflicts with their number. I-ching, who was 
interested in Indian medicine, was acquainted with the series of seven bodily elements 
of iiyurveda and gives a correct translation of the term. 

The Sanskrit text of chapter sixteen of the Suvan;iaprabhiisa refers to six elements of 
the body, 1468 which is very remarkable, given the factthat theirnumber is always seven 
in iiyurvedic literature. Unfortunately, the items comprising the series are not listed. I
ching enumerates them in his version and completes the list by adding brain tissue as 
the seventh element, notwithstanding the fact that iiyurvedic works have always sukra 
(semen) as the last element of the series. 

I-ching expanded the verses on the seasons with the names of the six Indian sea
sons, beginning his list with spring. Both Dharmak~emaand I-ching made, in the same 
way as the Tibetan translators, some minor changes in the text in order to make the se
ries of four main seasons conform to Chinese climatic conditions. 

The views of the Suvan;iaprabhiisa on the tastes are very remarkable. The eight 
tastes it distinguishes are unknown in iiyurvedic literature; they are not referred to as 
representing a heterodox theory in the iitreyabhadrakiipyiya chapter (Sii.26) of the 
Carakasarµhitii. The tastes of the Suvar,;iaprabhiisa are a mixture of the iiyurvedic 
rasas and gu~1as. Noteworthy is the absence of the bitter (tikta) taste. 

The relationships between the tastes and the four main seasons are largely in agree
ment with iiyurvedic theory, but some discrepancies made Dharmak~ma and I-ching 
introduce changes in their translations of the pertinent verses. 1469 

The br1µhai:ia remedial measures against viita diseases are replaced by ghee in the 
Chinese translations; both Dharmak~ma and I-ching recommend the use of haritakI 
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as a specific against diseases caused by heat (= pitta). 1470 
1-ching's translation of the thirteen verses of the Suvarl)aprabhiisa consists of 

twenty-two verses, to which fifteen stanzas are added as an appendix. These stanzas 
describe the eight branches of iiyurveda, the constitutions (prak\ti), signs foreboding 
death (ar~ta), and some important medicinal substances (triphalii, try~ai:ia, sugar, 
honey, ghee, and milk). 1471 

Dharmak~ema·translated the Suva1~1aprabhiisa between A.O. 414 and 421; 1472 1-
ching translated it between A.D. 695 and 712. 1473 The Sanskrit text can therefore not 
be later than the second half of the fourth century. 

SUYOGARATNAVALI. 1474 
SVARASAVISAMUSTI.1475 
SVETACARMAVY XDHY AUS ADHA VIDHANA. 1476 
SVETAGUNJAKALPA. 1477 . 
SVETAMUSALIKALPA. 1478 
SVETARINGANIKALPA.1479 
SVETARKADIKALPA .1480 
SVET ARKAKALPA. 1481 

T AILABHASMARASA USADHAVIDHAN A. 1482 

TAILABHY ANGANIRNA YA.1483 

TAILABINDUPARIKS~. 1484 

TAILACURNARASAYANAOIVIDHANA.1485 
T AILADHARA VAGAHANAVIOHI.1486 

TAILADHIKARA. 1487 

T AILADIVIDHISAMGRAHA. 1488 
T AILALEHYAGHR TAOIVIDHAN A. 1489 
TAILALEHYASUNTHIRASAYANANI. 1490 

TAILAPAKAVIDHI: 1491 

T AILAPARIKSA. 1492 
TAILAPRAKARANA.1493 
T AILAPRA YOG A.'1494 
TAILARASAVIDHANANI.1495 
TAILARNAVAVIDHI. 1496 

TAILASAMUCCAYA. 1497 

TAILAVIDHANA. 1498 

T AILAVIOHI. 1499 

TAILAYOGAH.15oo 
TAILOPAVESANAVIOHI.1501 
TAKRACIKITSAVIOHI. 1502 

TAKRAKALPA. 1503 

TAKRAPADDHATI. 1504 
TAKRAPANAVIDHI.15o5 

T AKRASADHANAOIVIDHI. IS06 
TAL1SADIC0~r A. 15o7 
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TALISADICURNAVINIYOGAVIDHI. 1508 

TXLISAVATIKXVIDHANA.1m 
TAMBULACARVANAVIDHl.1510 
TAMBULAGUNAH .. 1511 

TAMBULAKALPA: 15 12 
TAMBULASADHANA VIDHI. 15 13 
TAMBULAVIDHI. 1514 

TANTRASARA. 1515 
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TANTRAYUKTI. 1516 The treatise deals with the same thirty-six tantrayuktis as those 
found in NTiamegha's Tantrayuktiviciira, 1517 and is based on the latter work as explic
itly stated by the author himself. 151 8 

The work begins with a series of thirty-one verses in which the whole of Ni
lamegha's introduction is incorporated. Indu's Sasilekhii and another, unknown, 
commentary, called Avataq1sa, are mentioned in these introductory stanzas, which 
also contain a detailed table of contents, from which, however, the list of tantrado~as 
and the portion on lesakalpanii are missing. 

The thirty-six tantrayuktis are defined in slokas, 1519 accompanied by an auto
commentary which draws heavily on NTiamegha's work, being partly identical with it, 
partly original and more extensive. This commentary, preserved only up to yukti ten, 
quotes, apart from the authorities also mentioned by NT!amegha, Indu (12) and Aru1_1a 
(12 and 14), while NI!amegha is repeatedly referred to as Megha. 1520 The exposition 
on the tantrayuktis is completed by verses elucidating the other tantragu1_1as. 

The tantrayuktis form part of a system of ninety-five tantragu1_1as, elaborately 
described by Aru1_1adatta. 1521 Aru1_1adatta is followed closely by the author of the 
Tantrayukti, who repeats Aru1_1adatta's prose definitions in verse; he adds one item, 
thus enlarging upon the number and making a total of ninety-six tantragu~1as. The 
complete series of tantragu1_1as consists, apart from the tantrayuktis, of fifteen types of 
exposition (vyiikhyii), described in eleven slokas ( 48-49), seven types of arrangement 
(kalpanii), described in seven slokas and a half ( 49), twenty-one types of basic 
procedure (iisraya), 1522 described in twenty-three slokas and one giti (50-52), and 
finally of a series of seventeen items which begin witfi tiicchTlya, described in nineteen 
slokas, one giti and a half-verse of an unusual type (53-55). 

A verse follows in which the author expresses his wish that (his) son Tuilgamiinya 
may benefit from the exposition of these ninety-six alaq1kiiras. 

After quoting Viigbha\a (A.s.U.50.154 and 156-157), the author enumerates four
teen tantrado~as in four slokas (55), thus deviating from the series of fifteen do~as given 
by Aru1_1adatta by omitting one of them, namely bhinnakrama (displacement). A series 
of eleven verses and a half follows, in which the author praises Nilamegha, the author 
of the Tantrayuktiviciira, and Bhi~agiirya, who composed the Abhidhiinamaiijarf (56-
57). Five verses among these, which describe Nilamegha's lineage, are taken from the 
Abhidhiinamaiijari: The subject of lesakalpanii, one of the seven types of kalpanii, is 
taken up again at the end of the work; this topic is dealt with in prose, concluded by four 
verses (57-60). The author repeats the whole of Aru1_1adatta's comment on the term, fol-
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lowed by his own exposition in prose, in which he quotes from the Sivadharmottara 1523 
and an authority called Kalavedin; the chief terms discussed are (a)niyatayus, (a)ka
lamrtyu, and apamrtyu.1524 

The author of the Tantrayukti seems to have belonged to the same lineage as Ni
lamegha and Bhi~agarya, or he was a pupil of one of the descendants of this famous 
line of South Indian physicians. 

The author is later than NTiamegha and Bhi~aglirya, to whom he refers. 

TANTROKTACIKITSA.1525 
T ANTROKTAU~ADHASAl\'IGRAHA. 1526 
T ARKABHASA. 1527 
TRA YASTRIMSADGANAPATHA. 1528 
TRA YODASASAMNIP.i. T ACiKITSA.1529 

TRA YODASASA~NIPATAKALIKACIKITSA. 153o 
TRIBHUVANATILAKA.1531 
TRIDOSANIDANA.1532 
TRIDOSAPRASAMANAUSADHA.1533 
TRIPHALACURNAVIDHx°N A.1534 
TRIPHALAKALPA. 1535 
TRIVARGASRIPHALADINIGHANTU.1536 
TRNAJYOTIKALPA. 1537 .. 
TRNAJYOTISMAT!KALPA.1538 
TRYAMBAKIPRAKRTA.1539 
UDAKALAKliA~A. 0154'. 
UDARAROGABHEDAPRABHEDANIDANACIKITSA. 1541 
UDARAROGACIKITSAVIDHJ. 1542 
UDARA VY ADHICIKITSA. 1543 

The Ur;>r;>ISATANTRA 1544 is a Tantric text on magic, 1545 sometimes ascribed to Rliva
~1a, which also appears under other titles. Four versions can be distinguished: (I) Uggii
maratantra, a dialogue between Siva and Plirvati, (2) Uggisatantra or RiivaQoggisa, in 
the form of a conversation between Siva and Rava11a, (3) Vfrabhadratantra, and ( 4) 
Kriycx;i;rsatantra. 

One of the printed versions of the Ug;isatantra 1546 is a treatise on ~a!karman 1547 
in 378 verses, to which a number of mantras have been added. It consists of a dialogue 
between Siva and Ravai:ia and has been arranged in ten chapters. The order of these 
ten chapters does not agree with the table of contents found in chapter one (1.20-27), 
where eight chief subjects are enumerated: kar~ai:ia, unmlidana, vidve~ai:ia, uccli!ana, 
gramakasyoccli!ana, jalastambha, stambhana, and vajikarai:ia, followed by a long list 
of secondary subjects. 

The topics dealt with in the ten chapters are: mlirai:ia (I), malanin1aya and dhanya
dinasa (2), mohana (3), stambhana ( 4), vidve~ai:ia (5), uccli!ana (6), vasikarai:ia and dra
vai:ia (7), akar~a11a (8), yak~il)isadhana (9), 1548 and indrajala ( 10). 1549 

Topics of medical interest are: 1550 practices with the aim of increasing the size of 
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the male organ (7.20-30) and the size and firmness of the breasts in the female (7.37-
43), removing a bad smell from the female genitals (7.45), removing the pubic hair 
in the female (7.46-50), and tightening the vagina (7.51-54). Chapter ten describes, 
amongst other things, how to drive away bhiitas who cause diseases (10.8-18), how to 
make insanity, ku~\ha and vispho\as appear and disappear again in one's enemies (10. 
19-31), and how to drive away insects, rats, snakes, etc. (10.32-44); it also contains 
recipes which are said to cure various women's diseases and female infertility, or to 
prevent abortion (10.46-93). 

The u;;rsatantra, which enjoys great popularity all over India, js quoted as 
a source in several texts, 1551 e.g., the Amrtasiigarn, Dattiitreyatantra, Kokkoka's 
Ratirahasya, 1552 Nliglirjuna's Kak§apufa, Narasirpha's Tariibhaktisudhiin;iava, 1553 the 
Mantrakha1,1~a of Nityanlitha's Rasaratniikara, and Sarvlinandanlitha's_ Sarvoliiisa. 1554 

A version of the u;c)r.satantra in the form of a dialogue between Siva and PlirvatI 
contains a chapter, called grastablilacikitsli, which deals with the treatment of children 
possessed by grahas, and shows a close affinity with the Kumiiratantra, attributed to 
Riiva1,1a. 1555 

ULUKAKALPA. 1556 

UMAMAHESVARASAMV ADA. 1557 

UNMADACIKITSAPATALA.1558 

UNMADALAKSANAC°iKITSA. 1559 

UPADAMSACIKl'fSA. 1560 

UPAYUKTALAGHUVAIDYA.156 1 

UPAYUKTAVAIDYA.1562 

USAHPANIYA. 1563 

USANIDANA. 1564 

UTPALESVARASARASAMGRAHA.1 565 

UTTARASTHANA. 1566 . 

UTTARAVARUNIKALPA.1567 

VAHANASARA: 1568 

V AIDEHASAJylGRAHA. 1569 

VAIDYA. 1570 

VAIDYABHASKARODAYA.1 57 1 

V AIDY ABHESAJA TARKA. 1572 

VAIDYABHUSANA. 1573 

V AIDYABHUSAN ADI.1574 

VAIDYABHUSANANIGHANTA.1575 

V AIDY ACANDRODA y A.1576. 

VAIDYACIKITSA. 1577 

VAIDY ACIKITSAMRTA. 1578 

V AIDY ACINT AMAN!. 1579 

VAIDYADARPANA.'1580 

VAIDYADIPIKA: 1581 

VAIDYADRAVYANAMASAMUCCAYA.1582 
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VAI~YADRAVYAPARIMAN ANAMADHEYAVICARA. 1583 

VAIDYADRAVYASARA.1584 

VAIDYADRAVYAYOGA. 1585 

V AIDY AGRANTHA. 1586 

VAIDYAGUNAPATHA.1587 

V AIDY AGUNASARA. 1588 

VAIDYAKA .. 1589 

VAIDYAKACIKITSASARAKAUMUDl. 1590 

VAIDYAKAGRANTHA.1591 

VAIDYAKAGRANTHAPATTRANI. 1592 

VAIDYAKAGUNASARA.1593 . 

VAIDYAKAKO§A. 1594 

VAIDYAKALAJNANA. 1595 

V AIDY AKALLOLA. 1596 

V AIDY AKALPA. 1597 

VAIDYAKALPABHUSANA.1598 

VAIOYAKALPADRU;.'IA: 1599 

VAIDYAKALPATARU .1 600 

VAIDY AKAMADHAVI. l601 

VAIDYAKAMANORAMA.1602 

VAIOY AKAMATASARASAMGRAHA.1003 

VAIDYAKANIGHANTU. 1604 
VAIDYAKANIGHANTUVISESA. 1605 

V AIDY AKAPARIBHiSA. 1606· 

VAIDYAKAPRASTAV
0

IKASAMGRAHA.1 607 

VAIDYAKARASAYANA.1608 . 

VAIOYAKARATNAMALIKA. l609 

VAIDY AKARATNAVALI. 1610 

VAIDYAKASAMGRAHA. 1611 

VAIDYAKASAMGRAHA.1612 

VAIDYAKASA¥HITA.1613 

VAIDYAKASARA.1 614 

VAIOYAKASARACIKITSA. 161 5 

VAIDY AKASARASAMGRAHA. 1616 

VAIDYAKASARAVALI. 1617 

VAIDYAKASARODDHARA.1618 

VAIDYAKAUSTUBHA. 1619 

VAIDYAKAVADA. 1620 

VAIDYAKAVIDHI. 1621 

VAIOYAKIYAPRAYOGA.1622 

VAIDYAKIYASAJ'!1SK(l. TAD RA VIQAPRATIPADARTHAKOSA. 1623 

VAIDYAKUTUHALA. 1624 

VAIDYALAKSANA. 1625 

VAIDYALAll,'JKXRA. 1626 
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V AIDY AMAHASARARAHASYA .1627 

V AIDY AMAHOTSA VA. 1628 
V AIDY AMALIKA. 1629 

541 

VAIDYAMANORAMA or CJKITSAKRAMA. 16:Jl This work consists of a collection of 
recipes in Sanskrit with a commentary in Malayiijam. The arrangement of the diseases 
and of the prescriptions against them does not fully agree with one of the established 
patterns, but has been influenced by the order found in the works ascribed to Viigbhaia. 

Part I has twelve chapters: jvara (I), raktapitta (2), asrgdara (3), 1631 kiisa (4), 
hidhmii and sviisa (5), riijayak~man, svarasiida ( = svarabheda) and arocaka (6), 
bhaktarodha (7), 1632 chardi, hrdroga and tm1a (8), madiityaya (9), arsas, raktiirsas and 
udiivarta (10), 1633 atisiira, raktiitisiira, praviihikii and grdhrasi (11), 1634 grahaQi and 
vi~iicikii (12). 

Part II has eighteen chapters: miitrakrcchra (13), prameha, pi!akii, somaroga and 
miitriitisiira (14 ), 1635 vidradhi and vrddhi (15), gunma, 1636 raktagunma, siila, iiniihiidi 
and jalakiirma (16), 1637 mahodara (17), par:i,uroga, kiimilii and kumbhakiimilii (18), 
sopha (19), visarpa (20), masiirikii, vispho!aka, kak~yii and sitapitta (21), 1638 ku~!ha 
(22), svitra and krmi (23), viitaroga (24), viitasm]ita (25), ura~k~atiidi, sthiilaroga, kr
saroga, vandhyii, prasiitiroga and biilaroga (26), 1639 unmiidiidi and apasmiira (27), ne
traroga (28), kan]aroga (29), and pratisyiiyiidi (30). 

Several subjects are not dealt with at all, in particular many disorders belonging to 
salya. Chapters on vi~a, rasiiyana and vii jikarai]a are also absent. 

The author and date of this work are unknown. 

V AIDY AMANORAMA.1640 
VAIDYAMANOTSAVA.1641 
VAIDYAMRTA. 1642 
V AIDY AMI{ TASARA. 1643 
VAIDYAMUKHADARPANA.1644 
VAIDYAMUKTAVALi.1645 
VAIDY ANAMAMALA. 1646 
VAIDYANAYABODHIKA. 1647 

VAIDYANIBANDHA. 1648 
V AIDY AN !DAN A. 1649 

VA!DYANIGHANTU. 1650 
V A!DY ANUBHAV~. 1651 
VA!DYAPADAPRA TIPADARTHAKOS A. 1652 
VA!DYAPADDHATI 1653 
V A!DYAPRADIPA. 1654 
V AIDY APRAKARA. 1655 
VAIDYAPRAMEYANIRUPANA.1656 
VA!DYAPRASTAVANA.1657 
V AIDY APRIY AKA VY A. 1658 
VAIDY ARAHASY A. 1659 
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VAIDYARAHASYAPADDHATI.1660 

V AIDY ARAJATANTRA. 166I 

VAIDYARASAMANJARI. 1662 

VAIDYARASAM&TA. 1663 

VAIDY ARASARATNA. 1664 

V AIDY ARATNA. 1665 

VAIDYARATNAKARABHA~Y A. l666 
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V AIDY AR~AVA. See Ar$avidyiinusiisana. 
VAIDYARNAVAMUKURA.1667 

VAIDYAsioARA. 1668 

V AIDY ASAMGRAHA. 1669 

VAIDYASAMl!VANA.1670 

VAIDYASAMUDRA. 1671 

VAIDYASARA. 1672 

VAIDY ASARAMANJARI. 1673 

VAIDY ASARANIGHANTU. 1674 

V AIDY ASARASAMGRA
0

I-IA.167s 
V AIDYASARASAMUCCAYA. 1676 

VAIDYASARASVATA. 1677 

V AIDY AS ARA VALi. 1678 

VAIDYASXRODDHARA.16 79 

VAIDY ASARVASVA. 1680 

VAIDY ASA RV ASVACIKITSARN AVA. l68I 

VAIDY ASARVASVASARASAMGRAHA. l682 

V AIDY ASASTRA. 1683 • 

VAIDY ASASTRADIPIKA.1684 

VAIDYASASTRADVIPANCASIKA.1 685 

VAIDY ASASTRANIDANA. 16!6 

VAIDY ASASTRAPRAVARTA KA CARY ANAMASAMUCCA y A. 1687 

VAIDY ASASTRASARASAMGRAHA. !688 

VAIDYASAUKHYA.1 689 . 

VAIDYASIDDHANTACANDRIKA. 1690 

VAIDY ASIDDHANTAKAUMUDI. l691 

VAIDY ASUBHA~IT A. See Vaidyakaprastiivikiisaq1graha. 
VAIDY ASUTRAT!KA.1 692 

VAIDYA T ANTR~. 1693 

VAIDYAVALLABHA.1694 

VAIDYAVIDHANA. 1695 

VAIDYAVIDHI. 1696 

VAIDYA VIDVAJJANOLLASA. 1697 

VAIDYAVIDY APRAKASA. 1698 

VAIDYAVIDYAMRTA. 1699 

VAIDYAVIDY AV IN ODA. 1700 

VAIDYAVIJNANASA¥GRAHA or Vidvadvaidyaraiijant 1101 
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VAIDYAVILASA.1 7o2 

VAIDYAVINODA. 17o3 

VAIDYAVISAYA. 1704 

VAIDY AVIS A Y ANUKRAMANIKA. 1705 

VAIDYAVYADHINIGRAHA. i706 

VAIDYAYOGA. 1707 

VAIDYAYOGARATHA.1708 

VAIDYA YOGASAMGRAHA. 1709 

VAJIKARANA. 1711 
VAJIKARANADIPIKA. 1711 

VAJIKARANAKALPA. 1712 

V AJIKARAN ARA TNAMALA. 1713 

VAKYAPRADIPIKA.1 714 

VAMANAVIRECANAVASTUKATHANA. 1715 

VAMANAVIREKADICIKITSA. 171 6 

VANASPATY ADIVIVIDHAKALPA.111 7 

VANDAKALPA.1718 

VANDHYACIKITSA. 1719 

V ANDHY AKALPA. 1720 

VANDHYAPRA YOGA. 1721 

VANGAKALPA. 1722 

VARAUSADHIPRAKARANA.1723 

VARGAS0TRAVY AKHY ,.:_ 1724 

VARUNAKALPA. 1725 

VASANTAKUMARADIYOGA. 1726 

VASTUGUNAGUNA.1727 

VASTUGUNAKALPAVALLI. 1728 

VASTUGUNANIRNAYA. 1729 

VASTUGUN APATHA. 1730 

V ASY AD IPR.A Y0°GA. 1731 

VATABHEDAPRABHEDACIKITSA. 1732 

VAT ACIKITSA. 1733 

VATACINTAMANJ.1734 

VATAJVARACIKiTSA. 1735 

V ATAKACURNARASAY ANANIRMANA VIDHI. 1736 

VATANIDAN~. 1737 • 

VATAPRAMEHACIKITSA. 1738 

VATARAKTACIKITSA. 1739 

VATAROGACIKITSA. 1740 

VATAROGANIDANA. 1741 

VATAROGASANTI. 1742 

VATASATAKA. 1743 

VATASULACIKITSA. 1744 

VATSAKADIKA~AYALAK~A~A.1745 

543 
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VA YUJAMALABANDHACIKITSA. 1746 

VAYUPANCAKALAKSANA. 1141 

VAYUSOBHACIKITSX. 1748 

VEGARAJA VIVEKA. 1749 

VIBODHASARA. 175o 
VICITRAROGAK~RAt:IATACCIKITSAKRAMA. 1751 

VIDV ADVAIDY ARAN JANI. See Vaidyavijiiiinasaq1graha. 
VIDVADVALLABHA. 1752 

VIDY APRAKASACIKITSA.1 753 

VIJA YAKALPA. 1754 

VIMSATIGULMANIDANA.1755 

VIMSATIPAITTYADANANIDANA.1 756 

VIMSATISLESMADANANIDANA.1757 

VIMSATISLESMADANANIDANACIKITSA.1758 

ViRABHADR~ YANTRA.1759 

VIRACINTAMANI. 1760 

VIRECANAKAS.i. YAVIDHI.1 761 

VIRECANAUSADHA VIDHAN A.1762 

VIRECANAVIDHI. 1763 

VISACIKITSA.1 764 

VISAGARBHATAILAVIDHI.1765 

VISAHARACIKITSA. 1766 

VISAHARAGUTIKANIRMANA VIDHI. 1767 

VISAHARAMM"TRA USADiiA.1768 

VISAHARANA.1 769 . 

VISAHARA"fANTRA. 1770 

VISAHARAUSADHA. 1771 

VISAKALPA. im 
VISAMANJARI. 1773 

VISAMUSTIKALPA. 1774 

VISAMUS"f!TAILAYOGA. 1775 

VISAPAH"iRASTOTRA.1776 

VIS APRA TIVISACIKITSA. 1777 

VISAROGAPATHYAPATHYAVICARA. 1778 

VISAVAIDYA. 1779 

VISODDHARA.1 780 

VI§VANATHACIKITSA.1781 

VISVANATHAPRAKASA.1782 

VISVASRSTIVIDHANA. 1783 

VIVEKA.CANDRA. 1784 

VIVIDHACIKITSA.1 785 

VIVIDHAJVARA USADHANIRMANANUPANAKRAMA. 1786 

VIVIDHAKALPA.1 787 . 

VIVIDHASVASAKASAU~ADHACIKITSA. 1788 
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VIVIDHAU~ADHANIRMAl:IANUPANACIKITSAVICARA. 1789 

VIVIDHA VYADHICIKITSA. 1790 

VIVIDHA VY ADHICIKITSAUSADHANUPANAKRAMA.1791 

VRANACIKITSAGRANTHA. j792 

VRA~AJARACURl:IAPURA~AJVARAKA~A YANIRMAl:IAVIDHI.1793 

VRAl:IANIDANA. 1794 
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V!!-DDHASURYARU~IASAJl:fVADA, a dialogue between Siirya and his charioteer Aru
i;ia on kannavipiika. This text, dating from the eighteenth century, is of special interest 
because of its use of case-histories. 1795 

VRKSAKALPA. 1796 

VRTTARATNAVALI. 1797 

VRTTASAMKHYANIDANA.1798 

VY ADHIDHVAMSINJ.1799 

VY ADHINIDANA. 1800 

VYADHINIRNAYA.1 80I 

VYADHISIDDHANJANA. l802 

VYADHITADAUSADHANIRMANAVICARA.1803 

VY ADHYAUSAD
0

HANUPANAPATHYANIRNA YA. 1804 

VYADHYAUSADHANUPANAVIDHANA. 1805 

VYAGHRIKALPA. 1806 

Y AKSMAROGANIDANA. 1807 

YAM
0

ALASTAKATANTRA.1808 

Y ANTRAMANTRACIKITSA VIDHAN A. 11Kl9 

YAVANACIKITSA. 1810 

YOGACANDRIKA. 1811 

YOGACANDRIKAVILASA.18 12 

YOGACINTAMANI.1 813 

YOGACUDAMANI. 1814 

Yoail.m1iKARA: 1815 

YOGADIPIKA.18 16 

YOGAKALPADRUMA. 1817 

YOGAMADHAVA. 18 18 

Y OGAMAHODADHI _ 1819 

YOGAMALA .1 820 

YOGAMALIKA. See Yogasara. 
YOGAMANJARJ. 182 1 

YOGAMRTA.1822 

YOGANIDHANA.1823 

YOGAPRADIPA. 1824 

YOGAPRADIPIKA.1 825 

YOGARAJASATAKA. 1826 

YOGARATNA.1827 
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YOGARATNAKARA. 1828 

YOGARATNAMALA. 1829 

YOGARATNASAMGRAHA. 1830 

YOGARATNASAMUCCAYA.183I 

YOGARATNAVALI. 1832 

YOGARNAVA. 1833 

YOGAS~MGRAHA. 1834 

YOGASA~KHAVATAKA 1835 

Y OGASARA. 1836 . . 

9 Miscellanea 

YOGASARA, also called Yogamalikii. 1837 

YOGASARAVALI.1 838 

YOGASATABANDHA. 1839 

YOGASATABHIDHANA.1840 

YOGASATAPRABANDHA_ 1841 

YOGATARANGINJ. 1842 

YOGAVALI. 1843 . 

YOGESVARA. 1844 

Y ONIVY APA CCIKITSA. 1845 



Chapter 5 

Authors and works from Sri Lanka 

ARI~T AMAL.A.. 1 

ARIH ASATAKA. 2 

ARY ADA.SA KUMARASl~HA 3 is the author of the Kviithama1.1imii/ii, Kviithavidhiina
paddhati, La1ikiibhai$1Jjyama1.1imiilii, and M ahau§adhanighal)tu, 

The K viithamaIJimiilii, 4 a treatise in 500 verses, contains a collection ofkvlithas against 
various diseases; the recipes are preceded by a prlikkathana (1-7), giving information 
on the author; it ends with a parisamlipti (501-503) on the purpose of the book and the 
date of its completion. 

The sources used by the author, mentioned in his Preface (kiiicid vaktavyam), are: 
Ayurvedavijiiiina, Bhai§ajyakalpa, Bhai§ajyaratniivalf, Bhiivaprakiisa, Bhesajjamaiijii
sii, Brhannighal){uratniikara, Cakradatta, Caraka, Dhanvantarivaidyaka, Gadanigraha, 
Hlirita, Siiriirthasacpgraha, Sarasacpk§epa, Slirngadhara, Satasloka, Susruta, Vligbha\a, 
Vailgasena, Yogadhiirapa, Yogaratniikara, and Yogasataka 

The materia medica of this work does not contain many unusual items. Some note
worthy names of plants are: caturasrli ( 461 ), gomei:ic_la ( 458), masaka (299), paislicek~u 
(23; 279), paiicanlililatli (496), pu~yalatli (497), pu\ako~a (68), srikai)\ha (299), suga
ndhamudgli (25), sugandhivacli ( 113), 5 and tlimrapar~1a (68). 6 

The Kviithamal)imiilii was completed in A.D. 1939/40. 7 

The La1ikiibhai§ajyamal)imiilii8 is a collection of recipes, arranged in twelve chapters 
(aipsa): (I) an uddesa of an introductory character (10 verses); (2) kalka (55 verses); 
(3) kvlitha (60 verses); (4) phlii:i\a (12 verses); (5) ciiri:ia (98 verses); (6) gu\ikli (272 
verses); (7) rasliyana (146 verses); (8) saipdhiina (39 verses); (9) taila (125 verses); (10) 
pralepa (122 verses); ( 11) misrabhai~ajya (35 verses); (12) saipmisra (245 verses); an 
upasaiphrti (32 verses) is appended to the last chapter. Both liyurvedic and iatrochem
ical formulae form part of this therapeutic compendium. 

The author mentions a large number of unusual names of plants, as well as various 
plants and substances of vegetable origin that were introduced at a later date and are 
absent from the classical texts. 

Noteworthy names are: agramiili (12.171), likallaka (9.72), liklirakarabha (2.6 
and 35; 3.44; 5.84 and 90; 6.147; 10.60; 12.3), akarkara (5.54; 12.108), limragandha 
(9.34), 9 limragandhika (10.51), anisa (5.71; 12.34), anitrli (5.50), anoja (10.28, 
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51, 108, 112), iira~1yaira1:u;ta (9.2), arudrii (9.117), biihubhiiti (5.60), bharigii (6.52), 
bhiriilu (12.96), 10 bhiimiphala (7.23), cainiiluka (5.29, 39, 55; 12.9), cainamiila 
(5.12), citrabha1_1!ii(latii) (6.107 and 158; 12.2, 67, 123), citrabha1_1!3kI (3.43; 6.31), 
citrabha1_1\ikii (6.25 and 189), copacini (3.41 and48; 7.6, 19, 42, 56), curindra (12.30), 
dakasarbaraka (9.34), desimiila (6.209), devaJ1raka (2.21 and 42), dharmapattana 
(6.150 and 243; 9,65), 11 dhiimadalii (12.231), 12 dirghakila (9.1), 13 drukilima (9.51), 14 

drumibija (6.27 and 192), gandhaphalI (5.12; 9.60), 15 gafijii (6.207; 7.19; 8.25), 
gome1_1c;ta (6.231), gopilu (6.222 and 224), haladi (10.18), 16 ha!!aviliisinI (9.76), 17 

hemabha1_1!a (3.23), hemabha1_1!ii (8.11), jaillikab'ija (9.91), kaja (6.125; 9.47), kii.kii~Ia 
(12.95), kapitthapattri (5.82),18 karpa\ikii (9.34), kartarikii (6.36), kaukina (10.118), 
khiikhadiiphala (7.5), khala~iri (5.14), khariijapu~pa (12.37), khiisatila (7.20), khurii
siini (12.20), koliimapattraka (12.231), km1abola (10.46 and 52), lq~1_1asiirbaraka 
(6.79), kriiradru (3.10; 4.1; 6.79 and 197; 8.30 and 36; 9.57; 10.23; 11.19; 12.13, 
78, 138); k~iramiirpsii (7.125; 12.105, 116, 124, 126), kucumba (10.86; 12.163), 
kucumbaka (9.98), kucumbakI (7.20), kiirciilu (3.2, 5, 7; 6.73 and 78; 11.3 and 
29), ku~\hagandhinI (7.28), 19 kutumbii (12.230), liibhiirigI (12.106), latiiphenila 
(9.28), lavarigii (5.79 and 91; 7.28), madanakiima (7.44), madhuvallarr (12.108),20 

mahiibharivacii (12.21), mahijambuka (4.6),21 miilikii (6.78),22 miirpsavera (6.1), 
miirjiiramohini (6.5; 9.120; 10.69), miiyiiphala (6.24 and 147; 12.20),23 mrgak~iri 
(9.92), niigamarica (10.93), navasandhidruma (12.132), nutiindhii (10.92), paficapattrI 
(3.23),24 pitarohi1_1I (7.22 and 53), 25 pu~padehikii (6.79), raktamiilyii (10.81), sa
sakapriyii (6.58 and 67), seniipattrI (12.126), sivajiraka (6.89), sudhiimiilI (7.20),26 

sukabhiiruha (9.34), 27 siiripattra (9.76), svar1_1apattri ( 6.19; 12.30), 28 svar1_1avarii (5.59; 
6.132; 7.29; 8.1), svetanipa (10.97), takkola (5.87 and 88; 7.29; 12.139),29 talla (9.84), 
tryasravalli (12.125), vallariphenila (3.28), valliphenila (3.25), vanadhiilaka (3.38), 
vanasarbara (6.78), vi~adhiilI ( 12.96), vratatiphenila (9. 73), vrtyera1_1<;1a (9. 76; 12,213), 
yak~aniigarariga (6.149, 208, 213), ya~iiri (6.186), and yiithikapar1_1ikii (10.54).30 

Noteworthy names of inorganic substances are: ii.khupii~1_1a (12.50), asvapii~ii1_1a 
(12.42), khallamajjii (2.12; 5.59; 6.169), mannaropala (6.264), siliimajjii (6.148 and 
211), siliisniiru (6.148 and 211), siviinta (12.82), siviintapii~ii1_1a (12.42), and sphu!i (10. 
120). 

Opium is repeatedly prescribed; one recipe contains a substitute for opium (2.50-
55: ahiphenapratinidhi). 

One fonnula was given by some deity to king Buddhadiisa (5.73-77); another for
mula derives from a sage called Yak~ujas (6.1-15). 

Remarkable names of diseases are: caurikii (10.55: scabies), khoratii (5.68), 
khoraviita (3.35), klomaroga (2.18), paribhavavyiidhi (6.255), phirariga (5.34 and 58), 
phusphusaroga (2.18), plihasphiti (3.1), piiyameha (12.26), and Sa!Jlkriimakagada 
(6.12: infectious disease). 

The Mahau§adhanighal)(u 31 is a short nighal_l!U written in Sanskrit. 
The work enumerates the names and properties of a number .of medicinal sub

stances. It consists of 429 verses, arranged in seven chapters. The first seventeen 
verses are of an introductory nature. The seven chapters are: (1) mahau~adhiidivarga 
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(141 verses); (2) candaniidivarga (49 verses); (3) bilviidivarga (67 verses); (4) phala
varga (42 verses); (5) svar~liidivarga (51 verses); (6) sa,pmisravarga (54 verses); (7) 
sa'!lkhyiivarga (25 verses on groups of drugs). 

Noteworthy drugs described are: ahiphena (1.128-132), ananniisa (pineapple; 4. 
37-39), bhailgii (1.123-127), ciihii(tea; 6.12-14 ), erai:i~acirbhi!a (4.40-42), 32 i~adgola 
(6.10-11), 33 kiiphi (coffee; 6.15), kastiiri (2.33-38),34 kharjiiri (4.32-36),35 raktama
rica (6.42-43),36 satamalla (5.46-51), trikiir~ika (7.17), 37 three types of trika!uka (7. 
1-4),38 trimada (7.16), 39 and three types of triphalii (7.7-12). 40 

The Mahau§adhanighaQfU has been influenced by the BhiivaprakiisanighaQfu.41 

The work was written at the request of K.D. Seniiratna for the benefit of Ayurvedic 
practitioners in Sri Lanka. 42 

The upasa,,1hrti at the end of the La1ikiibhai~jyama1Jimii/ii and the priikkathana of 
the KviithamaQimiilii provide information on the author, who belongs to the twentieth 
century. He was born in Devanagara and studied at the university called Mahiimantri
ndra in Rohai:ia, on the banks of the Nilavaliihaka river. 43 After completing his studies 
he settled in Kolamba (Colombo), where he became the chancellor (adhipati) of the Sri 
Siddhiirtha Ayurvedic College. 

The author is a Buddhist, as is obvious from the mailgalas of the KviithamaQimiilii, 
La1ikiibhai~jyamaQimiilii and Mahau§adhanighaQtu. 

Aryadiisa Kumiirash,1ha wrote a large number of books in SiI!1hala and Sanskrit. He 
translated the V[ttaratniikara and Siirngadharasaqihitii into Si'!lhala, composed kiivyas 
in Sanskrit and Si,phala, rendered Sh,1hala kiivyas into Sanskrit, etc. 44 

AHAPARIK!)A. 45 

ATTHADASSI is mentioned as the author of a Maiijiise.46 J. Liyanaratne has convinc
ingly demonstrated that the references in a number of publications to this Maiijiisii by 
Atthadassi derive from an incorrect statement by G.P. Malalasekera,47 who based him
self on a publication of D.M. De Z. Wickremasinghe,48 who cites in his turn a report 
by W.R. Kynsey.49 The attribution of the Bhesajiamaiijiisii to Atthadassi has therefore 
no factual basis. 

AUSADHAMUKTAHARA.50 
BALAGRAHASANTI. 51 
8 HAISAJY AMA.LA. 52 

BHESAJJAKHANDAKA.53 

BHESAJJAMANJOSA.54 This treatise in verse, the only medical work written in Pali, 
is arranged in sixty chapters (paddhati). Chapters one to eighteen are concerned with 
general concepts (upaiiiiiisavidhi), drugs (dabbiidi), regimen (sadiiciira), disorders 
caused by the suppression of the natural urges (agiimiroganisedha), articles of food 
(annavyaiijana), fluids (davadabba), poisoned foods (savisiihiira), antidotes (pa!ivisa), 
disturbances of digestion (iimabheda), classification of drugs (gai:ia), major treatments 
(mahiikamma), minor treatments (cullakamma), unfavourable omina and other signs 
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(five chapters: dtitiirit!ha, gamaniiri!!ha, supiniiri!!ha, uppiitiirigha, rogiiri!!ha), and 
general causes of diseases (rogasiimafifia). Chapters nineteen to fifty-eight deal with 
diseases and their treatment; the order of the diseases differs from the arrangements 
found in other iiyurvedic treatises. Chapter fifty-nine is about particular cures. Chapter 
sixty describes tonics (rasiiyana). 55 

Drugs of vegetable origin prevail over rasayogas in the chapters on treatment. 56 

It is often assumed that the work was compiled for the use of Buddhist monks, 57 

which would explain that diseases of women and children, charms, and incantations 
are excluded. 58 J. Liyanaratne59 disagrees with this view, based, in his opinion, on a 
wrong interpretation of the introductory stanzas. He claims that the treatise was meant 
for Buddhist monks and medical practitioners in general; its aim was to help people to 
maintain their health and enable them to tread the path indicated by the Buddha. 60 

The commentary on the work says that it is a Pali version of the medical science 
derived from the tradition of Mahiibrahmii, Dak~a, Prajiipati, etc., and expounded in 
the YogiirQava, Cintiimll{lisannaya, Yogaratnakara, etc. The major part of the verses 
on nidiina are actually drawn from the ~!iiiigahrdaya,61 which is, in general, the 
most important source, besides the Carakasaq1hitii, Susrutasaq1hita, Siddhasara, Ma
dhavanidana, Cakradatta, and Va,igasena.62 Among less well known sources are the 
Assinasaqihitii,63 Bindusara, Bharadvajfya, Kumarasaq1hita, Mahayana, Nariiyll{lfya, 
and Tikicchamata.64 

The influence of Indian medical works on the author is understandable in the light 
of the efforts of king Pariikramabiihu II, who had many Indian books and scholars 
brought to his country, having its cultural uplift in mind. 65 

The Bhesajjamaiijiisa became well known in many Buddhist countries, including 
Burma, Thailand and Cambodia, and is said to have been translated into several 
languages. 66 It is mentioned in a Burmese inscription in Pagan, dated AD. 1442.67 

The BheSl!Jjamaiijiisa was one of the sources of Aryadiisa Kumiirasirpha's Kva
thamai1imala. 

The Bhesajjamaiijiisa was written by the Chief Elder (Mahiisthavira), head of the 
Fraternity of the Five Colleges (Paspiruvanmiilasiimi or Paficaparivei:iasami1haniitha), 
a Buddhist monk of briihma1,a origin. 68 

The authorship of the Bhesajjamaiijiisa is by some ascribed to Atthadassi Thera;69 

J. Liyanaratne has proved that this claim is unfounded. 70 The colophon of one MS men
tions Anomadassi Sar1ghariija as the name of the author. This Anomadassi has been 
regarded as the one who wrote the Daivajiiakamadhenu, but this identification is re
jected by J. Liyanaratne. Another Sinhalese scholar claimed, without any evidence, 
that the Bhesajjamaiijiisa was composed by the Paficamiilaparive~1iidhipati Ma1pgala 
Samghariija Miihimi. 71 

0 The Bhesajjamaiijiisa was completed in AD. 1261, during the reign of king Sri Pa
i:i,ita Pariikramabiihu (Parakkamabiihu) II of Da1nbadei:iiya (AD. 1236-1270).72 The 
year of completion, clearly mentioned in its colophon, is confirmed by the colophon of 
the sannaya. 73 

A Sinhalese interverbal paraphrase (sannaya) 74 on the Bhesajjamaiijiisa was written 
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by Sara1)arpkara. 75 The colophon states that the commentaries and interverbal para
phrases on the work had become extinct in the course of time, which induced king VI
raparakrama Narendrasirpha (A.D. 1707-1739), who was in the possession of the book 
of gathas, to invite the Buddhist prelate Viilivi\a Sararµupkara (A.D.1698/99-1778), 76 

resident of the Uposatharama, to render that work into Sinhalese. The colophon adds 
that this Sarai:illf!lkara, with the assistance of his teacher Palkurnbure Atthadassi Thera 
and his own pupils, wrote a sannaya on chapters one to eighteen and translated the re
maining chapters into Sinhalese.77 This work was completed in A.D. 1734. The king 
was so pleased that he presented Sarat)aqikara with an elephant. 78 

Diyahunnata Dhammajoti, a pupil of Sarai:iarpkara, rendered the BhesaJjamaiijilsa 
into Sinhalese; this work is known as the Yogapitakaya,79 quoted in the Bhesajjama
iijilsasannaya. 

The Bhesajjamaiijilsasannaya quotes a large number of earlier authorities and 
works. Their names or titles are (in Sanskrit): 80 Agnivesa, A.lambayanfya, Amita
prabhfya or Am{taprabhfya, Am1tadhara, Am{tamala, Am{tiiiijali, Asit11saq1hita,81 

A$tangasaq1graha, Asvinfsal]lhita, Aurabhra, Bhadrasaunakfya, Bhaluki, Bhanjaya,82 

Bhapekha, 83 BharadvaJTya, Bhela, Bhi$a1imu$ti, Bhojarii)lya, Bindusara, Buddha
vaideha, Cak~u~yei:ia, Cai:i~agra, 84 Candra\a, Car aka, Cikitsiikalika, Ciki tsamrta, 
Dravyavalf, Gautamfya, Hariscandra, Harrta, Hirlll)yak$fya, Jatlikarpfya, Kamara
tnamii/a, Kankayanfya, Kasyapfya, Katyayaniya, Kharanada, Km1apura{1a, 85 K~ara
pai:ii, Kumarasaqihita, Miidhavanidana, Mahakasyapfya, Mahabaltata,86 Mahayana, 
Mal)ibhadra,87 Millagam1~ Nagarjuna, Naraya{ifya, Parhasuddhi, Prayogako$a, Pra
yogaratnakara, PrayogaratnavalT, 88 Prayogarpav11, Prayogasarpgraha, Prayogasa
muccaya, Siikyamata, Sarasaqigraha, Siddhayoga, Siddhayogasamuccaya, Susruta, 
Tantrasarasarpgraha,89 Vaidarbhfya, Vaidehfya, Vararuci, Vrddhagarga, Vrddhaka
syapfya, Yavanakfya,9° Yogakog91 Yog11mala, Yogapi!aka, 92 Yogaratnasamuccaya, 
Yogarpava,93 Yogasamuccaya, Yogasataka, and Yogasfti. 94 

BUD DHAPUTRA, the chief monk of the Mayiirapada-perivel)a, wrote two medical 
works in Sinhalese,95 the Prayogaratnavaliya and the YogW1)avaya.96 

The same author97 composed the Piijavaliya, a religious work, referred to in the 
Yogaqiavaya and therefore earlier. 98 

The Prayogaratnavaliya99 and Yogaqiavaya, 100 which deal largely with therapy, 101 

resemble the Sarasaqigraha and havea great deal in common with Ravigupta's Siddha
sara. 102 Both works are quoted in the Bhesa1jamaiijilsasannaya. 

Buddhaputra lived in the thirteenth century, 103 in about the same period as the 
author of the Bhesajjamaiijilsa. He mentions in the Yog1lq1avaya that he received his 
daily necessities from Sri Sa1ighabodhi Sri Bhuvanekabahu, i.e., king Bhuvanekabahu 
I (A.D. 1273-1284). 104 

DRAVYAGU~IADiPANi. 105 

RAJAGURU KA VICANDRA was the author of the Abhinavamadhavanidana, 106 an 
abridged and revised version of the Madhavanidana. 107 
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The work is arranged in sixty-four chapters, while their number is sixty-nine in 
most editions of the Miidhavanidiina. The order of the diseases is the same as in Mii.
dhava's treatise. The textoftheAbhinavamiidhavanidiina shows variants and some mi
nor additions when comparetl with the Miidhavanidiina. 108 

Differences with the latter are: the combination of vii.tarakta and iirustambha, mii
trii.ghii.ta and asmarr, yonivyii.pad and yonikanda in one chapter; a single chapter deals 
with sariravraQa, sadyovraQa and bhagna; siitikaroga, stanaroga and stanyadu~\i are 
also described in one chapter. A chapter on siikado~a is absent, although a term desig
nating this group of diseases 109 occurs at the appropriate place in the rogii.nukramaQa 
at the end of the work. Added are chapters on vegagraha 110 and trayodasasanni, 111 as 
well as a list of the diseases described (roganukrama~1a). 112 

The Abhinavamiidhavanidiina was written by Rajaguru Kavicandra of the Sri Kii.
tyii.yana family at the behest of the great king So!endrasi[!1ha Rajiidhirii.ja of the solar 
dynasty. 113 

PaQ9it Rajaguru Kavicandra is ment_ioned as the founder of a line of teachers in the 
Vaidyacintiima1Jibhai,iajyasa1igrahaya, 114 translated from Tami! into Si1phala by an au
thor called So!endrasi[!lha or Se!endrasi1pha or Se!asiq1ha. 115 The editions of this work 
mention that Rajaguru Kavicandra belonged to a pupillary succession (guruparamparii.) 
of vaidyas who were holding the office of applying unguents to the royal person. He is 
described as the twin-brother or contemporary (sahajii.ta) of Ramacandra Vaidyaratna, 
who came to the city of Jayavardhana 116 in Sri Lanka from the Cola country in India. 
The MSS of the same work, however, mention a Ramacandra Misra, adding that he 
came to Sri Lanka from ~rrabhuktidesa. 

It has been suggested that Rajaguru Kavicandra may prove to be the same as Ra
jaguru Sri Candra, the author of the Siirasarpk§epa, a work that may be regarded as 
the therapeutic complement to the Abhinavamiidhavanidiina. 117 The author of the Sii
rasa1p.k§epa, however, is called Rajaguru Sricandrabhiisurasuri, and the order of the 
diseases in his work differs from the an·angement in the Miidhavanidiina. 

The information on the chronological position of Rii.jaguru Kavicandra in the 
Vaidyacintiima!1ibhai§ajyasaiigrahaya, which points to the Jayavardhana period 
(fifteenth-sixteenth centuries), conflicts with the colophon of the Abhinavamii
dhavanidiina, which says that it was written during the reign of So!endrasiq1ha 
Rii.jii.dhirii.ja. So!endrasilpha may be an epithet and refer to one of the two Cola kings 
who were called Rajii.dhirii.ja, namely Rajii.dhirii.ja l (AD. 1044-1054) 118 and II (A.D. 
1173-1182). 119 

KUMARAU~ADHADARSANA.120 

MADHAVANIDANASARA, a work in Sanskrit verse, inspired by the Miidhavanidiina, 
was written on the request of Mahii.dhirii. ja So!endrasiqiha by an author referring to 
himself as the Rajaguru Kavicandrabhi~gvara. It is assigned to the Ko!!a (Jayavard
hanapura) period (AD. 1412-1550). The mailgala of this treatise is identical with that 
of the SarasvatfnighaJJtu and praises Narada. 121 
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Moggalliina was the author of the Abhidhiinappadfpikii. 122 This lexicon in Pali, in
spired by the Amarako$a, 123 deals with plant names and related subjects in its ara
iiiiavagga, which forms section five of part two of the work. 124 

The author, Thera Moggalliina of the Vilgammi.ila fraternity, was a resident of the 
Jetavana Mahiivihiira 125 in Pulastipura (Polonnaruwa), built by king Pariikramabiihu I 
(AD. 1153-1186). 126 He lived during the latter part of this king's reign and is proba
bly different from his namesake and contemporary, the grammarian Moggalliina, who 
wrote the MoggalliinavyiikaraIJa. 121 

PRA YOGASAMUCCA YA. l28 A work of this name is quoted in the Bhesaijamaiijiisiisa
nnaya. 

PRAYOGASAMUCCAYASA¥K~EPA. 129 

RAJASUNDARA was the author of the Vaidyottlll]1Sa, a twentieth-century work in 
Sansklit. 130 

RAMACANDRA, a briihma,~a, originating from Andhradesa, 131 was the author of the 
Pratika1masazpgraha.1 32 

RATANAPALA was the author of the Yogasal)1graha, a metrical work in Sanskrit. 133 

ROGARI~TAYA, a treatise on nidiina. 134 

SAILAS1¥HA or Sailendrasil!1ha was the author of the Vaidyacintiim81Jibhai$ajyasal)J
grahaya, a comprehensive medical work in Sinhalese prose, with a large number of 
Sanskrit verses, quoted from earlier treatises. Sailasil!1ha's main source was, as indi
cated in the introductory verses, a Tamil work, probably called VaidyacintiimaIJi, and 
based, in its turn, on a Sanskrit original, which may be the treatise of this title by Val
labhendra. 

Sailasiipha's work deals with aetiology (nidiina), purification of medicinal sub
stances (dravyasuddhi), rasayogas, and decoctions (ka~iiya). Surgical treatments are 
described, but also charms and offerings. 

Information aboutthe author and his lineage is given atthe beginning of the treatise. 
Sailendrasiipha was a pupil of Candrasekhara, who was a pupil of Silphabhana. The 
latter belonged to a line of teachers going back to the briihma~a Pa~9ita Riimacandra 
Vaidyaratna, who came to Jayavardhana from the Cola country. 

Sailendrasiq1ha also wrote the Vauoruvedapota, a formulary of medical pre
scriptions, in which he states to have been the physician to king Virapariikrama 
Narendrasilpha (A.D. 1707-1739), who, in recognition of his services, bestowed on 
him the title ofRiijavaidyasekhara 135 

DON HENDRIK SAMARATUNGA was the author of the Yogamuktiivalf, a Sanskrit trea
tise, accompanied by a Sinhalese translation, in 322 slokas, arranged in fifteen chapters. 
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This work, written at the request of I,.uvis Prera Ra1Jashpha, was completed in A.D. 
1855. 136 

SARARTHASAll(lGRAHA, 137 a comprehensive medical treatise, in the form of a saq1-
hita, written in Sanskrit. It consists of2,600 verses, mostly in the sloka metre, arranged 
in forty-eight chapters. 

Chapters one to three are concerned with (1) omina relating to the messenger, 
etc. (diitalak~al)adi), (2) groups of drugs (dravyagar:ia), and (3) diet (annapanavidhi). 
Chapters four to ten deal with (4) treatment of pregnant women, (5) children's 
diseases, and (6-10) diseases of the head, eyes, ears, nose and mouth. Chapters eleven 
to forty-one are about the remaining diseases, arranged in an order that is peculiar to 
this treatise. Chapter forty-two is about treatment in general, chapter forty-three about 
paficakarman, and chapter forty-four about sudation (sveda). The last four chapters 
are concerned with surgery, toxicology, antidotes, rasayana and vajikarar:ia. 

The origin of ayurveda is ascribed to Brahma. 
The Siiriirthasaqigraha is said to show many similarities with the works of Va

gbha!a and Susruta. Medical works from South India may also have influenced the 
author. 138 The work, described as a compilation, in conformity with its title, also 
contains original information. Diagrams representing the human body, the bodies of 
the elephant and the horse, and the bodies of some birds, are given in the treatise, along 
with directions as to the vital points to be avoided in surgical operations. Incantations 
and charms are also found in it. I 39 

The Siiriirthasar11graha was one of the sources of Aryadasa Kumarasirpha's K vii

thamal)imiilii. 
The Sinhalese tradition attributes the Siiriirthasarpgraha to an early king, Buddha

dasa (about AD. 398-426), 14• presented in the CiifavaJ?JSa as a highly skilled physi
cian, who made a saratthasa1pgaha of all the medical sciences. 141 

The Pali chronicles report marvellous cures effected by this king, who systemati
cally erected hospitals in the villages and shelters for crippled and blind people. Bu
ddhadasa was also reputed for his ability to treat snake-bites. 142 His army disposed of 
military surgeons and he appointed physicians for the war elephants and horses. 143 

An unknown author wrote a Sinhalese sannaya on the Siiriirthasarpgraha in later 
times. 

The Siiriirthasarpgraha, although attributed to Buddhadasa, has probably been com
posed at a later date, since Vagbha!a, whose works were used by the author, is posterior 
to Buddhadasa. 144 

SARASAll(lGRAHA. 145 A work of this title is. quoted in the Bhesajjamaiijiisiisannaya. 

SARASVATINIGHA~TU, 146 a medical lexicon of 348 verses, arranged in six 
chapters. 147 The mailgala of the Sarasvatfnighal){U is identical with that of the 
Miidhavanidiinasiira. 

The author of the work is unknown, 148 but it is often fathered upon Sasvata, 149 who 
wrote the Anekiirthasamuccaya. 150 
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The Siirasvata(nighal){U) is quoted in Meghadeva's commentary on the Mii
dha vadravyagu~1a 

SATASLOKA, 151 
The Satasloka was one of the sources of Aryadiisa Kumarasiipha 's K viithamal)imii-

lii. 

SIDDHAU~ADHANIGHA~TU, l52 

SIDDHISARA, in Sanskrit verse and Sinhalese prose. This work appears to consist of 
excerpts from the Siitiirthasa1pgraha and Varayogasiira I 53 

B.L.S. SILVA KAWITILAKA was the author of the Gadaviniscaya. 154 

STPPUKULAME DTPAl\!IKARA or Yatindra Dipaq1kara was the author of the Vanavii
sanigha!)~uva, 155 a glossary of the names of medicinal plants in one hundred and four 
Sinhala verses. The work dates from the eighteenth or nineteenth century. 156 

SRI CANDRA wrote the Siirasaipk!jepa, a work on therapy in Sanskrit, accompanied by 
a para phrase in Sinhalese. The Siirasaq1k$epais a compilation, containing copious quo
tations from earlier works. 157 

A list of diseases (rogiinukrama) and other subjects dealt with is given at the 
beginning of the work: jvara, atisiira, grahaQT, vahnimandatii (= agnimiindya), ajirr:ia, 
visiici, raktapitta, miirchana, kasa, sviisa, hikkii, ~ya, madiityaya, aruci, seka, tf~Qii, 
chardi, hrdgada, gudavyiidhi (= arsas), udiivarta, miitrakrcchra, pramehaka, vidradhi, 
vrddhi, gulma, siila, udara, svayathu, slipada, pa1~4u, kiimalii, visarpaka, ku~\ha, 
krimigada, vrai:ia, bhagandara, granthyaai, k~udragada, masiiri, sitapittaka, kui:ic;lalii, 
agnidagdha, bhagna, upada1psaka, asrgdara, asthisrava, pavanamaya (= vatavyii
dhi), viitarakta, garbhavatigada ( disorders occurring during pregnancy), sisugada 
(= biilaroga), biilagrahiikrama, unmiida, apasmrti, netraroga, karr:iaroga, niisiiroga, 
mukharoga, galiimaya, siroroga, vi~a. rasiiyana, and viijikarar:ia. 158 

The mailgala shows the author to be a Hindu. 159 
A Siirasaq1k$epa is cited in Anantakumiira's Yogaratnasamuccaya The Siirasam-

k$epa was one of the sources of Aryadiisa Kumiirasilpha's Kviithamal)imiilii. · 

DON SIMON TiLLEKERATNE, a Mufaliyiir of Matara, compiled his Bhesajjunidiine 
about A.D. 1760 or a little later. This large work about diseases and their treatment is 
arranged on the same lines as Sailasiipha's Vaidyacintiimal)ibhai$ajyasaipgrahaya It 
is written partly in Sanskrit verses, quoted from earlier treatises, with comments (san
naya) by the author. An interesting feature is the description of eight varieties of phira-
11ga (syphilis). 160 

VA!DYALAiyIKARASAly!GRAHA, anonymous, in Sanskrit. 161 
VARASARARTHASAll!IGRAHA.162 
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VARA V AK YA, a collection or recipes; this work is a Sanskrit translation of a Siddha 
medical text. 163 

VARAYOGASARAYA.164 

VASUDEVANIGHA!llTU, 165 

VIYARUVISAUTPATTIYA, i.e., 'the origin of the poison of madness', composed in 
Sinhalese prose and verse, copiously interspersed with Sanskrit stanzas. This treatise 
opens with the story of Susruta's asking his teacher Dhanvantari about the origin of 
madness; it mentions a bhikkhu Sumana, who suffered from hydrophobia. Dhanvan
tari's explanation forms the main portion of the work. Subjects also dealt with are: the 
creatipn of the world; the rise of the Ik~viiku dynasty, and the cow-slaughter, permitted 
by the kings of this dynasty, as the cause of diseases; the origin of madness in animals; 
the effects of the bite of rabid animals. The colophon states that the system of medical 
treatments expounded in this work was practised by a briihmaQa called Sivagupta, 
who had come from Bengal and lived in Sri Lanka in the year A.D. 1697/98. 166 

VRA~AROGACIKITSA.167 

YOGADHAR~A. 168 This work was one of the sources of Aryadiisa Kumarasilpha's 
K viithama{limiilii. 

YOGAMALA. 169 A text of this title is quoted in the Bhesajjamaiijiisiisannaya. 

YOGARATNAKARAYA, 170 a comprehensive treatise in Sinhala verses of various 
metres, based on classical iiyurvedic texts. 171 The work consists of more than 4,500 
verses, 172 arranged in forty-eight or forty-nine chapters, 113 dealing with the origin of 
iiyurveda, groups of drugs, the treatment of pregnant women and children, the diseases 
from head to feet, gynaecology, surgery; and the examination of the pulse. The contents 
resemble those of the Prayogaratniivaliya, Varayogasaraya and Yogiiq1avaya. 174 

T'1e Yogaratniikaraya mentions a work called Maiijiisii 175 and is referred to as Yo
garatniikara in the Bhesajjamaiijiisiisannaya. 

It was written by a Buddhist monk who was born in Monaragammana, Modarogam 
or Moragammana. 176 

The date of composition is disputed, but it may be that the treatise was completed 
in the thirteenth century. 177 

YOGASEKHARA. 178 



Chapter6 

Authors and works on veterinary medicine 

ABHINAVACANDRA: 1 Hayasiistra. 2 

AGNIPURAl".IA, Chapter 2873 deals with elephants, their diseases, and the treatment of 
these diseases, as taught by Piilakiipya to Lomapiida. 

The diseases mentioned are: piikala, pai:i9uroga, siral;lsiila, iiniiha, miirchii, pii
daroga, vepathu, atisiira, utkari:iaka, karagraha, galagraha, miitrabhanga, tvagdo~a, 
lqmiko~fha, gulma, kafuroga, madak~Ii:ia, and netraroga.4 Chapter 288 is devoted to 
asvasiistra, as exposed by Dhanvantari; chapters 289 and 290 are concerned with the 
same subject, as taught by Siilihotra to Susruta. 

Chapter 291 is about elephants again; Siilihotra is the teacher. 5 

AGNIVESA: Hastisiistra. 6 Agnivesa or Agnivesya is mentioned as an authority on gaja
siistra in a number of texts on the subject. 

AMARESVARA: Siddhayogacikitsii. 7 

ASV ACIKITSASASTRA. 8 

ASV ADICIKITSA. 9 

ASVADIGUN A. IO 

ASVADOSA~IRUPANA. 11 
ASVAH~DAYA. 12 . 
ASVALAK~A~A. 13 

ASVALAK~A~AKRIYADI. 14 

ASVALAKSANASASTRA. 15 
ASVANETR.APARIKSA. l6 

ASVAPARIKSA. 17 . 

ASVAPARIK~ALAK~A~A. 18 

ASVAPARIK~A~A. 19 

ASVAPARIKSATIKA. 20 
ASVAPRASA0MSA. 21 

Asv ASALIHOTRA. 22 

ASV ASA.RA. 23 

Asv ASASTRA. 24 

ASVATANTRA.25 

ASV AYURVEDA.26 
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BASA VA: Sivattvaratniikara 27 One chapter (VII. I I: 227 verses) is devoted to the sci
ence of elephants; two chapters (VII .12: 224 verses; VIl.13: 255 verses) are concerned 
with the science of horses. 

The chapter on elephants deals with the mythical origin of elephants 28 (4-8), the 
forests where wild elephants are to be found (9-16),29 the characteristics of elephants 
according to the forest where they have been captured (17-27ab), six types of ele
phants according to size (27cd-30),30 the types called bhadra, manda and mrga (31-
39), nine types with regard to their a1psaka ( 44cd-70), 31 the types of character (sattva; 
71-82), breeds (anvaya; 83-91), elephants fit for employment, especially by the king 
(91-112), the elephant during rut (gandhahastin; 113-l 23ab), anatomy and related sub
jects (123cd-141), auspicious and inauspicious marks (142-202),32 the fluid that ex
udes from an elephant's temples when it is on must (mada; 203-204), the thrusts of an 
elephant with its tusks (dantiighiita; 205-212), 33 auspicious characteristics of a female 
elephant (213-218ab), and the praise of elephants (218cd-225); the chapter ends with 
a summary of its contents (226-227ab). 

The first chapter on horses describes the origin of horses, donkeys and mules (i-
21 ab), the classification of horses according to their colour (van:1a; 2lcd-33ab), the 
constitutions (prak!'ti; 33cd-4 l ), the eight types of characteristics of horses ( 42 ), 34 the 
characteristics with regard to their body and the sizes of its parts ( 43-70ab) and the 
colour of the hair (70cd), horses of more than one colour 35 (71-92), bodily defects (93-
101 ab ), the sheens (chiiyii; 101), 36 trot (102), smell (103-104) and ways of neighing 
(I 05), the charactertypes of horses (sattva; I 06-107), 37 the whirls of hair (iivarta) and 
their meaning (108-185),38 the determination of the age of horses by means of their 
teeth ( 186-189), the characteristics of a long-lived horse ( 190), the determination of 
the span of life by means of lines on the nostrils (protharekhii; 191-208), and auspi
cious and inauspicious characteristics (209-224 ). 

The second chapter on horses is concemed with horses coming from various re
gions (1-140), auspicious marks again (141-145), topics relating to the mounting of a 
horse and its training ( l 46-169ab), the regional divisions (k~etra, dasii) of the body of 
a horse (169cd-178ab), and the deities presiding over the different parts of the body of 
a horse (l 78cd-186ab). The remaining part of the chapter is about chariots (192-197), 
bullocks ( l 98-226ab ), cows (226cd-239), 39 and the treatment of some diseases in the 
animals mentioned (240-253ab). 

BHOJA:40 (a) RiijamiirtaJX!a; (b) Sii/ihotra; (c) Yuktikalpataru. 
(a) The RiijamiirtaIJ.ga contains a chapter on veterinary medicine. 41 

(b) The Sii/ihotra 42 consists of 238 verses, which are for the greater part also found 
in Nakula's Asvacikitsita.43 

The subjects dealt with are: horses of unifonn and mixed colours (1-7), the whirls 
of hair (iivarta or bhramara; 8-27), the measures of the various parts of a horse's 
body (asvapramiiQa; 28-34), the speed (vega; 35-44), rules fer riding (iirohaQa; 
45-56), pathophysiology (sle~maraktalak~aQa; 57-80),44 bloodletting (raktamok~aQa; 
81-91), the regimen during the seasons (rtucaryii; 92-117), errhines (nasya; 118-122), 
poultices (piQga; 123-128), the construction of stables (hayiigiira; 129-131),45 and 
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some recipes (132-138). 
Some verses are accompanied by short glosses. 
(c) The Yuktikalpataru 46 contains sections on horses (asvayukti; 181-197), ele

phants (gajayukti; 198-206), bulls (vr~ayukti; 206-210), buffaloes (mahi~ayukti; 210-
211), deer(mrgayukti; 211-212), dogs(sarameyayukti; 213-214), and goats (ajayukti; 
214-215).47 

The subjects of the asvayukti are: the origin of horses and the various breeds, the 
measures of the various parts of their body, their colours, the determination of their age, 
various auspicious characteristics, the whirls of hair, major defects, signs foreboding 
death, rules for training and riding, the speed of horses, bloodletting, the regimen dur
ing the seasons, and various types of horses. 

The gajayukti deals with types Uati) of elephants, their qualities, and their defects. 
The yuktis on bulls, etc., describe types of these animals and their good or bad qualities. 

The verses on horses are partly also found in Bhoja's Siilihotra.48 
Authorities quoted or referred to are: Bho ja (194, 201, 207, 212, 214 ), Garga (208), 

Gargya (205, 212), Nakula (183), Palakapya (205), Piiriisarasaqihitii (196), Salihotra 
(197), Sailkha (212),49 and Vatsya (195 50 and 207). 51 

BUBBUHA is mentioned as an expert in Hastisiistra in Silailka's Caiippa(l(lamahii
purisacariya. 54 

BUDDHISENA.55 
DAY ASIIVIHA: Asvasiistra. 56 
OEVIDATTA: Asvasamketacikitsiikalika.51 
DIPANKARA: Asvavaidyaka.58 
DURLABHAGAt:iA: Siddhopadesasarpgraha.59 
DURLABHARAJ A: 60 (I) Hastiparik§ii; 61 (2) Turaligaprabandha. 62 
GAJACIKITSA.63 

GAJALAKSANA.64 
GAJAMUTR.AiiiJANAPRA YOGA.65 

GAJANIRUPANA.66 
GAJAPALANA°CIKITSADI. 67 

GAJAPARIKSA. 68 
GAJAPRASA0 MSA. 69 
GAJASANTI. 70 

The GAJASASTRA 71 is a treatise on elephants compiled by an unknown author; it is 
accompanied by a translation in Marii\hiverse by Sarabhendra.72 

The work consists of two parts, a gajasastra in 7 56 verses, arranged in ten chapters 
(prakarar,ia), and agajasastranubandha, an appendix, of696 verses, divided into a large 
number of chapters. 73 

The Gajasiistra opens with a mailgalacarar,ia and a homage to Palakapya. Chapter 
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one (palakapyotpatti or palakapyacaritra; 106 verses) deals with stories about Pa
lakapya.74 Chapter two (diggajatatsarptanatadvarpsiyagajalak~aQakathana; 64 verses) 
describes the origin of elephants in general, and that of the eight elephants of the 
quarters of the sky (diggaja) and their females in particular; 75 it also describes the 
characteristics of the descendants of the diggajas, 76 and adds some verses on the 
deities presiding ove.r the different parts of an elephant's body. Chapter three (gaja
sapanugrahakathana; 40 verses) explains particular characteristics and behavioural 
patterns of elephants as resulting from curses by Dirghatapas, Agni, Brahma, VaruQa 
and Bhrgu; 77 it ends with a story telling how Brahma bestowed his favour on the 
elephants. Chapter four (vanagajalak~aQaniriipaQa; 27 verses) deals with the eight 
major and eight minor forest regions where wild elephants are found and the char
acteristics of elephants roaming there.78 Chapter five (gajavayolak~aQa; 99 verses) 
describes the stages of life of an elephant and mentions its name in each of them, 
from the first to the twelfth month of the first year of life, from the second to the 
tenth year, and from the second to the twelfth decade; 79 two other series of the 
stages of life are quoted from other treatises; 80 elephants are, according to their 
age, divided into the categories uttama (superior), madhyama (intermediate) and 
adhama (inferior); the chapter ends with verses on the stages of life quoted from the 
Vaisampiiyanfya. 81 Chapter six (desabhedabhinnagajalak~aQagajagrahaQakathana; 
36 verses) is .concerned with the characteristics of elephants coming from different 
regions 82 and with the capturing of elephants. Chapter seven (bhadramandamrgasalTl
kirQagajalak~aQa; 74 verses) is about the bhadra, manda, mrga, and mixed types 
of elephants. 83 Chapter eight (brahmadyarpsavarQachayagandhasattvasvaralak~aQa; 
105 verses) treats classifications of elephants with regard to their aipsa,84 colour 
(varQa), 85 sheen (chaya), 86 smell (gandha),87 character (sattva),88 and trumpeting 
(svara); 89 the character types are described a second time on the basis of a work by 
Vyiisa.9° Chapter nine (gajagatilak~aQadikathana; 52 verses) deals with a variety of 
subjects: the gait (gati) of elephants,91 their avartas, major defects (mahado~a),92 

and measurements (parimaQa). 93 Chapter ten (bahyali; 151 verses) is about the ways 
of being seated (asana) on an elephant,94 driving elephants by means of the goad 
(Sll)ipraQidhi), 95 the feet (padapraQidhi)96 and words (vakpraQidhi), 97 the pruning 
of the tusks ( dantaccheda), 98 thrusts with tusks ( dantaghiita), 99 the seven beauties of 
must (madasobha), 100 the seven stages of must, 101 the elephant-fight (bahyali) and 
-sport (gajakrI~anaka), and the ways of pricking with the goad (SfQighiita). 

The subjects dealt with in the gajasastranubandha 102 are: the praise of the force of 
elephants, capturing wild elephants, 103 the determination of their age, the female ele
phant and its pregnancy, 104 the gandhahastin, 105 the care for and training of elephants 
after capturing them, 106 the mounting of elephants, must, the twelve regions (k~tra) 
of an elephant's body, 107 the price of elephants, the pruning of their tusks, 108 the treat
ment of diseases, the care for young elephants, the types of elephants called bhadra, 
manda and mrga, rules for the administration of medicines, the properties of articles 
off ood and medicinal substances, the treatment of various disorders, clysters, e1Thines, 
the administration of medicines to elephants of various ages, and the construction of 
stables. 109 
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Authorities and works quoted or referred to are: 110 Piilakiipya (7.36), Vaisa
mpiiyaniya (5.86-99; 7.32-33; 9.25-32), Vaiyyiisikya (7.12-18, 25-31, 37-41; 
10.42-44), 11 1 and Vyiisa (6.17; 8.3 and 85-95). The introductory verses state that the 
Gajasiistra is based on the works by Piilakiipya and other sages. 112 

The author of the Gajasiistra is unknown. 
The work is probably later than Nilakai:iiha's Miitariga/Ilii, which dates from the 

sixteenth century. 113 

GAJA VAIDYA. 114 This treatise is in the form of a dialogue between a king of Ailga and 
Piilakiipya; it contains a great deal of mythological matter about elephants; it deals, 
among other things, with the methods of taming elephants and the treatment of their 
diseases. 115 

GAJAVARTALAKSANA. 116 
GAJAYURVEDA. j17. 

GA~A, son ofDurlabha: Asviiyurveda or Siddhayogasarpgraha. 11 8 
The Asviiyurveda is a treatise on horses and their diseases; i tis described as a saq1-

hitii of 6,000 verses, arranged in six sections (sthiina). 
The names of these sections are: (I) lak~ai:ia, (2) rasavyiikarai:ia, (3) kalpasutra, ( 4) 

nidiina, (5) cikitsii, and (6) rahasya. 119 The author states that he took his material from 
the works of Siilihotra, Susruta, Garga, and Dinapati. 

Some names of diseases mentioned in the introductory part are: 120 amai:i9aka, 
ai:i9aciili, aQ9iik~a, ai:i9askanna, aiijalikiirikii, asnipiita, anuskanna, 121 bhiiriibhi~a
i:i~1a, budbuda, da1psapaittika, draui:iikii, 122 ekiiilgaroga, kiica, kaphai:i9a, k~!hariiji, 
krimiko~!ha, 123 Ii1igita, 124 muiija, muiijajiila, nira1:mka, parisriivi, paiaia, pitta119a, 125 
prako!aka, prakuiicaka, praskanna, 126 pratituri:ia, priiviiraka, pui:i9arikagraha, puyii
i:i9a, raktii~1~. riitriviita, siiighiinaka, 127 svacchanda, ulukapiidasthiinaruj, 128 unnita, 
viiliidaka, viitabaliisaka, 129 viduragraha, vidyutk~ipta, and yoktriibhitiipa. 

The Siirasmpgraha prescribes meat broth in the treatment of viita diseases. 130 

Gai:ia's Asviiyurveda is quoted in Mitramisra's Vframitrodaya. 131 The same work 
contains verses from Gai:ia's Asvacikitsita 132 The GaIJagrantha by Gai:ia is quoted in 
Nakula's Asvasiistra 

A.C. Burnell assigned Gai:ia's work to the eleventh or twelfth century. 133 

The author mentions the Rattaula, a tenth-century family of Jain princes of central 
Telingana, 134 and refers to the Muslims, which shows that he may indeed have lived 
in the eleventh or twelfth century. 

GARGA: Asviiyurveda. 135 

GARUQAPURA~A. One of the chapters of this work 136 deals with asviiyurveda and 
gajiiyurveda. 137 The verses on asviiyurveda are based on Nakula's Asvacikitsita. 138 

GHOJ~A NIDAN, a treatise on horses and the treatment of their diseases in Hindi. 139 
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GODA v ARAMISRA: I-Iariharacatura1iga. 140 This work is an elaborate treatise on poli
tics and military science, with special reference to the techniques of warfare 141 and the 
army with its fourfold classification. 

The work consists of about 3,000 verses, arranged in eight chapters (pariccheda), 
which are concerned with (I) elephants (gaja; 813 verses), 142 (2) chariots (ratha; 14 
verses), 143 (3) horses (asva; 837 verses), 144 (4) foot-soldiers (patti; 18 verses), (5) 
archery (dhanurvidy~; 399 verses), 145 (6) political science (niti; 503 verses), (7) war 
(yuddha; 196 verses), and (8) playful exercises (kri~li; 165 verses). 

The chapter on elephants deals, after a series of introductory verses, with the fol
lowing subjects: 146 deities associated with various parts of an elephant's body (17-= 
19); 147 a eulogy of elephants (20-31); the mythical origin of the four classes (jiiti) of 
elephants, called bhadra, manda, mrga and misra, in the four ages of the world called 
Krta-, Tretii-, Dvlipara-, and Kaliyuga (32-44); 148 the eight forest regions where ele
phants come from, the location of these forests, and the class of elephants to be found in 
each of these regions (45-61); 149 the characteristics of the classes of elephants, divided 
into slittvika, rajasa and tlimasa iypes, according to the views ofBrhaspati and Plilakli
pya (62-164); the classification of the mixed types of elephants according to the views 
of Yajiiavalkya, Rlijaputra, 150 Agnivesa, Gautama and Kasyapa (165-199); division 
of the mixed types into superior and inferior categories (200-210); the five ways of 
communicating with elephants (vedita; 211-220); the classification of elephants with 
respect to their habitat (221-236); the classification of elephants according to the four 
van.ias (brlihma1_1a, k~atriya, vaisya, siidra; 237-250); the size of bhadra, manda and 
mrga elephants (251-258); terms designating the parts of an elephant's body (pradesa; 
258-317); auspicious and inauspicious characteristics of the main parts, together with 
their meaning (subhlisubhalak~a1_1a; 318-539); the relative importance of defects, com
pared to each other (540-557); types of in-itability (krodha; 558-562); the gait of ele
phants (gati; 562-566), their velocity (vega; 567-573), perspiration (sveda; 574-576), 
trumpeting and other sounds (svara; 577-589), and exhalation (nisvlisa; 590-594 ); the 
colours of elephants (var1_1a; 594-602), their sheen (chliyli; 603-611 ), 151 strength (bala; 
612-624 ), and sattva (625-642); thrusts with the tusks ( dantaghiita; 643-655); 152 mada 
and its physiology (656--669); the seven stages(avasthli) of mada, and the views of Br
haspati, Plilaklipya and Vylisa on the subject (670-697); elephants in heat (698-71 I); 
elephants suitable for use in battle (sa,pgrlimika; 712-738); 153 elephants suitable for 
use in the consecration ritual of a king (abhi~eka; 739-742); 154 elephants unsuitable 
for use in battle (743-795); 155 signs indicating the lifespan of elephants (795-813). 156 

The chapter on horses deals, after a series of introductory verses, with the follow
ing subjects: the mythical origin of horses, their division into brlihma1_1a, k~atriya, vai
sya, siidra, and mixed classes (var1_1a), followed by the story relating how horses lost 
their wings ( 19-69); 157 the regions (lisraya) where horses are to be found (69-76); 
the fifty-four breeds (kula) of horses, named after these regions, together with their 
characteristics (77-211); 158 the characteristics of horses named after the four var1_1as 
(212-248) and after mixed castes (249-267); the characters (sattva) of horses, divided 
into siittvika, ra jasa and tlimasa types, which correspond with the classes called bhadra, 
manda and mrga (268-283); 159 the seven varieties of suddha sattva, six varieties of rii-
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jasa sattva, and three varieties of tii.masa sattva (284-307); 160 anatomy (pradesa; 308-
356); 161 the measurements (mii.na) of various parts of a horse's body and their effects 
on the qualities (357-404); 162 the five varieties of beauty (sobhii; 405-425); the types 
of perspiration (sveda; 426-429); 163 auspicious and inauspicious characteristics of the 
various parts of the body (subhii.subha; 429-604 ); the whirls of hair (ii.varta; 604-607), 
their shapes (satpsthii.na; 608-613), 164 and their classification (614-619); 165 the de
scription of these whirls and their auspicious or inauspicious meaning (620-722); 166 
the colours (van:ia) of horses and their several varieties (723-732); 167 horses suitable 
for use in battle (733-749); defects in horses (750-762); the life span of horses 168 and 
the determination of their age by means of particular characteristics, especially of their 
teeth (762-812); the k~etras in relation to the life span (813-826); signs indicating the 
life span (827-837). 

Authorities and works referred to by Godii.vara in the Hariharacaturariga are, apart 
from those already mentioned: Aciiracintiimai;ii (6.501), Advaitad1upal)a (6.502), 169 
Bhiirata (7.2), 170 Brhaspati (6.17), Dhanurveda (5.2),171 Isiinasarphitii (5.2), 172 Ja
yacintiimal)i (6.407), 173 Manu (6.17), Nitikalpalatii (6.500), 174 Siirasaq1graha (5.3), 
Srikoda1,19acaturbhuja (5.2), 175 Tantracintiimal)i (5.383; 7.59-60), 176 Usanas (6.17), 
and Viracintiimal)i (5.2). 177 

The author mentions his name, Godii.vara, in the introductory verses (3 and 4) and in 
the last verse of his treatise. 178 Earlier works written by him are referred to; these works 
are: A.ciiracintiimai1i, 179 AdvaitadarpaQa, l80 NWka/pa/ati, and Tantracintiima1.1i. 181 He 
also composed a Siimudrikakiimadhenu, 182 JayacintiimaIJ.i, 183 and Yogacintiima!Ji. 184 

Godii.vara was a son of Balabhadra, 185 who was rii.jaguru of the Gajapati kings 
Puru~ottama Deva (A.D. 1466-1497) and his successor, Pratii.parudra Deva. 186 Bala
bhadra was a son of Gailgii.dhara Misra, son of Jalesvara Misra, son of Mrtyufijaya 
Misra of the Kautsagotra. 187 

The author was a minister (mantrivara) and preceptor (rii.jaguru) of Pratii.paru
dradeva, who conferred on him the titles of kavipuilgava and pa1,1~itarii.ja; this king 
presented him with a white umbrella, called meghii.<:fambara, 188 decorated with four 
golden lions and a golden pitcher. Godii.vara also bore the title of vajapeyayajin. 1S9 

Godii.vara's patron, Pratii.parudradeva, has been identified as the Gajapati king of 
this name who ruled in Orissa from A.D. 1497 to about 1540.190 This king appointed 
him to the same office as his father in about A.D. 1510. 191 

GOPALADASA KAYASTHA: Karatikautuka. 192 
GOTAMA: Gaviiyurveda.193 · 
GOVAIDYA. 194 
GOVAIDYASASTRA. 195 
Gui,XKARA: Ka,·icikitsiisiiroddhiira l96 

HAll:4SADEV A: Mrgapak§isiistra. 197 This is a zoological treatise in Prakrit, describing 
225 mammals and birds in 1,700 verses. The species enumerated are arranged in thirty
six groups (varga) and six main categories (three rii.jasa and three tii.masa categories). 

The author, a Jain from South India, is assigned to the thirteenth century. He wrote 
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his treatise on the request of Saudadeva, the Jain king of Jinapura, who decided to stop 
hunting and to acquire knowledge about wild animals and birds. 198 The work has been 
translated into English, 199 but the Prakrit text has not been edited. 200 

The Sanskrit version of the MJ'!apak§isiistra 201 consists of two parts, preceded each 
by an introductory piirvapI\hikii (of thirty-four verses), and arranged in twenty-one sec
tions (sre1,1I) on mammals, respectively thirty-six sections on birds. Each section is de
voted to one particular mammal or bird or to particular groups of these animals. 

The sections of part one describe: 202 (I) sirphaguQiidi (the lion and its varieties): 
sitpha,203 ffil'gendra, paiiciisya, haryak~a, kesarin, hari, sitphI (35-106ab); (2) vyii
ghragu1,1adi: siirdiila, dvipin (the leopard), 204 vyiighra (the tiger)205 ( I 06cd-146); (3) 
tarak~ugu1,1adi: tarak~u (the hyena),206 rnrgiidana (the cheetah) (147-163ab); 207 (4) 
bhalliikagu1,1adi: rk~a. 208 acchabhalla, 209 bhalliika 210 ( 163cd-208); (5) ga1,19akagu1,1adi: 
ga1,19aka, 211 kha9ga 212 (209-232ab); (6) gajagu1,1iidi (the elephant): dantin, dantiivala, 
hastin; dvirada, gaja, bhadragaja, mandagaja, mrgagaja, S111p.kir1,1agaja, matailgaja, 
padmin, ibha, stamberama, karii:iI (232cd-339); (7) asvagu1,1adi (the horse): turailga, 
asva, gho\aka, arvant, viiha, gandharva, haya (340-402); (8) u~\ragu~1iidi: u~\ra (the 
camel), 213 kramelaka, diiseraka, mahiiilga ( 493-433); (9) gardabhagu1,1adi: gardabha, 
khara,214 riisabha (434-461); (10) variihagu1,1adi: variiha, 215 siikara, kola, potrin, ki\I, 
da1p~\rin, bhiidara, svavidh, 216 ghr~!i, 217 salya218 (462-501); (II) mahi~agu1,1adi: 
mahi~a(the buffalo), 219 iiiliiya, viihadvi~. kiisara, sairibha (502-543); (12) vr~abhagu
~1iidi: uk~an (the bull), ba!Ivarda, r~abha, vr~a. mahok~, saurabheya (544-591); (13) 
dhenugu~1iidi: gaus (the cow), dhenu (592-616); (14) ajagu~1iidi: aja,220 chiiga,221 
me~a.222 vmii,223 e9aka224 (617-655ab); (15) hari1,1agu1,1adi: mrga,225 kuratiga,226 
viitayuhari1,1a,227 hari1,1a, 228 viitamrga, 229 kf~1,1asiira, 230 ruru, 231 nyailku,232 sambara, 233 
railku, 234 rohitii~a, 235 gokar1,1a,236 e1,1a,237 gandharva 238 (655cd-738ab); ( 16) camii
rugu1,1adi: camiiru,239 kanda!I, cina, priyaka240 (738cd-751); (17) kapigu1,1iidi: kapi,241 
plavatiga, 242 siikhiimrga, 243 valimukha, 244 marka\a, 245 viinara, 246 kisa, 247 vanaukas 248 
(752-804); (18) srgiilagu1Jiidi: srgiila (the jackal),249 mrgadhiirtaka,250 vaiicaka, 251 
kr~!ar,252 jambuka,253 pheru 254 (805-837); (19) bi9iilagu~1iidi: bi9iila,255 miirjiira,256 
otu,257 iikhubhuj, 258 medaka 259 (838-874ab ); (20) mi1~akasiisagu1,1adi: unduru, 260 
iikhu, 261 mii~aka, 262 cucundara,263 siisa264 (874cd-910ab); (21) vrkagui:iiidi: vrka 
(the wolf), koka, 265 Il!iimrga 266 (910cd-94lab); sviinagu~1iidi: svan, kukkura, sunaka, 
rilrgadaq1saka, 267 slirameya, griimyamrga (94lcd-973ab); upasa1phiira (summary) 
(973cd-988). 

The sections of part two describe: (22) ha1psiidigu1,1a: haqisa,268 cakriiilga,269 
miinasaviisin, 270 riijaha1psa, 271 mallikiik~a. 272 kiidamba,273 kalaha111sa 274 ( I-70); (23) 
cakraviikagu1,1iidi: koka,275 cakra,276 rathiiilga 277 (71-100); (24) siirasabaliikiicako
rasariiricatakapak~igu1Jiidi: pu~kara,278 sarasa,279 baliika,280 saratiga,281 cakora,282 
brhaccakora,283 sariiru,284 ii!I, 285 ciitaka,286 stokaka287 (101-!68ab); (25) garu9a
syenagul)iicli: garu9a, 288 vainateya,289 pannagari, 290 syena, 291 sasiitlana 292 (I 68cd-
2 l lab); (26) grdhrabakagu1,1adi: grdhra, 293 diik~iiyya,294 iitiiyin, 295 cilla,2% krauiica, 297 
baka,298 kahva,299 kuiica300 (21 lcd-266ab); (27) kiikagu1,1adi: 301 kiika,302 kara\a, 303 
balipu~!a, 304 sakrtpraja, 305 dhviitik~a. 306 iitmagho~a. 307 parabhrta,308 viiyasa,309 cira
iijivin, 3w maukuli, 311 dro~1akiika, 312 kiikola 313 (266cd-335); (28) uliikaghiikagu~1iidi: 
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uliika, 314 vayasiiriiti, 315 pecaka, 316 kausika,317 ghiika,318 divabhYta, 319 nisii\ana320 

(336-386); (29) sukakokilagul)iidi: suka,321 kira, 322 siirikii,323 vanapriya,324 para
bhrta,325 kokila,326 pika327 (387-451); (30) mayiiragul)iidi: mayiira (the peafowl),328 

barhin, nHakal)!ha, bhujailgabhuj, sikhiivala, kekin (452-499); (31) piiriivatacii~a
gul)iidi: piiriivata,329 kalarava,330 kapota, 331 cii~a. 332 kikidivi 333 (500-544ab); (32) 
kukku\agu~1iidi: krkaviiku,334 tiimraciic;la,335 kukku!a, 336 caral)iiyudha337 (544cd-
5 71); (33) caiakakareiupak~igu1Jiidi: caiaka, 338 kalaviilka, 339 karkareiu, 340 kare\u 341 

(572-598); (34) lohapr~!hadiirviighii!apak~igul)iidi: lohapr~!ha, 342 kura~i\aka,343 dii
rviighii\a,344 satapattraka345 (599-628); (35) khaiijarI!iidi: khaiijarI\abharadviijakali
ilgapak~igul)iidi: khaiijarI!a,346 khaiijana,347 vyiighrii!a,348 bharadviija, 349 kaliilga,350 

bhri!ga, 351 dhiimyii\a352 (629-672ab); (36) plaviidipak~igul)a: plava,353 tittiri,354 

kukkubha,355 !iiva,356 koya~!i, 357 hiirlta 358 (672cd-700). 
The treatise ends with a siistraparisamiipti (701-717). 

HASTYAYURVEDA: anonymous. 359 

HEMA SURI: Asvasiistra 360 

HIMMATA BAH.A.DURA: Asvaphalaprakiisa.361 

INDURAJA. 362 

INDUSENA: Siirasarpgraha.363 

JAYADATTA: Asvavaidyaka,364 a treatise in 1,664 verses, 365 arranged in sixty-eight 
chapters (adhyiiya). 

A table of contents is found in chapter one (6-15).Chapters two to sixty-eight deal 
with: anatomy (pradesa; 2);366 good and bad characteristics of horses (3.1-28),367 

their whirls of hair (iivarta; 3.29-70), 368 the deities presiding over the various parts 
of a horse's body (3.70-72). the pul)c;iras (3.73-81), 369 the pu~pas (3.82-92), 370 the 
trot (gati; 3.93-97), the colour of horses (3.98-124),371 their neighing (svara, he~ita; 
3.125-134), major defects (mahiido~a) in horses (3.135-159),372 portents (utpiita; 
3.160-170), 373 the sheens (chiiyii) of horses (3.171-179), 374 their characters (sattva; 
3.180-181),375 the measures of their limbs (pramai:ia; 3.182-194); their span of life 
(iiyus; 4.1-16), the determination of their age by means of the development of their 
teeth and the meaning of various characteristics of their teeth (vayas; 4.17-34 );376 the 
regional division of their body (dasii, k~etra; 5); the racial classification of horses (6); 
their classification according to the four varl)aS, sattva and sakti (7.1-10), the field of 
pasture (railgabhiimi; 7.11-12), rules for riding (7.13-73); the treatment of infertility 
in mares (8); the characteristics of a pregnant mare (9); the care for a mare after 
dropping its foal (10.1-12), the purification of a mare's milk (10.12-17), the care for 
the newborn foal (10.18-23); rules for the dosage of medicines (11); materia medica 
and technical terms (nighal)!U; 12); 377 rules for feeding during the various seasons 
(13); the application of caustics (k~iiradiiha; 14.1-6), cauterization (diiha; 14.7-20), 
the employment of surgical instruments (14.21-23); bloodletting (15); clysters (niriiha 
and anuviisana; 16); errhines (nasya; 17);378 sudation (sveda; 18); oleaginous drinks 
(sneha; 19); medicated oils (20); medicated ghees (21); the treatment of fatigue 
(sriintopaciira; 22); signs foreboding death (ari~!a; 23-25); mrgaroga (26);379 the 
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causes and signs of excitement of the three do~as (27); a list of diseases (28); diseases 
of mouth and throat (29);38° diseases of the eyes (30);381 diseases of the head (31); 
lameness (laitgita; 32); 382 diseases of the ears (33); cough (34); hiccup and shortness 
of breath (35); wounds and ulcers (vrai:ia; 36); siitghiinaka (37); 383 ghri:iiroga (38); 384 
diseases of the legs and hoofs (piidaroga; 39);385 fever (40); indigestion (ajiri:ia; 
41); diarrhoea (42); colic (sfila; 43); 386 udiivarta (44); praskanna (45); 387 worms 
(krmiko~;ha) and §Je~mako~;ha ( 46); miitragraha ( 4 7);388 ku~;ha ( 48);389 swellings 
(sotha; 49); disorders of scrotum and testicles (mu~karoga; 50); 3,o aunitaroga (51); 39I 

udara (52); 392 haemorrhoids (53); utkari:iaka (54);393 viitavyiidhi (55);394 unmiida 
(56); 395 disorders by grahas (57); 396 so~a (58); 397 viitabaliisaka (59); 398 vyiipad 
(60); 399 toxicology (61); convulsions (apasmiira; 62); ~a;padibha~a (63);400 signs 
indicating curability of a disease or its incurability (64 ); the constitutions (pralqti; 
65); some kalpas (66-68).401 

1 he theoretical concepts found in the chapters on diseases and their treatment are 
the same as those in human iiyurveda. Many diseases are divided into do~ic and iigantu 
types.402 The types of treatment do not differ much from those in human iiyurveda. 
Magical and religious elements occur in the chapter on grahas, as well as in that on the 
rules for riding a horse (7.37-43).403 

Jayadatta often refers to Siilihotra as the foremost authority on the science of 
horses. 404 

Jayadatta is quoted by Bho ja, 405 CakrapiiQidatta in his commentary on the Caraka
sarphitii, Mitramisra in the Vframitrodaya,406 in the Siirligadharapaddhati, and by T<>
c,lara in his Ayurvedasaukhya. 407 

Jayadatta mentions his name and that of his father, Vijayadatta, in the introductory 
verses of his work (1.4 ). The colophons call him a great vassal (mahiisiimanta). 

The only reliable dates are A.D. 1364, the year of completion of the Cambridge 
MS, and A.D. 1424, the year in which the India Office MS was written. In a number 
of articles on horses, P.K. Gode concluded that Jayadatta wrote his work between A.D. 
700/800 and 1200/1300. 408 A. Rahman repeats that the treatise must have been com
posed between 800 and 1200. 409Theterminus ante quern is A.D. 1300 according to A.
M. Blondeau. 410 M. Vallauri places the author in the fourteenth or fifteenth century. 411 

JAYADEVA: Siilihotraor Asvavaidyaka.412 

JA YADRATHA: Afvasiistra. 4 13 

JINADASA 414 was the author of: (I) Gajaprabandha, also called Gajapank§ii and Ha
stipar'ik§ii; 415 (2) Turarigaprabandha. 416 Both works, on elephants and horses respec
tively, were completed in A.D. 1158. 

The same author wrote a Svapnasiistra417 on auspicious and inauspicious dreams, 
and began writing a Siimudrikatilaka,418 also called Strfpuru§alak§a1,1a;419 the latter 
treatise was completed by his son, Jagaddeva.420 

Jinadiisa was a learned Jain householder, who lived in Gujarat and held the office 
of minister during the reigns of the Caulukya kings Kumiirapiila (A.D. ll 43-1174 )421 

and Bhimadeva II (A.D. 1178-1239). 422 
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KAHNAPRABHUVAIDY A: Asvasara. 423 

567 

KALHAf:IA: Asvasarasamuccaya or Sarasamuccaya. 424 Kilhal}a's Asvasarasamuccaya 
and Sarasamuccaya are quoted in Mitramisra's Viramitrodaya. 425 

KAUTILYA: Arthasastra.426 

KIRTiVARMAN: Govaidya. 421 

KUMARA: Gajacikitsa.428 

MAHANA.GA: Kaipanaratnavyakhyana: a commentary on Sivariimabhiipati's Kalpana
ratna, a work on elephants. 429 

MAHESVARA: Gajacikitsa.4'30 

MALLADEVA PAf:IQITA: Sarnsindhu.431 A Vaidyakalpataru may be by the same au
thor. 432 

MANAPRIYAMATA.433 

MATSYAPURAf:IA.434 

MATTU v AKAT AMUM MATTU ANKA AT AIY A~.AMUM, two Tami! treatises on thedis
eases of cattle and their treatment. 435 

MOTIRAMA AUDICYA: Asvagovf$alak~al)a. 436 

NAKULA: 437 (I) Asvacikitsita; (2) Afvasastra. 
(I) The Asvacikitsita 438 consists of 423 verses, arranged in eighteen chapters 

(adhyaya). 439 

Chapter one is called prasniidhyiiya; the introductory verses invoke the blessing of 
Siilihotra, son ofTurailgagho~a, and mention that the abbreviated version of Siilihotra's 
treatise, as made by Nakula, 440 will be expounded; a short table of contents enumerates 
the subjects of the chapters of the work;441 the remaining part (1.5-21) is devoted to 
the mythical story telling how horses lost their wings.442 

The subjects of the other chapters are: the breeds (jiiti) of horses, 443 and a num
ber of behavioural characteristics considered to be auspicious or inauspicious (2), the 
colours of horses (varl}a; 3),444 the whirls of hair (iivarta; 4),445 the development of a 
horse's teeth (dantodbheda; 5), the measures of the limbs (sarviivayavapramiii:ia; 6), the 
speed of horses (vega; 7), rules for riding (iirohal}a; 8), the utility of horses for differ
ent purposes and related subjects (viihana; 9), pathophysiology (dhiituparik~ii; 10), 446 

the regimen during the seasons (Jtucaryii), bloodletting (11 ),447 errhines (nasya; 12), 
poultices (pi(}c_la; 13), medicated ghees (ghrta; 14 ), decoctions (kviitha; 15), toxicology 
(vi~a; 16), and the construction of stables (asvasiilii, hayiigiira; 18).448 

Diseases are not described in the Asvacikitsita. 
Some noticeable medicinal substances are: bhriimari (13.1), gal}~ki (13.12 and 
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21), piicii (15.10),sataghni( 13.2), and vi~akarikoli (16.12). 
Siilihotra is frequently referred to as the foremost authority. 449 

(2) The Asvasiistra450 is a treatise in verse, interspersed with prose, of about 650 
units, divided into twenty-six chapters. 

The subjects are: introduction,451 the praise of horses, a hymn of praise (stotra) to 

Raivata,452 the mythical story telling how horses lost their wings,453 anatomy (prade
siidhyaya),454 auspicious and inauspicious characteristics (ar1galak~ai:ia), 455 the eight 
types of characteristics of horses (asvalak~ai:ia), 456 the regional divisions (dasii, k~etra) 
of their body, the whirls of hair (iivarta), 457 horses of mixed colours, 458 the pui:i9ras, 459 

the pu~pas, 460 the neighing (he~ita) of horses, their smell, 461 sheen, 462 gait(gati)463 and 
character (sattva), 464 the main defects (mahiido~a), the colour of the palate (tiilurariga) 
in newborn colts, the various breeds (kula) of horses, 465 the determination of the age 
of horses by means of their teeth (vayo jiiiina), 466 the names and descriptions of horses 
with uniform or mixed colours, 467 horses suitable to particular riders and especially to 
the king,468 the span of life (iiyurlak~ai:ia), portents (utpiita) in connection with horses, 
the training of horses (vahanasik~ii), 469 the trot (dhiirii) of horses, and rules for riding 
(iiroha). 470 

The edition ofNakula's Asvasiistra ends with extracts from Malladevapai:i9ita's Sii
rasindhu471 and another Siirasindhu, also called SiilihotravaisampiiyanTya.412 

Authorities referred to are Garga (2, 90), Siilihotra (2, 10, 19, 21, 65, 81, 91), and 
Susruta (2).473 

Nakula's Asvasiistra is quoted in Mitramisra's VTramitrodaya. 474 

Nakula is quoted or referred to in Basava's Sivatattvaratniikara, Bhoja's Yuktika
lpataru,415 Dhanvantari's Saqmipiitakalikii,416 the Haq1sarajanidiina, Himmata Bahii
dura's Asvaphalaprakiisa, the Siirngadharapaddhati,411 Subhii$itaratnanidhi,418 Siikti
ratnahiira,419 and To9ara's Ayurvedasaukhya.48° 

Nothing is known about the author of the works attributed to Nakula. The Miihii
bharata mentions the expertise of Nakula, the fourth of the Pai:i9ava brothers, in the art 
of training and managing horses, taught to him by Dro~1a. 481 

Medical works attributed to Nakula are: Vaidyakasarvasva, 482 Cikitsiisaq1graha, 
and Siirasaqigraha.483 He is also credited with a rasayoga against sniiyukaroga.484 

Nakula's works are assigned to the period about A.D. 1000485 or are said to be ear
lier than A.D. 1000.486 The earliest MS of the Asvacikitsita dates from A.D. 1864.487 

A MS of Nakula's Sii/ihotra488 was completed in A.D. 1635/36. The earliest MS of the 
Asvasiistrais from A.D. 1617/18.489 

NALARAJA: Asvaparik$3Qa.490 

NA.RADA: (I) Asvasiinti;491 (2) Gajasiinti. 492 
(2) The Gajasiintiis divided into nine chapters (patala); it is written in _the form of a 

conversation between Niiradaas a teacher and Devala, also called Viisava, as his pupil. 
The chapter headings are, according to Umiipatyiiciira's commentary: (I) gajasr

~!ikramakathana (28 verses): the creation of the mythical elephants of the eight 
quarters of the sky493 and how they lost their wings, (2) gajajiitya1J1Saniriipai:ia (105 
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verses): theal!lsa typology (sixteen uttama, six madhyama and six adhama types), (3) 
gajaprayojanagajasthiinaniriipar:ra (23 verses): uses of elephants, places where they 
are found, (4) gajabandhanasthiinanirdesakathana (53 verses): places where elephants 
may be captured, (5) gajabandhanaracaniikramakathana (73 verses): methods of 
capturing (the stockade, viiribandha, vasiibandha = anugatabandha, and gartabandha, 
i.e., the pit method), (6) gajiinayanakramahastipiilalak~ai:iakramakathana (13 verses): 
the removal from the stockade (iinayana)494 and the desired characteristics in elephant 
keepers, (7) gajasiiliilak~a~1akathana (27 verses): the construction of stables, (8) 
gajavayal}kiiryakramakathana (20 verses): the gestation period and a mother's care 
for her young during the first five months of its life, and (9) gajasik~iikramaniriipai:ia 
(I 05 verses): the training of elephants, beginning when they are three years old, 
characteristics developing during the years of their growth, and the course of training. 

Information on the author and his date is not available. 
Umiipatyiiciira mentions in the introductory verses of his commentary the follow

ing authorities on gajasiistra: Agnivesya, Bhrgu, Brhaspati,495 Gajaniitha, Gautama, 
Koliihala,496 Mrgacarman, Niirada, Piilakiipya, Raibhya, Viilakhilya,497 and Vyiisa.498 

Umiipatyiiciira's commentary is very elaborate. Sources are not mentioned. 

NARAYAt:iA: Hayallliivatf. 499 

NARA Y At:IA DYK~IT A: Gaja( saq1)grahllIJaprakiira, a work on the capture and training 
of wild elephants in 881 iiryii verses, arranged in five chapters (iisviisa). 500 

Chapter one (1-29) is in praise of elephants. Chapter two (30-373) describes 
ten methods of capturing elephants. 501 Chapter three (374-423) enumerates the 
regions where elephants are found. Chapter four ( 424-664) deals with the training of 
elephants. 502 Chapter five (665-881) is about the construction of stables, the feeding 
of and care for elephants, the periodical evaluation of their worth (714-7 53 ), 503 types 
of elephants according to their country of origin (kula) and other characteristics, 
auspicious and inauspicious characteristics, and the yearly show of the elephants of 
the king for the entertainment of the public (754-881). 

The methods described for the capture of wild elephants are: 504 (I) vrtibandha 
(capture in stockades; 30-53), (2) vrk~abandha (capture by enclosing within a smaller 
wooded area; 56-101), 505 (3) rajjubandha or spikhaliibandha (capture by means of 
nooses or chains), also called iilaviila- and par1kabandha (capture through the device 
of water-basins or sticky mud) (102-130), (4) viiribandha (capture by means of a 
moat filled with water; 131-173), (5) anugata- or karii:iibandha (capture of young 
elephants by using trained female elephants as decoys; 174--203), 506 (6) laghugarta
and (7) nimniiva\abandha (the pit method for capturing single elephants; 204-264 ), 507 

(8) (pra)codana- or prerai:iabandha (capture by driving; 266-300),508 (9) vana- or 
udyiinabandha (the same as anugatabandha, but taking place in the city-park instead 
of in the woods; 301-331), (10) piificiilikiibandha (capture by using puppets of young 
elephants; 332-371). 500 

The editor of the text is of the opinion that methods three, four and eight form to
gether the practice called khedda until recent times. Others regard the stockade method 
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as khedda. 510 

No information is available on the author and the date of composition. 

NiLAKA~THA: Miitangali1ii. 511 

This treatise on elephantology consists of 253 verses, 512 arranged in twelve chap
ters. 

Chapter one ( 40 verses) deals with: the encounter of Romaplida, king of Aitga, 513 

with the sage Piilakiipya,514 son of Siimagiiyana, who expounds to him the science 
of elephants; the mythical origin of elephants and their banishment to earth; the 
birth of Piilakiipya; the various natural types (jiiti) of elephants, 515 the names for 
an elephant, 516 and related subjects. Chapter two (17 verses) is about favourable 
and chapter three (7 verses) about unfavourable marks. 517 Chapter four (6 verses) 
describes marks of longevity, and chapter five (23 verses) the stages of !if e. 518 Chapter 
six (13 verses) is concerned with the measurements of the various types of elephant519 

and with anatomy, chapter seven (3 verses) with their price, and chapter eight (25 
verses) with their character types (sattva). 52° Chapter nine (23 verses) describes the 
state of excitement in elephants, called must (mada), and its seven stages. 521 Chapter 
ten (14 verses) is about the capture of elephants, 522 chapter eleven (51 verses) about 
their keeping and their daily and seasonal regimen. 523 Chapter twelve (31 verses) 
deals with elephant-drivers (mahouts) 524 and related subjects. 

An authority refen·ed to is Brhaspati ( 4.4 ). 
Gai:iapati SiistrI, who edited NI!akai:i\ha's treatise, says that it is very well known 

in Kerala, and guesses on this ground that its author may have been a native of .that 
region. 525 

The Miitaiiga/Tlii is regarded as a work by NI!akai:i\hamiissatu, 526 who lived in the 
latter half of the sixteenth century and belonged to the Tirumaitgalam house of Kerala; 
he studied under Brahmiinanda Yati. 527 

P ADMARASA: Hayasiinisamuccaya. 528 

PALAKAPY A: Hastyiiyurveda.529 
The Hastyiiyurveda is a comprehensive treatise on elephant-medicine. 530 It is 

composed partly in verse, partly in prose, 531 and is divided into four sections: mahii
rogasthiina (eighteen chapters), k~udrarogasthiina (seventy-two chapters), salyasthiina 
(thirty-four chapters), and uttara- or pariviirasthiina (thirty-six chapters). 532 It is 
written in the form of a dialogue between Romapiida, king of Aitga, 533 who, sur
rounded by many sages, in his capital Campa, 534 is instructed in the science of 
hastyiiyurveda by the greatest authority on this subject, Piilakiipya. The structure of 
the work resembles in some respects that of the Caraka- and Susrutasaq1hitii535 and 
is also reminiscent of Bharata's Niifyasiistra.536 Each chapter opens with particular 
questions by Romapiida which are answered by Piilakiipya. The way in which the 
contents of the Hastyiiyurveda are arranged differs from that of the classical sa1phitiis. 
By far the larger part of the general subjects is not dealt with in the first sthiina, but in 
the third and fourth ones. The basic medical concepts are the same as those in human 
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ayurveda, but much less space is devoted to them. A nidana-, slirira-, and kalpasthana 
are absent. The nidana and treatment of a disease are in all cases found in one and the 
same chapter. The properties of medicinal substances are not enumerated, although 
those of articles of food are elaborately described. 

Most of the subjects of the anonymous Gajasastra are either absent or much more 
concisely discussed. The medical science, applied to elephants and their diseases, is 
the major concern of the Hastyayuzveda. 537 

Section one is called maharogasthana, which conveys the impression that the dis
eases it describes were considered to be the major diseases of elephants. 538 

Chapter one (vananucarita) deals with stories about Palakapya, his encounter with 
Romapada, and the exposition of the hastyayurveda by the former to the latter. Chapter 
two (annasamacara) is about the care for and feeding of elephants. Chapter three (sa
tmyasatmyaviniscaya) is concerned with the fifteen causes of death in wild elephants, 
and with their natural food. Chapter four (sastrasa1pgraha) gives a table of contents of 
the treatise, chapter by chapter. Chapter five (gajalak~ai:iavinyasa) contains a eulogy of 
elephants and verses on the care for them. Chapter six (si~yopanayana) is about the ini
tiation of pupils. 539 Chapter seven (rogavibhakti) contains interesting classifications of 
the diseases of elephants. Chapter eight (jvarotpatti) tells mythical stories about the ori
gin off ever. Chapters nine to eighteen deal with a series of diseases and their treatment: 
jvara (fever; 9), 540 skanda (10), 541 pai:i<:Iuroga (11), 542 anaha (12), 543 miircha (13), 544 

siroroga (diseases of the head; 14 ), 545 padaroga (diseases of the legs; 15), 546 vyapad 
( disorders caused by the wrong employment of particular articles of food or medicinal 
preparations; 16), 547 sopha (17), 548 and ak~iroga (eye diseases; 18). 549 

Section two is called k~udrarogasthana. 550 Its subjects are: vamathu (vomiting; I), 
atisara (2), 551 madanajagdhaka (3), 552 tri:iaso~in (4), 553 karmatinHa (5),554 vi~a (poi
soning; 6-8), 555 digdhaviddha (disorders in elephants pierced by poisoned arrows; 9), 
sarpada~ia (snake-bites; 10), spho!ikli (boils and bites by spiders; 11 ), apavadabaddha 
(12), 556 piirvabaddha (13), 557 visarpa (14), 558 hrdayasphalana (15), 559 vlilak~li~1i 
(16), 560 me9hrak~ai:ii (17), 561 hastonmathita (18), 562 udavarta (19), utkari:iaka (20), 563 

vlitagati (21), 564 manyagraha (22), 565 madak~ii:ia (23),566 krsa (24), 567 balak~ii:ia 
(25), 568 sle~mabhi~anna (26), 569 vanasatmyanulomika (27), 570 talakasi (28-29), 571 

galagraha (30), 572 t~i:ia (thirst) and siddhlirthaka (31), 573 bhiitagraha (32), 574 unmada 
(insanity; 33), apasmara (epilepsy; 34), vatakui:i9alika (35), 575 bhlironmathita (36), 576 

lupta (37), 577 pattrakrmi (38), 578 urat1k~ata (39), 579 soi:iitai:i<:Ia ( 40), 580 yavagai:i<:Iasiras 
( 41), 581 carmakila (warts; 42), vrddha or jara (old age; 43), avasada (lassitude; 
44 ), ja!haraka ( 45), 582 balacikitsa ( diseases of young elephants, separated from 
their parents; 46), ratrik~ipta (47), 583 miitrasailga (48), 584 siitikavata (49), 585 danta
roga (diseases of the teeth; 50), cetobhra1psa (51), 586 siila (52), 587 sarada (53), 588 

madhumak~ikada~!a (stings by honeybees; 54), chavido~a (55), 589 mrttikabhak~ai:ia 
(56), 590 grahai:iido~a (chronic diarrhoea; 57), ama (58), 591 krmiko~iha (infestation 
of the intestinal tract by worms; 59), 592 k~aya (60), 593 mada (61), 594 kari:iavalakrmi 
(parasites living in the ears and on the hairs of the tail; 62), kari:iaroga (diseases of 
the ears; 63), abhaktacchanda (want of appetite; 64), bhaktagrasoparodha (65), 595 

droi:iikasopha (66), 596 atiyata (67), 597 gulma (swelling of the abdominal viscera; 68), 
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hl·dr~ga (diseases of the heart; 69), and gatraroga (70-72).598 

Section three, called salyasthiina, is mainly concerned with disorders requiring 
surgical treatment and with surgical procedures; it also deals with embryology and 
anatomy. 599 

Its subjects are: vrai:ia (sores and ulcers; 1), sadya~k~ata (flesh wounds; 2-3),600 

~a<;latyaya (4), 601 vrai:iopakrama (5), 602 dviidasopakrama (6), 603 garbhasaipbhava 
(embryology; 7), · garbhiivakranti (8), 604 sariravicaya (anatomy; 9), sastriignipra
Qidhi (sharp instruments and cautery; 10), 605 yantravidhi (blunt instruments; 11), 
salyoddharai:ia (12), 606 vidradhi (abscesses; 13), vrai:ia (the treatment of wounds and 
sores; 14), 607 nii<;livrar:ia (fistulas and sinuses; 15), siriivyiihavyadha (16), 608 dantanii<;li 
(dental sinuses; 17), adhikadanta (supernumerary teeth; 18), siriiccheda (19), 609 

marmapramli.Qa (20), 610 era1.19aka (21), 611 marmaviddha (injuries to vital points; 
22-23), do~avicaya (24),612 agnidagdha (burns; 25), liitii (26), 613 vi~aki!a (bites by 
poisonous insects; 27), vyiilada~!a (snake-bites; 28), pradesajiiiina (29), 614 sastravidhi 
(30), 615 k~iira (caustics; 31), bhagna (fractures; 32), mii<;lhagarbha (malpositions of 
the foetus; 33) and dantoddharar:ia (34 ). 616 

Section four, the uttarasthiina, is about the following subjects: snehapiina (the 
administration of oleaginous substances; 1-2), annapiinavidhi (foods and drinks; 
3 ), 617 snehavidhi (the procedures for the administration of oleaginous substances; 4 ), 
basti (enemas; 5), siiliividhiina (the construction of stables; 6),618 nasya (errhines; 7), 
yavasa(8), 619 ari~!a(signs foreboding death; 9), dantakalpanii (10), 620 rasaviryavipiika 
(II), ik~udiina (feeding with sugarcane; 12), nasya (errhines; 13), aiijana (collyria; 
14), rtucaryii (the regimen during the seasons; 15), kiiryiikiiryavidhi (16),621 anupiina 
(postprandial drinks; 17), sauvirakapiinavidhi (18),622 suriipratipiinavidhi (19), 623 

gugguluvidhi (the administration of guggulu; 20), k~iradiina (the administration of 
different kinds of milk; 21 ), srigajasa,pbhava (22), 624 kimarthaki (23), 625 pariciiraka 
(24),626 trividhi (25),627 pathyiipathyaviciira (wholesome and unwholesome sub
stances; 26), kari~amiitra (27), 628 lasunakalpa (28), 629 lavai:iayoga (29),630 piiipsudiina 
(30),631 madiivasthii (31),632 niigatantukagriiha (32),633 jalahastin (33), 634 jalaukii 
(leeches; 34),635 upasarga (35),636 and gajasiinti (36). 637 

The first chapter of the treatise mentions a large number of sages who assemble at 
the court of Romapiida in order to be instructed in the science of hastyiiyurveda. Their 
names are: Acii9a, Agastya, Agnivesya, Angirasa, Arimeda, Atri, prince Bii~kali, Bhii
radviija, Bhiirgava, Bhrgu, Brhaspati, Cyavana, Dirgha, 638 Giirgya, Gautama,639 Hira
i:iya, 640 Jamadagni, Kii1ikiiyana, Kiipya, Kiisyapa, Kratu, 641 Kumuda, Mai:i<;lavya, Mari
ci, Matar1ga, 642 Mrgasarman, 643 Niirada, 644 Parasara, 645 Parikara, Pulaha,646 Pulastya, 
Raibhya,647 Siirasvata,648 Saubala, 649 Suparvar:ia, Trisariku,650 Ormimiilin, Vasi~!ha, 
Visviimitra, and Yajiiavalkya. 651 

Some of these and their opinions are referred to in the Hastyiiyurveda: Agnive
sa (1.3.3 and IV.4), 652 Arimeda (111.8.301), Bii~kali (11!.8), 653 Bharadviija (IV.4), Gii
rgya(IV.4), Gautama (l.3.3; III.8.298; IV.4), Kiisyapa (11.8 and 11; IIl.8.28, 279, 295-
296), 654 riijaputra (= Bii~kali; IIl.8.299), 655 Vasi~!ha (11.11), and Yiijiiavalkya (111.8. 
273). 656 The following sages are occasionally mentioned: Bhrgu,657 Kiisyapa, Mari
ci, 658 and Uddiila; 659 Ar1giras, Cyavana, Dirgha, Jamadagni, Kratu, Paricm·a, Pulaha, 
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Pulastya, and Vasi~!ha. 660 Caraka is referred to once (11.58). 
Piilakiipya is quoted or referred to in the AgnipuriiI_la, Anantakumiira's Yogaratna

samuccaya, Balliilasena's Adbhutasagara, 661 Basava's Sivatattvaratniikara, Bhoja's 
Yuktikalpataru, the anonymous Gajasiistra and Gajavaidya, Godiivara's Hariharaca
turanga, 662 Hemiidri's CaturvargacintiimaI_li, 663 Hemiidri 's LalqaI_laprakiisa, 664 Jaya
ratna's Jvarapariijaya, K~irasviimin's commentary on the Amarako$a, 665 Malliniitha's 
commentary on Kiilidiisa's Raghuvarpsa, 666 Mitramisra's Vframitrodaya, 667 Naraha
l'i's Vligbhatamal)cjana, 668 Nilakai:t!ha's Mlita1igalT!li, Niscalakara's commentary on the 
Cakradatta, 669 Riighavabhana's commentary on Kiilidiisa's Abhijiiiinasiikuntala, 670 

the Siinigadharapaddhati, Sivadiisasena's commentary on the Cakradatta, Sridiisapa
i,9ita's commentary on the A$tii1igahrdayasaq1hitii, 671 To~ra's Ayurvedasaukhya, 
Ugriiditya's KalyiiI_lakiiraka, 672 Umiipati's commentary on Niirada's Gajasik$ii, and 
Vijayarak~ita's part of the Madhukosa on the Miidhavanidiina. 

Piilakiipya's work is quoted as Hastivaidyaka in Cakrapiir:iidatta's Ayurvedadlpikii, 
and as Gajavaidyaka in Viicaspati's commentary on the Miidhavanidiina. 

A Hindi commentary on the Hastyiiyurveda, called AmarasubodhinT, was written 
by Riikhecii in the second half of the seventeenth century. 673 A Kanna9a commentary 
by Virabhadrariija (about A.D. 1600) is also known. 674 

Six types of burns (dagdha) are distinguished: agni-, arka-, vidyud-, sa,ptiipa-, k~iira-, 
and vi~adagdha (IIl.2). Wounds (sadyal~k~ata) are of several types: chinna, vicchinna, 
nirviddha, siivana~!a, vidiirita, uttur:i9ita, atividdha, viddha, avamma, dagdha, and dii
~ivi~ak~ata (Ill.3.4-5ab).675 Seven kinds of surgical intervention are listed: chedya, 
bhedya, lekhYI!: visriivar:ia, vidiira{1a, e~a{1a, and sivana (Ill.30). 676 The names of surgi
cal instruments are partly identical with those of the SusrutaSal]lhitii. 677 Thilteen types 
of fracture are distinguished: ni~pi~!3, visli~!a, prak~ipta, tiryakk~ipta, atik~ipta, muk
takai:i9a, sthiipita, jarjaribhiita, curr:iita, mathita, cyuta, majjiinujiitamathita, and bhagna 
(IIl.32).678 The varieties of leeches are related to those of human medicine. 679 The 
number of marmans is one hundred and seven, as in human iiyurveda. 

A discussion on the problem which part of the embryo develops first is also found 
in Piilakiipya's work, without, however, mentioning names of authorities who held 
a particular opinion on this subject.680 The stages of embryonic development are 
described. 681 

The six tastes are classified into three rasas (madhura, ka!uka, amla) and three upa
rasas (tikta, ka~iiya, lavai:ia),682 a feature not found in human iiyurveda. The seven tis
sues (dhiitu)areconnected with seven sages: rasa with Atreya, raktawith Vasi~!ha, mii
q1sa with Kiisyapa, medas with Gautama, asthi with Bharadviija, majjii with Kausika, 
and sukra with Jamadagni. 683 

The eight ai1gas of iiyurveda are not referred to. The an-angement of the diseases 
is peculiar to this treatise. They are classified, in the same way as human diseases in 
the Susrutasaq1hitii, 684 into three broad categories: iidhyiitmika, iidhibhautika and ii
dhidaivika (1.7). TheHastyiiyurveda enumerates seventy-six diseases by viita (I.7.7cd
l 7ab), twenty-seven by pilta (7.l 7cd-~I), thirty-two by kapha (7.22-27ab), fifteen by 
rakta (7.27cd-30ab), twenty-two by sarpnipiita (7.30cd-33), fourteen by viita and pitta 
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(7.34-36), sixteen by viita and kapha (7.37-40a), seven by viita and rakta (7.40b-4 lc), 
three by kapha and rakta (7.41d-42ab), three by pitta and kapha (7.42cd-43a), three 
by viita, rakta and pitta (7.43b-d), three by kapha, rakta and viita (7.44), one by pitta, 
rakta and kapha (7.45ab), 685 six by bhiitas and viita (7.45cd-46), and five which are 
of mental origin (7.47-48ab). These 233 diseases 686 form the iidhyiitmika category. 
The category called iigantuka687 comprises eighty-three diseases (7.49-61ab), which 
makes the total number into 316. 688 

The theoretical concepts regarding pathogenesis are mostly the same as in human 
iiyurveda, but an exception forms the recognition of blood (rakta, sor:iita) as having the 
same or almost the same status as the three do~as; 689 consequently, the term saqmipii
ta, in human iiyurveda applied to the group of three do~as, is repeatedly used to des
ignate viita, pitta, kapha and blood. 690 Viita is very important as a cause of diseases, 
and the various kinds of viita are often referred to. 691 The nosological classifications 
sometimes agree, sometimes disagree with those of human iiyurveda in the descrip
tions of diseases common to human beings and elephants. The disease called gulma is, 
for example, offive types in human beings and elephants, 692 but loss of appetite is of 
one type in elephants, 693 whereas human beings are afflicted by five varieties of this 
disorder. 

Magical and religious elements, including mantras, are conspicuously present in 
the verses on treatment. 694 Allusions to mythology are also found. 695 

The therapeutical procedures are largely the same as those of human iiyurveda. The 
same applies to the materia medica. The chapter on yavasa (fodder grasses; IV.8) men
tions the names of many grasses that are only found in this treatise. 

Piilakiipya is a legendary figure, described as the son of the sage Siimagiiyana and 
a female elephant which drank the sage's urine, mixed with his semen. 696 The descrip
tions of Piilakiipya resemble those of Atreya Punarvasu in the CarakasllIJlhitii. 697 Pii
lakiipya is sometimes regarded as an incarnation of Dhanvantari. 698 His hermitage was 
situated on the banks of the river Lauhitya. 699 

The date of the Hastyiiyurveda cannot be determined with any certainty. The quota
tions by K~irasviimin prove that some version of the work is earlier than the first half of 
the twelfth century. The terminus ante quern would be shifted to the end of the eighth 
century if the Ganga king Sivamiira, author of a Gajii§taka, was acquainted with the 

· whole treatise. 700The Hastyiiyurveda is later than the Caraka- and SusrutaSal]lhitii, be
cause its structure betrays the influence of these classics. 701 

PASUVAIDYA. 702 

PILUKACARYA.703 

RAMACANDRA KAVI: Asvasiistra. 704 

RUDRADEVA: Syainikasiistra. 705 

The seven chapters (pariccheda) of this work in verse deal with the following 
subjects: 706 the defence of vices (vyasana) (I: karmiinu~ajjana; 30 verses); the eigh
teen vices (2: vyasanaheyiiheyatii; 33 verses); 707 various kinds of hunting (mrgayii), 
the last of which is hawking (syenapiitii) (3: mrgayiivivecana; 79 verses); 708 various 
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kinds of hawks, their training and their capacity for hawking (4: syenavivecana; 62 
verses); the feeding and tending of hawks, and the treatment of their diseases (5: 
cikitsa; 79 verses); 709 various kinds of sport with hawks (6: syenapatetikartavyata; 62 
verses); after-enjoyments (7: mrgayanantaretikartavyata; 29 verses). 710 

Some of the birds mentioned in the treatise are: 711 auratigai:ia ( 4.42), balakak~a (4. 
34), 712 bharadvaja (6.41), cakratiga (4.35), 713 cakravaka (4.35), 714 caraka(4.20; 5.2; 6. 
39), 715 ceia (4.32; 5.7), 716 ciilatika (5.5), ciilikatika (4.48), datyiiha (6.37), 717 dhavana 
(4.46), dhiiti (4.32; 7.12), 718 dhiitika (5.7; 6.29), harpsavaja (4.37),719 jiira (4.32), 720 
kalaka(vlija) ( 4.36), 721 kalavitika ( 4.16; 5.24, 49), 722 katika ( 4.36; 6.37), 723 kapota ( 4. 
16),724 kecuka (6.40), krauiica (6.35; 7.12), kuhi (4.3, 20, 54; 5.2; 6.24, 25, 35, 59; 7. 
12), 725 lagara (4.20), 726 lava (6.32; 7.12), maharavai:ia(vaja) (4.39-40), 727 mai:iika (4. 
48), pak~akakalikli (5.4 ), 728 pak~akalika ( 4.21), prati~!hlina ( 4.46), slirasa (6.35), sasa
da (4.20; 5.3; 6.26), 729 siclina (4.32, 49; 5.6), 730 sikara (4.45; 6.57, 58), tittiri (6.58), 731 
tona (5.7; 6.29, 40), 732 trnabarhi (7.12), 733 tuna (4.32), 734 turumuti (4.21; 5.7), 735 va
hari (4.20; 5.2; 6.24, 37):736 vaja (4.29, 31: 32, 33; 5.24; 6.44, 48),737 varaja (6.44), 
vartika (5.48; 6.29), 738 vasa (4.3, 32; 5.5; 6.24, 25, 55), 739 and vesara (4.32). 740 

Many words of Turkish or Persian origin are used in this work, which has been 
influenced by Muslim treatises on the subject. 741 

The author, Rudra(candra)deva or Candradeva, was a king of Kiirmacala, i.e., Ku
maon. He also wrote a work on dharmasastra, called Traivarpikadharmaniil)aya.142 

Since Rudradeva quotes Kulliikabhana's commentary on the Manusmrci, he must 
have lived after the middle of the fifteenth century. 743 

SALIBHADRA: Asvasiistra. 144 

SALIHOTRA: (1) Asvahrdaya; 145 (2) Asvalak$al)asiistra; 746 (3) Asvaprasarpsii; 747 (4) 
Asvasiintividhiina; 748 (5) Asvavaidya; 749 (6) Asvayurveda; 7so (7) Raivacascocra; 151 (8) 
Siilihocra; 752 (9) Siilihotronnaya;153 (10) Siddhayogasarpgraha.154 

The Asvalak$al)asiistra, Asvavaidya, Asviiyurveda, and Siilihotra may well repre
sent the same work or different versions of it. 

The title Siilihotra is also given to treatises on the same subject by other authors, 155 

since Salihotra's work was regarded as the basic one concerning asvasastra. 756 
Authors and works quoting Salihotra or referring to him are: Agnipurii{UI, Ananta

kumara's Yogaratnasamuccaya, the anonymous commentator on Somadeva's Nitivii
kyiiffifCa, 757 Ballalasena's Adbhutasiigara, 7ss Basava's Sivatattvaratniikara, 759 Bhanuji 
Dik~ita's commentary on the Amarako$a, Bhe$ajakalpa, Bhe$3jakalpasiirasaipgraha, 
Bhoja's "Mlktikalpata1u, Candraia's Yogaratnasamuccaya, Damodara's Aregyacintii
maQi, Dipai1kara's Asvavaidyaka, Durlabhagai:ia's Siddhopadesasarpgraha, Garu
cjapuriil)a, Godavara's Hariharacaturariga, Hemadri, 760 Hemadri, 761 Indu, 762 Induse
na's Siirasa1pgraha, Jayadatta's Asvavaidyaka, Kalhai:ia's Siirasamuccaya, Mahiibhii
rata, 763 Macsyapuriil)a,764 Mitramisra's l/framicrodaya,765 Nakula's Asvacikitsit·a and 
Asvasiistra, Narahari's Viigbhafamal)cjana,766 Niirliyai:ia Vidylivinoda's commentary 
on the Amarako$a, 767 Niscalakara's commentary on the Cakradatta, 768 Pailcata
ntra, 769 Parasuriimapratiipa, Rayamukuia's commentary on the Amarako$a, Sii11iga-
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dharapaddhati, Sarviinanda's commentary on the Amarako~.770 Sivadiisasena's 
commentaries on the Carakasarphitii and the Cakradatta, Sukhiinanda's Asvasiistra, 
To9ara's Ayurvedasaukhya, Viiha.a's Asviiyurveda, Vallabhagai:ii's commentary on 
Hemacandra's Abhidhiinacintiimapi, and an anonymous Yogasatiibhidhiina. He is 
quoted as an authority on cows by Bha!!Otpala in his commentary on Variihamihira's 
Brhatsarphitii (chiipter 60). 

The formula ofNiiriiyai:ia's siddhiirthakataila, found in the Bower MS (III.36b-53), 
is said to derive from Siilihotra. 771 

Siilihotra's treatise was translated into Tibetan by Sribhadra and Buddhasrisiinti, 
assisted by the famous Rin-chen bzail-po, mas well as into Persian, 773 Arabic,774 and 
Hindi. 775 One of the Persian translations, the Tarjamah-i-Siilotar-i-asbiin, was trans
lated into English by *J. Earles ( 1788). Tl6 

Commentaries on Siilihotra's works were written by Ananta BhaHa m and Riima
niitha Vaidya; 778 an anonymous commentary is also recorded. 779 

The place of residence of Siilihotra is said to have been Siiliitura, 780 Siilisiirpa, 781 or 
Sriivasti. 782 He expounded the veterinary science in the forest of Campaka at the foot 
of the Himiilaya. 783 

Siilihotra's works 784 cannot be dated accurately, but they may be from or somewhat 
earlier than the tenth century. 785 The Tibetan translation was made between A.D. 992 
and I 042. 786 

SALIHOTRARAHASY A. 787 

SALIHOTRASARA.788 

SALIHOTRASARASAMGRAHA.789 
SALIHOTRASASTRA.790 
SALIHOTRONNAYA. 791 

SARNGADHARA: Siirilgadharapaddhati.192 

SAY Af:IA: Subhii§itasudhiinidhi. This anthology contains chapters called Gajapaddhati 
and Asvapaddhati. 793 

SJVARAMABHOPATI: Kalpaniiratna.194 

SO MADE VA: Yasastilaka. 195 

SOMESV ARA: Miinasolliisa. 796 This work contains material of zoological interest: 
4.997-1170ab (on cocks: tiimracii9a- or kukkuiavinoda), l l 70cd-1328 (on liivakas, 
i.e., a sort of quails: liivakayuddha), 797 1239-1259 (on rams: me~avinoda), 1260-1276 
(on buffaloes: mahi~avinoda), 1277-1297 (on pigeons: piiriivatavinoda), 1298-1328 
(on dogs: sarameyavinoda), 798 1329-1380 ( on falcons and falconry: syenavinoda), 799 

l 381-1433ab (on fishes and angling: matsyavinoda), 800 and 1433cd-1725 (on 
hunting: mrgayiivinoda). 

The section on hunting 80I has been reproduced, with numerous proposals for cor
rections of the text, and together with a German paraphrase, by R. Krottenthaler. 802 

The introductory verses describe types of country unsuitable and suitable to hunt-
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ing. The remaining part is devoted to a long series of types of hunting, such as, for ex
ample, hunting at watering places (piiniyajii 111.fgayii), in fields (k~etrajii), by means of 
decoys (dipamrgajii), snares (piisajii), nets (jiilajii), cheetahs (vyiighramok~aQasambhii
tii), etc. 

Some of the animals mentioned are: hariQa, lq~Qasiira, 803 kurariga, ruru, 814 samba
ra, siirariga, and siikara. 

The veterinary science is also dealt with: 2.172-331 is concerned with elephants, 
2.573-619 with horses, and 2.620-677 with elephants again; 4.205-66 lab (gajaviihyii
valivinoda) and 4.66lcd-827 (viiji- or turagaviihyiivalivinoda) are also about elephants 
and horses. 

Somesvara distinguishes sixty-five breeds of horses, of which thirty-nine are men
tioned by name; the names of the remaining twenty-six types are not given because 
they are said to have become unknown in the Kaliyuga (4.669-675). 805 The iivartas 
(whirls of hair) are the same as in Nakula's AsvaJiistra ( 4.676-678), apart from three 
special ones. 806 Horses of more than one colour are said to be of sixteen types ( 4.684-
701). 807 The charactertypes (sattva) ofhorsesdiff er somewhat from those in the works 
of Jayadatta and Nakula ( 4.702-703). 808 Three varieties of sheen (chiiyii) are distin
guished ( 4.704-705). 809 Somesvara describes the line of treatment for some diseases 
which are peculiar to horses: subhik~iivarta (2.581), 8IO sirphiiQaka (2.579), 811 rasiijirQa 
(2.603), 812 and ciili (2.608-609). 813 

Elephants of good qualities are said to be found in eight forests, named and de
scribed by Somesvara (2.172-179). 814 The typology of elephants is more elaborate 
than in other treatises ( 4.230-235). 815 Their characteristics are described on the basis 
of their aniika (size), aq1saka, sattva, and kula (2.221). Seven types are distinguished as 
to size (2.222-225), nine with regard to arpsaka (2.234-262), 816 three chief (siittvika, 
riijasa, tiimasa) and nine secondary types with regard to sattva (2.263-272), and eight 
types with regard to kula or anvaya (2.274-281). 817 The various means of capturing 
(bandha) wild elephants (2.180-220) 818 and their training (sik~ii; 2.282-331) are dealt 
with by Somesvara. Causes of diseases in elephants are bandhana (capturing), tii<;lana 
(beating), vyiidhi, vanasaukhyavicintana (thinking about the pleasures of the forest), 
asiitmya, ajirQa, iiyiisa (strain), and jiigaraQa (waking) (2.628-629). Somesvara enu
merates the names off ever in various living beings and inanimate substances (2.639-
643). 

Thenosology resembles that of human iiyurvedain being dominated by the trido~a 
doctrine. 

A syndrome peculiar to elephants is called 111.fddohada (craving after mud; 
2.659). 819 

SRIPURUSA: Gajasiisrra.820 

SUHOTRA: Hayadfpa. 821 
SUKHANANDA: Asvasiistra. 822 
SUKRANITI. 823 
SYENACIKITSA. 824 
TURANGAPRABANDHA.825 
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TURANGARANGA. 826 
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VAHAJ?A, VAHAQA, VAHAJ?A, VAHAQA: 827 Asvacikitsiisiira,828 Asviiyurveda,829 

Asviiyurvedasiirasaqigraha,830 or Sii/ihotra.831 
This work 832 consists of four sections (adhikiira): samunnati (chapters 1-37), on 

the nature of horses and their characteristics; rahasya (chapters 38-72), on the care for 
and the feeding of horses, and on general therapeutic measures; rasiiyana (chapters 73-
86), on various rasiiyanas; cikitsii (chapters 87-277), on the treatment of diseases. 

Section one deals with anatomy, the iivartas, pu1_19ras and pu~pas, the colours of 
horses, their age, smell, sattva, chiiyii, etc. Section two describes therapeutic measures 
such as sneha, sveda, abhyanga, dhiimapiina, niriiha, siriivedha (bloodletting, etc.) Sec
tion three consists of a collection of kalpas. Section four enumerates more than 180 
diseases, many of which cannot easily be identified. 

Some noteworthy names of diseases are: 833 ruk~iiva1ja (92), spigavarta (94 ), kora
do~a (98),834 snehavarta (99),835 vivartana (100),836 vartiitisiira (101),837 iirdhvavarta 
(113), 838 vi~a1_19havarta (104 ), 839 iidhmiinavarta (105), 840 singhanaka (I 06), 841 ekapu
!a (112), kapho~!a (114),842 gallaka (117), viiluki (118),843 iiviintaka (119), ji!kii
stambha(I20),844 saq1rambhajvara (137), abhitiipajvara (138), bodha (140), urastiipa 
(146), praskanna (147), 845 anuskanna (148), 846 Iingita (149), viitabalii (150),847 ama-
1_19aka (15-1), 848 aliikapiida and miiq1sacchedalangita (152),849 abhighiitalangita (153), 
vidiiri (154), 850 ka1_19ariilangita (155), upajanghii (156),851 srotlipati (158), 852 darp
sapitta (164 ), 853 ko~!ariiji (I 66),854 vartini (168), 855 kacchapa (169), 856 ekiingaroga 
(171), 857 dro~1ikii (172 and 173),858 viiliida (174),859 unitaroga (180),860 phalaskanna 
(181), 861 a1_19aciili (182), 862 raktii1_19a (183), pittii1_19a (184), kaphii1_19a (185), 863 pu
cchii~19a (186), 864 asrupata (191), 865 utkar1_1a (206), pf~!hastambha (207),866 ka
potani~iida (208), rnrgaroga (209), mrgajrmbhita (210), bhiiriibhikhinna (212), 867 
yoktriibhighiita (213), 868 vyiinaka (214), 869 nira~1aka (215), 870 vidhuragraha (216), 87 1 

balamattapiinamatta (217), riitrihita (219), 872 priiviiraka (220), 873 pranunna (221), 874 
budbuda (223),875 paridhiivaci (226),876 siicyandhii (227), 877 niiyapre~i (228),878 
muiija (230),879 muiijajiila (231), 880 aiijalikiirika (233),88I udakagraha (235), 882 
varu1_1agraha (236), gardabhaka (249), ka1_1\hasiiliika (251), uroghiita (253), vislutii1_19a 
(256), riiJi (259),883 k~udhiitanka (264), durmanas 265), saq1cataki (266), 9agraha 
(270), jikiistambha (271), 884 possession by piitaniisa (273), and nyiisa (274). 

Viihiida refers to Siilihotra. 
Viihii~a was a son of Vikrama. 885 

V1ihii9a's work is earlier than A.D. 1000 according to P.K. Gode; his conclusion 
is based on the fact that it does not describe the parasika, tiijika and turu~ka breeds of 
horses, which arementionedas the best breeds by Jayadatta, Nakula and Somesvara. 886 
A.-M. Blondeau dates the work to the period A.O. 700-1000; she is convinced that Vii
hii9a's work is earlier than the Sanskrit version of Siilihotra's Asviiyurveda. 887 

VAISAMPA YAN A: (I) Asviiyurvedasiirasindhu; 888 (2) Gajasiistra. 889 
The edition of Nakula's Asvasiistra contains the chapter called mana~sattvavijiiii

na of the Siirasindhu, also called Siilihotravaisampiiyaniya. 891 The Vaisampiiyaniya 
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is quoted in the anonymous Gajasiistra. Vaisampiiyana is referred to in Basava's 
Sivatattvaratnakara (7.2.207). 

VAJIRAHASYASATAKA. 89! 
VAJISYENALAKSANA. 892 
VAJISYENAPARIKSX. 893 
VAJISYENASALIHOTRA. 894 

V ARAHA: Siilihocra. 895 
V ARAHAMIHIRA: Brhatsamhitii. 896 
VARDHAMANA: Yogamanjari. 89? 
VEDA VY ASA: Gajalak$al)acikitsii. 898 
VIDY AN ATHA: Aniiparatniilcara. 899 
VIRASOMA: Hastivaidyaka. 900 
VIRAVIKRAMADEVA MAHARAJA: Asvasiistra.901 
VI~~UDASA: (I) Asvadaipal)a; 902 (2) Asvalak$al)a.903 

VI~l~UDHARMOTTARAPURAI:' A. Three chapters of this work deal with veterinary sub
jects: gocikitsiivarl}ana (II.43), asvacikitsii (Il.46), and hasticikitsii (II.49). 

Y OGARAJA: Asvaphalaprakiisa. 904 





Part 10 

Works on rasasastra and ratnasastra 





Chapter I 

Anandakanda 

The Anandakanda I is a very elaborate text on alchemy in the form of a conversation 
between Bhairava2 and Bhairavi. 3 

Contents 4 

The treatise consists of about 6,900 verses, arranged in two sections (amrtikara1.1avisra
nti and kriyakarai:iavisranti), which are divided into twenty-six and ten chapters (ullasa) 
respectively, followed by two addtional chapters (parisi~!a). 

The amrtikarai:iavisranti deals with the processing of mercury, the kriyakarai:iavi
sranti with the processing of metals, minerals, gems, etc. 

The subjects of chapter one of section one (611/2 verses) are: introduction (l-8ab), 
the origin of mercury and its varieties (l.8cd-27ab), the names of mercury and their 
etymology (27cd-34ab), generalities on the do~as of mercury (34cd-38ab), the five 
avasthas (38cd-39ab), the five gatis (39cd-42ab), the do~as and their effects on the 
human system (39cd-53ab), and a ritual (53cd-62ab). 

Chapter two (270 verses) deals with the teacher and his pupil (2-!0ab), 5 the ka
kini and a substitute for her ( !Ocd-21), the rasasala (22-37ab), rituals to be performed 
(37cd-199ab), a eulogy of mercury (l 99cd-22 lab), and a stotra addressed to mercury 
(221cd-270). 

Chapter three (125 verses) is about the initiation ritual (dik~a). 
Chapter four (518 verses) lists the saIJ1skaras (1--6) and describes these operations: 

svedana ( l l-24ab), mardana (24cd-29ab), miircha (29cd-35ab), utthapana (35cd-
36), the three types of patana (37-53ab), nirodhana (53cd-57), niyamana (58-60ab), 
dipana (60cd-65ab), anuvasana (65cd-66), cara1.1a (69cd-170ab ),jarai:ia ( l 70cd-391 ), 
garbhadruti (392-422ab), bahyadruti (422cd-435), raiijana or raga (436-469), the 
three types of sarai:ia ( 470-489), vedha ( 490-509), and kramai:ia (510-518). 

Two types of carar:ia are described, samukha- and nirmukhacara~1a, four varieties 
of mukhikarai:ia (71-96ab), and twelve ways to achieve abhrakacara1.1a (98-149). 

Other subjects of chapter four are the preparation of abhrakasattva (174-187; five 
methods), dvandvamelapana (188-243ab), bijas (243cd-328), bi~as (329-359), the 
druti of mica, gold and gems (423cd-429), drutimelapana (429cd-435), raiijanataila 
( 437-440), and sara1.1ataila ( 480-489). 

Chapter five (861/2 verses) is concerned with bhiicarijarai:ia (2-9), 6 khecari jarai:ia 
(10-16ab), 7 another type of jarai:ia (16cd-20), 8 jarai:ia again (21-33ab),9 the jarai:ia of 
gems (33cd-45), 10 dhiimavedhirasa (46-52), 11 some methods to achieve vedha (53-
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62), 12 grades of vedha dependent on the amount of griisa assimilated UirQa) by mer
cury (63-71), 13 the properties of mercury when it has assimilated a sixfold amount of 
abhraka (72-75ab), the order in which mercury should be made to digest and assimilate 
other substances, the amount of griisa to be added, the effects of the addition of each 
griisa (75cd-83ab), 14 and, finally, the general effects of each of the sarpskiiras (83cd-
87ab). 

Chapter six (1291/2 verses) is aboutdehavedha, i.e., the transformation of the body. 
Its subjects are: the preparatory purification of the body by means of paiicakarman 
(4-18ab), other purificatory measures (18cd-30), aroiarasa and its uses (31-39), 
khoiabaddharasa and the way to use it (40-85ab), dietary and behavioural rules 
(85cd-106ab), rasiiJ'Ir~ and its treatment (106cd-114ab), and vedha of the seven 
dhiitus of the body (I 14cd-130ab). 

Chapter seven (1881/2 verses) deals with the origin of the gems (1-5); diamonds 
(vajra), their varieties, characteristics.and uses (6-14 ), their purification ( 15-19), vajra
bhasman as a rasiiyana (20-35ab), vajraudana (35cd-39), the liquefaction (druti) of di
amonds ( 40-42ab) and other gems ( 42cd-44 ), and the properties of vajrabhasman ( 45-
49ab ); gold, its varieties, purification, bhasman, its use as a rasiiyana, its liquefaction 
( 49cd-82); kiinta(loha), its origin and varieties (83-96), the extraction of its essence 
(sattvapiitana; 97-104), its properties and purification ( I 05-111 ab), mantras to be em
ployed (lllcd-115), the preparation of the bhasman, its amrtikaraQa, piika, and uses 
as a rasiiyana (116-139ab), 15 the liquefaction of kiinta (l 39cd-140ab); the four types 
of iron (ki!!a, muQ<;!a, tik~Qa, kiinta) and the superiority of kiinta for alchemical pur
poses (140cd-143ab); mica (abhraka), its origin, four varieties, the superiority of the 
variety called vajra, the preparation of dhiinyiibhraka (143cd-164), the extraction of 
abhrakasattva(l65-168), 16 the bhasman of the sattva (169-174), the uses of the sattva 
(175-183ab), the liquefaction of the sattva (I 83cd-185ab), and the properties of mica 
(185cd-189ab). 

Chapter eight (22 verses) gives an account ofrasiiyana and the order in which var
ious preparation~ should be used. 

Chapter nine (196 verses) deals with the preparation of rasiiyanas. 
Chapter ten (140 verses) is about fifteen different ghu!ikiis ( 15cd-102ab), plants 

and other drugs employed in krlimaQa (I 102cd-107), the effects of the pills (ghu!ikii) 
described (I 108-140ab), and a mantra(l40cd). 

Chapter eleven ( 42. verses) describes bhiitakiiliintakarasa. 17 

Chapter twelve (200 verses) is devoted to the mountain Srisaila (= Sriparvata) and 
the numerous holy places there, where siddhis can be acquired; the chapter ends with 
mantras. 

Chapter thirteen (38 verses) is concerned with sulphur (gandhaka), its origin, four 
varieties, purification, and uses as a rasiiyana. 

Chapter fourteen ( 47 verses) deals with poisons, their origin (12-12), varieties ( 13-
25), purification (26-27), uses as a rasiiyana (28-31), and the disorders caused by poi
sons, followed by the treatment of these disorders (31-47). 

Chapter fifteen (634 verses) describes kalpas of thirty-eight divine herbs (divyau
~adhi). 
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Chapter sixteen (127 verses) is about the following subjects: arikolakalpa ( 11-
13), 18 other rasayanakalpas ·(14-25), mahakamesvarakalpa (26-33), mixtures of 
organic and inorganic substances (34-37), mahiinilitaila (38-43ab), candaniidyataila 
(43cd-51ab), a rasiiyana used in massage (udvartana; 5 lcd-60), kalpas used in black
ening the hair (kesaraiijana; 61-109ab), and rules for the digging up of divyau~adhis 
( 109cd-127). 

Chapter seventeen (941/2 verses) is about the drinking of water in the early morning 
(u~af:lpiina) as a rasayana. 19 

Chapter eighteen (476 verses) discusses the daily regimen (dinacaryii, 1-381; rii
tricaryii, 382-4 76), chapter nineteen (21 verses) the regimen during the seasons (I
I 83ab); chapternineteen includes descriptionsofthe digestive process and metabolism 
( 183cd-204); it ends with verses on the digestive fire (205-219ab). 

Chapter twenty (19 6 verses) is devoted to jivanmukti, the means to attain this state, 
and yoga. 

Chapter twenty-one ( 110 verses) describes the construction of the hut (ku!i) used 
for rasayana, the procedure itself, and its results. 

Chapter twenty-two (88 verses) describes vandiika, several kinds of this plant, and 
vandiikakalpas. 20 

Chapter twenty-three (7491/2 verses) deals with the purification (sodhana) of 
mercury (13-34; seven methods), va9aviinalabi9a (35-43ab), the preparation of 
mercurial ashes (piiradabhasman; 43cd-127: thirty-one methods), the preparation 
of gandhapi~!i (129-149ab; six methods), pi~!Istambhana (149cd-154ab), pi~\Ijii
rar;ia (154cd-158ab), p~µmiirar;ia (158cd-164ab), bandhas of mercury (164cd-211: 
vaikriinta-, gandhaka-, gandhakasvarr;ia-, miilikiibandha), miirchanii (212-241; nine 
methods), kalpas resulting in the bandha of mercury (242-408: miilikabandha), 
kartarirasabandha (409-417ab), a number of udakabandhas (417cd-527ab), some 
ghu!ikiis (527cd-557), some rasiiyanakalpas (558-584ab), baddhajiirar;iii (584cd-
586), three types of bandha: miila-, siira- and piikabandha (587-593ab), drutibandha 
(593cd-597ab), drutimelana (597cd-599), types ofvajrabandha (600-648ab), bandhas 
suitable to attain vedha (648cd-727ab), vajrahemadvandvameliipana (727cd-742ab), 
and ratnadrutibandha (742cd-750ab). 

Chapter twenty-four (207 verses) is devoted to the bandha of mercury by means 
of mahiirasas, uparasas and lohas. 21 Its subjects are: vaikriintabandha (22-37; ten 
methods), kiintabandha (38-41ab), capalabandha (41cd-54ab; three methods), ga
ndhakabandha (54cd-95; eight methods), tiilakabandha (96-102ab), several types of 
laghubandha (102cd-154ab), nigalabandha (154cd-178), miirchii (179-189ab), and 
jaliikiibandha ( 190cd-208ab). 

Chapter twenty-five (114 verses) gives definitions of technical terms (paribhii~ii). 22 

Chapter twenty-six (244 verses) 23 gives an account of the yantras (l-148ab), mii
~iis (148cd-186ab), ko~!his (210cd-214), puias (218cd-237), and some related sub
jects. 

Chapter one of the kriyakarar;iavisriinti (363 verses) is devoted to the uparasas. It 
begins with lists oftheuparasas (4-9ab), lohas (9cd-lO),ratnas ( 11) and uparatnas (I 2-
I 3cd). 
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Subjects dealt with in this chapter are: gandhaka (sulphur; 13cd-47); haritiila 
(48-73ab); manat1silii (73cd-88); miik~ika (89-140); abhraka (mica; 141-180ab);24 

hiiigula (cinnabar; 180cd-190); gairika (191-194ab); capala (194cd-204ab); si
liijatu (204cd-215); bhiiniiga (216-228ab); haridriisman (228cd-229ab); agnijiira 
(229cd-234); rasaka (235-243); mayiiratuttha (244-25 lab); kariku~!ha (25lcd-252); 
girisindiira (253-254); !3rika1}a (255-257ab); kampillaka (257cd-258); vatsaniibha 
(259-261); kiisisa (262-265); gauripii~ii1}aka (266); tuvarikii (267-268); podarasrrigi
ka25 (269-270); sindiira (271-273); rasiiiijana, nI!iiiijana, sauviriiiijana and sroto'iija
na (274-286 ); aphena 26 (287-292); pu~piiiijana (293-294); sarikha and k~udrasa1ikha 
(295-298ab); sukti (298cd-300); jalasukti (301-302ab); kaparda (302cd-308ab); 
siibm}i (308cd-310ab); navasiira (310cd-312ab); saurii~!rI (312cd-313ab); iikhu
pii~ai:ia (313cd-315ab); sarjarasa (315cd-3 I 8ab); guggulu (318cd-324); yavak~iira 
(325-326); sarjika (327-328ab); lavai:iak~iira (328cd-330ab); vajraka~iira (330cd-
332ab); siimudralavat}a, saindhava, kacalaval}a, bi9a, and sauvarcala (332cd-343); 
amlavetasa (344-347); kiica (348); chaga~1a (349-350ab); ai1giira (350cd-351ab); 
sikatii (35Icd-352ab ). The chapter ends with verses on the purification of the uparasas 
(352cd-363). 

Chapter two (481/2 verses) is devoted to gold, its names, varieties, purification, the 
preparation of its bhasman, and its properties. Silver and copper are dealt with in the 
same way in chapters three (33 verses) and four (60 verses). 

Chapter five (811/2 verses) is about iron, its origin and three types (1-6), kii
ntaloha, its names and properties (7-17ab), purification (17cd-28ab), the preparation 
of its bhasman (28cd-6lab; nine methods), the amrtikara1µ of the bhasman (6lcd-
66ab), lohapiika (66cd-68ab), the examination of the bhasman and its properties 
(68cd-82ab). 27 

Chapter six (37112 verses) deals in the same way with tin (l-16ab) and lead (16cd-
38ab). 

Chapter seven (111 •12 verses) deals with pittala (brass; 1-11 ab); kiiq1sya (bronze; 
l lcd-18ab); vartaloha28 ( 18cd-24ab); alloys (24cd-28); abhrakasattva,29 its four va
rieties (29-30ab), the extraction ofabhrakasattva (30cd-34ab), the varieties called ka
!hina, mrdu and bija (34cd-60ab), the purification (nirmaHkarai:ia) of abhrakasattva 
(60cd-65), the preparation of abhrakasattvasindiira (66-86ab; four methods), sthalr
piika (86cd-89), the amrtikarai:ia of lohabhasman (90-92), the properties of abhraka
sattvasindiira (93-99); mai:i9iira (!00-106ab); the quantities ofa series of substances 
to be used in the purification and miiral}a of mercury, metals, etc. (106cd-ll 2ab). 

Chapter eight (218 verses) gives an account of theratnas (l-166ab) and uparatnas 
(166cd-218). Its subjects are: mai:iikya (4-15ab); muktii (15cd-21); praviila (22-30); 
marakata (31-40); pu~pariiga ( 41-46); vajra,30 its _names, the places where it is found, 
its varieties, qualities and blemishes (47-.57ab), purification (57cd-66), the killing of 
its varieties (67-76ab) and of vajra in general (76cd-115; fourteen methods), its mr
diikaral}a (116-131; six methods), druti (132-136ab), and properties (136cd-139ab); 
nila (l 39cd-149ab); gomeda (149cd-!55ab); vai9iirya (l 55cd-164); the group of five 
ratnas and the group ofnine ratnas (I 64cd- I 66ab ); siiryakiinta (I 66cd-l 71 ); candrakii
nta (172-174); spha!ika (175-176ab); vaikriinta (l 76cd-193); rajiivarta (194-204ab); 
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sasyaka (204cd-208); vimala (209-217); peroja (218). 
Chapter nine (110 verses) discusses in its introductory verses the herbs used in al

chemical operations (the kulau~adhis), which are to be distinguished from those useless 
for this purpose (the l\'l,lau~adhis ). The kulau~adhis are divided into four groups: rasau
~adhis, mahau~adhis, siddhau~adhis and divyau~adhis (l-19ab). The divyau~adhis be
long to six groups, called vrk~a, vallr, latii, gulma, tfl}a and vandiinika ( 18). Chapter 
nine describes the sixty-four divyau~adhis ( I 9cd-97) and ends with an enumeration of 
these plants (98--111). 

Chapter ten (235 verses) describes eighty-eight mahau~dhis (1-224) and ends 
with an enumeration of these plants (225-235). 

The two parisi~ta chapters (paribhii~ii: 121 verses; prakiq1aka: 163112 verses) 
consist of quotations from the Abhidhiinakiimadhenu, Ajfr{iamaiijarf, Deviyiimala, 
Rasadarpa{ia, Rasakiimadhenu, Rasamaiijari, Rasapaddhati, Rasaprakiisasudhiikara, 
Rasaratniikara, Rasaratnasamuccaya, Rasi'i.llJava, Rasasiira, Rasiivatiira, Rasendracii
qiimapi and Saktyavatiira. 

The Anandakanda is quoted in the commentary on the A${amahiimiitrii, Gulrii
jsarmamisra's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa (ad 1.363), Somadevasarman's 
commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa, and the Rasatattvavivecana. 31 

Special features 32 

The five avasthiis of mercury are: dhiima, ci!iciri, ma1,19iikapluti, sakampa and vikampa 
(I.I .38cd-39ab). 33 The five gatis are: jalavadgati, dhiimagati, haq1savadgati, ki!!anibhii 
gatil}, and jivavadgati (l.l.39cd-42ab). 34 The fourteen naisargikado~as are: piirthiva 
or bhauma, iipya, iigneya, iinila or viiyavya, niibhasa, gajacarmiikhya or gajatvac, pu
l}Qarika, visarpa, hiiridra, raktacarmiikhya, niirailga, raktabinduka or raktabija, asahyii
gni, and ma1}9iika (I.I .42cd-44ab). 35 The seven kaiicukas or aupiidhikado~as are: kii
likii, malini, kapoti, raktakaiicukii, salomi, girijii, and piilgali (I. l.44cd-45). 36The three 
yaugikado~as are vi~a, niiga and vailga (l.l.46ab). 37 Each of the twenty-four do~as is 
associated with a particular disorder (I.I .46cd-53ab). 

The worship of Rasabhairava and Rasiiilkusi are important topics of chapter two. 
Numerous other deities are mentioned, among whom are the ten Dfitis (1.2.122-123), 38 

the eight Vidyesvaras (1.2.127), the seven Mothers (1.2.163),39 the Yoginis, 40 Saktis, 
Kubjikii (1.2.164-165), etc. Mantras are frequently mentioned. Bhiitasuddhi is elabo
rately described (2.97-l 94ab). The verses on rasasandhyii (1.2.40-62) are peculiar to 

the Anandakanda.41 

Chapter three discusses five types of dik~ii: samayii- (I.3.9-56), siidhaka- (I.3.57-
70), nirvii1,1a- (1.3.71-81), iiciirya- (1.3.82-96), and siddhadik~ii (I.3.97-109).42 The 
verses on the samayiidik~ enumerate the nine Niithas 43 and the sixteen Siddhas. The 
names of the nine Niithas are: Adiniitha,44 Minaniitha,45 Goraksa,46 Koilkanesvara,47 

Jiilandhresa,48 Kandhanisa,49 Oggisa, Ciiici1,1isvara,50 and Cau~aiigi 51 (I.3.47-48ab). 
The sixteen Siddhas52 are: Caurailgi,53 Carpa!i,54 Ghogiiciili,55 the two Riimas,56 

Bholagovinda, Vyiigi,57 Niigiirjuna,58 Koral)ga,59 Siirpakafl,la, 60 Muktiiyi, Revai}a,61 

Kukkurapiida, 62 Siirpapiida, Kai}aurika, 63 and Kiliki1,1ika (I.3.48cd-50). 
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The list of the eighteen sa111skiiras at the beginning of chapter four (1.4.1-6) omits 
griisapramiil}a, kriimai:ia and sevii; anuviisana is a sarpskiira; the three types of siiral}ii 
are regarded as three distinct sarpskiiras. 

Divine plants (divyamiilikii), employed in the ciirai:ia of mica (abhraka) are: 
agnidhamani, brhati, cificikii, ha'!1sapiidi, indraviiruQi, karko!i, khai:i~ajiiri, kumiiri, 
liitigali, mai:i~iiki, pmikhii, rambhii, sa1ikhapu~pi, sarpii~i. vajri, and vyiighrapiidikii 
(I.4.154cd-156). Four bijas are said to be important: hema-, tiira-, niiga- and vati.gabija 
( l.4.250cd-254ab ); a fifth type described is tiimrab~ja (l.4.3 l 8cd-320). 

Sixteen different bigas are described (1.4.330-359). Anusiirai:iii and pratisiirai:iiiare 
described as simple repetitions ( once, respectively twice) oft he operation called siirai:iii 
(1.4.489). Types of vedha are not distinguished in chapter four. 

Some purificatory measures, to be taken before the ingestion of mercurial prepa
rations, are said to remove the lavai:ia-, k~iira- and amlad~ from the adept's body 
(1.6.18cd-23ab).64 

Diamonds and their processing are dealth with in chapter seven (I. 7. l-49ab), sep
arately from the other gems. Three types of gold are distinguished: rasavedha,ja (gold 
made by means of transmutation), k~etrasarpbhava (naturally occurring gold) and 
lohasa'!1karaja (products resembling gold) (l.7.50-52ab). Five varieties of kiintaloha 
are described: bhriimaka, cumbaka, ka~aka, driivaka and romaka (1.7 .87-96). 65 

The names of the pills (ghu!ikii) described in chapter ten66 are: mrtasa'!1Jivani, di
vyii, kiimesvari, hemasundari, madanasundari, khecari, vajresvari, mahiivajresvari, va
jrakhecari, kiilavidhva'!1sini, gaganesvari, va,jraghal}iesvari, vajrabhairavi, tripurabhai
ravi, and mahiibhairavi. 67 

Place-names, names of deities, etc., occurring in chapter twelve, are: Acalesvara 
( 169), Acchatailagiri ( 14 8), Alampura (7 5; 77), Amaresvara (170 ), A vartaka ( 46 ), Bh i
mapiiduka (75), Bhrgupiitana (145), Brahmesvara (68), Cai:igikii (71), Candragupta
priikiira (150), Chedikidviiraka (138), Diidhikavii!aka (148), Dak~iQii (141), Devahra
da (155), .Qongalikii (190), Durgii (69), Gai:iadhipa (123), Ghai:iiasiddhesvara (8; 11), 
GuQgiprabhii (159), Hastisilii (52), Hastisiras (52), Ilesvara (168), Isana (126), Kada
mbesvaradeva (133), Kiikaliiri (192), Kiilakar:i!hesa (163), Kapotesa (137), Kapotesva
ra (141), Kokiliibila (34), Ko!isvara (168), K~etrapiilaka (121), Kui:i~alesvara (48), Li
ti.giidri (182), Mahiinanda (162), Mahesvara (80), Mar:iipalli (29), a yak~h;ii called Mo
hair (104 ), an elephant called Mohana ( 152), Nilavani (157), Padmiivatibila (127), Pa
!iihakan:iesvara (175), Pir:igikii(l84),Puru~esvaradeva (49), Pu~pagiri (137),Riimesva
ra ( 45), Sarvesvara ( 189), Sparsasilii (151 ), Srimiilinisvara (165), Srimallikiirjuna (8), 
Suresvara ( 43), Svargapuriniitha (39), Svari:iasilii (170), Tambipura (161), Tripuriinta
ka (22), Umiiparvata (165), Vajresvara (43), and Yogisvari(77).68 

Chapter fourteen describes ten poisonous substances of vegetable origin that are 
unsuitable for rasiiyana purposes: kiilakii!a, dardura, haliihala, me~asrnga, mohada, 
granthi, karka!a. raktasriJ.gi, haridra, and kesara (1.14.13-14 ); the eight suitable poisons 
are: svetasrngi, vatsaniibha, sar~apa, sriJ.gi, viiluka, mustaka, saktuka, and kardama 
(14.15-16ab). The eight stages (vega) of intoxication are dealt with (14.33-35ab). 

The kalpas described in chapter fifteen are called after the following thirty
eight divyau~adhis: brahmavrk~a (3cd-51), 69 svetabrahmavrk~a (52-60ab),70 mul,l~i 
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(60cd-70ab),71 devadiili(70cd-9!), 72 svetiirka (92-97ab), 73 hastikan:ii(palasa) (97cd-
101), 74 rudanti (102-111 ab), 75 nirgui:ic;li(l l lcd-130), 76 sunakasalmali (131-138ab), 77 

pathyii (138cd-156ab), 78 amalaki (156cd-!62ab),79 triphalii (162cd-177ab),80 sui:i!hi 
(177cd-181), pippali ( 182-19 lab), 81 citraka (19lcd-201), 82 bhalliitaki (202-205ab), 
bhfimikadamba (205cd-209ab), 83 punarnavii (209cd-218), 84 bhingariija (219--227), 85 

kumliri (228-245ab), mahiinilI (245cd-253ab),86 musali (253cd-257),87 indravalli 
(258-263ab), jyotirdruma (263cd-264), asvagandhii (265-266ab), 88 jyoti~mafi 
(266cd-304),89 guggulu (305-312),90 vijayii (313-499),91 kaiicuki (50~510), 
kukku!i (511-522ab), somalatii (522cd-579ab),92 gu.fici (579cd-587), tuvaraka 
(588-596),93 somarliji (597-599ab),94 vrddhadiiruka (599cd-620), vajravalli (621-
623ab), 95 tila~irii:tikii (623cd-627), and briihmi (628-634). 

The elaborate description ofu~al;ipiina in chapter seventeen is a remarkable feature 
of the Anandakanda; the sniffing up of water through the nose (niisiipiina) is also dealt 
with (l 7.93cd-95ab). 

Chapter twenty describes the ten main niic;lis (62-64) and the ten kinds of vayu (65-
69), Kui:ic;lalini (73-82ab), mudriis and bandhas (82cd-108ab), together with other sub
jects known from Tantric works and treatises on Yoga. 

The construction of the hut (ku!I) for rasayana purposes is a distinctive feature of 
the Anandakanda, not found in other rasasiistra texts. 

Chapter twenty-two describes a long series of varieties of vandiika or badhnaka, 
growing on about fifty different plants and trees. 96 

The mfilikiibandhas of chapter twenty-three are concerned with the following 
plants and substances: nisacara (244-260),97 ai1ganayika (26 !-269ab), 98 nara
siira (269cd-286ab),99 kankiilakhecari (286cd-289ab), •00 mantrasii!lhiisani (289cd-
295ab), 101 irindari (295cd-3 !Oab), 102 k~mapala (315-3!6ab), 103 t!l).ajyotis (338-
34!ab), •04 ucca!ii (341cd-346), LOS raktasnuhi (347-348), 106 sthalapadmini (349-
355), 107 citraka (356-365ab), IOB jyoti~matitaila (365cd-370), •09 dagdharuhii (371-
377ab), 110 ka!utumbi (377cd-380ab), 111 lohadai:ic;la (380cd-386), 112 ~irakanda (387-
392ab), 113 sakavrk~a (392cd-398), 114 devadali (399-402), 115 svetaguiija (403-
408), 116 and kartarirasa (409-417ab). 117 

The udakabandhas of chapter twenty-three describe candrodakabandha (417cd-
428ab), 118 vi~odakabandha (428cd-446ab), 119 sarpjivanijalakalpa (446cd-466), 120 

u~l)odakakalpa (467-480ab), 121 and sailodakakalpa (480cd-527ab). •22 

The ghu!ikiis which follow (23.527cd-557) are prepared with sailodaka, 123 the 
rasiiyanakalpas (23.558-584ab) with rasabhasman. 124 The verses on bandha and 
related subjects (23.584cd-790ab) 125 mention several types of this process. 126 

Chapter twenty-four describes four types of jalfikiibandha: mardana-, manma 
tha-, kandarpa-, and madanajalfikii (24.190cd-208ab). The operations called svedana 
and · sar!lnyasa, described at the end of chapter twenty-five (25. l l 2cd-I l 5ab ), are 
varieties of niyamana. 121 

Chapter twenty-six describes the yantras according to the Rasendracii{liimalJi. 128 

Yantras added are: plitiilayantra (9!cd-93ab), 129 dipikayantra (93cd-94ab), 130 ga
ngiisiigara- or bhagiyantra (94cd-99), ko~!hiyantra (!Olcd-102), 131 garbhayantra 
(103-106), 132 haq1saplikayantra (107-108), 133 mfi~iiyantra (109-111), 134 stanayantra 
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(112-113), niigamiiyiirayantra (114-117), cakrayantra (118-120ab), khecarayantra 
(l 20cd-123), kiipiiliyantra (l 24-125ab), viilukiiyantra (l 25cd-128), 135 lavai:iayantra 
(129-130), 136 bhiidharayantra (131), 137 niilikiiyantra (132-134ab), 138 puiayantra 
(134cd-135ab), 139 piitiilayantra (135cd-139ab), 140 dhiipayantra (139cd-14lab),141 

and adha!Jpiitanayantra (141cd-144ab and 144cd-148ab). 142 

The mii~iis are described according to the RasendracugiimaIJi. 143 Mii~iis added are a 
second type of vajramii~ii (179-180), 144 the prakiisa- and andhamii~ii (181-184ab), 145 

bhasmamii~ii (184cd-185ab), 146 and a third type of vajramii~ii ( 185cd-186ab). 147 

The description of the ko~!hYS (26.201cd-218ab) has been borrowed from the 
RasendraciigiirnaIJi. 148 The same applies to the puias (26.218cd-237). 149 

Verses on vessels and types of fuel are added. Synonyms of the vessel called kii
pikii are riipikii, siddhii, gola and kara~19aka(26.238). 150 Synonyms of the vessel called 
ca~aka are ka!hori, cii!ikii, khorika, kaiicoli and griihikii (26.239). 151 

The list of uparasas of chapter one of the kriyakarar:iavisriinti is longer than in any 
other text; items found in this list, but not described in chapter one, are cinak~iira, lii
k~ and gorocanii ( l .7cd-8). The metals (loha) are twelve in number: gold, silver, cop
per, kiinta, abhrasattva, tik~1~, mmJ9aka, lead, tin, riti (= pittala), kii1psya, and vartaka 
(l.9cd-l0). 152 The list of the nine gems (ratna) presents the usual series (1.11). The 
nine uparatnas consist of siiryakiinta, candrakiinta, tiirakiinta, kiintaka, 153 vaikriinta, nr
piivarta (= riijiivarta), sasyaka, vimalii, and peroja (l.12-13ab). 154 

Godanti is a synonym of haritiila ( 1.48). Hiilgula is of three varieties: carmiira, 
sukatmJ9aka and halJlsapiida ( 1.181 cd-182ab ). Gairika is of two kinds: svanJagairika 
and pii~ii~1agairika (l.191-192ab). Ten varieties of capala are mentioned (l.195-
196ab), two varieties of siliijatu: gomiitra- and karpiirasilajatu (1.205). Synonyms of 
haridriisman 155 are nisiigriiva, pitiiilga and pitaghar~1Ja ( l.l 28cd). Two varieties of 
kailkugha are distinguished: hema- and tiirakailku~!ha ( l.252ab). Kiisisa is of three 
types: kiisisa, pu~pakiisisa and hirakiisisa; some authorities mention four varieties: yel
low, black, white and red ( 1.263-264ab). Four kinds of aphena 156 are described: white 
or jiira~ia, black or miiraiJa, yellow or dhiirai:ia, and karbura or siirai:ia ( 1.289-290). 

A noteworthy feature is the description of siibu~1i and the enumeration of its 
synonyms (l.308cd-309ab), 157 as well as the description of iikhupii~ii~1a (l.313cd-
3l5ab).158 Sarjarasa or riila is said to be of five varieties: red, yellow, black, white, 
and multicoloured (1.316-317). Five varieties of guggulu are mentioned: mahi~iik~a. 
nilaka, padma, kumuda, and suvari:ia ( l.320cd-32lab). 159 Noteworthy among the 
k~iiras are lavar:iak~iira or la;1iira (1.328cd-330ab) 160 and vajrakak~iira ( 1.330cd-
332ab). Amlavetasa, which has many synonyms, is of two kinds: sailkhaliriivin and 
miiJ'!1sadriivin (1.344-347). 

Chapter seven of the kriyiikaraiJavisriinti mentions -four types of abhrakasattva: 
ka!hina, mrdula, druti and bija (7.29-30ab). The preparation oftheka!hina, mrdu and 
bija types is described (7.30cd-60ab); the preparation of the druti type is absent. 161 

The same chapter gives an account of the preparation of abhrakasattvasindiira, which 
is red in colour (7.66-86ab). 
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The red ruby (mlil:iikya), found in Sirphala, is called padmarliga; the yellow va
riety, called kuruvinda, occurs in Klilapura; the saugandhika, coloured like an asoka 
shoot, is found .in Andhra; the nI!agandhi, of a blue hue, occurs in Tumburu 162 (8.10-
11 ). Diamonds of particular colours are found in Pau1:u;lra, 163 on the Matailgagiri, 164 in 
the Himlilaya, in Saurli~!ra, Suplira, 165 Kosala, Kaliilga, and on the banks of the river 
Pel){lli 166 (8.49-54ab). 167 Eight varieties ofvaikrlinta are mentioned (8.177cd-178ab). 
Garu<;lodglira, usually one of the names of the emerald, is used as a synonym of sasyaka 
(8.204cd). Synonyms ofperoja are harinma{1i 168 and haritlisman (8.218). 

The sixty-four169 divyau~adhis described in chapter nine are: somavalli, 170 
somavrk~a. 171 sthalapadminr, 172 gonasli, 173 ucca!li, 174 rsvarr, 175 bhiitakesr, 176 kr
~i:ialatli, 177 lasunavalli, 178 rudantr, 179 vlirlihi, l80 saptapattri, l81 nliginr, 182 sarpii:ir, 183 
chatu·ii:ir, 184 gosrngr, 185 jyotirlatli, 186 raktavalli, 187 pattravalli, 188 klikinr, 189 cai:i<;lalr, 190 
tlimravallikli, prtavallikli, vijayli, 191 mahau~adhi, 192 devadlili, 193 mrailk~1:iagandhinr 
or navanrtakagandhr, 194 gliru.avalli, 195 tumbinr, 196 bhiitumbinr, gandharvli, vyli
ghraplidi, mahau~adhi, 197 gomliri, trisiilr, 198 rutasrvallikli, 199 tridai:i<;Jr, bhrilgavallr, 
camarikli, karavrralatli, vajravam,200 vliraval!i,201 rohi{ti, bilvinr, gorocanalatli, 202 
ak~arli, 203 apattra,204 ku!ajavalli, miilakandli, brlihrnai:ir, munivalli or ghrtagandhli, 
nimbaklilatli, tilakandli, atasrvallikli, bodhilatli, madyagandhli, kiirmalatii, mlidhavr, 
vislilli, mahlinligli, ma1:i<;liikalatikli, udumbaralatli, and citraval!r.205 

Chapter ten describes the following eighty-eight mahau~adhis: 206 himajli or 
yavaciiicli, kliravr, ka!utumbr, jyoti~mati, liilginr or rsvarr, plitlilagaru<;Jr, girikari:ir, 
likhukari:ir, vlirlihi, devadiili,207 aindri (= indravliru{tr),208 gojihvli, kakatui:i<;Jr, raktapli
di, punarnava,209 atyamlapan:ir, karto!aki, sarapur1khii, 210 bhrilgarlija, 211 gu<;Jiicr, 212 
miirvli,213 sailkhapu~pr, klikajailghli, satlivarr,214 gok~ura, klikamacr, lidityabhaktli, 
nlikulr, 215 k~rrakanda,216 sinduvlira, 217 arai:iyaklirpasr, kokiliik~a. brhatr, kai:i!aklirr, 
guiijli, 218 vrddhadiiruka, 219 biikucr, 220 aplimlirga, prapunnli!a ( = cakramarda), vi~a
mu~!i, klii:i<;!Tra, hastikanda, samudraso~r. gorak~adugdhr, 221 bhiipli!alr, medli, maha
medli, klikoli, ~rraklikolr, vrddhi, rddhi, jrvaka, r~abha, lidityaputra, hastikal"l]r, 222 
kapikacchii, kal"l]aspho!li, rudraja!li, nrlikli, koslitakr, jrvantr, 223 jatukli, mui:i<;Jr,224 
vi~1:iukrlintli, kumlin,225 bhiimylimalr, barhicii<;Jli (= mayiirasikhli), brlihmr, 226 · ta
i:i<;!ulrya, pli~li{tabhedana, hastisu{19r, k~udrlimlikli, brahmada1:i<;1r, tlilr, liklisavalli, 
sahadevr, lak~mai:ili, bhiikadamba,227 tailakanda, vi~i:iukanda, trikari:iikli, nligadantr, 
droi:iapu~pr, 228 amrtasravli, putradlitrr, slilmalrkanda, livartakr, and amlapattrr. 

The list at the end of the chapter adds harpsaplidi (10.234). 

The author 

The author of the Anandakanda is unknown. 229 Some are of the opinion that it was 
composed by a follower of the Bhairava cult, because the treatise is said to have been 
expounded by Bhairava. 230 Others suppose the author to have been a resident of Srr
saila, since this mountain and many sacred places in its vicinity are referred to in the 
Anandakanda.231 
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Date 

The fact that the Anandakanda contains material that is also found in the Rasiiq1ava and 
Rasendraciit;liima1.1i, two works which are original compositions of their authors, im
plies that it is probably posterior to the twelfth or thirteenth century. 232 The references 
to Gorak~a and Miniiniitha are in agreement with this upper limit. The same applies 
to the employment of the term gaiijii in the vijayiikalpa. 233 The resemblances between 
parts of the Anandakanda and Nityaniitha's Rasaratniikara are unsuitable to chronolog
ical purposes since the latter work is based on earlier sources. 234 



Chapter2 

Ayurvedaprakasa 

The Ayuzvedaprakiisa by Madhava I is a comprehensive treatise on alchemy in the ser
vice of medicine. 

Contents 

The work consists of about 1,800 verses, mixed with prose, 2 arranged in six chapters 
(adhyaya). 

Chapter one (siitasadhanadhyaya; 597 verses and prose passages) deals with 
the following subjects, after paying homage to Siva, Siva and Heramba ( 1-2) and a 
number of verses introducing the subject of the treatise (3-15): the do~as of mercury 
( 16-22ab); the necessity of its purification (22cd-25ab); the quantity of mercury one 
should employ in the purificatory processes (25cd-27ab); the ritual to be performed 
before starting the work (27cd-30ab); the mortar (khalva) and pestle (mardaka) 
(30cd-31); opinions on the number of the sa111skaras (32); a list of eighteen sa1p
skaras: svedana, mardana, miirchana, utthiti, patana, rodha, niyamana, sal!)dipana, 
gaganabhak~a1_1amana, saq1cara1_1a, garbhagata drutit1, biihya drutiJ:i, jara1_1a, raga, 
sara1_1a, sa111krama1_1a, vedha, and sarirayoga (33-34); the first eight sarpskaras, to 
which the author restricts himself (35); a list of nineteen saq1skaras, i.e., the previous 
list, to which anuvasana has been added (36); svedana (37-48); mardana (49-54ab); 
miirchana (54cd-62); utthapana (= utthiti) (63-67); patana (68-85); bodhana (= 
rodha; 86-94); niyamana (95-100); saq1dipana (101-103); anuvasana (103-104); 
jiira1_1a of sulphur, gold, mica and the essence of mica, together with many related 
subjects (107-251); 3 garbhadruti and related subjects (252-306);4 biihyadruti (307); 
sara1_1a (308-311); krama1_1a (312); raiijana (313-318); vedha (319-326) and related 
subjects (327-350: riijavati vidya and hemavati vidya); bandha (351-390); miirchana 
(391-396); the reduction to ashes (bhasmikarBl).3) of mercury, followed by the prepa
ration of rasasindiira and rasakarpiira (397-435); the killing (miira1_1a) of mercury 
( 436-463 ); jalaukabandha ( 464-469ab ); the preparation of the pill called khecari 
gu!ika (469cd-480); sevana (the consumption of the mercurial product and the rules 
to be observed; 481-555), and finally, a number of rasayogas (556-597). 

Chapter two (uparasasadhanadhyaya; 351 verses and passages in prose) is con
cerned with the uparasas, called thus because some of their properties are similar to 
those of mercury (rasa). The group consists of gandha (sulphur), hiilgula (cinnabar), 
abhra (mica), talaka, (manal1)sila, sroto'iijana, !ailka1_1a, riijavartaka, cumbaka, 
spha!ika, sailkha, kha!i, gairika, kasisa, rasaka, kaparda, sikata, bola, kailku~!haka, 
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and saur~!ri ( l-2ab). 
The subjects of this chapter are: sulphur, its mythical origin, names, varieties, 

properties, purification, etc. (2cd-69ab); hirigula, its names, varieties, properties, 
purification, killing, etc. (69cd-86); the names, properties, etc., of girisindiira (87), 
abhraka (88-172), haritiila (I 73-212), manat1silii (213-224), sroto'iijana and other 
varieties of aiijana (225-242), !arikar:ia (243-246), rlijlivarta (247-252), cumbaka (= 
kiintaloha) (253-255), spha!ikii (256-258), sarikha (259-263), kha!ikii (264-267), 
gairika (268-272), kiisisa (273-275), rasaka (276-293), kapardikii (294-302), sikatii 
(303-305), bola (306-311), kariku~!ha (312-319), saurii~!ri (320-321), abdhipl~ena (= 
samudraphena) (322-324ab), k~udrasarikha (324cd-325), sukti and jalasukti (326-
330), mrttikii (331), parika (332) and kampilla (333-335), gaurip~iil)aka (336-337) 
and navasiira (338-340), agnijiira and girisindiira (341-342), and bodlirasrngaka 
(2.343-344). 

Kampilla, capala, gauripii~iit)a, navasiidara (= navaslira), vahnijlira (= agnijiira) and 
(giri)sindiira constitute the group of the siidhiirat)arasas (345). A list of the uparasas that 
differs from the one found at the beginning of the chapter follows. This list enumerates 
gandhaka, vajra (= vajriibhra), vaikriinta, sindiira, bola, gairika, samudraphena, the two 
kinds ofkha!ikli, sambiika (= jalasukti), tiirk~yaja (= rasiiiijarta), kiisisa, kiintapii~iir:ia (= 
kiintaloha), varii!i ( = kapardikii), sukti, hirigula, kariku~!ha, sarikha, bhiiniiga, !arikar:ia, 
and silajatu (347-349). 

A disagreeing view on the rasas and uparasas is quoted; the eight rasas are, accord
ing to this authority: abhra, vaikriinta, miik~ika, vimala, &.drija (= silajatu), sasyaka, ca
pala, and rasaka; the eight uparasas are: gandhiisman (= gandhaka), gairikii, klirik~i (= 
saurii~!ri), kiisisa, iila (= haritiila), (mana~)silii, aiijana, and kariku~!ha (350-351). 

Chapter three (dhiitusiidhaniidhyiiya; 296 verses and passages in prose) deals with 
the seven metals (dhiitu): gold, silver, copper, tin, zinc, lead and iron(!). The subjects 
discussed are: the etymology of the term dhiitu (2); the connections between a series of 
nine metals and the nine grahas (3-4ab); a list of seven upadhlitus: tlipya (= miik~ika), 
vimalii, tuttha, kiitpsya, pittalaka, sindiira, and sailanirylisa (= siliijatu) ( 4cd-6ab); gold, 
its origin, varieties, properties, purification, uses, killing, etc. (6cd-78); the origin, va
rieties, properties, killing, etc., of silver (79-109), copper (I 10-147), tin (148-180), 
zinc (181-183), lead (184-203), iron (204-284ab), and mar:i<;lura (284cd-293). 

Chapter four (upadhiitukiidhyliya; 140 verses and passages in prose) disscusses the 
upadhiitus. Its subjects are: svarr:iamiik~ika, its names, varieties, properties, purifica
tion, and the extraction of the essence (1-17); the names, varieties, properties, purifi
cation, etc., of tiiramiik~ika (18-24), vimalii (25-33), tuttha (34-44), bhiiniiga (45-55), 
kiit!}Sya and pittala (56-81), the alloy called paiicaloha (82-86), sindiira (87-92), and 
siliijatu (93-!36ab). 

An additional upadhiitu discussed in this chapter is capala; its varieties, properties 
and purification are described (136cd-140). 

Chapter five (ratnoparatnasiidhanlidhyiiya; 184 verses and some passages in prose) 
describes the precious (ratna) and semi-precious (uparatna) stones. The subjects of this 
chapter are: generalities about gems (1-3 ); the names of the nine major gems accord
ing to the Rasapaddhati and Vi§IJUdharmottara( purii,;ia) ( 4-6ab); the names of a num-
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ber of minor gems (6cd-8); names of the major gems again (9-13); diamonds (vajra), 
their origin, varieties, blemishes, characteristics and properties, their sizes and value, 
their assessment and examination (14-50); pearls (mauktika), their origin, varieties, 
characteristics and properties (51-66); the properties of diamonds, their purification 
and killing (67-88); the characteristics and properties of coral (praviila) (89-93), pearls 
(94-99), rubies (miiQikya) (100-104), emeralds (marakata) (105-108), vaidiirya (109--
114), gomeda (115-119), sapphires (nTia) (120-125), and pu~pariiga (126-130); gen
eralities on the gems (131-132); the five most excellent gems (paiicaratna): p~parii
ga, mahiinila, padmariiga (ruby), vajra and marakata (133); the eight gems which are 
called maQi: vaikriinta, siiryakiinta, hiraka(diamond), mauktika, maQi, candrakiinta, rii
javarta, and garu<Jodgiiraka (emerald) ( 134 ); the stones related to spha!ika: gomeda, 
tiirk~ya (emerald), viiyaja (= vaidiirya), devejyamaQi (= pu~pariiga), indu (= candrakii
nta), and taraQika (= siiryakiinta) (135); the names and properties of spha!ika (136-
138), siiryakiinta (139-141), candrakiinta (142-144), riijiivarta (145-147), and peroja 
(148-149); the purification and killing of the ratnas and uparatnas (550-154); some 
generalities on gems (155-159); vaikriinta, its origin, varieties, properties, purification, 
killing, the extraction of its essence ( 155-I74ab); some generalities on the uparatnas 
(174cd-176); the connections between the gems and the quarters of the sky, followed 
by their connections with the grahas (177-178); the liquefaction of gems (179-180); 
the extraction of the essence from saurii~!ri (181-182ab) and sasyaka (182cd-184 ). 

Chapter six (vi~opavi~iidisiidhaniidhyiiya; 125 verses and some prose passages) 
deals with poisonous substances. Its subjects are: the origin of poisons (l-9ab); the 
names of poison, the eight saumya and ten ugra poisons deriving from bulbous and 
tuberous plants (9-10); the eight poisonous substances used in medicine (saumya), 
their characteristics and properties (11-19); the ten poisonous substances not to be 
employed in medicine (ugra) and their characteristics (20-34ab); the nine vegetable 
poisons distinguished by some authorities and the localities where they are found 
(34cd-40); 5 the colours of the four groups of poisons: briihmaQa, k~atriya, vaisya and 
siidra (41-42); the properties of the poisons (43-47ab), their purification (47cd-6I) 
and employment in medicine (62-79); the symptoms of poisoning and its eight stages 
(80-86); the treatment of poisoning and the mantras to be employed (87-107); the 
minor poisons (upavi~a), seven or nine in number (108-111); 6 the purification of 
some upavi~as: liingali, guiijii, vi~amu~!i, jepiila, dhiirtabija, ahiphena and bhangii 
(112-116); the preparation of vi~ataila (117-118); the formula of vi~avajrapiitarasa 
(119-120) and lavaQabhedisudhiinidhirasa (121-122), to be used as antidotes; the 
preparation of two alkaline fluids (k~iira) ( 123-125). 

The Piikiivalf, 7 which forms part of the Ayurvedaprakiisa according to the 
colophons of some of its MSS,8 is absent from edition c. It is said to deal with 
mercurial and mineral preparations, and with various decoctions. 9 One of the MSS 
begins with the recipe called brhatpiigapiika; 10 two MSS end with the formula of 
mahiikiimesvaramodaka. 11 The Rasayogasiigara quotes a number of recipes from 
Miidhava's Piikiivali. 12 

The Ayurvedaprakiisa is quoted or ref erred to in the Ayurvedf ya Khanijavi jiiiina, 
Gulriijsarmamisra's Visikhiinupravesavijiiiina, Haziirrliil Sukul's commentary on the 
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Rasaratnasamuccaya, the Rasadhiituprakii.sa, Rasakiimadhenu, Rasatattvavivecana, 
bhasmapi~!iprakara~a of the Rasoddhiiratantra, and Yadavji Trikamaji's Rasiimrta 
and Siddhayogasal'{lgraha. 

The author is quoted as Ayurvedaprakasakara and Rasamadhava in Haridattasa
strin's commentary on the Rasatarangil)l, as Ayurvedaprakasalqt in the commentary 
on the Ayurvediibdhisiira, as Madhava in the l3rhadyogatarangil)l and A.subodha and 
Nityabodha Senagt.ipta's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, and as Madhavaca
rya in Hazarilal Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya. 

Sources mentioned in the text of the AyuIYedaprakiisa are: Bhiiluki (4.57-58), 
Bhaskara (l.96-100), Bhiivaprakiisa (prose between 2.192 and 193), Govindapadat1 
(2.132), Nagarjuna (2.281), Nityanatha (2.164), pascatya~ (2.242), Rasah[daya 
(1.281), 13 Rasapaddhati (prose between 4.24 and 25), Rasaratniikara (prose between 
1.65 and 66), RasiirQava (1.127), 14 Siddhamata (1.299), and Trivikrama (1.186). 15 

Sources mentioned in the Sanskrit commentary of Gulrajsarmamisra are: Agnive
sa (4.110-115), Atreya (1.538), 16 Bhaluki (4.58), Bhiivaprakii.sa (2.18&d-192), 17 

Gaurlmata (5.162), Govindapadal~ (1.262), Harita (1.538; 4.107), LaghuyogatarangiQl 
(2.193-203), Mahesvara (1.108-112), 18 Nityanatha (1.106, 391-394, 485-489ab), 
RiijanighaQ[U (2.240 and 334-335), Rasacintiimal)i (1.105, 330-334, 42&d-435, 
469cd-480), 19 Rasamaiijarf(2.112), 20 Rasapaddhati (1.35; 2.78-82, 133-135ab, 211; 
3.30, 89-90, 135, 160, 198-199, 202, 255; 4.31-33, 56-57, 131, 133, 136-137; 5.4 
and 23-24), 21 Rasariijalak§ml (I .150and 398), Rasaratniikara( 1.106, 153-160ab, 198, 
209cd-213), Rasaratnasamuccaya (5.67-69ab), 22 Rasavagbhaia (1.523-525), Sa
ri1gadhara ( 1.174-179 and 205cd-209ab ), 23 Siddhalak§ml§varatantra ( l.229-230ab ), 
Siddhamatll (2.209), Siva (1.499), 24 Siviigama (l.118-12lab and 181), 25 Vagbha!a 
(1.65; 2.25, 75, 123-124ab, 285; 3.31-32; 4.108-109; 6.80-85), 26 Varttikakrt (2.115), 
Vi§Qudharmottara (5.5-6ab), and YogataraiigiQf(6.54cd-56). 27 

Additional authorities mentioned by P.K. Gode28 are: diik~i~atyaI:1, Ramaraja, and 
Vrddhaviisi§[ha. 29 

The number of borrowings from earlier works is much larger than indicated in 
ed.d. 

The Sanskrit and Hindi commentaries of Somadevasarman on chapter one give 
almost all the sources of this part of the AyuIYedaprakiisa. 30 Madhava appears to be 
heavily indebted to the author of the Rasendracintiimal)i, from which work he borrowed 
extensively. 31 

Other sources, mentioned by Somadevasarman and absent from Gulrajsarmami
sra's commentary, are: 32 Rasapaddhati[lkii ( 1.191), Rasaratnadlpikii (1.351-355), Ra
saratnapradlpa (1.401-403), Rasaratnapradlpikii (1.139), Rasasarpketakalikii (1.182, 
203-205ab, 363-365, 455,497), and Rasendracii<JiimaQi (1.57-60). 

Special features 

The author declares that the contents of his treatise are based on the words of his teacher 
and his own experience ( 1.6 and 13). 33 

The naisargikado~as or mahado~as of mercury are eight in number: niiga, vailga, 
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mala, vahni, capalya, vi~a, giri, and asahyagni; 34 the most important of this group are 
vi~a, vahni and mala ( I. 16-l 9ab ). The do~as are twelve in number according to another 
classification: 35 two yaugikado~as: naga and vanga, seven kaiicukas or aupadhikado
~as: bhiimija, girUa, varja, two kinds ofnagaja, and two kinds of va1igaja, supplemented 
by the do~as called vi~a, vahni and mala ( l.l 9cd-22ab ). 

The ritual preceding the alchemical enterprise is described very concisely; one 
should praise one's guru and pay homage to Kanya (= Kumar!), Vaiuka (= Bhairava), 
Gai:iesa, the Yogini, and the K~etrapalas (l.27cd-30ab). 

The saq1skara called anuvasana is described twice (1.104-105). 36 

Miirchana YI is of various types: nirgandha- and sagandhamiirchana; the nirgandha 
type is not subdivided; sagandhamiirchana is of three varieties: bahirdhiima-, anta
rdhiima- and nirdhiimamiirchana; nirdhiimamiirchana is of five types: gandhapi~\i, 
gandhabaddharasa, gandhajiri:iarasa, gandhakajjali, and dhatupi~(i (1.137). 38 Two 
particular bijas, borrowed from the Siddhamata, are called lohabheki and tarabheki 
(1.298-299). 39 The Siddhamata employs the term bheka to designate a dhatu (I. 
301). 40 The types ofvedha called kuntavedha, k~epavedha, etc., are not dealt with. 41 

The alchemist is advised to sell his artificial gold in the market of a city (1.327). 42 

Methods for making artificial silver and gold by means of the deposition of coloured 
surface-films are discussed ( 1.329-350: tliravati and hemavati vidya). 

The bandhas of mercury receive much attention ( 1.351-390). The descriptions 
of the twenty-five bandhas are taken from the Rasaratnasamuccaya.43 A disagreeing 
view, distinguishing four bandhas, is quoted from an unspecified source; these types 
are pli(a-, kho(a-, jalauka- and bhasmabandha ( 1.363). 44 Pii(abandha is the same as 
parpa\ikabandha; 45 pi~\ibandha results in a kho\aka; 46 jalaukabandha 47 is identical 
with pakvabandha ( 1.364 ); 48 two· varieties of siitabhasman, the product of bhasma
bandha, are mentioned: iirdhvaga and adhoga; iirdhvagabhasman is of two kinds: 
rasasindiira and rasakarpiira ( 1.365). 49 

A process called miirchana, but altogether different from the third sarpskara, also 
known as mCirchana, makes a bhasman out of mercury (1.391-396). 50 

The twenty uparasas listed in chapter two (2.1) are the same as those mentioned 
in the Dhanvanta1i'yanigha1J{U (7.92). 51 The second series of twenty (or twenty-one) 
uparasas (2.347-349) is not known to me from an earlier work. The third list of eight 
uparasas (2.350-351) is found in the Rasahrdaya, Rasaprakiisasudhiikara, Rasendracii
c;liima1Ji, and other treatises. The eight rasas (2.350) agree with those called maharasa 
in the DhanvantariyanighalJ{U. 52 

Four varieties of sulphur are distinguished: red (called sukatui:iqa), yellow (called 
amalasara), white ( called kha\ika) and black (2.11 cd-13), three varieties of cinnabar: 
carmara, sukatui:iqaka and harpsapada (2.70cd-72ab ), four varieties of mica: white(= 
bral~mai:ia), red ( = k~atriya), yellow (= vaisya) and black (= siidra), four varieties of 
black mica: pinaka, dardura, naga and vajra (2.91-93), two varieties ofharitlila: pattra
khya and pii:iqasarpjiiaka (2.173-175). 53 

A time-consuming way of preparing a powe1ful haritalabhasman from a variety 
called tabaki is described according to the Siddhamata; this process, taking 441 days, 
results in a product that cures numerous diseases. Twenty-one different plant juices are 
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employed; 54 the purified haritlila has to be steeped in or rubbed with each of these juices 
for twenty-one days, followed by heating of the powder obtained for eight days. The 
bhasman is claimed to cure all kinds of diseases, amongst which are eighteen disorders 
of the blood (raktaviklira), 55 the group of ka!hinavikliras, 56 the mii9havikliras, 57 phira
ilga, and the ten disorders caused by blood (raktajaroga), 58 etc. (2.209). 

The four variet_ies of haritlila acknowledged in the Siddhamata are bugadlidi, go
danti, tabaki and pir:i9atlila (2.209). 

Three varieties of manal)silli are described: sylimliilgi, ka1)avirikli and dvikha
t)9likhyli (2.215-217). 1\vo varieties of sroto'fijana are recognized by the author: 
sroto'fijana, which is black, and sauvira, which is white; another classification 
acknowledges five types: sroto'fijana, sauvira, raslifijana, nillifijana and pu§plifijana 
(2.225-227); the variety called kulatthikli is added (2.240-241). Capala is regarded 
as a slidhlirar:iarasa, but hiilgula and mrddlirasr1iga are not mentioned as belonging to 
this group (2.345). Rlijlivarta, considered to be one of the uparasas or a ratna, is of 
two kinds: rakta and nila (2.247-248). Two kinds of kha!ikli are described: kha!i and 
gaurakha!i (2.264). Three varieties of gairika are distinguished: svan:ia-, slimlinya
and pli§lit;1likhyagairika (2.268-269), two varieties of klisisa: pli1r1su- and pu§paklisisa 
(2.273), two varieties of rasaka or kharpara: dardura and kliravellaka (2.276-278ab), 
three varieties of kapardikli or varli!ikli: red, white and yellow (2.294-295), supple
mented by a black type with white spots (2.295cd-296ab), three varieties of bola: 
rakta, sylima and manu§yaja (2.306), and two varieties of kankU§!ha: naliklikhya and 
rei;iuka (2.312). KankU§!ha is regarded as a substance found in the Himlilaya, but 
disagreeing opinions are given too (2.312-317). Two varieties of gauripli§lit)a are 
described: a white artificial one, and a yellow, naturally occurring one (3.336-337), 
and two varieties of bodlirasr1igaka: yellow and pale (3.343). 

The metals (dhlitu) are seven or nine in number; the series of seven consists of gold, 
silver, copper, tin, zinc, lead and iron (3.1 ); the series of nine metals, connected with 
the nine grahas, comprises gold, silver, copper, tin, lead, tik§t)aka, lira(= pittala), kli
rpsya and vartaloha (3.3-4ab). The usual varieties of gold, silver, copper, tin and lead 
are described. The three varieties of mur:i9aloha are mrdu, kur:i!ha and ka9liraka (3.206); 
the six varieties of tik§t)aloha are kharlikhya, slirasar11jfiaka, huntlila, tlirlivaga, vlijira, 
and klilaka (3.207); the five varieties of klintaloha are bhrlimaka, cumbaka, kar§aka, 
drlivaka and romaka (3.208). Three varieties of vimala are described: svarr:ia-, riipya
and klilpsyavimala (4.27), two varieties ofpittala (brass): rlijaritikli and klikatul)9i (4. 
69). The alloy, called paficaloha or bharta, consists of bronze (klirpsya), brass (pittala), 
copper, lead and tin ( 4.83). 

Sillijatu has its origin in rocks or an alkaline earth ( 4.93); the first kind is of four 
varieties: sauvarr:ia, rlijata, tlimra and liyasa (4.94-98); another kind of silajatu, used in 
fireworks (agniblil)a),59 is called soraka (4.133). The usual four varieties of capala are 
mentioned: white, black, yellowish green (harit) and red ( 4.136 ). 

The nine major gems (ratna) are, according to a quotation from the Rasapaddhati: 
vajra (diamond), vidruma (coral), mauktika (pearl), marakata (emerald), vaidiirya, 
gomedaka, mlil)ikya (ruby), harinila (sapphire), and pu§padr§ad (topaz); the same 
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series is found in the Vi~JJudharmottarapuriiJJa, cited by Madhava (5.4-6ab). Minor 
gems (uparatna) mentioned by name are: vaikranta, siiryakanta,candrakanta, rajavarta, 
la.la, 00 peroja, muktasukti, saitkha, karpiirasman, and coloured glass (kacaja mai:ii) (5. 
6-8). Two varieties of pero ja (turquoise) are described: bhasma1iga and harita ( 5.14 8 ); 
eight varieties of vaikranta are referred to (5.164). 

The ten poisons, derived from bulbous or tuberous plants (kandabhava), which may 
be used in medicine(saumya), are: saktuka, mustaka, kaurma, darvika, sar~apa, saikata, 
vatsanabha and svetasritgi (6.1 I); the ten ugra poisons to be avoided in medicine are: 
kalakii!a, rt1e~asritgi, darduraka, halahala, karko!i, granthi, haridra, raktasf11gi, kesara, 
and yamada,p~!ra (6.20-21). The nine vegetable poisons distinguished by other au
thorities are: vatsanabha, haridra, saktuka, pradipana, sritgika, kalakii!a, saura~!rika, 
and halahala; they are said to be found in mountainous regions, in haridra regions, 61 

in the mountains, in flat regions, in Sura~!ra, in the vicinity of kapila riverbanks, in 
Ahicchattra, on the mountain Ki~kindha, and on the mountain called Brahma respec
tively (6.40). 62 The minor poisons of vegetable origin (upavi~a) are seven in number: 
arka, sehul).<;ia, dhattiira, laitgali, karaviraka, gufija, and ahiphena (6.108); theirnumber 
is nine according to other authorities: arka, snuh (= sehul).<;la), laitgali, gufija, hayari (= 
karavira), vi~amu~!i, aphena (= ahiphena), unmatta (= dhattiira), andjepiUa (6.111 ). An 
added item is bhaitga. 

The extent to which the Ayurvedaprakii§a consists of quotations from earlier 
treatises is, in particular, elucidated in Somadevasarman's commentary. The glosses 
in prose can be attributed to Madhava himself, who does not hesitate to give his own 
opinion on some issues63 and refers to the tradition transmitted by his guru. 64 The 
views adopted by him are repeatedly indicated, followed by disagreeing opinions. 

In several instances the vernacular name of a substance is recorded. 65 

The author 

The author's name is Srimadhava Upadhyaya of Sarasvata lineage, born in Saurli.~!ra, 
but residing in Kasi. 66 

Date 

The earliest MS ofMadhava's Piikiiva/fmay be completed in A.D. 1713 or 1813. 67 The 
earliest MS of the Ayurvedaprakii§a dates from A.O. 1786 (10 Nr. 2696); the original 
of another MS may have been written in AD. 1673/74. 68 

Two sources of the Ayurvedaprakiisa, namely the Rasapaddhati and the Yogatara
ngiQI, belong to the first half of the seventeenth century. The quotations from the Bhii
vaprakiisa and the Rasapaddhati prove that Madhava Upadhyaya is later than the six
teenth century. 

The evidence available establishes that the Ayurvedaprakiisa dates from the second 
half of the seventeenth century. 69 
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Commentaries 

A Sanskrit commentary, called ArthavidyotinT, on the whole of the ii.yurvedaprakiisa, 
was written by Gulriijsarmamisra. 70 

This useful and lucid commentary quotes from and refers to the following 
authorities and works: A<;lhamalla (1.174-179), ii.dityah[daya (1.139),71 ii.gama 
(1.396), Amara,72 ii.nandakanda (1.363), Atreya (2.338--340), Bhagavadukti (1.130), 
Bhiiratiyarasasiistra by Desai (2.276-278ab), 73 Bhartrhari (I. 130), Bhiivaprakiisa (I. 
418-425; 6.25-34ab), BhiivaprakiisanighaIJ{U (2.276-278ab),74 Bhusundopiikhyiina 
(1.133-134ab),75 Bindu (2.133-134ab), 76 Brhadviisi§{ha (1.133-134ab),77 Caraka 
(1.113, 127, 382, 539, 540, 547, 559cd-561; 3.295-296), Cii<;liimaQi (2.234 and 
350-351; 3.77-78, 205, 244-245ab), 78 QallaQa (2.316--317),Devayiimalaka (1.481), 
Devendragiri (3.140-142), 79 QhuQc;lhukaniitha (1.401-403; 3.93-96), 80 Gar1giidhara 
( 1.54 7), 81 Gorak~aniitha ( l.137), Govinda ( 1.277-280 and 308-309), 82 Govinda
bhik~u (1.323),83 HiijiirTialasukula (I .466-469ab),84 Hemacandra (1.509-522),85 

Hemiidri (2.316--317; 6.90-95), Kiilaniitha ( 1.137 and 401-403), 86 Lohapaddhati (2. 
253; 3.207cd and 208-209), Mahiibhiirata (1.130), Mahesvara (1.108-112 and 136),87 
Medini (1.136), Niigiirjuna (2.281-283), Nandin (2.270-272), Niiriiy~a (3.192cd-
193), NighaIJ{U (l.162cd-163, 397, 428cd-435),88 NighaIJ{Uriija (1.173), Nityaniitha 
(1.106), l;'admaniibhasiinu (2.273-275),89 PiiQini (1.3), Raghuniithasampradiiya 
(1.463), RasacintiimaIJi (1.137 and 251), RasadarpaIJa (1.187), Rasahrdaya (often), 
Rasakiimadhenu (often), Rasamaiijalf (often), RasamiirtaQga (l.52-54ab), Rasiimrta 
(3.1 and 25-26), Rasapaddhati (often), Rasapaddhatipkii by Mahiideva (2.141-142; 
4.133), Rasaprakiisasudhiikara (often), Rasaratniikara (often), Rasaratnasamuccaya 
(often), Rasaratnasamuccaya{Tkii (2.276-278ab; 4.30), RasiirIJava (often), Rasasa
q1ketakalikii (1.399-400, 436-441), Rasasiira (often), RasatarangiIJT (1.174-179, 
399-400, 442-444ab, 444<:a-448, 483), Rasaviigbhaia (2.273-275; 3. I, 6cd-10ab and 
190-192ab), Rasiiyanasiira (3.177cd-180 and I 92cd-193ab), Rasiiyanasiirasarpgraha 
( 1.362), RasendracintiimaIJi (often), RasendracintiimaIJi{ikii ( 1.192), Rasendracugii
maIJi (often), Rasendrasiirasarpgraha (often), Saiviilabhak~ya (1.191), Saktyavatiira 
(1.88-89), Siiligriimanighar;i{ubhO§aIJa (1.277-280), SiirJ1khyakiirikii(l.131 and 132), 
Siirngadhara (1.174-179; 3.282cd-284ab), Siirrigadhara{ippaIJT (3.52cd-53), Siddha
bhai§ajyamaiijO§ii by Jayadeva and its vyiikhyii (3.30), Siddhabhe§ajamaIJimiilii 
(3.177cd-180), Siviigama (1.118--121ab), Sivamata (3.3-4ab), Srimadbhiigavata 
(1.131), Susruta (1.7, 127; 2.209; 3.30; 6.78-79 and 80-86), Tot;Jariinanda (1.191 
and 367), Viigbha\a (I.I), vaijiiiinikat1 (2.350-351; 5.27), Viisi§[hamahiiriimiiyaIJa 
(I. 133-134ab),90 Veda (I.I), Yasodhara (2.91-93),91 and yiiniinigranthakiirii~ (2.341). 

The author of this commentary mentions rather often variant readings of the text 
of the ii.yurvedaprakiisa. 92 

Somadevasarman wrote two commentaries on chapter one of the ii.yurvedaprakiisa, 
one in Sanskrit and called Pradipa, the other in Hindi and called Uddyota 

Authorities and works quoted or referred to in these commentaries are: 93 ii.na
ndakanda ( 1.223-228, 391-394, 433cd-435, 458-459, 460), A§[iirigahrdaya ( 1.130), 
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Bhagavadgovindapada, Bhiivaprakiisa, Brhadrasariijasundara (1.123-126 and 399-
400), Cakrapai:ii's Cikitsiisarpgraha (1.5), Qhu~1~hukanlitha (I.I), Govinda (1.307), 
Mahiibhiirata ( 1.130), Rasacintiima(li, Rasah[daya, Rasakiimadhenu, Rasamaiijarf, Ra
samiirta(lga (1.283-285), Rasiimrta (1.408), Rasapaddhati, Rasapaddhatiffkii, Rasa
prakiisasudhiikara, Rasaratnadfpikii, Rasaratniikara, Rasaratnapradfpa, Rasaratnapra
dfpikii, Rasaratnasamuccaya, Rasiir(lava, Rasasarpketakalikii, Rasasiira, Rasasindhu 
( 1.123-126), Rasatarangi(lf, RasendracintiimaIJi, Rasendracugiima(li, Rasendrasiira
saq1graha, Rudrayiimala ( 1.123-126 ), Siirpkhyatattvakaumudf ( 1.131 ), Siinigadha
rasa.rphitii, Somadeva, Vagbha\a, Vaidyakasabdasindhu (l.426-428ab), Visva (1.5), 
Yasodhara, Yogaratniikara, Yogatarangi(lf, and Yogaviisi§{ha (1.133-134). 

Somadevasarman systematically indicates the metres of Madhava's verses. Occa
sionally, he criticizes the readings adopted in ed. a. 

Somadevasarman was a Sarasvata brahmru:ia, son of Raghunandanasarman; he 
lived in a village called Bhavigarh in the vicinity of AIIgarh. 94 



Chapter 3 

Gorak$asarphita 

The Gorak$aSal'/Jhitii I is a Tantric text, part of which deals with alchemy. 

Contents 

The edited text of the treatise2 is divided into two sections, a Kadjprakarai:ia in twenty
seven chapters (pa!ala) on Tantric subjects, 3 and a Bhiitiprakarai:ia in nine chapters 
(pa!ala) on alchemy. 4 The Bhiitiprakarar:ia is written in the form of a dialogue between 
Srikar:i!ha (= Siva) and Sakti. 

Chapter one of the Bhiitiprakara1}a (rasaphaliiphalavari:iana; 123 verses) is of an 
introductory character. Some of its subjects are: the secret nature of the alchemical art, 
the persons to whom it may be transmitted, the praise of mercury, and the treatises on 
alchemy which the work summarizes. 

Chapter two (dravyasaq1grahai:ia; 105 verses) is about the nibandhana of mercury 
(l-5ab), the eight rasas (5cd-20ab), the eight uparasas (20cd-29), the eight rasalo
has (30-40), precious and semi-precious stones (41-52), a substance of animal ori
gin (53-56), the six kinds of salt (57-59), the three kinds ofk~iira (60ab), poisonous 
substances (60cd--65a), oils (65b-66), vasii (67-68ab), urine (68cd), semen and men
strual discharge (69), k~iiras (69cd-73ab),jaraka substances (73cd-77), dravaka sub
stances (78-81), acids (amliini; 82-85), the rakta-, pita-, lq~i:ia- and sitavarga (86-97), 
and some alchemical operations (98-105). 

Chapter three (dhiitusudahi; 97 verses) is concerned with the eighteen sairiskaras 
(3cd-6), the eight saq1skiiras (a~!avidha suddhil}) resulting in the purification of mer
cury (7-25ab ), and the purification of the rasas, uparasas and lo has (25cd-97). 

Chapter four (jivotsargavidhana; 152 verses) discusses the bandha of mercury; four 
types of bandha are referred to (3cd-4); several alchemical operations are described, 
in pmticular sattvapatana, and some apparatus (6cd-l l 6 );5 the construction of the al
chemical workshop (rasamar:i~apa) and its inventory are dealt with (I l 7-129ab); the 
chapter ends with verses on good and bad types of teachers (l 29cd- l 52 ). 

Chapter five (bijasambandha; 302 verses) deals with samukhaciira11a (5-44 ), ni
rmukhacara~1a by means of divine herbs (45-57ab), types of grasa (65-79ab), bi~a. 
bija, and several operations (garbhadruti, raiijana, etc.) (79cd-302). 

Chapter six (rasoparasakarman; 582 verses) is about alchemical operations involv
ing siiryakanta (8-36ab), candrakanta (36cd-50ab), tarakanta (50cd-60), capala (61-
70ab), vajra (70cd-79), raktiibhra (80-96ab ), sasyaka (96cd-l l 7ab), adrija (l l 7cd-
125; = siliijatu), vimala (126-182), miik~ika (I 83-250ab), rasaka (250cd-297), darada 
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(298-309ab), gandhaka (309cd-422ab), gairika (422cd-535ab), and sauvrra (535cd-
582). 

Chapter seven (divyau~adhilak~ar:iakarman; 374 verses)6 describes the sixty-four 
divine herbs (divyau~adhi; 1-106) and theiruses in alchemical operations (107-152); 
the middle part of the chapter is devoted to vegetable poisons and their uses (153-
209ab); the last part of the chapter contains a long amlavetasakalpa (209cd-326) and 
rules concerning the use of rasayana preparations (350-374). 

Chapter eight (229 verses) 7 gives an account of the origin of (ayas)klinta and its 
uses, followed by verses on some other dhatus and related subjects. 

Chapter nine (sivasiitra, rasliyanavidhi; verses 74-141) 8 gives rules forthe adepts 
and describes the results of their efforts. 

The only authority mentioned is Nandin (9.134). 

Special features 

The Bhiitiprakaral}a of the Gorak~asal'/Jhita is mainly devoted to alchemy and the ob
jectives of its quest: dehasiddhi and lohasiddhi; preparations which are curative of par
ticular diseases are occasionally dealt with, for example in the amlavetasakalpa (7. 
21 Ocd-326). 9 

The arrangement of the material is not very systematic. The first eight of the eigh
teen sarpskliras are described, the remaining ones are referred to. The yantras, mii~lis 
and pu!as are not characterized; the substances used in alchemical operations, their va
rieties, properties, etc., are incidentally described. Several groups of substances and 
the items belonging to these groups are, however, dealt with in chapter two. The di
vine herbs are discussed in chapter seven. 

The main accent of the Bhiitiprakarai:ia is on the bandha of mercury. A term used to 
designate alchemy is bhiititantra (2.10 I; 3 .1) or bhiitislistra (2.3; 4.3 ). Bhiiti is a term 
frequently employed to designate one of the aims of the alchemist; other aims men
tioned are the usual ones: ayus (7.374), cakravartitva (1.109), divyadehatva (5.176), 
khecaratva (5.168), the siddhis (5.177), etc., next to the making of artificial gold and 
silver. 

Siva worship is a conspicuous feature. Mantras are repeatedly referred to; examples 
are the aghoramantra (6.45; 7.162), klimikamantra (7.163), visvariipli vidyli (6.477 and 
479; 9.130), and trailokya~amaramantra (7.163). 

Grammatical faults are rather frequent. 10 Some vernacular terms are also met 
with. 11 

Chapter one relates that a very large alchemical work (a rasatantra), in 25,000 
verses, was once revealed by Svacchanda (= Siva). Basing themselves upon this work, 
several gods composed their own treatises on the subject; these treatises are: DevI's 
Mahodadhi in 12,000 verses, Umli's Rasopani~ad in 6,000 verses, Guha's Rasatantra 
in 6,000 verses, Vrrabhadra's Rasatantra in I ,OOO verses, Sukra's Rasavaloka in 6,000 
verses, Brhaspati 's Rasacakra in 8,000 verses, Candra's Rasiirikusa in 10,000 verses, 
and Vinliyaka's Rasodaya in 8,000 verses (1.111-120). The Bhiitiprakarai:ia is said to 
be an abridgement of Siva's original work. 12 
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Chapter two describes mica (ghana) as originating from Umli's yoni (6ab); mica 
is of four colours: white, yellow, red and black (6cd); two varieties only are distin
guished: vajra and mlii;i<;liika (27). 13 Mica is one of the eight (mahli)rasas: 14 abhraka or 
ghana, vaikrlinta, vimala, rasaka, saila, mlik~ika, darada ( = hiilgula), and sasyaka ( 19-
20). Several varieties of vaikrlintaka are referred to (8cd). Vimala is of two kinds: white 
and yellow ( I lcd-12ab), 15 rasaka of three kinds: mrttiklirasaka, guglibha and p~lii;ili
bha (I 2cd-13 ), sail a of four kinds, different in colour (14 ), mlik~ika of two kinds: white 
and yellow ( 15ab), or of four types: kadambaklira, golakliklira, kliravellakasarp.nibha, 
and ailgu!Iyaka ( 15cd-16), darada (cinnabar) of three types: camari, 16 sukatui;iga and 
harp.saplida (17), and sasyaka of one type (18ab). 

The eight uparasas are: gandha (sulphur), (harit)lila, gairika, (manalJ)silli, kiiilk~I, 
kiisisa, aiijana, and kailku~iha (28cd-29). 17 Haritlila is of two kinds: pale red (pli!ala) 
and yellow (22ab ), gairika of one type (22cd-23 ), mana~silli of one type (24ab ), 18 kli
ilk~I of two types: sylimli and kapilli (24cd), klisisa of three types: white, sylima and 
yellow (25cd-27ab); 19 aiijana2t and kailkustha are of one type (27cd-28ab). 

An unusual group of eight rasalohas 21 is described, which may, partly at least, 
consist of substances called sattva in other texts.22 The group consists of: klintaja, 
khuraloha,23 nlinliklirlismaja, khaja, vaikrlintakodbhava, sailaja, sasyakasa1pbhava, 
and mlik~ikamalaja; the colours and properties of these rasalohas are mentioned 
(30-40ab). 

The six metals (liyasa) are: gold (agni), silver (soma), copper(arka), iron (tik~1,1a), 
tin (vailga), and lead (nliga) (40cd). 

The five rasaratnas (precious stones) are: padmarliga (ruby), indranila (sapphire), 
marakata (emerald), pu~parliga (topaz), and vajra (diamond) (44cd-45ab). N!Plivarta 
(= rlijlivarta), tuttha, vidruma, and artificial gems (vaigambaka: mock gem) are called 
the mai;iirasas ( 4 7). 24 The group of the three mahlimai;iis consists of siiryaklinta, candra
klinta and tliraklinta (48-50ab). 

Substances useful in the bandha of mercury are: mrganlibhi (muse), mli!hara, 
ambujasiika (= jalasiika), the milky juice (payas) of ra~ura, nislira or nrslira, 
gautamak~lira, tagara, nligasarpjiiita, le!Itaka, srotaja, kT~Qligaru, and sita (50cd-56). 
The six types of salt are: slimudra, saindhava, viga, sauvarcala, romaka, and culikli
lavai;ia or navaslira (58-59). The three caustics (k~lira) are: yava(k~lira), svarjika and 
iankai;ia (60ab ). 

The five (major) poisonous substances are: saktuka, lq~i;ia, srngika, mustaka and 
vatsanlibha (60cd-64ab). The five upavi~as are: snuhI, arka, karavira, lliilga!I and vi
~amu~!ika (64cd-65 a). Oils used in alchemical operations are extracted from the plants 
called jyoti~matI, naktamlila, rubuka (= erai;iga), liru~kara, ak~a. ailkola, pallisa, blikucI, 
aplimlirga, and unmatta (65b-66). The fatty substances (vasli; 67-68ab), urines (68cd), 
kinds of semen and menstrual discharge (bija, pu~pa; 69ab) used are enumerated. A 
pittavarga and vigvarga are absent. 25 

The list of plants from which a k~lira may be prepared is long. The plants men
tioned are: aplimlirga, arka, asvamlira, caQaka, erai;iga, gotama, giithavrk~a. kadalI, ka
iicukI, kliraka, kuiaja, mok~aka, mu~!ika, nik~lira, nikura, ni~pliva, pallisa, ra~uraka, 
raktamlila, snuhI, suradli!i,26 tila, udumbarI, unmatta, vajrakandaka, var~bhii, and vii-
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stuka (69cd-72). A list of acids derived from plants follows (82-84). The substances 
belonging to the rakta-, pita-, krg1a- and svetavarga are enumerated towards the end of 
the chapter (86-97). 

Chapter three mentions the following eighteen sa,,1skiiras: svedana, mardana, mii
rchana, utthiipana, piitana, dipana, nirodha, niyiimana,ciira,,a, garbhasarp.driiva,jiira~1a, 
piitana again, griisapramiii;ia, raiijana, siirai;ia, kriimai;ia, vedha, and sa!'Iriiviipa (4-6).27 

Five plants are called the five kumiirikiis: karko\I, ~anetrii, sukatui;i9ii, viiyasI and 
javii (16); ii~apattrii, agnija, varya and the two va\amiiliis are the five varui;ias ( 17cd
l 8ab). 

The driivika plants enumerated are: bii~pikii, cificikii, halinI, kai;iii, kaiicukT, kii
ravallikii, kosiitakI, kumiirikii, pravrtta, suradii.lT, siiryiivarta, vajrakanda, and vandhyii 
(70-71). 28 

Chapter four refers to four types of bandha(3), butdescdbes only dravabandha (6); 
gola- and bhasmabandha are mentioned without being characterized ( 4 ). 29 The colours 
of the flames produced by various substances are mentioned ( 113-114 ). 

Chapter five enumerates sixty-four plants used in the bandhana of mercury: 
ahilocanii, 31 ajamiiIT, alambu~ii, aiijalikiiIT, apariijitii, apattrii, ardhacandrii, 31 bimbI, 
briihmI, brhatT, citrapari;iI, 32 dantI, durgandhii, giiru9I, gojihvikii, halinT, ha,p.sapiidT, 
hemapu~pikii, IsvarT, jalamiilikii, jalaparviimbusitii, 33 jalapippa!T, jalodbhaviipamiirga, 
jviilinT, kapotI, k~IrI, kumiirI, kumbhaka, kurkurT, lak~mai;iii, mii'!l~I, miiQQiikI, mii
rjiirapiidikii, meghaniidii, m~akii, miniik~I. 34 mohinI, miirti, musa!T, niiginI, nandinI, 
pii~iii;iabhedikii, prasiirii;iT (sthalajii prasiirii;iT), samangii (sthalajii samangii), samangii 
(viirisa,pbhiitii samangii), saracandraukasa, siirikii, sarpasugandhikii, sikhii, sikhipiidi, 
sitagandhii khagii, sukaniisii, tripari;iikii, tulasI, t~I, upiimbu, upodikii, utpa!T (jalajii 
utpali padmii), uttamii, vajrakandaka, vanakiirpiisI, vanamiilii, vaniirjikii, viiriihI, 
viiyasI, vidiirT, vrscikiilikii, and yavacificI (46-57). 35 

The types of rasa that are formed on the addition of griisa are called dai;i9adhiirin or 
dai;i9adhrk, piiyasa or payasiiklira, jaliikii or jalaukiikiiravat, vidru~a, chedin, dadhivat, 
navanita, and pii;i9a or khai;i9a (65-71). 36 

Chapter six mentions the usual four varieties of capala (64ab). The mahiirasas rasa 
and rasaka are praised for their suitability to make artificial gold and silver (269cd-
270ab ). Diinavendra is a term repeatedly employed to designate sulphur (294, 309, 315, 
356, etc.). 

Chapter seven is concerned with plants used in alchemy: divyau~adhis, mahau
~adhis and rasau~adhis (5), divided into the following types: tr i:ia, gulma, latii, vallT, 
vrk~a, and visarpiQT(6).37 

The plants described38 are: ajagarI (21-22ab), iimriitakI (34), a'!1sumatI or rudantI 
(26cd-28ab), asokii (36), iisurI (85cd-86ab), bhedinT (52cd-53ab), bhrngii (93ab), 
bhiikadamba (25-26ab), bhiitakesI or km1ava11T (24), bilviitakI (100), brahmadai;i9I 
(64cd-65), camarI (93cd-94ab), chattrI (39cd-40ab), devasrI (75-77ab), devI (42), 
gandharvI (86cd-87ab), giiru9I (80), gomiiri (87cd-88ab), gonasI (22cd), gorocanii 
(101-103), gospigI (58-59), hemadai;i9a (69), hemalatii (84cd-85ab), rsvarI (23cd), 
jayii (74), jyotistri;ia, jyotirvrk~a, jyoti!Jkanda (61cd-62ab), kiilakan:iI (48cd-49ab), 
karavirI (94cd-95ab), khadirapattrikii (60-61 ab), kI\amiiII (77cd-78), kr~i:iacitraka or 
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goptar ( 44 ), madhutrna (67cd-68), niigini (38cd-39ab), naradevi (56cd-57), nilotpalii 
(49cd-50ab), padmada~19i (66-67ab), paliisavalli (45-46), pitamustakikii (97), punnii
gapattrikii (37-38ab), rajani(50cd-5lab), raktavalli(62cd-64ab), rohit;1i(99), sa1pvari 
(28cd-30ab), sataparvii (33), savari (40cd-41), si1phikii (5lcd-52ab), siri~ii (88cd), 
soma (7-8ab),39 somavalli (9-19ab), somavrk~a (8cd), srijayii (71-72ab), sthalajii 
padmini ( I 9cd-20), tiimbiilapattri (70), tiiriijii (47-48ab), tilakii (53cd-54ab), tridat;19i 
(92), tripattrii (35), trisalyii (104-105), trisiili (90-91), twnbini (81-84ab), ucca~ii 
(23ab), vajrii (95cd-96), vajravalli (43), vanakustumbarl: (89), viiriihi (30cd-3Iab), 
v(jayii (72-73), viravalli (798), and vyiighrI (79).40 

An otherwise unknown disorder, called somavrddhi, is referred to (15). 
The amlavetasakalpa gives an account of the mythical origin of this plant (210cd-

213) and its appearance (214-216ab); its juice is described as a powerful solvent (drii
vaka; 229-233ab). 

The style and terminology of the Bhiitiprakarai:ia of the Gorak$asarphitii are distinc
tive, although in some respe'-'tS reminiscent of the Rasopani$ad. 41 Mercury is very often 
referred to as sarvaja42 and siitaka, gold as miitar43 or matrka,44 copper as aravinda,45 

etc. 
Compounds with the element cakra- are not rare. 46 

The terms smi and sr~titraya are frequently employed.47 A large number of 
technical t.erms are not explained.48 The same applies to the preparation of various 
substances employed in alchemical operations, for example: jyotistaila, 49 riigasneha, 50 

raktasneha, 51 and raktataila 52 (probably synonyms of rafijanataila). 53 Sneha is used in 
the sense of taila 54 or vasii. 55 

Some mii~iis referred to are agnimii~ii (5.146; 6.575), dhariimii~ii (7.139), and di
rghamii~ii (4.52; 5.135). 

Some noteworthy names of plants are ambujasiika (= jalasiika; 2.51), amlavalli 
(2.83; 6.334 ), candravalli (2.96), cirpotikii (5.123), codyavrk~a (8.85), gandhii (2.94 ), 
jalasiika (6.451 and 467), lelitaka (2.52; 6.385 and4 72), mii!hara (6.214, 314,320,395, 
453, 467, 544), riijiirka (8.213), rak~ura (2.51), rak~uraka (2.72), raktagocandanii (6. 
491), raktiipamiirga (6.340 and 492; 7.189), srihastini (4.72), trirak~ii (6.489), and vr
~odara (9.123). 

The author 

The author mentions his name, Gora~aniitha, at the end of the treatise, adding that he 
wrote it56 for the benefit of a king called Sitpha (9.135-136).57 

Works, attributed to Gorak~a(niitha), are, apart from the Gorak$asa1phitii, the 
Bandhasarvasva,58 a Kiimasiistra,59 and the Rasesvarasiddhiinta. 60 Goraksa(niitha) is 
moreover credited with a large number of non-medical works. 61 • 

The Gorak$asarµhitii is not quoted as such in medical treatises, 62 but citations from 
the Svacchandasaktyavatiira63 and works with related titles inay be from some version 
of the Bhiitiprakarai:ia. 64 

The Svacchand11gama is quoted in To9ara's ii.yurvedasaukhya. 65 The Svacchanda
saktyiigama is quoted in Vi~i:iudeva's Rasariijalak$mf, 66 the Rasaratnapradfpa, the 
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Rasasindhu, and To9ara's ii.yurvedasaukhya. 67 The Svacchandasiiktyiigama is quoted 
in Acyuta's Rasasarpgrahasiddhiinta and the Rasariijalak$mi. The Saktyavatiira is 
quoted in one of the parisi~\as of the ii.nandakanda, 68 Gulriijsarrnamisra's commentary 
on the ii.yurvedaprakiisa, 69 and the Rasacaccvavivecana. 

Gorak~a is quoted or referred to on subjects connected with iiyurveda or rasa
siistra in the Brhadrasariijasundara, 7° Cidghaniindaniitha's Sackarmasa1pgraha, 71 the 
Rasakiimadhenu,72 Rasaracnadipika,13 Rasaratniikara,14 Haziiriliil Sukul's commen
tary on the Rasaracnasamuccaya, 75 Sivamisra's Vaidyasiistrasiviinubhava, To9ara's 
ii.yurvedasaukhya,16 Trimalla's Brhadyogacarangil)I71 and Yog1Earangi1)I, 78 and the 
Vaidyacincamai1i. 79 

Some formulae attributed to Gorak~aniitha are candresvarI gu!ikii so and gorak~a
vati. 81 

· Gorak~a(niitha) is the most famous of the nine Niithasiddhas. 82 Gorak~ is men
tioned as a Rasasiddha in the Rasatarangi11I and Rasendrasambhava, as a Mahiisiddha 
in the Ha[hayogapradipikii, 83 and as a Niitha in the ii.nandakanda. 

Date 

The Bhiitiprakarai:ia of the Gorak$asarphitii gives the impression of being an early work 
on rasasiistra: the terms dhiitu and upadhiitu are not yet used; zinc is not described; the 
essence (sattva) ofrasaka (i.e., zinc), although known (6.260, 262), is not characterized 
as a metallic substance. 

The Kadiprakarai:ia of the Gorak$asai11hitii is related to the Kubjikiimacacancra, the 
oldest MS of which dates from the eleventh century. 

The Gorak$asarphitii, its Bhiitiprakarai:ia included, may therefore date from about 
the same period, but a later date cannot be excluded with any certainty. 84 

The period in which Gorak~a lived is a disputed issue; 85 dates mentioned in the 
literature are: middle of the ninth century, 86 ninth or tenth century, 87 between the ninth 
and twelfth centuries, 88 tenth century, 89 eleventh century, 90 not later than A.D.1200, 
probably early in the eleventh century, 91 earlier than the last quarter of the thirteenth 
century, 92 thirteenth century, 93 and end fourteenth century. 94 



Chapter4 

Kakacal}9esvarfmatatantra to Rasahrdayatantra 

The Kiikacai:i,;tesvanmatatantra 

The Kiikacandesvalfmatatantra, 1 written in the form of a conversation between Siva 
and Kakaca~<fi, 2 deals with many subjects that belong to rasasiistra. The work opens 
with a sceneo n the Kailiisa, where Siva and his spouse are surrounded by a group ofY o
ginis who are praising Siva. Yoginis mentioned by name are Krandanandi, Mahiikiili, 
Bh~r1gaca11q1, Viniiyaki, Kapiili, Kiilariitri, Kiilacandrii, Kaliimbikii, Kariili, Kiilakan:11, 
and Kakacandesvari. Kakacandi, also called Kakacamundii, asks Siva for instruction 
on alchemic~i subjects (2.3: dhiituviida and rasiiyana). si~a complies with her request 
and expounds the science. 3 

The text describes4 some sa,pskiiras of mercury, 5 the making of artificial gold and 
silver, 6 abhrakadruti,7 the making of artificial gems (ratnakartrtva; 2.4), etc. Some 
types of mii~ii, 8 etc., 9 are referred to. 10 

The contents and the extent of the work vary in the MSS. A (Mahii)rasiiyanavidhi 11 

forms part of some versions. One MS contains a number of kalpas and rasayogas. 12 

It may be that the Kiikacai:i,;fisvarakalpatantra is related to the Kiikacal),;fesvari
matatantra 13 

The Kiikac31),;fesvarimata is referred to in the Dattiitreyatantra, 14 the Rasakak$ii
pu[a, Nityaniitha's Rasaratniikaia, Riimariija's Rasaratnapradfpa, and Vigmdeva's 
Rasariija/ak~f and Rasasindhu. The Kiikacal),;fisvantantra is quoted in the Pii
radasarphitii. 15 The Kiikacal)qesvara is cited in Toqara's A.yurvedasaukhya 16 and is 
one of the sources of the B.rhadrasariijasundara. 17 

Riimariija's acquaintance with the work shows that it antedates the period A.D. 
1400-1550. Vi~11udeva's references to it in his Rasariija/ak~fand Rasasindhu estab
lish that it is eadier than the first quarter of the fourteenth century. 18 

The Kiikacal),;fisvarakalpatantra 

The Kiikacal),;fisvarakalpatantra, 19 a treatise in about 700 verses, contains fifty-one 
kalpas, 20 generally belonging to the realm of rasasiistra, as appears from the ingredi
ents of the prescriptions, the effects of their administration, and the terminology used. 
Each kalpa consists of several prescriptions, usually with a particular plant as their 
main ingredient. The formulae serve to cure diseases, have a rasiiyana or viijikaral).a 
character, or aim at alchemical purposes (deha- and lohasiddhi). Mantras and Tantric 
elements are frequent. 
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The plants and some other substances,21 after which the kalpas are named, are: 
apariijitii, ucca\ii, niigadamani, vajravalli, vajradanti, hastikari:,11, mahanm, sailodaka, 
svetapunarnavii, raktapaliisa, brahma(vrk~a), svetapaliisa, lq~i:iaharidrii, ka\urohiQi, 
asvagandhii, aiikola, lak~mai:ia, isvari, siilmali, kiikajar1ghii, k~iprii, karafija, nirgui:igi, 
indraviiru~ff, bhrr1gariija, triphalii, udaka, musali, mUQQI, citraka, maIJQiika, sriphaia 
(= bilva), iimalaki, svetagufijii, mai:igukabriihmi, vandii, viikuci (= somariiji), rudanti, 
ka\utumbi, iliyiilepa, nimba, tr1~jyotis, svetiirka, bhiikadamba, gandhaka, devadiili, 
erai:iQa, mayiirasikhii, brahmadai:igi, and sahadevi. 22 

The only authority refe1Ted to is Niigiirjuna, to whom one of the prescriptions of 
the iliyiilepakalpa is attributed. 

The Kiikaca(l(iisvarakalpatantra is composed in the form of a conversation 
between Siva and Piirvati. 23 It is not clear whether it forms part of the Kiikaca{1(ie
svariinatatantra 24 

Kiikacai:i91svara is mentioned as a Rasasiddha in Caturbhuja's commentary on 
the Rasahrdaya (1.7), the Piiradasa1phitii (1.99), the Rasaratnasamuccaya (1.6), the 
Rasatararigi(lI ( 1.29-32), and the Rasendrasambhava (introductory verses). He is a 
Mahiisiddha in Sviitmiiriima's Hafhayogaprndfpikii ( 1.7). 

Kiikaca~19esvara is quoted in the Pliradasa1phitii. 25 Kiikaca~191svara is quoted26 in 
the Pfyii§aratnamahodadhi of Akulendraniitha 27 and the Rasariija of Vig1udeva. 28 

Several verses of the KiikacaQ9fsvarakalpatantra recur in the kalpa section of the 
Rasiir(lavaka/pa of the Rudrayiimala. 

The date of the work is uncertain. 

Special features2' 
The ucca\iikalpa describes ucca\ii (2-3), which is also called vijayii (15), and mentions 
locations where this plant is found: the mountainCandrakiinta, Hemapu~\a, the moun
tain Jiilandhara, 3° Kuberanagara, 31 the mountain Naraniiriiya1Ja, and Sa1ikhatirtha 32 

(13-14). The vajravallikalpa mentions that vajravam cures the variety of udara that 
is called ma1Jgiikiikrti. The sailodakakalpa 33 describes four varieties of sailodaka, 
which acts as a powerful rasiiyana and turns base metals into gold. This type of action, 
called vedha, is obtained within specified periods of time, dependent on the location 
of the practitioner. Many geographical names are found in this kalpa: 34 Aghora, 
Ar1girasakui:iga, Bhadriinta, Bhusaila, Brahmagiri,35 Durgadesa, Gokari:ia,36 Kalii
giri, Kalindanadi, 37 Ki~kindhiiparvata, 38 MiilyakanJa, Miinavarta, Nrsiljlhanagara, 
Pampii,39 Siljlhiicala,40 Sirphadvipa, 41 Srisaila,42 Tiiresvara, Tilodaka,43 Vedaparvata, 
Viliinta, Vindhya, Vyiighrapiida.44 

Sailodaka owes its origin to the drops of sweat that fell from Vi~i:iu's body when 
he, in his boar incarnation, raised the earth out of the waters. 

The aiikolakalpa describes four varieties of this plant: white, ruddy (aru1Ja), yel
lowish (harit), and dark (lqg1a). The siilmalikalpa mentions four varieties of siilmali: 
white, ruddy (arui:ia), yellowish (harit), and yellow (pita). The plant called k~iprii is 
elaborately characterized. The ratios of the ingredients in triphalii are: three ni~kas of 
haritaki, 45 six ni~kas of vibhHaka, and twelve ni~kas of iimalaki. 46 

The udakalpa gives rules for the amount of water that should be drunk during the 
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various parts of day and night. The musalikalpa gives a series of synonyms of this 
plant. Three varieties of mur:u;fi are mentioned, white, red and dark, and two varieties 
of citraka, called siicipattramukha and mai:i9alapattraka. The mai:i9iikakalpa describes 
the properties of a gem-like substance in the head of a large frog living in particular 
places. 47 

The vandiikalpa C,escribes the properties of this plant, which depend on the kind of 
tree on which it grows. 48 Rudanti, said to grow in mountainous regions like the Himii
laya, Kaillisa, Mandara, Vindhya, Srisaila, Hemakii!a49 and Piirijiita, is described; four 
varieties, white, red, yellow and dark, are distinguished. The small tree called iliyiilepa 
or kaiverai:i9a50 is characterized. Four varieties of era1,9a are mentioned: red, yellow, 
dark and white. Many synonyms of mayiirasikhii are enumerated. Brahmadar:i9I is of 
two varieties, white and dark. 

The Kfipfpakvarasanirmii(lavijiiiina 

The Kiipfpakvarasanirmii(lavijiiiina by Harisarar:iananda Vaidya 51 is an iatrochemical 
treatise in Hindi and Sanskrit. 52 

This work is of interest on account of its sources, some of which are less well 
known. 

The sources quoted are: 53 Agastasampradiiyagrantha (161), Agastyaproktagra
ntha (178), Ayurvedaprakiisa, Basa variijfya, Bhai§ajyaratniiva/f, Brhadyogatararigil)T, 
Cikitsiikramakalpaval/f (267-268; 318). Cikitsiiratniibhara(la (182), Devfyiima/a 
(16), Dhara(lfdharasaiphitii (3, 4-5, 6, 14, 80, 95), Laghuvaidyacintiima(li (181, 292, 
376-377), Nighal)furatniikara, Niitanakalpasiupgraha (169, 211-212), Niitanavidhi 
(297), Rasacal)giiq1su (181, 184, 238, 273-274, 351), Rasacintiimal)i (207, 246, 
302, 326, 327-328, 369, 372-373), Rasaciigiima(li (370, 371), Rasadaipa(la (110, 
129), Rasiidhyiiya (76, 80), Rasadfpikii (180, 219-220, 239, 260, 288), Rasah[daya, 
Rasah[dayaff.kii, Rasajiiiina (103-104), Rasakiimadhenu, Rasakarikii/fya (185), Ra
sakaumudf, Rasakovida (199), Rasiilaq1kiira (222-223), Rasamaiijarf, Rasamiirta(lga 
(109), Rasapaddhati, Rasapaddhati[fkii, Rasapradlpa (220-221), Rasaprakiisasudhii
kara, Rasariijasarpkara (195-196, 231, 252, 260-261, 277, 284-285, 326, 366-367), 
Rasariijasirema(li (258), Rasariijasundara (159, 201, 242, 272-273, 306, 308, 311), 
Rasaratniikara, Rasaratnama(limiilii (183, 283, 315-316, 335), Rasaratnapradlpikii 
(116, 156), Rasaratnasamuccaya, Rasii17Java, Rasasiigara (228-229), Rasasaq1gra
hasiddhiinta (292-293), Rasasiira, Rasasiiroddhiirapaddhati (93), Rasiivatiira (190, 
233, 234, 377-378), Rasiivatiira dvitlya (170, 202, 202-203, 203, 258, 286, 345, 352, 
360), Rasiiyanasaq1graha (174, 206, 207-208, 208-209, 210, 216, 221, 225-226, 
226-227, 231-232,236,249-250,269, 274-275, 275-276,287, 289-290, 291,312, 
313, 328-329, 333-334, 364), Rasiiyanasiira, Rasendracintiima(li, Rasendrnciigiima(li, 
Rasendrakalpadruma (77, 155, 209, 262-263, 324, 348), Rasendramarigala (44, 45, 
78, 81, 84), Rasendrasiirasaq1graha, Ratniikarau§adhayoga (160, 165, 174-175, 212-
213, 225, 235-236, 281,282, 288-289,298-299,301, 319,336,340,341,349,365, 
365-366), Rudrayiimala (101-102), Saiviilabhak§yamata (48), Siir1igadharasa111hitii, 
Siddhabhai§3jyama1Jimii!ii, Siddhasampradiiyagrantha (239-240), fogariinanda, Vai-
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dyacintiima(li (157, 158, 176-177, 179-180, 183, 191, 218-219, 227,233, 236-237, 
237-238, 240-241, 241, 247, 249, 251, 254, 267, 271-272, 304-305, 305, 310, 
324-325, 336-337), Vasiim[ta (263-264), Vyiisasampradiiyagrantha (194, 205, 254, 
255,256), Yogamahiir!Java (164, 215-216, 315, 322, 339),54 and Yogaratniikara 

One of the formulae was devised by the author (svanirmita; 363). 

The PiiradasaI?Jhitii 

The Piiradasal?Jhitii, compiled by Babii Niraiijanaprasada Gupta, 55 is a very extensive 
treatise on alchemy and iatrochemistry in sixty chapters. A very large part of the work 
is written in Hindi, but it also contains very numerous passages in Sanskrit, quoted from 
diverse sources, both ancient and modern. 

Works and authorities on which the Piiradasarphitii is based, according to infor
mation provided by the author himself, 56 are: Abhidhiinakiimadhenu, AJT11Jamaiijarf, 
Bhiivaprnkiisa, Devfyiimala, Dharar_1fdharasaiphitii, Dhiituratnamiilii, Gandhakaka
lpa, Gokan:ia, Kakaca~~isvara, Kalpasiira, K$frasindhu, Lohapaddhati, Naga1juna, 
Nigha(l{uriija, Purandararahasya,51 Rasacintiima(li, Rasadarpa(la, Rasah[daya, Ra
sakiimadhenu, Rasiila1pkiira, Rasamaiijarf, Rasamiirta(l;ia, Rasamrta, Rasapaddhati, 
Rasaparijata, Rasaprakiisa, Rasaprakiisasudhiikara, Rasarahasya, Rasariijaha111sa, 
Rasariijalak$mf, &1sariijapaddhati, Rasariija&al/Jkara, Rasaratnadfpikii, Rasaratniikara, 
Rasaratnapradfpa, Rasaratnasamuccaya, Rasiir(lava, Rasasarpketakalikii, Rasasiira, 
Rasasiirnddhiirapaddhati, Rasasindhu, Rasaviigbha{a, Rasiivatiira, Rasiiyanasiirasarp
graha, Rasendracintiima(li, Rasendracli~iima(li, Rasendrakalpadruma, Siiriigadhara, 
Tot;faamanda, Vaidyabhiiskarodaya, Vaidyakalpadruma, and Yogatarangi(lf. 

Sources of quotations are for the major part indicated by means of abbreviations 
which are not listed and elucidated; occasionally, the name of the source is quoted in 
full. 

Works and authorities quoted in the Piiradasarphitii are: 58 Anupiinatara1igi(lf 
(109),59 Arkaprakiisa (47; 251), Au$adhikalpalatii (147), Ayurvedavijiiiina (233), 
Bhai$ajyaratniivalf (19), Bhiivaprakiisa (24), Brhadyogatarangi(lf (II), Dhanvanta
risarphitii (Ill), DharB!Jfdharasaqihitii (I),«> Dhiituratnamiilii (360), Indrajiila (348, 
349), Kiikaca(lt;fesvara (143), Kiikaca(lt;IHvar:ftantra (257), Kiimaratna (26), Nagarjuna 
(301, 349), NighalJ{Uratniikara (64), Rasadarpa(la (155), Rasah[daya (74), Rasakiima
dhenu (345), Rasamiinasa (58), Rasamarijari (I), Rasapaddhati (I 31), Rasaparijiita 
(108), Rasaprakiisasudhiikara (75), RasariijahaqJSa (167), Rasarajalak$mf (107), 
Rasariijapaddhati (I), Rasariijasal?Jkara (60), Rasariijasundara (490-491), Rasaratna
samuccaya (I), Rasiir(lava (23), Rasasiigara (28),61 Rasasiira (66), Rasasiirapaddhati 
(244), Rasasiiroddhiirapaddhati (3),62 Rasiiyanasiirasaqigraha (5), Rasendracintii
tna(li (18), Rasendrakalpadruma (5), Rasendrasiirasaipgraha (10), Rasesvaradarsana 
(224), Sabdakalpadruma (163), Siirngadhara (110), Siddhalak$mi"svaratantra (129), 
Tot;fariinanda (II), Vagbha1a (238), Vaidyabhiiskaredaya (360), Vaidyiidarsa (3),63 

Vaidyakalpadruma (233), Vaidyarahasya (340), Vfljfkara(lakalpadruma (263), Yoga
cintiima(li (233), Yogaratniikara (10), Yogasiigara (362), Yogasiira64 (154), and 
Yogatarangi(lf (9). 
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Some works in Hindi65 and Urdii, 66 as well as a number of treatises in Persian, are 
quoted. 67 

Niraiijana and his Piiradasa1phitii are quoted in Hazanlal Sukul's commentary on 
the Rasaratnasamuccaya and in the Ras,1tattvavivecana; the Piiradasarphitii and some 
of the works on which it is based are cited in the Ayurvedfya Khanijavijiiiina. The Pii
radasaiphitii was one of the sources of the Rasavidyiimahiin;1ava. 

The Piiradasa1phitii ( 1.96-106) reproduces the list of Rasasiddhas, found in the 
Rasaratnasamuccaya, but adds the following names to it: Agama, Balaki, 68 Bali, 
Bar:iasura, Bindunatha, 69 Boracoli, 7° Carpa!a, lndradhiima, Kamari, Kat)!ha<;li, Kapila, 
Kaveri, Korar:i<;laka, Niraiijana, 71 Nityanatha, Prabhudeva, 72 Piijyapada, Ratnagho~a, 
Ratnakara, Siddhabuddha, Siddhapada, 73 Subuddhi, Susenaka, Tit:i!ini, 74 Vallabha, 
Vyalacarya, 75 and Yajanaman. 

The author 
The author, youngest son of Rayabadriprasada, an Agravala vaisya, a lawyer (vakil) 
by profession, was born in 1865/66. Like his father, he became a lawyer in Aligar~. 
His interest in alchemy induced him to study the literature on this science assiduously 
and to conduct experiments himself. 76 

Date 
The Piiradasarphitii probably dates from the beginning of the twentieth century. 77 

The Rasabhai§ajyakalpaniivijiiiina 

The Rasabhai§ajyakalpaniivijiiiina by Sarp.to~ Kumar Sarma "Khar:i<;lal" 78 is an elab
orate work in Hindi and Sanskrit, dealing with rasasastra and with the preparation of 
ayurvedic medicines. 

Contents 
Volume one (Rasasastra) discusses many subjects belonging to iatrochemistry; vol
ume two (bhai~ajyakalpana) describes the preparation of various types of ayurvedic 
medicines and of some particular well-known formulae. 

The Sanskrit passages consist of quotations from the following works and 
authors: A<;lhamalla, Amarakosa, Anandakanda, Arur:iadatta, A§fiiilgahrdayasarp
hitii, A${iingasa1pgraha, Atreyasal!lhitii, Ayurvedaprakiisa, Ayurvedfyaparibhii§ii 
by Gailgadhara, Bhai§Bjyaratniivalf, Bhiivaprakiisa, the Bodhinifikii (by Asubodha 
and Nityabodha Senagupta) on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, Cakradatta, Cakrapar:ii's 
commentary on the Carakasaq1hitii, Carakasa1phitii, I;>alhai:ia's commentary on the Su
srutasa1phitii, Dhanvanta11sa1phitii, Dravyagm;iavijiiiina by Yadavji (Trikamji Acarya), 
Gadanigraha, Halayudha, Kiisyapasaq1hitii, Kulliika's commentary on the Manusmrti, 
Mahiibhiirata, Narayai:ia, Navaparibhii§ii by Upendranathadasa, Nighal_l{uratniikara, 
Piiradasaq1hitii, Purandararahasya, Riijanighal_l{u, Rasacintiimai1i, Rasahrdaya, Rasa
jalanidhi, Rasakiimadhenu, Rasapaddhati, Rasaprakiisasudhiikara, Rasariijasundara, 
Rasaratniikara, Rasaratnasamuccaya, Rasiiri1ava, Rasasa1pketakalikii, Rasatarailgii11 
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and its !1ka, Rasendracintiimai1i and a commentary on this work by Mal)irama Sarma, 
Rasendraciic;fiima,;ii, Rasendrasiirasaq1graha, Siinigadharasal/]hitii, Siddhabhe$ajama
(limiilii, Susrutasa1phitii, Vaidyakaparibhii$iipradfpa (by Govindasena), Vaijayanakosa, 
Yajurveda, Yogamahodadhi,79 Yogaratniikara, and Yuktika/pataru. 

The Rasiidhyiiya 

The Rasiidhyiiya by Kailkiilayayogisi~ya8() is an alchemical treatise81 in 481 verses, 
arranged in twenty-one chapters (adhikara); 82 the text is accompanied by a Sanskrit 
commentary. 

The Rasiidhyiiya 83 actually consists of a varttika on the Kalikiiliidhyiiya of Kaiikala 
(I). 84 The author declares that his work is based on the teachings of Kaiikalayayogin, 
who was an expert with regard to rasa, gu!J and aiijana (8-9). 85 

The introductory verses contain two maiigalas, addressed to the arhants (i.e., the 
Tirthaiikaras) (I) and to Bhairava, Bharat1 (i.e., ParvaH) and Vighnesa (i.e., Gal)esa) 
(10). 

The subjects of the chapters86 are: (I) the manufacture of srnkhalarasa by sub
jecting mercury (rasa) to eighteen sa1pskaras (12-223); (2) various rajis (224-242); 87 

(3) khaparasattvapatana (the extraction of the essence of khapara; 243-249); 88 (4) 
manal)silasattvapatana (the extraction of the essence of mana~sila; 250-253); (5) 
~ac;llohadrutikaral)a (druti of the six metals; 254-269); (6) ~a<;llohamarlll)a (killing of 
the six metals; 270-275); (7) h1rakannapathakarai:ia (the preparation of diamonds for 
jaral)a; 276-297ab); (8) h1rakabhasmlkara1Ja (the preparation of the bhasman of dia
monds; 297cd-320); (9) gandhakasodhana (the purification of sulphur; 321-324 ); (I 0) 
gandhakap1!h1nirmal)a (the preparation of a powdered form of sulphur; 325-334); ( 11) 
gandhakatailanirmal)a (the preparation of sulphur oil; 335-339); (12) hemakaral)a (the 
making of gold; 340-357); ( 13) varigandhakajahrtip1!hinirmal)a (the preparation of a 
liquefied form of sulphur; 358-364); (14) and (15) gandhakadrutip1!h1 (the making of 
gold by means of liquefied sulphur, called varigandhaka or gandhakadruti; 365-374); 
(16) talakasodhana (the purification of talaka; 375-383); (17) suddhatalakakarman 
(the uses of purified talaka; 384-403); (18) abhrakadruti (the liquefaction of mica; 
404-426); (19) abhrakadrutikarman (the uses of liquefied mica; 427-438); (20) 
hemavajrabhasmabhiinagasattvakarmaniriipai:ia (the preparation of a product suitable 
for deha- and lohasiddhi out of gold, vajrabhasman and the essence of bhiinaga; 
439-458); (21) gu!ikaiijanaparadadinaq1 sevanavidhi~ and balavadin1gu!ikanirmal)a 
(the preparation of gu!ikas, aiijanas, etc.; 459-4 78). 

An absolute condition for success in the practice of the art is continence and 
chastity (brahmacarya) and the adherence to dietary restrictions (havi~yannabhojana) 
on the part of both teacher and student ( 11). 

Chapter one describes first the seven kaiicukas 89 and five do~as of mercury (siita), 
which have to be removed by means of various purificatory processes. The names of 
the seven kaiicukas (contaminants) are: 00 mrnmaya, pa~al)akaiicuka, jalajata, kapali, 
kalika, syama, and kapalika (14 ); kapali and kalika are tin-containing (vaiigaja), syama 
and kapalika lead-containing (nagaja) contaminants ( 15). The five do~as aremalado~a. 
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vahnisaq1bhava, vi~ado~a, darpa, and unmatta ( 17-18ab ). 
The seven kaiicukas are dangerous impurities which may cause diseases; mrnmaya 

may lead to ku~!ha, pii~iir:iasa1pbhava to jii<;lya, viirija (= jalajiita) to viitastoma, 91 kapii
li and kiipiilikii to cilhari,92 kiilikii to gajacarman, dadru, piiJ:19uroga, moha, dubhita 93 

and kiimalii, and syiimii to svetaku~!ha. The five ~s are thought to injure the tejas, 
to cause sattvaghiita, ghiirma,94 arigasphu!ana, and unmattatii ( 18cd-22). 

The remaining part of chapter one gives an account of eighteen saq1skiiras. This 
series consists of pii!asiiral)a, 95 mardana, sodhana, miirchanotthiipana, rasapiitana, 
rasotthiipana, svedana, niyiimana, nirodhana, mukhakarm}a, jiira9a, bandhana, siirar:ia, 
miirai}a, pratisiirar:ia, krfunar:ia, vedha, and udghii!3na (26-30). 96 

The procedures for these sai!Jskiiras are described, together with the effects ob
tained. Pii!asiirar:ia (31) removes impurities, in particular those associated with the pres
ence of tin or lead in crude mercury. Mardana (32-33) makes impure mercury lose 
its blackness. The varieties of sodhana (34-42) make mercury free from the kaiicukas 
and do~as. 97 Miirchanotthiipana ( 43-46) renders purified mercury tejasvin, patana(47-
57ab) abolishes its subtle defects (siik~mado~a); utthiipana (57cd-69) makes it perva
sive (vyiipaka) and clear (svaccha). Svedana (70-82) activates the mukhaviiiichii of 
mercury, i.e., its ability to digest other substances, and increases its heat-resistancy; the 
same properties are further stimulated by niyiimana (38-89) and nirodhana (90-92). 

Mukhakara~1a or mukhaprasiira1}a (93- I I 0), a process brought about by means of 
a group of niyiimika or yamika drugs, makes mercury lose its wings (pak~acchinna)98 

and fit to assimilate other substances. Two series of these herbs and other substances 
are enumerated. The first series consists of amrta, aral).yatulasi, candana, ciir1geri, 
girikarl).i, km1a, k~irh}i, madhuka, matsyiik~i, meghaniidii, mrgabhojini, punarnavii, 
ravimiilikii, sarikhini, sarapur1khii, siirivii, sarpii~i, snuhi, tiktii, triiyanti, vajrakaiiculd, 
and vajravalli (93-96). The second series consists of adrikarl).ikii, akhuparr:iikii, 
aru~kara, bhrrigariij, brahmadal).<;li, brahmaghni, ciiicika, citraka, dhattiira, the drop
pings of pigeons and kokilas, dvilatii, gri~masundara, gu~liici, ha1J1sapiidi, haridrii, 
haritaki, hastisur:i!i, indraviirul)i, hirigumiik~ika (an inorganic substance), kiikajar1ghii, 
kiikamiici, kaiicuki, khiipara (an inorganic substance), ~iril).i, kumbhi, kutumbaka, 
miicikii, mar:i<;liikapaqli, mahiirii~!ri, matsyiik~i, mrgadiirvii, mw}<;li, miirvii, musali, 
niirariga, pii!hiili, pur1khii, raktacitraka, saindhava, sarikhapu~pikii, sarpiik~i, satiivari, 
sigru, sikhisikh~. somavalli, siirar:ia, svaya1i1bhuj, svetiirka, svetavar~iibhii, tilapaq1ikii, 
utpala, vajrakanda, vandhyii, var~iibhii, vi~9ukriintii, vrscikiili, vyiighrapiidi, and 
yak~alocanii (97-106). 

Jiirar:ia (111-195) 99 makes mercury lose its capalatva (fickleness) and renders it di
pta; several methods are described for the sai!Jskiira called jiira~1a; one of these renders 
mercury fit to digest abhraka (gaganagriisapiirada); purified abhraka and mercury are 
mixed and made into a compound substance; similar processes are described which 
make mercury digest iron, sulphur, manaJ:isiliisattva, and khiiparasattva; the way of 
preparing va9aviinalavi9a also forms part of the verses on jiirar:ia; this substance, when 
rubbed with mercury, increases the latter's ability to digest abhraka; purified abhraka 
and mercury are mixed and made into a compound substance; similar processes are 
described which make mercury digest gold, iron, etc.; the section on jarar:ia ends with 
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the characterization of three varieties of this process, called garbhapara-, pii:i9a-, and 
parit:iiimajiirai]a. The sarpskiira called bandhana (196-206) 100 results in siddharasa, a 
substance with wonderful properties, suitable to achievedeha- and lohavedha. Siirai:ia 
(207-210) results in changing the baddharasa into a raktakho\a. Miirai:ia (211-214) 
consists in subjecting the raktakho\a to intense heat, pratisiirai:ia (215) in pulverizing 
the substance obtained by heating, and kriima~1a (215) in mixing the powder with 
mrtaniiga (killed lead) and mrtakaficana (killed gold). Vedha (217-218) endows 
mercury with the ability of transforming base metals into gold. Udghii\ana (219-233) 
produces a substance that cures all diseases. This final product is called srr1khaliirasa. 

Chapter two describes the preparation of hemariiji, (aya~)prakiisariiji, gho~ariiji 
(= kiirpsyariiji), miik~ikariiji, and niigariiji (224-242). The six lohas of chapters five 
and six are heman (gold), kiintaloha (iron), riipya (silver), variga (tin), niiga (lead) and 
tiinua (copper) (260-261). The miirai:ia of these six lohas is achieved by means of 
niiga, hirigula, tilamiik~ika, 101 haritiila, mana~silii and suddhagandhaka respectively 
(270-271). The model of lohamiirai:ia is tiimramiirai:ia (272-275). Gandhakataila 
(335-339) is necessary for the making of artificial gold (hemakarai:ia, 340-357). The 
same applies to viirigandhakajahrtipi\hi or gandhakadrutipi\hi (358-374). Tiilaka, also 
called godanti (375), is, after being purified, described as a medicinal substance which 
cures the eighteen varieties of ku~\ha and rejuvenates the whole body (402-403). 
Abhrakadruti is employed for the purposes of deha- and lohasiddhi (427-438). Effects 
of a rasiiyana type are attributed to the bhasman of gold, the bhasman of diamonds, 
and the essence of bhiiniigas ( 439-458). The rules to be observed in order to profit 
from the thrice eighty-four gu\ikiis, afijanas and mercurial preparations devised by 
Karikiilayayogin are expounded (459-464). Finally, the preparation of biilaviidini
gu\ikii is described ( 465-478), a pill that endows a person, if used in the prescribed 
way, with the knowledge of the three divisions of time. 

The Rasiidhyiiya contains a large number of unusual technical terms and names of 
substances, the meaning of which is not always clear. Many of these terms betray the 
influence of the author's mother tongue, which was a form of Hindi. 

Noteworthy names of plants are: iisandhi (39, commentary), bhiimimardaki (292), 
biyii (37), brahmaghni (102), diidhili (43), 102 hemapadi (144), hemavalli (328), jiiri 
(144 ), jhi jara\a (87), kudhya ( 40), maho9iika (197), mukhii uli ( 3 I 7), niihi ( 40), na!i 
(144), piitiilagurutman (371), 103 pii\hiili (99), svayarpbhuj (!03), vajrakaficuki (93), 
vyiighramadanakodrava ( 404 ), and vyiighrapadi ( I 03). 

Noteworthy technical terms and names of inorganic substances are: agni~\a (314; 
322), 104 bavvera (14 7), bundha (52), 105 bundhaka (52; 54), ciitikii (385), 106 chiil.l!ayati 
(300), 107 citrakii\a(mrttikii) (226), diighicheda ( I 66), diithara (321), 108 ~a1ika~1i 
(198; 228), 109 galadgha\i (196), 110 ghiirmiira (382), 111 ir1giila (418; 433), 112 jarakisa 
(439), jikaka (32; 162), 113 kaciila (245), 1!4 kai:iayari (250), 115 kar~a (323), 11 6 kulha9i 
(70; 71; 72), 117 kumpa (90; 389), 118 kundalikii (323), 119 mecaka (420), 120 nisiihii 
(280), nesahir1gu (283; 285), pallikiipi\hi (4iO), 121 paficamrttikii (162), 122 phii~i (229; 
230), 123 phullatiirikii (61), 124 pi\hi (52;_ 326; 329; 395), 125 riiba (305),126 ranti (325; 
326), sauvari:iaka (314),127 thauhara (299), 128 thiithii (148), 129 va9haviiika (280), and 
ve9hai:ii (217). 
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The Rasadhyiiya is quoted in Gulrajsarmamisra's Visikhiinupravesavijiiiina and 
Harisarai:iananda's KiiplpakvarasanirmiiQavijiiiina. 

A Hindi adaptation of the treatise, by a courtier of NasTr-ud-DTn KhaljT of Malwa, 
is said to date from the beginning of the sixteenth century. 130 This Naslrasiihl Ka,ikii
ligrantha, 131 written in an odd mixture of Sanskrit andHindT,quotes Bhaskara, the Bhii
vaprakiisa, and the.Rasapradlpa. 132 The quotation from the Bhiivaprakiisa, if genuine, 
would indicate that it is later than the sixteenth century. 133 

The author 
Information on the author of the Rasiidhyiiya is found at the end of the work. The author 
calls himself Campaka. 134 This Campaka and his brother, Managajakaukila, were the 
sons ofBhadiga, 135 who was a son ofMahipa 136 and a grandson of Miiiijaladeva Raula 
of Yadavaval!)Sa. 

The Rasiidhyiiya is sometimes ascribed to a Merutuilga, considered to be the 
well-known Jain author of the Prabandhacintiimani. 137 One of the MSS credits 
Kailkalayogin with the text and Puru~ttama Siiri wiih the commentary. 138 

The commentary on the Rasiidhyiiya is sometimes supposed to have been written 
byCampaka himself, 139 a view that is due to the incomplete MSSon which the edition 
is based. 140 The Berlin MS of the Rasiidhyiiya and its commentary 141 mentions in its 
complete colophons Campaka as the author of the Rasiidhyiiya, and Merutuilga, pupil 
of Mahendraprabha Siiri of the Aiicalagaccha, 142 as the author of the commentary (vr
tti). A Rasayanaprakarlll)II by Merutuilga, composed in A.D. 13 'o7, 143 may be identical 
with the vrtti on the Rasadhyiiya. 144 

Date 
The dates of Kailkiilayayogin and Campaka are unknown. 145 The Berlin MS of the 
Rasiidhyiiya with Merutuilga's commentary was completed in Sripattana in A.O. 
1386/87, 146 which would imply that this Merutur1ga was not the author of the Pra
bandhacintiima(li, a work that was completed in A.O. 1306. 147 The Merutuilga of the 
Aiicalagaccha, who studied under Mahendraprabha Siiri, became a Siiri in A.D. 1472 
and lived till 1527, 148 which conflicts with the date of the Berlin MS of the vrtti. 149 

The Rasahrdayatantra 

The Rasahrdayatantra of Govinda 150 is an acclaimed treatise, exclusively dealing with 
the processing of mercury for the purposes of loha- and dehasiddhi. 

Contents 151 

The Rasahrdaya consists of 506 verses in arya metre, arranged in nineteen chapters 
(avabodha). 152 The titles of the chapters are: (1) rasaprasal!)sii (34 verses); (2) 
rasasodhana (13 verses); (3) abhrakacarai:ia (26 verses); (4) abhrakasattvacarai:ia 
(26 verses); (5) garbhadruti (58 verses); (6) bijadUarai:ia (19 verses); (7) bi~a (9 
verses); (8) rasaraiijana (19 verses); (9) bijavidhana (16 verses); (10) sattvapatana 
(17 verses); (11) bTjanirviihai:ia (13 verses); (12) dvandvamelana (12 verses); (13) 
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saqikarabijavidhana (8 verses); (14) saIJ1karabijajiirar:ra (18 verses); (15) biihyadruti 
(16 verses); (16) siiraJJa (36 verses); (17) kriimaJJa (8 verses); (18) vedha (76 verses); 
( 19) bhak~al)a (80 verses). 

Chapter one 153 is in praise of mercury, which abolishes afflictions when miirchita, 
leads to final emancipation (mukti) when subjected to bandha, and bestows immortal
ity when mrta (3); it even cures all diseases which are regarded as incurable (4). Those 
regularly using mercurial preparations acquire an immortal body (sthiradeha), the eight 
siddhis and the brahmapada ( 15). 154 The whole chapter consists of verses extolling the 
wonderful effects of mercury. The names and mythical origin of mercury are not de
scribed. 

Chapter two lists the eighteen sa1pskiiras: svedana, mardana, miirchii, utthii
pana, piitana, nirodha, niyama, dipana, gaganagriisapramiiJJa, ciiraJJa, garbhadruti, 
biihyadruti, jiiraJJa, riiga, siiraJJa, kriimaJJa, vedha, and bhak~aJJa (1-2). 155 One method 
for each of the first eight sarpskiiras is described (3-11 ). Three naisargikado~as 
are mentioned: mala, sikhin (= agni) and vi~a, leading to miirchii, diiha and death 
respectively (5). The kaiicukas are not enumerated and only referred to as niiga- and 
vangad~a in the verse on piitana (8); a ~a1J9hado~a is mentioned in the verse on 
sodhana (9). The term sr~!i is explained by the commentator as consisting of the urine, 
semen and blood of cattle, sheep, goats or human beings (9). 156 Subjection to the 
eight sarpskiiras described makes mercury suitable to the next processes (JO). 

Chapter three is about the process that prepares abhraka (mica) for its combination 
with mercury (abhrakaciiraJJii); this amalgamation of mercury and mica is a prerequi
site for the process called pak~accheda (3). The preparation of crude mica is achieved 
by a process called jiiraJJa ( 4 ), which makes it pure and devoid of its lustre (niscandrika; 
5). 157 Two varieties of ciiraJJii are described: nirmukha- and samukhaciiraJJii (5-7 and 
12); samukhaciiraJJii is one of the steps leading to the making ofartificial gold and sil
ver. Three other varieties, characterized by the relative quantities of mercury and mica 
in the mixture, are called griisa, pi~!Iand garbha (13). A number of methods for the cii
raJJii of mercury and mica are given (16-19). Verse20 introduces sulphur (gandhaka), 
which is necessary for giving colour (riigadiiyin) to mercury, for thejiiraJJa of a bija, the 
clipping of the wings (pak~accheda), and the bandha of mercury. A mixture of mica and 
sulphur, added to mercury, results in pak~accheda (21-23). The addition of hemapigi 
(= hemabhasman) is described in the next verses (24-25). 

Chapter four is concerned with the extraction of the essence (sattvaciiraJJii) of mica 
(abhraka). Four varieties of mica are mentioned: black, red and yellow in colour and 
one called vajrin (I); 158 the extraction of the sattva of abhraka is necessary because 
mercury does not amalgamate with mica itself (2); the essence of mica is the best sub
stance to achieve the pak~accheda of mercury (3), a process that has to precede its 
bandha ( 4 ). The characteristics of pak~acchinna mercury are described (5). The variety 
of abhraka called vajrin is the only one suitable to the extraction of the essence (sattva) 
(6-7). The products called kiica, kiHa and pattrarajas, resulting from sattvapiitana of the 
unsuitable varieties of abhraka, are useless in rasiiyana preparations (8). Some meth
ods of preparing abhrakasattva (9-11) and the characteristics of this product are de
scribed (12). 159 Methods to mix the sattva with mercury follow (13-20). Mixtures of 
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abhrasattva and other substances (copper, iron, etc.), which are employed in making 
mercury accept the sattva, are called sulbiibhra, etc. (21). 16° Finally, the way to colour 
abhrakasattva and the ciirai:iii of this product are described (23-24 ). 

Chapter five describesgarbhadruti (1-35) and biihyadruti (36-58), processes which 
result in the liquefaction (druti) of the griisa, i.e., the substances added to mercury. The 
substances necessary to achieve this liquefaction are called bija. Chapter five opens 
with methods to prepare various bijas ( 4-23 ). Miik~ikasattva, for example, is neces
sary for the druti of gold and silver (7). Next, garbhadruti itself is described (24-26) 
and the preparation ofbi<;Ias (catalytic agents) helpful in the druti of gold and vaikriinta 
(27-29), followed by verses on the quantities of griisa that can be digested by mercury, 
dependent on various circumstances (30-32), and related topics (33-35). The next sub
ject is biihyadruti; several methods are described to achieve the liquefaction of various 
subst;mces. 

Chapter six continues the same subject: jiirai:ia of the bijas by means of druti. The 
characteristics of a successful jiirai:ia are described (7) and the measures to be adopted 
when the jiira~1a is incomplete (8-10). Some defintions follow: the products called da
Qdadhiirin, piiyasiikiira, jalaukiikiira, aviplu~a and chedin are described (11-12 ); 161 the 
characteristics of abhrajrri:iarasa are mentioned: dhiimra, ci!iCi!isabda, ma~19iikagati, 
sakampa, ni~kampa ( 14 ). 162 The kacchapayantra is described and jiira~1a by means of 
this apparatus (16-19). l63 

Chapter seven is about bi<;Ias, which are helpful in the process of jiirai:ia of the bi
jas, especially of hemabr ja (1-3 ), and about the preparation and use of k~iira for the 
same purpose ( 4-9). The trees and plants suitable for the preparation of a k~iira are 
enumerated: kadalr, paliisa, tila, nicula, kanaka, suradiilr, viistuka and erai:i<;Ia ( 4 ). 

Chapter eight is concerned with the colouring of the product resulting fromjiirai:ia 
of a griisa. Jiirai:ia of abhraka gives the product the colour of the variety of abhraka that 
was used ( 1-2). Several other methods are described. The Saf!1Skiira by means of which 
colouring (raiijana or kr~!i) is achieved is called siira~1a. A coloured mercurial product 
is able to transmit its colour to various metals ( 18). 

Chapter nine opens with the statement that mercury, even after colouring, is not yet 
suitable to the karman (of the alchemist, i.e., auri- and argentifaction); the addition of 
a bija is necessary to achieve this aim (!). Two types ofbija are distinguished: yellow 
and white(!), employed in the making of gold and silver respectively. The substances 
which are of importance in preparing a brja are enumerated; the eight rasas: vaikriinta, 
kiinta, sasyaka, miik~ika, vimala, adri (= siliijatu), darada and rasaka (4); 164 the eight 
uparasas: gandhaka, gairika, (mana~)silii, (harit)iila, k~iti (= spha!ikii), khecara (= kii
sisa), aiijana and kai1ku~!ha (5); the two siiralohas: sikhin (= gold) and sasin (= silver) 
( 5); the six piitilohas: tiimra, iira, tik~Qa, kiinta, abhrasattva, loha ( = mui:i<;Ia), va1iga and 
niiga; the six salts: sauvarcala, saindhava, ciilika, siimudra, romaka and bi<;Ia (7); the 
three alkalis (k~iira): svar jr, !ai1ka~1a, and yavak~iira (7); a group of sodhana and driiva
i:ia plants: siiryiivarta, kadalr, vandhyii, kosiitakr, suradiilr, sigru, vi~jrakanda, nrrakaQii 
(= jalappipalr) and kiikamiici (8). The plants mentioned are employed in the purification 
of the rasas and uparasas, and in the extraction of their sattva (9); the remaining part of 
the chapter ( I 0-16) is about the purification of several of the substances mentioned. 
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Chapter ten is concerned with the extraction of the essence (sattvapiitana) of sev
eral substances. It is necessary to extract the sattvas of vaikriinta, kiinta, sasyaka, mii
k~ika, etc., because these essences can be assimilated, in contrast with the substances 
themselves. Candrodaka (2) and sailodaka (3) are referred to. The sattvas are described, 
together with their uses. 

Chapter eleven deals with the nirvahai:ia of the bij as, i.e., their transfer to the mer
curial preparation, resulting in its colouring. Sr1ikhalabija is described (6-7). 

Chapter twelve gives an account of the methods employed to achieve a thorough 
mixing of the bija and the mercurial product (dvandvamelana). 

Chapter thirteen describes the preparation of a sarpkarabija (mixed bija) or mahii
bija, several varieties of which are distinguished. Sixty-four of these are referred to. 165 

Chapter fourteen describes the digestion (jarai:ia) of these sarpkarab~jas after adding 
them to the mercurial product. The miirai:ia of mercury, leading to the product called 
kho;a, is also dealt with. 

Chapter fifteen is about bahyadruti and garbhadruti, which serve to stabilize the 
product after jarai:ia; this stabilization is called bandha. 

Chapter sixteen is about siirai:ia, a process which renders the product obtained by 
means of the preceding processes capable of pervading base metals added and thus 
transmuting them. Sara~1a is achieved by means of sarai:iataila. The preparation of this 
oil is described, along with the instrument used, the sarai:iayantra ( 11-23). 166 Siirai:ia 
can also be carried out by means of the c,Jamarukayantra (24-25). Pratisarai:ia and anusa
rai:ia are defined (30); 167 these varieties of sarai:ia increase the transmuting power ( 31-
35). 

Chapter seventeen gives an account ofkrama~1a, which results in the ingredients of 
the mixture pervading each other on an atomic level (1-2). 

Chapter eighteen is about vedha, a process finally enabling the alchemist to trans
mute base metals into gold or silver (hemakmi and tiira~;i). 

Chapter nineteen describes the use of mercurial preparations for rasayana purposes. 
The rules to be observed before the consumption of a mercurial product are given (2-
15); 168 several mercurial products suitable to cure diseases, obtain longevity, or even 
renderthe body immortal are described ( 16-50). The mental state attained is described 
as rasananda (49). The symptoms and treatment of the disorder called rasajiq1a are 
dealt with (51-58). 169 Some verses extol the wonderful effects of mercurial rasayanas, 
which make one equal to Vi~QU and Rudra (64). The chapter ends with the recipes for 
amarasundarI gu;ikii (65-66), mrtasarpjivanI gu\ikii (67-72), vajriQI gu;ikii (73-74), 
and khecaragu;ika (75-76). 

The treatise ends with information on the author. 
Sources are not referred to. 170 

The Ri1sahrdaya is quoted or referred to in the commentary on the A$fama
hiimiitrii, Basava's .Sivatattvaratniikarn, the Bhiivaprakiisa, 171 Cii9iima~1imisra's 
Rasakiimadhenu, the Dhara(1Tdharasaq1hitii, Govindarama Thakura's Rasasarpgraha
siddhiinta, Gulrajsannamisra's commentary on the ii.yurvedaprakiisa, Hariprapanna's 
Rasayogas/igara, Harisara1:1anada's KiipfpakvarasanirmiiQavijiiiina, Haziiriliil Sukul's 
commentary on theRasaratnasarnuccaya, Khare 's commentary on the Rasaratnasamu-
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ccaya, Miidhaviiclirya's Sarvadarsanasaipgraha, 172 Niraiijanaprasiida Gupta's Pii.rada
salphitii., Nityaniitha's Rasaratnii.kara, the Rasadhii.tuprakifsa, the Rasatattvavivecana, 
Riimacandra's Rasendracintii.mal)i, Somadevasarman's commentary on the Ayu
rvedaprakii.sa, Viigbha\a's Rasaratnasa11H1ccaya, 173 Vi~i:iudeva's Rasarii.ja/ak$ml, and 
Yiidavji Trikamji's Rasii.m,ta. The Rasah,daya was one of the sources of the Ayu
rvedaprakii.sa, Rasaratnasamuccaya and Rasendrasambhava. A Rasahrd is mentioned 
in the Vaidyasii.strapravart,akii.Cii.ryanii.masamuccaya. 

The author of the Rasah[daya is quoted in Gulriijsarmamisra's Visikhii.nuprave
§avijiiii.na 174 and Trimalla's B,hadyogatararigil)l. 175 Bhagavadgovinda is mentioned 
as a source in Vi~i;iudeva's Rasarii.jalak$ml. Govinda is quoted in Gulriijsarmami
sra's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakii.sa, Hazarilal Sukul's commentary on the 
Rasaratnasamuccaya, and Somadevasarman's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakii.sa 
The 11.uthor is referred to as Govinda in Khare's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuc
caya, as (Bhagavad)govindapiida or -piidii~1 in the Ayurvedaprakii.sa, Haziiriliil 
Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, the Rasendracintii.mal)i, the bha
smapi~\iprakarai;ia of the Rasoddhiiratantra, and Somadevasarman's commentary 
on the Ayurvedaprakii.sa, as Govindabhagavant in the Rasendraciigii.mal)i, and as 
Govindabhagavatpada in the commentary on the Rasatararigil)land in the Sarvadarsa
nasa111graha. 

A Govinda, either the author of the Rasah,daya or the one who wrote the Rasasii.ra, 
is referred to as a source or quoted in Miii;iikyadeva's Rasaratnasamuccaya, Riimariija's 
Rasaratnapradipa, the Rasakak~ii.puta, and the Rasakalpa. 

A Govinda, who cannot be but the author of the Rasah,daya, is mentioned in the 
Rasasii.ra 176 

The Rasaratnii.kara (Vadikhai:i<,la), Rasaratnasamuccaya and Rasatarangil)fmention 
Govinda as one of the Rasasiddhas. 

The author177 

The last verses of the Rasah,daya (19.78-80) contain some information on the 
author, who calls himself bhik~u Govinda.178 The author mentions as his patron king 
Madana, 179 an alchemist (rasiiciirya) himself, the lord of the Kiriitas, l80 of Somavarp
sa 181 and Haihaya kula. 182 D.G. White is inclined to locate Govinda's Haihaya 
king Madana, lord of the Kiriitas, at the eastern extremity (eastern Madhya Pradesh, 
Orissa) of the sphere of influence of the Kalachuri kings, who traced their lineage 
back through Haihaya and Yadu to the Moon and therefore considered themselves to 
belong to the Lunar dynasty (somava1psa). 183 

One of the MSS has an additional verse containing the names of Govinda's father, 
Mailgalavi~i:iu, and grandfather, Sumanovi~i:iu. 184 

Bhik~u Govinda is by some regarded as a Buddhist, by others as a Hindu. 185 The 
view that he was a Buddhist rests on very slender evidence, consisting of a reference to 
the Tathiigata in the additional verse of one of the MSS. 186 The references to Hinduism 
in the body of the text clearly indicate that Govinda was a Hindu by faith. 187 
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Date 
Tryambaka Kale identified bhik~u Govinda with the Govindabhagavatpadacarya who 
was the teacher of Sa111karacarya. 188 This identification was based on the resemblance, 
with regard to meaning, of an arya of the Rasahrdaya ( 1.30) and a verse in one of the 
works of Sa~1kara, 189 and on references to the author of the RasaJu:daya as Govinda
bhagavatpiidiicarya in the Sarvadarsanasa,pgraha 19° Kale's hypothesis is rejected by 
part of the later authors on the subject, 191 because it would place the composition of the 
Rasah[daya in the last part of the eighth or the beginning of the ninth century, an age 
in which alchemy had not yet developed to the stage represented by the Rasahrdaya. 

Kale also claimed that Govinda's patron, Madana, is identical with a king Ka
madeva, who is mentioned in the va1psavali of the Haihayakula; 192 this king is 
assigned to the eighth century, which would fit in with the view that the author of the 
Rasahrdaya and Sa1p.kara's guru are one and the same person. 

Kale's assumptions regarding the identities of Govinda and Madana are arbitrary 
and unconvincing. The Rasahrdayatantra cannot possibly date from the late eighth or 
early ninth century on account of the much more developed state of rasasastra in this 
work, compared with what is found in the works of Vrnda, Cakrapai:iidatta and Va
ngasena. The similarities between the Rasahrdaya on the one hand and the Rasiiqiava 
and Rasendracintiimal)i on the other suggest that these three works were composed in 
about the same period. 193 D.G. White is of the opinion that the tenth or eleventh century 
is a plausibledateforGovinda's work, in the light of the dates oflater treatises that refer 
back to it. 194 

The lower limit is provided by the quotations in the Rasaraja/ak§mf(dating from 
the third quarter of the thirteenth century), Rasendraciicjiimal)i, and Sarvadarsanasa,p
graha (dating from the second half of the fourteenth century). 

A commentary on the Rasahrdayatantra, called Mugdhiivabodhinf, 195 was written by 
Cathurbhujamisra. 196 

Authorities and works quoted or referred to in this commentary are: Amara ( 1.14; 
4.24; 11.8; 12.4; 19.23, 36, 61), Anekiirtha ( I.I and2), Bhagavadvacana ( 1.23 and 25), 
granthantara (1.29-30; 3.5; 4.1, 8, 12; 5.7; 14.2; 19.38, 44, 46, 65-66), guror vacanam 
(1.10), Haima (16.5), Hafhapradfpikii 197 (1.21), Hitopadesa (1.6), Miidhavanidiina (10. 
3), Maiijari(I.I; 3.19), 198 Nyiiyasiistra (1.24), paribha~a (2.3, 4, 13; 6.19; 8.1; 9.1; 16.1; 
18.1 ), Prasnottararat namiilii ( 1.15 ), 199 Rasamaiijarf ( I. 2 and 3 ), Rasaratniikara (1.1, 2, 
3, 6), Rasasaipketakalikii (2.5), Rasasiira (2.6), Rasiivatiira ( 1.11), Rasendramaliga/a (I. 
3 and 5; 2.3 and 5), Saktyavatiira (2.9), Sa1pketaka/ika200 ( 1.3), sruti (I.I and 23), Sii
tra (I. 7 and 13 ), 201 Vedantasiitra ( 1.9), vedantavacana (3.28), and Vidagdhamukhama
l)Qana ( 1.3). 202 

Caturbhuja gives, from an unknown source, the following list of Rasasiddhas: 
Allama, 203 Bhaluki, Bindunatha,204 Carpa!i, Gaja, 205 Gho9acoli, 206 Kakacai:i9Isvara, 
Kai:ieri, 207 Kai:i!ha9i,208 Kapalika, Kapalin, Khai:i9in,209 Korai:i!aka,210 Manthana
bhairava, Nagadeva, 211 Niraiijana, 212 Nityanatha, Prabhudeva,213 Pfijyapada,214 Si
ddhabuddha,215 Siddhapada, 216 Surananda, Thii:t!hini, 217 and Yogin 218 (ad 1.7).219 

A long list of vasanau~adhis is found in the comments ad 3.4. This list mentions: 220 
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abhracandra,221 ahilocanii, ajamiiri, alambu~ii, apariijitii, apattrii, brhatI, cai:iakiiyiisi, 
citrapari:ii, danti, dhiinyii, garu.i, gojihvikii, halini, haqisapiidi, hemapu~pikii, isvari, 
jalacakori, jalajii utpali,jalamiilaka, jalapippali, jalapiirviimbusitii, 222 jiilini, jalodbha
viipiimiirga, kapoti, kapotiki, k~irikii, kumiiri, kumbhikii, kurkuri, lavai:ia, miiqisi, 
miil)•iiki, rniirjiirapiidikii, meghaniidii, me~ikii, minii~i, mohini, miirti, musali, nagini, 
nandini, pii~ai:iabhedikii, prasiiri1Ji, rasacandraukasa, 223 siirivii, sarpasugandhikii, si
khii, sikhipiidi, sitajailghii, sthalajii padmii, sukaniidii, svara, tripari:iikii, tulasi, ugrii, 
upiimbu, uttamii, vajrakandaka, vanamii.lii, vaniirjakii, variihi, 224 viiribhiitii samailgii, 225 

viiyasi, vidiiri, vrddhii, vrscikiilikii, and yavaciiicii. 226 

Outstanding (Rasa)siddhas referred to areNityaniitha (3.17; 5.36; 19.77) and Vi
raniitha (3.17).227 Niigiirjuna is mentioned as a Yogindra (19.70). 

Caturbhuja's commentary abounds in anonymous quotations. 228 He mentions 
variants of Govinda's text229 and gives vernacular equivalents for the names of some 
substances. 230 

Jasavanta Siqiha, who wrote a Hindi commentary on the Rasahrdaya, regards 
Caturbhuja as one who had no first-hand knowledge of alchemy; he highlights a 
number of obviously wrong interpretations. 231 

Caturbhuja is quoted in Haziirilal Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuc
caya The commentary on the Rasahrclaya is cited in Harisarai:iananda's Kiiplpa
kvarasanirmiiQavijiiiina, Khare's commentary on the RasHratnasamuccaya, and the 
Rasatattvavivecana. 

Caturbhuja mentions in the introductory verses of his commentary that he was a 
grandson of Hariharamisra of Kuralakula and a son of Mahesa; he was a briihma~ta of 
Khai:ic;lelaviila lineage. Descendants of this lineage live inJaypur, Bikiiner, and adjacent 
regions. 232 

This information proves that the commentator on the Rasahrdaya is distinct from 
the Caturbhuja who was the father of Sivadatta, who wrote the .Sivako~a.233 

Caturbhuja's quotations from Ciimui:ic;la's Rasasaq1ketakalikii and Srisailaniitha's 
Prasnottararatnamiilii indicate that he cannot be earlier than the sixteenth century. 

A Rasakalpadruma, which may or may not be a work on rasasiistra, is attributed to 
a Caturbhuja. 234 A treatise called A$/iidasasaqlSkiiriil_i by a Caturbhuja is classified as 
a work on dharmasiistra. 235 Riimiinanda, the author of a tikii on the Kiisikhanda of the 
Sk1mdapurii(1a, was a pupil of a Caturbhuja. 236 · · · 



Chapter 5 

Rasajalanidhi 

The Rasajalanidhi by BhiidevaDevasarman (Bhudeb Mc1okerji) 1 is an extensive work 
in Sanskrit verse and prose, accompanied by an English translation, on all the aspects 
of alchemy and iatrochemistry. 

Contents 

Volume I consists of eight chapters, preceded by a maitgala. 
Chapter one (rasasiidhanasya prayojaniini; 6-17) deals with the qualifications of 

a teacher and his disciple, the construction of the laboratory (rasasiilii), the rasaliitga 
and its worship, and the equipment (upakara9iini) of the laboratory. Chapter two (si
~yopanayana; 18-26) is on the initiation of a student. Chapter three (rasaprasaitga; 27-
36) begins with a eulogy of mercury, followed by verses on the various kinds of mer
cury and the meaning of its names. 

Chapter four (piiradaprasaitga; 7-220) deals with the blemishes of mercury (7-8), 
the eighteen sarpskiiras (39-40), sodhana ( 40-51), svedana (51-53), mardana (54-56), 
uddhrti (56-57), 2 iirdhvapiitana (57-60), adhal:tpiitana (60-61 ), adhal:tpiitana followed 
by iirdhvapiitana (61-63), tiryakpiitana (63), rodhana or nirodha (63-66), niyiimana 
(66-69), dipana (69-71), anuviisana (71), the plants called rasamiilikii (72-73), two 
easy ways of complete purification of mercury (73-75), griisana (75-93; verses on 
the preparation of vi,as3 and a vi9ava\i form part of this section), gandhakajiira-
9a (94-98), abhrakasattvajiirai:ia (98-99), miirchanii (99-126; the preparation of 
rasasindiira, rasakarpiira, pitarasa, kr,;1:iarasa, parpa\irasa, rasatiilaka, makaradh vaja, 
and svar9asindiira forms part of this section), bandhana (126-129), sarpciira9a (129-
130), garbhadruti (130-132), jiiralJB (132-142; related subjects dealt with are the 
vajramii~ii, vi9as, and a vi9ava\i), griisamiina (140-141), miira9a (142-156), bhasmi
karai:ia (156-176), the medicinal uses of mercurial ashes (bhasman) and the anupiinas 
to be taken (176-190), a few rasayogas (190-192: vajrapaiijarasa, paiicamrta), the 
regimen that precedes the taking of mercurial preparations (192-195: k~trikara9a), 
rules accompanying their use ( 195-205), the disorders resulting from improper use of 
mercury and the treatment of these disorders (205-213), niyiimaka plants (214), the 
plants called miilikii (215-217), and plants and substances used in the killing (miira9a) 
of mercury (217-220). 

Chapter five (rasaraiijana; 221-249) is concerned with the processes calledraiijana 
(221-222), siirai:iii (222-236), sarpkriimai:ia (236), and vedhana (237-249). Chapter six 
(yantrii9i; 250-298) describes yantras and ko~\hikiis (250-285), crucibles (mii~ii; 285-
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293), and puias (293-298). Chapter seven (299-320) contains a series of definitions 
(paribhii~ii; 299-309), followed by verses on weights and measures (309-311). The 
second part of the chapter is devoted to the bandhas of mercury (311-320). Chapter 
eight (321-350) describes methods of making gold and silver; it ends with some verses 
on the bleaching (svetikaral)a) of copper. 

Volume II consists of four chapters, preceded by a mailgala. Chapters one to three are 
about the uparasas, chapter four deals with some of the metals. 

Chapter one (2-129) begins with an enumeration of the uparasas, divided into three 
groups: (a) substances to be purified and killed: vajrabhra, the two kinds of mak~ika, 
vimala, silajatu, tutthaka, sasyaka, capala, and rasaka; (b) substances used in mercurial 
operations: gandha, gairika, kiisisa, kiiilk~I. tala, silii, aiijana, and kailku~!ha; (c) sub
stances having some properties in common with mercury and therefore called siidhii
ral)arasas: kampilla, gauripii~ii~1a, navasiiraka, kaparda, vahnijiira, girisindiira, hiilgula, 
mrddiirasrnga, and bhiiniiga. 

The subjects of chapter one are: mica (abhraka), its four usual varieties, its purifi
cation, the preparation of dhiinyiibhra, the killing of mica, the runrtikaral)a of the ashes, 
plants and some substances employed in the killing of mica, the medicinal uses of the 
ashes of mica, the extraction of the essence, its purification and killing, the softening 
(mrdiikaral)a}of essences, the liquefaction (druti) of mica, the transmutation (vedha) 
of base metals by means of mica (3-60); the varieties, purification, killing, the extrac
tion of the essence, etc., ofmiik~ika (61-77), vimala (77-83), silajatu (83-104), tuttha 
(104-110), sasyaka (110-115), capala (115-118), and rasaka or kharpara (118-129). 

The subjects of chapter two (130-210) are: sulphur (gandhaka), its varieties, 
purification, the uses of purified sulphur, the preparation of gandhakataila, the 
removal of the bad smell, and the transmutation of metals by means of sulphur 
(130-149); the varieties, purification, the extraction of the essence, and medicinal 
uses of gairika (146-149), kiisisa (149-152), kiiilk~I or tuvarI (152-154), haritiila 
(155-196), manaliJsilii (196-201), aiijana (201-207), and kailku~iha (207-210). 

The subjects of chapter three (211-236) are: kampilla and its purification; the pu
rification of siidhiira~tarasas in general (211-212); the purification, etc., of gauripli~ii-
1:ra (213-214), navasiira (214-216), varii!ikii or kapardI (216-219), sailkha (219-221), 
agnijara (221-222), girisindiira (222-224), hiilgula (cinnabar) (224-233), mrddiirasr
ilgaka (233-234), and bhiiniigas (234-236). 

Chapter four(237-288) is concerned with gold, silver and copper. The chapter be
gins with an enumeration of the seven metals (dhiitu, loha): gold, silver, copper, iron, 
zinc, tin and lead, and the three alloys (misraloha): pittala, kiirpsya and vartaka. The 
subjects of chapter four are: the varieties and properties, purification, killing, etc., of 
gold (237-259), silver (259-273), and copper (273-288). 

Volume III is divided into eleven chapters. 
Chapter one, preceded by a mailgala, is devoted to iron and mal)~iira (3-95). Its 

subjects are: the properties of iron, its seven natural blemishes, its varieties, purifica-
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tion, killing (bhiinupiika, sthiilipiika, pu!api"lka are also dealt with; the items of a num
ber of gai:ias are enumerated), nirutthikaraJ_la and am1tikarai:ia of the ashes, the uses of 
the ashes, liquefaction of iron (3-91); maJ.19iira, its properties, varieties and uses, its 
purification and liquefaction (91-95). 

Chapter two (96-140) is devoted to the varieties, properties, purification, killing, 
etc., of zinc (96-101), tin (101-120), and lead (120-140). 

The subjects of chapter three (140-158) are; the three alloys, their purification and 
killing (140-152); triloha, its purification, killing and uses (152-153); the extraction 
of the essence of bhiiniiga and the uses of this essence (kharasattva; 153-157). 

Chapter four (159-259) is devoted to the ratnas and uparatnas (precious and 
semi-precious stones). Sixteen ratnas are enumerated: vajra (diamond), marakata 
(emerald), mai:iikya (ruby), mauktika (pearl), nUama~1i (sapphire), gomeda (zircon), 
vaidiirya (cat's eye), dagdhahiraka or vaikriinta (garnet), spha!ika (quartz), candrakii
nta (moonstone), siiryakiinta (sunstone), praviilaka (coral), karketa (chrysoberyl), 
pu~pariiga (topaz), riijiivarta (lapis lazuli), and bhi~maka (a kind of quartz); seven 
uparatnas are mentioned: piilailka (onyx), rudhira (carnelian), piiti(kii) or putrikii 
(peridote), tiirk~aja (turquoise), pilu (jade), upala (opal, chalcedony and agate), and 
sugandhika (spine!) (159-160). 

The subjects dealt with are: diamonds, their classification, characteristics, blem
ishes, purification, killing, etc. (163-187), the purification and killing of gems in gen
eral ( 188-195), marakata(l96-201), miii:iikya (201-209), pearls (209-217), nila (217-
220), gomeda (220-223), vaidiirya (223-226), vaikriinta (226-235), spha!ika (235-
237), candrakiinta and siiryakiinta (238-239), praviila (240-242), karketa (242-244), 
pu~pariiga (245-248), riijiivarta (248-251), bhi~maka or bhi~mamai:ii (251-252), and 
the uparatnas (252-259). 

Chapter five (260-282) deals with groups of alkaline substances (k~iira), their 
sources, general properties, yavak~iira, ii!?ara, misrak~iira, sva1jik~iira, !ai'1kai:ia, the 
uses of k~iira, the preparation of k~iira, more groups of k~iiras. 

Chapter six (283-291) is about salts (1avai:ia); six types are distinguished: siimudra, 
saindhava, vic.Ja, sauvarcala, romaka, and ciilikiilavai:ia. 

Chapter seven (292-329) describes poisonous substances (vi~a). Ten sources of 
sthiivaravi~a (poisons of vegetable origin and inorganic substances) are distinguished: 
roots, leaves, fruits, flowers, barks, milky juices, woods, exudates (niryiisa), tubers, and 
metals. The usual eighteen poisonous tubers are enumerated and described (292-303). 4 

The eight tuber poisons that may be used for medicinal purposes are divided into brii
hmai:ia, k~atriya, vaisya and siidra types. The disorders caused by poisonous substances 
and the treatment of these disorders are dealt with. The purification and killing of tuber 
poisons are described, followed by rules about the medicinal uses of poisonous sub
stances. The chapter ends with poisons of animal origin, especially snake venom. 

Chapter eight (330-360) gives an account of the minor poisons (upavi~a), their 
purification and uses (330-351); the thirteen minor poisons (of vegetable origin) are: 
snuhi, arka, liiilgali, guiijii, karavira, vi~amu~!i, dhattiira, jayapiila, bhalliitaka, nirvi
~ii, ativi~a, ahiphena, andjayii (= bhailgii). 5 The second part of the chapter is concerned 
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with the treatment of disorders caused by upavi~as (351-357), the purification of a 
number of seeds, guggulu, and leeches (357-360). 

Chapternine (361-369) is about the extraction ofoil (tailapatana) from a number 
of seeds. 

Chapter ten (370-383) describes fermented fluids (sa1pdhana), which are divided 
into three groups: (l) alcoholic, (2) non-alcoholic, medicated, (3) non-alcoholic and 
non-medicated. The first group (madya) consists of gauqi, madhvi, paiW, kadambari, 
varm:ii, madhiiki, maireyI, and mardvika; the second group consists of the asavas and 
ari~!as; the third group consists of sidhu, sukta, dhanyamla, kaiijika, guqasukta, cukra, 
tu~ambu, sauvira, aranala, and sii:iqaki. 

Chapter eleven (384-390) contains definitions of sulvanaga, varaloha, gho~a
kmatamra, varanaga, cullaka, patarigiraga, avapa, abhi~eka, nirvapa, suddhavarta, 
bijavarta, svarigasitala, and bahil)sita. The chapter ends with a list of thirty-seven 
Rasasiddhas. 

\blume IV consists of six chapters, preceded by a marigala and prayer to the author's 
i~!adeva. 

Chapterone (3-35) is about rules regarding diet and behaviour, followed by general 
rules about the taking of medicines, in particular rasayogas. Chapters two to six deal 
with a number. of diseases, their aetiology, symptoms and treatment, in particular the 
treatment with rasas. 

Volume V begins with a marigala again, followed by a large number of adhikaras, de
voted to the aetiology, symptoms and treatment, in particular the treatment with rasas, 
of many diseases. 

Authorities, referred to in the Rasajalanidhi, are: Adima (Ill, 65), 6 Bhaluki (II, 
207), Brahmajyotis (III, 18 l ), 7 Candrasena (III, 18 3 8 and 245), 9 Nan din (I, 265 and 
271; II, 147), Laksmisvara (II, 245), 10 Ramacandra {III, 4-5), 11 Sambhu (I, 280), 
Somadeva (III, 156.), 12 Sukra (Ill, 65), 13 and Susruta (Ill, 279). 

The list of thirty-seven Rasasiddhas (Ill, 389-390) consists of: Adima, Ananta
devasiiri, 14 Bhaskara, Bhiideva, 15 Brahma, Brahmajyotis, 16 Candrasena, Dai:iqin, 17 

Gomukha, Govinda, Hari, lndrada, Kambali, Kapalika, Kapalin, Khai:iqa, Lambaka, 
Larikesa, Mai:iqavya, Manthanabhairava, Matta, Nagabodhi, Nagarjuna, Nandiraja, 
Naravahana, Nityanatha, 18 Rama, 19 Ratnakosa, Sambhu, Sattvika, Somadeva, 20 

Sukracarya, 21 Surananda, Siirasenaka, Vagbha!a, 22 Vyaqi, and Yasodhara. 
Apart from the authorities referred to, sources are not indicated by the author. 

Some of the texts from which verses were borrowed are: Rasacintiimal)i, 23 Rasa
ratna, 24 Rasaratniikara, 25 Rasaratnasamuccaya, 26 Rasii.q1ava, 27 Rasasiira, 28 Rasendra
cintiimai1i, 29 Rasendraciicjiimal)i, 30 and Rasendrasiirasaq1graha. 31 

The Rasajalanidhi is oneofthe sources of the Rasavidyiimahiirl)ava. 
Hariprapanna is mentioned in Hazarilal Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratna

samuccaya. 
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The eighteen sarpskiiras are: sodhana, svedana, mardana, uddhrti, piitana, rodhana, 
niyiimana, dipana, anuviisana, griisana, miirchana, sa[!1Ciirai;ia, garbhadruti, jiirai;ia, 
miirai:ia, bhasmikarai:ia. raiijana, and vedhana (I, 39). 32 A typeofvedha, added to those 
borrowed from the Rasendractic;fiimaQi ( 4.107cd-l l l), is sparsavedha (I, 248-249). 

The svedani- and kandukayantra are regarded as identical (I, 251 ). 33 The same ap
plies to the vidyiidhara- and piitaniiyantra (I, 251-252). 34 Yantras added to the series 
found in the Rasaratnasamuccaya are: khalacariyantra (I, 268),jalayantra (I, 272-273). 
!arikai:iayantra (I, 279), piitiilayantra (I, 279-280), tejoyantra (I, 280), gauriyantra (I, 
282), cakrayantra (I, 283), nii9ikiiyantra (I, 284), and viirui:iiyantra (I, 285). The hi
riguliikr~!iyantra and valabhiyantra of the Rasaratnasamuccaya are absent. 

Two series of plants and some other substances which are helpful in killing mica 
are enumerated (II, 29 and 37). 

Miik~ika is said to be found along the river Tiipi, in Kiriita, Cina and Kiinyakubja 
(II, 61); three varieties are mentioned: svari:iamiik~ika, yellow in colour, vimala, red 
in colour, and tiiramiik~ika, white in colour; dependent on its shape, four varieties are 
distinguished (II, 62-63). 

A kind of copper, called niigatiimra, can be extracted from peacock's feathers; a 
ring, made from this material, cures siila and overcomes all sorts of poison (II, 108-
110). 

Four varieties of kiisisa are described: (a) viilukiikiisisa, white in colour; (b) pu
~pa- or padmakiisisa, yellow in colour; (c) dhiitu- or muktakiisisa, black in colour; (d) 
a green variety (II, 149-150). Two varieties of kiirik~i, tuvari or saurii~!ri are distin
guished: pitikii and phullikii or phullatuvari; gopicandana is one of the names of kii
rik~i(II, 152); the essence oftuvariis called spha!ikii (II, 154). Haritiila is of four kinds: 
pattra- and pii:i9aharitiila, godanta, vakadiila (II, 155). Mana~silii is of three kinds: syii
miirigi, kai:iavirakii and khai:i9iikhyii (II, 196). Aiijana is of six kinds: sauviriiiijana, ni
liiiijana, rasiiiijana, sroto'iijana, kulatthiiiijana and pu~piiiijana (II, 201); three types of 
rasiiiijana are distinguished (II, 203). Gauripii~iii:ia is also called diirumii~aka, mii~aka 
and sambala; a red, yellow and white variety are distinguished (II, 213). A varii!i or 
kapardi is killed by means of an apparatus called piii;iikiiyantra (II, 219). Girisindiira 
is regarded as an upadhiitu of lead; two varieties are distinguished: girisindiira and nii
gasindiira (II, 222-223). 35 

King Riimacandra is said to have distinguished eight kinds of iron: siimiinya, krau
iica, kiiliriga, bhadra, vajra, piiQ~li, nirava and kiinta (III, 4-5). The three usual types 
of iron are described: mui:i9a, tik~i:ia and kiinta. The three varieties of mui:i9a are mr
du, ku~1!ha and ka9iira (Ill, 6); the six varieties of tik~i;ia are khara, siira, hrnniila, tiirii
paga, vajraka and kiilalauha (III, 7); the five varieties ofkiinta are bhriimaka, cumbaka, 
kar~aka, driivaka and romakiinta (III, 14-15). Curved lines on the surface of steel are 
called pogara (III, 8-9i Plants helpful in the killing of iron are gai:i9inikii (also called 
siilahaiici, haritpari;ii and martakalambukii), ku!hiiracchinna, vikarikata and raktamiiri~a 
(III, 63-64 ). One method of killing iron, resulting in a product called sudhiisiigaralauha, 
has to be continued for 4,380 days and requires the juice of 4,380 different plants (III, 
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70-71). 
An apparatus called bhmayantra is employed in one of the operations leading to the 

killing oflead (III, 132). Ritikii (brass) is of two varieties: riijaritikii, consisting of two 
parts of copper and one part of zinc, and brahmariti or kiikatui:i~i. an alloy of copper, 
zinc, and lead (III, 141). The alloy called triloha is composed of twenty-five parts of 
gold, sixteen parts of silver, and ten parts of copper (III, 152). 

A particular gem, called bhalliita, is said to resemble an emerald (III, 201). 
Three kinds of spha!ika are described: mandakiintika (found in the Vindhyas), a 
black kind (found in Sri Lanka), and jyotirasa; the last kind is of three varieties: 
riijiivarta, riijamaya and brahmamaya (III, 236). Upala is of three kinds: marmariisman 
(chalcedony), varopala (opal) and rudhirapiilanka (agate); a white marmariisman is 
called karpiiramai:ii; a black variety of upala is called bhramaramai:ii (III, 257-258). 

Treatment with duly purified poison is said to cure the eight types of ku~\ha; the 
unusual series of eight ku~!has consists of pui:i~arika, vispho!a, sveta, audumbara, 
chinnabhinna, kiipiiliikhya, klinniihva and savagandhi (III, 319). 

The chapter on upavi~as (III, 330-360) enumerates many names of the poisonous 
plants described; five varieties of karavira are distinguished (III, 337) and four varieties 
of opium (III, 348); the resin from the flowers of hemp (i.e., hashish) is called gaiijiirasa 
(III, 35 I). 

A ferme11ted fluid not known from other texts is jiili (III, 381). 36 

The orderofthediseases in volumes IV and V does not agree with any of the current 
arrangements. 37 · 

The author and his date 

The name of the author is Bhiideva Devasarman Mukhopiidhyiiya. He was a briihmai:ia 
of Bhiiradviijagotra, a son of Hariliila and Nistiirii:ii, and was born in Bengal, in a vil
lage called Hastisiila on the banks of the river Mayiiriik~i. in the year 1885. The author 
mentions Srihar~a. who composed the N ai~adhacarita, as one of his forefathers. 38 

Bhiideva Mukhopiidhyiiya (Bhudeb Mookerjee) was a practising iiyurvedic physi
cian in Calcutta. 



Chapter6 

Rasaki'imadhenu to Rasanl!ta 

The Rasakamadhenu 

The Rasakiimadhenu by Cu9iimai:ii I is a compilation,based on earlier texts devoted to 
alchemy and iatrochemistry. 

Contents 2 

The Rasakiimadhenu consists of four sections: upakarai:iapiida (seven chapters), dhii
tusa1pgrahapiida (five chapters), sutakriyiipiida (nine chapters), and cikitsiipiida (fifty
nine chapters). Sections one to three comprise 5,566 verses, interspersed with com
ments in prose. The verses are borrowed from a large number of sources, mostly men
tioned by name; the prose is added by the author. 

The subjects of the chapters (adhikiira) of the upakarai:iapiida are: (I) the al
chemical apparatus, implements, etc. (yantra; 179 verses); (2) the fire place (culhi), 
fuel, puias, weights and measures, vessels, etc. (culhyiidiprakiri:ia; 73 verses); (3) 
plants used in alchemical operations (vanau~adhi; 138 verses); ( 4) major and minor 
poisons (vi~a and upavi~a), substances of animal origin (jaitgamavarga), oils (taila), 
various groups of substances, salts and caustics, bi9as, and raiijana (vi~ajaitgamavasii
pittatailamalamutrak~iiralavai:iabi9ariiga; 3 J JI /2 verses); (5) the preparation of bijas 
(b~jasiidhana; 1411/2 verses); (6) the making of mixtures (dvandvamelana), kriima~1a 
and raiijana (dvandvamelakriimaqaraiijana; 182 verses); (7) the teacher, the siidhaka 
and his female companion, the initiation (di~ii), the rasalh1ga and its worship, 
behavioural rules (iiciira) (rasasiidhanopiiyakathana; 170 verses). 

The subjects of the chapters of the dhiitusa111grahapiida are: (I) the metals, their 
purification, killing, uses, etc. (sarvalohavidhiina; 923 verses); (2) the gems (mai:ii 
or ratna), their purification, killing, liquefaction (druti), etc. (mai:iiratnasailkhavarii
!ikiidividhiina; 167 verses); (3) the mahiirasas, their purification, the extraction of 
their sattvas, their killing, etc. (mahiirasii~!akavidhiina; 384 verses); (4) the uparasas, 
their purification, the extraction of their sattvas, their uses, etc. (uparasavidhiina; 273 
verses); (5) salts and caustics (lavaqak~iira; 50 verses). 

The subjects of the chapters of thesiitakriyiipiida are: (I) the names of mercury, its 
eulogy, origin and varieties, a miihiitmya devoted to mercury, the blemishes of mercury 
and the disorders caused by them (rasaniimabhedamiihiitmyagui:iado~anirupai:ia; 78 
verses); (2) the sa1pskiiras, theirnumber, short descriptions of the sam~kiiras (rasasaip
skiiravivekala~ai:iasaq1k~epakathana; 99 verses); (3) sodhana, svedana, mardana, 
murchana, piitana, nirodhana, niyamana, and dipana (rasariija~iasam~kiirakathana; 
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190 verses); (4) jiiral)a and related subjects (siitajiiral)a; 372 verses); (5) additional 
information on the divine herbs (divyau~adhi) and their uses (4961 /2 verses); (6) 
jiiral)ii of gems (ratna) for the purpose of raiijana (ratniidijiira1~ii; 108 verses); (7) 
the types of bandha (baddhajiira1~a; 692 verses); (8) the preparation of various pills 
(gu\ikii; 210 verses); (9) siira~1a, miiral)a, vedha, sevii (siiral)iidi; 329 verses). 

The subjects of the chapters of the cikitsiipiida are: the nidiina and therapy of (1) 
jvara, (2) diiha, (3) t~l)ii, (4) miirchii, (5) apasmiira, (6) unmiida, (7) madiityaya, (8) 
piil)9urogiidi, (9) raktapitta, (I O) chardi, (II) amlapitta, ( 12) arocaka, ( 13) agniroga, 
(14) sal)lgraha~1i, (15)atisiira, (16) iiniiha, (17) udiivarta, (18) urograha, (19) hrdroga, 
(20) krmi, (21) siila, paril)iimasiila, annadravasiila, jaratpittasiila, (22) gulma, (23) 
udara, (24) sotha, (25) slipada, (26) al)9avrddhi, (27) galagal)9a, ga~19amiilii, apaci, 
arbuda, (28) medoroga, (29) prameha and pramehapi9akii, (30) miitrakrcchra, (31) 
miitriighiita and asmari, (32) k~ayaroga and riijayak~man, (33) kiisa, (34) sviisa, 
(35) hikkii, (36) svarabheda, (37) viitavyiidhi, (38) iimaviita, (39) viitarakta, (40) 
ku~\ha, ( 41) sitapitta, udarda, ko\ha (42) kodrava and masiirikii, (43) k~udraroga, (44) 
siikaroga, (45) upada1psa, (48) arsas, (49) bhagandara, (50) vidradhi, (51) siiriravral)a, 
(52) iigantukavral)a, (53) nii9ivral)a, (54) dagdhavral)a and sniiyuroga, (55) netraroga, 
(56) iirdhvajatrugataroga, (57) striroga and somaroga, (58) biilaroga, (59) vi~a, (60) 
siimiinyavidhividhiina. 3 

The last chapter deals with general subjects: the do~as, their excitation, general re
medial measures (sveda, virecana, vamana, raktamok~a, lar1ghana, dhiima, nasya, vra
~1opakrama, sastrakarman, etc.). 

The works and authorities quoted or referred to are: 4 the author's own Abhi
dhiinakiimadhenu (I.4.5-6, 167-172, 175cd-182ab; II. l.65cd-69ab, I 62-167ab, 
690-695ab; 4.4-5), also quoted as Kiimadhenu (11.2.1-2 and 6-7; 3.218, 261, 276, 
282, 319-32lab; 4.16-17ab, 173cd-175ab, 189, 194-197ab, 239-240; 5.l-9ab; 
III.1.1-2), AJ711Jamaiijarf (1.4.166),5 Ayurvedaprakiisa (11.1.168-170; 4.241-242),6 
Bhiiluki (11.4.220), the author's own BhiivacintiimaQi (1.4.4 and 145; 11.1.197-198, 
666-671, 695-699, 720; 2.8 and 35-39; 3.72; 4.20, 175-176, 201-203, 211-212, 
238; IIl.1.34-37), Candrajiiiinatantra (mantras between I.7.141 and 142),7 Caraka 
(prose between 11.1.689 and 690; 8 3.332-333, prose between 342 and 343), Devanii
thamisra (11.4.31-34; 111.2.38),9 Devendragiri (1.1.69 and 157-158; 4.201cd-203ab; 
5.30; 6.26-34; prose between 7.46 and 47; II. l.132-133ab and 576-580; 3.84-85; 
prose between IIl.4.39cd and 40; 7.472cd-489ab; 9.212), Devendragiri's Rasii
yanasiirasarpgraha (l.5.136-141; II. l.256-267ab), 10 Devendragirisaqigraha (Il.1.46, 
498-505, 735-736; 3.67-68ab and 124-127; 4.26cd-29; III.7.32cd-36, 78-80ab, 
112cd-119, 125cd-151, 249cd-252ab, 302-308; 8.55-68 and 73-117; 9.39cd-50 
and 97-lOOab), 11 Devfyiima/a ( l.66-69ab; 2.1-4; 4.311; 5.136cd; II.1.874-879; 
3.149-157ab; 4.57-60ab and 230-231ab; Ill.2.36 and 39-47; 9.74-78), 12 Dha
nvantarfya (11.1.98), 13 Gorak$amata (ll.3.362-367), Hemacandra (prose between 
IV.9.242 and 243), Kak$iipu{f (IIl.5.316), 14 Lohapaddhati (11.1.78-79, 668-675ab, 
685-687, prose between 689 and 690, 699-702, 719, 723-724, 758-807; 3.69-71 
and 80-82),15 Lohasiistra (ll.1.675-685ab), Manthiinabhairava (l.3.54), Niigiirjuna 
(11.3.287), NighaQ{Uriija (1.4.149), 16 Purandararahasya (11.3.360-361), RasacintiimaQi 
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(l.4.240-256ab; II.1.81-83, 109-lllab, 317-318, 320-321, 349-403, 428-456, 
478-482, 495-497, 519cd-521, 533-575, 610-647, 752-754, 852-860, 911-915; 
2.125-127 and 133-137; 3.162-167ab, 246cd-248, 307cd-310; 4.104-173ab, 218, 
252-254, 273; III.3. I 47-150ab and 160cd-l 63; 4.7-20, 37-40ab, I 69cd-177ab, 264-
268; 7.120-122, 212ab-220, 319-363, 431-454ab; 8.37cd-49ab and 118-131ab),11 
Rasada1pa1Ja (l.1.61-62ab; II.1.101-108; 3.383; III.1.44; 3.59), Rasahrdaya (often), 
Rasiilaq1kiira (IIl.5.287cd-291), Rasamaiijarf (often), Rasamiirta,xla (l.4.2-3ab, 
83-84, 174cd-175ab, 239, 300cd-304ab; 7.45-46; ll.2.31cd-35ab; 3.311-312; 
II1.2.2(j:-22; 3.2 and 5cd-7ab; 9.313-328), Rasamrta (II. l.4-5ab, 20, 74, 889-897ab), 
Rasapaddhati (often), Rasapaddhatipkii (often), Rasapradfpa (II.1.506), Rasarahasya 
(III.5.280cd-287ab), Rasariijaharpsa (II.4.21-22; Ill.4.177cd-178ab), Rasariija/ak~mf 
(l.4.150-158ab, 191-197, 203cd-211; II.l.34-43ab; 3.2cd-4ab; prose between 3.4 
and 5, 24cd-26ab, 221, 265cd-270ab; 4.3; 111.1.40; 3.7cd-9ab; 4.113-139 and 312-
325ab; 7.204-205), Rasaratna (II.I. II lcd-ll6), Rasaratnadipikii (111.3.1; 8.49cd-54), 
Rasaratniikara (often), Rasaratnapradfpa (II. l.518cd-519ab; III.4.198-200; 7.203), 
Rasaratnapradfpikii (1.5.21-22; II.1.918-923; 4.30; III.1.55; 3.25cd-27, 80cd-81, 
103-104; 4.187cd-189ab and 211-214; 5.343-344), Rasaratnasamuccaya (l.1.25-
29ab), RasiirIJava (often), Rasasaq1ketakalikii (l.4.51-52ab, 62cd-63, 74cd-75ab, 
77cd-80ab; II.l.73cd, 117-119, 171, 308-309, 314, 322-326, 465,689, 866-870ab; 
3.135 and 215; III.1.12cd-15), Rasasiira (often), Rasaviigbha{a (l.1.130cd-131; 
111.4.164cd-169ab), Rasiiyanasiirasaq1graha (II.l.599cd-601ab; 111.7 .182cd-202), 1B 

RasendracintiimaIJi (often), Rasendrac11(liima1Ji (often), Rudrayiima/a (III.3.165cd-
185; 4.236-241), Saiviilabhak~ya(mata) (I. I. 133-144; II.3.359), Somadeva (1.3.54 ), 19 

S0maniithasaq1graha (II.I .344cd-347), 20 Susruta (1.4.9; prose between 4.35 and 
36; II.5.17; prose between 5.29 and 30), Trilocana (prose between 1.2.40 and 41), 
Viigbha\a (prose between 11.3.342 and 343), Vaidyakalpadruma (ll.1.472cd-477, 
511cd-514ab, 885cd-888; 3.170cd-174, 233, 335cd-338ab, prose between 377 and 
378; 4.69cd-72ab and 215-216), Vaidyakalpataru (II. l.182-184ab), and Yiima/a 
(1.1.161-164; II.4.190-192ab). 

Some quotations are from a source not mentioned by name. 21 Variants of verses 
quoted are occasionally referred to in the comments of Cii<,liima!li. 22 

The Rasakiimadhenu is, in spite of its compilatory character, an interesting and 
valuable work. The quotations abound in readings which may profitably be compared 
with those of the manuscripts and editions of the works cited. 23 The Rasakiimadhenu 
also contains numerous passages from less well-known treatises. 

Particularly interesting are the quotations from the Abhidhiinakiimadhenu and Bhii
vacintiimaIJi, written by Cii<,liimai;ii himself, and those from the Rasiiyanasiirasaqigraha 
or Devendragirisamgraha by Devendragiri. The Abhidhiinakiimadhenu is one of the 
sources of the Piiradasaq1hitii; it is quoted in one of the parisi~\as of the Anandakanda. 24 
The Bhiivacintiimani is cited in Haziiriliil Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamu
ccaya. Devendragirl and his Rasiiyanasiirasaq1graha are quoted in Gulriijsarmamisra's 
commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa. 

The passages from the Abhidhiinakiimadhenushow that it was an alchemical nigha
~1\u in verse, dealing with the origin, names and varieties of many substances employed 
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in alchemical operations. Distinctive features of the Abhidhiinakiimadhenu are, for ex
ample: sixteen poisons of vegetable origin, which constitute an unusual series: vi~a, hii
liihala, brahmaputra, saurii~\rakiihvaya, pradipana, diiradiikhya, kiikola, sauktikeyaka, 
ahicchattra, me~aspiga, ku~\ha, haimavata, pippala, piitiila, malina, and kambala (1.4. 
5-6); groups of k~iiras, consisting of up to ten items ( 4.175cd-179); twelve varieties 
oftik~i:ialoha: khara, yogala or yogara, viijara, honniila, piirasava, siindra, siira, aui:igra, 
kiiliilga, bhadra, p§i:igya, and kr~i:iayas (II. l.690-695ab ); some of the names of rasaka: 
jasada, caura, sisakiikiira, kharpara, kharparikii, ki~ibha, hemataraja (I.4.282); the se
ries ofuparasas: gandha, tiila, silii, saumya,25 aiijana, 26 tuttha, abdhiphenaka, khaga (= 
kiisisa), sindiira, girija, kha\i, asman, kiicamrttikii, spha\ikii, goja, kailku~\ha, riijiivarta, 
the salts and the caustics (II.4.4-5). 

The BhiivacintiimaQi was concerned with the merits and defects (gui:ias and do~as) 
of these substances. This work also listed the items belonging to some groups of sub
stances; an example is the vigvarga (I.4.145). 

Devendragiri's Rasiiyanasiirasaqigraha was, as appears from the quotations, a 
complete alchemical treatise in verse, containing independent descriptions of many 
processes; Devendragiri's views deviated in some respects from those of earlier 
authorities. 27 

The Rasakiimadhenu is quoted in the prakin~aka parisi~\a of the Anandakanda, 
Gulriijsarmamisra's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa, the Ayurvediya Khani
javijiiiina, Haziiriliil Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, Narendraniitha's 
Capalaniq1aya, incorporated in the RasatarllligiQT, and in the Rasatattvavivecana. It was 
one of the sources of the Bh~ajasarphitii, Devasirriha Vinhal's Brhadiisa viiri~{asarp
graha, Harisarai:iananda's KiipfpakvarasanirmiiQavijiiiina, the Piiradasaip.hitii, Rasa
dhiituprakiisa, Rasayogasiigara, Rasendrasambhava, Rasoddhiiratantra, and Somade
vasarman's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa 

Ciigiimai:ii is quoted in Gulriijsarmamisra's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa 
and Haziiriliil Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya. 

Special features 
Cii.iimai:ii's very systematic treatise usually gives the opinions of a number of au
thorities on a particular subject, without making a choice. He is not even biased when 
quoting the views of his teacher, Devendragiri. Incidentally, he makes a personal 
statement. 28 Occasionally, he rejects statements made in particular works. 29 

Ciigiimai:ii adds a large number of valuable glosses to his quotations. He gives in
formation on the uses of the yantras 30 and explains which terms are synonymous. 31 

Technical terms are frequently elucidated. 32 

Ciigiimai:ii's comments are concise in most cases, but, sometimes, they are elabo
rate and detailed. 33 

The remarks on the identity of plants are useful: alaka (II.I. I I: = deyadiili), cakri 
(1.3.24: = cakrii:iilatii and cakramarda), cai:igali (I.3.23: = bhiimyiimalaki and a divyau
~adhi), da~ui:ia (I.4.235: = raktasiika), dhiivani (IIl.3.59: = prsnipari:ii), gai:iganikii (II. I. 
760: = gai:igadiirvii), gartakalambukii (II.1.761: = niikuli), haritpari:ii (II.1.761: = kumii-
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ri), hima (11.3.115: = ka!phala), klimlici (Il.3.188: = kiikamlici),maurvi (II.3.193: = bhii
rjapattra), raktasnuhi (1.3.24: = slitalli and a climber which resembles sehur:i<;la), raktasr
ilgi (I.3.24: = a variety of slika and some climber), raktavan~a (I.3.26: = citraka and era
r:i<;la), ratnapu~pli (I. I.I 39: = atasi), slilahai'ici (II. I. 761: = mai'iji~!hii), smliri~1i (III .3.59: 
= matsylik~i or vacli), srgiili (III.3.59: = sliliparr:ii), stokli (II.1.760: = baliimo\li), ucca\li 
(I.3.26: = svetagui'ijli and some climber), vanaka (II. 1.895: = tumbaru), vanamlik~ika 
(II.1.763: = vanamadhiika), vegli (II.3.196: = jyoti~mati), virli (III. 7.226: = vidiiri), vra
r:iaghnI (III.3.27: = kumlitf), vylighrI (I.3.27: = kar:i!aklirikli and some climber). 

The lists of plants used in alchemical operations are quoted from several sources. 
Some lists are from the RasiiIIJava (l.3.12cd-22 and 38cd-43),34 Rasasiira (I.3.34-
3635 and 3.124-138),36 and Rasendraciicjiimapi (1.3.54-123). 37 A list, quoted from 
an unknown source, enumerates the following plants called miilikii: lidityabhaktli, 
ailkuli, aplimiirga, avlikpu~pi, bhiirilgi, bhekaparr:ii, candravalli, citraka, devadiili, 
era~1<;1a, gaviik~ikii, go<;lumbii, 38 gopiilakarka!i, halini, harikrlintli, indrli, kar:i<;lavalli, 
karko!i, kokamli, k~irakandaka, ku<;lahai'ici, ku!!lira, mii~akakari:ii, nlikuli, punarnavli, 
rudantI, slir:iikli, sailkhapu~pikli, sarapuilkhli, sikhisikhli, snuhi, tridhlirii,39 tridhiiraka, 
iirdhvapuilkhikli, vajrakanda, and vajri (I.3. 7cd-12ab ). 40 

The list said to be from the Rasaratniikara cannot be traced in that treatise;41 

it consists of the following plants called rasamiilikii: adrikarr:iikli, likhukarr:iikli, 
amrtlikanda, bhrnga, brahmadar:i<;II, bhiikanda, cakramarda, citraka, dhattiira, diirvli, 
gri~masundara, haridrii, hastisur:i<;II, i~upuilkhikli, jayanti, jiiti, kiikajailghii, kiikamiici, 
kai'icuki, ka!utumbikli, koslitaki, k~irir:ii, kusumbhaka, lajjlilu, liiilgali, mahiir~!ri, 
mar:i<;liikaparr:ii, matsylik~i, miirvli, nirakar:ia, plitlili, raktligranirgur:i<;li, rambhli, rasli
ilkusli, sairyaka, sailkhapu~pikli, sarplik~i, satiivari, sigru, sikhisikhli, simbikii, sridevi, 
suradlilikii, siiryiivarta, svetiirka, tilaparr:iikii, utpala, vajrakandii, vaj ralatii, vandhyii, 
vlirlihi, and var~libhii (I.3.l-7ab). 

The arrangement of the diseases in the Cikitsliplida is unusual and does not con
form to a recognized pattern. Most of the nidiina verses of this section are from the 
Miidhavanidiina. Diseases added to those described by Miidhava are urograha ( 18),42 

snliyuroga (54), and somaroga (57).43 

The chapter onjvara mentions several series of sar!Jnipiita fevers, without describ
ing them: (I) visphliraka, sighrakiirin, pu~pai:ia, vidhura, makarin, phalgu, vaidlirin, 
karr:iaka, karko!aka, sar!Jmoha, yiimya, krakaca, plilaka, kii!aplilaka (1.168-169);44 

(2) sandhiga, jihvaka, prallipaka, tandrika, rugdiiha, sitagiitra, karr:iaka, cittavibhrama, 
rakta~!hivin, kar:i!hakubja, bhugnanetra, abhinyiisa, sar!Jnyiisa, hataujas (1.170-
174 );45 (3) antardliha,dar:i<;laplita, antaka, kumbhiP.lika, prorr:iunliva, prallipin, er:iidliha, 
bhiitahiisa, ajagho~a, hliridra, sar!JSO~in, yantrlipi<;la, sar!Jnylisa (1.175-179). 

The total number of irregular fevers (vi(lamajvara) is said to be thirty-five. Apart 
from the well-known types, some other fevers belonging to this group are: saptiihasar!J
tata, dasiihasar!Jtata, dvlidasiihasat!Jtata, pai'icadinajvara, ~ac:Jdinajvara, pralepaka, vii
taballisaka, trr:iapu~paka, ojonirodhajajvara, and rlitri- or vellijvara (1.611-622). 

The treatments described are not restricted to rasayogas, but comprise more tradi
tional iiyurvedic measures and prescriptions as well. 
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The author 
Ciic;llima~li was a grandson of the physician Balabhadramisra, who was a Slikadvipiya 
brlihmai:ia, and a son of Harirlima. 46 

Ciic;llirpai:ii was a pupil of Devanathamisra; some verses from an alchemical treatise 
by the latter are quoted in the Rasakiimadhenu. 

P.K. Gode47 tentatively identified this Devanlitha with the father of the Vlisudeva 
who wrote a commentary, called Bhuvanacandrikii or Bhuvaniirthacandrikii, on Suba
ndhu's Viisavadattii. 48 Vasudeva's references to himself as a Sakadvipiya made P.K. 
Gode advance this hypothesis. The provisional identification was supported by evi
dence, discovered somewhat later by P.K. Gode, after studying a MS of Vasudeva's 
commentary. 49 Vlisudeva, who calls his father Devanlitha an eminent physician and a 
second Dhanvantari, refers to and quotes from a work on rasaslistra, called Rasamu
ktiiva/f, written by him. 

The relationship between Ciic;lama~1i and Devendragiri, author of the repeatedly 
quoted Rasiiyanasiirasa.rpgraha, remains to be elucidated. 

Date 

Ciic;llimar~i's chronological position can be deduced from his acquaintance with Mli
dhava Uplidhyaya's Ayurvedaprakiisa. so His posterity to Madhava Upadhyaya implies 
that he lived after the second half of the seventeenth century. 51 This date is confirmed 
by the quotation from Kasinatha's Aln;iamanjarf, the earliest MS of which was com
pleted in A.O. 1617. 

The Rasakaumudf 

The Rasakaumudfby Jiilinacandrasarman52 is a treatise that can be divided into an al
chemical (chapters one to three) and an iatrochemical part (chapter four). The work is 
written in a defective language and style.53 

Contents 
Chapter one (rasotpattyadhiklira; 20 verses) has five introductory verses, followed by 
an account of the origin of mercury ( 1.6-20). Chapter two (rasendrasuddhyadhiklira; 
301 /2 verses) is concerned with nine defects ( do~a) of mercury (2.3-4ab ), the disorders 
they give rise to (2.4cd-6), and nine sarpskliras and their effects (7-301 /2). Chapter 
three (96 verses) describes the purification (suddhi) of all the lohas and pa~ai:ias 
(3.l-Sab), 54 the purification of gandhaka and abhraka (3.Scd-8), sattvaplitana of 
all the pli~li~1as (3.9-!Sab), druti of pli~a~1a, vajra, loha and abhraka (3.15cd-2lab), 
mara~1a of triloha, i.e., naga, vanga and rasaka (3.2lcd-23ab), mlira~1a of all the lohas 
(3.23cd-26), two types of marai:ia of abhraka f3.27-3lab), marai:ia of vajra (3.3lcd-
34ab), two types of mlirai:ia of mercury (3.34cd-37), four varieties of rasabhasman 
and their medicinal properties (3.38-43), a ritual (siddhapiijavidhi) to pay homage 
to the eight Siddhas, nine Nlithasiddhas and their spouses, and the nine Durgas 55 

(3.44-53ab), the preparation of i~!lirthasiddhigu!ika (3.53cd-67), 56 rasadipana (3.68-
71 ab), grlisapradana (3.7lcd-78ab), rasamukhabandha (3.78cd-89), vedamukharasa 
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(3.90-93), and dhiimavedhirasa (3.94-96). Chapter four (132 verses) describes 
thirteen rasayogas. The treatise ends with the formula oftrailekyacintiima1Jirasa. 

Sources are not referred to. 57 Three formulae are attributed to Samkara, 58 

$ai:imukha 59 and Visviimitra60 respectively. · 
Jiiiinacandra's Rasakaumudi is one of the sources of the Rasayogasiigara 

Special features 
The account of the origin of mercury (rasotpatti) in chapter one differs from the ver
sions found in other texts. 61 The nine do~as of mercury described in the Rasakaumudi 
are: u.:ginatva, 62 kau!ilya, aniivarta, 63 sarp.kara, ~a1}9atva, vahnikiiritva, samalatva, gu
rutva, and savi~a (2.3-4ab). 64 The disorders brought about by these defects are: (I) 
siila, (2) kapiilaruj, (3) bhramodvega, (4) do~asa1pcaya, (5) asa1ptiina (infertility), (6) 
ku~!ha, (7) viinti, miirchii and mahodara, (8) jiigya and miirchii, and (9) giitrak~aya (2. 
4cd-6). The kaficukas are left unmentioned. 

The nine sarp.skiiras, leading to a product able to bring about deha- and lohasiddhi 
are: 65 mardana, utthiipana, (adhat1)piitana, dipana, 66 jiirai:ia, siira1Ja, 67 griisapradiina, 68 

rafijana, and kriima1Ja (2.7-301/2). The term triloha is used to designate lead, tin and 
rasaka (3.2lcd-23ab). 69 The second type ofmiirai:ia of mercury (3.36-37) does not re
sult in miirana, but in miirchana. 7° Four varieties of rasabhasman are described: krsna, 
pita, syiima ~nd karbura in colour (3.38-41); 71 these substances are medicinally ~~iu
able; the kr~i:ia variety leads to dehasiddhi, the yellow (pita) one removes ku~!ha, the 
syiima variety removes all the do~as, the karbura variety has aphrodisiac properties; an 
added fifth variety, red in colour, abolishes the three do~as (3.42-43). Eight lohas are 
referred to (4.1). 

Interesting terms occurring in the Rasakaumudi are: a~!asiila (4.46 and 74), 
paficamitraka (3.17), ma1J9ala (4.22, 23, 31, 100, 123, 129),72 raktagrahai:ii (4.66), 73 

raktagrahii:iikii (4.58 and 66), sindiira (4.27), 74 takrameha (4.17), 75 vajratui:ig~jantu 
(3.32 ), and vrscikaviita ( 4.11 ). 

Noteworthy plant names are: bhiidanti (4.13 and 119), bhiigufijii (4.70), bhiisigru 
(4.70), dvijihvii (4.119), dvika~1!ikii (4.119), gorak~ikii (2.28), 76 kagukanda (3.11), ka
l}giiki (3.9), kr~i:iacitraka ( 4.93), lq~1)iimalaka ( 4.93), k~irakari:ii (3.9), kurii!ikii (3.9), 
miitaitga (4.55), nilabhpigi (4.12), nilasritgi (3.38), and svetagandhliri (4.119). 

The author 
Jfiiinacandra was a briihmai:ia and a son of the physician Sarvajfiacandra of Candra
sekhara lineage. 77 

Date 
The period to which the author belonged cannot be determined with accuracy. The ref
erences to the nine Niithasiddhas and to a group of eight metals (a~!aloha) imply that 
it is not an early work. 78 

An anonymous Rasakaumudi 
An anonymous Rasakaumudi19 deals with the purification of mercury, a number of 
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twenty-seven rasayogas 80 and how to administer them, antidotes (vi~aslinti), signs 
pointing to health (svasthari~!a) and signs pointing to a bad prognosis (ari~!a). 

The Rasamaiijarf 

The Rasamaiijarf by Salinatha81 is an alchemical and iatrochemical treatise in 867 
verses, 82 arranged· in twelve chapters (adhyliya). 83 The work is in the form of a 
conversation between Siva and Parvati. 84 

Contents35 

Chapter one (rasasodhanaprakara; 39 verses) deals with introductory matter (1-4 ), the 
praise of mercury (5-8), the teacher and his pupil (9-13), the names and varieties of 
mercury (14-15), the do~as of mercury and the disorders arising from them (16-19), 
and some methods of purifying (sodhana) mercury (20-39). 

Chapter two (rasajarai:iamarai:iadi; 64 verses) describes the jara~,a of several 
substances by mercury (1-11), several types of mlirai:ia of mercury (12-16), several 
methods of preparing rasasindiira (17-41) and rasakarpiira (42-45), miirchana (46-
51 ), bandha (52-58), and rules concerning the use of mercurial products (59-64 ). 86 

Chapter three (uparasasodhanamarai:ia; 101 verses) is about the uparasas (l-3ab); 
its subjects are the origin of sulphur (3cd-5ab), its varieties (5cd-6), the disorders 
caused by impure sulphur (7), its purification (8-13 ), the preparation of gandhakataila 
(14-15); the varieties, characteristics and properties of diamonds (vajra; 16-21), 87 

disorders caused by impure diamonds (22), their purification (23-25ab) and mlirai:ia 
(25cd-30), the varieties, properties and mlirai:ia of vaikrlinta (31-34), the varieties 
of mica (abhraka) and their properties (35-38), the preparation of dhanyabhraka 
(39-43ab), mlirai:ia of mica (43cd-56), the sodhana and marai:ia of tala (57-61), the 
sodhana of manal~silli, rasaka, tuttha, vimala, mlik~ika, klisisa, klintapli~ai:ia, varli!ikli, 
hi11gula, and sila,jatu (62-83), the sodhana of the remaining uparasas (84 ), the prepa
ration of bhiinliga-, vaikrlinta- and abhrakasattva (85-91), the fusing (drlivai:ia) of 
mica (92), the extraction of various sattvas (93-96), and sodhana and inarai:ia of gems 
(mai:ii; 97-101). 

Chapter four (vi~alak~ai:iasevliparihlira; 31 verses) describes eighteen plants with 
poisonous bulbs or tubers (kanda) (1-10), their mlirai:ia (11-13), the way to employ 
them medicinally, together with the dosages (14-21), the seven stages (vega) of intox
ication (22-25), a mantra preventing intoxication (26) and the way to use it (27-28), 
prescriptions against poisoning (29-31). 

Chapter five (svari:iadya~!adhatusodhanamlirai:iasevana; 71 verses) is concerned 
with the sodhana and marai:ia of the eight metals: gold (3cd-17ab), silver ( l 7cd-24ab ), 
copper (24cd-36), rlijaritI (= pittala) and gho~a (= kliq1sya (37), lead and tin (38-48), 
and iron ( 49-67); the medicinal properties of the products obtained are described; the 
chapter ends with the properties of lohaki!!a (= mai:i~iira; 68-71). 

Chapter six (rasayojanabhak~ai:ia; 307 verses) 83 contains formulae of rasayogas. 
Chapter seven (rasliyanagu!ikli; 60 verses) 89 is about rasliyana formulae. Chapter 
eight (netrliiijanakesaraiijana; 28 verses) is devoted to recipes against eye diseases and 
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premature greyness of the hair. Chapter nine (viryastambhanlidikautiihalaniriipai:ia; 
78 verses)90 describes subjects usually dealt with in Tantric treatises about ~a\karman. 
Chapter ten (balatantra; 32 verses) reproduces a Bii/atantra. Chapter eleven (kalajiiana; 
44 verses) is about ari~\as. Chapter twelve (chaylipuru~alak~ai:ia; 12 verses) describes 
ari~\as connected with one's shadow (chaya), as taught by Sambhu. 

Sources are not referred to. 91 One recipe is ascribed to Nliglirjuna. 92 A Mii/atfmata 
is also mentioned. 93 

The Rasamaiijari is quoted or referred to in the paribhli~li parisi~\a of the Ananda
kanda, the Ayurvedaprakiisa, Caturbhuja's commentary on the Rasahfdaya, the Dhii
tumiiraQa,94 Harisarai:iananda's Kiipfpakvarasanirmii(lavijiiiina, Meghamuni's Megha
vinoda,95 Nidhi's Yogasamuccaya, the Piiradasa1phitii, Rasakiimadhenu, Rasasarpgra
hasiddhiinta by Govindarlima, 96 Rasasiiriimrta by Rlimasena, 97 Rasiiyanasarpgraha, 98 

Rasayogasiigara, Rasendrasambhava, Rasendrasiirasarpgraha by Gopalakr~i:ia, Soma
devasarman's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa, the Yogaratniikara,99 the Yogata
rarigiQf1" and BrhadyogatararigiQf"1 of Trimalla, and the Sukhabodha of Vaidyaraja. 

Commentaries on the Rasamarijarf were written by Harinabha, 102 Rlimanlitha, 103 and 
Samaratha. 

Samaratha was a Svetlimbara Jain of the Sagaracandrasiiri branch of the Kharatara
gaccha, and a pupil ofMatiratnaor Sumatiratna. He lived in Bikaner. Samaratha 's name 
was changed into Samayamai:iikya after his ordination. Samaratha composed his Hindi 
commentary on the Rasamaiijariin A.O. 1707. He also wrote a Sanskrit commentary on 
Kesavadasa's Rasikapriya, composed in Brajbhli~li; this commentary was completed in 
A.O. 1698. 104 

Special features 
Eight do~as of mercury are enumerated: naga, variga, agni, cliiicalya, asahyatva, vi~a, 
giri and mala; the disorders they bring about areja9ya, kugha, mahlidliha, viryanasa, 
miirchana, mrtyu, spho\a and rogapuiija ( 1.17-18). A second series of five do~as, con
sisting of siloccaya, mrdbhava, atimalina, naga and variga leads to ku~\ha, ja9ya, atya
ntavata, galagai:i~la and gulma ( 1.19). 115 The uparasas distinguished are gandhaka, va
jra, vaikranta, gagana (= abhraka),tiilaka, sila, kharpara, sikhituttha, vimala, hemama
k~ika, klisisa, klintapli~ai:ia, varli\a, aiijana, hi1igula, kariku~\ha, satikha, bhiinliga, !atika
i:ia, and silajatu (3.l-3ab). 106 Four varieties of sulphur (gandhaka) are mentioned: red, 
yellow, white and black, useful for making gold (hemakriyli), for rasayana purposes 
and in ointments on ulcers respectively; the black variety is the best one (3.5-6). Di
amonds (vajra) are white, red, yellow and black; these varieties are called brlil~mai:ia, 
k~atriya, vaisya and siidra; they are suitable to rasliyana purposes, to curing diseases, 
to vada (i.e., alchemy) and to vayal~stambha (i.e., rasliyana) purposes; diamonds are 
also male, female or neuter and fit.for vedha and rasabandha, dehasiddhi, and krlima
i:ia (3.16-21). Eight types of vaikrlinta are mentioned: white, red, yellow, blue, grey 
(pliravatacchavi), syamala, black, and karbura (3.32). 107 

The usual four varieties of mica (abhraka) are enumerated: pinaka, dardura, nliga 
and vajra (3.35). Poisonous plants are eighteen in number: klilakii\a, mayiirlikhya, 
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binduka, saktuka, valuka, vatsanabha, sailkhanabha, sumailgala, srilgI, marka\aka, 
musta, kardama, pu~kara, sikhI, haridra, harita, cakra, and halahala (4.1-3ab). Eight 
stages of poisoning are distinguished, characterized by udvega, vepathu, ghoradaha, 
patana, phena, vikalata,j~ata, and mrtyu (death) (4.23-25). 

Chapter five does not mention zinc as one of the metals. 
The majority of the formulae of chapter six are well known and found in many 

rasasastra texts. Some of them may be rare or even restricted to the Rasamaiijarf. 108 

The rasayana formulae of chapter seven are partly frequent, partly rare or peculiar 
to the author of the RasamanjarI. 109 

Chapter nine is a collection of prescriptions; they are meant to prevent or delay 
ejaculation (viryastambha; 1-11), to increase the size of the penis (12), to cause impo
tence (13-15), to cure it (16-17), to increase potency (21-24), and to cure a series of 
diseases (25-29). The remaining part of the chapter contains recipes that ensure im
pregnation (30), that are suitable to vasikarar:ia (31-37ab), to tightening of the vagina 
(37c-f), removal of the pubic hair (38-39), etc. (40-78). 

Chapter ten contains a Biilatantra, related to Ravar:ia's Kumiiratantra and other such 
texts. 110 It enumerates sixteen Yoginis who attack a child on the first day, month or year 
of its life, the second day, etc., up to the sixteenth. The symptoms of the illnesses are 
mentioned, together with the rituals that are appropriate to appease the beings causing 
them. 

The names of these malignant beings are: Nanda, Arya, Piitana, BhI~ar:iasya, Biqa!I, 
SakunI, Su~ka, J!lPbhika, Acintya, Kapalika, Lipsita (or Nandika), Prtali, Bhadrakali, 
Tara, SarvarI ( or SumukhI), and KumarL 

Some noteworthy terms employed in the RasamaiijarI are agala (2.26), pa~a
r:iapa\ika(2.25), 111 and spha\ikI (2.24). 112 

The eight kakaras consist of kii~mar:iqa, karka\i, kaliilga, karavellaka, kusumbhika, 
karko!I, kadalI, and kakamacika (2.59-60). 

The author 
Saliniitha was a son of Vaidyanatha. 113 

Date 
The earliest MS of the Rasamaiijariwas completed in A.O. 1546147, 114 which indicates 
that the RasamaiijarI is earlier than the middle of the sixteenth century. 115 The refer
ence to the author of the Rasamaiijariin Gopalakr~r:ia's Rasendrasiirasarpgraha makes 
it possible to push back the terminus ante quern to a period anterior to the last quarter 
of the fifteenth century. The upper limit cannot be ascertained. 116 

The Rasamitra 

The Rasamitra ~ Tryambakanatha Sarma 117 is a treatise that lays emphasis on the 
medicinal uses of alchemical products. 
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Contents 
The Rasamitra is a work in six chapters (rasmi), dealing with generalities and technical 
terms (I), mercury (2), the mahlirasas and uparasas (3), the dhlitus (4), the ratnas and 
uparatnas (5), the vi~as and upavi~as (6). 

Chapter one (samanyavijiianiya) describes, after a maitgala to Siva and some in
troductory verses, the subjects of rasasastra, the teacher and his student, the laboratory 
(rasaslilli; 4-6), technical terms (paribhli~li; 7-12), weights and measures (parimliQa; 
13-14), 118 the yantras (15-24), ll9 and the pu\as (24-28). 120 Chapter two (rasavijiiani
ya) gives an account of mercury and its do~as (29-35), its purification (36-37), the first 
eight sa1pskliras (37-44), the preparation of mercury from cinnabar (44), jaraQli and 
miirchanli (44-46), the preparation of mugdharasa, rasapu~paand rasakarpiira (47-48), 
some formulae ( 49-56), 121 and some rules concerning the use of mercurial medicines 
(57-58). Chapter three (uparasavijiianiya) is about the maharasas, their names, char
acteristics, purification, sometimes their killing, the properties and actions of the prod
ucts obtained, their uses, dangers involved in their use, and the treatment of disorders 
caused by the use of impure products (59-84 ); the second part of the chapter (84-
95) is devoted to a description of the uparasas, their purification and the neutraliza
tion oftheeffectsofimpurities; the third and last part is about the sadharaQarasas (95-
105). Chapter four (dhatuvijiiliniya; 106-130) is concerned with the dhatus, their pu
rification, killing, and the medicinal properties of the products obtained. Chapter five 
(ratnoparatnavij iiliniya; 131-177) gives a similar exposition on the ratnas, uparatnas 
and some other stones. Chapter six (vi~opavi~avijiiliniya) describes the vi~as, their pu
rification, and their uses in medicine ( 178-208); the second part of the chapter is about 
the upavi~as (208-244) and animal poisons, their purification and their uses (245-248). 

Sources referred to in the Sanskrit text are the Rasaratnasamuccaya (209), Rasa
sarpketakalikii (208), Rasasiira (281), and Rasendracii~iimaQi (282). 

Special features 
Twelve do~as of mercury are distinguished: three naisargikado~as (natural blemishes): 
vi~a, vahni, mala; two yaugikado~as (adulterants): naga (lead) and vaitga (tin); seven 
aupadhikado~as or kaiicukas (blemishes due to the environment): parpa\i (bhiimija), 
pli\ali (girija), bhedi (varija), drlivi and malakari (nagaja), andhakliri and dhvliitk~i (va
itgaja) (29-35). The eight saipskliras described are svedana, mardana, miirchana, utthli
pana, patana, bodhana, niyamana, and dipana (37-44). Six types ofmiirchana are men
tioned ( 46). 122 

The group of maharasas consists of abhraka, vaikranta, mlik~ika, vimala, adrija ( = 
silajatu), sasyaka, capala, and rasaka (59). 123 The group of uparasas is composed of 
gandhaka, gairika, klisisa, kaitk~i(= tuvari), (hari)tala, (mana~)sila, aiijana, and kaitku
~\ha (84). The group ofsadharaQarasas is made up ofkampilla, gauripli~liQa, navasli
dara, kaparda, vahnijara (= agnijara), girisindiira, hiitgula, and mrddlirasritga (95). The 
seven dhlitus are gold, silver, copper, iron, zinc, tin and lead (106); three alloys are 
mentioned: pittala, kli1p.sya and varta ( I 06). Three varieties of iron are referred to: mu
QQa, tik~Qa and kanta ( 117). 

Nine gems (ratna) are described: mliQikya (ruby), muktli (pearl), vidruma (coral), 
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tark~ya (emerald), pu~pa (topaz), bhidura (diamond), nTia (sapphire), gomedaka (zir
con), and vidiiraka (cat's eye) ( 131). The six minor gems (uparatna or k~udraratna) are: 
vaikranta (Irish diamond), siiryakanta (sunstone), candrakanta (moonstone), nrpopala 
(lazis lazuli), peroja (turquoise), and spha!ika (rock crystal) (157). Other stones and 
substances described are: vyomasman or sangayasava Gade), pa.Janka (onyx), rudhi
ra (carnelian), piitika (peridote), sugandhika (spine!), turmulT (tourmaline), tn1akanta 
(amber), sudha (calcium), kha\ika (chalk), dugdhapa~lil)a (talc), godanti (gypsum), sr
nga (horn), kauseyasman (asbestos), nagasman (serpentine), and badarasman or asma
bhid (a calcium silicate) (163-177). 

The chapter on poisons mentions five mahavi~as: saktuka, kalakii!a, sitamusta, sr
ngi, and k{~l)avi~a (181); series of vi~s from another treatise, from the Rasasiira, and 
from the RasendraciigiimaQi are quoted (181-182). Vegetable poisons described are: 
saktuka, mustaka, srngi, saikata, sar~apa, kiirma, darvika, vatsanabha, kalakii!a, me~a
srngi, halahala, dardura, karko!a, miilaka, granthi, haridra, raktasrngi, and pradipana 
(183-192). The substances belonging to the group of upavi~as are quoted from the 
Rasaqiketakalikii, some other treatise, and the Rasaratnasamuccaya. The author of the 
Rasamitra distinguishes the following upavi~as: jayapala, arka, dhattiira, vi~atinduka, 
guiija, sehul)9a, langali, karavira, ahiphena, vijaya, and bhallataka oil (209); these poi
sonous substances are described; tridhara (210) and nilini (237-238) are added. 

The author and the date of the work 
The Rasamitra is a twentieth-century work written by the author when he was a reader 
in Dravyagul)a of the Banaras Hindu University. 

Rasiimrta 

Rasiimrta by Vaidya Yadavji Trikamji Acarya. 124 

Contents 125 

This modern compilation consists of nine chapters (adhyaya) and nine appendices 
(parisi~!a). 

Chapter one (rasavijiiiiniya; 58 verses) gives an account of mercury, its impurities 
( do~a), 126 eight sa1pskiiras, the preparation of mercury from cinnabar (hingula), 
some rasayogas, cinnabar, and girisindiira. 127 Chapter two (gandhakavijiianiya; 5 
verses) describes sulphur, its purification, and a recipe. Chapter three (lohavijiianiya; 
186 verses) is about the dhatus: 128 suvarl)a (gold; 1-24), rajata (silver; 25-34ab), 
tamra (copper; 34cd-47), pittala (brass; 48-53), ka1psya (bronze; 54-56), ma~i
ka (57-72ab), tuttha (72cd-82), nilakalka (in Hindi), 129 vanga (tin; 83-!0lab), 
niiga (lead; !Olcd-108ab), sindiira (108cd-!09), mrddarasrnga (110-112), safedii 
(in Hindi), 130 sauviraj\jana (113-115ab), yasada (zinc; 115cd-120ab), pu~piiiijana 
(120cd-121), rasaka (122-128), loha (iron; 129-147) and mal)<;liira (148-15lab), 
vimala (15lcd-156), kasisa (157-164ab), gairika (164cd-168), gile armani (in Hin
di), 131 gile makhtiim (in Hindi), 132 abhraka ( 169-182ab), and ayaskiinta ( 182cd-186). 
Chapter four (mallavijiiiiniya; 15 verses) is concerned with malla or gauripii~iil)a 
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(l-4ab), haritala (4cd-11), and manaQsila (12-15). Chapter five (sudhavijiianiya; 9 
verses) describes sudha (l-4ab), 133 kha\ika (4cd-5ab), 134 godanti (5cd-9), 135 and 
safed surma (in Hindi). 136 Chapter six (sikatavijiianiya; 5 verses) is about sikata 
(1-4), dugdhapa~ii.Qa (5), 137 kauseyasman, 138 nagapa~ii.Qa, 139 and asmabhid (in 
Hindi). 14° Chapter seven (lavaQak~aravijiianiya; 28 verses) is devoted to salts (1-17: 
saindhava, samudra, romaka, vida, sauvarcala, and audbhida lavana) and alkalis 
( 18-28: yavak~ara, svarjika, !ailk~Qa, spha\ika, 141 parpa!ak~ara142 and. saurak~ara). 143 

Chapter eight (ratnavijiianiya; 24 verses) is concerned with the ratnas: mii.Qikya (1), 
nrla (2), pu~paraga (3), gomeda (4), vaigiirya (5), tark~ya (6), and vajra (7-9), their 
purification and killing (10-12), and the uparatnas: riijavarta (13-15), sailgayasab 144 

(in Hindi), akika (16), 145 spha\ika (17), siiryakanta (18), candrakanta (19), peroja 
(20), 146 vaikranta (21-24), and trQakantamaQi 147 (in Hindi). Chapter nine (rasayoga
vijiianiyayoga; 222 verses) consists of sixty-six formulae. 148 The parisi~\as are about 
the preparation of bhasman and about pu\a (I; in Hindi), about capala (2), silajatu 
(3), mak~ika and vimala (4; in Hindi), rasaiijana (5; in Hindi), the do~as of impure 
dhatus (6), sattvapatana (7), and the purification of some vi~as (8). The last parisi~\a 
(9) consists of a list of substances which are important in rasasastra and mentioned in 
the Caraka- and Susrutasarr1.hitii (references are given). 

The Rasiimr;ta is restricted to iatrochemistry, which explains that only the first eight 
sarpskaras of mercury are dealt with. Anuvasana is omitted. 

The sources are listed in the author's prastavana and often indicated in the text of 
the treatise. 

These sources consist of: A$fii1igasarpgraha, ii.yurvedaprakiisa, Bhai$ajyaratnii
va/f, Bhiiratfyarasasiistra by Va.man GaQes Desai, 149 Carakasa.qihitii, Lohasarvasva, 
Paribhii$iikhaQ9a, ,so Rasahrdaya, Rasapaddhati, Rasaprakiisasudhiikara, Rasaratnasa
muccaya, Rasasiira, Rasatararigil)f, Rasendracii9iimal)i, Rasendrasiirasa111graha, Ratna
pradfpa by Mahadeva Lak~maQa Kharpbe\e, 151 Susrutasa.qihitii, Yogaratniikara, and 
Yiiniinf DravyaguQavijiiiina by Daljit Sirpha. 1s2 

Sources not listed by the author, but referred to in his treatise, are: Bhiivaprakii
sa (6.2ab), DhanvantarfyanighaQfU (6.1; 7.4-5ab and 20), Gadanigraha (6.2cd-4), Rii
janighaQfU (3.166cd-167ab; 7.6cd-7ab), RasiirQava (3.64cd-65ab, 122cd-123), Ra
sasa111ketakalikii (9.55-56), Siirrigadharasarphit.11 (9.151-158ab), Siddhabhai~jyama
iijii$ii (9.132-134 ), Siddhabhe$ajamaQimiilii ( 1.46; 4.8; 8.16; 9.183-185), and Vaidya
jfvana (9.167). 

The Rasiimrta is quoted in the commentaries on the ii.yurvedaprakiisa of Gulra
jsarmamisra and Somadevasarman; it is one of the sources of the Bhe$ajasarphitii. 



Chapter? 

Rasapaddhati to Rasaratnadipika 

Rasapaddhati 

The Rasapaddhati by Bin du I is a short work in 231 verses 2 on alchemy and iatrochem
istry. 

Contents3 

The Rasapaddhati can conveniently be divided into two sections: 12-132, devoted to 
alchemy, and 133-231, devoted to formulae against diseases. 

The mailgala is addressed to Siva as Ardhaniirina!esvara. 4 Three systems of ther
apy are distinguished, hierarchically arranged: daivI cikitsii, the superior system, which 
employs well-prepared rasas; miinavI cikitsii, treatment by means of vegetable prepa
rations; iisurI cikitsii, the inferior method, making use of surgical procedures (2-3). 5 

The seven do~as of mercury are enumerated: niiga, vailga, vi~a. mala, capalatii, vahni
ja, and girija, and the disorders caused by them ( 4 ). The eight sarµskiiras which are 
necessary for medical purposes are listed (5) and described (6-14), followed by some 
alternatives for those without the means to carry them out ( 15-17). The preparation of 
mercury from cinnabar is discussed ( 18). 

Subjects dealt with in the next verses are: the purification of the metals (loha; 
19-20); the preparation of the bhasman of gold (21-23ab), silver (23cd), iron (24-25), 
copper (26-30), lead (31-32ab), tin (32cd-34), and the alloys (35); the medicinal 
properties of these bhasmans (36-37). Verses 38-54 are about the six mahiirasas: 
vaikriinta, gagana (= abhraka), siliija (= siliijatu), capala, tiipija (= vimalii and mii
-k~ika), and tuttha. Verses 55-58 are concerned with the uparasas: gandha, (hari)tiila 
and manal~silii. The sa(!lskiiras which are necessary for vedha (transmutation) are 
described in verses 59-60ab (jarai:ia), 60cd-62ab (ciirai:ia), 62cd-63 (siirai:ia), 64-66 
(mukhabandha), and 67-74 (kriimai:ia and vedha). Verses 75-79 deal with the pro
cesses to which mercury obtained from cinnabar has to be subjected in order to attain 
vedha, verses 80-82 with mukhakarai:ia by means of jiira~1ii of sulphur, verses 83-87 
with ways of preparing rasasindura and rasakarpura. 

Relatively much attention is given to the gems (88-132). Nine gems are enumer
ated: vajra, vidruma, mauktika, marakata, vaidfirya, gomedaka, mai:iikya, harinila, and 
pu~padr~ad (= pu~pariiga) (88); their connections with the nine grahas are explained 
(89-90). The origin of diamonds is described (91-95), their varieties are dealt with 
(96-99ab), their blemishes (99cd~J02), their properties (103), the regions where they 
are found (104), 6 their weights and prices (105-112),7 and their examination (113-
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116). Pearls (mauktika) and their varieties are elaborately described (117-132); eight 
types are distinguished, originating respectively from elephants (karin), boars (kiri), 
bamboos (tvakslira), fishes (matsya), clouds (ambumuc), shells (kambu), serpents (uro
gati), and oysters (sukti). 8 

Verses on the treatment of raktapitta ( 133-137ab), klisa, svlisa and hikkli ( 137cd-
139), rlijayak~man ( 140-147ab), and some other diseases (147cd-149) follow. The last 
part of the treatise (150-231) contains formulae of rasayogas, mainly to be prescribed 
against fevers. 

Sources are not referred to. 
Authorities mentioned are: Agastya (147), Atreyasiiri (193), 9 Bhliluki (54), 10 

Candrasikhara (199), 11 Nliglirjuna (155),' 2 Vasi~\ha (147), and Vig1u (160). 13 

The Rasapaddhatiis quoted or referred to in the paribhli~li parisiga of the Ananda
kanda, Ayurvedii.bdhisii.ra, Ayurvedaprakii.sa, Brhadrasarii.jasundara, Dhii.tumii.raQa, 14 

Gulrlijsarmamisra's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakii.sa, Harisaral)linanda's Kiipf
pakvarasanirmii.11avijiiii.m4 Hazlirillil Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, 
Pii.radasaf!lhitii., Rasakii.madhenu, Rasasiddhiprakii.§a, 15 the commentary on the Rasata
rarigil)f, Rasatattvavivecana, Rasavidy11mahii.q1ava, Rasayogasii.gara, Rasendrapurii.Qa, 
Somadevasarman's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakii.sa, and Ylidavji Trikamji's Ra
sii.m1ta. 

Bindu is quoted in Hazlirillil Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya. The 
Rasapaddhatikrt is quoted in the commentary on the Ayurvedii.bdhisii.ra. 

Special features 
Anuvlisana is not described as a separate saq1sklira. 16 

The metals enumerated are gold, silver, iron, copper, lead (uraga), tin (railga), 
ghana (= klirµsya), vartula, 17 and gho~a; 18 the last three items of this series are called 
upaloha; iron is of three types: klinta, tik~l)a and mul)<;la ( 19). Zinc is not mentioned. 19 

The term dhlitu is not employed for the metals. 
The mahlirasas are only six in number (38); the inclusion of capala and tuttha is 

noteworthy. Vaikrlinta is of seven types, but only the black variety, used in alchemical 
operations, is taken into consideration (38). 20 The usual four varieties of mica are de
scribed (40). Sillijatu is of two types: acalodbhiita21 and u~odbhava22 (44). Capala is of 
four varieties: white, black, yellow and red ( 46). 23 Tapija is of two types: vimala 24 and 
mlik~ika. Vimala is of three varieties: hema-, tlira- and klirµsyavimala 25 (48). Mlik~ika 
is of two varieties: svan~a- and rajatamlik~ika; some are said to distinguish a third va
riety, called klirµsyamlik~ika ( 49). Tuttha is of two varieties: mayiira- and kharparatut
tha (5 I). The uparasas are only three in number: gandhaka, haritlila and manal1silli (55). 
Three varieties of sulphur (gandhaka) are described: yellow, red and white; 26 the white 
variety is sometimes called kha\i; 27 names of the yellow variety are limalakacchavi, 
dr~adgandhaka and lava11aka (55). The two usual varieties of haritlila are mentioned: 
pattrin and pil)<;la (57). Mana~silli is of two varieties: sylimlingi and kal)avirikli (58). 28 

The list of sa1pskliras necessary to achieve vedha is short (59-74); mukhabandha 
is regarded as a distinct sarpsklira; the two types of druti are not mentioned. 

The five blemishes of diamonds are: bindu, klikapada, yava, mala and rekhli 
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(99-102ab). 29 Eight regions are mentioned where diamond mines (khani) are or were 
found: Kosala and Kiiliilga in the Kftayuga, Vailga and Maiava in the Tretiiyuga, 
Saurii~!ra and Mai:iipm1c;Iraka in the Dviiparayuga, Sopiira30 and Vajriikara 31 in the 
Kaliyuga. 32 Pearl oysters are said to be found in the seas near Adiiya, Barbara, 33 

Aralii!a, Sirphala, Ormija and Piirasika ( 129). 
The verses on the treatment of various diseases mention syphilis (phirailgavii

tajanitasphoia and phirailgiibhidhaviita) and rasakarpiira, the drug preferentially 
prescribed against this disease ( 149). 

Some of the rasayogas in the last part of the Rasapaddhati are not found in 
other treatises; examples are iitailkiintakarasa ( 154cd-155) and ekasiitesvararasa 
(173-174). 34 The gauriyantra is referred to (71; 80). A substance called lohakharpara 
is mentioned (13). 35 

Noteworthy plant names arejambha (18, 21, 23), 36 jambhala (17), 37 miinavI (8), 
niraviinira (24 ), 38 sitidhiirta ( 12), and sr~!yambujii (8). 

The author 
Bindu mentions his name in the introductory verse. 

Date 
The references to syphilis and its treatment with rasakarpiira indicate that the Rasapa
ddhati is later than the Bhiivaprakiisa (second half sixteenth century), which describes 
phira1igaroga and its therapy for the first time in Indian medical literature. The Ra
sapaddhati may date from the first half of the seventeenth century, because it is one 
of the sources of the Ayurvedaprakiisa and since the earliest MS 39 was completed in 
AD. 1664.40 

Commentary 
A commentary oo the Rasapaddhati, reaching up to verse 186, was written by Mahii
deva. 

Authorities and works quoted or referred to in the commentary are: Amara (I, 6, 
7, 8, 89, 90, 98, 104, 150, 152-153, 153-154), A~tiingah[daya (I), Caraka (45cd), 
Riijamrgiiiika (87), Rasariijalak~mi(83), Rasaratniikara (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 58, 
59-60ab, 6!-62ab, 69-74, 80, 85-87), Rasaratnasamuccaya (9, 117-122, 129-132), 
Rasaviigbhar,a (81-82), Somaniitha (29-30), and Viigbhaia (44-45ab, 45cd). 

Many quotations are not referred to their source. 41 Mahiideva quotes (ad 85-87) a 
list of divyau~adhis from a source not mentioned by name. 42 He enumerates the fol
lowing uparatnas (ad 88): vaikriinta, siiryakiinta, riijiivarta, liila, 43 and peroja. 

The !ikii of the Rasapaddhati and its author are quoted in the commentaries 
of Gulriijsarmamisra and Somadevasarman on the Ayurvedaprakiisa and in the 
Rasakiimadhenu. The commentary on the Rasapaddhati is one of the · sources of 
Harisarai:iiinanda's KupipakvarasanirmiiQavijiiiina and Miidhava's Ayurvedaprakiisa 
Mahiideva is quoted in Haziiriliil Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya. 

Mahiideva is regarded as the son of Bindu. 44 Both father and son may have 
been residents of Mahiirii~!ra. 45 Mahiideva is later than Nityaniitha, who wrote the 
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Rasaratniikara, and Vagbha!a, to whom the Rasaratnasamuccaya is attributed, because 
the works of these authors are quoted by him; he is also posterior to Bindu, on whose 
treatise he commented. He is earlier than Madhava, the author of the Ayurvedaprakii
sa, who used Mahadeva's work as one of his sources. This evidence establishes that 
Mahadeva lived, like Bindu, in the first half of the seventeenth century. 

Rasapradfpa 

An anonymous Rasapradfpa 46 in 282 verses describes both a number of iatrochemical 
formulae and a series of alchemical procedures. 

Subjects dealt with are: a definition of rasayana ( I); fifty formulae (2-163); 47 the 
preparation of a bhasman of gold, silver, copper, brass (pittala), bronze (ka,psya), lead, 
and tin (164-199); four methods of lohamaral)a (200-207); maral)a of the seven met
als (dhatu; 208); 48 an enumeration of the seven upadhatus: ma~ika, tutthaka, abhra, 
nflafijana, (mana~)sila, alaka (= haritala), and rasaka (209); 49 sodhana and mara1,1a of 
the upadhatus, and of gain, kasisa, iankar;ia, vara!ika, tuvan, sankha, and kanku~!ha 
(210-228); sodhana of all the dhatus (229-231); sodhana and maral)a of hiraka (di
amond), vaikranta, mal)i, mukta (pearl), and pravala (coral) (232-243); sodhana and 
mara~1a ofall the ratnas (244 ); the sodhanaof silajatu (245-250); the preparation of ma
l)~iirabhasman (251-253) and two varieties ofk~ara (ciirl)abha or pratisarya and peya) 
(254-256); formulae of rasayogas (257-277); dietary and other rules (278-282). 

Sources are not mentioned. One of the formulae (144-148: vyadhiharasiitanirma
i:iavidhi) is ascribed to Piijyapada. The date of composition and the author are unknown. 

Rasaprakiisasudhiikara 

The Rasaprakiisasudhiikara by Yasodhara50 is a treatise devoted to alchemy and iatro
chemistry. 

Contents51 

The Rasaprakiisasudhiikara, entirely written in verse, consists of 1,286 verses, arranged 
in thirteen chapters (adhyaya). 

Chapterone (a~!adasarasasaq1skaraniriipai:ia; 164 verses) opens with a mangala of 
four verses in praise of Harihara, Sarada, Gai:iapati, and mercury. These stanzas are 
followed by a table of contents (5-12). Subjects dealt with in the next verses are: the 
origin of mercury and its varieties (13-21), the eighteen sa,pskaras (22-25ab), the five 
do~as (25cd-26) and the seven kaficukas (27-30ab) of mercury. The remaining part of 
chapter one gives an account of the eighteen sa,pskaras: svedana (30cd-35), mardana 
(36-41), miirchana (42-45ab), utthapana (45cd-47), the three varieties of patana 
(48-62ab), rodhana (62cd-65), niyamana (66-67ab), dipana (67cd-78), grasamana 
(79-83), 52 car11Qa (85-93ab), garbhadruti (93cd-97ab), bahyadruti (97cd-lO!ab), 
jaral)a (I Olcd-119), rafijana (120-127), saral)a ( 128-140ab), kramai:ia ( 140cd-146ab), 
vedhana (146cd-156), and sevana (157-164). 

Chapter two (caturvidharasabandhana; 109 verses) enumerates four types of 
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bandha of mercury: 53 jalaukii- or pakvabandha, kho!a(ka) or pi~!istambha, pii!aka 54 or 
parpa!ikiibandha, and bhasmabandha (2-3). These bandhas may be brought about by 
means of miilikii (substances of vegetable origin), mai:ii (gems), svari:iaka (gold), and 
lead (niiga) or tin (vailga); bandha by means of gold is called dhiitubandha; 55 the merits 
of these methods decrease in the mentioned order ( 4-5). A fifth method, drutibandha, 
is regarded as superior, in particular if abhradruti is employed in the process (6). Five 
varieties of miilikrtbandha are described (7-35), two types of mai:iibandha (employing 
vajrasattva and vajrabhasman; 36-50ab), three types of drutibandha (employing 
abhrakadruti, hemadruti and vajradruti; 50cd-70ab), and five varieties of dhiitubandha 
(employing gold, silver, tutthaka, tin, and a mixture of substances; 70cd-I07). 

Chapter three (siitabhasmakathana; 64 verses) is concerned with the preparation of 
mercurial ashes (siitabhasman), four varieties of which are distinguished: white, black, 
yellow, and red (I). The chapter describes the preparation of mercury from cinnabar (2-
5), the preparation of rasakarpttra (6-1 Oab ), udayabhiiskararasa ( I Ocd-14 ), 56 raktarasa 
(15-18), and rasamai:iikya ( 19-22), the jiirai:ia of sulphur (23-26), the preparation of 
rasapogali (27-31 ab ), k.r~i:iabhasman (the black type; 31cd-35), suddharasabhasman 
(36-38), rasaparpa!T (two varieties; 39-58ab),57 and some more varieties of rasabha
sman (58cd-63). 

Chapter four (dhiitusodhanamiirai:ianiriipai:ia; 120 verses) is concerned with the pu
rification and· killing of the metals ( dhiitu or Ioha). The metals are said to be eight in 
number, but nine of them are enumerated: gold and silver, called suddhaloha; copper 
and iron, called asmasiira; lead and tin, called piitiloha; saura~µ-a (= kiifT!sya), riti (= pi
ttala) and vartaka, the three alloys (saipmisraloha) (2-4ab). Various methods of purify
ing the metals and killing them are described. Two varieties of gold are distinguished, 
rasaja and khanisa1pbhava, although three more varieties are referred to ( 4cd-5ab ). Sil
ver is of three types: khanija, sahaja and Iqtrima (21), copper of two types: nepiila and 
mlecchadesaja (35cd). Iron is of three types: kiinta, tik~i:iavara and mui:i9a; four vari
eties of kiintaloha are described: romaka, bhriimaka, cumbaka and driivaka (57-62). 
Tin is of two types: khura and misra (79ab). Two types of pittala are described: ritikii 
and kiikatui:i9ikii ( I05c_d-l 06). Kiiff1Sya is characterized as an alloy of copper (ravi) and 
tin (trapu) in a ratio of four to one ( ll 2cd-ll 3ab), vartaloha as an alloy of iron, kiiffJ
sya, copper(arka) and riti (= pittala) ( II 6ab); vi9aloha is mentioned as a synonym of 
vartaloha (II 6cd). 

Chapter five (mahiirasanirCipai:ia; 132 verses) is about the mahiirasas, their names 
and varieties, their purification, killing and sattvapiitana (the extraction of their 
essences). Eight mahiirasas are listed: gagana (= abhraka), rasaka, tiipya (= miik~ika), 
vaikriinta, vimala, sasyaka,58 sailasafftbhiita (= siliijatu) and riijiivartaka (2-3ab). Four 
varieties of mica (abhraka) are described: vajra, piniika, niiga and mai:i9iika (3cd-7). 
Vaikriinta is of eight varieties (62); vimala is of three types (80-8Iab ). Two varieties 
of siliijatu are distinguished: gomiitra and ghanasiiraka (90cd); 59 a third one is added, 
called karpiirasiliijatu, which differs from the other varieties because its killing and the 
extraction of its essence are not described by the experts (104-105). 60Two varieties of 
rasaka are mentioned: kiiravella and dardura61 (106), 62 and two varieties of miik~ika: 
rukmamiik~ika (= suvari:iamiik~ika) and tiipya (121-122). 63 
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Chapter six (91 verses) deals with the eight uparasas, their varieties, properties, pu
rification and essences (sattva). The eight uparasas are: tiilaka, tuvari, gandha (sulphur), 
kailku~\ha, kuna\i (= manal:isilii), gairika, aiijana and kiisisa (I). Two varieties oftiilaka 
are distinguished: daliikhya and asmasaJ!ljfiaka (2),64 two varieties of sauriis\ri (= tu
vari): pitikii and phullikii ( 11 cd-13 ), 65 three varieties of manal:J.silii: syiimii, raktii 66 and 
khal}gikii ( 17-18), five varieties of aiijana: sauvira, rasiiiijana, sroto'iijana, pu~piiiijana 
and nilaiijana (23),67 four varieties of gandhaka (sulphur): sveta, pita or amlasiiraka, 
rakta or sukatm:iga, and lq~1_1a (29cd-32), 68 four varieties of kailku~\ha: nalika, re1_1uka, 
the excrements of a female elephant that has just brought forth (sadyal:iprasiita), and the 
niila (umbilical cord) of a horse (54-58ab), 69 two varieties ofkiisisa: saikata and pu~pii
khya (63-65ab),70 and two varieties of gairika: pii~ii1_1agairika and svan:iagairika (70-
71 ab ). 71 The same chapter is concerned with navasiira or cullikii (74-75), biga (76ab ), 
three varieties ofvarii\ikii, differing in weight (76cd-80), agnijiira (81-82), girisindii
ra (83-84 ), two varieties of cinnabar ( darada): sukatu1_19a or carmiira and haq1sapiida 
(85-89ab), and, finally, mrddiirasrngaka (89cd-90). 

Chapter seven (66 verses) describes the precious and semi-precious stones (ratna), 
their varieties, qualities and defects; 72 the purification and killing of diamonds are dealt 
with, as well as the purification and druti of all the gems mentioned. The ratnas de
scribed in chapter seven are: mii1_1ikya (ruby) and its two varieties, called padmariiga 
and nilagandhi (3-7), mauktika (pearl; 8-10), vidruma (coral; 11-13), tiirk~ya (emer
ald; 14-16), 73 pu~paka or pu~pariiga (topaz; 17-19), vajra (diamond) and its varieties 
(20-27), nila (sapphire; 45cd-49),74 gomeda (50-53), and vaidiirya (54-56). 

Chapter eight (satarasaniriipa~1a; 276 verses), the longest, contains 103 formulae of 
rasayogas, to be employed against various diseases. 

Chapter nine (divyau~adhyiidiniriipal}a; 39 verses) contains lists of the sixty-four 
divyau~adhis (l-12ab), sixty-eight rasau~adhis (l2cd-22ab), sixty-eight mahau~adhis 
(22cd-30ab), and sixty-eight rasiidhikamahau~adhis (30cd-39). 

Chapter ten (yantriidiniriipa1_1a; 54 verses) contains a list of the names of forty 
yantras: 75 adhal:J.piitanaka, antariilikasaipjiiika, bhairava, bhasmayantra, bhiidharii
bhidha,76 cipi\iikhya, gamaruka, deviihvaya, 9hekyiikhya, dhiipayantra, dipikiihvaya, 
dolii, gandhapi~!akayantraka, garbhayantra, ghii1_1ikiiyantra, gha\iyantra, 77 grastii
hvaya, guhya, haipsapiikiibhidha, 78 i~!ikiiyantraka, jalayantraka, khalva, kinna
ra, ko~!hikiikhya, ku~1gasaipjiia, kiipiyantra, lava~1a(yantra), niibhiyantra, nigaga, 
palabhaliyantra, piilikiikhya, piitiila,79 siira~1iiyantraka, somiinala, sthiiliyantra, tirya
kpiitanaka, tuliibhidha, iirdhvapiitanaka, viilukiiyantraka, and vidyiidhara (2-8).80 

This list is followed by a verse with the synonyms ofmii~ii (9-IOab)and descrip
tions of various types ofmii~ii: 81 yoga-, giira-, vara-, var1_1a-, riipya-, biga-, vajra-, vrntii
ka-, gostani-, malla-, pakva-, mahii-, maiijii~a-, garbha-, and musalamii~ (!Ocd-28). 
The chapter continues with descriptions of a number of types of ko~!hikii: ailgiira-, pii
tiila-, giira-, and tiryakpradhamanako~\hikii (29-40). It ends with the characteristics of 
various types of puia: mahii-, gaja-, viiriiha-, kukkuia-, kapota-, govara-, mfdbhii1_19a-, 
viilukii-, bhiidhara-, and liivakapu\a (41-54). 

Chapter eleven (dhiitukautukaniriipa1_1a; 135 verses) is mainly concerned with 
auri- and argentifaction; eighteen ways of making artificial gold (hemakriyii) and 
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seventeen ways of making artificial silver (tarakriya) are described, as well as some 
methods to improve the grade of artificial gold (varQOtkar~akriya). Additional subjects 
are the making of artifical pearls, increasing the size of small pearls, and the making 
of artificial coral. 

Chapter twelve (vajikaraQa; 20 verses) contains aphrodisiac formulae. 
Chapter thirteen (sukra- or viryastambha; 16 verses) contains recipes that suppress 

ejaculation (1-13), followed by some concluding verses. 
Authorities and works referred to are: Bhairava (7.26; 8.120), Devfsiistra (1.27; 2. 

100), 82 Manthanabhairava (8.173-174), Nagarjuna (5.107), Nandin (6.73), Nandiraja 
(1.145), Prakasamrta (8.275), Somadeva (7.37; 9.11), 83 and Svacchandabhairava (8. 
132-133). P. Ray84 asserted thanhe Rasiirpava is quoted in the Rasaprakiisasudhii
kara.85 

A Yasodhara is one of the Rasasiddhas in the Vadikhanliaof the Rasaratniikara (I. 
67). Yasodhara is said to be the same as the Yasodhana of ·the Rasaratnasamuccaya. 86 

Yasodhara is quoted in Gulrajsarmamisra's commentary on the A.yurvedaprakii
sa, Hazaril!il Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, and Somadeva
sarman's commentary on the A.yurvedaprakiisa He is cited as Padmanabhasiinu 
in Gulrajsarmamisra's commentary on the A.yurvedaprakiisa and Hazarilal Sukul's 
commentary on the Rasarntnasamuccaya. 

The Rasaprakiisasudhiikara is quoted or referred to in the prakirQaka parisi~!a of 
the Anandakanda, the Dharll(lidharasarphitii, Gulrajsarmamisra's commentary on the 
A.yurvedaprakiisa, Hazarilal Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, the Pii
radasarphitii, the Rasadhiituprakiisa, the Rasatattvavivecana, the bhasmapi~\iprakaraQa 
of the Rasoddhiiratantra, and Somadevasarman's commentary on the A.yurvedaprakii
sa; it is one of the sources of the Bhe~ajasiuphitii, Hariprapanna's Rasayogasiigara, 
HarisaraQiinanda's Kiipipakvarasanirmiil)avijiiiina, the Rasavidyiimahiin;iava, the Ra
soddhiiratantra, and Yadavaji's Rasiimrta. 

Special features 
The Rasaprakiisasudhiikara is a conveniently arranged and orderly work, chiefly com
posed by the author himself. Yasodhara is a remarkable writer, who, repeatedly, without 
wasting words, makes clear which parts of his treatise derive from earlier works 87 and 
which parts are based on his own experience88 or that of his teacher. 89 

Yasodhara was obviously interested not only in alchemy for its own sake, but also 
in the medicinal uses of alchemical products. The medicinal properties and actions of 
many substances are recorded in detail, while chapters three, eight, twelve and thirteen 
mainly consist of recipes and their indications. 

Yasodhara does not describe the alchemical laboratory, its apparatus, implements, 
etc., giving only a list of yantras, etc., in chapter ten. However, the characteristics 
of a few yantras occur in chapter one: khalva ( I .37cd-39), iirdhvapatanayantra 
( l.50-56ab ), adha~patanayantra ( l.56cd-58ab ), tiryakpatanayantra ( I. 58cd-62ab ), 
jalayantra (1.87-91), 00 and sara1~ayantra ( 1.128-140ab). 

Chapter one refers to a utensil called karo\i ( 1.85), 91 to vahniffilttika ( 1.90), 92 

gho~akl'~!a (1.94), 93 and nilakalka (l.106-107ab). The same chapter distinguishes 
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five kinds of vedha, called lepa-, k~epa-, kunta-, dhiima-, and sabdavedha (l.146cd-
156).94 The verses on the use (sevana) of mercurial preparations (1.157-164) do not 
refer to the inherent dangers. 

Chapter five does not mention capala as one of the mahiirasas, whereas riijiivarta 
is included in this group. The amrtikara11a of killed mica (mrtabhra) is not described. 
Eight varieties of vaikriinta are mentioned; karbura is added to the more usual list of 
seven varieties. 95 The description of the extraction of the essence (sattva) ofrasaka (5. 
112-116) is regarded as a process to win zinc from its ore; the sattva is said to resemble 
lead (sisa). 96 

Chapter six contains accounts of substances usually regarded as siidhiirai:iarasas. 97 

Some of these substances are: agnijara (6.81), 98 girisindiira (6.83), and m~ddiirasr
rigaka (6.89). 99 Kampillaka and gauripii~iii:ia are not dealt with. 

Chapter eight frequently employs the term jiirti for fever, mo although the more 
usual jvara is used as well. A disorder arising from the abuse of opium is .referred to 
(8.39). The formula of riimabiii:iarasa associates agnimiindya with Dasavaktra, i.e., Rii
vai:ia, sarpgrahai:iagrahai:ii with Kumbhakari:ia, IOI and iimaviita with Khara and Dii~a
l)a. wi Contrary to usage, the formulae of the rasas of chapter eight are not attributed 
to divine authorities and ancient sages. 103 

The list of sixty-four divine herbs (divyau~adhi) of chapter nine is based, as Ya
sodhara himself indicates, on Somadeva's Rasendraciidiimani. The source or sources of 
the lists of rasau~adhis, mahau~adhis and rasiidhikam~hau~dhis remain unknown. 104 

The sixty-eight rasau~adhis are: ajamiiri, alambu~ii. apariijitii, ardhacandrii, ativi
~ii. bhlirgi, brhati, candrodakii, ciiicii, citrapiilikii, duriilambhii, durgandhii, garuc;li, go
jihvii, gu~iici, harpsapiidi, harii:ii, hemapu~pi, isvari,jalakumbhi,jalamiilakii,jalli.piimii
rga, jalapippalikii, jiilini, jalotpalii, kiismari, kukku!ii, liiriga!I, miiliirjuni, mlirpsikii, ma
i:ic;liiki, maiijighii, markaspho!i, meghaniidii, mohini, miirvii, musa!I, nandini, piigava, 
pii~iil)i,pii!alli.,pa!o!I, potaki, rasii, rasacitrii,samarigii, siirivii, sarpiik~I. sa!hikii, sikhipii
di, sisikii, sitagandhini, srri.gi, sthalasarii:ii, sukanasikii, tiktikii, tulasi, tu~iimbukii, u
ttamii, vajrakandikii, vanakii~mai:ic;!avallikii, vanamii!I, variihi, viisii, vei:iukii, vidiiri, vi
~aghni, and vrscikiilI(9.12cd-22ab). 

The sixty-eight mahau~adhis are: adhoguptii, ajagandhii, ajamodikii, iima!I, amlikii, 
iisuri, asvagandhii, atibalii, biikuci, balii, bimbi, danti, dhiitaki, driik~ii. dravanti, dii
rvii, elii, gaviik~I. girikari:iikii, gri~ma, hapu~ii. jantupiidi, jiiti, jyotsnii, kadalI, kiikiihvii, 
kiisamardikii, kekiciic;lii, kharjiirI, lak~mai:ia, mahiibalii, mallikii, niigabalii, nalikii, nii
likeri, nirgui:ic;II, nilini, nilotpala, phalgu, prasiirii:ii, pfthvi, riisnii, rddhi, siilma!I, sami, 
sarikhapu~pi, sarapu~pikii, siirivii, siitalii, satapu~pii, satiivari, sirpsi, sinduviira, so~il)i, 
sriivai:ii, svari:ia~iri, taru11I, tejovatI, triiyamiir)ii, trivrt, tugii, varii, var~ii. var~iibhii, vii
r~iki, visiilii, vi~iir)i, and yiithikii (9.22cd-30ab). 

The sixty-eight mahau~adhis which are rasiidhikii consist of: adhal)pU~pi, aja
gandhii, ambumiilikii, arkavallikii, a~!avallI, iisuri, asvini, avanti, bhrrigavalli, bhrrigi, 
cakravalli, chidralambikii, devagandhiiri, devi, dugdhikii, gajapippalikii, garige!i, gr
dhranakhi, griijani, harpsapiidikii, irigudi, Isvari, jambiravallikii, jantukiirii, jiiriiva!I (or 
jariivalli), jayantikii, kiikiii:ic;lolii, kiilavari:iii (latii), kiimboJi, kiiiicani, kanyii, karavirii, 
kii~!hiigodhiimati, kho!akii, k~tri, ~utkiiri, kuberiik~i. mahiir~!ri, mayiiriikhyii, niihi, 
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nliku!I, niirlici, pallisatilakli, palasini, panasi, parpa!I, rajanr, rlijapadmli, raJasamr, 
rohitli, sahadevr, sallakr, sa1pvirli, sarapmikhikli, sarpada~!li, siddhesvarr, sigruvam, 
silphikli, sivli!ikli, somarlijikli, sp'lgarI!ikli, sp'lkhalli, tlimravallikli, tauvarr, !U!umbha!I, 
vangajli, vijayli, and vi~akharparikli (9.30cd-39). 

Some names of yantras listed in chapter ten are less common or unusual: cipi!a
yantra, 105 bhairavayantra, nigac,layantra, slira~1liyantra, 106 guhyayantra, gandhapi~!aka
yantra, kiipiyantra, 107 devayantra, and ghai:iikliyantra. The description of the jalayantra 
differs from that of related yantras in other texts. 108 

Some noteworthy names of plants and substances of vegetable origin (apart from 
those found in chapter nine) are: likallaka (8.32 and 36), dviplintarotthli (8.36), I09 

karabha (13.2), karahli!a (13.9 and 11), 110 khurlislinI (13.1 ), lo!!lika (8.264), 111 mastakI 
(13.1), pesta (13.8), postaka (13.13), rligii:iI (11.6), svetlimbarr (8.265), and trinemI 
(11.6). Opium is frequently found in Yasodhara's materia medica. 112 

Cinnabar originating from Western countries (romadesiya) is referred to ( 11.9). 

The author 
Yasodhara mentions in the concluding verses of his treatise his own name, Yasodhara 
or Bha!!ayasodhara, the name of his father, Padmanlibha, who was a brlihmai:ia of SrI
gauc,la lineage, and the place of his residence, the walled town (prliklira; durga) called 
Hrna, located in Surarlistra. 113 Yasodhara, who calls himself a kavi and kavivara, adds 
thai his father was a de;,;otee of Vi~J)U. 114 

Date 
The references to Somadeva, the author of the Rasendraciidiimani, establish that Ya
sodhara is later. Prafulla Chandra Riiy 115 was of the opinio~ that the observations on 
the metallurgy of zinc, found in the Rasaratnasamuccaya, were based on similar obser
vations in Yasodhara's work. 116 This hypothesis, which makes the Rasaprakiisasudhii
kara into an earlier work than the Rasaratnasamuccay11, was accepted by a number of 
subsequent scholars. 117 

Most scholars, being convinced that the Rasaprakiisasudhiikara is posterior to the 
RasendraciigiimalJi and anterior to the Rasaratnasamuccaya, assign the work to the thir
teenth century. 118 

Actually, Yasodhara belongs to a later period, because he was acquainted with the 
drug usually called cobacrnr, but referred to in the Rasaprakiisasudhiikara as dvipli
ntarotthli (8.36 ). 119 This drug, of foreign origin, as indicated by its name, was intro
duced by the Portuguese in the sixteenth century. 120 In agreement with this date is the 
description of rasakarpiira (3.6-IOab). Both cobacrnr and rasakarpiira were employed 
in the treatment of syphilis, a disease left unmentioned in the Rasaprakiisasudhiikara, 
which may mean that Yasodhara, although belonging to the sixteenth century, 121 pre
ceded Bhlivamisra, who composed the Bbiivaprakiisa 122 This chronological position 
implies that Yasodhara's work and the Rasaratnasamuccaya are not far removed from 
each other in time. 
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Rasariijalak$mf 

The Rasariija/ak$mfby Vi~i:iudeva 123 is a treatise on alchemy and iatrochemistry. 

651 

Sources mentioned are: Atreya, Bhagavadgovinda (the author of the Rasahr
daya), Bhaviinfmata, Caraka, Damodara, Harita, lsahrdaya, 124 Kiikac/UJ4esvarftantra, 
Nagarjuna, Rasasiigara, Rasasudhiimbhodhi, Siddhasiira, Susruta, Siitamahodadhi, 
Svacchandasaktyiigama, Vagbha!a, Vasudeva, Vrnda, and Vya~i. 125 The Rasiiq1ava 
is by some added to this list. 126 

G. Haldar asserts that Ramesvarabhana, Vi~i:iudeva's son, wrote a commentary on 
his father's work. 127 

The Ras11riija/ak$mf is quoted in the Amrtasiigara, BrhadyogatarangiQf, Rasakii
madhenu, Rasasindhu, Rasayogasiigara, To~ara's Ayurvedasaukhya, and the Yoga
ratniikara. It was one of the sources of the Ayurvedaprakiisa 

Subjects dealt with in the Rasariija/ak$mf128 are, according to the quotations from 
the work: the preparation of fermented beverages (sarpdhana), 129 the preparation of 
a bi~a in general 130 and of a har11sapakabi~a. 131 the liquefaction (druti) of gems, 132 

therasas 133 and maharasas, 134 the purification of uparasasattva, 135 the varieties of ma
k~ika, 136 capala, 137 the uparasas, 138 the properties ofmiirchita and baddhamercury, 139 

miirchana, 140 mukhakarai:ia, 141 jarai:ia, 142 jalaukabandha, 143 and daradak{\i!i. 
Formulae from the Rasarii jalak$mf are found in the Ras11yogasiigara and some other 

treatises. 144 

Vi~i:iudeva, son of Mahadeva, 145 was patronized by king Bukka I of Vijayanagar 
(A.D. 1356-1377). 146 

Vi~i:iudeva is also called Yi!!hala or Yi!!halagalai:i~a 147 and his father Mahadeva
galagai:i~a. 148 The original place of residence of the family was Elichpur (Alasapu
ram). 149 Descendants ofVighala are said to be still living at Gulbarga in the Deccan. 150 

Vi~i:iudevaor Yi!!hala was also the author of the Rasasindhu 151 and of four medical 
treatises in Marii!hI: Hitopadesa, Rasakaumudf, Rasaratnapradfpa, and Vaidyacakora
candrikii or Vaidyacandracakorikii. 152 

Rasaratnadfpikii 

The Rasaratnadfpikii by Srivai:iesvara Bhanacarya 153 is a collection of rasayogas, 
mixed with ayurvedic recipes, preceded by a short section on some alchemical 
operations. 

Contents 
The work begins with verses, mixed with prose, praising mercury, describing the do~as 
of mercury and their removal, etc., followed by stanzas on the purification, etc., of the 
metals and sulphur (1-8). 

The remaining part of the treatise contains rasayogas and ayurvedic recipes, to 
which glosses are added, against the diseases mentioned in the Miidhavanidiina and 
a number of disorders described in later treatises. Many formulae are ascribed to 
divinities and famous authorities; some are attributed to Caraka, 154 Harita, 155 and 
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Vangasena. 156 A parisi~!a deals with the three do~as and some other general topics. 
The on! y treatise ref erred to is the Rasan;iav a ( 4 ). 

Special features 
Noteworthy disorders mentioned are: agramli1psa (367-368), 157 lihavajvara (76-
81), 158 asthijvara (103), 159 and raktadhlitugatadliha (103). 160 

The section dealing with the treatment of women's diseases includes verses on dis
orders called blidhaka, caused by four demonic beings, dangerous to pregnant women 
and women in childbed, whose names are Raktamlidri, Jankuri, ~a~!hi, and Jalakumli
raka. These beings are described, together with the symptoms occasioned by their at
tack (409-410). 161 This description is follwed by a quotation in sixteen verses and a 
section in prose from the Bhairavftantra, 162 concerned with the means ofappeasing the 
demon~ mentioned (411-414). 

Unusual is the presence of a number of prescriptions fathered on Sanaka (167; 174; 
175; 177-178; 190; 242; 260; 332-333; 342). 

Author 
The author was a pupil of Harinlithasarman. 163 

Date 

The Rasaratnadfpikii was completed in 1932/33. 164 



Chapter 8 

Rasaratniikara 

The Rasaratniikara by Nityaniitha I is an important treatise on alchemy and iatrochem
istry. 

Contents2 

The Rasaratniikara is divided into five sections (khai;ic_la): (I) Rasakhai;ic_la, (II) 
Rasendrakhai;ic_la, (III) Vada-, Viidi- or ~ddhikhai;ic_la, (IV) Rasiiyanakha~1c_la, and (V) 
Mantrakhai;i~a. 3 

The Rasakhaqcja 
The Rasakh111:u;Ja4 (577 verses) consists of ten chapters (upadesa). 5 Chapter one 
(rasapiµiikii; 33 verses) opens with a mail.gala addressed to Cai;ic_likii (i.e., a terrific 
form of Piirvati) 6 and Candrasekhara (i.e., Siva), followed by some verses on the 
five sections of the Rasaratniikara and those to whom they are addressed (1-6). The 
other subjects of chapter one are: the praise of mercury (7-14 and 23-24) and the 
iatrochemist (15), the usefulness of the book (16-22 and 25-26), the do~as of naturally 
occurring mercury (27-29ab), the qualities of purified mercury (29cd-30), and the 
quantity to be taken for purification (31-33). The treatise is declared to be based on 
earlier works, the teachings of the author's guru and personal experience ( 16-22). 

Chapter two (rasasodhanamiirai:ia; 46 verses) describes the purification and killing 
of mercury. Four kinds ofbhasman are produced by these processes: white, yellow, red, 
and black in colour. The miirai;iau~adhis are listed in this chapter ( 15-20). 

Chapter three (miira~1a; 46 verses) is about a better method of killing mercury; 
this type of killing is preceded by jiirai;iii and the addition of a bija (1-2). In order 
to achieve jiira~1ii, mercury has to be provided with a 'mouth' (mukha) first (3-7ab), 
which process is called mukhakarai;ia. Killing of mercury is also possible, without 
giving a mukha to mercury (nirmukha), by adding a bic_la; the way to prepare a bic_la is 
described (13cd-18). The niyiimaka plants are enumerated, employed in the miirai;ia, 
miirchana and bandhana of mercury (34-41 ). The examination of mercurial bhasmans 
and their uses are dealt with ( 43cd-46). 

Chapter four (miirchaniidiniriipai;ia; 54 verses) is concerned with the miirchana 
and bandha of mercury. The same chapter describes the preparation of haira
i;iyagarbhakarasa (29cd-30). The chapter ends with a verse on the daivi, miinu~i and 
riik~asi types of medical treatment (54), i.e., the treatment with rasas, with herbs and 
mantras, and with surgical methods. 
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Chapter five (vajravaikrlintasodhanamliraQa; 49 verses) enumerates the uparasas: 
gandhaka, vajra, vaikrlinta, vajrlibhra, 7 tlilaka, (mana~)silli, kharpara, sikhituttha, 8 vi
malli, hemamlik~ika, klisisa, klintapli~liQa, varli!T, hiilgula, kailku~!ha, sailkha, bhiinli
ga, iankaQa, and sillijatu (1-2). Described are the purification and killing of sulphur 
(gandhaka; 4-9), diamonds (vajra; 10-46) and vaikrlinta (47-49), as well as the vari
eties of diamonds, distinguished according to their colour: sveta (= brlihma~1a), rakta (= 
k~atriya), pita (= vaisya), and kf~Qa (= siidra), or their gender: puru~a, strr and napu1p
saka (16-23). 

Chapter six (abhrakasodhanamliraQa; 44 verses) gives an account of the four va
rieties of mica (abhraka), the purification of its best variety (vajrlibhra), resulting in 
dhlinylibhraka, 9 killing of dhlinylibhraka, and the amrtrkaraQa of the bhasman. 

Chapter seven (sarvoparasasattvapatana; 56 verses) deals with the purification of 
talaka (1-8), mana~sila (9-12), rasaka (= kharpara; 13), tuttha (14-15), vimalli (16--
18), and mlik~ika (19-28); the impurities of the uparasas (called dhlitu here; 29-30), 
the killing of coral (vidruma; 31 ), the purification and killing of the eight gems and 
mana~sila (32-34), the purification of sailkha, nrtaiijana, darada (= hiilgula), sauvrra, 
klintapli~li~1a, etc. (35-42), and the sattvaplitana of guggulu, tlilaka, (mana~)silli, mli
k~ika, and all the uparasas ( 43-56). 

Chapter eight (svarQlidivanglintamaraQa; IOI verses) begins with an enumeration 
of the group of twelve metals and allied substances; the eight metals (lauha) consist 
of: gold, silver, copper, lead, tin, and three kinds of iron: klinta, t~Qaka, and muQ9a; 
the three alloys (upalauha) are: klitpsya, lira ( = pittala) and gho~aka; maQ9iira is the 
twelfth item (1-2). Described in this chapter are the purification and killing of gold, 
silver, copper, lead and tin. 

Chapternine (klintalauhlidiki!!amliraQa; 67 verses) is concerned with the purifica
tion, killing and amrtrkaraQa of the bhasman of iron (1-60), the purification and killing 
of the upalauhas (61-64), and the purification of maQ9iira (65-67). One method of 
killing iron has been borrowed from the Siddhas (47-5lab). 

Chapter ten (tailapatana; 81. verses) deals with the preparation of a large number 
of oils (1-27) and many other subjects: poisonous substances (28-61), the purifica
tion of bile (61), sillijatu (61-69ab and a passage in prose), substances used for bhli
vana (salasaradigaQa; 69cd-7 l), the process of bhavana (72-73), 10 the purification of 
dagdhahrraka (74), 11 guggulu and its purification (75-77 and a passage in prose), and 
the purification of sailkhaniibhi, varii!T, and muktii (78-81). 

The Rasendrakhanda 
The RasendrakhaQ~a 12 (about 5,100 verses) consists of seventy-one chapters (adhikii
ra), dealing with the aetiology, symptomatology and treatment of diseases, largely ar
ranged in agreement with the Miidhavanidiina. 13 Some chapters on diseases left unde
scribed in Miidhava's work are added, as well as chapters on rasiiyana (68), raslijTrQa 
(69), and vajrkaraQa (70). 

The verses on therapy contain both ayurvedic recipes 14 and rasayogas. Glosses, 
explaining technical terms, names of plants, etc., are not rare. 

Chapter one Uvara and jvariitrsiira; 421 verses) begins with verses said to repre-
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sent Caraka's views on the catu~pada (the four pillars of treaunent; 1-26). 15 Verses on 
karmaja and do~aja disorders, the three do~as, other constituents of the body, etc. (27-
89), precede the section on the treatment of fevers (90-405) andjvarlitisara (406-421). 
The chapter on raktapitta has an appendix on the purification of sulphur; it is written in 
verse and prose, borrowed from earlier works. The chapter on vlitavylidhi has verses on 
the purification of substances employed in the preparation of fragrant oils (vlitavylidhi 
184-195) and on other subjects connected with perfumery (vlitavylidhi 196-236). 

Several mantras 16 and two yantras 17 are mentioned. 
The author of the glosses is unknown. The majority consist of short explanations, 

but some are more elaborate. 18 The glossator refers to variants of the text 19 and dis
agreeing opinions. 20 

The Viidikhanda 
The ViidikhaQ~a 21 (2,325 verses) deals exclusively with alchemy and some related 
subjects. It is arranged in twenty chapters. 

Chapter one (rasadik~li; 76 verses) is about the teacher and his pupil, the dik~li. and 
the rasaslilli (laboratory) with its inventory. 

Chapter two (vargaslidhanlidirasasodhanlinta; 54 verses) is concerned with the 
items belonging to several vargas (4-31), the vajramii~li (31-39), the purification 
of mercury (39-45), the taptakhalva (46-47), and the preparation of mercury from 
cinnabar (48-54). The vargas mentioned are: k~liravarga, suklavarga (= svetavarga), 
vi<;lvarga, amlavarga, lavai)apaiicaka, k~liratraya, mlitravarga, raktavarga, pitavarga, 
and the group of divine herbs (divyau~adhi). 

The subjects of chapter three (vajrasodhanlididhlitumlirai:ia; 129 verses) are: 
diamonds (vajra), their varieties (2-5), their purification (6-13ab) and killing (13cd-
48ab), their mrdiikarai:ia, which makes them into what is called vajraudana (48cd-64); 
the purification of vaikrlinta and the uparasas (65-67), the purification of sulphur 
(68-76) and the extraction (plitana) of its oil (77-82), the purification of tlilaka, vimala, 
rasaka, and other substances (83-97), the preparation of dhlinylibhraka (98-99), and 
the killing of abhraka (I 00-!04 ); the purification of all the metals (I 05-!08), and 
the killing of lead, iron, tin, copper, silver, gold, lira(= pittala) and gho~a (= kli1!1sya) 
(!09-129). 

Chapter four (tliraraiijana; 163 verses) gives an account of the preparation of 
gandhakapi~!ikli (2-3ab and 13-31) and svari:iapi~!ikli (3cd-4ab), gandhakajlirai:ia 
(4cd-8), the preparation of the gold called siddhayoga (9-12), the stambhana, jlirai:ia 
and mlirai:ia of gandhakapi~!i (32-41ab), the preparation of artificial gold (tliravedha; 
4lcd-64, 74cd-77ab, 90cd-107ab, I 17cd-120ab, I 23cd-132, 156-163), the prepara
tion oftlirliri~\a 22 and its uses in making artificial gold (65-74ab, 77cd-86, 133-151), 
aurifaction by means of the bhasman o flead (87-90ab ), the preparation of siddhaciiri:ia 
and its uses in aurifaction (I 07cd-ll 7ab and 120cd-123ab), and the turning of copper 
into gold (152-155). 

Chapter five (vari:iotkaqai:iavari:iavivardhana; 56 verses) describes the preparation 
of sitasvari:ia (an alloy of gold and silver) and its turning into pure gold (2-22), the 
preparation ofpakvabija which turns sitasvari:ia into pure gold (23-30), the preparation 
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of hemaraktika, and the improvement of the quality of gold of less than ten van;ia 23 

(van;iavivardhana; 31-55). . 
Chapter six (raiijanadicandrarkavedhana; 125 verses) is about various methods 

which transmute lead (2-28ab), copper, candrarka and sitasvan;ia (28cd-125) into 
gold. 

Chapter seven (drutasiitaprayoga; 127 verses) is concerned with processes which 
turn various metals into gold and with substances employed in these processes. Its sub
jects are: the preparation of pi~!igola (2-9), niga<;la (10-16), 24 mercurial kho!a (17-
25ab), bi<;lava!i (25cd-28ab), 25 drutasiita (28cd-42), and the transmutation, by means 
of drutasiita, of various metals into gold: copper, lead, candrarka, silver and sitasvan,ia. 
An additional subject is the kho!abandha of mercury (72-73). 

Chapter eight (vailgastambhanadidalakarai:ia; 144 verses) describes operations 
which turn tin and copper into silver. Additional subjects are the purification of tin 
(2-4) and copper (93-97). 

Chapter nine (vajrayogena hemakara1.1am; 131 verses) gives an account of methods 
which turn various metals into gold by means of substances prepared from mixtures of 
diamonds and mercury or gold (dvandvakho!a). 

Chapter ten (pakvabijavargasadhana; 90 verses) is about the following subjects: the 
preparation of pakvabija (2-8) and nagabija (9-12); the colouring ofa bija (13-24); the 
preparation of tarabija (25-34); the preparation of sara1.1ataila (38-44); the preparation 
of kramakasattva, used in krama1.1a ( 45-52); the preparation of various types of bi<;la 
and their use in jarai:ia (54-90). 

Chapter eleven (svedanadyanuvasanantasarpskaranavaka; 36 verses) enumerates 
eighteen sa1pskaras of mercury: svedana, mardana, miircha, utthapana, patana, nirod
hana, niyama, dipana, anuvasana,jara1.1a, cara1.1a, garbha(druti), bahyadruti, raiijana, sa
rai:ia, anusarai:ia, pratisarai:ia, and krama1.1a (2-3). The first five sarpskaras, followed by 
dipana and anuvasana, are described in this chapter. 

Chapter twelve (gandhakabhrahemarajatajarai:ia; 85 verses) is concerned with the 
jarai:ia of sulphur (2-9) and with pakvabija (10-16), the mukha- and kho\abandha of 
mercury (17-22), methods which give a mukha to mercury (25-31), a ritual, accom
panied by a mantra, that should precede cara1.1a (32-37), the cara1.1a of abhraka (38-57), 
the vedha of mercury that has been subjected to cara1.1a (38-70), the nirmukhacara1.1a 
and -jara1.1a of abhraka (71-74) and the results of these processes (75-84). 

Chapter thirteen (abhrakadisattvapatanadyabhi~ekanta; 105 verses) describes the 
extraction of the essence of abhraka (5-21), mak~ika (22-32), manal;isila (33-41), 
haritala (42-50), tuttha (51-55), sauvira (56), rasaka (57-62), vaikranta (63-70), 
gairika (71), saurli~!ri (72), sasyaka (73-74), kasisa (75-76), rajavarta (77-78), and 
sroto' iijana (79-80). The second part of the chapter is devoted to the making of 
mixtures of two substances (dvandvamelapana; 81-98) and to two ways of preparing 
the fluid used for abhi~eka (99-103). 

Chapter fourteen (dvandvasattvadibijajara1.1ahemajara1.1ahematarakara1.1a; 107 ver
ses) is about jarai:ia, the svari:ia- and tarabija employed in this process, and the vedha 
resulting from it. 26 

Chapter fifteen Uara1.1adigarbhadrava1.1a; 128 verses) is about the following sub-
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jects: the preparation of various bijas (2-16 and 95-101), the colouring of mercury 
(raiijana; 17-25 and 64-66), druti (38-50 and 58-60ab ),jaraIJa (60cd-63, 79-84, I 02-
104), and vedha (26-37, 51-57, 67-78, 85-101, 105-127). 

Chapter sixteen (bhiinligasattvlidisiddhiyogai~ svarQakaraIJam; 121 verses) is de
voted to the preparation of bhiinligasattva (2-12) and bhiinligataila (13-14), the prepa
ration of guhyasiita (15-20), v its jliraIJa and use in making gold (21-41), the use of 
vaikrli[Jta of a red, yellow, black, white, or coppery colour in making gold and silver 
(42-89), the four varieties of capalli and their uses in making gold and silver (90-103), 
and some other methods to arrive at the transmutation of base metals ( I 04-120). 

Chapter seventeen (drutikaraIJa; 73 verses) describes the liquefaction (druti) of 
mica (abhraka; 2-30), abhrakasattva (31-39), gold and silver (40-42), tik~Qaloha 
(43-44 and 53-54), all the metals (45-46 and 56-59), gold (47-52), klintaloha (55), 
mlik~ikasattva (60), all the gems and metals (61-65), diamonds (66-68), vaikrlinta, 
and all the gems (69-71). The chapter ends with two verses on the stabilization 
(sthlipana) of a druti (72-73). 

Chapter eighteen (drutivajraratnajliraQlikrameIJa pli~liQavedhaparyantavedhavi
dhi~; 183 verses) deals with several ways of mixing a druti with mercury (drutime
llipana; 2-12)28 and the uses of these mixtures in making gold (57-58, 85-98) and 
silver (79-84), the preparation of vajrabija (99-106) and its jlira!Jli, which results in 
several types of vedha (107-149), and the preparation of another bija which, after 
processing it, enables mercury to pervade all kinds of materials, even rocks and stones 
(giri, pli~li!Ja), changing them into gold (150-182). 

Chapter nineteen (ratniidigandhavlidanadhanavardhana; 140 verses) describes how 
to make paste gems: padmarliga, indranna, marakata, gomeda, pu~parliga, nI!amliQikya 
(2-16), pearls ( 17-32), 29 and coral (33-40). Also described are the preparation of arti
ficial cinnabar ( 41-45) and sindiira ( 46-54 ), the preparation of saindhava and suvarca
Ja (55-59), the adulteration of hiilgu (60-69), the making of artificial tin (70-74) and 

· amlavetasa (75-78), the preparation of ink (ma~i; 79-80), 30 the adulteration of ghee 
(81-88), the preparation offake sandal, camphor (karpiira), musk (kastiiri) and saffron 
(kuilkuma) (89-119), 31 the preparation of divyadhiipa (120-127), the extraction of fra
grant substances from flowers (pu~padruti; 128-131 ), and magical methods to increase 
the yield of the grain on the fields (dhlinyavardhana; 132-139). 

Chapter twenty (no title; 143 verses) gives an account of the bandha of mercury (2-
49), the preparation of a mercurial bhasman (50-57), giving a mukha to baddha mer
cury (58-62), several methods of transmuting base metals into gold or silver (63-104 ), 
giving amukhato lead (105-109), ways to soften (mrdiikaraIJa) hard metals (110-II4 ), 
the preparation of guhyasiita and its use (116-121), the preparation of guhyavailga and 
guhyanliga (122-129), three varieties of klimadhenugu!ikli (130-137), some methods 
of changing silver, lead and sitasvarIJa into gold ( 138-141), and, finally, a method of 
making mercury able to digest mica (abhrakagrlisa; 142). 

The Rasiiyanakhal)ga 
The Rasiiyanakha~a 32 (951 verses) is, as indicated by its title, especially devoted to 
rasliyana and allied subjects. 
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Chapter one (rasamiirai:ia; 57 verses) introduces rasiiyana and related topics ( 1-24); 
eleven methods of killing mercury are dealt with (25-55). Thegarbhayantra, employed 
in some of these methods, is also described (38cd-40). 

Chapter two (divyarasadehasiidhana; 140 verses) is concerned with the formulae 
of a number of rasayogas and their effects. Many of these rasas may not be found in 
earlier texts. 33 

Chapter three (guiikiirasiiyana; 221 verses) describes a series of miraculous pills 
(gU!ikiis and va!ikiis) to be employed in the sarpskiiras called kriimai:ia and vedha, as 
well as for rasiiyana purposes. Some of these pills may be peculiar to the Rasiiyanakha
i:i<;la, 34 while some are also found in the Rasakamadhenu, which may have borrowed 
them. 

Chapter four (niiniirasiiyana; I 15 verses) is concerned with various rasiiyanas (1-
43). This chapter also contains a numberofkalpas: brahmavr~a- (44-59), svetapaliisa
(60-o3), mui:i<;li- (64-66), devadiili- (67-72), svetiirka- (73-75), hastikari:ia- (76-79), 
rudanti- (80-84ab), and nirgm)<;likalpa(84cd-91). 35 This kalpasection is followed by 
rasiiyana formulae (92-IOO), a sunakasiilmalikalpa (IOI-107ab), rasiiyana formulae 
again (107cd-lll), and verses on the addition of piiradabhasman to the preparations 
described, the mantra to be recited when using them, and rules concerning their em
ployment ( I 12-115). 

Chapter five (udvartanakesaraiijana; 71 verses) contains formulae that remove 
wrinkles and turn grey hair black again (2-62ab); it ends with some recipes which 
whiten the hair (62cd-70). 

Chapter six (viryavardhana; 89 verses) consists of viiJ1karai)a formulae, in partic
ular in the form of rasayogas (2-64ab). 36 The second part of the chapter is about viiJ1-
karai:ia recipes in which the main ingredients do not consist of mercury or substances 
derived from it. 

Chapter seven (viryastambhanalii1gavardhana; 73 verses) contains prescriptions 
which delay or suppress ejaculation and make the male member large, long and firm. 

Chapter eight (sriparvatasiidhana; 185 verses) is about dehasiddhi and lohasiddhi; it 
describes how to acquire a divine body and turn base metals into gold. This interesting 
chapter mentions repeatedly the mountain called Srisaila and abounds from beginning 
to end in names of local deities and geographical names. 

The MantrakhaQc;/a 
The MantrakhaQ~a 37 is arranged in seven subdivided chapters: 38 (I) sarvavasyii
dipativasya:39 (a) sarvavasya (subjugating all creatures), (b) riijavasya (subjugating 
the king), 40 (c) strivasya (subjugating women),41 (d) Iiilgalepana (anointing the 
penis), (e) stridriivai:ia (luring women), (f) pativasya (subjugating one's husband); (2) 
iikar~al)iidistambhana: (a) iikar~ai:ia (attraction), 42 (b) stambhana (immobilization), 43 

(c) agnistambha (immobilizing fire), (d) jalastambhana (immobilizing water); (3) 
mohaniidigrhaklesaniviira~1a (averting the creation of confusion and domestic trou
bles): (a) mohana (delusion), 44 (b) uccii!ana (extirpation or eradication), 45 (c) miirai:ia 
(killing), 46 ( d) vidve~ai:ia ( causing dissension), 47 ( e) vyiidhikara~ta ( causing illness), 48 

/f) unmattiikarai:ia (causing mental derangement), (g) ~ai:i<;lhakarai:ia (causing impo-
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tence), (h) bhagabandhana (sealing the vagina), (i) grhaklesaniviiral)a (averting evils 
from the house); (4) kautiihaliini (conjuring tricks); (5) yak~il)isiidhana (conjuring up a 
yak~iQi); (6) afijaniidipiidukiisiidhana : (a) aiijana (ointments), (b) adrsya (invisibility), 
(c) piidukiisiidhana (acquiring magic sandals); (7) mrtasar!ljivaniidikak~apu!i: (a) rnr
tasar!ljivana (resuscitation), 49 (b) niriihiira (fasting), (c) siii1gopiiilgaprakiirel)a kak~a
pu!i (the Kak$apu/fin all its main and subsidiary parts). 50 

This table of contents shows that the Mantrakhal)ga is chiefly concerned with 
~a!karman, the 'Six Acts' of Indian magic. 51 It is closely related to Niigiirjuna's 
Kak$apu/a and reproduces some of its verses and mantras. The subjects dealt with in 
both works are similar. 52 

Some MSS of the Mantrakha~19a may even contain the text of the Kak$apu/a, such 
as Cat. Madras Nr. 13 202, which contains a text in twenty chapters (pa!ala) with the fol
lowing headings: (I) mantrasiidhana, (2) sarvalokavasikaral)a, (3) riijavasya, ( 4) striva
sya, (5) pativasya, (6) iikar~al)a, (7) agnijalastambhana, (8) asanistambhana,53 (9) mo
hanoccaiana, (10) miirai)avidhi, (II) vidve~ar)iidi, (12) mantrikaral)a,54 (13) kautuka
vidhiina, (14) yak~il)imantrasiidhana, (15) sarviiiijanasiidhana, (16) nidhigrahal)a, (17) 
adrsyakaral)a, (18) piiclukiisiidhana, (19) mrtasarnjivini, and (20) siii1gopiiilgakaccha
pu!aprakaral)a. 55 

One version of the Kak$apura56 states in one of its introductory verses that the 
Mantrakhal)ga will be expounded; the arrangement of its contents is close to that of 
the Wellcome MSS of the Mantrakhai)ga. 

The introductory verses of some texts of the Mantrakha~19a ref erto the same earlier 
works, in particular Tantras, as the opening verses of the Kak$apu/a. 57 

Authorities and works quoted or mentioned in the Rasarncniikara and the glosses on 
the Rasendrakha1)9a are: 58 Agastya (ll: vispho!a 16-17), the Asvins (II: raktapitta 
52-59; siila 33-40; ku~!ha 264-268; amlapitta 68-79; pradara 12-17; yonivyiidhi 
9-16), Atreya (II: vrai)asotha 17-25; ku~!ha 110-117; pradara 23-29ab),Bhiirgava (II: 
ku~!ha 98-109), Bindusiira (II: raktapitta 34-35), Cakra59 (II: viitavyiidhi 161-164), 
Candraniitha (II: siila 77-85; ku~!ha 217-226), Caraka Gvara 1-26 and 242-248; 
visarpa 17), Carpa!isiddha (I.1.17), 60 Devadeva (II: siila 24-32), Dhanvantari (II: pari
Qiimasiila 11-17), Dlpikii (1.1.16 and 27-30; 4.48-54), 61 Gahaniinanda (II: viitarakta 
50-57 and 102-109; ku~!ha 217-226), Gahananiitha (II: udara 90-93; slipada 56-65 
and 66-70; ku~!ha 230-231 and 232-235), Gorak~aniitha (IV.4.100), granchiincara 
(l.10.48-50; II: jvara 121-123, 282-285, 406-411; grahal)i 45-53, 91-95, 109-116; 
pii~19uroga 79-82), Haramekhalii (II: piil)guroga 83-85), Haramekhalakagrancha 
(introductory verses V), 62 Hiiritamuni (II: viitavyiidhi 60-87; slipada 33-41), Jatii
karl)a (II: gloss ad unmiida 22-25), 63 Kiikacru;1~esvarlmaca (introductory verses V),64 

Kiiilkiiyana (II: gulma 12-18), Kiisyapa (II: cak~iiroga 58-63), Kesarin (II: viitarakta 
91-95; iimaviita 50-60), Kriyiikiilagupoccara (introductory verses V), 65 Kr~Qiitreya (II: 
viitarakta 40-49), Mahiideva (II: viijikaral)a 93-101), Manthlinabhairava (IV.3.197), 
Niigiirjuna (1.1.17; II: amlapitta 49-67; cak~iiroga 36-40; III.5.52), Niirada (II: arsas 
75; yonivyiidhi 38-45), Niscalakara (II: glosses ad pii~19uroga 29-36 and 41-43; 
sthaulya 27), paragrancha (II: iirustambha 72-77), Punarvasu (II: bradhnavrddhi 19), 
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Rasahrdaya (II: gandhakasuddhi at the end of raktapitta), Rasama1igala (I.I. 16),66 
Rasaratniikara (II: jvara 124-139 and 286-290; grahai:iI 54-61; mandagni 53-55; 
gloss ad kasa 82-87), 67 Rasiin_1ava (II: iirustambha 61-69; introductory verses V), 68 

Rasendraciigiima1)i (1.10.51-61), 69 Sabdiin;iava (II: gloss ad vatavyadhi 161-164), 
Saivasiddhiinta (II: vajfkarai:ia 179-186), Sambhu (1.1.16; II: vi~a 19-28; III.16.54 
and 18.48), Saipkara (II: arsas 75-112; III.12.70), Siddhamata (1.9.47-53), 70 Siva 
(IIl.18.183; IV.1.21ab), Susruta (1.1.18; II: gloss ad vidradhi 20), Tara (II: parii:iama
siila 28-33), Trivikrama (II: gloss ad pa~u,uroga 41-43), Trivikramadeva (gloss ad 
plit}~uroga 29-36), Uggfsatantra (introductory verses V), 71 Vagbha!a (l.1.18; II: jvara 
105), 72 Vagbhaga (I, prose between 10.69ab and cd), Vaidyanatha (II: grahai:iI 27-33), 
Vaidyasiigara (1.1.18), Vasudeva (II: vajikarai:ia 48-60), Vi~i:iu (II: pradara 35-41; 
rasayana 32-40), Visvamitra (II: k~udraroga 39-45), Yogamuktiiva/I (1.1.25-26 and 
2.2), 73 Yogaratniikara (II: gandhakasuddhi at the end of raktapitta; amavata 50-60), 
and Yogaratniikarasamuccaya (II: gandhakasuddhi at the end of raktapitta). 

Works quoting from or referring to the Rasaratniikara 74 are: AnandabharatI's Ana
ndamii/ii, 75 the parisi~!as of the Anandakanda, the Ayurvedfya Khanijavijiiiina, 
Basava's Sivatattvaratniikara, Bhavamisra's Bhiivaprakiisa, Bhe$ajasaqihitii, Brhanni
ghal){uratniikara, Caturbhuja's commentary on the Rasahrdaya, Gulrajsarmamisra's 
commentary qn the Ayurvedaprakiisa, Haridattasastrin's commentary on the Rasata
rangiiu, Hazarilal Sukul's commentary on the Rasarntnasamuccaya, Herambasena's 
Giighabodhakasarpgraha,16 Jiiarasarama's version of the Amrtasiigara, Khare's com
mentary on the Rasaratnasamuccay11, Kiipipakvarasani1miil)avijiiiina, Mahadeva's 
commentary on the Rasapaddhati, Mallinatha's commentary on the Amarako$a, Me
ghamuni's Meghavinoda, NTiakai:i!ha's BasavariijTya, Piiradasa111hitii, Ramacandra's 
Riimavinoda, Rasadhiituprakiisa, Rasakak$iipufa, Rasakiimadhenu, Rasaratnasamu
ccaya, Rasiiq1avakalpa, 77 Rasasindhu, 78 Rasatattvavivecana, Rasavidyiimahiin)ava, 
Rasiiyanasa,pgraha, Rasayogasiigara, Rasendrakalpadruma, Rasendrasambhava, Ra
soddhiiratantra, the bhasmapi~!iprakarat}a of the Rasoddhiiratantra, Asubodha and 
Nityabodha Senagupta's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, Devendranatha and 
Upendranatha Senagupta's Ayurvedasarpgraha, Somadevasarman's commentaries on 
the Ayurvedaprakiisa, To~ara's Ayurvedasaukhya, Trimalla's BrhadyogatarangiIJT, 
Vaidyakasaqigraha, Vinodalala Sena's Ayurvedav!iiiiina, and fogaratniikara 

Verses from the Rasaratniikara form part of the Anandakanda and Rasajalanidhi. 
The Ras11ratniikarn was one of the sources of the Ma'din al-$l}ifii'. 79 

A Rw:niikara that may or may not be Nityanatha's Rasaratniikara is quoted or 
referred to in To~ara's Ayurvedasaukhya,80 the Rasendrakalpadruma, the Siiligrii
manigha!Jfu, and Vaidyacintama11i's Prayogamrta. 

Nityanatha is quoted or mentioned in AnandabharatI's Anandamii/ii, the Bhe
$Bjasa1phitii, Caturbhuja's commentary on the Rasah[daya, 81 Dattarama's Rasarii
jasundara, 82 Dattatreya's Rasacai1giiq1su, 83 Devesvara's Rasendraratnako$a, 84 Govin
darama's Rasasaqigrahasiddhiinta,85 Haridattasastrin's commentary on the Rasatara
ngiIJf, the H~hayogaprndfpikii, HazarI!al Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamu
ccaya, Herambasena's Giighabodhakasaqigraha, the Kiimaratna, Khare's commentary 
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on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, the Lak$mal)otsava, Mlidhava's Ayurvedaprakiisa, the 
Nrsirphanidiina, the Piiradasaqihitii, Raghunlitha's Siirasaqigraha, Rlimakrl!r:ia's Ra
sariijasa,pkara, 86 Rlimanlitha's Yogamahiirl)ava,81 Rlimasena's Rasasiiriinl[ta, the 
Rasaratnadfpikii, Rasaratnasamuccaya, Rasendracintiimal)i, Rasendrakalpadruma,88 

Rasendrasiirasaqigraha, Slilagrlima's Dhanvantari, 89 Slilinlitha's Rasamaiijarf, 90 To<;la
ra's Ayurvedasaukhya, and Trimalla's Brhadyogatararigi(lf. 91 

The Rasaratnlikaralqt is quoted in the Ayurvedaprakiisa. 
Nityanlithasiddha is mentioned in Brahmlinanda Bhiirati's Puru$iirthaprabodha,92 

Raghunlitha's Siirasarpgraha, and Srinivlisa's Ha{haratniivalf. 93 A work called Nityanii
thijla is quoted in the Basavariijfya. 

Special features 

The Ras~1khal)ga 
Eight dol)as of mercury are distinguished: nliga, variga, mala, vahni, cliiicalya, vil)a, giri, 
and asahyligni (l .27-29ab), although seven kaiicukas are also referred to (2.9). 

Chapter two enumerates the plants, plant products and some other substances 
employed in the killing of mercury (mlirar;iaul)adhi): aml"tli, ardhacandrikli, arka, balli, 
bhri1garlij, bhiikadamba, brahmadar;i<;li, cakramarda, car;i<;llilini, citraka, devadalikli, 
gokl)ura, hastisur;i<;li, jliti, jayanti, klikamlici, klikatu~1<;likli, kanda, kanyli, ka!utumbi, ko
l)litaki, kura~1!aka, lajjlili, llikl)li, llirigali, meghanlidli, nirakar;ili, pa!u, raktligranirgur;i<;li, 
ravipriyli, sahadevikli, sarapurikhikii, sarplikl)i, snuh, sur;i!hi, q-r;iamustikli, vajravalli, . 
vlirlihi, vastli, vil)amul)!i, and vigmkrlintli (2.15-20). 

Chapter three contains a list of the niylimaka plants and substances: ahaskara, 
likhupar~1ikli, bhfrigarlij, brahmadar;i<;li, ciiicikli, citraka, dhattiira, gril)masundara, 
gu<;liici, harpsapadi, haridrli, haritaki, hastisu~19i, hirigu, indraviimr;ii, klikajarighli, 
klikamlici, kaiicuki, kokila, kl)irir;ii, kuiici, kura1)!aka, mahlirlil)!ri, mlikl)ika, mar;i<;lii
kaparr;ii, matsylikl)i, mayarikli, mrgadiirvli, mu~19i, miirvli, miil)ali, padmaka, pli!ali, 
pota, purikhli, raktacitraka, saindhava, slimbhara, sarapui1khikli, sarplikl)i, satlivari, 
sigru, sikhisikhii, somavalli, siira1~a, svayambhiikusuma, svetlirka, svetavarl)libhii, 
tagara, tilakarr;iikli, triparr;iikli, utpala, vajrakandli, vajralatli, vandhyli, varl)libhii, 
vil)r;iukrlintii, vrar;iaghni, vrsciklili, vylighraplidi, and yakl)alocana (3.34-41). 

Chapter ten mentions eight poisonous plants that may be used by a physician: kii
rma, mustaka, saktuka, sarl)aplihvaya, sri1gi, svetasr1igi, vlilaka, and vatsanlibha; ten 
poisonous substances are to be avoided: dardura, granthi, hlillihala, hliridra, klilakii;a, 
karka!a, kesava, marka!a, mel)asrngi, and raktasrrigaka. (10.38-40). The slilaslirlidiga
r:ia, employed in bhlivanli, consists of aguru, arjuna, asana, the two types of candana, 
dhava, gardabha11<;1a, kliliya, the two types of karaiija, karka!a, khadira, the two types 
of lodhra, piiga, piitika, the two types of slila, and siril)a ( I 0.69-71). 

Some noteworthy names of plants occurring in the Rasakhar;i<;la are: klikamaiijari 
(3.26), klintamukha (5.37), kova (5.28), and nligavandhyli (5.39). 

The Rasendrakhal)(ia 
The arrangement of the diseases in the Rasendrakhal)(ia largely agrees with the Mii-
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dhavanidiina, apartfrom the addition ofjvariitisiira,jaratpittasiila, urograha, bradhna, 
sniiyuka, somaroga, and rasiijin;ia to the list ofMiidhava's diseases; separate chapters 
on piiniityaya, yonikanda94 and mu,hagarbha are absent. The chapter on urograha is 
identical with the chapter on this disease in Vangasena's Cikitsiisiirasal1]graha; the 
verses on somaroga are partly the same as those in Vangasena's work. The chapter on 
women's diseases has verses on the prognostic significance of the day of the week 
on which a woman begins to menstruate (38-45) 95 and on the development of the 
embryo (80-85); it contains specific recipes against siila in each of the ten months 
of pregnancy (99-116) and verses on eight malpositions (126-127). The chapter on 
children's diseases mentions disorders called cora (16-19) and pasciidruja (48). The 
chapter on poisoning enumerates twenty-five poisons of vegetable origin (19-28). 

Some noteworthy names of plants mentioned in the Rasendrakha~u;la and its glosses 
are: iibhii (bhagna 7), iihii (viitavyiidhi 39), baliihaka Uvara 180; gloss: = mustaka), cii
ra!i (unmiida 22; gloss:= kumbhiic_lu), celaka (viitavyiidhi 135; gloss: = guviikatvac), 
coraka (unmiida 22; gloss: = coraheli), 96 dahanavi!api (niisiiroga 85; gloss: = liingali), 
gauraharidrii (siiriravral)ll l l; gloss: = diiruharidrii), ku!hiiraka (siiriravral)a 20), liingali
dvaya (unmiida 23; gloss: = riisnii and gandhariisnii), malapii (bhagandara 2; gloss: = 
kf~l)odumbara), pii~iil)a (asmari 4; gloss: = kulattha), and surangi (karl)aroga 3; gloss: 
= raktasobhiifijana). 

The Viidikhal)ga 
The Viidikhal),a enumerates six substances called sakti: vajra, vaikriinta, vajriibhra, 
kiintapii~iii;ta, !ailkal)ll, and bhiiriiiga ( 1.56 ). The uparasas consist of: gandha, tiilaka, kii
sisa, (mana~)silii, kanku~!ha, bhiikhaga, riijiivarta, and gairika ( 1.57). CJI The mahiirasas 
are rasaka, vimalii, tiipya, capalii, tuttha, afijana, hingula, and sasyaka (l.58-59ab). 98 

The names of the twenty-seven Rasasiddhas are: Bali, Bii1;1asura, Candrasena, 
Carpa!~ Govinda,99 Hara, Indradyumna, 10° Kiimalin, IOI Kiipiilika, Kapila, Khal)c_la, 
Lampata, Loka, 102 Mil)c_lavya, Niigabuddhi, Niigiirjuna, Naraviihana, Ratnagho~a. 
Sambhu, Siirada, Subuddhi, Suriinanda, Siiriisenaka, 103 Tiittvika, 104 Viic_lava, 105 Vyii
liiciirya, and Yasoahara (1.66-70). 106 

The group of divine drugs (divyau~adhi) is composed of agnidamani, ajakan;ii, 
ajiimiiri, iikhukafl)i, ankola, apiimiirga, arka, badari, biikuci, balii, bhiikadamba, bhii
mipiitali, bilva, brahmadal)c_li, briihmi, brhati, cakramarda, cai:iii, ciil)•iili, candralatii, 
ciiilgeri, the three kinds of citraka, devadiili, ekaviraka, eral)c_la, garuc_li, ghanii, go
jihvii, gorambhii, gufijii, harpsapiilli, hastimiilikii, 107 hemavalli, hingu, indraviirul)i, 
jalakumbhi, jiiti, jayii, kadali, kiikajanghii, kiikamiici, kiikatul)c_likii, kiilikii, kiificiinana, 
kangul)i, kanyii, kiiravalli, karavira, kiirpiisa, katutumbi, khal)c_lajliri, kokiliik~aka, 
kosiitaki, kf~l)adhattiira, k[~l)ajirii, kf~l)atulasi, k~irakandaka, kukku!i, kumbhi, lajjari, 
liik~ lak~mal)ii, liingali, mahiibalii, mahiirii~!ri, mal)c_liikaparl)ikii, mafiji~!hii, marka!i, 
maruvaka, meghaniida, me~asri1gi, miniik~i, 111m_1c_li, miirvii, musali, niigabalii, nii
gavallikii, nili, nisii, padmaciiril)i, paliisa, piitiilagaruc_li, pathyii, pe!iiri, piluka, pilgi, 108 

svetii and raktii punarnavii, punkhii, pu~karamiilaka, raktasnuhi, rambhii, rudanti, 
sahadevikii, saindhava, siikavrk~a. sami, sankhapu~pi, sar~apa, sarpiik~i. satiivari, 
sikhisikhii, sinduviirikii, snuhi, somalatii, sul)!hi, siiral)a, siiryavartaka, svarl)apu~pi, 
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svetaparajita, tilaparr_1i, triparr_1ika, udumbara, vaca, vajralata, vala,109 vanarajaka, 
vanasiirar:ia, vandhyiikarkotaki, vartulapattrakii, vijaya, vi~amu~!i, vi~r:iukriintii, vrsci
kiili, vyaghranakhi, yavaciiici, all the k~iravrk~as, and the various kinds of poisonous 
substances (2.14cd-28). 

The plants called siddhamiilika, used in the jarai:ia of mica, are: agni, agnimathani, 
brhati, haq1sapiidi, indravarui:ii, kadali, khar:i9ajiiti, kumarika, lailgali, m3t:19iiki, mii~a. 
sailkhapu~pika, sarpak~i, vajri, vandhyakarkotaki, and vyaghrapadi (12.53-54). 

A cakrayantra (6.75cd-76ab) and gauriyantra (15.103; 16.115) are referred to. 
(Anu)vasana is regarded as a distinct sarpskara ( 11.35). Eight varieties are described 
of mak~ikasattva: resembling guiija (seeds), 110 indragopa, a gem (mar:ii), sukatui:i9a 
(the beak of a parakeet), sulba (copper), kirpsuka flowers, and lak~a (lac), and, finally, 
a variety called dhauta (washed) (13.22-36). Two varieties of mana!isilasattva are 
distinguished: resembling gold and the rays of the sun in the early morning (13 .37-41 ). 
Four varieties of capalii are mentioned: red, yellow, white, and black ( 16.90). 

Some interesting names of plants are: bhiimyapamarga ( 12.45), karur:ii (6.70), ku-
9uhuiijika (4.33), mahindi (9.67), murur:i91 (11.15), nagakanya (10.17), ter:itii (8.45), 
vasantapu~pika (8.22), vasubhadra (20.112), vasubhatta (20.92), and vegi (17.30). 

The Rasiiyanakhal),a 
The Rasiiyanakhal)~a describes in its first chapter dietary and behavioural rules to be 
observed prior to and during the use of mercurial preparations for rasayana purposes. 
One of the requirements consists of the removal of Ior:ia- and amlado~a, caused by 
the consumption of salty (lavai]a) and sour (amla) articles of food (l.4-6ab). Paying 
homage to the Kumaris 111 and Yoginis 112 is also recommended (1.8). 

The ritual connected with the consumption of kalantarasa prescribes sexual inter
course with a menstruating woman and the collection of the mixture of male and female 
procreatory fluids (rajobija) that is called gagana (3.197cd-199ab). 

The consumption of fishes that can live on wet soil (valukamatsya, valukamina, 
sthalamina) 113 is repeatedly recommended for their aphrodisiac properties (6.80; 7.38). 
They are found on the shore of the Western ocean, near the Amaracai:i9esvara temple 
(prose between 7.38 and 39). Pills in the form of leeches Galauka) are employed in 
order to suppress ejaculation during intercourse (7.39-55). 

Geographical names and names of deities connected with particular localities, 
mentioned in chapter eight, are: Acalesa (154: a mountain), Acchataila (133: a 
mountain), Alampura (63, 64: a town), 114 Amaresvaradeva (155), 115 Avartadeva 
(36), Bhimapalluka (63: a village), Bhrgupatana (129, 132), Brahmesvaresvara (56), 
Car:i9ika (58, 168), Candraguptaprakara (135), Chelika (122), Gai:iesvara (108), Gha
r:itasiddhesvara (5, 9), Gur:i9iprabha (144: probably a mountain), Gutikasiddhakesvara 
(182), Hastisila (41), 116 Hastisiras (42), Ilesvara (153), 117 Isvara (71), Jalesvara 
(33),118 Kadambesvaradeva (116), KakalerI (176: a forest), Kalavari:iesvara (148), 
Kokilabila (24), Kotisvara (153), 119 Kui:i9alesvara (38, 120), 120 Liilgaparvata (166: 
a mountain), 121 Mahanandesvara (147), Mahesa (67), Mallikarjuna (2, 129, 135, 
173), 122 Malliniitha (5, 10), 123 Mar:iipalli (20: a village), Maukali (89: a Yak~ir:ii), Nan
dana (87, 94, 96, 98, 99, 100: a forest), 124 Nilavana (142: a forest), Paramesvara (85), 
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Pa!lihakan:1a ( 159), Pii:i9lidevi ( 169), Puru~esvara (39), Pu~pagiri ( 121: a mountain), 125 

Rlimesvara (35), 126 Saila (182), 127 Sailarlija (159), 128 Sambhu (I, 185), Sarvesvara 
(173), Siva (43), Srigiri (185), 129 Srisaila (8, 14, 33, 56, 67, 140, 144, 147, 149, 158, 
184),130 Suresvara (33), Svargapuri (29), Tambipura (146), 131 Tripurlintakadeva (14, 
19, 24, 29, 31), 132 Turalesvara (149), Umliparvata (150: a mountain), and Yogesvari 
(64). 

The Rasliyanakliai:i9a contains a rather large number of mantras. 133 

Some noteworthy names of plants are: Isvaraliii.gi (7.23), munimui:i~ikli (5.2), 
ri!!haka (8.40), and vajrakliplilini (5.5). An interesting substance is slibui:ia (5.29). 134 

The author 

The author mentions his name as Nityanlitha (l.1.25). The colophons of the MSS and 
editions call him Nityanlitha or Nityanlithasiddha, 135 son of Plirvati. 136 More informa
tion is not available. 137 

The author refers to his teacher (I.l .22; III.19.140; 20.62) without disclosing his 
name. 

Nityanlitha is regarded as one of the Rasasiddhas. 138 

Works ascribed to Nityanlitha, apart from the Rasaratniikara, are: (I) I ndrajiilakau
tuka; 139 (2) Kak$apu!a; 140 (3) Kak$apu!fvidyii; 141 (4)Kiimaratna; 142 (5) Kiimaratnata
ntra; 143 (6) Kautiihalavidyii; 144 (7) Mantrasiira; 145 (8) Nityaniithatantra; 146 (9) Nitya
niithfya; 147 (10) Rasaratnamiilii; 148 (11) Rasar11tnasamuccaya; 149 (12) Sabaracintiima
!li; 150 (!3) Siddhasiddhiintapaddhati; 151 (14) Siddhisiivara; 152 (15) Tantrako$a; 153 (16) 
Vandhyiiva/f; 154 (17) Yogasiira 155 G. Hlildlir 156 associates Nityanlitha with the Asvi
nikumiirasamhitii. 

Some f~rmulae ascribed to Nityanlitha are: gulmavajrii:iiva!i 157 and klime
svaramodaka. 158 

An authority called Siddhanlitha may be the same as Nityanlitha. The Kiimaratna 
and Yogasiira are sometimes ascribed to him. Siddhanlitha is quoted in the A${amahii
miitrii. He is credited with some formulae: divyarasliyana, 159 lokanliyakarasa160 and 
udayabhliskararasa. 161 

Date 

Nityanlitha's Rasaratniikara has been assigned to the period between the third century 
B.C. and the fourth century after Christ, 162 the twelfth, 163 twelfth or thirteenth, 164 

thirteenth, 165 thirteenth or fourteenth, 166 fourteenth, 167 and fifteenth century. 168 D.G. 
White expressed as his opinion that Nityanlitha lived slightly later than Gorak~anlitha 
but earlier than the author of the Bhiitiprakarai:ia of the Gorak§asarphitii, in the late 
thirteenth century. 169 

This uncertainty concerning the chronological position of the work can be cleared 
up by taking into consideration the works and authors mentioned in it and those refer
ring to it The reference to Gorak~anlitha indicates that the Rasaratniikara is later than 
the thirteenth century, the reference to the Kiikaca,;ige§varfmata that it is posterior to 
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about A.D. 1400. Nityanatha's work was well known in the sixteenth century, as ap
pears from references to and quotations from it in AnandabharatI's .Anandamii.lii., Bha
vamisra's Bhii.vaprakii.sa, To<;lara's Ayurvedasaukhya, and Miyan Bhiiwah's Ma 'din a/
~!Jifii'. Nityanatha's date can be pushed back further because he was known to Gopli
lalq~l).a, the author of the Rasendrasii.rasarpgraha (last quarter fifteenth century) and to 
the author(s) of the Lak§ma!JOtsava (A.D. 1449/50). 

The evidence points to the first half of the fifteenth century as the period of com
position of Nityanlitha's Rasaratnii.kara. This dating is supported by the earliest MS of 
the work, completed in A.D. 1473. 170 



Chapter 9 

Rasaratnasamuccaya 

The Rasaratnasamuccaya by Viigbha!a I is an extensive manual of alchemy and iatro
chemistry. 

Contents2 

The work consists of about 3,870 verses, arranged in thirty chapters (adhyiiya); it can 
be divided into two parts: chapters one to eleven, dealing with alchemy, and chapters 
twelve to thirty, devoted to the treatment of diseases (iatrochemistry). 

Chapter one (rasotpatti; 88 verses) begins with a mailgala addressed to Siva as the 
foremost physician of the world (jagatpradhiinabhi~aj) (!). It proceeds with an enu
meration of the twenty-seven Rasasiddhas and a series of authors on rasasiistra, whose 
works were studied by the compiler of the Rasaratnasamuccaya (2-8). These verses 
are followed by a description of the Himiilaya and the abode of Siva (10-21). The re
maining subjects of the chapter are: the praise of mercury (22-41 ), 3 its ability to bestow 
jivanmukti (42-59),4 its origin (60-66),5 its names and varieties (67-79), the five gatis 
of mercury and their removal (80-87), and the origin of cinnabar (88).6 

The subjects of chapters two to ten are: the mahiirasas (2; 163 verses), 7 uparasas (3; 
158 verses), 8 ratnas ( 4; 84 verses), 9 Iohas (5; 243 verses), 10 the initiation of a pupil (6: 
si~yopanayana; 64 verses), 11 the laboratory (7: rasasiilii; 37 verses), 12 technical terms 
(8: paribhii~ii; 101 verses), 13 yantras (9; 87 verses), 14 mii~iis, ko~!his, pu!as and groups 
of substances (10; 97 verses). 15 

Chapters two to five, seven, eight and ten are for the greater part borrowed from 
the Rasendract1diimani. 

Chapter ele~en (i35 verses) 16 describes two systems of weights (miinaparibhii~ii; 
1-13), lists the eighteen sa,pskiiras (14-16), deals with the do~as of mercury (20-25), 
and gives an account of a number of sa1pskiiras and related subjects (29-135). These 
sa'!lskiiras and related subjects are: svedana (29), mardana (30-33), miirchana (34-
35), utthiipana (36), piitana (37-46), rodhana (48), niyiimana (49), dipana (50-52), the 
rasamiilikii plants (53-59), bandha (60-107), stridriivai:ia (108-112), killing (miirai:ia) 
of mercury (113-121), the uses of the ashes (bhasman) of mercury (122-127), two se
ries ofkakiiras (128-130), 17 and the treatment of disorders caused by mercurial prepa-
rations (132-135). · 

Chapters twelve to twenty-five deal with the aetiology, symptomatology and treat
ment, in particular by means of rasayogas, of a long series of diseases, arranged in 
a partly unprecedented way. 18 Chapter twenty-six (59 verses) is devoted to rasiiyana, 
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chapter twenty-seven (144 verses) to viiJTkara~1a. 
Chapter twenty-eight (lohakalpa; 104 verses) describes thirty-six different lo

hakalpas, preceded by verses on the purification and killing of the metals (loha) 
used in these kalpas. Chapter twenty-nine (vi~akalpa; 160 verses), in the form of a 
dialogue between Siva and Parvatr, deals with the mythical origin of poison (1-9), 
thirteen poisonous substances of vegetable origin (10-19), the uses of poisonous 
substances (20-50), and one hundred and eighteen vi~akalpas (51-159). Chapter 
thirty (rasakalpa; 138 verses) is concerned with thejara~a (1-11) and killing (12-21) 
of mercury, the uses of its ashes (bhasman) in eighty-six rasakalpas (22-114), and the 
praise of the expert physician (115-137). 

Sources are rarely referred to by the author. 19 The Rasiln;1ava is mentioned at the 
end of the verses on weights of chapter eleven ( 11.13). The two series of kakaras of 
chapter eleven were taken from the Devisiistra ( 11.128-129) and from a work by Sri
kr~~adeva ( 11.130). Some of the verses borrowed from the Rasendracli~iimatJi con
tain the name of its author, Somadeva; 20 verses with the names of authorities, referred 
to by Somadeva, are often left out. 21 One method of killing diamonds is attributed 
to Somasenani (4.38-40). Ramaraja's Rasaratnapradlpa22 and the Rasaratniikara23 are 
quoted according to some of the editors of the Rasaratnasamuccaya. 

Names of divinities and other authorities associated with particular formulae occur 
repeatedly in the chapters on treatment; noteworthy are the names of Atreya, 24 Bhii
luki, 25 Nagarjuna, 26 Nityanatha, 27 and Susruta. 28 

In spite of the author's silence on the works he consulted and from which he bor
rowed, some of the sources can be identified. 29 The Rasahrdaya was used in the compo
sition of chapter one. 30 Chapters two to five are mostly from chapters ten to twelve and 
fourteen of the Rasendracil{liimaQi. 31 Chapter six has been taken from the Vadikha~qa 
of the Rasaratniikara. 32 Chapters seven and eight correspond to chapters three and four 
of the Rasendracfigiima(li. 33 Chapter nine has a composite structure; it consists of bor
rowings from the Rasiil·Qava, Rasendracu9iimm,1i, and some other, unidentified, texts. 34 

Large parts of chapter ten are from chapters five and nine of the RasendractigiimatJi. 35 

Some portions of chapter eleven derive from the Rasiir(lava and Ras11ratniikara. 36 

A remarkable feature of the nidiina verses of chapters twelve to twenty-five is that 
they are not borrowed from the Miidhavanidiina, but from some so far unidentified 
source. 

Works quoting from or referring to the Rasaratnasamuccaya by name are: Am
bikiidattasiistrin's commentary on the Rasendrasiirasaq1graha, the parisi~ias of the 
Anandakanda, the commentary on the A$[amahiimiitrii, the Ayurvedlya Khanijavijiiii
na, the Bhiivaprakiisa,31 the Bhe$3jasaq1hitii, the Brhadrasariijasundara, Devendra
natha and Upendranatha Senagupta's Ayurvedasal)lgraha, Gulriijsarmamisra's com
mentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa and the same author's Visikhiinupravesavijiiiina, 
Haridattasiistrin's commentary on the Ra,atara1igi~11, Lak~miriima's commentary on 
the Siddhabhe$ajamaQim1I//1, Madhava's Ayurvedaprakiisa, Mahiideva's commentary 
on the Rasapaddhati, Narendraniithamitra's Capalanir(laya (in the Rasatararigi(li), the 
Piiradasaq1hitii, Rasadhiituprakiisa, Rasakiimadhenu, Rasamitra, Rasatattvavivecana, 
Rasavidyiimahiir(lava, Rasayogasiigara, Rasendrakalpadruma, Rasoddhiiratantra, Ra-
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tniikarau$adhayogagrantha, Sivadatta's auto-commentary on the Sivakog Somade
vasarman's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa, the Vaidyakasarpgraha, YiidavajI 
TrikamajI's Rasiimrfa and Siddhayogasaq1graha, the Yogaratniikara, and Cat. Madras 
Nr. 13198. 38 

The Rasaratnasamuccaya was one of the sources of Ayurvedaprakiisa, KupT
pakvarasanirmiiJJavijiiiina, Rasavidyiimahiia,1ava, and Rasendrasambhava. 

The author of the Rasaratnasamuccaya is quoted as Rasaviigbha!a in the Ayurvedii
bdhisara, Gulriijsarmamisra's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa, HaridattasiiStrin's 
commentary on the RasatararigiJJT, Miidhava's Ayurvedaprakiisa, Mahiideva's com
mentary on the Rasapaddhati, and the Rasakiimadhenu.39 He is cited as Viigbha!a in 
Miidhava's Ayurvedaprakiisa. 

The Rasaratnasamuccaya is quoted anonymously in the Rasajalanidhi and Rase
ndrapuriiJJa. 

Special features 

The names of the twenty-seven Rasasiddhas 40 mentioned in chapter one of the 
Rasaratnasamuccaya are: 41 A.dima,42 Bhiiskara,43 Brahmii,44 Candrasena,45 Gomu
kha,46 Govinda,47 Hari,48 Indrada,49 Kamba!i,5° Kiipiilika, 51 Kapiilin, 52 Khai:i9a, 53 
Lampaka,54 .Larikesa,55 Miii:i•avya,56 Matta,57 Niigabodhi,58 Niigiirjuna,59 Naravii
hana,60 Ratnakosa,61 Sambhu,62 Siittvika,63 Suriinanda,64 Siirasenaka,65 Visiirada,66 
Vya,i, 67 and Y asodhana 68 ( I. 2-5ab ). 

The list is followed by the names of authors on rasasiistra whose works were 
consulted by the son of Si1phagupta, who wrote the Rasaratnasamuccaya. The authors 
mentioned 69 are: Bhairava,7• Bhiiluki,71 Harisvara,72 Kiikacandfsvara,73 Mahiide
va,74 Maithiliihvaya or Maryaliihvaya, 75 Manthiinabhairava, 76 N~~din, 77 Narendra,78 
Rasiirikusa,79 Rasendratilaka, 80 ~~i~srriga, 81 Svacchandabhairava,82 Viisudeva, 83 and 
Yogin84 ( I .5cd-8). 

The second list of twenty-seven Rasasiddhas (6.51-55), borrowed from the 
Rasaratniikara (III. I.66cd-71 ab ), 85 consists of: Agama, 86 Bali, 87 BiiQiisura, 88 Ca
ndrasena, 89 Carpa!i,90 Govinda,91 Indradhiima,92 Kiimiiri,93 Kiipiilika,94 Kapila,95 
Kha1~9a, 96 Lampa!3, 97 Larikii, 98 Mai:i9avya, 99 Munisre~!ha, 100 Niigabuddhi, 101 Niigii
rjuna, 102 Naraviihana, 103 Ratnagho~a. 104 Sambhu, 105 Siirada, 106 Subuddhi, 107 Surii
nanda, 108 Siirasenaka, 109 Tiintrika, 110 Vyiiliiciirya, 111 and Yasodhana. 112 

Five gatis of mercury are described: jalaga, ha1psaga, malaga, dhiimaga, and JT
vagati; the first four are visible, whereas jfvagati is invisible ( 1.81-83). The eight mahii
rasas are: abhraka, vaikriinta, miik~fka, vimala, adrija (= siliijatu), sasyaka, capala, and 
rasaka; riijiivarta, included in this group in the Rasendracii~amal)i, is omitted, while 
capala has been added (2.1 ); miik~ika or tiipya is described as found along the river 
Ta.pi and in the countries of the Cfnas, Kiriitas and Yavanas (2.73). The eight uparasas 
consist of: gandhiisman (= gandhaka), gairika, kiisfsa, kiii1k~f. (harit)iila, (mana~)silii, 
aiijana, and ka11ku~!ha (3.1 ); the eight siidhiirai:iarasas are: kampilla, 113 gaurfpii~iiQa, 
navasiiraka, kaparda, vahnijiira, girisindiira, hii1gula, and mrddiirasr1iga (3.126-127). 
Riijiivarta is regarded as one of the ratnas (4.75-81 ). 
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Chapter eleven discusses two systems of weights (11.1-13), the second of which 
is related to the Miigadha system of ayurveda. 114 

The eighteen saq1skiiras enumerated are svedana, mardana, miirchana, utthiipana, 
patana, rodha, niyamana, sa1pdipana, gaganabhak~ai:iamiina, sa1pciira1.1a, garbhadruti, 
biihyadruti,jaral)ii, griisa, siira~ra. saipkriimai:ia, vedha, and sarirayoga ( 11.14-16). The 
first eight sa1pskiiras, necessary for the preparation of medicinally useful substances, 
are described in more detail; the last ten sa1pskiiras, necessary for aurifaction, are ne
glected. Twelve do~s of mercury are distinguished: three naisargikado~as: vi~a. vahni, 
mala; two yaugikado~as: niiga and vanga; seven aupiidhikado~as or kaiicukas: parpa(i, 
pii\anI, bhedI, driivI, malakarI, andhakiirI, and dhvii11k~I (11.20-24). 

Twenty-five types of bandha of mercury are distinguished; a twenty-sixth type, 
called jaliikiibandha, recognized by some authorities, is added (11.60-64). The 
twenty-five types are: 115 ha\ha-, 116 iiro\a-, 117 iibhiisa-, 118 kriyiihina-, 119 pi~!ikii-, 120 

k~iira-, 121 khota-, 122 po(a- or parpaty-, 123 kalka-, 124 kajja!I-, 125 sajiva,126 nirjiva-, 127 

nirbija-, 128 sabija-, 129 srnkhalii-, 130 druti-, 131 biila-, 132 kumiira-, 133 taTUl_la-, 134 vr
ddha-,135 miirti-, 136 and mahiibandha 137 ( 11.65-89). The jaliikiibandha is elaborately 
described ( 11.93-107). 138 

The diseases, the treatment of which is dealt within chapters twelve to twenty-five, 
are enumerated in the introductory verses of chapter twelve ( 12.1-8): 139 jvara, rak
tapitta, kiisa, sviisa, hidhmii, vaisvarya (= svarabheda), k~aya (= riijayak~man), aroca, 
praseka, chard~ hrdroga, tf~l)ii, madyodbhava (= madiityaya), arsas, udiivarta, atisii
ra, graha1.1yart~ praviihin, visiicI, vahnimandya ( = agnimandya), miitrakrcchra, asmarI, 
meha, somaroga, pic_likiiQ, vidradhi, vrddhi, gulma, siila, 140 udara, pai:ic_lu, sopha, vis
arpa, ku~\ha, svitra, 141 nabhasvat (= viitavyiidhi), viitiisra ( = viitarakta), 142 vandhyii (in
fertility), garbhii:iiru j, siitikaroga, biilaroga, 143 unmiida, apasmrti, netraroga, kan;raroga, 
niisiiroga, iisyaroga (= mukharega), siroroga, vrai:ia, bhanga, bhagandara, granthi and 
related diseases, 144 k~udrarega, and guhyaroga. 145 

Noteworthy features of the nosology of the Rasaratnasamuccaya are: a disease 
called Iohala (15.78); 146 seven types of vardhma (18.11); 147 a list of the eight mahii
rogas at the beginning of chapter twenty-one: viitavyiidhi, asmarI, ku~\ha, meha, 
udara, bhagandara, arsas and grahai:iI (21.1); descriptions of sitaviita (21.2), sparsaviita 
(21.12) and raktaviita (21.42); nine types of vandhyii: iidivandhyii, raktajii, pittajii, 
kaphajii, sa1pnipiitajii, bhiitajii, devajii, abhiciirajii (22.1-2); a male, incapable of pro
creation, is called vandhya (22.3); women with four more types of disorders of fertility 
are called garbhasriivI, 148 mrtavatsii, 149 striprasiiti, 150 and kiikavandhyii (22.4 ); 151 the 
list of nose diseases mentions six varieties of pinasa (24.19); 152 k~ayajasiroroga and 
anantaviita are absent from the list of diseases of the head (24.71 ); the treatment of 
baldness and premature greying of the hair are discussed after the section on diseases 
of the head (24. 82-90); khai:ic_lakesa and ciiciiroga are used as synonyms of baldness 
(indralupta; 24.82 and 87); the list of k~udrarogas consists of vyanga, kacchapa, nilikii, 
kunakha, viddha, 153 utko\ha, ko\ha, 154 alasa, kak~a. ruddhaguda, prasupti, 155 vivrta, 
visphota, valmika, vispha, 156 kadara, ajagalli, jatumal)i, andhiilajI, riijikii, k~udra, 157 

liifichana, sarkarii, yavaprakhyii, agnirohi~tI. jaliismagardabha, 158 vidiirI, masiirikii, 
padmakai:i\aka, gardabhI, sarkariirbuda, ma~a. anandadii~ikiiQ, 159 gai:ic_lahvaya, l60 
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panasikii, and irivellikii (25 .1-2 ). 
Some interesting technical terms are acalii (= manal)silii), karikai:ia (= gandhaka) 

and vai~navisenii (= haritiila) (12.97).161 

Some noteworthy names of plants and substances of vegetable origin are: iidhii
rI (17.47), agniparl)I (14.73), 162 agniyugma (15.65), 163 ambhodhi (30.64), 164 ari (17. 
68), 165 bhiidiiru (l~.163), 166 candriivatI (11.94), 167 ciratikta (16.68),168 dhvarpsI (10. 
94), 169 gajiirikinI (16.78), 170 gaiijii (15.76), harilatii (14.73), 171 hiyiiva!I (16.149; 17. 
II3; 21.28), 172 hiyiivalli (12.100), 173 jalamal)9apikii (18.216), 174 jayiiyuga (19.35), 175 

kiidi (12.97), 176 kamii (11.108 and 111), 177 kambukI (11.54 ), 178 kiipii1I(l0.94), 179 karii
lI (22.124), 180 karivijaya (17 .69), 181 khai:i9I (22.72), 182 kinI (15.76), 183 kurku!I (20. 
36), 184 miibai:ia (18.43), 185 mahiibharI (18.19), 186 mahiibherI (30.64), 187 mahi~I (10. 
95), 188 meha (17.68), 189 nura (20.204), 190 pe!akiirI(17.6), 191 phalikii (17.17), 192 rakta
siikin_I (16.147; 18.97), 193 riimasitalikii (13.10), 194 siikandha (18.131), 195 svariirpsikii 
(20.198), 196 tik~i:iapari:iikii (16.93), 197 tittiriphala (12.58), 198 and uttamakai:i!ikii (10. 
86).199 

The author 

The author does not mention his name, but refers to himself as the son of Sirphagupta 
(1.8). 200 The Rasaratnasamuccaya is generally attributed to an author called Vii
gbhaia. 201 The question whether or not this Viigbhaia is identical with the author(s) of 
the A~[iiligahrdayasa1phitii and A~[iiligasal)lgraha, discussed by many scholars, 202 is 
no longer relevant, since it has been clearly established that the Rasaratnasamuccaya 
is much later than the two iiyurvedic treatises. 

The contents of the treatise indicate that the author was a Hindu, although some 
scholars claim that the marigala is of a Buddhist character. 203 

Date 

Scholars defending the view that the son of Sirphagupta who wrote the Rasarat
nasamuccaya is the same as the Vagbha!a, son of Sirphagupta, who is the reputed 
author of the A~[iirigahrdayasmphitii and A~[iirigasai11graha, tend to ascribe an early 
date to the work. 204 

Arguments disproving this identity and supporting a much later date were collected 
by P. Cordier, 205 Gai:ianiithasena, 206 P.V. Sharma, 207 S. Arya, 208 and others. 209 

Decisive pieces of evidence are the borrowings from the Rasarpava, Rasahrdaya, 
Rasendraciic;liimal)i and Rasaratniikara, and a formula attributed to Nityaniitha (27 .115-
118). 

The reference to somaroga (12.3) implies that the Rasaratnasamuccaya is later than 
Varigasena's Cikitsiisiirasaq1graha. The quotations from the Rasaratnakara point to a 
period posterior to the first half of the fifteenth century. 

A plant name found in the chapters on therapy indicates that the author of the 
Rasaratnasamuccaya probably belongs to the sixteenth century. 210 The quotations 
from the Rasaratnasamuccaya and Rasaviigbhana in Mahiideva's commentary on 
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Bindu's Rasapaddhati prove that he is earlier than the first half of the seventeenth 
century. The earliest MS known dates from A.O. I 699. 211 

Commentaries 

Commentaries in Sanskrit on the Rasaratnasamuccaya were written by Cintamal)i
sarman Khare or Mahadeva Cimal)aji Apa!e Khare, by the brothers Asubodha and 
Nityabodha Senagupta, and by Hazarilal Sukul. 

Cintamal)isarman Khare's commentary, 212 called Saraliirthaprakasinf, is an elaborate 
work, explaining the full text of the Rasaratnasamuccaya. 

Works and authorities quoted or referred to are: A~[ii1igahfdaya (2, 5), Bhairava (I, 
119), 213 Brhadyogatarangil)f ( 16), Caraka (2), Cikitsiikalikii (59), Gftii ( 46), Govinda 
(I), granthiintara (6, 49, 54, 55, 59, 72, 104, 106, 111, 116, 122, 123,222), Kiimaratna 
(2), KuIJgiirka (67),214 Madanavinodanighal)[a (14), Manu (49), MiirkaIJgeyapuriil)a 
( 49), Nagarjuna (39, 84 ), Niigii1junatantra (2), Nigha!Jta (39), Nityanatha (I, 2, 53, 65), 
Piijyapada (I, 2), Purii.Qa (51), Riijanigha!Jta (46), Rasahrdaya (I, 12, 14, 21, 22, 23,32, 
70, 73, 74, 76, 84, 88, 89,99, I 04, 106, 122), Rasahfdaya[fkii(27, 86), Rasariijasundara 
(13, 97), Rasaratniikara (14, 15, 33, 38, 65, 73, 74, 85, 91, 108, 112, 115), Rasii.l'[lava 
(4, 5, 19, 20, 21, 22, 28, 32, 35, 36, 37, 55, 70, 72, 73, 84, 88, 90, 91, JOO, 105, 120, 
124, 125, 126), Rasasaqiketakalikii (20, 63, 76), Rasasiira (I, 17, 18, 29, 30, 36, 41, 
75, 78, 90, 94, 95, 96, 98, 99, JOO, 102, 103, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125), Rasiivatiira 
(117), Rasendrasiirasazpgraha (6, 56), RavaQa (2, 215 8, 216 32,217 40),218 SivasaktisalJl
gamatantra (22), 219 Somadeva (33), sruti (5, 8), Susruta (2), Trimalla's Tarazigi.Qf(23, 
50, 84), Trimallabha!!a (59), U9<Jf.satantra (2), Vagbha!a (2), Yogaratniikara (2), and 
(Trimallabha!!a's) Yogatarangil)f(54, 84). 

Plants mentioned in the Rasaratnasamuccaya are often described; their names in 
many regional languages are added. 220 

Variant readings are occasionally recorded. 221 

Cintamal)isarman Khare was a Cittapavana brahmal)a of Kausikagotra, the 
youngest son of Yamana and Maniibai; he was born in a village called Guhagara, near 
Ratnagiri in Koilka~1a (Maharii~!ra) in the year 1866 or 1867. 222 

The commentary by Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta, called Rasaratnasamuc
cayabodhinf, 223 covers the whole of the Rasaratnasamuccaya This elaborate 
commentary quotes from or refers to the following works and authories: Amara, 
Amogha (28.59-83), 224 Amoghatantra (5.136-140), 225 Atri ( 1.56), Atrisa1phitii 
(2.26;226 9.41;227 25.58-60),228 Bhagavadgitii (1.44), BMgavata (1.56; 5.5), Bhai
$11jyaratniivalf (3.52; 24.111-114, 121, 122; 25.58-60 and 9~; 27.20 and 115-118), 
Bhiiratiinusiisanika (1.6), 229 Bhavamisra (5.26, 45, 149; 24.29; 25.38), Bhiivaprakiisa 
(2.1, 37-42, 142; 3.35, IOI, 123, 148; 4.27; 5.1 and 102-103; 9.6-8; 10.53-54, 59, 
60; 24.12; 28.3; 29.19; 30.71), Bhoja (24.29, 106, 137; 28.59-83), 230 Brahmavaivarta 
(11.1-3), Cakra (22.126, 141, 152, 153; 23.67; 24.85-86, 90, 122; 25.51-52 and 
83-85; 28.59-83), Cakrad11tta (22.93-96; 24.93 and 136; 25.42; 28.37 and 41-45, 
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59-83; 30.31 and 61), Cakrasarµgraha and Cakrapii1Ji(sa1pgraha) (10.80; 12.11; 
17.11; 18.68; 22.108; 23.6; 24.13 and 138; 25.4, 45, 50, 73-74, 101-105; 28.59-83; 
30.31, 32, 33, 60), Cak~u~ya (24.71), 231 Caraka, Devisiistra (18.181), DravyaguIJa 
(30.71), Giiruga (4.28),232 Gitii (1.44, 48, 51),233 granthiintara, Harita (27.1), Ka
syapa (25.106), Uliivati (10.4), 234 Madhava (24.105; 235 28.59-83), 236 Madhavakara 
(24.71 and 91),237 Madhukosa and Madhukosakrt (20, 117-123 and 186; 24.71), 238 

Manu (1.47), Manusa111hitii (5.4), Miitfkiibheda (5.2), Medini and Medinfk~a (10.4; 
12.10; 22.116-120; 24.100-101), Naga1juna (28.59-83), Niiradasmrti (27.128-144), 
NighaIJfUriija (4.50), Paribhii$iipradfpa (8.1; 10.75), Piitaiija/a (28.59-83), Pataiijali 
(5.136-140), RiijanighaIJfU (3.101; 4.1, 2-4, 50, 63-68; 5.2, 150, 194, 206; 6.39; 
8.86; 10.71-73 and 82-83; 16.92-96 and 149-151; 18.78-92; 21.26-27; 24.106; 
28.3; 30.34), Ramasena (18.116-123), Rasakaumudi (16.129-138), Rasaratniikara 
(1.33; 2.4, 5-8; 5, 99, 100; 15.64, 65; 16.142-145; 17.2-4, 9-10, II, 19-21, 43-44; 
18.70-71, 96-100, 102-103, 116-123, 215-218; 19.14-18, 19-22, 32-34, 42-44, 
45-53, 94-95, 99, 100-103, 107-111; 20.22, 41-46, 137-141, 142-146, 147-150, 
225-226, 227-228; 21.3-7, 138-140, 152-153, 154, 157, 161, 162-164, 165-166; 
22.114; 23.36; 24.10, 75, 92, 100-101, 109, 111-114, 122; 25.21, 51-52, 58-60; 
27.14-16, 23-25, 31-38, 115-118; 28.8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 18, 27), RasendracintiimaIJi 
(1.31-32, 33, 71, 83; 2.5-8, 69; 5.2, 100, 136-140, 150, 225-230; 6.27-57; 8.69, 
70, 86, 88; 9.31-32; 10.53-54; 11.15-16; 12.18; 16.146; 18.116-123; 19.19-22, 
90; 20.89-99, 142-146, 215-217; 21.20, 35-39, 162-164; 22.30-40, 41-46; 27.1, 
4, 5; 30.7-9, 19-20, 92-95), Rasendrasiira (2.13; 8.29; 11.27-28 and 48; 14.2-13; 
16.154-156; 17.8, 9-10. 19-21, 135-138, 139-140; 19.14-18; 21.9-11, 20, 35-39, 
49, 60, 118-129, 162-164; 24.111-114; 27.20; 29.142-155 and 156),239 Rasendrasii
rasarµgraha (1.33, 71, 83; 2.1, 5-8, 14-15, 21, 23, 65; 10.53-54; 12.18; 13.49-50; 
14.36-50; 15.64; 16.90-91, 129-139; 17.28-29 and 135-138; 18.66-67, 70-71, 
96-100, 102-103, 116-123, 215-218, 219-220; 19.14-18, 19-22, 32-34, 42-44, 90, 
100-103; 20.1, 89-99, 151-153, 215-217, 225-226, 227-228; 21.35-39, 118-129, 
162-164, 167-168), Rasendrasiiravyiikhyii (18.116-123), Rasesvaradarsana (1.16, 
77, 78; 6.60), Ratnamiilii (3.52), Rudra (I 0.4 ), 240 Rugviniscaya (22.143-144; 25.1-2), 
Rugviniscayaklt (23.28), 241 Saivasiddhiinta ( 17. I), Sarakaumudi(28.12 ), Siirilgadhara 
(3.96; 4.20; 8.89; 27.26-30), Sasvata (5.77),242 Siddhayoga (20.35; 22.124; 23.74; 
24.87, 94, 107; 25.68, 90, I 01-105; 28.39-40, 41-45, 46-50; 29.80-81), 243 Sivadasa 
(12.11; 22.126; 24.85-86, 90, 122, 123; 25.42; 28.39-40, 59-83; 29.104-106), 244 

Sivadiisavyiikhyii (24.87; 25.68), 245 Somadeva (8.1), SrikaQ!ha (24.91), 246 Sruti, 
Susruta, tantriintara, Ta ttvacandrikii (29 .I 04-106), 247 Tattvacandrikakara (24.41; 
28.46-50), Togariinanda (3.96), Trivikrama (18.116-123), Viicaspatya (3.142), 248 

Vagbha\a, Vailgasena (24.90), Varaha (18.205-214),249 Varahacarya (26.22), Vrnda 
(24.18, 35, 40, 41, 120),250, Vyakhyakusumavalikara (28.46-50),251 and Yogaratnii
kara (2.75-76; 23.45; 24.16-17, 118, 122, 123, 136; 25.37, 38, 39, 88, 93; 28.12 and 
27). 

The Bodhinfis an interesting and useful commentary; it gives much attention to the 
text of the Rasaratnasamuccaya; a large number of variants and parallels are discussed 
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by the authors, who were Bengali briihma~1as, sons of the well-known Jiviinanda Vidyii
siigara. 

HaziirTiiil Sukul's Dfpikii on the Rasaratnasamuccaya quotes from or refers to the 
following works and authorities: 252 Amara (often), Anandiisramfya (3, 64, 124, 137, 
245, 297, 309, 375), 253 Asubodha (322),254 Ayurvedaprakiisa (53, 88, 91, 105, 133, 
147, 168, 202, 269, 276), bhagavanta~ (24), Bharatfyarasiiyanasiistretihiisa (370, 
383), 255 Bhii§iinibandha by Mallikhita (285), 256 BhiivacintiimaQi ( 419), 257 Bhiivami
sra (412), Bhiivaprakiisa (127,412,414, 437), Bindu (72, 80),258 BrahmapuriiQa (4), 
Caraka (45, 64), Caturbhuja (73),259 Cii<;[iimar:ii (39, 42, 74, 95, 146, 151, 152, 158, 
192,195,210,227,230,239,247,370,376,410,411,412, 445),260 Dattariima (369, 
421,424, 425),261 Devfsiistra (483), Dhara1~1dhara (352, 446),262 I;>hur:ic;lhuka(niitha) 
(12, 13, 15, 16, 70, 214),263 Gar:iesa (290),264 Gayiidiisa (413), 265 Gftii (24, 25), 266 

Gorak~a (167), Govinda (123, 449), Govindabhik~u (361),267 Govindiiciirya (188), 
Govindapiidii~ (3, 15, 47, 70, 71, 97, 325),268 granthantara, Hariprapanna (102),269 
Ha!hapradipikiikiira, 270 Jiviiriima (31, 113, 293, 399, 421, 422, 424), ]Iviiriimfya 
(214, 428),271 Jye~!hamalla (322,424, 425), 272 Kiilidiisa (9),273 Kiilikiitiipii{ha (96), 
Kiilikiitlya (31, 137, 140, 160, 178, 214, 269, 366, 386, 477),274 Kiisfya (449), 275 

Kosa (17, 294, 296, 309, 322, 468, 484), Kr~nadeva (484),276 Km1ariiva (7),277 

Kumiirasal)1bhava (30),278 Lauhapaddhati (234), Lohapaddhati, (234,235), Miidhava 
(13, 16, 45, 48, 49, 51,63, 70, 74, 80, 81, 87, 121,150,207,216,239,269,452,482), 
Miidhaviiciirya (188), 279 Mahiideva (38, 74, 75, 80, 154, 158, 410), 280 Medini (315, 
469, 484 ), Mujarrabiit-e-Akbarf (393), 281 Niigiirjuna (106, 159), 282 Niiriiyai:ia (88, 
135, 136, 137, 165, 174,239,266,322,357,361,412,414,439), 283 Niiriiyavagrantha 
(373), NighaQ{U (261,283,301,426,449, 469),284 Niraiijana (19,135,323,398,422, 
435), 285 Nityaniitha (3, 449), Padmaniibhasiinu (85, 94, 188, 398),286 Padmapurava 
(203), Piiradasal)1hitii (366, 370, 446),287 Piinlya (31, 140, 160, 178, 181,214,363, 
366, 375, 386, 422, 44 7, 477),288 Punlya{ippaQII ( 111 ),289 Purandararahasya (167), 
Raghuniitha (113, 162, 165, 176, 267, 328, 365, 395, 444, 468, 484), 290 Raghunii
thavyiikhyii (137), Rasadarpava (168), Rasahfdaya (27, 28, 55, 57, 114, 137, 446),291 

Rasakiimadhenu (77, 105),292 Rasapaddhati (76, 83, 101), 293 Rasaprakiisasudhiikara 
(105, 114, 116, 136, 140, 182, 188, 275, 276, 446),294 Rasariijapaddhati ( 446), 
Rasariijasal)ikara ( 458), Rasariijasundara ( I 06, 182, 188, 365, 425), 295 Rasaratniikara 
(155, 214, 449), Rasaratnapradfpikii (123), Rasarvava (64, 65, 67, 69, 81, 104, 200, 
200 ka, 204,230,297, 340,365,426,446), Rasasiigara (372), Rasasiira (437, 439),296 

RasatararigiQf (144), 297 Rasiiyanasiira (76, 77, 266, 450),298 Rasendra ( 116, 120, 254), 
Rasendracii9iimavi (263, 321, 356, 368, 375, 382, 426),299 Rasendrakalpadruma 
( 446), Rasendrasiirasarpgraha · (144, 436, 452), Praphulla Raya (358), 300 Sabdii
rthacintiimaQi (259, 313), 3m Sadiinanda (98, 172), 302 Saktyavatiira (445), Sli.ligriima 
(3, 284, 313, 420, 483), 303 Somadeva (127, 129, 321, 356, 376, 395), 304 Syiima 
(206, 208, 224, 225, 252),305 Syiimasundariiciirya (450), To<;Jariinanda (393, 402, 
457), Umesa (54),306 Viigbha!a, Vaidyiidarsa (414), Vaidyakasabdasindhu (299),307 

Vaijayantf(309), 308 Vailika{esvarfya ( 181), 309 ViimanapuriiQa (64), Veda (64), Vedanta 
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(18), Vi$1JL1dharmottara (246), Visva (94), 310 Visvesvariprasiida(449), 311 Vyiisa (31, 
63, 65), Yiidava (64), 312 and Yasodhara (44, 50, 51, 59, 61, 85, 87, 89, 135, 137, 158, 
197, 359, 375,399,412,414 ).313 

The _author of the Dipikii refers to the views of modern scholars, 314 to those of 
scientists, 315 to the tradition adhered to by himself, 316 etc. The names of plants and 
substances in various parts of India are repeatedly mentioned. 

Haziiriliil's views are quoted in Gulriijsarmamisra's commentary on the Ayurveda
prakiisa. 

The author was a son of Riimaniitha Sukul, of Bharadviijagotra, and lived in a 
village called Mahuvii near Kiinyakubja. 317 He also wrote a work called Rasendra
sampradiiya He was a teacher at the Pa!nii A.yurvedic College. 318 



Chapter 10 

RasaIIJava and RasarIJ.avakalpa 

The Rasiin;iava 

The Rasiin;iava I is one of the earliest and most important treatises on alchemy. 

Contents2 

The Rasiin;iava consists of about 2,300 verses, arranged in eighteen chapters (pa!ala). 
It is written in the form of a conversation between Siva and Piirvati. 3 

Chapter one (tantriivatiira; 60 verses) is about jivanmukti, 4 obtained by means of 
mercury (4-31), the origin of mercury as Siva's semen (33-36), 5 the good results of 
venerating the rasaliilga, the bad effects of despising mercury, the praise of mercury 
and those who practise the art in the proper way, etc. (37-60). 

Chapter two (dik~iividhiina; 133 verses) begins with a description of the character
istics of a qualified guru (2-6), a pupil fit for initiation (7-14), and the female com
panion to be selected (15-35).6 It proceeds with an account of the construction of the 
workshop (mai:i~apa) of the alchemist 7 and the elaborate rituals to be performed ( dik~ii) 
before beginning the alchemical operations (36-133 ). 

Chapter three (mantranyiisa; 33 verses) continues the description of the preparatory 
rituals, accompanied by many mantras. 

Chapter four (yantramii~iignivaq1ana; 65 verses) opens with an enumeration 
of the utensils, apparatus and substances that should be present in the workshop 
(2-6). A number of yantras are dealt with: doliiyantra (7), jiirai:iiiyantra (8-14 ), 
mii~iiyantra or somiinalayantra (15), garbhayantra (16-19), guptayantra (20-25), 
and haqisapiikayantra (28-29),8 the various kinds of earth (30-35), and a series of 
mii~iis: vajramii~ii, varamii~ii, prakiisamii~ii, andhamii~ii, and bhasmamii~ii (36-43).9 

The functions of the rakta-, sukla- and bi~avarga are defined ( 44-46 ); substances 
for sealing a mii~ii (mii~iilepa) are described ( 47-48), followed by the colours of the 
flames which are specific for a particular substance (49-51), the characteristics of 
purified loha (52), definitions of prativiipa, ni~eka and snapana (53-54), and lohiivarta 
(55). The chapter ends with descriptions of ko~!hakas, the vailkaniila, khalla, mardaka 
(56-60), and, finally, purificatory procedures (56-63). 

Chapter five (o~adhiniri:iaya; 45 verses) lists the items of groups of vegetable 
and other substances employed in alchemical operations: niyiimaka plants (2-7), 
nirJ"Ivakiiraka plants (8-13), miiraka plants (14-16), rasabandhakara plants (17-21), 
driivaka plants (22-23), kriimaka plants (24-25), plants useful for rasiiyana (526), the 
groups called miilikii and paiicaratna (27-29), the substances called k~iira (30), the 
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groups of substances called amlavarga, paiicalaval)a, mahavi~a, upavi~a. tailavarga, 10 

miitravarga, pittavarga, vaslivarga, vic;lvarga, 11 raktavarga, pitavarga, suklavarga, 
drlival)avarga, 12 and sodhanavarga (31-42). 

Chapter six (abhraklidilak~al)aSatpskliranirl).aya; 139 verses) deals with abhraka 
(mica), klinta(loha), vajra and vaikrlinta. The subjects of the section on abhraka are: 
the origin of mica, .its four colours (yellow, black, white, and red) and four varieties 
(pinlika, dardura, nliga, vajra), the properties of the four varieties (2-9), the purification 
of mica ( I 0-13 ), the extraction of its essence ( 14-16), and the liquefaction of the 
essence (druti; 17-39). The section on klinta begins with an enumeration of its five 
types, their characteristics, properties and uses (40-54); the five types are bhrlimaka, 
cumbaka, kar~aka, drlivaka and romaka. The subjects that follow are the preparation 
of siitaloha (55-57), and the purification and liquefaction of klinta (58-64). Section 
three, on diamonds (vajra), is concerned with their origin and types (brlihmal)a, 
k~atriya, vaisya, siidra; male, female, naputpsaka), the characteristics, properties and 
uses of these types (65-78), the purification of diamonds, their killing and liquefaction 
(79-122). Section four is about the origin of vaikrlinta, its seven types (white, yellow, 
red, dark-blue, dove-coloured, coloured like a peacock's tail, emerald-green) and 
their uses (123-129), its purification, the extraction of its essence, and liquefaction 
(130-138). 

Chapter seven (mahlirasoparasalohalak~a~1asarpskliraratnadrlival)amliral)3nirl)aya; 
154 verses) deals with the mahlirasas, uparasas, metals (loha) and gems (ratna). The 
section on themahlirasas begins with their enumeration: mlik~ika, vimala, saila, capala, 
rasaka, sasyaka, darada and sroto'iijana (2); it proceeds with the origin, purification and 
extraction of the essences of mlik~ika and vimala, followed by their medicinal proper
ties and uses (3-17); two varieties of mli~ika are distinguished (yellow and white) and 
three varieties of vimala (white, yellow and red). The next subjects aresillijatu (= saila), 
its origin, varieties (patita and apatita), names, and purification (18-22); the varieties 
of capala (yellowish, white, reddish, black) and their uses, the etymology of capala, 
its killing (23-27); rasaka, its three varieties (resembling mrttikli, guc;la and pli~ai:ia), 13 

its purification, the extraction of its essence, its synonyms, the medicinal properties of 
rasaka and its essence (28-38); sasyaka, its origin, purification, the extraction of its 
essence, its medicinal properties (39-45); darada (cinnabar), its names and its three 
varieties (carmlira, sukatui:ic;laka, hatpsaplida), 14 the extraction of mercury from it, its 
medicinal properties (46-52); sroto 'iijana, its purification and properties (53-54 ). 

The section on the uparasas begins with the enumeration of the items of this group: 
gandhaka, tlilaka, (manal~)silli, saurli~\J'I, khaga (= klisisa), gairika, rlijlivarta and ka-
11ku~!ha (56); it proceeds with the mythical origin of gandhaka (sulphur), 15 its three 
varieties (coloured like the beak of a parakeet, yellow, white), and its purification (57-
73); tlilaka, its two varieties (pa!ala and pii:ic;la), its purification and the extraction of its 
essence (74-77); the purification and liquefaction of (mana~)silli (78); the purification 
of the two varieties of saurli~~rI (white and black) and the extraction of its essence (79-
80); the purification of the three varieties (white, black, yellow) of klisisa (81-82); 16 

the purification of the three varieties of gairika (rakta-, hema-, kevalagairika) and the 
extraction of a white and a red essence (83-84 ); the purification of the two varieties of 
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riijavarta (gulika and ciir1,1a) and the extraction of its essence (85-87); the description 
of kai1ku~!ha (88); a general method of purifying the maharasas and uparasas (89-90); 
the preparation of a vajrapi1,19i, useful in extracting the essence from the mahiirasas and 
uparasas (91-95). 

The section on the metals (loha) begins with their enumeration: gold, silver, cop
per, iron (tik~1,1a), tin and lead (96-98). The subjects dealt with are: the three varieties 
of gold (rasaja, ~traja, lohasarpkaraja); the best type of gold is that of sixteen var1,1a 17 

(99-101); the purification of gold (102); the two varieties of silver (white and black) 
and their purification (103-104); the purification of the two varieties (red and black) 
of copper ( I 05-106 ), the three varieties (roha1,1a, bajara, capalalaya) of ti~a or kiinta 
(107-109), the two varieties (white and black) oftin, and lead (110-115); the liquefac
tion of the metals (118-136). 

The last part of the chapter is concerned with the liquefaction of gems ( 137-146), 
the killing of metals (147-149), and the praise of some important substances (150-
153). 

Chapter eight (bijasadhana; 88 verses) gives a detailed account of the power (ra
gasarpkhya) of diverse substances used in colouring mercury (2-15). The next subject 
is the preparation of b~jas ( 16-23), divided into hema- and tarabija, 18 kalpita-, raiijita
and pakvabi;ja; a kalpitabija is of two varieties, suddha and misra. The other subjects 
are the preparation of mixtures of two ( dvandvamelapana) or more (melana) substances 
(24-40), such as hemabhra, tarabhra, tik~1,1abhra, vai1gabhra, niigabhra; the colouring 
(raiijana)of mercury by means ofkalpita- and raiijitabijas ( 41-49), and pakvabijas (50-
57); the preparation of hema- and tarabija (58-72), raiijanabija (75-79), raiijanataila 
(80-82), and sara1,1ataila (83-85). 

Chapter nine (vi9akathana; 19 verses) describes vi~as, 19 employed in the process 
called jara1,1a. Some of these vi93s bear names: va9avamukha,20 vahnimukha, jvala
mukha. 

Chapter ten (rasasodhana; 60 verses) deals with the names of mercury and its five 
varieties ( 12-9), and the names of eight sa111skiiras and their effects: svedana, mardana, 
cara1,1a, jara1,1a, drava1,1a, raiijana, sara1,1a and krarna1,1a (10-12). Five gatis of mercury 
are mentioned: mala-, 21 ha(!isa-,22 mala-, dhiima-23 andjivagati, 24 together with their 
characteristics ( 13-16). 25 Five avasthas of mercury are described: dhiima, ci!ici!i, ma-
1,19iikapluti, akampa and vikampa; these are removed by means of niyamana (17--22). 26 

The sarpskaras which were enumerated in some preceding verses are elucidated (23-
28). Threedo~as of mercury are mentioned: vi~a. vahni, mala (30-31). The system of 
weights (manaparibha~a) is discussed (32-37). The remaining part of the chapter is 
devoted to a number of sa(!iskaras: svedana, mardana, patana, nirodha, niyamana, and 
dipana (38-59); TI the seven kaiicukas ( 42) or upadhijado~as are referred to ( 48). 

Chapter eleven (balajara1,1a; 221 verses) is mainly about cara1,1a and jara1,1a (I). 
Jara1,1a is of two types: biila- and baddhajara1,1a (7). The order of a series of opera
tions is elucidated (8-10). Jara1,1a of mica is said to be of two (pattrabhrajara1,1a and 
sattvajara1,1a) or three (samukha, ninnukha, viisanamukha) types (14-15). 28 These 
processes are described in detail (16-80ab). The state of mercury and its appearance 
are dependent on the amount of grasa (abhraka, abhrakasattva, nagabhra, etc.) added; 
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six states are distinguished: da1:1c.Jadharin, jalaukasama (resembling a leech), kakavi
~!hasama (resembling the droppings of a crow), dadhimai:i,asama (resembling whey), 
navanitasama (resembling butter) and golakakara (resembling small balls) (50-54). 
The five avasthas are mentioned again (75). 29 The amount of mica digested (jiri;ia) 
by mercury determines whether the product is called bala, yauvanastha or vrddha 
(77-80ab). D If abhrakasattva is not available, a grasa consisting of kanta or tik~i;ia 
may be employed as a substitute (80cd-81). 

Subjects discussed after this section on the jarai;ia of abhraka(sattva) are the jarai;ia 
of gold (86-89), the types of jarai;ia known as bhiicari and khecari (90-107), and two 
more types of jarai;ia (108-124). 

The next subject is the jarai;ia of gems (125-137). The verses which follow are 
about mercurial preparations ensuring vedha (138-163), the jarai;ia of liquefied sul
phur and lead (164-175), the colouring of mercury (176), garbhadruti (l 77-179ab ), the 
preparation of tarari~!a (l 79cd-180), the preparation of nagabhra and its jarai;ia ( 180-
191 ), kramai;ia ( 197), seven forms of mercury: miirchita, 31 mrta, 32 jaliikabaddha, mii
rtibaddha, pagabaddha, 33 bhasman and kho;a ( 198), and their description ( 199-208). 

The order in which several operations are to be performed is mentioned: sodhana, 
grasamana, jlirai;ia of sattvas, garbhadruti and bahyadruti, jarai;ia of gold, pu;a of divine 
herbs, bandha of gems, raiijana, jarai;ia, anusarai;ia, kramai;ia, and finally dana (210-
212). 34 

The chapter ends with verses on the actions of processed mercury. 
Chapter twelve (rasabandhana; 382 verses), the longest, deals with the bandhana 

of mercury, an a1t unknown to Brahma, Vi~i;iu and lndra (2). Mercury is said to be im
mediately solidified (baddha) in the vicinity of a rak~asa called Prayoga, who lives in 
the region between Ganga and Yamuna (3). 

The first part of the chapter consists of a long series of kalpas, describing prepa
rations of particular plants (divyau~adhi) and some other substances used in achieving 
alchemical aims, specifically rasabandha. The contents of this part of the chapter are 
closely related to the second part of the Rasiiq1avaka/pa of the Rudrayiimala. 35 A first 
series of kalpas deals with nisacara (4-26), 36 ajanayika (27-35), 37 narasara (36-51), 
kankalakhecari (52-57), mantrasiiphasani (58-64), surasiiphani (65-67), 38 and hari
ndari (68-70). Some verses on the excellence of the sixty-four divyau~adhis or kulau
~adhis for alchemical operations and the inferiority of the tri;iau~adhis follow (71-83). 

The second series of plants dealt with consists of divyau~adhis: k~mapala 39 and 
gajari (84-96), ca;ulapari;ii (97), 40 ekavira (98), raktakaiicuki (99), vrscikapattrika 
(100), vajrakanda (101-102), langalikanda and karko\ikanda (103-!04ab), sukacaiicu 
or sukatui;ic.Ji and ha1psapadi or har!Jsanghri (104cd-108), tri;iajyotis (109-111), uccaF 
(112-116), 41 raktasnuhi (117-121), sthalapadmini (122-128), kumudini (129-131 ), 42 

the three varieties (white, red, deep blue) of citraka (132-140), nagini (141-142), 43 

jyoti~mati (143-148), dagdharoha (149-155), ka;utumbi (156-165), k~irakanda (166-
169), tinti~li (170-171),44 sakavrk~a (172-178), devadali (179-182), and svetaguiija 
(183-188). 45 

The second part of chapter twelve is devoted to other substances employed in the 
solidification (bandha) of mercury: candrodaka ( 189-211 ), vi~odaka (212-231 ), saigji-
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vanijala (231-258), u~i:iodaka (259-276), and sailodaka (277-327);46 it ends with rasli
yanas, in particular pills (gu!ikli), prepared by means of sailodaka (328-357), and bha
smans (358-382). 

Chapter thirteen (drutibandhana; 31 verses) is concerned with baddhajiirai:ia, a pro
cess said to be superior to balajarai:ia, described in chapter eleven. 

Three types of bandha are distinguished: miila- or vasanabandha, rasabandhana, 
and pakabandha; miilabandha, accomplished by means of the plants called miilika, 
is the best method (7-8). Three more types are: pi~1<;!ikli-, druti- or k~a~1a-, and 
sa,pkocabandha (10-ll). The larger part of the chapter gives an account of methods 
to achieve drutibandha. 

Chapter fourteen (vajrabandha; 174 verses) describes many ways of achieving 
bandha by means of the bhasman of diamonds. Mercury, solidified (baddha) in this 
way, brings about kramai:ia and vedha. The power of accomplishing vedha depends 
on the amount of mercury present in the mixture of substances. Ten varieties of the 
process called sa,pka!I are described (7-18). 

Pills (gu!ika), consisting of mercury solidified by means of vajrabhasman, are said 
to have wonderful properties, if used in the prescribed way, accompanied by the ap
propriate mantras (19-36, 37-48, 49-56). 

Chapter fifteen (pi~!istambhamaharasoparasavajrabandha; 207 verses) begins with 
the bandha of mercury by means of several varieties of vaikrlinta (2-47), by means 
of klinta ( 48-50), capala (51-62), gandhaka and gandhapi~!ika 47 (63-106), and tlilaka 
(107-111). It goes on with several ways of making a kho!a (= baddhasiita, solidified 
mercury), also called the stambhana of a rasapi~!ika (112-163). Five types of bandha 
are said to produce a nigala or gola: kho!a-, po!a-, bhasma-, dhiili- and kalkabandha 
(164). Several methods of making a nigala are described (165-185), followed by pro
cedures aiming at pi~!ikastambhana ( 186-205). 

Chapter sixteen (rasaraiijana; 110 verses) describes the liquefaction (drliva~1a, 
druti) of solidified (baddha) mercury, followed by its digestion (jarai:ia) of diamonds 
and other precious and semi-precious stones. These and other similar processes result 
in the colouring of metals, making them resemble gold, and in the acquisition of a 
divine body. 

Some bandhas are also dealth with (95-98: ciir~1abandha; 99-107). 
Chapter seventeen (lohavedha; 166 verses) is concerned with the sa,pskliras called 

slira1)a and kramai:ia, which result in vedha, the transmutation of base metals into sil
ver and gold. The three stages of sarai:ia, called saral) a, pratisara1)a and anusarai:ia, are 
described (2-5). Some methods of reducing the hardness of metals (mrdukarai:ia) are 
dealt with (I 06-114 ), as well as procedures enhancing the colour of the artificial gold 
(vari:iotkar~ai:ia) and purifying it (118-151). 

Chapter eighteen (dehavedha; 230 verses) describes the acquisition of a divine, im
mo1tal body, not subject to disease and decrepitude. 48 

The chapter begins with the purification of one's body (k~etrikarai:ia; 2-22), prelim
inary to the consumption of the mercurial preparation called liro!a (12 ). The bhasman of 
mercury that has digested diamonds is the best preparation one can take; the bhasman 
of mercury that has digested gold, silver, copper, tik~i:ia, capala, bajara, roha~1a, or a 
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common type of trk~Qa make one attain the position of Rudra, Vi~QU, Brahma, Kubera, 
Siirya, Soma, Agni, orlndrarespectively (23-25). The urine and faeces of the success
ful alchemist (sadhaka) tum soil and stones into gold and his drops of sweat convert the 
eight metals into gold (28-29). 49 The miraculous effects of the mercurial preparations 
taken by the practitioner are elaborately described. These effects depend on the type 
of preparation and its dosage ( 40-46 and 56-60). The attempts will be abortive, how
ever, if the appropriate mantras are neglected which protect the adept against the at
tacks of all sorts of malevolent beings (100-106). The eight articles offood called kaka
ra should be avoided: kii~mai:i9a, karka!i, kiiliriga, kiiravellaka, kusumbhaka, karko!a, 
kadali and kiikamiicikii (120). Many more articles of food are prohibited(l 24-126) and 
numerous rules of behaviour are to be observed (121-123, 127-136, 144-146). 

The disorders brought about by improper use (rasajirc:ia) and their treatment are dis
cussed ( 137-143). 

Eight kinds of vedha of the body are distinguished: tvag-, miiIJ1Sa-, rakta-, asthi-, 
majja-, na9i-,dhatu- andkavacavedha;each kind also leads to a particular type of trans
mutation of a metal (147-153ab). 

Several marvellous pills (gu!ika) are described: vajrarigasundari ( 174-177), sarva
siddhida ( 179-181 ), some pills without a name, and a gola (195-199). 

Sources are not cited by name. Once(7.18) a granthiintarais mentioned, which may 
be the Carakasarphitii or one of the other ayurvedic classics. 50 The J;)iimaratantra ap
pears to be referred to in some MSS. 51 

The Rasiir{iava is quoted or referred to in the Amrtasiigara,52 the parisi~!as of 
the ii.nandakanda, the commentary on the A${amahiimiitrii, the ii.yurvedaprakiisa, 
Ayurvedasaukhya, 53 ii.yurvediya Khanijavijiiiina, Basavariijiya,54 Brhadrasariijasu
ndara, BrhadyogatararigiQi, 55 CapalanirQaya of the RasatararigiQi, 56 a Cikitsiisiira
sarpgraha, 57 Gulrajsarmamisra's commentary on the ii.yurvedaprakiisa, 58 Hazarilal 
Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, Khare's commentary on the Rasa
ratnasamuccaya, Madhava's ii.yurvedaprakiisa, Naraya~1abhiipati's NiiriiyaIJavi/iisa,59 

the Piikiiva/i, 60 f'iiradasarphitii, Rasadhiituprakiisa, Rasakak$iipura, Rasakiimadhenu, 
Rasiimrta, 61 Rasaprakiisasudhiikara, Rasariijalak$qli, Rasaratnasamuccaya, Rasasaq1-
grahasiddhiinta, Rasasindhu, the commentary on the RasatarmigiQi, 62 the Rasatattva
vivecana, Rasayogasiigara, RasendracintiimaIJi, 63 Rasendrakalpadruma, Rasendra
puriiIJa, 64 Raniikarau$adhayogagrantha, Sarvadarsanasaq1graha, 65 Somadevasarman's 
commentary on the ii.yurvedaprakiisa, Mallari's Vaidyakalpataru, the Vaidyakasii
reddhiira, Vaidyasiistrapravartakiiciiryaniimasamuccaya, Revai:ia's Virabha{{iya, the 
Yogaratniikara, 66 and the YogatararigiIJi. 67 

Anonymous quotations from the RasiiTQava are found in the Rasajalllllidhi, Mahii
deva's commentary on the Rasapaddhati, 68 the Rasaratnasamuccaya, and To9ara's 
ii.yurvedasaukhya. 

A number of passages from the RasiirIJava are nearly identical to passages from the 
Rasahrdaya. 69 The Rasendramai.igala borrows widely from the RasiirIJava. 70 Borrow
ings from the RasiirIJava or from a common source are also found in the Kiikac~i
svarakalpatantra and KiikacaIJ9esvarimata. 71 

The RasiirQava was one of the sources of the ii.yurvedaprakiisa, Kiipipakvara-
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sanirmii11avijiiiina and Rasendrasambhava. 
The Rasiiq1ava is mentioned in Mai:iikyadeva's Rasaratnasamuccaya. 

Special features 

681 

Alchemy and the philosophy on which it is based are declared to be superior to the 
six philosophical systems (~ac;tdarsana), because of the importance of the conservation 
of the human body (pii:ic;ladhiirai:ia) for those aiming at emancipation while still alive 
(jivanmukti; 1.7-17). Alchemy is regarded as belonging to karmayoga, a way of life 
governed by the cultivation of either rasa (mercury) or viiyu (breath); 72 both ways are 
described as parallel methods (1.18-22). The practitioner of the alchemical art should 
also be experienced in Hathayoga ( 1.26). 73 

Four varieties of the rasaliilga, to be worshipped by the alchemist, are distin
guished, in increasing order of merit: made from mercury mixed with mica, mixed 
with a vic;ia, prepared by help of mantras, and mixed with rasaka (1.44). 

Members of all four varnas may be accepted as pupils by a teacher (2.12). The 
female companions to be selected are, according to the characteristics they possess, 
called kiikiQi, kikai:ii and kiiiicikiicini (2.19). 

The construction of the alchemist's workshop (mai:ic;lapa) with its rasaliilga, a 
process accompanied by rituals, is described in detail (2.38-103). 74 Many divinities 
should be worshipped, amongst whom are Nandin, Mahiikiila, Bhrilgiri!a, Mahiibala, 
Kumbhakari:ia, Sugriva, Bhrilgika, Drc;lhiiyudha, the ten alchemical Diitis: 75 Lepikii, 
K~epikii, K~iirikii, Raiijikii, Loha!i, Bandhakiiri, Bhiicari, Mrtyuniisini,76 Vibhiiti, and 
Khecari 77 (2.54 and 57-58), the four Saktis: Miilini, Hemasakti, Bala, and Vajrasakti 
(2.62), and the six divinities consisting of Mahiikiila, Mahiibala, Aghora, Vajraviraka, 
Krodha, and Kailkiila (2.96-97). 

Chapter three also refers to many divinities and other authorities, amongst whom 
are the four Siddhas, the eighteen excellent men, 78 Cai:ic;taghai:i!ii, Bhairavi, and Ca
i:ic;takiipiilini (3.10-15). A number of mantras are referred to by name: c;liimaramantra, 
cintiimai:iimahiividyii, cai:ic;likiimahiimantra, aghoriistra, mahiipiisupatiistra (3.23-28), 
rasiiilkusamantra, and kubjikiimantra (3.29-32). 

The Rasiiq1ava distinguishes five mahiivi~as (major poisons): saktuka, kiilakii!a, 
sitamustii, srilgi and kr~i:iavi~a (5.33), and five upavi~as (minor poisons): snuhi, arka, 
unmattaka, karavira and liiilgali (5.34ab). 79 

The Rasiiqiav a adds kar~aka to the usual four varieties of kiintaloha; it is regarded 
as the second best, next to driivaka, the very best; both varieties are said to be suitable 
to alchemical and rasiiyana purposes (6.40, 44, 48). Seven varieties of vaikriinta are 
described (6.127); the karbura type is not mentioned. 

The list of mahiirasas (7.2) is unusual in including darada (cinnabar) and sro
to'iijana, whereas abhraka (mica) and vaikriinta are omitted. 80 The Rasiirpava is the 
only rasasiistra text listing sroto' iijana as a mahiirasa and excluding vaikriinta from 
the group. 81 

Two varieties of miik~ika82 are mentioned, yellow and whiteincolour (7.5). Their 
usual names, suvari:ia- and raupyamiik~ika, are absent from the Rasiiq1ava, where they 
are called tiipya and iivartaka (7.14 ). Three varieties of vimala are distinguished: ye!-
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low, white and red (7.5); their usual names, hema-, tiira-and kiitpsyavimala, are absent. 
The two varieties of siliijatu, patita and apatita (7.18), not known from other texts, may 
correspond to those usually called gomiitra- and karpiirasiliijatu. 83 The four varieties 
of capala, white, yellow, red and black (7.23), are also mentioned in the Rasapaddhati, 
Rasaratniikara and RasendrapuriiIJa; the Rasiiq1ava and Rasapaddhati agree in regard
ing the white and yellow varieties as useful for alchemical purposes. The three varieties 
of rasaka, resembling mrttika, gu<:Ja and pa~ai:ia (7.28-29), are peculiar to the Rasii
q1ava; its sattva, which may be zinc, is said to resemble tin (ku!ila; 7.35). The verses 
on sroto' iijana (7 .53-54) do not ref er to the other varieties of aiijana, described in many 
rasasiistra texts. 

The uparasa list of the Rasar1.1ava (7.56) is remarkable by its inclusion of rajavarta, 
in common with the Rasaratniikara (III .1.57) and one of the lists found in the Rasasiira 
(6.8-9a). The three varieties of sulphur (gandhaka) (7.67) are also found in the Rasa
paddhati (55), whereas many treatises add a fourth variety, black in colour. The two 
types of talaka are called pa!ala and pii:i<:Ja (7.74); the pa!ala type corresponds to the 
one called pattra, pattrin or data in other texts. Varieties of mana~sila are not men
tioned (7.78). A white and black variety of saurii~!rI are distinguished (7.79), a white, 
black and yellow one of kasisa (7.81). Three differently coloured varieties of gairika 
are mentioned (7.83), whereas most texts describe two varieties. The two types of raja
varta (gulika and ciiri:ia: 7.85-87) may be peculiar to the Rasiir1.1ava. Kanku~iha is very 
briefly characterized as having the colour of coral and possessing a sattva (7.88). 

The metals are called loha; the term dhatu is not used in the Rasiirpava. The series 
of metals is noteworthy by its mention of tik~i:ia, which is usually one of the three types 
of iron, the other two being kiinta and mui:i<:Ja. Kanta is dealt with separately (6.40-64 ), 
while mui:i<:Ja is not described in the Rasiir1.1ava. Gold and silver are saralohas, tikg1a 
and copper siidhiirai:ialohas, tin and lead piitikalohas (7.96-98). 

Gold is said to be of three varieties only and to be either red or yellow (7.99-100); 
its sixteen vari:ias are not, as in other texts, restricted to divine types of gold (7 .IOI). 
Silver is either white or black (7.103). Copper is red or black (7.105); the two varieties 
called nepala and k~uraka are not mentioned. Three varieties of tik~i:ia are enumerated 
(rohai:ia, vajara, capalalaya; 7. I 07), whereas many texts have more varieties; the verse 
listing these variet.ies adds that kiintaloha is a synonym of tik~i:ia, which disagrees with 
the description ofkanta in chapter six. Tin is described as white or black (7.110), while 
most treatises distinguish a k~ura and misra type. 

Chapter eleven tells a story about Ruru, 84 one of the Danavas, 85 who took a small 
amount of mercurial bhasman, which enabled him to root up the world and destroy 
Kailasa; Siva conquered this malevolent being after taking a particular, very potent, 
mercurial preparation (11.158-161). 

Four differently coloured varieties of n\ercurial bhasman are mentioned: black, 
white, yellow and blue ( 11.205). 86 

Some of the divyau~adhis mentioned in chapter twelve are described: ca!ulapar~1I 
(12.97), tri:iajyotis (12.109), uccair (12.112-114), sthalapadminI (12.123-124),jyoti
~matI (12.144), dagdharoha (12.149-151), and k~Irakanda (12.166-168). 

Chapter twelve also deals with the mythical origin and properties of a wonderful 
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substance called kartarirasa (12.202-210). 
The sarpjivanijala, which made the dead Daityas return to life, is said to be found 

near a village called Ambikli, 87 situated not far from the mountain Km1agiri, 88 to the 
south of Kadalinagara, a city located on the right bank of the Godlivari ( 12.236-239). 

U~Qodaka is found in the U~Qodakakur:ic;la, near a temple dedicated to Kampesvara, 
lying on the river Pra1)itli, 89 in the vicinity of the city called Kampa, located in its turn 
to the north of Mlitlipura, a temple on the mountain Sahylidri, north of the Godlivari 
(12.260-262). 

Geographical names occuring in the verses on sailodaka are: Adhliresa, Bhadrli
riga, Bhagavati, 90 Brahmagiri, 91 Brahmesvara, Dhiiresvara, Our jadesa, Gokan)a, 92 

Gokulanagara, 93 Ki~kindhyli, 94 K~irak~etra, Mlilyavant, 95 Pampli, 96 Paryarika, Sa
hya, 97 Si1!1hadvipa, Srisaila, 98 Srivana, Tristhala, Var~lipuri, Vindhya, and Vylighra
puri99 (12.282-287). 

Chapter fourteen refers to a number of twenty-four Siddhas ( 14.40). 
Chapter seventeen, devoted to vedha, does not regard this process as a separate 

sarpsklira. 100 

Several groups of drugs are listed in chapter five. 
The niylimaka drugs are: likhupan)i, 101 limalaki, anantli, balli, bhrrigarlija, bra

hmadai;ic;li, 102 cakramarda, dvipan:ii, ekaparQikli, 103 ghanadhvani, 104 girikarQikli, go
jihvli, jalabindujli, 105 jvlilini, 106 klikajarighli, kiikamiici, kaiicuki, kapotikli, kokiliik~a. 
km1a, kr~r:iapar~1i, 107 k~irir:ii, kukku!i, I08 kururigii;ii, 109 mahliballi, maQc;liikaparQi, 
matsylik~i, me~asrrigi, nligaballi, nili, padmaclirii;ii, pli!hli, phar:iijihvli, 110 punarnavli, 
riisnli, sahacarli, sahlidevi, sarapurikhli, sarpiik~i, satiivari, sikhaQ~lini, 111 svetli, 112 

tittic;li, tripari;ii, 113 tulasi, vahnikarko!i, 114 and vi~r:iukrlintli.(5.2-7). 
The rasanirjivaklirikli drugs 115 are: agnidhamani, ajamliri, ariganlimikli, blila

mocakli, 116 brahmaclirit)i, 117 brhati, cakri, 118 CaQc;liili, 119 ekavirii, 120 gajakan)ikii, 121 

gajiiri, 122 ha111siii1ghri, haniimali, 123 hemapu~pi, himiivatT, klikamlici, kiikamul)c;ii, 124 

klilikli, kliiicani, 125 kaiicuki, kesini, 126 khac;lgliri, 127 ko!arli~i, 128 kuhukarpvikli, 129 

kumliri, lak~mi, 130 liirigali, mlininikandli, 131 me~asrrigikli, modli, 132 naraJivli, 133 nara
kasli, 134 nilacitraka, rlijikli, rlik~asi, raktacitraka, raktasnuhi, raktaspigi, 135 raktikli, 
rudanti, slikho!aka, sami, sarikhapu~pi, somalatli, srglilajihvli, siiryabhaktli, tlimbiili, 
toyavalli, 136 ucca!ii, vajri, vanariiji, 137 vyiighranakhi, and vylighri (5.8-13). 138 

The drugs that are helpful in the killing (miiraQa) of mercury are: biikuci, bilva, 
brahmabija, dantini, devadlili, gojihvli, gosandhi, indravlirul)i, klikajarighli, kaiicuki, 
kliravallikli, karko!i, klirpiisa, ka!utumbi, kr~Qa,jiraka, lq~r:iakanaka, 139 mahliklili, 140 

pa!oli, pipiluka, sambari, 141 sitlirikola, svetaguiijli, svetlirka, and yavaciiicii (5.14~·16). 
Drugs used in the bandha of mercury are: arkapattri, brahmadaQc;ii, cakrliriki, 

cakrikli, dagdharuhli, devadlili, haniimati, hemavallari, induri, 142 isvari, klikamli
ci, lq-~Qamlirjliri, ~irakukku!i, modini, 143 nligajihvii, 144 niigakari;ii, 145 nilajyotis, 
raktacitraka, raktasnuhi, siikho!aki, sarikhapu~pi, somalatli, rudanti, sthalapadmini, 
tlimraparIJi, 146 tridaQc;li, trisiili, trIJajyotis, utka!li, varpsapattri, vartulaparQikli, virli, 
and vrddhadliruka (5.17-21). 

The driivikli group 147 consists of devalliiili, kadali, klikamiici, koslitaki, sigruka, sii
rylivarta, udakakar:ia, 148 vajrakanda, and vandhyli (5.22-23). 
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The kramika drugs 149 consist of arjunI, arkapattrika, brahmI, cavI, ghanarava, hatp
sapadI, kiikamacI, karavella, kasamarda, krtafijali, ~Iranali, kuravaka, lak~ma;1a, na
gini, satavari, sa\iri, tambiili, varlihakar;1i, 150 and vyiighrI (5.24-25). 151 

Brahmadal)~a,' 52 sudal)~a153 and Iohada;1~a are useful for rasayana purposes, be
cause they are of the nature of Brahma, Vi~l)U and Mahesvara (5.26). Bhpigaraj, bhiipa
\alI, hemapart)i, kaumliri, 154 nagavalli, pa\olI, sir!(havalli, and slikari are the eight plants 
called miilika (5.27). The paficaratna group, employed in the purification of mercury 
and in jaraQa, consists of indira, kailkalakhecari, k~amliplilI, mantrasiddhiisana, and ni
slicari (5.28). 

Noteworthy names of plants, apart from those already mentioned, are: ahimara (8. 
77; 14.141), 155 amrtakanda (6.98), araktavalli (8.43; 15.2), bhindi (6.12), bhindI (6. 
102), 156 bhiimyam~laka (15.9), bija (6.98), 157 brahmasoma (17.iC)). 158 brhatitr~ya (6. 
35), cakrailka (15.138; 16.17), challI (14.98), dvipadI (12.8, 37, 39; 14.38; 15.2, 72, 
75, 187, 190; 16.96; 17.9), 159 dvyardraka (7.21), gada (11.24), 160 gauriphala (7.113), 
gokart)a (10.50).' 61 gopalakI (7.109), 162 gorambha (15.136), grdhrakart)i (17.10), hil
amucii (11.25), kiikiindi (6.39; 15.148), 163 kakestha (18.6), kakini (6.24), 164 klima (8. 
83), 165 kandapadminr ( 14.168), kal)~iilasiiral)a (6. 105), 166 kanta (I 0.39), 167 kapali (6. 
26), 168 karaka (15.182), 169 kan)akhya (8.36), 170 kauberI (11.25), kilala (6.81), 171 kI
.tamliri (12.42).' 72 kokilii (15.148, 175, 182), 173 kulisa (6.30), 174 kumudi(l5.2), 175 ma
ghakhecari (12.53), mahasoma (15 .138 ), mar jarapadi (6.27), 176 mar jari (16 .10), 177 na
gakanya (8.77), 178 nagasm)~T (11.44), 179 nliri (7.139; 13.17), 180pe\arI (6.91, 99), ragi;li 
(11.86).' 8 1 rasailkusa (10.52), rasaphala (12.364), sakraiata (16.89), 182 salya (15.45), 
samkara (15.198), siva (9.16; 16.89), 183 sthalakumbhI (6.118), siikakanda (12.106), 
su~ukha (6.13), suvar;1a (17.74), 184 tama (15.153), 185 tiktasaka (11.26), 186 timira (6. 
98; 14.150),'87 varQikadvaya ( 11.178), 188 vasuha!!a ( 11.86; 15.9), 189 vega (6.30), 190 

vi~atrQa (12.229, 230), visvamitrakapala ( 14.118).' 91 and vyaghrakanda ( 6.130). 
Some interesting yantras referred to are: bhramarayantra ( 15.46), cakrayantra ( 15. 

I 07), dipayantra (14.129), krauficapada (12.107), mediniyantra (12.60), and padmaya
ntra ( I I.I 94 ). 

Beef (gomat!(sa) is an item required in a number of alchemical operations (6.32; 
7.4 and 78). 

Kapiili(n) and Kapalika are rather often employed terms, 192 which may refer to the 
alchemist Kapalika or the sect of the Klipalikas. 

The author 
The author of the Rasiimava is unknown. The work is sometimes ascribed to 
Sambhu 193 or Bhairavanan°dayogin. 194 It is possible that later texts refer to the author 
as Manthanabhairava. l95 

Date 
The period of composition of the Rasiiri;iava cannot be established with any certainty, 
but the work is earlier than the middle of the fourteenth century, because it is quoted 
in the Sarvadarsanasaqigraha. Most scholars place it, in imitation of P. C. Ray, 196 in the 
twelfth century. 197 P.C. Ray 198 claimed that the Rasiiri;iava borrowed copiously from 
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Nagarjuna's Rasaratniikara, i.e., theRasendrama1igala; G.P. Srivastava 199 asserted that 
it borrowed from the Rasahrdaya. D.G. White 200 noticed that the early eleventh-cen
tury Vimalaprabhii commentary on the Kii.lacakratantra reveals a number of striking 
similarities in both language and subject matter with the material found in the Rasii
mava. 
· P. Ray 201 regards the Devfsiistra, mentioned in a number of treatises, as identical 

with the Rasaqiava. 

The Rasiirl)llvakalpa 

The RasiirQavakalpa 202 is a treatise on alchemy that forms part of the Rudrayii.
malatantra. 203 The work, in the form of a dialogue between Bhairava and Parvati, is 
written in verse, with the exception of two passages in prose (368-370; 651), and 
consists of 814 stanzas. A division into chapters is absent, but the text can broadly 
be divided into three parts: (I) 1-77: rasayana preparations; (2) 78-207: alchemical 
operations; (3) 213-814: kalpas. 204 

Contents205 

Part one describes several rasayana preparations, all of them containing mercury or one 
of its compounds. 

Part two describes several methods of making rutificial gold; 206 a number of sa1p
skaras of mercury are ref erred to; the medicinal qualities of some preparations are men
tioned; some substances are used for rasayana purposes, to obtain dehasiddhi, or to 
revive the dead. Part two is also concerned with the alchemical uses of a number of 
plants; the groups of verses on these plants resemble kalpas; some of the plants are 
described: vartulapan:ii (152), jyoti~mati (173), and dagdharoha (177-180); the sixty
four divyau~adhis are refe1Ted to ( 135); kulau~adhis and tn1au~adhis are distinguished; 
the tfl)au~adhis are, in contrast with the kulau~adhis, useless for alchemical purposes 
(l 33cd-137). 

Part three consists of thirty-one kalpas, describing the origin of particular sub
stances, their names, characteristics, properties and uses. 207 Twenty-two kalpas are 
concerned with plants, three with inorganic substances (various substances, gandhaka, 
talaka), and six with types of soil and water. 208 

The kalpas are devoted to: aparajita (213-229), 209 brahmadal)9i (230-241), 210 

asvagandha (242-250), 211 mu~ali (251-256), 212 a number of inorganic substances 
(257-260: sp'Jkhalakalpa), jyoti~mati (261-301), 213 svetarka (302-322), 214 gandhaka 
(323-376), 215 talaka (377-406), raktavajri (407-414 ), ucca!ii ( 415-437), 216 ku~ma1:i9I 
(438--448), isvari (449-491), 217 tfl)ajyotis (492-500), 218 vira (501-516), devadali 
(517-545), 219 pitadevadali (546-564), ka!utumbi (565-578), 220 k~irakaiicuki (579-
590), 221 rudravanti (591-603), 222 somaraji (604-611 ), 223 dak~il)adesatamravari:ia
(mrttika) (612-617), mayiiragira(rasa) (618-650), nagamai:i9ala(rasa, -kardama, 
etc.) (651-701), 224 candrodaka (702-729), 225 vi~odaka (730-745), 226 sailodaka 
(746-756), 227 kolakavrksa (757-764), salmali (765-782), 228 srivrk~a (738-789), and 
era1)9a (790-814 ). 229 
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Sources are not referred to. An ancient authority mentioned is Narada (215). 230 

Part two of the RasiirIJavakalpa is closely related to Rasiiq1ava 12.8-182. The 
candrodaka-, vi~odaka- and sailodakakalpas also find counterparts in the RasiirIJava. 231 

Noteworthy agreements exist between verses of part three of the RasiirIJav aka/ pa and 
verses of the KiikacaIJ~Tsvarakal patantra. 232 

Special features 
Interesting plant names found in parts one and two are: 233 ajanayika (97),234 anamika 
(66), arkanamita (66),235 arkavallr (61),236 bahula (64), 237 bhrnga (57),238 dagdharoha 
(177-181), 239 dvipadI (105; 106),240 ekavira (153), gajadhvajI (66), 241 gajari (148), 242 
hal)lsagamanI (66), 243 hal)lsanghri (162), 244 harindarI (130), 245 ja\adhara (67),246 
kankalakhecarI (115-II6; 118), khecarI (122; 123),247 koravallr (148),248 Iq-~tJanala 
(181 ), 249 k~Irakanda (193), 25• k~mapala (143), lajjaka (66), 251 mantrasirphasana 
(122; 123), nisacara (78; 80; 81; 84; 87; 90; 92; 96; 145), 252 payovallI (59), 253 pu~pI 
(6; 123),254 raktakaiicuki (154),255 sambhu (61), 256 sil)lhatut)9a (109),257 sukacaiicu 
( 162), 258 susirakI ( 61), 259 trtJajyotis ( l 63cd-165), 260 vajrakanda (156 ), 261 vartulapartJ I 
(152), vellakara (61),262 and vrscika (155). 263 

The Rasiiqiavakalpa contains a large number of geographical names. Regions 
mentioned are: Cyavana (613), Jongala (502), KankatJaka (438), NagamatJ9ala (615; 
654; 657; 667; 669), PatJ9ava (613), and Pariyatra (651). Cities and other places 
referred to are: Deiiliya (752), Karaha\a (618), 264 Tillapada (612), and UjjayinI (180). 
Names of rivers are: BhagavatI (750), 265 Candrabhaga (653; 668; 680), 266 Ganga ( 180; 
653; 668), Kula (670), Narmada (653; 693; 695), Para (651), Para (669),267 SarasvatI 
(653; 669), 268 and Sot)a (672). 269 Names of mountains are: AmarakatJ\aka (703), 270 
Bhadra (= Meru; 751), Brahmagiri (751), 211 Candrakanta (429), Gandhaparvata (= 
Gandhamadana; 703),272 GokartJa (750),273 Hariscandra (703), Hemaprastha (429), 
Himalaya (428), Himavant (704), Jalandhara (428),274 Kapila (665; 666), Kardama 
(747), Karvura (654; 667; 668; 669; 680), Kumeru (427), Mahendra (503; 703),275 
Malaya (502; 703), Mayiiragira (618),276 Nrsirpha (752), Paryanka (749), Pingala 
(654; 668; 677; 699-701), ~k~a (751),277 Sahya (752),278 Srisaila (703; 749),279 

Sunanda (654; 667), Trikii\a (704), 280 Vindhya (428; 502; 751), and Vyaghra (667; 
668). 

These geographical names are regarded as indications that the Rasiiqiavakal pa has 
been composed in the Vindhya region. This hypothesis is thought to be supported by 
the consideration that the Rudrayiimalatantra came into being in the Vi~t)ukranta area, 
which extended from the Vindhyas to Cha\\ala (i.e., Chittagong). 281 

Date 
Parts of the RasiirIJavakalpa are closely related to parts of chapter twelve of the Rasii
rIJaV a. Mira Roy and B. V. Subbarayappa expressed as their opinion that the Rasiin,1ava 
is posterior to the RasiirIJavakalpa, without claiming that the former borrowed from 
the latter, since indebtedness to a common source cannot be brushed aside easily. B. V. 
Subbarayappa is convinced that the Rasiiq1avakalpa, on account of its emphasis on 
Tantric practices and its esoteric approach to alchemical procedures, dates from the be-
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ginning of the flourishing period of Indian alchemy, i.e., in his estimate, the period A.D. 
900-1100. He assigns the Rasiin;1av a to the twelfth, the Rasiin;iavakalpa to the eleventh 
century. The terminus post quern is in his view the date of the Rasaratniikara (i.e., in 
his opinion, the eighth or ninth century), because one of the verses of this work forms 
part of the RasiirQavaka/ pa; 282 this argument can be disregarded, because the pertinent 
verse is not from the Rasaratniikara, but from the Rasendrama1igala. 

It seems hazardous to assume that an unsystematic text of a compilatory character 
like the RasiirQavakalpa may be dated rather accurately. The chronological position of 
the Rudrayiima/a, to which it is said to belong, and the different versions of that text 
should therefore carefully be taken into consideration. 



Chapter 11 

Rasasarpketakalika to RasendraciicjamaIJi 

The Rasasarpketakalikii 

The Rasasaq1ketakalikii by Kayastha Climuqc_la 1 is a treatise on alchemy and iatro
chemistry in 399 verses, 2 arranged in four chapters (ulllisa). 

Contents3 

The matigala is addressed to Siva as the lord of mercury (Rasesa). Chapter one (49 
verses) describes the mythical origin of mercury (1.2-4ab),4 the varieties of mercury 
(l.4cd-5ab), the do~as and kaiicukas (l.5cd-6), some saq1skliras (mardana, svedana, 
miirchana, plitana, gandhakajliraqa, bandha, mliraqa; 1.7-40), the properties of killed 
mercury (mrtarasa) (1.41-46), the side effects of the use of mrtarasa and their treat
ment ( 1.47-48), and the results of paying homage to the lord of mercury ( 1.49). Chapter 
two (65 verses) is concerned with the description of the six natural metals (loha), their 
properties, varieties, purification and killing (2.1-49), lohaki[[a (2.50-51), kharpara (= 
rasaka; 2.52-53), the purification and killing of some alloys (klirpsya and pittala; 2. 
54ab ), the treatment of disorders caused by the metals (2.54cd), and the nirutthakarara 5 

of the metals (2.55-57); the chapter ends with the description of abhraka, its varieties, 
killing, the extraction of its essence (sattvaplitana), the killing of the essence, 6 and the 
uses of the products obtained (2.58-65). Chapterthree (16 verses) deals with vi~as 7 and 
upavi~as (3.1-9), opium (3.10-12), and bhri1gi (3.13-16). Chapter four (129 verses) is 
a collection of rasayogas to be employed against various diseases and for rasliyana and 
viijikaraqa purposes. Chapter five (40 verses) contains formulae for pills (gu!ikli; 5.1-
30) and some other preparations (5.31-40). 8 

Sources are not referred to. Climuqc_la mentions the sarppradliya of his guru ( 4.85 
and 91). 

The Rasasarpketalikii is quoted in the paribhli~li parisi~!a of the Anandakanda, the 
Ayurvediibdhisiira, Caturbhujamisra's commentary on the Rasahrdaya, Khare's com
mentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, Gulrlijsarmamisra's commentary on the Ayu
rvedaprakiisa, the Rasakiimadhenu, the Rasamitra, the Rasiimrta ofYadavjiTrikamji, 
the Rasiiyanasarpgraha, and Somadevasarman's commentary on theA.yurvedaprakiisa 
It is one of the sources of the Ayurvedaprakiisa, Bhe$ajasa111hitii, Piiradasarphitii, and 
Rasayogasiigara 

A commentary on the Rasasarpketakalikii by Somadevasarman is recorded. 9 
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Special features 
Four varieties of mercury are distinguished, named after the four vari:ias (briihmru]a, 
k~atriya, vaisya, siidra; l.4cd). Five naisargikado~as and seven kaiicukas are men
tioned; their names are not enumerated (l.5cd-6). Eighteen saqiskiiras are referred 
to, but only a few, which are easily carried out, are described ( 1.7). Four types of 
rasabandha are mentioned: pii!a 10 or parpa!ikiibandha, kho!a or pi~!ibandha, jalaukii 
or pakvabandha, and bhasmiikhya (1.16-17). The preparation of two varieties of 
rasabhasman, iirdhvaga- and talabhasman (l.18-28ab), 11 is described, as well as 
the preparation of five varieties which differ in colour: rakta, pita, kr~i:ia, nila, and 
pai:i9urarui:ia (l.28cd-33). 12 The six natural metals are gold, silver, copper (arka), 
tin, lead and iron (2.1); bronze (gho~a or kiirpsya) and brass (avartaka or pittala) are 
alloys (2.1). Five varieties of gold are distinguished (prakrta, sahaja, agnija, khanija 
and rasavadottha; 2.4-5), three varieties •f silver (sahaja, khanija, kftrima; 2.10), two 
varieties of copper (nepiila and mleccha; 2.14) and of tin (khurakaamd misraka; 2.25). 
Three types of iron are mentioned: mui:i~a, tik~i:ia and kiinta; mur:i9a has three varieties 
(mrdu, kui:i!ha, kiir:i9ara), t~i:ia six (kharasiira, hotriisa, tiiriivarta, bi9a, kiilaloha, 
gajiikhya), and kiinta four (romaka, bhriimaka, cumbaka, driivaka) (2.34-37). Zinc is 
not mentioned as one of the metals, but kharparasattva is described (2.52-53). 13 

Four varieties of mica (abhraka) are distinguished (pita, sita, asita, and rakta, called 
respectively piniika, dardura, niiga, and vajra; 2.58-59). A nilakat:i!hamantra accom
panies the killing of poisons (3.3-4ab). Upavi~as mentioned are vajra, arka, heman, 
halini, hayiiri and vi~amu~!ikii (3.9). 14 Four varieties of bhpigi 15 are distinguished; 
their flowers are white, red, yellow and dark (kr~i:ia) (3.13-15). 

The rasas of chapter four are not arranged according to a particular scheme. 
One of the formulae is also found in Ciimunda's Jvaratimirabhaskara 16 Divine or 
human authorities to whom rasayogas are attrib.uted are: Bhairaviinanda, 17 Brahma, 18 

Niigiirjuna, 19 and Rudra.20 One formula 21 is said to have been of profit to Ghata
sravas, 22 Kumbhayoni, 23 Vrkodara, 24 Sanaiscara, 25 Sahasradrs, 26 Paiicamukh~ 27 

and Caturmukha. 28 

Some of the rasayogas may be original contributions of Ciimui:i9a, because they are 
not found in earlier works. 29 

Noteworthy items of the materia medica are: iikalla(ka) ( 4.129; 5.12), jambhala (2. 
61), jha~anayana (2.61), malapii ( 1.38), 3• pha!aki ( 1.40), 31 phi!kari ( 4.83 and 127), 32 

and sora ( 4.83). 33 

Sai1khadriiva was known to Ciimur:ida ( 4.38-89). 

The Rasasiira 

The Rasasiira by Govindiiciirya 34 is a treatise almost entirely devoted to alchemy. 

Contents 35 

The work consists of 940 verses, arranged in twenty-six chapters (pa!ala). 
Chapter one (rasapiijiisvariipastuti; 21 verses) is in praise of mercury and contains 

a number of mantras. 36 Chapter two (dravyasaqigraha; 19 verses) enumerates the 
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items of an alchemist's equipment. Chapter three (anukramatJikii; 17 verses) lists 
twice twenty-four sa111skiiras. Chapter four (a~!acatviirirpsatsaqiskiira; 13 verses) is 
about the do~as of mercury, its purification, and the effects of a number of saq1skiiras. 
Chapter five (rasasodhanasarpskiira; 69 verses) describes the details of sodhana 
(1-12), svedana (13-15), mardana (16), miirchana (17-21), utthiipana (22-25ab), 
piitana (25cd-36ab), bodhana (36cd-50ab), niyamana (50cd-56ab), and nirodhana 
(56cd-69) of mercury. Chapter six (rasalohasuddhisattvapiitana; 39 verses) deals 
with the purification of the rasas and uparasas and the extraction (piitana) of their 
essences, the extraction of the essences of bhiiniiga, 37 kiinta ( l 3-l 5ab ), caura, hirigula, 
silii, kiirik~I, kiisisa and tiilaka ( 15cd-33), as well as with the purification of sulphur 
(34-39). Chapter seven (sattvasthirikararJa; 14 verses and a halt) is about processes 
which make the sattvas, after their extraction, stable (sthira). Chapter eight (drutipii
taniiniigu~1aniriipa1Ja; 59 verses and a halt) is concerned with the liquefaction ( druti) 
of the sattvas of the rasas and uparasas, the druti of the lohas, ratnas, etc.; some groups 
of substances are also dealt with: tailavarga (32cd-34), 38 vasiivarga (35-36ab), 39 

raktavarga (37-41), amlavarga (44cd-47ab), au~adhik~iiraga1Ja ( 48-51), biQas (52cd-
58). Chapter nine (k~iiradriivabi9apiikadivyau~adha; 28 verses) gives an account of 
rarigakmi or rarigadruti, an art the author learnt from Tibetan Buddhists, followed by 
the preparation of a biQa and the enumeration of herbs which are useful in the jiira~1a, 
miirar;ia and bandhana of mercury. Chapter ten (ratnalak~a1Jadriiva1Jabhedanamelii
piika; 50 verses and a half) describes the ratnas and their varieties, their driivarJa 
(= druti), miirarJa (or bhedana), and melana (mixing). Chapter eleven (bijapiika; 57 
verses) describes a number of bijas, which are helpful in the process called jiira~1a, 
and the piika of the bijas. Chapter twelve (mahiirasajiirar;iiidividhi; 95 verses) is con
cerned with ciirar;ia, garbhadruti, jiirar;ia of a griisa added to mercury, ratnadrutimela, 
raiijana, bandhana (mii~iibandha), sarar;ia, pratisiirar;ia, kriimarJa, and vedha (also 
called pravesa). Chapter thirteen (vedhiidikrama; 27 verses) describes several types 
of vedha; udghii!ana is also dealt with (22-26ab). Chapter fourteen (dvandvamiirapi
~!istambhananigaQabandhanasarµkalikiiyogadrutikarmiidiniriipar;ia; 35 verses) gives 
an account of dvandvamela (mixing two substances) and dvandvamiira (killing of 
this mixture) (2-8), pi~!Istambhana (9-17ab), niga9abandhana (l 7cd-20), sarpka!I 
(21-33) and druti (34-35). Chapter fifteen (rasoparasalohakarman; 34 verses and a 
half) describes operations leading to transmutation (vedha), in which several sattvas 
of rasas and uparasas, such as those of vaikriinta of various colours and of vimala, 
are important. Chapter sixteen (ratnaprayoga; 22 verses) is about the uses of ratnas, 
their kalkas (pastes), etc., as bijas in the making of gold and silver. Chapter seventeen 
(anekakalkabheda; 45 verses) describes the kalkabandhana of mercury; the poisonous 
substances are enumerated; methods to achieve auri- and argentifaction by means 
of poisonous substances are dealt with. Chapter eighteen (mar;iimii~iikarmadala; 24 
verses) is about the uses of gems (ma1Ji) and the transmutation of metals. Chapter 
nineteen (gu!ikiikathana; 12 verses and a half) is devoted to the preparation of two 
varieties of gu!ikii, called kiimadhenu, which convert base metals into gold and 
make one obtain a divine and invulnerable body. Chapter twenty (anekagu!ikiidiniirp 
siidhanopayalJ; 47 verses) describes several gu!ikiis which confer longevity, the ability 
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to fly (khecaratva), invisibility, invulnerability, etc.; even the dead may be resuscitated 
by means of these pills. Chapter twenty-one (krauikayogapak~akarmadivyau~adhi; 68 
verses and a half) is concerned with the uses of animal products (krauiicayoga; 1-8ab) 
in alchemical operations and with divine herbs (divyau~adhi; 8cd-59) and their uses. 
Chapter twenty-two (yantramii~a; 20 verses and a half) describes yantras and other 
implements used in an alchemical workshop. Chapter twenty-three (maharasasevana; 
31 verses) is about rituals to be performed before using mercurial products that lead to 
dehasiddhi. Chapter twenty-four (rasayanakathana; 16 verses) describes rasas which 
may be used for curing diseases and for rasayana purposes. Chapter twenty-five 
(dhatumara1Japrayoga; 28 verses) is concerned with the killing of metals and essences 
(sattva). Chapter twenty-six (maharasaseva; 46 verses) is about the consumption of 
mercurial preparations and the wonderful effects obtained. 

The Rasasiira is quoted in the prakinJaka parisi~!a of the Anandakanda, Gulra
jsarmamisra's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa, HazarTial Sukul's and Khare's 
commentaries on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, the Piiradasa1phitii, Rasajalanidhi,40 Rasa
kiimadhenu, Rasamitra, Rasiiyanasa!pgraha, Ratniikarau§adhayogagrantha, Rasata
ttvavivecana, Somadevasarman 's commentary on the A.yurvedaprakiisa, and Toqara's 
Ayurvedasaukhya. 41 The work is one of the sources of Hariprapanna's Rasayoga
siigara, Harisaral)li.nanda's KupTpakvarasanirl11i1l)avijiiiina, and Yadavji TrikamF's 
Rasamrta. 

Govindabhik~u is quoted in Gulrajsarmamisra's commentary on the Ayurvedapra
kiisa and Hazarilal Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya. 

Special features 
The piija of mercury (rasaraja) should be performed by the alchemist in the company 
of a female associate (1.8-11 ). Chapter two lists eight dhatus: gold, silver, copper, iron, 
tin, lead, ritika (brass), and ka1psyaka (bronze) (2.4 ), 42 and nine gems: vajra, mukta
phala, padmaraga, nilaka, marakta, 43 pu~paraga, medas, 44 vaiqiirya, and vidruma (2. 
5). 45 Some implements used in the laboratory are: pil)Qika (2.8; 22.18), 46 ka1J9ani (2. 
8), 47 retani(2.9; 22.15),48 hatoqi (2.9),49 ka1Ji (2.9; 22.15), 50 chinni (2.9),51 arhil)i (2. 
9; 22.16), 52 ghana (2.9), 53 sa1pda1psani or sarpclaq1sini (2.9; 22.14), 54 and dirghasa1p
daq1saka (12.14). 55 

The unusual series of forty-eight saq1skaras of chapter three consists of: (I) 
rasoparasasuddhi, (2) lohasuddhi, 93) sattvadravaQa, (4) sattvasthirikara1Ja, (5) 
drutipata, (6) railgakf~!i, (7) ratnalak~a1Ja, (8) ratnadraval)a, (9) dhatusodhana, (IO) 
ratnamelapana, (II) bijapaka, (12) garbhadruti, (13) jaral)a, (14) drutimeliipana, (15) 
raiijana, (16) bandhana, (17) saral)a, (18) mara1Ja, (19) pratisaral)a, (20) kramal)a, 
(21) vedha, (22) udghaiana, (23) vikraya, (24) pi~!istambhana, (25) bandha and 
nigaqabandha, (26) sa1pkalikara~1a, (27) rasoparasalohakarman, (28) ratnasodhana, 
(29) vailgado~avinasa, (30) kalikavijaya, (31) kalkabhedat1, (32) vi~akarman, (33) ma
IJimii~asrayakarman, (34) daladikaral)a, (35) kamadhenugu!ika~, (36) vaya!Jstambha, 
(37) khecari, (38) divyagu!ika~, (39) krauiicayoga~ and pak~ikarman, (40) au~adhi
kalpa, (41) yantrabheda~, (42) mii~abandhli.lJ, (43) ayudhani, (44) rasarajasvedana, 
( 45) dhatumaral)a, ( 46) dehasaq1krama1Ja, ( 4 7) bhojana, and ( 48) carya. 56 
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The series of eight sarr1skaras described in chapter five, though more in line with 
what is usually found in rasasastra texts, presents some uncommon features: sodhana 
is the first sarpskara; dipana is absent; bodhana and nirodhana are two distinct sarpska
ras. The verses on patana give an account of iirdhvapatana only. A number of do~as and 
kaiicukas of mercury are referred to in chapter four: bhiimido~a. darpa( do~a), kalika, 
kapa!I, malado~a. nagado~a. ~al)9ado~a. siik~mado~a. unmatta, vaitgado~a. vi~a. and a
smakaiicuka. A number of sarpskaras have to be continued for a period of twenty-one 
days (5.13-15: svedana; 5.16: mardana; 5.22-25ab: utthapana; 5.36cd-50ab: bodhana; 
5.50cd-56ab: niyamana; 5.56cd-63: nirodhana). 57 

The uparasas consist of vaikranta, sasyaka, tapya (= mak~ika), kaca (v.l. kanta), 58 

abhra, vimala, giri, 59 gairika, tutthaka, and rajavarta (6.8-9a). 60 The extraction of the 
essence of bhiinaga is said to be carried out in the same way as the extraction of the 
essences of the uparasas (6.13ab), but a different procedure is employed in the extrac
tion of the essence ofkanta ( 6.l 3cd-l 4 ). The substance usually called rasaka is ref erred 
to as caura in the Rasasiira; 61 its essence is designated by the term kharparika (6.17). 62 

The sthirikaral)a or sattvabandha (7.10) of the essence of caura (= rasaka) is the model 
for this type of process, carried out by means of the cakrayantra or cakraraja. 

Chapter nine is concerned with the colouring of mercurial products (raitgakmi, ra
itgadrava), the technique of which is described in detail. It opens with the declaration 
that raitgakr~!i will be described, a subject not dealt with elsewhere in alchemical liter
ature. The author mentions that Buddhists living in Tibet (Bho!adesa) are acquainted 
with this technique (9.2). The same chapter enumerates three series of eight plants to be 
employed in the jaral)a, bandhana and maral)a of mercury (9.24cd-28). These groups 
consist of: agnidamanr, harpsapadi, kumari, laitgalr, moca, siq1hr, vajrr, and vyaghrr (9. 
24cd-25); brahmada1_19r, mudgapattrr, rudantr, saitkhr, trida1_1~r. trisiilr, vajrr,and vanarr 
(9.26-27ab); 63 kakahva, kakamacr, kakatu1_1~r. kalaiijanr, kalika, kaiicukr, karko!i, and 
ka!utumbi (9.27cd-28). 64 

Chapter ten mentions five defects (do~a), five qualities (gu1_1a), and four colours 
(chaya) of diamonds (vajra) (I 0.2-4). The usual eight origins of pearls (muktaphala) 
are enumerated ( 10.5-6ab). The other gems are of four types: bra}:!ma1_1a, k~atriya, vai
sya and siidra (10.8); the brahma1_1a types are used in making silver, the k~atriya types 
in making gold (10.19); a specific method of killing is required for each of the four 
types (10.35-41). 

Chapter eleven refers to ra and rirr as substances used in the preparation of bijas. 65 

Chapter twelve describes sara1_1a and pratisara~1a, but omits anusara~1a. The verses 
on mii~abandha refer to a series of products of this process, called da1_19adharin, pa
yasakrti,jalaukakara, aviplu~a. chedin, dadhivat, and navanitabha (12.42-44ab ). 66 The 
substances belonging to the kramal)aga1_1a are enumerated: madhiicchi~!a (bees-wax), 
madhuka, madhiika, !aitka~1a, sita, asvakar1_1amala, guiija, kesa}:! (hairs), chucchundari
vasa, 67 strrrajas, 68 stripayas (breastmilk), sukra, indragopa, bhiilata, vasa, ta.la, sila, 
gandha, sariva, k~Iri1_1r, vi~a. hayari, nabhi, karpiira, snuhI, arka, k~irakandaka, sarja, 
mrtanaga, gu9a, guggulu, and tutthaka (l 2.85cd-88). The concluding verses of chapter 
twelve (12.89-94) are in praise of the miraculous effects of processed mercury, which 
transmutes the metals hidden in mountains, and makes the adept into a second Sarp-
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kara. 
Chapter thirteen enumerates the types of vedha (13.1-3). 69 The items of the group 

called paiicamrd are enumerated: kha!ika, lava1_1a, gairi, klink~i. and i~!ikacCir1_1aka 70 

(13.26cd-27ab). Chapter fourteen refers to an agni~omlikhyayantra (14.4). 
Chapter seventeen mentions five types of bandha (m!tabandha, 71 jivabandha, 

kho!a, pli!a, jalaukli; 17.5), five types of avasthli (dhiima, ci!ici!i, ma1_1,iikapluti, 
kampa, atibhrama; 17.7), 72 and ten failures (vikriyli) of practice (17.11 cd-13ab). The 
ten vikriylis, also called ~a1_1,hajatis, are: k~udhita, atinirlihlira, asuddhalohajlira1_1a, 
akrlima1_1a, atigrlisa, 73 bic,iahina, 74 bic,ilidhika, 75 sitatva, ativahnitva, and devatavighna. 
Eighteen poisonous substances are listed: mayiira, klilakii!a, saktuka, binduka, 
vatsanlibha, sunabha, sailkhanabha, sunirmala, bhrnga, karko!aka, musta, pu~kara, 
suklakandaka, raktasrnga, haridra, cakra, hlilahala, and bhrlimara; 76 these poisons 
are divided into four brlihma1_1a, four k~atriya, four vaisya, and six siidra types 
(17.2lcd-25ab), employed in making silver (the brlihma1_1a types) and gold (the 
k~atriya and vaisya types), and in curing diseases (the siidra types) (17.25cd-26ab). 
Chapter seventeen also describes four varieties of ahiphena, a substance produced by 
poisonous marine fishes (17 .36-38); according to another view, ahiphena is a kind of 
froth (phena) produced by a snake. 77 

Chapter eighteen refers to three types of ma1_1i: siiryaklinta, candraklinta and tlirakli
nta. 

Human flesh (naramlirpsa) is one of the substances required for the preparation of 
the gu!ikli called klimadhenu (19.3, 6, 8) and other pills (20.20). Particular animals or 
their organs are essential in the preparation of the pills described in chapter twenty. 78 

Substances of animal origin are necessary for the krauiicayogas of chapter twenty-one. 
Plants used in alchemical operations are classified as t!"l_la, gulma, latli, valli, vrk~a 

and ativisarpi1_1i (21.10). Sixty-four of these plants are described: ajagari, alpapattri, 
asokanamni, lisuri, bhrngli, bhiikadambli, bhiitakesi, bilvataki, brahmada1_19i, chattri, 
devi, garu9i, gomliri, gonasi, gorocanli, 79 gosrrigli, hemalatli, isvari, jalajli padmini, 
jlitaki, jayli, kakapak~a. ka!utumbi, kr~1_1acitraka or gopana, ki!amliri, lq~1_1avalli, 
~iralatli, k~iri1_1i, lasuni, mayiirasikhli, nligini, pallisalatikli, payasvini, pitak~irli, 
punnligapattrika, rajani, raktacitraka, rakt~irli, raktapar1_1i, rohi1_1i, rudanti, salya, 
slimari, sambarli, sambari, saptapar1_1i, si,phika, somada1_1<;1i, somalatli, somavalli, 
srinlimni, tridaiJ,i, trija!li, trisiili, trivalli or raktamalli, tumbi, vajravalli, vajri, vlirlihi, 
vijaya, vira, visalya, vyaghrapadalatli, and vylighri (21.11-59). 80 

Some of the rasas of chapter twenty-four are hemendra-, nligendra-, tlimrendra-, 
and vailgendrarasa. 

Chapter twenty-six describes rules pertaining to diet and behaviour to be observed 
by the sli4haka. An important prerequisite for the attainment of siddhi is the prevention 
of impregnation during sexual intercourse; it is therefore recommended to make one's 
sexual partner infertile (26.12-14ab). 

Some yantras mentioned in the Rasasiirn are cakrayantra (5.25ab and 35; 6.29; 9. 
16; 14.3)81 or cakraraja (12.23; 17.3 and 29; 22.3; 24.3 and 8), jalakiirma (12.25 and 
37),jalayantra, and sthalakiirma (12.35 and 37). 

HarJ1sa is a term frequently employed to designate hiilgula (6.32 and 33; 7. I, etc.). 
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Laddi is often used in the sense ofla1:u;la, a firm animal excrement (7.5; 8.5, 6, 13; 10.30, 
etc.). 

The author 
The author mentions his name, Govinda or Govindacarya, several times in his 
treatise. 82 He was a_grandson of the brlihmat:ia Sahadeva of the Mo~hajfiati, an expert 
in all the sciences and a mantrasiddha, and a son of Surliditya. He describes himself 
as a Siva worshipper and a pupil of Dhiradeva, a specialist in alchemy. Dhiradeva was 
a Slirasvata brlihma[Ja, born in the Antarvedi country, 83 and a son of Abhayapala. 84 

A Kirlitesa, referred to in the introductory verses (1.13), 85 is probably a deity, 86 

since he is mentioned together with the guardians of the quarters of the sky ( dikpala) 
and Bhairava. 

A Saqmipiitamaiijarfis sometimes ascribed to the author of the Rasasiira.87 
Govindliclirya is quite distinct from Govindabhagavatplida, the author of the 

Rasahrdaya. 

Date 
The Rasasiira is usually assigned to the thirteenth, 88 fourteenth, 89 or fifteenth century. 90 

The only evidence for its date consists of the quotations in To,ara's Ayurvedasaukhya . 

.The Rasataraligil)f 

The Rasatararigil)f by Sadanandasarman 91 is a systematic treatise on alchemy in the 
service of medicine. 

Contents 
The Rasataraiigi(lf consists of about 3,650 verses, arranged in twenty-four chapters 
(tarailga). The subjects of the chapters are: (I) the laboratory (rasaslilli; 38 verses); (2) 
technical terms (paribhli~li; 74 verses); (3) the mii~lis and puias (50 verses); (4) the 
yantras (62 verses); (5) the do~as and kaficukas of mercury (5.7-13); the purification 
of mercury (5.14-37); the extraction of mercury from cinnabar (5.38-42); the eight 
~a1pskliras: svedana, mardana, miirchana, utthlipana, plitana, bodhana, niyamana, 
and dipana (5.43-99); gandhakajlira~1a (5.100-108); (6) miirchanli (6.2-8);92 the 
preparation of mugdharasa (6.9-19), 93 rasapu~pa (6.20-58), sikthataila (6.59-64),94 

rasakarpiira 95 and rasakarpiiradrava (6.65-106), kajjali (6.107-134), rasaparpa!i 
(6.135-161), rasasindiira (6.162-237),96 makaradhv11ja (6.238-248), and the yellow 
bhasman of mercury (6.249-255), 97 together with their medicinal uses; (7) the killing 
of mercury; the uses of mercurial ashes (mrtasiita); k~etl ikarai;ia; rnles concerning the 
use of mercurial products for rasayana purposes ( 111 verses); (8) sulphur (gandhaka), 
its purification, the medicinal uses of purified sulphur (8.1-65); ten gandhakakalpas 
(8.66-93); the preparation of gandhakataila (8.94-112) and gandhakadrliva (sulphuric 
acid; 8.113-123); (9) cinnabar (hiilgula), its purification and uses (62 verses); 98 (10) 
mica (abhraka), its varieties, purification and killing; the amrtikarai;ia of the bhasman 99 

and its uses, mo the extraction of the sattva of abhraka, its purification, killing and 
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uses (127 verses); (11) haritala, its purification, killing 101 and uses, the extraction 
of its sattva and the uses of this sattva (11.1-103); manal)sila, its purification, uses 
and sattvapatana (11.104-129); sailkhavisa (= gauripa~ai:iaka, mallaka, somala), its 
purification and uses (11.130-176); the properties and uses of tuvari (11.177-207), m2 
kha!ika (11.208-214 ), ciiri:ia 103 and ciir~1odaka (11.215-229), dugdhapasa~1a (11.230-
236), and godanta (11.237-242); 104 (12) sailkha, 105 its purification and killing, the 
uses of sailkha and mrtasailkha (12.1-34); sailkhadravaka and its uses (12.35-56); the 
purification, killing and uses of k~udrasailkha (12.57-63), sukti (12.64-78), jalasukti 
(12.79-81), varaiaka (12.82-102), 106 and sri1ga (12.103-109); 107 the properties, uses 
and origin of samudraphena (12.110-126); (13) the preparation of three caustics 
(k~ara): yavak~ara (and nimbiikamliyayavak~ara; 13.1-41), sarjik~ara (and nimbiika
mliyasarjika; 13.42-71) and iankai:ia (and !ailkai:iamla; 13.72-122), their properties 
and uses; (14) other caustics: navasara 108 (and its sattva; 14.1-26), soraka (and 
sorakadravaka; 14.27-58), 109 apamargak~ara, arkak~ara, tilak~ara, snuhik~ara, pala
sak~ara, andciiicak~ara (14.65-116); the salts: saindhava, narikelalavaQa, arkalavai:ia, 
samudra, vi9a, sauvarcala, and romaka (14.117-164); the preparation of lavai:iadra
vaka and its uses (14.165-184 ); (15) metals in general (15.1-7) and gold 110 (suvari:ia; 
15.8-116); (16) silver (rajata; 123 verses); 111 (17) copper (tamra; 17.1-116), 112 the 
extraction of bhiinagasattva and its marai:ia ( 17 .117-122), the extraction of the essence 
of mayiirapiccha (the tail-feathers of a peacock; 17.123-124); (18) tin (va11ga) and 
suvari:iava11ga (105 verses); 11 3 (19) lead (sisaka; 19.1-93) 114 and zinc (yasada; 115 

19.94-170), their purification, killing and uses; (20) iron (lauha), its varieties, their 
purification, killing and uses (20.1-122); 116 mal)Qiira, its purification, killing 117 and 
uses (20.123-140); (21) the upadhatus, their purification, killing and uses, their sattvas 
and the killing of the sattvas; the upadhatus consist of: mak~ika (21.1-70), 118 tuttha 
(21.71-14 7),119 (giri)sindiira (21.148-164 ), mrddarasr11ga (21.165-180), rasaka or 
kharpara (21.181-214), 120 kantapa~ai:ia (21.215-226), and kasisa (21.227-260); 121 

(22) the alloys (pittala and ka1psya), their purification, killing and uses (22.1-34); 
the purification and uses of the anjanas (22.35-59), silajatu (22.60-109), and gairika 
(22.110-132); 122 (23) the maharatnas, their purification, killing and uses: hiraka 
(diamond; 23.5-42), mai:iikya (ruby; 23.43-62), mauktika (pearl; 23.63-86), pu~para
ga (topaz; 23.87-95), nna (sapphire; 23.96-103), marakata (emerald; 23.104-111), 
vaidiirya (cat's eye; 23.112-119), gomeda (zircon; 23.120-127), and vidruma (coral; 
23.128-153); 123 the k~udraratnas, their purification, killing and uses: vaikranta 
(23.155-181), siiryakanta (23.182-186), candrakanta (23.187-190), rajavarta (23. 
191-207), peroja (23.208-210), and spha!ika (23.211-215); (24) the vi~as and 
upavi~as, their purification 124 and uses; the eight poisons unsuitable for alchemical 
purposes and for rasayana are: halahala, kalakii!a, srilgaka, pradipana, saura~\rika, 
brahmaputra, haridra, and saktuka (24.7-9); vatsanabha is a useful poison (24.10-
162); the upavi~as are: vi~atinduka (24.165-233), ahiphena (24.234-305), jayapala 
(24.306-341), dhattiira (24.342-390), bhailga (24.391-436), gunja (24.437-470), 
bhallataka (24.471-486), karavira (24.487-495), lailgali (24.496-509), arkak~ira 
(24.510-515), and snuh~ira (24.516-530); snake venom is described, together with 
its purification and uses (24.531-574); the chapter ends with the purification of the 
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roots of raktacitraka, the seeds of vrddhadaraka and nimbiika, the purification of hirtgu 
and guggulu (24.575-580). 

Sources are not indicated. Caraka is mentioned once (15.92). 125 
Sadananda's teacher, Narendranatha, is referred to once (6.37-38). 126 

Sadananda's Rasatara1igi{1f is quoted in Ambikadattasastrin's commentary on 
the Rasendrasiirasaqigraha, the A.yurvedfya Khanijavijiiana, Gulrajsarmamisra's 
commentary on the A.yurvedaprakiisa and the same author's Visikhiinupravesavijiiii
na, Haziirlliil Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, the Rasadhiituprakiisa, 
the Rasatattvavivecana, the bhasmapi$!iprakarai:ia of the Rasoddhiiratantra, and 
Somadevasannan's commentary on the A.yurvedaprakiisa; it is one of the sources 
of the Bhe$1!iasaiphitii, Rasayogasiigara, Rasendrasambhava, and YadaVJI Trika
mjI's Rasam1ta. The Rasatara1igii:if is profusely quoted in Sa!J1tO$ Kumar Sarma's 
Rasabhai$ajyakalpaniivijiiiina. 

Sadananda is quoted in Haziirilal Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya. 

Special features 
The verses of the RasataraligiIJf are composed by the author himself. 

Rasasiddhas enumerated are: Agastya, 127 Bhairava, Bhiiskara, Brahma, Gora
k$anatha, 128 Govinda, Kakacar:i~Isvara, Kapalika, Larikesa, Ma~1~avya, Manthana
bhairava, M;atta, Nagabodhi, Nagarjuna, Nandin, Naravahana, Narendra, Ratnakosa, 
Sambhu, Sarpkara, 129 Svacchandabhairava, Visarada, Vi$ttu, 130 Vya~i, and Yasodhana 
(1.29-32). 

Noteworthy yantras described are: bhasmayantra (4.16-17), mrdarigayantra (4. 
-27), ba$pasvedanayantra (4.35-38), and darvikayantra (4.39). Many synonyms of 
the substances dealt with are enumerated. Two varieties of hirigula are mentioned, 
khanija and ~trima (9.4), and two varieties of gauripa$ar:ia, white and red ( 11.132). 
The narikelalavai:ia (14.123-130) and arkalavar:ia (14.131-136) are peculiar to the 
RasataraligiIJf. Varieties of mu9~a-, tik$~1a- and kantaloha are not distinguished (20). 
The upadhatus distinguished are: suvar~1amak$ika, 131 rajatamak$ika, 132 tutthaka, 
sindiira, mrddaraspiga, kharpara or rasaka, kantapa$ar:ia, and kasisa (21). Two types 
of aiijana are distinguished: mecaka or srotoja (= sroto'njana) and locaka or suviraja 
(= sauvira) (22.35); PU$Piiiijana is added (22.49-50). Four varieties of silajatu are 
described: sauvarr:ia-, rajata-, tiimra- and lauhasilajatu (22.64-68), and two varieties 
of gairika: pa$iir:ia- and svantagairika (22.111). 133 A number of rasayogas may be 
peculiar to the RasataraligiIJi'. 134 Types of pearls are not mentioned. Three varieties 
of vatsanabha are distinguished: kr$r:ia, kapisa and par:i~u (24.15). Opium is called 
ahiphena and khastilaniryasa (24.237, 241); tinctura opii is described as ahiphenasava 
(24.287-297). 

Plants and other substances employed in the killing of mercury are: akhukarr:iI, 
bahuputrika, bala, bhpigaraja, brahmadar:i~I, cakramarda, cai:i~alinI, devadalI, dhiirta, 
diirva, girikarr:iika, gu~iicI, harpsapiiAII, hastisu1t~ika, indravarur:iika, jatI, jayantI, 
jvalana, kakajarigha, kakamacI, kakanasa, kar:ia, ka!utumbika, ko$atakI, lajjalu, liik$a, 
larigalI, ma9~iikaparr:iI, matsyak$I, miirva, musalI, nipa, the two kinds of nisa, palasa, 
prasarir:iI, punarnava, rama!ha, rambha, sahadevika, samantadugdha, sarikhapu$pika, 
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sarapuilkhikii, sarpiik~I, sar~apa, sasilekhii, sephii!I, sobhiiiijana, somavallarr, su1.1!hI, 
surasii, siirya, siiryabhaktii, tilapan:iikii, vacii, vandhyakarko!akI, var~iibhii, vidiirikii, 
vi~1.1ukriintii, and yamaciiicikii (7.9-16). 

Plants and other substances employed in the killing of mica are: agastya, agnima
ntha, iikhupan:11, bhadramustii, bhrngariija, bilva, brhatI, citraka, cow's urine, diiQima, 
devadiiru, dhattiira, diirvii, era~1Qa, ghO!.J!ii, ghrtakumiirikii, goat's blood, gok~ura, gu
Qa, guQiicikii, hilamocikii,jalakumbhikii, kadambaka, kiikamiicI, ka1.1!akiirI, kiisamarda, 
kharamafljari, kokilak~aka, the three kinds of milky juice (k~Iratraya), lodhra, madana, 
miilatI, mai:1Qiikapar1.1I, miiri~a, miituliinI, minii~I, mustii, niigavallI, piilailkyii, paialr, 
phalatrika (= triphalii), pi!.JQI, pr§nipar1.1I, rambhii, siilipan:ir, sailkhapu~pr, saptapar1.1a, 
sripaf1.JI, suklasiddhiirthaka, svetapunarnavii, syoniika, tagara, tiilamii!I, tiilisa, ta1.1QulI
yaka, tiktakii, tilapafl)i, tulasi, viijigandhii, vastraraiijani, the young shoots of the vaia, 
and vr~a (10.56-64). 135 

Plants used in the killing of iron are: bhrnga, candana, dasamiila, era1.1Qa, 
hastikar1.1apaliisa, hribera, karaiija, nTiotpala, nirgu1.1Qi, parpa!a, punarnavii, satamii!I, 
sigru, siri1hikii, surasa, tiilamiilikii, triphalii, viQailgaka, visva, and vrddhadiiraka 
(20.42-44). 

Terms derived from modern chemistry are not uncommon; examples are: bindu
k~epakayantra (20.160; dropper), ca9akiimla ( 15.25; oxalic acid), gandhakadriiva (8. 
113-123; sulphuric acid), gandhakiimliyayasada (19.149-166; zinc sulphate), lavar:ia
driiva (14.165-184; hydrochloric acid), ma~iso~ai:iapattra (24.317; blotting paper), nir
jalii nirmalii surii (21.237; absolute alcohol), siirakapattra (16.83 and 84; filter paper), 
sorakadriivaka (14.47-58) and sorakiimlaka (16.77; nitric acid), sorakiimliyarajata (16. 
76-123; silver nitrate), suvar1.1alava1:ia (15.34-44; gold chloride), !ailkai:iamla ( 13.100-
122; boric acid), and varl)apattraka (18.35; litmus paper). 

Terms borrowed from western medicine and late iiyurveda are, for example: antra
so~a (19.61), iintrikajvara (14.182; enteric fever), antriivara~1odbhiitajvara (24.43; peri
tonitis), asthivakratii (15.111; rachitis), Qimbiisaya (16.59 and 61; ovary), granthika
jvara (24.366 and 388; plague), granthisotha (swelling of lymph nodes; 24.389), hr
dayiivara1.1asotha (24.43; pericarditis), miiipsatiina (20.89; diphtheria), phirailga (15. 
91), phupphusacchadasotha (24.42; pleurisy), piiyameha (24.95; gonorrhoea), Saf!lkrii
makakiisa (24.408 and 417; whooping cough), sor:iakiiyajvara (22.109; scarlet fever), 
svapnameha (6.120 and 226; 24.400; nocturnal emissions), tii!).Qavagada (20.89), vra-
1:iameha (19.159), 136 vrkkasotha (20.87; 24.403), and yo~iipasmiiraka ( 15.94; 20.88). 

Works and authorities quoted or referred to in Haridattasiistrin's Sanskrit commen
tary 137 on the Rasatarllligi(lfare: Amara (3.38-39), Ayurvedaprakiisakiira ( 5.10 I), Bhii
vaprakiisa (5.31), Bhiivaprakiis1yanighai;i{u (24.307-309), Caraka (1.33-34; 24.369-
378), diik~il)iityii~ (10.3), DhanvantarTyanighaQ{U ( 18.84-95), Govindabhagavatpiida 
(5.106-108), jyail,isiistra (23.3-4), Kau!ilya (3.38-39), Medini (24.236), Niigiirjuna 
(20.22-24), navyariisiiyanikii~ (19.149-151), Narendraniitha (6.32-38), NighaQ{U (13. 
82-95; 24.131-140), Nityaniitha (5. 106-108), RiijanighaQ{U ( 13 .45-4 7), Rasacintiima
Qi (5.106-108), Rasamiidhava138 (5.106-108; 6.1; 10.116; 20.5-6 and 19; 21.55-56), 
Rasapaddhati (5.106-108; 21.64-65), Rasaratniikara (5.106-108), Rasaratnasamucca
ya (1.18-27), Rasiin;iava (5.106-108; 7.90-92), Rasaviigbha{a (4.1; 5.46; 6.7-8), Ra-
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sendrncugiima{li (5.101), Rasendrasiirasa111graha (4.40), Rudriidhyiiya (5.20), Saniga
dhara (22.54-57), Siirilgadharasa,phitii (17.37-39), Siviigama (5. 106-108), Susruta (6. 
113-128; 13.10-32; 22.88-109), Viigbhaµi (21.94-96; 22.69-78, 85-86, 88-109), Vr
ddhaviigbhafa (22.85-86; 24.32-60), and Yogaratniikara (8.105-108; 21.66). 

The author 
Sadiinanda Sarmail Ghil9iyiila was the son of Jiviinanda, an expert in jyotit1siistra, 
and Sarasvati ( 1.2). His teacher, Narendraniitha Mitra, assisted him in composing the 
Rasatarangi!JI ( 1.5-8). 139 

Sadiinanda also wrote the Piirndayogasiistra and a commentary on the Rasakau
mudf. 140 

Date 
The Rasarara,igi{lfwas completed in 1923/24. 141 

The Rasiiyanasiira 

The Rasiiyanasiira by Syiimasundariiciirya 142 is a modern treatise dealing with iatro
chemistry, in particular with the aspects pertaining to rasii yana. 

Contents 
The work consists of about 1,100 verses, arranged in five chapters (prakarai:ia). Chapter 
one is of an introductory character. Chapter two is concerned with the alchemical labo
ratory (rasiiyanasiilii; 1-28) and types ofbhr~!ri and pu!a (29-66); the pu\as described 
are gajapu!a, viiriihapu!a and kukku\apu\a. 

Chapterthree is about technical terms; its subjects are: niindi (2-5), kajjali (6), bhii
vanii (7), viilukii (8-9), a definition ofmudrii (10), mrtpu!a (II), sa1ppu\3 (12), svii
ilgasita (13), types of mudrii (14-23), yantras (24-54), kanji (55-60), ~iira (61-73), 
amrtapancaka (74 ), 143 mitrapancaka (75), bi9a (76), types of sa1pdarpsa (77-79), and 
agnyiikar~akadarvi (80). 

Chapter four is concerned with: the eulogy of mercury (1-18); its purification 
( 19-21 ); the preparation of mercury from cinnabar (22-45); sulphur, its varieties and 
purification (46-101); the stimulation of the appetite (bubhuk~ii) of mercury, i.e., its 
ability to digest and assimilate other substances, and how to feed it ( I 03-154 ); the 
preparation of several types of candrodaya (mixtures of mercury and sulphur): tii
lacandrodaya (183-198), siliicandrodaya (199-209), mallacandrodaya (210-221), vi
~acandrodaya (222-229), sattvacandrodaya (230-239), antardhiimacandrodaya (240-
249), and various other ones (250-252); the preparation of makaradhvaja (256-261 ), 
svari:iasindiira (262-267), sindiirarasa (268-283), praviisasindiira (284-294), miirchii
ntanasya (295-296), tiiliidicandrodaya (297-305), saq1grahasindiirarasa (306-310), 
and rasakarpiira (311-321); the chapter ends with praising the miirchii of mercury 
(322-324). 

Chapter five gives an account of the purification and killing of the metals (dhiitu) 
and upadhiitus, together with allied topics. Its subjects are: the purification and 
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killing of gold (5-22), rasayana formulae (23-26), the medicinal properties of gold 
(27), anupanas to be taken along with suvan:iabhasman (28), disorders arising from 
impure suvan:1abhasman and their treatment; the purification and killing of silver 
(31-36), the properties of rajatabhasman, a rasayana, defects of rajatabhasman and 
their removal (37-41); the purification and killing of the naipala variety of copper 
(46-58), the nirutthikarai:ia and amrtikara1)8. of the bhasman of copper (59-68); the 
extraction (nil)sarai:ia) of copper from tuttha and its purification, the preparation 
of tuttha (69-79), other methods of killing copper (80-106), the purification of ta
mrabhasman, its medicinal properties and the treatment of disorders caused by impure 
tamrabhasman (I 07-109); the khura variety of tin, its purification and the description 
of the pi\harayantra used to purify tin, lead and zinc ( 116-133 ), the killing of tin 
(134-167), the medicinal properties of the bhasman (168), the anupanas to be taken 
(169-176), rasayanas (177-181), disorders caused by impurities and their treatment 
(182-184); the purification and killing of lead (185-200), a rasayana (201-205), the 
medicinal properties of the bhasman of lead (206), disorders due to impurities and 
their treatment (207-208); the purification and killing of zinc (jasada; 209-215), 
anupanas (216-217), disorders caused by zinc and their treatment (218-220); the 
killing of karpsya and rajariti (= pittala), followed by some rasayana formulae (221-
227); the purification and killing of the alloys called vrta and vartaka (228-230); 
the purification and killing of iron (231-264), rasayana formulae (265-271), the 
medicinal properties of lohabhasman (272-273), and the treatment of disorders 
caused by impure lohabhasman (274). 

Three different opinions regarding the substances which should be regarded as 
upadhatus are referred to; the seven upadhatus consist of: (I) tapya (= suvar~1ama
k~ika), vimala (= raupyamak~ika), tuttha, (ayo)mala (= mai:i9ura), kailku~!ha, 
sindiiraka, and netrya (= gairika); (2) svari:iamak~ika, taramak~ika, sindura, krupsya, 
(sila)jatu, tuttha, and riti (= pittala); (3) niliiiijana, mak~ika, tuttha, sila(iatu), a.la, 
rasaka, and abhra (275-277). 

Chapter five continues with the following subjects: the purification and killing of 
suvari:ia-, raupya- and kiirJlsyamak~ika (278-284 ), the medicinal properties of these 
substances, the disorders caused by impurities left, and the treatment of these disor
ders (285-290); the purification and killing of naturally occu1Ting and chemically pre
pared (khanija and krtrima) tuttha (291-294); the purification, killing and properties 
of kai1ku~!ha (295-297); the purification and properties of sindiira (298-299); the de
scription of ma1JQiira, its purification and killing, the preparation of ha1J1samai:i9ura 
and mal)9iirava\i (300-314 ); the description of nilaiijana (black in colour), pu~paiijana 
(white in colour), rasaiijana, sauviriiiijana (similar to nilaiijana), and sroto'iijana (simi
lar to pu~paiijana) (315-318),followed by the preparation of hitaiijana (319-320); the 
description of vajrakasisa, its killing and its properties (321-323); the description of 
vajrabhraka, its purification, niscandrikarai:ia, 144 killing, the plants used in this pro
cess, the properties of the bhasman, dhanyabhraka, rasayanas, disorders brought about 
by impure abhraka and their treatment (324-376); the varieties of haritala, its purifi
cation and killing (377-386); the killing of manal)sila and malla (387); the killing of 
godanta(haritala) (308); the preparation of gandhaka-, malla-, manah~ila- and harita-
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lataila (389-405); the description of sai1kha, sambiika, muktiisukti, jalasukti, kapardI 
and vidruma, together with their medicinal properties (406-422); the preparation of 
kiicabhasman and kiicasuvan:iabhasman (425-429); the purification of!aiikar:ia, kiink~I, 
vi~a, gairika,jaipiila, and bhalliitaka ( 430-44 l); the purification and killing of the gems 
(ratna) ( 442-444). 

Chapter six (cikitsiiprakarar:ia; 166 verses) consists of a collection of rasayogas 
against a series of diseases which are more or less arranged in agreement with the 
Miidhavanidiina. Most of these formulae, or even all of them, are not borrowed from 
earlier treatises, but were composed by the author. 

Apart from Caraka (5.241-245), Susruta (5.236-240) and Viigbha!a (5.248), 
sources are not indicated. The author refers to the views of the vediintinal}, saktivii
dinat1 (4.63) and Jainas (4.65, 139-140); he also mentions an opinion held by a 
yiiniinavaidya (5.65-67). 

The Rasayanasiira is quoted in the A.yurvedfya Khanijavijiiiina, Gulriijsarmami
sra's commentary on the A.yurvedapraklisa, and HaziirTiiil Sukul's commentary on 
the Rasaratnasamuccaya; it is one of the sources of the B~ajasa,phitii, Harisarai:ia
nanda's KiipfpakvarasanirmiiQavijiiiina, the Rasadhiituprakiisa, the Rasayogasagara 
and the Rasendrasambhava. 

Syiima and Syiimasundariiciirya are quoted in Haziiriliil Sukul 's commentary on the 
Rasaratnasa_muccaya. 

Special features 
The verses of the Rasiiyanasiira were composed by the author himself. 145 The contents 
are based on his own experience. 146 Opinions of earlier authorities are repeatedly re
ferred to, 147 occasionally followed by the author's own view. 14& Yiigbha!a 's rules about 
the application of an afijana 149 are rejected by Syiimasundara, whoprefersCaraka'sex
position on this subject. 150 

The apparatus called bhrii~!rI (a furnace) is not described in other treatises; 
Syiimasundara distinguishes five types: viilukiiyantrabhrii~!rI, kviithakari bhrii~!rI, 
sodhaniirthabhriistri, tiiliidibhasmakari bhriistri, and sarviirthakarr bhriistri (2.29-61). 

Some techni~~l terms explained in ch~pter three are: niindI (3.2.:.'.5), 151 mrtpu!a 
(3.11), 152 and sa1ppu!a (3.12). 153 Types of mudrii 154 described are: vajra-, dr•ha-, 
madhyama-, siidhiirar:ia-, and sikatiisitiimudrii (3.14-21). Unusual names of yantras 
are: khalvaciirr:iadiyantra. used for the preparation of haritiilabhasman (3.27-30), 
viilukiigarbhapiitiilayantra, used for preparing oils (3.31-34), talapiitayantra, also 
used for preparing oils (3.35-36), nalikii.amariiyantra, used for the preparation 
of svarr:iasind[ira (3.43-44), ii~mayantra, used for preparing oils (3.45-46), and 
svarasayantra, used for preparing a svarasa (3.47-49). Types of saq1.daq1.sa (a pair of 
tongs) described are: yantrotthiipana-, iikar~aka-, and sa1ppu!asa1pda1psa (3.77-79). A 
special type of ladle is the agnyiikar~akadarvI (3.80). 

A kha!vii1igayantra is repeatedly mentioned (4.20and 47; 5.42, 141, 255). 155 The 
pi!harayantra, described in chapter five (5.116-133), and used for the purification of 
tin, lead and zinc, is not known (under this name) from other treatises. 

The alloy vrta is a mixture of kii1psya, iron and pittala; the alloy vartaka is corn-
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posed of pittala, kli1psya, tin, lead and iron (5.228). Kli1psya and pittala are regarded as 
belonging to the upadhlitus (5.222). 

Some uncommon terms often employed in the Rasayanaslira are cakri (a bolus; 5. 
152, 156, 196, 306; 6.95) and sisi (a small bottle 4.290; 5.164). 

Noteworthy items of Syamasundara's materiamedica are barburli (4.258), barbii
rikli (5.267), grlihamada (5.23), 156 and i~agdola (6.107). 157 

The author 158 

Sylimasundara, son of Nandakisora, a Mlirwari Agravlila vaisya, was born in Klima
vana in Bharatpur in 1871 or 1872. His teachers were Pai:i<,it A1junamisra, Rlimami
sra Slistri and Umlicarai:ia Kavirlija. In the year 1918 he moved to Vlirli1Jasi in order to 
teach rasliyanaslistra at the Bananas Hindu University. He died in 1918 according to 
P.V. Sharma. 159 

Apart from the Rasliyanaslira, he wrote the Anuplinavidhi. l60 

Date 
The Rasliyanaslira was composed in the first quarter of the twentieth century. 

The Rasayogasligara 

The Rasayog11sligara by Hariprapanna Sarman 161 is an extensive collection of 
rasayogas, compiled from a large number of sources. The work contains a total 
number of 3,878 formulae, alphabetically arranged: aklirlidi (447 formulae), kaklirlidi 
(559 formulae), caklirlidi (323 formulae), taklirlidi (467 formulae), paklirlidi (719 
formulae), yaklirlidi (650 formulae), and saklirlidi (713 formulae). This collection is 
supplemented by the Sanskrit versions of 115 rasas from works in Tamil, attributed 
to Agastya and Vylisa, 36 rasas from sources in Telugu and other languages, and 
97 additional rasayogas. The parisi~\a section also contains descriptions of diseases 
occurring in the Basavariijfya, and both verses and prose concerning weights and 
measures (quoted from the Susrutasaq1hitii, Siirngadharasarphitli, Krn1atreyasa1phitli, 
Lfliivalf, VaijayantJ1co~a. and Manu). 

Printed sources of the Rasayogasligara are: Agneyap1.1rii!1a, A§{lingahrdaya, A${li
ngasa'!lgraha, Ayurvedapraklisa by Mlidhava, Ayurvedavijiilina by Binod Lal Sen, 
Bhai§ajyaratnliva/T by Govindadlisa, Bhelasaqihitli, Bhiivaprakiisa, Brhadyogatara
ilgi!lf, Brlmtsi1q1hit11, Cakradatta, Carakasaqihitli, Cikitsiikalikii by Tisa!a, <;ikitsiikra
m1Ik11lpaval/f by Klisinlitha, Cikitsiisiira by Gopliladlisa, Dh1mvantari by Salagrlima, 
Gadarvgraha, Hiiritasaq1hitli, Hitopadesa by Srikai:i\hasiiri, Kiimaratna, Narapatij11-
yacaryli by Narapati, Nigha1Jruratniikara, Pi1klivali, Rfyamiirtal}l)la by Bhoja, Rasa
ca,ufii1!15u by Dattlitreya, Rasacintlima!li by Anantadeva, Rasilhrdaya, Rasamafijarf 
by Siilinlitha, Rasaprakiisasudhiikara, Rasariijasundara by Dattarlima, Rasaratniikara 
by Nityanlitha, Rasaratnasamuccaya by Vagbha\a, Raslir!iava, Rasasarpkewkalikii, 
Rasasiira by Govindliclirya, Rasatararigipf by Sadlinanda, RasliyanakhaQl)la by Nitya
nlitha, Rasayanaslira by Sylimasundarliclirya, Rasendracintlima!1i by J?hui:i<;lhukanlitha, 
Rasendrasiiras11q1grnha by Goplilakm1a, Siiriigadharasaq1hitli, Siddhabhe§ajamal.Jimii-
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Iii, Susrutasaiphitii, Trisati by Sanigadhara, Vaidyajfvana by Lolimbaraja, Vaidya
kalpadruma by Raghunathaprasada, Vaidyiimfta by Moresvara, Vaidyarahasya by 
Vidyapati, Va1igasena, Vrndamiidh11va, Yogacintiima11i by Har~akirti, and Yogaratna
kara. 

Manuscript sources are: ~iihafa by Gauriputrakarttikeya, Basavariijiya, Bhai~jya
siiriim[tasaq1hitii by Upendra, Cikitsiirahasya by Harftamuni, CikitsiiratniibharalJa by 
Sadanandadadhica, Lohapaddhati by Suresvara, Niiriiya1Javiliisa by Niiriiyai;iabhiipati, 
Niitanakalpa, Piiradayogasiistra by Sivaramayogindra, Rasabodhacandrodaya, RasadT
pikiiby Anandiinubhava, Rasajiiiina by Jiiiinajyotis, Rasakalpalatiiby Magniriima, Ra
sakiimadhenu by Cii9ama9i, Rasaka1ikiiliya by Kankalayogin, RasakaumudTby Jiiana
candra, Rasakaumudfby Saktivallabha, Rasakinnara, Rasiilarµkiira by Bhanaramesva
ra, Rasamuktiivalf, Rasapaddhati by Bindu, RasapiirHiita, RasapradTpa by Prai;ianatha, 
Rasariij11lak$mf by Vi~1:1upai;i9ita, Rasariijasarµkara by Ramak~ri;ia, Ras11riijasiromai1i 
by Parasurama, RasaratnadTpikii by Ramaraja, Rasaratnakaumudf, Rasaratnamai1imii
lii by Biibabhai Vaidya, Rasasiigara by K~emaditya, Rasasarµgrahasiddhiinta by Govi
ndarama, Rasasiirasaq1graha, Rasiiv11tiira (anonymous), Rasiivatiira by Mai;iikyacandra, 
Rllsiiyanaparik$ii, Rasiiyanasaqigraha by Kr~1:1asastri Bha!ava<;lekar, Rasendracii,;1iima
IJi by Somadeva, Rasendrakalpadruma by Ramakr~i:iabhana, Rasendramarigala by Nii
garjuna, Rasendraratnako$a by Devesvara Upadhyaya, Ratniikarau$adhayoga, StrTvi
liisa by Dev.esvara Upadhyaya, Satapradipikii, T~ariinanda, VaidyacintiimaIJi, Vaidya
cintiimapi (laghu), Vaidyada1pa1ia by Prai:ianatha, Vaidyaviliisa by Raghunathapai;i9i
ta, Yogacandrikii by Lak~mai;ia, YogamahiirIJava by Riimanatha, Yogasaqigraha, and 
Yogasamuccaya by Vyasagai:iapati. 

The Rasayogasiigara is quoted in the Ayurvediya KhanHavHiiiina; it is one of the 
sources of the Rasendrasambhava. 

Some of the rasayogas collected in the Rasayogasiigara have been studied. 162 

The author 
The author does not give any information on his genealogy, place of residence, etc., in 
the introductory verses and the verses at the end of volume I. He lived in Bombay as an 
Ayurvedic practitioner and also wrote a work in Sanskrit called Klomayathiitathya. 163 

Date 
The Rasayogasiigara was compiled in the years preceding its publication. 

The Rasayogasataka 

The Rasayogasataka by Pradyumna Sarma Nila1igekar 164 is a small treatise in 254 
verses, which consists of a collection of about 125 prescriptions against a series of 
diseases which are arranged in agreement with the Miidhavanidiina. 

The work is a Sanskrit version of the Vaidyasmrti, written in Mara!hi by the au
thor's father, Govinda Sarma. 165 The verses are composed in a variety of metres. Most 
of the formulae are of a simple type. 

In spite of the title and the author's praise of rasasastra in his Nivedana, the 
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Rasayogasataka does not only contain rasayogas, but also about thirty prescriptions 
of an ayurvedic type without ingredients characteristic of iatrochemistry. 

The author enlarged upon the work of his father by adding a series of rasayana 
and vajikarai:ia formulae, some prescriptions against women's diseases, some verses 
on bhasmaparik~a (228-231) and rasasodhana (232-236), and, finally, some contra
ceptive prescriptions (246-249). l66 

Some formulae derive from earlier authorities (piirvacarya), one formula (220-
221) is attributed to Somanatha, but, in general, sources are not referred to. 

The author belonged to a family of vaidyas and was a practising physician in 
Hyderabad. 167 He was a son of Ganga and Govinda, and a grandson of Lak~mI and 
Varadaraja. 168 

The Rasendracintiimal)i 

The Rasendracintiimal)i, ascribed to J?hui:ic;thukanatha or to Ramacandra Guha, 169 is a 
treatise on alchemy and iatrochemistry. Its structure resembles that of the Rasendrasii
rasarµgraha, but, in contrast with the latter work, it also deals with deha- and lohavedha. 

Contents 170 

Chapter one (sastravatara; 1-6) is of an introductory nature; it contains a eulogy of mer
cury and its products, which enable a human being to obtain an indestructable (ajara
mara) body, khecaratva and sivatva (4). Six types of benefit result from the darsana, 
sparsana, bhak~ai:ia, smarai:ia, piijana and dana of mercury (4-5). Mercury, when free 
from blemishes, is like Brahma; it is like Janardana when miirchita, like Rudra when 
marita, like Sadasiva when baddha (5). 

Chapter two (miirchanadhyaya; 6-10) describes gandhakajarai:ia, two sikata
yantras, the preparation of kajjalI and nigac;ta. Chapter three (bandhanadhyaya; 10-23) 
enumerates nineteen sarpskaras: svedana, mardana, miirchana, utthapana, patana, 
bodhana, niyamana, dipana, anuvasana, gaganadigrasapramai:ia, carai:ia, garbhadruti, 
bahyadruti, yogajarai:ia, rafijana, sarai:ia, krama~1a, vedhana, and bhak~ai:ia (10). Sar:p
skaras described in the chapter are mardana, miirchana, utthapana (10-11 ), svedana 
(12), iirdhva-, adha~-. and tiryakpatana (12-13), bodhana (13-14), niyamana (14), 
dipana (14 ), anuvasana (14-15), grasana (15-16), carai:ia (16-18),jarai:ia (18-21), and 
druti (21-23). Chapter three also gives an account of the taptakhalla and dolayantra 
( 18). Chapter four (pu!apakadhyaya; 23-36) continues the description of the saq1ska
ras: raiijana (23-24), siirai:ia and the gandharvataila used for this purpose (24-28), 171 

kriimai:ia (29), vedhana, k~etrikarai:ia, and bhak~ai:ia (29-36). 
Chapter five (abhriya; 36-41) is concerned withe mica (abhraka), its sattva (37), 

druti (38-39), mara~1a (39), amrtikarai:ia (39-40), sattvapatana, and sattvadruti ( 40-41 ). 
Chapter six (sarvagandhakadhyaya; 41-43) is about sulphur (gandhaka), its purifica
tion ( 41-43), and the preparation of gandhataila ( 43). 

Chapter seven (sarvalauhiidhyaya; 44-52) is concerned with the purification and 
killing of the seven metals (loha; dhatu): gold, silver, copper, iron, lead, tin, ritika or 
rajariti (brass), and karpsya (bronze). Chapter eight (vi~opavi~asadhana; 52-65) deals 
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with the vi~as and upavi~as (52-57), vajra and vaikrlinta (57-58), tlilaka, tuttha, bhiinli
ga, manal:1sila, kharpara, vimala, mlik~ika, klisisa, klintapa~ai:ia, varli!ika, hil1gula, ma
i:ic.liira (58-64), and the nine gems (ratna; 64-65). 

Chapter nine (prayogiya; 66-195) is about the medicinal uses of mercurial and 
other metallic preparations. The first part of this long chapter (66-96) is called 
rasliyanadhikara 11nd contains, as indicated by this name, rasliyana formulae and 
prescriptions. The second part is devoted to rasayogas against diseases which are 
arranged in conformity with the Miidhavanidiina. 

The Rasendracintiima{li, chiel1y written in verse, is accompanied by passages in 
prose which repeatedly give the impression of being an auto-commentary or a collec
tion of glosses. 172 

The work itself is based on earlier treatises, 173 the teachings of the author's guru, 
and, in particular, his personal experience. 174 

Authorities and works mentioned in chapters one to eight are: Bhu~u{lgopiikhyiina 
(3), 175 Govinda (21), 176 Nliglirjuna (13), 177 Nityanlitha (22), Rasahrdaya (25), Rasii
q1ava (3; 6), Siddhilak§mfsvara (44), 178 tantriintara (17), and Vasi~!ha (3). 179 

Schools of interpretation are alluded to (69).180 
Chapter nine mentions many divine and other authorities to whom formulae are 

attributed. 181 

Numerous rasayogas of chapter nine are also found in the Rasendrasiirnsaqi
graha.'82 

The Rasendrncintiima{li is quoted or referred to in Asubodha and Nityabodha 
Senagupta's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, the ii.yurvedavijiiiina, Ayu
rvedfya Khanijavijiiiina, Bhiivaprakiisa, Bhe§ajasaq1hitii, Brhadrasariijasundara, 
Gulrajsarmamisra's commentary on the ii.yurvedaprakiisa, Harisara1~ananda's KCi
pfpakvarasanirmiiIJavijiiiina, the Piiradasaq1hitii, Rasajalanidhi, 183 Rasakiimadhenu, 
Rasatattvavivecana, Rasavidyiimahiiqiava, Rasiiyanasal/lgraha, Rasayogasiigara, 
Rasoddhiiratantra, Somadevasarman's commentary on the ii.yurvedaprakiisa, Trima
lla's Yogaratara1igil}f and Brhadyogatanuigil}f, Vaidyaraja's Sukhabodha, and the 
Yog11ratniikara. 

Madhava's Ayurvedaprakiisa quotes numerous verses from the Rasendracintiima
IJi. 184 

Qhui:i~thukanlitha is quoted in Gulrajsarmamisra's commentary on the ii.yurveda
prakiisa and Hazarilal Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya. 

A commentary (!ikli) on the Rasendracintiima{li by Mai:iirlima is quoted in Gulrli
jsarmamisra's commentary on the Ayuivedaprakiisa A short commentary by Ramlinli
tha Gai:iaka is recorded, 185 

Special features 
Eighteen poisonous substances are distinguished; 186 eight of these, saktuka, mustaka, 
kaurma, darvika, sar~apa, saikata, vatsanlibhaka 187 and sr11gi, 188 may be used for medi
cal purposes and rasliyana; the other ten, suitable for rasayana, dhatuvada and vi~avlida 
purposes, are: klilakii!a, me~asr11gi, dardiira, halahala, karko!a, granthi, hliridra, raktasr
ilgi, kesara, and yamadaq1~ira (52-54 ). Poisonous substances are also divided into four 
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classes: brahmar:ia, kil3triya, vaisya and siidra, identifiable by their colours; white, red, 
yellow and black. Eight stages (vega) of intoxication are enumerated, characterized re
spectively by prasama, vepathu, daha, patana, phena, vikalata, ja9ata, and marai:ia. A 
second classification, recognized by some authorities, distinguishes nine major (vi~a) 
and seven minor (upavi~a) poisons; the nine major poisons are: kalakii!a, vatsanabha, 
spigaka, pradipana, halahala, brahmaputra, haridra, saktuka, and saura~!rika; the seven 
minor poisons are: arka, sehu~19a, dhustiira, Jaiigal"i, karavlraka, gufija, and ahiphena 
(56-57). 

Some remarkable names of disorders in the formulae are: agrama1!1sa (176), 189 ba
hukampa (trembling of the arms; 149), jaiighakampa (trembling of the legs; 149), liita 
(121; 192), and sukrapravaha (spermatorrhoea; 127). 

The author 
The Rasendracintiimani is ascribed to Dhundukanatha 190 and to Ramacandra of 
the Guha family. 191 The improbable vie,;,, th.ai I;>hur:i9hukanatha is a corruption of 
Dandakanatha, i.e., Rama, the son of Dasaratha, 192 which would make the author 
ide~;ical with the hero of the RiimiiyaJJa, 193 was already rejected by Girindranath Mu
khopadhyaya. 194 Some scholars assume that both I;>hur:i9hukanatha and Ramacandra 
Guha wrote a treatise called R11sendracintiimani. 195 

I;>hur:i9hukanatha was a pupil of Kalanath;. 196 

Ramacandra is sometimes credited with the Rasapiiriiiita, 197 a Rasapradf pa, 198 and 
a Cakradattaniimakagrantha. 199 G. Haldar 2to ascribes a Rasaratniikara to him. He is 
also identified with the author of the Riillhiivinodakiivya.201 

Date 
The Rasendracintiimai.ii is posterior to the Rasiirl)ava and Rasahrdaya, works quoted 
in it; it is also later than the Rasaratniikara, whose author, Nityanatha, is mentioned. 
The terminus ante quern is provided by the Bhiivaprakiisa and Rasakiimadhenu which 
refer to it. This evidence implies that the RasendracintiimaQi was written between the 
middle of the fifteenth century and the second half of the sixteenth century. 202 

The Rasendraciicjiimal)i 

The Rasendraciicjiim81)i by Somadeva203 is an important, systematically arranged, 
treatise on alchemy and iatrochemistry. 

Contents204 

The work consists of 1,398 verses, arranged in sixteen chapters (adhyaya). 
Chapterone205 (rasamahiman; 52 verses) contains maiigalas addressed to Siva and 

Rama ( 1-2), a verse in praise of Rasesvara (3), a description of Rasamahabhairava ( 4 ), 
a verse praising Rasai1kusi (5), verses in homage of the Kaulikas 206 and their lord (i
svara), Kaulika, i.e., Mahesvara (6-12), 207 and a description of the despised pakha
r:i\Jakaulika, who is a nastika and vedanindaka (13 ); it deals with the mukti that can be 
reached by those adhering to the kaulika tradition, but not by the pakhai:i9as (heretics) 
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(14-17 ), and with the importance of the body ( 18-24 ); the remaining part of the chapter 
is devoted to a eulogy of mercury and allied subjects. 

Chapter two (si~yopanayaniidi; 63 verses) begins with some verses giving infor
mation on the author and the purport of the chapter, which is called sCitrasthiina here 
( 1-3 ). Subjects dealt with are: the initiation of a pupil (si~yopanayana; 4-8), the charac
teristics of the teacher and the siidhaka (9-12), the jiirai:ia of mercury (14-22), the four 
faculties called sakti (23-24), the piijii of Mahesvara and his attendants (25-29), and 
the piijii of Rasabhairava and Rasii11kusii (30-57); the chapter ends with some verses 
on rasasiistra. 

Chapter three (rasasiiliinirupai:ia; 35 verses) describes the laboratory (rasasiilii) and 
its inventory ( l-20ab), some implements (20cd-23), and the persons who are qualified 
to take part in alchemical operations (24-35). 

Chapter four (paribhii~ii; 117 verses) gives definitions (paribhii~a) of a large number 
of technical terms, and one formula, called siddhacapalarasa (58ca-71). 

Chapter five (164 verses) contains descriptions of thirty yantras (3-94), sixteen 
types of mii~ii (103-126), fourtypes of k•~!hT (128-143), and ten types of pu\a (148-
161);208 subsidiary subjects are jalamrd (57cd-58),209 vahnimrtsnii (5.59-61), 210 the 
mii~ii in general (95-98), sandhilepana (99),211 the clay (mrttikii) and other substances 
used for the mii~ii (100-102), the vai1ganiila (141-142ab),212 pu\a in general (144-
147), types·of pu\a left undescribed (162), and the synonyms of upala (cow dung used 
as fuel; 163). 

Chapter six (72 verses) opens with verses characterizing a divine herb (divyau
~adhi), enumerating four categories of alchemically important drugs of vegetable ori
gin (rasau~adhi, mahau~adhi, siddhau~adhi, divyau~adhi), and listing the six types of 
divyau~adhi: vrk~a, vallI, latii, gulma, tri:ia, and kanda (1-5). The main part (6-71) is 
devoted to a description of the sixty-four divyau~adhis, which are particularly suitable 
to achieve the bandha of mercury. 

Chapter seven (eleven verses) contains a list of the names of the sixty-eight rasau
~adhis, which are not described by Somadeva. These plants are said to grow in the Vin
dhyas and in the Himiilaya and on the mountains called Malaya, Gomantaka, 213 SrT
gir~ 214 Sahya, 215 Piiriyiitraka, 216 Ki~kindha, 217 Miihendra, 218 and Miilyavant. 219 

Chapter eight ( 48 verses) enumerates forty-six plants, forming the sarpiik~yiidiga
(la, which are especially useful in the niyamana of mercury, for which reason they are 
called niyiimikii~ (1-8ab), eighty-four plants, useful in making rasabhasman, which 
form the vyiighrikiidigai:ia (9cd-20), forty plants, forming the raktasnuhyiidigai:ia, em
ployed in the killing and bandha of mercury (21-28), eight plants, forming the kadalyii
digai:ia, which promote the liquefaction (driivai:ia) of metals, rasas, etc. (29-30), and 
eighteen plants, constituting the kiikamiicyiidigai:ia, which are employed in the sa111skii
ra called kriimai:ia (31-33); four particularly powerful herbs are separately described: 
ekavfrii, mahavTrii, prayoga,220 and hemadai:ic,likii or hemavallT (34-41);· the thirteen 
(organic and inorganic) drugs of the vajrada1~c).iidivarga are useful in rasiiyana prepara
tions (42-44), the eight plants of the bhiipii\alyiidivarga promote the bandha of mercury 
( 45-46ab ), and the five plants of the paiicaratnakagai:ia are suitable to achieve deha
and lohasiddhi (46cd-47). 
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Chapter nine (paribhii~iiprakarai;ia; 31 verses) describes groups of substances 
and their properties: madhuratraya (lab), miitravarga (lcd-2ab), paiicamrttikii (2cd-
3ab), k~iiratraya (3cd), ~iiravarga (4-6ab), amlavarga (6cd-8), lavai;iavarga (9-10), 
vi~avarga ( 11-12), upavi~avarga (13-14ab), tailavarga (15-16ab), dugdhavarga 
(16cd-18ab), pittavarga (18cd-19), vasiivarga (20), vi4varga (21-22ab), raktavarga 
(22cd-23), pitavarga (24), svetavarga (25), krgmvarga (26), sodhaniyagai;ia (28), 
lohakii\hinyaniisanayoga (29), and driivai;iagana (30). 

Chapter ten (147 verses) deals with the eight mahiirasas: ghana (= abhraka), rii
javarta, vaikriinta, sasya, vimala, adrijiita (= siliijatu), tuttha and tiipya (= miik~ika) ( 1 ). 

Its subjects are: abhraka (mica), its four varieties, its purification and killing, the 
extraction of its essence, the purification, softening and killing of this essence (2-54 ); 
the purification and killing of riijiivarta, followed by the extraction of its essence (55-
60); the purification, killing, the extraction of the essence, etc., of vaikriinta ( 61-7 lab), 
sasyaka (7Icd-84),221 vimala (85-94), silajatu (95-1 IOab), rasaka ( l llcd-128), 222 

and miik~ika (129-147). 
Chapter eleven ( 114 verses) gives an account of the eight uparasas and the eight 

siidhiiranarasas. 
The· eight uparasas are: 223 gandhiisman (= gandhaka), tiila (= haritiila), tuvari, 

kuna!i (= mana~silii), suvira (= sauviriiiijana), kai\ku~!ha, khecara (= kiisisa), and 
gairika (I). 

The subjects of the first part of the chapter are: sulphur (gandhaka), its four vari
eties, its properties, a story explaining why sulphur is also called balivasii, 224 the purifi
cation and liquefaction (druti) of sulphur, uses of sulphur and its products (2-31); the 
varieties, properties, purification, etc., of haritiila (32-48), tuvari (49-53), mana~silii 
(54-61), aiijana (62-68), kaiiku~!ha225 (69-77), kiisisa (78-84), and gairika (85-89). 

The second part of the chapter is concerned with the eight siidhiirai;iasasas: 
kampilla,226 gauripii~iii;ia,227 navasiiraka,228 kaparda, 229 vahnijiira (= agnijiira),230 

girisindiira,231 hiilgula, and boddiirasrnga232 (90-91). Somadeva describes these sub
stances and their properties; he adds verses on the purification of variifikii (= kaparda) 
and hiilgula (cinnabar), a verse on the purification of siidhiirai;iarasas in general, and 
a verse on mixing of the purified essences of uparasas and siidhiirai;iarasas; agnijiira, 
however, need not be purified 233 (92-114 ). 

Chapter twelve (68 verses) deals with the nine gems (ratna): miii;iikya (ruby), 
muktiiphala (pearl), vidruma (coral), tiirk~ya (emerald), pu~pa (topaz), bhidura (dia
mond), nila (sapphire), gomedaka (zircon), and vidiiraka (cat's eye). The varieties, 
characteristics, blemishes and properties of these gems are described. 

The ruby is of two varieties (padmariiga and nilagandhi); the number of its 
blemishes is eight ( 14-16). The pearl (8-10) has nine characteristics. The emerald has 
seven characteristics and a large number of blemishes (14-16 ). The topaz presents 
eight good and nine bad characteristics (17-19). Diamonds are classified as male, 
female and napurpsaka, or, according to their colour, as briihmai;ia, k~atriya, vaisya and 
siidra (20-25); the five blemishes that may be found in all gems are listed (27-28); 234 

subjects added are the purification and killing of diamonds, the use of their bhasman, 
and a rasiiyana formula (29-43). Two varieties of sapphire are distinguished: jalanila 
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and indranila (~7). The zircon has eight good and seven bad characteristics 
(48-50). Cat's eyes have six good and six bad characteristics (51-52). The general 
methods of purifying and killing gems are described (54-56), followed by a procedure 
to liquefy (druti) them (57-65). The chapter ends with the advantages of wearing 
gems (66). 

Chapter thirteen (78 verses) lists the following nine metals: (I) suddhaloha: kanaka 
(gold), rajata (silver), bhiinu (copper) and asmasiira (iron), (2) piitiloha: niiga (lead) and 
tin (vanga), (3) misraloha (alloys): pittala, kii1psya and varta (I). The terms dhiitu and 
loha are used to denote metals. 

Gold 235 is of five varieties; its purification and killing are described, followed by 
the properties and uses of its bhasman (2-25). Silver (26-39)236 and copper (40-76)m 
are similarly described. The usual three types ofiron 238 are distinguished: mu~19a (cast 
iron), t"ik~i:ia, and kiinta (steel). Mui:i9a is of three varieties, the last of which is called 
ka9iiraka; the varieties of tik~i:ia are khara, siira, honniila, tiiriipa!!a and kiilaloha, those 
ofkiinta are romaka, bhriimaka, cumbaka and driivaka (77-95). Somadeva gives an ac
count of the purification of iron and its killing, the uses of iron and its bhasman, and 
the disorders caused by impurities (96-130); half a verse only is devoted to mai:i9iira 
( I 27cd). 239 Tin, 240 its varieties, properties, purification and kiling are dealt with, fol
lowed by a rasiiyana formula (131-145). The verses on lead 241 describe its character
istics and properties, its purification, its killing by means of a special apparatus, called 
bhrii~!rayantra, and a rasiiyana formula (146-161). Two varieties of pittala (brass) 242 

are described, riti(kii) and kiikatui:i~i. 243 of which riti is superior in quality; the purifi
cation, killing and liquefaction ofriti are dealt with, followed by a rasiiyana formula 
(162-173). Kiirpsya (bronze) 244 is said to be made from eight parts of copper and two 
parts of tin; its characteristics, properties, purification and killing are described ( 174-
179). Varta(loha) or paii.caloha245 is an alloy of kiirpsya (bronze), arka (copper), riti 
(brass), loha (iron) and ahijiita (lead);246 its purification and killing are dealt with ( 180-
l 84ab). 

The chapter proceeds with the preparation of bhiiniigasattva ( 186-197) and the 
properties of a finger ring (iirmikii) of this material ( 198). The chapter ends with the 
preparationofai1kolataila, its properties and its uses (199-229). 

Chapter fifteen (72 verses) is concerned with the praise of mercury (2-3), its origin 
(4-13ab), the way of procuring it ( 13-15), 247 the etymology (nirukti) of its names (16-
20), the five do~as (mala, vi(la, vahni, mada, darpa) and seven kaii.cukas (bhii-, saila-, 
jala-, tiimra-, ayaJ:i-, niiga-, and vai1gasamudbhava) of mercury (21-27); a list of the 
eighteen saqiskiiras and the opinions of a series of authorities on the purification of 
mercury (28-35); descriptions of the sarpskiiras called svedana, mardana, miirchana 
(36-39), ways to remove the do~as and kaii.cukas ( 40--49), the sarpskiira called rodhana 
(52-53), mukhakarai:ia (54), svedana again (55-56), sarpnyiisa (57-58), dipana (59-
61), the riik~asavaktra of mercury (62-64), and some connected subjects (65-72). 

Chapter sixteen (98 verses) is about the jiirai:iii of abhraka (mica) and some other 
substances. The jiirai:iii of abhrakasattva, resulting in pak~accheda of mercury, is 
the main subject (1-85); 248 eight griisas (doses of abhraka added to mercury) are 
described; additional subjects are bi9a (32), the form of mercury called dai:i9adhiirin 
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(33-34 ), and chinnapak~a mercury ( 44 and 75). The chapter ends with the jarar:ia of 
copper, iron and gold (86-98). 

Somadeva frequently mentions his own name in his treatise; 249 he also refers to 
particular chapters of his book (14.60; 15.57). 

Several earlier authorities and other persons are referred to: Bhairava (6.3; 12.25 
and 28), 250 Bhaluki (15.33 and 54), 251 Bhiiskara (15.32),252 Brahmajyotis (5.61),253 

DevasCinu (14.199), 254 Dinesvara (15.33), 255 Girisa (14.114 ), 256 Govinda (15.34 ), 257 

Kharpar:ia (4.58ab), 258 Manthiinabhairava (1.44; 6.1),259 Mrgaciirin (4.96),260 Niigii
rjuna (5.61; 11.91), 261 Nandikesvara (14.58), Nandin (1.35; 5.56, 61, 77, 138; 14.128; 
15.29, 35, 66),262 Sambhu (8.27),263 Siva (14.58), Somaniitha (14.70), 264 Srikap(ha (7. 
I), 265 and Svacchandabhairava ( 4.52). 266 

A number of verses of the Rasendraciiqiimapi are also found in the Rasiiqiava. 267 

The Rasendracii9iimat;1i is quoted in the prakirr:iaka parisi~!a of the Anandakanda, 
Narendraniitha's Capalanirt;1aya, 268 Gulriijsarmamisra's commentary on the Ayurve
daprakiisa, Haziiriliil Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, the Rasajala
nidhi, 269 Rasakiimadhenu, Rasamitra, Rasaratniikara, Rasaratnasamuccaya, 270 Rasa
sindhu, the commentary on the Rasatarangi{li, the Rasatattvavivecana, Rasayoga
siigara, Ratniikarau§adhayogagrantha, Rasendrasambhava, and Somadevasarman's 
commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa. It was one of the sources of the Ayurveda
prakiisi~ Harisarai;iiinanda's Kt1pipakvarasanirmii1ia vijiiiina, the Piiradasa,phitii and 
Yiidavji's Rasamrta. 

The Anandakanda contains many verses which are also found in the Rasendract19ii
mapi. The Rasendraciidiimani has at least two verses in common with the DhanvanrarT-
yanighat;1/u. 211 • • 

Somadeva is cited in the commentaries by Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta, 
Haziiriliil Sukul, and Khare on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, in Somadevasarman's com
mentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa, and in the Rasaprakiisasudhiikara 

The Rasaratnasamuccaya mentions Somadeva as one of the Rasasiddhas. 
The Rasendracii(jiima{li is a rasasiistra work that had much inftuence on later trea

tises. The Rasaratnasamuccaya reproduces a large number of its verses; the lists of 
divyau~adhis and rasau~adhis are, for example, also found in the Rasaprakiisasudhii
kara. 

Special features 272 

Mercury is said to cure diseases arising from the three do~as when combined with gold, 
pitta diseases when combined with silver, kapha and vii.ta diseases when combined with 
copper, the various kinds of siila when combined with iron, blood diseases when com
bined with lead, and meha when combined with tin ( 1.34 ). A stray verse of chapter 
one describes the plant called vrscikiili ( 1.48). Four saktis are distinguished: Miilini, 
which gives hemasakti, Vajrir:ti, giving longevity, Kanta, giving hema- and lohasiddhi, 
and Abhrii, which gives bandha of mercury (2.23-24). The verses on the construction 
of a mai;i<;lala273 mention ten Diitis (female messengers), associated with Siva, whose 
names are Lepikii, K~epikii, Kriimai:ii, Raiijikii, Loha!i, Bandhini, Bhiicarii, Mrtyunii
sini, Vibhiiti, and Khecati (2.28-29). 
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Some implements that should be available in an alchemical laboratory are: ka!atra-
1:ii, 274 k~udrak~ipra, k~urapra, 275 palika, and kan:iika; 276 three types of strainer ( cii!ini) 
are described (3.6-20ab). 

Technical terms explained in chapter four are: dhanvantarabhaga,2n rudrabha
ga,278 kajjali,279 rasaparika,280 navanitapi~!i, 281 pi~!i, 282 patanapi~!i,283 hema- and 
tarakrsti,284 varaloha,285 svarnarakti, 286 tararakti,287 candra- and analadala,288 sita
and p1t~dala,289 lohanaga,290 ~ulbanaga,291 piiijari,292 candrarka,293 nirvapai:ia or ni
rvahai:ia,294 varitara,295 rekhapiin:ia, 296 apunarbhava,297 niruttba,298 bija, 299 ta<;lana, 300 
dhanyiibhraka, 301 sattva, 302 ekakolisikha, 303 sikhitra, 304 hi1igulakma, 305 gho~likfli\a
tlimra, 306 guhyaniiga, 307 varaniiga, 308 utthiipana, 309 <;lhiilana, 310 capala, 311 dhauta, 312 
dvandvana, 313 anuvari:ia, 314 bhaiijini, 315 patarigi, 316 phalikii, 317 patarigiraga, 318 iiviipa 
(also called prativapa and iicchiidana),319 nirviipa or snapana,320 suddhiivarta,321 
bijiivllrta, 322 svarigasita, 323 bahi~sita, 324 svedana, 325 mardana, 326 miirchana, 327 na~\a
pi~\a, 328 utthiipana, 329 piitana, 330 rodhana, 331 niyamana,332 dipana, 333 grasamana, 334 
jarai:ia,335 carii~1a, 336 druti,337 bi<;la,338 raiijana,339 siirai:ia,340 vedha, 341 udghli!ana, 342 
svedana, and salJ1 n yasa. 343 

The sa11iskiira called kriima~1a 344 is not described in chapter four, but referred to 
as kriimai:ia :in chapter eight ( 8.31-33) and as parikramavidhi in chapter fifteen (15. 
28). Some sa1J1skaras are, differently worded, dealt with again in chapter fifteen, while 
chapter sixteen is devoted to the saq1skara called jiira~1ii. 

The yantras described in chapter live are: dola-, 345 khalva-,346 valabhi-, 347 ii
rdhvapatana-, adhal:ipatana-, tiryakpiitana-,348 kacchapa-, 349 antaralika-,350 tiipikii-, 
pratigarbha-, garbha-,351 palika-,352 gha!a-,353 i~!ikii-, 354 vidyadhara-,355 <;lamaru
ka-,356 niibhi-,357 grasta-, 358 tula-,359 sthiili-, 360 ko~\hikii-, 361 viilukii-, 362 lavai:ia-, 363 
dhiipa-,364 kui:i~la- or svedana-,365 <;lheki-, 366 somiinala-,367 and niilikiiyantra. 368 Un
usual yantras are those called grasta-, pratigarbha- and tiipikayantra. A bhrawayantra 
( 14.149) and kandukayantra (14.229) are occasionally referred to by Somadeva. 

The types of mii$li (crucible) described by Somadeva are: vajramii~a,369 yogamii
~ii, 370 vajradriivai:iamii~ii, 371 garam~a. 372 varamii~ii, 373 var1,1amii~ii, 374 riipyamii~ii, 375 

bi<;lamii~a, 376 vrntakamii~ii, 377 gostanim~ii, 378 mallamii~ii, 379 pakvamii~ii, 380 golamii
~a, 381 mahiimii~ii,382 maiijii~amii~ii, 383 and musalamii~a.384 

The types of ko~!hi385 are: arigarakoghi, 386 piitiilako~!hikii, 387 garak~!hi, 388 and 
tiryakpradhamako~\hi. 389 A praka!ako~\hi is once referred to ( 4.97). 

The pu\as 390 described are: mahiipu\a, 391 gajapu!a, 392 variihapu\a,393 kukku!apu
!a, 394 kapotapu!a, 395 govarapu!a, 396 bhiii:igapu!a, 397 valukiipu!a, 398 bhiidharapu!a, 399 
and lavakapu!a.400 

The descriptions of the sixty-four divyau~adhis of chapter six are important and 
have influenced later authors. The group consists of: ak~ira, apari:ia, atasivallika, 
bhrrigavalli, bhiitakesi, bhiitumbini, bilvini, bodhilatii, briihma~1i, camarika, ca1:igali, 
chattriQI, citravalli, devadiili, gandharvI, gomiiri, gonasii, gorocanalatii, gosrrigI, IsvarI, 
kiikinI, karasivallikii, karaviralatii, kariri, km1alata, k~Iravalli, kiirmalatii, ku!ajavalli, 
lambinI, lasunavalli, madhavI, madyagandhii, mahiiniigI, mahau~adhi, mahau~adhI, 
mai:i•ukalatika, mrarik~a1,1agandhinI, miilakandii, munivallI, niiginI, nimbukTiata, 
pattravallI, pitavallika, raktarigI, raktavallI, rohii:iI, rudantikii, saptapattrI, sarpi1,1I, 
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somakalii, somavallI, somavrk~a, sthalapadmini, tiimravallika, tilakandii, tridaiJ9i, 
trisiili, ucca!ii, udumbaralatii, vajravalli, viiriihi, vijayii, visiilii, and vyiighrapadr.401 

The sixty-eight rasau~adhis of chapter seven, listed without being characterized, 
are: ajamarr, alambu~a, aparajita, ardhacandrii, bhanigr, bhrngr, brhatr, candrodakii, 
ciiici, citrapiidi, dhanvayiisaka, durgandhii, garuc;!i, gojihvii, guc;liici, halini, ha,psapii
dikii, hemapu~pr, hiriJ:ii, isvarr, jalakumbhi, jalamiilakii, jaliipiimiirga, jalapippali, 
jiilinr, jalotpala, kiikamiici, karmasphofi, kiismat'i, kukku!i, miiliirjuna, ma,psi, mii
Qc;liiki, meghaniidi, mohinr, miirvii, musali, nandinr, piigava, pii~iiQi, pii!alii, pa!oli, 
potakr, rasii, sadacitrika, samaligii, siiriva, sarpiik~r, sair, sikhipadr, sisika, sitaga
ndhini, sthalaprasiiriQi, sukaniisikii, tiktaka, tulasr, tu~iimbu, uttamii, vajrakandika, 
vanakii~miiQc;lavallI, vanamiilii, viiriihi, viisii, veQukii, vidarr, vi~ii, vi~aghni, and 
vrscikiili. 

The forty-six plants belonging to the sarpiik~yiidigaQa are: iikhukarQikii, iimalakr, 
anantii, bhrligariija, brahmada~1c;likii, dvipar~11. ekaparQi, gojihvii, jalabimbi, jambuki, 
jviilinr, kiikamiici, kapoti, kokiliik~a. k~iriQi, kukkuia.ialighii, kuraliginr, kuraQ!aka, 
mahiibalii, ma~19iikapar~1ikii, matsyiik~r. meghaniida, me~asrligi, miirvii, niigabalii, 
nm, padmaciiriQi, pii!hii, phaQi, prapunnii!a, punarnavii, riisnii, sahadevr, samaligii, 
sarapulikhii, sarpiik~r. satiivarr, sikhaQ,inr, svetadriparQikii, syiimaparQikii, tiui,r, 
tripar~li, tripattrii, tulasi, vandhyakarko!i, and vi~~mkriintii (8. l-8ab). 402 

The eighty-four plants of the vyiighrikiidiga~1a are: ajamiirikii, aliganiiyaki, arkapu
~pikii, biikuci, bhiismJc;li, brahmaraiijaka, brhati, cakrikii, cii~1c;liili, dantikii, devadiili, 
ekavirii, gajakaniikii, gojihvii, ha111sapiidika, haniimanti, hemali, hilamocaka, jagati, 
kiikajalighii, kiikatu~19r, kaiicukr, kaliguQi, kalikati, kiiravelli, karko!i, kiirpasr, kii
samiiri, kaiutumbikii, kesini, koiariik~r. kmiadhattiira, kr~Qiik~rva, kumarr, kumbhini, 
lak~mr, liiligali, mahiikiili, miilikii, miiyiira, meghapu~pi, me~asrligi, niigavallikii, 
niiginr, narajivii, narakasii, padmaciiriQi, paiolikii, putrajivikii, riik~asr, raktacitrii, 
raktasnuhf, rasanhjfvakiiri, rudanti, siikhoia, saktukii, saktusrligi, sambarii, samr, 
salikhapu~pr, ~a!kiiri, sitiilikola, somavallarI, srgiilajihvikii, siiryabhaktii, svetaguiijii, 
svetiirka, tuvaravallI, ucca!ii, vahni, vahnimardanI, vahnimiirI, vajriQI, vanapI!uka, 
visiila, vrk~ariija, vyiighranakhI, vyiighrapiidikii, vyiighri, vyiighrikii, yajiiavallikii, and 
yavaciiicii (8.9cd-20).403 

The forty plants of the raktasnuhyiidigaiJa consist of: aligiiravallikii, arkapattrI, 
barhikii, brahmada1Jc;!i, cukra, drumajyotis, hemavallarikii, jimiita, jyoti~mati, kii
kamiici, kii!adaiJc;!i, kii~!hodumbarikii, krauiicikii, ~Irakukku!I, k~IramiirjiirI, liiligalI, 
mohinI, niigajihvii, niigakaQ!hI, niigakarQI, nilajyotis, nilikii, raktiigni, raktasnuhI, 
rudanti, siikho!i, salikhapu~pika, somavallikii, sthalapadmini, tiimravallari, tridaiJc;li 
(mentioned twice), triparQi, trisulii, trQajyotis, uccaia, udumbari, varii, vartulapar~iii, 
and vrddhadiiru (8.21-28). 404 

The kadyalyiidiga~ia consists of driivaQi, kadali, kiikamiici, ka!uko~iitakI, k~iraka
iicuki, nirapippalikii, sigrukii, siiryabhakta (8.29-30).405 The kiikamiicyiidiga~1a com
prises a1junI, arkapattri, briihmi, carii, ha1psapiidI, kiikamiici, kiiravallf, kiisamarda, kr
tiiiijali, k~Iraniilikii, kuruvaka, lak~mai:ia, meghadhvani, niiginI, sahadevikii, tiimbLilI, 
viiriihakaq1ikii, and vyiilikii (8.31-33).406 The bhiipii!alyiidivarga is made up of bhii
pii!alI, hemavallI, miirkava, niigadhiirI, pa!olI, siri1havallikii, siikarr, and yogiirI (8.45-
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46ab ). The paiicaratnakaga1,1a is composed of indivarI, kailkalakhecarI, mantrasi1pha
sanI, nisacarI, and pa!ala (8.46cd-4 7). 

The vi~avarga of chapter nine consists of kalakii\a, pita, saktuka, sp'Jgika, and va
tsanabha (9.11). 407 The u pa vi~avarga consists of arka, jaya, kanaka, karavira, lar1ga1I, 
nilaka, and vi~amu~!i (9.13). 

Chapter ten (10.61) mentions, like the Rasamaiijarf and Rasaprakii§asudhiikara, 
eight varieties of vaikranta. 

The sadhara1,1arasas of chapter eleven form a new group, not mentioned under this 
name in earlier treatises. 

The connections between the nine gems and the nine grahas, as found in the 
Rasendriicii9iimai:ii, disagree with those mentioned in a number of other treatises 
(12.1-2).408 

Chapter fourteen employs the term ariloha (14.15ab), without explaining it. 409 A 
verse from the same chapter ( 14.29) asserts that tin, when it touches Rama's sandals, 
turns into a kind of silver that cures all diseases. The variety of tik~1,1aloha called tara
pa!!a is mentioned (14.80), but not described. 

The minor gems (uparatnas), poisons (vi~a) and minor poisons (upavi~a) are not 
dealt with as to their purification, properties, uses, etc.; the vi~as and upavi~as are sim
ply listed (9.11-14). 

A complete list of the eighteen sarpskaras of mercury is found in chapter fifteen 
only (15.28). 

Some noteworthy plant names are adrI (9.23), barbiira (14.66 and 143), barbiirI( 11. 
77), karpiiragandhinI (9.23), and kriiravallI (9.26). 

Important is the description of the process by means of which varanaga is prepared 
from a mixture of nilaiijana (stibnite) and t1"'k~1,1aloha (4.52cd-53ab). The verse shows 
that the process by which antimony (varanaga) is obtained was known in India much 
earlier than in Europe. 4IO 

The author 

The author, who was a Hindu, 411 as shown by the mailgalas ( 1.1-2), addressed to Siva 
and Rama, calls himself Soma (2.1), Somadeva, and Devasiinu (14.199). He was a 
son of a mantrin called Naraya1,1a412 and was of mahaviravaipsa (2.1). 413 Somadeva 
himself (15.66) and the colophons add that he was an important person (pati, varapati, 
puravarapati)414 at Srikaravalabhairavapura(vara). 415 V. Sukla41' suggested that this 
may be the name of a village donated to Somadeva by the king whom he served as a 
minister; Siddhinandana Misra417 regards it as the name of a city (sr~!hanagarI) or the 
capital (rajadhanI) of some small kingdom. V. Sukla expressed as his opinion that So
madeva may have been a vaisya, as indicated by the name of the vaipsa to which he 
belonged. The same author brought forward that he may have been born in Rajasthan 
and that he settled in Gujarat or Ka!hiavar later in life. 418 

Somadeva was a person of wide learning; he states himself that he was an expert 
in sastra and sastra, Nyaya, Sarpkhya and Vedanta (nayanagu1,1avidhi, satprama1,1a, sa-
1pkhya, santa), rasasastra and medicine (vaidyavidya) (2.1). 

A work called Rasendraparibhii$ii is attributed to Somadeva by G. Haldar, who also 
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asserts that Somadeva revised Viigbha\a 's Rasaratnasamuccaya, and that he collabo
rated with his teacher Acyuta in writing a joint work, the Rasesvarasiddhiinta. 419 

Date 
The reference to Govindabhagavant indicates that the Rasendracfi<jiimaIJi is pos
terior to the Rasahrdaya. The profuse quotations from Somadeva's work in the 
Rasaratnasamuccaya prove that the latter treatise is later. 

An important clue to Somadeva's date is provided by the Rasasindhu, which men
tions the Rasendracii<jiimaIJi. This piece of evidence points to a period before the third 
quarter of the fourteenth century for the composition of the Rasendracii<jiimaIJi. 

The Rasendracii<jiimaIJi is usually placed in the twelfth or thirteenth century. 420 



Chapter 12 

Rasendrama1igala to Rasopani$ad 

The Rasendrama1igala 

The Rasendrama1igala by Nagarjuna I is an important and very interesting early trea
tise. Confusion concerning this work was created by Prafulla Chandra Ray, who based 
his studies on the text of the Jammu MS, catalogued as the Rasaratniikara of Niiga
rjuna; probably he was already aware of the problems caused by this MS, which gives 
Rasendramaligala as the title in some of the colophons, but the one who first drew atten
tion to theconfusion of the so-called Rasaratniikara ofNagarjuna with the Rasendrama
Jigala2 was P. Cordier. 3 

A number oflndian scholars also noticed the identity of the so-called Rasaratniikara 
with the Rasendrama1igala and commented on the remarkable fact that all the verses 
from the Rasaratniikara MS in *P.C. Ray's 'A History of Hindu Chemistry' and P. Ra
y's 'History of Chemistry' form part of the Rasendrama,igala. Explicit notice of this 
may have been given first by Durgasaq1kar Kevalram Sastri in his *' Ayurvedno itihas' 
( 1942).4 Atrideva Vidyala,pkara's references to this discovery 5 were repeated by later 
Indian authors. 6 

The jumble concerning the Rasendrama1igala was definitely clarified by D. Wu jas
tyk,7 who also pointed to the close relationship between Niigarjuna's Kak$apufa and 
the MantrakhatJc;/a of Nityaniitha's Rasaratniikara. 

Cenlents3 

The Rasendrama1igala consists of about 400 verses, arranged in eight chapters. 9 The 
Paris and Bombay manuscripts have the following four chapters: (I) rasoparasa
sodhaniidhikiira, (2) vajramarai:iasattvapiitanabhrakiididrutidriivai:ialohamiirai:iadhika
ra, (3) bhasmasiitaka, (4) gu!ikiisattvadrutija!likamiirai:iadirasabandhana. 

The treatise opens with a mangala addressed to Srivardhamana-Jinesvara and the 
author's teachers, followed by a eulogy of mercury, which bestows Siva's bliss and 
enables one to reach the other shore of the ocean of transmigration (saipsarasamudrata
raka). The title of the treatise that will be exposed (Rasendrama1igala) and the name of 
its author (Nagarjuna) are mentioned. 

The next verses (3-5) summarize the contents of the eight chapters of the treatise, 
now called Rasama,igala (6): (I) the purification (sodhana) of the rasas, uparasas and 
Iohas, (2) the killing (miirai:ia) of vajra, etc., and liquefaction (dravai:ia)of all thedha
tus, (3) rasabandha, (4) the preparation and application of pills (gu!ikavidhi), (5) the 
treatment of all the diseases, caused by vii.ta, etc., (6) the preparation of diverse per-
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fumes (citragandhayukti) and ointments (aiijana), (7) a treatise on poisons (vi~atantra), 
(8) groups of substances (gar:ia). 

A long series of stanzas in praise of mercury and the physician with expertise in its 
application (7-17) precedes the section of chapter one that deals with processes (saip
skiira) making mercury fit for therapeutic and alchemical uses. 

The five natural blemishes (naisargikado~a) of mercury are mala, vi~a. vahni, 
gurutva and ciipalya, the two aupiidhika impurities (do~a) arise from tin and lead. 
These do~as cause particular disorders and should therefore be removed ( 18-20). 
The eighteen sarriskiiras are referred to and enumerated: sa1psvedana, mardana, mii
rchana, utthiipana, piitana, cfipana, niyamana, rodhana, ciirar:ia, the two kinds of druti, 
jiira1}a, griisapramiiQa, raiijana, sa1psiira1}a, kriima~1a, vedha, and yoga (21-23). The 
purificatory processes (26-31) and the first eight saq1skiiras are dealt with (32-39). 

The second part of chapter one is devoted to the purification of some rasas and 
uparasas 10 (40-48): riijiivarta, rasaka, darada, miik~ika, manal}silii, tiila, abhraka, va
jra(?), and vaikriinta. 11 The last part of the chapter is about the purification of metals 
and alloys (loha; 1.49-64): sulva (copper), heman (gold), tiira (silver), iira (brass), gho
~ (bronze), tik~r:ia (iron), niiga (lead), and vanga (tin). 12 

Chapter two gives an account of the killing and liquefaction of diamonds (vajra) 
and vaikriinta (1-17), the extraction of the essence (sattvapiitana) of mica (abhraka), 
miik~ika, tiila, riijiivarta, vim a la and abhraka, 13 and the liquefaction ( driivar:ia, druti) of 
metals and gems. 14 The chapter ends with verses on the killing of metals. 15 

Chapter three contains a series of rasas to be used in the treatment of diseases: 
svacchandabhairava, tiksnamukha, 16 sulva, 17 samdhiinabhairava, sasanagarbha, kii
ntavallabha, l8 jayamang~la, 19 va9aviimukha,20 ·siddhasiitav~i, 21 sarviiJ'irr:iahara,22 

gandhakiidya, meghaniida,23 hai!lsaniida, niigendra,24 ravagendra(?), and mrgiinka.25 

The preparation of mercurial bhasman of various colours is described, together with 
their medicinal 26 and alchemical uses. A few stray verses are about the seven varieties 
of vaikriinta: white, red, yellow, blue, grey like a pigeon, coloured like a peacock's 
throat, and green like an emerald. Recipes containing vaikrlinta are also given. 27 The 
chapter goes on with a description of the garbhayantra and the preparation of mercurial 
bhasman, followed by verses extolling the effects of the bhasman, if properly used. 

The remaining part of chapter three consists of rasayogas again: sarr1kocagolaka 
(two formulae), 28 candraprabha,29 parpa!i, pramarda ... (?), siiryaprabha, paiiciimrta, 
lankesvara, mii1}ikyakha~19a, kru~!esvara, pratiipalankesvara, sa1!1kocapi~!ikii, 30 kana
kasai!lkoca, gaganiidya, 31 ti~r:iamukha, 32 ghanagarbha,33 a pi~!ikii,34 pratiipala
nkesvara,35 madiityayahara,36 bhasmasiitaka, sulvaciir~1a, rasariija,37 mahiirasa, ga
ndhamardana, 38 pratiipa, gandhajaka(?), gaganamukha, and dvijendra; 39 some recipes, 
concerned with the preparation of a particular bhasman or pi~!ikii, are not provided 
with a name. 

Chapter four begins with the description of a mercurial preparation (mahiirasa) 
used in the transmutation of base metals (lohavedha) and in dehavedha; ten varieties 
of sa1!1kalii are characterized.40 The next part is concerned with the preparation of 
pills (gu!ikii) with the following names: vajriingasundari-, 41 amarasundari,42 arkiidi-, 
hemabaddha-,43 miik~ika-, 44 vyiighri-, and vaikriintagu!ikii.45 
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A section on the bandha (solidification) of mercury follows. Types of bandha char
acterized are: kho!a-, sajiva-, pi~!ikii-, druti-, saipkala-, and jaliikiibandha. Three sizes 
of the jaliikii are mentioned: eight ariguli for women called biila, ten ariguli for women 
called yuvati, and twelve ariguli for women called pragalbhii. Four varieties of such 
a jaliikii are described; they are employed as female aphrodisiacs, to be put into the 
vagina. 46 

The next pa1t of chapter four deals with prescriptions which suppress ejaculation 
(viryastambha) and facilitiate luring women (driivaQa). One formula is called kiimii
rikusarasa. 4 7 Prescriptions increasing the size of the penis in men and of the breasts in 
women, etc., are also found in this part of the chapter. 

Chapter four proceeds with a section devoted to jiiraQa and other sa1pskiiras, em
ployed in aurifaction. The Kak$aputa and an authority called Niigabuddhi are men
tioned. 

The section that follows is very important in presenting the greatSiddha Niigii1juna, 
expounding his alchemical doctrines on the sacred mountain Srisaila to Ratnagho~a; 48 

who asks for instruction in the arts of aurifaction and rasiiyana. Niigiirjuna, complying 
with this request, relates that these arts were revealed to him by the Va!ayak~iQi, propi
tiated after twelve years of penance. King Siiliviihana, who dedicated treasures of gold 
and gems to the Yak~iQi, is represented as having approached her too, eager to learn 
about alchemy. 49 

The Vd!ayak~iQi declares that she is going to set forth the methods of aurifaction 
developed by MiiQ~avya and his pupil Vasi~!ha, laid down in the 'Alsi$thamiiQl!avya
sastra, a treatise explained to her by her teacher. She transmits MiiQdavya's views on 
transmutation, followed by an exposition on rasabandhana. 50 

Ratnagho~a appears again on the scene, asking Niigiirjuna questions on rasiiyana 
and dehasiddhi. Niigiirjuna gives an exposition on these subjects; 51 one of the proce
dures explained is called bhiitakiiliintakabandha. Ratnagho~a wants to know how de
hasiddhi can be attained if one is unable to perform the bhutakiiliintakabandha. Nii
giirjuna teaches him an alternative method, called khecarabandha, in which jiiraQa of 
gems is an essential process. If this bandha is successfully performed, Siva himself will 
make his appearance, praising the expert alchemist and promising him a long life in 
heaven, accompanied by the enjoyment of the daughters of Rudra, Vi~QU and Brahma. 

The last part of chapter four gives the characteristics of suddha, baddha, mrta and 
murchita mercury; 52 the six types of solidified (baddha)mercury are described: kho!a-, 
pada-,jaliika-, bhasma-, murti- and murchitabaddha. The chapter ends with a concise 
exposition on the sarpskiiras. 

The general contents of chapters five to eight are known from the references in 
the short table of chapter one. Chapter five, on the treatment of diseases, is referred to 
in chapter three. 53 The commentary (!ippaQa) on the Rasendramarigala explains some 
parts of chapter five, dealing with the treatment of viitavyiidhi, atisiira and ku~!ha. It 
probably also mentions the gandhayukti section of chapter six. 

The list of apparatus at the end of the Jammu MS of the so-called Rasaratniikara 
of Niigiirjuna 54 actually forms part of the !ippaQa on the Rasendramarigala. This 
list 55 enumerates the following yantras: silii-, pii~iiQii-, bhudhara-, va1psa-, nalikii-, 56 
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gajadanta-, dolii-, adha~piitana-, bhuva~piitana-, piitana-, niyiimaka-, gamana-,57 tulii-, 
kacchapa-, ciiki-, viilukii-, agnisoma-, gandhakatriihika-,58 mii~ii-, kamabhiijana-,59 

ghoi:ia-60 gudiibhraka-, 61 niiriiyai:ia-, jiilikii-,62 and ciirai:iayantra;.63 a hai:ic;likii also 
forms part of the list. 

The Rasendramarigala is quoted or referred to in the Bhiivaprakiisa, 64 Caturbhuja's 
commentary on the Rasah,daya, the KripTpakvarasanirmii(lavijiiiina, Rasakak$iipufa, 
Rasasindhu, Rasatattvavivecana, Rasayogasiigara,65 Rasendrasambhava, and Teliara's 
A.yurvedasaukhya66. · · 

Some verses of the Rasendramarigala form also part of the Rasiiqiava67 and Vii
gbha!a's Rasaratnasamuccaya.68 

Formulae from the Rasendramarigala occur in the Basavariijfya,69 in Kiisinatha's 
Cikitsiikramakalpaval/f, 70 Narapati's Narapatijayacaryii, 71 the Rasaca~iiq1fo, 72 Ra
saka/patii, 73 Rasakiimadhenu, 74 Rasariijasundara, 75 Rasaratniikara,16 Rasaratnakau
mudi, 77 Rasaratnasamuccaya, 78 Rasiin;iava, 79 Rasiivatiira, 80 Rasendracintiimal)i, 8l Ra
sendrakalpadruma,82 Rasendraratnakosa, 83 Rasendrasiirasa111graha,84 Vaidyacintiima
!li, 85 and Yogamahiiq1ava.86 

The author87 

The Rasendramarigala mentions Niigiirjuna as its author in one of the introductory 
verses. The colophons attribute the work to Niigiirjuna too. In spite of this, it appears 
doubtful that the famous Siddha Niigii1juna wrote the work, because stories about 
him are told in chapter four. The Rasendram1uigala was more probably composed by 
some unknown author in a period in which tales about the colourful personality of 
the alchemist Niigiirjuna were already current. 88 The Kak$apufa, usually ascribed to 
Niigiirjuna, is mentioned in the Rasendramarigala. An authority called Niigabuddhi, 
known as one of the Rasasiddhas, figures in the treatise as the discoverer of a rasa that 
transmutes one hundred times its amount of base metal into gold; he is represented as 
inspired by Buddhist doctrines. 89 

The religion of the author was apparently of a syncretistic type. 90 The introduc
tory verses pay homage to Vardhamiina-Jinesvara and Siva; the deity Prajiiiipiiramitii 
figures in the formula oftik~i:iamukharasa. Deities of the Hindu pantheon are frequently 
mentioned: Bhairava, Brahma, Caturbhuja, Gai:ianiitha, Janiirdana, Kiili, Piirvatiniitha, 
Vigm,etc. 

The Kiipiilikas were known to the author. 91 The Brahmayiimala is referred to as the 
source of the formula called vajriitigasundarivll!i. 92 

Date 
The Rasendramarigala is often thought to be a very early work, dating from the seventh, 
eighth or ninth century. 93 Its attribution to Niigiirjuna is rarely put into question. 

As already pointed out, it is hardly credible that Niigiirjuna was the author of 
the work. Its chronological position depends for that reason on internal evidence 
and quotations from it in later works. The quotations in the Rasasindhu prove that 
the Rasendramarigala is earlier than the third quarter of the fourteenth century. 94 

The upper limit is conditional upon the date of the Niigiirjuna and the king called 
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Salivahana who figure in chapter four, and the stories about these persons. 
Atrideva95 was convinced that the Rasendramarigala is posterior to the eleventh or 

twelfth century, because the valukayantra was known to its author. 9' This argument 
can be disregarded, for the list of yantras forms part of the commentary and does not 
belong to the treatise itself. 

Commentary 
The commentary (!ippa9a) on the Rasendramarigala consists of short explanations con
cerning the alchemical procedures described in the text. Many names of plants are elu
cidated by means of synonyms. 

The !ippa~ia on chapter two contains a list of yantras. 97 The section of chapter four 
in which Naga1juna, Ratnagho~a and Salivahana figure is not commented upon. 

The comments on chapter five have partly been preserved and the section on ga
ndhayukti of chapter six is referred to. 

The last three parts of the !ippal)a are concerned with subjects which are not listed 
in the table of contents of chapter one. These parts are about metals, in particular 
iron (loha), and the use of metallic preparations for rasayana purposes. The com
mentator remarks that Nagarjuna distinguished eighteen kinds of loha, enumerated 
and discussed by him. The names of these types can be reconstructed by help of a 
passage from. A•hamalla's commentary on the Sii.rrigadharasa,phitii where they are 
listed and also said to derive from Nagarjuna. Their names are: miil)•iira, miil)•iika, 
sara, madhyasara, sthiilasara, cakramarda, band ha, vajraka, surayasa, kaliiiga, bhadra, 
garala, sthita, vajra, piil)~inirava, arbudaka, kanta, and kulisa.98 

The !ippal)a on the part describing loharasayanas mentions the four periods of a 
man's life: biila, kumara, yuvan, sthavira. 

The opening lines of the !ippal)a state, after a mar1gala, addressed to Siva, that its 
author studied the opinions of twenty-seven Siddhas, various sciences, Nigha1Jfl1S, the 
Vaid yakatraya, and the regional names of plants. 

The names of the twenty-seven Siddhas are those found in the Rasaratnasamuc
caya, which is not mentioned as a source. 

The name of the author of the commentary remains unknown. A commentary on 
w)lich no details are available is attributed to Govindacandra. 99 

The Rasendrapurii!Ja 

The Rasendrapurii1_1a was written by Ramaprasada. 100 

Contents 
The work consists of 2,655 verses, arranged in thirty chapters (adhyaya). It is written 
in the form of a dialogue between Siva as a teacher and Virabhadra as his pupil. 

Chapter one (126 verses) introduces the subject of the book: rasavidya; it describes 
its divine origin (5-30) IOI and praises the wonderful properties of mercury (31-59). 
The names of mercury are enumerated (60-61), Siva's abode in the Himalaya is 
described (62-71), and an account is given of the mythical origin of mercury (72-78). 
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Five varieties of mercury are distinguished and their properties described (79-88). 
These five kinds are: rasa, rasendra, siita, piirada and misraka. 102 

Chapter two (niiniirthavivecaniya; 218 verses) is about technical terms (10-37), 
weights and measures (38-50), the types of puia (51-66), and the yantras (67-218). 

Chapter three (piiradasarpskiiravan:iana; 329 verses) begins with the construction 
of the rasalinga and its piijii. The eight mahiido~as or naisargikado~as and the seven 
kaiicukas are dealt with (6-15). The rasasiilii is described (17-21). The sarpskiiras are 
listed: the series of eighteen (31-32), the eight satpskiiras employed for medicinal pur
poses (33; quoted from the Rasapaddhati), and a less usual series of nineteen (35). The 
eight sarpskiiras which result in a purifieil mercury, suitable to medicinal use, are de
scribed (39-88). The process called anuviisana is added (89). Mercury is said to be 
completely purified if one-eighth of the original quantity remains (90). The preparation 
of mercury from cinnabar is dealt with (91-94), followed by the purification of mer
cury by means of the taptakhalva (95-96), and the mukhakarar:ia and pak~acchedana of 
purified mercury (97-104). Several methods of preparing the form of mercury called 
candrodaya, a substance used as a drug, are described (120-151). 103 Other subjects 
of chapter three are k~trikara1.1a (152-156 ), the preparation ofrasasindiira (157-169), 
the varieties ofrasabhasman (170-179), the preparationof rasakarpiira ( 187-207), the 
sabija and nirbija bandha of mercury (208-209), the twenty-five or twenty-six varieties 
of bandha (210-249), the sixty-four divyau~adhis (238-246), gandhakajiiral)ii (258-
292), and the formulae of a number of pills (gu!ikii; 300-328). 104 

Chapter four (piiradamara1.1akriyiivarl)ana; 99 verses) gives information on the 
killing of mercury ( 1-26); the remaining part of the chapter is devoted to rules about 
the use of mercurial ashes and the treatment of disorders caused by injudicious use. 
Chapter five (hir1gulasindiiravan.mna; 48 verses) describes cinnabar (hir1gula), its 
purification and killing (1-36ab), as well as sindiira and its purification (36c-48); 
three varieties of hingula are distinguished: carmiira, sukatu1.1c;laka and harpsapiida 
(6-7). Chapter six (gandhapii~ii1.1avarr:mna; 56 verses) is concerned with sulphur 
(gandhapii~ii~ia), its mythical origin, properties, purification, and medicinal uses. 

Chapter seven (gaganavar1.1ana; 196 verses) is about mica (abhraka = gagana). Sub
jects dealt with are: the mahiirasas (2), the mythical origin of mica (6-10), its varieties 
and their properties ( 11-22), the harmful effects of impure mica (25-26), its purifi
cation (27-29),the preparation of dhiinyiibhraka (30-33), ways of killing it (34-87), 
abhrakabhasman and its amrtikara1.1a (98-116), the extraction of abhrakasattva ( 118-
140), IOS its purification (141-142), killing (143-160) and druti (161-176), and finally 
the uses of mica and its products (180-195). 

Chapter eight (haritiilaprakarll!)a; 176 verses) describes the mythical origin of 
haritiila (3), its varieties (4-9), properties (II) and purification (14-21); various ways 
of killing it (22-146) and several ways of extracting its essence (156-168) are dealt 
with; the chapter ends with the medicinal uses of haritiila. (169-175). Chapter nine 
(aiijanakiisisagairikavar1.1ana; 44 versese) gives an account of aiijana (3-21), kiisisa 
(22-37) and gairika (38-43), their varieties, purification and sattvapiitana. 

Chapter ten (uparasavar1.1ana; 78 verses) is concerned with the uparasas, their vari
eties, properties, purification and medicinal uses. The extraction of the essenceoftuvari 
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is described (23), as well as the killing and the extraction of the essence of mana~silii 
(40-45), and the killing ofvarii!ikii (65). 

Chapter eleven to seventeen are devoted to the seven metals (dhiitu), their origin, 
varieties, properties, purification, killing, druti and medicinal uses. Chapter eighteen 
describes mai:i9iira and chapter nineteen the alloys. 

Chapter twenty to twenty-six are concerned with a series of upadhiitus, their ori
gin, names, varieties, properties, purification, killing, and medicinal uses. If relevant, 
the extraction of the sattva is described, and, occasionally, the killing and driivai:ia of 
the essence. 106The upadhiitus dealt with are: svarnamiik~ika (chapter twenty), tiiramii
k~ika (chapter twenty-one), vimala (chapter twenty-two), tuttha (chapter twenty-three), 
capala and kanku~!ha (chapter twenty-four), rasaka (chapter twenty-five), and siliijatu 
(chapter twenty-six). 

Chapter twenty-seven gives an account of the eight siidharai:iarasas, their names, 
properties, etc. Chapters twenty-eight and twenty-nine are about the nine ratnas and 
the uparatnas, their names, varieties, properties, killing, etc. Precious stones dealt with 
are: vajra (28.35-134), praviila (28.135-150), mauktika (28.151-183), marakata (28. 
184-190), vaidiirya (28.192-196), gomeda (28.197-200), mai:iikya (28.201-204), ni
la (28.205-212), and pu~pariiga (28.213-217). Chapter thirty describes the vi~as and 
upavi~as, their names, properties, purification, uses, etc. 

Sources are occasionally referred to: granthiintara (6.10-12), Purandararahasya (3. 
255), Rasadarpa1_1a (25.18), Rasapaddhati (3.33; 25.19), Rasiir1_1ava (17. 7), Rasasindhu 
(3.285-287), and T~ariinanda (25.28). 

Authorities mentioned are: Bhiiluki (24.19), Caraka (I.II), Hiirita (I.II), Niigii
rjuna (3.76; 25.17), Susruta (1.11), and Viigbha!a (1.11; 24.20). 

A large number of the verses of the Rasendrapurii1J8 may have been composed by 
the author. Part of the verses have been taken f romsources not ref erred to, for instance, 
the Rasasarpketakalikii, JO? Rasaratnasamuccaya, 108 and Rasendrasiirasllf!1graha. 109 

The Rasendrapurii1_1a is quoted in the Rasendrasambhava. The author of the latter 
work often quotes from the Rasendrapurii/)8 without indicating his source. 110 

Special features 
The Rasendrapuriil)8 is a treatise on iatrochemistry, which explains that it describes the 
eight saipskiiras which render mercury suitable to medicinal purposes. The other sarp
skiiras, which are necessary for deha- and lohasiddhi, are not dealt with. The medicinal 
properties and uses of alchemical products are systematically taken into consideration. 

The naisargikado~as of mercury are: asahyiigni, ciiiicalya, giri, mala, niiga, ranga 
(= vanga), vahni, and vi~a (3.6); the names of the seven kaiicukas are: andhakiiri, 
bhedi, dhviink~r. driivi, malakarr, parpa!i, and pii!ali (3.10). The list of eighteen 
sarpskiiras comprises svedana, mardana, miirchana, utthiti, patana, rodha or bodha, 
niyiimana, saipdipana, gaganabhak~ai:iamiina (= abhrakagriisamiina), sarpciiral)a, 
garbhadruti, biihyadruti, jarai:ia, griisa, sarai:ia, sa1µkriimal)a, vedha, and sa1'irayoga 111 

(3.31-32). A slightly different series of nineteen items is also mentioned; this series 
adds anuviisana and replaces griisa by raiijana (3.35). The forms of mercury called 
iiroiaka, 112 candrodaya, baddha and m~ta are defined; mercury is designated as iiroiaka 
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when it is still able to move about (cala), as candrodaya when it has assimilated 
sulphur; it is baddha when able to withstand the fire, 113 and it is a bhasman or 
mrta, when killed (3.38-39). The twenty-five or twenty-six types of bandha are 
anonymously quoted, probably from the Rasaratnasamuccaya; another classification 
into four types is also recorded: po!a- or parpa!ikii-, kho!a- or pi~!I-, jalauka- or 
pakva-, and bhasmabandha (3.250-251). 114 Two types ofrasabhasman are described: 
iirdhvaga- and talabhasman; 115 rasakarpiira and rasasindiira belong to the former type 
(3.252-254). 

The eight mahiirasas are: abhra, vaikriinta, miik~ika, vimala, adrija, sasyaka, ca
pala and rasaka (7.2). The rasas are: mercury, sulphur, mica, haritiila, aiijana, kiisisa 
and gairika (7 .4 ). 

Haritiila is of two or four varieties; the two varieties are pattriikhya and pi1:l(,a, the 
four varieties are pii:i(Ja, pattra, godanta and vakadala (8.4-9). Aiijana is of two types: 
yiimuna and kiipota (9.2), or five types: sauvira, rasiiiijana, sroto'iijana, pu~piiiijana and 
niliiiijana (9.4-10); rasiiiijana is described as either pitacandananiryiisa or diirvikviitha 
(9.6 and 16); kulatthaiijana is added (9.17-18). Kiisisa is of three varieties: white, syii
ma and yellow; the yellow variety is called pu~pakiisisa ortaijika (9.22-24 ); according 
to another opinion, kiisisa is of two varieties, called viilukii- and pu~pakiisisa (9.25-26). 
Two varieties of gairika are described: pii~iii:iagairika and svari:iagairika (9.39-40). 

The uparasas are: !alikai:ia (10.7-14 ), tuvarr (10.16-28), 116 manaQSilii (10.30-49), 
salikha (10.51-55), 117 khatr (10.56-58), variitikii (10.59-68), 118 sukti (10.69-72), 
sambukii (10.73-74), and ~ikatii (10.75-77). 1i9 Three varieties of !alikai:ia are de
scribed: sphii!ikiibha, gu(Japrabha and pai:i(Jura or nilakai:i!ha, two varieties of tuvari: 
spha!ikii and chillikii or phullatuvari, 120 three varieties of manaQSilii: syiimiiligi, 
karavirikii and dvikhai:i(Jiikhyii, two varieties of kha!i: kha!i and gaurakha!i. 

The seven metals (dhiitu) are gold, silver, copper, tin, zinc, lead and iron (I I.I). 
The chapter on copper includes verses on bhiiniiga (13.41-54) and the sattva of 
mayiirapiccha (the tail feathers of the peacock; 13.54). Two varieties of zinc (yasada 
or kharpara) are distinguished: yasada and savaka ( 15.2). Three types of the bhasman 
of lead are mentioned: harit, vidyudiibhiisa and sindiira (16.20-25). Three types 
of iron are described: mui:icJa, tik~i:ia and kiii:ita (17.3). Mui:icJa is of three varieties; 
mrdu, kui:i(Ja and kiiQ(Jiira, trk~i:ia of six varieties: kharasiira, hottiila, tiirava!!a, vi9a, 
kiilaloha, and gajiikhya; kiinta is of four varieties: romaka, bhriimaka, cumbaka and 
driivaka, but the Rasan;iava is reported to describe a fifth variety, called kar~ai:ia 
(17.4-7). Gajiikhyaloha is not described; instead, vajraloha and its ten varieties are 
mentioned: asita, kiila, lohiikhya, rakta, lohita, vajraka, miiyiiravajraka, tittiravajraka, 
rohii:iivajraka, and sukavajraka (17.19-20). Five varieties of romaka are referred to: 
ekiisya, dvimukha, vediisya, salikhacakrika, and sarvatomukha ( 17 .24 ). A type of loha 
added is called piii:i(Jyaloha (17.26). The alloys (misrakadhiitu) described are kii1psya 
and pittala (19.2-22), paiicaloha (19.23-25), and vartaloha (19.26). 

Two series of upadhiitus are enumerated; the first series consists of miik~ika, tut
thaka, abhra, niliiiijana, silii, iilaka and rasaka, to which vimala is sometimes added as 
the eighth item; the second series comprises suvari:iamiik~ika, tiiramiik~ika, 121 tuttha, 
ka111sya, pittala, sindiira and silajatu (20.2-3). Vimala is dealt with in one of the chap-
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ters (twenty-two) on the upadhiitus; three varieties are distinguished: hema-, tiira-, and 
kiirpsyavimala (22.2-4 ); its sattva is described as white and resembling candriirka (22. 
10-13 ). Two varieties of tuttha are described: sasyaka and kharpara (23.2-4 ); its sattva 
is indragopiikrti and the same as copper (23.13-14). Capala is described in one of the 
chapters on the upadhiitus (twenty-four), although some regard it as a mahiirasa or upa
rasa (24.5). The same chapter deals with kati.ku~!ha, two varieties of which are distin
guished: nalika and ref) uka (24. 16-18 ); Bhiiluki is referred to, who considers kai1ku~iha 
to be an upadhiitu of tin (vai1ga) (24.19). The identity ofrasaka is discussed (25.1-15); 
its sattva resembles tin (25.33). The sattva ofsiliijatu is described as resembling iron 
(26.53). Soraka is regarded as a variety of siliijatu (26.54-56). 

The siidhiiral)arasas are kiimpilla, capala, gauripii~iil)a, narasiiraka, kapardI, vahni
jiira, girisindiira, and kediirasri1ga (27 .2-3). Gauripii~ii1:_1a is of two varieties: an artificial 
variety, white in colour, and a yellow one, occurring naturally (27.8). The chapter on 
the siidhiira1:_1arasas also deals with samudra phena (27.40-41), bola (27.4 2-4 7) 122 and 
guggulu (27.48-58); kapardI, girisindiira and kediirasri1ga are not discussed. 

Nine ratnas are listed: vajra, vidruma, mauktika, marakata, vaidiirya, gomedaka, 
mii~1ikya, harinila, and pu~padr~ad (28.5). The ratnas are also divided into four upara
tnas and five mahiiratnas (28.6). The mai;iis consist of vaikriinta, siiryakiinta, hiraka, 
mauktika, candrakiinta, riijiivarta, garuc;lodgiiraka, pu~pariiga, mahiinila, padmariiga, 
praviilaka, vs1idiirya and nila (28. 8-9). Riijiivarta, pu~pa, mauktika, vidruma and 
vaikriinta belong to the group of mai;iirasas (28.10). Eight sources (yoni) of pearls 
are enumerated: sukti, sai1kha, the elephant, boar (kroda), serpent, frog and bamboo 
(vei;iu) (28.151); clouds (megha) are added to this series (28.165-167); pearls from 
Persia (piirasikodhava), Arab countries (biirbara) and the West (riimajasarµbhava) are 
described too (28.168). 

Uparatnas described are: vaikriinta (29.6-32), siiryakiinta (29.38-39), candrakiinta 
(29.40-41), riijiivarta (29.42-51), piroja (29.52-53), and sphii!ika (29.54-58). Seven 
or eight varieties ofvaikriinta are mentioned (29.10-14). 

Eighteen kandavi~as are enumerated and discussed: binduka, cakra, hiiliihala, 
hiiridra, harita, kiilakii!a, kardama, marka!aka, mayiiriikhya, musta, pu~kara, saktuka, 
sai1khaniibha, sikhI, srrigI, suma1i.gala, viiluka, and vatsaniibha (30.11-20). A division 
into eight saumya and ten ugra poisonous substances is quoted; the eight saumya types 
are: diiraka, kaurma, mustaka, saikata (= viiluka), saktuka, siir~apa, svetas1i1gI, and 
vatsaniibha (30.21-24). Lists of thirteen (30.32-33) and nine poisonous substances 
(30.38) are also cited; the series of thirteen consists of: haliihala, haridraka, kiilakii!a, 
kardama, karka!a, mahiiv.i~a. miilaka, mustaka, saktuka, sar~apa, sri1gaka, viiluka, 
and vatsaniibha; the series of nine vi~as comprises brahmaputra, haridra, hiiliihala, 
kiilakii!a, pradipana, saktuka, saurii~!rika, srrigaka, and vatsaniibha. 123 

Two series of upavi~as are enumerated. The first series (30.16) consists of iiphiika 
(= ahiphena), arka, gufijii, hayiiri, jaipiila, lii1i.galI, snuhI, unmatta, and vi~amu~!ika; 
the second series (30.161-162) is composed of ahiphena, bhalliitaka, dhattiira, gufijii, 
karavira, khiikhasa, liitigalI, nirvi~I, and vi~amu~!i. Vijayii and sehui:ic;la are also 
described as upavi~as (30.184-185). 124 

The sixty-four divyau~adhis listed (3.238-246) are: somavallI, jalasthapadminI, 
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ajagarr, gonasr, trija!ii, Isvarr, bhiitakesinr, kr~:iavallr, rudravanti, viiriihi, sarvarii, 
asvatthapattri, amlapattri, cakraniisii, asokikii, punniigapattrii, niigii, k~etrikii, savarr, 
devilatii, vajravallr, citrakii, kiilaparr_1ikii, nrlotpalr, rajanr, paliisatilakii, siq1hikii, go
~!hiiiigi, khadirapattrikii, trr_1ajyotis, raktavallr, brahmada~1~I, madhutr~a, padmakandii, 
hemada1)c)i, vijayii, ajayii, jayii, nalI, sriniimnI, kI!amiiri, tumbikii, ka!utumbi, mayiira
sikhii, hemalatii, iisurI, saptapan)I, gomiirI, pitak~Irikii, vyiighrapiidalatii, dhanurvallr, 
trisiilinI, srngI, trida1_1c)I, vajravallari, mahatI, raktakandavati, bilvadalii, rohi1_1I, 
gorocanii, bilvatangI, kandapattrikii, visalyii, and kandak~irii. 125 

The plants, plant products, and other substances belonging to the abhrakamii
rakaga1:ia are: agni (= citraka), agnimantha, ambhakumbhI (= jalakumbhI), anantii, 
aniliiri, iirdrii, asvagandhii, bhiirgI, bhrngariija, bilva, cow's urine, diic)ima, devadiili, 
devadiiru, dhiitri, dhattiira, diirvii, goat's blood, guc)iicI, haritakI, indriiyaQI, kiikamiicI, 
kali, kapittha, kiiravI, kiisamarda, ka!u, kharamaiijarr, kilpsuka, ko~iitakI, kumiirikii, 
kumbhi, liligi, lodhra, ma1_1c)iikapar1.1ikii, maricaka, miniik~ikii, muni, mii~akapar1.1I, 
mustii, niigavallr, nata, the two par1.1Is (i.e., siilipar~11 and prsnipar~11), pii!alikii, puna
rnavii, rambhii, the milky juice of ravi (= arka), sa11khapu~pI, saptapar1_1aka, satiivarI, 
siddhiirthaka, tailapar1_1I, tiilamiili, tiilisapattra, tiktii, tinduka, trikar.i!a, vajrI, vartiikinI, 
the milky juice and the young shoots of va!a, vijayii, vrndii, and vr~ (7.88-92). 126 

Some noteworthy names of plants are: iimraharidrii (8.151 ), gangatiriyii (8.99), hu
lhula (8.131), and pitap~pI (8.132). 

The author 
Riimaprasiida, born in 1874 or 1875, was a rajavaidya of Pa!iyiilii, where he founded 
an Ayurvedic College. He also wrote the Ayurvedasiitra and HindI translations of the 
Carakasaq1hitii and A~[iingahfdaya. 127 Riimaprasiida was the father of Shiv Sharma. 

Date 
The first volume of the Rasendrapuriil)a was completed in 1926 or 1927. 

The Rasendrasambhava 

The Rasendrasambhava by Visvaniitha Dvivedi 128 is a treatise that mainly deals with 
iatrochemistry. 

Contents 
The treatise consists of 4,162 verses, arranged in five chapters (prakara1:ia) and a pari
si~!a. 

Chapter one (paribhii~yaprakara1_1a; 460 verses) is preceded by a mangala and some 
verses enumerating and praising the originators (pravartakii~) of iiyurveda; the chapter 
itself deals with technical terms (paribhii~ii); it lists the components of a large number 
of groups of substances derived from iiyurveda and rasasiistra; added are the properties 
of the tastes, rules concerning pharmaceutical preparations, definitions of alchemical 
terms, descriptions of several types of mii~ii, pu!a and yantra. 

Chapter two (sodhanamiira1_1iidiprakara1_1a; 806 verses) is divided into five sections 
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(adhikiira). Section one (rasoparasadhikiira; 2.1-230) is concerned with mercury 
(1-66) and the uparasas: cinnabar (hirigula; 70-77), rasakarpiira (78-84), sulphur 
(gandhaka; 85-91), mica (abhraka; 92-122), manal)silii (123-132), haritiila and 
godantiharitiila (133-160), dugdhapasai:ia (161-167), kampilla (168-169), tuvarI or 
spha!ika (170-172), !ai1kai:ia (173-180), siliijatu (181-195), bola (196-202), saurawr 
(204), kha!I (205), gairika (206-210), and capala (211-230). The varieties, properties 
and purification of these substances are described, and, where appropriate, their killing 
(miirai:ia), the extraction of their essences (sattvapatana), etc. 

Section two (dhiitiipadhiitvadhikiira; 2.231-524) gives an account of the seven met
als (dhiitu): gold (232-252), silver (253-266), copper (267-292), iron (293-334), zinc 
(335-355), lead (356-371), and tin (372-391), followed by verses on kii1psya (392-
399), pittala (400-406), mai:igiira (407-417), and the seven upadhiitus: miik~ika (425-
451), vimala (452-458), tuttha (459-472), kiintapii~ai:ia (473-481), rasaka or kharpara 
(482-492), aiijana (493-497), and kai1ku~!ha (498-505); added to the upadhiitus are: 
sindiira (506-509), kiisisa (510-516), narasiira (517-518), soraka (519-520), agnijiira 
(521-522), and samudraphena (523-524). The varieties, properties and purification of 
these substances are discussed, and, where appropriate, their killing, the extraction of 
their essences, etc. 

Section three (ratnoparatniidhikiira; 2.525-630) is about the nine ratnas: vajra 
(527-547), mai:iikya (548-554), pu~paraja (555-558), tiirk~ya (559-562), nI!a (563-
566), vaidiirya (567-570), gomeda (571-574), vaikriinta (575-580), and vidruma 
(581-593), followed by the uparatnas: spha!ika (597-599), siiryakiinta (600-604), 
candrakiinta (605-607), peroja (608-609), rajiivarta (610-614), raktapii~ai:ia (615-
618), vyomiisman (619-622), 129 tri:iakanta (623-624 ), kolopala (625-627), 130 and 
vi~amuktii (628-630). The purification and killing of these precious and semi-precious 
stones are described, together with their properties. 

Section four (mauktikopamauktikiidhikara; 2.631-654) discusses pearls (maukti
ka; 631-640), and the group called upamauktika (641-654 ), their varieties, properties, 
purification, killing, etc.; the upamauktikas are the shells called sukti, sa11kha and ka
pardaka. 

Section five (vi~opavi~iidhikiira; 2.655-806) deals with poisonous substances of 
mineral, vegetable and animal origin, their varieties, properties, purification, etc.; the 
treatment of poisoning by these substances is also described. A poisonous mineral 
discussed is gauripii~ai:ia, also called malla (657-664 ). The vegetable poisons are 
divided into vi~as and upavi~as. The group of nine vi~as consists of haliihala, kiilakii!a, 
brahmaputra, pradI pana, saurii~!rika, haridra, sri1gaka, saktuka, and vatsaniibha; the 
eleven upavi~as are vi~amu~\i, unmatta (= dhattiira), agni ( = bhalliitaka), jaipiila, 
guiijii, jayii (= bha11gii), iiphiika (opium), snuhI, arka, hayamiira (= karavira), and 
liii1ga!I (665-741). \erses are added about the purification of the seeds of vrddhadii
raka, erai:iga, nimbii, dantI, indravarui:iika, karaiija, and a series of other plants and 
medicinal substances of plant origin (742-757). The remaining part of the chapter is 
devoted to poisons of animal origin. 

Chapter three (rasaprakarai:ia; 1,606 verses) is a collection of rasayogas against 
the diseases described in the Miidhavanidiina; the author added a number of disorders 
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found in later treatises. 
Chapter four (kuppTpakvarasaparpa!ilauhaprakarai:ia; 619 verses) is divided into 

five sections (adhikiira), the first three of which deal with kilpTpakvarasas. 131 Section 
one (rasasinduriidhikiira; 4. l-49) gives an account of the preparation and the properties 
of a series of sinduras: rasa-, svarr:ia-, tiira-, tiimra-, niiga-, var1ga-, abhra-, tiila-, silii-, 
malla-, and vi~asindura. Section two (makaradhvajiidhikiira; 4.50-84) is devoted to 
the preparation of a number of varieties of makaradhvaja and its medicinal properties. 
Section three (anyakuppTpakvarasa; 4.85-123) is concerned with the preparation and 
medicinal uses of candrodaya, kiimadevarasa, anar1gasundararasa, svar~1avariga, and 
rasakarpura. Section four (parpa!ikiidhikiira; 4.124-224) deals with the preparation 
and medicinal actions of a number of parpa!Ts: rasa-, paiicamrta-, priir:iada-, vijaya-, 
lauha-, tiimra-, svarr:ia-, ratnaparpa!I, and some preparations of the same type. Section 
five (lauhaprakarai:ia; 4.225-619) describes a large number of metallic preparations 
(lauha) against diseases which are arranged in the same way as in chapter three, but 
with a smaller number of new syndromes alided to those of the Miidhavanidiina. 

Chapter five (sahapiiniinupiinapathyiipathyaprakarar:ia; 622 verses) begins with def
initions of sahapiina and anupiina (5.1-11 ); the whole chapter is devoted to descriptions 
of these drinks, to be taken together with a drug (sahapana) or after its ingestion (anupii
na). 132 Verses on what is wholesome (pathya) or unwholesome (apathya) in a particular 
disorder are added. 133 The arrangement of the diseases is the same as in chapter three 
again. Some verses containing information on the author are appended to chapter five. 

The parisi~!a chapter (va!Tprakarai)a; 42 verses) contains a number of recipes for 
pills called va!T. 

Sources mentioned by the author in the bhumikii to the edition of his work are: 
Bhai~jyaratniivalf, Bhiivaprakiisa, Bhe/asai11hitii, Cakradatta, Caraka, 134 Dhaiwanta
ri, Gadanigraha, HarTta, RasacaQ(liirpsu, Ras~1hrdaya, Rasakiimadhenu, Rasakautiiha/a, 
Rasamaiijarl, Rasai·iijasundara, Rasaratniikara, Rasaratnapradlpikii, Rasaratnas11mu
ccaya, Rasiiq1ava, Rasatantrasiira, Rasatara1igi1Jl, 135 Rasiiyanasiira, Rasayogasiigara, 
Rasendramaligala, Rasendrasiirasa,pgraha, 136 Siirrigadhara, Susruta, Viigbha!!a, 137 

Varigasena, Yogacintiima1Ji, Yogarat11iikara, and Yogataraligi111. 
Additional sources are the Rasendract19iima1Ji l38 and Rasendrapuriil)a. 139 

Special features 
The originators of iiyurveda, both the prai:iaciiryas and the Rasasiddhas, listed in the 
introductory verses are: Agasta, Agnivesa, Atri, Bhairava, BhallukT, Bhiiskara, Bhela, 
Brahma, Caraka, Dhanvantari, Gahanananda, Gorakha, Govinda, Kiikaca1)9Isvara, 
Kapiilika, Larikesa, Ma1:19avya, Manthiinabhairava, Matta, Niigabodhi, Niigii1juna, 
Nandin, Naraviihana, Narendra, Pii1)ina, Ratnakosa, Sambhu, Saqikara, Siirarigadhara, 
Susruta, Svacchandabhairava, Vagbha!!a, Visiirada, Vi~r:iu, Vyii9i, and Yasodhana. 

Noteworthy yantras described are: kavacTyantra (l.346-348), !arikayantra (!. 
372-373), 140 tejoyantra ( 1.383-386), 141 jalayantra ( l.399-408), 142 gaurTyantra ( I. 
417-42 J), 143 bakayantra ( 1.441), 144 nii9ikiiyantra (l .442-446), 145 and kandukayantra 
(l.454-457ab). 

Eight naisargikado~as of mercury are enumerated: niiga, variga, vahni, mala, cii-
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palya, garala, giri, and asahyiigni (2.3), and seven kaiicukas: bhedi, driivi, malakiiri, 
dhviirik~i, parpa!ikii, andhakiiri, and paianikii (2.6). Eight sarpskiiras are said to suf
fice for rasiiyana purposes and described: svedana, mardana, miirchana, utthiipana, the 
three varieties of piitana, bodhana, niyiimana, and pradipana (2.17-59). Anuviisana is 
not mentioned. MiiraQa (killing) and the properties of bhasman are dealt with in a few 
verses (2.60-63). 

Fifteen uparasas are distinguished, divided into a superior and an inferior group. 
The ten superior uparasas are: darada (cinnabar), rasendu (= rasakarpiira), gandha (sul
phur), abhra (mica), (mana~)silii, tiilaka, dugdhapii~iiQa, kampilla, spha!ika, and ianka
Qa; the five inferior uparasas are: siliijatu, bola, saurii~!rI, kha!I, and gairika (2.67-68); 
capala is either regarded as a mahiirasa or an uparasa (2.69). 

Rasakarpiira is of two varieties; it is a product of mining (khanija) or made in the 
workshop (krtrima) (2.78). Four varieties of sulphur are mentioned: red, yellow, white 
and black (2.85). Mica is of four colours: black, yellow, white and red; these types 
are called vajra, griihika, tiiraka and bhiruka; the vajra type is subdivided into varieties 
called piniika, dardura, niiga and vajra (2.92-94). 

Sixty-four drugs, mostly plants, used in the killing of mica, are listed (2.111-116). 
The preparation of abhrakasattva is not described. Mana~silii is of three varieties: 
syiimiirigI, karavirikii and dvikhaQ<;lii (2.123-125). Four varieties of haritiila are 
distinguished: piQ<;liikhya, pattrasa11tjiiika, godanta and vakadiila (2.133). TiirikaQa is 
of three types: spha!ikiibha, gu<;laprabha and piiQ<;lura; the last type is also known as 
ni.lakaQ!ha (2.173-174). Four kinds of siliijatu are described: suvarQa-, riijata-, tiimra
and iiyasasiliijatu (2.181-183). Bola is of three kinds: rakta, syiima and manu~yaja 
(2.196). Two varieties of gairika are described: pii~iiQagairika and svar~1agairika 
(2.206). Capala is of four colours: gaura, sveta, aruQa and kr~Qa (2.211-214). 

The three types of iron, muQ<;ia, tik~Qa and kiinta, are mentioned without any sub
division (2.293). Zinc (yasada) is of two varieties: yasada and savaka (2.335). Lead 
(niiga) is of two kinds: kumiira and samala (2.356). Kiil!}sya is of two kinds, called pu
~pa and tailaka (2.393-394). Only two kinds of aiijana are distinguished: sroto'iijana 
and suviraj a (2.493). Two varieties of kariku~!ha are described: nalikiikhya and reQuka 
(2.498). Kiisisa is of two kinds: ciirQa- and pu~pakiisisa (2.510). 

Noteworthy diseases mentioned in chapters three and five are: iihakajvara 
(3.203-206; 5.24-25), iimiisayaroga (3.340-341), a1psughiita (3.1377-1379), aupa
sargikameha (3.944-946; 5.408), bahumiitra (3.952-974; 4.413-418), gadodvega 
(3.691-694), granthikajvara (5.22-23), kapharoga (3.846-859), klomaroga (3.977-
979), ojomeha (3.947-948), pittaroga (3.860-864), pretajaroga (3.1604-1606), 
sir~mburoga (3.1373-1376), somaroga (3.1405-1423; 5.615-617), urastoya (3.856-
860), and vrkkaroga (3.975-976). 146 

The author 
The author introduces himself in the granthakiiraparicaya, appended to chapter five. 
His name is Visvaniitha Sarman, of a briihmaQa Dvivedin family, of Vatsagotra. His 
parents are Piirvati Devi and Hanumiin, who lived in the village Duvauliyii in the 
NaravanamaQ<;lala, in the vicinity of KiisI. 147 
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Date 
The Rasendrasambhava was completed in 1952/53. 148 

The Rasendrasiirasarpgraha 

The Rasendrasarasarpgraha by Gopiilalq~t}a 149 deals with alchemy in the service of 
medicine and contains, in particular, a large number of rasayogas against various dis
eases. 

Contents 150 

The treatise consists of2,167 verses, arranged in five chapters (adhyiiya), and is based 
on earlier works. 151 

Chapter one (386 verses) deals with: the names and characteristics of mercury 
(7-9), its blemishes ( 10-12), and its purification (13-18); the taptakhalla (l 9); 
the aghoramantra (20); 152 rasanigaga (2 l); the purification of mercury again (22-
36); iirdhvapiitana (37-38); adha~piitana (39-41); tiryakpiitana (42-43); bodhana 
(44-46); mercury prepared from cinnabar (47-55); miirchana (56-57); miirar:ia (58-
61 ); 153 rasasindiira (62-72); rasakarpiira (73-75); sarviiti.gasundararasa (76-8 l); 154 

kf~t}abhasman (82-85); 155 the vajramii~ii (86-88); various groups of substances 
(89-108); the uses of mercurial products (109-113); the uparasas (ll4-l15), their 
purification and killing: gandhaka (l 16-125), 156 vajra ( 127-134), vaikriinta (135-
138), 157 abhraka (139-167), 158 tiilaka (168-187), 159 (mana~)silii (188-193), kharpara 
(194-196), sikhitur:iga (= tuttha; 197-201), vimala (202-204), (hema)miik~ika (205-
213), 160 kiisisa (214-215), kiintapii~ar:ia (216-219), varii!a (220-224), aiijana (225), 
hiti.gula (226-23 l ), gairika (235-237), sa11kha (243-244), bhiiniiga, !ati.kar:ia (238-
242), and siliijatu (232-234 ); the purification of kati.ku~!ha is also dealt with in the 
verses on the uparasas (235-237); the purification of bhiiniiga, although listed as one 
of the uparasas (114-115), is not discussed; the purification and killing of the metals 
and alloys (245-357): gold (245-258), silver (259-267), copper (268-278), brass 
(pittala) and bronze (kiirpsya) (279), lead (280-287), tin (288-295), iron (296-352), 
mar:igiira (353-357); the purification and killing of gems (358-364); the purification 
of the major poisons (vi~a; 365-369), 161 the minor poisons (370-371), and some other 
substances (jayapiila, snuhik~Tra, the seeds of vrddhadiiraka, nimbu, riijavrk~a, etc.; 
372-374 and 378-386); the purification of leeches (375-377). 

Chapter two begins with a number of rasas which are effective against many dis
eases. The remaining part of chapter two, which is very long, consists of forty-nine 
sections, devoted to the treatment of one or more diseases, mainly with rasayogas. 162 

Chapter three contains rasas against children's diseases and chapter four against poi
soning. Chapter five is devoted to rasiiyana and viijikarar:ia. 

The order of the diseases agrees largely with the Madhavanidana, except for some 
additions. 

Authorities mentioned in the Rasendrasarasarpgrahaare: the authorof the Candrika 
( l.74-75 and 76-81), Caraka, 163 the author of the Rasamaiijarf( l.74-75), and Niigii
rjuna ( 1.43). 
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The Rasendrasiirasa1pgraha is quoted in Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagu
pta's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, the ii.yurvedfya Khan/jav/jiiiina, the 
Bhiivaprakiisa, 164 the Rasadhiituprakiisa, Gulriijsarmamisra's commentary on the 
ii.yurvedaprakiisa, Hanumatprasiida Sarmii's commentary on the Siddhabhai$ajyama
iijti$ii, Haridattasiistrin's commentary on the Rasatara,igi!Jl, Harisarar.iananda's Kiipl
pakvarasanirmiil)avijiiiina, HaziirTliil Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, 
Jiiiirasariimasarma1i ;s Anupiinadarpaiia, the Siiligriimanighal)fubhii$a(Ja, Khare's com
mentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, the Rasajalanidhi, 165 the Rasatattvavivecana, 
Sivadiisasena's commentary on the Cakradatta, Somadevasarman's commentary on 
the ii.yu1vedaprakiisa, and Yiidavji Trikamji's SiddhayogasllJ!lgrnha. It is one of the 
sources of the Bh~ajasaq1hitii, Piiradasaq1hitii, Rasavidyiimahm·iiava, Rasayogasii
gara, Rasendrasambhava, Rasoddhiiratantra, and Yiidavji Trikamji's Rasiimrta 

A number of verses of the Rasendrasiirasaq1graha are also found in the Rasaratnii
kara. ;66 

The Rasendrasiirasa,pgraha is especially popular in Bengal. 167 

Special features 
The plants belonging to the niyiimakagar.ia are: iikhuparl)i, anantii, balii, brahmadar.ic;li, 
cakramarda, ghanadhvani, ghar.i!ii, girikan:1ikii, gojihvii, jiilini, kiikajarighii, kiikamiici, 
kaiicuki, ka~aiijaka, kokiliik~a. l<r~i:iavari:iatulasi, ~irii)i, mahiibalii, mal)c;liikaparl)i, 
matsyii~i. me~asrrigikii, miirvii, niigabalii, nili, padmaciiril)i, pii!hii, potikii, punarnavii, 
sahacarii, sahadevi, sarikhapu~pi, sarapurikhii, sarpiik~i. satiivari, sikha~1,ini, siqthi, 
tiimalaki, tripu!i, vanyakarko!i, vighal)!ii, vi~i:iukriintii, and yamaciiicikii (1.89-93). 168 

The plants and substances belonging to the miirakavarga are: 169 iikhupar1)i, arka, 
asanaka, balii, bhalliitaka, bhekaparl)i, cakra, ciil)c;liilini, candrarekhii, citraka, dantikii, 
devadiili, dhustiira, diirvii, ghana, girikar~1ikii,goka~1!aka, gok~ura, guc;Iiici, haipsapadi, 
hastisui)c;likii, the two kinds of haridrii, haritaki, hirigu, indraviirur.iikii, jiiti, jayanti, 
kiikajarighii, kiikamiicikii, kaiicuki, kanyii, karka!i, ka!utumbi, kiqtsuka, ko~iitaki, lajjii, 
liik~ii, liirigalikii, mahiiriiWi, miil)a, miirkava, matsyiik~i, miirvii, mu~ali, nipakal)ii, 
nirgUl)c;li, the two kinds of punarnavii, rambhii, ravibhaktii, sahadevi, saindhava, sarar.ii, 
sarapurikhii, sarpiik~i. satiivari, sigru, somalatii, sur.i!hi, svetasar~apa, tila, tulasi, vacii, 
vajravalli, vajri, vandhyii, viiriihi, vargalatii, viiyasatur.ic;li, vi~amu~!i, vi~r.iukriintii, 
vyiighrapadi, and yamaciiicii (1.94-101). 

The series of uparasas (1.114-115) is the same as that found in the Rasaratniikara 
(1.5. 1-3). The extraction of the essences (sattvapiitana) of the uparasas is not discussed. 
The only aiijanas mentioned are nilaiijana ( 1.225) and sauvira ( 1.235). 

The plants comprising the abhrakamiirakagar.ia are: iikhuparr.iikii, arka, brhati, hil
amocikii, madana, mar.ic;liikaparr.ii, niigavalli, punarnavii, tagara, tai:ic;Iuliyaka, and tiktii 
(1.160). 

The drugs belonging to the triphaliidigar.ia are used in pu!apiika (1.319-322); 
their names are: au~adha, bhalliitaka, bhekapari:iikii, bhrriga, citraka, the leaves of 
diic;lima, danti, girisiintanaka, gojihvii, hastikaq1apaliisa, kanda, ka!ukI, kesariijaka, 
khar.ic;litakarr.ia, kriimaka, kulisa, ku!hiira, lohamiiraka, mar.ia, punarnavii, sataputri, 
srrigavera, tiilamiilikii, tantra, triphalii, trivrtii, vic;lariga, vrddhadiira, vr~apattraka, and 
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vrscira. 
The era!)<;liidigal)a ( 1.323-324) cures vii ta disorders; this group consists of driik~ii, 

eral)ga, ketaki, mii~apafl)ini,mudgapar1Jini,prasiira1Ji, siirivii, siri~a, and vidiirikanda. 
The kiriitiidigal)a ( 1.325) is useful against pitta disorders; it consists of amrta, ca

ndana,ja!ii, kiriita, kustumburu, nimba, padma, pa!ola, siilmali, satiivari, and ugumbari. 
The srrigaveriidigal)a (1.326-327), effective against kapha disord~rs, comprises 

arkaparl)a, ka!J!akiirikii, the two kinds ofkaraiija, the seeds of ku!aja, miirvii, nirgul)<;li, 
pa!ola, siri~ka, sobhiiiijana, the rhizome of ~rngavera, and varu1~a. 

The gok~uriidigal)a (1.328), employed against disorders caused by a combination 
of viita and kapha, is made up of gok~ura, k~uraka, the two kinds of silµhapucchi, sthirii, 
and vyiighri. 

The pa!oliidigal)a ( 1.32 9) , which cures disorders caused by a combination of pitta 
and kapha, consists of aparii jitii, indivara, kahliira, kiintii, kiisamarda, lodhra, the leaves 
of pa!ola, usira, and viiriihi. 

The ki1µsukiidiga!)a ( 1.330-331) cures disorders brought about by the three do~as, 
if the drugs are prepared by means of pu!apiika; the group is made up of agniman
tha, bilva, brhati, ka!J!akiiri, kiismari, kilµsuka, pii!alii, siilaparl)i, the two types of silµ
hapucchi, sthirii, syoniika, trika!J!aka, and visva. 

The satiivaryiidigal)a (1.332), useful in viijikarman, consists of balii, bhrrigariija, 
dhiitri, gok~ura, gugiici, kal)ii, k~ura, satiivari, viinari, vidiiri, viijigandhii, and vrddhadii
raka. 

The vidiirikandiidigal)a ( 1.333-335), useful for pu!apiika, consists of amrtakii, bha
lliita, bhrrigariija, citraka, karikarl)apaliisa, kesariija, ~irakaiicuka, madhuka, musali, 
mu~1<;1iri, pil)~iihva, vidiirikanda, and satiivari. 

Seven upavi~as are enumerated: ahiphena, arka, dhustiira, guiijii, karaviraka, lii
rigali, and sehul)<;la ( 1.370). 

Zinc is not mentioned as one of the metals. 
Some unusual names of yantras mentioned are kesayantra ( 1.373) and raudrayantra 

(1.374). 
Diseases added to those described in the Miidhavanidiina are: jvariitisiira, sa1µgra

hagraha!)i (grahal)i 21), bhasmaka (ajir!Ja I 00), sitaviita (viitavyiidhi 56), kapharoga, 
pittaroga, somaroga and miitriitisiira, 170 p!TI1an, agramii1µsa and yakft, 171 and sniiyuka 
or tantukiikhya. 172 Diseases omitted are vrddhi, vidradhi, vra~1a, bhagna, and siikado
~a. Phirariga is not mentioned. 

Interesting names of plants are: iikiirakarabha ( upada1µsa 24 ), amlaroli ( 1.179; aji
r!Ja IOI), bhariga (grahal)i 23), gandhiilikii (siitikii 28), kiilii (amlapitta 24), kiilamiiri~a 
(amlapitta 20), kaiica!a (grahal)i 19), khal)<;lakar!)a (graha~u 106; kiisa 3; sitapitta 8), 
manyumal)i (udiivarta I), niigadii (jvara 100), nisindhu (jvara 100), ral)<;lii (somaroga 
10), and vi~aka!J!iilikii (jvara I 00). 

A large number of the formulae are ascribed to (semi-)divine and other authori
ties. 173 Many prescriptions are also found in the Rasendracintiima11i. 174 

T~author 
The author mentions his name, GopiilakH!Ja, in the introductory verses. 175 
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Date 
The Rasendrasiirasarpgraha is later than the Rasamaiijarf which is quoted. It would 
be earlier than the last quarter of the fifteenth century, the period of Sivadiisasena, 
if this commentator's single quotation from Gopiilalqg1a's work would prove to 
be genuine. 176 The Rasendrasiirasarpgraha antedates the Bhiivaprakiisa in P.V. 
Sharma's opinion, who claims 177 that the latter cites the former; this assertion, 
however, cannot be· substantiated. Gopiilalq~i:ia's descriptions of the preparation of 
rasasindiira (1.62-72) and rasakarpiira ( 1.73-75) throw doubt on an early dating of 
the Rasendrasiirasarpgraha and may point to the fifteenth or sixteenth century as the 
period of composition. 178 The quotation from a rasasiistra author called Miidhava 
in Gopiilalq~i:ia's auto-commentary even suggests, if the remark derives from the 
Ayurvedaprakiisa, that the work belongs to the eighteenth century. 179 

Commentaries 
Commentaries on theRasendrasiirasaq1graha 130 were written by Gopiilalq~a himself, 
Riimasena, Jiviinandavidyiisiigara, and Ambikiidattasiistrin. 

An unspecified Rasendrasiiravyiikhyii is quoted in Asubodha and Nityabodha 
Senagupta's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya. 

Gopiila~i:ia's auto-commentary is called Bii/abodhinf. 131 Gopiilalq-~i:ia gives 
many details _concerning the processes described in his treatise. Vernacular names of 
inorganic substances and plants are rather often mentioned. The sources of quotations 
are not specified in most cases. 

The introductory verses indicate that a !ippal)i, called Candrikii, on the Rasendrasii
rasarpgraha already existed at the time Gopiilalq-~i:ia decided to write his auto
commentary. 

Authorities and works quoted and referred to are: Agnivesasaqihitii(l.114 = ed. i, 
1.232-233), Bhana (grahai:ii 14 = ed. i, 65-67; ku~!ha 11 = ed. i, 26-33), Candrikiikiira 
(jvara 89 = ed. i, 297-300), 182 Hiirita (1.114 = ed. i, 1.232-233), Miidhava (jvara 89 
= ed. i, 297-300), 183 M{tyuiijayatantra (l.120 = ed. i, 1.245-247), Piitaiijala (1.151 = 
ed. i, 1.296), Siddhasiira (jvariitisiira 1-2 = ed. i, 1-4 ), Somesvara (jvara 4 = ed. i, 4-
15; jvara 73 = ed. i, 219-221), 184 Srikai:i!ha (jvara 73 = ed. i, 219-221), and Viigbha!a 
(1.114 = ed. i, 1.232-233). 

The commentator Riimasena, called Kavindramai:ii, 185 was the court physician of 
Mir Jiifar, the Nawab of Bengal (A.D. 1757-1762); he also commented on the 
Rasendracintiima{1i. Riimasena is quoted in Jiviinandavidyiisiigara's commentary. 

Jiviinandavidyiisiigara's commentary 186 quotes from and refers to: Agnivesasarphitii 
( 1.233), Arthabodhikii (jvara 340), 137 Atrisaq1hitii ( 1.66, 127, 130), (Govindadiisa's) 
Bhai$lijyaratniiva/f(siilaroga 29-34; sitiipitta 8; biilaroga 8; rasiiyana 54), Bhiinudiisa 
(pittaroga 3), Bhana 188 (grahai;ii 65; aJTri:ia 79; ku~!ha 47), Bhiivamisra (l.64), Bhii
vaprakiisa (ku~!ha 4 7), Cakradatta (sotha 6), (Sivadiisa's) Cakradattapkii ( 1.232), Ca
ndrikiikiira (jvara 297),"Caraka (unmiida 14), Dipikiikiira (jvara 340), Hiirita (1.233), 
Miidhava (jvara 297; 189 jvariitisiira I), 190 M{tyufijayatantra (1.245-247), 191 Niigiirjunf-
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yasiddhaprayogatantra (jvara 340-350), Niscala (amlapitta 19-31), RajanighaIJ{U (I. 
64 and 245-257), Riimasena ( 1.65; siila 4 and 65), Siddhasiira (jvariitisiira 1-2), Some
svara Gvara 2.4-15 and 219), Srikai:i!ha (jvara 219), {fkii(slipada 2), and Viigbha!a (I. 
233). 

Jiviinanda repeatedly mentions variant readings 192 and vernacular, especially Ben
gali, names of plants. 193 

Ambikiidattasiistrin's commentary 194 quotes from and refers to: Bhai$ajyaratniivalI 
(upadaJTISa 5-21; rasiiyana 65-74), Bhiiratiinusiisanika (1.248), Bhiivaprakiisa (1.259, 
279, 296, 326-327, 353-354, 372-373; ku~!ha 47; masiirikii 1), Cakra (yonivyiipad 
2), Caraka (gulma 2-3; ku~!ha 48-57), Jejja!iiciirya (upada1J1sa 1-2), Kumiiratantra 
(biilaroga 6-12), Manusarµhitii (1.248), Miiq"kiibhedatantra (1.248), priicfna{fkii 
(s!Ipada 1-6), RajanighaIJ{U (l.296, 358), Rasaratnasamuccaya (1.126, 129-130, 
168,225,232,259,296,357,358), Rasatararigi{lf(l.49-50, 126, 140-145, 257-258, 
353-354, 357, 380-386; aJ1n:ia 25-28; rasayana 75-77), Susruta (1.365; yak~man 
14-19; yonivyapad 2), Vagbhaia (1.365; yak~man 100-107; hikkii-sviisa 1-2), and 
Viigbha{a{ikii (pai:i<;luroga 50-52). 

The Rasoddhiiratantra or Rasasarphitii 

The Rasoddhiiratantra or Rasasarµhitii is an iatrochemical treatise in Hindi prose and 
Sanskrit verse, composed by Carai:iatirtha Mahiiriija, i.e., Jivriim Kiilidiis. 195 

Contents 
The work deals with the origin, symptoms and treatment (mainly by means of rasayo
gas) of diseases. 

The Rasoddhiiratantra is based on the following sources: A${ii1igahrdaya, Ayurve
daprakiisa, Bhai§ajyaratniivalf, Bhiivaprakiisa, BrhannighaIJ{uratniikara, Cakradatta, 
Caraka, Gadanigraha, Rasakiimadhenu, Rasaprakiisasudhiikara, Rasariijasundara, (Ni
tyanatha)'s Rasaratniikara, Rasaratnasamuccaya, RasendracintiimaIJi, Rasendrasiira
saqigraha, Siirngadharasaq1hitii, Susruta, Vaidyajfvana, Vai1gasena, Vrndamiidhava, 
Yogaratniikara, and YogataratigiIJf. Additional sources referred to are the Bfhadyoga
taraiigi!Jf and Yogasataka. 

The treatise ends with the bhasmapi~!iprakarai:ia of a Sanskrit version of the 
Rasoddhiiratantra, accompanied by some comments in Sanskrit. 196 This section 
is concerned with the preparation and medicinal uses of the bhasman and pi~!i of 
the following metals, minerals and other substances: akika (1-4), abhraka (5-18), 
abhrakasattva (19-28), kiintapii~ai:ia (29-32), kiintaloha (33-47), kiisisa (48-51), 
kiisisa and godanti (52-54), kukku!iii:ic_latvac (eggshells; 55-56), kiiJTISya (57-62), 
kharpara (63-66), godanti (67-69), 197 gomeda (70-73), caturvanga (74-79), 198 

jaharamoharii (80-85), 199 tamra (86-97), tuttha (98-100), trivanga (101-105),200 

tri:iakiintamai:ii (106-109), niiga ( 110-115), indranila (116-129), marakata (130-142), 
pittala (143-148), pu~pariiga (149-157), paiicaloha (158-167), praviila (168-175), 
vaiiga (176--181), mayiirapicchii (peacock's feathers; 182-185), gauripii~ai:ia (186-
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192), mii.1Jikya (193-199), mak~ikasattva (200-204), mukta (205-221), ma1,1c,liira 
(222-226), mrgasrilga (deerhorn; 227-234ab), yasada (234cd-240), rajata (241-250), 
loha (251-255), lohii.bhra (256-259ab),201 varii.!ika (259cd-265), vajra (266-272), 
vaikranta (273-276),202 vaic,liirya (277-286), sukti (287-288), sailkha (289-294), 
saptaratna and navaratna (296-310), suvaq1a (311-315), svar1,1amii.k~ika (316-323), 
sailgeyasaba (324-327),203 sphii.!ika (328-332),204 haritala (333-334), and hiilgula 
(345-349). 

Sources quoted or referred to in this section are: Ayurvedaprakiisa, Brhadyogatara
rigiIJf, Govindapada!)., RasaprakMasudhiikara, Rasaratniikara, Rasaratnasamuccaya, 
RasatararigiIJf, and Yogaratniikara. 

The Rasopani$ad 

The Rasopani$ad205 is an anonymous alchemical treatise that is mainly concerned 
with the transmutation of base metals into gold and silver by means of processed 
mercury (lohasiddhi); rasayana and dehasiddhi are important subjects in the last few 
chapters. 206 

The Rasopani$ad is composed in the form of a conversation between Siva and Pa
rvatI. The work may have formed part of a larger work, called Mahodadhi, unless Ma
hodadhi be an alternative title of the Rasopani$ad. 207 

Contents 
The Rasopani$ad has been incompletely preserved,208 as appears from a table of 
contents found in chapter one (1.20-84), which gives an analysis of the contents of 
chapters one to eighteen, followed by information on the topics dealt with in chapters 
twenty-four to thirty; verses on chapters nineteen to twenty-three are missing. The 
edited part of the treatise consists of about 2,500 verses and some prose. 209 

Chapter one (rasakaratJabandha; 119 verses) is concerned with sodhana, tejana, 
pacana, dasana, cara1Ja, and patana (which constitute the sixfold rasakarman), nigraha, 
bandhana, ailkusa, pak~acchetla, agnikarman, rasakriya, raiijana, krama1,1a, sara1,1a, 
pratisara~1a, and sa1pkarabandha. 211 

The subjects of chapter two (rasavrddhikara~ia; 42 verses) are bandha and drava
t)a, 211 those of chapter three (sparsavrddhikara1Ja; 30 verses) 212 are sattvapatana, ailku
sabandha, a11kusanipatana, 213 and sparsavedhirasa. 214 Chapter four (bijavidhana; 121 
verses) deals with bijas and their uses in raiijana, with groups of substances (varga), 
and with the cfipika(yantra). 215 Chapter five (vedhapa!!a; 14 verses) is concerned with 
the pa!!abandha of mercury by means of jye~!ha- and madhyamabija.216 Chapter six 
(lohakaratJa; 59 verses) discusses the sattvapatana of rasaka (6.3-19) and other sub
stances: mak~ika, vimala, saila, capala, and sasyaka.217 

The subjects of chapter seven (raiijanakalkavidhi; 79 verses) are pak~accheda, 
loharaiijana (in particular the colouring of lead and tin, which makes them resemble 
gold), and the preparation of bfjas, vic,las, and other substances. 218 Chapter eight 
(golakavidhii.na; 18 verses) describes the preparation of two kinds of golaka (a variety 
of baddha mercury), used in transmuting other metals into gold.219 Chapter nine 
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(au~adhibandhana; 14 verses) is about the bandha of mercury by means of plant 
juices and about bijarafijana. 22° Chapter ten (niigasarpkramat)a; 13 verses) is about the 
sa111kramat)a (i.e., the rafijana and bandha) of mercury by means of niiga and variga, 221 

chapter eleven (tl!rotkar~avidhiina; 24 verses) about tiirotkar~a (the colouring of silver, 
which makes it resemble gold) and the six types of kiirpa, which remove impurities. 222 

Chapter twelve (sulbiirakiilikiiccheda; 223 77 verses) is concerned with the removal of 
the impurities (kiilikiiccheda) left in copper (sulba) and brass (iira).224 

Chapter thirteen (vaiigastambhasodhana) gives an account of the stambha (i.e., 
bandha) of mercury by means of vanga.225 Chapter fourteen (sodhanavidhi; 47 
verses) describes bhiivana, garbhadru ti, gu!ikiis, etc. 226 The subjects of chapter fifteen 
(abhrakadriivakiidhikara~ia; 251 verses) are the driivat)a, i.e., druti, of mica, its ciir~1a 
and jiirat)a, the preparation of surii, vigas, and the processes called siirai:ia, kriimai:ia 
and vedha. 227 Chapter sixteen (driivai:iiidhikiira; 289 verses) describes the driiva~ia 
of dhiitus, upadhiitus, ratnas, etc.228 Chapters seventeen (guhyabandha; 616 verses) 
and eighteen (rasakara~iabandhasa!)1.nyiisavidhiina; 720 verses) are concerned with 
the making of gold and silver, mercurial preparations for purposes of rasiiyana and 
dehasiddhi, plants useful for particular alchemical operations, etc. 229 

By far the majority of the verses are slokas. Long metres and an ornate style are 
found in particular in chapters seventeen and eighteen (17.138-148, 531-535, 593-
603; 18 .387-413). 

The Rasopanisad refers to earlier works on which it is based (1.14): Priibhrta-, Vii
tula-, Briihma-, ~i$Qava-, Aindra-, Siirpkara-, Brhaspati- and Saukra(mata). Authori
ties mentioned are Mai:igavya ( 18.77) and Niigiir juna (16.10). 

The Rasopani~d is quoted in the Rasatattvavivecana. Both Rasopani~d and Ma
hodadhi, the work on which the former is said to be based, are named in the Bhii
tiprakaral)II of the Gorak{iasarphitii. 230 

Special features 
The terminology regarding the SaIJ1Skiiras differs from what is found in other trea
tises. Two series are mentioned. The first series consists of six processes (~agvidha 
rasakarrnan): sodhana, 231 tejana, 232 piicana, 233 diisana,234 carai:ia 235 and piitana236 

( I. 20cd-2 lab). The second series is composed of ten operations: nigraha, 237 ba
ndhana, 238 agnyankusa, 239 pak~accheda, :l!IO vahnikarman, 241 rasakriyii, 242 raiijana, 
kriima~ia. siira~,a and pratisiira9a (I .21cd-22). Vedha is absent from the second series, 
although it is a very important process in the Rasopani$ad. 

The impurities of mercury are enumerated in one of the later chapters ( 15). The ka
iicukas are referred to in chapter one. Their removal is accomplished by means of the 
piikii~!akavidhi ( 1.61-63).243 The fermented fluid called surii or sal'[ldhiina, used for 
the pak~accheda of mercury, is made with the juice of thirteen plants ( 1.78-79). The 
most suitable substance for the bandhana and rafijana of mercury is lead (niiga; 2.1-2). 
The process called sa111nyiisa is carried out with a substance called mahiiviga (2.19-
22). The preparation of various kinds of kr~!i (used in jiirai:ia) is described (2.23-28). 
The bijas are said to be twenty-four in number (4.1-3). 

Many groups of substances are listed in chapter four. Seven mahiirasas are distin-
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guished: mak~ika, vimala, rasa(ka), vaikranta, sasyaka, capala and saila (= silajatu) 
(4.4), and seven uparasas: kasisa, aiijana, kai1k~I, haritala, mana~1silii, gairika and 
gandhapa~ai:ia (4.5). 244 Seven metals, called loharasa, are enumerated (4.6);245 tin 
and lead are called piitiloha; bronze (karpsa) and brass (ara) are the alloys (sarpkara; 
4.7). Deva(loha), vailqnta246 and vajraare grouped together as the mahasaras; another 
substance is referred to as rasaloha ( 4.8). The seven gems (mai:ii) are: gomedaka, 
amrtama,247 syamii,248 aiijanamiilaka, 249 lohitak~a, 250 kiirpa, 251 and jyotirasa 252 ( 4. 
9-lOab). The seven salts comprise saindhava, romaka, samudra, bic;la, ciilikalavai:ia, 
krg1asuvarcala and u~\rI253 ( 4.1 Ocd-11 ). 

An unusual list of forty poisonous substances (vi~a) is found in chapterfour, as well 
as a list of eighty minor poisons (upavi~a). The forty major poisons (mahavi~a) are: 
amita, ayudhapatana, bilva, chidrai1ga, citraka, dul)kha, ghora, ghiiri:iaka or ciiri:iaka, 
hallihala, kaliihva, kalakii!a, kai:ic;la, karka!a, kI!aghna, madavihvala, madhusiddha, 
mai:iga- or mui:i9amiila, maraka, marka!a, maruja, miilaka, nagara, naraca, nirjiva, 
pai19ara, parpa!a, paui:ifara, pitamustaka, prai:iavardhana, romanasana, rudhirasarµ
bhavado~a, riik~a, saktuka, suk~Ira, tamoghnabija, tik~i:ia, ugra, va!odumbarasarpkasa, 
vatsanabha, and vi~a (4.12-17ab). The eighty minor poisons are: agnimanthaka, 
akhumi'u·aka, ak~, ai1kola, arka, bhallataka, bilva, brahmasoma, cakramardaka, ciri
bilvaka, citraka, dhatrI, dvipa, 254 gandharvavarui:iT, 255 gatigeyI, gui:i9I, hastivallI, 256 
itiguda, kabukI, 257 kakajarighika, kandakI, 258 kai:iika,259 karaka,260 karavira, kari:iika, 
ka!uka, ka!iikalabu, ka!uvetasa, kohala, 261 the two kinds of kosatakI, kurai:i9a, ku!a.ia, 
lambuka, liingalI, lodhra, madana, madanakodrava, 262 mohana, nagahva, nicula, 
nimbakI, nisacarI, 263 palai:i9uka, palasa, pii!hii, pilu, pii:i<;lalu, the two kinds of pippalI, 
priyalu, piitika, sabara, saha, saivala, saka, sigru, sir!lha, sirI~, sle~matakI, snuhI, 
suka,264 sukanasa,265 siirai:ia, suvarcala, svaya1J1gupta, syanda, taptasiidana, trivrita, 
unmatta, uttama, 266 vaca, vajra, vajrakanda, vajravallI, vajrI, vandaka, vasa, vayu, and 
vyaghata (4.17cd-26ab). 

Other groups enumerated are the dravai:iai1ga (4.26cd-28ab), raktavarga (4.28cd-
29), amlagai:ia (4.30-31), bijavarga (4.32-33), suravarga (4.34), pittavarga (4.39cd-
40ab ), a second raktavarga ( 4.40cd-42ab ), and the vi~!hiivarga ( 43-44 ). The items be
longing to the dravai:iai1ga are the animals called bheka (a frog), citranga, dvimukhI, 
indragopaka, ~a9bindu, mativaha, mai:i~II, and gopamai:i9a1I, the plants called kharjii 
and rama!ha, and !alikai:ia. 

Chapter four describes the way to prepare the following substances: mahacii
ri:ia (4.48-50), naga-, vanga-, tamra- and maramak~ika, naga-, va1iga-, rakta- and 
marahii!aka ( 4.73-80), 267 dvi-, tri- and caturhii!aka (4.82); 268 vimala may be used 
as a substitute of mak~ika ( 4.94-95) in the preparation of related substances. The 
maharasas are described: vimala and mak~ika (4.93cd-95), rasaka (4.96-IOOab), 
sasyaka (4.100cd-108ab), capala (108cd-112ab), and saila (4.114cd-115ab). Three 
types of saila are mentioned ( 4. ll 4cd- ll 5ab ). 269 The number of bijas is said to be 
one thousand according to some authorities, five hundred according to others; the best 
among the acaryas, however, take them to be 210 in number (4. ll 7cd-118ab). The 
best varieties of rasaka are those found in Ahicchattra and Aihikapatha (6.4). 

Chapter seven describes a kind of gold called caturthasara (7.55-56), which re-
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sembles miitrkii 270 The term kiirpa is explained in chapter eleven; kiirpa is said to be 
sixfold and to consist of diisana, piisana, sodhana, miirdava (= mrdiikarar:ia), bodhana 
and ranjana (11.12-18). Chapter twelve mentions types of gold called miitrkottara (12. 
25)271 and hema~a~!ha (12.26). 272 The preparation of alloys of brass and gold is also 
described (I 2.59ab and 68ab). Chapter thirteen describes the purification of tin in a 
mixture of acidic and alkaline fluids. 273 

Chapter fifteen enumerates eight innate (sahaja) mahiido~as of mercury: kr~r:iatva 
(blackness), pak~ikii, sneha, the inability to fuse with (sarpkrama) metals, vepathu (= 
cancalatii), sparsasaq1kriinti, bhuktamok~a (vomiting of the griisa), and sasabdatii (IS. 
55-56). It also lists six avasthiis of mercury: pu!asaha (able to withstand the heat of 
pu!a), lepasaha, andhamii~iisaha (able to withstand the heat in the mii~ii), siirai:iasaha, 
the absence of loss in weight (k~aya) after liquefaction (druti), and lohiivarta (15.58-
59). The six avasthiis during abhrakacarar:ia are: bhrama, bha11gasthiti, kampa, jaliikii
bandha, kiikavighii, and pir:iqa ( 15.88); 274 the six do~as are: piirsvagriihin, pucchagrii
hin, grasita, ve~!ita, miirchaka, and hirpsaka (15.89). The characteristics of mercury 
after jiirar:ia of abhraka are: kapila(varr:ia), anucara, nil}sabda, anyadarsaka, ak~Ir:ia, and 
agnisaha (15.91). The six characteristics of rasiijirr:ia are enumerated (15.92). Mercury 
is said to be baddha when the seven gatis are absent ( IS .97). 275 The preparation of var
ious types of surii (IS.l 60ca-l 62 and 238-251) and of a number of viqas is described 
(15.198-235). 276 

The best type of miik~ikii is found near (the river) Tiipiyasi277 (16.1). A process 
is described, called lak~mipatikriyii, which turns silver into gold (16.2-6ab). Another 
process, which makes copper assume properties of silver, is ascribed to Niigiirjuna (16. 
6cd-lO). Another process again, transmuting copper into gold, is carried out by help 
of small pebbles of the size of grains of pepper, which contain gold; these pebbles are 
found in the neighbourhood of a village called Priti, situated in Kerala, not far from 
the coast (16.11-17). Some more methods to make gold by means of these pebbles are 
added (16.18-27). 

Chapter sixteen contains a vaikrntakalpa ( 16.28-77ab). 278 Vaikfntaka is said to be 
found near the river Vik1ntii, 279 in a country called Valkala. 2ro The usefulness of vaikf
nta in a number of alchemical operations is delineated. 281 Seven varieties of vailqnta, 
each variety having a distinct colour ( 16. 78-79ab ), are described, 282 together with their 
uses (16.79cd-100ab). More uses of vailqnta are dealt with in the prose passage that 
follows. This passage also enumerates a series ofregions where vaikfnta is found: Me
~hapii!a,283 Svii!a, Vairii!anagara, Nepiila, Camiirariga,284 Kiismira, Andhradesa, Sri
parvata,285 Dram_iladesa, and Karaha!!a,286 The same prose passage deals with deva
loha, a mahiirasa found near a Siva temple in the neighbourhood of Riisina, a village 
in the Se~ai:ia region of southern India; this substance comes forth spontaneously from 
the piitiila (a region under the earth) during thunderstorms in the early raining season 
and is also found in mines. The verses following upon the prose give an account of the 
wonderful actions of this devaloha, used for rasiiyana and for vedha of all the metals 
( 16. IOlcd-137ab). The next section of chapter sixteen is concerned with agnijiiru,287 

a substance deriving from the jariiyu of marine animals; it resembles devaloha in being 
sparsavedhin, i.e., it turns base metals into gold or silver by its mere touch. Agnijiiru 
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should not be handled with one's hands, but with an a1ikusa (hook) only. Five varieties 
are described, called after five birds: piirlivata, haJ!JSa, cakravlika, agnika and suka (16. 
13 7cd-l.85). 288 The remaining part of the chapter is devoted to druti of the metals. 

Chapter seventeen is about guhyabandha, a process to be carried out with the as
sistance of a suitable woman, selected for this purpose. The characteristics that should 
be present in this woman and her male partner are described (17.3-9), followed by the 
guhyabandha, revealed by Umli, who received her knowledge fromisvara (i.e., Siva); 
the product of this complicated process is suitable to aurifaction (17.15-26). The next 
subject is cliraQa; the plants employed in this process are listed (17.37-38). The prepa
ration of a pliratiya rasendra, called amrta, is dealt with; this substance is endowed 
with a long series of miraculous actions. A mythological story about the appearance 
of various substances during the churning of the ocean and the ensuing great battle is 
inserted (17.63cd-74). The proper way of using mercurial products (rasa) and the re
sults obtained 289 are explained (17. 7 5-116 ). The symptoms of improperly assimilated 
(ajiTQa) rasas are given, together with the treatment of this type of disorder (17.117-
129), followed by the proper behaviour after the ingestion of mercurial products (17. 
130-137). The wonderful effects of rasas are colourfully described in elegant verses 
in long metres (17.138-148),290 followed by the preparation of pathyligu~ and other 
rasliyanas (17.149-188), and a ritual to be pe1formed (17.189-208). 

A large series of plants employed in various alchemical processes, called 
ja\haragrlihI or ja\haragrlihimiili, is described (17.210cd-240),291 followed by those 
called piQ9agrlihi or mahau~adhi (17.241-300). These lists are preceded by an 
agnimantra. 

The remaining part of the chapter is filled with processes resulting in the production 
of artificial gold and silver. 

The ja\haragrlihI and piQ9agrlihI plants 292 are: lidityavallI (220), agnivrk~a (300), 
ajamliri (300), limrlitakI (228), aI!)SUmati (223), bhiisiri~aka (299), bhiitakesli (218), 
brahmadaQ93 (278), brahmaQI (294), chattri (252), citrakapattriQi (282), deva (254), 
devasri (284), garu9li (291), gomliri (275, 299), hemalatli (293), jyotilJkanda (273), 
jyotirvrk~a (273), jyotistrQa (273), kesarI 235), khadirapattrikli (276), khadyotoddhii
likli (275), kiI!)suka (226), kI!3mliri (288), kr~QamiilI (219), kumliri (267), kuravaki 
(300), madhutrna (278), nligini (282), nlirlici (265), naravandI (270), nilacitraka (262), 
padmadaQ9a (278), pitakodravamlirI (299), raktapu~pli (225, 300), sabarakli (253), 
saptaparQI (296), slirli.(229), sar~apapattrikli (300), sataparvikli (227), siiphikli (290), 
soma (251, srijayli (280), sthalajapadmini (259), suvarQada1J9a (278), tilakapattrikli 
(269), trisiilI (299), vajri (255), vanakustumbarI (300), vlirlihI (224), vijayli (281), and 
yavacarcikli (299).293 

Chapter eighteen is about the transmutation of various metals into gold and 
silver. Seventy divyau~adhis are enumerated (18.81-90), followed by plants called 
ja\haragrlihika (18.IO!cd-lllab)294 and sparsavedhin (18.ll lcd-117). Numerous 
divyau~adhis, sparsavedhin plants and other ones are described in prose (between 
18.117 and 118). The verses which follow mention series of plants which are rafijana 
(l 8. l 36cd-139), plisana ( 18.142),dipana( l 8.151cd-152), chedana (18. l 53cd-156ab), 
etc. 
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The seventy divyau~adhis29S are: adhalJpanJI, ajamiirh;ii, ajananI, amba~!hikii, amr
tii, ai11sumatisikhii, 296 analadruma,297 anantii, ardhakesI,298 bhogavatI, bhiikadamba, 
bhiisirI~akii, calamadhuk(?), chattrI, dai11~!riQI, diisivalli, ghanamustakii, gha!iibhra, 
ghoQasi, gomiiri, hutiisanataru, kiikapadi, kiimini, kapilii, karavikii, karavirakii, kumii
ri, kumudaprabhii, kumudi, kurarigi, kuravakI, kustumburu, kviithinI, lalakambunii, 
marici, meghii, miili, niibhila, nahu~i. niiriica, naradevii, nilacitrakii, pauQ4arikii, pi
takodravamiirikii, raktajihvii, raktapu~pii, rocanii, sahasrii111sii, samopetii, sar~apapafQi, 
sarvacchedanikii, satapu~pi, satruvisruti, soma, sthalapadmini, supaq1i, suraktii, tiili, 
tejovati, tik~Qii, tilakapattrikii, tridaQ4i, trisikhii, trisiili, udgatii, vajrii, viirii, vi~adharii, 
vi~aparvikii, and yak~iQi ( 18.81-90). 

The jaiharagriihika plants299 are: abhayii, iidityavallikii, amlavetasi, iimriitaki, 
apiimiirgii, apattrii, iipitikii, aiavi, bhiitakesini, brahmaputra, brahmavr~a. cakra
mardaka, carcikii, devadiili, dhiisarii, dravantikii, ekamiilinI, gaQ4aki, gaQ4ika,300 

garu4I, hastikarQi, janitrii, jiirii, kaQ\hakiili, ka\ukii, kanftkii, kesari, ketaki, kovidiirii, 
kr~Qavallikii, kr~Qahigudii, kuhe\aka, lasunI, mahira,301 maQ4iikapattrikii, miirjii
rapiidi,302 niigini, naradevii, netrapu~pii, niliifijalikii, nilotpala, paficavi1p.satiparvikii, 
pariijitii, piirijiitaki, pii!ali, pilu, pilupattrika,303 pu1pspattrii, riijakosiitaki, rasadiitini, 
reQUkii, sabari, sami, siira, sigrukii, sikhii, shphi!iir1gulikii, sridant·I, stha)asamarigii, 
sucitriphalii, surabhi, suvarQapu~pi, sviinapucchii, svetagirikanftkii, tiili, tilakavallikii, 
trivrt, viiriihi, vi~avrk~akii, vi~Qukriintii, and vi~yandii (18.10 I cd-11 !ab ). 

The sparsavedhin plants are; amrtasani, bhramari, bhiimikadambikii, bhiimisa1p
kocii, briihmaQi, devasri, garu4ii, gorocanii, hastimatii, hemalatii, khadyotii, ki\amiirikii, 
kuravaki, kuravikii, madhutrQa, minavallikii, lllfgadiirvii, miirdhni, nilii, padmadaQ4ii, 
pitamustakii, prthivi, rohiQi, siiki, saptaparQi, sar~apI, sasakarQi, sh11hikii, siphii, srijayii, 
SUQ!hi, syiimakii, tiimbiilavalli, vajraniiriici, vajriQi, viiruQi, vijayii, and virii( 18. I I lcd-
117). 

The divyau~adhis of the prose section between 18.117 and 118 are: adha~parQi, 
ajamiiri, am1ta, amrtasani, a!Jlsumatisikhii, bhogavati, bhiimikadambikii, bhiimisa1p
kocii, bhiisiri~ikii, chattrii, cilavalli, da111~\riQi, diisivallikii, devasri, drumii, ekamiili, 
garu4a, ghanamustakii, ghot]asi, gomiiri, gorocanii, haranetrii, hastimatii, kiikapadi, 
kiili, kapilii, karavirii, kiisi, khadirii, khadyotii, ki\amiiri, kumiiri, kuravaki, kustumburu, 
miibalii, madhutr1,a,marici, meghiismanii, 304 mrgadiirvii, miili, miirdhni, niigodari,30s 
nahu~i. niisini, nilii, nilacitrakii, padmada~1<,ii, panQ4arikii, pitamustakii, p1thivi, rii
dhanii, raktajihvii, raktapu~pii, rohitii, sahasrii1psii, siiki, samopetii, saptaparQi, saralii, 
sar~apii, sarvacchedanikii, satapu~pikii, silii, sil]1hikii, soma, srimiili, srivijayii, sthala
padmini, SUQ!hi, suparQi, suraktii, tiimbiilavalli, tejovati, tik~Qii, tiktii, tilakadambakii, 
tilakapattrikii, tridaQ,i,306 trisiili, udgatii, iirdhvakesi,307 vajrii, vajraniiriici, 308 vajrif:ii, 
viirii, vUayii, vi~adharii, vi~aparvii, and yak~iQi. 

The other plants described in the same section are: abhayii, iidityavalli, amliitaki, 
amlavetasi, apiimiirgii, iipitikii, arUQi, asvatthapattrikii, aiavi, bandhaki, bhiimipii(ali, 
brahmaputraka, citrii, deva, devadiili, dhiisarii, dhusrutii(?), dravanti, ekamiilikii, 
gaQ4ikii, garu4I, hastikarQi, he\aka, janitrii, jarii, kiikamiici, kalinarii, kandaki, karQikii, 
ka\ukii, kesari, kesi, ketaki, kovidiiri, kf~Qaphala, kf~Qavalli, kf~Qerigudii, lasuni, 
mahara,309 nii4i, niigini, netravrk~ii. niliiiijalikii, nilotpalii, pariijitii, piiriyiitaki, pi-
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lupattrikii, piluvrk~a, rajakosiitak1, rasadun, rel).ukii, sabarI, sam1, siirii, sataparvan, 310 

sikhii, sirphiliiilgulikii, sr1mafi, sthalasamailgii, surabhI, suvaqiapu~p1, sviinapucchii, 
svetagirikar1,1ikii, trivrt, viiriih!, vastuvalli, vi~avrk~akii, vi~1,1ukriintii, and vi~yandi. 

Metal ores (18.464-481, mixed with prose) and the extraction of the metals from 
them are also described. 

Some interesting Ierms employed in the Rasopani$ad are: aravindaka (4.118), 311 

ari~\aka (12.70),312 asmanrpa (7.26), 313 bhiipa (12.68), 314 campaka (4.118), 315 chidra
yantra ((6.9; 16.15 and 198), 316 ghanii1ikusa (I. 108),317 gha1,1\aloha (2.42), 318 goviila 
(12.33), 319 kaiasarkara and -sarkarii (2.26; I 5.27),320 mahiikhu (13.12), 321 nirviihika
yantra (10.2), prakiisamii~ii (12.8), raktasulba (12.23),322 sakalendra (16.25), 323 str1-
sa1pbhava (4.85), 324 sut1k~1,1a ( 4.118), 325 utpala (4.118),326 vai~1,1ava (4.119; 327 6.43), 
and vai~1,1aviistra (15.194).328 

Human flesh (naramii1psa: 7.44 )329 and human blood (nararudhira: 6.20and 14.27; 
miinu~a rakta: 16.13) are occasionally used in alchemical operations. 

Uncommon names of plants are: adhal~pu~p1 (15.75),330 agnipar~11 (15.75, 139, 
144),331 bhik~umiir1 (17.373), bhiimikurava (7.60), dalottamii (14.22), dev1 (15.44, 
143),332 dhariikurava (9.2),333 dravamii!I (17.394), gandharvaviiru1,11 (4.19), godhii 
(15.103), 334 govandanii (17.38), halii (1.78; 9.2; 15. 108), 335 hastivalli (4.20), jalabhii
gini (17.37), kabuki (4.21), kadambin1 (14.44), kalyii~11 (17.37),336 kanakabandhan1 
(7.37), 337 kandal! (1.100; 16.73), 338 kiintii (15.44), kara!i (1.78), ka\uvetasa (4.17), 
kavii\1 (15.100), 339 kura\1 (14.8 and 22), lohitiik~a (9.12),340 lohitiik~I (18.33), mahiivr
k~a (12.63),341 malaghn1 (17.451), miirjiiravalli (1.82), 342 muktii (1.79), 343 muktamiill 
(1.79), niidey1 (17.451), nisiicar1 (4.21), piiicholii (17.125), pisiicI (14.29), 344 raktii
sana (9.2), samudrakiirpiisa (15.72), sasatnia (7.37), setubandhin1 (17.37), sirpsumiira 
(14.30; 18.26), smarajihvii (15.76), 345 sukii (15.139; 17.38),346 suputri~ff (1.78), 347 

vanyakukkura (1.78), 348 vi~iilu (1.78; 13.14), vi~iiluka (17.429), vi~apar1,11 (12.18), 
vi~1,1upar1,11 (17.37 and 373), 349 vrttapa~ff (15.102),350 yavacarc1 (7.77; 14.16), and 
yavacarcikii (15.93). 

Date 
The period of composition of the Rasopani$ad is unknown. Indications pointing to a 
relatively early age are the similarities as to structure and contents with the Rasiirnava 
anci the absence ofreferences to zinc. 351 · 



Chapter 13 

Various works on rasasastra and ratnasastra 

ABHRAKAKALPA: a treatise on the properties and medicinal uses of mica (abhraka), 
written in A.D. 1679. 1 

ABHRAKALAKSANA.2 

ABl·IRAKAMARAN°APRAKARA. 3 
ABHRAKASATIVA. 4 

ABHRAKAVIDHI. 5 

ABHRAKA YOGA. 6 
ADIMASIDDHANTA. 7 

AGASTY ASAl\:1HITA by Agastya. A treatise of this title is mentioned as a work on rasa
siistra by P.V. Sharma. 8 An Agastyasaiphita is also referred to as a treatise on precious 
stones.9 

An Agastimata is a work on ratnasiistra. 10 This treatise is the only one known de
scribing a kind of bargaining through hand-signs, called hastasa111jiiii, u usual among 
jewellers in India; 12 this procedure has been recorded by Tavernier, who observed it 
during his travels. 13 Some assign the Agastimata to the late sixth century; 14 L Finot 
regarded it as later in date than Buddhabhaga's Ratnaparik$ii or Ratnasiistra. 15 

The earliest reference to the Agastimata is found in Malliniitha's commentary on 
the Sisupiilavadha. 16 The Agastyamata was known to Merutunga, the authorof the l'r1r 
bandhacintiimani. 17 

The Agasfiyaratnaparik$il. 18 an extract from the Agastimata in one hundred verses, 
deals with: vajra and muktii (4-42), miil).ikya (43-61), nila (62-75), marakata (76-
81), gomeda (82-86), pu~yariiga (87-89), vai~iirya (90-92), liijavarta (93), and praviila 
(94-96). 

An Agastyasa111hitii forms part of the Skandap1.1rii1_1a; the Hiiliisyamiihiitmya of this 
Agastyasa1phitii contains a chapter (23) on ratnasiistra; this chapter, consisting of 201 
verses, is called navaratnavikriyii. 19 

AMAKUTHARACURl:/AVIDHANA. 20 
ANANDARASARATNAMALA. 21 

ASTADHATUMARANA VIDHI. 22 

A~'f ADHATUPARIK~A. 23 
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A1;>TAMAHAMATRA: 24 a medical treatise in eight chapters on the method of preparing 
eight rasayogas (the eight mlitras) and on their uses; a commentary is found at the end 
of each part. The name of the author and that of the commentator are not mentioned. 

The authorities and works quoted or referred to in the commentary are: Akarn,25 

Amara, Anandakanda, Bhairavayogin, Eklik~aranighai:i\uklira, 26 Lak~mai:ia, NighaIJ{u, 
Rasacintiima,1i, Rasaaipikii, Rasahrdaya, Rasakaumudikii, Rasama1igalii, Rasiinl[ta, 
Rasaratnasamuccaya, Rasiinµ1va, Rasavaise$ikanighapfu, Siddhanlitha, 27 Siitrasthiina, 
and Vaijayanti. 28 

AST AMAHARASAVARNANA. 29 
A~VINEY AMAHARAJAMRGANKARASAVIDHANA. 30 

A YURVEDARASASASTRA. 31 
A YURVEDARASASASTRA by Mlidhava. 32 

AYURVEDIYA KHANIJA-VIJNANA by Kavirlija Pratlipashpha. 33 
This work deals with mercury (rasa) and sulphur (gandhaka); it describes the min

erals (khanija) containing these elements; numerous formulae of rasayogas are also 
found in it. 

Sources mentioned in this work are: Arkaprakiisa, Ayurvedaprakiisa, Basavariijiya, 
Bhai$3jyaratniiva/f, 34 Bhiivaprakiisa, BrhadyogatarangiIJf, Cakradatta, NighaIJ{urntnii
kara, Piiradasarphitii, RasacaIJgiiqisu, RasadaipaIJa, Rasakiimadhenu, Rasapiirijiita, 
Rasariijasundara, Rasaratniikara, Rasaratnasamuccaya, Rasiir!Java, Rasasiirapaddhati, 
RasataraiigiIJf, Rasiiyanasaqigraha, Rasiiyanasiira, Rasayogasiigara, Rasendracintiima
!li, Rasendrasiirasa1pgraha, Saivii/abhak$yamata, Siiriigadharasarphitii, Togariinanda, 
VaidyacintiimaIJi, Vaidyajivana, Varigasena, YogacintiimaIJi, and Yogaratniikara 

BANDHASARVASVA by Gorak~anlitha. 35 

BHAIRAVAGUTIKAVIDHI. 36 
BHAIRAVAPRASA[)A.37 
B HAIRAVATANTRA. 38 

BHAI~AJYASARA, 39 Bhai$1lirasiiriimrta, 40 or Bhai$ajyasiiriinl[tasaq1hitii, 41 by Upe
ndramisra. This work was used in the compilation of Dattarlima's Brhadrasarii
jasundara, 42 Jiilirasarlimasarman 's Anupiinadaipai;ia, and Hariprapan.na's Rasayogasii
gara.43 

BHARANY AU SAD HA. 44 
BHARANYAUSADHAPRAYOGA.45 
BHARATIYARASAPADDHATI by Atrideva. 46 

BHASMACIKITSA. 47 

BHASMACUR~AVIDHANA. 48 

BHASMAKAUMUDI by Prai:iakr~i:ia Visvlisa, son of Rlimahari, grandson of Dayarli
ma. 49 
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BHASMANIRMANAKRAMA.50 

BHASMANIRUPA 0NA. 51 
BHASMASADHANA.52 
BHASMASINDURADINIRUPAt:1A. 53 
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BHA v ANIMA TA. 54 This work is quoted or mentioned as a source in the Rasakak$ii pufa, 
Rasariijalak$mf, Rasaratnapradfpa, Rasasindhu, and To~ra's ii.yurvedasaukhya.55 

BHUNAGASATTVANIRUPAt,A.56 
BHUNAGATAMRAKALPA.57 

BHUTABHAIRAVI by Jiiiinabhiipati. 58 

BHUTABHAIRAVIRASANIRMAl':IA VICARA. 59 

Bl/-HADRASARAJASUNDARA by Dattariim Caube. 60 

The treatise consists of three khar:1<,as, the first and third of which are divided into 
two parts. The first five chapters (adhyiiya), forming together the piiradaprakara~1a of 
the first half of the first khar;i9a, deal with mercury and its processing ( 1-52). The re
maining part of the first half of the first khar;i9a is devoted to gandhaka (52-57), suvarr:ia 
(57-64), raupya (64-68), tiimra (68-74 ), variga (74-78), jasada (78-80), niiga (80-83), 
loha (83-93), mar;i9iira(94-95), and misradhiitus (alloys; 95-100). 

The second part of the first kha~19a is concerned with the upadhiitus: suvarr:ia
or hemamiik~ika (100-107); raupya- or tiiramiik~ika (107-108); vimala or tlipfja 
(108-111); tuttha (111-115); capala (115-117); kariku~\ha, also called kiikaku~\ha, 
variiriga and kolaviiluka ( 117-118); rasaka (118-122); sindiira, also called raktarer:iu, 
niigagarbha and sisaka (122-123); girisindiira (123); abhraka, also called vajra and 
gagana (123-143); haritiila (143-159); aiijana (159-161); kiisisa (162-163); gairika 
(163-164); hirigula or darada (164-168); \arikar:ia and tuvari (168-170); manat1silii 
(170-172); sarikha (172); kha\i (172-173); varii\ikii or kapardikii (173); muktiisukti 
(174); sambukii (174); viilu(kii), also called sikatii, sarkarii and retajii (174-175). 

The second khar;i9a discusses siliijatu (175-182), enumerates the siidhiirar;iarasas 
(kampilla, capalagauripii~iir;ia, narasaraka, kapardi, vahnijiira, girisindiira, hirigula, 
kediirasrriga), and deals with kampilla (182), gauripii~ar;ia or hataciirr;iaka (182-183), 
navasiira (= narasiiraka) or cullikiilavar;ia (183), agnijiira (= vahnijiira; 184), samu
draphena (184), bola (184), guggulu (185), rasakarpiira (186), the ratnas and uparatnas 
(186-213), vi~as and upavi~as (213-227), groups of substances (227-229),61 weights 
and measures (229-230), pu\as (230-231), and yantras (231-242). 

The first part of the third khar;i9a consists of rasayogas against the diseases men
tioned in the Miidhavanidiina. Added are prescriptions against kapharoga ( 464-466) 
and pittaroga ( 466-467) after viitavyiidhi, against somaroga ( 493-494) after prameha, 
and formulae with a rasiiyana and viijikarar:ia action (536-550). 

Sources quoted are: Bauddhasarvasva ( 429), Bhai~jyasiiriimrtasa1phitii (255), 62 

Bhiiluki (117), 63 Bhe9a (384), Bhoja (384), Brahmajyotirmunindra's Ratnasiigara 
( 195-196), 64 Candra\a 's Yogaratnasamuccaya ( 459), Gorak~aniitha ( 439), 65 gra
nthiintara ( 100, 440), Jiiiinajyotis (288), 66 Kiikaca,;rc;tesvara (138), Kasyapasaqihitii 
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(390), 67 K~irasvamin (142),68 Lak§mBl)Otsava (330),69 Madhava's Siirakaumudi 
(291), 70 Niigiirjuna (118, 71 182), 72 Niiriiyal)aviliisa (397), 73 Purandararahasya (36), 74 

Riijariijesvarncintiimal)i (148), 75 Rasad111pal)a (118 76 and 159), 77 Rasapaddhati 
(118-119 78 and 188),79 Rasapradlpa (256 and 323),80 Rasariija (296), 81 Rasariijaka 
(298), 82 Rasaratniikara (388), Rasaratnasamuccaya (244, 406, 464 ), Rasiiq1ava 
(212 83,463), Rasasiigara (279, 330, 458-459, 487), Rasasindhu, 84 Rasendracintamal)i 
(256), Rasendrakalpadruma (206),85 Rasendrapadmakosa (206),86 Rasendrasal)1hita 
(376),87 Sambhu (235),88 Siiras81)1graha (384-385),89 Siiriiva/f (384), 90 Sivanubhava 
(330), 91 Su~ei:ia (300),92 Susruta (I), T09ariinanda (121), Vagbha!a (117),93 Vii
gbhatatantra (I), Vaidyaniitha ( 137),94 Vaidyarahasya (439--440),95 Vaidyasiigara (I), 
Vaiigasena (395-396), Vasantaraja (429),96 Vrnda (385-386), Yogasiiriivall (458),97 

and Yogataraiigil)l 463--464). 
The Rasarajasundara is one of the sources of the Ayurvedlya Khanijavijiiana, Bhii

ratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Bhe§ajas81)1hita, Piiradasa.Iphita, Rasayogasagara, 98 Rasendra
sambhava, and Rasoddhiiratantra. 

The Rasariijasundara is quoted in the Kiiplpakvarasanirmiil)avijiiana, the Rasa
tattvavivecana, Haziiriliil Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnas11muccaya, Khare's 
commentary on the Ras11ratnasamuccaya, and Somadevasarman's commentary on the 
Ayurvedaprakasa Haziiriliil Sukul also refers to Dattariima. 

The misradhiitus (alloys) described are: two varieties of kiirpsya (plL~pa- and 
tailakaka111sya), karpsaka, two varieties of pittala (riijaritika and kiikatui:igi), pa
i'icaloha, and bharta or vartalohaka. 

Vimala is of two varieties: suvarr}a- and rajatavimala, while some add a third 
kind, called kii1psyavimala; sasyaka is said to be the same as tuttha; kharpara is a 
variety of tuttha; the preparation of niigatiimra is described ( 113 ); capala is of four 
varieties: gaurn, sveta, aru~1a and k1wa; capala is regarded as either a mahiirasa 
or an uparasa (116); kariku~!ha is of two varieties: nalikii- and rei:iukiikariku~!ha; 
kariku~!ha is an upadhiitu of variga (tin); rasaka is of two varieties: dardura ami 
kiiravellaka, but Nagiirjuna distinguishes the varieties called rasaka and kalambuka; 
the opinions of the authors of the Rasadarpal)a and Rasapaddhati are quoted on 
rasaka and its varieties; abhraka is of four varieties: briihmai:ia, k~atriya, vaisya and 
siidra; their colours are white, red, yellow and black respectively; black abhraka is 
of the usual four varieties; haritiila is of two varieties: pattra- and pii:iQaharitiila, but 
some distinguish four varieties: pii:iQa, pattra, godanta and vakadiila; ai'ijana is of two 
kinds: yamuna and kiipota; sroto'fijana is of two kinds too: sroto'i'ijana sensu stricto, 
which is black, and sauviriii'ijana, which is white; the Rasadarpal)a distinguishes five 
varieties of ai'ijana: sauviriii'ijana, rasiii'ijana, sroto'i'ijana, pu~piii'ijana and niliii'ijana; 
kasisa is of three varieties: sita, syama and pita; others distinguish two varieties called 
viiluka and pu~pavaluka; gairika is of two varieties: pa~ai:ia- and svari:iagairika, but 
some distinguish a third variety; hirigula is of three varieties: camara, sukaiui:i9a and 
harpsapiida; !arikai:ia is of three varieties: spha!ikiibha, gu9aprabha, and piit:JQura or 
nilakar:i!ha; manat1silii is of two varieties: manohva and pivari, or of three types called 
syiimiirigi, karavirikii and dvikhai:i9a; kha!i is of two types: kha!i and gaurakha!i; 
varii!ikii is of three types: white, red and yellow. 
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Several classifications of silii jatu are mentioned: kiiiicana-, raupya-, tiimra-, vanga-, 
niiga-, and lohasilajatu, gomiitra- and karpiirasiliijatu, giri- and ii~arasa,p.bhava; a white 
variety of siliijatu is called soraka. Bola is of two varieties: rakta and syiima. 

The ratnas and uparatnas are variously classified; the group called ma1,1irasa con
sists ofriijiivarta, pu~pa(riiga), mauktika, vidruma and vaikriinta (188); the usual kinds 
of diamonds are described; its five defects are: mala, bindu, yavarekhii and kiikapada;99 

the four types of bindu are: iivarta, varta, bhiilabindu and yaviikrti; 100 the eight usual 
sources of pearls (mauktika) are enumerated: the pearl oyster (sukti), 101 the pearl mus
sel (sankha), 102 the elephant, 100 hog (kr0<:la), 104 snake, 105 fish, 106 frog, and bamboo 
(ve1,1u); 107 eight varieties of vaikriinta are described. 

The vi~as are variously classified into groups consisting of thirteen, eighteen and 
nine items; two classifications of the upavi~as are mentioned; the first group consists 
of snuhI, arka, liinga!I, guiijii, hayiiri, vi~amu~\ikii,jepiila, unmatta, and ahiphena (223); 
the second group is composed of bhalliitaka, ativi~ii, four types of khiikhasa, two types 
of karavira and ahiphena, four types of dhattiira, two types of guiijii, nirvi~I, vi~amu
~!i, and liingalI; bhangii and sehu1,1c,la, left unmentioned in the classifications, are also 
described (226); 

The yantras described are: kavacI-, dolii- or svedana-, 108 garbha-, harp.sapiika-, 
vidyiidhara-, Iava1,1a-, c,lamaruka-, 109 somiinala-, 110 iirdhvanalikii- or ianka-, viilu
kii-, bhiidhara-, piitiila-, dipikii-, tejo- or Iavaka-, kacchapa-, jiira1,1ii-, tulii-, 111 ja
la-, dhiipa-, 112 sthiili-, 113 gaurI-, ko~!hayantra, vajra- or andham~ii, pu!a-, cakra-, 
piilikii-, 114 i~\ikii-, ko~!hikii-, baka-, niic,likii-, viiru1,1i-, tiryakpiitana-, kandu-, 115 and 
vallabhiyantra. 

The divyau~adhis of the Rasariijasundara are (34-35): ajagarI, ajayii, amlapattrI, 
asokaniimnI, iisurI, asvatthapattrI, bhiitakesi, bilvadalii, bilviitanki, 116- brahmada1,1c,li, 
cakoraniisii, citraka, devilatii, dhanurvalli:, gomiiri, gonasi, gorocanii, go~\hiir1gI, 
hernada1,1c,li, hemalatii, isvarI, jalapadminI, jayii, ka\utumbi, kiilapar1,1I, kantlak~Iri, 
kandapattrikii, khadirapattrI, kI!3miirI, kr~1,1avalli, ~tri, madhutr~1,1ii, mahiivallI, 
mayiirasikhii, niigani, nilotpala, padmakandii, paliisatilakii, patik~Irii, 117 punniigapa
ttrikii, rajani, raktakandavati, raktavallI, rohi~1i, rudravanti:, savarI, saptapafl,II, sarvarii, 
sirphikii, somavalli, srngii, sriniimni, tali, trida1,1c,II, trija!ii, trisiilI, troajyotis, tumbikii, 
vajraniimavalli, vajravalli, viiriihikanda, vijayii, visalyii, and vyiighrapiidalatii. 11 s 

The author calls himself in the introductory verse Miithuranandana, a resident of 
Madhupuri; the Hindi translation adds that his name is Dattariima. The colophon of 
chapter one identifies him as Dattariima, the son of Srimiithura Kr~1,1aliila. A more de
tailed genealogy is found at the end of the verses on the misradhiitus; the author, Dat
tariima, informs the reader that he is a briihma1,1a of Miithurava!Jlsa, son of Kr~r;ialiila 
(Kanhaiyiiliil), who was the son of Haricandra, one of the three sons of Ghiisiriima. 

Dattariima belongs to the twentieth century. 119 

B;HATSA¥HITA by Variihamihira. This treatise contains four chapters on ratnaparI
k~ii. 12° Chapter 79 deals, after a short introduction (1-3) and a list of precious and semi
precious stones ( 4-5), with the diamond (vajra; 6-18); chapter 80 (36 verses) is devoted 
to the pearl (muktiiphala), chapter 81 ( 11 verses) to the ruby (padmariiga), and chapter 
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82 (one verse) to the emerald (marakata). 121 

The stones enumerated (79.4-5) are: vajra, indranila, 122 marakata, karketara, 
padmaraga, rudhirakhya, vaidiirya, pulaka, 123 vimalaka, 124 rajamal)i, 125 spha\ika, sa
sikanta (= candrakanta), saugandhika, 126 gomedaka, satikha, mahanila, 127 pu~paraga, 
brahmamal)i, 128 jyotirasa, 129 sasyaka, 130 mukta, and pravala. 131 

CANDRASENASIDDHANTA. 132 Candrasena, who is also credited with theRasacandro
daya, is a Rasasiddha. 133 

Candrasena is quoted in the Yogaratniikara. The Rasajalanidhi attributes to him a 
description of pu~paraga 134 and a particular method of killing diamonds. 135 

CARPA"f!SIDDHANTA. 136 Carpa!a, Carpa!i, Carpa!i(natha), or Carva!i is mentioned 
in Jinadattasiiri 's Su var1Jaraupyasiddhisiistra, 137 the Rasakak$iipu[a, the Var1Jaratnii
k.ara, !38 and the Viisudeviinubhava. 

He is quoted in the Ayurvedasaukhya, 139 Lohasarvasva, 140 Yogaratniikara, 141 and 
Yogatara1igi(li: 142 

Some texts refer to him as a Rasasiddha. 143 Svatmarama calls Carpa!i one of the 
Mahasiddhas. 144 

Some regard Carpa!i as one of the pupils of Gorak~anatha, 145 others mention Vya
<;li as his teacher. 146 The Tibetan tradition sees in him the guru of Mina Pa, 147 i.e., Mi
nanatha or Matsyendranatha. 148 Carpa!i is the twenty-fourth 149 or fifty-ninth 150 of the 
eighty-four Siddhas. 151 KingSahilaofthe Chamba state, who lived in the tenth century, 
is said to have held Carpati in high esteem. 152 

The Siibaratantra refe;s to Carpa!anatha as one of the pupils of the twelve Kapa
lika teachers. 153 A Hindi text called Prii(lasangalf contains an improbable report about 
a conversation between Guru Nanak 154 and Carpa!i, 155 

Works attributed to Carpa!i, apart from the Carpa[Isiddhiinta, are the Caipa[a
sataka 156 and Rasacandrodaya. 157 

Carpa!i 158 is assigned to the eleventh, 159 twelfth or thirteenth century. 160 

CIKITSARATNABHARANA by Sadananda Dadhica. 161 This work is one of the sources 
of Hariprapanna's Rasayogasiigara 162 and Harisaral)ananda's Kiipipakvarasanirmiipa
vijiiiina. Syphilis (phiratiga) is mentioned in it. 163 

CIKITSA(SARA)RAHASYA by Harita Muni. 164 This work is one of the sources of 
Hariprapanna's Rasayogasiigara. Haritamuni is quoted in Nityanatha's Rasaratniikara. 

CINTAMANIRASA VIDHANA. 165 

DATTA TREY ASA¥HITA by Dattatreya. 166 

DEViSASTRA. 167 This work is quoted or mentioned in Asubodha and Nityabodha 
Senagupta's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccay11, the Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratnii
kara, 168 Hazarilal Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasmm1ccaya, the Basavariijya, 
Rasaprakiisasudhiikara, Rasaratnasamuccaya, and Rasayogasiigara. 169 

The Devisiistra is sometimes considered to be the same as the Rasiir{1ava. 170 
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DEViYAMALA. 171 Quoted in one of the parisi~!as of the Anandakanda, 172 the Kii
pipakvarasanirmiii;iav(iiiiina, and the Rasakiimadhenu. A Devayiimalaka is quoted in 
Gulrlijsarmamisra's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa 

DHARA~iDHARASA¥HITA 173 by Dharar:iidhara, son of Jvlillinanda. 174 This work is 
profusely quoted in the Piiradasa111hitii. Quotations also occur in Hazlirillil Sukul's com
mentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya and in the Kiipipakvarasanirmiii;iavijiiiina. 

The Dharaqfdharasa111hitii lists the following divyau~adhis: agnikarr:iikli, likhupa
r~1ikli, am1tlikanda, aplimlirga, aparlijitli, bhiikadamba, brahmadar:i<:H, brhati, cakrama
rda, citraka, dal)qi, dhattiira, diirvli, gojihvli, gri~masundarli, haridrli, hastisur:i~i. i~u
puilkhikli, isvari, jiiti, jayanti, klikajailghli, kiikamiici, kaiicukI, ka!utumbikli, koslitaki, 
kr~!laslirivli, k~iril)i, kumlirikli, kusumbhaka, lajjlilu, lak~mar:ia, lliilgali, mahlir~µ-i, ma
l)~iikaparr:ii, minlik~i, mrgadiirvli, nirakar:ia, nirgu~1~i, plitlili, raktlilu, rambhli, rasliilku
sli, sairfya, sailkhapu~pikli, sarplik~i. satlivari, sigru, sikhisikhli, simbikli, sridevi, sura
dlirikli, siirylivarta, svetlirka, tilaparr:iikli, tulasi, utpala, vajrakandli, vajralatli, vandhyli, 
vlirlihi, varslibhii, vidliri, and vrddhi. 175 

Works quoted in it are the Ras11h1daya and Rasaprakiisasudhiikara. 176 
The acquaintance of the author with the Rasaprakiisasudhiikara implies that he can

not be earlier than the sixteenth century. 

DHATUJNANA. 177 
DHA TUKALPA. 178 

DHA TUKALPARAJ A. 179 

DHATUKAUTUKA. 180 

DHATUKRIYA 181 or DhJitum11iijarf182 by Bhairavlinandayogin. 183 This work forms 
part of the Rudrayiimala, is in the form of a dialogue between Mahlideva (i.e., Siva) 
and Parvati, and deals with alchemy, not with iatrochemistry. 

Many synonyms of the metals occur in this text. Zinc is designated by the terms 
jlisattva, jarlifita, rlijata, yasadliyaka, riipyabhrlitar, variya, tro!aka, carmaka, kharpara, 
rasaka, rasavardhaka, etc. 184 

The upadhlitus mentioned, together with their synonyms, are: haritlila, mana~silli, 
abhraka, and somala or malla. 185 Other substances mentioned, together with their 
synonyms, are: muktli (pearl), vidruma (coral), kiirmapr~!ha (tortoiseshell), sar1kha, 
suktikli, gajadanta (ivory), sikhipiccha (peacock's feathers), nakha and kesa (nails and 
hair). 186 

Many geographical names appear in the verses devoted to the places where 
various substances are found. 187 Some of these names are: Gautamlidri (149), Gaylidri 
(149), 188 Klimariipa (141; 144), 189 Klimboja (146), Kedlira (148), 19° Kumbhlidri 
(146), Lanka (121), 191 Lihadri (149), Maladri (144), Mlecchadesa (144), Naladri 
(149), Neplila (144; 147), 192 Ni~kala (149), Plivaklidri (145), Sindhudesa (141), 
Tripura (148), and Tryambaka (148; 150). 193 

Various operations resulting in the production of artificial gold and silver are de
scribed, as well as several procedures to make substances which resemble these no-
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ble metals. The accumulation of wealth (dhanasampatti) is an important subject in this 
treatise. 

Among the foreign countries, mentioned in the verses on the origin of copper and 
zinc, figure Riimadesa and Phirar1gaka, 194 which, together with the mention of phira
ngaroga, indicates that this work is posterior to the sixteenth century. 195 

A Bhairaviinanc;la, who need not be the authorofthe Dhiitukriyii, is mentioned in the 
Bhiivaprakiisa, 196 Bhe~ajasaq1hitii, 191 Brhadyogatarangii;if, 198 Rasasarpketakalikii, 199 
and Rasayogasiigara.10° 

Bhairaviinandayogin is referred to in the Rasakiimadhenu201 and Rasaratnasamu
ccaya. 202 

A master magician called Bheraviii:ianda (= Bhairaviinanda) figures in Riija
sekhara's Karpuramaiijari. 203 

DHATUMANJARI, anonymous. 204 
DHATUMANJARI by Sadllsiva.205 
DHATULAKSANA, ascribed to Niirada.206 
DHA TUMARAN°A. 201 

DHA TUNIDANA. 2os 
DHA TUPADDHA TI. 209 
DHATUPADHATUBHASMAKRIY A. 210 
DHA TUPAR !KSA. 211 
DHATUPRAK,~RAl:,IA. 212 
DHATURASAYANA.213 
DHATURATNAMALA, anonymous. 214 

DHA TURATNAMALA by Devadatta, son of Hari. 215 This text is sometimes regarded as 
forming part of the Asvinikumiirasaq1hitii. 216 It describes in 184 verses the character
istics (lak~ai:ia), purification, killing, and medicinal properties (gui:ia) of the dhiitus and 
upadhiitus. 217 The substances dealt with are: raupya, hema, tiimra, niiga, var1ga, ayas or 
loha, kharpara, 218 abhraka, mauktika, 219 praviila, tiilaka, silii, miik~ika, gandhaka, siita 
(mercury), and hiraka. 

Noteworthy is the distinction of four types of loha (58-59ab: briihma = viic;lava, 
k~atriya, vaisya = kiintaloha, siidra = mai:ic;lura), two types ofkharpara (81: jasada = 
zinc, and sattvaka), three types of abhraka (89: niiga, vajra, dardura),220 two types of 
mauktika ( 113: siimudra and hastikumbhaka), and two types of gandhaka ( 136: gm}ika 
and amlasiiraka). 

A vernacular term used by the author is sera.221 Noteworthy names of plants are 
gajaviiruQi (151), kalajiitikii (153), tilvai:ir (152), and siirapu~pii (152). 

The Dhiituratnamiilii is one of the sources of the Piiradasarphitii, which quotes it. 
The treatise is assigned to the fourteenth, 222 sixteenth, 223 eighteenth, Z24 or nine

teenth century. 225 One of the MSS 226 dates, however, from A.D. 1660/61. 

DHATURATNAVALI.227 
DHATURATNA VALi by Siddhadeva.228 
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DHATUSODHANA. 229 
DHATUSODHANA or Candracakorikii.230 
DHATUSODHANA by Malliniitha.231 
DHATUSODHANAMARANA VIDHI. 232 
DHATUS0DHANAPRAKR0IY A. 233 
DHA TUSUDDHI. 234 
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DHA TUSUDDHIPRAKARA~ A: 235 a work dealing with the purification of various sub
stances in order to make them suitable to be used in medicinal preparations. 236 

DHA TUTPATTI by Thakkura Pherii. 237 This treatise, written in Prakrit, consists of fifty
seven verses. The subjects are: pittali or pittala (6-7); tambaya (= tiimra; 8-10); srsaya 
(= sTsa; 11-13); rarigaya(=rariga; 14); kat!lsa(ya) (=kiif!1sya; 15);piirada(l6--19); hi
rigulaya (= hirigula; 20-22); sindiira (23-27); the worship of dak~ilJiivartasarikha,238 

rudriik~a and siiligrama (28-44); karpiira (45-46); agara (= aguru; 47-50); candana 
(51-54); mrnaniibhi (musk; 55); kurikuma (56); dhiipas (perfumes; 57). 

Amber (kaharavva) was known to Thakkura Pherii. 239 
The Dhiitutpatti may be an extract from Thakkura Pherii's Bhiigarbhaprakii.sa, a 

work on mining and metallurgy. 240 

DHATUV ADA. 241 

DHA TUV ADA( -UP ADES A )242 by Na-Ii. 243 This short treatise, lost in the original San
skrit, was translated into Tibetan under the title of Gser-bgyur-gyi rci(-bi gdams-pa). 244 
It forms part of the Rgyud-l)grel (Tantravrtti) section of the Tanjur. 

The Dhiituviida 245 describes in fourteen verses methods to transmute base metals 
into gold. One of the substances employed is mahiimiit!lsa (sa-chen). 246 Ku~!ha (ru-rta), 
which grows in the Himiilaya, is depicted as a plant from the leaves of which drips a 
fluid having the colour of gold. 

DHA TUV ADAPRAKARA~ A by Soma. This is a treatise in Prakrit, consisting of twenty
five verses, forming an appendix to Soma's Ratnaparfk§ii, and giving an account of the 
transmutation of copper into gold. It may date from the fourteenth century. 247 

DIVYARASENDRASARA by Dattlitreya.248 
DIVYARASENDRASARA by Dhanapati. 249 

DIVYAUSADHIKALPA. 250 
DIVYAUSADHIPRAKARANA.25i 
DIVYAU~ADHYADHIKARA by Govindiiciirya.252 
Dv ADASARTHANIRUPA~A by Biihaiaciirya.253 

GANDHAKABHJ/.NGARAJAKALPA. 254 

GANDHAKAKALPA: 255 said to form part of chapter twenty-eight of the Rudrayii
mala,256 and to deal with the medical properties of sulphur and the preparation of 
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medicines from it; 257 it is one of the sources of the Piiradasaq1hita. 

GANDHAKAKALPADIS AMGRAHA. 258 
GANDHAKALPA. 259 , 
GANDHAKARASAYANA. 260 
GANDHAKASATTVA. 261 
GANDHAKAVARJYATANIRNAYA. 262 

GANGADHARARASAVIDHI: 263 

GAURIKANCALIKATANTRA. 264 

This treatise, in the form of a dialogue between Isvara and Devi, 265 consists of 
355 verses. 266 Subjects dealt with are: 267 kalajfiana (24-79); rtubheda (81-87); 268 
citrakalpa (88-92); 269 maQ9iikapan:iikalpa (93-95); 270 punarnavakalpa (96-100); 271 
nirguQ9ikalpa (101-120); 272 hastikarQakalpa (121-137);273 svetarkakalpa (138-
150); 274 bhpigarajakalpa (151-154); 275 kachalakalpa (155); 276 amlalonikalpa 
(156-157);277 salmalikalpa ( 158-167); abhayakalpa (168-172); the treatment278 of 
jvara (180-200), bahumiitra (201-202), miitrakrcchra (203-205), bindu(srava)k~aya 
(a deficient amount of ejaculated semen; 206-209), kuraQ9a and galaga~19a (210-
214 ), bhagandara (215), kamala (216), vaivarQya (217), 279 kasa and svasa (218-220), 
yak~man and k~aya (221-223), nasaraktasrava (nosebleeds; 224), arsas (225-226), 
karQasiila (227-229), netraroga (230-233), siroroga (234-235), dantaroga (237-239), 
atisara (240-242), siila (243-246),280 vicarcika (247), ku~!ha (248-254), pliharoga 
(255), vispho!aka (256-257), arbuda (258), agnidagdhavraQa (259-260), slipada 
(261-263), nidrak~aya (insomnia; 264-266), and nidra (267-271); adrsya (making 
oneself invisible; 272-275); nidhidarsana (the discovery of hidden treasures; 276-
277); dehadurgandha (the removal of a bad bodily smell), kanti, pU~!i, etc. (283-290); 
vasikaraQa, mohana, vajikaraQa, stambhana, etc. (309-355). 

The Gaurfkaiicalikiitantra is quoted in Jfiarasaramasarman's Anupanadarpapa 
The treatise is sometimes said to belong to the sixteenth century. 2s1 · 

GOVINDASIDDHANTA. 282 
GUTIKARASACIKITSA. 283 

HAiisIDDHANTA.284 

HARISVARATANTRA. 285 
HJNGULAPRAKARAJ':IA by Vinayasagara Upadhyaya. 286 

J ARANAMARANADI. 287 

JVAR~NIVARANABHASMAVIDHANA. 288 

Jv A RANK USAS~MJIVAN ARASADI. 289 

JVARANKUSA VIDHANA. 290 
KADAMBAKAKALPA by Isvara. 291 

KAILASAKARAKA: a work in the form of a dialogue between Siva and Parvati, dealing 
with the purification of mercury and its uses in medicinal preparations. 292 
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KALPADRUMASARASAi'l!IGRAHA by Jayariimagiri, pupil of Caitanyagiri: a work on 
mercurial preparations in a mixture of Sanskrit and HindI. 293 

KAMADHE NUT ANT RA. 294 

KANAKASINDURARASA VIDHI. 295 

KAP ALIKATANTRA. 296 Kapalika is mentioned as one of the Rasasiddhas in Caturbhu
ja 's commentary on the Rasahrdaya ( 1.7), the Piiradasa1rihitii ( 1.98), Rasaratniikara, 297 

Rasaratnasamuccaya (1.4; 6.52), and Rasataraiigi(lf(l.29-32); he is a Mahasiddha in 
Sviitmiiriima's HathayogapradTpikii ( 1.8). 298 One of the sixty-four Siddhas, Kahniipada 
or Km1apiida, pupil of Jiilandharaniitha, called himself Kiipiilika. 299 

Kiipiilikayogas are repeatedly described in the Rasiir(lava. 

KAPALISIDDHANTA. 300 Kapiili(n) is mentioned in the Ratniikara11$adhayogagrantha, 
RevaQasiddha's Virabhatffya, the Sarvadarsanasa1rigraha, and the Vaidyasiistrapra
vartakiiciiryaniimasamuccaya. Kapalin forms part of the group of Rasasiddhas in 
Caturbhuja's commentary on the Rasahrdaya (1.7), the Piiradasaq1.hitii (1.96) and the 
Rasaratnasamuccaya (1.2); he is one of the Mahiisiddhas in Sviitmiirlima's Hathayo
gapradTpikii (1.7). Kapiili is a Rasasiddha in the Rasesvarasiddhiinta.301 Kapalin is 
credited with the Rasariijamahodadhi. 

Kapalin, Kapiilin, Kapali and Kapiilika may designate one and the same person. 302 

G. Hiildiir regards Kiipiili as a Saka king, who was the son of Viisudeva and teacher 
of Kandaliiyana; 303 he places him in the second or third century. ll4 

KHA~l?ASIDDHANTA. 305 KhaQ9a is one of the Rasasiddhas in the Piiradasal!lhitii, 
Rasajalanidhi, Rasaratniikara, and Rasaratnasanx1ccaya. Caturbhuja's commentary 
on the Rasa~rdaya (1.7) mentions KhaQ9in instead of KhaQ9a as a Rasasiddha. The 
HathayogapradTpikii ( 1.8) refers to KhaQ9a as one of the Mahasiddhas. 

KHECARIVIDYA, ascribed to Adiniitha. 306 This small treatise in four chapters and 
285 verses begins with praising itself (1.1-28), followed by an account of the khe
cadmantra (1.29-40); the remaining part of chapter one is devoted to the preparations 
for and practice of the khecarimudrii (1.41-74). 307 Chapter two, the longest, describes 
the siddhis, the subtle body, the cakras, etc.; a portion of this chapter (2.81-97) deals 
with the effects of Ha!bayoga practices on the do~as. Chapter three discusses the 
raising of the KuQ9alini, her union with Siva, and the realization by the practitioner 
of bodily liberation. Chapter four is about divine herbs (divyau~adhi), necessary for 
the attainment of siddhis, and on the consumption of mercury, sulphur, realgar and 
orpiment. 

The Khecarfvidyii calls itself in its colophons a portion of a treatise called Mahiikii
layogasiistra 308 A work of this title is referred to by two mediaeval commentators309 as 
concerned with Ha!hayoga. The Khecarfvidyiiitselfis cited by works called Mahiikiila 
and Miirtar1gaviveka. The latter is the YogamiirtaQga or VivekamiirtaQga of Gorak~anii
tha; the former, if not the Mahiikiilayogasiistra itself, may be the Mahiikiilasaq1hitii, at-
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tributed to Adinatha. 31 o 
The first chapter of the Khecarfvidyiiis often reproduced as the second chapter of 

the Yogaku1,1<;1alyupani~ad. 311 

Since three verses of the Khecarfvidyii are reproduced in the fifteenth-century 
Hafhayogapradf pikii of Sviitmariima, the former may date from the fourteenth century. 

KRAVYADIRASANIRMAJ':IAVIDHl.312 
Klj.TRIMARASA YOGAVICARA. 31 3 

KUBJIKAMATATANTRA. 314 This Tantra contains a passage in which Siva himself 
speaks of mercury (piirada) as his generative principle; he eulogizes the efficacy of 
this substance when killed six times. The transmutation of copper into gold, with the 
aid of mercury, is alluded to. Various alchemical processes are referred to. 315 

The Kuliilikiimniiya version 316 contains a list of ari~!aS (23.!Sc-43) and material 
of medical interest on conception, embryology, the structure of the human body, the 
series of dhiitus, etc. 317 

The oldest MS used for the critical edition of the Kuliilikiimniiya version was com
pleted during the reign of Riimapiila (A.D. 1077-1120); another MS dates from A.D. 
1134-113 5. 318 The oldest available MS of the K ubjikiimata dates from the reign of king 
Lak~mikiimadeva (A.D. 1024-1040); it contains the version called Laghvikiimniiya. 319 

The place and date of origin of the Kubjikii cult320 and the region where the Kubji
kiinwtatantra was composed321 are disputed issues. 

LAGHURATNAPARIK~ A. 322 

LAMPATATANTRA. 323 Lampa!a is one of the Rasasiddhas in the Rasaratniikara. 324 

Some treatises change his name into Lampaka325 or Lambaka. 326 

The LAUHAPRADIPA, a work by Trivikrama, 327 is a treatise in four chapters (par
iccheda) on the medicinal use of inorganic substances. The titles of the chapters are: 
(I) lauhasya saq1skiiriiJ:i, (2) upacf1ral), (3) lauhayogiiniirp sa!Jlgrahal), (4) gui:ialak~a
i:ianirdeso lauhiiniim. 328 

The introductory stanzas ref er to the following sources: Jivaniitha, Niigiirjuna, Pata
iij a!i, 329 and Vindhyasthasanmuni. 

The work contains quotations, which are sometimes very long, from Amoghiiciirya, 
Bhojariija's Ayurvedasarvasva, Jivaniithiiciirya, Niigabuddhinirghai1f11, Niigiirjuna, Pii
taiijalatantra, Pataiijali, Vangasena, Vindhyavasin, 330 and Yogaral"niikara; 331 lauhiicii
ryas and other lauhasiistras are also cited. 332 

Trivikrama is quoted by Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta in their commen
tary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, Gopiiladiisa,333 Govindasena,334 Kasiriima,335 Mii
dhava in his Ayurvedaprakiisa, the author of glosses on Nityaniitha's Rasaratniikara,336 

Sivadiisasena, 337 and in the Rasendracintiima1Ji. 338 

The Lauhapradfpa is cited in Asubodha's commentary on Govindasena's Paribhii
~iipradfpa339 and in an anonymous Siirfra. 340 
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Trivikrama was probably a resident of Bengal 341 and may have lived in the twelfth 
or thirteenth century since he is later than Vangasena and earlier than Gopaladiisa. 342 

LOHABHASMAGUNOPAYOGAVICARA. 343 

LOHAPRABHEDANIRUPANA. 344 

LOHAPRADIPA. 345 . 

LOHAPRAKARA~A. 346 

LOHARATNAKARA. 347 

LOHAR~AVA. 348 

The LOHASARVASVA or Lohapaddhati was written by Suresvara, also called Surapii
Ia. 349 

The Lohasarvasva350 treats, in 318 stanzas, of lohas and their medicinal uses. 351 

The author announces that, though eight Iohas are known, four only will be dealt with 
in his work, namely iron, mica, gold, and copper (7cd-9ab). The origin, characteris
tics, purification and killing of iron (loha; 9cd-70),352 mica (abhraka; 71-101), gold 
(suvar~1a; I 02-115), and copper (tiimra; 116-125) are described. The extraction of the 
essence (sattvapiitana) of mica (abhraka) and the killing of this essence are also dis
cussed (81-101). 

Eight types of iron are distinguished: siira, auc;lra, kaliilgaja, bhadra, vajra, piil)c;li, 
kiintaja, and nirava (12cd-20ab). The vegetable and mineral substances used in the 
killing of iron 353 and in various pu\apiikas are enumerated (25-29). 

Some useful mantras are mentioned (134-138), followed by a list of anupiinas 
( 139-15 I) and dietary and behavioural rules to be observed after taking inorganic 
medicines (I 52-166). 

Suresvara proceeds with a series of formulae. Preparations containing one loha 
come first (loha: 170-216; abhraka: 217-226; suvar~1a: 227-234; tiimra: 235-238), 
followed by those containing two (239-276), three (277-297), and four Iohas 
(299-300). 

In spite of the assertion that four lohas only would be considered, the work ends 
with preparations containing five and more Iohas, up to eight (301-316). 354 

Sources referred to by Suresvaraare: the Lohatantras ofHiirrta, Niigiirjuna, Susruta 
and Vyiic;li (6; 23). 

The Lohapaddhati or Lauhapaddhati is quoted in the Rasakiimadhenu, Gulrii
jsarmamisra's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa, Haziiriliil Sukul's commentary 
on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, and To~ara's Ayurvedasaukhya.355 The Lohasarvasva 
is cited in Gulriijsarmamisra's Visikhiinupravesavijiiiina. The work is mentioned as 
one of the sources of the Piil'adasaq1hitii, Rasayogasiigara 356 and YiidavjI TrikamjI 
Aciirya's Rasiimrta. 

Two other works attributed to the same author are the Sabdapradfpa, a homonymic 
dictionary of medical botany in two sections and numerous chapters, 357 and the Vrk§ii
yurveda, a work on arboriculture. 358 

Suresvara359 or Surapiila360 was a court-physician (bhi~agantarai1ga) to king 
Bhimapiila. His father Bhadresvara 361 held the same office under king Riimapiila 
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(A.D. !078-1120)362 and his great-grandfather DevagaQa under Govindacandra. 363 
His grandfather, Yasodhana, was not a medical practitioner. 364 

Irrespective of the identity of Bhimapiila, 365 Suresvara, the son of the court
physician to Riimapiila, must have lived in the first half of the twelfth century. 366 

LOHASASTRA. 367 .. 
LOKOTTARARASAVIDHANA. 368 
MADANAKAMESVARA YOGA by Satyaniitha. 369 
MADANAKAMESVARINIRMANA VIDHI. 370 
MAHADBHUTARASATANTRA by VIrabhadra.371 
MAHADEVARASATANTRA by Kiirttikeya.372 
MAHADEVATANTRA. 373 
MAHAPUR~ACANDRODAYA by Piijyapiida. 374 
MAHAPURNACANDRODAYA YOGA. 375 
MAHARAJ~M~GANKA. 376 

MAHARASANKUSA by Rasiii1kusa. 377 Rasii1ikusa is one of the Rasasiddhas in the Pii
radasa111hitii ( 1.99) and Rasaratnasamuccaya ( 1.5). Rasiilikusa is an author or the title 
of a work quoted by Toe.Iara. 

MAHARASAPRAKARANA. 378 
MAHARASA YANATANTRA. 17, 
MAHARASAYANAVIDHJ. 380 
MAHASINDURARAJAMRGANKASURYAPRABHA VATARASA VIDHANA. 381 
MAHODADHI by Sivaniitha Yogin. 382 
MAKARADHVAJADIRASAVIDHI. 383 
MAKARADHVAJARAHASYA. 384 

MA~IK ALPA by Man Twigasuri, who may have lived in the thirteenth century: a trea
tise on precious stones in 225 verses. 3ss 

MANIKARATNAPARIKSA. 386 
MA~IMAHATMYA or Ma!)iparfk$ii, 387 

MA~IMALA by Sourindro Mohun Tagore.388 This treatise, entirely in verse, deals, 
after some introductory verses, with the following gems: the mythical jewel called 
syamantaka (9-72); vajra (diamond; 73-151); 389 miiQikya (ruby; 152-219);390 vaidii
rya(cat's eye; 220-242);391 muktii(pearl; 243-329); 392 gomeda (zircon; 330-337); 393 
vidruma (coral; 338-356); 394 marakata (emerald; 357-387);395 pu~pariiga (topaz; 
388-396);396 indranUa (sapphire; 397-424); 397 karketana (chrysoberyl; 425-429); 398 

pu!aka (garnet; 430-432); 399 rudhiriikhya (carnelian; 433-434); 400 spha\ika (quartz; 
435-444 );401 bhI~ma (rock crystal; 445-452). 402 

Many gems 403 are divided into four types, named after the four varQas (briii}maQa, 
k~atriya, vais ya, siidra). 
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Sources are not indicated. 404 King Soma is referred toas an authority on diamonds 
( 120). A sage called Kara is also quoted (349). 

MANIPARiKSA. 405 

MA~IPARIK~AKALPA. 406 

MANTHANABHAIRAVA by Manthiinabhairava.407 

Manthiinabhairava is quoted or mentioned in Dattariima's Brhadrasariijasunda
ra, 408 Lak~miriima's commentary on the Siddhabhe§ajamal)imiilii, the Rasendracii<;lii
mal)i, 409 Toc;lara's A.yurvedasaukhya, and Trimalla's Yogarara1igil)fand Brhadyogata
rarigil)f. 

He is mentioned as one of the Rasasiddhas in Caturbhuja's commentary on the 
Rasahrdaya ( 1.7), the Piiradasa1phitii ( 1.99), Rasajalanidhi (III, 389-390), Rasara
tnasamuccaya (1.6), Rasarararigi(Jf (1.29-32), and Rasendrasambhava (introductory 
verses). Manthiina is a Mahiisiddha in Sviitmiiriima's HaJhayogapradfpikii ( 1.6). 

Formulae ascribed to Manthiinabhairava are found in the Bhai§ajyarntniivalf, 410 

Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, 411 Rasaratnasamuccaya, 412 Rasayogasiigara, 413 Rasendra
cintiimai1i, 414 and Yogaratniikara. 4 15 

MATJ.lKABHEDATANTRA. 416 This treatise, consisting of 573 verses, arranged in four
teen chapters (pa\ala), and composed in the form of a dialogue between Sa1pkara and 
Ca1_1c;likii, contains, though chiefly devoted to spiritual practices of a Tantric nature, 
some interesting matter pertaining to alchemy and medicine. 417 

The work describes the transmutation of copper into silver by the aid of an un
known substance called sambala ( 1.2-16), processes to which mercury and copper are 
subjected, aurifaction, and the beneficial effects of ingesting mercurial products ( 5 .1-
43), the preparation of the rasalinga (8.1-37), the reduction of minerals to ashes and 
the use of these ashes as drugs (9.1-31). 

Some of the titles of the chapters (pa\ala) in a MS described by R. Mitra are: 
raupyanirmii1_1opiiyakathana (1), sa1p.tiinotpattiniyamakathana (2), mok~asiidhana (3), 
and piiradabhasmikaraQopiiyatadbhasmamiihiitmyakathana (5).418 

A Cfnatantra ( 1.7),419 Kiilitantra ( 1.7),420 and To<;lalatantra (8.18)421 are referred 
to. 

A number of correspondences with Niithasiddha texts may point to the eleventh or 
twelfth century as the period of composition. 422 D.G. White is of the opinion that the 
Miit[kiibhedatantra is a relatively late text, probably dating from the latter part of the 
thirteenth century. 423 

The Miit{kiibhedatantra is quoted in Ambikiidattasiistrin's commentary on the 
Rasendr11siir<1Sa111graha and the commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya by Asubodha 
and Nityabodha Senagupta. 

MRDANiTANTRA. 424 

M0SALEPAVIDHI. 425 

N AGABODHISIDDHANTA. 426 
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NAGARJUNIVIDYA. 427 

N ANDITANTRA.428 

N ASATYASAM HITA. 429 

NAVAGRAHARASA.430 

NAVARATNA.431 
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NAVARATNADHATU,VIDYA.432 

NAVARATNADHATUVIVADA by Balabhadra.433 

NAVARATNAMALA, anonymous.434 

NAVARATNAMALA by Mallinatha, son ofGovinda. 435 

NAVARATNAPARIK~A by Nlirliya~a Pa~i;Iita.436 This treatise, which forms part of 
the author's Smrtisiiroddhiira,431 deals with: vajra (36-57), muktliphala (58-106), 
padmarliga (I 07-125), indranila ( 126-140), marakata(l41-152), sphatika ( 153-158), 
pu~yarliga (159), vaii;Iiirya (160), gomeda (161), and pravala (162-165); the work 
ends with verses on artificial gems and ways of detecting them ( 174-183 ). 438 

NAVARATNAPARIK~A by Soma. 439 The author is said to be the Somadeva who com
piled the Miinaso//iisa, of which work the text of the N avaratnapaifk$8 forms part. 440 

NAVARATNARAJAMRGANKASIDDHARASANIRMANA. 441 

NAVARATNASUDDHi. 442 • 

NIDHIDARSANA by Ramavlijapeyin. 443 

NITYANATHATANTRA.444 This work may be the same as Nityanlitha's Rasaratnii.kara. 
PANCABANAMODAKANIRMANAVIDHI. 445 

PARADAJ iRA~AMARA~-IADIVIDHJ. 446 

P ARADAKALPA: 447 the twenty-eighth chapter of the Rudrayiima/a, 448 dealing with the 
medicinal properties of mercury and the preparation of mercurial medicines. 449 

PARADAKALPADRUMA by Anania, written in A.O. 1792. 450 
PARADANAMA.451 

PARADASA¥HITA by Cittodbhava Ha1psarlija. 452 

PARADASODHANA VIDHI. 453 

PARADAH ADASASA¥SKARA, anonymous. 454 

PARADA~T ADASASA¥SKARA by Kr~t]arlivanarasirpha.455 

PARADA VIDHI. 456 

PARADAYOGASASTRA by Sivarlimayogindra,457 a work in 262 vers_es and eleven 
chapters (patala), dealing with processes of making mercurial preparations for medic
inal purposes, for conferring longevity, and for converting base metals into gold. 458 

Mentioned as one of the sources of the Rasayogasagara. 459 

This work is sometimes assigned to the sixteenth century.460 

PA~A~ABHASMA VIDHANA. 461 
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PASANASUDDHIKRAMA.462 
PR~M~DEBHANKUSARASA VIDHI. 463 
PRANANKUSARASAVIDHI. 464 

PRATAPALANKESVARARASA. 465 

PRATAPALANKESVARINIRMA~ACIKITSAVIDHANA.466 
PRA YOGACINTAMA~I by Riimamiii:iikyasena.467 

POR~ACANDRODAYARASAVIDHANA.468 
PURU~ARTHAPRABODHA. 469 
RAJAMRGANKA VYAKHYA. 410 

RAJAR~TNAKARA by Qhui:i9hiriija, son ofViresvara alias Pante Bha!!a.471 

RAJATABHASMA VIDHANA. 472 
RAJATASUVAR~IAKARA~AKRIYA. 473 
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RASABHAIRAVA by Bhairava.474 Bhairava is one oftheRasasiddhas; several rasayo
gas are attributed to him. He is also crediteli with the Gaurikiiiicalikiitantca and Rase
ndrabhairava. 

RASABHAISAJYAKALPADIPIKA. 475 

RASABHAl~AJYARATNAVALI by Siiryakavi. 476 
RASABHASMANIRMA~ AKRAMA. 477 
RASABHASMASADHAN A.478 
RASABHASMA VIDHI. 479 

RASABHE~AJAKALPA 480 or Rasabhe~ajakalpadfpikii481 by Siiryapai:i9ita. Subjects 
dealt with are: furnaces, fuels, kinds of earth, processing of mercury, the purification 
of medicinal substances, perfumed oils, diet. 482 

RASABHOGAMUKTAVALI. 483 

RASABHUPATI. 484 

RASABODHACANDRODA YA.485 Used as a source in the Rasayogasiigara.486 

RASACAKRA by Brhaspati.487 This work, in 8,000 verses, is mentioned in the Gora
k~asaqihitii. 488 

RASACAKRACUQAMA~I. 489 

RASACA~QA¥SU or Rasaratnasan:igraha by Datta Balliila Borakara, also called Datta 
Vaidya, a Siirasvata briihmai:ia, son of Balliiladeva and Lak~mL This work is a mod
ern compilation, taken from the Rasaprakiisiisudhiikara, Rasaratniikaca, Rasaratnasa

muccaya, etc.; it was completed in A.O. 1919. It consists of two parts (khai:i9a), the 
first of which deals with sodhana, miirai:ia, etc., of the rasas, uparasas, dhiitus, upadha
tus, etc., while the second one contains formulae to be used in the treatment of various 
disorders. 490 
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RASACA~QAll!ISU by Dattariima Vaidya. 491 

RASACA~QAll!ISU by Dattiitreya.492 Used as a source in the Bhe$ajasarphitii, Rasayo
gasiigara, 493 and Rasendrasambhava. 

A Rasacar_i~iiq1su is quoted in the Ayurvediya Khanijavijiiiina, Kiipipakvarasani
rmiir_iavijiiiina, and Rasadhiituprakiisa 

The disease calied smaronmiida was known to the author of this work,494 which 
points to a rather late date.495 

RASACA~QAll!ISU by Srisa,pkara. 496 

RASACANDRATANTRA by Brhaspati. 497 

RASACANDRIKA, anonymous. 498 
RASACANDRIKA by Miidhava Kavicandra.499 
RASACANDRIKA by Niliimbara Purohita. 501 

RASACAN DRODA YA by Candrasena. 50I 
RASACIKITSAGRANTHA.502 

RASACINTAMA~I, anonymous. 503 

RASACINTAMA~I by Anantadeva504 or Anantadevasiiri, 505 a work in about 900 
verses, arranged in eleven chapters. 5o6 

The subjects of chapters (stavaka) one to six are: 507 (I; 120 verses) twenty methods 
of preparing rasabhasman, gandhakagriisa, the preparation of various gu!ikiis; (2; 142 
verses) the formulae and uses of seventeen rasayogas; (3; 98 verses) the treatment of 
ku~!ha; (4; 128 verses) the treatment of sothaand some other disorders; (5; 162 verses) 
the salpskiiras of mercury; (6; 146 verses) auri- and argentifaction, rasiiyana and viijI
karai;ia; (7; 213 verses) eighteen rasayogas; (8; 182 verses) sixteen rasayogas; (9; 198 
verses) forty-one rasayogas; (I O; 45 verses) thirteen rasayogas; (11; 138 verses) thirty
three rasayogas. 

The verses quoted by P. Ray are concerned with the preparation of a white mercurial 
bhasman, the extraction of the sattva of rasaka or kharpara (i.e., the preparation of zinc) 
and tutthaka, and the preparation of artificial gold and silver. 508 

Works quoting the Rasacintiimar_ii are: A${amahiimiitrii, 509 Ayurvedaprakiisa, 
Govindariima's Rasasal]lgrahasiddhiinta, 510 Gulriijsarmamisra's Visikhiinupravesa
vijiiiina and commentary on the Ayuivedaprakiisa, Kiipipakvarasanirmii!iavijiiiina, 
Riimacandra's Riimavinoda, 511 Rasadhiituprakiisa, Rasakiimadhenu, Sadiinanda's Ra
satara.-igir_ii, Rasatattvavivecana, Somadevasarman's commentary on the Ayurve
daprakiisa, Toi;iara's Ayurvedasaukhya,512 and Trimalla's Yogatarangir_ii513 and Br
hadyogatara,igir_ii. 514 The Rasacintiimar_ii of Anantadeva was one of the sources of the 
Rasayogasiigara. 515 The Rasacintiima{Ji is also mentioned among the sources of the 
Piiradasa,phitii. The work is anonymously quoted in the Rasajalanidhi. 

A Cintiimar_ii, quoted by Toi;lara, may or may not be the Rasacintiimar_ii. 516 
Anantadeva was a resident of Kanakiicala 517 and a devotee ofTripurasundarI. 518 

The quotations establish that Anantadeva is earlier than Toi;lara. 519 
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RASACINTAMAf:11 by MuralTdhara Sarman. 520 
RASACINTAMAf:11 by Padma1Japa1Jc;lita.521 
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RASADARPAf:IA, anonymous. 522 An unspecified Rasadarpa,;ia is quoted in one of the 
parisi~!as of the Anandakanda, 523 the A.yurvedfya Khanijavijiiiina, the Brhadrasarii
jasundara, Gulriijsarmamisra's commentary on the A.yurvedaprakiisa, Haziiri'liil 
Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, the Kiipfpakvarasanirmii,;iavijiiiina, 
Rasatattvavivecana, Rasendl'llpuriiQa, Toc;lara's A.yurvedasaukhya,524 and Trimalla's 
Yogatarazigi,;if. A Rasadar~a is referred to in RevaQasiddha's Vfrabha{!Tya. 

RASADARPAf:IA by RevaQasiddha. 525 A Rasadarpa,;ia, quoted in Vi~Qudeva's (= Vi
!!hala's) Rasasindhu, is probably Reva~1asiddha's work, because Trimalla, who also 
wrote a Rasada1pa,;ia, is much later than Vi~Qudeva. Reva~1asiddha may therefore be 
earlier than the third quarter of the fourteenth century. 

RASADHATUPRAKASA by Vaidya P.D. MuJe. 526 
The forty chapters (adhyiiya) of this compilation deal with: (I) rasasiilii; (2) 

paribhii~ii; (3) vargas (groups of substances); (4) yantras; (5) types of mii~ii and 
mudrii; Iepa; types of ko~!hI; (6) types of pu,a; (7) kiiiijI; (8) miina (weights and mea
sures); (9) piiradotpatti (the origin of mercury), the do~as (blemishes) of mercury; (10) 
piiradasuddhi (the purification of mercury) and the salJlskiiras; (II) gandhakajiira!)a, 
hingulotthapiiradani~siira1Javidhi (the extraction of mercury from cinnabar); (12) 
miirchanii; (13) nirgandhamiirchanii: mugdharasa, rasakarpiira; (14) sagandhamii
rchanii: kajja!I, rasasindiira, candrodaya; (IS) kajjalT, parpa!I; ( I 6) suvarQajiira~1ii; ( I 7) 
rasabandha; ( I 8) piiradabhasman and its uses; (19) Iohasiddhi and suvar!)anirmii!)a 
(aurifaction); (20) the dhiitus (metals); (21) suvar!)a (gold); (22) rajata (silver); (23) 
tiimra (copper); (24) Ioha (iron); (25) mai,c;liira; (26) niiga (lead); (27) vanga (tin); 
(28) yasada (zinc); (29) pittala, kiilJlsya, varta; (30) the mahiirasas; (3 I) abhraka; (32) 
vaikriinta; (33) suvar!)amiik~ika; (34) tiiramiik~ika; (35) vimala; (36) siliijatu; (37) 
sasyaka; (38) capala; (39) rasaka; ( 40) the uparasas. 

The sources used in compiling this treatise are: A.yurvedaprakiisa, Bhai$ajyaratnii
va/i; Bhiiratabhai$a,;yaratniikara, Bhiivaprakiisa, Nighc11,1turatniikara, RasacaQfliiq1su, 
Rasacintiima,;ii, Rasahrdaya, Rasakiimadhenu, Rasaprakiisasudhiikara, Rasaratniikara, 
Rasaratnasamucc11ya, Rasiil'(Java, RasatarazigilJf, Rasiiyanasiira, Rasendrasiirasaq1gra
ha, SiiligriimanighaQfU, Susruta, T~ariinanda, Vi$atantra, and Yogaratniikara 

RASADHATUSODHANAMARAN A. 527 
RASADHIKARA by Harihara. 528 
RASADHYAYA by Puru~ottamasiiri.529 

RASADINAl\:1 MARAf:IAJARAf:IADIPRA YOGAl;I. This work is a guide for the purifica
tion of mercury and other substances; it is composed in verse and prose. 530 

RASADIPA by (Siddha) Priil;taniitha. 531 
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RASADIPAKA.532 
RASADIPIKA, anonymous. 533 

RASADIPIKA by Anandiinubhava. 534 Anandiinubhava535 and the Rasadfpikii are 
quoted in the Rasasindhu, which establishes that the author lived before the third 
quarter of the fourteenth century. Mentioned as one of the sources of the Rasayogasii
gara. 536 

RASADIPIKA by Ananta.537 Quoted in the Rasakaumudf of Miidhavabhi~aj. 538 
A Rasadfpikii is cited in the commentary on the A§fiunahiimiitra,539 the Kiipf
pakvarasaninniil)avijiiiina, Rasasindhu, To•ara's Ayurvedasaukhya, and Vaidyariija's 
Sukhabodha. 540 

RASADIPIKA by Riimariija.541 The same author is credited with a N~prakiisa and 
Rasaratnapradfpa. 542 Quoted in Vaidyacintiimai:ii's Prayogamrta. 543 

RASADISUDDHI. 544 

RASADIYOGAGRANTHA. This work deals with the purification of mercury and other 
inorganic substances; a number of medicinal preparations are described. 545 

RASADRUTIPRAKARANA.546 
RASADYUTPATTIVARN°ANA. 547 
RASAGOVINDA by G~vinda. 548 

RASAGRANTHA. This work describes the origin and properties of mercury and its dif
ferent varieties; its use in medicinal preparations is also indicated. 549 

RASAHEMAN. 55o 
RASAH(1-DAYA, anonymous. 551 

RASAJNANA by Jfiiinajyotis.552 Quoted in the Bhai$ajyaratniivalf553 and Kiipfpakva
raslinirmiil)avijiiiina. The Rasajiiiina is one of the sources of the Rasayogasiigara. 554 

Jfiiinajyotirmunindra is referred to in Dattariima's Brhadarasariijasundara. 555 

RASAKAK~APUTA by Niigesa, son of Ganniriija of Bhiiradviijagotra and Vaikhii
nasasiitra.556 The author gives at the beginning of his treatise a list of the following 
authorities and works consulted by him: BhaviinI, 557 Carpa\i, Dhanvantari, Govinda, 
Jinendra's Arnita, 558 Kiikac31J~esvarfmata, Lokaniiyaka,559 Niigiirjuna, Nirandhra, 560 
Piyii$a, Riijamrianka, Rasadipikii, Rasiimrta, Rasariija, Rasaratniikara, Rasiirl)ava, 
Rasasattva, Rasasiddha, Rasendramariga/a, Sutasoma,561 Svacchanda, Tiirk~ya, 562 
Vyiidi, and Vyiisa. 563 

RASAKALIKA. 564 
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RASAKALPA 565 This work, said to form part of the Rudrayiimala, and written in the 
form of a dialogue between Siva and CaQ~ikii, describes metals and minerals, their 
killing, druti, sattvapiitana and some other processes, without giving attention to the 
medicinal uses of the substances produced. The author claims to have tested all the 
processes outlined in the work. Six metals are distinguished (gold, silver, copper, 
tin, lead, iron), eight mahiirasas (piirada, hiilgula, vai~Qava, 5(,6 sasyaka, saila, capala, 
rasaka, amala),567 eight rasas (abhraka, tutthaka, kiinta, riijiivarta, aiijana, vajra, 
vaikriintaka, \ailkaQa), and an unspecified number of uparasas (gandhaka, tiilaka, silii, 
k~iti, 568 khecara, 569 gairika, etc.). Sulphur (gandhaka) is said to be of four types (sita, 
asita, aruQa, pita), tiilaka of two types (godanta and pii\alacchavi), silii of two types 
(raktii and pitii), kiisTsa of three types (kiisTsa, pu~pakiisTsa, hTrakiisTsa), gairika of two 
types (sauvan:ia and lohita). Kailku~\ha is not accepted as a rasa. The extraction of the 
essence of rasaka, i.e., the preparation of zinc, is described. 570 

Svacchandabhairava and Govinda are referred to. 571 

The Rasakalpa is sometimes placed in the thirteenth century. 572 

RASAKALPA by Basava. 573 
RASAKALPADRUMA by Jayadeva.574 

RASAKALPALATA, anonymous. 575 
RASAKALPALATA by Kisiniitha.576 

RASAKALPALATA by Magniriima,577 MagnTriima,578 or MaganTriima.579 Mentioned 
as one of the sources of the RasayogllSligara.58• This work is sometimes assigned to 
the sixteenth century. 58 I 

RASAKALPALATA by NiiriiyaQamisra582 or NiiriiyaQa Sarman. 583 This work is some
times placed in the fifteenth century. 584 

RASAKALPATARU. 585 

RASAKALPAVALLI by Srrlq~Qasena. 586 

RASAKANKALI by Kailkii!i.587 

RASAKANKALIYA by Kailkiilayogin. 588 This work is one of the sources of the Rasayo
gasiigara. 589 The Rasak111ikiillya is quoted in the Kiipipakvarasanirmiil)avijiiiina. 

RASAKARA.590 

RASAKARPURA.591 

RASAKA~AYA by Vaidyariija, son of Visiirada 592 

RASAKAUMUDI, anonymous. 593 An unspecified Rasakaumudiis quoted in Asubodha 
and Nityabodha Senagupta's commentary on the Rasarntnasamuccaya, the Kiipi
pakvarasanirrniil)avijiiiina, and the Rasiiyanasa!pgraha. 

RASAKAUMUDI by Golhadeva. 594 
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RASAKAUMUDI by Madhava.595 This work deals with rasayogas employed in 
medicine; some of the chapters (adhikara) are concerned with the treatment of jvara, 
jvaratrsara, grahai:ir, vispho!a, masiiri, mukharoga, siroroga, striroga, balaroga, and 
vi~a, as well as with vr~ya ( = va jTkarai:ia); the sa1pskaras of mercury and the yantras 
used are described; some ga1~as are enumerated: niyamaka-, rasamaraka-, gu<;fiici-, pa
iicapitta-, amla-, !!Rd k~aragai:ia. 596 

Madhava's Rasakaumudfis assigned to the sixteenth century, because of its simi
larity to the Rasapradipa in many respects, while, moreover, opium and mineral acids 
are prescribed in it. 597 P. Cordier, who examined a MS of the work, noticed quotations 
from the Rasaratniikara and Anandanubhava's Rasadipika.598 

RASAKAUMUDI by Saktivallabha.599 This work is one of the sources of the Rasayo
gasiigara. 600 

RASAKAUMUDI by Vi!!hala. 601 
RASAKAUSTUBHA. 602 
RASAKAUTUKA, anonymous. 603 
RASAKAUTUKA by Mallari.604 
RASAKAUTUKAKHYA.605 
RASAKETU. 606 
RASAKINNARA. 607 Used as a source in the Rasayogasiigara 
RASALAK~Al'.IAMANJARI by K~ol)imai:iilak~mai:ia. 608 
RASALAK~A~ANI. 609 
RASALAK~A~ASASTRA. 6IO 

RASALAll:"KARA, anonymous. 611 An unspecified Rasiila,pkiira is quoted in the Kt1-
pipakvarasanirmiil)avijiiiina, Rasakiimadhenu and To<;fara's Ayurvedasaukhya; 612 it is 
one of the sources of the Piil'adasa,phitii. 

RASALAII/IKARA by Govinda, son of Nrhari and follower of Lak~mrnrsiq1ha. 613 

RASALAll:"KARA by Ramavirabha!!a, 614 

RASALAr~IKARA by Ramesvarabhana. 615 Used as a source in the Rasayogasiigara.616 

This work is sometimes placed in the fourteenth century. 617 

RASALEHYAVIDHANA. 618 
RASAMALA. 619 

RASAMANASA by Dayarama, son of Devakinandana. 620 The Rasamiinasa is quoted in 
the Piiradasa'!lhitii and Rasatattvavivecana. 

RASAMANGALA by Gahananandamuni. 621 
Numerous rasayogas are ascribed to Gahana, 622 Gahanananda, 623 Gahananandana

tha,624 and Gahananatha.625 
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The Rasamariga/a626 is quoted in the commentary on the A$famahiimiitrii, 627 
in the Capalaniq1aya (by Narendraniithamitra) of the RasatarailgiQl, and in the 
Rasendrakalpadruma. The work is referred to in Nityaniitha's Rasaratniikara. 

Gahananiitha is quoted in Miidhava Kaviriija's Mugdhabodha. 
A Yogaratniikara is attributed to Gahananiitha. 
Gahaniinandaniitha was the guru of Cidghaniinandaniitha, the author of the Satka

rmaSiJ11lgraha.628 

RASAMAJ':11 by Harihara.629 
RASAMANJARI, anonymous. 630 
RASAMANJARI by P.T. Niiriiyai:ian Mus (1870-1907). 631 

RASAMARANA VIDHI. 632 
RASAMARGA. 633 

RASAMARTAJ':IQA. This work mentions the following seventeen sa1pskiiras of mer
cury: pa!!asiirai:ia, maliipakar~ai:ia, sveda, suddhi, mardana, dhiivana, miirchana, utthii
pana, tiryakpiitana, iirdhvapiitana, adhal}piitana, suci, vTryiinayana, niyiimana, nirod
hana, dTpana, lelihiina, and mukhTkarai:ia. 634 

The Rasamiirtawa is quoted in Gulriijsarmamisra's commentary on the Ayurve
daprakiisa, the Kiiplpakvarasanirmii!Javijiiiina, the Rasatattvavivecana, and Somadeva
sarman's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa. 

RASAM(:tTA, anonymous.635 An unspecified Rasamrta is quoted in the Bhe$ajasa,µ
hitii, Bhiivaprakiisa,636 Gulriijsarmamisra's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa, the 
Piiradasa1phitii, Rasakiimadhenu, Rasasindhu, and Rasendrakalpadruma. 

RASAM(:tTA by Jayadevakaviriija. 637 
RASAM(:tTA by Jayaniiciirya. 638 
RASAM(:tTA by Kiimadeva.639 

RASAM(:tTA by Kayyadevapal)Qita. 640 
RASAMJ/.TA by Riimesvara.641 

RASAM(:tTA by Vaidyakenclrapai:igita. 642 

RASAMUKTAVALI, a treatise on metals and their medicinal properties. 643 A Rasamu
ktiivallwas written by Devaniitha,644 the teacher of Ciigiimai:iimisra, the author of the 
Rasakiimadhenu. The latter gives an extract from his teacher's work without mention
ing its title. 

Devaniitha's Rasamuktiivall is quoted by his son, Viisudeva, in the latter's com
mentary on Subandhu's Viisavadattii. 645 Devaniitha and Viisudeva were SiikadvTpiya 
briihmai:ias. 646 

An unspecified Rasamuktiivall is quoted in the Rasasindhu and was one of the 
sources of the Rasayogasiigara.641 

Devaniitha's Rasamuktiivall is obviously earlier than the Rasakiimadhenu. P.K. 
Gode placed it tentatively in the period between A.D. 1500 and 1672. 648 The 
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Rasamuktava/T quoted in the Rasasindhu cannot be Devaniitha's work, on account of 
the much earlier date of Vi!!hala, the author of the Rasasindhu. 

RASAMULIKANIGHA~TU: 649 a description of particular plants used in alchemical pro
cesses. 

RASANAK~ATRAMALIKA by Mathanasiipha,650 physician to the king of Miilvii. 651 
Two formulae from this work are found in P. Riiy;652 the first formula mentions 
opium, the second is a svacchandabhairavarasa. 653 Mathanasi1pha's treatise is 
probably quoted as Nak$atramala in To~ara's Ayurvedasaukhya and Vi!!hala's 
Rasasindhu.654 Vi!!hala's quotation points to a date earlier than the third quarter of 
the fourteenthcentury.655 One of the MSS was completed in A.D. 1500/1501.656. 

RASANANDAKAUTUKA by Naraviihana.657 Naraviihana _is one of the Rasasiddhas in 
the Piiradasal)1hita, Rasajalanidhi, Rasaratnakara, Rasaratnasamuccaya, Rasatarmigiri. 
and Rasendrasambhava. 658 

RASANIBANDHA. 659 
RASANIDiNA. 660 
RASANIGHANTU. 661 
RASANIRMANAVIDHANA. 662 
RASANIRMANAVIDHI. 663 
RASANIRNAYA. 664 
RASANKUSA. 665 

RASANKUSATANTRA by Candraniitha.666 Candra's Rasanku.fa, a work in 10,000 
verses, is mentioned in the Gorak$aSal)lhita. 667 A Rasankusa is quoted in the Ayu
rvedasaukhya. 668 Several rasayogas are attributed to Candraniitha. 

RASAPADDHA TI, anonymous. 669 Quoted in the Piiradasal)lhita. 670 
RASAPADDHATI by Bhairavaprasiida.671 
RASAPADMACANDRIKA. 672 
RASAPARAMACANDRIKA. 673 

RASAPARIJA TA, anonymous. 674 An unspecified Rasaparijata is one of the sources of 
the Ayurvedfya Khanijavijiiana, Paradasal)ihita, and Rasayogasagara.615 

RASAP ARIJ AT A by Lak~idhara Sarasvati. 676 
RASAPARIJATA by Riimacandra.677 
RASAPARIJATA by Vaidya Siromal)i. 678 
RASAPRABANDHA. 679 
RASAPRABANDHACANDRODAYA by Bisaladeva.680 
RASAPRABHEDANIRUPANA. 681 
RASAPRABODHA by Niig~deva, son of Mallideva. 682 
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RASAPRABODHACANDRODAYA by Nliganlitha, son of Janlirdanamisra. 683 

RASAPRADIPA.684 An unspecified Rasapradipa is quoted in Jiilirasarlima's version of 
the Amrtasiigara, the commentary on the Ayurvediibdhisiira, the Bhiivaprakiisa and its 
glosses, the Brhadrasariijasundara, the KiipfpakvarasanirmiiQavijiiiina, the Niisfrasiihf 
Karikiilfgrantha,685 the Rasakiimadhenu, and To~ara's Ayurvedasaukhya.686 It is one 
of the sources of Harisarai:ilinanda's KiipipakvarasanirmiiQavijiiiina 

RASAPRAD!PA by Nliganlitha.687 

RASAPRAD!PA by PrliQanlitha. 688 This work consists of two chapters (adhyliya), with 
respectively 150689 and 469 verses. The mailgala praises Mukunda690 and Govinda. 
The introductory stanzas state that the author will summarily describe the purifica
tion and killing of the dhlitus, upadhlitus, rasas, uparasas, ratnas, uparatnas, vi~as and 
upavi~as (1.4-5). The author distinguishes the same seven dhiitus as many works on 
rasaslistra do: svari:ia, raupya, tlimra, railga (i.e., tin), jasada, sisa, and loha (1.6). His 
series of seven upadhlitus is unusual: suvar~1amlik~ika, tlimramlik~ika, tuttha, kli1psya, 
riti, sindiira, and sillijatu ( 1.12). Tuttha, sindiira and sillijatu can be subjected to purifi
cation (sodhana) only, not to killing (mlirai:ia) ( 1.13 ). The preparation of sai1khadrli
varasa is described (2.2.29-32). The medicinal uses of inorganic compounds form the 
main subject of chapter two. 691 The preparation of rasakarpiira, employed in the treat
ment of phirailgaroga, finds a place in this work (l.lll-117; 2.2.295-298). Cobacini 
is prescribed against phirangaroga (2.2.306), opium (ahe~ garalam, ahiphena) against 
vlitavylidhi, visiicikli and apasmlira (2.1.37, 82,121). 

Sources and earlier authorities are not referred to or quoted. 
Prai:ianlitha's Rasapradipa is one of the sources of the Rasayogasiigara. en 
The author gives no information abouL his genealogy. 693 

Prli!)anlitha cannot be earlier than the sixteenth century because of his references 
to phirangaroga 694 and its treatment with cobacini and rasakarpiira. 695 

RASAPRAD!PA by Rlimacandra of the Guha family. 696 Other works by Rlimacandra 
are the Rasendracintiima(li and Cakradattaniimakagrantha. 697 

Prlii:ianlithavaidya is recorded as the author of a commentary on Rlimacandra 
Guha's Rasapradfpa. 698 

RASAPRADIPA by Sa,pkarabha!!a, son of Trimallabhana. 699 
RASAPRADIPA by Vaidyarlija. 700 
RASAPRADIPA by Visa.Iadeva.701 
RASAPRAD!PA(SA¥!}RAHA). 7<11 

RASAPRAD!PIKA, anonymous. 703 This work consists of four chapters (adhyliya): rasa
suddhibhasmlidhiklira, mahlirasoparasaslidhlirai:iaraslina,p suddhibhasmlidhiklira~, na
varatnasuddhibhasmlidhiklira, and na valohasuddhibhasmasindiiradhiklira. 704 

Mai1galagirisiiri, son of Jagannlitha of Atreya gotra, of the Gelavai1galava1psa, 
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wrote a commentary on the first chapter. 705 He is also the author of a commentary on 
the Bhe§ajakalpa attributed to Bharadviija. 706 

This work is apparently identical with the RasapradTpikii attributed to Bharadviija. 

RASAPRADIPIKA by Bharadviija.707 This work consists of four chapters (adhyiiya), 
devoted to: (1) mercury and its processing; (2) the mahiirasas (vaikriinta, miik~ika, 
siliidhiitu = siliijatu, sasyaka, capala, rasaka), uparasas (gandhaka, gairika, kiisisa, 
saurii~\ra, haritiila, mana!Jsilii, aiijana, kailku~tha), siidhiira1,1arasas (kampilla, gauripii
~ii1,1a, navasiira, varii\aka, bodiirasrilgi, hiilgula), the purification of opium (ahiphena), 
vatsaniibha, nepiila, and mahi~iik~a; (3) the nine gems (mii1,1ikya, mauktika, praviila, 
marakata, pu~pariiga, vajra, nila, vai9iirya, gomedaka); ( 4) the nine metals. 708 

The main source of the RasapradTpikii was the Rasaratnasamuccaya, though the ar
rangement of the subjects differs. 

Part of a commentary, namely the commentary on the first chapter, by Mailgalagiri 
Siiri, son of Jaganniitha, of the Gelavailgalavaqisa, has been preserved. 709 

A Telugu version of the Rasapradfpikiiwas made by Mu9umba Veilka!iiciirya, who 
does not refer to Bharadviija as its author, but presents the work as an instruction of 
Atreya by Agastya, in accordance with revelations by the Asvins to Dhanvantari.710 

The Rasapradfpikii is later than the sixteenth century, on account of the date of the 
Rasaratnasamuccaya, its chief source, and earlier than the eighteenth century, the pe
riod in which Mu9umba lived. 711 

RASAPRADIPIKA by Mailgalagirisilri. 712 

RASAPRAKASA, anonymous.713 A Rasaprakiisa is one of the sources of the Pii
radasarphitii. 

RASAPRAKASA by Kr~1,1asarman. 714 

RASAPRAKASA by Miilariija.715 

RASAPRAYOGA. 716 

RASAPRAYOGA by Somaprabhiiciirya.717 

RASARAHASYA by Dayiiriima, son ofDevakinandana. 718 This work is quoted in Mii
dhava's Sarvadarsanasarpgraha, 719 the Rasakiimadhenu, the Rasasindhu, and To<alara's 
Ayurvedasaukhya It is one of the sources of the Piiradasal)ihitii. 

The reference to the Rasarahasya in the Rasasindhu establishes that Dayiiriima 
lived before the third quarter of the fourteenth century. 

RASARAJA, anonymous. 720 Quoted in the Brhadrasariijasundara. 
RASARAJA by Lak~misvara. 721 

RASARAJA by Matiriima.722 

RASARAJA by Sa1pkara. 723 Sa111kara is one of the Rasasiddhas in the Rasatararigil)f and 
Rasendrasambhava. Several rasayogas are ascribed to him. He is also credited with a 
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Rasaratnasamuccaya and Rasasa111kara. 

RASARAJAHA¥SA, anonymous,724 Quoted in the Piiradasa'!1hitii, Rasakiimadhenu 
and T09ara's Ayurvedasaukhya The Riijaha111sa, quoted by Tcx:lara, may be the same 
work. 

RASARAJAKALPA. 725 

RASARAJAKALPALAK~Mi by Vi~J)U P81)9ita, son of Mahadeva. 726 This work is un
doubtedly identical with Vi~i:iudeva's Rasariijalak§nu-. 

RASARAJALAK~Mi, anonymous. 127 A work of this title is one of the sources of the Pii
radasal)lhitii; it is quoted in the Rasakiimadhenu 728 and Tcx:lara's Ayurvedasaukhya. 729 

RASARAJALAK~Mi by Ramesvarabha\!a. 730 This work describes the purification and 
the properties of mercury. 731 

Ramesvarabha\~ was the son of Vi$l)Udeva, who wrote the Rasariijalak§mT; he can 
therefore be placed in the latter half of the fourteenth century. He is regarded as the 
author of a commentary on his father's work. 732 

RASARAJALAK~Mi by Revai:iasiddha.733 
RASARAJALAK~Mi by Sarvajfiabha!!a, 734 

RASARAJ AMAHODADHI by Kapalin. 735 A Rasariijamahodadhi was one of the sources 
of the Rasavidyiimahiirl)ava. 

RASARAJAMI!-GANKA by Bhojaraja. 736. 
RASARAJAPRAKARA~A by Matlhava Upadhyaya. 737 

RASARAJASA¥KARA, anonymous. 738 A Rasariijasa111kara is quoted in Hazarilal Su
kul 's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, the KiipTpakvarasanirmiil)llvijiiiina, and 
the Piiradasal)lhitii. 

RASARAJASA¥KARA by Ramalq~ga, son of Mudgala, 739 great-grandson of Kamala
kara, pupil of Devendravana. 740 This treatise in nine chapters(alal!]kara) 741 deals with 
alchemical procedures and the treatment of diseases. 742 It is one of the sources of the 
Rasayogasiigara.743 The work is sometimes assigned to the fifteenth century. 744 

RASARAJASAMSKARAH. 745 
RASARAJASEKHARA by Gailgadhara. 746 

RASARAJASIROMA~I by Parasuriima.747 Mentioned as one of the sources of 
the Rasayogasiigara. 748 An unspecified Rasarajasiromal)i is quoted in the KiipT
pakvarasaninniil)a vijiiiina. 
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RASARAJASIROMA~I by Reva1,a Siddha.749 
RASARAJASUDHii.NIDHI by Vrajaraja Sukla. 750 
RASARANJANA. 751 
RASARASARNAVA. 752 
RASARATNA by Sriniitha.753 

RASARATNADIPIKii., unspecified. Quoted in the Rasakiimadhenu, Piiradasaiphitii, and 
Somadevasarman's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa A Ratnadfpikii is cited in 
T~ara's Ayurvedasaukhya 

RASARATNADIPIKA by Mallariija. 754 
RASARA TNAKARA, anonymous. 755 

RASARATNAKARA by Adiniitha. 756 Adiniitha is one of the Mahiisiddhas in the Ha{ha
yogapradfpikii ( 1.5). 757 He is also mentioned as the first of the nine Niithas 758 and the 
first of twelve sages to whom the Kiipiilika doctrine was revealed. 759 

RASARATNAKARA by Cakrapiii_:ti. 760 
RASARATNAKARA by Devacandra. 761 
RASARATNAK:<\RA by Deviiciirya.762 

RASARATNAKARA by Niigiirjuna.763 Actually, this work does not exist; the work 
recorded in this way is Niigiirjuna's Rasendramaziga/a.764 

RASARATNAKARA by Niithasiipha.765 This work is probably identical with Nityanii
tha's Rasaratniikara. 

RASARATNAKARA by Piijyapiida.766 
RASARATNAKARA by Riimacandra.767 

RASARATNAKARA' by Revai_:tasiddha.768 

RASARATNAKARA by Saidapahiira, a treatise written in Hindi. 769 The author was a 
son of Saida Hamajii, probably a Muslim and a l}akim. 770 

RASARATNAKARA by Sukrapiii_:ti.771 
RASARATNAKARA by Susruta.772 

RASARATNAKAUMUDI, anonymous. 773 A text of this title was one of the sources of 
the Rasayog~igara.774 Syphilis (phirailga) is mentioned in this work. 775 

RASARATNAMii.Lii., anonymous. 776 An unspecified alchemical Ratnamiilii is quoted 
in Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya. 

RASARATNAMii.Lii. by Hari Vaidya of Gurjaradesa, father of the Devadatta who, in 
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about the latter part of the fourteenth century, composed a small work called Ratnamii
likii.111 

RASARATNAMALA by Narasirpha Kaviriija, the guru of Vaidyacintiimar:ii. 778 
RASARA TNAMALA by Siddha Nityaniitha. 779 

RASARATNAMAJ:,IIMALA by Biibiibhiii Vaidya. 780 Used as a source in the Rasayogasii
gara. 781 Quoted in the Kiipfpakvarasanirmii(lav~j.iiiina. The work is sometimes assigned 
to the nineteenth century. 782 

RASARATNAPRADIPA, anonymous. 783 An unspecified Rasaratnapradfpa is one of the 
sources of the Piiradasamhitii. 
RASARATNAPRADIPA by Jang Bahiidur. 784 
RASARATNAPRADIPA by Kiimesvara. 785 
RASARATNAPRADIPA by Riijariiv.786 

RASARATNAPRADIPA by Riimaraja. 787 This treatise consists of five chapters (adhikii
ra), dealing with (I) the processing of mercury and the purification and killing of the 
dhiitus, etc., (2-5) rasas and their uses in medicine. The work ends with n~iparik~ii. 
The arrangement of the diseases agrees with the Miidhavanidiina. 

The preparation of mineral acids is described in this work. 788 
Sources mentioned by Riimariija (1.10) are: Bhagavadgovinda (probably the author 

of the Rasahrdaya), Bhaviinfmata, Diimodara, lsahrdaya, 789 Jalasudhiimbhodhi, 79° Kii
kacar_igesvarfmatatantra, 791 Niigiirjuna, Sal/1Sftisiitra, 792 Siitamahodadhi, Svacchanda
saktyiigama, Viisudeva, and Vyii<,li. 793 

The Rasaratnapradfpa is quoted in Bhiivamisra's Bhiivaprakiisa, the Rasa
kiimadhenu, Somadevasarman's commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa, To<,lara's 
Ayurvedasaukhya, Trimalla's Yogatararigi(lf and Brhadyogatararigi(lf, Viigbha\a's 
Rasaratnasamuccaya, and the Yogaratniikara It is cited as Rasaratnadfpikii in the 
Rasayogasiigara, as Rasaratnapradfpikii in the Rasakiimadhenu, Somadevasarman's 
commentary on the Ayurvedaprakiisa, and Haziiriliil Sukul's commentary on the 
Rasaratnasamuccaya. 

The Rasaratnapradf pikii is also one of the sources of the Kiipf pakvarasaninnii(laV i
jfiiina and Rasendrasambhava. The Ratnapradfpa, quoted in Trimalla's Brhadyogata
rarigi(lf, the Vaidyakasiiroddhiira, and the Yogaratniikara, and the Rasaratnadfpa of the 
Am!tasiigara may be identical with Riimariija's Rasaratnapradfpa The Ratnadfpikii a
scribed to Riimariija 794 is probably the same work as the Rasaratnapradfpa. 

Riimariija is also credited with a Rasadfpika195 and Nii9fprakiisa796 or Nii(lfparf
k$ii.191 

Information on the author and his genealogy is found in the introductory verses ( I. 
4-9). Riimariija descends from a king called Hariscandra, who reigned at Kii~\hii on 
the banks of the Yamunii. Hariscandra's son was Siidhiirana. This Siidhiirana had three 
sons: Lak~mar:iasirpha, Sahajapiila, and Marlana. 798 Riima~iija was the son ~f king Rat
napiila,799 a descendant of Madana. 
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The Rasaratnapradlpa was written atthe request of someone called SlidhliraQa, who 
may have been an elder brother of Rlimarlija. 800 

Dates assigned to Rlimarlija are: 801 between A.D. 1200 and 1500, 802 approxi
mately A.D. 1350, 803 the fifteenth century, 804 A.D. 1420, 805 the fifteenth or sixteenth 
century, 806 and the seventeenth century. 807 

Rlimarlijashould_probably be placed in theperiodA.D. 1400-1550, since he is later 
than his ancestor Madanapala and earlier than Bhavamisra, who quotes his Rasaratna
pradipa. 

RASARATNAPRADIPIKA, anonymous. 808 

RASARATNASAMUCCAYA, anonymous. 800 
RASARATNASAMUCCAYA by Bhanaclirya, son ofN1pasitphaGupta.8IO 
RASARA TNASAMUCCA YA by Lokanlitha. 811 

RASARATNASAMUCCAYA by Mli~tikyadevasiiri 812 

The author calls his work Rasamrtasrfin the introductory verses ( 1.4) and Rasara
tnasamuccaya at the end; the colophons refer to it as Rasamrta.sn. The treatise deals 
with alchemical operations and the uses of alchemical preparations for medicinal pur
poses. It is written in Sanskrit verse of various metres, 813 and is accompanied by expla
nations in prose. The treatise consists of 146 stanzas, arranged in three chapters (adhi
klira). 

The subjects of chapter one (rasli11gasa1!1grahi; 50 verses) are: maitgala and intro
duction (1-4); the mahiirasas: vaikriinta, amala (= abhraka), sasyaka, adri (= silajatu), 
rniik~ika, and ahi 814 (5); 815 the uparasas: kaitku~!ha, gandha (sulphur), aiijana, gairika, 
tllfd (= saurii~!ti), (manal))silii, and lilaka ( = haritiila) (5); 816 the dhiitus: tiimra(copper), 
tiira (silver), pittala (brass), niiga (lead), beman (gold), vailga (tin), tik~Qa (iron), kiiq1-
syaka (bronze), and vanaloha (an alloy) (6); 817 the poisonous substances (7); the eight 
kinds of bile (pitta; 8); the kinds of animal fat (vasli; 8); the pita-, aruQa- (= rakta-), 
sita- (= sveta-), and asitavargas (9); the eight oils of vegetable origin and some ghees 
(10); the threenaisargikado~as ofmercu1·y: mala, sikhin, vi~a (12); some saq1skliras and 
related operations (14-26); the purification of mahiirasas and alparasas (= uparasas) 
(27-31); the killing of the metals (32-39); the killing of the black variety of mica (lq
~Qlibhraka; 40-46); the killing of diamonds and other gems (47-48). 

Chapter two (rasarahasya; 40 verses) extols the medicinal qualities of alchemi
cally prepared drugs (1-11); a number of rasayogas are described: sat!lnipiitaripurasa 
(12-14 ), vajrahemarasa (17-21), bhiitabhairavarasa (26), brhadva<;laviinalarasa (27), a 
gu!ikli (28), vli<;lavigu!ikii (29), cintlimaQirasa (30-34), kanakavajrarasa (35-37), and 
chandabhairavarasa (38-39); some yantras (15-16: kacchapa- and bhiidharayantra) 
and the cakramii~ (22-25) are discussed too. 

Chapter three (56 verses) is concerned with the following rasayogas: tlimrabhai
ravarasa ( 4-9), sudhiisiita (10-12),jvarlirirasa (13),some otherrasas (16-32), hiraQya
garbharasa (33-39), niigendrarasa (40-41), visvesvararasa (42), agnikumlirarasa (43-
49), and mahiibhairavarasa (50-56). 

The passages in prose give synonyms of the substances and plants mentioned (ad 
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1.34, 35, 36-37, 39, 41, 43; 2.30) or details concerning the preparation of particular 
rasayogas (ad 2.17-21, 28, 29, 30-32; 3.4-5, 18, 19, 24-25, 26, 30, 54-55, 56). 

Authorities referred to are Govinda and Vyli~i (2.6). 
Sources mentioned are the Rasliri;iava and Rasiiva/oka (2.6). Rasarahasyodadhi and 

Rasopani$ad, mentioned at the end of chapter two (2.40) may also be titles of works 
consulted by the author. 

A cakramii~, nofknown from other treatises, is described (2.22-25) and referred 
to (2.20; prose ad 2.17-21). A maihakhyayantra, otherwise unknown, is mentioned (2. 
13). The author was acquainted with the agni~mlibhidhayantra (3.50). 818 

The author mentions his name as Mlii:iikyadeva in the introductory verses (1.4 ), at 
the end of chapter one (1.50), and at the end of the work; he refers to himself as Mli
i:iikyendu at the end of chapter two (2.40). 

The name of his teacher, Devacandra, appears.atthe end of chapters one and three. 
Another instructor may have been Plirsvadevasiiri ( 1.4 ). 

Mai:iikyadeva was a Jain, as is evident from the mangala verses, addressed to the 
Tirthankaras ~~abha and Neminlitha ( = Ari~!anemi), a verse about ahir11sli (I.II), and 
the colophons. 

J.C. Sikdar819 asserts that the author belonged to the V3!agaccha of Svetlimbara 
Jains and was the pupil of Devasiiri or Devacandrasiiri, the second liclirya of the 
Va!3gaccha. 

J.C. Sikdar is of the opinion that Mai:iikyadeva lived from A.D. 1268 to 1327. 3:xi 

The same author assigned Mlii:iikyadeva to the sixteenth century in an earlier article. 821 

He regards him as identical with the Mai:iikyacandra who composed the mahliklivya 
Naliiyana or KuberapuriiIJa. 822 

RASARATNA.SAMUCCA YA by Nitylinanda(?). 823 

RASARA TNASAMUCCA YA by Nityanlithasiddha. 824 The attribution of this work to 
Nityanlitha may be based on a confusion with the Rasaratniikara.825 

RASARATNASAMUCCAYA by Sat!lkara. 826 Sa1pkara is also credited with a Rasariija. 
RASARATNASAMUCCA YA by Siddharlitri(?). 827 

RAS ARA TNASAMUCCA YA by Somadeva. 828 
RASARATNASARA by Vylisalak~midhara, son of Somesvara. 329 

RASARATNASARASAMGRAHA. 830 
RASARATNAVALI, un;pecified.831 

RASARATNAVALI by Bhligiratha. 832 

RASARATNAVALI by Candrarlijakavi. 833 

RASARATNAVALI by Gurudattasiddha.834 

RASAR~AVA by Nliglirjuna.835 Mentioned as one of the sources of the Rasayogasii
gara. 

RASAR~AVA by Siddharlijayogin. 836 
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RASAR~A VAKALA. 837 

RASASAGARA. 838 This is an exhaustive treatise in several chapters (khal_J~a). The 
two chapters that have been preserved deal with metallic and mineral preparations 
(rasakhal_J~a) and vegetable decoctions (kviithakhal_J~a). 839 

A Rasasiigara is quoted in Dattariima's Brhadrasariijasundara, 840 Hazlirillil Sukul's 
commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, the KiipfpakvarasanirmiiIJavijiiiina, Niscala
kara's Ratnaprabhii, the Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, 841 Rasariijalak§mf, Rasayogasiiga
ra, 842 and To~ara's Ayurvedasaukhya 843 A Rasasiigara in Hindiwas one of the sources 
of the Piiradasa1phitii. 

RASASAGARA by K~emliditya, son of Ghaniiditya. 844 Used as a source in the Rasayo
gasiigara 

RASASA¥GRAHA. 845 A Rasasaq1graha is referred to in the Amrtasiigara. 

RASASA~IGRAHASIDDHANTA, anonymous. 846 

RASASA¥GRAHAS1DDHANTA by Acyuta, son of Dharal_Ji Go!_Jiga, son of Mahiideva, 
son of Soma, son of Hari, of the family of minister Nadiga, a Niigara. 847 Acyuta is 
sometimes ·regarded as the teacher of Somadeva, the author of the Rasendracii!#iima
IJi. 848 

RASASA~IGRAHASIDDHANTA by Govindarlima Thlikura,849 son of Ve!_JTdatta and a 
resident of Na~Iyii~a and Kasi. 850 This elaborate treatise in eleven chapters was com
posed in A.D. 1793/94. 851 It is based on RasacintiimaIJi, Rasah[daya, Rasa/ak§mi'vilii
sa, Rasamaiijarf, Rasiirr;iava, etc. 852 The Rasayogasiigara mentions this work as one of 
its sources. 853 It is quoted in the Kiipfpakvarasanirmiir;ia vijiiiina. 

RASASA~IJiVANESVARA by Harihara. 854 A Rasasa1pjfvana is mentioned ameng the 
sources of the Ratniikarau§adhayogagrantha. 

RASASA¥KARA by Sarpkara.855 The Rasa§arpkara was one of the sources of Dat
tarlima's Brhadrasariijasundara. 856 A Sarpkara is also credited with the Rasariija and a 
Rasaratnasamuccaya. 

RASASAMSKARA. 857 

RASASARA by K~emiiditya. 858 

RASASARAM~TA by Riimasena. This work is about pharmaceutical preparations of 
mercury and other metallic substances; it ends with a chapter on aphrodisiacs (vn;yii
dhikiira). 

Sources are the treatises of Gahaniinandanlitha, Nityaniitha and Siiliniitha. 859 

An author called Riimasena is quoted in Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta's 
commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya. 
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RASASARASAil!I GRAHA, anonymous. 860 A Rasasiirasmµgraha is one of the sources of 
the Rasayogasiigara861 and may be quoted in the Yogaratniikara 

RASASARASAil/lGRAHA by Gangadharapai:i~ita. 862 This short treatise describes mer
curial preparations and their medicinal uses. 863 

RASASARASAil!IGRAHA by Kalidasa.864 

RASASARASAMUCCA YA. 865 This work is similar to the Rasaratnasamuccaya; it is fol
lowed by explanatory notes in Telugu. 866 

RASASARATILAKA by Rasendratilaka Yogin. 867 Rasendratilaka is a Rasasiddha in the 
Piiradasal)1hitii and Rasaratnasamuccaya. 

RASASARODDHARAPADDHATI. 868 Quoted in the KilplpakvarasanirmiiQaVijiiiina and 
Piiradasa1phitii. 

RASASARVESVARA 869 by Vasudeva. 870 Vasudeva is one of the Rasasiddhas in the Pii
radasal)lhitii and Rasaratnasamuccaya. 87 1 

RASASARVESVARADARSANA. 872 

RASASASTRA. 873 

RASASASTRASARASAil/lGRAHA, anonymous. 874 

RASASASTRASARASAil/lGRAHA by Dattatreyavaidya. 875 
RASASIDDHANT A. 876 A Rasasiddhiinta is quoted in To~ara's A.yurvedasaukhya. 877 

RASASIDDHANT ASA.GARA. 878 

RASASIDDHANT ASAMGRAHA. 879 
RASASIDDHANTASASANA. 880 

RASASIDDHI. 881 

RASASIDDHIPRAKASA, anonymous. 882 

RASASIDDHIPRAKASA by Madhavabhana. 883 The author may have been a relative 
of Madhava Upadhyaya, who wrote the A.yurvedaprakiisa, for both were born in 
Saura~!radesa from a Sarasvata family. The first chapter of the work describes mer
cury, its origin, purification, etc.; the second chapter is about the uparasas. 884 The 
Rasasiddhiprnkiisa quotes the Rasapaddhati and is therefore probably later than the 
first half of the seventeenth century. 885 

RASASIDDHIPRAKASA by Vi~i:iugirijr of Kacha. 886 

RASASIDDHISASTRA. This treatise, ascribed to Vya~ipada (Bha-li-pa), and lost in 
the original Sanskrit, was translated into Tibetan under the title of Dliul-chu grub-pa!Ji 
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bstan-bcos. The Tibetan version, mentioned in the catalogue of the Tanjur, has 
not been preserved. The translators were Narendrabhadra of India and the Tibetan 
Rin-chen dpal (RatnasrI) of OcNiyana. 887 

The treatise called Rasiiyanasiistroddhrti may have formed part of the Rasasiddhi
siistra. 888 

RASASINDHU, anonymous. 889 A Rasasindhu is one of the sources of the Piiradasaq1-

hitii; it is quoted in the Brhadrasariijasundara and Somadevasarman's commentary on 
the Ayurvedaprakiisa 

RASASINDHU by Vi~I).U. 890 

RASASINDHU by Vitthala, 891 son of Mahadevagalaga1~c.Ja. 892 Chapter one is called 
rasasodhanajaral).adhikara, chapter three rasagrahal).ajalayogadhikara; the title of 
another chapter is diitadilak~al).adhikara. 893 

The introductory verses indicate that this work also deals with therapy. 894 
Authorities and works quoted are: 895 Bha viinfmata, Kiikacru.igesvaramata, NTlaka-

1).\ha, Rasacandrikii, Rasadaipa(la, Rasadfpikii,Rasiimrta, Rasamuktiivali; Rasarahasya, 
Rasarii jalak$mi; Rasaratniikara, 896 Rasaratniiva/f, Rasiir(lava, Rasendramarigala, Sn
madauma, 897 Siitamahodadhi, Svacchandasaktyiigama, and Svasaq:ivedya.898 To this 
series should be added: 899 Anandiinubhava, Damodara, Kiimadevabhaviinfmata,900 

Kiimariijarasadfpika,901 Kuliigama,902 Lokanatha, Nak$atramiilii, Rasamahodadhi, 
Rasapafala, Rasiir(lava of Paresa, Rasendracii9iima1Ji, Ratniivalf, Siddhanagarjuna, 
Srfmata, Siitiir(lava, Vaidyanatha, Viisudeviinubhava, Vyagi, and Yiima/atraya of 
Kesava. 903 

The Rasasindhu is quoted in the Rasendrapurii(la, Togara's Ayurvedasaukhya, Tri
malla's Yogatararigi(lfand Brhadyogatararigi(lf, and the Yogaratniikara 

The quotations from the Rasariijalak$mf, another work of Vighala, also called 
Vi~1_1udeva, prove that the Rasasindhu was written after the completion of the former 
work. 

RASAS1NDURA.904 
RASASINDURADINIRMANAVIDHI. 905 
RASASINDURA YOGAKR~MANUPANAVICARA.906 
RASASODHANA. 907 
RASASODHANA VIDHI by Nityanatha. 908 
RASASUDDHI. 9o9 
RASASUDDHIVIDHANA. 910 
RASASUDHAKARA. 911 

RASASUDHAMBHODHI. 912 This work was one of the sources of Vi~I).udeva's Rasarii
jalak$mf. 

RASASUDHANIDHI by Vrajaraja Sukla. 913 
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RASASUTRABHIDHANA: 914 an anonymous text on the origin of mercury from these
men of Siva. 915 Rasasutrabhidhiina is the title of one of the chapters of Mailgalagiri's 
Sutrasthiina.916 

RASASUTRASTHANA_91 7 

RASASVACCHANDA. 918 Svacchanda(bhairava) is often referred to and quoted in 
works on rasasiistra. 919 Several Tantric worksarecalled after Svacchanda(bhairava). 920 

RASATANTRA by Guha.921 This work, said to consist of 6,000 verses, is mentioned in 
the Gorak§asai11hitii. 922 

RASATANTRA by Virabhadra. 923 This work, in 1,000 verses, is referred to in the Go
rak~a111hitii. 924 

RASATANTRASAll!IGRAHA. 925 

RASATANTRASARA. This work, otherwise unknown, is one of the sources of the 
Rasendrasambhava. 

RASATANTRAVALi by Gurudatta Siddha. 926 

RASATARANGAMALIKA by Janiirdanabha~!a.927 

RASATARANGI~i by Bhiinudatta Misra. 928 

RASATATTVASARA. 929 

RASATATTVAVIVECANA by Ambikiidatta Siistri. 930 This useful and systematic work, 
written in Hindi, with a profusion of quotations from Sanskrit texts, mentions the fol
lowing sources: Anandakanda,Ayurvedaprakiisa, Bhiivaprakiisa, BrhadyogatararigiQi, 
Dhanvantarisaq1hitii, Kiimaratna, Nigh!l{Jfuratniikara, Piiradasarphitii, Rasacintiima
Qi, Rasadaipa!Ja, Rasahrdaya and its commentary, Rasakiimadhenu, Rasamiinasa, 
RasamiirtaQl;/a, Rasapaddhati, Rasaprakiisasudhiikara, Rasariijapaddhati, Rasariija
sundara, (Nityaniitha's) Rasaratniikara, Rasaratnasamuccaya, RasiirlJava, Rasasiira, 
Rasatararigil)i, RasendracintiimaQi, RasendracugiimaQi, Rasendrama,igala, Rasendra
siirasai11graha, Rasopani§ad, Rudrayiimala, Saktyavatiira, Siirrigadharasa,phitii, To-
1;/ariinanda, Vaidyakalpadruma, Yogaratniikai·a, and YogatararigiQi. 

RASAUSADHACIKITSA.931 

RASAUSADHALEHYAVIDHANA.932 

RASAUSADHAVIDHANA. 933 

RASAUSADHIVARGAPRAKARANA. 934 

RASAVADA. 935 • 

RASA v AG BHAT A. 936 This work is one of the sources of the Piiradasa,phitii; it is quoted 
in the Rasakiimadhenu. 
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RASAVAIDYA.937 
RAS AV AIDY AKA. 938 
RASAVAISE~IKA, anonymous. 939 
RASAVAISE~IKA by Velliilagopiila.940 
RASAVALLARI. 941 

RASAVALOKA by Sukriiciirya.942 This work, in 6,000 verses, is mentioned in the 
Gorak§asarµhitii 943 and Miir:iikyadeva's R11saratnasamucc11ya. Sukra or Sukriiciirya is a 
Rasasiddha in the Rasajalanidhi.944 A particular method of killing iron (lohamiirar:ia), 
resulting in a product called sukralauha, was taught by Sukra to his disciple Adima. 945 

RASA V ARIDHI by Miir:i~avya. 946 
RASAVARNA. 947 
RASAVAR~ANA. 948 

RASA VA TARA. 949Quoted in one of the parisi~ias of the A.mmdakimdi~ 9!tl Caturbhuja's 
commentary on the Rasahrdaya, Khare's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, the 
Kiipfp11kvarasanirmii(Ulvijiiiina, and To~ara's Ayurvedasaukhya. Mentioned as one of 
the sources of the Piiradasarµhitii and Rasayogasiigara. 951 

RASAVATARA by Miir:iikyacandra Jaina. 952 Recorded among the sources of the 
Rasayogasiigara.953 Quoted in the Kiipfpakvarasanirmii(lav{iiiiina. The work is placed 
in the fourteenth or fifteenth century. 954 

RASA VIOHAN A. 955 
RASA VIOYA.956 
RASAVIDYADlK~AVIOHANA. 957 

RASA VIDY AMAHARr; AV A, corn piled by Raghuniitha Siistrin. 958 Sources of this work 
are: Piiradasa111hitii, Rasajalanidhi, Rasapaddhati, Rasaprakiisasudhiikara, Rasariijama
hodadhi, Rasaratniikara, Rasaratnasamuccaya, Rasiiyanataratigil]f, Rasendracintiima-
1_1i, and Rasendrasarasarµgraha. 

RASAVIDY ARATNA by Siviinanda Yogin. 959 
RASAVIDYASARODDHARA.96• 
RASAVINODA.961 
RASAVISVADARPAr;A by Harihara. 962 
RASA VIVEK A. 963 
RASAYAMALA.964 A Rasayamala is quoted in Vaidyacintiimar:ii's Prayogiimrta. 
RASAYANA. 965 
RASAYANAKALPADRUMA by Riimakr~r:ia Bhana.966 
RASAY AN AKA VY A by Niithuriima. 967 
RASAYANANIDHANA.968 
RASA YANANIRMAr;AVIDHI. 969 
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RASAYANANIRUPANA,970 
RASAY ANANUPANA. 97I 
RASAY ANAPARIK~A. 972 Recorded among the sources of the Rasayogasiigara. 
RASAY ANAPRAKARA~A by Meruturiga. 973 

RASA Y ANAPRAKASA. 974 
RASAY ANAPRAKRIY ASAMGRAHA. 975 
RASA Y ANARASESVARAR.i.OHANA VIOHI. 976 

775 

RASAY ANASAll:IGRAHA. 977 Sources quoted are: Cikitsiisiigara, Laglruyogatararigil)f, 
Motiyogatarariginf, Rasakaumudf, Rasamaiijarf, Rasaratnadfpa, Rasaratniikara, Rasa
sal)iketakalikii, R~sasiira, Rasiiyaniidhyiiya, Rasendracintiimal}i, Siirrigadhara, Vaidya
manotsava, Vciidyarahasya, and Vaidyaviliisa.918 

The Rasiiyanasal)igraha is quoted in the Ayurvediya Khanijavijiiiina. 

RASA Y ANASAll:IGRAHA, compiled by Km1asiistri Bhaiava<:lekar. 979 Mentioned as one 
of the sources of the Rasayogasiigara 980 Quoted in the Kiipfpakvarasanirmiil}av(iiiiina. 

RASA YAN ASAll:IHITA by Sviimin Prabodhiinanda. 98 I 
RASAY ANASASTRA. 982 

RASAY ANASASTRODDH~Tl: a treatise lost in its Sanskrit original, rendered into Ti
betan under the title of Gser-bgyur-gyi bstan-bcos (bsdus-pa), or, in Sanskrit, Dhiituvii
dasiistra( saqigraha). 983 

The subjects dealt with in the treatise, consisting of forty-four verses, are: the qual
ities (yon-tan) of mercury (driul-chu) and mica (lhari-cher) ( 4-5); the preparation of a 
copper polish (6-7); the amalgamation of mercury with silver and gold (8); the bandha 
of mercury (9); the preparation of gold-coloured polishes by means of the three rarest 
substances or their substitutes (10-12); aurifaction (13-16); varieties of copper (17); 
gold- or silver-coloured polishes on copper and lead (18--19); other polishes (20-21); 
the qualities of gold (22-23); a polish (24); the preparation of powdered gold (25-26); 
the purification of copper and steel (!)od-ldan-lcags) (27-29); the purification of brass 
(30), bronze (31 ), lead (32-35) and zinc (36-37); purification in general (38-39); the 
impurities of gold (40-41); the powers of the Siddhas (42); the preparation of a polish 
on iron (43-44). 

An authority referred to is Candrapak~a (6: Zla-ba!)i phyogs). 
The name of the translator is Ratnasri, also called 0-rgyan-pa. 984 
The Rasiiyanasiistroddhrti may have formed part of \yii<:lipiida's Rasasiddhisii

stra. 985 

RASAYANATARANGI~I. 986 This treatise, similar to the Rasaratniikara, is divided into 
chapters called tarariga; it describes the origin and purification of mercury, alchemi
cal processes regarding gold and the other dhiitus, etc.; poisons, aphrodisiacs, oils and 
ghees are also dealt with. 987 

The Rasiiyanatarazigil)fwas one of the sources of the Rasavidyiimahiil'l).ava. 
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RAS A YAN AVIDHANA. 988 
RASAYANAVIDHI. 989 
RASA YAN A VIDHI by NI!akar:i\ha. 990 
RASAYANAVIVARANA.99I 
RASAYOGAMUKTAVALI, anonymous.992 
RASAYOGAMUKTAVALI by Narahari Bha!!a, 993 

RASENDRA. 994 A Rasendra is quoted in Haziiriliil Sukul's commentary on the Rasara
tnasamuccaya. 

RASENDRABHAIRAVA by Bhairava. 99S 
RASENDRABHA~QAGARA by Rasendraniitha.996 

RASENDRABHASKARA by Siddha Bhiiskara. 997 Bhiiskara is one of the Rasasiddhas in 
the Piiradasaq1hitii, Rasajalanidhi, Rasaratnasamuccaya, Rasatarangi(Jf, and Rase11dra
sambhava. 

RASENDRABHASKARA by Lak~miniiriiyar:ia Sarman. 998 
RASENDRACINTAMA~I by Anantadevasiiri. 999 
RASENDRACINTAMA~I by Bhagadeva Siiri. IOOO 
RASENDRACUQAMA~I, anonymous. IOOI 
RASENDRACUQAMA~I by NakirJlcideva. I002 

RASENDRAKALPADRUMA by Riimakm1abhaga, son of Nilakar:if~abhana. 1003 This 
work is variously described: it consists of two sections (kar:i9a), divided into several 
chapters (adhyiiya); the first section (rasakar:i9a) is about alchemical processes, and 
the second (prayogakii1)9a) about the employment of inorganic compounds in various 
diseases. 1004 Another description runs as follows: it consists of two sections, called 
saCf1skiira- and prayogakiil)~a; the sa1J1Skiirakii~19a is arranged in six chapters, dealing 
with (I) rasasuddhi, (2) miirchii, (3) bandhana, (4) miira~1a, (5) abhriidisa1J1skiira, 
(6) svan)iidisaCf1skiira, prastiira, and yantras. 1005 A third author describes it as an 
e.xhaustive treatise in four sections, called respectively suddhi-, miirchii-, miirar:ia-, 
and bandhakiir:i9a; it is said to give a detailed description of furnaces, retorts, etc. 1006 

The Rasendrakalpadruma is a compilation, containing numerous quotations from 
Rasama,igala, Rasiimrta. (Rasa)ratniikara, Rasaratnasamuccaya, and Rasaqiava. 1007 
Much of its material agrees closely with the Rasendracintiima(Ji. 1008 

Riimakr~r:iabhana wrote an auto-commentary, called Vaidyaratniikara, on his 
Rasendrakal padruma.1009 

The work is quoted in the Brha«rasariijasundara, Kupfpakvarasanirmiil)avijiiiina, 
Piiradasaq1hitii, Vaidyariija's Sukhabodha, 1°10 and Haziiriliil Sukul's commentary on 
the Rasaratnasamuccaya; it is one of the sources of the Rasayogasiigara. 

The author may have been the father of Riimakavi, who wrote the Spigii
rarasodaya iou One ofRiimalq-~r:iabha!!a 's pupils was Narasil"flha Kaviriija, the author 
ofa number of medical treatises. 1012 
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The Rase11draka/padruma is assigned to the fourteenth, 1013 fifteenth, 1014 or 
sixteenth century, 1015 but actually belongs to the middle or second half of the sev
enteenth century, because the author's father, Nilakal).!ha, lived in the period A.D. 
1610-1645. !0 16 This chronological position is confirmed by the date of his pupil 
Narasiq1ha Kaviraja, who flourished in the first half of the eighteenth century. 

RASENDRAPATALA. 1017 

RASENDRARATNAKO~A by Devesvara Upadhyaya. 1018 Recorded among the sources 
of the Rasayogasiigara 1019 

RASENDRASAl\:1HITA. w2o Quoted in the Brhadrasariijasundara, 1021 Rasakiimadhe
nu, 1022 and Trimalla's iogatarn1igi(1i: Recorded among the sources of the Rasayoga
siigara w23 

RASENDRASAMPRADAYA by Pal).9it Hazarilal Sukul. !024 

RASENDRASAMUTPATTI. 1025 
RASENDRASARASAl\:1GRAHA, anonymous. 1026 

RASENDRASARASAl\:1GRAHA by Kr~1)aCandravaidya. 1~ 7 

RASENDRASURAPRABHAVA by Siirasena. 1028 Siirasenaka is one of the Rasasiddhas 
in the Piiradasa1rihitii, Rasaratniikara, and Rasaratnasamuccaya. 1029 

RASENDRATILAKA by Kayastha Camm)9a. 1030 

RASENDRAVAIDYA. 1031 

RASENDRAVIJNANA by Kaviriija Sriramiidarsa Siq1ha. 1032 The seven chapters of this 
recent work deal with: (I) rasa, its sodhana and miira~ia, and the preparation of sindiira; 
(2) uparasas; (3) dhiitus; ( 4) lohas; (5) ratnas and uparatnas; (6) rasayana; (7) k~iiriimla 
and laval).a. 

RASENDRA YOGA. 1033 
RASENDRODAY A. IOJ4 

RASENDUSEKHARA. io35 

RASENDUTILAKA. 1036 

RASESVARANIDHI. 1037 

RASESVARASIDDHANTA. 1038 One of the quotations from this work, found in the Sa
rvadarsanasaqigraha (9.7-9), mentions as Siddhas who attained jivanmukti: Carva!i, 
Govindabhagavatpiida, Govindaniiyaka, io39 Kandaliiyana, Kiipiili, Kapila, king So
mesvara, and Vyali. 

G. Haldiir asserts that this treatise was written by Somadeva, the author of the 
Rasendracii9iima(1i, in collaboration with his teacher, Acyuta, the son of Gol).ikii. 1040 
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RAS ODA YA by Viniiyaka. 1041 This work, in 8,000 verses, is mentioned in the Gorak$a
sa,phitii. 1042 

RASODDHARATANTRA. This work, also called Rasasal!lhitii, is a iatrochemical trea
tise in Sanskrit verse and prose, composed by Carai:iatirtha Mahiiriija (i.e., Jivriim Kii
licliis). 1043 The Gujarati version of its Cikitsiikhai:i9a, also called Upaciirapaddhati, was 
very well received. A HindI version has also been published. 1044 

The HindI version deals with the aetiology, symptomatology and treatment, mainly 
by means ofrasayogas, of the diseases. Sanskrit verses from the Rasoddhiiratantra and 
some other treatises 1045 are interspersed among the Hind I prose. 

The work is said to be based on the following sources: A$[iirigahrdaya, Ayurveda
prakiisa, Bhai$ajyaratniivalf, Bhiivaprakiisa, Brhannighll(lfuratniikara, Cakradatta, Ca
rakasal!lhitii, Gadanigraha, Rasakiimadhenu, Rasaprakiisasudhiikara, Rasariijasundara, 
(Nityaniitha's) Rasaratniikara, Rasaratnasamuccaya, Rasendracintiima(li, Rasendrasii
rasal!lgraha, Siirrigadharasal!lhitii, Susrutasarphitii, Vaidya)lvana, Y.irigasena, Vrnda
miidhava, Yogaratniikara, and Yogatararigi(li: 

Additional sources referred to are the Brhadyogatararigi(lfand Yogasataka. 
The Sanskrit text of the bhasmapi~!iprakara~1a of the Rasoddhiiratantra, accom

panied by some comments, is reproduced towards the end of the work. It deals with 
the preparation and medicinal uses of the bhasman (ashes) and pi~!i of the following 
substances: akika (agate; 1-4), 1046 abhraka (mica; 5-18), abhrakasattva (19-28), 
kiintapii~ii~1a (29-32), kiintaloha (33-47), kiisisa ( 48-51 ), kiisisa and godanti 1047 (52-
54), kukku!iii:i9atvac (eggshells; 55-56), kiirpsya (57-62), kharpara (63-66), godantI 
(67-69), 1048 gomeda (70-73), caturvariga (74-79), 1049 jaharamoharii (80-85), 1050 

tiimra (copper; 86-97), tuttha (98-100), trivariga (101-105), 1051 tri:iakiintama1;ri (106-
109), i052 niiga (lead; 110-115), indranila (sapphire; 116-129), marakata (emerald; 
130-142), pittala (143-148), pu~pariiga (topaz; 149-157), paiicaloha or vartaloha 
(158-167), praviila (coral; 168-175), variga (tin; 176-181), mayiirapicchii (peacock's 
feathers; 182-185), gauripii~iil)a (186-192), mii~tikya (ruby; 193-199),.miik~ikasattva 
(200-204), muktii (pearls; 205-221), ma~19iira (222-226), mrgaspiga (deerhorn; 
227-234ab), yasada (zinc; 234cd-240), rajata (silver; 241-250), loha (iron; 251-
255), lohiibhra (256-259ab), 1053 varii\ikii (259cd-265), vajra (diamond; 266-272), 
vaikriinta (273-276), 1054 vai!Jliirya (277-286), sukti (287-288), sarikha (289-294), 
saptaratna and navaratna (296-310), suvaq1a (gold; 311-315), svari:iamiik~ika (316-
323), sarigeyasaba Uade; 324-327), sphii!ika (328-332), 1055 haritiila (333-344), and 
hirigula (345-349). 

Sourcesquotedor referred to in this section are: Ayurvedaprakiisa, Brhadyogatara
rigi(lf, Govindapiidii!J (the author of the Rasahrdaya), Rasaprakiisasudhiikara, (Nityanii
tha's) Rasarntniikara, Rasaratnasamuccaya, RasatararigiIJT, and Yogaratniikara 

The author repeatedly points to his own experiences in the bhasmapi~!iprakara1Ja. 
Unusual names of disorders mentioned in the HindI text are: arpsughiita (p.402), 

durjalajanyaroga (p.266-267),jalodara of the head (p.215), mu!Jlhamlira (p.262-263), 
and miitrapi1J93 (p.301-302). 

Uncommon diseases mentioned in formulae from the Rasoddhiiratantra in the Bhe-
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§ajasa1phitii are: gajagraha (1, nr. 49), hrddiiha (7, nr. 78), ka~!iirtava (6, nrs. 19, 23, 
76), phupphusagada (6, nr. 105), phupphusottharoga (I, nr. 84), miitraph:ic;la (6, nr. 35), 
smaronmiida (6, nr. 85), and sniiyubhrarµsa (6, nr. 16). One formula (6, nr. 49: candre
svarigu!ikii) is said to derive from Gorak~aniitha. 

RASOPANI~AD by Uma. 1056 This work, said to consist of 6,000 verses, is mentioned 
in the Gorak~asa1phitii. 

RASOPARASANIGHA~TU. 1057 

RASOPARASASODHANA. 1058 This work gives an account of the purification of mer
cury and other rasas and uparasas for converting them into medicines. 1059 

RASOTPATII. IOOO 

RASOTPATIIVIDHI. !061 

RATNADHATUVIJNANA by Badriniiriiyai:ia Purohita. 1062 

RATNAD1PARIKSA. 1063 

RATNADIPA by Kiisiriima I064 

RATNADIPIKA. 1065 A work of this title is quoted in Toc;lara's Ayurvedasaukhya. 
RATNADIPIKA by Bhac;lesvara. 1066 

RATNADIPIKA by Ca1:ic;lesvara. 1061 This treatise, in about 200 verses, 1068 arranged in 
ten chapters Qyotis), describes precious and semi-precious stones. 

The subjects of the chapters are: (I; 61 verses) mail.gala (I. I), introduction (1.2-
3), the five major (mahiiratna) I069 and minor (uparatna) gems 1070 and their colours (I. 
5-8); the diamond (vajra; 1.9-61); w7 i (2; 26 verses) the pearl (mauktika); 1072 (3; 24 
verses) the ruby (mii~1ikya); 1073 (4; 15 verses) the sapphire (nila); 1074 (5; 35 verses) the 
emerald (marakata~ 1075 (6; 6 verses) the zircon (gomeda); 1076 (7; 8 verses) the stones 
called spha!ika (rock crystal), bhasmaniingaka, 1077 giiruc;lodgiira, !078 tiirk~ya, 1079 garu
c;lama1:ii, 1080 iistikya, 1081 and sauvari:iarekhiima1:ii; 1082 (8; 6 verses) the cat's eye (vaic;lii
rya) and topaz (pu~pariiga); 1083 (9; 4 verses) coral (praviila); I084 (10; 10 verses) some 
properties of the stones described and their relationships with the nine grahas. 1085 

The author discusses the places where each gem is found, its colours and other char
acteristics, types, good qualities and blemishes, uses, beneficial effects when worn, and 
the asce1tainment of its value. 

The five major gems are: diamond, pearl, ruby, sapphire and emerald; the minor 
gems are zircon, topaz, cat's eye and coral. 

Four types, called after the four vari:ias (briihmai:ia, k~atriya, vaisya, siidra) are dis
tinguished of the diamond, ruby, sapphire, emerald and zircon. 

A variety of the ruby is called kuruvindaka. Rock crystal (spha!ika) is said to be of 
three varieties. 

Authorities mentioned are Agastya, Niirada, Variiha, 1086 and Vyiisa ( 1.4 and JO.I O ). 
The Ratnadfpikii is quoted in Toc;lara's Ayurvedasaukhya. 1081 

The author mentions his name in the introductory verses, but does not give any 
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information on his genealogy. V.W. Karambelkar, as well as Gairolii and T. Jhii, identify 
him as the author of a Smrti digest called Ratniikara, divided into seven sections (krtya, 
diina, vyavahiira, suddhi, piijii, viviiha, grhastha). The author of this work was the son 
of Viresvara and belonged to the Thakkura family. Ca1:u.tesvara is also credited with a 
Riijanftiratniikara. 1088 Other works attributed to him are 1089 the Viviidaratn.'ikara, 1090 
Kftyacintiima{1i, 1091. Diinaviikyiivalf, 1092 and Sivaviikyiiva/1. 1093 

Cat:i9esvara's literary activity belongs to the fourteenth century.1094 

RATNAKARA. 109S 

RATNAKUTUHALA. 1096 

RATNALAKSANA. 1097 

RATNAMALX by Pasupati. 1098 

RATNAPARiK~A. 1099 

RATNAPARiK~A by Buddhabha!!a or Buddhabha!a, also called Buddhabhaffyaratna
siistra, 1100 This treatise, 1101 in about 225 verses, arranged in nine chapters, deals with: 
(1) the origin of gems (2-15); the diamond (vajra; 16- 48); (2) the pearl (mauktika; 1-
60); (3) the ruby (padmarliga; 1-31); (4) the emerald (marakata; 1-29); (5) the sapphire 
(indranfla; 1-20); (6) the cat's eye (vai9iirya; 1-16 ); 1102(7) the chrysoberyl (karketana; 
1-3); (8) the·garnet (pulaka; 1-3); 1103 (9) coral (vidruma; 1-4). 

The author describes the mythical origin of each gem, the places where it is found, 
its characteristics, blemishes, curative and other properties, the ascertainment of the 
value, etc. Stones resembling the real ones, but much less in value, as well as counter
feit gems, are also discussed. 1104 

The four types of diamonds, called after the vaq1as (briihmal)a, k~atriya, vaisya, 
siidra), are known to the author; the other gems are not classified after this model. 

Buddhabhana is referred to as an authority on gems in Thakkura Pherii's Raya-
1J3parikkhii. Buddhabha!!a's Ratnaparfk$ii is mentioned in Merutunga's Prabandhaci
ntiima1.1i. 1105 The Ratnaparfk$ii quoted in Somadeva's Yasastilaka is Buddhabhana's 
work.1106 

The Garugapurii{Ul (chapters 68-80) incorporated the whole text of Buddhabha!!a's 
work; the version forming part of the GarugapuriiQa has two extra chapters, on pu~parli
ga (topaz; 74) and bhi~maratna (a kind of quartz; 76). 

The author, Buddhabha!(!)a, who mentions his name in the introductory verses and 
at the end of his work, is by some regarded as a Buddhist, 1107 although no traces of Bud
dhism are found in the text of edition b; on the contrary, all the allusions to mythology 
are inspired by Hindu traditions. 

Clues to Buddhabha!!a's chronological position are rare. Some assign him to the 
close of the fifth or the beginning of the sixth century, nos others to the seventh or 
eighth, II09 or to the twelfth century. 1110 The reference to Buddhabhana in Thakkura 
Pherii's Ray31Japarikkhii establishes that the former is earlier than the beginning of the 
fourteenth century. 

The contents of Buddhabha!!a's treatise are said to resemble those of the chapters 
on the same subject (80-83) of the Brhatsa1phitii; L. Finot supposed them to be based 
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on a Ratnasastra anterior to the sixth century. 1111 

RATNAPARIK~A by Isvaradik~ita. 1112 This work, in 105 verses, interspersed with 
some prose, quotes from and refers to the following sources: Agastya (2), A.gastya 
(92), Agastyaratnasiistra (II), A.ngfrasamata (84), Bhiiradviijasmrti (22), Nigha!JfU 
(33), Ratnasiirasaq1graha (81), Ratnasiistn1 (8; 68), Utpalaparimala (34), 111 3 Viihafa 
( 41), and Visvakarmfya (70; 91). 

The arrangement of the contents is very unsystematic. Mythological tales about the 
origin of gems abound. 

Some subjects dealt with are: gems to be discarded due to the presence of partic
ular defects (20cd-22a), the seven defects of gems: bindu, iivarta, tu~a. triisa, lekhii, 
kalailka, andkilaka (22b-30ab), 11 14 the four types of spha!ika: gomedaka, pu~pariiga, 
vai,iirya, and srtarurima1,1i 1115 (30c-f), the twenty-two types of ratna according to the 
Utpalaparimala (34-35), the five defects of gems: kiisa, triisa, bindu, rekhii, and jala
garbhatii (59), 111 6 and good qualities and defects associated with each of the five mahii
bhiitas (70-80). 

RATNAPARIK~A by Riimacandra. 111 7 

RATNAPARIK~A by Soma. 1118 This work, written in Prakrit, consists of 146 verses: 
22 verses on ratnaparrk~ii. 48 on mauktikaparrk~. 17 on ma.1,1ikyapari~ii. and 12 on 
rnarakataparik~ii. 

The same author's Dhiitu viidaprakarai;ia, which is an appendix to the Ratnaparik$ii, 
gives a detailed account of transmuting copper into gold. 

Soma may have lived in the fourteenth century. 1119 

RATNAPARIK~A by Tattvakumiira Muni.1120 

RATNAPARIK~A by Viicaka Ratnasekhara. 1121 
RATNAPARIK~A by Va111sesvara. 1122 
RATNAPARIKSASAMUCCA y A. 1123 
RATNAPARIKSATIKA. 1124 
RATNAPARIKSAVIDHANA. 11 25 
RATNAPRADIPANIGHANTU. 11 26 

RATNAPRADIPIKA by Bh~adviija. 1127 

RA TNAPRAKARANA. 1128 
RATNASAGARA. 1 i29 

RATNASAll/lGRAHA. 113° This work, in twenty-two verses, deals with: vajra (1-5), 
mauktika (6-7), padmariiga (8-9), indranfla (10-11), marakata (12-13), vaigiirya 
(14), lasuna (15), pu~yariiga (16), gomeda (17), spha!ika (18), masiirama1,1i (19), 1131 
and pero jii (20). 

RATNASAMUCCAYA, anonymous. 1132 
RATNASAMUCCAYA by Niimadeva. 1133 
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Other authorities mentioned are Sanaka, Sn""kiintamisra, 1190 Visnusviimin and his 
Siikiirasiddhi. 1191 · · 

The Rasesvaradarsana is quoted in Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta's com
mentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya. 

The eighteen saiµskiiras of mercury are according to the Sarvadarsanasal7lgraha 
(16-17): svedana, mardana, miirchana, sthiipana, piitana, nirodha, niyama, dipana, 
gamana, griisapramiii:ia, jiirai:ia, pidhiina, garbhadruti, biihyadruti, k~iirai:ia, sa1priiga, 
siirai:ia, kriimai:ia (together with vedha, and followed by bhak~ai:ia). 11 92 

Three hypotheses have been formulated concerning the authorship of the Sarva
darsanas311lgraha, traditionally attributed to a Miidhava. This author was either the 
brother of Siiyai:ia, the famous commentator on the Vedas, or the son of Siiyai:ia, or 
the same as Cennu Bhana. Siiyai:ia's brother Miidhava, also known as Vidyiira~1ya, 
was a minister of the Vijayanagar kings Bukka I (A.D. 1356 or 1357 to 1377) 1193 

and Harihara II (A.D. 1377-1404), 1194 but became a sarpnyiisin in 1391 and held the 
office of abbot of the Sri1geri monastery. 119 s 

SARVESV ARARASA Y ANAROGAHARAPARIPU~T AKA, 1196 iost in its Sanskrit original, 
is a short treatise, preserved in a Tibetan translation. The Tibetan title is: Thams-cad
kyi dba1i-phyug bcud-len nad thams-cad !Jjoms sin /us-kyi stobs rgyas-par byed-pa. 1197 

The author is Dban-phyug (= Sanskrit Isvara). 1198 The translators were Sivadiisa 
of Haridviira and Rin-chen dpal (RatnasrI) of 099iyiina. 

The subjects dealt with are: the purification of mercury (1-3), copper(4-5) and 
tin (6); the killing of iron (7) and mica (8); a prescription against skin diseases (10); 
the purification of silver (11); the killing oflead (12); the purification of gold (13); the 
killing of a substance called supakita (14); 1199 the preparation of some rasiiyana pills 
(15-16).1200 

SATAJARAf;IASJNDORA. 120 1 

SJDDHALAK~MISVARATANTRA. 1202 Quoted in the Ayurvedaprakiisa, Piiradasa~hitii, 
the Rasendracintiima{li, and Trimalla's Brhadyogatararigi!J.i. 

SJDDHARATNAKARA. 1203 

SIDDHASARATANTRA by Nisiicarabha!!iiciirya. 1204 This work deals with the following 
subjects: mahiigii9hasiddhi, gurupriipti, si~yalak~ai:ia, mai:i9apavidhiina, balividhiina, 
mrdvikalpa, mii~iiviracana, upaskara~1avidhi, vahnikarmavidhi, mahiirasoparasa
kathana, dravyasodhana, loharaiijana, lohamiirai:ia, sattvapiitana, dvandvamelana, 
gaganadriivai:ia, 1205 hematiiriilq~fipradarsana, svedaniidhikiira, bijavyutpatti, vi9ii
dhikiira, khagayuktyadhikiira, siiriidhikiira, kriimai:iakarai:ia, vari:iotkar~iidhikiira, 
mrdiikarai:iiidhikiira, and rasasiddhiprayoga. The author refers to Niigiirjuna. 1206 

S1DDHATANTRA. 120? 
SJND0RAPRAKARAl;IA by Somaprabhasiiri. 120s 
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SUDDHIPRAKARANA. 1209 
S0LAKAS1¥HAVIDHANA.12IO 
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SOTAMAHODADHJ. 1211 Quoted in Riimariija's Rasaratnapradfpa, the Rasariijalak$mT, 
To9ara's Ayurvedasaukhya, and Vi!!ala's Rasasindhu. This work proves to be earlier 
than the third quarter of the fourteenth century, in which the Rasariijalak$mfwas com
posed. 

SOT APRADIPIKA. 1212 This work mentions thirteen major poisonous substances and six 
minor ones (upavi~a). 1213 The S1itapradTpikii is mentioned among the sources of the 
Rasayogasiigara. 1214 

SOTARAJA. 1215 One of the sources of the Ratniikarau$adhayogagrantha. A Satariija is 
mentioned in Revai:iasiddha's VTrabha!!JJa. 

SOTARAJARASA. 1216 

SOT XRi,AVA. 1217 Quoted in the Rasasindhu and To9ara's Ayurvedasaukhya. The ref
erence to the Sutiin;iava in the Rasasindhu indicates that the former is earlier than the 
third quarter of the fourteenth century. 

Suv ARN ABHASMA VIDHAN A. I 21 8 

SUVAR~ANIRMAi,AVIDHl.1219 

SUVARi,ARAUPY ASIDDHISASTRA by Jinadattasiiri, a Jain monk belonging to the 
Kharataragaccha. 1220 

S,UVARi,ASARA. 1221 

SUVARf:1ATANTRA or SvarQatantra 1222 This text was revealed by Siva to Parasurii
ma, who, rendered destitute after donating all his worldly possessions to Kasyapa, ac
quired from Siva the means of transforming mercury into gold. 1223 The introductory 
verses mention that, earlier already, Siva transmitted to Parasuriima the Ratnatantra, the 
knowledge about 2,000 gu!ikiis, 600 forms of mercury, eight dhiitukalpas, and the dhii
tuyogiikhyakalpa. 1224 The S11val"{latantra contains the kiikari-, aiigiira- and svetabrhatr
kalpas, 1225 and describes five varieties of (saiJkha)driiva and theiruses. 1226 A plant that 
is regarded as an essential ingredient of a mercurial preparation is called tailakanda. 1227 

The S11vaq1atantra is regarded as posterior to the sixteenth century. 1228 

SVACCHANDABHAIRAVA by Balabhadra. 1229 Some rasayogas are called after Sva
cchandabhairava.1230 He is a Rasasiddha in the Piiradasaqihitii, Rasaratnasamuccaya, 
RasatarailgiQI, and Rasendrasambhava. 

Sv ARN AD IPIKA. 1231 This small treatise describes the transmutation of base metals into 
gold o~ silver. 1232 
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SVARNAKARAMARANA.1233 

SVAR~AMUKT ARASAVY AKHY A. 1234 

SVARNAPANCAMRT ARASA YOGA. 1235 

SVET .i.sv ARASAB~DDHAKALKA VIDHANA by Somanlitha.1236 

TALAKAMARA~A. 1237 

TALAKESVARARASA.1238 

TAMRABHASMASINDURAVIDHl.1239 

TAMRABHASMAVIDHI. 1240 

TAMRAKALPA. 1241 

TAMRASUDDHIVIDHANA.1242 

TAMRAVANA by Mu~tc;!in.1243 

T ANTRARAJA by Jablila. 1244 

TANTRASARAKO~A by Sarikunathadatta. 1245 

T ARAKRIY A. 1246 

TRAILOKYACINTAMANl.1247 

TRAILOKYACINTAMAN IGUTIKANIRMANA VIDHI. 1248 

TRAILOKY ACINTAMAN IRASANIRUPAN~. 1249 

TRAILOKY ACINT AMANIRASA YOGA. ii50 

TUTTHABHASMA VIDHi. 125I 

UDA Y ABHAS.KARARASA. 1252 

UPADHATUMARANA.1253 

UPARASAPRAKAR~~ A.1254 

UTTANKADARPA~ A. 1255 The larger part of this text has been borrowed from Trimal

la's Yogatarangil)f. 1256 

VAIDYA.1257 

V AIDY AGRANTHA. 1258 

VAIDYAKARASARAJAMAHODAYA, compiled by Naraya~1aprasada Misra. 1259 

VAIDYAKASA¥GRAHA. 1260 An anonymous work, dealing with rasas only. It quotes 

the Rasaratniikara, (Siirngadhara)saq1hitii and Yogaratnasamuccaya. 1261 

VAIDYAM~TA by Nlirliyai:ia. 1262 

VAIDY ARASA YAN A. 1263 

VAIDYAVISAYA. 1264 

VAJRAK~iRAVIDHANA.1265 

VANGAB HASMANIRMANACIKITSAKRAMA. 1266 

V ANGABHASMA VIDHANA _ 1267 

VANGAMARA~A. 1268 

V AR~ARATNAKARA by JyotirTsvara Thakkura. This work describes eighteen ratnas 

and thirty-two uparatnas. 1269 
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VA SANT ACANDRODA YA_ 1210 
VASANTAKUSUMAKARADIYOGAl;I. 1271 
VASANTAKUSUMAKARA YOGA. l2?2 
VASUDEV ASAl\!IHITA by Viisudeva. 1273 
VICITRARASAPRAYOGANIRUPANA.1274 
VIVIDHARASANIRMANACIKITSi 1275 
VRANANKUSARASA. ii76 
YANTRACUDAMANl.1277 
Y ANTR0DDi1ARA. i278 
YAVANAJATAKA by Sphujidhvaja. 1279 
YOGARATNAKARA by Kesavadeva. 1280 
YOGASARA. 1281 
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YUKTIKALPATARU by Bhojariija. This treatise contains an alalj1kiirayukti, which 
deals with ratnasiistra. Its subjects are: the mythical origin of gems (47-51; from 
the Gar~apurii!Ja); an enumeration of gems: vajra, marakata, padmariiga, mauktika, 
indranila, mahiinila, 1282 vaidiirya, gandhasa111jiiaka, candrakanta, 1283 siiryakiinta, 1284 
sphii\ika, pulaka, karketa, pu~pariiga, jyotirasa, 1285 sphii\ika (again), riijiivarta, 1286 
riijamaya, 1287 saugandhika, 1288 gandha (or gaiija), sai1kha, brahmamaya, 1289 gomeda, 
rudhiriikhya, bhalliitaka, 1290 dhiili, marakata (again), tutthaka, sisa, pilu 1291 (or 
pita),129? praviilaka, girivajra, bhiiskara (or bhiirgava, or bhiiilgura), bhujar1gama
[.1i, 1293 vajramm:1i, tittira (or tittibha), 1294 plta, bhriimara, utpala 1295(52-57; from the 
Vi$1Judharmottara); 1296 padmariiga (58-121); vajra (122-219; 140-157 is from the 
Garuc;lapurii!Ja; 158-159 is from the Vi$1JUdharmottara and AgnipuriitJa; 160-166 is 
from the Gar~apurii!Ja); vidruma (220-233); gomeda (234-242); muktii (243-366; 
251-294 is from the Garu911purii1Ja; 310-315 is from the Matsyapuriipa; 316-320 is 
from the Gar~apurii11a); vaidiirya (367-394); indranila (395-431; from the Garu
gapurii!Ja); marakata (432-471; from the Gar~apurii!Ja); p~pariiga (472-478ab); 
karketana (478cd-484; from the Garugapurii11a); bhi~mamar;ii (485-494; from the 
GarugapuriitJa); pulaka (495-498); rudhiriikhya (499-501); spha\ika (502-513; from 
the Garu~apul'iilJa); ayaskiinta (514-515); sa11kha (517-525). 
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Appendix 1 

Authorities associated with formulae 

AGNI 1 

A NANDA KANTHAJ?l 

sa1pniplitabhairavarasa (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/T, jvara 734-742). 

ANANDAKARPATI 

sa1pniplitabhairavarasa (Brhadrasariijasundara 286). 

ANANDANATHA 

vlitavidhva1psanarasa (Brhadrasariijasundara 452-453). 

ANNA11:1POTAMADASA 

aJTri:iagajliilkusa (Rasayogasiigara, aklirlidi 97: from Ratniikarau§adhayoga). 

A~TAVAKRA 

a~\livakrarasa (Rasayogasiigara, aklirlidi 278). 

AST!KA 2 

an agada (Cikitsiika/ikii 387). 
mahlipadmakagh!"ta (Miidhavacikitsii, visarpavispho\a 21). 
padmakiidighrta ( VciidyacintiimaQi 480). 
padmakagh!"ta ( Yogaratniikara 715 ). 

ASVINS3 

recipe without a name (Anantakumlira's Yogaratnasamuccaya 24.568-572). 
agnikumlirarasa (Rasayogasiigara, aklirlidi 35). 
amrtadigh!"ta (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 167; Vaidyacintiimaui 377-378). 
am!"tlidiguggulu (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 136). 
affi!1lidyagh!1a (Bhai§lljyaratniiva/f, vlitarakta 131-137; Bhiivaprakiisa, cikitsli 

29.102-108; Toljara V: 12.43-49). 
affi!"tlidyaguggulu (Bhe§lljasaq1hitii 6, Nr. 7; Brhadyogatara.rigi{IT 91.65-71; 

Yogaratniikara 476-477). 
amrtliguggulu (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/T, vlitarakta 84-90; Bhiivaprakiisa, cikitsli 

29.183-190; Sahasrayoga 214-215). 
amrtlikhyaguggulu (To!,llra V: 12.77-84). 
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affi!tapra§a (Bhai§lljyaratnavalf, rajayak~man 275-280; To~araIV: 8.89-93). 
am!tataila (Bower MS 11.418-425). 
ankolabfjataila (Bharatabhai§ajyaratnakara, Nr. 8855). 
asvagandhabasti (Bower MS 11.618-625). 
asvagandhapaka (Bhiiratabhai§lljyaratniikara, Nr. 8992; Brhadyogataraligi{tf 

147.38-42; Piikapradfra 388-392; Rasayogasiigara, akaradi 268). 
asvinarasayana (Bower MS 11.773-781). 
asvinayoga (Bower MS 11.418-425). 
aya~patirasa (Cat. Madras Nr. 13140: Cikitsiisiiraslll!lgraha). 
ayorajayoga (HIM I, 149 and 157). 
biilasiiryodayarasa (Cat. Madras Nr. 13221: Vaidyagrantha). 
balasvagandhaditaila (Sahasrayoga 79-80). 
bhaktottaraciin:ia (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratnakara, Nr. 4936; Rasayogasiig11ra, pakaradi 

405). 
bhaktottariyacii~a (Bhai§ajyaratniivalf, vrddhi 59-64 ). 
bhallatakarasayana (Rasayogasiigara, pakaradi 412). 
bhargyabhayavaleha (Cikitsiikalikii 225-228). 
bhiinigiharitakyavaleha (Yogatar111igiQf30.3-5: expounded by the two Bhi~agvaras to 

Purandara). 
bilvataila (~asaratnadfpikii, 148). 
bindughrta (Bower MS 11.287-312). 
brhadagnimukhaciirQR (BrhannighaQ{uratniikara V, 18: aJTn:ia; Gadanigraha I, ciin:ia 

128-139). 
brhadasvagandhadyaghrta (Brhad yogatar111igiQf 14 7. 77-88; Valigasena, vii jikaral).a 

22-33). 
brhadda~imadyaghrta (Bhai~jyaratniivalf, prameha 208-216; 

Bharatabhai$1fjyaratnakara, Nr. 6762). 
brhadgU<japippali (Bhai§ajyaratnava/f, p!Ihayakrt 53-57; Dhanvantari, udara42; 

Rasariijasundara 501; Rasendrasiirasa1pgraha, pliharoga 65-70). 
brhadvasavaleha (Bhai§ajyaratnavalf, rajayak~man 40-45; Sahasrayoga 192). 
brhallak~ditaila (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/f, jvara 1336-1340). 
brhallavai1gadiciirQR (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 6353; Rasayogasiigara, 

yakaradi 216). 
brhanmusalipaka (Piikapradfpa 55-68). 
brhannarikelakhal).~a (Bhiivaprakiisa, cikitsa 10.27-35; HIM I, 150 and 170-171; 

Piikapndfpa 374-382). 
brhatsindiiradyataila (Brhadyogat111-a,igiQf 120.24-27; Rasakiimadhenu 

IV.40.583-585; Yogaratniikara 694; VaidyacintiimaQi 466-467). 
candanadiciirl)a (Bhai$1ljyaratniivalf, pradara 20-24; Bhiiratabhai$1fjyaratniikara, Nr. 

1698; Rasaratniikara II, pradara 12-17; VaidyacintiimaQi 224; Yogaratniikara 
307; YogataraligiQf26.l 7-23). 

candanadiva\aka (VaidyacintiimaQi 118). 
candanadyaciirl)a (Gadanigraha I, ciin:ia 64-69; Vangasena, raktapitta 93-98). 
citrakadyaciirl).a (Rasaratniikara II, siila 33-40). 
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citrakaharitaki (To9ara VII: 15.49-55). 
citrakaharitakyavaleha (Gadanigraha I, leha 124-131 ab ). 
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da9imadyaghrta (Bhai$iljyaratnavali, prameha 203-207; Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratnakara, 
Nr. 3056; Bhiivaprakiisa, cikitsii 38.76-80; To9ara VI: 9.87-91). 

da9imavaleha (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratnakara, Nr. 3020). 
dasamiilataila (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratnakara, Nr. 3088). 
dasiitigataila (Bhiiratabhai$iljyaratnakara, Nr. 3098; Gadanigraha I, taila 159-167). 
godhiimiidyaghrta (Bhai$iljyaratnavalf, viiJTkaraQa 277-287; Siddhayoga 70.22-30). 
gu9akii~miiQ9aka (Bhai§ajyaratnavali, viiJTkaraQa 173-179; Siddhayoga 70.34-40). 
gu9akii~miiQ9iivaleha (Brhadyogataraligil)T 14 7 .21cd-27). 
gu9apippali (Dhanvantari, udara 30; Rasaratnadipikii 362-363). 
gu9apippalimodaka (Bhiiratabhai$iljyaratniikara, Nr. 1307). 
gu9iicitaila (Cikitsiikalikii 306). 
gulmacii~a (Bower MS 11.96-101). 
haridriicii~a (Bower MS 11.216-222). 
haritakyavaleha (Gadanigraha I, Ieha 138-140). 
hastikan:iirasiiyana ( Vaid yacintiimal)i 96). 
hemagarbharasayana (Rasayogasiigara, sakaradi 640). 
jambviidikasarpis (Anantakumiira's Yogarntnasamuccaya 9. 713-720). 
jvaraharaghrta (Bower MS II.241-244). 
kapikacchiipiika (Piikapradipa 424-430). 
ketakitaila ( Vaidyacintiimal)i 240). 
khaQ9akii~miiQ9a (Rasaratniikara II, raktapitta 52-59; Siddhayoga 9.49-56; To9ara 

IV: 7.101-107). 
krmiku\hiirarasa (Rasayogasiigara, kakiiradi 321). 
k~irayoga (HIM I, 149 and 157). 
k~udhiiriik~sataila (D. Suresh Kumar, 1990: 100: from Dhanvantan). 
kumiiripiika (Bhiiratabhai$iljyaratnakara, Nr. 816; Piikapradipa 326-335; 

Rasayogasiigara, kakiiradi 276). 
kutikumiidyataila (Bhai§ajyaratniiva]f, k~udraroga 115-120; 

Bhiiratabhai$iljyaratniikara, Nr. 871; Brhadyogatarangi(lf 127. l 13-l l 9ab; 
Dhanvantari, k~udraroga46; To9ara VII: 12.116-121). 

kii~miiQ9iidilehya (Vaidyacintiima(1i 225). 
kii~miiQ9akarasiiyana (A.h.Ci.3.l 14-118ab; A.s.Ci.4.61-65; Miidhavacikitsii, 

raktapitta 29 and 30; Yogatararigil)f26.24-29). 
kii~miiQ9akhaQ9a (Bhai§ajyaratniivalf, raktapitta 94-101). 
kii~miiQ9arasiiyana (Sahasrayoga 177). 
kn~miiQ9iivaleha (Brhadyogatarangi(if75.72-78; Gadanigraha I, leha 15-20; 

Rasayogasiigara, kakiiriidi 314; Yogaratnakara 307). 
ku~\hariik~sataila (Bhai§ajyaratniivalf, ku~\ha 294-298; Dhanvantari, ku~!ha 54 ). 
ku~!hataila (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratnakara, Nr. 878). 
laghucificiidilehya ( Vaid yacintiimal)i 120-121 ). 
Iaghucificiileha (Rasayogasiigara, cakiiriidi 101). 
liik~iiditaila (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 6287). 
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lasunadyaghrta (Bower MS ll.223-225). 
lavangadyamodaka (Bhai§Bjyaratniiva/I, agnimandyadi 245-250; 

Bhiiratabhai§ajya1·atniikara, Nr. 6354; Sahasrayoga 217-218). 
madhyamadasamiilataila (Bhai§Bjyaratniiva/f, siroroga 90--93; Dhanvantari, siroroga 

23). 
mahiibhallatakarasiiyana ( VaidyacintiimaQi 460-461). 
mahiiciiiciidilehya (VaidyacintiimaQi 240-241). 
mahada9imlidyaghrta (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/f, prameha 217-222; 

Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 5238). 
mahiikalkarasa (Napuqisakii111ftiir1Java 9.39-50). 
mahlikii~mai:i9akasarpis (Sahasrayoga 58). 
mahiiliik~iiditaila (Dhanvantari, jvara 126; Rasarntnadfpikii97-98). 
mahiilavangadyaciiri:ia (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/f, grahai:iI 75-82). 
mahiiparangadirasayana ( VaidyacintiimaQf297). 
mahiisugandhitaila (Bhiiratabhai§Bjyaratniikara, Nr. 5307; Napuq1sakiim[tiir1Java 

2.70-72; Siddhayoga 70.31-33; Yogaratniikara 919). 
mahi~akhyaguggulu (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 5186). 
mlirtai;i9arasa (Cat. Madras Nr. 13190: Ratniikarau§adhayogagrantha). 
miitulungagu[ika (Bower MS II.75-77 and 85-86). 
niigabaliitaila (VaidyacintiimaQi 377). 
narikelamrta (Bhai§ajyaratni!valf, siila 242-251; Bhiiratabhai§Bjya,·atniikara, Nr. 

3472; Dhanvantari, siila 37; Rasaratniikarn II, amiapitta 68-79; Vangasena, 
amlapitta 66--77). 

nimbapaiiciingarasayana (Ananta's Yogaratnasamuccaya 30.124-127). 
plii:i9urogantakarasa (Rasayogasiigara, pakiiriidi I 05). 
piirangyiidirasiiyana (Rasayogasiigara, pakaradi 121). 
phalaghrta (Anantakumara's Yogaratnasamuccaya 21.23-29; Basavari!JTya 250; 

Gadanigraha !, ghrta 142-149; Rasaratniikara II, yonivyadhi 9-16; 
Yogaratniikara 848). 

phalakalyai:iaghrta (Bhai§ajyaratniivalf, yonivyapad 78-84). 
pippalivardhamiinakalpa (Bower MS II.716-737). 
pippalylidirasayana (Sahasrayoga 209). 
pippalyadyavaleha (Gadanigraha !, leha 300-305). 
piyii~aval1Irasa (Bhai§Bjyaratniiva/f, graha1,r 334-345; Brhadrasariijasundarn 

347-348). 
pramehagajasiq1ha (Rasaratnadfpikii 327-328). 
punarnaviiguggulu (HIM!, 149 and 167). 
rajarasayana (Vangasena, niisiiroga 35-39). 
rasiidiciiri:ia (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 6107; Rasayogasiigara, yakiirlidi 125; 

Tajara V: 5.49-50; VaidyacintiimaQi 429; Yogaratniikara, 399). 
a rasayana (Niscala ad Cakradatta, niisiiroga 29-31: two formulae, from Candra!3 and 

the Niivanrtakasaqihitii). 
rasiiyaniiriga (Gadanigraha I, asava 304-311 ). 
sailii~iidirasayana (VaidyacintiimaQi 296). 
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samasarkaraguggulu (Bhiivaprakiisa, cikitsa 29.170-176; Rasaratniikara II, ku~tha 
264-268). 

sarikhapu~padyaghrta (Gadanigraha I, ghrta 135, add.). 
sarvesvaraciin:ia (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniik11ra, Ne. 8192; Rasayogasiigara, sakaradi 

351). 
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satavarighrta (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 7360; Gadanigraha I, ghrta 130-135). 
satavarisarpis (Anantakumara's Yogaratnasamuccaya 30. 151-169). 
saubhagyasu1,1\hipaka (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 8302; Piikapradfpa 214-228). 
sindiiradyataila (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 7990). 
srigopalataila (Bhai§ajyaratniivalf, vatavyiidhi 289-300; Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, 

Nr. 7426; Bhe§ajasaqihitii 12, Nr. 71). 
svalpakadalikha1,1gaghrta (HIM I, 150 and 176: from the Saqik§iptasiira). 
tr~1,1ahararasa (Rasakiimadhenu IV.3.7-8). 
uttamagnikumararasa (Vaidyacintiimal)i 69). 
vajraharitaki (Anantakumara's Yogaratnasamuccaya 13.103-124). 
vantantakarasa (BasavariiJ'fya 98; Rasayogasiigara, yakaradi 476; Vaidyacintiimal)i 

194-195). 
vi~aharaghrta (Bower MS 11.251-257). 
vyaghritaila ( Vaidyacintiimai1i 209). 

ATREYASURI 

sudhapippaliyoga (Rasayogasiigara, sakaradi 419). 

AVALOKITESV ARA 4 

BAHUGHATIYOGINI 

vrkodaragu\ika (Rasaratnasamuccaya 21.130-132; Rasayogasiigara, yakaradi 584). 

BHAGAVANT 

mahakumaritaila ( Vaidyacintiimal)i 238). 

BHAIRAVA 

ardhanarina\esvararasa (Rasayogasiigara, akaradi 237). 
ardhanarisvararasa (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 8911 ; Rasakiimadhenu 

IV.1.233-236). 
bhairavarasa (Bhai§ajyaratniivalf, upada1psa 32-48; Rasayogasiigara, pakaradi 454; 

Rasendrasarasa1pgraha, upada1psa 5-21). 
bhairavarasayana (Rasakiimadhenu IV.1.264-265). 
candrananarasa (Brhadrasariijasundara 507; Rasendracintiimai1i 183; 

Rasendrasiirasaqigraha, ku~\ha 13-14 ). 
cintamal)irasa (Bhai§ajyaratniivalf, jvara 691-695; Brhadrasariijasundara 285; 

Dhanvantari, jvara 135; Rasayogasiigara, cakaradi 109; Rasendrasiirasaipgraha, 
jvara 76-79). 
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jvarabhairavaciin~a (BasavariiJTya 43; Bhai§ajyaratniiva/f,jvara 455-466; 
Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 2142; Rasayogasiigara, cakaradi 216). 

a dhiima (Dhanvantari, upadarpsa 18). 
jvarari.kusarasa (Brhadrasariijasundara 255). 
mahiibhairavarasa (Vaidyacintiima{li 66). 
mustakadimodaka (Bhai§ajyarntniivali, grahai:ir 185-190; Bhiiratabhai§Hjyaratniikara, 

Nr. 5181). .. 

paradadidhiipa (Bhiiratabhai~ajyaratniikara, Nr. 4385; Rasayogasiigara, pakaradi 
126). 

rasacii9iimai:ii (fo9ara III: 4.249-256). 
sar1khadriivarasa (Rasayogasiigara, sakiiriidi 20). 
sarvesvararasa (Bhiiratabhai§Hjyaratniikara, Nr. 8195; Brhadrasariijasundara 252; 

Rasayogasiigara, sakiiriidi 359). 
siicikiibharai:iarasa (Dhanvantari,jvara 100; Rasendrasiirasaqigraha,jvara 145-146). 
svacchandabhairavarasa ( Vaidyacintiima{Ji 194 ). 
viitaniisanarasa (Rasaprakiisasudhiikara 8 .118-120). 

BHAIRAVANATHA 

paiicamrtaparpa!I (Brhadrasariijasundara 407-408; Rasaratnasamuccaya 14. 77-97). 

BHANU 

parahitarasa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 20.83-88). 

BHANUDASA 

kutajaleha (Bhiiratabhai§Hjyaratniikara, Nr. 791; Dhanvantari, atisiira 27). 
kutajii~taka (Dh11nvantari, atisiira 28). 

BHAVA 

jvarakiilaketurasa (Bhai§ajyaratniivali,jvara 1031-1032; Brhadrasariijasundara 308; 
Rasayogasiigara, cakiiridi 196). 

BHOTESVARA 

bhiitesvararasa (Rasayogasiigara, pakiiriidi 448; Vaidyacintiimapi 39). 

BODHISATTVA s 
sirphyamrtaghrta (Bhai~ljyaratniiva/f, arsas 192-193; Cakradatta, arsas 105-106; 

To<:IaraIV: 3.172-173). 

BRAHMA6 

recipe without a name (Anantakumara's Yogaratnasamuccaya 16.150-159; 
Dhanvantari, vi~a41). 

amrtasar!]JTvanarasiiyana (Rasayogasiigara, akiiriidi 187). 
bhiiskariidyaghrta (Bhiiratabhai§Hjyaratniikara, Nr. 4877; Vari.gasena, netraroga 

411-414). 
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bhiiskaraghrta (To9ara VII: 16.325-330). 
bhiinimbiidyaciir~1a (Bhiiratabhai§Bjyaratniikara, Nr. 4839). 
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brhadagnimukhaciir~1a (Bfhannighai,1furatniikara V, 18: ajfn,1a; Gadanigraha I, ciin,1a 
128-139). 

brhaddhiinvantaraghrta (Bhiiratabhai§Bjyaratniikara, Nr. 6763). 
brhatsiirasvataciin,1a (Gadanigraha I, ciir~1a 155-158). 
candraprabhiigu\ikii (Gadanigraha I, gu\ikii 188-191). 
caturmukharasa (Bhe§ajasa111hitli I, Nr. 106; Yogaratniikara 328). 
dasiiiigadhiipa (Bhliratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 3160; Vaiigasena, vi~a 121-125). 
dasasiirasarpis (Cat. Madras Nr. 13220: Vaidyakagrantha). 
hiiiguliikhyarasa (Rasaratnadfpikii 60). 
hutiisanarasa ( Yogaratniikarn 282-283). 
kalyii~iarasa (Rasayogasiigar1~ kakariidi 116; Vaidyacintiimaz;ii 41). 
kan,1amrtataila (Rasasa111ketakalikii 5.35-37). 
lauhiimrta (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/f, sCila 163-168). 
lohiimrta (Rasayogasiigara, yakiiriidi 316). 
miicikiisava (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 5337; Gadanigraha I, iisava 142-146ab). 
mahiiriisniidikviitha (Bhe§Bjasa111hitii 14, Nr. 89; Sahasrayoga 33-34; 

Siirilgadha1·asaq1hitii 11.2.88-94; Yogaratniikarn 451). 
mrtasa1i1jivaniigada (Bhiiratabhai§Bjyaratniikara, Nr. 5716; Cakradatta, vi~a 32-38; 

Ca.ci.23.54-60). 
nakhapar~ii (To9ara II: 6.109-110). 
nilaka1,1!harasa (Bhai§Bjyaratniiva/f, rasiiyana 61-65; Brhadrasariijasundara 542; 

Rasendrasiirasaq1graha, rasiiyana 86-90; Sahasrayoga 239). 
paiicasneha (Sahasrayoga 104). 
pii~ii~1iibhedapiika (Piikapradfpa 336-344: given to Cyavana). 
pippalyiidirasiiyana (Vaidyacintiimaz;ii 96). 
a rasiiyana (A.h.U.39.15-23). 
sarviiiigasundararasa (Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara, Nr. 8182). 
somariijighrta (Bhai§ajyaratnliva/f, ku~!ha 250-256; Bhliratabhai§ajyar11tniikara, Nr. 

7965). 
sudarsanaciir1,1a (To9ara III: 4.1194-1203). 
siiryaprabhii gu\ikii ( Vaidyacintiimaz;ii 103; Yogaratniik11ra 323). 
siiryavati (Rasayogasiigara, sakiiriidi 538). 
siitikiighnarasa (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/f, siitikiiroga 70-71; Bhiiratabhai§Bjyaratniikara, 

Nr. 8265; Rasayogasiigara, sakiiriidi 513; Rasendrasiirasazµgraha, siitikii 10-11). 
viitakuliintakarasa (Bhai§Bjyaratniiva/f, apasmiira 26-30; Bhiiratabhai§Bjyaratniikara,· 

Nr. 6981; Brhadrasariijasundara 448; Dhanvantari, apasmiira 21; 
Rasayogasiigara, yakiiriidi 449; Rasendrasiirasazµgraha, apasmiira 9-12). 

vijayabhairavarasa (BasavariijTya 143; Bhai§lljyaratniiva/f, kiisa 80-83; 
Vaidyacintiim11z;ii 199, 257). 

vijayagu\ikii (BasavariijTya 305). 
vijayiinandarasa (Brhadrasariijasundara 520; Rasendrasiirasaq1graha, ku~!ha 

109-113). 
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BRAHMAJYOTIS 

vardhamiinarasa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 22.30-40). 

BRAHMASUTA 

kiimesvaramodaka (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/f, viijikaraQa 180-185; To~ara IV: 2.164-168). 

8UDDHA7 

8UDDHAMUNI 

khagesvararasa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 20.100-103; Rasayogasiigara, kakiiriidi 356). 

8UDDHINATHA 

pramadebhiinkusarasa (B[hadyogatarangiJJf 14 7 .278-297). 

CAKRAPAi,1 

saiikhapiiQirasa (Sahasrayoga 241-242). 

CAMPAKARAl':/YAV ASINAJ:1 8 

jayasundararasa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 22.5-14; Rasayogasiigara, cakiiriidi 164). 

CANDRA9 

candriivaleha (Rasaratnasamuccaya 21.172-176). 
k~udriiharitakilehya ( VaidyacintiimaJJi 98-99). 
mahiidriik~iidicfirQa (Rasayogasiigara, takiiriidi 326). 

CANDRANATHA 

agnigarbhava!I (Rasayogasiigara, akiiriidi 61). 
iimagajasiq1hamodaka (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/f, iimaviita 127-134). 
iimaviitagajendramodaka (Rasaratnadf pikii 302-303). 
bhiiskararasa (Bhai§lljyaratnava!T, agnimiindyiidi 128-131; 

Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 4948). 
candriimrtalauha (Bhai~jyaratniivalf, kiisa 121-126; Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 

1902; Brhadrasariijasundara 420-421; Rasendrasiirasarpgraha, kiisa 75-80). 
candriimrtaloha (Dhanvantari, kiisa 26; Rasayogasiigara, cakiiriidi 69). 
candriimrtaparpa!I (Brhadrasarajasundara 414 ). 
candriimrtarasa (BasavariijTya 144-145; Bhai§ajyaratniivalf, kiisa 62-70; 

Rasayogasiigara, cakiiriidi 68; VaidyacintiimaJJi 257). 
candriimrtava!i (Bhe§ajasaqihitii l, Nr. 113; Rasayogasiigara, cakiiriidi 70). 
ku~ihasailendrarasa (Rasaratniikara II, ku~iha 217-226). 
sarvajvaraharalauha (Rasayogasiigara, sakiiriidi 308; RasendrasiirllsaJ!lgraha, jvara 

233-239). 
siral;lsfiliidivajrarasa (D. Suresh Kumar, 1990: 100: from Dhanvantari). 
sirovajrarasa (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 7589; Rasayogasiigara, sakiiriidi 80; 

Rasendrasiirasaqigraha, siroroga 6-10). 
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sricandrarn~taloha (D. Suresh Kumar, 1990: 100: from Dhanvantarz). 

sukramiit~kii va!I (Bhai§lljyaratniivalf, prameha 73-78). 
siilavajriQI gu!ikii (Dhanvantari, siila 42; Rasaratniikara II, sula 77-85). 
siilavajriQI va!I (Bhai$ajyaratniivalf, siila 99-104; Dhanvantari, siila 42). 
siilavajriQI va!ikii (Bhiiratabhai§lljyaratnakara, Nr. 7661). 

CANDRASIKHARA 

muktiiriijamrgiitikarasa (Rasapaddhati 199). 

CATURMUKHA 
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caturmukharasa (Bhai$ajyaratniivali, viitavyiidhi 149-155; Brhadrasariijasundara 451; 
Dhanvantari, viitavyiidhi IOI; Rasayogasiigara, cakiirlidi 28; RasendracintiimaQi 
95; Rasendrasarasarpgraha, viitavyiidhi 38-44). 

DA~J;)APA~I 

siJ!ihaniidaguggulu (Bhai§lljyaratniivalf, iimaviita 190-195; 
Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara, Nr. 7923; Bhiivaprakiisa, cikitsii 29.222-228 and 
237-246; T0<:lara V: 14.61-67; VaidyacintiimaQi 387). 

DASRAS10 

dii9imiidyaghrta (BrhadyogatarangiQf 103.87-90). 
kapikacchiipiika (Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara, Nr. 9310; BrhadyogatarangiQf 

14 7.146-152 ). 
lak~maQiilauha (Bhai$ajyaratnavalf, pradara 84-86 ). 
lak~maQiiloha (Rasayogasagara, yakiiriidi 223). 
lak~maQiitaila (Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratnakara, Nr. 6330). 
mahiikalka (Rasaratnasamucccaya 27.128-144). 
mahiisugandhitaila (BrhadyogatarruigiQf 147.381-383). 
viisiikii~miiQ9aleha (Rasakiimadhenu IV.9.47-48). 

DEVADEVA 

bastyiimayiintaka (Anantakumllra's Yogaratnasamuccaya 15.84-95ab). 
b~hadviisaviivaleha (Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikar11, Nr. 7012). 
citrakiidiciirQa (Bhiiratabhai§lljyaratniikara, Nr. 1725; Rasayogasagara, cakiiriidi 102). 
kusumbhiidyataila (Gadanigraha I, taila 170-174). 
madaniinandamodaka (Bhai$ajyaratniivalf, viijikaraQa 242-266; 

Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara, Nr. 5498; Bhe§lljasal)ihitii 6, Nr. 77). 
sarvesvaraciirQa (Rasaratniikara II, siila 24-32). 

DEVADEVAMUNI 

tiilakesvararasa (Rasakiimadhenu IV.40.438-441). 

DEVARA.JA 

paiiciinanarasa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 19.54-64). 
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DEVENDRA 

vii.rii.hyii.dighrta (Sahasrayoga 45). 

DEVi 

agnikumii.rarasa (Rasar atnasamucca ya 18 .178-19 5). 
brhatsii.rasvataghrta (Rasaratnadfpika 276). 

DHARMAPALA 

tiimrarasii.yana (Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara, Nr. 2597; Rasayogasiigara, takiirii.di 48; 
Vailgasena, rasii.yana 69-92). 

GARUJ?A 

agnimukbarasa (Rasakiimadhenu IV.22.43-47). 

GIRIJATANAYAVALLABHA (compare Giritanayii.vallabha) 
mahii.rii.snii.dikvii.tha (Bhiiratabhai~jyaratniikara, Nr. 5885). 

GIRIRAJAPUTRi 

pratii.palailkesvararasa (Vailgasena, striroga 299-301). 
sitajvarii.rai:iyakrsanumegha (Rasayogasiigara, sakii.rii.di 115). 

GIRiSA 

brhacchivagu\ikii. (Gadanigraha I, gu\ikii. 216-238; Vailgasena, viitarakta 191-212). 
candrodayarasa (Rasendracintiima1_1i 69-70). 
ffiftyuiijayarasa (Brhadyog11tarangi{1f 147.263-264; Rasayogasiigara, pakii.rii.di 681). 
rasasii.rdiila (HIM I, 40 and 59-60). 
a rasii.yana (Rasendraciiqiima1_1i 14.114). 

GIR[TANA YA V ALLABHA (compare Girijatanayii.vallabha) 
mahii.rii.snii.dika~ii.ya (Vaidyacintiima1_1i 187). 
mahii.rii.snii.dikvii.tha ( Yogaratniikara 450 ). 
rii.snii.dikvii.tha (Sahasrayoga 34 ). 

GOPALADASA 

ku\ajaleha (Bhiiratabhai~jyaratniikara, Nr. 791). 

HARA 

kalyai:iasundarii.bhra (Rasayogasiigara, kakii.rii.di 117). 
ku~\hahararasa (Rasayogasiigara, kakii.rii.di 300). 
sitabhaiijanarasa (Rasayogasagara, sakii.rii.di 121; Vaidyacintiimapi 43). 
siilarii.jalauha (Bhai$ajyaratniivalf, siila 132-136; Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara, Nr. 

7660; Rasendrasiirasarpgraha, siila 24-28). 
siilarii.jaloha (Dhanvantari, siila 52). 
vijayaparpa\I (Bhai$ajyaratniiva/f, grahai:iI 485-491). 
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HARAPADA 

pramehagajakesarirasa (Rasayogasiigara, pakiiriidi 265). 

HARi 

drutisiirarasa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 22.41-46). 
himapiinaka (Siddhaprayogalatikii 28.11-13). 
kiilakandhararasa (Rasayog11siigara, kakiiriidi 211; Vaidyacintiima1,1i 40). 

HARIPADA 

mehagajakesarirasa (Vaidyacintiimai1i 295). 

HASTIN 

sw:1\hipiika (Rasayogasiigara, sakiiriidi 149). 

INDRA 11 

dasamiilyiidyataila (Gadanigraha I, taila 412-421: given by Surendra to Nanda in 
order to protect Balakr~l)a ). 

INDRAMUNI 

sle~masailendrarasa (Brhadrasariijasundara 313). 

INDUSEKHARA 

indusekhararasa (Bhai~jyaratniivali, garbhii;iiroga 94-98; Rasayogasiigara, akiiriidi 
349). 

lsA 

siviimodaka (Bhai~jyaratniivali, biilaroga 105-111). 
vetalarasa (Bhai~jyaratniivalf, jvara 605-612). 

lsANA 

iimaviitiiriva\ikii (Rasendrasiirasaipgraha, iimaviita 1-6). 

lsVARA 

haragaurirasa (Har~akirti's Yogacintiima1,1i 239-240). 
kiiliignirudrarasa (Rasayogasiigara, kakiiriidi 234; Vaidyacintiima1,1i 67). 
kiilakii\arasa (Basavarajfya 61-62). 
riijayoga (Bhiiratabhai~jyaratniikara, Nr. 5928; Gadanigraha I, ciirl)a 377-384ab). 
sitaniigiinkusarasa (Sahasrayoga 235). 
siiryapiivakarasa (Rasayogasiigara, sakiiriidi 530; Vaidyacintamai1i 43). 

J ANAKESV ARA 

samasaktukaghrta (Bower MS 11.454-459). 
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KACA 

nalamfiladi (Cakradatta, miitrlighata 10). 

KALAGNIRUDRA 

rudrataila (Bhai(llljyaratniivali, siroroga 126-133; Dhanvantaii, siroroga 26). 

KALAKAl:ITHA 

klilakai:i!harasa (VaidyacintiimaQi 197). 

KALANATHA 

kalesvararasa (Rasayogasiigara, kakliradi 247). 
mahliklilesvararasa (Bhai(llljyaratniiva/f, kasa 74-79; Bhiiratabhai(llljyaratniikara, Nr. 

5537). 

KALAPADA 

brhatsvayambhuvaguggulu (Gadanigraha I, gu!ikli 365-371). 

KAMADEVA 12 

asvagandharasayana ( VaidyacintiimalJ.i 97). 
kamadevaghrta (HIM II, 293-295). 
methimodaka (Bhai(llljyaratniiva/f, grahai:ii 171-177; Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara, Nr. 

5184). 
srimadlinandamodaka (Bhai$ajyaratniiva/f, vajikarai:ia 242-266). 

KAMALA 

nlirliya~1arasa (VaidyacintiimaQi 38). 

KAMALAKARA 

vamanamrtayoga (Bhiiratabhai(llljyaratniikara, Nr. 6966; Brhadrasariijasundara 441; 
Vaidyacintiima1Ji 680). 

KASIKA 
maiiji~!hlidyagada (Bhiiratabhai(llljyaratniikara, Nr. 5684; Vailgasena, vi~a 137). 

KATHAl:IQINATHA 

a recipe (To~ara III: 4.407). 

KESARIN 

kllkolyadighrta (Rasaratniikara II, vatarakta 91-95). 
paiicananarasa (Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara, Nr. 4278; Rasaratniikara II, amavata 

50-60). 

KUMARAKAS 13 

romavedharasa (Bhiiratabhai(llljyaratniikara, Nr. 6159). 
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LAI 
brhallaiciiq1a (Brhadrasariijasundara 332-333). 
laiciiq1a (Rasakiimadhenu IV.14.141-143; Rasayogasiigara, yakaradi 249). 

LAIKA 

laiciiq1a (To9ara!V: 2.128-134). 

LALIT ANA THA 

lalitanatharasa (Rasakiimadhenu IV.7.7-16; Rasayogasiigara, yakaradi 214). 

LOKANATHA 

dmaphalapaniyava!ika (Brhadrasariijasundara 276-277). 
jvaramata11gakesarirasa (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/f, jvara 875-880; Brhadrasariijasundara 

2%; Rasayogasiigara, cakaradi 223). 
lokanatharasa (Rasakiimadhenu IV.1.425-434 ). 
paniyava!ika (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/T, jvara 668-687; Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 

4332; Rasayogasiigara, pakaradi 118). 

LOKASENA 

sarasvataciin}a (Gadanigraha I, ciirQa 151-154 ). 

MADANAGOPALA 

candrakantarasa (Rasayogasiigara, cakaradi 4 7). 

MADHUSUDANA 

brhacchagaladighrta (RasaratnadTpikii 274-276). 

MAHADEVA 

brhadvasavaleha (Bhai~jyaratniiva/T, rajayak~man 46-52). 
candanadiciirQa (To9ara IV: 7.60-67). 
dadhikasavidhiinanarasa (Basavariijfya 146). 
hemagarbhaponalirasa (To9ara III: 4.1134-1143). 
lak~mivilasarasa (Bhai§lljyaratniivalf, kasa 130-137). 
mahabhallataka (To9ara VII: 5.251-264). 
mahabhallatakagu9a (Bhai§lljyaratniiva/T, ku~!ha 207-221; Dhanvantari, ku~!ha 44). 
mahabhallatakavaleha (Bhiivaprakiisa, cikitsa 54.84-94; Piikapradfpa 469-482). 
mahakalagnirudrarasa (Rasayogasiigara, kakaradi 233; Vaidyacintii11111{li 70). 
mahakalesvararasa (Rasakiimadhenu IV.1.316-321). 
mahakamesvaramodaka (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/I, vajikara~1a 225-241; Dhanvantari, 

vajikara~1a 13; Rasaratniikara II, vajikaraQa 93-101; Rasayogasiigara, kakaradi 
195). 

marka~19eyaciirQa (Bhai§lljyaratniiva/f, grahaQi 113-117; Rasayogasiigara, pakaradi 
571). 

paniyabhaktava!ika (Rasaratnadfpikii 169). 
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sahadeviprayoga (Rasaratnasamuccaya 24.142). 
siiciklibharal)arasa (Rasayogasligara, saklirlidi 473). 
siitabhasmaprayoga (Brhadrasarlijasundara 447; Dhanvantari, apasmiira 19; 

Rasayogasagara, sakiiriidi 481; Rasendrasiirasaq1graha, apasmiira 4). 
taptariijataila (Dhanvantari, siroroga 27). 
vijayadiva!i (Bhai§ajyaramiiva/f, yonivylipad 65-67). 
yogesvararasa (Bhai$1ljyaratnavalf, prameha 111-115; Rasendrasiirasal)lgraha, 

prameha 51-55). 
recipe without a name (Kiimarama 13.65-66). 

MAHAGURU 

mahlipramehiintakarasa (Rasayogasiigara, pakiiriidi 293). 

MAHESA 

brhadagnikumiirarasa (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/i, agnimiindyalli 117-122; 
Rasendrasiirasaq1graha, aJirQa 16-20). 

candaniisava (Bhiiratabhai§a}yaratniikara, Nr. 1812). 
caturbhujarasa (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/f, unmlida 52-57; Bhiiratabhai$1ljyaratniikara, Nr. 

1879; Dhanvantari, unmlida 37; Rasayogasiigara, caklirlidi 26; 
Rasendfasiirasal)lgraha, unmiida 20-26). 

jyoti~mlin rasalJ (Bhai$1ljyaratniiva/i, ku~!ha 178-185; Rasayogasiigara, parisi~!a 58). 
klilakii!arasa (Bhiiratabhai$1ljyaratniikara, Nr. 9499; Rasayogasiigara, kakliradi 213). 
krmidrumaku!hlirarasa (Rasakiimadhenu IV.20.5-7; Rasayogasiigara, kakliriidi 329). 
maham.ityufijayarasa (Bhifratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 5559; Brhadrasariijasundara 

501; Rasendrasiirasa1pgraha, pliharoga 60-64). 
manmathlibhrarasa (Rasayogasiigara, pakliriidi 532). 
riijavallabharasa (Bhiiratabhai$1ljyaratniikara, Nr. 6137; Rasendrasiirasa1pgraha, 

grahai:ir 136-140). 
srimanmatharasa (Brhadrasariijasundara 536; Rasendrasiil'asa1pgraha, rasliyana 2-9). 

MAHESVARA 

mahliriijanrpativallabharasa (Bhai$1ljyaratniivali, grahai:ir 371-380; 
Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikari4 Nr. 5564; Rasendrasiirasal)lgraha, grahal)i 146-155). 

n1pativallabharasa (Rasayogasiigara, takliriidi 459). 

MAKARESV ARA 

raslilli (HIM I, 40 and 68: from Bhiivaprakiisa). 

MA~JIBHADRA 14 

mai:iibhadragu<;la (Sahasrayoga 178). 
mai:iibhadramodaka (HIM III, 746 and 747-748: Cakradatta, Satas/okf, Siddhayoga; 

compare A.h.Ci.19.31-32). 
mai:iibhadrataila (Bower MS III. 10-14 ). 
mal)ibhadrava!aka (Gadanigraha I, gu!ikii 65-66: bestowed to Slikyabhik~u). 
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vi!ai1gasiiriidyii gu!ikii (HIM III, 746 and 748: from Gadanigraha; compare 
A.h.Ci.19.31-32). 

MANJUNATHA 

ardhaniirin~esvararasa (Rasayogasagara, akiiriidi 233). 

MANJUSR1 15 

MATHANABHl~AJ 

trayastritpsatkviitha (Gadanigraha, kiiya, jvara 480-481). 

MATSYENDRA 

riimabiii:iarasa (Rasayogasiigara, yakiiriidi 173 ). 

MATULA 

usabiivaleha (Bhiiratabhai$1Jjyaratniikara, Nr. 9116). 

Ml_{GACARIN 

riijamrgii1ikarasa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 17.92-99). 

Ml_{TYUNJAYA 

ratnagarbhapo!!alI ('focµira III: 4.1144-1153 ). 
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vasantatilakarasa (Brhadrasarajasundara 541; HIM I, 40 and 55; VrddhatrayI 331). 

M0LADEVA 

kiimiignisa1pdipanamodaka (Brhadrasariijasundara 550; Rasayogasiigara, kakiiriidi 
183). 

MUNI 

bfhajjvariiilkusarasa (Brhadrasarajasundara 318). 

NAKULA 

sniiyvantakarasa (Rasayogasiigara, sakiiriidi 575). 

NANDIN 

agnikumiirarasa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 18.178-195; Rasayogasiigara, akiiriidi 49). 
amrtari:iavarasa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 27.75-83; Rasayogasagara, akiiriidi 199). 
grahai:iigajakesarirasa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 16.73-83; Rasayogasiigara, kakiiriidi 

538). 
medinisiirarasa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 20.117-123; Rasayogasiigara, pakiiriidi 714 ). 
mehahararasa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 17.100-107). 
pramehahararasa (Rasayogasagara, pakiiriidi 290). 
sarvesvaraparpa!I (Rasaratnasamuccaya 18.2-16). 
viitariijava!I (Bhiiratabhai$1Jjyaratniikara Nr. 6994; Brhadrasariijasundara 457). 
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viitavidhvaipsanarasa (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratnakara Nr. 700; Rasaratnasamuccaya 
21.118-129). 

NANDINATHA 
mahiimrgii1ikarasa (Rasendrasiirasazpgraha, yak~man 80-87). 
viitavidhvarp.sanarasa (Bhai$l!iyaratniiva/f, viitavyiidhi 182-189; 

Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratnakara, Nr. 7000; Rasayogasiigara, yakiiraai 471; 
Rasendrasiirasa,µgraha, viitavyiidhi 59-65). 

NANDISVARA 
mahodayapratyayasiirarasa (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratnakara, Nr. 5593; 

Rasaratnasamuccaya 15.41-49). 

NARAYA~A 
candaniiditaila (VaidyacintiimaQi 299). 
mahiiniiriiyai:iataila (Bhai§ajyaratniivali, viitavyiidhi 343-354). 
niiriicarasa ( Vaidyacintiima{li 237). 
niiriiyai:iaciiri:ia (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/f, atisiira 103-106; Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratnakara, Nr. 

3436; Dhanvantari, atisiira 25). 
satiivariniiriiyai:iataila (BrhadyogatararigiQf 90.220-231; VaidyacintiimaQi 207; 

Yogaratniikara 458). 
satiivarirasiiyana (Vaidyacintiima!Ji 243). 
siddhiirthataila (Bower MS 111.36-53). 

NASATYAS 16 

m1ll)ikyatilakarasa (Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara, Nr. 5597). 

NATHA 

sarkaraleha (Rasaratnadipikii 335). 

NAYIKA 
niiyikiiciiri:ia (Dhanvantari, grahai:iI 15). 

NILAKA~THA 
rajaJ:ipravartinivatI (Bhai$l!iyaratniiva/f, yonivyiipad 58-60). 
srinilakai:itharasa (Bhai$8jyaratniivali, rasiiyana 144-150). 

NITYANATHA 
bhrogfunalakataila (VaidyacintiimaQi 240). 
gulmavajdi:ii vati (Brhadrasariijasundara 477). 
siiphaniidarasa (VaidyacintiimaQi 197). 

NIVARA~A 
miil)ibhadramodaka (T<>4ara IV: 3.105-106). 
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NI/-HARI, THE SON OF JAYADEVA 

kuberiik~iidiciirl)a (VaidyacintiimaQi 326). 

PARVATARAJAPUTRI 

cintiimal)irasa (VaidyacintiimaQi 87). 

PARVATI 
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cintiimal)irasa (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 1932; Rasayogasiigara, cakiiriidi 120; 
Yogaratniikara 335). 

siimbhavirasa (Rasayogasiigara, sakiiriidi 75; VaidyacintiimaQi 40). 

PARVATIKANTA 

siicikiibharal)arasa (Rasayogasiigara, sakiiriidi 467). 

PARVATIPATI 

viitavajrarasa (VaidyacintiimaQi 198). 

PINAKIN 

kau!Itikii vartii} (Gadanigraha, siiliikya, netraroga 272-275; 
Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 9452). 

riijayak~mahararasa (Rasayogasiigara, yakariidi 152). 
siimbhavirasa (Rasayogasiigara, sakiiriidi 75). 
svart)asindiira (HIM I, 40 and 78-79: from the Saq1k§iptasiira; VrddhatrayI 332). 
vajrak~ra (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 6588; Rasaratnasamuccaya 19.24-29; 

Rasendrasiirasrup.graha, p1Iharoga 80-83; Yogaratniikara 524 ). 

PING ALAYOGINI 

nirgul)9Ikalpa (Bhai§ajyaratniivali, rasiiyana 54 ). 

PRAJAPATI 17 

mahiiriisniidikviitha (Bhai§ajyaratniivali, iimaviita 28-35; Bhiivaprakiisa, cikitsii 
26.132-142). 

PURANDARA 

bhiirilgiharitakyavaleha (Yogaratniikara 372). 

PURESANA 

iimaviitiiriva!ikii (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 398; Dhanvantari, iimaviita 28). 

POR~AMI/-TAKHYAYOGINDRA 

jayasundararasa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 22.5-14 ). 

RASARAJA 

rogatrayarirasa (Sahasrayoga 237). 
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RATINATHA 

pramehamihirataila (Bhai$8jyaratniiva/f, pral)leha 228-236; 
Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 4136; Bhe§aJasaq1hitii 12, Nr. 43). 

RUDRA 

candraprabhiivarti (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 1856; Bhiivaprakiisa, cikitsii 
63.228-230; Yogaratniikara 813). 

cun;iariija (HIM I, 40 and 58; VrddhatrayI 330). 
grahar:iisiirdiilarasa (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/f, grahar:iI 281-285; Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, 

Nr. 1613; Rasayogasiigara, kakiiriidi 547; Rasendrasiirasaf!1graha, grahar:iI 
43-47). 

jvarii1ikusarasa (Rasayogasiigara, cakiiriidi 266). 
kinnarakar:i;harasa (Rasayogasiigara, kakiiriidi 265). 
putrapradarasa (Rasasaq1ketakalikii 4.108-118; Rasayogasiigara, pakiiriidi 192). 
rudrataila (Bhai§ajyaratniivali, ku~;ha 328-335; Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 

5964). 
sa1pkaraloha (Rasayogasiigara, sakiiriidi 5). 
sarvavyiidhihara (VrddhatrayI 332). 
sitabhafiJYrasa (Rasakiimadhenu IV.1.648-653; Rasasarp.ketakalikii 4.2-7). 
upada1psebhasi1pharasa (Rasakiimadhenu IV.45.17-21). 
viisiirudrataila (Bhiiratabhai§l\iyaratniikara, Nr. 6790). 
vijayii gu;ikii (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nrs. 7025, 7026; Gadanigraha I, gu\ikii 

461-472; Rasakiimadhenu IV.49.14-16). 
vijayiidigu;ikii (Har~akirti's Yogacintiimai1i 119-121). 

SAHASRAKARAPUTRABHl~AGV ARAS 

bhiir1igTharitakyava!eha ( Yogaratniikara 372). 

SAILENDRATANAYA 

sailendrarasa (Vaidyacintiimai1i 457). 

SAIVESVARA 

a brhatkarar:ia (Bower MS II.782). 

SAKRA 

jiitiphaliidyacurr:ia (Rasaratnadlpikii 159). 

SAMBHU 

iinandabhairavarasa (Rasayogasiigara, akiiriidi 300). 
ardhanftrina;esvararasa (Rasayogasiigara, akiiriidi 239 and 241). 
ardhaniirisvararasa (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 8920; Rasendrasiirasa!p8raha, 

jvara 219-221; VaidyacintiimaQi 42). 
atisiiraku\hiira (Rasayogasiigara, akiiriidi 107). 
bastyiimayiintakacun:ia (Rasayogasiigara, pakiiriidi 362; Vaidyacintiimai1i 303). 
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bhairavaguggulu (Rasayogasagara, pakiiriidi 452). 
bhasmesvaranasya (Vaidyacintiima(1i 74). 
bhasmesvararasa (Cat. Madras Nr. 13225: Vaidyayogasa111graha). 
bolabaddharasa (Rasakiimadhenu IV.15.65-69). 
brhatsahacarataila (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 7983; Gadanigraha I, taila 

433-436). 
brhatsarvajvaraharalauha (Rasaratnadipikii 92-93). 
candraprabhii gu\ikii (HIM I, 40 and 58-59). 
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dhanvantarirasa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 20.131-133; Rasayogasiigara, takiiriidi 337). 
drutisiirarasa (Bhiirntabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 3219). 
gandhakatailapiitana (HIM I, 40 and 77). 
kanakasundararasa (Bhiiratabhaisajyaratniikara, Nr. 94 7; Rasaratnasamuccaya 

20.49-51: taught by Sambh~ to Kubera; Rasayogasiigara, kakiiriidi 18). 
lokaniitharasa (Basavariijfya 78-79; Rasayogasiigara, yakiiriidi 264 ). 
lokesvararasa (BrhadyogatararigiQf76.140-J42; Dhanvantari, riijayak~man 35; 

Rasayogasagara, yakiiriidi 275; Rasendracintiima(1i 143-144; IJJidyacintiimaQi 
66; Yogaratniikara 336). 

mahiicandrakaliirasa (BrhadyogatararigiJlf I 00.43-49ab ). 
mahiijvarii11kusarasa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 12.39-41). 
mahiikalyii~1akaghrta (Bhiiratabhai§Bjyaratniikara, Nr. 5230). 
mahamrtyuiijayalauha (Bhai§Bjyar11tniivalf, plihayakrt 136-145). 
mahiinilakai:i~harasa (Brhadrasariijasundara549; Rasayogasiigara, takiiriidi 456). 
mahiiriijanrpativallabharasa (Bhai§Bjyaratniiva/i, graha~1i 381-386; 

Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 5565; Rasayogasiigara, takiiriidi 460; 
Rasendrasarasaipgraha, graha~li 156-161). 

mahiisa11khadriivaka (Bhai§Bjyaratniiva/f, plihayakrt 180-193). 
mahiivi~amiirirasa (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 5577; Rasakiimadhenu 

I V.1.639-64 7). 
niilikeriisava (Bhiiratabhai§Bjyaratniikara, Nr. 3525; Gadanigraha I, iisava 

286-291ab). 
naviiyasarasiiyana (Rasayogasiigara, takiiriidi 376). 
nilakai:i\harasa (Basavariijfya 14 7; Bhiiratabhai§Bjyaratniikara, Nr. 3663; 

Vaidyacintiima(1i 255). 
nityodayarasa (Rasaratnadipikii 251-252). 
pai:iija.<;[ukarasa (Rasayogasagara, pakiiriidi 95). 
phai:iibhii~a~1arasa (Rasayogasiigara, pakiiriidi 341; VaidyacintiimaQi 68). 
pramehadhviintavivasviin rasa~ (RasayogaSiigara, pakiiriidi 272). 
prai:iapradii parpa~i (BrhadyogatararigiQf76.138-139; Yogaratniikara 337). 
rasendrarasa (Rasayogasagara, yakiiriidi 144; Vaidyacintiima11i 41-42). 
sambhuniitharasa (Rasaratnadfpikii 51). 
sa11khodararasa (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 7564; Rasakiimadhenu 

IV.32.137-148). 
sarvii11gasundararasa (Vaidyacintiimapi 457). 
sarvasiddhiiiijana (Kiimaratna 13.15-16). 
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saubhiigyasur:i!hi (Rasaratnasamuccaya 22.116-120). 
silcikiibharai:iarasa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 12.70-89; Rasayogasiigara, sakiiriidi 472). 
siiryaprabhii gu!ikii (Vaidyacintiimal)i 190). 
siiryaprabhii va!i (Brhadrasariijasundara 455-456). 
trailokyatilakarasa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 15.66-80). 
trimiirtirasa (Vaidyacintiimal)i 43). 
tripuriintakarasa (Rasayogasiigara, takiiriidi 210; Vaidyacintiimal)i 39). 
upadarpsagajakesarirasa (Brhadyogatarailgil)T 117.27-31). 
upadarpsebhasirpharasa (Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara, Nr. 536). 
viitii11kusarasa (Vaidyacintiimal)i 193). 
viitavispho!ahararasa (Rasayogasiigara, yakiiriidi 472). 
vi~ama jvaraharalauha (Rasaratnadipikii 90). 
vi~amiirirasa (Rasayogasiigara, yakiiriidi 562). 
visvoddipakiibhra (Bhai$ajyaratniiva/f, agnimiindyiidi 221-224; 

Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara, Nr. 7071). 
vyo~iidyii gu!ikii (Gadanigraha I, gu!ikii 299-302). 
vyo~iidyagu!ikiiguggulu (Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara, Nr. 6696). 

SAMBHUNATHA 
rasakandarparasa (Rasayogasiigara, yakiiriidi 60). 

SA¥KARA 
ajirr;1aka~1iakarasa (Rasakiimadhenu IV.13.32-34). 
ardhaniirina!esvararasa (Bhiiratabhai~jyaratniikara, Nr. 332). 
daivavyapiisrayacikitsii (Rasaratnasamuccaya 22.60-69). 
kalpatarurasa (Bhiiratabhai~jyaratniikara, Nr. 968; Rasayogasiigara, kakiiriidi 106). 
lak~miviliisarasa (Rasayogasiigara, yakiiriidi 234; Rasakiimadhenu IV.1.715-721). 
mahiisatiivaritaila ( Vaidyacintiimal)i 239). 
mrtasaipjivanarasa (Rasendrasiirasaiµgraha,jvara 156-160). 
nityoditarasa (Brhadrasarajasundara 359; Rasakiimadhenu IV.48.65-67; 

Rasendracintiimal)i 125-126). 
paiiciinanava!i (Rasendrasiirasatpgraha, arsas 28-30). 
piiradadruti (Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara, Nr. 4334; Rasakiimadhenu IV.22.72-80). 
piisupatiistrarasa (Rasayogasiigara, pakiiriidi 146; Vaidyacintiimal)i 66). 
pittabhaiijanarasa ( Vaidyacintiimal)i 234 ). 
piiri:iacandrarasa (HIM I, 40 and 79: from S111pk$iptasiira). 
riik~asarasa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 16.147-148). 
saq1karalauha (Bhiivaprakiisa, cikitsii 5.96-98). 
saq1karaloha (VaiJgasena, arsas 263-302). 
sarpkaramataloha (Rasakiimadhenu IV.48.109-131). 
sa1pkarataila (Vrddhatrayi 331). 
sarpkarava!i (Bhai$ajyaratniiva/f, hrdroga 52-56; Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikai·a, Nr. 

7527; Rasayogasiigara, sakiiriidi 9). 
siiqikarijvarii11kusarasa (Brhadrasariijasundara 299). 
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sarpso~a!Jarasa (Rasakaumudf4.l 18cd-124; Rasayogasiigara, sakaradi 565). 
sai1khadriiva (Vaiigasena, udara 176-178). 
siddhaharitiilabhasman (Bhe$ajasarphitii 5, Nr. 65). 
siilebhasirphinigu!ika (Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara, Nr. 7667; Rasakiimadhenu 

IV.21.52-56; Rasayogasiigara, sakaradi 181). 
tiilakesvararasa (Rasayogasiigara, takiiriidi 129). 
vatai1kusarasa (VaidyacintiimaQi 193). 

SA¥TO~ANATHA 
saqmipiitabhairavarasa (Rasakiimadhenu IV.1.367-368). 

1?A~MUKHA 
~al)mukharasa (Rasakaumudi 4.2 7-33ab ). 

SARASVATJl 8 

briihmighrta (Sahasrayoga 70). 
sarasvataghrta (Gadanigraha I, ghrta 136-141). 

SASISEKHARA 

lak~miviliisarasa (Rasayogasiigara, yakiiriidi 242). 

SIDDHA 

nagesvararasa (Rasayogasiigara, takiiriidi 421). 
phat)ipatirasa (VaidyacintiimaQi 194). 

SIDDHANATHA 

lokaniiyakarasa (Rasakiimadhenu IV.15.32-38). 

S1¥HAGUPTA 
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khadiriidiv~i (Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara, Nr. 1069; Gadanigraha I, gu!ikii 457-459; 
Rasayogasiigara, kakiiriidi 360). 

S1¥HA~A 
siq1ha1Jaciir~1a (Gadanigraha I, ciirl)a 394 ). 

S!VA 19 

agnidipanarasa (Rasaratnadipikii 197). 
anai1gamekhaliimodaka (Bhiiratabhai$/liYaratniikara, Nr. 107; BrhadyogatararlgiQi 

147.419-425). 
biilakumiirarasa (Rasaratnadipikii 418 ). 
biilarasa (Bhai$3jyaratniivali, biilaroga 127-131; Brhadrasariijasundara 535; 

Rasendrasiirasmpgraha, biilaroga 1-5). 
biilayakrdariloha (Bhiiratabhai$1liYaratniikara, Nr. 4742; Rasayogasiigara, pakaradi 

371). 
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bhiitabhairavarasa CT~ara III: 4.1001-1003). 
brhacciic;liima~1irasa (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratnakara, Nr. 1940; Rasayogasiigara, cakiiriidi 

140; Rasendrasiirasal!)graha, jvara 360-365). 
bfhajjvarabhairavataila (Bhai§ajyaratniivalf, jvara 1372-1378). 
brhatsarvajvaraharaloha (Brhadrasariijasundara 316). 
ciic;liima~1irasa (Bha/$ajyaratniivalf,jvara 981-986 and 987-992; 

BhiiraLabhai$3jyaratnakara, Nr. 1938; Rasayogasiigara, cakiiriidi 138; 
Rasendrasiirasaq1graha, jvara 351-356). 

culukabhedarasa (To~ara VI: 12.135-141). 
graha1Jikapaiarasa (Rasayogasiigara, kakiiriidi 521). 
haridriidiyoga (Yogaratniikara 541). 
jayamailgalarasa (Bhai$3jyarntniivalf, jvara 1061-1069; Bhiirntabhai$ajyaratnakara, 

Nr. 2103; Brhadrasariijasundara 309; Dhanvantari,jvara 109; Rasayogasiigara, 
cakiiriidi 158). 

jvariiilkusarasa (Toc;lara III: 4.956-962). 
kiiliirirasa (Toc;lara VI: 12.142-144). 
lak~miniiriiyal)arasa (Rasayogasiigara, yakiiriidi 229). 
lokaniithesvararasa (Toc;lara IV: 8.157-159). 
mahiidriivaka (Rasaratnadipikii 356-357). 
mahiigraha[_likapii!arasa (Rasendrasiirasaf11graha, grahal)i 95-97). 
makaradhvaja (Rasendrasiirasaf1lgraha, rasiiyana 75-77). 
makaradhvajarasa (Brhadrasariijasundara 541; Rasayogasiigara, pakiiriidi 469). 
makaradhvajarasiiyana (Bhai$ajyaratm1valI, rasiiyana 75-77; 

Bhiiratabhai$a}yaratniikara, Nr. 5467). 
mrtyuiijayarasa (Dhanvantari, jvara 136). 
miirchiintakarasa (Bhiiratabhai$3jyaratnakara, Nr. 5624 ). 
niigodararasa (Toc;lara III: 4.8-9). 
punarnaviiditaila ( Vaidyacintiimal)i 433). 
riimarasa (Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara, Nr. 6150). 
rasabhasmayoga (Yogaratniikara 922-923). 
rasasindiira (Rasayogasiigara, yakiiriidi 117). 
rasendramailgalarasa (Rasakiimadhenu IV.40.84-95). 
recipes against piirsvasiila (Toc;lara V: 11.786-789). 
sarvatobhadrarasa (Bhai$3jyaratniiva/f, jvara 1126-1134; Rasayogasiigara, sakiiriidi 

317; Rasendrasiira5af1lgraha, jvara 331-339). 
saubhiigyaSUl)!hi (Piikapradfpa 33-39). 
siviigada (A.s.U.40.87). 
siviigu!ikii (Bhai$ajyaratniiva/f, rasiiyana 151-175). 
siviitaila (Rasaratnadfpikii 268-269). 
srilgaverava!i (Rasaratnadipikii 43). 
sulbasundararasa ( Vaid yacintiima1Ji 324 ). 
tiilakesvararasa (Rasayogasiigara, takiiriidi 96). 
trimiirtirasa (Toc;lara VI: 12.120-145). 
vajrak~ra (Toc;lara VI: 12.72-77). 
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viimaniyarasa (To~ara VI: 12.120-134). 
yogariija (To~ara III: 4.1099-1102). 

SIVA 

siviitaila (Bhai{illjyaratniivalf, unmada 93-100). 

SOMADEVA 

viitavispho!ahararasa (Rasayogasiigara, yakiiriidi 472). 

SOMANATHA 

tiimrabhasman (Rasaratnasamuccaya 5.58-61; Rasendracii9iima(li 14.70). 

SOMA YATI 

kumudaprakiisa (Rasayogasiigara, kakiiriidi 278). 

SRiGIRISA 

kiintarasiiyana (Rasayogasiigara, kakiiriidi 142). 

SRiNATHA 

ti~r:iamukharasa (Rasayogasiigara, takiiriidi 167). 

SRiVATSANKA 

rasaparpa\i (Brhadrasariijasundara 337-338). 
rasaparpa!ikii (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/f, grahar:ii 402-441). 

SUKAVI 

lasunapiika (Rasayogasiigara, yakiiriidi 220). 

SUKRA 

dasiiilgadhiipa (Candra!a ad Cikitsiikalikii 375). 
mrtasa1r1jivani surii (Bhai§ajyaratniivalf, viijikar~1a 372-386). 

S0LAPA1':'I 
kumiiryiisava (Bhiiratabhai{illjyaratniikara, Nr. 894; Gadanigrahal, iisava l-15ab). 
dadhiva\i (Rasaratnadfpik/160-61 ). 
piin~acandrodayasindiira (BasavariijTya 133; Rasayogasiigara, pakiiriidi 214 ). 

SURENDRA 

dasamiilyiidyataila (Gadanigraha I, taila 412-421). 

S0RYA 21 

k~udhiisiigararasa (Bhai{illjyaratniivalf, agnimiindyiidi 100-101; 
Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 8753; Dhanvantari, agnimiindya 24). 

k~udhiisiigarava!i ( Vaid yacintiima(li 407). 
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siiryakrantarasa (Vaidyacintiimapi 457). 

S0RYADASA 

sarvadipakaral).arasa (Rasayogasiigara, sakaradi 322). 

SVASAlylVEDYA 

kanakasundararasa (Rasayogasiigara, kakaradi 27). 

SVAYA1y113H0 

sahacarataila (Bower MS Il.329-336). 
sa1rj1vanagada (A.s.U .40.59-67). 
svaya1rbhuvaguggulu (Gadanigraha I, gu!ika 303-307ab; Rasayogasiigara, sakaradi 

601). 
vajrak~ra (Bhiivaprakiisa, cikitsa 32.35-41). 

TANTRANATHA 

bhaskararasa (Rasayogasiigara, pakaradi 428). 

T.i.R.i. 21 

taramal).c;liira (Rasakiimadhenu IV. 21.162-164; Rasaratniikara II, paril).limasiila 
28-33; Rasayogasiigara, takaradi 60; Vaidyacintiima1Ji 329). 

tarama1Jc;liiraguc;la (Bhai§lljyaratniivalf, siila 181-187; Vangasena, paril).limasiila 
63-68). 

tarlimal).c;liiravaiaka (Brhadyogatarailgil)f95.50-54ab). 
vac;!avamukhI gu\ika (Rasaratnasamuccaya 16 .127-128). 

TRAILOKYANATHA 

siddhamakaradhvaja (Bhai§lljyaratniivalf, rasayana 110-130). 

TRINETRA 

trigul).likhyarasa (Vaidyacintiimal)i 194). 

TRIPURA 

tripurantakarasa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 20.53-55; Rasayogasiigara, takaradi 211). 

TRIPURANTAKA 

a~\lirigarasa (Bhai§lljyaratniivalf, arsas 260-261; Rasayogasiigara, akaradi 277; 
Rasendrasiirasaqigraha, arsas 31-32). 

TRIVIKRAMA 

trivikramarasa (VaidyacinUimal)i 200). 

TRYAMBAKA 

mahagandhahastyagada (Ca.Ci.23.n-94: taught by Tryambaka to Vaisraval).a). 
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VAIDYAKUMARAKAS 

romavedharasa (Rasakiimadhenu IV.1.261-263). 

V AIDY ANA THA 

pratapalailkesvararasa (Brhadrasariijasundarn 320; Rasaratnasamuccaya 12.111-114; 
Rasayogasiigara, pakiiriidi 236). 

a recipe against svitra (Toc;!ara VII: 5.144). 
sn1ciimesvaramodaka (Rasaratniikara II, grahal)i 27-33; Rasendracintiimai;ii 90-91). 
srivaidyaniithava!T (Rasendrasiirasa,µgraha, grahal)i 48-53). 
srrvaidyaniithava\ikii (Brhadrasariijasundara 351). 
vaidyaniithava\ikii (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/i; grahal)i 301-307; Dhan vantari, graha~1r 16). 
vaidyaniithava!i (Bhai§ajyaratniivali, udiivartiiniiha 46-48 and sotha 85-94; 

Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nrs. 7129-7132; Dhanvanta1i, udiivarta 11, sotha 26; 
Rasayogasiigara, yakiiriidi 615 and 616; Rasendrasiirasarpgraha, udiivartiiniiha 
1-2). 

VAISVANARA 

vac;!aviinalava\i (Rasakiimadhenu IV.13.632-69; Rasayogasiigara, yakiiriidi 415). 

VAJRAPA~I 22 

VARU~A23 

nimbiiri~!a (A.s.Ci.21.29-31). 

VA.SAVA 

viisiikii~miil)c;lalehya (VaidyacintiimaQi 259). 

VASU 

brhallavailgiidiva!T (Bhai§lljyaratniivali, agnimiindyiidi 103-106; 
Rasendrasiirasa,µgraha, aJin:ia 75-78). 

VASUDEVA 

brhacchatavarimodaka (Rasaratnadipikii 138-139). 
cal)c;!asa1pgrahagadaikakapii\arasa (Brhadrasariijasundara 344; Rasaratnasamuccaya 

16.54-56). 
mahiilak~miviliisarasa (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/i, rasiiyana 89-101). 
pramehadhviintavivasviin rasal:i (Rasayogasiigara, pakiiriidi 272). 
rasacandrikii va\i (Bhai§ajyaratniivali, siroroga 63-67; Bhiiratabhaiiiajyaratniikara, 

Nr. 6061; Brhadrasariijasundara 528; Rasayogasiigara, yakiiriidi 67; 
Rasendrasiirasa,µgraha, siroroga 1-5). 

satiivanmodaka (Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 7569; Dhanvantari, viijikaral)a 9; 
Rasaratniikara II, viijikaral)a 48-60; Rasayogasiigara, sakiiriidi 57). 

svalpasatiivanmodaka (Rasaratnadipikii 137-138). 
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VASUDEVA MUNI 

arkesa (Rasaratnasamuccaya 15.62-63). 

VIDHI 
amavatagajasiq1hamodaka (Rasendrasiirasa,pgraha, amavata 21-26). 

VINDHYAVASIPADA 

sivaghrta (Bhai$1ljyaratniivall, unmada 81-92). 

VI~~u 24 

amavatesvararasa (Bhai$ajyaratniivall, amavata 73-82; Dhanvantari, amavata 25 and 
30; Rasendrasiirasal]lgraha, amavata 9-15). 

asokaghrta (Bhai$1ljyaratniivall, pradara 103-109; Bhiiratabhai$1ljyaratniikarn, Nr. 
171; Rasaratniikara II, pradara 35-41; Vailgasena, striroga 57-63). 

balanarayai:iataila (Niscala ad Cakradatta, vatavyadhi 96-105). 
brhacchrilgarabhra (Bhai$ajyaratnavall, kasa 139-145; Brhadrasariijasundara 421 and 

549; Dhanvantari, kasa 30; Rasendrasiirasa111graha, kasa 93-100 and rasayana 
100-106). 

brhatkiratadyataila (Rasarntnadl pikii %-97). 
dinardharasa (Rasayogasiigara, takaradi 311 ). 
himasagarataila (Bhai$1ljyaratniiva/T, vatavyadhi 516-527; Bhe$ajasa,phitii 12, Nr. 

75; Dhanvantari, vatavyalihi 69). 
kadalyadighrta (Dhanvantari, somaroga 5). 
kadalyadyaghl'ta (Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara, Nr. 824). 
kantavallabharasa (Rasayogasiigara, kakaradi 145; VaidyacintiimalJi 94). 
madhyamavi~i:iutaila (Bhai$ajyaratniiva/f, vatavyadhi 315-324; Dhanvantari, 

vatavyadhi 63). 
madhyanarayai:iataila (To<:lara V: 11.624-635). 
mahajvarailkusarasa (VaidyacintlimalJi 44). 
mahanarayai:iataila (Dhanvantari, vatavyadhi 67). 
mahavi~i:iutaila (Rasaratnadlpikii 276-277). 
navajvaraharI va\ika (Rasapaddhati 160). 
nityodararasa (Dhanvantari, kasa 31; Rasendrasiirasa,r1graha, yak~man 100-107). 
paiicamrtarasa (Dhanvantari, rasayana 4; Rasaratniikara II, rasayana 32-40). 
sarvailgasundararasa (Dhanvantari, siila 55; Rasendrasiirasa111graha, siila 41-45). 
satavaritaila (Bhiiratahhai$ajyaratniikara, Nr. 7401; Gadanigraha I, taila 73-78). 
srngarabhra (Rasayogasagara, sakaradi 185). 
svalpavi~i:iutaila (Bhai$ajyaratniiva/T, vatavyadhi 307-314). 
vi~i:iuparakramarasa (Rasayogasiigara, yakaradi 567; VaidyacintiimalJi 199). 
vi~i:iutaila (Bhiiratabhai$ajyaratniikara, Nr. 6810; Bhe$ajasa111hitii 12, Nr. 66; 

Brhadyogatararigi{ll90.245-251; Cakradatta, vatavyadhi 113-120; Dhanvantari, 
unmada 30; To<:Iara V: 14.45-52). 

visvambhararasa (Rasayogasiigara, yakaradi 542; Vaidyacintiima,:ii 42, 70). 
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VJ~~UNATHA 

brhajjirakadimodaka (Rasaratnadfpikii 143-144). 

VISVANATHA 

mahamrtyuiijayarasa (Rasaratnadfpikii 355-356). 
visves vararasa (Bhai§Bjyaratniiva/f, viitarakta 48-53; Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, Nr. 

7066; Dhanvantari, viitarakta 24; Rasendrasiirasaz11graha, viitarakta 17-22). 

ViTIHOTRA 

saqmipiitadiiviinalarasa (Rasayogasagara, sakiiriidi 261). 

VI~KODARA 

a rasiilii (Napu1psakamrtar,:1ava 2.57-58). 

V~~ADHVAJA 

sa1psamanayoga (Dhanvantari, atisiira 32). 
vr~adhvajarasa (Bhai§ajyaratniivalf, chardi 24-27). 

V~~~INATHA 

jirakiidimodaka (Bhai§ajyaratniiva/f, graha~1i 202-212; Bhiiratabhai§ajyaratniikara, 
Nr. 2020; Rasayogasiigara, cakiiriidi 187). 

VYASA25 

abhriidiparpa!i (Rasaratnadfpikii 180). 
gai:i9iriiri~!a (Gadanigraha I, iisava 342-353). 
pramehamihirataila (Rasaratnadfpikii 341). 

YOGASIDDHA 

kiimaciiramai:i9iira (Rasaratnadfpikii 169). 

YOGIN 

candraprabhii va!i (Rasakiimadhenu IV.15. 75-77). 

YOGINi 

svalpaniiyikiiciir~1a (Rasaratnadfpikii 121). 
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References to medicine in non-medical literature 

General books and articles: Atrideva Vidylilailklira (1956). S.C. Banerji (1980). K.N. 
Dave (1985). S.L. Hora (1948a), (195 la). K.C. Jayaram (1950). Orn Prakash (1961), 
(1987). K.S. Ramamurti (1971). B. Rama Rao (1986). H.S. Rao (1957). R. Syed 
(1990). G.U. Thite (1982). VibhlidevI (1979a), (1979b). 

ADJTY A y AMALA I 

S.C. Banerji (1992): 188-189, 210. 

AotYAMALA 

S.C. Banerji (1992): 217,239,256. 

AGHORATANTRA 2 

S.C. Banerji (1992): 205-206. 

AMARAKO~A 

A.K. Biswas and S. Biswas (1996): 137. V. DvivedI (1966): 248-253. B. Seal (1985): 
171-172. P.V. Sharma(l972d): 242-247, (1979a), (1979d). *S. Sundara Rajan (1977). 
R.T. Vyas (1989): 63-66. 

ANGAVIJJA 

A.K. Biswasand S. Biswas (1996): 135-136. 

ARTHASASTRA 

ABI 127-137. S.Arya(l984): 24-26. R. Bha\nligar(1988). A.K. BiswasandS. Biswas 
(1996): 39-56 and 235-241. D.K. Chakrabarti (1992): 106-109. A. Chattopadhyaya 
(1967). M. Choudhury (1963). Gulabkunverba I, 359-363. S.L. Hora (1948), (1951a): 
408-409. O.P. Jaggi N, 49-51 and 194-198. J. Jolly (1914a). Jyotir Mitra (1970b), 
(1974 ): 26-37, (1992): 35. S.S. Kamavisdar ( 1980). D. Kothari (1979). R.F.G. Miiller 
(1927), (1930d), (1934a): 84-86, (1942): 22-24. S.R.N. Murthy (1978), (1990): 14-
21. Orn Prakash (1961): 87-101, (1987): II, 164-182. P. Ray (1956): 49-58. P. Ray 
(1967): 15. D.V.S. Reddy *(1944a), *(1945a), (1966): 1-60. A. Sarmli (1981). B.R. 
Slistri (1980). Satyapraka§ (1960): 269-300. H. Scharfe (1993): 252-261 and 276-
292.P.V. Sharma (1979a), (1992a): 142-146.A.N. Sirpha (1989). A.N. Singh and R.S. 
Singh (1983). R.P. TrivedI (1992). R. Varma Ve~u (1979). R.T. Vyas (1989): 30. M. 
Winternitz (1977): 100-10 I. J. Yadava and Jyotirmitra Acarya ( 1979). 
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ASVAGHO~A 

Atrideva (1956): 32-50. Jyotir Mitra (1974): 50-56 and 136-140. P.V. Sharma 
(1970a): 43-46, (1992a): 124. S. Vidyiilarpkiir (1980). 

ASVINITANTRA 

S.C. Banerji (1992): 189, 197,198,199,202,203, 209. 

ATHARVAVEDA 

ABI 31-63. Atrideva (1978): 186-188. AVI 38-41. L.C. Ban-et (1933). V.V. Bhide 
(1981). M. Bloomfield (1886), (1890), (1987): 441-444. D. Chattopadhyaya (1979): 
306-314. T. Chowdhury (1931). S. Dasgupta (1975): II, 273-301. DGV IV, 202-
205. K.D. Dvivedi (1999). J. Gonda (1965): 157-158. J.V. Grohmann (1865). J.R. 
Haldar (1977): 12-18. A.F.R. Hoernle (1978): 109-114 and 242. S.L. Hora (1952). 
W.A. Jayne (1925): 151-152. J.C. Josi, M.G. Piit}Qeya and J. Piil)Qeya (1993). V.W. 
Karambelkar (1961). R.R. Kashyap (1935/36). A. Kuhn (1864). S. Mahdihassan 
(1980a). W.W. Malandra (1979). G.N. Mukerjee (1927a), (1928). R.F.G. Miiller 
(1930b), (1934a), (1935d), (1937), (1955), (1956b), (1958b), (1964). A. Narayana 
(1995). H.Ch. Patyal (1968/69), (1977). A. Pictet (1856). H.G. Ranade (1981). M. 
Roy (1966), (1970). T. Sarmii (1981/82): 14-16. B. Schlerath (1962). P.V. Sharma 
(1979a). N.J. Shende (1985). H.G. Singh (1977): 15-82, (1980). G.U. Thite (1982). 
K.G. Zysk (1985). 

AVADANASATAKA 

P.V. Sharma (1992a): 120. 

BALLALA - BHOJAPRABANDHA 

R.F.G. Miiller ( 1959). 

BALLALASENA - DANASAGARA 

A.F.R. Hoernle (1978): 42. 

BA~A 

ABI 249. Atrideva (1956): 96-102. D.V.S. Reddy *(1944c), *(1945b), *(1946a), 
(1946b), *(1948), *(1950a). P.V. Sharma (1972d), (1975b), (1979a), (1992a): 
146-149. S.R. Sarma and Y. Sahai (1995): 151. V. Venkatachalam (1975). 

BHAGAVATAPURANA 

S. Sarmii (1997). P.V. Sharma (1979a), (1992a): 99. D. Sukla (1993). 

BHARATANATYASASTRA 

R.K. Sen (1954 ), (1966). 

BHARAVI 

Atrideva (1956): 74-75. J.P. Thaker (1972). 
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BHASA 

Atrideva (1956): 28-31. D.V.S. Reddy (1944b). 

BHASKARAKAf:ITHA - C!TTANUBODHASASTRA 

W. Slaje (1993). 

BHAVABHUTI 

Atrideva (1956): 103-106. P.V. Sharma (1979a). 

BHOJA - SAMARANGAf:IA-SUTRADHARA 

Mira Roy (1984). 

BlJACINTAMAf:IITANTRA 3 

S.C. Banerji (1992): 175-176, 186,217,219,226, 238, 244, 244-245. 

BRAHMAf:IAS 

ABI 63-69. AVI 41-42. DGV IV, 205-206. P.E. Dumont (1957). J.R. Haldar (1977): 
18-19. S. Jain (1981). R.F.G. Miiller (1935d). R.S.S. Murthy (1970). H. Oertel (1897). 
T. Sarmii (1981/82): 22-23. P.V. Sharma (1979a), (1992a): 26-27. P.V. Tewari (1992a): 
72-73. 

BRAHMAPURA.f:IA 

P. Sensarma (1989): 97-102. P.V. Sharma (1992a): 93-94. 

BRAHMAVAIVARTAPURA.f:IA 

Anonymous (1965b): 209. N. Gangadharan (1997). P. Sensarma (1989): 55-68. P.V. 
Sharma (1992a): 100. Vrddhatrayi 6-7. 

B~HADARAf:IY AKOPANl~AD 

S. Mahdihassan (1953). Mira Roy (1966). A. Singh and L.V. Guru (1981). 

BUDDHIST LITERATURE 

ABI 91-110. Atrideva Vidyiilaq1kiir (1978): 225-232. A.K. Bagchi (1997): 38-39. 
P.V. Bapat (1933/34), (1963). S. Beal (1884): I, 78-79 and 88. N.K. Bhattasali 
(1929): 63-65. R. Birnbaum (1989). K. Butzenberger and M. Fedorova (1989). D.K. 
Chakrabarti (1992): 112-115. B.M. Chintamani and B.V. Subbarayappa (1971). 
P. Demieville and J. Filliozat (1937). V. Deshpande (1987). E.T. Fenner (1983). 
Ph. Granoff (1998a). M. Hahn (1997). J.R. Haldar (1977). O.P. Jaggi IV, 51-58. J. 
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Addenda et corrigenda 

Notice 

The numbers of the notes to Chapter 9 of Part 2 (Susrutasarphitii) of volume IA (pages 
369-371) conflict with those of the corresponding chapters of volume 1B (pages 489-
492): the notes to volume IA begin with notes l, la, I, 2, etc., while those to volume 
1B begin with notes I, la, 2, 3, etc. 

In order to make them match, one should change the notes to volume IA by making 
the series begin with l, la, 2, 3, etc. 

The numbers of the notes to Chapters 2 to 6 of Part 3 (A~!iirigahrdayasar11hitii) of vol
ume IA (pages 410-4 73) do not agree with the numbers of the notes to the correspond
ing chapters of volume 1B (pages 528-594): the notes to volume IA begin with note 2, 
etc., whereas those to volume 1B begin with note I, etc. 

Consequently, these numbers should be changed, either by making the notes to vol
ume IA begin with I, or making those of volume 1B begin with 2. 

In all cases where the presence or absence ofan asterisk(*) in an annotation disagrees 
with the bibliography, the latter source is decisive. 

I A, XIII: Cat. Calcutta Sanskrit College IX -change IX into X. 
I A, 76, 1.16 from below: abut -change into: about. 
I A, 80, L 1: breast milk - change into: breastmilk. 
I A, 80, 1.13: meausres- change into: measures. 
I A, 333, 1.22 from below: Kiisikavrtti - change into: Kiisikavrtti. 
I A, 503, 1.13: ta.pa - change into: ta.pa-. 
I B, 15, n.145: See on karman- add: R.P. Goldman (1985). 
I B, 16, n.146: M. Miiller (n.d.)- change into: M. Miiller (1919). 
IB, 16, n.146: T.W. Rhys Davids (1899)-change into: T.W. Rhys Davids and C.A.F. 

Rhys Davids (1899). 
I B, 19, n.205: See on the Indian hospitals for animals-add: R. Froehner (1968): 575-

576. 
I B, 19, n.205: *A. 'lsii.(1928)-changeinto: A. Issa Bey (1928). 
I B, 20, n.207: See on kiirpiisa -add: D. Schlinghoff (1974). 
I B, 57, n.684: See on alcoholic drinks - add: B.R. Mitra (1873). 
IB, 62, n.32: S.N. Mishra (1973-74) -change into: S.N. Mishra (1974). 
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I B, 65, n.93: See on insanity: S. Pathak (1973-74)-change into: S. Pathak (1974); 
K.P. Shukla (1973-74)- change into: K.P. Shukla (1974). 

I B, 65, n.93: See on psychiatric syndromes in Indian patients: E.M. Hoch *(1967) 
- delete *; *N.C. Surya et al. (1964) - delete *; add: J. Ananth (1978); A. 
Chakrab01ty ( 1964 ); *S. Kakar ( 1975); M.S. Kesha van, H.S. Narayanan and B.N. 
Gangadhar (1989); B. Mohan (1973); S. Rao (1966a); N.N. Sen and N. Sundararaj 
(1958-1960); H.K. Sukthankar and N.S. Vahia (1965); N.S. Vahia (1963). 

I B, 71, n.48: *T. Elizarenkova (1987)- delete*. 
I B, 78,n.34: J. Brough *(1953)-delete *; edited (by P. Chentsalrao): add*; *translated 

into English - delete *. 
I B, 78, n.42: See on sexual fluids in Indian thought - add: B. Dossi (1998). 
I B, 79, n.56: See on transvestism, homosexuality, etc., in India - add: *G.T. Artola 

(1975); S. Caldwell (1999a); L. Zwilling (1989). 
I B, 80, n.64: see on the litivlihikasarira- add: B. Dossi ( 1998): 139-150. 
I B, 81, n.83: See on Indian embryology-add: B. Dossi (1998): 91-97. 
I B, 92, n.285: See on the Indian joint family - add: A. Collins and P. Desai ( 1999); 

W. Doniger(I993); J. Mencher (1963); M. Mines (1994); L.B. Murphy (1953); T. 
Poffenberger (1981). 

I B, 92, n.285: *G. Bose (1949), (1950)-change into: G. Bose (1949), *(1950). 
I B, 92, n.285: * A. Dammann (1993) - delete *. 
I B, 9 5, n.32: See on dreams - add: A. Crescenzi and F. Torricelli ( 1997). 
I B, 98, n.11: See for some studies: J.D. Gode (1973-74)- change into: J.D. Gode 

(1973); *J.K. Ojha(l978)-delete *. 
I B, 98, n.12: See for some studies: J.D. Gode (1973-74) - change into: J.D. Gode 

(1973). 
I B, 104, n.116: See on sorcery - add: G. Obeyesekere (I 975); G. Tarabout (1994 ). 
I B, 105, n.129: See on this mlitrgai:ia-add: N.P. Joshi (1986); O.P. Misra (1989); S.K. 

Panikkar (1997). 
I B, 106, n.154: S.N. Mishra (1973-74) -change into: S.N. Mishra (1974). 
I B, 107, n.177: See on the treatment of diabetes mellitus: A.N. Chaddha (1973-74)

change into: A.N. Chaddha (1974). 
I B, 108, n.177: M.C. Pandey (1973-74)- change into: M.C. Pandey (1975); Raghu

nathan and P.V. Sharma *(1968)-delete *; *V.K. Shah (1995): delete*. 
I B, 109, n.206: See on the treatment of leprosy: A. Kumar.( 1973-74) - change into: 

A. Kumar (1974); B.P. Singh (1971-73)-change into: B.P. Singh (1973). 
I B, 110, n.218: See on the treatmentofsvitra: Z. Ansari (1971-73) - change into: Z. 

Ansari (1973 ). 
I B, 112, n.256: P.J. Claus *(1975)- delete*; see, for example - add: B. Becker

Pfleiderer and Virchand Dharamsey (1978); M. Carrin (1999a), (1999b); A.G. 
Gold (1988); B. Pfleiderer (1983), *(1994); J. Richardson Freeman (1993); E. 
Schoembucher (1993). 

I B, 112, n.264: See on thegandharvas - add: B. Dossi (1998): 139-150; F.B.J. Kuiper 
(1996). 

I B, 113, n.271: See on the treatment of unmlida: S. Pathak (1973-74) - change into: 
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S. Pathak (197 4 ). 
I B, 113, n.271: See on psychotherapy in India- add: S. Kakar (1986), (1990a); B.K. 

Ramanujam (1986), (1999); A. Rolantl *(1985), *(1991), (1994). 
I B, 113, n.271: See on iiyurvedic drugs used in treating mental tlisorders - add: N.C. 

Surya et al. ( 1965). 
I B, 113, n.271: See on the religious treatment of mental illness - add: P. Homans 

(1984 ); V. Skultans (1988). 
I B, 113, n.271: See on the treatment of mental disorders in general - add: B.B. Sethi, 

S. Sachdev and D. Nag (1965); See on the relevance of Yoga- N.S. Vahia et al. 
*(1973b)-delete *· 

I B, 116, n.321: See on cancer in India-add: W.C. Bentall (1908); R.R. Cooke (1976); 
D.J. Jussawalla (1976a), (1976b); V.R. Khanolkar (1944a); U.K. Luthra (1976); S. 
Nissanga (1976); J.M. Orr (1933); J.C. Paymaster (1956); P.N. Wahi (1976); P.N. 
Wahi et al. (1965); P.N. Wahi, U. Kehar arid B. Lahiri (1965). 

I B, 116, n.321: *R. Akhtar (1978b)-delete *. 
I B, 116, n.321: delete R. Akhtar and N. Izhar (1982). 
I B, 117, n.336: See on filariasis in India- add: L Bandyopatlhyay (1996). 
I B, 119, n.361: See on the actions ofrohitaka: L.M. Singh (1973-74) - change into: 

L.M. Singh (1973). 
I B, 120, n.389: See on grahai:iido~a: O.P. Dixit (1973-74) - change into: O.P. Dixit 

(1974). 
I B, 121, n.408: See on some studies: O.P. Dix it (1973-74) - change into: OP. Dix it 

(1974). 
I B, 121, n.415: See on this disease: R.D. Tripathi (1973-74) - change into: R.D. Tri

pathi (197 4 ). 
I B, 121, n.416: E. Thurston (1901)-delete (1901). 
I B, 122, n.427: See on the treatment of kiimalii- add: M.S. Durkin-Longley (1982): 

323-348. 
I B, 123, n.459: See on the treatment of eosinophilia: B.P. Shaw ( 1973-74) - change 

into: B.P. Shaw (1974). 
I B, 125, n.501: See on psychosomatic disease in India- add: E.M. Hoch (1965); M. 

Pflanz and L. Lambelet ( 1965). 
I B, 125, n.502: See on diarrhoea in India - add: R.A. Feldman, P. Bhat and K.R. Ka

rnath (1970); B. Lozoff, K.R. Karnath and R.A. Feldman (1975). 
I B, 134, n.724: P.D. Gupta (1973-74)-change into: P.D. Gupta (1974). 
I B, 134, n.725: See on the treatment of asmari-R.P. Singh (1973-74)-change into: 

R.P. Singh (1973); add: LM. Singh, J.P. Shukla and P.J. Deshpande (1987). 
I B, 135, n.733: See on the treatment of hrdroga: G.N. Chaturvedi (1973-74)-change 

into: G.N. Chaturvedi (1973); See on drugs lowering the cholesterol level: D.V. 
Aggarwal (1971-73)- change into: D.V. Aggarwal (1973). 

I B, 142, n.878: See on the treatment of kari:iini: S.K. Negi (1973-74) - change into: 
S.K. Negi (1974). 

I B, 142, n.896: See on the treatment of pradara: S. Kumari (1973-74) - change into: 
S. Kumari (1974 ). 
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I B, 148, n.120: J.-A. Decourdemanche *(1913)- delete*. 
I 8, 142, n.888-add: See on pradara: M.S. Durkin-Longley(l982): 290-323. 
I 8, 142, n.896 - add: See on the treatment of pradara: M.S. Durkin-Longley ( 1982): 

290-323. 
I B, 184, n.16: *H. Maspero -delete*. 
I 8, 184, n.20: D.C. Sircar (1986c)- change into: D.C. Sircar (1968c). 
I 8, 186, n.40: hemiinta - change into hemanta. 
I 8, 186, n.49: See on these Siikadvipiyabriihmar:ias - add: K.K. Roy (1974): 699. 
I 8, 187, n.60 - add: Carakas are mentioned in Sphujidhvaja's Yavanajiitaka (22.1: 

iihir:t~ika; ed. D. Pingree). See on references to them also: D. Pingree (1978): II, 
311. 

18, 187, n.61: See on Nahapiina, ~-~abhadatta- add: D. Pingree (1978): I, 10-13. 
I 8, 188, n.73: * A. Parpola (1977)- delete*. 
I B, 190, n.116: A. Weber *(1852)-delete *. 
I 8, 195, n.176: *critical edition -delete*. 
I 8, 235, n.5 -add: V.G. Rahurkar (1984). 
I 8, 302, n.500: *H.D. Velankar - delete *. 
I 8, 313, n. l: Editions of the Susrutasaq1hitii - add to ed. cc: *repr., Jayalq~r:iadiisa 

Ayurveda Granthamiilii 34, Caukhambii Orientalia, Viirar:iasi/Dilli 1997; *repr., 
Krishnadas Ayurveda Series No. 51, 1998; add to ed. t: *repr., Caukhambii 
Ayurvijiiiin Granthamiilii 60, Viirar:iasi 1999. 

I 8, 314, n. l: Translations of the Susrutasaqihitii - add: Susruta-SafTlhitii, with English 
translation of text and Qalhar:ia's commentary along with critical notes, edited and 
translated by Priya Vrat Sharma, Haridas Ayurveda Series 9, Chaukhambha Visv
abharati, Varanasi 1999. 

I 8, 315, n. l: Translations of the Susrutasaq1hitii- add to ed. e: *repr., edited by Jyotir 
Mitra, Chowkhamba Sanskrit Studies Vol. XXX, Varanasi 1998. 

I 8,323, n.110: See on the preparation and use of k~iira: S.K. Pandey (1973-74) -
change into: S.K. Pandey (1974). 

I 8, 327, n.186: See on Indian rhinoplasty - add: T.J.S. Patterson (1974). 
I B, 338, n.445: *Y.C. Roy (1916)- change into: B.J.C. Ray (1918). 
I 8, 349, n.689: See on betel - add: J.R. Marr (1972): 45-47. 
l 8, 352, n.734: See on mantha - add: S. Einoo (1985). 
I B, 352, n.757: See-add: S. Einoo (1985). 
I B, 352, n.758: See- add: S. Einoo (1985). 
l 8,363, n.233: See on plague in India-add: D. Arnold (199l);M.N. Pearson (1995): 

153-154. 
I B, 370, n.4: M. Muller, n.d. -change into: M. Miiller, 1919. 
I 8,389, n.258: See on the Uttarakurus- add: G. Tucci (1971): II, 508, n.l. 
I 8, 399, n.131: see on her and her cult- add: P. K. Maity (1989): 70-81. 
I B, 400, n.163: *R. Bleichsteiner (1937)-change into: *R. Bleichsteiner (1934). 
I B, 403, n.12: See on Indian ophthalmology-add: K.M. Shyam Sundar(l996). 
I 8, 413, n.283: *P. Breton (1826) - delete*; R.H. Elliot *(1917b)-delete *. 
I 8,474, n.187: *V.G. Rahurkar (1964)- delete*. 
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I B, 476, n.213: *L.de la Vallee Poussin ( 1931/32): I, 383, (1937): V, 270-change into: 
*L de la Vallee Poussin (1931/32): I, 383. 

I B, 476, n.216: *E. Lamotte (1966): XI- change into: E. Lamotte (1966): XI-XIV. 
I B, 479, n.267: *Edition - delete*. 
I B, 479, n.268: *P.V. Sharma (I 993c)- delete*. 
I B, 485, n.40 I: Sempa Do1jee (1979)-changeinto: SempaDorje (1998). 
I B, 513, n.l: Editions of the A$!iiligahrdayasa1phitii-add: * A~\ii1igahrdaya of Srimad

viigbha!a, edited by Brahmiinand Tripii!hi, Vrajajivan Ayurvijnana Granthama!a 
27, Delhi 1999. 

I B, 516, n.l: Translations of the A$!ii.rigahrdayasa1phiti1- add: *A~!iinga Hrdaya of 
Viigbha!a: the book of eight branches of Ayurveda; English translation by a board 
of scholars, 3 vols., Indian Medical Science Series Nos. 75, 76, 77, Sri Satguru, 
Delhi 1999. 

I B, 564, n.102: Compare Kiinkhorda-add: see on Kiikhorda: J. Nobel (1958): I, 230-
233 (see: Suvan:1aprabhiisasiitra, n.1453). 

I B, 598, n. l: Translations of the .4$Jii.rigasaq1graha - add: * A~!iinga Sari1graha of 
Viigbha!a: the compendium of eight branches of Ayurveda; text and English 
translation with illustrations by a board of scholars; introduction by Vaidya Asha 
Ram, 3 vols., Indian Medical Science Series Nos. 74, 78, 79, Sri Satguru, Delhi 
1999. 

I B, 643, n.36: *E.M. Hare - delete *. 
I B, 643, n.36 - add: See on musiiragalva: S.K. Chatterji (1939): 71-74; G. Tucci 

(1971): II, 519. 
I B, 679, n.62: See on the Sakas - add: D. Pingree (1978): I, 6-22. 
I B, 682, n.105: See on Apariijitii - add: F.W. Thomas (1903); L.A. Waddell 

(1912/1913): 173. 
I B, 682, n.108: See on Tiirii- add: D. Kinsley (1997; see index). 
I B, 683, n.120: See on Avalokitesvara - add: J.K. Locke (1980): 405-418. 
I B, 683, n.122: *N. Dutt (1939)-delete *. 
I B, 683, n.124: See on Parnasabari - add: F.W. Thomas (1903). 
I B, 684, n.139 - add: Se~ on sitiitapatra- and U~Qi~avijayiidhiirai:iis: F.W. Thomas 

(1903); LA. Waddell (1912/1913): 173. 
I B, 720, n.1191: Bhagwan Dash *(1995b), *(1998) - delete*; add: Bhagwan Dash 

(1999). · 

I B, 765, n.255: T.W. Rhys Davids (*1899: II, 65) - change into: T.W. Rhys Davids 
and C.A.F. Rhys Davids (1899: *II, 65). 

I B, 766,n.259-add: Jyotir Mitra (1999a). 





Reprints· 

• The following pages are corrected versions of the technically defective pages in 
Volume IA. 



24 I Carakasa(!lhita 

Sixty-three combinations of tastes are distinguished;479 these combinations 
become innumerable if the after-tastes (anurasa) are also taken into consideration. 
Taste and after-taste are defined.480 Successful treatment depends on the proper 
administration of drugs with a particular combination of tastes (26.14-28). 

The list of ten gui:ias481 consists of paratva (superiority), aparatva (inferiority), 482 

yukti,483 sarpkhyli ·(number), sarpyoga (conjunction),484 vibhliga (disjunction), 485 

prthaktva (separateness),486 parimli1_1a (measurement), sal!lsklira (processing), 487 and 
abhylisa (repetitive practice) (26.29-35). 

The relationships between the six tastes and the five mahlibhutas are discussed 
(26.39-41). 488 

The properties and actions of each of the six tastes are elaborately described 
(26.43),489 followed by relationships between tastes on the one hand, virya, gui:ia and 
karman on the other; exceptions to general rules are given; the three degrees of the six 
chief properties (gm:ia) with regard to the tastes are discussed (26.45-56). 490 

Viplika (post-digestive taste) is dealt with; ka!u, tikta and ka~iiya are transformed 
into ka!u, amla remains amla, madhura and lavai:ia are madhura after digestion; three 
degrees of viplika are distinguished (26.57-63).491 

Vrrya is taken account of; the number of viryas is either eight: rprdu (soft), tik~r:ia 
(sharp), guru (heavy), Iaghu (light), snigdha (oleaginous), riik~a (dry), u~i:ia (hot) and 
sita (cold), or two only: srta and u~r:ia (26.64-67). 492 

Prabhliva (specific action) is described as a property which cannot be explained, 
being beyond reasoning (acintya) (26.68-7 I). 493 

Viplika is declared to be stronger thanrasa, virya overcomes vipiika, and prabhiiva 
is even stronger than virya (26.72). 494 

Actions of the tastes are mentioned again (26.74-79). 495 

After this long exposition of Atreya, Agnivesa asks him to give an account of dis
agreeing (vairodhika) articles of food. 496 Atreya, complying with this request, says that 
substances may be antagonistic to constituents (dhlitu) of the body due to their proper
ties, combination, processing, nature (svabhiiva), etc. As an example he mentions the 
combination of fish and milk. Bhadraklipya objects, asserting that milk may freely be 
taken together with fish, the fish called cilicima excepted (26.80-83).497 

A long exposition by Atreya on numerous antagonistic articles of diet (26.84),498 

types of antagonism (26.86-10 I), 499 bad effects of antagonistic foods, and the treat
ment of disorders resulting from disregarding the rules (26.102-106), is found at the 
end of the chapter. 

Chapter twenty-seven, called annaplinavidhi,500 is concerned with articles of diet (an
naplina) and describes their medicinal properties and actions. 

The foods and drinks are divided into the following groups: 501 siikadhiinya (awned 
cereals; 27.8-22); 502 samrdhlinya (pulse; 27.23-34);503 mliq1sa (meat; 21:35-87); 504 

slika (vegetables; 27.88cd-124);505 phala (fruits; 27.125-165);506 harita (vegetables 
used in salads; 27.166-177); 507 madya (alcoholic drinks; 27.178-195);508 jala (water; 
27.196-216); 509 gorasa (milk and milk products; 27.217-236); 510 ik~u (the sugarcane 
and its products; 27.237-242); 511 honey512 and a disorder caused by honey (madhva-
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tients exhibiting such signs are therefore called pu~pita. 18 

Ari~!aS relating to the smell emitted by a patient's body are described (2.8-16), 19 

followed by those relating to its taste, as may be deduced from its attractiveness to var
ious kinds of insects (2.17-22). 

Chapter three, called parimarsaniya, is about fatal signs to be ascertained by means of 
palpation (parimarsana, sparsa), followed by some other categories of aristas. 

Rules for palpation and inauspicious abnormalities found by means of.this proce
dure are described (3.4-5). 20 

The physician should also examine the patient's way of breathing (ucchviisa), the 
region of the carotid arteries (manyii), the teeth, eyelashes, eyes, hair of the head and 
body, belly, nails and fingers. Fatal signs relating to breathing and signs occurring in 
the mentioned parts of the body are described (3.6). 

Chapter four, called indriyiinika, 21 is concerned with ari~!as pertaining to the functions 
of the senses; this category has to be determined by means ofinf erence (anumlina) ( 4.3-
4 ). 22 Many fatal signs of this type are described. 23 

Chapter five, called piirvariipiya, 24 deals with fatal prodromes (piirvariipa). 25 In gen
eral, presence of the complete set of prodromes of a particular disease indicates a fatal 
outcome (5.3-5). Prodromes, pointing to the severe character of a series of particular 
diseases, are described. Dreams (svapna) form a conspicuous element among these fa
tal signs (5.6-25). 26 

Numerous dreams auguring imminent death or great anguish (darur:ilih svapnah) 
are described (5.27-39). 27 Healthy persons, having the same dreams, may ~ometim~s 
escape this fate (5.40). The diirur:ia dreams are explained as having an organic basis 
(5.40-41). 28 

Seven types of dreams are distinguished: based on visual perceptions ( dma), based 
on auditory perceptions (sruta), perceptions by other senses (anubhiita), 29 based on 
wishes (priirthita), based oil imagination (kalpita), pointing to future events (bhiivika), 
and based on disturbances of the do~s (do~aja) (5.43). The first five types have no ef
fects (aphala); 30 the same applies to dreams experienced during day-sleep and to those 
which are very short or very long31 (5.44 ). 32 Dreams occurring during the first part of 
the night have weak results (5.45ab ). 33 The effect of a dream becomes operative at once 
if one does not sleep again after dreaming it (5.45cd). 34 The prognostic meaning of an 
inauspicious dream is annulled when it is followed by one to be regarded as auspicious 
(5.46). 35 

Chapter six, called katamiinisaririya, describes signs which should make the physician 
decide to give up treatment. 36 

Chapter seven, called pannariipiya, 37 deals with the prognostic significance of a pa
tient's chiiyii, praticchiiyii and prabhii (7.3-17), followed by various ari~!aS (7.18-31). 

Individuals are of three types according to their measurement: short, medium 
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(9.89cd-94); 277 treatment of unmiida in the same way as apasmiira (9.95); 278 the pre
vention of unmiida (9.96); the signs indicating recovery (9.97). 

Recipes provided with a name are: kalyiiQakaghrta (9.33cd-42ab), 279 mahii
kalyiiQakaghrta (9.42cd-44), 280 mahiipaisiicikaghrta (9.45-48), 281 lasuniidyaghrta 
(9.49-51), and a second lasuniidyaghrta (9.52-56). 2si 

Chapter ten, on apasmiira (epilepsy), deals with: a definition of this disease (10.3); 283 

its aetiology (10.4-5) and pathogenesis (10.6-8ab); 284 the four types of apasmii
ra: caused by viita, pitta, kapha and sarpnipiita; their symptoms 285 and degrees of 
curability; the intervals between the attacks (10.8cd-13); treatment of apasmiira 
(10.14-52); 286 apasmiira, in which an iigantu factor is secondarily (as an anubandha) 
involved, 287 added to the do~ic aetiology, should be treated in the same way as 
the iigantu type of unmiida (10.53); the aetiology, pathogenesis (sarpprapti), symp
tomatology and therapy of the major disease (mahiigada) called atattviibhinivesa 
(10.54-63); 288 the treatment of chronic (cirakiirin) epilepsy which has acquired a firm 
footing (krtiispada) ( 10.64-65); precautions to be taken by a patient suffering from 
apasmiira (10.66). 

Recipes provided with a name are: paiicagavyaghrta (10.16-17) 289 and mahii
paiicagavyaghrta (10.18-24). 290 

Chapter eleven is concerned with k~tak~Il)a (injury to the chest and its effects). 291 

The subjects dealt with are: the aetiology of this disease ( 11.4-8); its pathogenesis; 
k~ata (injury) of the chest leads to k~aya (wasting), due to deficiency of sukra and ojas 
(ll.9-12ab); the prodromes 292 and symptoms (l!.12cd-13); the degrees of curability 
( 11.14 ); treatment (11.15-95). 

Recipes provided with a name are: eliidigu!ikii (11.21-24), 293 amrtapriisaghrta 
(11.35-43), 294 svadatp~!riidighrta (11.44-47), five varieties of sarpirgu~a (11.50-
55, 56-61, 62-65, 66-69, 70-77), 295 saindhavadiciirl)a (11.85-87), and ~ii~ava 
( 11.88-90). 

Chapter twelve is about svayathu (swelling). 296 

It deals with the following subjects: the classification of the types of this disor
der: caused by viita, pitta and kapha, nija and anija (= iigantu), localized (ekiiilgaja) 
and generalized (sarvaja) 297 (12.4 ); 298 the aetiology of the nija and iigantu types (12.5-
7ab); 299 three varieties of the nija and iigantu types according to their seat: the whole 
body, halfofit, or part of it (12.7cd); the sa,ppriipti of svayathu (12.8 ); svayathu occur
ring in the upper (iirdhvaga), lower (adhoga) and middle part (madhyaga) of the body, 
svayathu of the whole body (sarviiilgaga), and localized forms, called after the part 
affected (12.9); the prodromes (1210ab); all varieties of svayathu are caused by the 
three concerted do~as, but they are designated after the predominant do~a and treated 
accordingly (2.lOcd); the symptoms of svayathu in general (12.11); the symptoms of 
svayathu with a predominance of viita (12.12), pitta (12.13) and kapha (12.14); 300 six 
fatal complications (12.15); 301 signs indicating curability (12.16ab); the treatment of 
svayathu302 (12.16cd-73). 303 
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of rakta is bile (pitta); the waste products of ma1psa consist of the impurities of the 
bodily orifices; the waste product of medas is sweat (sveda), of asthi the hairs of head 
(kesa) and body (loman), of majja the fatty substance (sneha) of eyes, faeces and skin; 
these substances support (upasa1]1stambha) each other and maintain the body (15.18-
19). 

The intake of aphrodisiacs (vr~ya) accelerates the processes described. Some are 
of the opinion that the process of conversion of the bodily elements (parivartana) is 
completed in a period of six days; however, the transformational processes (parivrtti) 
take place continually in a cyclic way (cakravat) (15.20-21). 397 

On the request of his pupil, Atreya explains the changes of the properties of the 
bodily elements in the course of the transformational processes (15.22-35). 398 

The vyana disperses the element rasa continually throughout the body; a local 
morbid alteration (vikrti) appears if this moving about of rasa is blocked at a par
ticular place due to pathological changes of channels (khavaigui:iya); the do~as are 
subsequently excited at that very place (15.36-38ab). 

The digestive fire is thechiefone(adhipa) among all the bodily fires (paktar), which 
are dependent on it. For this reason it should be carefully protected, since, otherwise, 
grahai:iido~ may develop (15.38cd-4!). 

The aetiology of disorders of the digestive fire (agnido~a) is described, 399 followed 
by their symptoms, in combination with excitation of one of the three do~as ( 15.42-49). 

The actions on the dhatus of a normal digestive lire and of a disordered fire are 
described (15.50-5!ab). 

A weak digestive fire leads to incomplete digestion (vidaha) of the ingested 
food, which then moves upwards or downwards; the disorder is called grahai:iigada 
if it moves downwards. The symptoms are described, followed by the prodromes 
( 15.51 cd-55). 400 

The grahai:ii and its functions are dealt with ( 15.56-57). 4o1 

The aetiology and symptomatology of gmhai:iid~a caused by vata, pitta, kapha and 
saqmipata are discussed. 402 The three disorders of the digestive fire mentioned in the 
roganika chapter403 are included under the heading of grahai:iido~ ( 15.58-72). 

The remaining part of the chapter is devoted to the treatment of grahai:iido~a 404 and 
agnido~a (15.73-243). 

Recipes provided with a name are: dasamiiladyaghrta (15.82-86),405 tryii~ai:ia
dyaghrta (15.87),406 paiicamiiladyaghrta and -curi:ia (15.88-93), citrakadyagu!ika 
(15 .96-97), mariciitlyacuri:ia (15.98-110), 407 takrari~!a ( 15 .117 cd-121), 408 canda
nadyaghrta (15 .125-128 ), nagaradyaciiri:ia ( 15 .129-131), 409 bhiinimbadyacuri:ia 
(15.132-133), kiratiidyacuri:ia (15.134-140), 410 madhiikiisava (15.146-149), 411 

durfilabhiisava (15.152-155),412 miilasava (15.156-159), pii:i4lisava (15.160-162), 
madhvari~!a (15.163-167), ~a!palaghrta (15.168-170),413 k~iiraghrta ( 15.171-172), 414 

and several kinds ofk~lira ( 15.1-77-193). 

Chapter sixteen is concerned with pa1]4uroga (morbid pallor and related disorders). 415 

Subjects dealt with are: the five types of plii:i4uroga, caused respectively by 
vlita, pitta, kapha, sarpniplita and the eating of earth (mrdbhak~ar]a)416 (16.3); 417 
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quickly as possible (l 7.68cd-69). 
The remaining part of the chapter (17. 70-151) 463 is devoted to treatment464 

( 17.68-150). 465 

Recipes provided with a name are: muktiidyaciirl)a (17.125-128), tejovatyadighi;ta 
(17 .14lcd-144), 466 and manal~siliidighi;ta ( 17.145-146). 

Chapter eighteen is concerned with kasa (cough). 467 

Its subjects are: the five types of kiisa: three types caused by the do~as, one caused 
by a trauma (k~ata), and one caused by wasting (k~aya); 468 they lead to wasting when 
they are progressive ( 18.3-4); the prodromes ( 18.5); 469 the saippriipti (18.6-8); 470 the 
causes of the specific characteristics ( 18. 9); the aetiology and symptomatology of klisa 
brought about by viita (18.10-13),471 pitta (18.14-16), 472 kapha (18.17-19), 473 injury 
to the chest (uraQk~ata) ( 18.20-23),474 and wasting ( 18.24-29a);475 kiisa due to wast
ing is fatal in wasted (k~Tl)a) patients, but curable in strong ones; kiisa of traumatic ori
gin is palliable in strong patients; both types are sometimes curable if they are of recent 
origin and correctly treated; kiisa appearing in old age (jariikiisa) is palliable ( 18.29-
30). 476 

The remaining part of the chapter is devoted to treatment477 ( 18. 31-190). 478 

Recipes provided with a name are: kai:iiakiirTghi;ta (18.35), 479 pippalyiidigh11a 
(18.36-38),4.80 tryii~ai:iadyaghi;ta (18.39-42), 481 rasnaghi;ta ( 18.43-46), 4~2 citraka
dileha (18.53-56 ), agastyaharTtakT ( 18.57-62 ), 483 dasamiiliidighi;ta (18 .123-124 ), 484 

a second kai:iiakiirTgh11a ( 18 .125-128), kulatthiidigh11a (18 .129), 485 dvipaiicamiilii
dighi;ta (18.158-160), guc:Jiicyiidighi;ta (18.161-162), 486 harTtakJ!eha (18.168-169), 
and padmakiidileha (18.174-175). 487 

Chapter nineteen gives an exposition on atTsiira (diarrhoea). 488 

It begins with a story on the first appearance 489 of this disease. During the first age 
of the world (iidikiila) the sacrificial animals were not killed, but only taken hold of. 
Later, after Dak~a·s sacrifice, 490 the animals began to be consecrated (prok~al)a)491 

with their own consent (abhyanujiiiina), in the sacrificial rites (kratu) of the sons of 
(Vaivasvata) Manu, called Nari~yant, Niibhiiga, Ik~viiku, Ni;ga, Saryiiti,492 etc. Still 
later, Pr~ac:Jhra493 started sacrificing cattle, because other animals were not available 
for his prolonged soma ritual (dTrghasattra). 494 This made all creatures grief-stricken, 
and, when the meat of these cattle was consumed, all creatures began, because of 
their mental affliction and, consequently, by an impaired digestive fire, to suffer from 
diarrhoea, due to the properties of this inauspicious (asasta) food (19.4). 

The chapter proceeds with: the description of the aetiology495 and symptomatol
ogy of atisiiracaused by vii ta ( 19.5), pitta ( 19.6 ), kapha ( 19.7); 496 two saipnipiita types 
of atTsiira497; degrees of curability498 (19.8-10); atTsiira due to fear (bhaya) 499 and grief 
(soka); 500 the last two types, of a mental and exogenous nature, present the same symp
toms as atTsiira caused by vii ta ( 19.11 ). 50I 

The remaining part of the chapter is devoted to the treatment of the curable kinds 
of the six types of atTsiira502 (19.12-122). 503 A recipe called cii1igerTghrta is mentioned 
(19.43). 504 
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enumerated, followed by the characteristics of persons who are bitten by these three 
kinds, 584 by a pregnant (garbhiQI) snake, 585 and by one who has given birth (siitii);586 
a four-footed snake, born from a godhii, is called a gaudheyaka and resembles a 
black snake (kr~i:iasarpa); 587 several other crossbreeds (misrajiiti) are known; 588 the 
characteristics of serious (bhrsiibiidha) and less serious bites (23.130-135); the black 
snake when young, the gon~sa589 of advanced age, and the adult riiJ1mant are like 
iisivi~a (23.136);590 the four fangs of venomous snakes, their colours, the quantity 
of poison they contain (23.137-139); the two kinds of poisonous kI!3s,591 arising 
from the faeces and urine of snakes: those containing dii~Ivi~a (slowly acting poison) 
and those containing priii:iahara (deadly) poison; the characteristics of the bites of 
these kIµis and the symptoms produced (23.140-143); the signs and symptoms of a 
bite by a dii~Ivi~a spider (liitii) and of spiders in general (23.144-146); 592 the signs 
and symptoms of bites and stings by a rat (iikhu, mii~ika),593 lizard (krkaliisaka), 594 

scorpion (vrscika), 595 kai:iabha,596 ucci~iiiga,597 frog or toad (mai:i9iika),598 fish 
(matsya), leech (jalaukas),599 gecko (grhagodhikii), 600 centipede (satapadI), 601 gnat 
(masaka), 602 fly or bee (mak~ikii), 603 and sthagika604 (23.147-158); bites leading to 
death (23.159-16lab);605 factors aggravating the effect of poison (23.162); snakes 
whose venom has a mild effect (23 .163 ); 606 anger is the releasing factor of venom in 
snakes (23 .164 ); 607 vii ta predominates in the poison of ucci!iilga and scorpion, viita 
and pitta in that of kI!as, kapha in that of the kai:iabha, etc.; treatment should consist 
of the prescription of substances counteracting these do~as (23.165-166); the symp
toms produced by a poison in which respectively viita, pitta or kapha predominates 
(23.167-169); treatment of the bites and stings mentioned (23.170-174);608 the bite 
of a dog excites the three do~as and corrupts the bodily elements; the symptoms of 
a dogbite; 009 the bites of other fierce animals (vyiila); poisonous and non-poisonous 
bites (23.175-178); treatment of diverse kinds of poisoning610 (23.179-249);611 the 
section on treatment mentions a poisonous animal called visvambhara (23.214 ); 612 the 
condition called sa1ikiivi~a, i.e., the anxiety of someone who thinks to have been bitten 
(by a snake), is describei., as well as its treatment (23.221-223);613 things wholesome 
and wholesome to victims of poisoning (23.224-228); 614 the symptoms of poisoning 
by quadrupeds and its treatment (23.229-232); gara, prepared and administered mixed 
with food by women afraid to lose the favour of their husband or lover, is also dealt 
with, followed by the treatment of the victim (23.233-240).615 

The chapter ends with measures to be taken immediately after a bite (23.250-
253)616 and a concluding verse (23.254.) 

Recipes with a name are paficasirI~iigada (23.212-218) 617 and amrtaghrta (23. 
242cd-249).618 

Chapter twenty-four is about madatyaya (alcoholism and its complications). 619 

Its subjects are: the eulogy of surii, 620 honoured by gods and sages, used as an 
oblation in the sautriimaqI ritual,621 etc.; the advice to use it properly (24.3-10); the 
proper way in general of consuming alcoholic drinks (madya) (24.11-20); 622 special 
prescriptions623 for persons with a viitika, paittika or slai~mika constitution (24.21-
23 ), 624 applicable to those who are wealthy or on the path to prosperity (24.24 ); 
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gaucpka 625 and pai~!ika626 drinks are suitable to those with a vatika constitution, 
mardvrka627 is suitable to a paittika, madhava 628 to a slai~mika constitution (24.25); 
the properties and actions of alcoholic drinks made from many different substances 
(24.26-28); alcoholic drinks, after reaching the heart, disturb the ten properties of ojas 
by their own ten qualities, thus causing mental disorder (24.29); the ten properties of 
alcoholic drinks are: laghu (light), u~i:ia (hot), tfk~i:ia (sharp), sii~ma (subtle), amla 
(sour), vyavayin (relaxation-promoting), asuga (quickly acting), riik~a (dry), vikasin 
(diffusive), and visada (clear); the ten properties of ojas are: guru (heavy), sna (cold), 
mrdu (soft), slak~i]a (smooth), bahala (gross),629 madhura (sweet), sthira (immo
bile), prasanna (slowly acting), picchila (mucilaginous), and snigdha (oleaginous); 
the properties of an alcoholic drink counteract those of ojas in the following way: 
laghu is contrary to guru, u~~1a to sHa, amla to madhura, tik~i:ia to mrdu, asuga to 
prasanna, riik~a to snigdha, vyavayin to sthira, vikasin to slak~i:ia, visada to picchila, 
siik~ma to sandra;630 thus sattva, residing there (i.e., in the seat of ojas, the heart), 
is quickly disturbed and brings about mada (intoxication) (24.30-34 );631 the heart 
is the seat of the channels (marga) transporting rasa, vata, etc., as well as the seat of 
sattva, buddhi, the senses, and the primary ojas; 632 for that reason the heart, and the 
dhatus located there, are pathologically changed by the immoderate use of alcoholic 
drinks and the damage of ojas resulting therefrom (24.35-36); 633 the first stage of 
intoxication634 is characterized by stimulation (pratibodhita) of the heart, without 
any damage (avihata) to the ojas; the ojas is slightly damaged in the second stage, 
more seriously so in the third stage; a pai~!ika alcoholic drink does not cause damage 
to the ojas, because the properties vikasin, riik~a and visada are not predominant 
in it (24.37-38); alcoholic drinks produce mental changes (vikara) of a rajasa and 
tamasa character, culminating in confusion and sleep when used in excess; this 
pathological state caused by alcohol (madyavibhrama) is called mada (intoxication) 
(24.39-40); three stages (prathama, madhyama, antya or uttama) of intoxication are 
described; a special variety, between the second and third stages, occurring in those of 
a rajasa or tamasa character, is added (24.41-51); 635 the dangers of the improper and 
immoderate use of alcohol, 636 and its merits as a medicinal substance (24.52-60); the 
beneficial effects of alcohol (24.61-67);637 alcoholic drinks are harmless when one 
pays due regard to the three types of foods, to drinks,age, disorders (vyadhi), strength, 
time, do~a and character (sattva); this correct use is called yukti; a person with a 
sattvika character may enjoy all the merits of alcohol (24.68-70); the mind (sattva) is 
stimulated in the first stage of mada, it loses its lucidity in the second stage, extremely 
so in the third stage; alcohol exposes the qualities of one's character, as fire exposes 
the qualities of gold (24. 71-73); the sattvika, rajasa and tamasa ways of enjoying 
drinks (apana) (24.74-79); circumstances which make drinking for particular types of 
persons into a pleasant activity; persons who get drunk by a small quantity of alcohol 
(24.80-87); the aetiology and symptomatology of madatyaya dominated by vata, 
pitta, kapha, and the three do~as (24.88-100); 638 the general symptoms of madatyaya 
(24.101-106); general principles regarding the treatment of madatyaya; kapha is to be 
counteracted first, pitta and vata being secondarily involved; a disorder caused by a 
particular alcoholic beverage is alleviated by the administration of the same drink639 
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the list (26. I I 7cd). 
Five types of siroroga (diseases of the head) are described: caused by vata, pitta, 

kapha, saqmipata, and parasites (krimi) (26.118). 746 
Four types of mukharoga (diseases of the oral cavity) are described: caused by vata, 

pitta, kapha, and satpnipata (26.l !9-122ab); 747 their number is sixty-four748 with re
gard to their location (sa1psthana), corruptible element(s) affected (dii~ya), symptoms 
(akrti), 749 and name; the aetiology, symptomatology and treatment of these sixty-four 
diseases are discussed in surgical textbooks (salakyatantra); the treatment of the four 
types mentioned will be described in the present treatise (26.l 22cd-123). 750 

Arocaka (anorexia) is of several types. 751 The symptoms of this disease, when 
caused by vata, pitta and kapha, are described. Loss of appetite is the only symptom 
of the psychogenic varieties, brought about by grief, anxiety, greed, anger, disgusting 
smells, and foods which are disgusting to look at (26.124-126).752 

Four types of kan:iaroga (ear disease) are described: caused by vata, pitta, kapha 
and all three d~as (26.127-128).753 

Four types of netraroga (eye disease) are described: caused by vata, pitta, kapha 
and all three do~as; the treatises on salakya deal with ninety-six of these diseases; the 
present treatise does not attempt to discuss them, because they belong to the domain 
of others (paradhikara) (26.129-131 ). 754 

Khalati (baldness) arises when the bodily heat (tejas), together with vata, etc., burns 
the scalp (kesabhiimi); when this action is mild, the hair turns grey (palita) or brown 
(hariprabhatva) (26.132). 755 

The diseases of the supraclavicular region (iirdhvajatriitthagada) have partially 
been described now in order to fill up a lacuna (asiinyatartha) (26.133ab). 756 

The remaining part of the chapter is devoted to the treatment of pratisyaya, pi
nasa, and other diseases of the nose (26.134-157), 757 diseases of the head (26.158-
186), 758 diseases of the teeth, oral cavity and throat (26.187-214 ), 759 arocaka (26.215-
220),760 diseases of the ears (26.221-230),761 diseases of the eyes (26.231-262ab), 762 

baldness,763 greying of the hair, wrinkles, etc. (26.262cd-282),7'4 and the five types of 
svarabheda (disorders of the voice): caused by vata, pitta, kapha, blood, and sa1pnipata 
(26.283-290).765 

Recipes with a name are: a1_1utaila (26.239-24lab), 766 mayiiraghrta (26.158-
165), 767 mahamayiiraghrta (26.166-174), 768 kalakaciir1_1a (26.194cd-196ab), 769 

pitakaciin_1a (26.196cd-198ab), 770 khadiradigu!ika and -taila (26.206-214), sukha
vati varti (26.252-253), 771 dmiprada varti (26.254-256ab), 772 and mahanilataila 
(26.268cd-276ab ). 773 

Chapter twenty-seven, on iirustambha,774 begins with Agnivesa asking his teacher 
whether there is a disease not amenable to treatment by means of paficakarman and 
nevertheless curable. Atreya replies that iirustambha is such a disease (27.3-7). 

The aetiology, pathogenesis, symptoms and prodromes of this disease are de
scribed; when ama (undigested matter), which has accumulated in the viscera, has, 
together with medas, obstructed vata and the other do~as, it descends, owing to its 
heaviness, to the thighs (iiru) and lower parts of the legs, impairing their mobility; 
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(vyakta) signs are the specific symptoms (atmariipa), while slight signs indicate subsi
dence (apaya) of the disease (28.l 9cd-20ab). 

The general symptoms of excited vata are enumerated (28.20cd-23). Peculiarities 
concerning cause(s) and location lead to particularities of the diseases which arise 
(28.24ab). 

The symptoms of the disorders which appear when corrupted vata has become 
lodged in a particular part or constituent of the body, or the whole body, are dealt 
with in the next section. The parts mentioned are: the viscera (ko~\ha), the whole 
body, ano-rectal region (guda), receptacle of undigested food (amasaya), 783 receptacle 
of digested food {pakvasaya), 784 sense organs (indriya),785 skin (tvac), 786 blood 
(rakta), muscular and fatty tissues (ma1psa and medas), bones and bone marrow (asthi 
and majja), semen (sukra), cords (snayu), vessels (sira), and junctures (sandhi) 787 

(28.24cd-37). 
Several specific diseases are described in the section that follows. These diseases 

are: ardita (facial paresis) (28.38-42),788 manyastambha (28.43a-c),789 antaraya
ma (28.43d-45c), 790 dhanu~stambha or bahirayama (28.45d-48),791 hanugraha 
(lockjaw) (28.49-50ab), 792 ak~epaka (convulsions) (28.50cd-5lab), 793 dai:i9aka 
(28.51cd-52ab), 794 curable and incurable forms of the diseases mentioned (ardita up 
to dai:i9aka) (28.52cd-53ab), pak~avadha (hemiplegia) (28.53cd-54),795 eka11garoga 
(paresis or paralysis of one limb)796 and sarvai1garoga (tetraplegia) (28.55), 797 

grdhrasr (sciatica) and its two varieties (28.56-57ab),798 and khalli (28.57cd). 799 

The remaining disorders should be known from the signs characteristic of the seat 
( of vata) (28.58ab ); the combination of vat a with pitta, etc., should also be taken into 
consideration (28.58cd). 

Excitation of vata comes about through deficiency of dhiitus and obstruction of 
pathways (margavarai:ia); 800 vata, pitta and kapha move through all the channels; only 
vata, due to its subtleness, is able to make the other two move about; when excited, 
it agitates the other two, hurling them to various places, where, due to this, diseases 
appear, brought about by pathways which are obstructed, thus leading to drying up of 
rasa, etc. (28.59-61 ab). 80 1 

The symptoms of the disorders are described which are the result of vata being 
obstructed (or: covered, avrta) by pitta, kapha, blood, muscular tissue, fatty tissue, 802 

bone tissue, bone marrow, semen, food (anna), urine or faeces (28.61 cd-72ab ). 803 

Curable with difficulty or incurable are, due to their deep-seatedness: luxation of 
joints (sandhicyuti), 804 lockjaw (hanustambha), contractures (kuiicana), 805 kyphoscol
iosis (kubjata), m6 ardita, hemiplegia (pak~aghiita), 807 desiccation (sa,pso~a) 808 of parts 
of the body, 809 par1gutva, 810 khu~avatata, 811 stambhana, 812 a9hyavata,813 and the dis
eases caused by viita when lodged in bones or bone marrow. These diseases may be 
treated when of recent origin, free from complications, and occurring in strong patients 
(28.72cd-74 ).814 

The treatment of the diseases described is discussed 815 (28. 75-198 ). 816 Additional 
disorders refen-ed to are: desiccation of a foetus (28.95) and of young children (28.95), 
vata lodged in the cardiac region (28.96), umbilical region (28.97), arms (28.98) and 
head (28.98). 
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one in tu~odaka (12.35ab), one kind of surii (l 2.35cd), 101 one in aka~iiyaofkampillaka 
(12.35cd), 102 and five in a ghee. 103 

Three hundred and fifty-five emetic and two hundred and forty-five purgative 
preparations have thus been described, making a total of six hundred; all these 
preparations are mainly based on fifteen drugs (12.41-42). 

The remaining part of the chapter is devoted to a number of interconnected subjects. 
Some verses deal with general principles relating to compound recipes, the inter

action of drugs, their potentiation (baliidhiina), etc. (12.43-50). i04 

The next group of verses (12.51-86) is concerned with general rules relating to 
the treatment of patients with emetic and purgative measures. These evacuative mea
sures are of three types: drastic (tTic~1_1a), of medium strength (madhya), and mild (m~
du) (12.51-57). Diseases are of three types too: severe (tik~1_1a), of medium strength 
(madhya), and mild (mrdu), according to the number of symptoms present (12.58). 

Dosages are important in this context, which explains that the units of weight (mii
na, pramiil_la, parimii1_1a) are discussed ( 12.87-97): 6 dhvaq1si 105 = I marrci; 6 marrci = 
I sar~apa; 8 (rakta)sar~apa = I ta1_19ula; 106 2 ta1_19ula = I dhiinyamii~a; 2 dhiinyamii~a = 
I yava; 107 4 yava = I a1_19ikii; 4 a1_1~ikii = I mii~ka, 108 also called hema and dhiinyaka; 
3 miisaka = I siina; 2 siina = I draitksana, also called kola and badara; 2 drai1ksana = I 
kar~a: 109 also cailed su~ar1_1a, ak~a, bi~iilapadaka, picu, pii1_1itala, tinduka, and. k~vala
graha; 2 kar~a = I paliirdha (half a pala), which is also called sukti and a~\amikii; 2 palii
rdha = I pala, 110 also called mu~!i, 111 prakui'ica, caturthikii, bilva, ~oc,lasikii, and iimra; 
2 pala = I prasrta, 112 also called a~\amiina; 4 pala = I ai'ijali, 113 also called kuc,lava; 114 

2 ku9ava = I miinikii; 4 ku9ava = I prastha; 115 4 prastha = I ii9haka, 116 also known as 
piitra; 8 prastha = I kaq1sa; 4 ka1psa = I dro1_1a, 117 also called arma1_1a, nalva1_1a, kalasa, 
gha\a, and unmiina; 2 dro1_1a = I siirpa or kumbha; 2 siirpa = I go1_11, also called khiirr 118 

and bhiira; 119 32 siirpa = I viiha; 100 pala = I tulii. 120 

Rules are given for the dosages of fresh and dried medicinal substances, 121 the ra
tios of liquids in relation to the drugs in a compound recipe, etc. (12.98-101). 122 The 
preparation of fat-containing compound drugs (oils, ghees) is described; this so-called 
snehapiika is of three types: mrdu (mild), madhya (medium), and khara (firm), accord
ing to the consistency of the final product; the indications of these three products of 
snehapiika are mentioned (12.102-104). 123 

The two systems of weights and measures which are employed in medicine are re
ferred to in a verse considered to be spurious (aniir~a) by Cakrapii1_1i; theMiigadha sys
tem is said to be superior to the Kiili1iga system (12.105). 124 
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makes the fixed (sthira) do~s flow out (vi~yandayati) of the body after application of 
sneha, as fire acts upon damp wood; sodhana (purification) eliminates the impurities 
(mala = do~a), as dirt is removed from a cloth by water (6.11-13 ); a purificatory drug 
should not be taken during a disorder of digestion (aJ1~) (6.14 ); characteristics of 
a proper dose (6.15-17); the preparatory diet (6.18-19ab); the signs of proper elim
ination (6.19cd-20); removal of the remains of too large a dose (6.21-22ab);33 the 
treatment to be applied when the signs of proper digestion of the drug are not observed 
(6.23); after-treatment (6.24); the treatment to be applied when kapha and pitta are 
only slightly eliminated (6.25); 34 signs indicating proper and improper digestion of 
the drug (6.26-27); types of improper administration (6.28); ten disorders (vyiipad) 
due to improper purification are enumerated: 35 iidhmiina (tympanitis), parikarti, 36 

sriiva,37 hrdgraha,38 giitragraha,39 jiviidiina (bleeding), vibhraipsa,40 stambha (stiff
ness), upadrava (complications), and klama (exhaustion) (6.29-30); cases of wrong 
application of purificatory measures and their treatment (6.31-57);41 the symptoms 
and treatment of iidhmiina (6.58-60),42 parikartikii (6.61-67),43 parisriiva (6.68-70),44 

hrdgraha (6.71-75),45 arigagraha (= giitragraha) (6.76-77), jiviidiina (6.78-84),46 the 
three types of vibhraipsa: gudabhraipsa (prolapse of the rectum), saipjiiiiniisa (loss 
of consciousness), and a syndrome characterized by kar.i~ii (itching) and other signs 
(6.85-87), stambha (6.88-89),47 upadrava (6.90-91), 48 and klama (6.92-93).49 

Chapter seven, called bastivyiipatsiddhi, deals with the disorders caused by the im
proper administration of enemas. 

Twelve of these disorders (vyiipad) are enumerated: deficient application (a yoga), 
over-application (atiyoga), klama (exhaustion),50 iidhmiina (tympanitis), hikkii (hic
cup), hrtpriipti, 51 iirdhvatii (moving in an upward direction),52 praviihika,53 siro'rti 
(headache),arigiirti (pains in the whole body), parikarta,54 and parisrava55 (7.5-6). 

The causes, symptoms and treatment of these disorders are described: ayoga 
(7.7-11), atiyoga (7.12-14), klama, due to a remnantofiimado~a (7.15-20),56 iidhmii
na (7.21-26),57 hikkii (7.27-29), hrdayagha!!ana (= hrtpriipti; 7.30-31), iirdhvatii 
(7.32-39), praviihikii (7.40-42), 58 siro'rti (7.43-46), arigiirti (7.47-53), parikartikii 
(7.54-57), parisrava (7.58-62). 59 The composition of drastic (tik~r.ia) and mild (mrdu) 
en~mas is dealt with (7.63). 

The chapter ends with some general statements on the action of enemas (7.64-65). 

Chapter eight, called priisrtayogiyasiddhi, begins with a number of formulations (yoga) 
for enemas, expressed in the unit of weight called prasrta. 60 These enemas are espe
cially suitable to delicate (sukumiira) patients and those suffering from the bad effects 
of improperly applied evacuative measures (8.3-18).61 

One of the formulations is called paiicatiktaniriiha (8.8-9ab). 62 

The second part deals with diarrhoea (atisiira) as a disorder arising from the 
injudicious administration of enemas. Six main types are distinguished: accompanied 
by iima, or pakva (i.e., devoid of iima) and accompanied by faeces, viita, blood, pitta 
or kapha; thirty subtypes are distinguished according to the combinations of do~as 
involved. This diarrhoea may lead to various complications (upadrava), such as siila 
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sthiivarajiitiinii111 snehiiniim); 25.39 (iiluka1p kandiiniim should precede nikuca111 phalii
niim); 25.40 (liimajjakosire is preferable to liimajjakosTram and nirvrtti~ pu~!ikariit:iiim 
to nivrtti~ pu~!ikariil)iim; the second ni~sa[!1sayakariit:iiim should be replaced by 
nirbhayakariit:iiim); 26.3 (Hira1Jyiik~a Kusika should be substituted for Hira!Jyiik~a 
Kausika); 26.43( 4) (mohayati instead of mohayanti); 26.84 (sar~apatailabhr~!iin 
instead of sar~apatailabhra~!iin); 27.4 (vetriigramrtii- instead of vegiigriimrtii-); 
27.25 (sa sviidu~ is preferable to tat sviidulJ); 128 27.55 (jarigalaciirit:iah instead of 
jiirigalaciirit:ia~); 27.92 (kiiliikhya1p instead of kiiliiya111); 129 27.101 (-niilikiisurya~ 
instead of -niilikiisiiryalJ); 27.122 (siir~apa111 siikam is odd among the group of 
kandasiikas);130 27.128 (viitapitte prasasyate is better than viitapitte ea sasyate); 
27.163 (madhuriil)y anupiikini instead of madhuriil)y amlapiikini); 27.216 (varut:iiilaye 
instead of varut:iiilayam); 28.4 (prasiidiikhyii~ maliikhyiis ea instead of maliikhyii~ 
prasiidiikhyiis ea); Ni.3.10 (sabubhuk~asya instead of abubhuk~asya); 131 Ni.4.14 
(iksviilirasasa111kiisa should be read instead of. kiit:ic;lek~urasasaipkiisa); 132 Vi.3.45 
(tivriidharmarucer instead of tivradharmiirucer); 4.5 Giiiinasamudayena instead 
of jiiiinasamudiiyena); 5.8 (arocakiivipiikau instead of arocakavipiikau); 5.26 (a
nnavahiiniiJ!I instead of annaviihiiniirp); 133 7 .17 (tririitrarp instead of triviiraip); 134 

8.11 (miidhiikibhir instead of miidhukibhir); 8.109 (sikharidasanii~ is preferable to 
sikharadasaniilJ); 135 Sii.1.143 (vratacaryopaviisas ea instead of vratacaryopaviisau 
ea); 136 Sii.5.4 (~ac;ldhiitava~ samuditii~ loka iti sabda1p labhante instead of puru~a iti 
sabda111 labhante); 8.3 (stripu111sayor avyiipannasukrasot:iitagarbhiisayo~ should be 
replaced by stripu111sayor avyiipannasot:iitagarbhiisayasukrayolJ); 137 8.24 (visamiisana 
should replace visamiisana); 8.47 (k~emaka instead ofk~aumaka; kat:iaka!Jikendhana 
instead of karJakakarJ!akendhana; 13s 1.2.19 (kascid eviisya vairasyam instead of 
kascid eviisyavairasyam); 5.17 (piban instead of pibet); 1.5.34 (piidavarmat:io~ in
stead of piidacarmat:iolJ); 11.21 (iihvayantalJ is preferable to iihvaya1,1s tarn); 12.19 
(varma vicyutam is preferable to carma vicyutam); Ci.1 1 .36b (iimalake~v api is 
better than iimalaki~v api); 139 12 .15 (a~!abhiigena instead of ak~abhiigena); 140 22 .8ab 
(siindribhiita111 ta111 kuryiit prabhiitamadhusarkar~ instead of siindribhiitaq1 ea kuryiit 
prabhiitamadhusarkaram); 141 3.54cd (saptiihal)l vii dasiiha111 vii dviidasiiha111 sudu~
sahalJ is preferable to dasiiharp dviidasiiha111 vii saptaha111 vii sudulJsaha~); 142 5.77c 
(siiliiniihaharaJ:1 instead of siiliiniihaharI); 6.26 (suriihva111 instead of suriihvii111); 143 

6.40 (savalkiim instead of sakalkiim); 7 .111 (sailii instead of sailii); 7.120 (rajas instead 
of pay as); 7 .123 (pakvasurii is to be replaced by sakrasurii); 144 7.140 (ardhapalii111sarp 
is more correct than ardhadalii111sa111); 8.58 (sle~miisayastham is preferable to iimii
sayastham); 145 9.22 (-piil)i~ instead of vii.Qi~); 146 13.48 (anudakapriiptam udara1p is 
better than anudakam apriiptam udara111); 13.88-89ab (the correct order is 88ab, 89ab, 
88cd); 13.119cd-124ab (iti pa!oladiciirt:iam should be inserted after the formula); 
14.43 (i~!akasya should be replced by dipyakasya); 14.228-229 (iti picchiibasti~ 
should come after 228); 14.243 (sito~t:iiini ea yojayan instead of yojayet); 14.252 
(sasiirkariilJ instead of sasarkarii~); 14.253ab (dvaividhya111 instead of dvividha111); 
14.253cd (peyiis ea instead of pe~yiis ea); 15.35 (sthala111 nimnam ivodakam is 
preferable to sthaliin nimniid ivodakam); 15.89 (koliimla instead of koliimbu); 15 .97 
(ciinalam instead of ciilanam); 15.205 (sa ghrtaq1 instead ofsaghrta111); 15, colophon 
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142; Si.9.51); asvakhuraka 251 (Ci.23.245); asvlivarohika.252 (Si.10.37); atirasa 253 (Su. 
4. 10 and 18; Ci.10.35); iitmaja.254 (Ci.3.267); avaghiita 255 (Ci.7.129); avaghlltaka 25' 
(Ka.8.3); aviikpu~pI25; (Vi.8.151; Ci.7.114; 14.234; 29.62); avarohii258 (Ci.3.267); 
avyathii259 (Sii.4.18; Sii.8.20 and 58); bahulii260 (Ci.8.103); bahuphenarasii 261 (Ka. 
11.3); baliihaka262 (Ci.23.11); balbaja263 (Sii.8.41; Ci.1 4.7; 5.138); bhadrapan:11264 

(Vi.8.135); bhadraudanI265 (Sii.4.9); bha~1<:fi266 (Sii.27.107); bhiiradvajI2'7 (Sii.4.9; 
Vi.8 .139); bilvaparqf268 ( Sii.27 .107); bodhivrk~a 269 (Ci.29 .158 ); brhatpattra 270 

(Ka.9.3)·, buka271 (Ci.30.82); cakramudgaka272 (Sii.21.25); cancu273 (Ci.19.32); 
clira\1274 (Ci.9.45); carmaka~ii275 (Ci.23.66); carmasiihvii 276 (Ka.11.3); chattra277 

(Sii.27.123); cina278 (Sii.27.14); cinaka 279 (Ni.4.5; 5.6); cirbhata 280 (Sii.27.112; Ci. 
19.32); cukrikii281 (Ci.8.131; 14.199 and 202; 15.89; 24.151); c~krikii282 (Ci.15.114; 
24.151); cuiicupan~ikii283 (Sii.27.100); dai~9airakii284 (Ci.26.51; Ka.1.25); dardma 285 

(Sii.27.14); diirunisii286 (Ci.6.40); devatii9aka287 (Ka.2.3); dhanaiijaya288 (Ci.4.75); 
dhanvayiisa(ka) 289 (Sii.4.1 I and 14; Ci.3.204 and 207; 4.46; 7.145; 18.178; 21.58; 
26.170); dhanvayavlisa290 (Ci.14.186 ); dhiivanI291 (Ci.3.187 and 224); dugdhika292 

(Ci.8.131; 14.198; 21.83; 26.266); dviirada.293 (Vi.8.139; Cil 4 .15); dv"ipI294 (Vi.8. 
135); dvipikii295 (Ka.1.22); dvipisatru296 (Vi.8.135); e9agaja297 (Sii.3.3, 13, 15; 27.33; 
Ci.7.93, 103, Il3, 126, 127, 160, 161); ekii~\hI!a298 (Si.10.23); eliipan:11 299 (Vi.8.135); 
eraka.300 (Sii.3.24 and 27; Ci.29.134); gandhana301 (Sii.27.f4); gandhaphala. 302 

(Ci.23.57); ga:ndhapriya1igu303 ((Sii.25.40; Sii.8.24; Ci.21.90); gariigarI304 (Ka.2.3; 
Si.11.12); garmii!I305 (Sii.27.18); gaura306 (Sii.27.8 and 13); girimallika307 (Ka.5.4); 
gopi308 (Vi.8.135); gw;la309 (Ka.10.8); hiiridraka 310 (Sii.26.84); hastipar~11311 (Sii.l. 
82); hastipan:1inI (Sii.1.84); hastisyiimiika312 (Sii.27.17); hayagandha.313 (Ci.28.173); 
hemadugdhii314 (Ka.12.23); heman 315 (Sii.3.29; Ci.11.40; 12.36; 21.74; 24.159; 
25.116 and 117); hir1guparl)I 316 (Ci.9.57); hingupattrikii 317 (Ci.9.66); hingusivii\ika. 318 

(Ci.10.37; 15. 109); hintiila 319 (Ka.1.8); ik~uviilii320 (Ci.26.73); ik~uviilika321 (Sii. 
4.12; 25.49; Ni.4.10; Vi.8.135; Sli.8.29; Ci.21.24; Ka.1.25); iksviilikii (Ci.11.18); 
indrii322 (Ka.7.19); indriihva323 (Ci.14.160); indriil)i324 (Ci.21.85. and 90); indrasii
hva325 (Ci.6.42); indriiyudha326 (Ci.23.12); jiilamiilinI327 (Ci.23.206); jalapippaII328 

(Sii.27.171); japa329 (Ci.13.57); jayii330 (Ci.9.45); jhil).\I 331 (Sii.27.18); jongaka332 

(Ci.1 4 .15); jiirr:iiihva333 (Sii.21.25; 27.18); kiikiihvii334 (Ci.21.90); kiikliJ~93 335 (Sii. 
27.34); kalamba336 (Sii.27.101); kiilar1kataka337 (Ka.1.25); klilankrta 338 (Vi.8.135); 
kanaka 339 (Ci.7.74; 23.78); kanakapu~pI340 (Ci.7.167); kiir:i9Ira 341 (Ci.3.267; Ka. 
1.25); kapikacchu 342 (Ci.9.80; 11.62; 28.125 and 160); kapolaval!f343 (Vi.8.139); 
kapotava11I 344 (Vi.8.139); karkasa 345 (Sii.27.97; Vi.8.143); karka\iihvaya:346 (Ka.7. 
18); karkatakI347 (Ci.18.51 and 153); karkotakI 348 (Ka.4.3); kamikiira 349 (Ka.8.3); 
kii~\hagodha350 (Ci.1 4 .7); ka\ambhara351 (Ci.9.4 7); ka\uphalii (Ci.23.66; 352 Ka.4. 
3); 353 kauntI354 (Ci.9.35; 12.65; 23.55; Si.8.13); kiiyasthii355 (Ci.9.46 and 57; 10.46 
and 48; 17.141; 26.83); kelii\a 356 (Sii.27.114); khai~9ika 357 ((Sii.27.28); kharihva 358 

(Sii.23.15; 27.172; Ci.14.43); khariisva.359 (Ci.26.60; Si.9.8); kilima 361 (Vi.8.142; 
Sa.8.34 and 41; Ka. 7.15); kokanada 361 (Vi.6.17); kolava!II362 (Ci.3.210); kosataka363 

(Ka.6.9; Si.3.56); ko\haphala364 (Si.11.12); ko\haphalii365 (Ka.4.3); kraunca366 

(Ci.23.11); krauiiciidana367 (Sii.27.116; Ci.3.258; 14.9); krmihara 368 (Ci.7.153); 
km1acitraka (Ci.26.272); lq~i:iapir:i9Ita 369 (Ci.26.272); kr~r:iiIBalreyaka 370 (Ci.26.268); 
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16.28 and 121; 20.42; 26.224);593 mrttikii (Sii.14.46; Ci.1 2 .11; 14.21; 24.26; 4.66; 
16.27 and 117; 19.65; 27.49, 51, 54; Ka.1.9); 594 pii1p.su (Vi.3.7; 1.12.28; Ci.14 .59; 
23.39 and 174); pii~iil)a (Sii.14.26 and 58; 27.209and 210; Ci.21.131); 595 rasa (Ci.7. 
71);596 rasottama (Ci.25.116); 597 romasa (Ci.29.152);598 saugandhika (Sii.3.10);599 

saurii~\rI (Ci.7.114; 15.138);600 saurii~\rikii (Ci.30.79 and 98);601 siliihvaya (Ci.13.65; 
26.99);602 siliijatu603 (Sii.21.24; 24.56; Ci.13 .48, 56, 58, 62; 5.97; 7.72; 13.152 and 
153; 16.88; 23.213; 28.242; 29.159); 604 sphaµka (Ci.14 .22; 17.125);605 suvarcikii 
(Sii.2.23);606 suvarl)amlik~ika (Ci.7.71);fl:l7 svarjika (Vi.7.17; Ci.23.215);608 tiipya 
(Ci.16.78; 26.250);609 tuttha (Sii.3.12; Ci.7.108, 114 and 120; 26.250); 610 vaigandhika 
(Ci.23.223); 611 vesmadhiima (Ci.26.14 ). 612 

This survey may be useful in facilitating an assessment of the employment of in
organic substances in the Carakasar{lhitii613 and comparisons with other texts. 614 

The inorganic substances mentioned are prescribed in various forms, both exter
nally and internally. 615 Some of these substances were heated before use. 616 Many of 
them were administered in the form of a powder (ciirl)a, rajas), 617 either singly or in 
combination with other drugs. 

The intricate processes known from alchemical and later iiyurvedic treatises 
are absent from the Carasamhitii, 618 though some are convinced that distillation 
is mentioned.619 The term bhasman is employed in a sense that differs from its 
alchemical use. 620 

Mercury is not yet known as a medicinal substance. The term rasa621 (Ci.7.71) 
refers back to the juice extracted (nigrhita) from the plant calledjiiti (Ci.7.70). 622 

A substance called rasottama, sometimes thought to be mercury, 623 is prescribed 
once, for external use in a lepa (Ci.25 .116). 624 

The meaning of this term is a problematic issue. The presence of the verse that con
tains the prescription in a number of treatises gives the opportunity to compare the in
terpretations of various commentators. Cakra says that rasottama is eitherpiirada (mer
cury) or ghee. lndu regards it as mercury (piirada). Among the commentators on the 
Hfdaya, Arul)adatta is silent, while the Kairalfagrees with lndu; Sivadiisasena, though 
identifying rasottama as piirada, adds that some are of the opinion that ghee is meant. 
The Hrdayaprakiisa of the ~fiingahrdayakqa records that ghee is meant, though many 
(predecessors) identify rasottama as piirada. The Sivadipikii considers it to be rasii
iijana. The Kuswniivalion the Siddhayoga remarks that rasottama is either piirada or 
ghee according to Cakra(piinidatta), or the juice (rasa) of sahakiira (i.e., the mango) 
according to Jinadiisa. Sivadiisasena comments (ad Cakradatta, vra~iasotha 101) that 
rasottama is piirada, while others regard it as ghee. Niscalakara mentions that Cakra 
sees ghee in it, while Jinadiisa interprets it as the sweet juice of sahakiira; he himself is 
convinced that ghee is meant, because this is the substance c01Tesponding to rasottama 
in an equivalent recipe of Jiitiikan)a quoted by him. 

This survey of the various interpretations makes clear that it is far from certain, 
even improbable, that mercury is mentioned in the Carakasa1phitii. 
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The more sober view that the Kiisikiivrtti and a number of Pura1,as refer to 
the Vedic school called Carakasiikha, without postulating any connection with the 
Carakasarphitii, is also represented. 84 The Carakas of this siikhii are, for example, 
mentioned in Visvarupa's commentary on the Yiijiiavalkyasmrti. 85 

It is not clear which Caraka is meant in a passage of Jayantabhaf{a's Nyiiyama
iijarl, 86 where Caraka and others are described as able to reach a decision, by means 
of perception (pratyak~a), on the power (sakti) of substances (padiirtha), either com
bined or single (samastavyasta), relative to the variability of country, time, the indi
vidual (purusa), and the stage of the life cycle (dasii). 87 

The Car;ka mentioned by Siintarak~ita is undoubtedly the Caraka of the sa1phitii. 88 

Some passages of Vedic texts which mention a Caraka or use related words are 
subject to disagreeing interpretations. The Carakiicarya of the Taittir1yabriihma1_1a is, 
according to Saya~a's commentary, someone who teaches the art of walking on bam
boo stilts (va1psiigranartana), 88" i.e., a kind of dancer (na{avise~a); this explanation, 
pointing to a person of a low social status, is accepted by the Gulabkunverba team 
and Hemariijasarman, 89 while others prefer to see in this Carakiiciirya a teacher of 
the Carakasiikhii. 90 The Viijasaneyisarphitii is, like the Taittinyabriihma1_1a, acquainted 
with a Carakiiciirya who is enumerated among the victims at the human sacrifice called 
puru~amedha; this person is regarded as a teacher of the Carakasiikhii, denunciated as 
the representative of a rival school,91 as a person of low status,92 a roaming mendicant 
(bhik~u), 93 or the medical authority Caraka.94 

The form of the Sautriima~i ritual called Carakii, usually thought to be connected 
with the Carakasiikhii, was supposed by A. Hillebrandt to allude to the medical teacher 
Caraka.95 

Other references also show that Caraka is a well known name in Vedic literature. 
The Carakas formed one of the schools (siikha) of the Black Yajurveda96 and are 

subdivided into twelve ramifications in the Carar_iavyiiha91, one of the Parisi~\as of the 
Atharvaveda. One of the recensions of the Black Yajurveda, the Kiifhakasarphitii, may 
be connected with the Carakas 98 and be based on an older and lost Carakasamhitii, 99 

because the Ka{ha school called itself Carakaka\ha 100 or Ciir/iyai}iyaka\ha in ~rder to 
distinguish it from the school of the Kapi~\halaka\has. The precise extent of the term 
Caraka is, however, uncertain and it may have been applied to the whole or part of the 
Black Yajurveda. 101 

The Carakas/ikhii was opposed to the Taittiriyasiikhii of the Black Yajurveda, 102 

and, to a still greater extent, to the schools of the White Yajurveda, represented by the 
Viijasaneyisarphitii. I03 

One passage from the Tuittirlyasarphitii has become the starting point of brisk dis
cussions about a possible relationship between the Carakasiikhii and the practice of 
medicine. This passage 104 censures the twin healing gods, the Asvins, as impure beings 
because they are physicians who roam about (cara) in the human world; a briihma~1a 
should therefore not practise medicine. 

J. Filliozat has argued that the use of the term cara is a shot at the rival school of 
the Carakas, 105 who have not inserted anything similar in their sarphitas, the Kii{haka
(21.4), Kapi${halakafha-and Maitriiya1_1Ts.iuphitii, which relate a similar story about the 
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great divine sages (devar~i), the science of medicine came down from the gods to the 
human world, to the king of Benares; it was called the divine Brahma system. 36 

The biography of G-yu-thog yon-tan mgon-po mentions six systems of medicine: 
the system of binding diseases by spells, which belongs to the Asuras, the Gso
dpyad !}bum-pa of Brahma, the Bodhisattva system, laid down in a text called the 
Mercy of self-release, the Ca-ra-ka sde-brgyad of the r~is, the Mahiidevatantra of the 
non-Buddhists, and the Rigs-gsum mgon-po rgyud of the Buddhists. 

Other Tibetan medical works referring to Caraka are the Dpag-bsam Jjon bzllli of 
Sum-pa mkhan-po,37 the Mkhas-pa!}i dga!}-ston of Chos-rgyal don-grub, 38 Jayapa
i:igita's biography of G-yu-thog-pa in the Thob-yig, 39 and the Ses-bya kun-khyab of 
ijjam-mgon kon-sprul blo-gros mtha!l-yas. 40 



Chapter 13 

Authorities associated with the Carakasal!lhita 

Atri 

Atri I is the name of a priestly family already found in Vedic literature. Many hymns 
of the I,?.gveda, in particular of mar:i~ala five, are attributed to the Atris and members 
of their family, the Atrayas. 2 A number of myths about an individual seer called Atri 
are referred to in the ~gveda, Atharvaveda and some Briihmar:ias. One of these myths 
tells that the Asvins saved him from a burning pit; 3 once, the Asvins are said to have 
made him young again.4 

Atri is a well known sage in many branches of Sanskrit literature. He is often men
tioned in the epics, Purar:ias, etc.5 He belongs to the group of seven seers (saptar~i), 6 

and is one of the lords of created beings (Prajiipati). 7 

Atri's name is connected with a number of sciences, 8 such as dharmasiistra, 9 

jyoti~a, 10 viistusiistra, 11 and medicine. 
Medical authors and works referring to or quoting Atri are: the B[hannighai;ifura

tnakara, 12 Carakasaqihitii, 13 Harpsariijanidiina, Hiiritasaq1hitii, 14 Kiisyapasaqihitii, 15 

Lak§mai;iotsava, Nrsiq1habhana's Tiimhiilakalpasal)lgraha, Piilakiipya's Hastyiiyur
veda, 16 Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta in their commentary on the Rasaratna
samuccaya, 17 Sivadiisasena, 18 To~ara, 19 Viigbha!a's ~fiirigahrdayavai~iiryakabhll§ya 
and A§fii1igasaq1graha, 20 Var:iesvara Bhanaciirya's Rasaratnadfpikii, 21 Viisudeva's 
Viisudeviinubhava, Visvanatha Dvivedi's Rasendrasambhava, 22 and.the Yogaratniika-
ra. 23 · 

Viisudeva's Viisudeviinubhava mentions among its sources, next to Atr i, a Brhad
atri and Laghvatri. These works are reminiscent of similar versions of the Atreyasaip
hitii (= Hiiritasaiphitii). 24 

An Atrisal)lhitii is referred to or quoted in Baladeva Prasada Misra's Ayurvedaci
ntiimai;ii, 25 Jrviinandavidyiisiigara's commentary on the Rasendrasiirasa1pgraha, 26 Ra
rigajyotirvid's Viciirasudhiikara, 27 and the commentary of Asubodha and Nityabodha 
Senagupta on the Rasaratnasamuccaya. 28 

Quotations from Atri and the Atrisaqihitii may actually be from the Hiirftasaqihi
tii. 29 

Noteworthy features of these quotations and references are: an Atrisal?lhitiiis men
tioned, occasionally next to an ii.treyasaqihitii; Atri takes the place of Atreya in some 
traditions about the origin of iiyurveda; Atri is identified with K:f~Qiitreya; some recipes 
are attributed to him; a definition of a drug action (sarpsamana) and descriptions of 
yantras (and a pu!a) are ascribed to him; he is interested in elephantology. 
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its contents fully agree with verses which do form part of its text (Ca.Ci.3. 53cd-61 ab). 
Probably, Viigbhaia summarized the essence of what he knew to be the opinion ex
pressed in the Carakasaq1hitii; however, one cannot exclude that he was acquainted 
with a view traditionally ascribed to Agnivesa. This does not mean at all that the evi
dence collected from Viigbha\a's works proves that the Agnivesatantra was available 
to him. 

G. Mukhopadhyaya's allegation that Agnivesa's work still existed when the old 
Sausrutatantra was redacted by Niigiirjuna and became known as the Susrutasal!Jhi
tii, 226 rests on very slender evidence. The Susrutasamhitii does not mention Agnivesa's 
name; it only refers to the treatises of the six kiiyacikitsii specialists 227 and several other 
groups of experts, used in the composition of the Uttaratantra (Su.U.1.4cd-8ab); this 
is a statement of the same type as that found at the beginning of Viigbha\a's works. 

The claim of many Indian authors that the Agnivesatantra remained accessible for 
many centuries, up to the times of Cakrapai:iidatta, Vijayarak~ita, Srikai:i\hadatta and 
Sivadiisasena,228 is not supported by solid evidence; 229 it rests on the shaky basis of 
the uncritical acceptance of the genuineness of the quotations and on the conviction 
that the occurrence of these quotations means that MSS containing the complete text 
were still extant. Acknowledgment of the additional quotations found in Togara's 
ii.yurvedasaukhya and Anantakumiira's Yogaratnasamuccaya, neglected by the ma
jority of Indian authors or unknown to them, would oblige them to raise the limit of 
the period in which the Agnivesatant.ra could be consulted. It would, moreover, be 
hard to explain that in the period of compilation ofTogara's ii.yurvedasaukhya a large 
body of material from the Agnivesafantra could be collected that was overlooked by 
the commentators on the classical medical treaties. 

The majority of the citations referred to by these authors in order to substantiate 
their claims are of the nature of paribhii~iis; these technical rules belong to a special 
group of quotations which are probably from an Agnivesasaq1hitii, a work that im
presses as entirely different from the Agnivesawntra and of a later date. Paribhii~iis do 
not form part of the Carakasaq1hitiiandareusually found in the commentarial literature 
or specialized works like the Bhe$ajakalpa, attributed to Bharadviija. 

As I have already mentioned, the quotations attributed to Agnivesa belong to sev
eral groups. In my opinion it is impossible to decide whetheror not some may be from 
the old Agnivesatantra, because of the absence of reliable criteria. No one knows what 
the Agnivesatantra looked like, in spite of assertions to the contrary. 230 P. V. Sharma has 
advanced the hypothesis that the Agnivesafani-ra was a work in siitra style, resembling 
the Arthasiistra; Caraka expanded the text, rewrote the descriptions of the assemblies of 
sages in the form of dialogues and added the summaries at the end of each chapter. 231 

The same author has tried to isolate elements of the Carakasamhitii that in his view 
belong to its oldest layer, i.e., the Agnivesatantra. 232 • 

The quotations do not support the hypothesis that Agnivesa's work mainly con
sisted of siitras; by far the larger part of the citations are in verse. 233 

Peculiarities found in quotations from Agnivesa which throw doubt on their au
thenticity or point to a date later than Drghabala's completion of the Carakasaq1hitii 
are: the use of the term ekariipa yak~man for an epidemic disease; 234 the absence of 
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that Pataiijali was known as a medical authority to the authors of a Yogaratniikara620 

and Yogaratnasamuccaya.621 Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta reproduce, in 
their commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, some quotations from Pataiijali and 
the Piitaiijala found in Sivadiisa's commentary on the Cakradatta. 622 

Satyaniiriiyai;iasiistrin's Padiirthavijiiiina also quotes Pataiijali and the piitaiijaliil}; 
some of these quotations are, however, from the Carakasazµhitii. 623 A quotation 
from the ·Piitaiija/adarsana in Yogendraniitha's Ayurvijiiiinaratniikara is from the 
Yogasiitra. 624 

Govindadiisa's Bhai{JBjyaratniiva/i contains a recipe attributed to Pataiijali. 625 

The references and quotations in the works of Asubodha, Govindasena, Kiisiriima, 
Niscala, Sivadiisasena and Trivikrama indicate that Pataiijali's work dealt with met
allurgy (lohasiistra) and its application to medicine. B. Seal claims that Pataiijali gave 
elaborate directions for many metallurgic and chemical processes, especially the prepa
ration of metallic salts, alloys and amalgams, and the extraction, purification and as
saying of metals; he adds that it was probably Pataiijali who discovered the use of the 
mixtures called vic;Ia. B. Seal regards Pataiijali's Lohasiistra as a later work than that 
of Niigiirjuna on the same subject, an opinion based on the observation that the for
mer's directions concerning particular processes are more complicated than those of 
the latter. 626 

_ Other medical writings ascribed to Pataiijali are a Viitaskandha-and Siddhiintasii
riivali; the latter work incorporates a Paittaskandha. 627 

The Indian tradition regards Pataiijali as the author of a lost tantra on rasiiyana.628 

Al-Bin1nI was acquainted with Pataiijali's association with rasiiyana. 629 

Pataii jali is the name of at least two famous authors; the one wrote the M ahiibhii$JB, 
the other the Yogasiitra. 

An interesting development made the two fuse into one Pataiijali, who, in addition 
to his expertise in grammar and yoga, was also credited with a thorough knowledge of 
medicine and allied subjects. 

The medical works already referred to are often attributed to this composite 
Pataiijali, as well as a commentary on the Carakasazµhitii, Viirttikas on that work, or a 
revised version of it. As a further complication, he is even considered to be identical 
with Caraka. 

The threefold Pataiijali is mentioned as a pratisaq1Skartar of the Carakasazµhitii in 
the introductory verses of Cakrapiii;iidatta's Ayurvedadfpikii..630 His Viirttikas on the 
Vaidyakasiistra are referred to in Riimabhadradik~ita's Pataiijalicarita, 631 written at 
the end of the seventeenth or the beginning of the eighteenth century. 632 The tradition 
that a Pataiijali wrote Viirttikas on the Carakasruphitii is endorsed by G. Hiildiir, who 
asserts that Vijayarak~ita, in his part of the Madhukosa, quotes one of these Vii
rttikas,633 which, after having existed independently, were incorporated in the text of 
the Carakasarphitii in the first century A.D.634 The same author is convinced that one 
of Pataiijali's Viirttikas is cited in Niigesabhaga's (Vyiikara1Jasiddhiinta)maiijii$ii. 635 

The claim that Pataiijali made additions to the text of the Carakasa1phitii was also 
advanced by Siiramcandra.636 Gai;ianiitha Sena637 regarded him, in agreement with 
Cakrapii~1idatta, as a pratisa1pskartar of the Carakasaqihitii. 






